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DEFINITION OF WHAT CONSTITUTES ADEQUATE

MISSIONARY OCCUPATION

"The presence in a given field of Christian missionary

agencies, whether foreign or native or both, whose

numerical strength, geographical distribution, adaptation

of methods, and vital spiritual character give premise

under the blessing of God, first, of establishing within a

leasonable time an indigenous Church, which through

its life and work will propagate Christianity and leaven

the nation or field within whose borders it stands ; and

second, in cooperation with this Church, of presenting

Christ to every individual with such clearness and

completeness as to place upon him the responsibility of

acceptance of or rejection of the Gospel. And any effort

to say which of these is first—because in any arrangement

you must name one first and the other second—will

displace the other, and will certainly disarrange and

throw out of proportion our missionary activity. Both of

these things must be dominating aims."

Robert E. Speer.



INTRODUCTION
The Survey owes its origin to the World Missionary Conference held

in Edinburgh in 1910. That gathering marked the beginning of a new

era in the missionary activities of the Christian Churches of Europe and

America. It convinced the responsible leaders of the missionary movement

that the day had passed when the Church could hope for the successful

accomplishment of its missionary task by the independent activities of the

many different societies engaged in such work, however successful they

might be individually.

The tour of Dr. John R. Mott through China in 1913, and the con-

ferences held under his chairmanship, strengthened the conviction of

missionaries and Chinese workers that if the growing Christian com-

munities were to cope successfully with the problems and opportunities

facing them on every side, some more definite provision for united plan-

ning and effective cooperation was essential.

The question, asked at each of the five sectional conferences, "Have

the Christian forces in this area formed a clear and definite plan for its

missionary occupation?," met everywhere with a negative reply. In the

first conference of the series, held in Canton, it was stated that "the

investigations before and during the conference, and the discussions held,

clearly indicate the inadequacy of the information at present available, the

complexity of the task of securing such information, and the necessity for

a full knowledge of all the essential facts, if Mission Boards and the forces

on the field are to plan with wisdom an effective advance."

The matter was fully discussed at the National Conference (1913) and

the necessity of a Survey made clear. The task of surveying the Christian

Movement in China was entrusted by the National Conference to the Con-

tinuation Committee which it appointed. That Committee soon after its

organization began its work of investigation by the appointment of Special

Committees to study particular problems of Christian work. While the

actual problems studied have varied somewhat from year to year, these

Special Committees have kept steadily at work and have done much both

tc -make clear the actual situation and to show lines along which progress

might be made.

Among these Special Committees was one on Survey and Occupation.

It began its work by making a missionary survey of the southwestern

provinces. It was fortunate in seeming for this purpose the help of Mr.

Thomas Cochrane, M.B., CM., a pioneer in Missionary Survey in China,

whose book on the Missionary Occupation of China had recently

appeared. The results of these investigations, published in 1915

along with the Annual Report of the China Continuation Committee,

were widely circulated. The survey aroused new interest in the evangeliza-

tion of these provinces and to it is due, in no small measure, the selection

of the province of Yunnan as the first field to be entered by the Chinese

Home Missionary Society, an organization which has aroused deep interest

among many Chinese Christians of different denominations.

The China Continuation Committee also began to gather annually

general statistics of the different missionary societies at work in China and,

through them, of the Chinese Churches, which were growing up under

their fostering care. This had been begun by individual missionaries in

earlier conference reports, by the Rev. D. MacGillivray, D.D. in his "A
Century of Missions in China," and subsequently by Dr. MacGillivray

and others in annual publications. These men worked under great

^difficulties owing to the general indifference to the subject on the part of
1 most missionaries, resulting in a lack of accurate records, and making

exceedingly difficult, and in many cases valueless, the effort to bring

together under common headings statistics of different societies.

The first real step taken in laying the foundations for the present

Survey was the publication in 1914 of a Report on Statistics by the Con-

tinuation Committee of the Edinburgh Conference. That Report included

a selected list of statistical headings prepared for use In gathering statistics

from missions in all lands. It included also careful definitions of many
01 the headings used.

The China Continuation Committee adopted the headings contained in

this list as the basis of its statistical work, including a few additional head-

ings recommended by the China Christian Educational Association. It

heped that other countries would adopt the same list, in order that the

results might be of mutual value. The Committee also secured the services

of the Rev. C. h. Boynton as statistical secretary, and made him respon-

sible for securing uniform statistical returns from the missionary societies

in China. Mr. Boynton was peculiarly well fitted for the task and his

work marks a decided advance in this field. The results were published

from year to year in the China Mission Year Book for 1916, 1917, and 1918.

Then, unfortunately, the series was interrupted owing to pressure of other

duties upon Mr. Boynton, and eventually to his leaving the Committee for

other work. The latest figures (1920) are to be found in Appendix H of

this Volume.

At the Annual Meeting of the China Continuation Committee in 1916

it was decided that the preparation for a General Survey had advanced

to a point which made it possible to undertake the Survey proposed by the

National Conference in 1913. The Committee did not, however, at that

time see the necessity of securing some one to give his full time to the

work, and the matter was allowed to drag on for two years longer before

the actual work of gathering the facts presented in this Volume was begun.

However, the time was not wasted, as the interest created by the Survey

Committee and by Mr. Boynton's work led to a number of detailed surveys

by individual missions in China and also gave the Committee the benefit

of the work of the late Rev. W. H. Findlay, whose plans for the India

Survey were then being made.

It was not, therefore, until the late spring of 1918 that this Survey was

actually begun. Authority was then given to the Executive Committee to

secure the full-time services of a Secretary for the work, and to supply him

with the necessary staff and office facilities to enable him to carry it

through.

The Survey has been carried on under the general direction of the

Survey Committee, 011 which the following persons have served for the

periods indicated, the Chairman and Secretary remaining the same

throughout :

—

Bev. E. C. Lobenstine, (PN), Executive Secretary CCC, Chairman, 1918-1922.

Bev. M. T. Stauffee, (EGA), Secretary, 1918-1922.

Y. H. Bau, Esq., General Manager, Commercial Press, Shanghai, 1919-1920.

Rev. B. C. Beebe, M.D., (MEFB), Executive Secretary CMMA, Shanghai, 1918-1922.

Bev. G. H. Boxdfield, D.D., Agent, British and Foreign Bible Society, Shanghai,

1918-1920.

BEV. C. L. Boynton, Statistical Secretary CCC, Shanghai, 1918-1920.

Bev. C. Y. Cheng, D.D., Executive Secretary CCC, Shanghai, 1918-1922.

S. Peteb Chuan, Esq., Literary Secretary, China for Christ Movement, CCC, Shang-

hai, 1921-1922.

George Douglas, M.A., (UFS), Liaoyang, Manchuria, 1918-1919.

Henry Fowler, L.E.C.P. & S., (LMS), Far Eastern Secretary, The Mission to Lepers,

Shanghai, 1918-1920, 1921-1922.

Bev. F. D. Gamewell, D.D.,Ph.D.,LL.D, (MEFB), General Secretary CCEA, Shang-

hai, 1918-1922.

Bev. G. W. Gibb, M.A., (CIM), Deputy Chairman, China Council, Shanghai, 1919-1921.

Bev. J. A. 0. Gotteberg, (NMS), Changsha, Hun., 1919-1920.

Bev. Z. T. Katjng, (MES), Soochow, Ku., 1919-1922.

John Y. Lee, Ph.D., Executive Secretary, Lecture Department, National Committee,

YMCA, Shanghai, 1919-1922.

Bev. Bishop W. S. Lewis, D.D..LL.D., (MEFB), Shanghai, 1919-1920. (Deceased).

Bev. B. Y. Lo, Ph.D., Editor, "Chinese Christian Advocate," Shanghai, 1921-1922.

Bev. H. W. Luce, M.A., (PN), Associate General Secretary CCEA, Shanghai,

1918-1919.

Bev. A. E. Mackenzie, M.A., (UFS), Hingking, Manchuria, 1919-192'.

Bev. Lacy I. Moffett, (PS), Secretary, China for Christ Movement, Shanghai,

1918-1920.

Et. Bev. H. J. Molony, D.D., (CMS), Ningpo, Che., 1919-1920.

Bev. J. T. Proctor, D.D., (ABF), Secretary, East China Mission, Shanghai, 1918-

1920, 1921-1922.

BEV. C. E. Patton, M.A., D.D., (PN), Acting Chairman, China Council, Shanghai,

1921-1922.
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The main burden of gathering, classifying, and editing the immense
amount of material contained in this Volume has fallen upon the Secretary

of the Survey Committee, the Rev. Milton T. Staufier, an honorary

missionary of the Amoy Mission of the Reformed Church in America. Mr.

Stauffer came to China in the spring of 1916 as a student of missions. After

graduating from Princeton University (iojo) and Union Theological

Seminary -1913) be served for several years in the pastorate. He then

decided to fit himself for a Chair of Missions in one of the Colleges and

lead for a year in the Day Missions Library of Yale University at New

Haven under the direction of the Rev. Harlan P. Beach, D.D. His entire

time in China has been spent in work connected with the China Con-

tinuation Committee, during the first two years largely in research work of

a general kind, in connection with the work of the Special Committees.

In May, 191S, he was elected Secretary of the Survey Committee, and since

then has devoted himself exclusively to the Survey. Its successful com-

pletion is due in very large measure to his special fitness for the task and

interest iu the work, based on a profound conviction that these facts are

necessary to a clear grasp of the actual situation and to the determining of

sound policies both by the missionary societies of the West carrying on

work in China , and by the Chinese Churches which are today laying

foundations that will inevitably determine for years to come the character

of the superstructure to be erected on them.

The task facing him was a most difficult one, sufficient to discourage

one of less faith and patience; but he has kept steadily at it for four years,

carrying on a voluminous correspondence, following every lead that seemed

to offer a chance of securing the facts sought, checking the innumerable

reports received from different quarters, supervising the preparation of

tables, maps, and charts, and writing much of the accompanying letter-

press.

He has sought and been able to enlist the hearty cooperation of a large

number of pel sons throughout China, and has gathered around himself a

staff to whom he has been able to impart his own faith in the underlying

spiritual values of the work. In the beginning, while initial plans for the

Survey were being laid, and later, when the question as to the form of the

presentation of the material was under consideration, the Survey Committee

was able to take an active part in the work. It is responsible for the

decisions as to the general scope of the Survey and (he general methods of

piesenting the material, but the bulk of the work has of necessity fallen

upon the Secretary, with such help as the Chairman could from time to

time give him.

Financially the Survey has been a venture of faith. When the work
was started, the Committee had no clear idea as to how much money would

be required to complete it, nor the exact sources whence funds might be

expected. From May 1st, 1918 to October 1st, 1919, the work
was carried on the regular budget of the China Continuation

Committee. Thereafter generous contributions, received from the

Interchurch World Movement of North America, and later from
the Committee on Social and Religious Surveys in New York and the

Survey Trust of London, have made the completion of the work possible.

The American Presbyterian Church, North, has very generously con-
tributed the services, on salary, of Mr. M. Gardner Tewksbury, and the

'

East China Mission of the American Baptist Mission, North, the services of

Rev. Z. Y. Loh, who has helped with the Chinese Edition.

The general objectives of the Survey as outlined by the Committee
were :

—

1. To gather and present in compact form such information as
responsible missionary leaders need to enable them to visualize clearly the
work of their own missions in relation to the work of other missions ; to
guide them to a more advantageous distribution of workers and funds, and
to assist them in developing a greater degree of efficiency, coordination,
and balance in the work of all the missions throughout China.

2. To locate and delimit the numerous areas in China for which no
mission organization has as yet made itself responsible, together with
numerous other areas, situated within fields already claimed by missions
as their particular responsibility, but which as yet remain practically
untouched by any evangelistic effort.

3- To set forth the present status of missionary %york throughout
China in terms of population and of unit areas, as well as in terms of
relative needs of these unit areas for different forms of missionary work

4- To awaken a greater interest and a deeper sense of responsibility
among the Chinese Christians for the evangelization of this country and
by presenting the vision of the inadequacy of the foreign missionary "force
and its inability ever to minister to more than a small fraction of China's
religion, needs, to generate in the Chinese Church a missionary dynamic
which shall be commensurate with the urgency and greatness of the task



The end in view throughout has been an extremely practical one. The

attempt has been made, with what success it must be left for others to

judge, to make clear certain important aspects of the whole Protestant

Christian Movement against the background of the nation's larger life.

The first part of the book, accordingly, sketches in broad outlines the

general conditions prevailing in China today both in the environment cf

the Church and within the Church itself, thus affording a setting in the

light of which one may proceed to the more detailed study of specific

aspects of Christian work, and to that of a particular religious organization

or section of the country.

Some 240 pages are devoted to a detailed study, province by province,

of the growth of the Church. In this section is gathered together the

greater part of the information supplied to the Survey Committee by the

different missions. The work of each society is set forth in relation to that

of all the others working in the same province. Here also is shown, with

considerable detail, the varied activities of the Church, its evangelistic

outreach, its medical and benevolent work, and the provision made for the

education of its youth and the development of its leadership.

This part of the book is followed by one in which the same facts are re-

grouped so as to facilitate a comparison of the different provinces, mission-

ary societies, churches, and nationalities. Probably few will work through

the entire provincial section, Part HI, but a study of a few provinces fol-

lowed by these broader comparisons, Parts V-VIII, and by the more general

topical presentation of the subject matter in the final sections of the book

should give one a reasonably clear grasp of the developments in the

Christian community, and enable one to understand better the significance

of what is taking place. It is important that these developments be clearly

understood, especially by those who are responsible for the direction of

Christian work in China, for they have a very vital bearing upon the

future of the Church.

There is much to hearten one as he thus reviews the situation. The

Christian Church has been steadily advancing. Year by year it reaches

out into new centers. The number of mission stations has more than

doubled since 1900. This means that many times this number of towns

and villages have been brought into direct touch with the Christian

Message and that the evangelistic work of the Church is steadily

advancing.

Educational work has also moved forward by leaps and bounds.

Whereas a decade or two ago most missionary societies hesitated to launch

out into the field of higher education and were satisfied for the most part

to staff their institutions with teachers who had little, if any, special

training for educational work, it has become clear that such a policy is not

adequate and that the Church must either deprive its youth of the benefits

of an education under Christian auspices, or provide a system of schools

and colleges, whose educational standards are as high as those of the

Government. Only thus can it assure the Church of the leadership which is

essential to its be&t life.

Even more striking are the changes taking place within the Chinese

Christian community itself. The Church has become conscious of itself

and of the fact that it possesses a message and a life which are of vital im-

portance to the nation as a whole. This is without doubt the most signi-

ficant fact in the present situation, and the entire picture given in this

Survey needs to be interpreted with this in view. Through a limited

number of its better trained workers, especially the younger men and

women who have graduated from its higher educational institutions, some

of whom have had the benefit of an education abroad, the Church has come

to national self-expression. While leadership of this kind is confined, as

yet, to a small group, it is steadily increasing both in numbers and in

influence.

The appearance of the Survey Report just as the First National Con-

ference of the Christian forces throughout China is called to meet is in

itself significant. This Conference seems likely to mark the closing of one

period and the opening of a new one in the life of the Church. During

the past the mission for the most part has dominated the situation, and

the missionary has been primarily responsible for the initiation and

carrying out of the Church's program. The coming period is expected

to be one of transition, during which the burden of the work and its control

will increasingly shift from the foreigner to the Chinese. The rising tide

of national consciousness within Christian circles is leading to a profound

dissatisfaction with certain aspects of the present situation on the part of

many of the ablest and most consecrated Chinese Christians. They have

a very intense and rightful desire that Christianity shall be freed from the

incubus of being regarded as a "foreign religion" and that the denomi-

national divisions of the West be not perpetuated permanently in China.

They regard the predominance of foreign influence in the Church as one of

the chief hindrances to a mere rapid spread of Christianity in China, and

feel that it is indirectly responsible for many of the weaknesses of the

Church. One of the more prominent younger Chinese recently voiced the

opinion in the Chinese Recorder "that missionary work, excellent as it

is, has not succeeded in creating in the Chinese Christian the sense of

proprietorship in the work of the Church.." This is unfortunately only too

true, and it must be the main task of the years immediately ahead to see

that such a sense of proprietorship is created and that the Church becomes

truly indigenous in China.

To bring this about will not be an easy task and will call for much

patience and forbearance on the part of Chinese and foreigners alike. It

will make necessary readjustments in mission policy that will call for a

larger faith in the guiding hand of God, especially in case the Chinese

Churches should feel led to take steps which do not always seem wise to

their Western brethren.

The strong desire of the Chinese Christians that the Church should

make its fullest contribution to the moral and spiritual interpretation of

China seems to them to involve some means of closer cooperation between

the several branches of the Christian Church in China than as yet exists.

They feel the need of standing together as they face their difficult task and

find little enthusiasm in the denominational differences which make effective

cooperation difficult, and in some cases impossible. Such a situation as has

developed in China and is reflected in this Survey and illustrated on page

330 raises, therefore, questions of fundamental importance as to the future.

They will not be easy of solution for they inevitably involve questions

affecting matters of "Faith and Order."

It should, however, be a cause of profound thankfulness that there is a

strong desire on the part of many leading Christians that there be no

separation between Church and Mission, but that the period of transition be

one of whole-hearted cooperation between the two. This is essential if an

opportunity is to be afforded the Western Churches to make their fullest

contribution to the Church in China, and if the latter is net to deprive her-

self of a contribution which she grec.tly needs.

The situation is thus a most inspiring one, revealing as it does that the

Church in China has "grown up" to the point where it is able and desirous

of carrying its full share of the work. It is a challenge of God to move

forward and to possess more land for His Kingdom. It calls for fresh

courage and for larger faith. It should make the words of William Carey

ring afresh in our ears,

"Expect great things from God;

Attempt great things for God."

It is with some such background as this, therefore, that we would invite

the reader to approach this Volume. He is urged not merely to cull a fact

here and another tiere and to allow himself to ce tempted to make hasty

generalizations on insufficient evidence, or from a failure to take into ac-

count all of the factors that are necessary for reaching sound conclusions,

even though seme of these facts must be sought elsewhere than in this

Volume, which is largely confined to facts capable of statistical presenta-

tion. Rather, he should try to see the situation here presented as a whole

and in its light to approach the specific problems which have a direct

bearing upon his own work and that of his own Church.

It is fortunate that the Report of the Educational Commission, which

recently completed its work, is to appear at about the same time as this

book. That Report illustrates admirably the kind of surveys that are neces-

sary to supplement this one. The Commission had before it the facts re-

garding education in China contained in this Volume and thus

was saved the necessity of gathering this information for itself.

It was, therefore, able to confine its investigation to a study

of typical institutions while yet being able to draw general con-

clusions through having a full knowledge of the quantity of work

being done and the location of educational institutions of different

grades. The Commission's recommendations are certain to have a far

reaching influence upon the future of Christian education in China, and

should lead to certain important changes that will render far more effective

the Chiistian educational work now being done. This Survey will be



Mefed to wsppkawnt the Caamiamtm"* Report by showing both the

ffiwiaiiiu of the task involved in patting into effect its recommendations

•ad by aCardiag «*» infaMBoaoy society a means of estimating what will

ac fa*ot«*d in bringing its own work into line with them.

Similar Coomiwaes composed of persons from abroad, who are

experts in the partkttlar field to be investigated, and of Chinese, and

misskeafy workers are urgently needed in other fields as well, if the

largest advantage is to be taken of the opportunity facing the Church in

China. It I* especially important that no time be lost in instituting a

thorough stady of what is the largest service which Western Christianity

can reader the growing Chinese Churches tuu!er the conditions of today,

and the best ways of making that service effective.

In conclusion may we remind the reader that this Survey is a first

attempt. For it we bespeak a kindly judgment. The Survey Committee

is conscious both of serious omissions due to inability to secure important

information which is certain to be called for, to errors of judgment, per-

haps, on its part both in the selection and presentation of data, which

pressure U time would not allow it to change, and to many inaccuracies.

occasioned by the inherent difficulties and inevitable limitations under,

which the work had to be done.

We trust that the discovery of these errors will not lead to a discredit-

ing of the value of the work herein set forth, but will rather convince

those concerned c* the necessity of keeping more trustworthy records,

in the future, of those facts which are found to have a direct bearing

on the aims which the Christian Church at any given time should

hold before itself and in determining policies through which those aims

may be realized. Others will be able to improve both on the methods of

survey used and on the accuracy of the data, as records are kept more

legularly and the bearing of statistics on the shaping of the po1
icies am}

methods of work become more evident. ,

E. C. Lobenstine,

Chairman of. the -Committee.



PREFACE
The main purpose of this Survey has been the speedier and more

effective evangelization of China. Only such facts as bear an inherent

relationship thereto have been collected and presented. This Survey is

•distinguished from every other in that it is the first of its kind ever

attempted for any large mission area, and also in that wherever it deals

-with church, school and hospital efficiency it does so only in so far as these

are directly related to evangelistic effectiveness and the spread of an

-indigenous Christianity over the entire country. This main objective cf

-the Survey not only accounts for most that has been done but also serves

to unify the whole and furnishes the distinctive marks by which each part

is to be evaluated. There exists, therefore, a pre-determined relationship

between this Survey and the speedier and more effective evangelization of

China. Some imagination may be needed at times to keep this relation-

ship consistently before us, but unless this be done we shall soon find our-

-selves raising questions like these : "Why have we been given all this

Tnass of information?" "What is it all about?" "How does it affect me

-or the plans of my mission ?" "Will this sort of thing ever save souls?"

We may be interested or dazed, but not convinced of the vital relationship

-of these facts to the best development of our work.

The restricted character of this Survey makes it difficult to appreciate

its central objective as fully as otherwise we might. Our study is limited,

-as reference to the title page of this Volume shows, to the quantitative

aspects of the Christian Occupation of China, or in other words, to the

numerical strength and geographical extent of the Protestant Christian

forces. The qualitative aspects of occupation are scarcely touched upon.

Yet these factors affect the spread and effectiveness of the Christian

-evangel as profoundly as quantitative factors or even more so and must lie

Tegarded therefore as equally important desiderata. For example, the

speedier and more effective evangelization of China is tremendously in-

fluenced and conditioned today by such factors as methods of evangelism,

-the quality of our preaching, teaching, and healing ministries, the

Christian Message, the mobilization and training of Chinese Christian

workers, the indigenous character of Christianity, the relationship between

foreign and Chinese Christian workers, the degree of cooperation and

union between various Christian bodies and various forms of Christian

.activity, etc., etc. Obviously a consideration of the quantitative factors in

any Christian Occupation of China can be justified only as a necessary and

•preliminary study to the further consideration of qualitative factors such

as have been mentioned above.

This is no admission of weakness in the present Survey. Its quantita-

tive limitations have been self-imposed. Throughout the Report our

purpose has been primarily to set forth the facts of Christian Occupation

.as comprehensively as possible without venturing to interpret them cr

pass any judgment upon them either of commendation or of censure. We
•helieve that bare facts regarding the numerical strength and geographical

extent of the Christian forces in China, if faithfully set forth without pre-

judice, and if so related to the main objectives of the Survey as to be more

titan mere information, will of themselves cooner or later call for inter-

pretation from those best qualified to give it. Moreover, qualitative with-

out quantitative studies on which to stand rre like houses built upon sand.

They represent a good deaf of theorizing but affect nothing because they

are built upon surmises.

It would have been presumptuous and most unwise for the Survey

•Committee, much more for its secretary as editor, to attempt to pass

judgment on the facts gathered representing as they do activities of many
-different societies, each holding different ecclesiastical viewpoints and

' different administrative policies, each labouring in a different part cf

China amid very different local conditions and in fields where the duration

cf occupancy varies greatly. To attempt more than has been attempted

-therefore, would have been to court failure from the beginning and to

.greatly lessen the value and general acceptance of this Report.

The study of the qualitative factors of Christian Occupation with the

aid of such quantitative data as thi« Survey reveal has already begun.

Such matters as the mobilization and training of Chinese leaders, the

Christian Message, the relation of missions and missionaries to an increas-

ingly indigenous, self-propagating, and self-supporting Church, union and

cooperation, etc., are being carefully studied by specially appointed Com-

missions in preparation for the National Christian Conference this spring.

Such topical studies are almost certain to be taken up later in provincial

committees, mission meetings and local church councils. A careful com-

parison by one mission between its work and the adequacy of its field

occupation and that of other missions cannot but provoke the most helpful

kind of self-examination. Thus, in the next ten or even twenty years the

terminus ad quern, of which this Survey is now only the terminus a quo,

may be reached. Is this too much to hope for ?

In preparing this Report the Committee has endeavoured, first, to

furnish such information of a general character as bears directly on the

Christian Occupation of China; second, to give the facts concerning both

the degree and the extent of Christian Occupation as revealed today in the

form of maps, diagrams, statistical tables and letterpress ; and third, to

relate these facts as expressed in absolute terms with area, population,

etc., thus affording some idea of relative values and making possible com-

parisons between the Christian Occupation of any given hsien, city, mission

field or province with that of others. In this way relative strength or

weakness is strikingly brought out. One sees where the emphasis is

greatest and by the aid of a variety of comparisons the greatest possible

light is thrown on every quantitative factor of Christian Occupation.

It will be found by experiment that the value and significance of

statistical information nearly always lies not in the figures themselves

but in their relation to other figures. Percentages and ratios reduce

figures to a common standard thus making comparisons possible, not only

between different geographical areas or mission fields at any given time,

but also between the degree of Christian Occupation of the same area as it

is today and as it was in years past.

General Plan of the Report • In Part I, we have the present political,

geographical, linguistic, social, economic and religious background of the

Survey. The Christian Church does not float in a vacuum. It affects and

is conditioned by the country and the community it serves. The physical

environment, the character of the people, their religious and social

practices, their industry, their educational and economic status

materially influence the work of evangelism and the rapidity and character

of the Christian Occupation. Strangely enough, it is sometimes easy to

overlook these ever changing factors and their tremendous influence on the

clianging life and message of the Church.

In Part II an attempt is made to chronicle the more significant changes

which have taken place in the character and magnitude of the Christian

Occupation in China since 1900.

The material presented in Parts III to VII inclusive is based largely

on statistical and geographical data specially collected by the Survey

Committee during the winter and spring of 1918-19. This time element

must not be overlooked, otherwise the reader will unconsciously compare
the statistics given with present-day figures and unjustly criticize the

Survey as being based on inaccurate or incomplete data. Naturally, much
progress and many changes have taken place since the information for this

Survey was gathered. If, therefore, we seem* to be behind time in present-

ing facts, the reader will understand that this is inevitably due to the fact

that we have endeavoured in all our studies to keep the time element

constant.

Page 40 is devoted to definitions and general explanatory material,

including a full introductory statement covering the preparation of pro-

vincial maps, statistical tables and letterpress. To this we would merely

add a word of warning against hasty generalizations and the unguarded use
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Contents in the front of this Volume, as well as on a
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ferences are made to missionary activities of the

'arts III to VIII deal almost exclusively with

Occupation of China. The Committee assumes

understood, and the use therefore of the qualify-

:ng term "Protestant" has been considered unnecessary.

Part* IX to XIII inclusive deal with special features of the Christian

-..•-. • .{ C Waa not sufficiently considered in Parts III to VIII. Only

J judged to 1* strictly of a survey character, however, is included.

In thi of this part of its Report, the Committee received much

help from both individuals and organisations. .

Fart MV is devoted to a summary of the missionary activities of the

i .tholic and Russian Orthodox Churches in China. In addition,

a special article on Roman Catholic Literature appears in Part XIII and

specially prepared maps showing residential centers of Roman Catholic

-.villi accompanying statistical data, are given in Appendix C.

Part XV t* devoted to Corrigenda. For the editor's statement under

this heading the reader is referred to page 466.

Sources 0/ Information : The sources of information have been many

Tor Part* III to VIII our main sources have been :

—

1) Questionnaire map sheets and statistical blanks, sent out by the

Survey Committee in the autumn of totS to the chairman or secretary cf

each organized missionary society in China. In many cases the informa-

tion supplied on these map sheets and statistical blanks required much

preliminary correspondence, and days of most painstaking effort. The

fact th.it complete information was received from all but two or three

correspondents out of a total exceeding 150 in number is indicative of the

hearty cooperation and confidence of the missionary body in this Survey.

Directory of Protestant Missions in China" published annually

by the China Continuation Committee and until 1920 edited by its

st.iti-.tica! secretary, Rev. C. L. Boynton.

(3) Annual statistical returns of mission secretaries to the China

Continuation Committee. Wherever gaps occurred in the information

supplied on Survey questionnaire blanks recourse was had to these latest

mission statistical returns in the office files of the statistical secretary of

the China Continuation Committee.

Home reports of mission boards and mission publications on the

field.

I'licial Government publications on such subjects as political

divisions, Government education, internal customs' revenue, industry and

commerce, post office activities, etc.

16) Bocks and periodicals on China by various authorities including

among many others Richard's "Comprehensive Geography of the Chinese

Empire," "The Chinese Empire" by Marshall Broomhall, "The National

Seview Annual toto" on the Provinces of China; "A Century of Missions

in China" edited by Rev. Donald MacGillivray, D.D. ; "Encyclopaedia

.Sinica" by Samuel Couliag; "The New Atlas and Commercial Gazetteer

of China" compiled by the Far Eastern Geographical Establishment ; "The
Postal Atlas of China, 1919"; "The New Atlas of China, 1917" (Third

Edition) by the Commercial Press, also another Atlas published

by the same company entitled "The Political Divisions of China 1917 '

(Fourth Edition); "The Educational Directory and Year Book cf

China"; "The China Mission Handbook" published in 1896, "The China
Year Book" toai-a; "The Commercial Handbook of China" 1920, edited by

Julean Arnold; 'The Far Eastern Review' ;
"The Cities and Towns of

China" lv Phyfair; etc., etc.

For Parts IX-XIV much! of the information has come through special;

questionnaires sent out either from this office or by individuals who very-

kindly assisted the Survey Committee in one or more of its special studies..

Several of these special questionnaires went out to an unusually large mail-

ing list, trying the good will and patience of many, sometimes I fear almost

to the breaking point. There were separate questionnaires on Language-

Areas, Non-Christian Religious Movements, Work among Aboriginal

Tribes, Among Moslems, Among Chinese Abroad, Among Government-

Students, Among the Blind, Among Ricksha Men, Among Foreigners irt

China, Institutional Churches, the Status of Chinese Pastors, the Christian-

Occupation of Large Cities, Missionary Activities of the Chinese Church,.

Commercialized Vice, Alcoholism, Bible Schools, Theological Seminaries,.

Mission Colleges. Language Schools, Tuberculosis, Bible Translations,.

Publishing and Distributing Agencies of Christian Literature, City Popula-

tions, Salaries of Workers, Mission Finance, etc., etc. These questionnaires-

were by no means limited to missionaries and people in China. Govern-

ment officials, consular agents, representatives of business houses, both irn

China and in many countries abroad, have also been circularized. Some-

studies, such as those entitled Data and Observations concerning Middle-

Schools in China, Normal Schools and Normal Training, Bible Schools,.

Scientific Efficiency of Mission Hospitals, Health of Missionary Families,,

and Christian Literature in China, are the result of careful surveys some of.

which were made by cooperating organizations under the direction of full-

time secretaries.

In preparing its Report the Committee has freely drawn on all informa-

tion bearing on the subjects in hand. In cases where published sources-

have been consulted and quoted, the proper acknowledgments have
generally been made. Where, however, sources have been so varied and the-

material taken so interspersed with information and phraseology of our
own as to make acknowledgments a mere matter of form and a hindrance-
to the onward movement cf thought, they have generally been omitted.

We trust the authors and editors concerned will appreciate our reasons for
this withholding of recognition of any indebtedness on our part as weir
as for the occasional absence cf quotation marks which might appear as-

plagiarism and ingratitude if not prefaced by this frank admission of o-ur
very great dependence throughout on many and varied sources.

Maps and Diagrams : Some 320 maps and over 125 diagrams or graphs.
(specially planned and prepared in this office) are scattered among these-
pages. Judged scientifically the outline maps are as accurate as caretuB
selection cf originals and the help of an expert foreign cartographer-
enabled us to make them. It is still the exception to find two maps of any-
province of China, even when prepared on the same projection, which are-
geographically identical. Only the person who has attempted to select the
most accurate out of a number of available maps of each province and!
bring these together in an all-China map, knows anything or the technical
difficulties or the amount of fine calculations necessary for acceptable work
At the express request of the Interchurch w*rld Movement all maps-
shown ir. this Survey have been specially prepared on standard scale*
of the Bonne projection. This work alone required the time of two-
foreigners, one an experienced cartographer, and a staff of five Chinese-
draughtsmen for over two months, and necessitated the redrawing of all
provincial outlines previously prepared on a simple conic projection The
provincial maps in Part III are on the scale of 1 : 4,000,000 with the excep'
toon cf Manchuria, Yunnan, Szechwan, and Kansu, which are on the scale-
of 1

: 4,143,744 or 65.4 miles per inch, and Kwangtung which is on the-
scale of 1

:
4,276,800 or 67.5 miles per inch. These slight variations-

were due either to limitations in the width of our printed
pages or to irregularities in photographic reduction. The base-
maps on which the original work for our all-China maps was done are-
cn the scale of 1 : 4,000,000 and 1 : 1,000,000. A number of the maps
appearing in this Volume are the first of their kind ever to be published,.
as for example, those on Mission Fields and the Density of Population"
Part III, the map of Tibet, page 280, the map of Moslem.
Centers, page 354, and the map showing Protestant Mission
Fields, page 330. The institution of the special administrative areas cf
Chingchao (£ £), jehol (£ jgj,, Chahar (g g. ag), Suiyuan,

(« &)> Sitao Mongolia
( jg££ £), Kokonor

(ft g)f and Chwanpien
CMl *§)> was officialized by a Presidential Mandate promulgated during.
1914.



At this stage of the Christian Occupation of China, the Survey has of

necessity rather than of choice been largely from the missionary point of

view- The desired information could be gathered on'y from mission cor-

respondents. The Chinese Church is not yet sufficiently organized or

sufficiently experienced in reporting and tabulating statistics or sufficient-

ly acquainted with Christian work in its broader aspects to be in a position

to supply the information required. As a result the data is largely

presented in terms of mission societies. The historic background is

largely missionary in its personnel. Most comparisons reveal the strength

and weakness in mission administrative policies and the Christian Occupa-

tion of the field by mission agencies rather than by the Chinese church

organizations. In a word, the Survey is more mission-centric than church-

centric even though its title be the "Christian" not the "Missionary"

Occupation of China. However, at every opportunity the Christian

Occupation in terms of population and in terms of political units rather than

of mission fields has been stressed. May we not hope that developments

in Chinese leadership and church organization may sufficiently advance

during this decade, so that when the next comprehensive Survey of China

is planned, it may be carried forward under the direction of a Chinese

secretary, and the material—regardless of whether it has been collected

from Chinese or foreign statistical correspondents—be presented from the

viewpoint of the Chinese Church first and of missions second. Before this

is possible, however, much careful training of Chinese Christian workers

in reporting statistics will be necessary.

To some this Survey may seem too comprehensive. They cannot see

the woods for the trees. The endless amount of detailed information leaves

them dazed. Moreover, who can find time for the study of so detailed a

report ? In answer let it be said that this is primarily a reference work

for the use of missionaries on the field and for those abroad who wish to

have a comprehensive and thorough knowledge of the present degree of the

Christian Occupation of China. It is a book which demands the student's

approach. It is not to be scanned hurriedly, for then it cannot accomplish its

purpose, but it is to be considered seriously, with a desire to find out where

and how the evangelization of China and its Christianization are most back-

ward or may at once be made more effective. The local missionary will

naturally first turn to his own province as given in Part HI, making a

thorough study of that, then perhaps to the comparisons of the work of

his own society or of his own province with that of other societies or of

other provinces as given in Parts V and VI, and last perhaps to such other

sections of the Survey Repcrt as deal with special aspects of Christian

Occupation in which he or she happens to be most interested. To those

who approach this Report in this way, the Survey, partly because it is ai

comprehensive and detailed as it is, will prove, we hope, to be both sug-

gestive avA constructive; and as a result both those who direct action and

those who support action will find themselves better able in the future to

do so with reason, being guided less by the dictates of fortune, expediency,

or the most influential voice in the mission.

The possible usefulness of this Survey during years to come, as a base

line for future measurements of growth and change in the Christian

Occupation, has also influenced the Committee in its decisions, resulting in

the inclusion of much which, to the casual critic, might well and would

otherwise have been left out. The inclusion of the Hsien Tables in

Appendix A is a case in point.

The difficulties of an undertaking of this kind in a country like China

where statistics, such as are kept by most governments, are, as yet, almost

entirely lacking, will be apparent to every one. Population statistics

although obtained through officials are not the result of any scientific

census. They may be over-estimates. No one really knows. Neverthe-

less they represent a conscientious attempt to present the truth as ac-

curately as close observation and careful reasoning make possible. For the

purposes of this Survey it is comparatively unimportant whether they are

or are not somewhat exaggerated. Even in regard to statistics represent-

ing Christian work, too much emphasis need not be placed on any in-

dividual figure, much less need the value of the whole work be questioned

if a few mistakes are discovered in a work which, represents the most

accurate and complete returns obtainable. It is after all in the general

picture given rather than in any particular facts that the chief contribution

of the Survey must be found.

For one good reason or- another certain factors in the Christian Occupa-

tion of China, which many will look for, receive little or no consideration

ill this Survey Report. There is little data, for example, on the classi-

fication of foreign missionaries according to the form of Christian service

to which they devote the major part of their time. Self-support, devolution

in mission administration, the economic status of church members,

Christian orphanages, schools for deaf mutes, etc., while indirectly touch-

ed upon, are not comprehensively treated. Most of these bear an inherent

relationship to Christian Occupation and if they have not been dealt

with at length, it is because the study partook more of a qualitative than

of a quantitative nature and to this extent stood outside of the Committee's

province, or it is because sufficient reliable data was unobtainable.

The following is a case in point. At the request of the Survey Committee

the Associated Mission Treasurers attempted to gather accurate figures

covering a very limited number of items on Mission Finance from the

leading twenty-five missionary societies in China. Returns were received

from fourteen, and in the case of only eight were the figures sufficiently

complete to justify comparisons. The total budget reported by these

fourteen exceeded $10,000,000 Mex. annually. The percentages of Chinese

contributions in different missions varied from 6 to 43 per cent. If we

take the total amount reported by these fourteen societies for evangelistic,

educational and medical work, we find that the expenditure for educational

work is almost double that for evangelistic or medical work. These few

facts while interesting constituted too little to justify -any pretentions in

the way of a special study. It is impossible as yet to-gather on the field

very complete and satisfactory information on this most important factor

in the Christian Occupation of the country. The records of mission

treasurers are neither uniform nor standarized. Such figures as are obtain-

able on Chinese contributions to church work, Christian schools and

hospitals, are also too incomplete and computed on too varied basts to

make them of much value.

Office Staff : The Survey has extended over the greater part of four

years, 1918-1922. During the first year the services of a full-time secretary

with two cr three assistants were all that the Survey required. As the

work grew, however, the staff increased till it reached its maximum

number during the summer of 1920. At that time in addition to the

Survey secretary and two foreign assistants, two Chinese statistical men

and ten Chinese draughtsmen were employed. The responsibility

of translating the English Report into Chinese rests upon Mr. Peter

Chuan, Literary Secretary of the China for Christ Movement, assisted

by Mr. Z. Y. Loh, Mr. M. Gardner Tewksbury, and others. The Chinese

volume of the Survey will appear shortly after the English, under the

• Throughout the years we have been conscious of Divine favour. Apart

from the never failing encouragement and help of colleagues and friends

both in China and abroad, there has ever been the inward conviction that

this task was worth doing and that it was truly evangelistic in character

and outreach. Repeatedly during long periods of most monotonous grind,

this faith has kept us working patiently together. The end, it is true,

has been like a mirage, ever receding before us, but we have pursued it

steadily sustained by the conviction that "this is Has appointment."

In his Introduction the Chairman of the Committee has given a brief

historical account of .Survey activities in which he has referred to our

indebtedness to pioneers like Dr. Thomas Cochrane and the late Rev.

W. H. Findlay. We, therefore, pass over any references to these and other

men to whom the Survey owes so much for its inception, except to make

a personal acknowledgment of the great debt which the Committee and

especially its secretary owe to the Chairman, Rev. E. C. Lobenstine, for

his efforts ever since the organization of the China Continuation Com-

mittee in 1913 in laying the foundations of this Survey, and since 1918 in

promoting and directing it. The main lines along which the Survey has

been carried forward were very largely determined by him. His keen

interest, wise counsel and sympathetic understanding of the inherent

difficulties and unusual demands of such work, have meant much when

decisions had to be made, and when it was questionable as to just how

much might or might not wisely be said, and in what ways. Had other

duties of an executive character not made it impossible for him to give the

thought and time to the actual work of the Survey which he originally

hoped he might give, many parts and features of this Volume would have

been strengthened greatly, and the completed Survey, would have been

more worthy of its originatcr and more like the dream of it which he has

constantly had in mind.
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• Sheldon Ridge, Esq.

Rev. H. K. Wright, M.A.

Rev. Herbert F. Rudd, Ph.D.

*
J. E. Baker, Esq.

• Julean Arnold,Esq.,Commercial

Attache, ISA
• Miss Agatha Harrison

•Rev. Lewis Hodous, M.A., D.D.

• Rev. Frank Rawlinson, M.A.,

D.D.

do.

do.

Mark Pctham, Esq.

J. H. Edgar, Esq.
* T. Sorensen, Esq.
* Rev. W. H. Hudspeth, B.A.,

F.R.A.I.
* Rev. W. Oehler, Phil-D.

F. Herbert Rhodes, Esq.

Geographical and Political Divisions of

China. _
Language Areas and Language De-

velopments in China.

do.

Communications (Railroads).

Recent Changes in the Economic Life

of the Chinese People.

The Coming of the Factory System to

China.
Non-Christian Religious Movements in

China.
Change and Progress in the Christian

Movement in China during the

last two Decades.
Commercialized Vice in China.

Alcoholism in China.

The Great Unoccupied Areas of Kansu.

Chwanpien.
Tibet.

Aboriginal Tribes in Southwest China.

Christian Work among the Hakka.
Christian WTork among Moslems in

China.
Christian Work among Chinese

Abroad.
Chinese Government Students and

Christianity.

The Blind of China.

Christian Work Among Boys in

China.
The Young Men's Christian Associa-

tions of China.
The Young Women's Christian As-

sociation in China.
Religious Work among Foreigners In

China.
Institutional Churches.
Status of Chinese Pastors.

The Christian Occupation of Large
Cities.

Missionary Activities of the Chinese
Church.

Religious Education in Church, School,

and Home.
Summer Conference Centers.

Christian Education in China.
Data and Observations concerning

Middle Schools in China.
Normal Schools and Normal Training.
Bible Schools.

Theological Education.
Mission Colleges in China.
Agricultural Missions.
Modern Medical Education in China.
Language Schools for Missionaries.
Scientific Efficiency of Mission Hos-

pitals (Societies Compared).
Health Education in China.
Seme Phases of Tuberculosis in China.
Leprosy in China.
The Illegal Trade in Narcotics.
Activities of the China Medical Board.
A Survey of Christian Literature in

China.
The Proved Demand for Chinese

Christian Literature.
Publishing and Distributing Agencies

for Christian Literature.
Translation and Circulation of the

Scriptures in China.
Roman Catholic Literature.
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GENEEAL BACKGEOUND

PART I

GENERAL BACKGROUND OF THE SURVEY

GEOGRAPHICAL AND POLITICAL DIVISIONS OF CHINA
Sheldon Ridge

The Chinese Republic stretches from the ioth degree to the 53rd degree

of north latitude, and from the 74th degree to the 134th degree of longitude

east of Greenwich. It is bounded on the north and northwest by Siberia,

on the west by Russian Turkestan, on the southwest by India, on the

south and east by Further India, Tongking, and the Pacific Ocean, and

on the northeast by Korea. Within these boundaries lies an area of some

4,275,000 square miles of the most varied country in the world, mountain,

plateau, valley, and plain giving place to each other in rapid succession

;

and on this area lives and thrives a population that may be estimated at

roughly 440,000,000 souls. This estimate is based on one made by the

Chinese Post Office, with the utmost care, in 1920. The detailed figures

of the estimate are as follows :

Province Area in Sq. Mi. Population Density per Sq. Mi.

Yellow River Valley ... 522,260 122,478,730 236

Kansu 125,450 5,927,997 47

Shensi 75,270 9,465,558 126

Shansi ... 81,830 11,080,827 135

Honan 67,940 30,831,909 453

Cbihli 115,800 34,369,194 305

Shantung 55,970 30,803,245 550

Yangtze River Valley... 572,830 205,522,162 359
Szeehwan 218,480 49,782,810 229
Hupeh 71,410 27,167,244 382

Hunan 83,380 28,443,279 341
Kiangi 69,480 24,466,800 352
Anhwei 54,810 19,832,665 381

Kiangsu 38,600 33,786,064 875
Chekiang 36,670 22,043,300 601

West River Valley ... 437,330 83,639,407 191

Yininan 146,680 9,839,180 67
Kweichow 67,160 11,216,400 167
Kwangsi 77,200 12,258,335 158
Kwangtung 99,970 37,167,701 372
Fukien 46,320 13,157,791 285

Outer Provinces and
Territories 2,744,840 29,519,579 10

Manchuria 363,700 22,400 000 60
Mongolia ... 1,367,600 2,600,000 2
Sinkiang 550,340 2,519,579 4
Tibet 463,200 2,000,000 5

CHINA PROPER 1,532,420 411,640,299 262
OUTER PROVINCES AND
TERRITORIES 2,744,840 29,519,579 10

TOTAL (ALL CHINA) ... 4,277,260 441,159,878 100

Notes on the above Table :—

(1) The figures for population are, with the exceptions noted below, those of
the Post Office estimate of 1920.

(2) The areas given are those of the latest Statesman's Year Book which are
based on the latest and most authoritative estimates or surveys.

(3) The density of population is in each ease the rough quotient of area divided
into population.

(4) The Post Office estimate does not include figures for Mongolia or Tibet.
The population figures here given are taken from the Stateman's Year Book, and
are based on a collation of the latest figures having any claim to authority.

(5) The Post Office figures omit one hsien in Chihli, and the estimated popu-
lation given above is made by adding to the figures given in the Post Office estimate
the average population of one Chihli hsien according to the Post Office estimate.

A very casual glance at these figures will show that the density cA

population varies very greatly. Thus, in China Proper, there are roughly

260 people to the square mile, whilst in Mongolia there are only 2 people

to the same area, and in Tibet 5 ; whilst the average for the whole Outer

Territories is only 10. Within China Proper itself there are also great

differences. The Yangtze Valley is the most thickly populated basin,

with roughly 360 people to the square mile, whilst the West River Valley

has only little more than half that density (190), and the Yellow River

Valley comes between the two.

OUTER TERRITORIES

It will be seen from the above table that China is treated in two

portions, the one consisting of China Proper and the other consisting of

what, in the days of the Empire, were known as the Dependencies, but

are now known as the Outer Territories. These Outer Territories consist

of a perimetral zone of regions whose relation with China has always been

somewhat loose, but until recent years has never been questioned. They

were subject territories, and the fact was recognized both by themselves

and by the outside world, as well as taken for granted by Peking. The

eggressi' ns of other Powers during the past century and a quarter, leading

to the severance from the dominions over which the Emperor of China

held at least some sort of sway of Tongking, Siam, Further India,

Sikkim, Nepal, Amuria, and Korea, led the Chinese authorities during the

quarter-century preceding the Chinese Revolution to move in the direction

of binding the Outer Territories closer to herself. The signs of this inten-

tion were discernible in the arrangement by which Sinkiang (hitherto

known as Chinese Turkestan) was, in 1881, transformed from a Dependency

into a province, with the new name Sinkiang ("New Dominion"), the

intention becoming still more marked when, after the Russo-Japanese War,

Manchuria was also organized as the "Three Eastern Provinces," and its

three parts began to be administered on the same lines as were the pro-

vinces of China Proper.

The perimetrical Territories still belonging to China, though the bonds

which unite them to China are in some cases being distinctly weakened,

are, from west to east, Tibet, Sinkiang, Mongolia (Inner and Outer), and

Manchuria. Inner Mongolia consists of the special administrative

Districts of Suiyiian, Chahar, Tehol and Sitao Mongolia. These Territories,

each politically independent of any other, have much in common. In the

first place, there is a strong religious bond amongst them. From the

Himalayas to the borders of Manchuria, and even for some way into that

"triple province," the Dalai Lama at Tibet is the supreme religious

authority. Lamaism in one form or another, more or less corrupt, is the

nominal religion. In Tibet the Dalai Lama is recognized as at once the

spiritual and the religious head of the Territory, and is regarded as the

incarnation of Avalokitesvara. The religion of Tibet is Lamaism, a cor-

rupt form of Buddhism, and the corruption becomes more advanced the

further one travels from Lhasa, the capital of Tibet, until by the time the

Manchurian border is reached it is the rankest of superstitions, and is

indistinguishable from the local paganism. Another common feature that

these Territories have is a certain geographical unity, as composing in

union the great geographical frontier of historic China. A glance at an

orographical map will show that from Tibet to Manchuria there is a great

echelon of mountain ranges varying in height from well over an average

of 10,000 feet in Tibet to something like a couple of thousand feet in

(6) The Post Office figures omit one hsien in Manchuria, and this has been

estimated at 300,000 roughly, which is about the average of the Manehurian hsiens

according to the Post Office figures, and added to the Tost Office estimate for

Manchuria.

(7) The areas of river basins given above are only for the portions of the

basins within China Proper.

(8) Area and population estimates for most of Jehol, Chahar, and Suiyuan

are obviously not included in the estimates for Mongolia and must therefore be

included in the estimates of Shensi, Shansi, and Chihli provinces.

(9) See special article on Population, pages 11—14.
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Thi* great echeloned series of mountain ranges has lor cen-

lonaed the buffer region between China and the rest of Asia. This

and highlands had a few gaps, some to the north

the south. The Altai, the Tien Shan, the Kun I.un and the

-.. h of which forms an important unit in the scries, are all cros>-

,vhi< h the trader has for centuries made his way. The

el tht-v uj •: plateaus, are the home of man up to

tioM of fr<«i: et, and traces of the permanent or

nee of m in arc discernible everywhere along the historic routes

On the other hand, the outlandishness, and the

the highland people added something to the physi-

: ut ain BUM itself. Another common feature

^e Outer TectitOffiei is that they are all about on the same cultural

, to be duly noted in the proper place, their

people, when they have any occupation, find it in some pastoral form.

Primarily hooter*, ban in and bred up on the saddle, nomads at their

hearts' cores, in no case have they advanced beyond the pastoral stage.

Only in M -nu'ljuria, and on the southern borders of Inner Mongolia, has

i. .Ionization induced a certain amount of advance amongst the

diminishing indigenous population. A gradual change is being effected,

• Iv with the pressure from Western civilization will a complete change

ftttknx !>t t rottght about, and until quite recently it has seemed that

the- n of Western civilization, as represented by railways and

would have more effect than was likely to come from the

spiritual, intellectual, or political side.

CHINA PROPER
We deal first with China Proper, which stretches from Hainan Island

and Canton in the torrid south to the Far Eastern Republic in the north,

and from the high western borders of Tibet in the west to the delta of the

Yangtze in the east. This area of over a million and a half square miles

is most conveniently divided up for us by nature into three parts, each

the basin of a great river.

The northern portion consist of all the territory in the basin of the

Yellow River with an estimated area of over 500,000 square miles and a

I ition of nearly 125,000,000. In this region is included also the basin

of the I'eilio, which though actually independent of the Yellow River is ta

all intents and purposes merely a sub-basin of the greater river, for a very

slight tilting of the land in the region of the upper waters of the Peiho
would result in the embouchure of those waters into the Yellow, which is

itself not too fixed a feature of the geography of eastern China. The
Yellow River basin is a region of loess and alluvial lands, very fertile

when there is abundant rain, but liable to famine as the result of long-

continued drought. The whole region is •dominated by the river, "China's
Sorrow" as it has been fitly named.

1 hi second major region is the basin of the Yangtze, the great water-

way of China. The Yangtze basin is the largest, the richest, the most
populous of the three great divisions of China Proper, and the great artery
of communication, the Yangtze, has attached to it a vast network i-f

l.avigable streams. The loess of tlie northern basin is much less in

« idence here, the chief formation being alluvium, limestone, and sand-
stone The great lakes of China are found in this valley, which is also the
region of the great Treaty Ports.

The third major region is the basin of the West River. This region
is highly diversified in character, abounding in mineral wealth and in
semi-tropical productions, and stocked with a variety of races, including

that may be regarded as very primitive Chinese and others that have
ratively little affinity with Chinese.

1 be table of figures on page 1 shows that the northern basin has an
average of 236 inhabitants to the square mile, the middle basin 359, and
the southern basin only 101. These figures are an index of the conditions
of life and the development of economic resources in the three basins. A
great port of the northern basin is still only slightly in advance of the
pastoral stage, and the industrial development of the eastern provinces is
too recent to have modified the distribution of population to any appreci-
able extent. There is, however, a dearth of easy communications, natural
*r artificial. The middle basin is very highly favoured in respect of
natural means of communication, and has a climate that favours agricul-
ture much more emphatically than does that of the northern basin Hs
natural resources, only just beginning to be tapped on a grand scale have
always however been greatly more abundant than those of the northern
basin, in the southern basin there is a very large percentage of moun-
tainous country, the mineral resources of which are believed to be very
considerable, but their exploitation has been of the most primitive kind so
that they have not given rise to large populations, and the considerable
average elevation affects agriculture adversely; and these deficiencies have
not been counterbalanced by the rich agricultural resources or 'he
energetic character of the people of the remaining portion of the basin.

Before dealing with each of the three basins in detail, it may be well to
note some slight differences in the type of the inhabitants of the three
banns. The main basis of the stock in all three basins is the Chinese type
In the northern basin the Chinese type, with its small and delicately formed

general
further south, and this infusion of Tartar stock is confirmed bv thelanguages coming from the many races living bevond the pale. In the
southern bash, the Chinese stock is purest, and the language spoken is
probably the nearest to the original language, Cantonese retaining the
terminals and gutturals that mark a primitive language, and which have

fceeu subject to a process of attrition in the north. In some parts of the

southern basin occur isolated tribes that still retain something of the dis-

tinctive characteristics that marked them when the whole country was

still in the stage of tribal isolation, and similar elements are to be found

in the less accessible mountain areas in the southern part of the middle

basin.

An important physiographic feature should also be noted before pass-

ing on to a consideration of the three basins, each separately in turn.

China Proper not only falls naturally into three divisions indicated as

stretching across the country from west to east, but there is also a strongly-

marked north to south division. A rough semi-circle beginning at Shan-

haikwan (the Marathon of China), sweeping through Tniyuanfu and to

Hankow, and thence passing with a somewhat northeastern eccentricity

to the sea at Wenchow, would enclose a great stretch of country practically

all of which is alluvial plain. The plain is broken here and there, it is

true, by highlands, but the whole area is so single a unit in spite of these

interruptions, and is so different in character from the region to the west

of the irregular semi-circle, that a treatment of China as consisting on the

one part of the Great Plain and on the other of the highland region 16

the west of it might be defended. As a matter of historical fact, except

for the Canton trade and all that contributes to it, the main attract!* a

that China has offered in the past to Western commerce has lain in the

area of the Great Plain. It has been the products of the soil of the Great

Plain, rather than the unsuspected mineral and other wealth of the high-

land region, that have been the great attraction for Western commerce.

The great cotton areas, the great silk areas, and the great tea areas known
to generations of Western merchants, have been situated in this Great

Plain, even though they have in some measure found an outlet through
ports outside the Plain itself; so much that the older accounts of the

country, before the days of scientific geography, did adopt precisely such

a view as we have suggested might be defended. In the light of our

present day knowledge of the country, however, there is no alternative but

to regard the river basins as the major divisions, and to these we no>v

turn.

THE NORTHERN OR YELLOW RIVER BASIN

The northern basin, that of the Yellow River, falls most naturally into

two main sections. The Peking-Hankow Railway, which runs parallel to
and not far from the eastern borders of Shansi and Shensi, marks roughly
the line cf the division between a great highland region, stretching with
a steady increase of elevation right to the western frontier of the country,
and the great alluvial plain in which Chihli, northeastern Honan, and
northern Shantung lie. The city of Tungkwan, Sha. (East Gate) may be
taken as the strategic point of the division between the two regions, for

through that city passes the main line of communication between thein,
and so great is the difference between the two regions that at this city
the merchant caravan or the officer with his suite making a long journey-
out of the one region into the other finds it necessary to change his vehicles
for a different type, more suited to the almost startling change in the
character of the country

The great characteristic common to both parts of the basin, though
not completely covering either part, is the loess formation. Whilst there
are several theories as to the origin of this formation, there can be no two
opinions as to its effects. Loess, a friable soil, that crumbles to
impalpable powder between the fingers, covers great tracts of the
country, and renders them extremely fertile if there is an adequate supply
01 moisture. By an adequate supply a comparatively small rainfall is
meant, for the loess absorbs such rain as there is very rapidly, little time
being allowed for evaporation, and this rain quickly sinks well below the
surface and forms a deepseated water supply that is drawn upon through
the tubular structure of the loess. Only in the extreme east and west of
the basin does the loess become thin. The great central portion is many-
feet deep in loess, and forms an extremely fertile area. Unfortunately only-
part of this fertility makes any considerable contribution to the general
economic development of the basin. The western portion of the loess has
only a restricted economic development because of the fact that this part
of the basin has access to the outer world only through difficult routes
The extent to which this is the case may be judged from the figures of
population density given above. The westernmost province, Kansu part
of which at least cannot complain of the absence of loess, has a population
density of but 47 to the^ square mile. The difficult passages from
Shensi to the valley of the Yangtze help this province to go threetimes better than Kansu, and Shansi again is slightly better than
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"basin, cereals and agricultural products generally. This development will

"be accelerated by the probable rapid development of an industrial area in

:Sbansi and Honan, with their rich supplies of coal and iron, the supplies

of the former commodity to be found in Shansi alone being more than equal

to the entire demands of the whole world for thousands of years, according

to Richthofen, who quotes Professor Dana to the effect that Shansi is a

licher coal area than Pennsylvania.

Seriously militating against the economic development of this basin

in addition to the lack of adequate communications, is its liability to floods

from the overflowing of the Yellow River, or of the Chihli rivers. This

very grave defect, which it is estimated is responsible for the fact that the

Yellow River basin contributes to the wealth of the Chinese commonwealth

only one-fourth of what it ought to do, is remediable, the two chief re-

medial measures being afforestation and conservancy. At present the

Chinese Government is attending to neither of these seriously.

The basin of the Yellow River is not merely cut off from that of the

Yangtze by the mountains, beginning with the East Kun Lun and

extending eastwards through a long series of gradually diminishing

•ranges, but is distinct from it in climate and productions. The northern

basin has a climate much more extreme, and much more severe, than that

of the basin immediately to the south. The winter temperature falls very

low, the thermometer frequently registering-4°F, and the summer tempera-

ture varying about ioo°F. The dryness of the winters, however, makes them
tolerable, except during the frequent duststorms, or rather sandstorms,

-which descend on the valley from the Mongolian tableland. These con-

ditions prevail generally except in the south of Kansu and of Shensi,

-which are milder but much more rainy.

Running roughly along the line of the watershed between the Yellow

River basin and the Yangtze basin there is a notable change in the

•character of the products of the soil. The bamboo reaches here its northern

limit, and rice cultivation ceases, although imported rice is still the

-favourite diet of those who can afford it. The great mass of the people

live on millet and wheat, chiefly the former, which is a glutinous millet of

:a different variety from that known as "kaoliang," which is used for

-making distilled spirits, and for keeping a very large number of the home
files of North China burning, the stalks being largely used for fuel. Coin-
ciding roughly with the northern limits of rice and bamboo is the line

marking the northern limit of the universal use of water transport. Water
transport is far from unknown in the Yellow River basin, the river itself

feeing largely used for shallow-draft navigation, but it is by no means the

all but universal thing that it is in the Yangtze Valley. Instead of water

transport there is the cumbrous cart of North China, drawn by bullocks,

mules, wiry Mongolian ponies, or mixed teams. And the camel is charac-

teristic, coming into the landscape from Mongolia and the deserts of

Central Asia.

THE MTDDEE OR YANGTZE RIVER BASIN

Whilst the Yellow River basin is the basin of greatest historical

interest to China, as being in China the first home of the race now called

the Chinese, and has been generally, but not without exception, that basin

in which the capital has found itself, the second great division of the

country, the Yangtze basin, is in modern times and economically the great

core of the country. Within China Proper the basin of the Yangtze River

covers an area of nearly 600,000 square miles and supports a population of

over 200,000,000, giving a density of 360 to the square mile. The basin

stretches from the 26th to the 32nd parallel of north latitude, and from the

98th to the 118th meridian east of Greenwich. The economic importance

of this basin to China is incalculable. It is the seat of an endless roll <f

produce derived from a fertile, richly-watered sub-tropical region, rendered

accessible to outside commerce by the finest of the world's great water-

ways. The valley of the Yangtze, with its tributaries, is to China what

the valley of the Mississippi and Missouri rivers is to the United States,

or the Amazon to South America, or even the Nile to Egypt, Geographers

may dispute as to the exact limits of the basin of the Yangtze viewed from

the strictly geological side, and that is why the northern part of Kiangsu,

comprising the valley of the Hwai, and the province of Chekiang, are

sometimes excluded in strict geography from the Yangtze area; but any

interpretation of geography that gives consideration to economic factors is

bound to include both the northern Kiangsu region and Chekiang in the

Yangtze basin. In the latter case, indeed, there is considerable evidence

that at one time the Yangtze debouched into the sea through what is now
the Tsientang River, the mouth of which is perhaps better known as

Hangchow Bay, a condition of affairs that may be artificially reproduced,

in part at least, if certain projects for the maintenance of Shanghai's sea

communications by means of a deepwater channel are carried through ; and

in the former case the general economic trend is to the Yangtze, and will

be but slightly diverted even with the development of Haichow as a port

of outlet and entry. These two regions (the Hwai region and the province

of Chekiang), whatever may be their technical geographical relation to the

Yangtze basin, form economically and politically a part of the great unified

territory of which the Yangtze itself is the dominant unifying factor, the
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great central artery of communication, so dominant, so overmastering, that

even the coming of the railway will only serve to intensify, to magnify

the river'* dominance.

The basin as n whole has several marked characteristics. First then:

is the great binding, unifying feature of the Yangtze itself, to which

reference has just been made. The Yangtze is not merely the great artery

of communications, it is the great highroad to which countless other by-

some of them magnificent enough to be the highways of an empire,

all lead, the whole forming an unequalled network of cheap and on the

whole commodious transport facilities. All kinds of commodities—tea and

«il and iron, lamp-black and vegetable wax, rice and rhubarb, cotton

and gTasscloth, beans and tobacco, antimony and petroleum, salt and

sesamnm, and every one of the great staples of Chinese economic

tried over this vast network, from Suifu to .Shanghai, from

rfengenow. Secondly, it has a climate subject neither to the

ijreat of the region immediately to the north nor to the over-

j.iisi heat of the valley to the south. Hot enough at times to be

unpleasant in summer, it hat not the excessive cold of the northern winter,

tnmunication is open the year round. The occurrence of

the r d the summer and just when the superabandant vegetable

life of the region most requires moisture, produces a regularity in the crops

that is absent in the north, and this regularity brings about the develop-

ment f.f the gTeat staples which constitute a third feature of the region.

k, and cotton abound, and form the predominant factors in the

mic life of the region, making it the great granary of the whole

:v am! attracting thither a density of population far greater than that

of either <;f the other two basins. Fourthly, the region is far from deficient

in mineral wealth. Coal, iron, antimony, tungsten, copper, silver, and

< v< n (in a \' iv small quantity) gold are found, and though none of these

i* extracted on anything like the scale that it ought to be, the riches of

the basin in minerals is such as would make many much more highly

developed manufacturing regions in other parts of the world envious. The
provinces of Hunan and Szechwan are the principal mineral regions, but

Kiangsi and Anhwei have resources in this kind that are not negligible.

/ ifthly, the Yangtze Valley is the great manufacturing region of China.

Silk and yarn are worked in Kiangsu; Anhwei produces the vast stores of

"Indian" ink that Chinese literature used to demand; Kiangsi has its

celebrated porcelain manufacture ; Hupeh has its cotton cloth and steel

manufacture, Szechwan produces manufactured silk, refined salt and
bids fair to be a manufacturing region also of the coal-and-iron type; and
in even- province the home industries that have made the region famous
are giving rise or are giving place to modern industrial conditions that

must in course of time enormously intensify the activities of the

inhabitants. Sixthly (and here we revert to physical charac-

teristics), the Yangtze basin is the region of great lakes, the Tung-
ting Lake, the Poyang Lake, the Tai Hu, the Hungtze Hu, and the Chao
Hn, all being of areas which on the map of Europe would be noticeable,

especially at the time when they are serving as the great reservoirs for

the melted snows that, coming down from the highland regions, pour
through the countless arteries and capillaries that branch out from the
aortic Vangtze. In the seventh place, self-contained as it is, and self-

Mlfficient, the Yangtze region is not selfish; it has many channels of com-
munication with the region to the north and south, through natural passes
and by roads that in their time were triumphs of engineering, by natural
streams and canals that are amongst the wonders of the world, all of which
today are being supplemented by the railway ; and by all these routes this
rich region exchanges its commodities with its poorer neighbours. Of the
passes the most famous are the Meiling and the Chiling, both giving
access to the valley of the West River, with which an important water
connection is formed by the Hsing Yi Canal, an artificial waterway built
in H.C. 214 and linking the Cassia River (a tributary of the West River)
with the Siang River, the great river that has its outlet in the Tungting
Lake. Of the canals the greatest is the famous Grand Canal, partly an
artificial waterway and partly a remarkable adaptation 01 natural water-
ways to the general purpose of forming a continuous water route from
Hangchow (an old capital of China) to Peking. Through the great ranges
that form the northern boundary of the Yangtze catchment basin there are
several important roads. Finally, in the characteristics of this basin, and a
continued product of the preceding factcrs, we have the presence within the
Yangtze basin of the great majority of the ports open to foreign trade,
including two of the most important, Shanghai and Hankow. The part
played by the Yangtze basin in the economic life of the country may be
judged, though not estimated, by the fact that the Yangtze open ports do
more than 60 per cent of the foreign trade of the country.

Physiographically the Yangtze basin (so far as it lies within China
Proper) may be said to consist of a series of minor basins. The first of
these is what may be called the Szechwan basin, comprising that portion
of the river's course with its tributaries, some of them mighty ones,
which lies within the mountainous province of Szechwan and of the
physiographically continuous areas of Yunnan, Kweichow, and Hupeh.
The second basin is that of which the lakes in Hupeh, to the north and
northwest of Hankow, form the bottom. Then comes a third basin of
which the plain north of Kiukiang, the valley west of Anking, and the
Poyang Lake region form the salient features, the river bursting through'
this basin by the narrow, winding rock-infested channel known as Hen
Point. Below this again we have the wide plain and ancient lake basin
of which Wnhu forms the center, and that is followed by a basin, with
very little lip or edge on the eastern side, which is practically the Yangtze
Delta. Each of these basins except the Szechwan basin is a lake region,
and geologically it is probable tliat in comparatively recent times the
Yangtze, npon leaving the Tibetan mountains discharged its waters into
the ocean through a series of lakes, the remains of which still occupy a

considerable portion, of the valley in winter and in summer are enlarged?

by floods to almost their original surface area.

For purposes of practical navigation, the Yangtze may be divided into-

three parts : (1) First comes the torrential part, from the source of the river

to the city of Pingshan, a little above Suifu. This is a stretch of i,2S>

miles of stream, seldom navigable, not often fordable, and usually only-

to be crossed where it has been dammed for mill-streams. (2) From Ping-

shan to Ichang, a distance of 960 miles, the river is semi-navigable, the-

ehief obstruction being the numerous rapids, which have been for unto d

centuries the greatest hindrances to the economic development of the Me-

of the river and its adjacent areas, but which modern shipbuilding and the-

use of steam are overcoming, though gradually. (3) Below the port at

Vhan» the river is navigable for steamers of ordinary build all the year-

round
°

In the semi-navigable portion of the river the breadth varies from-

200 to 610 yards. From Ichang downwards it frequently reaches a mile-

wide, and' when the high floods occur it is not unusual for vessels sailing-

in midstream to be five miles from land on either side. Marco Polo, over six

centuries ago, in his chapter on "The Great River Kian" says : "It is in

some places 10 miles wide, in others 8, in others 6, and it is more than

100 days' journey in length from one end to the other; indeed it is more

like a sea than a river." If, as seems probable, Marco visited the river

during the summer floods, there is no exaggeration in these statements.

Much more important for commercial purposes than the width of the river

is its fall. In the first 1,200 odd miles of its journey the river falls fronr

16,000 feet to 1,000 feet or 125 feet per mile. Even with no rocky beds and"

rapids such a fall would make navigation impossible. From Pingshan at

1,000 feet of elevation the river drops 100 feet to Suifu, then 300 to Chung-

king and 450 to Ichang, or roughly 850 feet in 960 miles, still a pretty serious

fall from the point of view even of steam navigation, especially when the uu-

evenness of the fall, the rocky nature of the riverbed, and the frequent

narrowing of the bed into precipitous gorges are taken into consideration.

From Ichang to the sea is a matter of 960 miles, and a fall of somewhat
less than 150 feet in that stretch works out at less than 2 inches per mile,

an eminently desirable fall from the point of view of river navigation.

The effect of fall and of various impediments to navigation may be

estimated roughly from the following table, which shows the distances of

the principal Yangtze ports from Shanghai, and the time taken under
ordinary conditions on the trips between each pair of ports :

Shanghai to Hankow 600 miles 3 clays by steamboat.
Hankow to Ichang 370 miles 4 days by steamboat.
Ichang to Chungking 400 miles Under conditions existing up to

three r.t four years ago, the journey took from 20 to 40 days, being only
possible in junks hauled by trackers, the hire of such junks costing from
150 to 300 taels. At flood season the voyage became still more difficult and"

accordingly much more time was required. Under present day condition*
with specially built steamers the journey takes about 6 days.

It will be noticed that the density of population in the Yangtze Valley-

increases progressively from 229 per square mile in Szechwan to 875 per
square mile in Kiangsu. This increase represents initially an increase irr

the productivity of the soil of the basin as one passes from west to east.

Szechwan has a soil as fruitful as that of any hill country in the world,
but much of it is uncultivable owing to elevation, and there is also a great
deal that is too perpendicular even for the Chinese peasant to terrace and"
cultivate. The vast alluvial deposits of which the whole country is formed"
east of Hankow, grow increasingly fertile as they near the Yangtze Delta,
where two crops every year is the rule that accounts for a density or
population that entirely throws into the shade the most thickly populated
manufacturing countries of the West. It may be noted that in many of
the mountain recesses of the southern watershed the population consists
very largely of aboriginal tribes, who have not even yet, after thousands
of years of close neighbourhood, coalesced with the Chinese who have
otherwise submerged the whole of the eighteen provinces as a flood.

Like the rest of China, the Yangtze Valley is still in the agricultural
and home industry stage, but it is fast emerging. At most of the great-
cities, notably at the trio of cities known as the Wuhan cities (Wuchang-
Hankow-Hanyang) and at the capitals of the provinces, modern mills and
factories are springing up, as also at every one of the ports ; and these
modern developments, with the coming of the railways, which are center-
ing on the Wuhan cities, threaten to accelerate the already rapid increase
of population.*

There seems to be little doubt of the rapid increase of the population
of China. The subject is too complicated to be examined at full length
here, but by way of a hint it may be mentioned that in 1912 Mr. Rockhill,
formerly American Minister to China and a recognized authority on AsiatV
questions, after very careful enquiry came to the conclusion that th*
population of the Chinese Empire (China Proper and Dependencies) was
about 325,000,000. Allowing for slight underestimation we have a figure
of 350.000,000 or even 37.5,000.000. A rise of 50,000,000 in ten years means-
an increase of 14 per cent. Continued progress at anything like this rate-
threatens something more than a regional dislocation of economic
equilibrium, but that is a subject that cannot be pursued here

It should be noted, in concluding the consideration of the YangUe
Valley, that this region is not more immune from natural calamities than
are any other parts of China. Except Szechwan, every province is liable to.

There seems to be little doubt of the rapid increase of the population of ffcfcu.The subject .s too complicated to be examined at full lengthhere.Dut by war of ». W*Zmay be mentioned that in 1912 Mr. Bockhill, formerly American MiniLT L nu-
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flood or famine or both, usually the former preparing the way for the latter.

Within the last ten years there have been extensive floods or severe famines

in Kiangsu, Anhwei, Hupeh, southern Hunan, and Kiangsi. Very

largely both floods and famine are preventible, or would be with a treasury

that was net empty.

THE SOUTHERN OR WEST RIVER BASIN

The West River basin is the only one of the three great Chinese river

basins that lies wholly in China Proper. The region does not lend itself

as readily as either of the other two regions does to general characteriza-

tion. With the exception of the lowlying plain of Canton the region is

mountainous, and it is for the greater part semi-tropical, it is different

from either of the other two basins in that the mineral wealth of the basin

holds as important a place as the agricultural, in spite of the fact rhat the

methods of mining are extremely primitive. The inhabitants, less than

200 to the square mile, are less purely Chinese than those of either of the

other basins, and there are enclaves of aboriginal peoples whose constant

quarrels with their neighbours have always made the West River basin

difficult to govern, and this difficulty has not been decreased by the fact

that the region has always been farthest removed from the governing

center of the country. An examination of the distribution of population

- may suggest the enquiry why the province of Yunnan, which has abundant

mineral wealth, should only have 67 people to the square mile, whilst the

province of Kwangtung has 372, and the answer will be found in the fact

that communications are difficult. The West River itself, it is true, runs

right into the heart of Hunan, but navigation of the upper third of the

river is difficult. And this is no less true of the several considerable rivers

that flow from the Yunnan massif more directly southwards, reaching

the sea through French Indo-China and other non-Chinese territories.

The area with which we are dealing is somewhat larger than the actual

tasin of the West River. Kwangsi and Kwangtung are drained entirely by
the West River and its tributaries, but the provinces of Yuninn and Kwei-

chow thrust themselves beyond the actual basin of the West River and
their northern portions drain into the Yangtze River, and geographically

form part of the basin of that river. It is convenient, however, to follow

the administrative divisions of the country and reckon even these Yangtze-

draining regions as part of the West River basin. With this exception the

area now under consideration forms a unit that has its own characteristics.

These characteristics are partly due to the fact that the basin is cut cf£

to a large extent from the rest of China. There is a continuous line of

mountains separating the West River basin from its northern neighbour,

and this line of mountains is as effectual a barrier as the Pyrenees. There

are but two passes of any importance for communication purposes through

it, the Chiling and the Meiling. The chain is known generally as the Nan
Shan, and is really an extension of the great Yunnan mountain system,

which continues unbroken right from Yunnan to the sea near Amoy,

though the height varies considerably at different points in the 900 miles

stretch from the eastern flank of the Yunnan plateau to the sea. Of the

whole basin, that portion which has any coast is entirely in Kwangtung.

None of the other provinces touch the sea, but they all have access to the

sea by means of the West River which dominates the whole geographic unit,

or by tributaries of the Yangtze to the north, or by a series of rivers

flowing though non-Chinese territory to the south. The West River is

not to be compared either in size or in usefulness with the Yangtze, but 't

is nevertheless a great river, comparing it with the rivers of Europe. Thus

it is only about 500 miles shorter than the Danube, which is reckoned at

1,750 miles, and is half as long again as the Rhine which is 800 miles in

length. It is navigable for nearly 1,000 miles. By means of its tributaries

it reaches into the whole of the four provinces, and a particularly import-

ant tributary links it with the province of Fukien, which though

practically a self-contained province, belonging neither to the Yangtze

basin nor to the West River basin, is most conveniently treated as part

of the latter basin.

The basin has considerable geological interest. In its more easterly

stretches porphyry, granite, and schist are in evidence, but in other parts

wide zones of limestone overlie the primaries and the outcrops of granite

and porphyry are only occasional. The curious contortions and folding

of the secondary limestone produce, throughout most of the basin, a

characteristic scenery. A series of plateaus descends from west to east.

In the north the Nan Shan constitutes a barrier between this basin and

that of the Yangtze, and from these mountains and others flow many rivers,

by which the basin is abundantly watered.

The West River has its sources in the northeastern part of Yunnan

province near the town of Kiitsingfu. First it flows to the south, receiving

tributaries from several of the plateau lakes, and when nearing the Tropic

of Cancer it turns in a northeasterly direction to the point of meeting vi

the three provinces of Yunnan, Kweichow, and Kwangsi. So far it is known

by the name Pahlah Ho, but from the point at which it makes its bend it is

known as the Hung Shui, and for a distance of about 230 miles it flows

along the frontier between Kweichow and Kwangsi. The name by which

it is known in this part of its course, Hung Shui, means Red Water, and
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is given to it on account of the colour ol the river during the flood season.

On leaving the Kweiehcw frontier the stream takes a direction which is

in the main southeasterly, and in this direction the river flows through

the whole of Kwangsi province. On the border of the province it reaches

the town of Wuchow, about 900 miles from the head waters of the river.

From this point, where it both enters the province of Kwangtung and

fores slightly southeasterly, the river is known as the Si Kiang, or West

River. At Samshni the river takes a marked change in direction to the

south and, throwing off an aim known as the Canton River, on which

I the historic port of Canton, the river enters the sea through a delta

hpnncls of which lie east and west of Macao. The river has

i,j jS miles. Of these, 303 miles are in Yunnan, 231

•long the border of Kwcichow and Kwangsi, 387 in the province of

Kwangsi, and the remainder, 196 miles, in Kwangtung.

Below the confluence of the Si Kiang and the "River of the North" the

n is again divided almost at right angles. The main channel

flows southwards to the coast, while a second branch trends eastwards

to the network of countless branches and backwaters everywhere inter-

secting the alluvial pliins of Canton. This labyrinth of waters is joined

tTom the east by another great stream, the Tung Kiang, or "River of the

' whose farthest sources rise in the northeast on the frontiers <>f

Kiangsi and Fukien. This is also an important highway, especially for

the transport of sugar, rice, and other agricultural produce.

Thanks to the tides, nearly all the channels of the delta are nav-gable,

and so numerous are these watercourses that in a region over 3,000 square

nilcs ii! extent land routes are scarcely anywhere required. Thus the whole

population has almost become amphibious, living indifferently on land

and afloat. Large water fairs have even been held in the delta, when
reaches, at other limes almost deserted, have been temporarily converted

into extensive floating- rities. Other industries besides fishing are pursued

by the inhabitants, and many even of the agricultural classes reside per-

manently in boats moored to the shore. This region has thus naturally

DC the great center of commerce. But here also during times of dis-

piracy has found a convenient home amid the intricate maze <A

channell ramifying the delta. Even European war vessels have found it

difficult to rid this region from the daring corsairs by whom it has long

been infested.

The city of Canton stands about midway between the two heads of the

delta which is formed on the west by the united Si Kiang and Pen, Kiang,

on the cast by the branches of the Tung Kiang. Thus from this point

junks reach the two estuaries by the shortest channels. Of these the

broadest and deepest, ramifying eastwards, is known as the "River of

Canton," or the "Pearl River" (Chu Kiang), a name supposed to be derived

from that of Fort Hai-chu, or "Pearl of the Sea," better known as the

"Dutch Folly."*

But even by this channel large vessels are unable to reach Canton,

junks of deep draught and ordinary steamers stopping 8 miles lower down
at Hwangpu (Whampoa), while large men-of-war are arrested much farther

down by a bar which has only 13 feet at ebb tide. The limit of the Pearl

River nr.d of the estuary is clearly marked by the rocky cliffs confining

the channel on both sides, and the fortified headlands of which have been
compared by the Chinese to the "jaws of a tiger." Hence the expression

Ilu-men, translated by the Europeans into "Bocca Tigris," or the "Bogue."
The shoals and even the banks of the stream are subject to constant shift-

ings, the land generally encroaching on the channel, owing to a line of

hills which run southwest and northeast across the alluvial soil, and which
serve to retain the sedimentary matter brought down by the stream and
washed back by the tides. The northernmost of these ridges consists of
1arge islands, above some of which rise elevated crests, such as the

(wo peaks of the island of Wangkum at the entry of the Canton estuary,
better known by its Portuguese name of Montanha.

In the West River basin the torrid and temperate zones are
intermingled. With the alternation of the monsoons, Canton oscillates

between the two, so that its climate is far less equable than that of Cal-
cutta, Honolulu, Havana, and other places situated under the same
parallel.

COMPARATIVE TEMPERATURE OV VARIOUS TROPICAL CITIES

Canton
Calcutta

Honolulu
Havana

During the moist summer monsoon the southern provinces are as hot
as Indian cities equally distant from the equator. But the temperature
rapidly falls in winter, when the dry northeast polar winds sweep down
1 etweeo the parallel mountain ranges, running mainly northeast and south-
west. Rain seldom falls in January, when the nights are clear and even
frosty. At the same time, the regular alternation of moist summer and
dry winter winds is occasionally disturbed by atmospheric currents, de-
flected in various directions by the relief and contour of the seaboard. Thus
the southwest monsoon becomes at Canton a southeasterly gale, and the
lofty Mount Lantao is daily exposed to fierce storms for months'together.

These climatic disturbances are also reflected in the flora of the
southern provinces. Here the plains are bare in winter, when nature
presents the same bleak aspect as in more northern regions. But all is
changed with the return of the hot moist monsoons, under whose influence

August February Mean
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83 74 79
77 70 75
80 72 77
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the tropical vegetation is revealed in all its splendour. Now the palm;

and camellia flourish by the side of the oak, chestnut, and somber pine,

while the banana, mango, litchi, orange, and citrons of divers species are

intermingled with the fruit trees of the temperate zone. Many leafy-

shrubs, confined in Europe to the conservatory, here thrive in the operr

air, deckin? the landscape with their brilliant, blossom, charging the_ at-

mosphere with a balmy perfume. The small island of Hongkong contains,,

so to say, an epitomeof this varied and beautiful southern flora.

In this favoured region the unreclaimed tracts are far too limited tee

afford shelter for many wild animals of large size. Few mammals are met

besides the wild goat and fox on the coast and islands, and in the interior

the rhinoceros and tiger. Smaller animals, as well as birds, insects, and*

butterflies; are numerous, and mostly of species allied to those of India.

No consideration of the West River basin would be complete without

reference to the character of its inhabitants. It has already been noted that

owing to the diversities of race the people are difficult to govern, and this-

difficulty is increased by the distance of the region from the seat of govern-

ment, but to these factors a third of very great importance has to be added..

It was to the city of Canton, or at least to the towns of the Canton 'delta,,

where the fiist traders from the West, Arabs, Portuguese, Spanish, Dutch,.

^British, and the rest, directed their course when they sought to open-

trade with China. Canton became in time the great, and practically the

sole entrepot for foreign trade. Several centuries of intercourse with the

outside world have not made the dwellers in the great southern basin any-

more amenable than they would otherwise have been to government from-

without, and government from without is what government from any one
of China's numerous capitals has been, for never has the capital of China

been within the West River basin. This spirit of independence, artificially-

stimulated by the clash of races and by intercourse with the outer world,

and naturally encouraged, as Schlegel has pointed out for other races, by
Ihe proximity of the sea, has made the West River basin the natural fons-

et origo of the greatest of the Chinese insurrectionary movements. In-

rccent times the Taiping Rebellion and the Panthay Rebellion both took
their rise in the West River basin, and the movement that led to the
Hundred Days' Reform in 1898 and finally to the Chinese Revolution-

(though the actual revolt in the latter case actually, though accidentally,,

broke out in the Wuhan cities) sprang directly from Canton. T. T.
Meadows, one of the keenest and most philosophical observers of the
Chinese, has described the Cantonese as "the Anglo-Saxons of China.""
So far as he may mean that the Cantonese have a remarkably single eye
to what they believe to be their own interests, he is right. They do not
allow sentiment to stand in the way; or anything else either.

SOVEREIGNTY OF CHINA
As already noted, China was at one time surrounded by an almost

complete circle of dependent states. Beginning with Japan, it was possible
to pass through Manchuria, Mongolia, Turkestan, Tibet, Northern Siam„
Annam, and Tongking, and all the time be on Chinese territory. Gradually
inroads have been made on this complete environing of China Proper by
Chinese Dependencies. In the thirteenth century, Kublai Khan tried to
make Japan recognize his overlordship, but did not succeed ; and for nearly
two centuries Chinese authority was practically non-existent in Japan.
In the middle of the sixteenth century the Emperor of China allowed the
rulers of Japan to assume the name of King on condition of their paying
to the Chinese court an annual tribute of a thousand taels of gold. In the
course of time, Japan achieved her independence and the payment fell into-
desuetude. For many centuries Korea (Chosen as it is now officially called)'
recognized the overlordship of China, and this overlordship culminated in
the era of the Mings. At this time the native rulers of Chosen felt
honoured by being invested with their authority at the hand or through
the patent of the Son of Heaven, and after the Manchus had ousted the
Mings from China, the Chosenese, loyal to their Ming patrons, had to be
invaded and visited with all the horrors attending the uncurbed rule of
the conqueror's sword before they would accept or recognize the Manchu
overlordship and pay them, under treaty stipulation, a yearly tribute of
100 ounces of gold and 1,000 ounces of silver, together with stipulated
quantities of ginseng, furs, textiles, and other natural and industrial pro-
ducts For some time, however, China exercized no practical jurisdiction
over the peninsula. It was only when Russian and Japanese interests-
began to clash in Korea that the question of Chosenese independenceassumed a vitally important character. As the result of the China-JapanWar, the real cause of which was as much an unconscious Japanese pre-vision cf Tsarist dominance in the peninsula as Japanese jealousy ofChinese influence, the independence of Korea was declared in the Treatvof Shimonosek,, less than ten years after which Korea had recognized thesuzerainty of Japan, and in August, i9io, Japan swallowed up K««.andmade the peninsula part of the Japanese Empire
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GENERAL BACKGROUND

Mongolia, with its million and a third of square miles of territory,

qccnpied on an average by only two persons to the square mile, is

rapidly becoming also a region the sovereignty of which is indeterminate.

Nominally still a part of China, in spite of declarations of independence

that have been wholly or partially revoked, Mongolia is' in a state of

flux. The sinister influence from the east that has been for years under-

mining the status of China in Manchuria has more recently, but very

effectively, sought to alienate Mongolian sympathies from China. A halt

has been called to this process of alienation, however, but it may easily

be that the halt is but a halt between two opinions, an opportunity for

decision between acknowledging any suzerainty and acknowledging none.

The course of conduct in relation to Mongolia that China has long been

pursuing has not been such as to grapple Mongolian affections to Peking.

Chinese colonization is pushing its way farther and farther into the country

and Chinese commercial acumen is proving a serious factor in the elimina-

tion of the Mongol as a trader. By nature and circumstances the Mongol

is more inclined to pastoral than to commercial occupations. The Chinese,

on the other hand, have the trading instinct very fully developed. The

result is a rivalry between the two that can only serve the interests of

third parties, if they care to take advantage of the dissensions.

Sinkiang, or the New Dominion, is really an attempt, dating from the

seventies of last century, to stay the forward movement of Tsarist Russia.

Known to Europeans as Chinese Turkestan, it is officially called Sinkiang

or the New Dominion, and was reorganized in 1877 as the result of several

local disturbances and the constant unrest due to risings brought about by

the intrigues of Yakub Beg. These constant risings have given abundant

opportunity for predatory advances by Tsarist Russia, always disguised

under the friendliest appearances. The Peking authorities held that it would

be better to re-organize Chinese Turkestan as a province of the Empire and

so afford no excuse for a further creeping southwest on the part of Russia.

The result of this emphatic step may be seen in the Treaty of 1881 between

Russia and China regarding the outer territory of Hi and Kuldja, which

indicates that Russia realized that the day for petty pilfering had gone.

The province is known locally only by local names, such as Hi, Kuldja,

Khotan, Yarkand and Kashgar. Before the conversion of this territory

into a province, the name Kashgaria was frequently applied to the district

by Europeans, but there seems to be no reason for the maintenance of this

name since the collapse of Yakub Beg's independent state with its capital

at Kashgar. In the same way, the "Kingdom of Khotan" has ceased to

be applicable in any sense. Chinese Turkestan comprises ten major

divisions, which, proceeding from the southwest, are : Khotan, Yarkand,

Vangihissar, Kashgar, Wushih-Turfan, Aksu, Paicheng, Kuche, Koria, and

Karashar- Three military commandants reside at Karashar, Khotan, and

Yarkand, the seat of the last being also the seat of the general administra-

tion, of the province. Of the so-called cities, seven are supposed tc enjoy

special dignity, apart altogther from their size and administrative rank.

Khotan, Yarkand. Yangihissar, Kashgar, Wushih-Turfan, Kuche, and

Karashar are the privileged members cf this Jiti-Shahr, or '-heptopolis.

In Chinese maps of the Republic there are shown two territories

adjacent to Sinkiang, one to the north and the other to the southeast,

which deserve some attention. To the north there is a comparatively

small area designated Altai. This area is largely occupied by the moun-

tains of the same name, and is administered practically independently of

Sinkiang, though for certain purposes regarded as a part of it, and for

some other purposes dependent on Mongolia. The region to the southeast,

twice the size of Altai and half the size of Sinkiang, is Tsmghai or

Kokonor. It is an administrative division independent of Sinkiang, Tibet,

Kansu, Chwanpien, or Szechwan, made up of portions of each of these.

The object of the creation of Tsinghai as an administrative unit is to

provide an excuse for pressing back into Tibet the frontier of China

Proper This action is not taken out of any animosity towards Tibet,

but the Chinese authorities fear that recent British relations with and

attitude towards Tibet foreshadow the establishment of something in the

nature of a protectorate, and they desire to protect the original China

Proper by including within its borders as large an area as possible from

the peripheral territories. The same motives have led to the establish-

ment as a separate administrative entity of the region shown in the Chinese

maps as Chwanpien, or the Szechwan Marches which, by absorbing ths

western frontier region of Szechwan and a considerable strip on the eastern

frontier of Tibet, has pushed back the nominal frontier of China Proper

well into Tibet.

The relations between China and Tibet have not in recent years been

such as to tend towards a closer union between the two. The actions of

the British Government have not tended in that direction either. In 1904

a British Mission, originally of a pacific character, made its way to Lhasa

after fighting part of its way, and negotiated a treaty, which was later

ratified, by which the Chinese Government undertook not to press its

authority on Tibet. In December 1909 the Dalai Lama, who had fled the

country at the approach of the British Mission, returned to Lhasa, and

his return coincided with a determined attempt on the part of China to

strengthen her position in Tibet. A Chinese force was then on its way

to Lhasa and entered the town on the 12th of February 1910, whereupon the

Dalai Lama fled to India and was deposed by the Indian Government.

He has since returned, and his return has not been made the subject of

protest by the Chinese authorities. When, during the Revolution, the

Tibetans practically threw off their allegiance to China, and the Chinese

authorities sought to compel the acknowledgment of allegiance by armed

force, the British-Indian authorities objected, and the armed troops sent

to enforce allegiance were withdrawn. From that time, the British-Indian

and Chinese Governments have had frequent exchanges of views about

Tibet, but no definite understanding has been reached, and nominally Tibet

is still as much a part of China as ever.

LANGUAGE AREAS AND LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENTS IN CHINA
I—SUMMARY BY PROVINCES

Anh-wci—Northern Mandarin, with slight variation frcm Pekingese,

but nearer to it than to Nankingese is heard throughout the province,

except in the extreme south, in and around Hweichow, where a local dialect

is spoken allied to the Wu dialects of Chekiang.

Chekiang—Chekiang is situated in the Wu dialect region. Around

Hangchow a variation of Mandarin is used. In the city of Ningpo and

the surrounding country the Ningpo dialect is spoken by approximately

6,000,000 people. Slight variations of it are in use in the Shaohingfu

district. Kinhwafu, Wenchow, Taichowfu, and Chuchow have local

dialects of their own. These dialects differ much from each other. Some

of them resemble the dialects of Fukien. In the western sections of the

province aboriginal tribes may still be found speaking the Miao language.

Chihli—Northern Mandarin is universally spoken throughout Chihli.

But here as in other provinces in which Mandarin is spoken, local varia-

tions are sometimes considerable, and the common people of Peking may
have trouble in understanding the speech of the people who are but a

hundred miles distant, especially toward the north.

Fukien—Because of its isolation, Fukien has had little difficulty in

retaining local dialects which differ greatly from Mandarin and the local

dialects of neighbouring provinces.

One need not travel a great distance before hearing a new dialect

spoken, which may or may not be intelligible 30 miles away. All this has

historical significance .and takes one back to the times when a number

of petty and isolated states existed throughout southeastern and southern

China. The Amoy dialect is spoken by approximately 5,000,000 people;

the FooMsow dialect by 8,000,000 ; and the Hinghwa dialect by approximate-

ly 2,000,000. Kienyang, Kienning, Tingchow, and Shaowu districts possess

colloquial variations of theii own.

Honan—Mandarin is spoken throughout the province.

Hunan—The prevailing language is Western Mandarin, with local

variations.

Hupeh—The Mandarin dialect is spoken throughout the province.

Kansu—The unusual variety of languages within the boundaries

of Kansu province presents a difficult problem to the promoters of

educational and evangelistic work, particularly in western and north-

western Kansu. The Chinese who constitute about one-half of the total

population speak Mandarin. It is estimated that at least one-third of these

Chinese live in the south and southeast. Besides the Chinese, there are

Salar Moslems, south of Payenjungko, who use a dialect resembling Turki

;

Tungsiang Moslems, east of Hochow, who speak a language differing little

from. Mongolian ; and a small proportion of Arabic-speaking Moslems. Tn

addition to these, immigrants from Tibet, Turkestan, and other provinces

of China are scattered everywhere. About 50,000 aborigines are still

inhabiting the mountain fastnesses northeast of Siningfu.

Kiangsi—Southern Mandarin is universally spoken throughout the

province, except in the extreme southern and eastern sections where the

country borders on Fukien and Kwangtung. Here Mandarin is understood

with difficulty, and local variations of Fukien and Kwangtung dialects

are heard.

Kiangsu—The Mandarin dialect is heard throughout northern and

western Kiangsu. In the southeast, local dialects, chiefly those of Soochow

and .Shanghai, prevail. In the city of Shanghai, Ningpoese and Cantonese

are also frequently heard.

Kwangsi—In the northern section of Kwangsi, Mandarin is spoken

by the great majority of the people. Here and there, where-

ever aboriginal tribes exist, peculiar dialects are heard. Groups of Hakka-

speaking people are scattered over the central part of the province, and on

to the west. Throughout the southern section of Kwangsi, Cantonese is

the prevailing language. Just north of Pingnamyiin there is a large area

known as the Yao Mountain district still uncharted where a local dialect

prevails of which little is known. In the extreme southeast, while Can-

tonese is used in the cities and market towns, the prevailing language is

a local dialect not heard in any other section of the province. Throughout

the entire western section, intermingled with Mandarin in the north

and Cantonese in the South, are many tribal dialects chief among them

being the T'o or Chung dialect. All of these more or less resemble the

language of the Tai and Laos of Siam.

In the southwest one hears a pure T'o dialect, except among the

educated Chinese, where Mandarin or Cantonese is spoken.

Kwangtung—Cantonese is the chief language in the province. Man-

darin is spoken among the official classes. Every large race as well as

the various aboriginal tribes ha/ve their own dialects or languages. The

Hakka dialect is spoken by approximately 4,000,000. In the Swatow

district the dialect spoken by approximately 3,000,000 resembles the

language commonly heard in southern Fukien.

The island of Hainan presents a most complicated language situation.

A list of the spoken languages follows :—Hainanese, an offshoot of the

Amoy dialect, Hakka, Mandarin, of a special variety not well known,

Kochow speech, a branch of Cantonese, Tai, spoken by the Loi, closely

related to the speech of the Laos people : a. .So-called "tame," three or

fcur varieties; b. So-called "wild," several varieties, and Miao.

Kweichoie—One-third to one-half of the inhabitants of Kweichow are

Chinese, many of whom are immigrants from Hunan and Szechwan. They
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ily, and therefore that their dialectic differences are only

; the same original tongue. "There is no family of the human
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little is accurately known as of the non-Chinese races of southern China.

This is due in a great measure to the perfect maze of senseless names

taken from the Chinese in which the subject is involved; there is one

.'.ue, for example, giving 141 classes of aborigines, each with a

separate name, and no attempt is made to arrive at a broader classification.

Exclusive of the Tibetan-Barman tribes, there are three great non-Chinese

races in southern China : the I.clo, the Shans, and the Miaotze" Most of

the tribespeople are very ignorant and many have no written language

of their own.

Manchuria—Manchuria is occupied by a mixed people, Manchus,
Mongols, and Chinese, all of relatively pure blood, mingling with hybrids

of all three races. The Chinese element predominates, and their superior-

ity in numbers is fast increasing, partly due to natural fecundity and
partly to continued immigration. Northern Mandarin is the prevailing

language. Other tongues, like Manchu and various Mongol dialects, are

obsolete or quickly going into disuse. Unsubdued tribes and nomads are

scattered over the steppes and wooded regions of the north, while the

Chinese occupy the towns.

II—LANGUAGES AND DIALECTS OF CHINA
I

—

Chinese

(1) Mandarin.

A. Mandann Proper, divided into Northern, Southern, and Western
varieties. These are enough alike so that the speaker of one understands
and is understood, after a little experience, in the districts of the others.

About 300,000,000, or three-fourths of the whole population, in all the
provinces of the Republic, speak Mandarin. The coast dialects differing

from Mandarin widely in their pronouns and particles, are otherwise suffi-

ciently like it so that almost every written character shows affinities, in

its pronunciation, with Mandarin. One may confirm this by observing
the lists of Romanized pronunciations furnished, for some nine Chinese
dialects, for each character in Giles' Dictionary.

B. Hakka Dialect—This consists partly of old Mandarin, and partly of
Cantonese, Mandarin being the chief element. The Hakka

( %g 5J ), i.e.

"Strangers" or "Guests," live mainly in the province of Kwangtung.
They came probably from Kiangnan, at different times during the four-
teenth century. Traces of them are still found in Tingchowfu, Fukien,
where the language is pure Hakka. The number of speakers of the Hakka
vernacular is over 7,000,000. The Wukingfu variety of Hakka is spoken
by at least 3,000,000. Hakka is also spoken by some Hainanese.

C. Hangchoic Colloquial—-This is the vernacular of the capital of
Chekiang province. It is a reminiscence of the Tartar Dynasty which
made Hangchow its capital, but while distinctly Mandarin (as shown by
the pronominal and other tests), it tends to approach the Wu dialects with
which k is surrounded. It is almost entirely confined to the city, and can
be spoken by hardly more than 1,000,000 people.

D. Hainan Mandarin, a variety whose special characteristics are not
well known.

E. Other Varieties, spoken by small groups, should be included in a
strictly complete philological survey, but they total so small a number of
speakers that for the purposes of this Survey they need not be noted here

(z) Coast Dialects.

A. I('» Dialects, named from their locality, which is roughly included
in the ancient kingdem of Wu, now Kiangsu province south of the
Yangtze, and the eastern two-thirds of Chekiang.

a Soochow colloquial, spoken by not more than 10,000,000 peop e.

b' Shanghai colloquial, spoken by not more than 10,000,000 people.

c." Ningpo colloquial, the principal dialect of Chekiang province,

spoken by about 6,000,000 people.

d. Taichow colloquial, a variety of Ningpo, spoken by about

500,000 people.
.

e. Kinhwa colloquial, the vernacular of the city of Kinhwa in

Chekiang, a citv of about 30,000 people.

f. Wenchow colloquial, spoken by about 1,000,000 people.

g. etc.

B. Fukien Dialects:

a Kieuyang colloquial, spoken by 500,000 people.

b. Kienning colloquial, spoken by the same number of people.

c. Shaowu dialect, spoken by 100,000 people.

d. Foochow dialect, spoken by 8,000,000 people.

e. Tingchow colloquial, spoken by 1,000,000 people.

f. Hinghvva dialect, spoken by 2,000,000 people.

g. Amoy dialect, spoken by 10,000,000 people,

h. Hainanese, an offshoot of Amoy.
i. etc.

C. Kwangtung Dialects:

a. Swatow dialect, spoken ty 3,000,000 people.

b. Hakka dialect (see (1) Mandarin, Section B above).

c. Samkong colloquial, spoken by 300,000 people.

d. Canton dialect, spoken by 15-20,000,000 people.

e. etc.

II_Non-Chinese Languages and Dialects

( Miao-Yao Group
a. Mon-Khmer Family \ Minkia Group

I Wa-Palaung Group
b. Shan or Tai Family

t Tibetan Group (spoken by 6,000,000 people)

Sifan Group
c. Tibeto-Burman Family-! Lolo Group (Lisu, Nosu)

j
Burmese Group

\ Kaehin Group

d. Mongolian, spoken by ,3,000,000 people.

e. Kalmuck, spoken by 300,000 people.

f. Nogai-Turki, spoken by 4,000,000 people.

g. Manchu, used principally by colonies of Manchus settled in

Turkestan.

h. Qazaq-Turki, spoken by 500,000 people.

Ill—SUMMARY OF AREAS AND LANGUAGES
In interpreting the meaning of these dialectic and tribal differences,

there are two extreme attitudes. To say that the differences are insigni-

ficant is, of course, to overlook stern facts; but to treat the dialects of

China as if they were separate languages is equally erroneous. The
Chinese dialects are undoubtedly all branches of one parent stem,

monosyllabic, with similar grammatical tendencies and thought forms.

Though a local brogue or different pronunciation may make many words
mutually unintelligible to speakers from different areas, yet a little more
thorough acquaintance will show that even in the most diverse dialects

the majority of words have some similarity of sound and evidently come
from a common source. This makes the understanding of speakers of

strange dialects far more easy than the learning of a new language.
The aboriginal tribes are also related to the Chinese peoples. Their

languages are also polytonic and monosyllabic. These people all share
to a large degree, if not entirely, the same ancient ancestral stock. It is

quite possible that some of them differ from the Chinese only in years of
separation from the larger and more civilized branch of the family. The
written language cf the Lolo, for instance, is quite clearly related to the
ancient Chinese form of writing. For further evidence as to the relation-
ship between all of these peoples, the reader should consult Major Davies'
book, "Yunnan, the Link between India and the Yangtze," -Appendix
VIII, which treats of the tribes of Yunnan. There is little reason to doubt
that in the future all of these peoples will be absorbed into the larger
branch of the family and share in the Chinese civilization as well as its
language and literature.

It is to be noted that wherever any dialect of Chinese is spoken.
Christian literature is available for all literates; for these can read the
classical written language which differs, widely from any spoken Chinese,
and is genuinely monosyllabic and very sententious ; and even when the
degree of learning is not high, the written form of Mandarin can be read *>y
those who do not speak it. The invention of the Pollard script for
aboriginal tribes of the southwest solves a serious problem for the grow-
ing Christian constituency of that region. Practically speaking the
number of those people of China and her outer territories which have none
of the Bible in a written language that corresponds to their ordinary
speech is so small as to be almost negligible, and there is not a doubt that
this tiny minority, will disappear within the next few years. This means
that there will presently be a body of Christian literature available for
everybody mentioned in the lists of peoples given above. As for the
illiterates, who form so large a portion of the population, the former effort
to provide Christian literature in the Romanized form, and the present
effort to provide it by the use of the National Phonetic Script, are con-sidered m the following sections.

F

The origin and persistence of (he numerous coast dialects have neverbeen satisfactorily explained. The common theory among students of thelanguages of China is that early Tartar conquerors push!d the aboundrnbes to the Eastern coast and up into the mountain fastnesses of the Wesand South. In the mountains the separation was so complete that theancient aboriginal anguages have been preserved almost without chUS(just as happened in the Appalachians in America). On the coast how-
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•ever, where the people have mixed and intermarried, the tendency is con-

sistently to approximate the conquering language, old missionaries have
noted speech changes during their life-time. As a national consciousness

"has arisen among the Chinese and especially since the establishment of the

Republic, the conscious efforts to make one language for the whole of Chim
proper have increased. On the one hand the Government sees its problems
-made much easier by the adoption if a National Language; on the other,

Ihe missionaries see that evangelism will be much more rapid if there is

a single medium through which to deal. We now proceed to consider the
present results of this double effort.

IV—ROMANIZATION
In many regions for more than two generations numerous missionaries

"have given labourious efforts to the translation of the Scriptures into a
Romanized form for their particular dialect. In a summarized report of

this labour we note that one of the Bible Societies states its total issues
ior over 30 years from 1890 to 1920 as follows :

Bibles and Old Testaments 18,055
New Testaments 57,693
Portions 96,872

If now we compare the total sales for the 30 years with the sales'

report for the 5 years from 1916 to 1920, we find some interesting facts. In

the Amoy area alone does the later period indicate an increased rate of

sale. The Amoy total for 30 years is reported as 62,323, while the sales

for the last 5 years are 29,179. In contrast to this the Cantonese total for

30 years is 15,350, with a total for the last 5 years of only 524. The Foochow
total for 30 years is 16,895, while that for the last 5 years is 1,429. The
Hainan total for 30 years is 4,900, while that for the last 5 years is 439-

The Ningpo total for 30 years is 16,310, for 5 years 1,406. The Swatow
total for 30 years is 13,424, for 5 years 1,675 '> Taichow for 30 years, 8,914,

while for the last 5 years it is only 84 copies. The Wenchow total for 30

years is 2,400, while for 5 years the report is 196.

Thus we see that in all these regions except the first, Amoy, the rate

of sale for the last 5 years compared with the total 30 years has very

gradually decreased, whereas with the normal development of the Church
one would expect an increase. We find that in larger centers like Ningpo,
Swatcw, Foochow, and Canton the actual rate of sales for the last 5 years

is approximately one-half of the average for the 30 years, while for certain

smaller centers such as Taichow and Wenchow, the rate of sales is from

one-third to one-twelfth of the original sales and we are told that in many
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of tbe smaller diakct region* there is no longer any demand for the

Romaniml. Th« statement given above as to the use of Romanized Scrip-

ture* is typical of the whole state of the case for the use of Romanized,

bat wt have entirely omitted to describe the very considerable amount et

literature other than the Bible published in Romanized which has been

used particularfv at Xingpo, Foocbow and Amoy the publication of whicn

dug rapidly. In some places the National Phonetic is

frytny nscl irith the thought that it may replace the Romanized, to whose

ut of illiteracy was always attached as well as the stigma ei

n; but Jhciigh diligent efforts have been made with the

rrpt to particular dialects, it does not yet appear that

v welcome (for the stigma of illiteracy was only

rred. not removed as was the foreign stigma, though a few

.ire wjrking hard to persuade the Chinese Church to adopt

e present trend is decidedly away from Romaniza-

veroment encouragement of the use of the National

nrl their requirement that it and the National Language

in all national schools cf whatever region in China, indicate a

ing the coast dialects out of existence, at least of making

Bfll language so well known that it will be spoken and

rywberc For that reason the Government decidedly frowns

of the National Fhonetic Script to the dialects. In the

the aoth century there was a frank effort to introduce a

In Romanization into the Mandarin-speaking churches,

. from Shantung who visited Ningpo and observed with

delight that :>1! the illiterate church members were reading from Romanized

and ringing from Romanized hymnbooks. But the effort to produce

result among the speakers of Mandarin, though consistently made

through a period of several years, died away from lack of support from the

Chinese. The failure of this experience undoubtedly sounded the death

knell of Romanization. There can be little doubt but that some form of

phonetic script based upon the Chinese character will take its place. We
sire just now in the midst of various experiments in this field and we

d in the next section to describe the principal one of these

intents.

V—NATIONAL PHONETIC SCRIPT

In the early days of the Republic a conference of Chinese scholars,

appointed by the Government, agreed upon a standard pronunciation for

some seven or eight thousand characters, and adopted 39 symbols as u

phonetic alphabet with which to indicate these pronunciations. The use

of Roman letters for this alphabet was voted down, and simple stroke

characters taken from the Chinese dictionary, suitable for writing in

parallel columns with the Chinese characters, were selected. The Govern-

ment had in view four objects : First, the standardization of the spoken

language for all China by the adoption of an official pronunciation.

Secondly, the promotion of a phonetic writing, that the standard spoken

language might be recoided with ease. Thirdly, the unification of the

spoken and written languages, for one of the educational and official

problems in China for hundreds of years has been the great differences

between the spoken and written language. Of course it was necessary that

in addition to the promulgation of symbols for writing the spoken

language, means should be adopted by which the spoken language could

win to itself honour in the minds of learned men such as it had never had,

and we devote a later section to the consideration of this special effort.

fourthly, the Government desired a change from monosyllabic to poly-

syllabic writing, for while the spoken language is composed of nominally

monosyllabic words, nevertheless since the Mandarin syllabary contains

c nly four cr five hundred syllables in actual speech, it is necessary to

combine these in actual speech in a fashion which is practically poly-

syllabic, in order to be understood, and it was believed that the written

language ought to conform to actual spoken practice. Among officials, Gov.
Yen of Shansi is most noted for his efforts to spread the knowledge
and use of the National Phonetic Script. The missionaries have not been
backward in trying it out and in 1918 the China Continuation Committee
unanimously recommended its use by the Missions, Churches, Bible and
Literature Societies, and appointed a sub-committee to secure the publica-

tion of Christian literature in Phonetic Script and in every way to promote
the wide-spread use of the system. This committee was able to secure

the services of a secretary, Miss S. J. Garland, who has been devoting her

whole time to the committee's work. Its efforts have included the publica-

tion of teaching material, the study of teaching methods, close

investigation of the standard of spelling and tone marking, phrasing and
hyphenating, with the object of securing the greatest good to tbe greatest

numher over wide fields, the preparation of type, typographical arrange-

ments for typewriters, etc., propaganda to introduce the general use of

the Script, and the preparation of the Scriptures in the Phonetic. A
large measure of success has attended efforts hitherto. The New
Testament is published in Script. A long list of publications through the

"Phonetic I*romotion Committee," the British and Foreign Bible Society,

the China Sunday School Union, the Literature Department of the

Stewart Evangelistic Fund, the Central China Religious Tract Society, the

Christian Literature Society, the Council on Public Health, the Mission

Book Company, and the Chinese Tract Society is given in the advertising

columns of their publications, and in addition the Commercial Press, the

Chung Hwa Book Company, and the Phonetic Bureau in Peking publish
dictionaries and text-books for the use of the Phonetic. The Committee
also publishes glewing accounts of the success that missionaries have had
in introducing this Phonetic Script into schools for all grades of illiterates.

It is noticeable, however, that almost every one of the letters describing

these successes come from Mandarin-speaking regions, and the farther

south one gees along the coast, the fainter grows the chorus ; that it is not
possible at the present time to report that the first object of the Govern-

ment in introducing the Script, namely, the standardization of the spokera

language throughout the land, has yet been attained m any noticeable-

raasure It is not impossible that a system of alphabetical phonetic-

writing which frankly adapts itself to the dialects without attempting to-

abolish them, will ultimately have a wider acceptance. We can only be-

sure that the present wide-spread effort is a healthy sign and we are sure-

that the problems involved will, in the course of time, be solved in 3

manner satisfactory to the Chinese people and, ipso facto, to the mission-

aries.

VI-THE NEW TIDE OF THOUGHT AND THE REVOLUTION IN

LITERARY USAGE

The fixing of a date for the beginning of the "New Tide of Thought"'

(m & i8tt in China, (sometimes also called "The Renaissance" or 'The

] Tterar'v Revolution") is extremely difficult. The same reasons wind*

would place it at the coming of the Republic would push it back to the-

Imperial edicts of 1898, and it is questionable if consistency could stop at

that point. Whatever the date, the early indications of the cemmg of

this new tide were chips and straws in the shape of new phrases appearing

in Chinese newspapers and magazines. Many of these, probably most of

them were imported from Japan where thousands of Chinese students hacT

gone to imbibe Western learning. The Japanese had already solved to-

their own satisfaction the problem of expressing the ideas of Western?

science and culture by Chinese characters, chiefly by a study of the ancient;

Chinese literature which they found to be a rich mine of phrases, which-

were suitable to express new ideas because they had so largely fallen into-

disuse, and so could be put to new uses
;
partly by the deliberate manu-

facture of new phrases, and even new characters, to meet the need. The

old style scholar, accustomed to the involutions of the Chinese high-

classical style, gasped at the sight of these new phrases used with non-

chalance in Chinese newspaper articles, but he soon came to see their

fitness and to be aware of the immense help which they afforded in intro-

ducing to the Chinese mind the ideas of the modern world. The com-

mercial barriers had long been broken down and now began the breaking:

in earnest of the barriers of thought, so that East should no longer be-

East, and Kipling's twain might meet.

It is outside the province of a brief article such as the present one to-

describe the process of this linguistic change in detail. Suffice it to say

that books like Mrs. Mateer's "New Terms for New Ideas," Evan Morgau's-

"New Terms and Expressions," and Hemeling's English-Chinese

Dictionary contain practically all of the new terms now in current use,

although, of course, the process of discovering and manufacturing is stilt

going on. But this was not enough to accomplish the end which en-

lightened Chinese educators had in view. It itself it was nothing but the

piling of one heavy labour upon a labour already heavy enough. It

demanded that the Chinese student, already much overburdened with his-

task, should add to it a new task ; and, still further, these new ideas and

the expression of them awakened in many people a desire to learn the

foreign language of which they were supposed to be the expression or adap-

tation. But to acquire a real knowledge of Chinese literature, and an ability

to write the classical language, as well as a mastery of a foreign language

and some foreign science and culture was impossible except to students

of extraordinary mental caliber. The break was sure to come and come
it did in the inspiration and guidance of a number of returned students,,

the chief of whom were professors in the Government University at

Peking ; men whose learning could not be questioned and who yet resolved

boldly to thrust the old-style Chinese learning, which included mastery of

one of the most recondite literary forms that any human race has ever

produced, into the limbo of a respected and uncultivated discipline; and*

to persuade Chinese students to devote themselves to the new learning

using only the National Language and a European language as instru-

ments. Thus began the movement for cultivation of the National Language
which was linked very closely with the cultivation of the National Phonetie
Script. The use of the Script, however, was intended chiefly for illiterates,

and the educators saw that the object of standardizing the Chinese
language could not be attained unless students and scholars could be per-

suaded to write their productions in the National Language and to feel that
it was honourable to do so. One of the first publications to adopt the
National Language exclusively was that published by some of the Govern-
ment University Professors in Peking called "La Jeunesse," ./£» 4fJ jfe\
at the same time, Professor Hu Shih published a very able "History of
Chinese Philosophy" in the National Language.

The idea spread like wild-fire. So skilfully written were the contents.,
of these and other publications that it was quickly seen that the new'
literary style was equal in flexibility and force to that of the best modern
classical authors—an instrument which, in the hands of a real literaty-
master, might bid fare to challenge the supremacy of the famous com-
mentator Chu Hsi to say nothing of moderns like Liang Chi-chao and Yen
Fuh. As is often the case with a new movement, it was somewhat to>
successful at first ; and many provincial newspapers, especially those in
the South, which had at first adopted the exclusive use of the National
Language with enthusiasm, presently grew tired of the new plaything,,
threw it aside and returned to the joys of a high classical style even in'
their news columns. This would appear to be nothing but the receding
of the first wave and the second is already running in strongly. Not onlv
newspapers and magazines but text books and readers of every grade are
uow published in the National Language and used in the Government
schools as well as in many of the mission schools, especially in the North
Incidently it is a curious fact that the South, so forward politically is less-
liberal in the matter of language culture than is the North • but' this is
doubtless due to the fact that they do not speak the -National Language
themselves but cling valiantly to their own dialects and regard the
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National Language propaganda as a subtle means of taking tlie

national balance of power from the place where they think it should be.

It goes without saying that missionaries everywhere gratefully second the

movement for simplifying the written and printed language of the nation.

We say "everywhere," yet it must be confessed that in the South the

voice of approbation is possibly fainter than elsewhere, less eager to join

in this particular effort to provide for the Christian Church an instrument

that shall make evangelism a more effective instrument of bringing m the

Kingdom than it could be before the common speech was also the language

of learning. Of course the missionaries in the South are as eager to get

better instruments of evangelism as are their Northern brethren, but many

of them do not believe the Southern dialects will ever die out and so will

not commit themselves to any crepe-hanging measures.

There is a single objection to the general use of the National Language,

as opposed not to the dialects, but to the classical language and that is

that it is more bulky than the classical. This makes it probable that iu

works of reference, and in many other sections of the literature of know-

ledge, for some time to come, the old classical style in its plainer form

will continue to be used, for as a matter of fact it is really easier to read

than are many productions in the National Language and it occupies from

one-fcurth to one-third less space in a book. With this sole exception the

movement for the use of the National Language bids fair to be successful on

every hand in spite of Southern hesitation. Tlie Literature and Tract Socie-

ties have for many years published books in Mandarin that were somewhat

despised by the learned and there was a constant demand that works be

produced in the Chinese high style to prove that Christianity was not

backward in the matter of culture. All that is now past and it is the high

style book whose value and influence are discredited. The output of

Christian literature in the National Language has increased by leaps and

bounds within the last three years and a number of Christian periodicals

(noticeably a monthly called "Life" published by the Peking Apologetic

Group) are using the National Language exclusively. There is no sign

that this will cease to be the case ; on the contrary the indications are the

other way, and for this we may thank God and take courage.

THE POPULATION OF CHINA
History—From earliest times, according to the histories of China now

in circulation, elaborate statistics of the population have been taken. The

periods were at first yearly, then triennial, and more lately quinquennial,

although since 1812 no periodical census has been made. In her old tithing

system China had an excellent paper machinery for registration. Each

district had its appropriate officer, each street its constable, and every tea

houses its tithing man. As long as the area of the Kingdom remained

small, it may well be believed that excellent results were obtained, but us

the size of the Empire extended and districts were only more or less sub-

dued, and as fiscal questions became intermingled with those of censis

taking, errors of calculation must be expected to have crept in. If ap.

official has to surrender up taxes according to the population of his district,

he and all dependent upon him are likely to see that numbers are kept down.

Again, wher the amount of the pecuniary assistance granted by Peking

depends upon the number of the population it is only natural that these

numbers should be augmented. That such errors did occur is known from

the Decree of the Emperor Yung Cheng (A.D. 1723-36) of the late Tsing

Dynasty abolishing the capitation tax and amalgamating it with the land

tax.

According to Norman Shaw, the history of the Census in China may

be divided into two parts. During the first, extending from the first

recorded count in the 23rd century B.C. (when the figures were 3>5°°>«» -

Wang Tao) down to 1741 A.D., with a few exceptions, the number of lax-

paying households alone was recorded. In 1741, after repeated orders by

the Emperor, the total number of individuals was counted and found to be

143,412,000.

Any detailed statement regarding population estimates in early times

and down to within the last 30 or 40 years would be of little value to

students of the present-day Christian occupation of China. Moreover, the

extent of the Empire was constantly changing, thus making comparison cf

figures impossible, and the returns, even after the country assumed more

or less fixed limits, vary with such extraordinary rapidity, that they inspire

little confidence.

China has never had a census of the Western sort. The latest

official estimate, that for 1885, fixed the population of the 18 provinces and

Manchuria at 438,425,000. The census taken by the Ministry of the

Interior (Minchengpu) in 1910 furnished figures which totalled 331,188,000;

a difference of over 100,000,000. However, this more conservative figure,

chiefly because it is more conservative, has always been regarded as the

more reliable. With few exceptions, families were counted and not in-

dividuals in the Minchengpu Census, and an average per family was

carefully worked out for the sake of arriving at the approximate tot3l

number of persons. The multiple was 5.5 individuals, except for the

province of Fengtien, Manchuria, where it was set at 8.38 individuals per

family.

One of the weak points in this Minchengpu Census was Szechwan.

The figure given was 16,400,000, which represented returns from five-

sevenths of the province. Worked out on this basis, the population for

the whole of Szechwan came to 23,000,000, and it is so set down in the

statistics. This was obviously too low and some authorities in quoting

figures since have arbitrarily changed the 23,000,000 for Szechwan to any-

where from 40 to 60 millions, thus bringing the total China figure -for 1910

up somewhere between 360,000,000 and 380,000,000.

In 1919, the Customs estimate was 439,405,000, exclusive of Sinkiang

and Tibet, thus approaching very nearly the official census of 1885, and

leading one to believe that the commonly quoted "400,000,000" in China

might not after all be so greatt an exaggeration.

In the autumn of 1918, the Survey Committee through influential

missionaries in the various provincial capitals, endeavoured to secure the

latest official figures of population by hsiens. Previously, population

estimates for hsiens were seldom heard of, and the Committee had no great

hope of being able to secure them now, even if they existed. The census of

population by hsiens as made by the Post Office in 1919-20 was then only

being planned. No one knew when it would be inaugurated, much less

completed. By the summer of 1919, population figures by hsiens for all

but a few of the provinces had been received by the Survey Committee.

Most of these came from Police Commissioners through officials higher

up. Incidentally these lists of hsien populations made it possible for the

Committee to adopt the hsien as its smallest geographical unit of study.

In order to discover just how much confidence could safely be placed

upon these official hsien estimates, copies were sent to at least one

representative of each mission in each province, with the request that

estimates obviously too high or too low be correspondingly so marked, and

whenever possible a more correct and acceptable estimate be suggested.

The result of this request was most satisfactory—even though the number

of hsien estimates on which our correspondents felt qualified to express

judgment was limited.

For four or five provinces the Survey Committee received several

different estimates the result no doubt of several counts made at intervals

several years apart. Thus advantages of comparison were secured.

No claims regarding the scientific accuracy of these official estimates

as gathered and modified by the Survey Committee can be made. They

represent, however, the best efforts in the interests of accuracy that the

Committee and its 150 correspondents have been capable of. Again and

again where several estimates for the same hsien were received, these

either proved to be identical or were so nearly alike as to strengthen belief

in the approximate accuracy of the one chosen. In a few cases, the most

extreme differences were discovered and the Committee's only recourse was

to accept the estimate which was most authoritative and recent.

About this time the Chinese Post Office, aware of what the Survey

Committee was doing in the matter of hsien populations, undertook to

gather estimates of its own, with the assistance of provincial official-?.

Advance copies of these estimates were very kindly supplied to the Com-

mittee from Peking headquarters with the result that from the time these

were received, whenever CCC official estimates differed greatly cr were

lacking, the Post Office figures were invariably substituted. It was

gratifying to note how nearly CCC and Post Office estimates for the same

hsien agreed in the majority, of cases. Had the latter been available

earlier, they would no doubt have been accepted by the Committee without

attempting to collect official estimates itself. However, after close com-

parisons and study we venture to believe that as much may be said for the

accuracy of estimates originally supplied to the CCC as of those gathered

later by the Post Office department. Some Committee correspondents,

after consulting the hsien population estimates used in this Survey, hav-3

declared them to be like all other population estimates in China, "mere

guesses." And so they are, when compared with figures from any scientific

census. On the other hand, careful counts have been made by police

officials and soldiers in not a few hsiens and cities of China. The testimony

of over half of our correspondents to the effect that the hsien estimates

given are "undoubtedly as nearly correct as can be secured" would

indicate a certain amount of careful gathering of figures. Several years

ago in a survey of two mission fields in eastern China, very great care was

taken by several missionaries assisted by Chinese assistants in making a

census of all individuals living in their hsiens. The official estimates of

these hsiens received by the Survey Committee in 1919 were in every case

within several tens of thousands of the actual counts previously made under

foreign missionary supervision.

A comparison of estimates in the following table will show how
unreliable, scientifically speaking, any census in China really is. Officials

freely admit that the numbering of inhabitants, particularly in outlyin?

districts is a matter of difficulty and rarely done with accuracy. For reasons

personal and official the exact truth about population is often not told,

although well known. For the present, one can only accept such estimates

as have been made by officials or others most competent to make them.

Undoubtedly the exact population of China is considerably lower than

most estimates now lead one to believe. When a Western census is

finally made, "we shall see what we shall see." Until then uncertain

light in the form of "estimates" is better than utter darkness. Perlmps

the present population of the Chinese Republic lies somewhere between

350 and 400 millions.

It is interesting to compare the different estimates given for the same

provinces in the following table. The CCC figures for Szechwan and Fukien

for example are comparatively high, although most Fukien missionaries

contend that 13,000,000 is still unquestionably too low. Kansu missionaries

think their province, at 6,000,000, which is the highest figure of the four

estimates given, is certainly underestimated. It is safe to predict that

when compared and studied province by province, there is no census

which will not be pronounced too exaggerated by some and too conservative

by others.
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Table I.—Population of Provinces

Manchuria:
Fengtien ...

Kirin

Heilangkiang
Chihli

Shantung
Shansi
Shensi

Kiangsu
Chekiang
Anhwei
Kiangsi

Honan
Hupeh
Hunan

Fukien
Kwangtung
Kwangsi

Kansu
Szechwan
Kweichow
Yunnan

Total

Inner Mongolia (g)

Outer Mongolia
Sinkiang
Tibet (including Kokonor and

Chwanpien).

Area in Sq. Mi.

63,700
110,000
190,000
60,000 (b)

55,984
60,000 (b)

75,290

38,610
36,680
54,826

67,954
71,428

83,398

46,330
100,000
77,220

125,483
160,000 (b)

67,182
146,700

1,760,283 (b)

1,445,000

550,340

521,853

Population Estimates of Provinces

Bd. of Bevenue
Census, 1885

17,900,000 (c)

36,500,000
10,800,000 (c)

3,300,000

21,300,000
11,700,000
20,600,000
24,500,000

22,100,000
33,600,000
21,000,000

23,500,000
29,700,000

5,100,000

5,400,000
71,000,000 (c)

7,700,000
11.700,000

577,656,000 (e)(f)

Bd. of Interior

(Minchengpu)
Census, 1910

14,917,000 -

32,571,000 (c)

29,600,000
10,000,000 (c)

8,800,000

17,300,000
17,000,000
17,300,000

14,500,000

25,600,000
24,900,000
23,600,000

13,100,000

27,700,000
6,500,000

5,000,000
23,000,000 (c)

11,300,000
8,500,000

351,188,000 (c)

2,460,000
2,491,000

CCC Official

Beturns, 1918-19

12,487,583
5,511,406
2,000,000

27,312,673
30,955,307
10,891,878

9,087,288

33,678,611
22,909,822
20,002,166
24,490,687

32,547,366
28,574,322
29,519,272

17,067,277
35,195,036
10,872,300

6,083,565
61,444,699 (e)

11,470,099
8,824,479

440,925,856

6,743,000'!

1,037,000
1,750,000 Mh)

2,200,OOOJ

Post Office

Estimates, 1920 (a)

13,701,819

34,186,711 (c)

30,803,245
11,080,827 (c)

9,465,553

33,786,064
22,043,300
19,832,665
24,466,800

30,831,909
27,167,244
28,443,279

13,157,791

37,167,701
12,258,335

5,927,997
49,782,810 (c)

11,216,400
9,839,180

427,679,214 (c)

2,519,579 (i)

Density per Sq. Mi.

according to

Minchengpu
Census

41

281 (d)

528
122 (d)

116

448
463
315
208

376
348
282

282
277
84

40
105 (d)

168
58

174 (d)

according to

CCC Beturns

196)
50r54
11

J

456
553
182
121

872
624
365
353

479
401
355

368
352
141

48
384
171
60

250

to

Post Office

Estimates

37

294 (d)

550
134 (A)

125

875
600
337
353

454
380
341

284
372
158

47
228(d)
167
67

182(d)

(a) No data were available for one hsien in Peking district, and 3 hsiens in Manchuria, Mongolia, and Tibet.

(b) Area of provinces since the inclusion of a portion of northern Chihli in Jehol, northern Shansi in Chahar, and western Szechwan in Chwanpien. Formerly the area of

Chihli was estimated at 115,830 sq. mi., of Shansi at 81,853, and of Szechwan at 218,533. Note that all population estimates except those of the CCC are for the larger areas.

In computing the density figures this fact has been taken into account.

(c) Based on old provincial areas.

(d) Computed on basis of old provincial areas.

(e) Undoubtedly too high, although the Customs' estimate of 1919 credited Szechwan with 78,711,000.

(f) Without Manchuria.

(g) Includes Jehol, Chahar, Suiyuan, and Sitao Mongolia.

(h) Total for Inner Mongolia based largely on official hsien population estimates received by the Committee (Jehol 3,818,000; Chahar 1,900,000; Suiyiian 825,000; Sitao
Mongolia 400,000). Estimates for Outer Mongolia and Sinkiang are those generally accepted by missionaries and travellers. The Statesman's Year Book is the authority for the
population estimate for Tibet.

(i) Included in totai above.

Density of Population—Until recently our knowledge of relative

density or numbei of inhabitants per square mile of territory was largely

based on the Minchengpu Census, 1910. According to this Census the

provinces ranked as follows in respect to density of population : Shantung,

Chckiang, Kiangsu, Honan, and Hupeh. Recently, however, the officMl

estimates secured by the Survey Committee in 1918-19, and later the care-

ful census made by the Post Office have changed the above order.

According to the CCC Estimates the provinces of greatest density are, hi

order: Kiangsu, Chekiang, Shantung, Honan, Chihli, and Hupeh; and
those of greatest density according to the Post Office Census are ;'

Kiangsu, Chekiang, Shantung, Honan, Hupeh, and Kwangtung. It is

interesting to find that both the CCC and the Post Office estimates agree

not only on the four densest provinces but also rank them in the same
order. Kiangsu in both estimates then takes first place in density, whik
Shantung is lowered to third place. In both the CCC and Post Office

estimates, as in the Minchengpu, Chekiang ranks second. The number of

people to a sq.mi. in Kiangsu is 875, in Chekiang 600, and in Shantung
550. Hereafter when we wish to emphasize the idea of great density or to
point out the densest large geographical unit in the world, we should refer

to Kiangsu, instead of Belgium.
From a study of estimates as well as of the density maps in Part III oi

this volume, it appears that even though in favoured districts the density
of population approximates and even exceeds that of the densest European
countries, China as a whole is far from being overpopulated. There are
gieat fertile stretches of country in Manchuria and Mongolia, whither the
Chinese from Shantung, Chihli, Honan and other provinces have been
migrating in large numbers during recent years/ which resemble the
Middle States of America in productive possibilities but where as yet one
may travel for hours without meeting one human being. The sections of
China wh'ch appear most densely populated are the maritime pioviocss
(if we except Fukien), parts of the Yangtze and Yellow River basins, an!
the Chengtu Plain.

Population of Cities—Estimates of city population were first brought
together from every available source, including Customs' Reports, Guide
Books/ Geographies, mission publications, and special questionnaires sent
out to carefully selected missionaries in every missionary residential center
in China, asking them for the generally accepted population estimate of
their city. Naturally the estimates thus obtained vary considerably, the
Committee accepting finally whichever estimate seemed to be the most
conservative and most generally approved. In a few cf the larger cities,
Police Commissioners have recently made careful enquiries regarding
population, and while the estimates supplied by them are too few to have
called forth much comment as yet, they nevertheless are striking in that
they invariably are much lower than the hitherto generally accepted
figures. ,

Table II.—Population of Cities*

No. of Cities of
Estimated
Percentage
of Total

Province Population

Over 100,000 50,000-99,000 20,000-49,000
Inhabitants

j
Inhabitants

in Towns of

Inhabitants
and in Bural
Communities

North China
Manchuria—Fengtien 1 6 4 1

Kirin 1 2 2 ' 93%'
Heilungkiang 2 2

Chihli

Shantung
Shansi
Shensi

3
5

"a

3

11
3
4

7
21
6
8

86%
90%
94%
88%

East China
Kiangsu 12 11 11 83%

87%
93%
90%

Chekiang 6 5 8
Anhwei
Kiangsi

2
4

5
5

9
9

Central China
Honan
Hupeh
Hunan

3
4
4

4
5
4

18
6

10

91%
92%
93%

South China
Fukien
Kwangtung
Kwangsi

3
10

3
8
6

8
20
1

83%
70%
94%

West China
Kansu
Szechwan ...

1 4
8
2

3 98%
8 89%

1
6 96%
4 96%

Outer Territories

Mongolia (Inner and Outer) 1 2 6Sinkiang
3

95%
Tibet 71%

98%
Totals... 69 107 182 89%

* See Appendix G.

The following comparison given bv Norman <51ia™ ;«
Population in the Encyclopaedif sinica wi™icateThe Sl*^ °1
estimates for a single city and how in™*™ 1 I

de ***& cf

"Thus, 'The Chinese Empire' states^tw^ stat
,

e"ents ^ «*de.c empire states (p.81) that the populafon of Soochow
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is 700,000 (in 1906) ; Richard's 'Comprehensive

Geography' (p. 159) gives it at 500,000 (in 1908), and
the Customs' Decennial Report for 191 1 states that

it was 256,524 in 1909, by official census." The CCC
estimate is 600,000. "Canton is generally credited

with 'one and a half to two millions oi people, with

125,000 boat people in addition, and the Customs'

Decennial Report of 1901 goes so far cs to say, 'The

estimate of 2,400,000 is probably not over the mark
for the numbers afloat and ashore' ; but long-resident

missionaries at the same time estimated the land

population at not more than 600,000 to 700,000 and

the boat people at 50,000."

Loss and Gain in Population—"The loss of life

from abnormal causes in China must be far greater

than in any other portion of the world, with the

possible exception of India in former times. Apart

from congestion of population in great centers,

where with characteristic indifference to sanitation

and hygiene a favourable field is offered to and

taken advantage of by numerous epidemics (plague,

cholera, small-pcx, etc.) China is particularly

susceptible to recurring visitations in the form of

floods and famine. Chinese chronicles are filled

with the recital of national or lccal disasters. A
famine in 1S77-8 is said to have caused the death of

8,000,000 of the inhabitants of Honan, Shansi, Shan-

tung, and Chihli. In recent times one district or

another has been forced to record famine with

attendant loss of life each year. More notable dis-

asters have been as frequent as 1901, 1906, 1910,

1920 (famines), and 1911 and 1917 (floods). Action

on the part of the Government could do much to

prevent or minimize these visitations, but compara-

tively little has thus far been done. Again, the

frequent occurrence (almost chronic) of rioting and
revolt has exercised its baneful effect on the numbers

of the people of China. The loss of life caused by
the Taiping Rebellion (1850-64) is variously esti-

mated from 10,000,000 to 20,000,000. The Moham-
medan Rebellions between 1861 and 1872 must have

contributed largely to the depopulation of

Cities of 100,000 Inhabitants and over

Kansu and Yunnan." (China Year Book,

192 1-2). Recent unrest and wide-spread

brigandage have also resulted in unneces-

sary loss of life.

In the Far Eastern Review for July

1921, the editor, George Bronson Rea,

writes as follows :
—"With slight variations

the average European nation (Russia ex-

cluded) is doubling its numbers in about
eighty years. In his 'Elements of Vit.il

Statistics,' Dr.Kewsholme sets out at length

the annual increase of a large number of

countries. The period under his review

(1891 to 1895) showed a doubling of the

population of Prussia in 49 years, 111

England in 50 years, Italy in 67 years,

Austria in 74, and of France with her

exceptional birthrate, in 591 years. Russian
statistics indicate a doubling of the popula-

tion in 50 years."

"Dealing with this same problem in

western Europe, and excluding Russia and
the Balkans, Mr. Longstaff in his 'Studies

in Statistics,' reaches the conclusion that

in the period under review (1861-1891) the

increase was at the rate of 21 per cent, or

6.6 per cent in each decade. This study
reveals that the population of western
Europe is doubling in 66 years. If Russia,

with its 175,000,000 people doubling in 50
years be included in the study, the general

European average would be 58 years, with-

out taking into account the drains from
emigration."

"The great difficulty facing Western
investigators in arriving at a reliable esti-

mate of the increase of the human family,

has been the notorious lack of statistics

concerning the Mongolian and Asiatic

races. The peoples of Asia belong to a

different civilization, holding diametrically

opposite views to the West on the question

of marriage and the birthrate. Therefore

we cannot apply the same rules in esti-

mating their increase as we do in Europe
or America."
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"In China we have a civilization based upon ancestor worship, obligat-

ing perpetuation of the male line to perform the sacrifices at the shrines of

departed ancestors. What effect has this on the birthrate and increase?

Here is where the Western investigator is baffled through the absence of

t-tatistics. Japanese statistics of the native Chinese population in Formosa

show that the latter are doubling their numbers in 33 years ; in the Kwan-

tung Leased Territory, in 31 years. The full effect of Oriental civilization

on the rate cf increase is seen in Korea, where statistics of the native

population indicates a doubling of the numbers in 27 years."

In attempting to study the rate of increase in population in China

Mr. W. W. Rockhill, American Minister to China and a shrewd and

scholarly observer of things Chinese, examined the progress in population

between 1743 and 1783, a period during which the enumerations were all

presumbly made in the same manner. He found that from 1743 to 1749 tha

annual rate of increase was 2.90 per cent; from 1749 to 1757 it fell to 0.91

per cent, to rise between 1757 and 1761 to 1.37 per cent, falling again to

0.73 per cent between 1761 and 1767, and to 0.57 per cent from that date to

I77r. The next change is phenomenal. Between 1771 and 1776 it was 5

per cent, but between 1776 and 1780 it fell, without any known reason, to

0.S6 per cent, to rise again between that date and 7783 tn 2.34 per cent.

The average rate of increase during the whole period was 1.83 per cent.

Compare this with Japan, where, though much more favourable conditions

exist than in China, the average yearly increase of the population from

1872 to 1899 was only T.04 per cent. Compare also with India, where the

census of 191 1 revealed that the population (315,132,000) had increased in

ten years by 7.00 per cent, or 0.70 per cent annually. The Chinese rate of

increase can hardly be higher than these."

"It is estimated that 4,000,000 or over one per cent of the people die

annually in China from starvation and purely preventable causes, such as

floods, famine, cholera, plague, etc., without including deaths from

internal disorders, rebellions, and bandit forays. This is almost ths

average increase of Western peoples. Yet the Chinese increase. With the

construction of railways, conservation of rivers, installation of modern

sanitary and water systems, hygiene, a stable government and other re

forms, the greater part of this waste will be eliminated, and then the full

effect of the Chinese birthrate will be felt. It is farr to assume that tin*

increase is about the same as it is among Chinese inhabitants in Formosa

and Kwantung according to Japanese count. It is also believable that In

seme sections of China the increase reaches the same alarming figure as sn

Korea It may be permissible in the light of all that has been said, to

take forty years as the time required for doubling the numbers of China."

TABLE III—FOREIGNERS IN CHINA

(Maritime Customs' Report for 1920)

Persons

American
Austrian
Belgian
British

Danish
Dutch
French
German
Hungarian

7,269

24

S92
... 11,082

- 545
... 40 t

... 2,753

... 1,013

8

Persons

Italian ... 504
Japanese - iS3,V8
Mexican 1

Norwegian 373
Portuguese 2,282

Russian ... I44.4I3

Spanish ... 285

Swedish. 464

Non- Treaty Powers ... 132

The cosmopolitan character of treaty ports in the Orient is strikingly

illustrated by Shanghai. The last official census (1921) reports 1,685,000

inhabitants. Altogether there are 24 nationalities in Shanghai In the

International and French Settlements there are (1921) 26,869 foreigners. Of

these 10,521 are Japanese, 6,385 are British, and 2,813 are Americans.

COMPARISONS IN AREA AND POPULATION
(China Year Book, 1921-2)

Area in Sq.Mi.

China
British Empire
Russian Empire
Canada ,

United States (with Alaska)
Australia
India

4.278.352

11,454,862

8,647,657

3,729,665

3,571,492
3,065,121

1,802,657'

Population

427,679,214*

417,218,000

160,095,200

7.206,643

105,683,108

.1,724,138

315.156,396

• Post Office Estimate, 1920, for 18 Provinces, Manchuria, and Sinkiang.

COMMUNICATIONS
A.—RA.ILROAD COMMUNICATIONS

J. E. Baker
China has approximately 11,000 kilometers or less than 7,000 miles* of

railway in operation. The area of China, excluding outer territories such as

Mongolia, Turkestan, Sinkiang, and Tibet, aggregates nearly 1,900,000

square miles. For each kilometer of railway line in operation, therefore,

there are about 170 square miles of territory to support it. Expressed in

miles, China, as limited above, has about 280 square miles of territory to

every mile of railway. Compared with this figure, Korea has 71 square

miles of territory per mile of line, India has 40, and Japan has 16 ; while

the United States has T2 square miles, and the more densely populated

European countries have averages even smaller per mile of railway.

If the comparison be made between mileage and population, there is

an equally wide separation between the averages for China and those for

other countries. Taking the population of China as 440,000,000, there are

approximately 40,000 people for every kilometer of line, or over 60,000 !or

each mile of railway. Korea has a population of about 13,000 per mile of

railway, India has about 8,600, Japan about 8,000, and the United States
about 3,800. These general averages will probably always be higher for

China than for those other countries, for in addition to extensive systems
of natural waterways, the Chinese during centuries of persistent industry
have added a marvelous network of canals. The Grand Canal, while
greatest of all these works and one of the wonders of the world, when com-
pared with the total of its lesser like, is of modest proportions.

The general averages for China as a whole are also very misleading
if applied to any particular province. The railway system now in operation
in China is located principally north of the Yangtze River, and to a large
extent radiates from Peking. Only about 600 kms. of line radiate from
Canton. A little over 600 kms. run southeast from Nanking through
Shanghai to Hangchow with a break of about 100 kms. to Ningpo. Over
550 kms. of railroad extend southward from Wuchang through Changsha
to Chuchow, and thence eastward to the Pingsiang collieries. A short
provincial line runs southward from Kiukiang to Nanchang, 136 kms., and
there are probably 100 kms. of other private and Government railways
which are sections of four or five unfinished lines. Then there is the
important railway running from Yunnanfu in a southeasterly direction
across 465 kms. of Chinese territory and across the border into the French
possessions of Indo-China. This cursory summary shows only about
2,500 kms. of railways south of the Yangtze and about 8,500 kms. of line
in the greater area north of this river. However, plans for future con-
struction deal more largely with southern routes than with routes in the
north, and when the program which China has kept in mind ever since
the first years of the Republic is finally accomplished, South China will
have railway facilities not much inferior to those of North China.

The railway service rendered to various sections of China may be more
accurately shown by the following Table, which, gives the approximate
length of line, area and population of each province, together with averages
of area and population per kilometer of railway.

The two most important economic effects of railways in China so far,
have been a large increase in the supply of coal to the people of China
and a similar increase in the purchasing power of the rural districts.
Secondary to these are the growth of certain specific large industries and
the increase in the daily wage of the ordinary workman. Except in the
vicinity of important terminals, or points where water and rail transporta-
tion meet, there has not been any pronounced increase in land values. This

Province
Kms. of

Bailwav
(b)

"

(a)

Area of

Province in

sq. mi.

(a)

Population

of

Province

Aver. No.
sq. mi.
per Km.
of B. B.

Aver. No.
Inhabitants

per Km.
ofB. B.

North of the Yangtze

:

/Heitungkiang
J Kirin

(Fengtien
Chihli

Shantung
Shansi

Shensi

Kansu
Honan
Kiangsu (North)*
Anhwei (North)*
Hupeh (North)*
Szechwan.

990
853

1,'iB8

l,G80

997
348

1,200

170
260
171

100,700
100,000
88,900

115,800
56,000

81,800
75,300

125,500
67.900

24,000
35,000
42,000

218,500

1,456,000
4,222,000

10,156,000
20,000,000
29,000,000
12,200,000
8,000,000
5,000,000

25,000,000
10,000,000
12,000,000

20,000,000
57,800,000

168
117

5C
65
56

235

56

136
125
246

1,471
4,950

5,744
11,905
20,087
35,057

20,833
56,818
35,715
116,559

Total... 8,403 1,197,400 214,834.000
j 141

J

95,266

South of the Yangtze:

Kiangsu (South)*
Anhwei (South)*
Hupeh (South)*
Chekiang
Kiangsi

Hunan
Kweichow ..

Yunnan
Fukien
Kwangtung
Kwangsi

410

221
209
170
320

405
28

665

14,000
19,600
29,400

36,700
69,000
83,400
67.200

146,700
46,300

100,000
77,200

11,000,000
8,000,000

13,000,000

11,000,000
15,000,000

22,000,000
7,650,000

12,000,000
20,000,000
80,000,000
6,000,000

34

133
176
406
256'

315
1,653
150

26,442

58,823
52,632
88,235
67,485

25,806
714,286
45,113

Total... 2,500 089,700 155,630,000 27C 62,260

All China 10,963 1,887,100 369,484,000 1 172 33,702

Divisions arbitrary.

(

,l\ ?fmate
!
°f "re?

a
?
d P°rulati<>n » the above Table supplied by the author(b) A k.lometer equals about g mile, or one mile equals 1.6 km

is due, doubtless, to two conditions : First, land in China is held undersomething corresponding to feudal tenure, and hence does not chan^owners frequently or rapidly enough to encourage demand and stimulatepnee competition. Second, the amount of agricultural products sold ,scompared with the amount consumed by the cultivators themselves'
'

srelatively small, and therefore the increased value of the portion Jma~1
not greatly affect the value of the land. About hSf ol SfStW^Government railways of China measured in ton kilometers consist ofmineral products, mostly coal. This traffic has increased by more thanone-third m the four years for which statistics are availableAn increase in the shipments of agricultural nrrwlimt* i,„. * 1 ,

2E n °f
in
j°f--

™e
-

resuit hS b-"- S1

t£srj a

sprices of food products m cities, for contact with the outside world Markethas produced an actual increase in prices. What tho nr,v» J^ j™
,5

coast cities of China would have bee^r, however if ncc£ to J? 'I
^

supplies had not been given by railways, is ZtoZ^Ji^J™
other hand, m country districts the increase in prices ha? bS^JJtoJ
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Missionaries in rural out-stations are more aware of this than any other

<lass of foreigners. In some quarters far removed from the means of

transportation like Szechwan, wheat must still be sold for 25 or 30 coppers

a picul. In Shanghai that same wheat could be sold for four or five

-dollars. The railroad would serve to bridge a gap like this. The mer-

•cbant, the consumer, and the farmer all share in the saving which the

rrailroad makes, and a better scale of life is the result.

Large enterprises like the Hanyang Steel Works, the Kailan Mining

Administration, the Lincheng Mines, the Ching Hsin Mines, and a dozen

others would be impossible without railways. These mark the beginning

• of the industrial development of China. Smaller institutions of a manu-

facturing nature are also springing up along railway lines. All of these

things are creating a greater demand for labour. Before the advent of rail-

ways the average day's wage for an ordinary workman was about five cents.

Today in the large centers it averages fifty cents, with craftsmen demanding

aud getting as much as a dollar a day. Not all of this represents increased

•standards of living. The cost of Jiving has gone up for these men, just

as it has gone up in other parts of the world.

Prophecy is always dangerous to the reputation of the prophet, especial-

ly so in a country passing through a period of flux, as China is today.

However, there are certain conditions inhering in the Chinese railway situa-

tion which make the course of future railway construction predictable to i

•certain extent. In 1864 Sir Macdonald Stephenson suggested a program <f

-railway construction which was pigeonholed absolutely, but which never-

theless has been followed out to a surprising extent. This program was

•dictated by a consideration of topography and of population centers—two

-compelling considerations in railway construction, the one for reasons tf

-cost, the other for reasons of revenue. Politics also enter into the situation,

sometimes injecting certainty and sometimes uncertainty. The most

•decisive factor, of course, is the presence of projects which are already

partly finished. Among the latter, perhaps the most important is the ex-

tension of the Lung-Hai line now under way from Honanfu to Sianfu. This

work was compelled to halt during the last two years for lack of funds,

but a new loan has been floated in Holland, and completion as far as

•Sianfu is expected within the next three or four years. This is most pre-

dictable, perhaps, because of the well known strength of Belgian policy

backed as it is by French assistance.

A second line of construction upon which action may be expected is

•the extension of the Peking-Sniyiian line. The line beyond Fengchen to

Suiyuan is already opened to traffic. It 'is the policy to push out slowly in

the direction of Paolowchen as surplus earnings of the Peking-Suiytian

line permit. At Paotowchen the line will probably stop for some time,

since this is the center of a very productive region, and any further exten-

\
sion will have to decide the question of a line to Urga or toward Sinkiang.

"Large questions of political strategy are involved in such a decision, hence

it is probable that a breathing spell will ensue within which to gather force

as well as to make decisions.

But in national importance, two other lines far surpass the two which

have just been named. These are the Canton-Hankow line and the line into

"Szechwan. The Canton-Hankow line has been under consideration- for 25

years. It has been under construction at some point or other for over 20

years. It has been the cause of more worry, more unpleasant foreign

relations, and more disappointment to China than any other two lines

-combined. This line is now under construction by the Four Nation Group,

which also has the contract for a line from Hankow into Szechwan. The

•Great War cut off all sources of funds, and work had to cease after Chang-

sha was reached in 1917. The Kwangtung authorities who are charged

-with building the portion of the line in that province have also exhausted

their funds before reaching the borders of Hunan. The remaining gap of

300 kms. or more is scarred and furrowed with mountain ridges and deep

valleys, so that the cost of construction will require a large outlay of money.

The impoverished condition of all the parties to the Four Nation Group

and the unfavourable rate of exchange offers little encouragement to the

hope that this work will be pushed during the next three or four years.

Another impediment is the continued breach between the North and South,

iln fact the portion of the line already completed has been used for little

•else than military purposes during the course of its existence. Yet if the

line were completed and period of truce were to ensue, there could be

no greater instrument of understanding and cooperating between the two

sections than this completed Canton-Hankow line. The Ministry of Com-

munications recently has ordered a survey to be made of the remaining

portion and proposes to devote $400,000 per month out of current railway

levenues for construction purposes.

There are strong political and commercial reasons for the building of

the .Szechwan line in the near future. Its possibilities have been estimated

in nothing but superlative terms. Two routes are under consideration.

One is the Hukuang route, following the river from Hankow to Ichang

and Chungking. The other is the Siems-Carey route from Sinyangchow,

Honan, to the Han Kiver, and following that river to the Chengtu Plateau.

The latter is said to have the advantages of grade and economical construc-

tion. It is handicapped, however, by a British claim to the same route.

"The Hukuang route has the advantage of 150 miles of completed earthwork,

and French support from Chungking to Chengtu.
Other lines which wait for decision are

:

(1) Wuyi (just north of Pukow) to Sinyangchow, Honan.

(2) Tatungfu, Shansi, to Chengtu, passing through or near

Taiytianfu and Sianfu enroute.

(3) Nanking to Pingsiang, via Nanchang.

(4) Shasi (west of Wuchang on the Yangtze River) to Hingi,

Kweichow, with a branch to Cnangsha or Chuchow.

(5) Yunnanfu to the bay of Yamchow, Southwest Kwangtung.

(6) Chuchow. Honan, to Yamchow on the bay of Yamchow.

(2)

(4)

(5)

Contracts for all of these lines have been let to financial interests of

various nations, European mostly. But the financial condition of these

nations is such that unless the Consortium becomes effective it is unlikely

that anything will be done 011 any of these proposed lines for four or five

years at least. If the Consortium be definitely rejected, it is not beyond the

tealm of probability that the British interests which have made a small

start on the Pukow-Sinyangchow route (1) might begin operations by
selling British guaranteed bonds to Chinese capitalists. Under such con-

siderations, it is possible that an Anglo-American corporation might be

formed to extend this line over the Siems-Carey route into Szechwan. This

would be a logical arrangement from a railway point of view. If left to

themselves, too, the British might begin in a similar way the construction

of the Nanking-Pingsiaug line (3) within three or four years, because of

the need of bringing the Pingsiang coal district into closer touch with the

Shanghai district, and because of the value of such a line as a feeder to

the Shanghai-Nanking line.

Other lines look very indefinite. Because of its value to the develop-

ment of the necessary mineral resources of Shansi, the Tatungfu-Chengtu
line (2) is the most likely. Under a Consortium, the order of routes to b's

taken up would likely be as follows :

—

(1) Canton-Hankow.
Pukow-Sinyangchow-Szechwan.
A line from Yunnanfu to Chuchow, thence over the Chuchow-
Pingsiang line through Nanchang to either Nanking or Hang-
chow, is more than a possibility.

The extension of the Kiukiang-Nanchang line to either Amoy
or Foochow has its claim.

A north and south line through Shansi, finally extending to

Tatungfu on the north and at least Sianfu on the south will be

urged persistently.

A very short line, but of considerable importance, will probably i,e

completed within a short time, whether the Consortium is accepted or not.

This is the line from a point on the Peking-Hankow line at Shihkiachwiu,(,

where the Cheng-Tai, or Shansi "Railway terminates, to Tsangchow on the

Tientsin-Pukow line. The Japanese have some sort of agreement for such

a line from Tsinan to Shuntehfu, although it will be years before any
government in China would* dare permit this route to be built by Japanese

capital. Moreover, this route would involve bridging the Yellow River, a

very expensive operation for so short a line.

The opening of the port Hulutao in Manchuria will probably lead i >

the construction of a line extending into the interior, probably to Jehol

and thence to Peking. Japanese interests are building the promised ex-

tension of the Sze-Cheng line to Taonanfu, and have recently changed the

name of this line to Sze-Tao.

Under the program sketched above, the railway system of China would
lock something like that laid out on the map. The present important

lailway termini and centers will retain their importance. These are Shang-

hai, Tientsin, Peking, Pukow, and Hankow. To these would be added

Canton, and a list of secondary centers, some of which are of importance

new. In North China, Harbin, Changchun, Moukden, Tsinan, Siichowfu,

Shihkiachwang, Chengchow, and- Sinsiang are already of importance.

Hulutao, Wuyi, Sinyangchow, and Taiyuanfu would be added. In South

China, Nanking would have its importance increased, and possibly, so

would Hangchcw. Canton would be a port only second—if second—to

Shanghai. Kiukiang, Nanchang, and Chuchow or Changsha would become
interior distributing points similar to Minneapolis, Omaha, and Kans is

City in the United States.

It is doubtful if anything can take the place of railways in the trans-

portation development of China. In the North, where roads are possiblj

at reasonable expense, the railway system is well along. In the South,

land is too precious to make any considerable highway system probable.

At best, highway transportation, exclusive of the upkeep of the road, costs

four or five times as much as railway transportation. Besides, so long us

the Chinese hold to the two wheel narrow-tired cart as their vehicle, no road

can be constructed which will stand up under the load. Macadamized

roads become too rough in four or five years for further use and have to

be re-surfaced. The Chinese mind can be converted to railway building

faster than it can be persuaded to scrap the millions of carts now in uni-

versal use. Motor roads are being built in several places—around Peking

for pleasure, in Shansi for freight because railways have been despaired

of, and between Paotingfu and Tientsin for military reasons. These reasons

will continue to cause new roads to be built from year to year, but alwavs

as feeders to the present rail line, never in competition.

This development of canals is not be looked for. Present day canals

may be improved somewhat. But this means of transportation is also too

slow and uncertain. China has become fond of railway speed. She will

not give it up. Possibly some river channels may be canalized for short

distances as a mode of improving navigation, but the day of new construc-

tion of canals for purely transportation purposes for considerable distances

is past, and only some revolutionary development or loss in present day

mechanics can ever bring back that day.

Railway lines in China may be grouped under three heads :—Govern-

ment, Private, and Concessioned. The first group consists of about 6,500

kms. of line and is the property of and is administered by the Chinese

Government, although in most cases there is a mortgage upon the line to

some foreign financial institution and a few foreign employees occupy im-

portant positions upon the line. The second group consists of about 700

kms. only, and is formed of lines owned and operated by private companies,

composed of local gentry, provincial officials, and several mining com-

panies. The third group consists of lines owned and operated by foreign

financial institutions, whose privileges in China have been acquired by

what amounts to treaty stipulations.
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Government Railways:—
Peking-Hankow
Peking-Moukden
Tient*in-Pukow
Shanghai-Nanking
Sbangbai-Hangchow-Ningpo
Peking-Suiyuan
Cbeng-Tai
Taokow-Tsinghwachen
Kaifeng-Honanfu
Kirin-Changcbun
Chuehow-Pingsiang
Canton-Kowloon (Chinese Section)

Canton-Samshui
Changchowfu-Amoy
Hupeh-Hanan
Sze-Cheng

In operation

T.ung-Hai
Hupeh-Hunan

Under construction

1,306 kms.
987

1,107
327
286
491
243
152
185
123
91

143
49
28
422
87

368
15

6,027 kms.

383 kms.

(2) Private and Provincial Railways :—

Kwangtung Section of Canton-Hankow

Kiukiang-Nanchang
Sunning
Swatow-Chaochowfa
Nanking City ••-, •••

Ching Hsing Mine Bailway (fai-Tsao)

Lincheng Mine Bailway (Chihli)

Tayeh Mines Bailway (Hupeh)

Chung Hsing Mine Bailway ... ...

Kailan Mining Administration Bailway

Tayaokow Mines Bailway (Fengtien)

Tsitsihar City Bailway

Makiapu Narrow Guage

(3) Concessioned Railways:—
Chinese Eastern

South Manchurian
Shantung ••

Yunnan •••

Canton-Kowloon (British Section)

Total 773 kms-
225
136
171
42
11
52
12
30
15
16
29
29
5

Total 3,780 kms.

. 1,722
. 1,107

451
465
35

Grand Total

.

. 10,963 kms.

The Peking-Suiyuan line should be shown as completed to Suiyiian. The Tsangchow-Shihkiachwang and Chefoo-Weiheion lir,»« f„„ i„, - » .- * ,

A line southward from Sianfu (contracted for) should be added. Lines from Tientsin to Paotingfu, Tsinan to IhunteMtT^^^BUOML^^^t^^'
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B—FOST OFFICE COMMUNICATIONS*

Development—"The Imperial Decree of 1896 gave sanction to a

National Post G*ce. This, however, was not sufficient to bring the idea

•anto favour with provincial authorities, without whose assistance progress

-and development were impossible. From the day of its birth the new

•organization had to contend also with keen competition from the two older -

postal systems, and long and persevering effort, combined with the iutro-

• duction of better services and the use of steam communication, were

necessary before it could in any measure establish itself in the estimation

• of the commercial classes and thus overcome the natural and deep-seated

prejudice against it. Indeed the full confidence of the publ :c and officials

was not gained till the service came directly under the Ministry of Com-

imunications. A few months thereafter followed the Revolution and only

•then were the I Chan ( f| #£ ) services finally abolished in favour of the

National Post Office. A number of native postal agencies still linger on,

most of them undertaking in addition some mercantile business and

-making their profits mainly by transmitting bank drafts, sycee, and trade

-parcels. These establishments have all along been allowed to function

-practically without restriction alongside the Post Office, and it is expected

'•that a Postal Law or some other Government enactment will ultimately be

-necessary to deal with them. These are only a few of the special difficulties

•with which the Service has had to contend in the course of its development.

"Many others could be cited : e.g. annual floods, perpetual brigandage

.and piracy, famine, plague, riot, rebellion, civil war and, from beginning

-to end, a debased currency. All these have made development a continual

•struggle and, in view of this, the record ot achievements must be con-

•fridered extraordinary."

"The manner in which communication is maintained between all points

is especially praiseworthy. Every available means of tiansport is used :

-contract steamers on the coast and large riveis; railways where they are

opened; steam and motor launches, junks, hong-boats and post-boats on

-inland waterways ; and, on the numerous overland routes, mounted or foot

-couriers, mules, carts, and wheel barrows. As roads in inland China are mere

paths in dry weather and tracts of deep mud in rain, the great proportion of

-overland transportation is dene by couriers. Overland lines are established

-even in most out-of-the-way places ; on many, couriers with light mail

(letters and postcards and newspapers paying letter rates) run day and

-might and, whatever difficulties may have to be surmounted, these services

;are seldom or never interrupted. The daily stages for couriers vary but

«often rise to 100 li (33 miles) ; the speed maintained averages 10 li per hour.

"In all, 7,042 couriers were employed at the end of 1919. These men run

-from point to point in all weathers according to fixed schedules, incidentally

"braving dangers from wild beasts, robbers, floods and often local disturb-

ances. While they are now less interfered with by highwaymen than

•formerly, still every year adds to the toll of murdered and wounded."

"A network of courier lines exists all over Manchuria and is gradually

-spreading over Inner Mongolia. A mounted courier service across the

«Gobi Desert connects Kalgan with Urga and Kiachta, the total distance of

.3,620 li (1,206 miles') being done in eleven days. Sinkiang (Chinese

"Turkestan) has over 60 postal establishments and 18,000 li (6,000 miles) "f

courier lines. From the present terminus of the Lung-Hai Railway in

Honan a continuous chain of day-and-night couriers, for the most part

-mounted, runs through Tungkwan, Sianfu, Lanchowfu, Ansichow, and
-thence via Tihwafu (Urumtsi) to Kashgar on to the borders of Russian
"Turkestan. The total length of this line is 10,843 H (3.614 miles), which
-snakes it the longest postal courier line in the world. The time taken when
"there are no delays is 40 days. Heavy mail matter (parcels, books, -etc.')

for Sianfu and other points on the line is transported on mules, and
-amounts to an average of over one ton daily. The service of heavy mails
through the Yangtze Gorges to Chengtu, the capital of Szechwan, and on
-to Tibet shows no less enterprise. Before merchant steamers ventured up
-the river to Chungking a fleet of fast post boats was specially built to ply
"between Chungking and Ichang through the dangerous rapids. Even
"though full advantage is taken of whatever steam service there now is, 32
-post-boats are kept busy, carrying over 20,000 bags of mail matter annually.
Wrecks are noi uncommon but mails are nearly always recovered.

"For the sake of speed, light mails for Chengtu and the West are carried

rverland all the way from Hankow by day-and-night couriers. Hankow
letters are delivered in Chengtu (1,023 miles) in 13 days and in Tatsienlu
11,313 miles) in 18 days. From Tatsienlu a line continues 375 miles further
to Batang, the chief town of the Tibetan Marches. In normal times this is

linked up with the Tibetan system by a line across the border to Chamdo
•so that there is direct overland communication from Peking to Lhasa."

"These facts illustrate in a general way the efficiency and extent of the
"Service. In the more populous and industrial districts the network of lines

-is very highly developed. Every town of any size or importance is postally

connected, the fastest means of transport being always availed of. In
further development, attention is being concentrated on linking up country
•villages round all important centers by a system of rural box-offices at

which special couriers call every two or three days. There are already
•several thousand of such established and these will be given the status cf
-agencies as rapidly 'as the increase of their mailmatter warrants it."

The relation of postal establishments and postal routes to missionary
-residential centers is well shown in the postal maps (pages xliv—lv)
in Appendix B. Reference should also be made to the statistical table,

Vpage xliii) which gives the latest available information ott the working
<rf the Chinese Post Office. The Report for 1926 will not be ready for dis-

tribution before the middle of 1922.

Railway, Steamer and Boat, and Ovorland Courier Lines (in li)

5,000 10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000

Man.

Chi."

Sung.

Sha.

She.

Ku.

Che.

An.

Ki.

Ho.

Hup.

Hun.

Fu.

Tung.

Si.

Sinkiang

Kan.

Sze.

Kwei.

Tun.

Black=Bailway. Dotted=River. Euled=Courier lines.

The following table shows the record of progress in quinquennial
periods since 1901 ;

—

1901 1906 1911 1916 1919*

Offices and Agencies
Articles of mail

176

3,500,000
42,000

2,096

37,000,000
400,000
153,000 li

17,000 li

$2,308,000

6,201

125,000,000
954,000
319,000 li

45,000 li

$5,900,000

8,797

250,432,273
2,232,100
421,000 li

64,700 li

915,965,000

9,981

339,922,992
3,551,105
467,000H

72,0001i

943,816,000

Steamer and boat

Money Orders issued

* Latest available figures (Feb. 1922).

Postal establishments apart from Head Offices are classified according
to their importance and functions as follows : First Class Offices, Second
Class Offices, Third Class Offices, Sub-Offices, Agencies, and Box- Office

Agencies, the last two being merely shops where stamps are sold and
letters are posted to be collected by a passing courier or postman.

The various lanks of the executive staff are : Commissioners, Deputy
Commissioners, Assistants, Postal Officers, Clerks, Yu-wu-sheng and
Sorters. The rotal Chinese staff as on December 31st, 1919, was as
follows :

Deputy Commissioners
Assistants

Clerks

Yu-wu-sheng ...

Sorters a

Agents
Postmen
Couriers

Miscellaneous

6

52

1,112

2,599

2,002

7,830

5,379

7,042

.2,276

Total 28,298

"While the foreign staff, which includes less than 100 men of 14 different

nationalities holds most of the highly responsible posts, the more intel-

ligent Chinese are rapidly advancing to the highest ranks. A number are

already in posts requiring considerable administrative ability, two being
in charge of provinces as Acting Commissioners and six others acting as
'Deputy Commissioners. Entrance to all ranks of the Chinese executive
staff is by competitive examination; promotion thereafter- follows by
selection on a basis of seniority, combined with considerations of merit."

C—ROADS!*
The initiative for modern roads in China began in 1914 when Peking

authorities were influenced to enter into a contract with an American
syndicate to build a highway leading out from the capital. Although
nothing came of this original venture, the necessity for good roads was
brought home to the Chinese officials and little by little the streets of the

capital and the main roads leading out to the immediate suburbs were
macadamized. Since then, many miles of excellent highways have been

constructed around Peking, bringing the Western Hills, Nanyuan, and
Tungchow within easy reach.

The original advocate of a nation-wide system of highways was Mr. Lo
Kou-shui, one of China's foremost foreign-trained engineers, of the old

group of students who went to America in the early eighties and graduated
from the Troy Polytechnic Institute. While acting as technical

• Compiled from Annual Reports and-Official Circulars. Compiled from "The Far Eastern Review," Jan. 1922, pages 3-17.
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secretary *nd adviser to the Ministry of Communications in 1913, Mr.

Lc strenuously urged the adoption of a highway program as a complement

to Uie construction of a national system of railways then being drawn up.

He pointed out that any large investment in new railways would fad to

! ring adequate return.? unless feeders in the form of modem rords were

constructed to permit the pioduce of the tributary districts being cheaply

transposted to tae railwav. Mr. Lo's recommendations, however, received

little favour, because of tne fact that the cost of highway construction

would have to be borne hy the central and provincial governments, while

railways could be financed by foreign loans, with considerable profit to The

officials concerned. Road building in China buttered no official bread.

The seeds sown by Lo Kou-shui found root, however, and various other

officials c.f the Government have since urged the adoption of a fixed

program for a national highway system. The constant hammering upon the

Peking authorities to place such a scheme into practice finally resulted in

tlential mandate being promulgated on November 15th, 1919, laying

regnktion« for the construction of new roads. These regulations,

d by road experts, consisted of 15 articles, one essential point in

which is as Jollows :

"Highways are to be classified under four heads :

—

The national highways are to be those between the capital (Peking)

and the provinces or special administrative areas ; between the capital cities

>'. two different provinces, and between strategical points, harbours, and

other places of military importance. The width of a national highway is

to be 50 feet (Chinese), cr more.

Provincial highways embrace those between the capital city of the

province and the different hsien cities under its jurisdiction; between

different hsien cities; and between railway, mining, commercial, and

industrial centers and places of military importance within a province.

The width is to be at least 30 feet.

The hsien or district highways axe to be those between the hsien cities

r.nd the rural districts under their jurisdiction; those connecting the

different rural districts of a hsien ; and those connecting a hsien city with

river or sea ports, or railway, mining or industrial centers in the neigh-

bourhood. The width of hsien roads is to be 24 feet or more.

Village highways are to be those between different villages, those con-

necting the villages with schools, factories and other public works in the

neighbourhood. The width of these roads is to be decided by the public

bodies of the centers concerned.

Incentives to Road Building—Experience seemed to place these re-

gulators on a par with all others that have flowed out from Peking in a

constant stream since the establishment of the Republic, but the increasing

love ot motor car riding on the part of the officials, high and low, has
assured for them a reception that holds out high hopes. Official activities

were spurred on in the North by various automobile associations, sales

agents, and others, each with a different motive. The Red Cross Society
became active in road work *o provide employment for famine and flood

sufferers, automobile agents and clubs had their eye on business, the
military leadets wanted reads in order to move troops rapidly, and others
simply desired smooth roads leading anywhere for the sake of pleasure.
The same influences are now assuring the construction of roads in all

other parts of China, but to the above motives is added the more important
one of seeking adequate means of cheap transportation in districts outside
the railway zones. We are now witnessing, under the stimulus of the
<",ood Roads Movement and others, the picture of the Chinese authorities
being moved horn below, the initiative coming from the merchants rather
thin {rem the Government. On all sides we hear of new road building
companies whose ultimate object is to provide automobile transportation
o districts u<w isolated and stagnating because of inadequate means of
conununkaticn. L'nder the stimulus of profits for the promoters, squeeze
for officials and revenue for the central and provincial treasuries, the
Chinese have found the key to the rapid development of highways and
its resultant increase in business. Companies are being organized in all

parts of the country to build roads and operate autobus services.

Aside altogether from the good work of the Good Roads Movement,
the greatest impetus given to road building and transportation
iu North China arose from the famine relief activities of the American and
other national Red Cross Societies during 1921, when over 856 miles of new
reacts were built and turned over to the Chinese authorities by the
American Red Cross alone. This was supplemented by the activities of
the Ministry cf Communications, notably in the building of the Chefoo-
Weihsien road in Shantung, now nearing completion. Branches from
this main highway are to be constructed that will open up the entire north-
eastern part of Shantung.

NORTH CHINA ROADS
Most progress has been made to date in road construction in North

China where we find the road between Tungchow and Tientsin well under
way. Another road between Tientsin and Paotingfu, the two capitals A
Chihli province, has been built by the military governor, but will have to

be reconstructed before it is fit for use by motors.

Peking Tientsin Highway—This road has received more publicity

perhaps than any other similar enterprise in China. It was first proposed
in 1917 by the American Flood Relief Committee under the leadership of

Minister Reinsch and Roger S. Graene of the Rockefeller Foundation. The
American Red Cross offered to contribute $100,000 if the Chinese would give

an equal amount. The Red Cross money was to be used for the payment

of flcod-sufferers as labourers on the construction of the road. The Chineser

share was to come in materials and the Chinese Government was to arrange-

the right of way. Due to political conditions in China only the first:

section of the road from Peking to Tungchow was completed. The con- •

struction of this road from this point has proceeded spasmodically, until it.

has reached Yangtsun, within a few miles of Tientsin. And here it stops for-,

the present because the police commissioner of Tientsin has prohibited'

further work, under the pretext that the money for the right of way in his-

territeiy has net been advanced, and when this was made good, he held that

the graves had been unduly interfered, with. With this exception the-,

whole road is now in fairly gcod condition, enabling through traffic of a.

kind to be carried on.

Pckivg-Kalgan—Tiie road from Peking to Kalgan has generally been/

considered impassable except to carts. The distance is probably 125 miles.

Shansi Roads—-The governor of Shansi, General Yen Hsi-shan, has-

shown considerable interest recently in road tuilding, and under his

initiative a road has already been completed connecting Taiyiianfu, the-

provincial tapital, with Taikuhsien an important educational center over 30 -

miles to 'he south. Under the new provincial system this road will be

continued further south to Pingyangfu, 140 miles from Taiyiianfu. This-

will pass through Siikow, Kihsien, Pingyaohsien (connecting at this point

with the Fenchow-Yellow River road), Kiehsiu, L :ugshih, Hwochow,
Chaocheng, and Hungtung. At Pingyangfu it will undoubtedly he-

extended along the time honoured route through Kiangchow, Wensi,

Anyihsien, and Chiehchow to Puchowfu in the extreme southwest corner of
'

'Oie province where it will connect with the Shensi road system. On the-

r.orth a road is to be built from Taiyiianfu via Sinchow to Kwohsien, a

distance of 70 miles. This road will ultimately lead north to Tatungfu and'
thence eastwards over the old road to Peking and Wutaishan.

The Pingyao-Jungtu Road—The most important Shansi road com--
,mercially, which was built under the Red Cross supervision, is the one-
which leaves the provincial highway at Pingyaohsien and passing through

.

the large city of Fenchow terminates at Jungtu on the Yellow River, thus,
providing a water outlet to an immensely wealthy district. This road i»-

its passage westward over the plain crosses the entire drainage area of the-
province, has few grades, measures 22 feet wide at the top and has at*-;

average height of at least three and a half feet. There are only a few-
small curves and the road could be used at any time for a railroad bed..

Pingting-Liaochow Road—Second in importance to the Pingyao-Tungtur.
road in western Shansi is the one in the eastern part of th-.t-

province built by the Red Cross engineers which runs south from*
Pingtingchow to Liaochow through the heart of the richest coal, iron, and'.'

pottery district in China. This road has brought new life to a section:
formerly stagnating for lack of communications.

Shantung Roads—'Excepting the roads in the vicinity of Tsingtau,.
commenced by the Germans and finished by the Japanese, the construc-
tion of gcod highways in this province is confined almost exclusively to>
those recently completed by the Red Cross engineers, and the Chefoo-
Weihsien highway constructed by the Ministry of Communications. It:

may be said that Tsingtau and the Leased Territory of Xiaochow is bet-
ter supplied with modern roads than any other part of China. These-
fine motor roads wind in and around the wooded hills, along the shore and:'

batteries, by old German forts and out thirty miles intc the country to>-

Lao Shan or to the waterworks, a constant reminder of what other parts-
of China could be under efficient government. The total length of street*
and roads in the Leased Territory has been doubled since the Japanese-
took over control in 1914.

The American Red Cross is responsible for 485 miles of roads in vari-
ous sections of the province, which have come as a great boon.' These roads-
are merely graded dirt, rolled or tamped firm. Macadam-zing was out oF
the question because of the excessive cost of furnishing crushed stone.

Following the completion of the Chefoo-Weihsien road constructed fcjr
the Ministry of Communications, a special bureau has been established at
Chefoo for the construction of roads from Chefoo to Weihaiwei, Laiyaa^,.
and Haiyanghsien respectively, a total of about 130 miles. These Three-
roads will complete the opening up of the rich hinterland behind Chefoo. *

In the southern part of Shantung a motor service has recently been
established between Tsaochwang and Ichowfu, a distance of about 50 miles..

Manchuria—In winter the frozen plains and roads of northern Man-
churia permit of rapid traveling between Harbin, Tsitsihar, and towns en-
tire Amur River. The construction of the road between Dairen and V>ort
Arthur is being pushed vigorously and automobile companies are "bein°"
organized for Antung and the Yalu valley.

The Antung District—In Antung a Dutch engineer has been engaged'
to carry out the surveys for new city roads extending into the nearbv
country. 3

CENTRAL AND SOUTH CHINA ROADS
Shanghai Region—Great activity is seen in the Shanghai region under

the stimulus of the Good Roads Movement. A comprehensive system of"
provincial and local roads is projected or in course of construction In
addition, there are many secondary roads, such as one from Pootune to-
Nanhwei near the Yangtze cape.

t ?u
Vu^n *?**?***« has consented to the employment of troops.,

for the building of roads in Chekiang province and in those districts ofKiangsu province which are under the control of his military officers
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Under the direction of Mr. Sidney J. Powell, a plan lias been worked

out for the building of a road from Shanghai to Hangchcw and another

from Shanghai to Nanking. The Good Roads Movement cf China does not

propose to build these roads. Its aim is to stimulate an interest in them

;

to educate the Chinese along the route to favour the road, and to get the

officials concerned to approve of it. The governors of both Chekiang and

Kiangsu provinces have written to the Movement in support of the roads

planned and offering to give their assistance. There can be little doubt

that the road from Shanghai to Hangchow is a matter of the near future.

Kiangsu Roads—For the practical execution of the Kiangsu road pro-

gram, the Shanghai-Taitsang Automobile Transportation Company has

teen organized to operate between Shanghai and Taitsang, an approxi-

mate distance of 25 miles. This company started operating a service

over the first ten miles of completed road between Shanghai and Lotien

en January 1st, 1922 with fh'e new American buses and several autos.

In cennection with the Shanghai-Taitsang road there has been organized

another enterprise called the Changshu-Taitsang-Shanghai Automobile

Transportation Company with a capital of $500,000 which will take tip

the work from Taitsang and carry it on 25 miles further to Changshu. An-

other large company known as the Soochow-Kashing-Huchow Automobile

Transportation Company is in process of promotion and will take up the

work at Taitsang, carrying it on through Kunshan to the provincial capi-

tal at Scochow, an approximate distance of 30 miles. This section will

be the first to be built so as to connect with the first-mentioned company

and provide through traffic between Socchow and Shanghai. The second

section of this ambitious enterprise will connect Scochow with Kashing

and thence proceed westward to Huchowfu, another 85 wiles, and thence

on another 35 miles to Kwangtehchow in order to connect with the

Anhwei provincial road system. Another section will strike north from

Soochow. passing through Changshu to the Yangtze River, while still

another route will strike southeast from Kashing and pass through Ping-

hu, terminating at Chapu on Hangchow Bay. This is the most ambi-

tious program in this section of China and if carried out will place Shang-

hai in connection with other provincial systems and permit of through

traffic into districts that will not be opened up by the railway for another 30

years at least.

The importance of the central Kiangsu scheme will be better appre-

ciated when considered in relation with others in contiguous territory.

For instance, on the north, f nee the new roads reach the Yangtze at

Chinkiang, they will connect across the river at Kwachow with the North

Kiangsu scheme. A company was organized in May, 19^1, with $180,000

capital to build roads in that vicinity, the chief one to connect the river

port with Yangchow. This road is expected to be completed this year.

The main highway will then proceed north towards Tsingkiangpu and

branch to Siichcwfu and Haichow. The first section will connect with a

local system of roads projected and already completed in part, by the

energetic Chang Chien and his associates in Nantungchow, connecting

Nantungchow with Yangchow.

Nanking Roads—The construction cf four roads is planned for in the

Nanking district :—Tantu and Tanyang to Nanking ; Kiiyung and

Kintan to Nanking; Lishui, Liyanghsien and Kotsun to Nanking;

and Kiangpu and Luho to Nanking. New roads are also being built in

Nanking city and its immediate vicinity. The improvement of the high-

way frcin the Chaoyang Gate to Tangshui, a popular resort where hot

springs are located, about 20 or more miles from the city, is now going

on. This will be 25 feet wide.

North Kiangsu and Anhwei Roads—The merchants of North Kiangsu

operating on their own initiative have organized the North Kiangsu Long
Distance Automobile Service Company, which is now partly in operation

carrying passengers between Siichowfu and points eastward towards

Sutsien on the Grand Canal. Recently another company has been organiz-

ed to build a road in northern Anhwei, to connect Pengpu on the Tien-

tsin-Pukow Railway with the town of Hwaiyuan.

Chekiang Roads—To the south of .Shanghai, the Kiangsu system con-

nects with the roads building or projected by the Chekiang Provincial

Road Bureau. No complete data as to the entire road program of this

province is obtainable, but there are several important roads now under

consideration, notably one running west from the provincial capital at

Hangchow towards Yiihang, the first section of the inter-provincial roid

to Hweichow in Anhwei mentioned above. Another important road in

Chekiang to be constructed by provincial authorities will start in the

Sinchangkwan Mountains and follow down the Yenki Valley through

Chenghsien to Shangyu, a distance of 170 miles. A short road is to be

constructed from Ningpo south to Fenghwa for operating a motor bus ser-

vice. This road will be only 12 miles long, but will prove a highly profi-

table investment, while still another automobile road will connect Ningpo
with Chinhai and Tzeki.

Kiangsi Roadi—It will be some time perhaps before the Kiangsu

highway system radiating from Shanghai, is carried through into Chekiang

and Anhwei to the Kiangsi border, but once this connection is established,

the link is made with another comprehensive provincial system which
extends on towards Hunan and south to the Kwangtung border. The
province of Kiangsi with its capital at Nanchang is the strategical key to the

rest of South China commanding all the lines and routes to the east and
south. The Kiangsi provincial road scheme embraces a total of 1,200

miles, estimated to cost an average of $3,000 per mile and to require five

years to construct. The first and most important of these roads is naturally

the one which passes through the richest agricultural and mining districts

in the Kan River Valley. This road will link Nanchang with Kanchow
passing through the important towns of Fengchenghsien, Linkiang, Sinkan,
Siakiang, Kianfu, Taiho, and Wananhsien. The second line will branch

off the Kan River road at Linkiang to connect with Pingsiang. Tin? ihiri

will run east from Nanchang to Kwangsinfu near the Chekiang border awl

here link up eventually with the Chekiang highway. The fourth will

start at Nanchang and run up the Fu River Valley to I-'uchow, tin

Kienchangfu and thence to Ningtu in southeastern Kiangsi. At Ksen-

thangfu, another branch will ultimately connect with the Fukicn j>r>

load system and carry on down the Min River to Foochow on ttu

The fifth road will start at Nanchang and end at the great p

at Kingtehchen, passing through Yiikan and Jaocbow, a highway that will

ultimately form one of the principal sections on the main mid wi

Shanghai. The sixth highway will proceed from Nanchang up the Ki-i

River Valley through the important city of Juichowfu ami terminate at

Shangkao. Here we have a comprehensive system, which taken with the

Anhwei, Chekiang, and Kiangsu systems will bring through road trans-

portation into the province of Hunan.

Fukien Roads—Turning ence more to the south of Chekiang, we find

the Fukien provincial authorities also preparing elabor-it

comprehensive system of provincial highways which embrai

roads. The first of these, called the. Fukien eastern ( I is an

important engineering project, necessitating many long an

bridges across the lower reaches of the rivers which abound in this pro-

vince. Starting in the northeast corner of the province at Fating this

road will pass through Fuan, Ningteh, Loyucnhsien, I.ienkong, thence to

the provincial capital at Foochow and then southwards along t:

through Futsing, Hinghwafu, Hweianhsien, Tungan, Chang; \

Changchowfu, terminating in the southeast corner at Yunsiao, at
tance of about 350 miles. The Fukien western road will comm
shih and pass through Shanghang, Tingchowfu, Ninghwa, Kiennil

Taining, Shaowu, and end at Kwangtseh on the Kiangsi border. Here it will

u'timately connect with the Fu Valley road of the Kiangsi system. The

length of this road is about 180 miles. The Fukien central road will start

at Nananhsien on the coast road and pass through Tehwa, Yungan, Tsing-

liu, and end at Hokow, a distance of about 140 miles. The Fukien southern

road will start at Haiteng passing through Nantsinghsien, Lungycnchow,

and Shanghang, terminating at Wuping, a distance of 140 miles. The
Fukien northern road will start at Fuan on the coast road and proceed

west through Chengho to Kienningfu, thence to Kienyang and terminate

at Shaowu, a distance of about 180 miles. Here we have a provincial

system aggregating 1,000 miles of main highways estimated to cost about

$10,800 (Mexican) per mile, or a total of $10,800,000, a task well within

the financial limits of the provincial capitalists. The Fukienese have

already started to build macadam roads leading out from the important

port of Chuanchowfu to Yungchun, and between Huyang and Tehwa for

a motor bus and freight traffic, while a company was organized in June,

1921 with a capital of $1,000,000 to construct the highway between Amoy
and Foochow and operate a motor service. This road would be about 140

miles long.

In the vicinity of Foochow over 30 miles of macadam roads have

already been built by the Foochow Road Bureau. A motor passenger an 1

freight service is maintained by the Yen-Foo-Chiian Company, in which the

provincal government holds a large block of stock. Tin's company is

operating six motor cars and seven buses on three regular routes. It

holds the monopoly right to build roads and operate motor bus services

from the capital to Yenpingfu and from the capital to Chuanchowfu.

Hinghwafu is also to be made the center of a system of country roads

radiating in all directions and making connections with the seaport an!
the principal cities of this region. Already certain taxes are specified for

the carrying out of the project.

From the southern terminus of the Fukien coast road at Yunsiao

another highway is now under construction that will carry it down into

Kwangtung through Chaochowfu to Waichow, where it will link up with

the road to Canton. Part of this road has been completed and opened to

traffic.

Szechwan—Surveys have begun on a road from Chungking to Chcngtti

to be built by provincial funds.

Canton's New Malccs—No other city in China Proper can show such

results of clean government in good roads and streets as the capital of the

Southern Republic. In 1912, after the big fire in Canton, many
modern streets were introduced, among which are an important

portion of the Wirg On Avenue, the West Bund, and the

Cooper Island. Recently the demolition of Canton's city wall

gave employment to over 6,000 labourers. The total length of

the old city wall was nearly six miles, with an average height of 24ft., a

width 01 43ft. at the bottom and 35ft. at the top. The wall around the new
city was 13ft. high, 17ft. wide at the bottom and 13ft. at the top. The
work of demolition involved the removal of some 800,000 cubic yards of

masonry and dirt, and was commenced in December, 19 iS. With this as

a start, the work of road building has gone on apace, and under the rule

of the Kwangsi military government in 1919, the old wall disappeared and

37,000 ft. of broad highway were constructed. This good start was con-

tinued under the new administration which has to its credit further

30,000 ft. of avenues, with another 50,000 ft. under construction. The plan*

call for the extension of the Bund around the Shameen Island and the

gradual extension of the wide street system over the entire city and into

the surrounding country. In connection with the street system
goes the creation of parks, playgrounds for the children, and tree

planting. One public garden has been completed and three more
are awaiting necessary funds for development. The plans also call for the

sale of all old official yamen sites, and with the funds so obtained a new
civic center will be erected, in which all of the municipal und provincial

government offices will be housed.
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CHANGES IN THE ECONOMIC LIFE OF THE CHINESE PEOPLE
JcutAN Arnold, American Commercial Attacht

FOREWORD
That the following article should appear in a Missionary Survey of

China may seem strange to some readers. Yet no one can live in China

today without realizing the profound problems that are raised by her rapid

economic development. Opinions will differ as to the relation of the

Christian Church to the problems. None can doubt that an intelligent

understanding of them will be a help to the missionary in his task, if only

to the extent of providing a point of contact with many of his hearers and

showing them that he is interested in things that concern their daily life.

Much more than this, however, will be felt by most to be needed. If

Christianity has no message iu regard to social and economic problems,

many will not be interested in it. It may even be questioned whether a

religion without a social message has any right to command the respect and

allegiance of mankind. The social message of Christ is unmistakable, and

it must be applied to the solution of the very problems indicated rather

than discussed in the following pages. These pages are a necessary

setting for the intelligent discussion of problems such as the following :

—

i. It is clear that China is reing opened up economically, and that a

far more rapid economic development may be expected in the .next fifty

years than what has been witnessed in the last century. How can this

extraordinary emphasis on the material side fail to add to the present ten-

dency towards a materialistic outlook on life among the people generally?

2. It is possible that China can be developed economically without

the mass of her people being exploited by foreign capitalists and by her

Old China—In some respects the Old China is passing so rapidly that

our contact with it will soon be merely historical. Superficially the Old

China still remains. One may travel through the country and find the

villages and cultivated fields looking about the same as they have been for

centuries past. While in cities there are evidences of modernizing

tendencies, the ordinary Chinese city is today still little different from what

it was a hundred years ago.

Protest against the Old Order—China's first real awakening came with

the China-Japan War, when with the humiliation of a defeat at the hands •

of a people looked upon as in every way inferior, she came to appreciate

what Western learning has meant to Japan. Shortly after, however, the

reactionary Empress Dowager stifled the sweeping reform edicts of Emperor

Kwang Hsu, only a few years later to awaken to the grim realization of the

significance of Western methods, when she was obliged to flee with her

Court from the Allied troops, although the Boxer demonstration was in

reality a protest (crude in its way) against unjustifiable foreign aggres-

sion. The promise of a constitutional government, commissions sent

abroad to study Western political societies, the feverish installation of

educational plants fashioned after the Western model, and even the

fibolition by Imperial decree of the classics as the test in the fifteen century

old civil service examination, did not satisfy the demands of the impetuous

Young China The Revolution of ion was not, strictly speaking, directed

against the Manchus as such, for China had during the 267 years of Manchu
rule absorbed the Manchus. It was a protest against the old order.

An Appreciation of Old China—It may be well here to emphasize the

fact that in referring to the Old China it is not intended in any way to

belittle the wonderful civilization through several thousands of years

which the Chinese people have enjoyed.

A people who as early as c,2co B.C. had a ruler who was chosen for

his ability to cope with the Yellow River floods, hence known as the

Engineer Emperor ; a people, one of whose sages nearly 3,000 years ago

produced a work of which Professor Hirth has written, "As an educator of

the nation the 'Chow Li' has probably not its like among the literatures

of the world, not excepting the Bible" ; a people who before the beginnings

cf the Christian era produced Laotze, Confucius, and Mencius, and whose

generals "carried the banners of the Eastern Empire to meet the banners

of Rome on the shores of the Caspian" ; a people who in the seventh

century, while Europe was steeped in the Middle Ages, inaugurated a

system of civil service examinations in literature which had been per-

Ipetuated down to the beginnings of the present century; a people, who
a? early as 1021 A.D. produced a socialist-philosopher statesman, Wang
An Shih, whose theories were given a ten years' trial under the Emperor

Shen Tsung and embodied the ideas (1) that the State take entire manage-

ment of commerce, industry and agriculture into its own hands with a view

to succouring the working classes and preventing them being "ground into

the dust by the rich." (2) that tribunals be established throughout the land

to regulate the daily wage and the daily price of merchandise, (3) that

the soil be measured and divided into equal areas, graded according to its

fertility, in order that there might be a new basis of taxation, (4) that

taxes be provided 1 y the rich, and the poor be exempt, (5) that pensions

be provided for the aged and employment for the unemployed, and

(6) that every family with more than two males provide one for a State

militia, etc. ; a people who invented the mariner's compass, gunpowder,

paper, ink, printing, chinaware, and porcelain, gave' silk and tea to the

world, and produced the poetry, literature, art and architecture which

equal and in some particulars probably surpass those of other nations

;

these people are indeed possessed of a rich civilization.

The Old Culture—Every member of Chinese society today shows

evidence of a culture which has filtered down through the countless ages of

their rich civilization. Someone was telling the other day of overhearing

own capitalists also? How can such a danger be avoided, and how tan

emphasis be laid on persons and the rights of the poorest and least favour-

ed, in a country where the central government is weak, where labour is

little organized and where there is scarcely any informed public opinion

on these questions ? Has the Church a duty in this matter and if so, what

is it?

3. Can the class division and class war that have been the outcome of

the industrial revolution in the West be prevented in China ? In a society

that has been fairly homogenous is it inevitable that a deep cleavage must

come with the use of modern machinery and a great development of factories

and the wage system ?

4. How can those elements that are of value in the old Chinese

family and social life be preserved with all the flood of new ideas that are

pouring in, and the vast changes due to the growth of modern cities, in-

creased standards of living, disruption of family ties and so forth ?

These are a few of the grave questions that arise in our minds as we

peruse these pages. If there be a Christian answer there is no time to

lose in discovering it and applying it to the situation. The Church that

has a clear and true message on these questions will command a respectful

hearing in China today. If we are truly to estimate China's need for the

Gospel of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ we cannot be blind to this

insistent call. For this reason no survey of China can be complete without

recognition of her present economic condition. (Henry T. Hodgkin).

two ricksha coolies engaged in a quarrel on the streets of Peking. In

accord with the usual custom of these pacifist people, it was a war of words

rather than a fistic encounter. One coolie was overheard to exclaim tc

the other, "You should be ashamed of yourself for you have forgotten the

eight principles." The servant in the household, the poor illiterate coolie

pushing a wheelbarrow or carrying a load, the boatman clad in rags, and

the fisherman at his net have all inherited a certain degree of this culture.

You do any of these a favour and note the gracious manner in which it is

recognized! The difference between the one member of this society and

another lies in opportunity and education rather than in caste or class.

Lack of Scientific Environment—Living in a scientific environment

in the West as we do, in contrast with the non-scientific surroundings is

which the Chinese are living, we absorb from this environment, as well as.

from our occupations, much by way of education which the Chinese do

not get. The very fact that we in the West are keyed up to railway, office,

and factory schedules, are obliged to think in terms of figures, and our

effectiveness as a member of our society depends in a large measure upon

our response to the demands of a mathematical and scientific atmosphere

means that cur processes of thinking and acting are influenced thereby.

How far behind the Chinese still are in this direction may be surmised

from the absence of technical terminology in their language. For instance,

a Chinese engineer or industrial manager is obliged to resort to English

fcr much of the necessary technical terminology in his orders to his non-

English speaking subordinates.

Among the masses in China this lack of contact with a scientific

environment has naturally resulted in the perpetuation of superstitions.

Thus when Western science and methods knocked at China's door the

people were naturally reluctant, because of self-sufficiency on the one

hand, and ignorance and superstitious fears on the other, to bid them wel-

come. The scholar did not want railways, because the sages were not

concerned with the toys of modern civilization and the uneducated masses

feared the belching locomotive would disturb the peace of the spirits or

their ancestors.

Distribution of Population—Through lack of railways and other

modern communication facilities, the Chinese have crowded themselves

together in a comparatively small area, leaving hundreds of thousands of

square miles of lands, abounding in rich resources, undeveloped and sparse-

ly populated, creating the impression abroad that the country is over-

peopled. Six-sevenths of China's population are today living in one-

tbird of its area. In Mongolia and Sinkiang China possesses almost

2,000,000 square miles of territory with an average of less than 4 persons

to the square mile. Asiatic Russia possesses 6,000,000 square miles with

an average of only 5 persons to the square mile. In this vast empire cf

8,000,000 of square miles of thinly populated territory, abounding in rich

resources, there are less than 8,000 miles of railways, and but a few hund-

reds of miles of good motor roads. The United States with little more

than half the area claims 265,000 miles of railways and probably 250,000

miles of metal-surfaced motor roads.

Emigration and Land Developments-One has only to take a trip over

the Peking-Suiyiian Railway to Inner Mongolia, a country which a few

years ago was as sparsely populated as the Western plains in America,

before the advent of the railway, to find the immigrant Chinese by the

thousands making their way into that land of promise, and without the

encouragement of government aid or land development companies.

•Similarly the building of railways in Manchuria has been followed by

millions of immigrants from over-populated Shantung, who are transform-

ing Manchuria into a granary for not only a big portion of Asia but for the

West as well. Within the past six years, the South Manchurian Railway

has increased the amount of produce hauled from five to ten millions of

tons. During 1920, it hauled 60,000,000 bushels of soya beans, 20,000,000
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cbushels of wheat, 17,000,0)0 bushels of kaffir corn, compared with 30,000,000

Tmshels of soya beans, 650,000 bushels of wheat and 4,800,000 bushels of

kaffir corn during the year 1915. Mongolia, with its 1,300,000 square

miles of territory (1/3 the area of the United States) three-fourths of which

ate fertile lands, will be opened to settlement and development with the

extension of railways into that section now having less than one person

to the square mile. In the lowest reaches of the Yangtze, and extending

north and south along the coast, in an area of 50,000 square miles, there

is a population of almost 40,000,000, or about 800 to the square mile.

Durin^ the past few years, since the restrictions against Chinese settling

in Harbin were removed, a Chinese city has grown up with a population

now in excess of 300,000. There were no real estate companies or other

boosting agencies to push this work along. The word seems to have bean

massed along among the Chinese themselves and a city sprung up faster

than any Middle West boom town in America.

Future Commercial Possibilities in West China—There are in conser-

vative figures, seventy to eighty million people in so-called West China,

that is, in the provinces of Szechwan, Shensi, and Kansu, which are cut off

from economic communication with the rest of China, hence with the rest

of the world. The fifty or more millions of people of Szechwan are as near

to being self-supporting as any people can be. They could not get to the

sea for their salt, so they drilled into the ground over 3,000 feet. The

Chengtu Plain, 60 by 40 miles, supports a population of five millions and

has an irrigation system which dates back to the third century before the

Christian era. On the road from the Wei Basin to the Chengtu Plain one

may meet coolies carrying on their backs loads of cotton weighing 160

pounds. They will carry these loads 15 miles a day for 750 miles at 17 cents

silver a day, which is the equivalent of 14 cents a ton mile. Thus at this

rale it costs $106.25 (silver) to transport one ton 750 miles—the railways

should be able to haul this for $15.00 or 1/7 the amount. The Peking-

Mcukden Railway carries coal for the Kailan Mining Administration at less

than 1% cents (silver) a ton mile. With the coolie-carrier the cotton spends

.50 days on the road, whereas the railway would make the haul in 2 days,

thereby saving 48 days interest on the money and landing the cotton in

better condition. In addition, the railways which make for the expeditious

exchange of money, thereby eliminating losses in exchange, also tend to

-a standardization of weights and measures along the line, a very important

-consideration in China where we have 70 different tael or ounce weight units

for silver and a score of weights and measures for commodities. Further-

more, the railway tends to eliminate internal tax stations along its line, a

serious barrier to trade in China. The greater security against brigandage

and robbery which the railway accords is a prime consideration in China,

not only for the passenger traffic but for freight as well.

Handicaps due to Lack cj Railways—Wheat in the Wei Basin in

Shensi, where the rich loess soil continues to produce 30 and 40 bushels to

the acre after forty centuries of cultivation, sells at one-third the price cf

wheat at Hankow, 600 miles away, yet, the cost of cart transportation is

so high that it cannot profitably be shipped 300 miles to the railway for

transshipment tc Hankow, in fact, wheat can be shipped from Seattle ic

Hankow, nearly 7,000 miles, for about half of what it costs to ship it from

the Wei Basin in Shensi to Hankow. Thus without railways, the more
wheat the people in the Wei Basin raise over and above their own wants

"the worse off are they. A similar condition obtains everywhere in China

-where the people are obliged to depend upon coolie, cart, or pack animal

for transportation, in «pite of a very low wage rate, an almost criminal

handicap to a people at this time in the world's history.

The 260,000 miles of railways in the United States carried during

1919, 1,238,000,000 tons of all commodities originating on the lines. During
the same year the 3,500 miles of railways under the control cf the Chinese

Government carried 21,400,000 tons. The average length of haul for the

American railways was 277 miles, while that of the Chinese was 97 miles.

Consider these figures in the light of China having a territory 1/3 again

as large and a population 4 times that of the United States.

Railway Construction—China has made very slow progress in railway

construction since its first railway, forty years ago. 'Ihe methods under

which railways have been built, through exclusive concessions to certain

foreign groups, have militated seriously against a rapid expansion in rail-

way construction in China, for the reason that these concessions carry

stipulations miking the construction of lines in proximity to those built

•difficult, if not impossible. The consortium of certain foreign banking
interests was organized to overcome this unfavourable situation. The
training of a considerable number of Chinese in railway engineering and
operation adds to the advantages to faster construction for the future.

Furthermore, the Chinese are themselves now thoroughly alive to the

-economic value of the "iron road," and with their own men trained in

construction and operation, we may hope for much faster progress in the

future.

It is estimated that China needs 50,000 miles of railways to handle
her imperative transportation needs. Figuring the cost of railway con-

struction and equipment at $150,000 (silver) per mile, a low estimate,
the 50,000 miles will cost $7,500,000,000 (silver). The 3,500 miles of rail-

ways now being operated by the Chinese Ministry of Communications
represent a capital investment of $500,000,000 (silver), including

$120,000,000 equipment. A further $100,000,000 for equipment will have
to be added to this amount during the next two years, bringing the
total to $600,000,000. Railways can pay handsomely in China where
operating costs are lower than 50 per cent of the operating revenues. It

-would seem that it is safe to prophesy that this work will be done during
the next few decades. It will result in stupendous changes in the economic
life of the Chinese people, as is already evident in sections where railways
-are in operation.

Development of Water and Railway Terminals—Directly connected

with the problem of railway construction is the question of improved
port and harbour facilities, and terminals generally. Ports will spring
into prominence commercially which are today of little significance to

the life of the Chinese people. When Shanghai became a treaty port in

1842. it was not known to the outside world and was not a city of much
importance even in China. The site of the present city was mud flats

and rice fields at the time it was arranged to lay out a section where
foreigners might reside and da business. The assessed valuation of the
land in the International Settlement is now over $200,000,000 (silver), and
that in contiguous territory within the port limits including the French
Concession would probably increase this amount by 50 per cent. The
trade of Shanghai has passed the $1,000,000,000 (silver) mark. Shanghai
is probably destined to become the world's most populous city, for the

reason that it is located at the mouth of the greatest of water-sheds,

which claims one-tenth of the world's papulation. There is no economic
western outlet for this population. The Yangtze Delta wih an area 41
*)er cent of that of the United Kingdom has a population nearly as great.

Other strategically located ports both on the Yangtze and throughout
other sections of the country are bound, with the developments of rail-

ways, waterways, and road transportation, to grow in wealth and
importance.

Resources in Coal—Necessarily associated with the development of

transportation is the question of fuel. Prof. Francis H. Wilson of the

.Leigh Technical School says, "Great Britain undoubtedly owes her
wonderful position among the great nations of the world to her vast

store of that natural source of energy—Coal." China's lesources in coal

as well as those in iron, the two forming the backbone of a modern
industrial society, have been very much overestimated. However, V. K.
Ting, Director of the Geological Survey of China points out that excepting

the United States, "China is certainly the only country on the Pacific

with respectable resources in coal." Mr. Ting estimates that the coal

reserve possessed by China is probably from 40 to 50 billion tons or 33
per cent of that of Great Britain. The United States coal output for

1920 was 650,000,000 tons and that of Great Britain 180,000,000, while
that of China was about 25,000,000 tons. During the past eight years,

China imported 11,300,000 tons and exported 13,800,000 tons of coal.

According to V. K. Ting, China's proportion of anthracite to bituminous
coal is greater than one to three, whereas that for the world generally is

about one to eight. The question of accessibility to some of the richest

coal deposits in China will only be settled with increased railway facilities.

With cheap labour such as obtains in China, coal can be mined at $0.75
to $1.50 silver a ton. In a sense, we may judge of China's tardiness in

modern industrial development by her failure to realize to a greater

degree upon her resources in coal and iron.

Resources in Iron—Linked with coal in the industrial development of

any nation is iron. Here again China's resources have been greatly

exaggerated. Mr. Ting gives the known iron reserve of China, as taken

from the results of six years of work of the Geological Survey, as

677,000,000 tons distributed as follows : 91,500,000 in Chihli province,

387,000,000 in South Manchuria, 23,000,000 in Shantung, 160,000,000 in

the Yangtze Valley provinces and 7,500,0010 tons in Fukien. He estimates

this amount as probably about 1/2 of China's total reserve in iron ore

and conservatively places the total at 1,000,000,000 tons. Thus, Mr. Ting
gives China about one-quarter the reserve of the United States, 4/5 that

of England, and 1/3 that of France or Germany before the War. The
present production of iron ore in China is about 1,500,000 tons, of which
about 2/3 is smelted in China. In the. United States the production

of iron ore in 1920 was 70,000,000 tons and about 36,000,000 tons of pig.

Japan has contracted for 1,000,000 tons of ore annually from China for

the next few years. The exceeding low per capita consumption of pig

iron in China is noteworthy. It equals about 0.0025 tons per head com-

pared with a consumption of 0.34 tons per head in the United States, a

very significant contrast between the industrial developments in America

and the situation in China. There are eight iron works
constructed and under construction in China, with a total output equal

to about 1,000,000 tons.

The question of transportation figures again prominently in its

relations to the iron industry in China, in fact, the slowness in the

developments in this industry appear to be due, in a large measure, to

transportation. Mr. D. K. Lieu, farmer Cost Accountant of the Hanyang
Iron and Steel Works, in a very illuminating series of articles which

appeared in the "Peking Daily News" this last summer, contrasts the

cost of the production of pig iron at the Hanyang Works with that at

the Japanese plant at Penkihu, Manchuria, the former costing $48.50

silver a ton and the latter but $22.00 a ton. The Hanyang Works draws

upon its own stores of ores, producing its coke from its own coal mines,

hence the market fluctuations in the prices of raw materials did not enter

into calculation. Mr. Lieu attributes the greater part of the difference in

costs to the one item, coke, and shows that it is the transportation factor

which is accountable in the main for this. The coke landed at Hanyang
from Pingsiang, a distance of about 200 miles, costs $24.54 compared

with a cost of $5.74 at Penkihu. At Penkihu, however, the coke is

used where it is produced, so transportation is not a factor. The ore

at Hanyang costs $6.55 compared to $5.10 for the ore at Penkihu. The

Hanyang Works have their own boats to carry coke and ore, yet the cost

is so very high. Mr. Lieu contends that if cheap railway transportation

be substituted for the boats the cost could be greatly reduced. Although

the Penkihu iron involved much lower productioni costs, when trans-

ported to the market it was sold at more than $40.00 (silver) a ton. Mr.

Lieu therefore concludes that unless transportation is facilitated, China

can not expect to compete with other nations in mineral production, that

is, develop basic industries which produce bulky commodities made from
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equally bulky raw materials. The hopeful sign iu connection with the

development of a modern industrial society in China lies in the fact that

the Chinese are now appreciating the inter-relationship of transportation,

fuel arid basic raw materials.

Other Mineral Resources—In minerals other than coal and iron,

China is also by no means poor, over 50 per cent of the world's resources

in antimony are accredited to China. During the War this mineral was

in heavy demand and China profited greatly thereby. China ranks

third in her riches in tin, following the Malay States and Bolivia. The
exports for 1920 amounted to about $15,000,000 silver. Practically all of

this came from Yunnan province; Kwangsi and Hunan provinces contain

considerable deposits, but here again the difficulties cf transportation

have prevented development. In copper, China is apparently very poor,

having probably exhausted most of her resources in this metal which

has figuied so prominently in the arts and industries of the people. Lead

and zinc are found in Hunan and Yunnan. Under present conditions, it

dees not pay to work these deposits. The disturbed political conditions

and poor transportation in Hunan undoubtedly account in a measure for

the present inactivity. During the War there were heavy shipments of

tungsten, molybdenum, and manganese from China, used in connection

with steel manufacture, but the sudden drop in prices, and other un-

favourable factors resulted in cutting off the demands from abroad. The
local consumption is not as yet sufficient to make the working of these

mines profitable. Although China is one of the largest silver using

countries, ranking second after India, it produces no silver, hence this

mineral, so important to the economic life of the people, must be

imported. In petroleum, investigations have not yet proceeded sufficiently

to justify a statement one way or the other. The general impression,

however, among geologists, seems to be that China contains resources in

petroleum which may figure prominently in the future economic life of

the country. Here also the question of transportation is also an im-

portant factor. China is rich in limestone and other materials for the

manufacture of Portland cement and the cement industry is forging ahead

very rapidly, offering splendid opportunities for the investment of native

capital. The absence of accessible timber for lumber makes cement even

more valuable for building material, etc. Road work which is now at its

inception will require large quantities of cement.

Machine-Power—In an article on "Man-power plus Horse-power,"

George Otis Smith, Director, United States Geological Survey, made the

statement, "Edward Everett Hale charted the course of industrial

development when he said that the extent to which the world had changed

the labourer who uses his body into the workman who uses his head

was the index of civilization. The true measure of industrial progress is

found in the amount of mechanical power used to supplement man-
power." If we had to hire coolie-carriers to carry the freight, not to

mention one billion passengers carried, which American railways hauled

last year, it would take twice the present estimated population of China,

ox 8oo,cco,coo men, each man carrying 160 pounds 15 miles a day for 365

working days. Mr. Smith calculates that "the motor power we are now
using, steam and electricity, gives us the equivalent of five energy

servants for every man, woman, and child in the U. S., which in itself

is equivalent to giving us industrially the effectiveness cf 500,000,000 of

people working without this power." This statement can be appreciated

in a country like China, where there has not yet been developed one
horse power of its wonderful potentialities in hydro-electric power and
where steam power is only at the threshold of its possibilities in modern
industry.

Industrial Developments—During the past ten years, China has been

making substantial strides in modern industrial activity. These

developments are revolutionizing the economic life of the Chinese people.

Shanghai has become the principal industrial center, due to its strategic

position as the heart of the most densely populated section of the country,

its advantages in cheap transportation and the cheap power furnished

through the broad visioned policy of the municipal electric power

plant. Hankow, Tientsin, Canton, Wusih, and other cities are rapidly

assuming the appearance of modern industrial centers. Cotton mills,

flour mills, canneries, knitting mills, ship-building works, iron

founderies, steel works, electric light plants, packing houses, tanneries,

lace and hair net factories, match factories, oil mills, printing and

lithographing works, railway shops, silk mills, smelting works, sugar

factories, cigarette factories, woolen mills, water w<*rks, newspaper

plants, egg factories, saw mills, glass works, furniture factories, paper

mills, distilleries and breweries, cement works, chinaware and porcelain

factories, brick works and arsenals are some among the modern industrial

plants now in operation. It is not possible within the limitations of

this article to describe in detail many of these, but an effort will l-e

made to indicate the trend of! developments, and something of the

potentialities which the field offers.

Growth in Cotton Textiles Manufacture—Greater progress has been

made in the cotton textiles manufacture in China than in any other field

of modern industry. The first ten years of efforts in cotton manufacture

were unprofitable although the same basic conditions to success obtained

then as favour the industry now. China then produced considerable raw
material, was blessed with a plentiful supply of cheap labour and had one

of the biggest markets in the world in her domestic needs. Those who
witnessed the failure of the industry during the first decade, proclaimed

that China would never become an industrial nation, contending that

the people lacked the capacity for successfully handling organized

capital, directing large groups of labourers, or using modern machinery.

If there is any one modern industry in which the Chinese have

proved signally successful, it is in the manufacture of cotton yarn and

cotton cloth. Chinese mills, with Chinese capital, Chinese management

and Chinese labour, working on Chinese raw material and disposing off

their products in a Chinese market, are now paying upwards of 50 per"

cent dividends. The developments in this industry are progressing s»-

rapidly that some have expressed themselves as fearful lest it be over-

done. It may be pointed out that China imported during the year 1930,

$i25,cco,cco (silver) in cotton yarn, $265,000,000 in cotton cloth and.

192,000 bales (U.S. bale unit 477 pounds) of raw cotton. It exported (or

the same period $4,500,000 in cotton yarn, $7,500,000 in cotton manu--;:

factured goods and 105,000 bales of cotton. It is apparent from thee
figures, that it will be a long time before China is able even to supply-

her domestic needs. It must also be borne in mind that while striving

to meet these demands, the price of labour in China will increase, as is.

already evident, and with the advances in labour costs, the purchasing;

power of the labourers will improve, resulting in heavier demands from*,

the masses for cotton goods. Those who now wear little or nothing"

during the summer will have the wherewithal to keep clothed. Similarly

those who are now wearing patches upon patches will decide with a.

better purchasing power to wear fewer patches. Those who are content;

with one or two suits of clothes a year will, with more ready cash, findc'

their pride calling for two, three, and four suits a year. Thus it is-

more likely that with the developments in the cotton manufacturing"

industry in China, the demands for cotton goods will for many years/

txceed the ability of the people to meet them. Dr. Wu Ting-fang once-

said, "If one could succeed in adding one inch to the shirt tail of every*

Chinese, he would keep the cotton mills of the world busy for years

in supplying this increased demand."
Statistics of Modern Cotton Mills—As China has not yet developed"

the statistical habit, and as no inventory of its resources is being kept,,

it is extremely difficult to secure correct data on the economic situation..

Recently the British Chamber of Commerce Journal, Shanghai, publish--;

ed a list of modern cotton mills with details as to number of spindles-

and looms, nationality of ownership, and machinery. A resume of thisv

list may be stated as follows :

—

Nationality of Number of
S^f|™^

Management Mills

British

Japanese

Chinese

and under
erection

256,808
(336,452

I 27,456

j 802,647
1 437,912

Spindles on order
Total Number of

Spindles

4,000
(441,500

\ 35,000
(367,316
(345,908

262,808 British

f 777,952 British

I 62,456 American
(1,169,963 British

i 783,820 American

TOTAL 83 1,863,275 1,193,724 3,056,999
According to this list, there are at present nearly 2,000,000 spindles--

under operation and in course of construction, and an additional

1,000,000 spindles ordered. Thus with all the mills in operation,

under construction, and ordered, there are in the aggregate some-
3,000,000 spindles. As for power looms, those in operation, being erected,,

and under order, aggregate about 15,000. In the United Kingdom there-

are 59,000,000 spindles and 840,000 looms, in the United States there are-

36,000,000 spindles and 443,000 looms, and in Japan there are 3,600,000*

spindles and 45,000 looms. Thus China's position in the modern textile

industry is not one which need cause apprehension. The country cart-

easily handle 10,000,000 spindles and 100,000 looms. In capital outlay,

10,000,000 spindles mean $800,000,000 silver. It is going to require some-
years before this amount of capital is available for this purpose.

The cotton textile industry is centered for the most part at Shanghai'
and vicinity; Hankow, Tsingtau and Tientsin follow in importance. It-

appears, however, that Shanghai is destined to become the Manchester
of China.

Labour Supply and Wages—Labour is a very important .element irt«

the textiles industry. The Chinese operative is excellent material-
Indicative of China's backwardness in modern industrial developments,
is the fact that the country has as yet no factory Jaws or labour-
legislation. As might be expected under this condition, labour is being:

ruthlessly exploited by capital, although to the credit of some of the mill
owners, it may be said that much is being done in the interests of the
operatives. However, the hours are long, children of tender years are-

impressed into service by the tens of thousands, sanitary conditions are
not what they should be, wages are pitifully low and labour conditions-

are on the whole bad. It is true, however, the labourers are developing
a class consciousness. They are being organized into unions. Through
strikes, the results of increasing cost of living, wages have been advanced.
Clouds are gathering on the horizon in the industrial labour world of

China as also evidenced by the recent Chinese seamen's strike at Hong-
kong, where 275 ships with an aggregate of 250,000 tons were laid up for
weeks, paralyzing the trade of the port and eventually forcing the
authorities to recognize their organization and the ship owners to meet,
their demands.

Labour at Shanghai is at present on the following scale of average
prices

:

Unskilled;

Unskilled coolie labour, 25 to 35 cents a day (10 to 12 hours).
Mill workers, male, 30 to 40 cents a day (9 to 10 hours).

Mill workers, female, 20 to 25 cents a day (9 to 10 hours).

Mill workers, children, 10 to 20 cents a day (9 to ic hours).

Skilled:

Brick-layers, 50 cents a day (9 to 10 hours).

Masons, 60 to 80 cents a day (9 to 10 hours).

Carpenters, 50 to 80 cents a day (9 to 10 hours).

Painters, 50 to 70 cents a day (9 to 10 hours).

Machinists or mechanics, $1.00 to $2.00 a day {9 hours).

Engineers, $50 to $100 a month.
Mill foremen, $40 to $90 a month.
Ivocomotive engineers, $45 to $50 a month.
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The above are given in silver, which may be converted into gold at the

rate $2.00 silver equals $i.co gold. During the past three years wages

have advanced about 25 per cent.

It is generally conceded that the Chinese possesses good mechanical

instinct, especially the Southerner, and makes a very good worker. A
plant which manufactures electric lamps in Shanghai, stated that within

six months, green material was trained to turn out as good work as

experienced labourers in the United States, in the same line. In Man-

churia in the Japanese iron and steel works, the foremen admit that the

Chinese labourer is superior to the Japanese.

Hand Looms—The hand loom is destined to play an important part

in weaving of cotton cloth in China for many years to come. As to the

numbers in use in the country or the sum total of their products, there

are no figures available, nor even intelligent estimates. There may be

several hundreds of thousands or even motes. Probably from 80 per cent

to 85 per cent of the people may still be classed as agricultural. The

hand looms are for the most part handled by women, assisted by children.

The industry is the domestic household sort and generally speaking it

does not occupy the time of the operatives to the exclusion of the other

work they may be called upon to perform in the home and in connec-

tion with their agricultural pursuits. In other words, it may be called a

by-product of tbeir labour. The anti-Japanese boycotts of the past few

years lent a very considerable impetus to both the power and hand looms,

as Japanese cotton goods were boycotted and patriotic demonstrations

throughout the country popularized the home made products. The
boycott as an effective economic weapon has been demonstrated in China

and must be reckoned with in the future. However, as the economic

conditions throughout China generally improve, the hand loom will

gradually give way to machinery.

Raw Cotton—As for raw material for the cotton industry, cotton is

indigenous to China. At all events, the native Chinese cotton has

developed along such distinctive lines that it refuses to hybridize with

the foreign imported cottons, although cotton is a most gregarious plant.

The native cotton is hardy as are all Chinese plants, but it is of very

short kinky staple or fiber, hence not in itself adequate to meet the

needs for good yarn. Efforts are being made, however, to improve the

length of the fiber by selection and indications are that this work will

be successful. In the meanwhile, seed from America is being used quite

extensively throughout the cotton growing areas, and with good success.

Associations of manufacturers and merchants are actively interested in

bettering the cotton grown in China and in an increased production per

acre. The Department d Agriculture of the University of Nanking
with an American cotton growing expert is working in cooperation with

these organizations. It will be a matter of good fortune if China is able

to prevent, with her indiscriminate importation of cotton seed, the

introduction of the boll weevil, which has cost the American cotton in-

dustry hundreds of millions of dollars.

It is difficult to make anything like an accurate estimate of the

amount of cotton grown in China, on account of the small size

of the fields, and because of the fact that much of the cotton is consumed
in the household industries and does not find its way out into the

larger channels of trade. Estimates of China's normal production range

from 3,000,000 to 6,000,000 of bales (U.S. unit of 477 pounds).. It would
seem that we are safe in placing China third as a cotton producing

country. The yield per acre and the acerage given to cotton will

increase with the work being done to further cotton production in China.

From 100,000 to 300,000 bales of Chinese cotton are exported annually, a

large part being taken by the United States for manufacture into

blankets, as the kinky fiber resembles wool.

Silk Industry—Next after cotton, silk probably offers the best

prospects for the immediate future among the industries of China. How
rapidly silk has become a factor in the industrial life of America may
be adjudged by the fact that, whereas in 1874 the United States imported

1,000,000 pounds of raw silk (silk yarn), 47 years later these importations

increased to 47,000,000 pounds. Figuring silk at about $8.00 (gold a

pound, this means nearly $400,000,000 gold for the importation of raw
silk into the United States. The continual development of the silk in-

dustry in the United States depends upon its ability to compete against

artificial silk and the maintenance of prices at such a level that the

consuming public will net be obliged to take to cotton or wool because

of the prohibitive prices of silk fabrics. The industry as built up in the

United States represents an investment of nearly $1,000,000,000 silver.

Naturally, those not cognizant with the situation, might conclude from

their knowledge of China as a silk producing country that America
obtained a considerable percentage of its supplies of raw material from the

land which gave silk to the world. Eighty per cent of America's supplies

of raw silk are furnished by Japan and less than 20 per cent by China.

The American high speeded machine loom cannot use the Chinese skein

made for the hand looms of China, as they are too long, are irregularly

laced, and not uniform in texture ; in a word, they do not correspond with

what is known as the American standard skein. The Silk Association of

America realizing the need of a bigger source of supply has during the past

«x years taken an active interest in encouraging the Chinese silk pro-

ducers to make the standard American skein. With this end in view their

representative visited Canton and the silk producing sections of the

Yangtze Valtey about six years ago with a motion picture demonstration
showing the needs of the American industry. In spite of prophecies from
all sides that the Chinese silk producers would not respond to suggested

changes because of being steeped in the traditions of centuries, his

demonstrations and representations to the Chinese silk interests were so

enthusiastically received that within five years, the Canton filatures

changed their methods completely and are now spinning the standard

American skein. As a result, Canton's exports of raw silk to the United
States are 40,000 bales in place of less than half this amount formerly.

Figuring a bale of silk as worth $1,300 silver, this makes an aggregate of

$50,000,000. The silk filature men responded so effectively, because it was
shown to them that it would pay them well to make the change. This is

important to keep in mind in connection with the economic changes which

the Chinese people are undergoing.

In Shanghai, the situation is somewhat complicated by the fact that

the great majority of the 80 steam filatures are real estate propositions,

that is the filatures are not operated by the owners whose only interest

is the rents they secure from them. For this reason, the operators do not

find it to their advantage to stand the expense of making the changes

necessary to the production of the standard American skeirt as their

expenditures may be made in the interests of others rather than them-

selves. On the other hand, the owners not being silk men, do not care

to go to the expense if they can rent the filatures without so doing. The
remedy will come through a greater interest in the industry, as an invest-

ment for Chinese capital, when it becomes generally known that the silk

industry, as now being adapted to new conditions, offers handsome returns

on capital invested. To further assist in this situation, the U. S. Testing

House, the stock of which is held by the Silk Association of America,

formed a joint Chinese-American company with a capital of $60,000 gold,

and installed at Shanghai what is known as the Shanghai International

Testing House under the management of the U. S. Testing House. By
means of this Testing House, silk which passes the tests will be accepted

in any market on certificates from the Testing House. These certificates

then become negotiable documents so soon as the silk is in the hands of

the Testing House. In this manner the silk producer is protected in his

standard product against chances which in the past rendered his business

somewhat a gamble. It is planned to establish a similar Testing House

at Canton. Thus so far as the manufacture of the silk yarn is concerned,

conditions are rapidly pointing to a very substantial forward movement in

the industry, with the likelihood that within five or ten years the exports

to the American market will increase to a valuation of several hundreds of

millions of dollars silver. With the improvements in the production of

the yarn, naturally, the weaving of the silk cloth will advance. At present

there are but very few modern silk weaving mills in China. One large

mill at Hangchow, employs several thousands of labourers and is

financially a conspicuous success. With the production of the standard

American skein, power looms will develop more rapidly and make for the

building up of an industry in China, which along with the improved steam

filatures, will revolutionize the entire silk industry and thereby assist

materially in the betterment of the economic conditions throughout the

silk producing sections of China.

Sericulture—As with the manufacture of cotton goods, the silk industry

depends in its final analysis upon the raw material. In the non-scientifie

environment of China, it was not to be expected that the Pasteur process

of examining eggs would become known and adopted. Investigations

have proved that in many sections, 85 per cent of the eggs are from

diseased moths, hence produced poor worms (and some worms which died

before maturity) with consequent poor cocoons and silk. Through the

efforts of the International Society for the Improvement of Sericulture in

China, assisted by such other agencies as the Department of Agriculture of

the University of Nanking and the Canton Christian College, the Chinese

are being furnished with disease free eggs. Here again the response on

the part of the producers of the cocoons has been most favourable because

of their discovering the fact that the better eggs produce

cocoons which bring better prices. In some sections where the certified

eggs were distributed, the demands for them actually caused riots, and

police had to be used to line up the applicants so that all might be served.

The changes due to the work of these agencies have reduced the diseased

moths in these sections, in some instances, so it is stated, to as low as

15 per cent. Eventually pebrine will have become eradicated and the

disease free moth will be the rule rather than the exception. In the

improvement of the mulberry, work is also progressing in a very favour-

able and effective manner. The statement has been made upon good

authority that without planting another acre in mulberry or investing

another dollar in raising cocoons, with disease free eggs, the Shanghai

district can raise from three to five times the amount of silk now produced.

This means an industry bringing in between one hundred and one hundred

and fifty millions of dollars (silver) in place of one bringing in but fifty

millions. This instance demonstrates what modern methods will do for

China's economic life.

Educitii'n in Sericulture—While on the subject of sericulture, it may
be well to mention the position of the sericultural school. There are a

number of these being conducted under native auspices. A few are quite

good, but unfortunately some are teaching antiquated methods, thus are

actually doing more harm than good. The teachers in these schools are

apparently sincere but do not realize that there is anything better. Strange

as it may seem, "teachers in sericultural schools in one place are not aware

of the existence of similar schools in nearby vicinities. Much remains to

be done by way of bringing the teachers of these schools together and in

giving them a special course of study during the vacation months, to

bring their work into line with modern day demands. The short-term

courses in sericulture now given by the University of Nanking and Canton

Christian College are producing splendid results.

Knitting Mills—Closely allied to the textile industries are the knitting

mills. These are springing up rapidly in China, centered for the present,

however, at Shanghai. Cotton knitted underwear finds an almost un-

limited market in China and the development of mills to supply the home
demand will engage much Chinese capital and labour. Chinese knitted
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siik hosiery has become an important article of export. Chinese em-

broideries and laces, both cotton and silk, are rapidly replacing the Italian

and French products in the American market. The small hand and deft

fingers of the Chinese, combined •with the plentiful supply of labour, make

the future of the lace and embroidery industries very promising. Already

the exports of laces and embroideries figure in the millions in the

aggregate valuation.

Vegetable Oits—Aiter texiles, the vegetable oils industry probably

ranks next in importance, in its future possibilities. This industry was

given a great impetus by the War, and placed China in a permanent

position in the world's markets for these essential products. The rise of

the soya bean from a position of obscurity in China's foreign trade several

decades ago to a place second in importance to silk reads like a romance.

<For the year 1920, the exports of silk, raw and manufactured, was

equivalent in value to $130,000,000 silver, and beans and bean products

$115,000,000. The exports of bean oil were equivalent to $21,000,000.

During the previous year the exports reached $30,000,000. Of the beans

exported the bulk is used for oil for soap manufacture. Bean oil mills will

be installed in larger numbers in China and the bulk of the extracting and

refining of the oil will eventually be done in this country.

Peanut Oil—By using bean oil in the manufacture of soaps, large quan-

tities of cotton seed oil are released for a greater use in edible fats. Next

in importance after bean oil, among the vegetable oils in China, is peanut

oil. The exports of this product for 1920, amounted to $13,000,000 silver,

as compared with $20,000,000 worth the previous year. The exports of

peanuts amounts to about $8,000,000 silver annually. The bulk of the

peanuts and peanut oil comes from Shantung where it has developed into

a very important industry- Thirty years ago, an American missionary

distributed a quart of American peanuts among his converts in Shantung

with the result that Shantung now produces nearly 200,000 tons annually,

the bulk of which enters into the export trade. Peanut oil is used in the

manufacture of salad oil and oleomargerine. As the soya bean has 'had a

tremendous effect upon the economic life of the people of Manchuria, so

the*peanut industry has improved the economic conditions of the densely

populated districts of Shantung, and Southern Chihli.

Other Oils—Wood-oil ranks next in importance among the vegetable

oils in the value of its exports, amounting to about $10,000,000 silver a

year. . This oil is taken from the nut of the Wu-tung tree, which grows in

a wild state throughout the upper Yangtze region. Hankow is the port

of export. The oil is used in making varnishes and certain paints. It is the

jnost rapid drying oil known. The other vegetable oils of importance are

cotton seed (used for salad oils and cooking fats), sesamum seed (used for

high class oleomargerine), rapeseed (used for lubricating and cooking), etc.

Ihe aggregate value of the exports of these vegetable oils amounts to about

$50,000,000 silver annually. As China produces no butter, vegetable tils

form the basis of the cooking fats and are used freely and liberally all over

the country, hence already occupy an important place in the economic life

of the people. With improved transportation, the introduction of better

methods and machinery for extracting these oils, with the installation of

refineries and storage tanks, with testing houses for standardization,

and with improved marketing methods, the vegetable oil industry in China

bids fair to become of commanding importance in both the domestic and

foreign trade.

Flour M-inufacturing Industry—It is interesting to note the develop-

ment in modern flour manufacturing industry in China. Some years ago,

the mills could not pay dividends. Everything imaginable seemed "to

throttle this industry. Firstly, bad and expensive transportation ; second-

Jv, because the wheat was all produced by small growers, it had to go

through the hands of numerous middlemen who collected it in bits from

different growers ; thirdly, the difficulties and expense in having to go

through many different units of measure and currency in passing from one

district to another ; fourthly, middlemen took the liberty of adding stones

and dirt and water and through a combination forced the mills to buy or

boycotted them; fifthly, within an area of a few hundred square miles fifty

different varieties of wheat were produced; sixthly, the local officials

through numerous tax stations taxed the wheat all it would stand and

sometimes more and subjected it to vexatious delays ; seventhly, no market

could be found for bran ; eighthly, relatives of directors of the mills had lo

have jobs at good salaries and with little work ; and lastly, a costly system

of marketing the finished product added further to the difficulties in

paying dividends. The industry has had to weather these handicaps and

not all of them have been overcome. "Unfortunately owing to the floods

in the Yangtze Valley during 1921, the wheat crop was reduced to less

than 40 per cent normal, seriously crippling the mills in their supplies from

that section, so that substantial importations of wheat came from

America." At Shanghai, the center of the industry for Central China, the

juills have a daily capacity of over 6,000 barrels. The Hankow mills

have a large daily output. Harbin, in Northern Manchuria, is also

an important flour center. Last year, China exported nearly three million

barrels of flour. Ten years ago, China imported as much, with no exports.

In addition to the flour exported, China, during 1920,- exported about

twenty million bushels of wheat. Most of the wheat was exported from

Manchuria, while the bulk of the flour went from Shanghai. With the

development of the modern flour milling industry the growing of wheat is

extending as is also its use. There is no reliable data upon which one can

base an intelligent estimate of the amount of wheat produced in China.

It appears the amount must be upwards of 100,000,000 bushels. In its

varied ramifications, the development of this industry is having consider-

able effect upon the economic life of the people, especially those in Central

and North China, the wheat growing sections. The difficulties in the flour

industry are similar to those which have attended the development of other

industries along modern lines, but where the basic factors remain favour-

able, the difficulties in the situation will be overcome.

Egg Products—There are many articles which are produced in China
which are of the nature of byproducts in the trade and commerce of the

country. For instance there is- uo such thing as a poultry industry in

China, although every family. in the country raises a few hens and has eggs
to take to the market, as eggs are not consumed by the country people.

Middle men collect the eggs and they find their way to the centers of tiade,*

where transportation conditions permit. During the past ten years,

China's export trade in eggs and egg products has been advancing rapidly.

Last year 650,000,000 eggs were exported from China, valued at $7,000,000

silver, and $17,000,000 worth of yolk and albumen. It is quite likely that

an organized poultry industry will be the resultant of the demands for

eggs and egg products from abroad.

Milk Products—During the past few decades, the Chinese people have
learned to appreciate the value of milk as a food, particularly for infants,

through the importation of condensed milk in increasingly larger

quantities. This will lead to the growth of dairying interests in the

country, unless the manufacture of milk from the soya beau prevents.

Great Developments Possible—China's future as a food producing
country is bright. With enormous areas of undeveloped, unsettled lands,

capable of cultivation, some in field crops, some for cattle and sheep
raising, some for fruits and some for timber, there is much to expect as a

result of transportation facilities making these lands accessible. Even in

the sections which have been under cultivation for hundreds of years, there

are improvements possible which will revolutionize the economic life of the

people. For instance, the famine in North China last year could have been
averted to a considerable degree had the people been provided with a means
of tapping the water with power pumps or windmills which could be

reached at a few tens of feet below the soil. Irrigation throughout North |
China can save this section from the ravishes of droughts. Deep plowing
will do much to couserve the moisture in the land and to prevent floods

during unusually heavy downpours. Reafforestation will also contribute

much in this direction. It has been pointed out by Mr. Sherfessee, adviser

in forestry to the Chinese Government, that the planting of trees on barren

hills, which exist in abundance, can be made a commercial proposition

and pay handsome dividends for the timber which finds such a ready

market in China. The schools of forestry now in operation in China,

indicate the interest the people generally are taking in this subject. The
fact that a day is observed throughout the country as Arbour day attests

also to the appreciation of the needs of afforestation.

Necessary Element* in a More Favourable Situation—The selection of

seed is a matter of prime importance to a people who have to resort to

intensive cultivation, as it will increase the productivity of the lands to a

remarkable degree. A more intelligent use of the lands for crops which
will have a better market value will follow as a result of the study 01

agriculture in a modern way. One of the greatest handicaps under whicii

the Chinese farmer lives today is his inability to secure loans against hi?

crops at anything aproaching reasonable rates. Usury is hurting China's

economic position badly. When a farmer has to pay 30 per cent for money,
there is but little chance cf his being able to establish a bank balance.

There are no indications at present that this important subject is being

given any serious consideration.

More and bettr.r Reads—The question of good roads, so essential to the

welfare of the farming population, and from 80 to 85 per cent of the

Chinese fall into this category, is one which is being discussed throughout

all sections of the country, particularly in the North where dry land crops

obtain. In the rice producing South, the question of roads is far more
difficult. However, the South is equipped with a network of canals which
makes the question of roads not nearly as pressing as in the North.

Importance of Agriculture and Migration of Rural' People to Cities—

A

large portion of China's population must remain agricultural, if the prime

needs of the people are to be met. The demands upon the country for

improved methods in agriculture, irrigation, afforestation, coping with

plant and animal diseases, transportation, and rural credits are indeed

pressing and with their solution the whole economic structure of society

will be raised to a higher plane. There is the danger that the people of

China will lose sight of the relative importance of agriculture and the

migrations of rural people to the cities, because of the inducements offered

by the factories and modern industrial organizations, will be hard to with-

stand. Already there is evident a very decided movement in this direction.

Moreover, the Chinese cities are not yet prepared properly to house and
care for the industrial populations which are growing up in the midst cf

unsanitary and otherwise unwholesome conditions. One of the greatest

problems confronting the Chinese educator and administrator of today is

how to make conditions among the farming classes such as to insure to the

nation several decades hence, an intelligent rural population capable cf

applying modern civilized methods to the opportunities which their

environment presents.

A movement of much significance for the future in the agricultural world

of China, is the growing tendency on the part of those interests' dependent

upon the products of the field as raw material, to buy up large tracts of

land and cultivate these for the crops or products needed. For instance,

Chinese operating cotton mills are organizing for the growing of cotton

through the control of lands for cotton raising. In this way they are able

to affect improvements and economies which would be difficult and almost

impossible under the system of numerous small growers, ignorant of thfe,

needs of the modern cotton mill industry and not in a position to be easily

educated to an appreciation of the factors essential to the success of the pro*

duction of cotton as raw material for an industry dependent upon supplies

uniform in quality and quantity. One of the serious handicaps to thft

success of the modern flour mill in China, is (he dependence of this industry"

upon the product of innumerable small growers, who are in n£>
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•way in direct contact with the mills using their products, hence

do not appreciate their demands, nor in any way organized to

act as a unit, hence are at the mercy of numerous middlemen, who are

neither interested in the growing of the wheat or the manufacture of the

flour. Wheat produced under these conditions is neither uniform in quality,

quantity or price. Furthermore, the collection of this wheat from

numerous small growers is most expensive, as it must be carried to the

market towns in small quantities and peddled there. The internal tax

stations increase the cost through numerous exactions, which in the

aggregate for the larger quantities, amount to considerable sums. The

failure of China tea in the trade of the world, in contrast to the success of

The teas of other countries, is due in a large degree to the difficulties in

securing uniformity of quality and quantity from the growers. The Indian

snd Ceylon tea industry owes its success to the large plantations which

insure standardization of raw material. Furthermore, the plantations

operate upon an organized basis, tax themselves for an advertising fund

and act as a unit for other essentials to the success of the trade.

The Place of the Business Man in Old China—Business principles

apply to all phases of human activity. In this article much has already

been said in regard to modern business methods. Unfortunately under

the old order in China the useful function which the business man per-

formed in economic society was not recognized. In the social order, he-

was given a place after the scholar, agriculturist and labourer, on account

of his being a middleman and not a producer. In the old China the

official exacted taxes where there were evidences of wealth. This prompted

the business man to conceal his wealth ; hence shops did not make the

display which the goods that they possessed might warrant. The business

man received little protection and encouragement from the Government

and came to consider it as a necessary evil. To protect his interests, he

was organized in trade and provincial guilds. He avoided contact with the

Government officials and for this reason the guilds were called upon to

adjudicate oases arising between members to avoid dragging them into

the magistrate's court ; in fact, there was a certain disgrace attached to the

idea of having to appear in court. In most places the tradesmen even

provided their own watchmen or police.

Under the family system, the individual business thrived and there

was no incentive to encourige corporate bodies. The family interests re-

mained intact and each man was his brother's keeper ; hence business was

a family affair. The same conditions obtain in Chinese society generally.

Along with the family system developed the institution of "face." The
good name and credit of the family had to be preserved and the individual

responsibility attached to one family was shared by all members of the

family. Thus the 'obligations of one became those of the other members.

This assisted very materially in preserving the sanctity of the contract,

verbal or written.

Chinese society developed as one in equity rather than one in law.

The ideas of strict legal definition and terminology were foreign to these

people; there was no place in China for the lawyers, for the decrees of

custom tempered by equity generally obtained.

Transformation in Business Principles—These conditions are now in

process of transformation. The family system is gradually breaking down.

Corporate enterprises, which were impossible under the old system, are

now becoming a recognized necessity and the responsibility of trusteeship

is beginning to be appreciated. Equity is giving way to law, as rights

and obligations must be clearly defined in a corporate society. A civil

code is gradually being built up and the interests of shareholders will have

to be protected. Through such a code of law, along with the machinery of

modern courts to interpret it, the lawyer then becomes % necessary institu-

tion. Already law schools are in operation in the provincial capitals.

Business Interests Consolidate—Chinese capital is now being invested

in corporate enterprises under Chinese management and control. One of

the big Chinese department stores with branches in four cities has an

aggregate annual turnover of twenty millions of dollars silver. The Com-

mercial Press is a huge manufacturing and commercial enterprise employ-

ing over three thousand people, with numerous branches and agencies

spread over the country. It is well managed and pays 15 per cent

dividends on stock held by numerous individuals. The modern Chinese

bank under up-to-date methods is no longer merely an exchange shop, but

discharges the functions of a Western bonk. The advantages of cooperation

are now appreciated by the bankers. For the first time in the long history

of banking in China, Chinese bankers from various parts of the country

met together last year in a convention to discuss matters of mutual interest

as well as the finances of the Central Government. They organized a

Bankers' Group, or Consortium, to participate in loans to the Government,
stipulating at the same time, that they be assured of certain control over
the expenditures of these loan funds.

Chambers of Commerce—While the chamber of commerce has func-

tioned in China for nearly two decades, it is only recently that it has
assumed a constructive policy. Two years ago the Shanghai Chamber was
reorganized and progressive men placed in charge. A few months ago it

opened in a three-stcry building in Shanghai, specially built for the

purpose, a commercial museum where Chinese manufactured products and
raw materials were placed on exhibition in a manner which would do
credit to any Western community. The Canton Chamber of Commerce
has raised four hundred thousand dollars silver for a building

which is soon to be erected to serve its purposes. The meetings of the

Affiliated Chambers of Commerce of China are turning the thought of the

Chinese business men to the problems which face their communities, as

well as the country at large.

Relation of Political Conditions to Economic Developments—Little

direct reference has been made in this article to political China. The
subject does not call for a dissertation on Chinese politics. Due
consideration has been taken of the chaotic and complicated political

situation; however, as noted, in spite of the political turmoil, trade

and industry advance year after year. Technically, the Peking Govern-

ment may be financially bankrupt. It is receiving no direct revenues from

the provinces. The situation is analogous to the failure of a large bank

in the U. S. in its general effect upon the country. A national debt

of one and a half or even two billion dollars silver is comparatively little

for a country with the resources of China. New York City's bended

debt is greater. It must be borne in mind, China has never departed

from a specie basis, and the country still continues on a silver and copper

basis, with no depleted currency. The country not having an aristo-

cracy must develop its political institutions gradually. The work must,

so it appears, develop from the bottom up, a necessarily slow process, but

one which makes for the most substantial results in the end. To those on

the spot, the outlook is anything but promising. They are too close to

the picture and see only the ugly daubs, instead of beholding it in per-

spective. China's history is reckoned in centuries rather than in decades.

Viewing the developments of the past twenty years, China has during this

peiiod made marvelous strides. Young China has her shortcomings and

none appreciate these better than do the Chinese people themselves. It is

one thing to know lhat something is wrong, but quite a different matter

to know just how to proceed to remedy the faults. The people merit the

kindly constructive sympathy of the outside world.

A Time for Encouragement—From the viewpoint of the contact of the

West with China, it is very important that everything possible be done to

encourage the Chinese people with their improvements in transportation,

industry, agriculture, and business and governmental administration. In

so doing the economic inequality obtaining between China and the West
will disappear and there then need be no further alarm concerning a so-

called. "Yellow Peril." The labouring classes in the West have been suffer-

ing from a nightmare of a possible inundation of cheap Chinese labour or

byproducts of this labour. China's future lies in Asia, where it has its

greatest potentialities. The sooner modern science and mechanical

equipment come to China in the aid of the development of the wonderfully

rich resources which this country and its contiguous territory possesses, the

sooner will the fears on the part of the West of being overwhelmed by the

hordes of cheap Asiatic labour be allayed. Of still greater importance to

the West, are the unlimited possibilities in trade and in industrial enter-

prises which will be opened to the world following in the wake of the

transformation of China, respresenting one-quarter ox the world's popula-

tion, into a modern economic society.

The Place of the Missionary in the New Social and Industrial Order—
The foreign missionary has played a prominent part in the passing or the

old order in China. The impression he will make upon the New China will

depend upon his ability to meet the conditions which the political, social

•-md economic changes demand. Some are fearful lest he allow his vision

to be blinded by non essentials. A prominent Chinese educator, a non-

Christian, recentlv made the statement that the Christian missionary has

his greatest opportunity for service to China during these next two decades

and contended lhat his success or failure will be measured by his breadth of

vision and his ability to work with the Chinese people in the solution of

the big problems now facing them. This means he must know the

tremendous changes now taking place in China and understand the

aspirations of the people, if he would bring New China into full harmony
with the ideals of Christianity.

THE COMING OF THE FACTORY SYSTEM TO CHINA*
Agatha Harrison

Rapid Growth in Industry—The coming of modern industry to China

has been described as "a terrific invasion." This modern revolution is

taking place so quietly that few people are aware that anything untoward

is happening. To estimate the growth in terms of figures is not easy, since

no authentic and complete list of factories has as yet been published. Jn

the China Year Book of 1921 a list of "the more important trades" is given,

showing that almost every type of industry is to be found in China, eg.

Arsenals, Canneries, Cement Work, Confectionery, Cotton, Chemicals,

Breweries, Dockyards, Shipbuilding, Engineering, Flour Mills, Furniture,

Glass, Iron and Steel, Lace and Hairnet, Leather, Match, Nail and Needle,

Oil and Beancake Mills, Printing, Paper Mills, Piano and Organ Factory,

Bice Mills, Rope, Silk, Soap and Candle, Sugar, Tea, Tobacco, Wool.

This list does not include certain industries with which the name of China

is particularly associated, e.g. Carpets, Rugs, Porcelain, etc., etc. The

above are listed under some 50 centers scattered over China. The secretary

» The information given in this article has been obtained first hand, and is based

on visits to factories and personal interviews in a number of centers in China.
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of the Chinese Maritime Customs says, "There are few foreign-type articles

of domestic consumption that are not now manufactured in China by
factories.on modern lines, the majority without foreign assistance."

For proof of this mushroom-like growth, return visits to some of our
factor}- districts after an interval of a few mouths will suffice, or reading the

notes under "Industry in China" which appear in the Far Eastern Review
or in the Weekly Review of the Far East from time to time. •

Effect of this Growth—In an article written recently by J. B. Tayler

M.A., Professor of Economics In Peking Christian University, the following

description was given :
—"Modern industry cuts the workers off from their

old life with its social ties, its economic inter-relations, and its moral
sanctions, and casts them adrift on the currents of an uncharted and
troubled sea. China has hitherto shown the most remarkable social

stability. Her family and clan system, with the democratic village life

based upon it, has persisted for 4,000 years, surviving repeated foreign

conquests of the country. And these families have had an economic
stability based on their ownership of land. What industry and trade has

been, has organized itself in guilds. But the large scale modern industry

is growing up entirely outside the guilds, and it is causing the family

system to crumble and destroying the almost universal connection with the

land—the break with the past is complete. The old supports have largely

gone; the old loyalties by which they were upheld, the precepts by which
they were guided are disappearing or losing their hold in changed con-

ditions. How are the illiterate, apathetic workers to build up a new social

heritage to replace the old?"

The above situation is further- complicated by the lack of protective

legislation, and apparent!}' very little conscience on the part of industrial

leaders. "The stern face of Robert Owen has not yet been duplicated

among the Chinese employers." comments another writer.

One of the effects of this rapid growth is the demand for a larger supply

of labour. Slowly labour is becoming articulate and developing a group

consciousness. Proof of this is to be seen in the growth of workers'

organizations and in the strikes that are becoming a common occurrence.

In an interesting article on Labour Unrest in China by Ta Chen,

M. A., in the Monthly Labour Review of August, 1921, the causes and
manifestations of unrest are thus described : "In industries where the

workers are well organized, their discontent as to conditions of employment
is expressed through the strike In industries where the strike has

not been used, trouble has been brewing unseen Throughout the

country, there has been general uneasiness and discontent among the

rank and file of labour Recent tendencies in agitation have

been along the line of the worker's health and safety The labour

organizations of today are most concerned with the task of arousing labour

from passiveness to a conscious fight for its rightful position in society."

As a very large part of the industrial population is drawn from

among women, striking changes are taking place, and Mr. Chen, writing

for the Weekly Review of the Far East, April 30, 1921, page 455, says :

"Entrance of women into industries will gradually assure their economic

independence. This is encouraging. But, with the emancipation of

women, the clan family system will soon break down. The old-fashioned

Chinese home now appears dull to certain classes of women as compared

with the hustling and bustling of the factory."

"While industry has lured many American women away from the

kitchen, in China the change lies in the refusal of the housewife to live

under the same roof with her aunts and sisters-in-law. Similarly, the

Chinese mairiage system is undergoing a momentous change. Contrasted

with the old practice of arranging marriage through parents, the young
woman of today insists on freedom in marriage, with the right to choose a

husband voluntarily. These intricate social problems, arising from a

quasi-industrial revolution, are ever increasing."

Actual Working Conditions of Factories—It might reasonably be

expected that men from such countries as the United States and England,

where ameliorating factory conditions are in operation, would bring some

of these standards to China. This has happened in a few cases, but in

lamentably few. "Industries in foreign-owned concession cities, such

as Shanghai, do not come under the law of the home land—England,

America, or France, for instance—and accordingly no attempt is made to

live up to such laws. Nor are there any laws in Chinese provincial or

national governments controlling conditions of industry. In fact, one

finds greater desire and tendency to do the right thing on the part of the

Chinese managers, especially those who are Christians, than on the part

of foreign employers." Report of the Deputation from the Federation

of Women's Boards of Foreign Missions, p. 43.

Hours of Work—These vary, although a 12 hour shift day and night

is the general rule. In factories where there is no night work, 14 hours

of work are sometimes required. Some employers are doing pioneer

work in shortening hours and instituting an 8, 9 or 10 hour day. In some
factories in the South where hand looms are used, laxity as to hours is

often apparent, the women being paid by the "bolt" and coming in and
going out as they like. Many factories begin the day at 5 130 or 6 : 00

in the morning. In one case, where there is no night shift, work begins

at 4:30 A.M. The break for meals varies from fifteen minutes to one
hour—in a large number of coses no recognized break is given at all.

Night Work—This is very common in China. As the day workers

come out, the night shift goes in, and vice versa. To any one who has

never seen night work in operation a visit to a factory found about

4 :oo A.M. is a revelation. Judging from the sleeping, or half asleep

workers, one wonders how, apart from every other consideration, night

work can be a paying proposition.

Child Labour—This is the most tragic and humiliating sight. It is

not easy to generalize on the age when children begin to work, many of

them are brought in as babies by their mothers. In some of the factories

visited women were working with babies stapped on their backs, and in

one case a woman had her baby strapped in front, in order to feed it, and
at the same time work with both hands and a foot. Brought up in the

factory atmosphere, children learn to do odd jobs at a very early age and
at the ages of six, seven, and eight years are to be seen on regular work.

It is often argued that these little children do "not" work ', but are

brought by their mothers who cannot leave them at home. To a ceit.iin

extent this is true, but the remark of an employer is a significant answer,

"If we stop employing children our mills would have to close down."
Another has said, "Children's hands are peculiarly fitted for this work." .

Twelve hours a day and alternate weeks twelve hours a night tell ihc

life history of many little people in China whose heritage the world over

is a few years at least of school and play. A standard, however, is set

in cases (1) Where the nature of the work prevents the employment of

very young children, (2) Where one or two factories have established a

height standard (four feet being the standard set in one large group of

mills) or (3) Where a few employers steadily set their faces ag liust

employing children under 14 years (foreign count), child labour is

unknown. These places are relatively few.

Rest Days—"One day's rest in seven" is anything but the rule in

China, though there are indications of a growing number of firms adopting

this plan. Where night work is in operation the rest day ends at 6 00

P.M. on Sunday. The Western idea of a half day on Saturday and whole
day on Sunday is in operation in a few factories.

Ventilation and Sanitation—Very little attention has as yet been given

to this matter. In Hongkong a minimum amount of air space can be J

enforced by the Sanitary authorities, but this seems to be the only place :

where any regulation exists. Everywhere else overcrowding is rife, the air
;

is bad, and modern appliances for removing dust are rarely to be .seen.

In factories working day and night shifts, there is naturally no time for

airing the rooms. The sight of the workers leaving the cotton factories,

with the fluff on their clothes and in their hair is a pre of of what must
be absorbed into the lungs. When visiting a cotton factory in a busy

center recently, the visiters were escorted by a man having large financial '

interests in the concern. So bad was the dust that he was forced to go
through the rooms with his handkerchief pressed to his nose and mouth
Yet his workers spend 12 hours a day in that same atmosphere.

The sanitary arrangements are primitive in the extreme, and what 3;

conveniences there are, are frequently badly placed and most unsanitary.

In one or two factories in Shanghai flush toilets are to be found.

Health—The effect of these working conditions on the lives of the

workers can only be surmised. Hospitals in the vicinity of factories

testify to the result of fatigue, and to the number of accidents due to

this cause. A remark was made in one factory after commenting upon
the great amount of dust in a certain factory in China, the manager was *

asked if any records were kept as to sickness resulting. His answer ;

was, "No, there are constantly new faces, however, they either go to the

next mill for more money, or to Kingdom Come." In another factory

where eye-strain was particularly noticeable, the firm were considering the

appointment of a doctor to deal with this trouble "in order to prolong j

their period of usefulness."

Medical treatment is to be found in a growing number of factories,

the services of a full-time or half-time doctor being engaged whom the i

employees can consult. In one large concern employing many women and
children; a woman doctor visits two days a week. First aid appliances

are to be found in some cases, but these are primitive .Many of the
firms "make arrangements with hospitals in the districts to care for theii

employees when sick or injured.

A very few firms have insurance and pension schemes in operation,

and make payments in cases of sickness; in most industries, however,
the worker has no protection against sickness, accident, or unemployment.
There is a high percentage of accidents in China caused through unfenced
machinery. A visit to any hospital located in a factory district will prove
this. A branch of the "Safety First" movement, so well known in

America and England, might well be introduced in Chinese factories.

Facilities for Meals—Very few factories give this matter much thought.

The food of labourers can be seen in the workrooms often under the

machines exposed to all the dust and dirt. In one or two places visited a
*

room was set apart with tables and benches, and pure boiling water (not

that, as is frequently the case, which comes from the steam boilers) was
available. In one factory facilities for heating food were provided. But
the general rule is to find the workers eating in the work rooms.

Wages—On this subject it is hard to give authentic figures, as very
few reliable statistics are to be obtained. The system of fines and squeeze
complicates the matter too. Mr. Chen in Millard's Review, April 30,

1921, p. 455, says, "Wages vary greatly with the nature of employment,
and it is misleading to generalize. Forming an estimate based on average
conditions, it may be said that the daily wage for foremen is about
seventy-five cents (Mexican) ; for common labourers, forty to fifty-five

cents; for children, twenty cents; for forewomen, fifty cents, and for ;

female workers, thirty cents."

The following extract is taken from a trade paper and requires no
comment:—"The profits of the factory again surpass $1,000,000.

To those who bestow thought on the progress of textile industries in China,

the following particulars regarding this concern may be of interest, Tha
company was started in 1904 with a paid up capital of $600,000, divided

into 6,000 shares of $100 each. The capital was increased to $900,000 in
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1916 For the past two years it has been running night and day

without intermission The working hours are from 5,30 a.m. to

5.30 p.m. and from 5.30 p.m. to 5.30 a.m. respectively. No meals are

supplied by the factory. Most of the cotton used is produced locally

It will be seen that the company is in an exceptionally favourable

position. With the raw product at its doors, an abundant and absurdly

cheap labour supply to draw on, and no vexatious factory laws to observe,

it is not surprising that its annual profits should have exceeded its

total capital on at least three occasions."

The above description is depressing in the extreme, but it fe a

statement of fact. The field of industrial welfare in still practically

untouched, all the great fundamental problems remain unsolved.

Experimental work is being done in several centers, often by people

who are already on full-time work, but who, seeing the need, are lending

a hand. The YWCA and the YMCA have full-time industrial secretaries

who are now devoting much time and thought to the matter.

One Social Center has already been started in a big mill district as

<i laboratory for the sociological department of one of the large

colleges. Other colleges and universities seeing a future need are planning

sociological courses for men and women.

A great deal of educational and recreational work is being done by the

YMCA°and others in connection with some factories, the money for this

being provided largely by the employers. Valuable as this work may be,

it is frequently nullified by the conditions under which the people work.

It seems therefore that concentration first on these conditions would be a

natural place to begin any industrial welfare program.

The need for trained experienced industrial workers in China is great,

though perhaps an even greater need is voiced in the recommendations

made by the Deputation from the Federation of Women's Boards of Foreign

Missions in 1920 : "That the Mission Boards be strongly urged to adopt a

standard for every evangelistic worker providing for training in sociology

and economics, and practical experience in social work ; etc., etc. In view

of the importance of having an educated public opinion behind all reform

and of having a trained intelligence behind all volunteer and paid service,

this Commission recommends : That the Christian forces in each com-

munity cooperate in some scheme for general training in social thinking

and activities, through social service institutes, lectures, and exhibits,

training conferences for social evangelists, newspaper articles, etc."

The development of a public conscience on the matter is an urgent

need. People are too prone to dismiss the subject by citing the overwhelm-

ing difficulties in the way of any reform, the general poverty, lack of

legislation and schools, etc.

It is argued that children are better off in factories ; that anyhow they

are warm, away from dirty overcrowded homes—until one would imagine

industry was a philanthropic institution, a kind of refuge. And so the

responsibility is shifted from one to another and the vicious circle con-

tinues.

This problem is the' concern of no one section, but is the responsibility

of all. Reluctantly it has to be stated that a callousness exists on the
part of some of the leaders of industry to the general state of things.

Hopeful Signs—Yet there are some encouraging features in this situa-

tion. The growing public opinion is leading to some practical results.

Hongkong, for example, recently held a commission of enquiry into the
problem of child labour, and recommendations were made that will result

in some form of helpful legislation in the near future. The Southern
Government also is considering this question of legislation.

In Shanghai individual employers and groups of employers are meeting

and considering what can be done. This is one of the most encouraging

signs. Also in the same city groups of men and women are studying this

problem and are ready to help in carrying out much needed reforms.

Then there is the pioneer effort on the part of a few employers, foolh

Chinese and foreign, to humanize industry. One
,
large factory has an

eight-hour day, no night work, no child labour, medical facilities, sick

benefits, healthy working conditions, schools, fair wages, etc. Also a

large mining concern has a full-time welfare worker, and news has just

come of the appointment of a Chinese woman welfare worker to a large

factory in Shanghai. On such efforts as these the legislation of the future

will be built.

Of great significance is the recent visit of a Chinese woman to the

International Working Women's Congress and the International Labour
Conference held in Geneva in October, 1921.

A request came to the YWCA from Washington, D.C. to send a fraternal

delegate to these important conferences. Miss Zung Wei-tsung was
accordingly sent, travelling via England where she spent some time visit-

ing factories. The presence of a Chinese woman for the first time at these

conferences produced a profound impression, not only abroad, but since

she has returned to China. Relating some of her experiences recently she

said : "At this Congress every delegate was asked to report as to whether

the country she represented had adopted the recommendations passed hy
the previous Congress held at Washington. I waited dumfounded; not

knowing what I should say if called upon, wishing that the Congress would
let me discuss China's marriage customs, its folk songs—anything but

industrial conditions. However, I was obliged to report on factory con-

ditions. I could not tell them anything very cheerful. I told the truth,

and when I sat down I felt as if I had been speaking in the language of the

Middle Ages, telling things which should long ago have been out of date

and obsolete."

Who is to lead the way in a crusade to arouse the public conscience if

not the members of the Christian Church ? It may be that this is the

greatest challenge that lies across the path of the Chinese Church today.

Christ's fundamental principle of the supreme worth of each human life is

at stake in the development of modern industry in China. The Church's

response to the industrial problem may be the "acid test" of its ability to

serve China in the next few decades.

NON-CHRISTIAN RELIGIOUS MOVEMENTS IN CHINA
Lewis Hodotjs, d.d.

The present report is based upon returns to a questionnaire received during the

summer of 1920 from all provinces but one. These answers were most enlightening.

In addition the writer has had correspondence with a number of people m different parts

of China. Personal investigation in ten different provinces was supplemented by con-

versations with missionaries and Chinese and gleanings from the students magazines,

daily papers and all manner of periodicals. The writer acknowledges especially the

valuable services of Bev. H. K. Wright of the Christian Literature Society, Shanghai,

who has helped in the preparation and study of the questionnaire as well as in corres-

pondence and who will in the future endeavour to keep in touch with those interested m
the non-Christian religious situation as it develops from year to year. (Editor).

ANIMISM

The fundamental religion of the Chinese is animism. This may Le

divided into two parts. In the more primitive animism man regards the

phenomena of nature, which oppose or help him in satisfying his needs,

as having a life corresponding to his own. He projects himself into the

forces which confront him. By means of magic he tries to gain the

favour of the good forces and to overcome the evil forces. This primitive

animism appears in the various annual festivals which correspond to the

breathings of nature, such as the Tsing Ming festival, the festival of the

5th moon, 5th day, the Harvest festival, 8th moon, 15th day, and_ the

festivals at the winter solstice and the New Year. These annual festivals

have been affected very little in the last ten years. They are observed

with as much joy as usual. It is difficult to distinguish between the

festive and the religious aspects. They give opportunity for relaxation

and enjoyment. Often they afford an outlet to surplus wages. The Con-

fucian officials have always opposed certain aspects of these festivals and

there are numerous tracts against the brawling, gambling and mixing up

of the sexes at these times. The boat-racing at the Dragon Boat festival

has frequently been prohibited by the officials. It is performed, how-

ever, in spite of proclamations to the contrary, though on a smaller scale.

These festivals will probably continue for many generations. More and

more the magic element should be put into the background and the

play, recreating side, developed in so far as it ministers to a normal

social life.

The second part of (animism is that which peoples the world with

spirits, spirits of the departed and spirits produced by the co-operation

of various causes. These spirits are behind all phenomena which affect

man and are the cause of all his weal and woe. The deities are related

to certain functions and ideals necessary for the individual and social

life and the believer tries by various magical forms to obtain the help
of the good spirits against the bad spirits. Wealth, posterity, long life,

absence of sickness and trouble, the present social order and life are

all dependent upon these spirits. The worship is as a rule local, though
there are a few gods of national importance. These are, however, neglect-

ed for the local gods who are close to the people.

This animism has numerous manifestations. There is the usual

worship at the temples, expressing the various needs of the individual,

the family and the social group. This has probably decreased very little

because it is resorted to in time of need. Only the Christians and the

people influenced by Christianity and the modern renaissance would find

their needs supplied in some other way. The temple in ruins may be

due to poverty or to the fact that that particular god has lost power

( JH ) but it does not mean that animism has been superseded by a

higher religion. Nor does it mean an indifference to idolatry, which is

the reaction of the intellectual or the industrial worker entangled in the

machinery of modern life, but not of the peasant attached to the soil.

The processions to bring rain, prevent floods, drive out the demons
of disease are the habitual expression of the groups brought face to face

with disaster and death and without any apparent human agency to over-

come the danger. They relieve the strain and through the community
action reenforce hope and enable the people to face the situation more

calmly. They are the age long methods and die slowly. The
correspondents agree generally that they have not decreased to any

extent. "Possibly a little less than before the Revolution, but no great

change. A few years ago things seemed on the decrease, but now they

are back about as before the Revolution" (Anhwei). "Idol processions

about as eleven years ago" (Kalgan). "Very little change except dressing

the idols more modernly" (Fukien). This opinion is reflected in most

of the papers.

The periodic recrudescence does not necessarily mean that all the

people believe in the efficacy of these processions. They are usually

organized by the lowest members of the village who are out for a good

time and a feast to lelieve the monotony of village life. Once started,

group pressure compels every one to contribute and many contribute to
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avoid trouble. The processions, and this may be said of other social

religious ceremonies, are the evidence of a strong group consciousness

rather than the distinctly religious motive on the part of the whole

community.
The general conclusion from the answers is that animism has not

the hold it had twenty years ago. During these years many gods have been

discarded and are dropping into oblivion. The gods of the literary class

are rapidly fading away. The altars of Heaven and Earth are open to

tourists who enter through the middle gate through which not even the

emperor deigned to pass. The altar to Shen Nung
( jpfjl Jg. )> the S°^

of agriculture, has been turned into an experimental station for agri-

culture. The emperor's altar to the ^ods of the grain and ground is a

part of a public park. The god of literature (2fc H ) and the Host of

deities who assisted the aspiring student to obtain his degree are neglect-

ed and rapidly crumbling away. Other gods have felt the secularizing

tendency of the new age. The extensive use of vaccination lias left

many a temple dedicated to the goddess of small-pox deserted. Even
idol processions to drive away the demons of disease may be replaced

by processions advertising a sanitation campaign. The railway, the

school, the renaissance, and the preaching of the Church are undermining

the confidence in the power of the gods. The correspondents all bear

testimony to the change of attitude on the part of the people to the

animistic beliefs. There is a readiness to hear the message ofi

Christianity, One writer from Honan says : "I am convinced that after

twenty years the Christian propaganda has loosened the faith of many iu

their idols and any time we may see a large movement toward the

Christian Church."

ANCESTOR WORSHIP
Perhaps ancestor worship has suffered the least in the last twenty

years. It is still the fundamental and universal religion of the Chinese.

The changes which have taken place touch merely the surface and do

not affect the heart of it. The motives behind ancestor worship are at

least three. The people firmly believe that the dead need the offerings

of the living. Without descendants to minister to the soul immortality

is most unhappy and unbearable. The people still believe that the

departed have power to bless and to punish their descendants. Then
behind it all there is that profound social feeling that with the worship

of ancestors is bound up the present moral and social life. The people

want to preserve this particular form of family and social life and hence

continue the various rites and ceremonies which give expression to it.

In spite ef the hold of the religious side of ancestor worship certain

changes are taking place which will weaken the religious value of the

ancient cult. The rapid growth of individualism has strained each one

of the five relations (ruler-subject, father-son, husband-wife, elder

brother-younger brother, friend and friend). In each of these relations

the individual has received a larger recognition. The power of the family

is decreasing. Even in the country districts the clan or large family is

breaking up and there is a strong tendency to the formation of the small

family where the individual enjoys a larger freedom. Woman is being

liberated. In the industrial centers these changes are going on more
rapidly. With this change in the structure of the family and with the

larger freedom to move about, ancestor worship is destined to change

from the magical relationship between ancestors and descendants to a

moral relationship. The old forms of worship will continue for many
years, but the crass magical ritual will be sloughed off and a moral

connotation given to the current forms. This is already taking place

among the intellectual classes and will slowly permeate all classes. We
need not expect a sudden change, however. The popularity of the services

for the dead and the elaborate funerals even among the Christians testifies

to the great hold which ancestor worship still has over all classes of the

people.

TAOISM
The term Taoism is here applied to the scattered groups of Taoist

monks
( ^ rfc ) (also spoken of as belonging to the £. Jit, gg ) living

in monasteries and temples, and also to the large number of Taoist priests

living in families ( i^^^db ) (also spoken of as belonging to the

5c f»lj) M or ?8 —" M )• Poetically in all parts of China are groups of

monks who are organized somewhat on the model of a Buddhist monastery.

They are vegetarians and do not marry. They are divided into about

one hundred and twenty-eight sects, which to a large extent have lost

their significance. They practice meditation and breathing. According

to their philosophy the air contains the positive principle of nature
( $j% )

and it should be takea in and exhaled according to definite rules. The
more of it that can be obtained the longer life is prolonged. They also

make the elixir of life {ffijfy)- Their ooject is to prolong life on

earth, attain to immortality and by means of magic gain power over

spirits who dominate all things.

While 'here are reports of attempts to' adjust themselves, on the whole

these groups are finding it difficult to exist under modern conditions. A
report from Sooehow says : "In 1918 they did a little preaching and
explanation of Taoist classics, but nothing since." From Kwangtung
comes the report of personal work with a view to enlisting men to study

their doctrines. In Szechwan men posing as the initiated teach others

their breathing exercises and other secrets. Other places report a

recrudescence due to local circumstances. The scholars, however, look

down upon this organization. There has been comparatively little new
literature produced and very little activity aside from those mentioned

above.

The Taoists who live in families make their living by reciting sutras

at funerals and practicing various forms of exorcism and dispensing

charms and powerful medicines. Their business has not suffered vety
much because they minister to the fundamental religious aspirations of

the mass of the people. In fact their business has increased in certain

sections in these days. They acknowledge the so-called Taoist l'cpe

{ §^^Sp) as their master and employ his charms in warding o&
sickness and danger.

While their organizations are either at a standstill or deteriorating,

some of their ideas are assuming a modern garb and are wielding a grow-
ing influence in China. Magic writing by .means.oL a. brush. suspended
from a bow hanging from the ceiling ( ,|| ^ ), or by means of the forked

stick
(^ (&[, ) held in the hands and writing in a platter of sand is quite

common and in certain sections on the increase. Prescription for disease,

advice in trouble, messages from the dead are received by this method. ;

Communication with the dead has always existed, but it has become
more general and more modern. Photographs of the soul of the departed
are foisted on the relatives and the genuineness of the likeness is taken:
for granted by the educated men of the community and the pictures are

published in the magazines. I have in my possession a copy of a photo-

praph on which appear several likenesses of the departed souls along
with the living members of the family. From Kansu comes the rqjort

:

"Especially among the scholar class spiritualism and hypnotism seew|
to be making considerable headway. It is true of Lanchowfu at any rate.!f

For some 3
rears past certain Japanese have been advertising extensively

in Chinese papers, or papers printed in Chinese, ihe teaching ui

hypnotism. It is likely that in a border province such as this, where
communication with spirits is so much sought after in connection with
practices of Tibetan Buddhism the above two cults should spread."

Several societies for the study of spiritualistic phenomena have come
into existence and a number of magazines have been started, though they

have been short-lived.

Sitting in meditation ( jffiffi ) is now quite extensively practised In

various societies and also privately. Many students have taken it up and
several books have been written on the subject. The most widely read :

is that called "The Practice of Meditation" by Yin Shih-tze
(
gJ^^.^

^ $fe ) who is at present in the Ministry of Education. Those who practice
;
s

this sitting in meditation claim that it improves their health and enables

:

them to find peace and contentment. This meditation is noticed here

because it has more affiliation with Taoism than it has with Buddhism.
We are accordingly faced not with outward superstitions, but with

practices backed by modern science so-called, and spread by organized

effort and by advertising in the newspaper, magazines and organized

associations.

CONFUCIANISM
The situation of Confucianism is rather interesting. Up to the

Revolution it was the state ritual or religion. Since that time, while the

ritual is kept up in part, the system as a government system has suffered 1

great modification. There has been an attempt to revive Confucianism

as a church or a society. This is connected with the desire to get the

social and personal relationships back again to the old times when ruler

was ruler, father was father, and son was son. While there is a part of
|

the more conservative elements who would like to restore the status qua
there are efforts to modify Confucianism so as to make it acceptable la

the moderate conservatives.

The Confucianists have organized the Confucian Society ( IJL j|Sc Hf ^

with headquarters at Peking. There is also a branch in practically every
provincial capital and hsien city in China. The central society is presided

over by Dr. Ch'en Huan-chang (]S|f ^| j|£-). He is editing a daily news-
paper in Peking (|g -{ft ^$£) which contains articles on Confucianism.

He is also raising money for a Confucian headquarters in Peking to

cost about two million dollars. This will provide for gymnastics on the

first floor and lectures on the second. The third floor will be the

sanctuary rising to a dome in the building. There will be rooms for a
library, lecture rooms, etc. His plan is to have a Confucian University.

The ground has been broken for the foundation and a number of large

subscriptions have been received.

Dr. Ch'en has also issued a Creed of Confucianism
( ^ j|£ ff j|£ ^B )

consisting of five articles. 1.
jf> J£ g> g? |g f| jgj g§ 3 ^ . By

sacrifice to Heaven, the sages and ancestors, to do reverence to the three

roots of life. 2. /§; j| ^^J£A $fc 3£ M- To Rather the five

blessings by meditation upon the sages and classics. 3. 5gj£ rf» jgj- 5p
&> 3t£ — "M • To establish a harmonious social order by the cultiva-

tion of the doctrine of the mean and harmony. 4.
ft*

-g tj-i
-fj Jgj

t^

^£jpj. To establish universal brotherhood by the use of property and
personal influence. 5-^iS^^H^@^. To attain the

highest longevity by nourishing the person and the soul.

The society is responsible for the establishment of the birthday of

Confucius as a national holiday. On this day a special offering is made
at KiifoW; Shantung, the birthplace of Confucius, and a convention of

Confucianists is held.

The local branches in the provincial capitals and hsien cities keep
the Confucian temple in repair and look after the spring and autumn
sacrifices. As a rule the Confucian temple is in a good state of repair.

The members are the old scholars and gentry. In some places this

local society has carried on propaganda work by lectures. It has also

put up in various places little boxes for the deposit of paper with
characters. I saw a large number of them in Peking recently. Not long

ago a Taoyin of Ningpo punished severely the proprietor of a mill whic«
had been using old printed paper as material for making coarse wrapping
paper, and ordered all the finished product to be burned. Outside of these

routine activities the societies are not very active.
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The status of Confucianism in the schools varies in the different parts

of the country. In the country districts all over China the Four Books are

studied as they were before the Revolution. This is even true of places in

Kwangtung. In the government primary schools excerpts from the classics

are used. In the middle and higher schools the various classics are studied

j-s ancient literature. Many of the students find it difficult to read an!

interpret the classical books.

The worship of Confucius is carried on in a perfunctory way in th»

government schools, and depends almost entirely on the President of the

school. Attendance at worship is not compulsory.

The above holds true of all provinces but Shansi. Here there are two

organizations, namely, the Tsung Sheng Hui (^g^) and the Hsi Hsin

She or Heart Cleansing Society ($£,£> ffc). The latter has grown out

of the former. The Heart Cleansing Society meets on Sundays for lectures.

The Tsung Sheng Hui looks after the sacrifices twice a year. There is no

recorded membership in the Heart Cleansing Society. Attendance at meet-

ings held on Sunday is compulsory. Soldiers, students and business men
all must send representatives. The Heart Cleansing Society has branches

in all district cities and in many of the larger towns and villages. It is

semi-official in character and % supported by the officials. There is a hall

for meditation and worship at Taiyiianfu called the Self-Examination Hall

The object is to adjust the social relaticns on the Confucian model

modified to meet the requirements of modern life. Governor Yen, the

prime mover of the movement, also publishes a weekly magazine and also

large editions of booklets, a Manual of Citizenship, and a Manual f<r

Village Headmen. The.se advocate a return to the "five relations," wor-

ship of Shangti and thrift and morality. The "five relations" and the "five

constant virtues" are put into a modern garb. The movement is tolerant of

Christianity and other religions and.often Christians are invited to address

meetings of the society.

The present Tuchim government in China has revived the worship of

Kwan Ti and Yoh Fei. These two are models of loyalty and sincerity. At
Hangchow a temple to the latter is being erected. There have also be?n

built in many cities temples to the heroes of the Revolution and they are

honoured on the anniversary of the Republic.

Perhaps the strongest direct force against Confucianism is the modern

renaissance originating from Peking. It threatens to sweep away the

spiritual basis of Confucianism. Its modernizing of the written language

threatens to relegate the classics to the museum of ancient manuscripts

and also to take away the last shadow of superiority from the classical

pundit. It attacks severely the Confucian gradation of society and the

subservience of the individual tc the authority of the aged. It is trying

tc level these gradations. It advocates coeducation and greater freedom

for woman to develop her long unused powers. It is pushing farther the

process already started to give the individual larger liberty and to relate

him to the larger groups, namely, of the nation and of the world.

The movement, while emphasizing patriotism and the larger good, is

to quite an extent an individualistic movement making the individual and

his feelings and desires the standard for conduct. This is in revolt to the

great power of the group characteristic of Chinese society. No doubt the

mean will be duly reached.

The movement is also a secularizing movement not merely misunder-

standing the function and place of religion in society but undermining the

hold of all religion upon the individual. As such its influence is being fe?l

not only by the Chinese religions but by Christianity as well. While

noting the above it should not be forgotten that this renaissance h a move-

ment of great importance and promise. It is creating a public opinion and

s-timulating a love of country and emphasizing large values which are

bound to be related to a religious feeling somewhat different from the

present aestheticism which the leaders advocate.

SECTS
One of the most interesting phenomenon of Chinese religious life is tbe

large number of cliques and societies organized about a religious nucleus.

Most associations (the village, the guild) have such a religious nucleus, but

the sect or society usually is a more or less voluntary organization and has

a definite religious purpose though it may also have other purposes.

These sects spring up quite naturally especially at a time of nationil

trouble or local difficulty involving the well-being of society or certain

sections of it. Many of the present sects are survivals of sects long existing

in China. Their names are often changed, but the society is the same.

These sects were organized for some definite purpose, self-protection,

protection of the social ideals, of the social life, of the nation against a

decadent dynasty or the hated foreigner, the attainment of peace and con-

tentment, to gain power over the spirit world and assist in warding off

disease, calamity, famine, floods and the attainment of long life here and

hereafter. They have as their aims the attainment of values which are <i

£reat importance to certain groups. Hence they often manifest a higH

degree of religious feeling.

They are organized not only about some desirable ideal, but this is

usually embodied in some god. Often it is the name and influence of the

founder that holds them together. Their methods, doctrines, spiritual

world are pieced together from the three religions and now often contain

elements of Christianity. As a rule the religious basis is Buddhist and
Taoist and the ethical practices are Confucian. The members practice

vegetarianism. They have books containing excerpts from the Buddhist
and Taoist and Confucian classics.

They employ hypnotism, magic writing, and have among their number
good psychic media. Their members belong to the lower classes, though
in many towns and villages some of the best people are among their

number. Among them are found both bad and good people. The same

rociety will be composed of good members in one place and very bad ones
m another. Some of the societies are open to women. In some men and
women are associated together.

The government in the past has always been hostile to them and has
exterminated them ruthlessly. The reason for this was not so much their

religious tenets as their political aims or at least the danger of banding
together against the government. The great rebellions of the eighteenth
century, the Taiping Rebellion, the Boxer Uprising, all have been largely

promoted by the sects.

These associations show the inadequacy of the so-called three teach-

ings to meet the needs of the ordinary people. There is the need of human
fellowship and mutual intercourse and mutual support which the formal

religion does not supply.

These religionists form very good material for the Christian Church.

They are already in groups which at times act for the larger good. Many
of them are earnest seekers and are very diligent in the practice of their

religion. There is, it is true, a too strong sense of the small group and its

immediate needs and dangers to enable them to get acclimated to the

altruism of the Christian Church.

It may be of use to give the names and some of the tenets of these

societies. One of the largest and most widely spread is the Tsai Li Chiao

(lb M fit)- TJlis is the successor of the Lotus Sect { Q gg ^) which

arose in the early part of the Tsing Dynasty. Its founder was Yang Lai-ju

(^ W. HH ) a Shantung man and a Chin-Shih of the Ming Dynasty. At the

end of the Ming he retired and meditated and then established the Tsai Li

Chiao. The idea of the Tsai Li is that it is the mediator among Taoism,

Buddhism and Confucianism and the fulfillment of their main doctrines.

It observes the ritual of Buddhism, the practice of Taoism and its morality

is Confucian. It forbids wine and opium, though it does not forbid the

use of meat. The members worship Buddha or some Buddhist deity on the

first and the fifteenth. It is also called Li Men (J!g {"J).
It is found m

tbe northern provinces of China including Manchuria. In Peking there are

about thirty-one organizations. The members belong to the lower classes.

The reports and personal investigations have brought its presence to light

in Manchuria, Chihli, Shantung, Shansi, Honan and Kiangsu. It exists

in other provinces also.

Another fairly large sect is the Hsien Tien Chiao
( jfc 5^ ^), the se.-t

worshipping the great "original Heaven." This sect believes that the

uncreated, the invisible created the visible and hence worship should be

given to the invisible being. Ancestor worship and idolatry are dis-

couraged but allowed until tbe devotee sees their uselessness. They meet

in small groups, "The members here seem to be very much pleased with

Christianity and say that it is along their line, but goes much farther."

(Nantunghsien, Ku.) This society is reported from Kiangsu and Shansi.

The Chin Tan Chiao { fe ft jfc ) is the sect of the philosopher's stone

(the substance by which base metal could be turned into gold). This sect

makes much of universal love. It is quite possible that it may be related

to Nestorian Christianity Its founder Lii Yen ( g Jj| ) (or
%ft §1| or

Wi. Wi "? ) raay have b€en La Hsiu-yen (gH§) the writer of the

Kestorian Tablet i'Saek.s) This also exists in Honan, Hunan. Shensi, and

other provinces. The Tsui Shang Chiao (jjfr Jt^) is a small sect in

Hunan not as large as the Chin Tan Chiao, but very active.

Kansu reports the existence of the Maui sect. "They have great faith

in the Tibetan six-syllable prayer formula 'Om Mani Padme Hum.' This

sect meets twice a month at which time they spend whole days chanting

their prayer. It has had a rapid growth in the last twenty years."

Shansi reports the Chiu Kung Tao ( fa 7£.
ffj^

) an old organization

which still exists, but is not very active. It was repressed very severely

at the close of the Manchu Dynasty. Its members believed that the Son

of Heaven was in hiding at Wu T'ai Shan. He was represented as having

huge long ears reaching to his chin and a large square mouth.

The Shen Chiao
( jjiji ^) the Sect of the Shen or Spirits is reported

from Hunan. It is also called Wu Chiao
( 3£;Uc) or Sect of the Magicians.

It drives out demons, performs magic arts, asks blessing of their god at

harvest on lands, cattle and chickens and stock, heals the sick, prays for

rain and success in the undertakings of life. Szechwan reports the Wu
Chiao and says it emphasizes exorcism of devils in time of sickness. The
Wu Chiao there is composed of ignorant people who incline to he somewhat

fanatical.

There are quite a number of organizations which not only use magic

in healing and solving people's troubles, but also carry on various philan-

thropic enterprises. One is reported from Szechwan called the Shan Tang

( 4& H1
" )• There are others in Changsha, Wuchang and other places.

With the giving of medicines, coffins, garments they also associate the

magic pencil and the use of spiritualistic media. The organization at

Changsha, Chi Shan Hsiao Pu Tang
( ffffl /M§^) OT Hal1 assisting

the Accumulation of Virtue, also publishes large quantities of books which

it distributes freely.

From Western Fukien we have reports of the Pai Ta Po, Sect of the

Great Chief ( ^ ^cffl)- This sect was established by a Kiangsi man a

few years before the Revolution. At one time it was regarded as shielding

a political movement. The members get hold of people by the use of

hypnotism in the breaking of the opium habit. The patient is kept without

sleep swinging backwards and forwards on a cushion before a shrine taking

nothing but tea. In case of sickness no medicine or tea is taken but they

go to a high place in the house or to a mountain and either repeat a ritual

themselves or have it repeated by others. This going to a high place is

no doubt on account of the "Yang" which is better the higher one gets.

The sect worships the absolute (£§: fjgj).
They have built up a number of

places through the western part of the province.

Quite a number of these societies take the name of their founder.

Szechwan reports a Liu Men, the followers of a learned eclectic named
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Liu who tried to harmonize the three religions, considering all religion as

simply sanctions for good conduct. He inclined toward Confucianism.
Another sect in Szcchwnn, called the Yao Chi Chiao, inclines toward

Buddhism. It employed hypnotism and clairvoyance.

The sects arc especially active in certain parts of Shantung. From
Tehchow there is a report of the Lan Yfl Hui (^ -£ ^ ), the Society

established for the deliverance of souls. The report is that Fang Mao Lin
died twenty years ago and was deified and worshipped by the adherents of

this society. A new temple was built in his honour at the village of Wang-
hwa in Kaotang. Temples are being built in villages not far distant. The
society is eclectic with an element of spiritism. There are said to be over
ten thousand adherents in one county. Representatives go to local fairs

and markets and preach to the people. The society gives food to poor

people and also medicines. It distributes tracts. There are books especial-

ly prepared for use in families. A special feature as the name indicates is

the recital of prayers for the dead in order to release them from purgatory.

In northeastern Shantung a sect called Kuei Yi Chiao, or Return-to-

One Sect ( 0$; — JlJr ) has teen quite active. The preachers go out in bands
of two or more to the fairs and markets. They are trying to unite the

tenets of all religions including Christianity. The preachers are invited

by the leading men to spend a few weeks in the neighbourhood preaching at

the fairs.

A society reported from North Kiangsu has a good name but bad re-

putation. It is called Sheng Hsien Chiao ( glj jg j|£), the Sect of Saints

and Sages. It is associated with nocturnal rites quite inconsistent with the

usual Chinese behaviour.

In North Kiangsu there are small groups called A.n Ching Pan

(5c Wt fl5 )
practicing various rites.

A place replete with sects is Hinghwafu in Fukien where one in five

belongs to some vegetarian sect. The San Yih Chiao Chu
(tr — ^ ^ ) belongs to Taoism. It attempts to harmonize the three

religious. The Shan Tien Tao (*&JZ$, ) has both men and women
who live celibate lives.

Kwangtung reports a great revival in the Classic Halls (jH^) within

the last five years in Loting district. A number of these halls has been

erected. Here they preach and teach the chief tenets of the three religions.

They preach merit and forgiveness by money payment, worship, reciting

the; sacred books. Ancestors are saved from purgatory by the same
means. Saints' birthdays, abstaining from food, paying large subscrip-

tions, are strongly emphasized. The magic pen is used for special

messages from the other world. The members and their children are

given instruction in these preaching halls.

A year or two ago a society calling itself Fu Tze Hui ( ffi ffi -ff )

sprung up in southern Fukien. It was led by Taoist priests who by
charms promised to render the members invulnerable and who undertook

to drive out the southern army by means of antiquated muzzle loaders,

wooden swords and gongs. The result was rather disastrous to the mem-
bers of the society.

Apart from these numerous sects there are two societies which have
been established among the upper classes. The Society for the study of

Ethics, Tao Teh Hsueh She ( ^^g^ffc), was founded in 1916 in

Peking. Its object is to unify all religions. It worships the god
of all religions. In the sanctuary is a tablet with the charac-

ters |^ -|Jt 5g ifs ;£, jjfcjr. meaning "the most Holy Spirit of all

Religions." In its books it employs the name Shangti. The
members meet weekly for lectures and usually the worship follows the

lecture. It consists of an opening prayer by the leader. This is follow-

ed by silent sitting in meditation. The Society has its headquarters in

Peking and branches in Nanking, Hankow and Kalgan. Its membership
does not go much over 1,000. It has quite a number of publications issued

by its press in Peking containing the discourses of Tuan Cheng-yuan

(Ht IF 7C) '*s teacher, a commentary on the doctrine of the Mean and
a catechism.

Another society is the Cooperative in Goodness Association

(I!*! Hf ft ) lt was started in Peking by Yao Tsi-tsang
( $fc ^ ;jjf ) of

Szechwan in 1917 and is really an offshoot of the Tao Teh Hsueh She.

Its headquarters are in Peking and its branches, some 400 in number, are

all over China. It is a secret order with sixteen degrees. Four degrees
constitute one a teacher. Initiates are entered into the first degree and
upon mastering its principles are advanced to a second degree. All

instruction is given verbally in an inner shrine. The sect grows by
personal work and testimony. Men join, are benefitted by its tenets and
then invite their friends to come and see. They are under a most solemn
oath not to reveal the secrets

( 5^i{|§ ) ar"l riot to discuss them outside

of the sacred precincts of the lodge even with members.
The ostensible purpose of the society is to unite the three religions.

They express it by $£ ^ g§ — or "all teaching to return to one
teaching." They appreciate Christianity but believe that Christians are

in the dark m to the real meaning of Christianity. They believe in

transmigration, practice sitting in meditation in private as a rule. They
cultivate the person by meditation. In some places they meet for worship
and meditation ; in others they practice it in private.

Their headquarters are usually well fitted up. They have, besides
offices and reception rooms, a sanctuary in which may be found a picture

©f Buddha, Laotze, and Confucius. There is an inner shrine into which
the casual visitor is not admitted. It is here that initiation takes place.

Its members consist of gentry and official classes. At Hangchow
there are over 2,000 members and in Chekiang over 20 branches. Various
theories are entertained as to the real purpose of the society. The man
on the street regards it in some places as an attempt to restore the
Manchus, in another place as a support to the Anfu Club, etc.

BUDDHISM
Buddhism was introduced into China A.D. 67 according 10 the official

account. It really penetrated China by the trade routes through Central
Asia before the Christian erat. Its history may be divided into four
periods : 1. From its introduction to 430 A.D. which may be called
the period of preaching and translation; 2. From 420 to 601, the period
of interpenetration or boring in ; 3. To the end of the five dynasties
960 A.D., the period of establishment; 4. To the Revolution, the period
of consolidation and decay. The last period came to an end somewhat
before the Republic was established. The world passed through great
changes which were bound to affect the people of the Far East. In the
West there was the organization of the world states and the scramble for

power in Asia, in the East the Chinese-Japanese War and the emergence
of Japan, the Boxer Uprising, the Russo-Japanese War and the making
of Japan a continental power; the Chinese Revolution; and finally the
Great War. The revival of Buddhism in Japan was preceded by a literary
revival before 1889. Buddhism in China has felt the impact of all these
forces and has begun to respond to the spirit of the age. In 1893
Dharmapala came to China and tried to awaken the Chinese monks to
undertake a mission to India and ultimately to the whole world. He was
disappointed by the lack of intelligent interest on the part of organized
Buddhism. Since then, however, Buddhism has made considerable
progress.

In the early years of the Republic the Jetavana school was established
at Nanking. This school had for its object the training of missionaries
for India primarily but ultimately for the world. It came to an end
on account of lack of funds.

At the present time there are indications that there is a stirring of
life in this old religion. While this new activity in Buddhism is seen
in Kiangsu and Chekiang the impulse has penetrated more or less other
parts of China. In this connection it should also be remembered that
certain parts of China suffered from the Taiping Rebellion, when
not only monasteries were destroyed, but the cities were burned. But
even in the midst of such districts the Buddhists have rebuilt a number
of temples in the last fifty years.

In the provinces of Chekiang and Kiangsu there is considerable being
done in the way of repairing temples. At Puto, Hangchow, Soochow
and Ningpo large repairs are being carried on. A pious pilgrim has
given $30,000 to repair the Prince Imperial Pagoda at Puto. Soochow
reports : "Theie has been a marked movement to rebuild or re-equip a
large number of temples during the past ten years, «nd practically all
are well kept up." Report from Kienninghsien, Fukien, says: "A
couple of years ago all the one hundred and fifty temples in this city
were repaired to some extent, a great deal of money was spent, a reaction
after their severe neglect after the Revolution." Other places report
repairs, namely, Peking, Kaifeng, and Kiangsi. There are also a large
number of places where there is no activity in this line. These repairs
have been made by popular subscription.

The number of monks in China has been estimated at from 400,000
to over a million. The former estimate is based upon very careful
observation and probably comes near the actual number. The nuns are
probably under 10,000. An impression received from several sources is

that the number of men ordained during the last few years has been
increasing. This is probably true for Kiangsu, Chekiang and the monas-
teries about Peking. This spring 1,000 were ordained at Changchow
alone. There is also a general opinion that the number of scholars
interested in Buddhism has increased. The correspondent from Kalgan
expresses this conservatively : "There is not a general movement toward
Buddhism. Sometimes seme prominent man becomes an enthusiast in the
Buddhist faith." "The head of the Buddhist brotherhood for this district
is a well educated gentleman who is rather prominent in public affairs,
but takes very little interest in religious affairs" (Kweichow). "General
Dan and chief Secretary Li of the late Hsiong Ke Wu government have
been enthusiastic leaders, but are now defeated and have fled." (Szechwan).
Anhwei reports two former officials becoming monks. These men are
studying Buddhism for various reasons, the beauty of its literary style,
the deep philosophy, the enforced leisure due to retirement from offici il

life and the desire to forget the world. But the number studying has
increased in the last few years. A correspondent from Hupeh says : "I
have been told by Chinese friends that there is a good number of people
in Hupeh pursuing private studies in Buddhism and that there exist
groups of such men working in fe^owship."

On the other side we should also put the use, to a small extent, of the
endowments of monasteries, and to a larger extent of the temples for
school purposes. Many temples are being occupied by soldiers or being
used as hospitals. From Anking the report is that endowments are used to
a small extent and temples not at all. Shansi reports : "Many temples have
been turned into schools, idols thrown out and the income from the pro-
perty has been transferred to the support of schools. Quite frequently
the Buddhists anticipate any such drain upon their resources by establish-
ing a school themselves."

Another sign of the rising tide of Buddhism is the increased output
and sale of Buddhist books. There are Buddhist publishing bouses at
Peking, Yangchow, Nanking, Hangchow, Changchow, Ningpo, Shanghai,
Tsinan, and Chengtu besides a number in the monasteries themsdves.
According to reports, their business has been increasing. The denvind
for Buddhist works has brought into existence a number of shops which
handle Buddhist books only. The largest are at Peking which have on
sale over t,ooo different books published in 13 cities. A bookshop ''11

Shanghai has 000 titles. Nanking, Hangchow, Ningpo, Changsha, and Wu-
chang have places. Ths sales are increasing. They are made to laymen.
The Chung Hwa Book Company and the Commercial Press have al*>
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published a number of Buddhist works. The most notable publication is

the Buddhist Tripitaka (r£
Jjg). A number of modern books have appear-

ed dealing with the adaptation of Buddhism to European philosophy.

Ihere is also in process of publication a Dictionary of Buddhist terms.

Besides the books, two magazines are published, the Hai Ch'ao Yin

(MM #) and Hsiu Fo Chiao ($T •$» tfc)>
both monthlies. The latter

does not find favour with the more conservative leaders who oppose some

of its extreme positions. It has only about 200 subscribers and even the

writers take different names so as to make it seem that there are many

of them.

Besides these literary activities there have been definite attempts to

organize Buddhism and bring the scattered units together. In 1919 theie

was organized the National Association of Buddhists ( % ffc |g -§f ) with

headquarters at Peking. At one time a large number of branches all

over China were organized but many of them have ceased to function.

The above society was formed to prevent the Chinese going into a larger

organization including Mongolia, Japan, Korea, China and Tibet which

was formed in Tokyo in 1918. The efforts to organize an all Buddhist

society are still in the making and we shall probably see them consum-

mated. The society in Peking is quite active and the same, may be said cf

those at Shanghai, Ningpo, Soochow, and a few other places. Most of the

societies are quite moribund.

These societies have elaborate programs. The new Buddhist Associa-

tion at Ningpo ( $f tffo^ jjil: )
proposes to publish books and periodicals,

establish primary schools, middle schools and colleges, provide lecture-

ships, carry on investigation, build preaching halls, libraries, Buddhist

factories, stores, experimental stations for agriculture and afforestation,

orphanages, hospitals and sanatoria.

The Buddhist Philosophy Club of Hang-chow has conducted lectures"

for the last two or three years at each of the vacation periods so that

teachers could attend. The lecturer was a teacher of the Kashing- Com-

mercial School who graduated from a Buddhist college in Japan. He has

lectured on the Prajfia para mita hrdaya (fo |g?) Sukhavati-Vyuha

(|gj $jjj pg |g), Vidya Matra S'astra (pjg fg| fj|),
Achta Das'a Kas'a

Sastra (-f- /\ PJ ffr),
Mahayana Sraddhotpada S'astra (;fc f|$ j& fit

|^ ), and Vajracchedika-Prajnaparamita ( & |gl] |g )• The society

at Peking has held lectures every evening during the spring and summer
attended by scholars and officials from all over China. It has also

established two preaching places where Buddhism is preached on Sunday.

In connection with these societies various forms of service have been

carried on, such as lecture*, study ot Buddhist classics, summer school m
Shanghai and other places. The Buddhists have done some work in the

Red Cross. The Society at Peking organized for famine relief to date

has had over $100,000 in subscriptions. They have distributed tracts and

sutras in prisons. Perhaps the most extensive activity has been the

services for the dead which had a strong hold on the sentiment of the

people. Many monasteries have held special services for the dead on the

battle fields of Europe and those drowned at sea by submarine warfare.

The influence of Buddhism through this avenue alone is so immense that

it behooves the Christian Church to study carefully the Chinese attitude

toward the dead and see how it can remove the magic of it and keep

those elements which must be the abiding elements of Chinese civilization.

There is another aspect which is noticeable and that is an attempt

to adapt Buddhism to the modern age. That is a difficult and a great

task. There is the inherent conservatism to overcome and the legalistic

and formal attitude toward life which are deeply set. But the process

of adaptation is already well started in Japan. There is not a sect in

Japan which has not acquired new life in the last thirty years, and the

movement has only just begun. Japan has first-rate Buddhist scholars

who are studying Buddhism and fitting it into the modern atmosphere.

The statement has been made by a careful observer that in Japan the

Buddhist theological student gets a better training and insight into

Christianity than the Christian student receives of the non-Christian

religions of Japan. This work of adaptation is being taken over by China

through books, through students trained in Japan and through the visit

of Chinese and Japanese Buddhists. The above report shows that the

adaptation is already started. The Buddhists in Japan are rapidly

orienting themselves with reference to European science and philosophy.

The Chinese Buddhists are just beginning this process. An important

factor in this adaptation will be the various Hongwanji temples (;£. •=£)

located in Peking, Shanghai, Tsinan and other cities.

Another fact which after all underlies what was said above is the

emergence of a few Buddhist leaders. Buddhism has had men of affairs

and practical ability, but the last few years a few men have shown

ability to point the new way. Such was Yang of Nanking, a layman

who died a few years ago. There are such men as Yin Kuang Fa Shth

( ft! % i& 8P ). T'ai Hsu ( ± fa ), Yuan Ying Fa Shih
( [fj % j£ gjji )

and several others.

The Buddhists are directing their attention toward the establishment

of schools for the training of leaders not merely for China but ultimately

for missionary work in Tibet, Mongolia and India. Above was mentioned

the Jetavana School at Nanking ( f£ |g 5j# f5* ) • Another school at

Hangchow was closed on account of the death of its founder
( f§ ffi

&W )• Apart from the schools in certain monasteries and lower schools

under Buddhist auspices in Shanghai and Hangchow, there are two

schools which have for their object the preparation of Buddhist leaders.

One is the Preparatory School for the Buddhist Higher School. The

school is located in Changchow. Its course extends over three years.

Besides the studies in Buddhist works it provides for the study of Taoist

and Confucian classics, geography and history. The school is open to

monks and laymen who have had a middle school education. After the

three years the students will be advanced to the regular course.
Another school is located in the Kuan Tsung Ssu

( gg *& ^ ) in
Ningpo. It has a number of good teachers and also a graduate course
for special study. It has about fifty pupils.*

In this connection should be mentioned the establishment of the Chair
of Philosophy of Religion in the National University at Peking. This
department will do something toward the religious reconstruction in
progress. There are already courses in Sanskrit and Indian Philosophy
given at the University.

This report would not be complete if it did not mention the growing
unity of the whole Buddhist world. There is a getting together which
has made some progress in the last thirty years. The awakening spirit

of nationalism, the tide of which is running strong in China, will hinder
the use of such a religious movement in political ways, but the spiritual

affinities will not be so much affected by it. We shall witness an in-

creasing consciousness of the growing unity of the people of Asia and
Buddhism will be a great uniting factor.

In view of all this development the special attention on the part of

the Christian Church is very timely. Rev. K. L. Reichelt has given us
a plan of work which merits careful consideration. His plan is to es-

tablish a Christian Brotherhood among Chinese Buddhist.-; for the purpose
of leading the followers of Sakyamuni to understand that Jesus Christ is

the great Saviour of the world, who in His Person completes the deepest

aims and ideals of Higher Buddhism. The plan is this. There will be

a central institute located in the Yangtze Valley. The building and
organization will resemble a Buddhist monastery as far as possible and
yet express the great Christian ideals. There will be an evangelistic

department under a trained pastor and his assistants. This will receive

all who apply and impart Christian training to them. The educational

department will train those who are capable as catechisls, teachers and
nurses. The administrative department will look after the management
of the institute and branch institutes in various parts of China. It is

hoped that the movement can be related to the home boards and the
churches on the field through an advisory board which will represent the
missions and the Chinese Church in the prosecution of this work and
the relating of it to the Church of China.

This particular movement should not only win converts but should

make the Christian Church acquainted with the best in Buddhism and
should also interpenetrate Buddhism with the riches of the Christian

revelation in cur Lord Jesus Christ, and be the means of interpenetrating

Buddhism and the other religions with the Christian motive and aim.

SUGGESTIONS GROWING OUT OF THE STUDY
The Church in China should select one of the Theological Schools

already organized, provide it with sufficient equipment and staff so that it

may present Christianity adequately, study the Chinese religions, develop

a sound apologetic, and train leaders who shall be competent to present a

vital Christianity and take a leading part in the religious reconstruction,

which is already in progress. Special provision should be made for the

publication of a strong Theological Magazine.
The Church in China should make plans to produce literature dealing

with the history of religion, philosophy, theology and the person and work
of Christ. There should also be books in English on Animism, Taoism,
Confucianism and Buddhism, giving due recognition to their contribution

to the past history of China and relating them to the present situation and

the Christian teaching.

The Language Schools have made a necessary place for themselves in

missionary work by enabling the missionary to obtain an accurate and
facile use of the Chinese language within a short time. Their equipment

should be increased and their staff enlarged so as to make it possible for

them to keep abre.ist of the rapidly developing situation in the work of the

missions and in the economic, social and religious reconstruction now in

progress and enable them to orientate the student in this situation by
relating him sympathetically to the Chinese, the Church of China, the

missionary and the work he has done, and acquainting him with the

present missionary progress, its methods and ideals. These schools should

extend their activities so as to provide advanced courses and direct by
correspondence the work of a number of missionaries in special studies

preparing them for literary and other activities.

The Church in China should draw upon the vast resources of Christ-

ianity in mysticism, and while not in any way reducing its emphasis upon

morals and Christian service, it should stress much more the religious and

mystical elements and should encourage the cultivation of the spiritual

life and seek expression and stimulation of this life through its symbolism

in ritual, architecture and decoration as well as the regular ministration cf

the Church.

The Church should recognize and give due credit to the depth of

sentiment gathering about ancestor worship and should definitely conserve

all that is Christian in it. While it should remove all the magic elements,

it should encourage those which express the personal and moral relations

between the living and the departed and thus minister to a harmonious

family life and a healthy social order.

The Church should make definite plans to give graded Christian in-

struction to all the children of the Church. Much more reliance should be

placed upon continuous vital religious instruction as a means to the

cultivation of the spiritual life, and inculcating those spiritual verities

upon which Christian civilization ultimate1y rests.

* A prospectus has been issued for the Chie Ka Nei Hsiieh Yuan to be located at

Nanking. The plan is to raise a million dollars for the purpose. There are to be two
courses, a Middle School course of four years and a University course of three years.
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PART II

CHANGE AND PROGRESS IN THE CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT IN CHINA
DURING THE LAST TWO DECADES (1900-1920)

Frank Rawunson

The year of the Boxer Uprising v/as a divide between the China that

was and the China that will be. Its real significance is even now just

becoming apparent. It was the outcome of a complex of national sentiment

and thwarted ambitions. Natural resentment against Western encroach-

ments upon China played a large part ; mingled with this was a deep

dread that China's material and spiritual possessions were in danger. It

was also the inevitable clash of a people and a civilization long secluded

with a world movement which was forcing people of all nations to mingle.

One immediate stimulus was the clutch of a passing regime upon its

ancient privileges. It was thus an attempt to ward off an internal danger

by pitting the people against a world movement that was looked on as a

common danger. For the political forces in China that were finally over-

thrown had much to do with the Boxer movement. This movement of

desperation opened the doer to a new era by stirring China to the depths

and starting thoughts and aspirations which are still moving forward and

upward. It meant a clearing of the ground for the changes which have

since taken place. It was really an awakening to a new world situation

and the necessity of action, though old weapons were wildly wielded in

the first dazed period of realization. China today is not the China of

twenty years ago—outwardly nor inwardly. Change is written large over

the cities, the politics and the attitudes of the Chinese people.

This uprising against Western expansion included Christianity as

something also Western. While it only affected territorially about one-

tenth of China, yet its effect went deep into the whole country and into

the life of the Christian Movement. Its real effect upon Christianity

became apparent in the 1907 Conference, which registered a new outlook

upon the place and work of the Christian Church in China. For one thing

it temporarily retarded the work. The era of the great advance in North

China (except Chihli) was the decade immediately preceding the Boxer

year, one-half of the stations in Shansi and Shensi being established during

that period. From 1881 to 1900, mission stations increased nearly fourfold,

the annual increase being at the rate of 18 a year. The China Inland

Mission and the Church Missionary Society were particularly active during

this time, which has been described as a "strong pioneer period." An
instance or two will show how real was the stoppage which took place

particularly where the Boxers were most active. Every Baptist in Shansi

perished ; all the schools in the North and West of China were temporarily

abandoned or closed ; and during this year very few new stations were

opened anywhere.

Yet in general the effect of the Boxer movement was that of a stimulus.

It not only focussed the attention of the world on China but turned the

attention of China upon herself. Pagan superstition gave an exhibition

of its futility that will never be forgotten. It showed that incantations

and blind fury cannot solve the problems facing China. And outside the

affected area, while waves of uneasiness flowed all over the country, yet

the rising popular desire for modern education already under way in some

parts was not abated. During this year it was announced that a college

would be established in Soochow and in one day Mex. $1,015 tuition was

paid into an institution not yet built. This movement brought China into

the world's thinking and stirred the thinking of the Chinese as nothing

ever did before.

CHANGE IN THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE CHURCH
The two decades since 1900 have been distinctly revolutionary in

tendency: this not in the old sense alone which resulted in the displace-

ment of individuals, but deeper, in that during this period ancient

principles and institutions have been moved, aside for something new.

While the fear of external dangers which helpad stir up the Boxer move-

ment has not disappeared, yet teeognition of internal dangers has been even

more prominent. Fluidity has been the most evident characteristic of this

period ; the direction of many changes is not yet settled. More significant

than any other change has been that in the temper of the people. After

all, the changes already registered are precursors of wider ones. China will

not only reflect the changes going on all over the world but will materially

help to change the world. Four hundred million people cannot wake up

and leave the rest of the world untouched.

That this revolutionary movement has stirred the Church is shown

in one instance, typical of others. Throughout the churches in Fukien a

new spirit was manifested as the result of the dynastic overthrow in 191 1

;

out-stations alone in this province increased 114 per cent. This year re-

leased the pent-up energies of the Christians as much as those of the people

in general.

Growth of Democratic Spirit—The anti-dynastic movement of this

period is not a new feature of Chinese life. But there were certain

elements during this period which are new. Since 1900 autocratic govern-

ment has been shaken to its foundation. The fundamentally democratic

spirit of the Chinese has pushed its way up and through autocratic

institutions. The attempt of Yuan Shih-kai to revive autocracy failed so

signally that it does not encourage further attempts along that line. Then '

in 1919 there was a strong protest against political corruption which ex-

pressed itself through the "student movement." While this was in part

a recrudescence of resentment against foreign aggression as seen in

Japanese interests yet it indicated an awakening of responsibility fo-

political rectitude that cannot be ignored even though it later dwindled
somewhat.

Anti-vice Activities—Another phase of this period is seen in the

strong anti-vice movement expressed mainly against the opium traffic

In the West China Conference of 1908, Dr. Woifendaie said that in the

previous Conference of iSo^v one could hardly say that there was a con-

science in China against opium. But in 1908 it was vitally existent and
worked itself out through one of the greatest moral efforts the world has

ever witnessed. While the high level then reached has not been main-
tained, yet this evil has not been able to drag the nation back to the low

?

levels on which this traffic had placed them; imported addictive drugs,

however, particularly morphia and its derivatives, threaten to undo this

situation. The movement against foot-binding also gained impetus during
these two decades though that like the anti-opium movement it is some-
what less in evidence at present.

Rationalistic Movement and Growth of Militarism—Two negative and
undesirable aspects of life and thought have become prominent since 1900.

There is the "rationalistic movement" now aggressively strong. In 1907
while recognized it was not widespread. It represents in large part certain

rationalistic tendencies in Chinese philosophy which have been stimulated

into renewed and wider activity. The ease of disseminating rationalistic

ideas through literature and the press, makes this one of the present pro- ;

blems to which the Chinese Church needs to give special attention. Another
negative development, prominent today, and certainly not prominent in the
thinking of Christians in 1907, is that of militarism. It represents an appeal
to force that is out of consonance with the genius of China. Prominent
Christian leaders are also querying whether it is not necessary that a
militaristic regime be promoted to enable China to stand up for herself.

Intellectual Revolution—But constructive movements in Chinese life

are even more numerous than campaigns against existing evils. All -A

these affect the Chinese Church and indicate some of its aspirations and
explain some of its aims. There has been a rising flood of new ideas and
activities. Overtopping all other movements and largely the cause of

them is the intellectual revolution that has swept over the country. Con-
nected with this are the educational reforms which came to a head in 1905
hut have been growing ever since. The change in China in this respect
is phenomenal ; it has developed with unusual rapidity. In 1902 Dr. J. C. .

Ferguson said, "I have failed to discover in any of the memorials any hint
of humble acknowledgment tht>t China is in need of Western education."
Yet in 1905 the desires of the people forced the rulers to scrap an
educational institution long cherished by both people and rulers. Attempts
to increase popular intelligence have also increased. In 1907 it was sr.id

that there was not a lecture hall in the Empire. They are fairly common
now. When the educational movement started, Dr. Tenney and Dr. W. M.
Hayes were at the head of it. But Western-trained Chinese educationalists

have long worthily taken that position.

Movement from Wenli to Mandarin—But nations of today cannot be
educated in the effete terms of past civilizations. Knowledge must be pur
into the common language. A realization of this explains the growing
movement for the unification of the Chinese language and the use of the
vernacular for literary purposes. In 1904 all newspapers were still in

Wenli. In the 1907 Conference one mission authority said, "All our
important texts are and will continue to be in Wenli." But Mandarin is

now largely used for literary purposes and another mission authority on
literature said, recently, "The profound Wenli of early days has vanished
from Christian literature." It was this need for the common use of

Mandarin all over the courtry which led to the movement to unify as far

as possible its pronunciation.

Movements toward Financial independence—Another significant move-
ment is the organization along medern lines of Chinese bankers. It was
in part intended as an offset to the Consortium which seems to hare ,

halted indefinitely. Hers has developed a power that will make itself

increasingly felt nationally in trade, politics, and morals.

Growth of Western Industrialism under Chinese Control—Another
striking development is the rapid increase during recent years of Western
industrial enterprises under Chinese control. This is due to a desire to be

independent and also to a human wish to reap as much as possible of the •
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economic profit involved therein. As an instance we cite the ease of a

gnodern candy and cake concern in Shanghai which has over 700 small

shops scattered over the city. The ready use of Western patents is raising

an ethical question which needs to be carefully and promptly considered.

Emergence of the Middle Classes and Growing Interest in Politics—As

-a factor in politics we have the emergence of the middle classes who,

particularly through the business men, are expressing their ideas as to local

and national government. One result is the development of provincial

government as over egainst the national which for the nonce is leaving

the national government somewhat weaker than formerly. This will

continue until the provincial governments are sufficiently articulated to

determine what the national government shall be. Another result is the

growth in municipal responsibility. This is linked up with a strong

desire for community improvement and makes possible tremendous

developments in co-operation between the moral forces in China and the

Christian Church. Just as the Christian forces are endeavouring to work

with national forces in promoting the phonetic adopted to unify the

language, so the Christian forces can work with municipal forces to pro-

mote social health, as the Council on Health Education did in a striking

anti-cholera campaign in Foochow.

Growing Religious Toleration—It seems inevitable that during this

period the movement for religious liberty should receive an impetus. It was

said in the 1007 Conference that the policy of religious toleration had been

adopted ; but it was not until 1016 that this principle was incorporated in

the law of the land. In securing this national religious toleration Christian

leaders took a large part. They worked with Buddhists, Roman Catholics,

snd others, thus giving a remarkable example of the possibilities of co-

cperation for great national aims. It was on cecount of its assistance in

this great fight—for it became a fight towards the end—that the potential

significance of the Christian Church was recognized in a new way. A
leading dairy paper said that no political organization or party had ever

shown such unity of purpose as the Christian Church in this movement.

It helped to bring about the*recognition that the Christian Church is better

articulated—though still far from perfectly—than any other group in

China; a fact that put some politicians to musing on the possibility of

utilizing it to further their political aims.

The above chinges in the environment of the Church have to some

extent come from the activity of the Christian Church itself, but to a larger

extent from the impact of the civilization of which Christianity is a part.

World Movements affecting the Environment of the Church—There

are also certain world movements which have affected the environment of

the Christian Church. Among these is the Great War which has acted

as a stimulus to a slowly emerging nationalism. One result is a growth

of the desire for self-determination in both the Church and the nation.

Another is the enhancement of the importance of self-dependence as essen-

tial to securing a proper place in the circle of nations. Extending over a

much longer period is the activity of returned students. Chinese students

went abroad before 1000 but did not come into active participation in

government and institutional affairs until after that year. Some recent

developments have been largely due to the influence of these student

groups. In 1907 there were 13,000 of them studying in Japan and it is

largely to their influence that Japan has received so much sympathy in

her political aspirations in China against which the student movement was

largely directed. From this viewpoint the "student movement" meant

a conflict of the ideals of students trained in China and the ideals of those

trained in Japan; a fact to be carefully pondered over. Eater Germany

tried to set up an educational system aimed to increase German influence

in China. And recently British commercial interests have been moving

in a way that leads one to infer a desire on the part of some Britons to

increase national prestige through educational influences. The same thing

has been hinted at with regard to the educational work of other nationals.

All this means cross currents arising from these student contacts with

«ther nations which tend to divide rather than to unite China, and which

from that viewpoint are not helpful. For these different groups of students

really become spheres of influence along the lines of the national ideals of

the countries in which they have been educated in part or in whole. Educa-

tion to be profitable to China must be first Chinese.

Growth in Communications and Publicity Agencies—All these change;,

whether they come from within or without China have gained strength

through the "tremendous rapid growth in communications during these

twenty years. It is possible that the revolutionary activities of this

period are to be understood rather through an accelerated spread of ideas

than through their newness. One of the causes of the Boxer disturbance

was the "Battle for Concessions" carried on by railroad interests just

previous to too©. And one result of that movement was that Chinese con-

trol of railroads in China became more prominent. Most of the railroads

in China have been developed since 1900. Again we note that the Chinese

Post Office has since 1900 increased in its volume of service and agencies

594 per cent. The movement for a Chinese Press was strong about 1909, rut

it was not till after 1911 that the movement really went ahead. The

last issue of the China Year Book gives 578 periodicals in Chinese of which

18 per cent are weeklies, 22 per cent monthlies, and 43 per cent dailies. Of

these varied productions most emanate from Peking, next Shanghai, third

Canton, and fourth Foochow. There is now possibly hardly any place

where there is a Christian Church which does not also have some contact

with the Press, and hence contact with the country and world at large.

All this increase in communications has a direct bearing upon Christian

work. Access to the people is made easier in every way. The post office

and the press can be and are used directly for Christian propaganda, in

this way the distribution of Christian Literature has been greatly

facilitated. The railroads make travelling easier and quicker. Contacts

are multiplied tremendously bevond what they were in 1900. As for

instance there are in the Offices of the China Continuation Committee the
names of 1,400 pastors and evangelists scattered throughout China who can
be reached directly through the post office. The China for Christ Move-
ment has largely done its work through the post office. The possibilities
of educating the Christian constituency have thus grown enormously.

New Spirit of Enquiry—The growth and spread of revolutionary ideas
of all kinds has been largely dependent upon these improved communica-
tions. This increase in contacts with the nation and the world has helped
develop a new consciousness in both the Church and the nation. This
manifests itself conspicuously in the new spirit of enquiry which has
delved even into the foundations of ancient Chinese ideas; a movement
which heads up largely in Prof. Hu Suh of Peking University, also a
Western-trained student. Everywhere is apparent a new public opinion.
Efforts at standardization are also in evidence as indicated above in the
movement for the unification of the language and in the attempt
teing made to standardize certain features of Chinese railroads which
heretofore have been samples of most of the railroad systems in the world.

Creation of National Organizations—These changes have produced
national organizations to carry them out. The work of unifying the
language has been under a Commission of 100, working under the Ministry
of Education. Educational interests have been promoted by the National
Educational Congress which has held five meetings and in 1919 was attend-
ed by fifty-one representatives from a number of provinces. These Chinese
educationalists have already pushed Chinese education forward, so that in
Xiangsu and Chihli provinces it is a keen competitor to missicn education
and indeed is helping furnish models for educational work. There is also
a National Medical Association which works in co-operation with Western
medical men, though being entirely under Chinese direction. The Chinese
Red Cross also, though it has relapsed somewhat from its early zeal, has
done notable work.

CHANGE AND PROGRESS IN THE STATUS OF THE CHURCH
Attitude of Non-Christians toward Christianity—The change in the

environment of most significance to the Christian world is that of the
changed status of Christianity. As late as 1908 Dr. A. H. Smith said
that "the Christian Church to get a footing must get recognized,
respected, approved, and accepted." Generally speaking the first two
seem to have been achieved and the other two also, though to a much
less extent. At the beginning of this period the Christian Church was
largely known but probably little understood. It tended to be classed
as one feature of that Western expansion which was also misunderstood and
little appreciated. Then too, Christianity was supported by treaties which
gave it a political tinge much enhanced for a time, about 1900, through
indemnities and special privileges granted to Roman Catholic priests. In
other words, suspicion on the part of officials and misunderstanding on
the part of the multitudes were the predominating attitudes before 1900
and for some time after. In 1890 Dr. Timothy Richard said, "Examples
of generous support from the Chinese Government, mandarins, and
literati are hitherto so few and feeble that the best that can be said is

that they do not oppose Christianity." But not the least striking fact

about this period is the changed attitude on the part both of public and
officials, a change noted in a number of reports sent in to the China
Continuation Committee in 1917. An instance p-obably typical of the
altitude prevailing in many places is that in 1895 foreigners in Szechwan
fled for refuge to Chinese homes ; in 1916 the Chinese took refuge in

foreign homes. The Christian movement is now more clearly recognized
as religious and less looked on as political. One of the efforts that have
helped produce this change was the work in leading cities of Drs. Mott
and Edd\', together with the scientific lectures given bv Professor

Robertson under the auspices of the Y.M.C.A. Again the presence of

Christian leadership in national affairs has helped make Christianity

better understood as being a part of Chinese life rather than merely an
extension of Western life into China. In 1907 it was said that "high
officials for the most part are not men who have been vr who are under
Christian influence," though at that time graduates from Christian

schools were teaching in government schools. But in the establishment

of the Republic Christians took a large part ; in Canton they were so
prominent in political leadership that suspicion was aroused. In 1890

Dr. Richard said that the Blue Books of the Government did not show
the slightest acknowledgment of any benefit derived from modern missions.

Yet the request that a statement dealing with Christianity under the

Manchu Dynasty should be included in the history of that dynasty was
received favourably by the Commission appointed to draw up that history,

though it is not yet clear what was actually done with the statement

prepared and later accepted. In a way this change of attitude towards

the Christian Church was gradual, though it was tremendously accelerat-

ed after 1911, which brought the Christians into prominence : in

1912, 65 per cent of the Kwangtung officials were Christians. However
Christianity still labours under the difficulty, through its foreignized work

and th« prominence of foreign leadership and Western tone, of being

considered not yet naturalized. Nevertheless its value to the life of the

Chinese people is recognized.

GROWTH IN THE EXTENT OF THE CHURCH
Change and Progress in the Extent of the Church—The pioneer pericd

previous to 1900 took Christianity into every province in China, though

in many cases the occupation was weak. Since then the geographical

expansion has been striking. Including Catholics and Protestants there

is now one Christian to every 200 Chinese. About three-fourths of China

Proper is now claimed by Protestant forces, and seven provinces report

no unclaimed area whatever. In the last twenty years as many missionary
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residential cotters have been opened as in the previous ninety-three years;

that is 337 or 48 per cent of the missionary stations have been opened
since 1900.1. ail of the cities with populations of 50,000 or more are occupied

except eighteen. In the provinces of Chihli, Honan, Hunan, Kiangsi,

Kweichow, and Yunnan, about three-fourths of the missionary residential

stations have been opened since 1900. Mission stations have increased

between 1900 and 1920, 9.5 per cent, or from 356 to 693 ; this is also about,

equal to all the stations set up during the previous 95 years. In the

active period from 1881 to 1900, stations were opened at the rate of

eighteen a year; since 1900 at the rate of twenty-six a year. All this

means a tremendously rapid increase of Christian contacts, totalling now
nearly 10,000 evangelistic centers of all kinds. An access of Christiin

zeal in Western Churches plus a rapidly opening country are two reasons

for this.

The most rapid extension took place in seven provinces : Hunan,
Honan, Yunnan, Chihli, Xwangsi, Kiangsi, and Kweichow. The average

increase in stations in each of these provinces was 75 per cent, with

Hunan having 93 per cent on one end and Kweichow 65 per cent on the

other. Only one of these provinces was affected directiy or very much
by the Boxer movement. With the exception of Chihli and Kiangsi, this

extension comprises mostly new work. One reply of Christianity to the

Boxer movement is an increase of about three-fourths in mission centers,

Hunan, Hupeh, and Honan have trebled their stations, while the re-

mainder of the country has only doubled ; thus the greatest relative

growth in mission stations has taken place in the geographical heart of

China.

Increasing Concentration—While there has been this rapid geo-

graphical expansion there has also gone on a decided concentration in

Christian work, which is more true of that in connection with American

societies than British. In general this means that effective occupation

has not proceeded as fast as geographical extension. Between 1905 and

1915 the missionaries increased 55 per cent, but missionary residential

centers only increased 24 per cent or less than half. This concentration

is not as evident in the case of the Chinese staff, for while 66 per cent

of missionaries reside in cities with populations exceeding 50,000, only 34

per cent of the Chinese staff is found there. It is therefore evident that

new workers from the West went largely into the old stations. A some-

what larger proportion of British missionaries are in medical work;

while in education the Americans lead in numbers. This concentration

is due in some measure to the growth of institutional work. It indicates

that for the missionaries the pioneer period of Christian work in China

ha? passed the climax. In considering the establishment of the Christian

Church in China it also raises the question as to "whether such concen-

tration pays from the viewpoint of the evangelical aim of the Christian

Church.

There is a rough correlation between this concentration of forces in

centers and staff and the growth and strength of the Chinese Church in

numbers, training and richness of church life. This is indicated by the

following facts. Kwangtung is high in number of missionaries, mission-

ary residential centers, Chinese force and membership. Shantung and

Fukien are high in number of missionary residential centers, Chinese force

and membership. These three provinces rank first, second and third

in number of Christians. It is furthermore in these three provinces that

the work of evangelizing and Christianizing the Chinese people has

farthest advanced. Chihli also illustrates this correlation. In the last ten

years this province has increased its missionary force 25 per cent, its

ordained men nearly 200 per cent, and its Chinese workers 50 per cent;

it is during this time, it is estimated, that fully half the Protestant church

membership in Chihli has been won. This relation of concentration and

growth is seen again in the work of the MEFB, which while it has only

8 per cent of the mission centers has 21 per cent of the Christians,

and in the case of the Presbyterians who while having only 9 per cent

of the mission centers, have 23 per cent of the communicants; the

Presbyterians have also twice as many to a church as any other group.

In the seven coast provinces we have 57 per cent of the missionaries, 65

per cent of the Chinese educational staff, 65 per cent of the Chinese

evangelistic staff, and 65 per cent of the Chinese medical staff. In these

same provinces are 63 per cent of the lower primary school students, 77

per cent of the middle school students and 71 per cent of the church

members. Furthermore, the Survey adds that the work of evangelizing

China attains its height in the foreign residential centers, and it is in

connection with these that the concentraton of forces is most seen; and

it is here that we find the largest churches and the strongest church

membership. This fuller manifestation of strength of church life where

there is concentration is doubtless due to the fact that it is just in these

centers that the working force of the Church is capable of undertaking

all needed forms of work. This may indicate what is still needed in

other centers opened but not yet adequately staffed. Age of work affects

this question but does not seem to be as large a determining factor as

is ordinarily supposed, as a study of Hunan will show. One can only

hope that the centers where this concentration has given added strength

will furnish Chinese workers to meet the needs of the other places

opened as a result of the rapid movement of extension; if workers are

thus provided to meet the needs of the 88 per cent of Chinese who still live

in relatively small cities and rural districts, then concentration may be

considered to be profitable ; if not it leaves an uncertainty as to its value.

Increase in Missionary Societies—The growth in missionary societies

is also worth noting. In 1900 there were sixty-one societies at work in

China ; in 1906 sixty-seven, but in the 13 years after this they increased to

one hundred and thirty. During this 20 years there has been an Increase

in missionary societies of 47 per cent. In addition there are about 36

Christian organizations doing different types of work either indirectly con-

nected with existing societies or on an independent basis. This period

therefore has seen a rapid increase in small societies, which indicates a

development in China of the individualistic or particularistic side of

Christianity. Yet the opening of new missionary residential centers is

more due to the activity of the older societies, as over two-thirds of these:

new ventures are credited to them. It would seem that these new and

small societies were absorbed as much into old centers as new ones; per-

haps more so. One element in this increase is the number of Lutheran

societies representing six .'ountries which while distinct nationally, are yet

one religious group. They indicate a rising of Continental Christian,

interest in China.

Two societies which work on national lines need special mention. One,

the YWCA started fifteen years ago, is fourth among all the societies m
rapidity of growth, and the other, the YMCA, has had its greatest period"

of development during this period, actually being third in rapidity c-f

growth. Together these two societies have begun work in 33 cities in

twenty years. In fifteen years the YWCA has opened Association.; in r
large cities, and already has 120 women on Boards of Control and a secre-

tariat about equally Chinese and Western. Relative to the position of

women in China and the age of the organization, it has made retmrkahie

progress in developing Chinese women into leaders. The YMCA has.

reached in a special way non-Christian students, and developed Chinese

leadership until the whole organization is under a committee composed

entirely of Chinese. Both these organizations have done work among the

literati, and both have secured large support from the Chinese. Indeed"

the YMCA with its erection of a building on land donated by the Chinese-

and a Western secretaryship working in institutions which raise all cum nt

expenses locally, has attained a high degree of co-operation and self-

support in Christian work. Both these organizations lay special stre=-. on

various forms of social activities. The report of the Canton Board of Co-

operation states that it has been recommended that the YWCA be asked to-

take the direction of a Young Women's School of Social Service, and the

YMCA has been asked to take the initiative in organizing and developing

social service among men.
Other special societies are the Salvation Army, which in addition to-

religious work does practical social work in relieving distress. Then there

are societies such as the Yale Mission and the Princeton University Center-

in Peking (YMCA) which represent a direct extension of Western univ< rsity

life into China. Canton Christian College as a case in point, is assisted

directly by six colleges in the United States.

GROWTH IN THE STRENGTH OF THE CHURCH
How lias the growth of the working staff kept pace with the needs Y

The foreign staff has since 1907 increased by about 103 per cent ; foreign:

medical workers considered by themselves have increased only 54 per cent.

It is in Kiangsu, Kwangtung, Chihli, Szechwan, and Shantung that 1 he-

largest number of missionaries are found, of which one-half are at pressut

American and one-third British. In 1907 American missionaries comprised

yi per cent of the foreign staff, British 52 per cent. The relation of these two-

sources of supply to Christian work in China is exactly reversed since

1907. The fields of British societies extend over half of China; those of'

Americans over about a third.

It is instructive to compare the growth of the foreign

missionary body with that of the Chinese force and the church member-
ship. Since 1907 the church membership has grown about 105 per tent,

which is about the same rate of growth as the missionary body. Hospital:

assistants have grown 492 per cent, which is about nine times as fast as

foreign doctors. Chinese ordained men have increased about 200 per cent.

The Chinese pastorate, therefore, has grown nearly twice as fast as the-

missionary body and the church membership. This shows that the need*

for an ordained ministry is being progressively met.

Unordained Chinese workers have grown only 37 per cent, while the

ordained ministry has grown about 5,4 times as fast, which shows that the

ordained ministry is catching up on the unrcdained workers—a healthv

sign. Bible women have increased 165 per cent, while single women
missionaries have increased 100 per cent, which is about the same rate of

growth as the whole missionary body. That the Chinese staff is growing

relatively faster than the missionaries is also shown in the statement made
in the Interchurch World Survey that the 1920 Budgets of Missions for

work in China showed a larger expenditure for salaries of Chinese workers

than for missionaries. For every 100 church members we find that there

are 7 employed as workers, most of whom are church members. The-

Lutherans, Methodists, and the CIM have the larger proportion of the

^Chinese force engaged in evangelistic work; all other missions have the

larger part of their Chinese staff engaged in educational work, though this

numerical superiority o£ the educational over the evangelistic is small in

most cases.

Indigenous Leadership—In connection with the development of the-

Christian forces the emergence of an indigenous leadership stands out r-n-

touragingly. Nothing shows the change in this regard more clearly thin

the rapid growth in recent years of participation by Chinese Christians in

National Christum Conferences. In the 1907 Conference 1,000 missionaries

—of whom 500 were elected delegates—and mission workers, assembled, but

no Chinese. The missionaries then assumed that the Christian leadership

in China was still in their hands. In 1913, out of 115 delegates one-third :

were Chinese. In the China-for-Christ Conference in 1919 one-half were

Chinese delegates ; in more ways than one their leadership was felt as .1

force in this Conference. The National Christian Conference (May 1922) will

have about as many Chinese delegates present as the number of missionary:

delegates who attended either the 1890 or 1907 Conferences, and more thin

all who attended the 1913 National Conference. This emergence of Chinese
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leadership in National Conferences epitomizes the growth of indigenous

Chinese leadership and the achievement of Christian co-operation. The

maximum of missionary representation seems to have been reached and

will, from now on, probably decrease in numbers as National Christian

Conferences become mote representative of the Chinese Church

Increase in Ordained Leadership—This development of leadership is

seen again in the more rapid growth of ordained leaders. From 1914 to

1920, while there was a net increase of communicants of about 6 per cent

a year, the employed staff grew about 8 per cent, with as we have seen a

more rapid growth among ordained men than unordained workers. It

should, however, be noted that while 50 per cent of the missionaries are

ordained, only 12 per cent of Chinese male evangelists are. Since 1907,

however, Chinese ordained men have increased about twice as fast

as ordained missionaries.

With regard to the educational status of this Chinese leadership possi-

bly about 7 per cent have been in College—though not all such took the

full course ; about 25 per cent have been through Middle School ; while

about two-thirds have had a good Chinese education with a Chinese degree

-or graduation from a Higher or Lower Primary .School. In general, pre-

sent-day aggressive leadership is found among the 7 per cent.

There is noticeable a growth in expression. In 1900 it was true in

-general of the whole Church what Dr. J. C. Gibson said of the Swatow
church, "A working church without as yet any creed or formula such as

-our confession of faith." We are now moving in the direction of a Chin-

ese Church giving in its own terms its Christian belief. In 1922 Chinese

leadership gives for the first time a presentation of the Christian Message

to China. We have left behind the days of merely passive Chinese ac-

quiescence in Christianity ; the Chinese Church is now positively reacting to

its inner message. Twenty years ago, for instance, Chinese contributors

to the Chinese Recorder were hardly thought of. Now they are of their

-own accord writing and occupying an increasingly large place therein.

'About one-third of the publications issued by Tract Societies are produced

by Chinese, which is a slight advance over the past. The Christian

Literature Society now has Chinese prominent on its directorate and there

"has been recently increased activity in the Chinese authorship of Hs
publications.

Chinese leadership is also coming—a little slowly in some cases—into

its rightful place of primacy. There are now Christian leaders who take

lank among the leaders of modern China. A study of 34 societies shows

that about two-thirds of the Church leadership is still in the hands of the

missionaries as far as receiving church members and administering the

sacraments are concerned, and there are still more ordained missionaries

in China than Chinese pastors, though the number of ordained Chinese is

-now nearly equal to the number of ordained missionaries. Ecclesiastically,

therefore, leadership will actually soon pass from the missionary to the

Chinese as far as numbers are concerned. Chinese leaders also play a

kige part in guiding Church policies through committees of control and

•co-operation. In education also Chinese leadership grows slowly. As a

matter of fact, many of the strongest Christian educationalists are not in

"Christian schools Vet the President of Foochow Union Theological

"Seminary is a Chinese, as well as the Dean of the School of Theology of

Peking University. There is evident a clearer understanding of the need

and responsibility of leadership in the Chinese Church. The Board of Co-

operation of the Canton Missionary Association has said, "Within the last

"two decades the Chinese Church leaders have come to realize the place and

lesponsibility the}- should have in the Church and are earnestly endeavour-

ing to attain to such ideals." It would also be true to say that while the

relative number of prominent leaders is small yet their influence on the

thinking of the Church, as far as can be made effective through improved

means of communication, is far beyond their numerical strength.

One change has taken place in the type of leader now being secured.

In 1907 it was said that Christian work was dependent on middle-aged men
and merchants with some book learning; now educated 3

Toung men are

turning towards the Ministry, though the fact that in 1920, of 2,027 students

in fourteen Christian Colleges, only about 1 per cent were preparing for

the Ministry, shows that we have neither an adequate source of supply for

an educated Ministry, nor a satisfactory proportion of that supply headed

in that direction. Apart from any disturbance of existing staff, there is a

tremendous need for more ieaders of the type now actually leading. There

is no doubt that the equality of Chinese leaders with their missionary

colleagues is now fully recognized as well as the importance of their

taking the primacy of position and influence.

Increase in Church Membership—An additional word or two must be

added about the communicant membership. Since 1907 while the mission-

ary body has grown from 3,445 to about 6,250, the communicant member-
ship has gone from about 180,000 to 366,000 which in the case of the

membership is an increase of about 105 per cent as against an increase of

missionaries of about 103 per cent. In "Mission Problems" Dr. Gibson

said, "The increase of church membership during any period is not pro-

portional to numbers of missionaries at work, but rather to the number «f

natives who are already members of it." That statement seems to be borne

out by the way communicant membership is concentrated in the older

tenters.

Status and Work of Women—One important element in the life of the

Church is the status and work of women. Whereas in the U.S.A. the pro-

portion of women in the Church exceeds that of the men, in China it is

much the reverse. For there are about twice as many men in the Chinese
Church as women. Oue wonders why, with the large number of women
workers among the missionaries and the many family contacts of the

Christian men in the Church with the women in their homes alone, this

is so. To this problem no reply is yet in sight. This ratio of sexes in

<ihe church membership works out otherwise also. Of the Chinese force

only one-fourth are women, though according to the reports of 35 societies
women are more prominent as teachers—actually 28 per cent of teachers
are women—than Bible women in the ratio of three to one. But the same
disproportionate emphasis is found in education, where 70 per cent of the
students in Christian schools are boys and only 30 per cent girls ; though
in only two provinces—Yunnan and Shensi—are no girl students
found in mission schools. More girls also stop school with the
lower grades, as while 31 per cent of students in the mission
Primary Schools are girls only 17 per cent in Middle Schools are.
And furthermore in the whole teaching force in Christian schools only one
'woman is found as over against three men. Of course we have in this
period the beginnings of higher education for women and also of co-educa-
tion ; both however being comparatively recent. Then too a special litera-

ture for women, Christian as well as non-Christian, has emerged. But the
1 elation of Chinese women to the Christian Church is one requiring im-
mediate and special attention. We should aim to correct this disproportion
during the next decade.

There are encouraging features that show that a movement has already
started to correct this situation. The first girls' school by Chinese was
started in Shanghai in 1898 with 16 high-class pupils who paid $3.10 a
month for board. In 1916 the Chinese Government had 3,766 schools for

girls, entry to which was not confined to any one class. These did not

then include any schools above the Middle School grade, except one Higher
Normal School in Peking. Again, compared with efforts to educate boys
we find that there were in 1916 thirty-three Government schools for boys
compared with one for girls, twenty-two male students to one girl, and
sixteen times as much spent on the education of boys as on that of girls.

Still the education of girls is a part of the new order of things. Christian

schools seem to have gone faster in correcting this educational situation.

For between 1907 and 1919, while Christian schools for bo\-s increased

342 per cent, those for girls increased 221 per cent. In West China during
the years 1913-1919, while the increase in boys' schools in the West China
Christian Educational Union was threefold, the increase in girls* schools

was sevenfold.

In connection with the above is the social freeing of women which has
taken place during this period. Of this freedom the unbinding of feet

is a fitting symbol. Against the background of Chinese womanhood the
leaders among the women seem pitifully few. Yet they are very much in

evidence. Girl students took their part in the student demonstrations of

1919. There is a noticeable change in the social relationships of men and
women, more particularly among the youth in port cities. The present head
of the W.C.T.U. in China is a woman, Dr. Mary Stone. Chinese women
doctors are taking their part in medical work, and there is one woman
preacher. Since 1913 Chinese women have appeared in National Christian

Conferences. Women's clubs also are increasing—a little too rapidly in

the judgment of some. There is also emerging a recognition of woman's
fitness for an equal place with men in all forms of Christian work.

4

CHANGE AND PROGRESS IN THE LIFE OF THE CHURCH
There are special features connected with the propagation of Christi-

anity which must be noted. During this period more effort has been made
to put Christian work on a city-wide basis. In this connection campaigns
conducted by Dr. Mott and Dr. Eddy which reached not only students but

highly placed political leaders have played an important part. In Canton
in connection with the China-for-Christ Movement especially did city-wide

effort stir the city to its foundation. In the same city the Christians

put through an anti-gambling campaign that changed for the good the

situation in this regard. On the other hand mass movements as ordinarily

understood have not been prominent in the Christian movement in China.

The exceptions appear to be in connection with the tribes movement <n

Southwest China, and the CIM which in 1902 as a "result of the break-

down of the Boxer movement" experienced a general movement over much
of its field which brought a rapid and permanent increase in communicant
members, and quickened the whole church in connection with thai Mission.

Famine relief periods do not seem to have been followed in China with any
particular rush towards the Church.

During this period, however, through the efforts of the China Con-

tinuation Committee, special work has been done for Moslems, more parti-

cularly along lines of literary production. Special plans have also been

mooted for work among Buddhists. A rapid growth of the work among
the tribes, especially in Southwest China, is also in evidence. Of the

work among the Miao and the Nosu it is recorded that churches have been

erected in nearly a hundred centers.

Progress in Sc!{-Propagation—Now we come to the question, what are

the signs of progress in self-propagation on the part of the Chinese Church ?

In the Chinese Recorder for 1899, Dr. Pott said, "The native Church is

doing little at self-propagation." It has been said that the most

striking feature of Christian work in this century is the advance that has

been made in Hunan. A considerable contribution was made to this

1 dvance by several journeys undertaken by Chinese missionaries sent out

by the Christian Church in Hupeh. Home Itfission work is becomng a

prominent feature of modern Christian work in China. In 1906 the

Presbyterians in Manchuria started the Manchnrian Missionary Society.

Later the Anglicans also started Home Mission work under Chinese

leadership. This work is located in Shensi. And somewhat later the

Chinese Home Missionary Society was started on national lines. This

Society, which works mainly in Yunnan, is now affiliated with the Man-
chnrian Missionary Society and is in close touch with the Anglican Home
Mission work. There are at least, according to the Survey, 25 Home
Missionary Societies in the Chinese Church. All of the above movements
are under Chinese leadership and are really indigenous and, with some
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small exception, dependent on funds raised from Chinese. We have now
therefore the beginnings of mission work by the Chinese Church. It is 3

sign of life, that while small compared with the overwhelming needs, is

encouraging as compared with the situation twenty years ago.

Progress in Self-Control—As to the progress made in self-control the

tacts are not quite so evident. In 1913 there was some tendency for Chinese

leadership to split off from the missionaries. But the experience of the Con-

ferences held that year showed that co-operation between the Churches cf

China and the West was possible and advisable. The danger of a split was
thus averted. Of course, the problem was largely one of self-control. As in-

dicated above while in about two-thirds of China ecclesiastical leadership is

still in the hands of the missionaries, yet it is evident that the Chinese

pastorate more than equals in controlling influence that of their Western

colleagues. The influence of Chinese leadership is felt through controlling

committees much more than ever before, whether these be Synods, Con-

ferences, or Boards. The affairs of the Kwangtung Church Council ire

under the joint control of Chinese and missionary leadership. The work of

the American Board is administered entirely through such a joint council.

In the main it might be said that the present is the period of joint control

with Chinese leadership becoming more prominent. The actual deter-

mination of the policies of Christian work in China is tremendously

influenced by Chinese leadership.

One result of this desire for self-control is the Independent Church

movement. The churches in this movement are also self-supporting. A
large number of these maintain cordial relations with missions and mother

churches. This movement seems to be strongest in North China. There

is a small number of individual churches poorly organized in less close

relations with mother churches. As a movement it is a sign of life but

does not seem as yet to indicate any widespread desire for separation from

the missionary element in the Christian movement in China.

Progress in Self-Support—The thermometer of the development of the

life of the Church is what is known as "self-support" and might better be
called "financial independence." There is no problem of policy on which
practice and ideas vary more than here. It seems to be impossible to say

conclusively what plan or principle has worked best, cr is most favoured.

There are not wanting instances of self-support attained twenty years

ago. In 1881 the Chinese gave $10,000 Mex. to the Anglo-Chinese College

at Foochow. The BMS had 275 chapels and schools in out-stations, the

cost of which was provided by Chinese Christians; the situation was
however different in the foreign residential stations of this mission. In

1907 the English Presbyterians reported that their Chinese Christians had
given 83 per cent of the whole expenditure on the salaries of ministers,

preachers, and teachers in primary schools. Whatever the actual condition

as regards self-support up to 1000, opinion thereon showed a sharp

cleavage about that time. One can not help feeling that in general more
emphasis was laid then than later on dependence on native financial ability

as o\-er against subsidies from the West. The split in opinion was sc

decided that one group connected with Southern Bapt :st work formed a

new mission known as the "Gospel Mission," with the aim of promoting
complete independence of Western pecuniary aid on the part of the Church.

The emphasis laid by Dr. Nevius on this matter is also known. But the

lise of standards cf work which have far outdistanced the economic ability

of the Church, together with the rapid increase of support of mission work
by Christians in the West, seems to have caused the curve of sub-

sidization of Christian work in China to rise much faster than that of the

financial independence of the Church. As a matter of fact the "Gospal

Mission" has ceased to exist, and the Kevins plan does not seem to have

worked wary widely.

The opinions on and practice of self-support rotate around two deter-

mining ideas. First, that complete financial independence is essential to

real church progress and second, that subsidization will help to bring

r-bout more rapid progress and finally more satisfactory self-support.

Possibly facts could be produced to show that under certain conditions both

these ideas have worked, though the standard of work is an important and

greatly varying element in the situation. It is noticeable that administra-

tive independence has often been offered as a prize to stimulate financial

independence. How far the result aimed at is obtained does not appear.

A deep desire for self-propagation would seem to be the most effective

stimulant. Some would confine control of mission funds to missionaries,

others allow Chinese to share in this control. The latter idea is gaining

ground. The Board of Co-operation, Canton Missionary Conference, in

its last report said, "Is it not worth while to consider if we have not in

some wav-s hampered the development of this indigenous Church by an

undue insistence upon financial standards which must be reached before a

pastor can be appointed to a church ?" Such an utterance, the product of

joint thinking by Chinese and Western Christians, is significant. It may
be, however, because of this insistence that there is a tendency for ordained

men to be supported by the Church more than evangelists and Bible

•women.
Changed Economic Situation—It must be kept in mind that in addition

to the rapid rise in the stendards of Church work and equipment, there

has been—more noticeable in the coast provinces and port cities—a change

in the economic situation, both in the Church and around it. In 1907 few

men of the scholarly class, or men of wealth or position, were in the

Church. The presence of such in increasing numbers has augmented the

financial strength of the Church. But the cost of living—here China
shares in a world movement of the last twenty years—has also risen, and

a large part of the Church is still, economically speaking, poor. Signs

point plainly to the fact that the cost of Christian work has also risen

mnch faster than the economic ability of the church members; this

eeems to hi true also of the cost of living as it affects pastors. In

1S90, for instance, unoidained helpers received an average of $5.00 (Mex.f

a month and ordained an average of $10.00. A study of reports from oSo»

pastors-^or those in charge of churches, both ordained and unordaiued

—

in 19 provinces, shows that while in 1920 the average living wage was ror
a family with three children reckoned at $17.89, 67 per cent of the pastors--

replying are getting less than this—an actual average of only $13.21. F©r*|

the larger proportion, therefore, of evangelistic workers the cost of living*

seems to have risen faster than their support. It should be noted, more-*!

over, that the average wage actually being paid to those 6S0 pastors, at\

those in charge of churches is $22.21 a month, which indicates that the-

average stipend of those in charge of churches has somewhat more than1

doubled in thirty years. There is a wide difference between the stipends*!

paid, varying between $6.00 and $120.00 per month. Progress in tlie-

support of pastors has not been uniform? Some places have-

made no progress in twenty years. This is due to great variation in thef

economic conditions obtaining at different places. As a matter of fact,

while 67 per cent of these 680 pastors received on an average $13.21 j>er-

lnonth, the remaining yy per cent received on an average $31.67.

Now comparisons with the past are difficult and rather dangerous.:,

Still, something must be attempted. In 1876 the average per capita coh-lj

tribution was given as $0.70; in 1800 $1.00. In Kiangsu province in 1917

it was reported that the per capita contribution to the Church was $4.00,.

yet there were then few self-supporting churches in the province. Taking-

the statistics for the years 1912—1917 as given in the China Mission Yt-.ir

Book, we find an average for the six years of $1.91, with 1917 giving the-

highest average, or $2.70. This would indicate an increase in thirty \c-us-

of about 90 per cent. In some cases the increase has been phenomenal ; in?

others, nothing. From a number of reports from five different mis -ion*

(1907—1921) recently icceived, we find that the average works out at about

147 per cent increase, the highest being 392 per cent, the lowest about xM
per cent. This is nearly double the average increase for the six yearsr

mentioned above. It however takes no account of those places or mis^ions-

where little or no increase has been noted. Generalizations are extremely-

uncertain at this point. It would appear, however, that while in*

thirty years the church membership has increased nine times, the?,;;

average per capita contribution to church work has more then doubled,*;;

which means that the Church is growing both in size and in economic-

strength. It would appear also as though in 30 years the rate of growth*

of the financial strength of the Church is about the same as that of support!

of those in charge of churches. These generalizations must, however, be-

taken with caution.

But consideration of per capita contributions to church work does not
tell all the tale. A study of the finances of 15 missions belonging to 13

large societies showed that of the funds given for evangelistic work—||
possibly mainly church current expenses—the Chinese gave about 24 per-

cent. The reports from the 6S0 "pastors" mentioned above showed that

in their judgment their churches were giving on an average about 31 per
cent of the church expenses. It would be seen therefore that about two^
thirds of the funds for the support of church work are still coming from sub- :

;

sidies. There has over against this been considerable increase in the Chinese-

support of institutional work, and it seems likely that an increasing amount
of Chinese money goes into equipment. From the same list as at ove, butr

for 14 missions in 10 societies, of the funds given for educational work

—

again mainly current expenses—we find that the Chinese gave about 46 per
cent, or nearly doable the proportion given for church work. A rapid rise-

it: teachers' salaries as well in cost of education tends to retard progress-

in financial independence here. According to the same financial return*

of the funds given for medical current expenses, about 65 per cent came
from Chinese sources. Bat it should be noted that educational and medicar
work are not dependent on the funds from Christians alone as church work
is. Schools and hospitals tap the Chinese non-Christian community
for revenue in return for services received; of coarse this would net be-

true where the schools serve only the Christians. Evangelistic work in-

dependent entirely upon voluntary contributions given under moral obliga-

tion alone. Still outside the support of missionaries financial independence-
has advanced further as regards educational and medical work than as.

regards evangelistic work. Up to 1900 free edacation was common, bat
%vhile Christian schools are still heavily subsidized they rest in large-;

measure upon the Chinese for current expenses. It is now the exceptionr

rather than the rule for education to he given entirely free.

Financial independence seems easier of attainment in rural fields due-

in large part to lower standards of work and equipment. But the per capita

contribation to charch work tends to rise faster in cities, though financial

independence does not seem mnch nearer there than in the country. Tbe~
Independent Church movement, it should be noted, is mainly a matter
cf the cities. This simplicity of equipment explains in part the rapid?

progress made in self-sapport by some of the trites in Southwest China.
As regards the per capita contribation to church work, some progress-

appears to have been made, but progress in financial independence is not
so much in evidence when the actual cost of Christian work is considered.

It should not be forgotten too that the economic standards and needs cf

Christian workers rise faster than the economic ability or standards of the
generality of their Chinese supporters. Whether the economic ability of

the Christians is lower than that of the community in general does not
appear.

Plans to stimulate financial independence vary. The Methodists have
a program whereby the church increases its responsibility 25 per cent each
year. Some emphasize tithing, others follow the policy of diminishing
subsidies, in one or two instances an endowment plan is in operation, and In

one case the effcrt is made to get the Christians to undertake village

evangelization, and in another funds for institutional work must be raised!

locally. Institutional church work is also not entirely dependent of"
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Christian sources for support, which is also true of the YMCA and YWCA.
While group plans are in evidence, the larger proportion seem to depend

on individual plans for individual places.

It is evident that the actual situation as to present dependence on

subsidies from the West is becoming tetter understood by the Chinese

Christians. There is also a deepening of self-consciousness in this regard

and of the feeling of responsibility for finances as well as for policies.

Still one has a feeling, as one hears" of the liberal Chinese contributions to

various interests, that the financial ability of the Chinese Church is con-

siderably bevond what it is at present actually doing in support of

Christian work. The risi in all standards both of living and work is due

in part to the impact of Western civilization, as well as to advance ri

•Christian methods and the broadening of ideas through Christiau education

It may be necessary to find an outlet for the financial strength of the

Chinese Church that will be adequate and yet not be so far ahead of them

as to hamper and discourage them. It may be that this outlet will
w e

found to be Home Mission work. It should be noted in passing that the

Chinese Church does net appear to be doiug much to finance Christian

literature.

Medical A cti?iiies—In philanthropical work the Christian hospital

•Stands first. We have noted that Chinese financial support of medical work

is relatively stronger than that of any other type of Christian work. We
note that while foreign doctors have increased 54 per cent, hospitals and

dispensaries have increased 165 per cent. As there has been progress in

support ol medical work there has also been rapid progress in the develop-

ment of the Chinese medical staff. The possibility of the increased work

mentioned above is due to this fact. While in 1907 mention was made of

5,000 Chinese hospital assistants, now only trained force is mentioned.

"This is due to the existence of higher standards of preparation. In 1919

there were 40- Chinese male doctors, 56 women doctors, and 469 trained

nurses. Twenty years ago such were not mentioned. The increase in

the number of Chinese physicians and nurses is a conspicuous feature of

mission work during the last decade. In 1905 no mention was made of

Chinese nurses. Since 1915 Chinese doctors have increased threefold. Just

as in financial support so in man power the increase in response on the

part of the Chinese has been relatively more rapid first to medical work,

-4ben to educational work, and last to the ministry.

But the outstanding problem of medical work during this period, and

the one on which most progress has been made, is medical education. It

was the main issue of the 1013 and 1915 Medical Conferences. Progress

•in this regard heads up in the Peking Union Medical College now in full

swing with a modern plant and staff. This institution will be the standard

-of medical education in China. There has also been progress in the use

«f modern medical science outside of mission work, thcugh to what extent

is not ascertainable.

Famine Relief—Famine relief has teen one of the outstanding features

of this period. In the famine of 1007, the Anhwei famine of 1910-12, the

•Chekiang famine of 1917-18, and the North China famine of 1920-21, the

•Christian forces rendered conspicuous assistance. These philanthropic

efforts furnished excellent opportunities for co-operation. Among other

things co-operation by the Chinese has grown with each famine. Espeei-

-oDy suggestive has been the co-operation with the Roman Catholics in

this work. This has been the only point of contact with them since about

the beginning of the century when estrangement between them and Pro-

testants increased owing to the special political powers conferred upon the

priests. In general these efforts have increased the friendly feeling for

the Church, both as a result of the care taken to avoid discrimination in

favour of Christians, and of the service as a whole. It has also enhanced

confidence in the Church.

CHANGE AND PROGRESS IN THE TRAINING OF THE CHURCH
We now come to the progress made in the training of the Church.

"Here progress is somewhat mere easily ascertained than in some other

•directions. Up to 1900 the aim of Christian education was in the main 10

•educate the children of Christians. Now it is much wider, being more a

contribution to the life of China in general. The greatest emphasis on

educational work exists among American missions, which have over half

•of the Lower Primary students, two-thirds of the Higher Primary students

and over twe-thirds of Middle School students. A study of 264 schools

listed in the CCEA Survey of Middle and Higher Primary Schools shows

that of these 74 per cent were started since 1900. This indicates the up-

ward trend of educational work during these twenty years. In 1920 the

number of pupils had increased 332 per cent over what it was in 1907.

Strangely enough the number of Middle School students seems to be still

about what it was in 1007, 15,312 being an increase of enly 78 per cent

according to published statistics. Thfe—unless the statistics are unreliable

—would imply that the greatest relative growth has taken place in higher

and lower education. According to the statistics the proportion dt

-students to communicants was iR per cent in 1912, and 15 per cent m
>9r3, but in 1915-19 it jumps to 60 per cent. This is probably partly due

to better statistical returns, but it also indicates a sudden rise in number
• of pupils at that time. A study of 222 schools listed in the CCEA Survey

-of Middle and Higher Primary Schools shows that 35 per cent were opened

between 1912 and 1916. Furthermore, while according to the statistics in

the China Mission Year Book between 1912 and 1917 communicants in-

creased 106 per cent, students in schools increased 5S2 per cent or 5 times as

fast. These facts indicate a strong movement of students into Christiau

schools as a result of 191 1. They also indicate a rapid increase in the

number of students during the last ten years.

English. Language—-The use of English as a medium of instruction in

secondary and higher education is a special educational feature of this

.period. It is mentioned before rooo; in 1S89 a conference of missionaries

in Pehtaiho urged the Boards to consider the demand of the Chinese for

English. Between 1910 and 1917 there was a radical change in Shantung
on this problem. Now a large part of the work is done in that language,
which permits not a few missionaries to work without^ spending time va
the language, and has helped to swell the number of male unordained
missionaries.

There was also little normal school work in 1907; though still

inadequate, it is a growing feature of school work now.

Higher Education—Conspicuous advance has been made in higher
education. Up to 1917, the CIM had only elementary schools. It was sat
until 1913 that a distinction was made in statistical reports between Middle
Schools and Colleges so that the latter were treated by themselves. Now
there are 14 Christian institutiens which rank as Colleges, having plants
together valued above $6,000,000 Mex., and an annual expenditure of

$1,222,000 Mex. In 1900, students did not seem to want College education,

but there has been a great change also in their desire.

Rise in Educational Standards—With this has come an almost
spectacular rise in the standards of education, particularly of Theological
education. In 1007, it was said of students in the Wesleyan College at

Canton that "Theological students must be Christians who show some
desire to promulgate Christian^ and are recommended." And in 1899

the Educational Association discussed the question, "Shall we have Eng-
lish iu Theological Schools?" Now teachers in Theological Schools rank
with the best from the West, courses are higher sad the inductive met*::

better understood and more widely used. There is also a group of College

students preparing for the Ministry. The entire organization of Theological

Schools was weak twenty years ago. Now students may get credit towards

an Arts Degree for Theological studies. This rise of standards has been
greatly accelerated during the last few years.

Technical Education—Then there has been a growth in technical

education. In 1907 it was said that "thus far, aside from Theological

Schools and Medical Schools, missions have done nothing to develop pro-

fessional schools or schools of applied science and technology." It is troe

that in 1907 it was reported that 55 per cent of the girls* schools and 40 per

cent of the boys' had industrial employment. But practical training for

its educational value was in trades confined to schools for gir's anl women.
It was moreover recognized that the industrial development of the Christian

community constitutes a legitimate element of mission enterprise. Out
of these small beginnings has come such technical education as

agricultural work at Nanking and Canton, commercial courses at Shanghai

College, and leather development at Peking University. It is worti

noting, also, that the YMCA in its educational work has shifted from the

ordinary middle school work to commercial education.

Christian Literature—The development of literature is a chapter in

itself. Aside from the Peking Gazette the missionaries were the fir-: ;.i

publish periodicals in the Chinese language. In 1907, the Union Catalogue

of Christian Literature contained 1,114 books then extant; in 191S a

volume of 260 pages was required to list Christian literature, including

hafts, and this list is still growing. Up to 1S90, 76 } ericdicais

in Chinese had been published • of which 40 were religious, and

of which one-half were at that time still in existence. In iga
there were 107 specifically Christian periodicals in China. The
secular press has made more tapid progress than the Christiau

press. In 1921, according to the China Year Book, there were 57S seeulir

publications in Chinese )>eing widely distributed throughout China. Most

rapid has been the recent gain in the freedom of the press which under

Yuan Shih-kai was considerably repressed. It is now a real and active

factor in moulding public opinion.

As far as general literature is concerned there has been a noticeable

change k the type demanded of Christian publishers. The production cf

books on science, history, and geography has gone largely into the hands

of firms which are in general non-Christian. The outstanding demand >tf

this pericd has been school books through the production of which the

great Chinese printing interests have been built up. There has also been

ten increased desire and demand on the part of Christians for books, which

shows that the Church is becoming more of a reading Church.

Bible circulation has also increased. We saw in 1919 the Union Version

of the Bible completed, which was started by the 1890 Conference. This

is probably the last effort of foreign translators. Between 1900 and 1021,

the Bibles and Portions circulated by the British and Foreign Bible Society

increased over fourfold.

There has been, however, a retardation in missionary authorship. This

would seem to be true of books on China in English as well as of Christian

literature in Chinese. This means that missionary authorship has not

kept pace with the growth of the Chinese Church or of the missionary

body. In 1S96, 19.8 per cent of missionaries were engaged in literary

work ; in 1907, 11.4 per cent, and in 1920 less than 1 per cent. While

increased native production and greater ease of distribution lessen the

burden of literary production on the missionaries, yet the percentage now
engaged in this important task is too small.

GROWTH IN COOPERATIVE SERVICE

Has the Church made progress in its corporate life and in cooperative

service? To this question an affirmative answer is fairly easy. Before

1900 co-operative efforts were infrequent. Some of the stimulating causes

for rapid progress in co-operative activities are given below ; the forced

presence of a large number of missionaries in Shanghai in 1900; later

summer resorts also promoted a better understanding; freer contacts

ihrough better communications have also helped; the concentration cf

workers from a number of societies in large centers has also assisted ra
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breaking down barriers and inducing a united facing of common problems.

Eighty-seven out of 693 missionary residential centers may be classed as

international through having missionaries of more than one nationality

stationed there. Union negotiations among the Presbyterians, for instance,

were started at a conference held in Shanghai in 1901. One form of co-

operate activity is the city unions of Christian forces in Canton, Nanking,

and Peking, which are exerting tremendous influence.

Growth in Comity—There has been a steady growth in comity and

understanding between denominations. In 1917 the China Continuation

Committee issued a Statement on Comity which was sent to all missions

in China. Of 173 "mission bodies" who acknowledged the receipt of this

document, 108 adopted it. Included in these mission bodies were 4,456 cr

75 per cent of the missionaries in the mission bodies replying. Here wis

revealed a vital desire for real comity. There is now somewhat 'ess

emphasis on creeds and much more on co-operation than in 1007. In 1907

the common occupation of larger centers was recognized as a profitable use

of Christian forces, and this principle has been widely applied. The years

1907-1917 will be known for the union movement in Fukien, and indeed all

over China. Yet since S3 per cent of mission residential centers still have

onlv one society working there, it is evident that there remain many
Christians in China whose task of learning to think and work with others

is rendered difficult through isolation.

It is along educational lines that Christian Union has made most signi-

ficant progress. Union effort was the ideal of the 1907 Conference. Among
the schemes proposed were a Union University and Union Examinations

under a Union Board of Examiners for all China. These schemes slipped

into the limbo of worthy misfit-;. Union effort as accomplished, centers

mainly in the higher branches of education. Ecclesiastical unity, outside

of denominational unity movements, has not advanced much since 1907.

The 1917 China Mission Year Book speaks of 60 union institutions organized

in the previous 15 years. There are new 7 institutions in which different

societies have united to teach Theology, five of these are Union Universities.

The most significant change of this period is the union which has been

achieved in theological teaching which may be expected to prepare the way

for more ecclesiastical unity. Eight denominations work together in

Canton Union Theological Seminary ! Union work is thu> strongest in the

theological department, next in general education, and third in medical

work—a situation the reverse of what has been thought possible.

Denominational cooperation has, however, gone forward in large

measure. All forms cf union effort were stimulated by the report present-

ed by Di. J. C. Gibson in the 1907 Conference, but especially that along

denominational lines, this being looked on as the preliminary step to a

wider unity. The Anglicans now have one General Synod for China ; the

Lutherans have a General Assembly in which a large proportion of their

societies are united ; and the Presbyterians also have a General Assembly

for China. A plan of provincial federal councils was enthusiastically

adopted in 1907. Of the seven started, only those in Chekiang, Kiangsu,

Kwangtung, and Szechwan still function. Two present-day provincial

federations are the West China Advisory Board (started 1899) and the

Kwangtung Christian Council, both of which have Chinese members. There

is also a Federation of Missions and Churches in Kansu. These provincial

movements are international, as are also the denominational unions of the

Anglicans. Lutherans, and the proposed closer union of Presbyterians and

Congregationalists. The Tract Societies also are moving in the direction

of one society for all China.

There has also been steady growth in plans to meet the need of the

Christian forces for centralized service. This period has seen the growth of

organizations working nationally, which organizations have taken the place

of somewhat loosely organized national committees. The W.C.T.U., an

organization of recent growth, is under a Chinese president and is work-

ing on its particular problem. The Sunday School Union is the outgrowth

of a Committee appointed by the 1907 Conference. The anti-opium forces

have also united in an International Anti-Opium Association with various

branches in different parts of China. But the national Christian organiza-

tions that stand out are the China Continuation Committee, the China

Christian Educational Association, and the China Medical Missionary

Association. All of these organizations have had, during this period, ex-

perienced workers put into their staff. In consequence of this more

efficient organization their service on nation-wide lines has grown tremen-

dously. There is now therefore a national Christian staff, Chinese and

missionary, and denominational and general, which signifies that Christian

work in China has passed into an entirely new phase. The Conference of

1913 did much to promote the setting apart of a general staff for nation il

service. This national service staff means that the Christian Movement

in China is measuring its task more and more in national terms. This

was the note that characterized the China-for-Christ Conference and -he

special Women's Conference. This national service staff, comprised in

1920 28 persons and was then supplied about equally by British and Ameri-

can Boards, so far as personnel was concerned; of the Boards then parti-

cipating in this naticnal Christian service, six were British and eight

American. According to the Survey, between the years 1915-1921 there

were 36 full-time and 6 part-time national workers. Here is an excellent

example of the working of the corporate Christian spirit. It also demon-

strates the signiacant advance that has been made in unity of Christian

effort in China and indicates that the desire for comity is a vital factor and

not simply a theory.

While therefore some union schemes as proposed in 1907 have not

worked out, yet this fourteen years has seen a steady deepening of emphasis

on the unitv of the Christian Movement as over against its internal varia-

tions. It also means that the Christian Church in China has entered upon

the period of its corporate life. This effort in united Christian service to

China is the oatstanding note of the last two decades.

CHANGES IN EMPHASIS BY THE CHURCH
Some other general movements and changes of emphasis must also be-

pointed out.

Numerical Gtov-th--While the growth of the Church numerically has-

been somewhat irregular, nevertheless it has been continuous. Since 1900*

communicants have increased above 330 per cent. The following figures are-

well worth careful study :

—

„ Total Set Ratio of
ar Communicants Increase Growth

1889 37,287
1900 85,000 47,713 127% (11 yra.)

1906 178,251 93,251 109% (6 yrs.)

1910 172.942

1913 207.747 29,496 16%(3jrs.)
1914 235,303 27,556 13ftf

1915 268,652 15,652 6%
1916 293,139 24,487 9%
1917 312.970 19,831 6%
1919 345.853 32,883 10% (2 yrs.)

1920 366,524 21,671 6%
Dr. Gibson said in "Mission Problems," that the rate of numerical in*-

crease was rapid from 1S53 to 1900. But it would appear that during the last

twenty years there has been a decrease in the ratio of growth. In the eleven*

years between 18S9 and 1900 the number of communicants considerably-

more than doubled. In the six years between 1900 and 1906 they doubled"

again ; but it took fourteen years (1906-1920) for the communicant member-
ship to double 3gain. This is affected partly by the fact that from the

statistics of 1910 baptized children and infants were omitted. It is possible-

that the figures from 1913 to 1920 are a truer index of the normal growth-

of the Chinese Church. This decrease in the ratio of growth is, however,,

seen elsewhere. Comparing three year periods we find that between 19*3.

and 1915 communicants increased 29 per cent; between 1915 and 1917 ml
per cent ; between 1917 and 1919 10 per cent. As the Church increases in

numbers some decrease in the ratio of growth is to be expected ; we are not

able to tell whether this decrease has appeared sooner than it should or

uot. It is interesting to note that there was according to the 1916 census-

also a decrease in the ratio of growth of Christianity in the United States-

about this time ; from 1890 to 1906 the increase was 61.6 per cent ; 1906-

:qi6, 19.6 per cent. In 1920 the ratio of growth among Protestants in the-

United States was about 1 per cent. This was in spite of the fact that

according to the Federal Council Bulletin 1920 saw more people received"

into the Christian Church than in «he same length of time in all its history.

In China, however, from 1914 to 1920 the average ratio of growth was about:

6 per cent. It was also 6 per cent in 1920.

The explanation for the decrease in the ratio of growth in the United"*

States was given as consolidation. During the last twenty years in Chin*

we have had expansion and consolidation going on together, but with tbe-

old centers and institutional work getting the principal benefit of the

consolidation. Within this period contacts with the Chinese people through

mission stations have nearly doubled. Furthermore, vast political chang-es,

internal and international, have competed with the Church for the interesfc-

of the people. It is possible that the anti-dynastic changes explain in part

the check in growth which appears to have occurred between J906 and"

1913. Rationalism has increased in influence also. There is reason to-

think that this decrease in the ratio of growth is due in part to a deepen-

ing of the Christian life that makes acceptance of Christianity a less simple

matter and more meaningful. The rise in standards of church membership*-

would also affect the growth in numbers; in several cases drastic action-

was taken whereby large numbers of communicants were eliminated.

While these were not sufficiently large to affect materially the statistics-

over a series of years, yet they do indicate a rise in the requirements of*

church membership.
From 1S81 to tooo mission stations increased fourfold ; from 1000 to 1912

thej- increased about twofold : and during the last ten years there has been

a falling off in the number of mission stations opened, though a decrease

here in rapidity of growth in numbers is inevitable. There has also been a

slowing up in the rate of increase of missionaries. 1890-1905 the increase was

195 per cent, 1905-1920, 49 per cent ; that is, in the latter fifteen years the-

increase was much Jess rapid than in the previous fifteen years.

Another noticeable change is that from the necessaiy primacy '-f

missionary leadership to the self-conscicusness of the Chinese Church and"

the emergence of Chinese Christian leadership. The relation of mission-

aries and Chinese workers is that of colleagues much more than formerly

and of leader and 'helper" much less. The ecclesiastics 1 and administra-

tive equality of Chinese leaders is now fully recognized. The Chinese

Church has since 1900 entered into its own experience; it is no longer

dependent only on the experience of the missionaries. In 1907 no Chinese

leader was known nationally ; now there are not a few such. The success

01 the China Continuation Committee and the China-for-Christ Move-

ment is due in large measure to Chinese leadership. The focus of Christian

interest has definitely passed from the missionary to the Chinese Church

and Chinese leaders.

There is also a change in the attitude of the missionary to indigenous

religions and ideals. Both Chinese leaders and missionaries are now in-

terested in preserving the worth-while elements in Ch'nese civilization. In

1507 it was said that China was a pupil to Christendom, the Christian

Church a teacher to China ; but the two are now learners and servants

together. Tiiis means that the Christian Movement in China is laying

less emphasis on Western forms of Christianity and making a more earnest

attempt to live first the spirit of Christ.

The period up to v/jo has been described as the period of planting the

Church. This twenty years is characterized by a growing attempt to pre-

pare the Chinese Ch'irch for its task. The missionaries think much less-

of themselves as doing the work and more of themselves as training the
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Church to do it. In the 1907 Conference the problem of a proper attitude

towards the Chinese Church was prominent in the minds of the mission-

aries! Then the Chinese Church was just looming np as a potentiality.

The Christian Movement has passed from the period of pioneer seed plant-

ing by the missionaries to that of training Chinese sowers; it has moved

from the problem cf missionaries winning China to that of training the

Chinese Church to win it. This has been the keynote of Cliristian effort

in China during these twenty years. Hence the equipment and culture of

the Chinese Church have absorbed au increasing amount of the energy c.f

the missionary and his funds. There has also been a tremendons advance

in the material equipment of the Church. And as a corollary to the task

of preparing the Church, education has come to be recognized as a legiti-

mate part of Christian work. In the 1007 Conference there was practi-

cally no report on educational work. Now a special Educational Com-

mission has completed the study of Christian education and indicated i*s

future possibilities. And now there are almost as many educational

workers as evangelistic. All this training should be followed by a period

•of indigenous Christian expansion unequalled by any yet seen and which

will more than overcome the decrease in the ratio of growth.

The Conference movement has also grown. All kinds of conferences

are now being held for students and other groups. Here is being formed

••contacts with future Chinese Christian leadership that will result in

•further deepening of the spiritual life. And here is a point of contact

between Chinese and Western Christian leadership of vital importance t»

the future service of Western Christians to China.

In 1907 the missionaries turned their minds to the training of the

Christian Church. It was then recognized that the main work of the

foreign missionary should tend to the training and teaching of leaders.

That ideal has been lived up to very largely. Up to 1007 most literature

had been prepared for non-Christians : since then nurture literature—a tre-

vaendoos factor in training—lias also come into prominence.

All this has meant increased emphasis on the winning and training of

youth. The decrease in the ratio of growth may be in part due also to the

fact that the results of this training take a little longer to show on roll

books than former methods. In 1907, of 1779 congregations 12 per tent

had Sunday Schools with primary departments! 61 per cent had no

Sunday School work at all. In 1920 the number in "organized Sunday
Schools" is about 74 per cent as large as the number of communicants,

in addition there are a large number in expository Bible classes. Litera-

ture for children lias also appeared. During the years 1914-1920 while the

number of communicants increased annually about 6 per cent the number
of Sunday School students grew at the rate of 12 per cent a year. There

"has been undoubtel growth in Sunday School work, though statistics do not

permit the figure just quoted being actually compared with similar

today. This development in religious training shows that not all the

-Christian energy which has gone into education has gone into institutions

!

The Church has gre\tiy benefited at first hand. This increased emphasis
on the training of youth is however seen in the rapid growth of general

education also. While between 1907 and 1920 communicants increased about

105 per cent, students in Christian schools increased about 332 per cent, or

about three times as fast. During the same time teachers in these schools

increased 374 per cent as over against 200 per cent increase in ordained

pastors and 37 per cent increase in unordained workers. That the school

is at least equally successful with the church as an evangelistic agency was
seen in a study of a well distributed group of 133 schools all reported rc

the YMCA student statistics for 1920 doing work up to the middle grade

-and some beyond. There was a gross increase in student church members
•of about 14 per cent. Between the years 1914-20 the net increase in com-
municants for the whole church was on the average 6 per cent; the net

increase for 1920 was also about that. Since there could hardly be half as

manj- people leave the church by death and other causes as were taken

into it, the schools seem to have some advantage over the ordinary and
older methods in promoting church growth. The leaders now moving
things have come mainly from the generation that has had the benefit cf

this emphasis on training. Here another observation must be made. As
a result of the study of above schools it would appear that schools doing

work up to and through the middle grade probably have about 35 per cent

of the students in the church. In fourteen institutions, members of the

Association of Colleges in China, among the students in the grades above

the middle school about 67 per cent were in the church. We can safely

estimate that 49 per cent of the students in these mission schools are in the

church. Add to these a considerable group who have made a profession of

faith ia Christ but not joined the church and we can estimate a little over

50 per cent of the students in these schools as progressive Christians. To
those church members still in school must be added a large number of

graduates now in the church- It is evident that a large proportion,

therefore, of the present church membership has come from or is at pre-

sent in the Christian school. This increased emphasis on winning and
training youth is bringing about a profound change in the character of

church membership. The presence of this large student group is most
felt where middle schools and colleges are situated and in the older centers.

A new and distinct problem in Christian strategy is appearing in the task

of holding these educated young church members for Christian service. In
certain centers this group of educated young people is beginning to

dominate the policies of the Church. The emphasis on training while it

has used up much Christian energy has also added to the church member-
ship a most important clement and proportion. A large proportion of the

additions to the church since 1000 have come from Christian schools.

These facts raise the question as to what would have been the progress of

the Chinese Church if it had ignored education? Another significant

Tesult of this emphasis on the training of youth is that the Christian
Church is becoming educated much more rapidly than the country at large.

While China has about one out of 75 in school, the Christian constituency
has about 1 in 3 now in school, apart from a large number of graduates
either in the church or the constituency. Neither does this estimate take
account of those who are "literate" in the sense of being able to tea
Bible. This indicates a rapid rise in the potential leadership of the
Chinese Church. Already these educated church members are a leavening
factor in Chinese society. The facts, too, that the largest numbers et
students are found in Kiangsu, Kwangtung, Fukien and Chihli, and that 77
per cent of students in mission middle schools are found in the seven coast
provinces has a direct bearing on this phase of the growth of the Church.
It is suggestive to note also that it is in Fukien, Kwangtuv g and Shantung
where the Christianization of the people has farthest 1 h tncs

! ; s t
'

in these same three provinces, in. addition to Chihli, where we find the
largest nun': "cuts.

There is a clearer realization that China cannot be Christianized except
through the Chinese and that to achieve this they must be trained,

increased self-determination and so guide more and more the pohd
the Christian Church. The desire to hasten this process also helps la

explain the increased emphasis on the winning and training of vouth.
There has also been a change from the placing of emphasis almost

solely on the direct evangelistic presentation of the Gospel reater

inclusion of its social implications and greater effort to applv them. The
problem of the application of Christianity to the life of China will V

prominent in the decade after : :;. Twenty years ago saw the a
the first stage of missionary intensive evaag li tic preachi:

centers the work is now much more v iition

to promoting the salvation cf the individual the Chi
trying to put him to work. There is developing a much more sociological

- tion of the minister's work as is seen for instance in the subiee'.

included in the theological curriculum. All this means a widening
f'uence on the conununitv and the Nitional problems are in the

focus of the Christian attention. Tlie last do;

mi the institutional church which is the church at work r.ttemptinir to applv
Christianity to its commnnity. Tt is a move to make Chr: - :r

in the life of society as well as in th : :' the inch

The Chinese Church fa red in the growth of the t

Christian consciousness which is at the back of all co-operative efforts.

This corporate consciousness has helped clarity the attitude of the C

Christian attitude towards marriage and the home, than formerly,

ouestion of what to do with pxdygamists is not heard so often; it so-

many sections to hare «e: I. Participation by the Church i:i

tits has also noticeably decreased. While the Church is still too

foreign jet its increased indigenous standing is not overlooked. The
Christians have a deeper appreciation of their responsibility. Q
standards are also rising which again may help to explain the dear* = .-

':

the ratio cf growth and also indicates a desirable deepening of church life.

Scrutiny of the moral character of aspirants for church membership is more
prominent than the requirement of intellectual assent to the creedal con-

tents of Christianity.

There lias been real advance in- capturing the intelligence of China.

This is shown by the fact that during this period the highest in the land

have listened to the Christian message. T'-.e quality rf

thinkers has been enlisted in the study of Christianity. Xot only do we
have Chinese thinkers aggressively oppjosing Christianity but sorae of the

best thinkers have studied it and accord credit to it for the greatness of its

teachings. In other words the Christian Church is a factor to reckon with

in public thought. It has not yet won China but during this period it has

won, in a significant way the attention of China

!

The main result of this twenty years is the opening of the door of a

new era of nation-wide opportunity. The Cliristian Movement is not now
excluded from any province or city though it has far from entered them

all. The whole country is really- open. The Chinese Church is much better

understood and has a deeper understand;ng of itself. From the ijs of the

Boxer movement the Church has been gaining in influence through steady

—

if still incomplete—progress in becoming indigenous. We hope that 1922

will stamp it for all time as a Chinese Church ! There is also a growing

consciousness of the supremacy of Christianity. Daring these twenty

years we hav". been forging public opinions regarding the value and place

of Christianity. Our contributions in education, medicine and religion

are wanted more and more. It is true that government recognition of

Christian schools comes slowly. It was sought by the aid of the United

States and the British Minister in 1907, but the then Board of Ed..

said that schools under foreign management were not to be recognized . yet

in that same year the Chinese Government recognized the Peking Union

Medical College and voted it a gift of £10,000. Slowly virion

is coming though perhaps not as originally wanted. One especially

encouraging feature of this time is the co-operation with national

Chinese leaders in education, medicine and in the promotion of the

phonetic system. This is true even of the National University at Peking;

it is due in large part to the growing influence of Western trained

leaders in the Chuich and the nation. Slowly but surely the fear of Western

expansion, which was at the bottom of the Boxer movement, is changing

to a desire to share the best that the West has, and to share with the

world China's own best. There is a growing sense of the necessity «=f

establishing working relationships with the stranger within and without

the gates; the old idea of aloofness has been given up. The appreciation

of the message of Christianity is deepening. The Christian Movement m
China is entering the day of the "open door" of friendly co-operation

which door Christ, through His servants, slowly but irresistibly has been

opening.
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PART III

THE CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OF THE PROVINCES

ANHWEI
In the provincial studies which follow the reader will find the main and basic facts of the

Surrey. Whatever eise appears in other parts of this volume is supplementary rather than
essentia! in its character; the material here presented famishes the foundation and the
framework, go to speak, of all eise.
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10,000 inhabitants are represented by larger dots proportioned to their size. The
red on the basis of hsien population estimates as printed in Appendix A.

Information given on Maps III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, IX and XI was originally
supplied to the Committee by mission correspondents or «rai collected later by special corres-
pondence and research on the part of the office staff. The original provincial base maps
sent out to the correspondents were taken from the New Atlas of China, third edition,

1917, published by the Commercial Press, Shanghai. While inaccurate in many respects
these maps were as good as any procurable by and adaptable to the uses of the Committee.
Wherever inaccuracies were discovered, the mission correspondents very kindly made the
necessary corrections before fixing any locations or supplying other information of a

ical nature on the tracing sheets.

The place-names of all evangelistic centers located on Map V for each province are kept
in the Committee files and should be of value to those who desire to know the location of
places as yet familiar to few outside of the local missionary body. The letterpress in
connection with these maps (III-IX and XI) is largely based on the information appearing
on the maps, or in the accompanying statistical Tables I-VI.

Map X on Government Schools and the accompanying letterpress hare been prepared
from information furnished by the Ministry of the Interior, on Primary Education for the year

ending July 1916, and on Secondary Education for the year ending July 1918.

STATISTICAL, TABLES
Statistics for Table I are based on the Directory of Protestant Missions in China for

1919. If the figures for Total Foreign Force are somewhat larger than the annual returns on
mission statistical sheets sent in to the CCC, it is due to the retention in the Directory of the
names of those persons who are not regarded as regular members of the mission or who are at

home on extended furlough, or in a few case* it may be due to duplications, although special

care has been taken against this. Missionaries allocated to national work or to teaching in

union institutions have been grouped under the societies with which they are officially

connected, whenever possible. Statistics given in Tables II, III, IV, VI, (except for columns
8 to 12, Tables II) are based on figure* sent in to the Committee on special Survey statistical

sheets. Wherever gaps were manifest in the information supplied, a conscientious attempt was
made to follow up these omissions or incomplete returns either by correspondence with the

missions concerned or by reference in the office to previous statistical data, home board and
field reports, etc., and thus to fill in the missing figures in order that this Survey might, when
finished, be complete and comprehensive. In Table VI figures for area of mission fields

in square miles as well as figures on estimated populations must be regarded as approximate,

even though the utmost care has been taken by the office staff in ,eompoting these. The
information for columns $ to 12, Table II, and for all the columns of Table V lias been
gathered from a variety of sources such as (1) CCC statistical blanks for 1919/20; (5$)

questionnaire returns (1919) on the Scientific Efficiency of Mission Hospitals; (3) home and
field publications ; and {i ) direct correspondence.

Following the expressed desire and precedent of the CMMA, all reference to medical

assistants has been omitted from medical statistics, and only fatly accredited physicians,

male and female, together with nuraes (graduates as well as those in training), hav# been

included by the Survey Committee in the total medical force and consequently in the total

number of salaried Chinese workers.

Where separate departments for men and women are maintained on the same hospital

premises, some missions report two hospitals, while others only one. This inconsistency has

resulted from the old custom of reporting hospital buildings rather than hospital institutions.

DEFINITIONS
By field claimed is meant merely the area or areas in which a mission is working

and/or for the evangelization of which it accepts responsibility.

An evangelistic center is any place where, either (1) there exists a Christian

community of not less than ten Christian communicants and/or baptized adults < wli.

the form of a permanent church organization or not), and a weekly religious service is held

;

or (2) there permanently resides a Christian Chinese worker recognized by both church and
mission (whether in the employ of the mission or church or not is immaterial), and a weekly

religions service is held.

In addition to evangelistic centers a number of occasional preaching places,
which may or may not have been previously reported as out-stations, exist in almost every field.

Since it was necessary for the Survey Committee to draw some limit to the number of

these ooi-stetions, the stricter definition of evangelistic center was adopted. However,
when thinking of the extent of evangelistic work in any field, these occasional preaching

places, frequently far removed from evangelistic centers, need constantly to be borne in mind.

A missionary residential center
A mission station w any place where

U; and where work urn

ry residential center mi
that a certain province mav have 20 mission*]

A hospital y place where
In locating non-mission hospitals tin.

, «! hospitals, omitting

institutional hospital is meant ai

A dispensary is a plae -

The term pastor is not restricted in its w
Church organizations which are n

form, whatever the form of administration ma;

gregations.
Voluntary workers—It is assumed i

(e.g. occasional preaching, Sunday School tea-

visitation, etc), therefore only those who give o

each week to definite Christian" work are >.

.

Literacy—Any communicant si

and understanding h

The term Christian constituency
church members). (2) ba namuni
candidates preparing for bap
in mission or church schools, or irregular

organized con-

.,,-'.;;;

includes (1) baptized communicants (full,;

ants, both infants and adults ; a-

It does not include non-Christian student*
istian church attendants.

sple, adults children, definite

ud following reg

organized teA Sunday School is any groui

meet once a week for Bible stud)

,

study*. The definition adopted for the Survey has excluded a good deal of religious education^

similar to regular Sunday School work but lacking one or ether of the three requrie43-

characteristics. For this reason references to Sunday Se! :!,roughout tie

have been few and guarded.
Any school pre-supposing four years of Lower I il work (apart from Kinder-

garten work) for admission into its classes, and offering three-years of work prepare n to-

Middle School matriculation has been regarded as a Higher Primary School,
A Middle School is one which presupposes for admission at least seven school

years of work or its equivalent and requires four year its equivalent for

graduation. The symbol for Middle Schools in Map IX indicates how many years of work
are offered, e.g. if only 3 years, one-fourth of the ided.

. Wherever one school does the work of two Schools, as tar example, Lower and Higher'

Primary, or Higher Primary and Middle, it has been regarded as two schools and the student*.

have been divided according to their grade of work.

GENERAL EXPLANATORY NOTES
The outline maps are not intended to show rivers, lakes, mountains, the distribution op

population, or other important geographical features affecting mission work, etc. The simplest!

outlines consistent with accuracy and the purposesof 'his Survey have sufficed. The ma

;

been reduced carefully to a nniform scale so that were one to cut them out of these pages, and |
endeavour to bring them together in a single map of all China, he would find that, except fur 1:

two or three of the larger provinces, where the reduction has been one-eighteenth of an inch. |

too much, due to the requirements of the width of these pages, the provinces fit together J
without difficulty.

In relatively unoccupied provinces where a mission could give no definite li

field for which, until other missions enter in, it recognizes itself as responsible

delimitations shown in Map III have been arbitrarily fixed by a considerati*

the miteion at present is able to work. In other words, the area e

30 ii outside of the most distant evangelistic centers hag been mad
field of such a mission.

In grouping societies denominationally the Coron

tion given in the Directory of Protestant Missions i

that the Basel Mission, for example, which it has clai

classified as Presbyterian. Moreover, there is diffei

of the SEMC and 8MF as Lutheran.

The Bomanization of place-names ( provinces, hsiens, and cit

the 1919 Postal Guide.

Although mission correspondents were specially requested to report i

evangelistic centers in each statios (generally located in the larger cities)

number of ©barehes or centers of worship, a few failed t*

or station concerned is credited in the stal

vitiating comparisons to this extent. On Map III wherevt

may safely conclude that at least two and perhaps as m
centers exist.

Occasionally a mission correspondent reported the number of evangelistic centers in each

hsien but was unable to fix their exact location, thus compelling the Committee to ioeat*

them at random in their respective hsiens rather than omit them from Map III altogether.

In a few cases mission correspondents were unable to divide -communicant
Christians into male and female. Wherever this was the ease an arbitrary ratio, which
seems to be the prevailing ratio throughout China, of 5 males to 3 females, was accepted.

In many cases it was manifestly impossible for correspondents to give accurate figures

covering literacy among church members, men or women, except for a very limited number.
For this reason the percentages which appear in Table III for each province, columns 10 and
11, must not be regarded as applying to the entire church membership, since in almost every

case they hold only for a varying proportion of the total membership. It may, and

may not be safe to assume that the percentages of literacy which apply to a limited number
of church communicants in any mission or province apply equally to the total number.

Obviously it has been impossible to include all of the societies in many statistical com-
parisons which have been made in the letterpress, as well as in a number of the graphs. Por
this reason only the larger am ve been dealt with.

Figures appearing in columns 9, 10, 12 and 13, Table VI, unless clearly understood

may prove somewhat misleading. Obviously small or young societies with few communicants
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I.— HSIEX Boi'ND.lRlJiS

KIANGSU

DENSITY OF POPiT.ATKvy
Papulati&n Estimates fffr tit Prorituv—The total popula-

tion of Anhwei has been variously estimated from 14.ooo.oco

"P f ' The Slinehengpu Estimate, 1910, which is

generally regarded as conservative, gives 17,300,000. The
Post Office Census records a total of iq.S^ 1,665. C. C. C.
Survey returns .sire 20,002,166. The area of the province is

sq. mi. This makes the average density for Anhwei
mi., slightly above the density of the State of

New Jersey. The densest areas are in the center of the pro-
vince, and along the two main river courses, the Yangtze
md the Hwai.

C. C. C. Survey returns greatly exceed the Post

Census returns tot the following listens—Snsung, Taihu, Feng-
tai, Snhsien, Chuyi, and Showbsien.

Cities—There are two cities with 100,000 inhabitants and
above; Wnhn, 175,000 and Anking, 100,000 Wuh« is

only treaty pert, Anking and Tatung being ports of call.

There are 5 cities each with a population estimated somewhere
between 50,000 and 100,000 : Pechow, Luchcwfu, Yingchow-
fn, Ningkwofu and IJttanehow—all mission st-itions. There
are 12 cities each with a population estimated somewhere
between 20,000 and $o/xso. Ninety-three per cent of the people
in Anhwei live in itiral districts or in cities of ro.ooo or under.

Befcax- the Taiping Rebellion Anhwei *s population was
reckoned as high as ;- Since then large sections dt

the province liave been periodical h- decimatetl by severe floods

and famine. There are innumerable villages of agricultural

people scattered all over the province. The development of

Pcngpu as an important railway center is worth}- of recogni-

tion by mission societies. The low economic status of the
people, especially in the north, is a constant hindrance to

development along lines of higher education and self-support.

Pfipulatten—Of the 20,000 dots on this map five

dots of the smallest size each representing 1,000 inhabitants,

indicate the numerical strength of the Christian communicant
body.

II.

—

Density ok Population

HSIEX BOUNDARIES
us—Anhwei is slightly greater in area

n New York State and considerably denser in population.

it is divided into 3 tao, which are again subdivided

1 ns, or counties. The capital city is Anking.

-.1 Characteristics—South of the Yangtze the coun-

trntainous; north of the Hwai river and scnitb, just

ore it enters Huogtseh I-ake, the country is a dry plain,

>jcct to frequent floods and famines. Between the Yangtze

1 the Hwai the country is mountainous tenvard the west,

i fiat and marshy, with numerous lakes, toward the center

the province. Characteristic northern crops are raised

th of the Yangtze, and the characteristic wet crops south

Ehe Yangtze. The large majority of people are agriculturists,

iple, re^ust, ami hard-working.

th OccupatiCn by fJsiemS—A "lance at the tabte

in .Occupation by Hsiens (Appends*; A) will reveal

< ported as totally without any organized Christian

hsiens report no mission lower primary schools;

no mission higher primary schools. Government

srer primary tducattcu is reported fee all the hsiens, and

vernment higher primary education exists in all hsiens but

0. Over half the total number of hsiens claimed by Pro-

tant missionarv societies report two or more missions at

:k.

Language—Mandarin, with slight variation, is heard

rcugbout the province, except in the extreme south, in and

Hwcichow, where a local dialect is spoken.

Railroads—The Tientsra-Pukow Railroad enters Anhwei

Wuyi, south of Chuchow (FCMS), crosses the Hwai River

;t of Hwaiyuan and again enters Kiangsu north of Nansu-

. Of the 22 railroad stations along this line only

missionary resiilential centers. Pengpu, situated

etween Nansuchow at the northern and Chuchow at

e fouthen* extremity of the railroad, is an important and

piclly developing center. Interest in the projected line

tentliug front Wuyi just north of Pukow, due westward to

how in Ht«an bids fair to be renewed within the

years, in which event central Anhwei, ncrth of

lao I.iike may come in few considerable development.
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111.

—

Protestant Mission Fields

PROTESTANT MISSION FIELDS
Mission Fields Compared—There are 10 Protestrsnt mis-

sion Societies at work in Anhwei, working approximately six-

seventfas of the total area of the province. The two working
the largest areas are the China Inlaw! Mission, with a field

equal to 1/4 the area of the province, and the American
Presbyterian Mission North, with a total area of 1/5 the area

of the province. The Faith Mission in Wuhn, the Seventh
Bay Adventist Mission in the same city, and the Christian
Wbmen's Board of Missions, new affiliated with the Foreign
Christian Missionary Society in Lnchowfn, are without field

delimitations. With the exception of the China Inland Mission
all societies are American. Wuhn being a city of 175,000 is

shown as common area. Recently missionaries of both the
Friends* Mission and the China Inland Mission in Kiangsu
have carried on itinerary work in northeast Anhwei, south
of the Hwai River. The fields of 6 missions overlap around
Wuhu.

Er.ch mission at work in Anhwei, represents a different

denominational group, or remains unclassified denominational-
ly- This fact may account for the absence of federation be-
tween various missions and churches throughout the province.

Comity Agreements—The American Presbyterian Mission
reports very definite comity agreements with surrounding
missions. M^ost other missions have no definite agreements,
merely tacit understandings. The American Church Mission
reports an agreement with the China Inland Mission by
which each agrees not to enter a center already occupied by
the ether. An agreement atfo exists between the Methodist
Mission and the China Inland Mission, whereby the latter

assumes evangelistic responsibilty for the area south of a

line running due east and west through Ningkwofu, and the

Methc lists assume responsibility' for the area north of this

line. Most societies, before entering areas already claimed,

agree to consult with the missions concerned.

Certain evangelistic centers of the Presbyterians are shown
to have betn opened in the fourth period, i.e., 1901-1910, which,
according to more recent information, were opened in the third

period. This type of error is due largely to uncertainty in

the minds of our correspondents as to just when an evangelistic
center may to regarded as having been opened.

ACE OF WORK
Pioneer Period—The China Inland Mission was the first

Protectant society to begin organized missionary work in

Anhwei, Mr. Meadows and Mr. Williamson were the pioneer
missionaries, who after hardship and difficult}' caknin 11:114

in a riot, finally effected a settlement in Anking, 1869
sixteen years the China Inland Mission was the only mi
at work in the province During this time, 1809-1885, four

stations were opened, Anking, 1869; Ningkwofu, 1874; Chih-
chowfUj 1S74; and Hweichow, 1S75. Frequent and inevitable
changes in personnel, together with hardships and opposition,
made work during this first score of years very difficult and
progress was slow.

Later De<velop>ments—The American Church Mission
the second to enter the province, opaaing a station in Wuha
in 1S85, and 9 years later in Anking. All missions now at
work in Anhwei, except the AAM, SBC, FN, FaM, and SUA,
entered Anhwei during the years 1881-1900. Such mission*
as American Methodist, Presbyterian, Foreign Christian <md
Southern Baptist Missions carried forward their pioneer work
from residential centers in adjoining provinces.

O dest Field* Compared—In comparing this map with
maps III and VII one fails to see evidences of proportionate
increase in areas where the work is oMest. Such increase a*?
has taken pfoce around Wuhu and Anking is due more to
the advent of new missions than to any pronounced progress
within the older churches.

Missi< >n Stations A p RANGED Chroxoi. 3-CICAIXY

j
1807- imi- 1*U- 1891- 1901-

j !s»U- j

', 1860 L880 1890
: 1900 1910 1920

PE 1 1

AAM a

SBC
1

MEFB 1
•

PN 1
CIM 1 3 5 1
(DMA r

FaM
1

FCMS 2 I

Agk Of Work

Area* beyos'i 30 Is (10 ffiilea) from »»>' known evange centre are shown here in black.
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FULL-TIME CHRISTIAN WORKERS
The Fcrctgn Foire—The foreign force r

Over 40 per cent of this farce resides in Anking

In terms cf foreign missionaries the PX field aj

poorly occupied (5 nusstcnaries per i.ooo.oco popul

C1M and the SBC fields come next Table \ I . I

cent of the foreign force is ordained and 3a per e

of single women. The ratio between men and w<

The employed CM
four tin the foreign I 1

this Chinese force resides in centers

One-fourth of the force is in Asking and Wuhu,
cent is in the 7 cities of 50,000 inl

fcrence to Map V shows that the southern scctics

vince contains the largest number of evangel!

without resident worker^.

Workers Classified—Among the employed Chi

the nnmber of teachers slightly exceeds the

In the PN and PE missions the nam
workers is more than doable that of the

rs. In the China Inland Mission t

Of the total Chinese force 77 par cent consists of

is one ordained Chinese worker to ever

The total employed Chinese force repn

the communicant membership. Tl

-is, in percentage cf communicant memb
among the employed wen from approxii

the IE and !N

NlXjRER OF Ev.
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IS two
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VI.—DlSTRTBrTlOX OF WORKERS

EXTENT OF EVANGELISM
Ml—Twentj--six mission residential

id 189 evangelistic centers (ootstations with at least 10

jomnranicants) are reported for the province. Two
ission centers are international in their missionary

: Wuim and Anking- n are British, 12 American

sitinentaL Five mission stations have women mis-

only. There is an average of 6 evangelistic centers

'ion, each averaging' a Christian community

Mission Stations—The mission societies are planning

to open 9 new mission stations during the next five

is follows: Chekao {A AM), Ctekihsien (CIM),

1M}, Lufciang fCMA), Showchow (PX), Tai-

- i>gteh (CIM), Tungcheng fCIM), Wuweichow

it of I -Relatively speaking, evangelistic

sely scattered over the province. There is no

development in any field. Intensive evangelistic

Je mission is noticeable chiefly around the

>ete the absence of evangelistic centers around Wuhn
teg. This may be due to mral evangelistic centers

eluded in city- returns. Except for small sections

the Yangtze, areas where mission fields overlap do

?r to have any more intensive evangelistic work than

imed by a single mission. Throughout the province,

ry occupation in terms of evangelistic centers is re-

backward, although it mnst be remembered that all

the province is comparatively young.

on$ for Present Inadequacy"' #/ Occupatim—-Three

•:nds; 5, lack of native workers; 4,

:, difficulties in communication.

ty of Population shows the unoccupied

.ted. The country is. mountainous
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VII.

—

Communicant Christians
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Chinese and Foreign Workers Compared

Foreign W(
Chinese Evangelistic Worker*

ucational Workers

Chinese Medical Woikers

Number of Chinese Employed Workers
per ico So. Mi.

Christian Occupation in terms of Employed Chinese Force—
The CIM reports the lowest number of employed workers per

million with the PN second and the CMA third (Table VI).

As to workers per 1,000 communicants, the AAM reports the

lowest number (55 per 1,000), with the CIM ranking second.

The following missions are best supplied with workers per

1,000 communicant; : PN, PE and SBC (Table VI). The
PN reports the lowest number of paid male evange'ists per

evangelistic center.

Training School Facilities—The following training schools

for workers have been reported : 1 Bible School for women
at Nanlinghskn, 1 at Hwaiyiian, and 5 training schools for

nurses. The CIM report a summer Bible training school at

Anking and occasional Bible schools at mission stations,

lasting for several weeks.

I.—Force at Work—Foreign

.

c

S3

i

ss = 8

Name of Society 1
8 1

i
*

to

5 H M

S

3? a H 3

fH

1 2 3
1

4 * 8

Grand Total ... 32 11 1 1 55 62 HO 172

Anglican PE 4 2 4 13 12 22 34
Baptist AAM 4 1 1 2 5 6 11

SBC 2 2 2 4
Metbodist MEFB 3 3 1 7 1ft 17
Presbyterian PN 5 2 1 1 g 8 13 21
China Inland Mission CIM 1 13 14 27 41
Other Societies ... CMA i 8 g 14 19

... FaM 2
FCMS 9 3 1 g 9 14 23
SDA

COMMUNICANT CHRISTIAN?

General Survey—The total communicant membership of

the Protestant churches in Anhwei exceeds 5,000, and that of

the Roman Catholic Church exceeds 65,000. In 1906 the Pro-

testant communicants numbered 1,543. Sixty-seven per cent

of the Protestant membership is composed of men.
Distribution of Communicants—Note the concentration of

communicants in the larger cities. Twenty-three per cent o#
the total reside in 6 cities of 50,000 population and above. The
SBC and PE Missions report the highest proportion of com-
municants in cities ever 50,000 (about 50 per cent) and the

PN the lowest (See Table III). Note that there are as many
Protestant communicants in Anhwei south of Wuhu as north.

Note also the lack of communicants in rural districts aroun#
Anking, Luehowiu, Shucheng, and Taiho. This is impressive

since reference to Map IV (Age of Work) reveals mission

activities as beginning in all of these centers before 1910, and
in one of the cities as early as 1869.

The PE Mission reports an unusually large Christian con-

stituency (exceeding 3,000). With 1/6 of the total communi-
cant membership in the province this mission reports over

1/4 of the total Christian constituency.

Membership by Denominations—The Protestant com-
municant membership may be divided among the various

denominations approximately as follows : Anglican, 16 pel

cent: Baptist, 14 per cent; Methodist, 12 per cent; Presby-
terian, 11 per cent; China Inland Mission, 26 per cent; other

societies, 21 per cent. There are no Lutheran or CongrL'gt-

tkmal missions in the province.

Church Organization—The figures given in Table III

seem to indicate a difference in policy between different mis-

sions regarding church organizations. For instance, the PN
reports only 2 organized churches among 47 evangelistic

centers. All other missions report a combined total of 125

organized churches for 142 evangelistic centers. In other

words, these other societies, with 9 times the communicant
membership of the PN, report 65 times the number of organized

churches. There is no federated church organization in the

province.

Literacy—The degree of Hterac}' among Protest ant

churches in Anhwei is relatively high ; 67 per cent of the male
and 42 per cent of the female communicants being report

able to read the Gospels in the vernacular. The highest degree

of literacy is reported by the Methodist Church.
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II.—Force at Work—Chinese
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Name of Society

Grand Total SI ISt 58 240 235 66

1) 11 12 I 13

13 56 £2 623 98

>-raa
Chiiw Inland Mission

Other Societies

PE
AAM
SBC
MEFB
PH
CIM
CMA
FaM §
FCMS
SDA

66
11

10

38
BO
14
14

39
3

3.6

*s ! This eotainn includes workers connected with edneationa.1 institutions above Middle School grade

$ Xo returns

III.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian Community
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VIiI.

—

Communicants per 10,000 Population

CHEKMNG
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Only twenty-three per cent of mission lower primary

students go on to mission higher primary schools, while 37

per cent of the students of the Anglican mission in lower

primary schools, continue work in higher primary grade. The

Northern Presbyterian Mission reports the largest number of

lower primary students,—almost two students for every com-

municant member. Out of every 10 mission primary students

in Anhwei, 7 are boys.

Middle Sch'jols—There are four full grade Middle Schools

in the province; 2 in Wuhu, (AAM and FCMS) (PE) ; 1 in

Ningkwofu, (MEFB) under the supervision of a Chinese:

pastor; and 1 in Anking, {PEL Of middle schools, 5 for lx>y»

and 2 for girls, not offering full grade work, are also reported.

The middle schools for girls are located in Luchowfu (FCMS)
and Nanlinghsien (CMA). ~ They report 19 student';, i>r 7 per

cent of the total Middle School enrollment in the province.

The PE, PX and FCMS missions lead in higher education, v

Number of Communicants and Mission Primary
Students Compared

150 300 450 600 750 900 1,050 1,200 1,350

Communicants

I 1 jjission Primary Students

IX.—Mission Schools

COMMCXICAXTS PER 10,000 POPULATION

General Impressions—The province averages 2.5 com-

municants per 10,000. Wuhu-tao is relatively the best

evangelized, with an average of 4-5 communicants per 10,000;

Anking-tao reports 2.3 ; and Hwaisze-tao in the north an

average of only 1.8. Among hsiens, Wuhu is far in the

lead, followed by Suancheng and Chuhsien. {See Table-

Christian Occupation by Hsiens, Appendix A).

Areas Relatively Untouched—Note the black areas between

Wuhu and Nanking in Kiangsu, also north of the Yangtze

between Wuhu and Anking. The CIM fields, both in the

west and in the east, are relatively black. Note the circle of

black hsiens around Hwaiyuan in the Hwai River valley. The

two hsiens between Chao Lake and the Yangtze valley in

the CMA field show relatively few resident Christians. Note that

the largest number of Christians per population are southeast

of Wuhu. The smallest number of Christians per 10,000 are

found in the fields of the SBC, PN and CIM.
Christian Constituency—The Protestant Christian con-

stituency reported is slightly more than double that of the

church membership.

MISSION SCHOOLS

Elementary Education—The province reports 185 lower

primary schools, 39 higher, and n middle schools. The lower

primary schools almost equal the evangelistic centers in num-
ber and appear to be well distributed with one exception.

Compare this map with Map V on Evangelistic Centers. Note

the large number of evangelistic centers in the southeastern

part of the province, without Christian lower primary educa-

tion. Of the total number of students receiving primary

school education in Anhwei 10 per cent are in mission schools.
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X.—GOVER.VMF.NT SCHOOLS

".... aw

Compare this map with Map IX. Note the location, of
government middle schools in areas where Christian higher
education of similar grade is not provided; for example, the
Government Middle Schools in Sosu&g in tie MEFB and
PE fields; and in Hwekhow in the CIM field. Information
to hand does not indicate either the teaching quality or the
moral influence of these Government Schools, and no large

i I government educational facilities has vet been made
by

inent normal schc

a total enrollment

e ven govern-

lower grade reported for Anhwei, with

(j. Two of these schools are for

HOSPITALS
Present Medi

12 foreign and r
the 36 foreign m
total of 345 beds
average for the province

igbt mission hospi

aaas are located is J

-evidential centers. They report a
las}- for men as for women), or an

of 17 beds per million inhabitants.

Only one foreign woman physician is reported, for Anhwei.
Two new hospitals are planned to be built within the next

5 years, one at Pochow by the SBC', and another at Ttsnki
by the MEFB. Four dispensaries, apart from those located

on hospital premises, are reported.

Government or Institutional Hospitals—The hospitals for

men at Pengpu and Showehcw are tinder railroad or army
supervision.

The Protestant mission fields most poorly provided with

medical, facilities in terms of total population and com-
municant membership are those of the CIM, CMA and SBC
(Table VI). Xote specially the absence of hospital facilities

in the entire western and sonthern sections of the province.

Map II, however, shows considerable density of population

in these areas—especially in northwestern Aiihwei and south

of the Yangtze between Anking and Wnhu. Reference to

Map VII on distribution of communicants shows relatively a

large percentage of church members residing beyond the reach

of medical help. Mission school students south of the Yangtze

are also apparently beyond convenient reach of hospital

rtks. [See Map IX).

XI.

—

Hospitals

The middle schools are generally located in centers where

most Chinese Christian workers reside, and there is a hospital

in each center having a middle school except at Xanliaghsien

and Xingkwofu.

Differences of Emphasis in Education—Differences of

emphasis in educational work are apparent, (See Table Yli.

The CIM reports 2S students in its schools per roo church

communicants; AAM, 45; SBC, 60; CMA, 100; FCMS, 117;

PE, 136; MEFB, 169; PX, 267.

Higher Fdinsaiww*—There is no mission education above

middle school grade in Auhwei, nor do we find any normal

school or courses in education in the entire province. The

higher ideational needs of Anhwei are at present met by

Christian educational institutions in other provinces,—-Xan-

king University, Shantung Christian University and the

colleges of the PE Mission in Wuchang and Shanghai.

GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS

Prbnjrv School F&eiUties—The most recent estimates of

eminent education for lower and higher primary schools

those furnished by the Ministry of the Interior lor the year

iug Ju'v, 1916. Estimates of middle schools are for the

r ending Jn'\ ::hwei reports 1,135 lower primary

higher primary schools each with an average

slightly less than 40 students. Reference to the map
-trikingly large number of primary schools in the

thern section of the province, a section relatively unoccupied

:e Location oj Government and Mlssfctt Middle

leven government middle schools are reported,

h a total enrollment of 1,125 boys and no girls. Xote the

ence of anv government middle school north of the Hw.»i
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Y.- Extent of Occupation - The Christian Hospital
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Anglican I'E

Bfcptist AAM
1

1 1

40

80

30
15

570 83 17
45

SBC 1 ;'»

Methodist... ... •• MEFB 1 I 30 10 418 1 * 13

Presbyterian I'S 3 W •n 608 1 11 31 98

China Inland Mission CUM 1

Other Societies... ... CMA ...

FCMS % t>0 a 699 1 6 : 82 97

CHINESE EMPLOYED WORKERS AND

COMMUN ICANTS COMPARED
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Female Wortas
„ CoiBiaanica»ts

Mate Workers
„ Communicant*

VI. - Degree of Occupation and Table of Urgency

Name of Society

Anglican ...

Baptist

Methodist
Presbyterian

China Inland Mission

Other Societies

I'E

AAM
SBC
MEFB
l'N

CIM
CMA
FaMS
FCMS
SDA
Unclaimed

A
A
A
A
A

Int.

A
A
A
A

54.826 a 20,002,166 a > 172

5.300
1.600

1,400
4,200

12.2;»0

18,300
4,700

4,800

7.(0 J

1,400,000
800,000
600,000

1,000.000
4,500,000

6,000,000
1,250,000

25,000
1,800,000
200,000

2.127.000

625

34
11
4
17
21

41

19
2

23

24
94
106
64
48

*78

19

5,070

832
602
133
632
508
1341
374

585
113

24

14

7

17

5
7

15

80
18

112
41

40
94
24
11

34 123

185
149
209

146
173

2.5

oo & •? 2.

12 13

1,336 1,052

bo - -i
&><£ S <S

0.6

$ Xo returns

(a) Total for province not for approximate estimates bj societies as given below

IT

1633 1365

725 453 1.3

1154 661
1951 1698 3.

3250 2672 0.7

220 284
1700 1000

1706 1170
513

1.7
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CHEKIANG
HSIEN" BOUNDARIES

Political Divisions—Chekiang is the smallest province of

China, having an area of 36,680 sq. mi., which is almost twice

that of Belgium, In density of population Chekiang exceeds

any American state. It is rich in places of historical interest-

Its capital city, Hangchow, is situated 00 the shores of West
Lake—famous for its scenic beauty—and is surrounded bv
bills with numerous temples and pagodas, the resort of thou-

sands of pilgrims Politically, Chekiang is divided into four

tao, which are subdivided into 75 hsiens.

Physical Characteristics—Mountain ranges traverse the

center of the province from southwest to northeast. These con-

tinue into the sea and form the well-known Chnsan Archipelago.

The island of Pcoteo, just off the northeast coast, is one of tae

s to Buddhists in Eastern China. Numerous
1st. The province is rich in industry and

iltnre. The northern section resemWes the fertile Yangtze
River valley. Tlic south and west hear a resemblance to the

mountainous districts of Fukien. The climate is temperate in

the ncrth and semi-tropical in the south, with the heat in

summer less intense' than it is in Fukien. There is a well-de-

veloped network of navigable streams. The low flat region

southeast of Sienku, down to Taichowfn and Hwangyen, is well

watered, and during the wet season is subject to floods and
consequent famines.

Language—Chekiang is situated in the Wa dialect region.

: :'. Hangchow a variation of Mandarin is used. In the

: Ningpo and the surrounding country the Ningpo dialect

•resmutely 6,000,000 people. Slight variations

• if it are in use in the Shaohingfu district. Kinhwafu, Wen-
chow, Taichowfn and Chuehow have local dialects of their own.
These dialects differ somewhat from each other. Some of them

tbJe the dialects of Fukien. In the western sections of the

ree aboriginal tribes may still be found speaking the

Miao language.

Christian Occupation by Hsiens—Protestant missions are

at work In every listen. The CIM, with its affiliated mission,

reports Work in four-fifths of the province. Every prefoctural

as a mission station. Twenty-one out of the

total 75 hsiens report no Christian lower primary schools, and
istian higher primary educational facilities.

The following five hsiens report the largest number of Pro-

testant Christian communicants : Yungkia (Wenchow), 3,445;
.Kinhsicn iNingpo), 2,890; Hanghsien (Hangchow), 1,833;

'Wubing (Hnchowfu), 1,322; Yuyao, 1,187.

I.

—

Hsiek BotrxDAJires

A NilWLi

The people of Chekiang are economically well '

particularly in the northern section. For this reason one

naturally expects encouraging reports regarding salaries paid

to Chinese workers and seM-supporting churches.

Out of an aggregate of 22,000 dots on this map, 2S of the

smallest size dots, each representing a thousand inhabitants,

indicate the numerical strength of the Protestant communicant

membership.

II.

—

Density of Population

DENSITY OF POPULATION
Papulation Estimates for the Proxince—The population

•estimates for Chekiang vary from 11,580,692 (Statesman's Year
Book, rooal, to 26,300,000 (Customs Report 1S82). The Min-

ehcngpn estimate of 1910, generally accepted as conservative,

credits Chekiang with 17,000,000. Official census returns for

secured by the Survey Committee, give 22,009,822. More
: Post Office population figures closely approximate the

above official returns and give 22,043,300.

The returns sent to the CCC for the following hsiens

.greatly exceed the recent Post Office estimates : Hashing,
Pinghn, Wukaug, Siaoshan, Shunau, Lishui, Kingyuan,
Suanping. On the other hand, the Post Office estimate for Kin-

hsien (Ningpo*, greatly exceeds the estimate sent to the CCC.
On the basis of the official returns supplied to the Survey

Committee for the province, the average density of Chekiang
reaches the high mark of 627 per square mile. Chinese authori-

ties claim that the population of the province has doubled
during the last jo years.

Areas of Greatest Density—A glance at the map will show
three specially dense sections. The most conspicuous of these
is the rich agricultural plain north and northeast of Hangchow,
The other two sections are the Tsientang River valley and the
•coastal plain extending southward from Taichowfn to Wenchow.

Citie.$—Six- cities each with a population exceeding 100,000
are reported : Hangchow (750,000), Ningpo (450,000), Shao-
hingfu (400,000), Wenchow (140,000), Huchowfu (100,000), and
Kashing (100,000'!. Five cities each with a population some-
where between 50,000 and 100,000, and thirteen cities each with
a population between 20,000 and 50,000, are also reported.

Approximately 87 per cent of the total population in Chekiang
live in cities under 10,000, or in rural districts.
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111.—I'R'VfESTANT MiSSJOX FlSLDS
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M PLOYED WORKERS PER ajo SQ. MI.

133 436789 10 11 12

PROTESTANT MISSION FIELDS

S&cieties >H
.

Work—Fourteen Protestant missioiiist|

societies ^excepting the AFM and Ind) are at work in Che-
kiang, representing all denominations except the Luti
The CIM and its affiliated society, the GCAM, work So per
cent of the total area of the province. In approximately half of"

this area they share responsibility with other evangelic d
missions. The CMS work w per cent of the total area <

prcvinoe. Most of this field is shared with other missions.

UMC rank third in area claimed. Slightly over hall of the

in Chekiang are connected with the Brit:-'

Contir.ental societies. The fields of the AFM, SDA, and Ind'

aries are not shewn on the accompanying map. The-
the CM, and several small disconnected fields of the
CMS in the northeast, while appearing or

are difficult to trace.

';
.

Overlapping mid Vnoccuptei Areas—No part of Chek
is unclaimed. Considerable overlapping exists in the south-

east between the fields of the CMS, CIM and UMC, and in the
north and northeast around Hangchow and Ningpo. This over-

lapping, especially in the north and northeast is largely due-
to the fact that these sections of the province are the most
densely populated and were among the first in China to be-

opened to missionary occupation. Hangchow, Shaohiagfu and'
Ningpo, being the only cities of 200,000 inhabitants and over,.

are shown on this map as "common area.**

Comity Agreements—AH larger missions in Chekiang
port both oral and written comity agreerneatSi The
reports a definite understanding in each station regarding
delimitation of field. A special agreement exists between the-

CMS and the CIM regarding the field around Taichowi
similar agreement exists between the CMS and the PN missions-,

with reference to the town of Iwu. The CMC reports

agreements with both the CIM and the PN missions-.

by which each society agrees not to establish preaching
places within five li of those established by the

ether. An exception exists in the eise of Wenelww,
Printed agreements are also reported between the CIM and the*

CMS affecting field delimitation around Taichowfu, Tientai,

Hwangyen, and Taiping. Both the PN and the UMC report.

agreements to open no new work within jo li of a station

already occupied, and not within 20 li of such occupied plaoesr-

until after consultation. The ABF, and several other missiosr

societies, report agreements of a more general nature, regird-

ing the division both of their city and country fields. The*
CM and SDA report no comity agreements, oral or written. $

IV.—Ace of Work
AGE OF WORK

Pioneer Feri&4~Chekiang is one of the first province
China to be entered by Protestant missionaries. Before i860*

missionaries resided in five centers in Kwangtnng, in three w
Fnkien and in two in Chekiang. The ABF and PN missions-
entered Ningpo in 1S44. Pom years later the CMS missionaries
arrived. Six years later, in 1S54, Hudson Taylor began work
in Chekiang as the first representative of the China Evangel-
istic Society. He left this society in 1856, began work around'
Ningpo in 1857, laboring independently until i860, when he-
was invalided home. The CIM was officially founded in 1*65,
and, during the following year, began "work in Hangchow.
There was little open opposition in pioneer days, but to u«e
the words of another, "plenty of quiet, often courteous, and
always determined opposition on the part of many influential'

people." This was a larger hindrance to the spread of the
Gospel than that which frequently comes from open violence.

The missions reporting overlapping or disconnected field*

are frequently the older societies. This is as one might expect.
Centers where foreigners could safely reside Ware few in early,
days, and fields for itinerary work greatly restricted. Recent-

-

ly several efforts have been made by these older societies to- '

ward lessening the number of these disconnected areas, ia tbe-
interests of greater economy and efficiency.

The southwestern section of the province, while opened
fairly early, is not well developed, due to unfavourable physical
characteristics. Cornpue this map with Maps II, V and VII.

The section north and northeast of H'-.ngcbow is

dense in population, and the work there was begun fairlv t

However, in the numbti both of c» t-nters and com-
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Note the marked development in the opening of new
stations before i§co, as well as the small number of stations

shed by the larger and older societies after 1900.

EXTENT OF EVANGELISM

Missionary Residential Centers—The missionaries of Che-

kiang are located in 34 residential centers. A total of 55 mission

stations is reported in these cities. Over 900 evangelistic cen-

ters or outstations, each having 10 commudkrnts or over, are

scattered over the province. Among the cities, Hangchow re-

ports the largest number of societies with resident missionaries

Ne new stations are reported as likely to be opened during th?

next five years.

Centers of Evangelism—Unfortunately, crosses to represent

the evangelistic centers in the large cities do not appear on

this map. Xingpo and Hangchow, for example, report over

a score of church organizations, but since these are within the

city confines their location on the map has been impossible.

Wherever, therefore, the symbol of a station is shown, it

generally may be assumed that it has more than one

evangelistic center, the number varying with the size of the

city and the strength of the mission or missions there at work.

In a few cases the head churches only of a district in the UMC
and MES fields have been located, owing to incomplete in

formation. For the same reason about a dozen evangelistic

centers of the CM around Xingpo have not been located.

Degree of Christian Occupation—In comparison with other

provinces Chekiang appears to be well supplied with evangelis-

tic centers, especially in the UMC, CIM and CMS fields. On
the otber band, in spite of this intensive development is

evangelistic centers, it may still be said that the task is just

begun, for statistics show that as yet only one out of every

S20 persons in Chekiang is a communicant Christian. {Table

VI}.

Reasons /or Present Inadequacy of Occupation—In stating

the reasons for the present inadequacy of Christian occupation,

four mission societies mention as their first reason, inadequacy

©f foreign and Chinese staff. All societies refer to the need

of more Chinese workers. Three societies mention as the

second reason inadequacy of funds. The UMC reports their

greatest lack as being that of foreign workers. The prospects

«f evangelism in the province are regarded by all correspondents

as most encouraging.

FULL-TIME CHRISTIAN WORKERS

Distribution oj Missionaries—The foreign missionary body,

numbering 344, resides in 34 cities. Xinety-one, or over 25 per

•cent, reside in Hangchow. One hundred and fifty seven, or 45

per cent of the total foreign force reside in Hangchow and

Xingpo. Seventy-three per cent are in the six cities of over

100,000. It is interesting to note by way of contrast that only

20 per cent of the Chinese force and approximately 14 per cent

of the communicant body reside in these six cities. Foreign

single women in Chekiang (109} comprise one-third of the total

missionary body. Only one woman physician is reported.

The Christian Occupation of Chekiang in Terms of Foreign

• Fore*;—The societies occupy their fields in terms of foreign

force per unit of population as follows :

—

CMS 24 missionaries per million inhabitants

MES 2 i

ABF 21 „
PS 10 ,]

CIM
CMC
It is striking to note that the two missions having the

fewest missionaries in the field per million inhabitants {CIM,
CMC) report the largest number of evangelistic workers aud

-communicants.

9

Foreign and Chinese Emfi.<>yei> Workers
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Nationality of Foreign Workers—Except for 5 per cent

which is German, the missionary body is about equally divided

between British and American.

Location—The MES reports the highest average of mis-

sionaries per station {2U followed by the PS (17). The CIM
and its affiliated mission the GCAM report the lowest average

of missionaries per station (3 and 3.6).

The Chinese Force and its Distribution—There are five

employed Chinese workers for even' foreign worker. Twenty
per cent of the Chinese force resides in cities over 100,000 and

37 per tent of the forte in missionary residential centers. Com-
parison of this map with Map V reveals many evangelistic

centers without resident workers. Note in which mission

fields the Chinese force appears to be best scattered.

Classification 0} the Chinese Workers—Out of a total of

1788 employed Chinese workers, 977 or 54 per cent are in

evangelistic, 596 or 33 per cent in educational, 215 or 13 per

cent in medical work. The MES, SDA, CIM and UMC report

the highest percentages of their total Chinese employed force as

evangelists (each exceeding 70 per cent). The CMS, PS and

ABF missions report the lowest percentages (each under 35 per

cent). The ABF is the only mission in the province reporting

more educational workers than evangelistic—the proportion

exceeding two to one.

Eighty-two per cent of the total Chinese force is men;
the UMC, MES and CIM employing the highest percentages

Less than 10 per cent of the evangelists reported is ordained.

There is an average of one ordained Chinese worker in Che-

kiang for every 266 communicants. This in comparison with

other provinces is surprisingly good. Note in Table II Col.

j 4 the large number of voluntary workers reported by the

UMC and CIM.

Christian Occupation in Terms of Chinese Workers—
Workers per 1,000.000 Workers per 1,000

inhabitants communicants

UMC 164

MES 132

ABF 112

CMS 93

PS 77

PN 65

CIM 39

I.MS 36

Note that the UMC, ABF and CMS are among the first

four missions in both columns.

There is an average of 5 to 6 employed Chinese workers

per foreign worker throughout the province. The UMC re-

ports the highest average, (23 Chinese workers to each

foreign worker). The SDA ranks next with an average of 13

Chinese workers for each foreigner and the MES ranks third

with U.

I—Force at Work—Foreign

ABF 135

CMS 117

PS 92

UMC 79
LMS 51

PN 47
MES 45

CIM 34

Name of Society

1 8

|

.1
'?•

3 | 4

i

5 |
6

j
7

Grand Total ... 63 19 1 12 109 116 228 344

Anglican ... ... CMS
Baptist ABF
Congregational ... LMS
Methodist MES

... LMC

Presbyterian ... IN
... PS

China Inland Mission CIM
... GCAM (CIM)

Other Societies ... AFM

CM
«MC
Ind.

SDA
YMCA

YWCA

9

4

6

12
6

1

1

1

1

1

2

1 1

') 17 1")

9 14

1 12 1

1

19 22
4 7

f I

1

1

I

00

1 5 21
-

23 37

2 4 33
42 64
11 18
6 7

2 3

1 1

1 a

t 8

Ratio of Employed Workers tc Communicants—The ABF
reports one Chinese employed worker out of every 7.5 com-

municants; the CMS, one out of every 8.6; the PS, one out of

every 11 ; the UMC, one out of every 13.8; the PN, one out of

every 2r.6; the MES, one out of every 22.5; and the CIM, one

out of every 28.2.

Training Centers for Chinese Workers—Information at

hand, shows training centers for workers to be well distributed

over the province. The CIM have a training school for

workers in Hangchow and Bible training schools in three or

four other centers. Their last report shows an enrollment

of 147 students in these schools. The CMS have a Bible train-

ing school at Ningpo, the ABF at Shaohingfu, Huchowfu, and

Ningpo; the UMC, a Bible training school at Wenchow and

training facilities as well at Ningpo. Most of the workers in

the MES field arc sent to Sttngkiangfu, Ku. for preparatory

work. No information regarding training centers conducted

by Presbyterian missions has been received.

II—Force at Work—Chinese

L2

Name of Society I
s £, -8

Angiican
Baptist

Congregational
Methodist ...

Presbyterian

China Inland Mission

Other Societies

Grand Total 103 1 735 139

10 11 I 12

i*'11

13 14

977 423 i 173 596 1 | 48 135 215 1,788 526

CMS
ABF
LMS
MES *

UMC

PN
PS
CIM
GCAM (CM)
AFM

CM '

OMC *

Ind *

SDA
YMCA

YWCA *

HOC

4(5 27

91 14

7 1

87 \ 7

235 } 9

88 1

5

29 13

152 39

40 7

1 1

105
283

61
44

197
47
2

84
154

1

20
77

70
62
56
23

'553
I O

15 I
16

82

287 66%
270 69%

127 6 B8%
375 117 96%

142 6 n%
138 ih%
268 330 78%
72 40 84% ;

* •".<•
,

27 74% '

14

1
"

IQ&%

5.3

4

4

0.3

(a) This column includes educational workers in institutions above Middle School grade

(b) Union with ABF at Huchowfu
* Incomplete returns
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V i I.—C'OMUCXICVXT CHRISTMN'S

COMMUNICANT CHRISTIANS

G&icral Survey—The total Prolestmt communicant

snembership for Chekiang is 57,002. Archdeacon Moule, in an

-article written some years ago. gives the number of Protestant

Christians a* *^a* time as somewhere between 12,000 and 15,000.

The Roman Catholic Church reports 56,051 Christians as church

members. Sixty-two per cent of the Protestant membership

consists of men.

Distribution ol Protestant Chursh Membership—Note the

Btration of communicants, first in the Wenchow district,

then around Ningpo, Hangchow and Huchowfu. The area

en Hangchow and Ningpo also appears relatively dense.

Th«; PS and ABF missions report having the highest per-

centages of communicants in cities over 50,000,

Compare this map with Map III. The fields best occupied

rras of connr.unxxnt membership are the MES, sg per

population, the CMC, 21 per 10,000; the PN» 14 per

th-. CIM, 11 per 10,000. Note the drop between

the CMC and the PN returns.

Dpnrc this map with Map II. The density of popula-

tion will be seen to be relatively gTcat in the northeastern

n of the province, and in the eastern plain. The dis-

tribution of communicants appears, however, to be relatively

in these regions. Certainly it is not proportionate to

the density of population. The larger cities in the west and

in the eastern central plain do not report many communicants.

Kinhwa-tao, in the west, averages only 4 communicants per

population, while the other three tac exceed 10 com-

municants per 10,000.

Membership by Denominations—The CIM reports 9,595

-communicants. The Methodists follow with 8,004. The

'Presbyterians report 4,580, or slightly more than half the num-

ber of the Methodists; the Anglicans, 2,445; and the Baptists,

2,002. The CIM and Methodist missions claim over half the

communicant membership of the province. The Methodists

alone have a'anost as many church members as the Anglicans,

Baptists, and Presbyterians combined.

Compare this map with Map IV. In the areas southwest

-of Ningpo and northwest of Taichowfu, where work was begun

between if60 and i££o, converts are still few and the work

relatively undeveloped.

Illiteracy—Sixty per cent of the male church members and

45 per cent of the female members are reported as literate.

There is little variation in the percentages of literary between

various societies.

Development in Church Organization—The number of

organised churches very nearly approximates the number of

gelistic centers. The CMC reports the smallest number

•of communicants per evangelistic center.

COMMUNICANTS PER 10,000 POPULATION

General Impressions—In terms of communicants per 10,000,

<Thekiang ranks among the first five best occupied provinces ot

China. A glance at the map reveals the more poorly occupied

sections to be those of the extreme northeast (LMS and PS

fields;, the extreme" west (CIM field), and the central section

-cf the province (PN and CIM fields). The spiritual needs of

the island group (AP.F field) also appear relatively still im-

-cared for. A revision erf statistics since the accompanying map
was drawn changes the shading of Ankihsien in the north-

western section of the province from that which represents

eommunkants per 10,000, to that representing 1-5 per

Mack Areas—Note the three black hsiens in the west.

Kinhwa-tao is noticeably below the average, dae to sparsity of

population, the mountainous nature of the district, and the

oonseouent difficulty in itineration. Moreover, this section of

the province- has never fully recovered from the massacre of

Chinese Employed Workers and Communicants

Compareo

0% 20% e&% ioof-

i Female workers.
am „ . caaxmanicict?.a Male workers.

TOHlUlUBSCiMi.

VIII.—COMMCNICAXTS PER 10,000 POPCLATION
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III—Extent of Occupation—The Christian Community

Name of Society

Anglican
Baptist

-dtioaal

Metbodist ...

Presbyterian

China Inland Mission

Other Societies ...

Grand Total

CMS
ABF
LMS
MES*
CMC

IX
J'S

CIM
GCAM (CM)
AFM

CM*
GMC*
iiwi |

8DA
YMCA
YWCA

55 859

109
37

S
28

321

31

29
215
-54

1

918 17,412 10,490 27.902 48,079 62% ; 16%

104
42
9

28
321

42
30

245
-54

1

1.412 1,033
1,308 696
117 68 i

1,814 1,044
3,452 1,694 !

1,637 1,436
998 818

s

4,945 2,955

1,075 620
30 1

480 320 !

90 60

86 26
j

2,445
2,002
175

2,858
S,146

3,0"3

1,516
7,900
1,693

30

800
150

5,238
2,912
385

7,554

12,490

3,528
1,932
9,589
1,833

30

800
150

112
1,526

97% 26%
65% 42%

0%
64% > 9%
68% i

54%

62%

60%

31%
52%
8%
0%

100%

68%

61%
60%

~

64%
61%
59%
45%

6'"%

30%
4:5%

40%

45%
43%
30%

3,931
25

1.441

1,611

3,233
1,629

3,453
105

610
479

43 16,618 3d

19
102
16

% No returns
* Incomplete returns

IX.
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Mission .Schools
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MISSION SCHOOLS
Elementary Eduestitin—In comparison with other pro-

vinces, especially those having an equal amount of missionaiy-
work, and opened approximately during the same £• nernl-

period, Chekiang is relatively poorly supplied with Christian
lower primary schools. Out of 2S3 lower primary schools re-

ported, 74 are in cities of over 100,000. This leaves only 209
lower primary schools for a total of giS evangelistic centers.

A comparison between this map and Map V shows how Isrge-

a number of evangelistic centers is without primary educa-
tional facilities.

The CIM, MES and CMC together report 61S organized
churches, and only 96 lower primary schools. Incomplete
educational returns may account for as striking a contrast as
the above, although it is not likely to alter one's general im-
pression regarding :he lack of emphasis on mission primary
school education throughout the province.

Higher Primary Schools—A total of 53 higher primary
schools (ii of which are for girls) is reported, or one
more Christian higher primary school than the number
of mission stations. The varying emphasis between*
missions on higher primary education is evident from the J

lollowing summary. The ABF mission reports more higher
primary schools for its 2,000 communicants than the MES
£,nd CMC missions combined report for their. 8,000 communi-
cents. On the other hand, the PX, with half again as many
communicants as the ABF, reports only half the number of
higher primary schools. For every 100 communicants irr.

Chekiang there are 35 students reported in mission lower
and higher primary schools.

The following table shows the relative emphasis placed:
on education by the larger mission societies :—

ABF 96 primary students per 100 communicants
CMS 02 „'-„-',
FS 59 . „ „ "

"

PX 42 „ „ „ „°fC 23

MES 16

C1M *S » .. M »
Mission MUdle Schools—There are 19 mission middle-

schools in Chekiang, 7 of which are for girls. Of this total,
12 reported full-grade work when the survey data was returned.
Two of these are union middle schools, one for girls and one
for boys, both located in Hangchow. Eighty-one per cent ot
the total number of mission middle school students in Chekiang
is boys. Comparison of th :s map with Map V shows mission
middle schools to be well scattered and conveniently located.
Tieutai district, however, shows no middle school within con-
venient distance of the 7 higher primary schools located in it*

vicinity. The same may be said of the southwestern section of
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IY—Extent of Occupation—The Christian School

Name of Society

Grand Total ... 283 53 19 5,579 235 7£72

Baptist
Cooperations}
Method i i ...

Pnestiyteriaii

China Inland Mission

-Other Societies

CMS
ABF
LMS
HKS*
UMC*

rx
PS
CIM
GCAM H'fM'i

AFM

CM"
<BMC*
Ii»dS

SDA
YMCA

ywca
HCC

I Xa returns

* Incomplete returns

the province. Comparison of this map with Maps V and VII

impresses one again with the need of better educational facili-

ties in the Wenehow district.

Of the total primary students for Chekiang (Government

and Mission) only 3 per cent is reported to be enrolled in

Christian mission schools. Tsientang-tao reports the highest

proportion, 5 per cent of the total being mission schools. Only

28 per cent of tkt students in mission lower primary schools

advances to higher primary schools if may safely be assumed

that less than 40 per cent advances into Christian middle

schools, The difference of emphasis in educational work for

boys and girls is shown by the fact that ;i per cent «»j Ui.

students enrolled ia mission schools is boys.

H-.giier Education and Teacher Training Facilities—The

tJMC maintains jnnior colleges both at Ningpo and Wenehow.

The only senior college is Hangchow Christian College, which

offers work to boys from middle school grade on, through four

years of junior and senior college. There is no Christian

normal teacher training work reported by Protestant missions

ior the entire province.

GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS

General Summary—The total number of government

primary students in Chekiang (Report of the Ministry of

Education, 1916) is 319,72a, or one and a half per cent of the total

population. When contrasted with educational conditions in

such a country as the United States, where 17 per cent of the

population is in elementary schools, this percentage is very

low.

Government Middle and Normal Schools—There are twenty-

•five government middle schools in the province located in 20

•cities. None of these middle schools is for girls. Seventeen

normal schools (lower grade), with an average of 120 students

each are ate© reported : Hangchow, 2 ; Kingpo, 2

;

JShaohingfu, 3; Kashing, 2; Taichowfa, 2; Kinhwafu, 1;

Wenehow, 1; Chucbww, sj Huehowfu 1; Chuchowfu, 1;

Yeaehow, 1. Six of these are for girls; Hangchow, Kasbing,

Ningpo, Shaohingfu, Taichowfa and Chuchow.

Higher Educational Institutions—There is a government

law college in Hangchow. Also a medical school (part

.government and part private) in the same city.

x m *> 00
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161 1,060

315 1,125
•257 rra
263 929
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i
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XL—Hospitals Areas :n Need—If this map be compared with Map V it

becomes evident at once that a large number of missionary
residential centers are without hospital facilities, twenty-thtec

residential centers reporting no hospitals. If this map be
compared with Map VII, it will be seen that half the cow.
munieants reside in hsiens where no mission hospitals exist.

The area which appears incst neglected is the southeaster.".

section of the province, north and south of Wenehow. Her«
there is a large evangelistic work, and a wide scattering

of communicants. In the same connection note the

district between Ningpo and Taichowfh ; also that south of

Hangehcw around Chukihsien. Compare this map with Map
IX. Wherever there is a mission middle school we find a

mission hospital.

Missionary Occupatiyn in terms of Doctors and Beds pet
Million Inhabitants—The CIM, PN and UMC missions report

less than ore doctor for every million inhabitants in their field*

(Table VI, Col. 14). The PN, CIM and MES report the smallest

number of hospital beds per million. (Table VI, Col. 15).

Y—Extent of Occupation—The Christian Hospital

HOSPITALS
General Survey—Nineteen mission hospitals with an

average of 65 patients each are reported for Chekiang. Twenty
foreign physicians and 12 foreign nurses supervise this medical
work. Approximately twice as many beds exist for men as

for women patients. No new hospitals are being planned for

the next five years. Nine dispensaries, located at centera

where no hospital facilities exist, are also reported. The Komnti
Catholic Church reports two hospitals and four dispensaries.

Seven hospitals are under Chinese boards of directcas.

a
if

is ?
. *J Z 3 1 §J : -

7. _ 3 .

« m

Name of Society
|

§ s

~
« S5 -2

"I X i|J| ~'t

0. S ,5 X w '

g- n Y, 25

1 ; 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Grand Total ... 19

i

' 811 422 13,216 10 135 61 100

Anglican ... CMS* 7 378 193 3,97*2 4 59 95 95
Baptist ABF (a) 4 «6 58 2,440 3 32 24 29
Congregational LMS
Methodist ... MES (a) 1 35 10 700 m

UMC 2 122 42 2,123 1 6 164

Presbyterian... PN 1 1 15 5 800 20
PS 1 83 X0 2,254 1 26 80 160*

China Inland
Mission... CIM 1 :s 45 15 477 1 12 30

GCAM (cur) 2 :: 50 20 430
Other Societies

* Incomplete returns

(a) Union medical work—Hnehowfu (ABF 4- MES)

YI—Degree of Occupation and Table of Urgency

Name of Society

Anglican ...

Baptist

Congregational
Methodist ...

Presbyterian

China Inland Mission

Other Societies

CO

Grand Total. 36,680 | a. 22,909,822 ai

CMS
ABF
LMS
MES
UMC

PN
PS
CIM
GCAM (cim)

AFM

CM
«MC
Ind
SDA
YMCA

YWCA
HCC

B
A
B
A
B

A
A

Int

Cent
A

B
A
B
A

Int

Int

A

7,400
2,275
475

1,500

4,500

3,225
1,350

24,800
5,300

150
275

3,100,000
2,400,000
260,000
960,000

2,400,000

2,200,000
1,800,000

J
8,650,000

150,000
100,000

344 1,788
j
27,902

!

i g -£_Sg .go ~ sso
MO I -8 O
"- © S3 2

so
& ©
** ©00

79 12 65

•3J •fje

IS
s °
S e

12.5

287
270

9
127
394

2,445
2,002
175

2,858
5.149

37 142
j

3,073
35 138

1
1,516

64 - 268 7,900
18 72 I 1,695
7 I a 30

32 800
150

93 30
112 25
36
132 7
164 3

65 12
77 24

39 ( 8

117
135
51
45
79

47
92
34

1 11 1 42
220 233 I 66

SO
20

;

... I

18 j

8
8 1,966

|

6 143 !

29 506
21 316

14 1,097
8 ' 1,086 i

[ 11

53

j 437

1 02

IS

333

5.545

593 345 0.9

624
I

2.0

137 j ...

156
J

2.0
227 0.4

420 : 0.4

592 1.0

134 1

344 .

1.000

0.:

(a) Total for Province not for approximate estimates by societies as given below



THE PROVINCE OF CHIHLI

CHIHLI
HSIEN BOUNDARIES

Recent Changes in Boundary—Chihli,

as the name "Direct Rule" implies, is the

?eat of the snpreme government of the

Chinese Republic, and therefore the most
important of all the provinces of China.

Previous to the Third Year of the Republic,

e'hihli extended considerably north of its

present boundary into the administrative

districts now called Jehol and Chahar. Us
total area then exceeded 115,000 sq. mi.

Since 1014, tlse northern boundary of the

province has been moved southward to con-

form with the Great Wall. A special ad-

ministrative district around Peking also has

been formed, and the new Chihli has been

-hvided politically into four tao, with 139

hsiens. The area of Chihli as now con-

stituted is approximately 60,000 sq. mi.,

somewhat larger in size than England and

Wales combined. The capital of the pro-

vince is Paotingfu. When comparing old

population estimates and mission statistics

with present estimates and figures for

Chihli, this change in boundary must con-

stantly be kept in mind.

Physical Character istks — Mountains

extend across the northern portion of the

province. The land around the coast is

level and fertile, rising gradually to form
a large alluvial plain, hot and very pro-

ductive in summer, but ee'd and afflicted

with dnst storms in winter. The waters

of the old and new Yellow River

traverse this plain. Floods and inequality

of rain^M! make harvests questionable.

Tn many peaces the kind is low, swampy
and scantily inhibited by an impoverished

population. In these sections little mission

work is attempted, {See Map II and
Map V).

Climate—Chihli is frequently spoken

of as the healthiest province in east

China. Extremes of hot and cold prevail.

The air is exceptionally dry. People are

lirget and more robust than in the south,

due to the invigorating climate and their

Tartar blood.

North China is essentially aft agricul-

tural region. The Peiho is the most mi-

nt river. This does not end at

<m, as the accompanying map might
seen to indicate, but extends on north-

westward being navigable as far as Tung-
chow, where the Grand Canal ends. Tung-
chow, until the Tientsin-Peking Railway
was established, was the chief port of

entry for Peking.

Language—Mandarin is universally spoken throughout Chihli.

Railroads, Rivers, and Roads—The Tientsin-Pukow, Peking-Moukden,

Petctag-Kalgan, Peking-Hankow, and Peking-Mentowkow Railways

traverse Chihli in all directions. In addition, the Grand Canal and the

Peiho provide splendid water communications for small boats, while five

«ncicni and important highways, extending from Peking as a center, con-

stitute the main thoroughfares of travel by cart or chair, <r afoot. Of these

five highways one runs eastward from Peking beyond Tungchow and

Yungpingfn on to Shanhaikwan The second runs northward from Peking

to Tolunncerh, via Fenguing. The third runs northwestward following

the Pekirg-Ka'lgan Railway to Kalgan and on to Urga. A fourth runs

southwestward, front Peking via Paotingfu to Taiyuanfu, Sianfu and Lan-

chowfu in faraway Kansn. A fifth runs southward from Peking to Tsinan,

via Hokieufu and Tsangcfacw. It is interesting to note that 25 out of the

39 missionary residential centers in Chihli are located along one or more

of the main railway lines. «ta!y 5 residential centers are removed from

railway communication further than 25 miles.

Post Office and Telegraph Communications—No province in China

is tetter supplied with postal and telegraph facilities than Chihli south

of *,he Great Wall. A total of 198 post effiee stations of various grades

and 845 postal agencies are reported. Out of 135 hsfen cities in Chihli,

109 are post oflfce centers. Improvements and extensions in the mail

service are being made constantly. These have much to do with the

development of trade in the interior and should greatly promote evangeliza-

tion through the press.

I.

—

Hsien Boundaries

SCALE I.OJWMM

A be nt a hundred telegraph stations are reported for the province.

Over 25 separate telegraph lines go out from Peking. By means of

these, every part of the Chinese Republic can be reached at short notice.

Economic Conditions—Chihli is essentially an agricultural province.

"In the great plain the land is cultivable, and divided into small fields

for intensive farming. Meadowland and pasture crops exist, and live-

stock are reared not only as beasts of burden but also for meat products.

Wheat is sown in the late fall and harvested in early summer, after which

the other crops are planted, corn aud beans being planted in the same

fields." At present the one necessity before better economic conditions

can prevail is agricultural education. Changes like the following are

most needed : rotation of crops, anima! husbandry, improved methods of

tillage, and more general aforestation. This kind of modern agricultural

training presupposes an elementary education which unfortunately not

one Chihli farmer in 10,000 nvAv possesses. Inequality of rainfall renders

harvests precarious, and the province frequently suffers from scarcity of

crops and occasionally from severe famine.

Chihli is rich in minerals, iron and coal being of the greatest com-

mercial valne. Chinwangtao now ranks as the first port in the Orient

for the shipment of coal, the amount exported being larger than that from

any port in Japan. Tientsin is the great import and export center for the

province.

Transportation within the province is Largely by railroad. Chinese

authorities report that 68 per cent of all transportation is by railways, 28

per cent by waterways, and 4 per cent by coolie carriage along the roads.
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II.—Density ok Popcutiox
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generally considered as conservative and
which reports 32,570,000. Xote that |$ie'

Minchengpu figure for ioio and the B^j
Office Census figure for 1919 are within

2,000,000 of each other. If we accept the

CCC estimate, the population den

Chihli becomes 455 individuals per sq.njj.

This is slightly above the population

density of Massachusetts, The CCC popola-

tion estimates exceed the Post Office est}*

mates for the following hsiens : Hofcieh,

Tungkwang, Shnlu, Laiyuan, Clungan,

Suanhwa, and Hwaian. They are e^p.

siderably lower than the Post Office e^
mates for the following hsiens : T-unhwa,

Puyang, Changyuan, Yihsien, and Sinho.

Densest A reas->—The most densely

populated areas in Chihli are the centra!

and extreme southern sections. In the

north, near and beyond the Great Wall, ex-

cept in the few fertile valleys the popula-

tion is very sparse.

Cities—Chihli has two cities above

100,000, namely Peking, &»,ooo and Tien-

tsin, 750,000; 4 cities between 50,000 and

100,000, Shanhaikwan, 90,000; Tungehow,

Ss.ooo; Paotingfu 70,000; and Kalgan,

60,000; and 11 cities with populations

between 20,000 and 50,000. Of these only

5 are not missionary residential centers.

Approximately 86 per cent of the to^i

population in Chihli lives in cities of lefe

than 10,000, or in rural districts. Tientsin,

Kalgan, and Chinwangtao are treaty ottt-

ports.

9~he Christian Community—Twenty-

two small dots out of a total of 27,000 flp

the map represent the I"rotestant church

membership in Chihli. An additional 57S

dots represent the Christians reported by

the Roman Catholic church. The Greek

Orthodox church has been in Chihli oyer

200 years, and reports about 6,000 Christians

for all China.

I.—Force at Work—Foreign

Name of Society

DENSITY OF POPULATION

..Pffptrfaii&n Estimates—All population -^estimates for Chihli, ex-

cept those received by the Survey 'tTommittee (igrS) and those of the

recent Post Office Census (toiq) are for Chihli as delimited before the

Fourth Year of the Republic. They cannot, therefore, be compared

with the estimates available for this survey. Government official

figures of population by hsiens supplied to the CCC place the popula-

tion of Chihli as now delimited at 27,285,673. The recent Post

Office Census estimate is somewhat higher, 28,017,339. If the Post

Office figures for the hsiens north of the present boundary be added,

ive have a total Post Office Census estimate for Chihli as formerly

delimited of 34,186,711. The lowest estimate ever given for the

province is that of the Board of Revenue (1885) 17,937.005- Tie
highest estimate is that of the Minchengpu Censns 1910, which is

Chinese and Foreign Workers Comparer

120 80 40 40 80 120 1C0 200 240 280 320 360 400 440 40) «20 560 SCO

•'\tmH!!!(>IKII!i!fll)«iilA

Foreign? Workers
Chinese Evangelistic Workers
Chinese Educational Workers
Chinese Medical Workers

Grand Total ... 100 41 14 22 186 256 408 664

Anglican SPG
Congregational ...ABCFM

LMS
MP

Methodist MEFB

13

15

1

17

1 11 18

34

15
56

1

33
81

48

103

UMC
Presbyterian PCC

FN
China Inland Mission CIM
Other Societies ...AG

4 1

10
5 10

1*>

7 !

IS
23

Ind
MGC
IfCM
XFEM
SA

•'• *

li

M

SCM
SDA
Vn Med Coll

YMCA
IWCA

1

1 15
8

13 14
•J

15 39

I'ib.'e and Religions ( ABS, BFBS.
Tract Societies 1KBSS, BTS

Societies without organized

evangelistic work or church
constituency ... ... ... ... 11 1 10 16 49
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MISSION FIELDS

General Summary—The entire province

-except for a small district in the Western

Hills is claimed by iS missionary societies.

The SDA, SA, Itid, AG, YMCA, and
YWCA,'S$ well as' educational, Bible, or

religious tract societies are without field

delimitations. In amount of area claimed

the larger missions rank as follows

:

MEFB, fi3,500 sq.mi.); ABCFM, (10,650

525 sq.mi.) ; LMS, (5,050
: 5 sq.mi.) ; and UMC

sq.mi.). /Table VI). Formerly the

was included among1 the mission

s working in Chihli. Irt this Survey

rlt of this Society is reported under

' cj.s—Work is carried on
1 e than one mission in about one-

sixth of the province. The overlapping

areas which arc most noticeable are those

where the fields of the

MEFB, UMC and LMS overlap; around
Peking where the MEFB field overlaps on

A field; in the northersstern

of the province, where the MEFB
g tin cross; and north of

Shuntehfu, where the fields of the LMS and
M overlap. Note the four discon-

s of the SPG, also the fields

of the ABCFM, which seem to hang
led from Peking as from, a peg.

n and Peking, being cities of over
200,000 are indicated as "common area."

—About two-thirds of the

total area of the province is being worked
a societies.

Comity Agreements—The missionary
is unique in many ways

because of the large number of small

unclassified denominationally
which have started work since the Boxer

ar. The presence of these small
- ;iot, however made eo-opera-

Cordial relationships
'. most societies.

Soon after. 1000 the representatives of
all larger missions at work in Chihli met
ia Pehtaifao to confer regarding field

boundaries. At that time a list of the
listens comprising tlie CIM field in the
west, as well as the fields of several other
missions, was made and agreed to. About

me time an agreement was reached
the LMS, the ABCFM, the PN,

fEFB missions, affecting the

of work in the

III.—Protestant Mission Fields

Xo official records cf this agreement have been reported.
ts agreements made in conference with representa-

dssions, partly verbal and partly embodied in minutes and
whereby the fields around Peking, Paotir.srfu and Shunteh-
?finitely delimited with practically no overlapping. The
in old understanding between missions -.- Fecting

f the Grand Canal Other agreements by the MEFB are

: less general in character, and boundaries r.

d nor strictly observed. The LMS reports no written agree*

the Siaochang or the Tsangchow fields, although fairly

t. Around Siaochang a scheme of joint

CFM is bang tried. The ABCFM reports mutual
ith all neighboring missions. A t

ling the delimitation of the MGC field is reported.

tine the extension ct the field of this mission into the field

1 1 stioH. The XFEM reports no definite agree-
' Missies, whereby the northern bound

•: the NFEM and the MP. Some understand: •.

NCM. The delimitation of the MP Mission is def

with the XEFM on the south, the Swedish II

he north. This 1? hosen

ivileges, and in part to the pu
e time all reasonable 1

s direction of establishing indepeu

acting many who shunned the C
sn, have been most sympathet
e province, who have gladly made
k and accepted service on their at

eh organizations both in Peking

nsefuiness and have att

ional and political circles."

force has increased met.

in the
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IV.—Age op Work

AGE OF WORK
Dr. Gutzlaff of the Netherlands Missionary Society, reached Tientsin

in 1831, bnt established no permanent evangelistic work. The ABCFM
was the first Protestant missionary society to establish permanent work in
Cbihli (Tientsin i860 and Peking 1861). This society was followed by
the UMC (Tientsin, 1S61), the LMS (Tientsin and Peking, 1861), the

Mission Stations Arranged Chronologically

1807-

1860
1861- j 1881- \ 1891-
1880 ; 1890 1900

1901-

1910
1911-

1920

Anglican SPG
Congregational ... ...ABCFM

LMS
MP

Methodist MEFB

i

3 1

3 ...

2 1 1

"2
| "i

I

'.'.'.

I

1
UMC
PS

China Inland Mission..C1M
Other Societies ... ...AG

Ind

-' 1
\

..'
:

i

::: .! ~;

... j ... ! 1

1

1

2
1

MGC
XCM
NFEM
SA
SCM

... j

... j ...

... j ... I

2
3
2
7

SDA
YMCA
YWCA

Z
I

"'.
1 "i "l

!

1

1

2

CMS (Peking, 1861), the PN (PeJdag,

1863), and the MEFB (Peking, 1870). Br*
Blodget, Dr. Edkins, and Rev. J. Innocent

were pioneers in Tientsin. The first

Protestant missionaries to reside within
the walls of Peking were Dr. Lcekliaxt

(LMS) and Dr. Burdon (CMS). Dr. Martin
(PN) and Dr. Lowry (MEFB) were the

first to enter Cbihli for their respective

missions. In 1880 the CMS withdrew from
the province and passed its work over info
the hands of the SPG. Before 18S0 the

number of ABCFM mission stations in

Chihli was more than double that of any
other mission.

Note the large number of stations

opened during the last ten years.

these were started by smaller societies un-
classified denominationally. The ABCFM
have reported no new mission stations in

Chihli since 1S73; the LMS none since

j?SS. More stations were opened by the

larger societies before 1880 than was the

case in the 40 years since.

Compare this map with Map V. The
older fields do not show a proportionately

greater number of evangelistic centers.

The big period of extensive evangelistic

work appears to have been from 1881 to

1900. Compare this map with Map VII.

Again the oldest fields do not show a pro-

portionately larger number of communi-
cants. Commenting on the work of his

mission one Chihli correspondent writes,

"Strange to say the work around Peking
is our oldest and poorest." This may be
due to a variety of causes—depleted

foreign or Chinese force, frequent changes
in missionary personnel, differences of

emphasis on various branches of mission-

ary work. In Paotingfu the ABCFM
preceded the PN by 20 years, yet reports

only half as many communicants. Here
again smaller working forces and frequent

changes may account for the difference in

the present numerical strength of these

two missions. The American Board pre-

ceded the Methodists in Tientsin, yet

reports less than half as many communi-
cants and one-fifth as many students. On
the other hand, the LMS preceded both the

American Board and the PN missions in

Peking, yet claims the smallest number
among these missions both of communi-
cants and students.

Effect of Boxer Uprising—Practically all mission property in churches,

schools, hospitals, and foreign residences was completely destroyed in

the year icco. In addition the ABCFM lost 3 missionaries, the PN 5
missionaries and 3 children, and the CIM 3 missionaries and one child,

all in Paotingfa. Several hundred missionaries and hundreds more
Chinese Christians were besieged in Peking from June 20th till August
14th. Hundreds of Chinese Christians in the interior were massacred,

and scores more were lost to the church rolls through desertion. As late

as 1906 the Kalgan station (ABCFM) reported only one half of "to

membership previous to 1900 (500), although only 30 of this number hid
been massacred. The Tungchow station of the American Board was c(>m-

pletely demolished and 140 Chinese Christians martyred. The
Tsunhwacbow station was lost to the MEFB. The PN mission houses in
Paotingfu were burned and the Chinese Christians practically annihilated-

Nine-tenths of the Chinese constituency belonging to the PN mission in

Peking suffered martyrdom. The Tsangchow and Siaochang stations

of the LMS were razed to the ground, the foreign missionaries having
escaped to the coast. Thus from the view point of figures and material

equipment the missions of Chihli suffered severe Joss during the spring

and summer months ef 1900.

On the other hand, the Boxer year could only bring a temporary set

back. The progress of Christianity in China was assured. Larger and
more mcdern plants were erected within a very few years after the
Uprising, seme on the very ruins of former buildings. The Uprising re-

sulted also in closer relationships between missions, and increased parti-

cipation by Chinese Christians in the leadership and government of the

church. The ABCFM states that one of the results oil the Boxer year

in the Pcotingfu station was that Chinese Christians were thereafter given
full responsibility in the management of the church work in that region.

The college at Tungchow became thereafter the North China Union
College, the PN and LMS sharing responsibilities with the ABCFM. In
Paotingfu, federation between the PN and ABCFM n 5 effected.
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STATIONS AND EVANGELISTIC
CENTERS

V.

—

Stations and Evangelistic Centers

Stations and Residential Centers—
Sixty-seven mission stations are reported

for Chihli. These stations are located in

39 centers. Around these missionary re-

s'.kntM centers are located 471 evangel-

istic centers, or an average of 7 evangel-

istic centers for each of the 67 mission

stations. Twenty-three out of the 39 re-

sidential centers are non-denominational in

their missionary personnel—that is to say,

they can not be classified under anv of

the large denominational groups. Seven
of the 50 residential centers have repre-

tives of more than one mission

society. Eight have foreign women
missionaries only. If classified according

to the nationality of the resident mission-

aries, 6 of these centers are international,

17 American, 10 British, and 6 Continental.

No plans for opening new mission stations

in Chihli dating the next five years have
beea reported.

Centers of Evangelism—When com-
pared with Chekiang, Kwangtung or other

;;ees, where missionary work was
begun fairly early, Chihli has relatively

few evangelistic centers. This is account-

ed for in part by the fact that sixteen of

the 39 foreign residential centers {or 41
per cent) have been opened since 1910.

The highest number of evangelistic cen-

ters appears in the northeast in the MEFB
and CMC fields; in the triangular area

rited by a line enclosing Peking,
Tientsin;, and Paolingfa; and in the CMC
and EMS fields which border " on Shan-
tung. Note the scarcity of evangelistic

centers north of Peking, south of Tien-

tsin, and in the extreme western district.
*

All three of these sections are either

mountainous, swampy, or sandy, offering

meager sustenance to a scant population.

The extreme southern section of the pro-

vince reports a dense population, and the

nee of few evangelistic centers is due
here more to the inability of the missions

adequately to occupy the field than to un-
favorable physical characteristics.

If this map be compared with Map II,

the scarcity of evangelistic centers in the

central and southern sections of the pro-

vince where the population is relatively

dense will be very noticeable.

Degree of Christian Occupation—The
MS3/B and CMC missions report over \i

the total number of evangelistic centers
in the province. These missions average
appr<minately one evangelistic center for every 175 square miles of
territory claimed.

In this matter of number of square miles per evangelistic center, the
larger missions of Chihli 'rank as follows :

crwcBsnt awt*

IMR9 m mssm saimm

m itvm *» V wm

?*<*%***#:*.

cue
SPG
LMS
PN ...

MEFB
ABCFM
NCM
saw
CIM
MGC
NFEM

me evangelistic center to every 46 sq.

59 »
143 .»

170 s.

174 »

620

1 200

Reasons for Present Inadequacy of Occupation—The older and larger

societies mention 'int-siineiettey of staff, first Chinese, then foreign, as
the main reason for their present inadequacy of occupation. The need for

strong intensive work is keenly felt by members of the older missions.
Most of the smaller missions in giving reasons for the inadequate occupa-
tion of their fields, refer to their recent entrance upon missionary work,
the inexperience of their foreign workers, and the lack of efficient Chinese
Christian workers Considerable time Is given by some of the CIM
missionaries to work of a business nature.

Roman Catholic Mhst&n Work—The first attempt of the Roman
Catholic Church to establish mission watk. ot a permanent character,

according to S. Wells Williams in his book entitled "The Middle King-
dom," (vol. II, p.287), was made by John of Montecorvino in the last

decade of the 13th century. About 1393 this papal missionary joined a
n gt.ir.g from India to Cathay, where he was kindly received by

jvublai Khan. He settled in Cambaluc (Peking) where he built a church
and bapti?ed nearly 6,ooo communicants. In 1307 he was appointed Arcfe

bishop by Pope Clement V, who sent him seven suffragan bishops as
assistants. During the 14th century, the Franciscans laboured throughout
the province against much opposition from the Nestorians. Little is

heard of these Franciscans or their converts after the expulsion of Kublai
Khan end the Morgols.

In 1599 Matthew Ricci, of the Society of Jesus, reached Peking. The
war with Japan interfered with his work at the Court and he soon left

for Nanking, returning again to Peking in 1601. Here his work was
attended with marked success. Many well-known scholars were won to

Christianity. Besides his own particular work in the capital, Ricci had
the general management of all the work of the Jesuits in China. During
the 17th century the jurisdiction of the Jesuit Bishop at Peking extended

from Shensi eastward to Korea, and from southern Chihli northward to

the northern borders cf Mongolia. By the end of the 18th century the

rule of the Jesuits had passed into the hands of the Lazarists. Chihli

was detached from the other provinces and made a separate "Vicariat

Apostolicne de Tehely." Since then, as the work has extended and the

communicant body of the Church increased, Chihli as a Vicariat Aposto-

lique has been subdivided again and again, until to^lay there exist 6
Vicariats Apostoliques de Tehely, five Lazarist, and one Jesuit, the latter

being confined to the far eastern section of the province.

One hundred thirty-six foreign priests and 50 foreign nuns are

reported for the province; also 234 Chinese priests and 63 Chinese nuns.

Roman Catholic priests, foreign and Chinesej reside in 147 centers. One
thousand six hundred and nineteen churches or chapels are reported, and

5157 evangelistic centers where annual missions are held. The total

church membership for the province reaches the amazing figure of 57S»573»

and the church constituency numbers 608,327. In other words,

the Roman Catholic constituency reported for Chihli is almost as great

as the entire Protestant church constituency reported for the whole of

China. During the year .1918-19, 42,587 adults received the sacrament of

baptism.
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II.—Force at Work—Chinese

Name of Society

Grand Total ... 62 567 124 783

53 I O S'a

si i a 1

Anglican ...

Coagregat'onal

Methodist

Presbyterian

China Inland Mission

Other Societies

SPG
ABCFM
EMS
MP
MEFB

CMC*
PCC
PN
CIM
AG*

lad*
MGC
NCM
NFEM
PU*

SA
SCM
SUA
En Med Coll

TMCA

YWCA
BMeand Beligioos Tract Societies! < jjgg'g jjc'

Societies without organized evangelistic

work or eharch constituency §

48
13

194

29
109
61
13
265

51
... | S
20 m
i n

28
47
60
4

149

28
1

54

13
79

(a) This column includes educational workers in institutions above Middle School grade

* Incomplete return

i No retains

11 12

485 228 713 53 2 44 161 260 1726 181

47
97
84
6

225

32
1

93
3

59
132

•-z. - # .3?

3 S"?

8 84 21
4 210 40

3-5 180
19

5

95 685 98

1 84

71 247
14 2

2 !
i

100%
100% I

n%
75% :

i ... 100%
j

100%
|

1,9

2.0

0.4

1.3

0.5

0.9

2.3

III.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian Community
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i illName of Society

1

1
"9

3

-
S

3
S

5
O

s

so

S

£ 3

1 O

J s

11 '

go
1
gS §

*

1

§ja
! « g
' B.g
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o c*^
— aim

11
1 If*

3

! 1*
5 *** °

- o ! C« j g T. <£
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Grand Total ... 87 1 365 471 14,585 7,698 j 22,283
! 37,089 65%

j
34% «% «%

S

i

13,432 46

Anglican SPG 5 17
!

17 459 345 804 1,620 57% 39% 60% 37% 247 47
Congregational ... ABCFM 4 67 48 2,920 1,512 4,432 5,321 66% 35% 55% 40% 690 92

LMS 4
i

70
J

63 2,096 821 2,917 4,055 71% 29% 44% 30% 682 48
MP X J 3 7 331 79 410 652 80% 20% 70% 47% 90 58

Methodist MEFB 4 \m
|

111 5,542 3,094 j 8,636 14,087 64% 35% 68% 55% 6,365 77

OIC* 4 i 33 ! 137 1,017 638 1,655 2,188 61% 13% 268
Presbyterian PCC i ... j 6 265 175 440 493 60% 0% 34% 12%

PN 3 4 I 34 1,207 687 1,894 2,440 64% 60% 74% 34%
China Inland Mission ... ... ... CIM 3 12 f 10 244 50 '294 394 84% 0% 40% 30% %i
Other Societies ... AG* 10 2 4 23 14 37 37 62% 9

Ind | 4 3 ...

MGCS 2 2 3 52 20 72 132 72% 0^ 250 24
NCM 3 6 8 89 30 119 119 75% 3 j'- 15KFEMf 2 2 ...

SA 7 14 6 51 43 94 565 «4% 910 ' 16

SCM 5 10 11 286 187 473 473 60% 185 43
SDA 1 1 3 3 6 18 50% 100% 27TMCA 4,496 2 078
YvYCA .

A nnmbar of missions report more organised congregations th*n evangelistic centers. This is dae to the fast that ia large citie3 like Pekiaa, missions haxinsr more than one
organized congregation, nevertheless reported these cities in each case as bat one evangelistic center

| No retains * Incomplete returns
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FULL-TIME CHRISTIAN WORKERS
Distribution of ilfissmwms—Over two

thirds of all the foreign missionaries in

ChihK reside in Peking' and Tientsin.

This results in an average of six mission-

aries in each of the remaining missionary

residential centers. Women missionaries

only are in 8 of these centers. Peking has

almost five times as main- missionaries as

Tientsin. Thirty-nine mission stations out

of the total 07 in Chihli are reported by
societies which can not be classified under

any of the well-known denominational

groups. Moreover, these nnclassified

societies ocrapy 23 oat of the total 39 re-

sidential centers. In other words, with

than 4 per cent of the total eommnni-
s in the province and 17 per cent of

the foreign force, they report 60 per cent

of the residential centers and 58 per cent

<.£ the mission stations.

When considering Christian occupation

in terms of missionaries per million in-

habitants, the larger societies rank as

follows : SPG, 33 missionaries per million

inhabitants; PN, 34; MEFB, 10; ABCFM,
I.MS, 10; EMC, 4. In terms of

its per 1,000 communicants these

nk as follows : SPG, 41 mission-

1 ,000 communicants ; PN, 36

;

ABCFM, iS; I.MS, 16; MEFB, 12; EMC,

Twenty-eight per cent of the total

foreign missionary force consists of single

women, the largest number being reported

by tl»e ABCFM. About 15 per cent of the

foreign force is ordained.

Chinese Foff-c and its Distribution—
The Chinese workers total 1726, outnumber-

ing the foreign workers almost three to

one. This proportion is low when com-
rared with other provinces. A glance at

this Map VI gives two impressions among
others : first, how few Christian Chinese

workers are residing among Chihlt's

twenty-seven millions outside the mission

ad second, how large is the con-

of Chinese workers in Peking,

Tientsin, and Plaottingfu. Forty-one per

cent of the total Chinese force in Chihli

les in Peking and Tientsin. Fifty-

per cent resides in missionary re-

.1! centers.

Classification of the Chinese Workers—
Forty-four per cent of the total Chinese

force is evangelistic, 4r per cent educa-

tional, and 15 per cent medical (See Table

II). The total number of full-time evangel-

istic workers exceeds the total number erf

educational workers in all missions except the SPG, LMS, and PN
Sweaty-seven pes cent of the entire employed Chinese force consists of

men. The EMC mission reports the highest percentage of Chinese male

workers.

Chwrch Supervision—Chihli, relatively speaking, has not a large

number of ordained Chinese workers. The MEFB, with approximately

one-third the total number of organized churches and communicants in

the province, reports 66 per cent of the ordained pastors. All other

missions together report a total of only 21 ordained workers, or an average

of one ordained man for every 20 organized churches and approximately

every 650 communicants. Differences in policy regarding church ad-

ministration are evident in the following returns :—The ABCFM reports

three ordained Chinese workers among 4,432 communicants, and the LMS
one ordained worker among 3,917 communicants. On the other hand,

the SPG reports 5 ordained workers among 804 communicants, an average

of one ordained man for every 160 church members. In this connection

it will be noticed that a number of missions report more organized churches

than evangelistic centers. This is doe to the fact that, in large cities

like Peking, a number of missions having more than one organized con-

gregation nevertheless reported the city as one evangelistic center.

Ratio {>f Employed Workers to Total Communicants—The PN employs

13 out of every reo communicants, the SPG 10, MEFB 7, LMS 6, and the

ABCFM, CMC and C1M each approximately 5 out of every hundred eom-

mnni \ VI, Column 10). The total employed Chinese force for

Chihli represents 7.7 per cent of the total communicant membership. The

upied in terms of employed Chinese work*:

million inhabitants are the MEFB 106, SPG 84, and CMC and ABCFM
e drop between the SPG and the CMC The fields most

poorly occupied are those of the PN and CIM, each with only 9 employed

workers for every million inhabitants (Table VI, Column 8).

rs—The following Bible Training School

taciV: rs have been reported. Doubtless more facili-

ties exist of which no information has been received by the Committee :

—

VI.—DlSTRIBtTIOS OF WORKJERS

Institute (MEFB,
I ABCFM, LMS,

Peking University School of Theology; The Peking Bible

CMC) ; North China Union Bible Institute, Peking
PN; ; Training School for Preachers, Tientsin (CMC] ; Union Bible Train-

ing School for Women, Peking (ABCFM, LMS I N . Women's Bible

Training School, Paotingfu (ABCFM); Thompson Menu rial Women's
Bible Training School, Changli (MEFB); Workers' Training inl-

and Conferences, Pehtaiho.

COMMUNICANT CHRISTIANS

General Swrvey—The Protestant churches of Chihli report 22,283 com-

municant members. This represents about one-twentyfifth of the reported

strength of the Roman Catholic Church within the province

Numerically at least the Roman Catholics are three times stronger in

Chihli than in any of the other provinces of China. In the Peking district

alone the Roman Catholic Church reports a membership of about a quarter

of a million Christians. Sixty-five per cent of the Protestant membership

consists of men.
Distribution of the Protestant Membership—Compare this map with

Map V. Note the concentration of communicants in and around Peking,

Tientsin, and the districts of Paotingfu and Siaochang. The northeastern

section of the province also reveals a healthy degree of evangelism. Com-

pare this map with Map II. Unfavorable physical characteristics and

sparseness of population account largely for the rick of cvmrnanleauts in

such areas as those east of Paotingfu, south of Tsangchow, north and

south of Tientsin, south of Tangshan, and the extreme west and north-

west sections around the Great Wall. No reason has been given by

missions in extreme southern Chihli for the smaH number of communicant

Christians in their populous fields. Approximately 34 per cent of the total

number of communicants in the province live in cities over 30,000. The

PN reports the highest percentage (60 per cent).

Membership by Denominations—The Protestant communicant church

membership in Chihli may be classified into denominational groups as

follows : Methodist, 46 per cent ; Congregational, 35 per cent ; Presby-
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VII.—Communicant Christians

- m hotbtmit cammuxi ammu&li- ft

COMMUNICANTS PER 10,000

POPULATION
General Impressions—The Methodist

fields appear to be best occupied in terms
of communicants per 10,000 inhabitants.

Hsiens reporting the smallest proportion of

Pro';estaut Christians to populf>ti<>j>

those in the PN and ABCFM fields

of Peking, the ABCFM and CIM fields

south and east of Faotingfu, and the fields

of the MGC and SCM missions in the ex-

treme southern part of the province. The
hsiens which border on the Canal south of

Tientsin also appear to be poorly occupied.

Hsiens Relatively Unoccupied—The
average number of communicants per 1

for the whole province is 8.3. Twentv-
ntne hsiens, or 21 per cent of the entire

number, report one or less than one com-

municant per io,ooo. One hundred and
ten hsiens, or 79 per cent of the entire

number, report fewer Christians pet 10,000

than the average for the province. This

indicates the presence of much unworked

territory and reveals great need for more

adequate occupation and more intensive

work. The societies rank as follows in

terms of communicants per io,o<

MRFB, 16 communicants per 10,000; FCC,'

12; UMC and ABCFM, 9 each; SPG, 8.

Proportion of Communicants to Popula-

tion—The Peking Administrative District

VIII.

—

Communicants per 10,000 Popvlatjon

terian, 11 per cent; Anglican, 4 per cent,
Other Societies, 3 per cent ; CIM, 1 per cent.

Note the absence of Baptists and Lutherans.
Note also that 81 per cent of the communi-
cant body is Congregational and Methodist.

Degree of Literacy Among Com-
municants—Sixty per cent of the men and
43 per cent of the women communicants are
reported as literate. The FN reports the
highest litetacy among men, and the
MEFB among women. (Table III, Columns
10 and 11).

Sunday School Work—The number of

Sunday School scholars (13,43a) and the
total number of students of all grades in

mission schools are about equal. ChihH
has 9,000 more communicants than Sunday
School scholars. In ord<jr to show the

differences of emphasis on Sunday School
work between missions in the "different

provinces, compare Chihli with Hupeh.
This province, for example, with 7,000
fewer communicants, reports almost 3,000
more Sunda3' School scholars than Chihli.

The Salvation Army reports 910 Sunday
School scholars and 94 communicants, or

almost 10 Sunday School scholars for every
church member.

&CAIE 1 . 4 MiO.OOy
'ft M MltXS

t *! ** ***- *»*- w4
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<Kittgcbao) repeats the hrgest proportion

of communicants to population. Tsinhai-

tao follows, while the three renrnining tao

(Kowpefc-tao in the extreme northwest,

Tamiag-iao in the extreme south, and
Paoring-tao in the middle west) claim a

much Smaller proportion—or less than ©ne-

tbird as many communicants as the first

two districts fsee statistical table for

Chihli on Christian Occupation by Hsiens,

Appendix A).

MISSION SCHOOLS

Ulementwy Edtteaiiott — Only 316

mission lower primary schools are reported

lor Chihli. Reference to Map V reveals

the fact that these lower primary schools

are fceated in less than half of the total

471 evangelistic centers. The total number
of lower primary students for the province

(8,554) is slightly more than one-third of

the total number of communicants {22,283).

This indicates little development in some
ions in primary school education. The

reports the fewest nnmber of

jgefisttc centers having mission lower

primary : schools. Incomplete returns may
v aeeonnt for this nnfavorable show-

II shows that the southern half

province is relatively populous, and
VII reveals a moderate nnmber and

fairly wide distribution of Christian com-
municants. However, from the accompany-

ing map, one is led to question seriously

the adequacy of mission primary educa-

I facilities. Practically no Christian

educational facilities exist west of the rail-

way line extending south from Peking to

Shantehfu.

Higher Primary Schools— Approxi-

mately 37 per cent of all mission lower

pripafif grade students advance to higher

est percentages

are repeated by the LMS and MEFB
missions, and the lowest by the T^MC.

The total nnmber of mission higher

primary Schools in Chihli is 44, with a
repeated average of 72 students each.

Fifteen of these higher primary schools, or

approximately one-third of the total

car, are for girls. Sixty-eight per
cent of all mission primary students iff

• are boys. Note the small number of

" primary schools which are located

le of the larger cities. Compare this

map with Map V. Note the large number
of mission stations between Paofcingfu and
Shuntehfn. Then observe the absence of both lower and higher primary

schools. Note a similar situation in the mission fields northwest of the

•Great Wall,

Compare this map with Map VII. Observe the large nnmber of

communicants west and southwest of Changli. Then note the relatively

few centers of Christian education. Again the question arises in the

interest of fair "representation, may this not be accounted for by ineom-

pleteness in returns. The absence of higher primary school work south

•of Paotingfu and Tientsin is dne largely to the physical aspect of the

country and the sparseness of population. Information regarding a higher

primary school in the FCC field came too late for representation on "the

accompanying map.

* Schools—Chihli reports 24 Christian middle schools, with an

ideate each. Six of these were not doing full-grade middle

•school work when the Survey returns were received. Eight of the 24

ane middle' schools for girls. Note the concentration of these middle

ry residential centers. Does this place Christian

educational facilities within convenient reach of the entire communicant
body scattered over Chihli ? Eighty-five per cent of the mission middle

All higher primary schools, except 6, and all

middle schools, are located in centers where Christian hospitals are found.

rences of Emphasis between Missions on Edumtiotud Work—
The MGC reports 122 primary students for every 100 communicant
•mem'' ger societies, the PN reports 60 primary students

© communicants: the MEFB, 50; the CMC, 4S; the LMS, 40; the

12 See Table VI, Column 13}.

}—Peking University (Union) in Peking ffor men),

N\/rth China Woman's College (Union), offer the only

education of a Christian character in Chihli.

College Ci ducatkm are offered by both institutions and

IX.

—

Mission Schools

a kindergarten tiainirg school Is

The Mary Porter GatueweH School for

training work.

ter institution.

GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS

Statistical Svmm-ary—In July, 1916, Chihli reported over h.

million primary students, or 1 student to every 54 inhabitants.

(In the United States the prevailing average is

student for every 6 inhabitants). This, therefore, is low for Chihli.

However, when considered in terms of the number of its students per

unit of population, Chihli ranks among the first if not the first among

the provinces of China. Much credit for this is due Dr. C. D. Teuney,

who was appointed by the central government as Supervisor of Education

for Chihli Province, and who, under Yuan Shih Kai's leadership, travelled

extensively over the province establishing and supervising government

schools. "Chihli, of all the provinces of China, reports the largest

number of lower primary schools and students. In the number of higher

primary schools Kwangtung exceeds Chihli, reporting almost doable the

nnmber. Forty-foar government middle schools are reported for Chihli,

of which 14 are in Peking, 4 in Paotingfu, and 3 in Tientsin. As late as

1918, 'only one out of all these .44 .middle schools was for girls.

Comparison with Map III shows all mission fields equally favoured

with government opportunities. If any neglected area needs to be

pointed oat, it is the 3 hsiens just northeast of the railroad, line between

Peking and Tientsin in the CMC and ABCFM fields.

Areas Best Prozided aifcfc Ehmentwry F ateraflf

the great educational center of the province. Tientsin, Tungcbow, and

PaoBngfo lank next in their importance :<s educational centers.

The district around Peking, called Kingehao, with the .exMptkm

of fcwn hsiens cut el Its ' total of 20, is far below the average
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X,

—

Government Schools

W—"7

SHANSI
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HOSPITALS

Present Medical Facilities—Cblhli ranks

among the first five provinces of China
In the number of its mission hospitals

(24). When the number of hospital beds,

per million inhabitants is considered, the
general impression is not so favorable.

Chihli reports only 43 hospital beds per
million inhabitants, while returns froo*

Fnkien show approximately 150. Com-
plete and accurate statistics of missioa

medical work have been difficult to secure.

The following comparisons are interesting

if we keep in mind the incomplete returns-

of the UMC and the LMS :—

1,000,00®'

58

Mission Hospital Beds per

Inhabitants

MP & NCM ...

PN
SPG
MEFB ... ...

LMS
UMC
ABCFM

Number op Communicants per Missiose

Hospital Bed
PN ...

LMS
SPG
MEFB
UMC
ABCFM

14

37

55

XL—Hospitals

reported for the rest of the province. This

is offset by the relatively large number
of students in private schools.

Relative Location of Government and
Mission Middle Schools—All missionary

residential centers, except ChangM, Shan-

haikwan, and Siaochang, report govern-

ment middle schools. In 21 of these

missionary residential centers no mission

middle schools exist. It is not known how
much use, if any, is made by Christian

forces of the government middle schools.

Government Normal Schools—Seven

normal schools of lower grade for men,

and 4 for women, are reported for the

province. Higher normal schools for men
exist in Peking and Paotingfu, and for

girls in Peking and Tientsin.

Higher Education—Non-mission educa-

tional institutions of high grade are

reported as follows : 8 universities and

colleges (6 in Peking and 2 in Tientsin),

4 'aw colleges {3 in Peking and 1 in Tien-

tsin), 4 medical colleges (2 in Peking," 1 in

Tientsin, and 1 in Paotingfu), 3 technical

colleges (1 in Peking, 1 in Tientsin, and 1

in Tangshan). Peiyang University, es-

tabHshed at Tientsin in 1887 by Dr. Tenney
for the central government, was the first

to take students through a university

coarse of Western grade.

HSKKtfT

ftftS
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IV—Extent of Occupation—The Christian School

Name of Society

1 ;
I

1 2

o
5M
at

S3

3

"^
1 §

«§ 1 "*S

5 : -3
55 { 31

P j

|s

| ;

I

4 -5

1
s
** so

Ji

6

X X

>»

9

! *

"2 "5 J=

X „ j
X » ;

» x

s x

10 11 u 13

ft f'
1 '--"1

14 15 16

Grand Total... 316 44 24 5,418 5,156
|

8,554 2,480 708 5,188 1,660 233 1.353 15,635 68\ 85';-, 37'-.

AB#ean ... ... SPG
»CoagrepatH»&l ... ... ... ABCFM

LMS
Ml1

MsUbodis* ... MEFB

UMC*
fresbjteriaB ... PCC

PX
China Island Mission CXM
Other Societies ... AG §

lad $

MGC
KCM
KFEM £

PU(b)

SA
SCM
SDAS
Un Med Coll (b)

YMCA
TWCA

22
47
34
4

12-5

33
1

35
2

2

2

1

6

2

4
9
6
1

10

1

1

1

1

4

3
4
5

6

(a)

3

3

460 ! 260 720
549 779 1,328
660 1 151 811
65 ; 22 I 87

2,019
;
1,281

[
3,300

655 110 j 765
14 ... 14

559 ' 367 ' 926
... 38 38

j .„ '

54 21 75
64 ... 64

29 36 65
213 • 71 289
—
"?t Z 72

95 < 134
217 133
326 ; 38
10 ! 6

841 ; 309

«| -
5a s9

16 ...

:::
; i

219
350
364
16

1,150

45

217

16

-9
...

802

60 n
121 ; no
258 ; 14

726 1 83

« \ -
72 4

432

tam
ITS

M9

73

423

1,081

1,909

1.417
im

5,259

810
14

1 .213

91
64

BS

-

-

Sfift
...

:

...

459£ ... !

* Incomplete retaras

§ No returns

(a) Union with MEFB in Peking

(b) No work of Middle School grade wad below reported

Seven mission dispensaries, apart from those located on hospital

premises, are reported.

Hospitals to he Built—Four new mission hospitals are to be

-buiH within the next 5 years : Kaichow (MGC), Chichow (SPG),

"Tamingfu (SCM), Yungtsing (SPG).

Areas in Need—Mission hospitals are found in 15 out of 39

-mission residential centers. One hospital only is reported for the

33 missionary residential centers occupied by societies which are

-not classified denominationally. This is significant when one re-

-calls that aS per cent of the foreign workers live in these 23 centers.

Compare '.this map with Map II. In the area south of Paotingfu,

-which is relatively dense in popuMion, only six mission hospitals

jaad one dispensary (not on hospital premises) are reported. Hospital

•facilities are also noticeably lacking in the western section of the

province, as well as in the triangular area included within lines

drawn between Peking, Paotingfu, and Tientsin.

Compare this map with Map VII in order to observe how con-

veniently situated mission hospitals are in relation to the Protest-

„ant communicant body. Note the absence of convenient hospital

facilities in the fields of the PN, MEFB, and TJMC missions west

of Yungpingfu. Note also the large number of communicants re-

sident between Peking and Tientsin and south of Paotingfu who are

-without medical facilities.

Government end Institutional Hospitals—Government and in-

stitutional hospitals of modern medicine in ChiMi are reported as

follows:—8 government hospitals (generally under the supervision

of the army or navy), one railroad hospital, one institutional (educa-

tional), 3 Roman Catholic, and 20 private. Of these 30 private

liospitals six are under foreign, six under Japanese, and 8 under

<3linese supervision. Except for those under foreign supervision,

private hospitals have not been shown on this map. Most of these

private hospitals are located in Peking or Tientsin, They frequently

report a small number of beds. The combined total of government
and institutional hospitals of modern medicine for Chihli is 59. In

Table V note the extraordinary number of beds *eported per Soreiga

-nurse by some of the missions.

Union Medical Work—The LMS, MEFB, and PN are united

T»ith the China Medical Board of the Rockefeller Foundation in union

medical work of high grade in Peking (See statistical returns).

V.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian Hospital

Name of Society x -8

12 3 4 5 6

Grand Total ... * 6 est 534 9.548 10 161 21 53

Anglican
Congregational

SPG
ABCFM
LMS*
MP (a)

MEFB

2

1
6

:::

48
34
148

10
6
46

j

386!
350

1,332 :

1

i

i

10

29

32

58

194

Methodist — ... ... 1 ... 130 138 2,448 I 3 65 17 51

UMC* 1 4 to 10 190 30

Presbyterian

China Inland Mission

.

Other Societies

PCC
PS
CIM
AG*

6 100 155
... S

3,119

!

* 52 25

...

85

...

Ind*
MGC
KCM* (a)

KFEM
SA

1

...

ao
"»

300
...

...
:

40
I

SCM
SDA

Tin Med Coll 'l

1

154 149 1,473; i 30 30
...

25

* Incomplete retains

(a) MP and KCM figures combined under KCM
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YL—Degree of Occupation and Table of Urgency

Name of Society

Anglican
Congregational

Methodist

Presbyterian

China Inland Mission
Other Societies

Grand Total... 60.000 27.312,673 66* 1 1,7% 22,283

H o I| .So

o - se ©

CO k a s
*s

11 12 13

63 30 77

SPG B
ABCFM A
LMS B
MP A
MEFB A

UMC B
PCC B
PX A
CIM Int

AG A

Ind Int

MGC A
XCM Cont
XFEM Cont
SA » Int

SCM A
SDA A
Un Med Coll j Int

YMCA lot

YWCA hit

Bible and Religions Tract Societies ^gec p-r's

Societies without organized evangelistic work or 1

ehuxeh constituency

1,000
10,650

8,500

2,375
19,300

6,200
700

5,700
0,200

1,000,000

4,750,000
4,730,000
700,000

5,552,000

1,900,000
350,000

2,900,000
1,500,000

250,000

1,900 1

1,5-00
|

2,400 \

850,000
450,000
400,000

1,900,000
60,000

2
102

57
16

84
210
180
19

585

84
6

247
14
2

18
16
4

14

28
2

59
132
10

804 1 33
4,432 I 17

2.917
410

8,636

1,655
440

1,894
294
37

72
119

473

49

84
44
38
27

106

44
17
9

15
333

36
50

622

166
75

47
666

105
48
62
46
68

50
14

130
48

mi
133

60
333

8.2 60S f 527

309
157
235
225
740

3.472

167

394
4,500

115
377
405
257
$05

480
32

601
127

1.220 I

533 f

7C0

634

a

Z0 43

(a) Tolal for Province, not for approximate estimates by Societies as given below

Number of Evangelistic Centers to each Mission Station

S 10 15 20 25 30 35

Number ok Communicants and Mission Primary Student*
Compared

1CO0 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 800©

Communicants
Mission Primary Students

Pebcextage op Communicants who are Women

era
MP
XCM
MGC
LMS
ABCFM
PS
MEFB
UMC
SCM
PCC
SPG
SA

Pbbcextmje or Bjnto*Ei>
Carnage XVoewgb* who

A1SE WttSBS

CIM 30%
MP 10%
XCM 0%
mgi; 28%
LMS 23%
ABCFM 40"*

PS 32%
MEFB 21%
UMC 7%
SCM 25%
PCC 0%
SP6 40%
SA 29%
SDA 0%

Number of Chinese Employed Workers per ioo Sq. Mi.

1 8 3 45 6 7 8

10% 20% 50%
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FUKIEN
L—Hs'E* BotmBARIES

S Pxi.-trl

One meed not travel a gTeat disl

hearing a new dialect spoken, which n
not be intelligible

historical significance and takes one -back I

when a number of petty and isolated sta

throughout southeastern and southern C

Amoy dialect is spoken by approximate!

people ; the Foochow dialect by S,coo,o<x

Hingfawa dialect by .-approximately 2,000,

yang, Kienning, Tingchow, and Sbaown
lia! variations of their own.

DENSITY OF POIT
General Estimates—The popti

been variously estimated 1

1

(lOTO Census estimate', to ::. ;

Census Board of Reven::

Estimate for rojro, which is genei

servative, credits Fukien with a p<

The hsien estimates received froi

by the Survey Comtr.::

is undoubtedly high, as

gives 13,157,791, tlnis closely

chengpu estimate C1910). On the other hand, -

thing may be said in support of the fa

mate, when the generally accepted rate of i

population for ten years is taken into consider

Certainly 14,000,000 would be a cons.

for the province.

Lirge Citks—Fukien reports 3 cities 1 ch with a

population exceeding 100,000: Foochow, •';-

Chuanehowfu, 130,000, and Amoy, 1 14,0c©. 7

are reported between 50,000 aad

Changchcswfu, and Ningtch. There are 23 citk

ported with populations between 20,000 and 50,000.

Eighty-eight per cent of the people of Fukien live

in towns of 10,000 and less, or in rural

cstruction of property and loss of life occurred

during the Taiping Rebellion. Foochow reach-;

highest prosperity as a business port

then, owing to the competition of India and Hankow in

tea production, the business of the port has slowly de-

clined.

•
-

HSIEN BOUNDARIES
Area and Political Dtvisicns—Chekiang and Kiangsu

are the only provinces of China smaller in extent than

:i which has an area of 46,332 sq. mi. This is

t equal to the area of Pennsylvania. The
ty of population is 36S inhabitants per sq. mi., or

more than doable the density of Pennsylvania. Politi-

cally the province is divided into four tao, which are

subdivided into 63 hsiens. The capital city is Foechow,

miles from the mouth of the Min River.

Foochow and Amoy are the only treaty ports.

'ill Charetterhtics—Fukien is mountainous*,

ts people consequently enjoy an isolation not

known to inhabitants of other provinces. The watershed

between the Kan River in Kiangsi and the Min River

in Fukien forms the western border of the province.

The mountain, ranges run almost parallel with the

coast, varying in altitude from 1,000 feet in the west

to 6,000 feet in the north, near Chekiang. There are

numerous islands along the coast, which is broken with

many bays too open for shelter. The Min River drains

about three-quarters of the province. It exceeds 300

in length and is renowned for its beautiful

scenery. - The Kinlnng River,' which reaches the sea

near Amoy, is the next river of importance. The
climate is semi-tropical in the east and temperate in

the west. Sixty per cent of the people of Fukien are

cd in agriculture. Commercially the province is

known for its tea., rice, sugqr cane, lacquer, lumber,

fishing industries. Emigration to the Philippines

ments is extensive. At its height it

Ckrisiian Occupation by HsKns—Fukien is general-

.1, so far as missionary work is concerned,

occupied province of China. Protestant mis-

deties are at work in every hsien. One-
third of the b sit ns report mission activities by more

• y. Only six hsiens report
no organised tburches. Twenty report less than

II.

—

Density of Popclatios

tngnage—Because of its isolation Fnkien has had
difficulty in retaining local dialects which difier

ndarin and the local dialects of neigh-
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III

—

Protestant Mission Fields

KIANGSI

;?*-«£*

necessary when studying both the maps and letterpress

of Fukien to remember 'that the work of the CEZ3I$
is- always included with that of the CMS.

Unfortunately, the delimitation of fields in aaf
around Amoy, while aecorately traced on the large*

original map cannot be satisfactorily . followed here.

Fooehow being the only city with a population exceeding

200,000 appears on this map as "common area."

Overlapping Arms—
:Note the following areas where

missions overlap in their work : (a) north and south

of Foochow, CMS and MEFB; (b) Yungchnn district,

MEFB and EPM; (e> Tnngan and Changehowf'

triers, north and northwest of Amoy, EMS and RCA;
(d) Sharighang district, in the extreme southwest, EP3I

and MBM ; (el northwest of Yenpingfa and southeast

of Shaowu, ABCF3I and MEFB.
Comity Agreements—The LMS reports definite sgreif

meats with both the RCA and the EPM concerning the

btIds of these three 'missions wherever they
' overlap;

The Chinese Church, however, has not always respected

these agreements. The ABCFM reports that south ol

Foochow its field delimitations coincide with nsfea

boundaries and are agreeable to all missions conce

In its northwestern field the ABCFM reports a d< -
i

understanding with the MEFR whereby both mi
agree to keep a 10 li belt between them, and therein

ue«thcr to bnild a chape! nor to open a school wii

the consent of the other. The same mission (ABCFitjj

imports a special agreement with the CMS regard ii

eastern bonndary line. An agreement also

the I.MS whereby the ABCFM reserves the liber

expansion in a southeastward!}7 direction.

The RCA and the CMS report comity agi«n«.nts
t-loug lines covered by the Report on Comity submitted

to and adopted by the CCC at its annual meeting in

ic.iS. The EPM reports written agreements made frost'

th-;

Economic Con
province 1

of inhabitants arc

-.:-'•.

I'tions—The rich mineral resources of

cly untouched. The majority

agriculturists. The fishing industry

the coast. The economic welfare of

enhanced by large sums of

es in the province

ted and prospered in business

test Density—There is considerable

dation in the southwest. Here also

;t developed. The sections along the

around Kienningfu and north of the

to be most densely populated.

ilatir.n—One small dot in etc

true to time
respondence.

with both tl

the boundary
A mutual agreement
the MEFB whereby 1

work within 10 li cf i

mission. The SDA 1

;:ny kind, and if the

province be true, refu

existing.

IV.

—

Age ok Woek

generally in the form of 1

The MEFB reports definite

CMS ami the ABCF1
and the work of their Yenpi

>rts no comity agreements of:

irge of other missions in the

to observe agreements already

the Lnthi

and they
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V.

—

Extent of Evangelism

AGE OF WORK
Pfeneer Work—The Treaty of Nanking, 1S42, officially opened Amov

and Foeehow to foreign residence. Even before peace was signed, in that

-same year. Dr. ISavid Abeel and William J. Bcene of the ABCFM and
RCA, entered Amoj-. Two years later Messrs. A. and J. Stronach of the

I.MS arrived. F r

\ 1 1 first missionaries of the Americ in

Methodist Churcri and White, reached Fooebow, and were

welcomed by representative s of the ABCFM who arrived in the same
year (Mr. and Mrs; Feet and Mr. Johnson). In" T850"Re\~. D. Jackson and

Uev. W. Witton. representatives of the CMS, entered Fooehew where

-was restricted to city limits for 34 years. In the next yeir, 1S51, the

HPM- began- work-in. Amoy. ThiiSpJby- the close cf the first half- of the

19th eentnry five large societies {3 British and 3 American) had repre-

.-cntatives residing either in Foocb<!w or Amcy. Evangelistic work at first

[ifficnlt and required great patience. The CMS,, for example, reported

no converts for 11 years. Cooperation between the RCA and the ABCFM
in China was discontinued in 1S57, and the Congregational Board with-

•drew frcm Amcy," turning ire field to-.lhe Reformed Church

in America. "Fnkien, next to Kwanginng, reports the largest number of

-missionary residential centers opened before i860. -A glance at the table

EXTENT OF EVANGELISM
Stations end Missionary Residentiil Centers—Four

provinces exceed Fnkien in the mimber of mission
stations .- CMhli, Kiangsu, Kwangtung, and Szechwan.
The missionaries in Fukien's 63 mission stations reside

in 4T residential centers. In only S of these centers
hive we more than one society represe:::

classified according to the nationality of the:':

onel, 2i missii narv res

than the Congregation dists and M
There are < :

ctnnot be classified among the we

ExaHgeistu Ct ntt rs—Although
provinces tcth in area and populs
second in the number of its e

Kwangtung, the first province to

sionary propaganda, having an a

Fukien, and a larger cemtn 1

reports fewea

communicant members is reported f

!,:'.: ( enters. Each mis
10 of these evangelistic cec

MEFB repeats Uh

the ABCFM nd RC
Lira)

River district, and 1

to the RCA by the i

Dtsi

nuniter 1

fields around

vince averages one 1

mi. This repa-
rian than that repeat

-npare the fit-Ids of the larjrci

square miles to each evar

follows in the degree of their Chri

center to every zf sq. mi. ; CMS, one to every 40 sq. 1

every 72 ; ABCFM, one to every 74 ; EPM, one to every

every 105. Compare this map with Map II. It v

a report the greater name
- at light on the poti Is of chui

and oversight among the various mi.-sions is obtained h

comparisons : the MEFB reports 42 evangelistic 1

EI'M 18; ABCFM, 16; RCA, 14: CMS, 14: LMS, vt.

'

it w<

iter we find the 1

1 occupation : ME

I.—Force at Work—Foreign

Name of Society

of mission stations, chronologically arranged-, will show
of largest extension was that of 1S91-1900. "Areas appearing ii

*bis map lie a distance of 30 li .beyond any evangelistic center rej

Mission Stations Arranged CBRokoLOGiCAU.*

1 Bfi

pen
ack

1911-
19-20

. -itional

Asglieati... ., ...

Us|siist

<kwg*egatk>iial.

ABCFM
LMS

Methodist
T*i»sbyterian ....

"Other Societies

..."'MEFB

... EPM
RCA

.. Tnd

1 t
1

1 3 lis
1 ... i

"! "...

1 1

YMCA
TWCA

t j
-

1

.... i

Methodist .

rjerian.

MEFB
EPM
RCA

China Inland,Mission CIM
OtherSocieties Ind

SDA
YMCA
TWCA

1

3

6

1 11

Mote that the ABCFM and RCA opened no new stations during an

interval of" about 40 years. At the present time, however, both societies

ore breaking new ground, the ABCFM at Kkuninghsien, and the RCA
at Lungyenehow in the old field cf the LMS. Note the large namber
<H CMS stations. -Cempare thismap with Map V. Note that the develop-

ment in evangelistic centers is greatest where the work is oldest, except

in mountainous districts. Compare this map with Map VIII. The dis-

tricts just outside of Amoy-hsien, and those nearest Foochow, are shaded

dark, even though these districts were opened to missionary propaganda

I «caapataiively early.

Grand Total ...' to 26 IS 22 198 135 319 4Sf

Anglican ... CMS t + CEZMS> 17

1

- 7 16 93

1

116 142

•2

122
39
58

NCMBER Of SgrjAKt Mtt.ES PER EVANGELISTIC CENTER

ft 25 SO 75 ISO

RCA >^f——

—

Sf—i^——i I

CMS issssssssssssss**
MEFB *
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VI.

—

Fuix-Timb Christian Workers

Reason, for Inadequacy of Occupation—Ml missions
when accounting for the present inadequacy of the
Christian occupation of their fields, refer first to the
lack of workers, especially Chinese workers, and second
to financial restriction occasioned largely by the war
and unfavourable exchange. It is difficult to know,
after a perusal of the reports, whether or not this lack
of Chinese workers is due to any one cause more than
another. The need of more intensive work is emphasized
by several correspondents.

FULL-TIME CHRISTIAN WORKERS
Fcreign Fcrce—Fukien ranks sixth among the pro-

vinces in the number of its foreign missionaries, 454.
Of this number, 70, or 15 per cent, are ordained ; 63, or
14 per cent, are engaged in medical work. The per cent
in educational work is unknown. About 43 per cent
are single women. This large number of foreign single

women is significant when one considers the emphasis
it ought to bring on evangelistic work among women.
Eighteen out of the 63 mission stations in Fukien are
staffed by foreign women mission?! les only.

The Distributicn cf the Foreign Force—Approxi-
mately 33 per cent of the entire missionary body resides

in Fcochow {154) ; 48 per cent, or almost half the total

liuniber of missionaries, live in the three cities of over
100,000 inhabitants, namely Foochow, Amoy, and
Chuanehowfu. Outside of these cities the average num-
ber of foreigners per foreign residential center is slightly

over six.

Sat tonality—There are no continental missionaries in

Fukien. British missionaries number 205 and reside
in 29 centers. American missionaries number 249 and
reside in 20 centers. This smaller number of residential

centers for American missionaries reveals greater con-
centration of force, recessitated undoubtedly by the
larger educational programs of American mission
societies.

The Chinese Employed Force—Fukien reports a
higher proportion of employed Chinese workers to

foreign workers than any other province, about eight
to one. Shantung and Chekiang follow with about 5
Chinese workers to every foreign worker. When classi-

fied according to forms of work, the Chinese employed
force is divided as follows ; 43 per cent evangelistic;

47

per cent educational ; and 10 per cent medical. Foar
out of the 6 leading missions report a larger educatiemt
than evangelistic Chinese force. These missions are the

CMS, ABCFM, LMS, and RCA.

Ordained Chinese Workers—Fukien ranks first

among the provinces in the number of its ordained

Chinese workers, reporting twice as many ordained

workers as Chekiang. This large number is dne in part

to the age of mission work throughout the province,

end in part to the policy of the Methodist Church re-

garding ordination.

Wide differences in administration are made evi-

dent by the degree of pastoral oveisight which exi . t>

among the churches of various missions. The
for instance, reports one ordained worker for every 13
organized churches, and the CMS one for every 11

organized churches. The RCA and MKFB report «

every four organized churches while the EPM reports
one ordained worker for one organized congregation.

Sixty-seven per cent of the Chinese employed force con-
sists of men.

Distribution 5/ Chinese Workers—Compare this map.
with Map V and Map VII. Relatively few evangelistic-

centers or large groups of communicants appear to be
without resident Chinese workers. It k significant to
note further that while over 48 per cent of the mission-
ary body resides in the three largest cities of the pro-

vince, scarcely 20 per cent of the employed Chinese force-

is found in these centers. May not this wide distribu-

tion of Chinese workers over country areas aceeier«te
evangelism? Fifty-eight per cent of the Chinese em-
ployed staff resides in rural districts, beyond any mis-
sion station.

The missions employ a relatively high percentage
of their communicant body: CMS, 15 per tent; EI'M,
13 per cent; ABCFM, n per cent; RCA, 10 per cent;
MEFB, 7 per cent ; and LMS, 6 per cent.

Training Schools for Workers—{Information not
complete)—The Methodists report Bible training schools
for women in Hinghwafii, Kutienhsien, Lungtien,
Mintsinghsien, Sienyu, Yenpingfu and Foochow; also

Bible training schoo.'s for men in Hinghwafu, Yenping-
fu, and Yungchun.

VII.—Distribution of Communicants
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II.—Force at Work—Chinese
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g la x —

Name of Society

2 3 4

Grand Total 948 403 1,57!
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a
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(a) This column includes educational workers in institutions above Middle School grade
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The ABCFM reports a Bible training school for men in Sbaowu. The

CMS reports Bible training schools for women in Hinghwafu, Nir.gteh,

IJenkong, and Funingfu. The RCA reports Bible training schools ior

men. and women in Amoy. The LMS reports a Union Bible women's
I raining school in Amoy. The EFM reports a Bible training school for

men in ChSanchowfu. A Union Theological School (ABCFM, CMS, and

MEFB) exists in Foochow, affiliated with the Fukien Christian University.

VHL

—

Communicants per 10,000 Population

MEFB
EPM
CMS
BCA

ABCFM
LMS

Number of Employed Chinese Worker
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COMMUNICANT CHRISTI
General Summary—Fukien ranks thii

provinces of China in the number of its (

municants, and first in the number of

scholars. The Protestant societies report

municant chnrch members. The Roman Cr
reports a membership of 61,712. Of the tc

emm ': membership approximately 20 per
cities of over 50,000. The membership of

church in Fukien is 4 times larger

other mission. Sixty per cent of the Pi

municants are men.
Distribution of Communicants—Fukien

the number of its church comnnmfc
habitants, the average proportion bei ri-

per xo,ooo inhabitants. This is almost

ber reported by any other province. Comj
with Map II. The communi
numerous where the density of populatioj

Compare this map with Map III. The over

peem to have the larger number of church

the distribution of communicants be consid

of population, the MEFB fields are by
evangelized, reporting 55 commui
population. The ABF field in the 9

province ranks second, and the RCA field third with re-

ports of 19 and 16 communicants per 10,000 inhabitants

respectively.

Membership by Denominations—Tb
body in Fukien may be classified denomination

follows: Anglican, 5,136; Baptist, 255; Co
tienal. 6,217; Methodist, 20,672; Presbyterian,

Note that over half the communicant mem r t

are Methodists.

Literacy—Fukien ranks second or next to SI'

the degree of literacy among Christian ec-mmunicr

per cent of the men and 49 per cent of the women
CMS and ABCFM report the highest degree of Hi

Scholars—Sunday School sch<

Fukien 133,022) exceed the total number of stud

mission schools of all grades by almost three

Moreover Fukien reports 3 times the number of

School scholars reported bv any other pro-.

3 Sundav School scl

ants

them

communicant

The

tl<

These cl

Chinese
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III.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian Community

Name of Society
X S

Grand Total 63 965 ;i- 1,164 | 23,133 I 15,451 j 38,584 86,094 60% 28% 70%. 49% 33,022 33.0

Anglican
Baptist

Congregational

Methodist ..

terian

China Inland Mission

Other Societies

CMS( + CEZMS)
ABF
MBM
ABCFM
LMS

MEFB
EPM*
RCA
CIM
Ind

SDA
YMCA
YWCA
Chinese Church

221
4

342
4
8

82
50
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SO
71
1

3,175
52
130

2,085
1,750

12,280
1.912

1,389

\ 1,961 5,136 :

3 55 :

50 180 !

J 1,110 3,195
I

|

1,272 3,022
i

! 8,392 20,672 •

1,189 3,101 1

1 1,238 2,627 !

2 8 |

48 120

136 340 j

50 128
j

13,431
83
480

6,07?
4,903

45,571

6,812
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8
120
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2,072

61%
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72%
65%

69%
62%
53*,

75%
60%

60%

29%

80%

78%

48% 4,55

II

54% 35%

60% 48%

Incomplete reteras. (a) This total differs from the total for organized congregations given on the Hsien Table, Appendix A, due to additions for the El?
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IY.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian School
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Grand Total . 852 96 20 17,526 8,042 25,568 3,284 1,328 4,612 1,291 219 1,510 31,690 69% 88% 18

Anglican ... CMS(+ CEZMS) 160 19 3 2 262 1,375 ] 3.637 415 306 721 96
!

16 112 £1 <L<

Baptist ABF
MBM ;*."

I z
Congregational ABCFM BB 11 4 -

'.'• 2M1 482 192 674 1«6 3? 218 3,786 76%
LMS 63 ' 1,488 333

,
1,821 149 SI 236 2.057 80%

Methodist ... MEFB 408 24 5 6.741 3.634 10,375 943 499 1,444 22'') 376 12.195 65%
Fresbvterian EPM 72 14 3 2.532 912 3,444 410 115 523 153 155 4.124 74%1

RCA 54 14 2 2,067 1,0*0 3,147 365 129 494 136 21 157 3,798 67%
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Other Societies Ind

SDA
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VWCA
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Y.—Extent of Occupation--The Christian Hospital

Name of Society J £ -5 2

1
*

x 5
X
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| a £ r H =* ~ i.

-"= K Y.

1 2 3 4 s 6 T 8 9

Grand Total ... 41 9 1,242 1,188 21,125 13 132 59 110

Anglican ... CMS f-fCEZMSi 16

Baptist ABF
MBM

Congregational ABCFM 5

LMS 8

Methodist ... MEFB 10

Presbyterian... EPM

China Inland Mission CIM
j

...

U ' 662
.
8,401 ; (5 ' $

COMMUNICANTS PER ro.oco

General Impressfons—By comparing" this map with similar maps
for the other provinces, one is convinced by the graphical presentation

alone that Fufcien is the best evangelized province of China. On the

other hand, lest this fact lead to any hasty conclusions, it in

well to add that the needs of Fnkien are for this very reason more

pressing than those of other provinces, and that there is still only

one Christian communicant in Fnkien among 444 non-Chrtsti: 1

Btick Areas—The aTeas which appear to be least touched by

Christian influence are those in the extreme north, in the west

between the ABCFM and LMS fields, and the North River district

of the RCA field, recently relinquished by the LMS. Minh<

(Foochow), and Amoy-tao are the best occupied in terms of com-

municants per 10,000. Tingchang-tao in the southwest reports the

lowest degree of Christian occupation. Haitang, together with some

neighboring islands which have received the name of pingtais:

is perhaps the best occupied hsien in China when consider

terms of Christian communicants per 10,000, This one hsien reports

approximately 1,300 crmrch, members, and a Christian constituency

of almost 4,000. The population estimate for Pingtanhsaen is ,
c

This means that one person in every 63 inhabitants in this hsien U %

cdmaimnicaiit church; member, and that one in every 25 is in some

way interested in and related to Christian church activit
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IX.

—

Mission School

COHMTXICANTS USD MlSSIONT PRISLUIV STCBEXTS COMPARED

3,000 4.000 6,000 8,000 10,000 12.000 14,000 16,000 18,000 30,000 33,000

yyyj CcHjmaulaujte

MISSION SCHOOLS
Although Fukien has femes church eoamuraicaaSs

a either Kwasgtang or Shantung, it reports a larger

ober both of higher and tower primary school students
-; of this man with

note especially the EPM field in the southwestern section

kien, the MEFB field around Yulrihsien in the

central part of the province and the populous district

around Fnan in the northeast. Approximately 25 per

cent of the evangelistic centers, one may safely conclude,

are without mission lower primary schools.

There are 96 mission higher primary schools in

Faifca, 39 of which, are for girls. Mote the relatively

I number of higher primary schools in the Hfog-

hwafn district, which is densely popa'Sated and which
reports a large number of communicants.

Compare this map with Map V. Eleven missionary

residential centers, or about 25 per cent, are without

educational facilities above lower primary school grade.

Only five mission higher primary schools are located

in centers where no missionaries reside.

?cls—Twenty mission middle schools,

six of which are for girls, are reported for Fukien.

These are located in 5 out of a total of 41 missionary

residential centers. Fourteen are located in Foochow and

schools. The RCA reports r.40 primary stndents for

every 100 commnnkant members; EPM, 128; ABCFM,
Cio; CMS, 85; LMS, 69; MEFB, 57. Much of the
Christian lower primary education in Fukien is in the
hands of the Chinese Church and there are many setf-

smpporting schools connected with self-supporting

churches which may not be included in 1 -.vims.

Sixty-nine per cent of the students in mission lower

and ligher primary schools and 85 per cent of

stndents in mission middle schools throughout F .

are boys.

Higher Education—Facilities in Fukien for

education of r. Christian character are

• *r : the Fakien. Christian V- CMS,
ABCFM, MEFB), the Women's College of &
(MEFB), Trinity Coll.:. - ^lo-Chinese

College' fME I

—The following teacher

training facilities are ofiered

Wonv Foochow, where normal

b trains teachers

for lower primary and occasionally for higher primary

school work. Trinity College (CMS), Foochow, -

a higher normal training coarse for middle school

graduates, and trains its students both for lower and

higher Trimary school work. The Guthrie Memorial

Middle School (MEFB), Hmgfawafa; Tannage College

(RCA), Amoy; and the Jesse Johnston Memorial School

map, offer normal courses as a special depart-

ment of their curricula. Two kindergarten training

schools exist in Fakien, the Knlangsu Kindergarten

School at Amoy ET1 a Kinder^

nsr School* in Foochow CMS, MEFB and ABC

'of th

education reported for Fakien is given in mi
schools. .(Appendix A—Christian Occupatioi

Fukien, Column 20)- The total number o

primary gta "
:

government primary students per 10,000

compared with 290 per 10,000, which is th

Shansi. This Msn prepares the n
fallowing. In statistical tables of govermn

of Education

Fukien ranks next to the poorest among
o: China in its elementary educational fa

kiang with one-third more inhabit

ports 6 mber of prin

2C—-GovnoofSNT Schools

Lien re-

1 were report*

when the Sa
.eg .fofl grade

lms were re-

s north of the

asee to Maps
!Ct-Iistk work

this district,

missions in the relative

is well
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XI.

—

Hospitals

Chinese officials estimate that only 7 to 10 per cent of the inhabitants

in the rural districts of Fukien are •able to read or write in the vernacular,

and that not more than 25 per cent of the people in the capital city of

Feochow are Sterate- During the past decade the attendance of girls in

government schools increased 50 per cent, while the increase in the enroll-

ment of boys reached only 20 per cent. Schools for girls are still largely

nnder mission auspices.

Missionaries per 1,000 Commoticaxts

5 10 15

Middle Schools—Twenty-one government m44 !»

schools are reported. Only one of these, situated la

Foochcwyis far girls. Half the goif»ntteM'mMd%:seh<s6ls
are located in centers where mission middle schools also

are found. Poor government normal schools for mca
and one for women are reported. Little is known of

the grade of these schools or the quality of their -watfc, 1

A girls' higher normal school is reported in Amoy , two

non-mission law colleges, and one higher te>

"

college, are located in Booehow. A large Chinese uni-

1

versity is now being planned for Amoy and funds

already been subscribed for adequate buildings,

maintenance, and endowment.

HOSPITALS
Occupation—Fukien is well provided with Chri-

medical facilities. All six of the large mission societies

report successful medical work, The C31S and MEFB
do the largest smount. There is a total of ibrtj-oee

mission hospitals, almost twice the number reported bv
my other province. These hospitals have a t

aPPrr beds. Forty-one foreign doctors-'
•*• are in charge, a

diiate nurses.

Tune

9 Chinese physicians

n and 78 Chinese gr;

kree new hospitals ai

an fRCA). one at Lun
now being bt

renchow
i. Nine
hospital premis

They sp-

cwnmasi-

Dhinhntim—Compare this map with Maps Ii, HI,
V, YI, and VII. The hospitals are located in areas

where the density of population is greatest,

pear to be within convenient reach both of

cants and of mission students. Compare this m
Map IX. Wherever there is a mission middle schocx

we also find a mission hospital.

Relative Need—The CMS ranks first among missies
societies in Fukien in meeting the medical needs of a!

>;

people in its field m well as <rf its communicant member-
ship. The LMS r-nd A.BCFM rank last in this respect.

{Table VI, Column 12). The RCA and the ABCFM re-

port the fewest number of foreign nnrses. The number
of hospital beds per foreign physician is 50, per foreign

nurse is no. In the RCA and ABCFM it runs as high as

24a beds per foreign nurse (Table V, Columns 8 -

Government HospttaJs—Two Japanese hos]
reported, one in Amoy and another in Fooehow ; also one
Roman Catholic hospital in Changchowfu, one govern-

ment hospital in Foochow, and one community hospital

in Amoy.

MlSSIOXARlES PER 1,000,000 POPtTJlTIOX
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HONAN
I.—Hsom Boundaries
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HSIEN BOUNDARIES

Area and Political Divisions—Honan, because of its central position,

and its consequent railroad and industrial development in the near

future, ranks among the most important provinces of China. Its area

is 67,940 sq. mi., which is slightly more than that of England and \\a?es

oombined. It is divided politically into 4 tao. These are subdivided

into 10S hsiens. The capital citj- is Kaifeng.

Physical Cltaratteristics—Ear convenience of study, Honan may be

divided into 3 large river basins; the Yellow River in the north, the

Hwai River in the southeast, and tributaries of the Han River in the

southwest. These 3 river basins form the famous yellow earth districts

of China, upon which the forefathers of the Chinese descended from the

mountainous and less fertile regions in the west, and founded the

"Middle Kingdom." From the legendary days of Fn Hsi, 2953 B.C.,

Honan has been the seat of the imperial government more frequently

than any other province. At the tomb of Fu Hsi in Chenchowfu, a great

festival "is held every spring in Fu Hsi's honor, when thousands of people

come from long distances to worship at his shrine. Between the Hot

and the Hwai river basins, and especially in the western and southwestern

sections of Honan, the country is quite mountainous. The central plain

slopes gradually toward the east.

The following paragraph from "The Chinese Empire," edited by
Mas shall Broomhal, aptly describes southern Honan : "Conceive a

vast plain, bordered by mountains on its western side, and crossed by

streams running at right angles to those mountain ranges—a plain, un-

relieved by undulating hills, green in the season of growing and harvest,

but brown for the test of the year, the central part baried in sand and

loess deposit brought down b3T the Yellow River. Conceive this plain

dotted over with cities, towns and villages, and crossed in every direc-

tion with brown earth roads, wide in the northern and central sections.

and narrow and paved in the south, teeming with the hardy farming
population, and you have a picture of Honan south of the Yellow River."

North of the Yellow River the country is level and fertile, except
toward the west, where a range of mountains known as the Taihangshan
extends in a northeasterly direction. Owing to the lack of natural

banks the Yellow River frequently overflows in flood season,

and for this reason has been a source of sorrow more than once to the

millions along its shores.

Climate—Honan is a healthy province, having a temperate and
invigorating climate. The cold winds from the north, however, make the

winters rather severe, the thermometer occasionally dropping several

degrees below zero on the plains. In summer the temperature rises

sometimes to 110 degrees F. Kikmigshan, situated at a distance of 3
hours by rail from Hankow, in the extreme southern part of the province,

provides a delightful mountain resort where several hundred missionaries

gather every summer from all sections of Honan, as well as from Hupeh,
Sh-ansi, Southern Cfaihli, and elsewhere.

Language—Mandarin is spoken throughout the province.

Communications—The Peking-Hankow Railway crosses Honan from

north to south via Sinyangchow, Weihwei, and Changte. A branch line

extends from Weihwei to the rich coal mines in northwtst Honan. The

I.ung-Hai Railway crosses the province from east to west, intersecting the

Tientsin-Pukow Railway at SQchowfu, Ku., and the Peking-Hankow

Hue at Chengehew, Ho. This line now extends westward beyond

Horsanfu, and eventually it Is proposed to extend it further to Sianfu,

Shensi, end on to Lanchowfn, Kansu. Another line is proposed which

will also cross the province from east to west, but further south and
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passing through Sinyangchow, connecting with the Tientsin-Pukow line

in the east just a few miles north of Pukow, and extending westward to

Chungking and Chengtn in Szechwan-
Water Communications—Honan possesses good water communica-

tions, although the Yellow River is navigable only in places. By means
of the native junks, for example, it is possible to go from Chowkiakow,

via the Sha and the Hwai Rivers, the Hangtseh Lake and the Grand.

Canal, all the way to Chinkiang on the Yangtze. Water connections are

also possible with Hankow and Tientsin. Several important highways
cross the province. In some places these are broad enough to accom-

modate carts. Were these roads improved, especially the old imperial

road from Peking to Hankow, which passes through Chengtingfu (Chi.)

and Kaifeng, the industrial and agricultural development of the province

would be immeasurably accelerated.

Post and Telegraph Offices—Government post offices were first opened

in Honan about 1898. These have been surprisingly well patronized

ever since and have multiplied rapidly. Over 650 post offices of <*11

grades were reported for 1919, showing an increase of 140, or 3© per cent,

during the last two years. The telegraph service leaves much to be

desired in efficiency, though it is greater in extent than one might expect.

Christian Occupation b'v Hsiens—A glance at the table 00 Christian

occupation by hsiens (Appendix A) reveals that out of 108 hsiens, only

two are without Protestant Church commnnieants. Sixty-three hsiens,

or 58 per cent, report a Christian constituency of less then 100 each, and

33 hsiens report fewer than two paid workers each. Approximately one-

fouxth of all the hsiens of Honan are occupied bj- more th-:n one Protestant

mission society.

DENSITY OF POPULATION
Population Estimates for the Province—Honan is one of the detistly

populated provinces of China, having more inhabitants than Sinkiang,

Mongolia, Kansu, Stoensi, ami Shansi combined. The population esti-

mates have varied all the way from 35,310,000 (Statesman's Year Book,

1902} down to 32,100-4000 {Board of Revenue, 1885). As early as 1S42

the population was estimated at 29,069,771. The low estimate for 1S85

is accounted for bv the severe famine of 1877-78, when Chinese authorities

estimate that at least 9,000,000 people in Honan perished. In 1910 the

Minchengpu Census, which was computed from an estimate by families

and not by individuals, reported 5,120,000 families, or a total population

of 25,6co,cco (5 individuals being reckoned to the family}. This esti-

mate of 5 individuals per family has since been regarded both by Chi®-

ese officials and experienced missionaries as being too low, and 6.6 in-

dividuals per femily is suggested as being more nearly correct. Had
this multiple (6.6) been used instead of 5, the total population of Honan,
according to the Minchengpu Census (1910), woald hav-s been increased

to 33,792,000. This is interesting in view of the more recent census

returns. The official hsien estimates secured by the CCC Survey Cow*
mittee (1918) report a total population for Honan of 32,547,366. The Post

Office Censes (T919) records a total of 30,831,909. Note that all 3

mates (the revised Minchengpu, the CCC and the Post Office estimate*)

are approximately the same. If we accept the CCC estimate as being a

happy mean, then the density of population in Honan amounts to 479 in*

habitants per sq. mi. Even this is lower than the density figure given

by Marshall Brcomhall in his work entitled "The Chinese Empire," in

which he reports 520 people per sq. mi. This almost equals the density

of Belgium (560 per sq. mi.), and is doubtless too high.

Cities—There are 3 cities in Honan, each with 100,000 inhabitants or

above : Kaifeng, 280,000 ; Chowkiakow, 200,000 ; Kwangchow, 100,000.

Four other cities are reported, each with a population ranging somewhere

between 50,000 and 100,000 : Changte, 6ojOOo; Kusbihsien, 60,000;

Kweiteh, 50,000; and Nanyangfu, 50,000. Thirty-five cities are reported,

each with a population estimated somewhere between 20,000 and 50,000.

All city population estimates have been received from missionary cor-

respondents and compared with all other available estimates, and

best approximate. Practically 91 per cent of the people in Hon;; -

in rural districts or in towns of 10,000 or tinder.

Christian Population—-Twenty-one dots of the"smalkst size out of a

total of 32,000 on the accompanying map represent the numerical strength

of the Protestant church constituency in Honan. Fifty-two dots

sent the number of Christians reported for the province by the Roman

Catholic Church.
Economic Conditions—The inhabitants of Honan, like those of north

Anhwet, south Chihii, and Shantung are not ecoaomkaUy well-fa'
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O. Wj, Guinness writes : "Poverty and squalor prevail everywhere.
The inhabitants are indifferent to discomfort or dirt and apparently lack
the enterprise necessary to ameliorate their own condition. Houses,
roads, animals, people—all suffer from neglect. The land is well tilled,

however, and the harvests are good. The majority of the inhabitants are

farmers, somewhat uncouth in manner, and of an independent turn of

mind. They are distinctly intelligent and are often marked by strong
individuality."

Honan produces an abundance of food of all kinds, grains, fruits,

and vegetables. Some years rain is scarce or unevenly distributed, and
this results in scant harvests, followed occasionally by severe famine and
destitution such as now prevail over north Honan during this winter

{1920-21). Salt is plentiful in the neighborhood of the Yellow River, and
valuable coal fields are found between the valleys of the Sha and Ju Rivers.

Many modern industries are being started throughout the province, some
on a large scale. These are usually situated near railway centers and
operated under Chinese management. Because, then, of its strategic

position, its fertile soil, and the future industrial development which i<

almost certain to follow the improvements in roads and the extension
of railways, Honan is destined sooner or later to rank among the most
important provinces of China.

PROTESTANT MISSION FIELDS
Mission Fields Compared—No part of Honan is unclaimed by Pro-

wstant missions. Sixteen societies, representing all denominational
groups except the Congregational, are reported. Of these there are only
three societies which cannot be classified under anv of the well-known
denominational groups : EbM, SDA, YMCA. The CIM and its affiliated

mission (SMC) claim approximately one-third of the total area of the
prwince. The PCC and the IXM rank next in the extent of areas

claimed, each attempting to work slightly less than one-fifth of the total

area of the province. The ILM, SDA," and YMCA are without field

delimitations on the accompanying map. Both Kaifeng and Chowkiakow,
being centers of 2co,coo inhabitants and over, should be indicated on the
accompanying map as city areas common to all missions. The population
estimate for Chowkiakow arrived too late for oar purposes.

Ten of the 16 societies are American, 2 British, 2 Continental, and 2
International $C1M and YMCA), in the nationality of their home con-
stituencies. Note the approximate populations of different mission fields

(Table VI, Column 3).

Overlapping Areas—-The province presents no overlapping fields

except immediately south of the Yellow River, around Honanfu in the
Vest, and from Chengcbow eastward to the border of the province.
Honanfu, Kaifeng, Kwangchow, Kweiteh, Tengchow, Suichow, and Yen-
cheng are the only cities where more than one mission society has foreign
resident workers. Moreover, reference to statistical returns soon con-
vinces one that the overlapping east of Kaifeng is more apparent than
real. The missions whose fields overlap report few stations. Much of
the work is in its initial stages. Evangelistic centers are somewhat
distant one from another. Only about 1,000 communicants are reported
for overlapping areas. Yet these areas are located in the most densely
populated sections of Honan as well as of all China.

Comity Agreements—At the Shanghai Missionary Conference (rSoo)

it was agreed among mission representatives that the territory in Honan
north of the Yellow River should henceforth be Tegardtd as the special

field of the PCC, on condition that said mission adequately occupy it.

•Agreements have since been made by the PCC with the ABCFM in Shan-
tung, delimiting the PCC field of responsibility in that province. The
LUM reports definite understandings with the CIM regarding the de-

limitation of its fields, and each mission is confining its efforts accord-

ingly. The NLK reports written agreements with the ELAug covering
certain sections of its field. A definite understanding concerning field

limits exists between the NLK and CIM as well. As a result missionaries

of one society have refrained from opening work in districts already

occupied by missionaries of the other society. The SMC (era) reports

an agreement with the ELAug which concerns especially the overlapping
areas around Honanfu. The ELAug reports written agreements with all

neighboring missions, whereby no chapels are to be built or work en-

couraged beyond the territory now marked out as the special responsi-

bility of these missives. Christian converts residing on or within 10 li

of the boundary lines may attach themselves to whichever of the neigh-

toring missions they prefer. The ChMMS reports definite agreements
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with missions working to the north of their present field, bat none with

missions working to the south where overlapping occurs. Certain hsiens

sooth of Kaifeng are recognized as the special responsibility of certain

missions, and this recognition virtually amounts to a formal agreement.

Throughout the south the CIM reports a definite understanding regard-

ing field delimitation and responsibility. Most of these understandings

are verbal, and field limitations are expressed in terms of hsien bound-

aries. Although no agreements affecting the boundaries of the Shekiehen

district have yet been made, they are likely to mature after work is

more developed. The boundaries of the CIM Kwangchow field have been

fixed in consultation with representatives of the LUM. The UBM, SBC,

MSCC, FMA, and SDA report no definite agreements regarding field

delimitations.

AGE OF WORK
Picntir Period,—Missionary work of a permanent character was not

begun in Honan until 1884, when the CIM secured premises in Chowkia-

kow, an important trading center connected by water with the Yangtze

River. For ten years representatives of this mission were the only Pro-

testant workers in the province.

"The Honanese farmer is conservative, independent, easily roused

to anger, indifferent to discomfort or dirt, and in many districts, until

recently, anti-foreign/* For this and other reasons, it. was very difficult

for foreign missionaries to secure any foothold, especially in the larger

fa cities. They were forced to settle in smaller places, to face opposi-

tion and suspicion on every hand, and patiently to wait till more

favorable opportunities came.

In JS04 the Canadian Presbyterian Mission began work in Changte.

Four years later the American Norwegian Lutheran Mission, now a part

of the IXM, entered southern Honan and opened stations in Srayang-

chow and Kioshau. In 1899 the Swedish Mission in. China, associated

•with the China Inland Mission, commenced work in Sinanhsien, a city

in the northwest of the province, one day's journey west of Hoaanfu.

When the Baser Uprising occurred in 190©, four missionary societies were

at work in the province: LUM, 2 stations; PCC, 3; CM, 8; SMC, J.

Two cities occupied as stations by the PCC before the Boxer Uprising

have since been abandoned for more favorable locations.

Mission Stations Arrange© Chronologicaiiy

1807-

1860

18*1-

1880
1881-

1890

1891-

1900
1901-

1910
1911-

19%

Anglican ...MSCC
Bapteft ... ... ...ChMMS

SBC
Lutheran ...ELAug

ILM
LB
LBM
LUM
KLK

Methodist ...FMA
Presbyterian ... ...PCC
Chin* Inland Mission.CIl

SMC
Other Societies... ...EbM

SDA
TMCA

Total...

Note that approximately four-fifths of the mission stations in Houanr

have been opened since the Boxer Uprising. Note also that the first

decade of the twentieth century was the period of greatest expansion, j

WW societies entering Honan between 1900-10, and 5 since 1910.

Occupation of Kaifeng—Kaifeng was the last provincial capital itt

China to be opened to Protestant missionaries. Until within the last

15 years this city was notoriously anti-foreign, la .1898, Mr. Powell of

theCIM spent his first night in Kaifeng, bat not until 1903 was he able-

,

to rent premises and formally establish a mission station. About the;

middle of that' year he was Joined' by Br. ©. -Whitfield Oainness. The

following year better premises were secured in a more favorable qaarter.

On the arrival of Mr. and Mrs. Ford work was begun among women.

In 1907 Rev. and Mrs, C. F. Appleton, representing the AFM, reached

Kaifeng. The following year the SBC sea*
.
Rev. and Mrs. Sallee. In

1910, two years later, Bishop W. C. White, representing the Episcopal

Church of Canada, began laying foundations for the work of this mission.

At that time, ten years ago, Kaifeng reported bet » missionaries, 7
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employed Chinese workers and 34 communicants. To-day the capital city

reports 46 foreign workers, 57 employed Chinese workers and 520 church

countsiinicants.

Ages of Various Fields Compared—The areas shaded black and

distant therefore 30 li or more from any evangelistic center, adjoin

sections in neighboring provinces which either are unclaimed by any

Protestant mission at the present time or are very inadequately worked.

Compare this map with Maps V and VII. The main impression received

is that the degree of Christian occupation in terms of evangelistic centers

and communicant numbers is more or less proportional to the age of

•work, Compare this map with Map IX. It does not follow that the

longer any mission has worked in a field the greater its Christian educa-

tional facilities. The educational policies of missions at work in Honan
vary too greatly to justify this more or less hasty conclusion.

EXTENT OF EVANGELISM
Misswnary Residential Centers—Sixteen mission societies with a

total of 67 stations are now at work in Honan. Their missionaries ^re

located in 56 residential centers. Only 7 of these have representatives of

more than one mission, There is an average of 7 evangelistic centers to

each station, each averaging 27 communicants. Kaifeng reports the largest

number of societies. Seven residential centers in Honan are International

in the personnel of their missionary body, 27 are American, r6 British, and

6 Continental. One center in Honan reports women missionaries only.

Ar€sr Mission Stations—Plans are being made to open eleven new
mission stations during the next five years, 5 of these are to be opened
by Lutheran societies, 3 by the Canadian Presbyterians, and 3 by the

CIM. The proposed locations of these new mission stations, with the

initials of the society opening each, are as follows : Kushihsien {LUM)

;

Siatsai ILTJM} ; Waldatien (LUM) ; Lnyi (LBM) ; Yenshih*ien (ELAugl ;

Yehsien (CIM).; Shaagehenghsiea (CIM) ; Shaaehow (SMC-CIM) ; Linhsien
(PCC) ; Sinsiang (PCC) ; and Tsiyfian (PCC).

Distribution, of ErangelistU Centers—At first glance one is impressed
by the large number and fairly general distribution of evangelistic centers.

The province appears welt worked. After comparison, however, with such
provinces as Fukien and Shantung this first impression gives way to a
second, namely that there is a sparseness of centers of evangelism in
Honan, and that the Christian ©oeupatioc of the province is only begun.

In Fukien there is one evangelistic center for every 40 sq. mi., in Honan
there is one to every 150 sq. mi. Note the grouping of evangelistic centers
around Kwangebow in the CIM and LUM fields. The areas just south of
the Yellow River where a number of mission fields overlap, Teport no more
evangelistic centres than areas where cne mission alone is at work; as
for example the area of the LUM in the southern part of the province
between the fields of the LB and NLK missions. Comparison with Map
II shows this area where fields overlap to be the most densely populated
section of the province.

Few evangelistic centers are reported for the extreme western section
of Honan in the fields of the NLK, SMC (cm), and ELAng. There is
also a marked absence of evangelistic centers in the extreme southeastern
section of the province bordering on Anhwei and Hupeh, also in the
extreme western section north of the Yellow River in the PCC field. All
these regions are mountainous in character. People are widely scattered
and travel is difficult.

The CIM reports the largest number of evangelistic centers, 166, or
36 per cent of the total number. The LUM ranks second with 92, and the
PCC third with 63.

Nt~MBER or Sq. Mi. per Evangelistic Center

100 200 300 408 -500 600

MSCC
Eurag
xlx
mx

ent+SMC,
VMA
SBC

Reasons for Present Inadequacy of Occupation—la stating the reasons

for the present inadequacy of Christian occupation, four-fifths of the

societies mention as their first reason lack of workers, both Chinese and
foreign. Two societies particularly emphasize the need of more and better

trained CMne&e evangelists. Other reasons given are : (») Insufficieaey

of funds, fa) Difficulty of communications, (3) Recent arrival on the field,

and (a) General unrest throughout the province.
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FULL-TIME CHRISTIAN WORKERS
Distribution of Missionaries—The foreign missionary body numbering

394 resides in 56 cities. Kaifeng has the largest community, almost 60, or

approximately 15 per cent of the total foreign force in the province. Honan
is unlike other provinces in that its foreign missionaries are more widely

scattered and do not reside chiefly in the few larger cities. Chowkiakow, for

example, with a population of over 100,000, had only 6 missionaries, and
Kwangchow, the third city in the province, with a population exceeding

100,000, reported only 7 foreign missionaries when the information for this

Survey was gathered. There are only 9 residential centers in Honan out

of the total 56, which report over 10 resident missionaries : Changte,

Honanfu, Hwaikingfu, Kaifeng, Kioshan, Kweiteh, Sinyangchow, Wei-

hwei, and Yenchcng. Nine mission stations have 10 or more mission-

aries each. The remaining 5S mission stations in Honan average four

missionaries each. Note the distinction between a mission station and

a missionarj- residential center.

Foreign Force Classified Denominationally—If we attempt to classify

the foreign force into denominational groups we find that over one-third

of the missionary body is Lutheran, and approximately one-fifth

Presbyterian. When classified according to nationality we find that 202

missionaries are American, 15a British, and 40 Continental. About 65

per cent of the male missionaries are ordained. Twenty-two per cent of

the entire missionary force are single women. The medical force has

been greatly depleted, due mainly to the European war. Only 4 female

and 19 male physicians are reported.

Foreign and Chinese Workers Classified

73 50 25 25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 225 250 275

I.—Force at Work—Foreign

a
a

S
I£ •

a » fc.

Name of Society

1
"3

1O

1

8
.5

8

t

1

|JX
CM

S
1
a
55

Single

Worn S
"3

H Total

Worn $
1
fa

1

1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8

Grand Total ... 100 19 4 12 87 152 242 394

MB Foreign Workers

mans Chinese Evangelistic Workers
1, Educational Workers

Medical Workers

Anglican MSCC 6 1 1 1 7 6 12 18

Baptist ... ChMMS 2 2 5 8 13

SBC 9 1 4 11 15 26
Lutheran v ELAug 11 2 ... 3 4 11 19 30

ILM 1 2 3 5 8

LB 3 2 3 5 8
LBM 3 1 3 4 7
LUM 31 4 3 16 24 42 66
NLK 10 1 5 10 14 24

Methodist FMA 6 1 1 6 8 13 21

Presbyterian PCC 21 7 2 % 21 30 50 80

China Inland Mission CIM 3 2 1 ! 1 10 91 33 54
SMC (cm) 2 ... j ... 6 6 10 16

Other Societies ... EbM 1 ... ' ... 2 3 4 7

SDA 1 1 ... 5 5 10

YMCA ... ... 3 3 8
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Name of Society

C £ 3.H"

Grand Total 462 141 614

Baptist

Lutheran

Methodist ...

Presbyterian

China Inland

Other Societies

Msec
ChMMS
SBC
ELAug
ILM

LB
LBM
lcm
NLK
nu
PCC
CIM
SMC (ctm)

EbM
SDA
YMCA

4

no
48
16

51

S7

20
13

28
24
21
30
3

10
6

143
64

110
24
17
29
4

!(}

312 97 409 20 49 83

=w

1,106 161

16

77%' 2.8

(a) This column includes educational workers in institutions above Middle School grade

III.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian Community

<ii

63 3 ,-; 1.4
3 7 77 >?7' M

3 67".-. 0.3

15 si'i
;

'

. 1.8
10 70< 1.4

21 30 265
109

11

3
3 8 37 4 71 . 1.8

10 19 163 6 7..' i 6
6 19 160 110 »!, 3

35 12 S(l

] 1 38
14 I 1

Name of Society

Grand Total ... 67 247

Anglican ...

Baptist

Lutheran

Methodist...

Presbyterian

China Inland Mission

Other Societies ...

MSCC
ChMMS
SBC
ELAug
ELM

LB
LBM
LUM
NLK
FMA

PCC
CIM
SMC (CIM)

EbM
SDA
YMCA

25

45S

115 135

16 31

9 10

14 14

8,344 4,074 12,418 20,636

115
20

392
287

3

24
17

1,989

551
122

1,316

2,786
360

51 166
13 33

260 652
74 361

5

6
842
175
98

712
1.406
218
58

154

29
23

2,831

726
220

2,028
4,192
578
156
418

641
33

1.032

685
6

60
95

4,773
1,373
220

3,324

6,334
632
477
418
533

i
© t;

66% 12 58- 34',,

69%
60%

79%,
eo%

56% 94%

78% 1 70% 70%
70%

|
10% m%

76% i ...

'55%
i 12% :

70%'

91 'S

66%
i

30 !
'

:
,

65% 14%
m% ) 9%
62%

46
62
67'

H'>

59

'

5,689

399
696

53
15

1,005

156
100
397
ISO

27

IS

6
2.5

30
1

4
4

31
32
is

32
31

19
16

SO

In the degree of Christian occupation, the societies rank from - mis-

sionaries per i.ogo.ooo inhabitants (MSCC), up to 22 (FMA
-diagram, and Table VI, Column 7, on page 89).

It "fa interesting to compare the Christian occupation of Honan in

terms of foreign force with that of Fukien or any other of the coast

provinces, where most of the larger societies seldom fall below an average

of 20 missionaries per 1,000,000 inhabitants.

The societies rank as follows in the number of missionaries per r,ooo

communicants

:

MSCC 112 missionaries per 1,000 communicants

FMA ., 95

ELAug S3 „ „
FCC 40 „ „
SBC 40

NLK 33
LUM 24 „ „ „ „
CIM and SMC ... 15 „ „ „

In all proportions such as the above, it must be remembered that

the number of missionaries appearing after the initials of any society

fttrnisJies no index whatever to the number of missionaries actually re-

ported by these same socities. For example, the MSCC with 1.1 2 mis-

sionaries per 1,000 communicants reports only 18 missionaries, while the

LCM with 24 missionaries per 1000 communicants has in reality 66 mis-

sionaries. The reason for this will be obvious to all.

Chinese Force and Its Di$tributt0tt^-The.t$ are 3 employed Chinese
workers to every foreign worker in Honan. The NLK reports the highest

proportion of employed Chinese to foreigners. The LUM rinks second,

and the PCC and FMA rank last. (See Table II, Column 16). Fifty-five

per cent of the employed Chinese force in Honan reside in missionary
residential centers. Compare this map with Map V*. Over 360 evangelistic

centers out of a total of 455 report resident Chinese workers.

Classification of Employed Chinese Workers—Appropriately one-half

of the employed Chinese workers in Honan devote then entire time to
evangelistic effort. Less than one-third are employed in educational

work. The CIM and its affiiliated mission report approximately three-

fourths of all their workers as evangelists. The MSCC, SBC, and ELAug
report more educational than evangelistic workers. (See Table II).

Seventy-seven per cent of the employed Chinese force are men.

Ordained Workers—Honan is poorly provided with ordained Chinese

workers, only ix ordained Chinese as compared with 100 ordained foreign-

ers, being reported. If these 11 Chinese ministers were to serve at large

throughout the Chinese church of Honan each one would have under his

personal charge 1,128 communicants scattered in 40 centers over an area

of approximately 6,000 sq. mi. The FCC with 2,028 communicants re-

ports 6 ordained clergymen, over half the total number in the province,

or one for every 33S communicants. The ChMMS with 33 communicants,

reports 3, and "the MSCC and the SDA one each. The CIM reports the

largest number of voluntary workers.
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VII.
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Distribution of Communicants
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Christian Occupation in Terms of Chinese Workers

Workers per i,000,000

inhabitants

EbM 100

SDA 84

LUM 53
NLK 47
PCC 41

FMA 39
ELAug 34
MSCC 27

SBC 23

CIM and SMC 22

Workers per 1,000

Communicants
MSCC 424
ELAug 214

FMA 169

NLK 151

EbM 138

SBC 97
LUM 92
SDA 90
FCC 82

CIM and SMC... 41

Ike province averages 34 Chinese employed workers per 1,000,000

inhabitants and 92 workers per 1,000 communicants. Note that ia both
columns the CIM is below the average. This fact however must not be
viewed apart from another equally important fact, namely that the CIM
reports by far the largest number of voluntary workers for the province,
«• no out of the total 161.

In connection with the second table, note that the Canadian Episcopal

Mission reports 4 out of every 10 communicants as in the employ of the

church, the SBC, LUM, SDA, and PCC each less than one out of every 10,

and the CIM one out of approximately every 24.

City Occupation—A recent study of the Christian occupation of

Kaifeng, by R. H, Stanley, gives the following classification of the employ-

ed Chinese force in that city : 34 per cent evangelists, 59 per cent educa-

tional workers, and 7 per cent medical workers. There i< one employed
Chinese worker in Kaifeng for every 20,000 inhabitants. Mr. Stanley also

makes this surprising statement, that in 1918 the proportion of new converts

to missionaries was less than one to one. Yet in that same year Protest-

ant missions in Kaifeng reported 1278 students under Christian instruc-

tion, and 59 per ««t of the employed Chinese force a® engaged in eduea-

tionsl work.

Training Centers for Chinese Workers—No entries for Honan appear

<m the list of normal training schools in China prepared by a special com-

mittee of the Central China Christian Educational Association at Kuling,
1920. Furthermore no Bible training school is reported for Honan on the
list prepared by Dr. H. W. Luce of the China Christian Educational As-
sociation during the summer of 1919. Bible training classes are how-
ever known to be conducted by the different missions. These are short

term classes and meet each year for a number of weeks. Students pre-

paring for the ministry and connected with Lutheran churches are sent
to the Union Lutheran Theological Seminary at Shekow, Hupeh.

COMMUNICANT CHRISTIANS
General Summary—Honan, Hunan, Hupeh, and Srechwan report:

approximately the same number of communicants. The total Protestant

church membership in Honan is 12,418. Sixty-six per cent of this mem-
bership is composed of men. When one considers that most of Honan
has been opened to Protestant missionary activities since 1900, that many
churches are still not ten years old, and that opposition still exists in

many places, the present strength of the Protestant church is most
encouraging. The Roman Catholic reports a Christian constituency

approximately four times greater and numbering 51,592. Honan is divid-

ed into four vicariats apostoliques. Bishops* residences are located at

Weihwei, Kaifeng, Hiangcheng, and Nanyangfu.

Distribution of Protestant Church Members—Four facts seem to be-

brought out strikingly by the accompanying map. (i) The small propor*

tion of church members in the larger cities. Scarcely 12 per cent of the

entire church membership of Honan resides in cities over 50,000. Com-
pare this map with similar ones for Chihli and Fukien. Are the cities^

of Honan receiving sufficient attention ? (3) Except for the western ai*i

northwestern sections of the province which are sparsely populated and

mountainous, the distribution of communicants over Honan is fairly

even. (3} The areas south of the Yellow River where several missions-

overlap in their work do not show any larger proportion of communicants

than other areas where overlapping does not exist. {4) The scarcity

of Protestant church members in eastern Honan where the density <£

population is relatively greatest.
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Compare this map with Map IV. AH areas which were opened
«arlie$t or during the third period, 1S81 to 190s, report a pxoportioBately

larger number of communicants. This greater development in church
work is particularly noticeable in the extreme north (PCC fieldJ, and in

the southeast around Kwangchow (LUM and CM fields). The districts

around Smyeh and Tengchow (WM field), thongh. opened after the

Boxer Uprising, appear to have 'as mam' communicants as areas which
ira« opened earlier.

Membership- by Dem&mmatimts—The CIM reports the largest mem-
bership, 4,770 ccanmunieants. The Lutherans rank second, with 3,

the Presbyterians third with 2,028; and the Baptists, Methodists, and
Anglicans follow in order.

Literacy—Fifty-eight per cent of the male church members and 34
per cent of the female members are reported as literate, according to the

•definition .adopted by the CCC for the purposes of this Survey. There is

•considerable variation in the returns of the societies : the Anglicans

fMSCC) report 94 per cent of the male membership and 91 per cent of

the female membership as literate. The ELAug, at the other extreme,

reports only 33 per cent of the male members and 23 per cent of the

iemale members as literate.

Missionary 0«ntfwi«*« l» Terms c/ C&mmmumwt Members—The
avenge for the province is 3.8 communicants per 10,000 inhabitants.

Among the larger societies the LUM and CIM report the highest propor-

tions of ;conmwtka&ts to population (6 per 10,000), The MSCC reports

"the lowest proportion, one communicant for every 10,000 (See Table

VI, Cdnmn 11).

Church Organisation—"There has been great advance throughout

Honan in the spirit of independence and self-support. Congregations

"with more or less complete organizations have been, formed and are now
supporting their own evangelists or pastors, and largely managing their

•own congregational affairs. Jn the Canadian Presbyterian Mission in

J909 the Chang-Wei-Hwai Presbytery was formed and has since been

'^assuming its fall -share of responsibility far the work among the con-

gregations of the mission." (W. H. Grant).

The presence in Honan of a large number of Lutheian missions has

resulted in considerable progress along lines of church federation- "la

the spring of 19x5 an important conference was held at Shekow (Hnpehl,
at which the organization of a united Lutheran Church of China was
discussed and preliminary suggestions for a constitution drafted. A
temporary council d the Lutheran Church of China was elected and in

the summer of 1917 this Council called a general conference in whie\
every Lutheran mission in Central China was represented. The result

of this conference was the unanimous adoption of a proposed *Constatu-

tion of the Lutheran Church of China.* The plan of organization calls

for a federation of synods (missions) within the larger organization.

Each synod, will have full autonomy in all matters directly concerning

itself and its work. The larger organization will be governed by a

triennial general assembly, and by a permanent church council. The
chairman of the various synods shall be ex-officio members of this

Council, and shall constitute one-third of its membership. The other

tseo-thirds, of which at least one-half must be Chinese, shall be elected

by the General Assembly."

During the summer of 19a©, thirty-three delegates, representing the

ELAug, FMS, LUM, XMS, and the Church of Sweden Missionary Society,

met at Kikungshan in the first tlencral Conference of the Lutbeiax.

Church in China. At that time the completed constitution, referred to

above, was adopted and signed. Of the five missions signatory to this

new censtitntion, one church, the Church el Sweden Mission, is just

beginning work in China. A union hymn-book has been prepared and
plans for a union church-book, together with a union industrial school,

missionary home and agency in Hankow, and a union normal schoal

were considered. This meeting at Kiknngshan marks ihe formal begin-

ning of a United Lutheran Church in China.

COMMUNICANTS PER 10,000 POPULATION
General Impressions—In terms of canmanicants per 10,000 Honan

ranks among the last five provinces of Chsna, with an average of 3 >

When political divisions within Honan are compared, Juyaag-tao in 1he

southern part of the province south of Yencheng and Lusban reports

the highest proportion (5.9). Bopeh-tao situated north of the Yellow River

ranks next, 3.S per 10,000 commnnkants. Kaifeng-tao. south of the

Yellow .River and in the central eastern section of the province, an*
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IX.—Mission Schools

Holo-tao south of the Yellow River and in the central western section of

the province, report the lowest proportions, 2.5 and 2.4. It is worth

noticing that the western section of the province, which is relatively

poorly occupied because of its unfavourable physical characteristics,

nevertheless, when regarded in terms of communicants per 10,000 in-

habitants, appears as well occupied as the tao just south of the Yellow

River in which Kaifeng and Kweiteh are located.

Black Areas—Note the black hsicns in the west, where the population

is sparse and where as yet little missionary work has been atternpted.

Note also the hsiens north of Honanfu, as well as the two in the extreme

southeast, Shangchcng and Kwangshan. Previous study of the maps

has led us to anticipate this much. However, cne is surprised to find

the hsiens east and west of Kaifeng and Tungsii shaded black ; also the

hsiens east and west of Kweiteh. All these hsiens are claimed by more

than one mission. They were opened to evangelistic work comparatively

early. Undoubtedly the low proportion of communicants per 10,000 in-

habitants is due to the small missionary force at work, foreign and

Chinese, the few evangelistic centers, and especially to the dense popula-

tion as indicated by estimates received.

MISSION SCHOOLS
Elementary Education—Honan is relatively backward in mission

educational work, reporting only 257 lower primary schools, and 45 higher

primary, 11 of which are for girls. The total number of primary students

is approximately half that of the communicant membership and slightly

more than a third that of the Christian constituency. Only three and
three-tenths per cent of all primary students in Honan, both government
and mission, are enrolled in mission schools. Compare the statistics of

mission education in Honan with those for Anhwei. How are the

differences to be explained?

Two hundred evangelistic centers out of 455 in Honan appear to be
without lower primary schools. There are fewer higher primary schools

in Honan than missionary residential centers. Compare this map with

Map V. While the lower primary schools are distributed uniformly over

the field, there are several districts where they are noticeably few, for

example, around Kwangchow, where the evangelistic centers are relatively

numerous. The following table offers a striking comparison between the
number of evangelistic centers and the number of primary schools reported

by each of the larger missions

:

CIM and SMC 166 evangelistic centers and 43 lower primary schools-

LUM 92 „ „ 65
FCC 63 „ „ 40
NLK 23 „ ,, 31

SBC 26 „ „ 28

SDA 14 „ „ 4
FMA 14 „ „ 6

ELAttg 12 ,, ,, 22

MSCC it „ „ 16

Eighty-three per cent of the students in lower primary schools do not

continue work in schools of higher primary grade. The two Canadian
Missions (ICC and MSCC) report the highest proportions of student*,

advancing frcm lower to higher primary schools, if we except the EbM
and SDA . Out of every ten mission primary students in Honan, 7 are boys.

Mission Middle Schools—There are 10 mission middle schools reported

for Honan, 2 of which are for girls. Four of these middle schools were

doing fulli-grade work when the Survey returns were received. No union

educational institution's are reported. Eighty-five per cent of the middle

schools students are boys. Note that the following missions report no-

middle school work : LB, LBM, NLK, FMA, SMC, ChMMS, EbM, and-

YMCA. The 10 mission middle schools are located in 8 missionary re-

sidential centers. Only 2 are removed any considerable distance from the

railroads. Notice the proportion of higher primary schools in the southern

part of the province just west of the railroad. No middle schools, however,,

are located in this district.

The PCC, LUM, SBC, and MSCC report most of the middle school

work. These four missions have 242 students out of the total 280 reported

for the pro%rince. Kaifeng is the most important mission educational center.

Mission hospitals are established in all cities where mission middle schools

are located, except in Juchow and Hiangcheng, Among missions report-

ing no middle schools, the CIM, ELAug, NLK, and YMCA have the larger

numbers of higher primary students.
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Compare this map with Map II. Notice the few mission educational

centers in the eastern section of the province, where the density of popul*
tion exceeds 500 inhabitants per sq.mi. Note also that with the exception
of Kaifeng the area just south of the Yellow River, where mission fields

overlap, is no better provided with educational facilities than other parts

of the province.

Educational Facilities Expressed m Terms of Hsiens—Thirty-eight out
of a total of iqS hsiens in Honan report no mission lower primary schools.

Oaty 3 hsiens however report no evangelistic centers. Two-thirds of the
hsiens in Hcnan report less than 50 mission lower primary students each.

Only 25 per cent of all the hsiens report mission higher primary schools.

Higiier Education and Teacher Training Futilities—No mission
educational facilities above middle school grade are reported for Honan.
Several middle schools offer normal courses with a view to preparing their

tudents to teach in lower and higher primary schools, but as yet no
mission normal school has been established.

NmtBER OP COMMPKICANTS AND MISSION PRIMARY STUDENTS COMPARED

500 1000 1-500 2000 2-500 3000 3500 4000 4500
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west
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GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS
General Swnmaly—The total number of government primary students

in Honan {Report of the Ministry of Education, 19x0) is 197,014- Th» is

equivalent to one primary student in every 164 inhabitants. The pre-

portion reported for the United States is one primary student in every 5
inhabitants. Less than 4 per cent of the total number of primary students

in Honan are enrolled in mission schools. Slightly over 6 per cent of

the government lower primary students pass on to higher primary schools.

Hcnan is considerably below the average for China in educational

facilities and in the number of its students. Roughly speaking, less than

2 pa- cent of the inhabitants of China may be said to be in primary schools.

The average for Honan however is lower than the a\-erage for the whole

country, being 198,000 out of 32 million or consideraliy under one per

cent. If the hsiens of the province were shadod so as to represent the

number of government primary students per 10,000, the lighter areas would

be in the central western section, and in the districts through which the

Peking-Hankow Railway- passes from north to south. The darkest areas,

levealing the lowest number of government primary students per 10,000,

would appear in the dense districts of eastern Honan. This is noteworthy

and of special significance to missions, for although no mission schools

exist in many hsiens of the SMC field for example, the educational facili-

ties are apparently greater there than in hsiens elsewhere in Honan
where missions may be carrying forward large educational programs, and

therefore be justified therein.

Government Middle and Normal Schools—There are 17 government

middle schools for boys and none for girls in Honan. These schools are

located in n cities where as yet no mission middle schools have been

established. On the other hand, mission middle schools are found in 3

cities where as yet no government middle schools exist.

The following cities report government middle schools and no mission

middle schools : Hwaikingfu and Wuchih in the PCC field ; Juning,

Kwangehow, and Kushibssen in the LUM fields ; Yuugcheng in the MSCC
field ; Huyangchen in the LB field ; Shanchow in the SMC field ; and

Chenchowfu in the CIM field, near Chowkiakow. All cities listed above

except three, Wuchih, Yungcheng, and Huyangchen, are occupied as

mission stations at the present time, or are to be occupied as such within

the next five years.

In 1918 five normal schools for boys and one for girls were reported.

The schools for boys are located in Kaifeng, Honanfu, Weihwei, Chen-

chowfu, and Juning ; the school for girls in Kaifeng.

Higher Educational Institutions—One higher normal school, one

agricultural college, and two law colleges, all of which are located in Kai-

feng, constitute the only higher educational facilities in the province.
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XL—Hospitals

HOSPITALS
General Sun-ey—There are 16 mission hospitals in Honan, one of which

reported too late by the SDA is not located on this map. These 16

hospitals averaging 56 beds each are in 13 missionary residential centers.

Fortv-three cities with almost 200 missionaries are therefore without

mission hospital facilities. One mission station is 150 miles distant fren»

the nearest mission hospital. Ten mission dispensaries, not located ©a
hospital premises, are also to be noted. Fonr of these unfortunately were
reported too late for entry on the accompanying map. They are located

IV.--Extent of Occupation—The Christian Sch ool
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at Hiangcherg, CIM; Futow, CIM; Chenchowftt, CIM; and Kihsien,

FMA. Besides mission hospitals 7 non-mission hospitals have been re-

ported ; 4 are under government supervision, 2 under tbe Roman Catholic

Church, and one under the supervision of the Chinese gentry.

Hospitals to be BttUt—Plans have been approved for 6 new mission

hospitals to be built within the next 5 years : Kihsien, FMA ; Taokow,

PCC; Kweiteh, LBM; Sinsiang, PCC; Tungpeh, LB; and Wuan, PCC.

Areas in Need—Note that the entire western half of Honan south of

the Yellow River is without a single mission hospital. Only 2 are situated

west of the railway which runs north and south through the province. The

extreme eastern section is also noticeably lacking in hospital facilities.

Compare this map with Map II. A number of the larger cities in the

province appear sadly in need. For instance, Chowkiakow (CIM) with

200,000 inhabitants; Kushihsitn (CIM and LUM), and Nanyangfu (NLK),

each with 50,000; Juchow (ELAug) with 45,000; Kihsien (FMA) with

40,000; Suihsicn ILBM) with 35,000; Juning (LI'M) with 30,000; and

Sniping (LUM) with 30,000. All these cities are important commercial

and missionary centers, yet no one of them has hospital shelter where the

ministry of healing is offered. Compare this map with Map V. The areas

southeast of tbe lailroad below HsSchcw and Yencheng, as well as those

west of Kioshan and Hsiichow, report comparatively many evangelistc

centers. Yet no hospitals are as yet provided for Christian converts by
missions concerned in any of these areas. Compare this map with Map
VIII. There are 14 cities reporting mission higher primary schools, which

offer no mission hospital facilities, and there are two cities with mission

middle schools where as yet no mission hospitals have been built. This

is significant when tbe responsibility of missions and the Chinese Church

for the medical oversight of Christian students is considered.

Christian Occupation in Terms of Dcctors and Beds per Million

Inhabitants—Honan averages 27 mission hospital beds per million in-

habitants. The larger missions rank as follows : PCC, 58 beds per

million inhabitants; MSCC, 43; LVM, 36; ELAug, 30; FMA, 30; CIM
and SMC, 16; SBC, it. As for doctors per million inhabitants, the

average for Henan is less than 1 (0.7). The PCC and FMA are the only

missions reporting more than one doctor fcr every million people in their

fields. There is ore mission hcspital in Honan for every 4,250 sq. mi.

and for approximately every 2,«o,cco inhabitants.
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HUNAN
I.

—

Hsten Boundaries

HSIEN BOUNDARIES

Area and Political Divisions—Hunan is slightly larger than Korea,

being 83,308 sq.mi. It is situated in the same latitude as Egypt and the

State of Florida. Politically it is divided into three tao, which are stib-

divided into 75 hsiens or counties. The capital city is Changsha. Yochcw,

situated 120 miles from Hankow, on the southern bank of the Yangtze, tnd

at the outlet of Tungting Lake, is the only other treaty port.

Physical Characteristics—Hunan is one of the picturesque provinces

of China, and is frequently described as three-tenths hill, six-tenths water,

and ©nc-taith plain. The mountains in the west and south are welt
wooded, the inhabitants of these regions deriving considerable iucome
from the exportation of timber. The rivers of Hunan flow mainly in a
northeasterly direction, emptying into Tungting Lake. The Siang River
is the largest. It rises in Kwangsi, and flows north through the prorince,
farming the chief highway of trade between the Yangtze Valley and
Kwangtung. The Yuan River, which rises in Kweichow, and also flows
in a northeasterly direction through the cities of Shenchowfu and Changteh,
is next in importance. The Tze and the Li rivers drain the central and
northern sections of the province respectively. At one time, Tungting
Lake formed a part of a great inland sea. Recently it has silted up,
until it is now almost dry during the winter months. In the summer
months, however, when the rainy season prevails in Hunan, and the
Yangtze is at flood, Tungting Lake becomes a large and important body of
water extending over more than 4,000 sq.mi.

Climate—Hunan has a sub-tropical, moist cMmate. The temperature
rarely falls below freezing point. The summers are warm and humid,
while the winters are excsedingly chilly by reason of the excessive damp-
ness. There is a rainy season during the summer months, the rainfall
being heaviest in June.

- Economic Conditions—The American Consul in Changsha estimates
that 60 per cent of Hunan's inhabitants are tillers of the soil. The chief
products are cereals, beans, cotton, tea, grass fibers, sweet potatoes,

peanuts, tobacco, and fruits. Three to five

million bags of rice, 200 lbs each, are ex-

ported annually. "Generally speaking, the

farmer of Hunan leads a hand-to-mouth

existence. Absentee landlords are the rule.

Clan and individual wealth is reckoned in

number of acres owned. The land is often

situated at a considerable distance from the

village where the elian or individual owner
resides. Perhaps 75 per cent of the actual

tillers of the soil in Hunan are tenant

fanners. They pay their rent in kind to

the landlord, generally once a year."

Communications—Hunan has two rail-

roads in operation : (1) the Wuchang-
Changsha and the Changsha-Chnchow
sections of the Canton-Hankow Railway,

constructed by Chinese with capital raised

locally ; and {2) the Pingsiang (Kiangsi)-

Chuchow Railway, constructed and operat-

ed by the Pingsiang coal mines from Chu-
chow to Liling and beyond. The proposed

Canton-Hankow line will follow the route

of this railway from Liling. It will run
south through Yuhsien and Chaling, and
probably touch the city of Chenchow before

crossing the boundary into Kwangtung.
Another proposed line is one connecting

Changsha, via Liling, Chuchow, and Nan-
ehang (Kiangsi), with Hangchow and
Ningpo in Chckiang. Another road of

importance, which has only been projected

thus far, promises to connect the Yangtze
Rivor trade center, Shasi, with Changteh,
the chief distributing port for the Yuan
River valley. From Changteh this line

will extend along the course of the Yuan
River westward to Hingi in Kweichow.

Most of the large cities of Hunan can
be reached by water. Steam launches ply
regularly between Hankow and Changsha
and Siangtan about nine months of the

year. Chinese junks go on as far as Heng-
chowfu, and smaller craft reach the borders

of Kwangsi. By means of a canal in

Kwangsi, and the Kwei River, direct con-
nection is afforded with Canton, via the

West River. All rivers of the province
flowing from the southwest to the north-
east are also navigable by native boats for

long distances. The varities of Hunan junks are numerous, each adapted
to the particular needs of its twn locality. A careful Japanese estimate
gives 30,000 as the number of junks entering Hankow from Hunan in
the course of a year.

Practically no cart roads are found in Hunan, only narrow footpaths
paved with a single line of heavy stone slabs. Two ancient highways
are reported, one extending from Wuchang in Hupeh through Yochow,
then Changsha, whence it follows the Suing River to Hengchowfu, Chen-
chow, and Yiyang, whence it crosses into Kwangtung and on to Canton.
The second highway enters Hunan from Shasi in Hupeh, passes south
through Lichow and Changteh, thence west and south, following the Yuan
River, through Shenchowfu and Yuanchow, till it crosses the boundary
of the province, ending at Kweiyang in Kweichow.

Post and Telegraph Offices—Hunan roports 57 first, second, and third-
class post offices and sub-stations, and 338 postal agencies, only Shansi,
Shensi, Kansu, Kwangsi, Kweichow, and Yunnan reporting fewer main
oflices. Honan, with a slightly greater population, reports almost double
the number of post offices. All the principal cities in Hunan are con-
nected with Changsha by telegraph.

Language—The prevailing language is Mandarin, with local variations.
Approximately one-tenth of the inhabitants are still aborigines belonging
to the Miao family. These aborigines inhabit the mountain fastnesses
in the south and southwest They live in small, isolated communities,
retaining manners and customs that have changed little since the davs ci
Fu Hsi.

Christian Occupation by Hsiens—Only 3 hsiens in Hunan remain
tmclaimed by Protestant mission societies : Cbengpu, Jucheng, and
Kweitung. Twenty hsiens out of 7s are occupied by more than one
society, and n hsiens although claimed, report no evangelistic work.
Forty-eight, or almost two-thirds of the hsiens, report less than 100 com-
municants each. Siangkiang-tao has over half the total number of
communicant Christians reported for the province, Hengyang-tao, in the
southeast, reports the smallest number.
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DENSITY OF POPULATION
Population Estimates—The inhabitants

of Hunan number one-fourth of the total

population of the United States. These
people live in an area no larger than the

State of Kansas. Available population

estimates vary from 18,000,000 (Customs
Decennial Report, ion), to 28,443,279 (rost

Office Census, iota). In this last census,

figures for 6 hsiens were unobtainable

:

Kiangbwa, Paotsing, Suining, Tungan,
Yungming, and Yungshun. The official

population estimates by hsiens as furnished

to the CCC, 191S, give a total for the pro-

vince of 29,519,272. This is approximately

ooo.oco more than the recent post office

estimate, and andoubtedly represents the

population of the above-named 6 hsiens,

for which no returns were obtainable from
post office officials. The average

density of Hunan, if we accept the CCC
estimate as not being too high, is 355 indi-

viduals per sqnare mile.

Areas of Greatest Density—The ac-

companying map is the result of informa-

tion received directly from missionary cor-

respondents. The state of the country
was too unsettled during 1919, when hstcn

population estimates were being called for,

to make a more scientific method possible.

Official hsien estimates have only recently

come to hand. The density of population

is greatest along the Siang River and in the

lower courses of the Yuan. Most of the

larger cities are situated in these areas, or
just south of Tungting Lake.

Cities—Four cities are reported, each
with populations exceeding 100,000 : Cbang-
sha, 250,000; Changteh, 200,000; Siangtan,

>o; and Hengchowfn, loo.ooo. Four
- are registered somewhere between

50,000 and 100,000 : Paoking, 90,000

;

—iang, $0,00©; Yiyang, 80,000; and
Tsingshih, 58,000. The names of 16 cities

have been sent to the Committee ranging
between 20,000 and 50,000. AH 24 cities

referred to above, with the exception of 3,
are mission stations. Approximately 93
per cent of the inhabitants of Hunan live

in the country or in cities of 10,000 and
under.

The Christian Community—Eleven dots of the smallest size, out of
*•* aggregate of 20,528, each representing 1,000 inhabitants, indicate the
aumarical strength of the Protestant Christian church membership in
Hunan.

PROTESTANT MISSION FIELDS

Societies at Work—Nineteen Protestant missionary societies are at
work in Hunan. The following, however, have no clearly defined evangel-
istic country fields: ABS, BTP, BIOLA, PE, SDA, YM, YMCA, and
YWCA. Among these societies, only the PE and SDA report church
constituencies. The work of the PE is restricted to the cities of Changsha
and Changteh. The SDA limits itself to no special area. The CMS
reports work in the city of Siangtan as well as in the southern section

<o& the province. The evangelistic work of the BIOLA extends over the
entire province, and is inter-mission in character. Note that 7 per cent of

Hunan is still unclaimed by any Protestant mission.

Entrance of Xe~*t Mission Society—The Lutheran National Church of

Sweden, which supports missionary work in South Africa and South India,

has recently decided to enter China. In 1919, after correspondence with
Lutheran missions in Honan and Hupeh, the Home Board definitely com-
mitted itself to mission work along higher educational lines. At the

formation of the new United Lutheran Church of China (Kikungshan,

August 1920), the Lutheran National Church of Sweden was one of the

five constituent church bodies to join in this federation. The other foor

missions will cooperate in a college soon to be established by this Swedish
Lutheran Mission in Taohwalun, near Yiyang, where the NMS has a

large middle school.

'Anas Occupied—The LfciM.) claims, approximately 20 per cent of

.he provinces
. The PN ranks second with 15 per cent, the FMS third with

14 per cent, and the NMS and the WMMS last in order among larger

societies, each with about 10 per cent. The following four denominational

groups divide the province about equally between them : Lutheran,

Methodist, Presbyterian, and CIM. There are no Baptist or Congregational

missions at work in the province.

Overlapping A teas—Twenty hsiens out of 75 are occupied by more
than one mission society. Most overlapping of fields occurs in the Siang

Jtiver valley south of Changsha. The missions concerned are; UE and

IT.—Density of Poreumos

WMMS, NMS and WMMS, UE and PN, and L{cim). A number of

small mission fields exist around Changteh, where overlapping occurs

between the CIM and PN fields, CHM and PN fields, and CHM and FMS
fields. The RCDS and EA fields in the western section of the province

overlap slightly, and the CMS and WMMS in the south.

Nationality of Societies—Nine of the societies at work in Hunan are

American, 3 British, 3 Continental, and 4 International. Changsha,

Siangtan, and Changteh, being cities of over 200,000 inhabitants, are in-

dicated on this map as evangelistic fields common to all missions.

Unoccupied Areas—The area shaded black in the southeastern section

of ibe province borders on the field of the Bn in Kwangtung, and of the

CIM in Khngsi. The unclaimed area in the extreme southern part of the

province adjoins a field of the PN in Kwangtung, and the SBC in Kwangsi.

The unclaimed area in the southwest borders on the CMS and CMA fields

in Kwangsi. All these unclaimed areas are sparsely populated, while

missionary work across the border is still only begun. Aboriginal tribes

inhabit these districts, and travel is difficult.

Comity Agreements—The following Principles of Comity were adopted

by the Hunan Missionary Conference 19 13 :

"That union can best be furthered by a wise division of the field.

Therefore, fa) the respective spheres of influence of each mission should be

strictly recognized by all other missions, and (b) missions wishing to

enter the territory of other missions, or new missions wishing to enter

the province, should first consult with the Hunan Continuation Com-

mittee, and with the missions already in occupation."

The FMS reports an agreement signed at Changsha in 1004, whereby

the northwestern section of the province was turned over to that mission

as its special evangelistic responsibility. The CIM reports no definite

agreements with respect to its Changteh district, although there exists

among the missionaries a mutual recognition of places already opened,

and a conscientious endeavor is being made to prevent further overlapping.

The PN reports no oral or written agreements covering boundary lines,

although as a mission thev have committed themselves to the Principles

of Comity adopted by the" CCC in 1918. The WMMS reports a similar

conformity to these" Principles of Comity, and indicates its agreement

with the position of the missions expressed in the 1003 Conference, that

wherever practicable, only one mission should assume responsibility for

a single hsien, except in" the case of the larger cities. The CMS has a
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general understanding with the WMMS not to work north ol Ynngchowfu.

The NMS works a large field to the west of Changsha and Yiyang.

Itineration is carried on both in Nifflgsiang and Anhwa hsiens. The L(cim)

reports a general understanding but no definite agreement with other

missions regarding its eastern boundaries. At Paoking a clear delimitation

has been rnadr between the L(cim) and the WMMS fields, with mutual

ceding of districts. Informal comity agreements are reported by the CMA,
and CHM, Ko reports have been received from the UE, RCUS, and CMA
missions. The SDA has thus far disregarded all comitv agreements.

Number

i(»

f=3=

or So.. Mi. per Evangelistic Cexteb
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AGE OF WORK
Pioneer Period—The story of the early efforts to evangelize Hunan

forms one cf the most heroic chapters in the history of missions. The

earliest Protestant missionary journey into the province was made m
tSbz <>y Rev. Josiah Cox, pioneer of Wesleyan missions in Central China.

He Travelled from Yochow as far south as Siangtan. About 5 years later

Dr. Griffith John and Mr. Alexander Wylie made their famous journey to

Szechwan, and on their return, must have passed through the northern

section of Hunan. In 1875, Mr. C. H. Judd of the CIM visited Yochow,

and succeeded in renting property, only to be compelled to relinquish

the same a few days later because of the hostility of the inhabitants. In

1877, a series of trips which did so much to open Hunan finally for

permanent work, was begun by members of the CIM. In 1879, Mr. Adam
Dorward made the first of his memorable journeys into the province.

He spent a fortnight at Changteh, and, after 6 months of travel and
colportage work, joined a large CIM party at Hungkiang. Here in

1882 he rented a house and resided for

short intervals when sot away «n owe «t

Ms extensive journeys. After .being;

dri.en ot»t of" Hungkiang* he rented prer

ituscs in Tsingsbih, from which again he

was soon driven oat by a riot. In the

meantime, Mr. Deck joined Mr. Dorward,

These two resided for a time in Shenchow-

fu, and in May, 1SS6, entered Changsha.

Mr. Archibald, of the Scottish Bible

Society, and Dr. Griffith John, also made
repeated journeys into Hunan about tha*

time. Though tlieee pioneers reported a

series of unsnecessfal attempts to gain

entrance into the larger cities, theit

journeys nevertheless were effective a*

opening wedges. Gradually the opposition

of the people was worn down, and oppor-

tunities increased to distribute Bibles and
to secure a permanent foothold for Christian

work.

One of the earliest missionary efforts in

Hunan was made by the PN in the extreme

south. This work was carried on from

Lincbow, in Kwangtnftg, A group of

Christian believers was formed in Linwu.

This little group was organized into a
church by the Canton Presbytery in 1894,

with regularly ordained elders and a pastor.

This was the first duly organized I*re!es»

tant church in Hunan.

About 1898, Dr. Frank Kel'er rented a

house in Chaling. He lived here for 6
mouths, wh<n his house was destroyed in

a riot, and he escaped with difficulty. Later

he was able to return and continue evangel-

istic work until 1900, when he again
was forced to leave. In 1S97, Messrs. Cha-
pin and Brown, of the CMA, secured a
house in Changteh, followed soon after by
the Cumberland Presbyterians and the

CIM. From that time, with the exception

of the Boxer year, Changteh has been open
to all forms of missionary activity.

In the same year that Changteh was
permanently opened to the CMA, the LMS
established its first Hunan mission station

in the city of Yochow. Intensive work
solely under Chinese oversight was begun
at this time by the same mission in and
around Hengchowfu.

In 1S9S, Mr. B. H. Alexander of the CMS came to Changsha. He
followed this visit by others, and later by regular residence on a boat
just outside the west gate of the city, whence he made daily trips within
the walls for preaching and bookselling. This steady, quiet work by
Mr. Alexander, combined with his persistent courage and unfailing
courtesy, finally opened the gates of Changsha to all Protestant missions.

Work was begun in Siangtan in 1900 by Rev. W. H. Iingle of the
PX mission. About the same time, a Chinese pastor, sent out and support-
ed by the Fukien churches, settled in this city.

During the Boxer Uprising, every foreign missionary in Hunan wa*
compelled to leave, and the few existing chapels were "destroyed. But,
strange as it may seem, the Boxer Uprising greatly accelerated the open-
ing of Hunan. ImmediateBy following, the CIM, NMS, WMMS, and US
were able to place foreign missionaries in Changsha. From then on, the
advance of the various missions became rapid. Twelve missionary societies
entered Hunan between 1900 and 1910. More stations were opened in
these 10 years than in the decade just ended. The L(cuc) began work
in Hunan in 1901. This mission rapidly spread over the central and
western sections of the province, and has had the honor of reopening
Hungkiang, where heroic Adam Dorward spent several months during the
summer of 1883.

Soon after 1900, the FMS established itself in the northwestern part
of the province. Mr. and Mrs. Sjoblom were the pioneers arriving in
Changteh in 1901. This mission now reports several churches in the
neighbourhood of Adam Dorward's second station, Tsingshih.

Two pioneer mission societies have recently withdrawn from Hunan;
the Cumberland l*resbyterians and the LMS. The work of both these
missions has been transferred to the PN. In 1903 an invitation was sent
by the Conference cf Hunan missionaries representing 13 societies,
to the Yale Foreign Missionary Society to undertake higher educational
work on behalf of all missions and churches. In response to this request,
the work of the YM was begun in 1904 in Changsha.

Progress Since iorj—The following comparative figures will indicate

the growth within the Chinese Church in Hunan during the five year*
1913-1918

:

1913 1918

Stations and Evangelistic Centers
Total Communicants ... ... ^,S?s 11,018
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Evangelistic work throughout Hunan

las been characterized from the beginning

hy strong colportage work. The native

«otportenrs going from place to place with

a boatload of Scriptures, preaching the

Gospel and distributing tracts of all kinds,

many of them voluntary workers, are re-

sponsible in a larger measure than can be

readily calculated, for the present openness

of the country to evangelistic effort. Scores

of villages have been worked by these

groups of volunteer colporteurs. In this

connection the work of Dr. Keller and the

evangelistic bands of the BIOLA stands out

conspicuously as having a most salutary

effect on the work of all missions through-

out the province.

Oldest Fields Compared—For the pur-

poses of the Survey, it was thought best,

in making the accompanying map, not to

use the dates when cities were first visited

1*3' foreigners, but rather the dates when
permanent missionary work was first

begun. In addition, missionary cor-

respondents have been unable in many cases

to give the date of opening many of the

evangelistic centers. Those two facts

have made the preparation of this map
difficult. However, one of the older

missionaries of the province kindly super-

vised the work and it is as accurate as

the limited information supplied to the

Committee has made possible. Note how
targe a part of the province was opened

to evangelistic work immediately after the

Baser Uprising. The areas shaded black

are still 30 H or more beyond any reported

evangelistic center. These areas are

sparsely populated and mountainous in

character. Compare this map with Map
VI. The areas opened before the Boxer

Uprising report the largest number of

evangelistic centers and resident com-

municants.

Mission Stations

Arranged

chronologically

-Age of Work

! 1807- 1861- 1881 - 1891- 1901- 1911-

i 1860 1880 1890 1900 1910

3

1920

Anglican ...CMS (+CEZM8?
PB 1

Lutheran ... ...FMS
NMS
EA

1
6

1

1

1

Methodist ...UE
WMMS

3

6
2

PresVyleimn ...1»N

RCUS
- 3

2
1

1

China Inland Mission ...CIM
BIOLA (era)

h (cm)

1 1

6
1

8
Other Societies ...BTP

CHM
CM A
SDA
YM
TMCA
YWCA

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

i

1

Total... 5 3>3 20

EXTENT OF EVANGELISM
Missionary Residential Centers—The preponderance of evangelistic

over educational and medical work in Hunan has always been
marked. If we exclude the missionaries of societies which report
no church constituencies, we find that in 1916, n per cent of the
entire foreign force were engaged in medical, 17 per cent in

educational, and 73 per cent in evangelistic work. The foreign

missionaries reside in 40 cities throughout the province. Around these
are grouped 4C0 evangelistic centers and an equal number of occasion-
al preaching places. According to the definition used in this Survey, an
evangelistic center is any place where either there exists a community
of not less than ro Christian communicants, or there permanently resides

a paid Christian Chinese worker, conducting weekly religious services.

Esght out of the 40 missionary residential centers have representatives
of more than one mission society. Among these, Changsha has the largest

number, 16; Siangtan and Changteh rank next with 4 each; Hengchow-
fa 3, and Shcncbowfu, Yiyang, Packing, and Yungchowfu, each with 2.

Slightly over one-third of the hsien cities are still unoccupied as mission
stations.

New Staticnts—Plans for 6 new mission stations to be opened during

the next 5 years are reported : Anhwahsien (NMS) ; Hwajung (RCUS)

;

Paotsing (RCUS) ; Sangchihsien (FMS) ; Taochow (CMS) ; and Kiencbow-
ting (RCUS). The most extensive work is done by the I,(cm), which
reports almost a fourth of the total number of mission stations. The NMS
ranks second, with half as many mission stations, or 7. Seven societies

which cannot be classified undor any of the more common denominational
groups, report only 10 out of the total 63 mission stations.

Centers of Evangelism—In several of the larger cities it has been
impossible to indicate the actual number of evangelistic centers, due to
the fact that most missions working in these cities group the figures for

their work and report totals under one evangelistic center. Changsha and
Changteh, for example, esch reports a number of church organizations,

and therefore must have at least an equal number of evangelistic centers

according to our definition of that term. However, the station symbol
is all that could be shown on the accompanying map. The figure appearing
on any station symbol indicates the number of societies in that missionary
residential center. Wherever, therefore, the symbol of a residential center

cr station is shown, it generally may be assumed that more than one
evangelistic center is implied, the number varying with the size of the
city and the strength of the mission or missions there at work. In studying
the accompanying map, this fact should be borne in mind. An additional

30 or 40 small crosses might more accurately represent the present degree
of Christian occupation within the province. Note the concentration in

the FMS field, also the wide-spread but well-linked area covered by the
stations of the L(era), stating from Changsha, and extending right
away through the center of the province to the extreme southwest.

Hunan ranks below all the coast provinces in the total number of
evangelistic centers reported. Of these, three-fourths are to be found
in the eastern half. The NMS reports several organized groups of Christ-

ians in many of its evangelistic centers.

Neglected Areas—Hunan may still be regarded as poorly occupied
in terms of its evangelistic centers. There is an average of one evangelistic

center for every 203 sq.mi. The average for Honan is one for every 150
sq.mi., and that for Fukien one for every 40 sq.mi.

The following table will indicate the degree of occupancy within
different mission fields in terms of evangelistic centers : CIM, ona
evangelistic center for every 80 sq.mi. ; CMA and CHM, each one far

every 100 sq.mi. ; UE, one evangelistic center for every 123 sq.mi. ; PN, one
for every 130 sq.mi.; NMS, one for every 134 sq.mi.; WMMS, one for

every 200 sq.mi. ; FMS, one for every 280 sq.mi. ; CMS, one for everjr.
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mately 20 per cent c£ tte Chinese -rnxkem

in Hunan also reside in these four cities.

Twenty-one per cent of the entire foreign

force consist of single women. Three mission

wtations report single foreign missionaries

only Fifty-seven per cent of the male

missionaries are ordained.

National end Denominational Classi-

fication of Foreign Force—Fifty per cent of

the missionaries in Hunan are American;

35 per cent Continental; 15 per cent

British The Presbyterian missions re-

port 94 foreign missionaries; the Lutheran

So; Mehodist 70; CIM 65; and other

societies 70.

Christian Occupation of Hunan in

Terms of Foreign Force—The large societies

occupy their fields in terms of foreign

force per unit of population as follows :

Missionaries fkr 1,000,000 Inhabitants

(avekage foe the province, 14)

YE 25

NMS 24

RODS 23

CMA 21

CHM 21

L(cim) 13

FN 11

FMS 9
WMMS 9
CMS 8

EA 4

Missionaries per 1,000 Communicants

(Average for the Province, 36)

EA 94
CMS 84

KCUS 82

UE • 49

L(cim) 4°

CMA 33

P.\ 28

WMMS 24

FMS 22

XMS 20

Chinese Force and Us Distribution—
There are, on an average, 3 employed
Chinese workers to every employed foreign

worker in the province. Among missions

doing the larger amount of evangelistic

300 sq.mi. ; L(cim), one for every 354 sq.mi. ; and RCUS, one evangelistic

center for every 342 sq.mi.

E-vmgelistic Centers per Mission Station—The following table, by
indicating the number of evangelistic centers per mission station, throws
light on the policies and problems connected with church administration

in the various fields. Figures for the large missions only are here given :

FN, 16 evangelistic centers per mission station; FMS, 10; UE, 10;

NMS, 9; WMMS, 7; and L(cni), 4.

Reasons for Present Inadequacy of Occupation—In stating the reasons

lor the present inadequacy of Christian occupation, the correspondents
of 5 societies refer first to their lack of sufficient staff, both Chinese and
foreign. One correspondent specially refers to the lack of qualified Chin-
ese leaders. Five mention insufficiency of funds, four speak of the general
unrest throughout the province, or of the mountainous character of their

field, with consequent sparseness of population. The European War caused
serious depletion of foreign staff in several societies. Moreover, missionary
work in Hunan is still comparatively young, being hardly more than
a score of years old.

Chinese and Foreign Workers Compared
50 25 25 50 103 1-50 200 250

Foreign Worker*

Chinese Evangelistic Workers

Chinese Educational Workers
Chinese Medical Workers

FULL-TIME CHRISTIAN WORKERS
Distribution of Missionaries—The foreign missionary body, numbering

39S, is distributed over 40 cities. Only 12 of these cities report more than
10 resident missionaries each. Twenty-one report 5 missionaries or less.

Changsha, Siangtan, Changteh, and Heugchowfu report the largest foreign
communities, aggregating 43 per cent of the total foreign force. Approsri-

I.—Force at Work—Foreign

Name of Society
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1 '

- m
J

•5 • a

I 2

S
I 1

5 j 6 '
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| ;
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1 *s

e
1

7 8

Grand Total ... £5 24 4 14 64 167 2SI
j

398

Anglican ... CMS(-r-CEZMS»
PE

Lutheran ... FMS
KMS

Metbcdis: ... EA

IE
WMMS

Presbyterian ... PS
ECUS

China Inland
Mission... CIM

BIOLA {cm)
h (an)

Other Societies BTP
CHM
CMA.

SDA
YM
YMCA
YWCA

6 I ...

1 j ...

9
is ; 3
2 ...

10 ! 2
15 j 2
14 , 6

1 1

3

3 5

1

1 4

1

1

4 6
1

!

1

s 10
15 23

6 14
8 17
10 25
9 14

% 18
3

10
g
13

'

34
4

19
14
33
22

10

2
i is

3
2

16
3

23
57
6

33
31
58
39

4

59

13

i
36
6
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work, the NMS employs the highest pro-

portion, 4.8 Chinese to every foreign

worker. The CHM, CMA, and the L(cim)
employ the lowest proportions, namely, two
to one or lower. Over 60 per cent of the
Chinese employed force reside in missionary
residential centers. Comparison of this

map with Map V reveals practically one-

third of the evangelistic centers without

resident Chinese workers. Note in which
mission fields employed workers, both
foreign and Chinese, appear to be most
widely scattered. How do tho results in

these fields compare with results in fields

where working forces are more con-
centrated?

Classification of Chinese Workers—Out
of a total of 1229, 45 per cent are in

evangelistic, 41 per cent in educational,

and r4 per cent in medical work. The
CMA, L(cim), EA, and FMS repo% more
than $0 per cent of their workers as
evangelists. AM other missions have less

than 50 out of every 100 giving their whole
time to this type of work. Five mission

societies employ more Chinese in educa-

tional work than in evangelistic endeavor :

CMS, PE, NMS, UE, and RCCS. Eighty-

four per cent of the entire Chinese employ-
ed staff are men.

Ordained Workers—Not quite 3 per

cent of the male evangelists are ordained.

Were the entire communicant body to be
divided among the 16 Chinese ordained

workers, each would have 690 communicants
under his special charge. Among the

larger missions, the FMS, UE, RCUS, and
l((cra) report no ordained workers. A
comparison between Hunan and other pro-

vinces in Central China reveals the follow-

ing facts of interest : Hunan has only
one-third as many ordained workers as

Hupeh. On the other hand, Hunan reports

more ordained workers than Shansi and
Shensi combined, athongh these two
provinces report a much larger church
constituency.

VI.--DISTRIBUTION OF WORKERS
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Chinksi- Employed Workers per r,ooo,ooo Inhabitants

20 40 60 80 100

Christian Occupation in Terms of Chinese Workers—
Workers per 1,000,000

Inhabitants (Average for
Province, 42}

NMS 114

UE -2

RCUS 71

PX 41

FMS 29

WMMS 27

E (cm) 23

CMS 21

CIM 16

Workers per 1,000 Communicants
(Average for Province, 122)

RCUS 266
CMS 242

EA 203
PN 106

NMS 95

L(crM) S4

FMS , 75
WMMS 68

CIM 43

The second table is especially interesting, since it reveals the ratio

of employed workers to the communicant body in each of the missions.

For example, the RCUS employs 26 out of every 100 communicants, white

the CIM employs bnt 4 out of even* 100 communicants, and so on all

these variations are usually accounted for by differences of policy,

and the varying degrees to which evangelistic work and church administra-

tion have passed into the hands of competent and consecrated Chinese.

Trawtiwg Centers for Chinese Evangelistic Workers—A Union Theolo-

gical School, the Bible School of the BIOLA, and a Bible Women's Train-

ing School (PS) are reported for Changsha. In addition, there are Bible

and workers' training courses Ottered in several of the middle and normal

schools connected with other missions. Station classes also are common.
In these the period of study and the nature ot the work offered vary greatly.

COMMUNICANT CHRISTIANS
General Survey—The total Protestant communicant membership for

Hnnan is 11,018. This approximates the combined total reported for

Anhwei, Kansu, and Kwangsi. In 1913, a total of only 3,855 church mem-
bers for Hnnan were reported. In other wards, during the last six years,

the numerical strength of the Hunan church has almost trebled. Sixty-

seven per cent of the church members are men. The Roman Catholic

Church reports 30,605 Christians, a large proportion of whom are infants.

Distribution of Protestant Church Members—Approximately three-

fourths of the Protestant communicants reside in the eastern half of the

province. There is considerable concentration around Changsha, Heng-
chowfn, Yiyang, Changteh, and Chenchow. Outside of these larger cities

and their immediate environs, the distribution of members appears more

general, and the growth of the church more uniform. There are large

areas, however, even in the eastern section of the province, where no

evangelistic centers or communicant members are to be found. See also

Map V. The membership in the western section is very sparsely dis-

tributed. One is surprised to note how strikingly this is shown by the

accompanying map, in the valley cf the Yuan River just southwest of

Changteh.' A comparison of this map with Map IX shows mission middle

schools wherever communicants are most numerous.

Communicants per 10,000 Population

1234.5 8789 10 11 12
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VII.—Distribution of Communicants

Membership by Denominations—Thz

Lutherans report the largest number of

communicants, 3,972. The Presbyterians

follow with 2,491 ; then the Methodists vrith

2,021 ; the CIM with 1,564 ; and last in

order the Anglicans with 319. From the

above it will be seen that the Lutherans

and Pres.byteri.ins report a communicant

strength equal to more than half the total

for the province.

Illiteracy—Eighty-two per cent of the

male church members, and 61 per cent of

the female members, are reported as

literate. This, in comparison with other

provinces, is a high average. The FN and

FMS are below the average for both men
and women. The CIM, CMA, FN, and

Lutheran missions are below the average

lor female church members only.

Union Evangelistic Efforts—The follow-

ing resolution adopted at the Third Hunan
Missionary Conference, Changsha, 19.3,

has since found expression in the activities

of the Chinese Church, especially in the

larger cities :
—"(a) That union evangeliza-

tion be carried on in all stations having

two or more missions, and that this union

work be not confined to special efforts fcT

limited periods of time, but be made the

regular feature of evangelistic work

wherever possible; (b) That the periodic

use of large public buildings, such as

educational haMs, temples, etc., be

obtained, and that systematic evangelistic

campaigns be entered upon ; (c) That united

open-air services be held, and plans devised

for the interchange of street chapels.

"

VIII.—COMMUNICANTS TER 10,000 POPULATION

COMMUNICANTS PER 10,000

POPULATION"
General Impressions—Hunan ranks

relatively low among the provinces, reg-

istering only 3.7 communicants per
10,000. Note the black areas in the
western section of the province. Note also

that the hsiens in the Siang River valley,

and directly south of Tungting Lake,
appear best occupied. Siangkiang-tao re-

ports twice as many communicants per
jo,ooo (5.7) as Hengyang-tao (2.2}, and
Chtnyuan-tao {2.7).

The following table shows how rapidly

missionary work has extended over Hunan
since the Boxer Uprising

:

1903 191S
Hsiens with 2 or more missions

at work 4 9
Hsiens with 1 mission at work... 5 25
Hsiens without any regular

Christian service 58 14.
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II.—Force at Work—Chines©

07

Name of Society

Grand Total IS 432 101 543

'JPresbvtertaa

-Chin* Inland Mission

"Other Societies

CMS {+ CEZMS'f
PE
FMS
NMS
EA

CE
WMMS
IN
BCIS
CIM

BIOLA (CM) f

L icm)
BTPS
CHM
CMA

SDA*
YM
YMCA
YWCA *

1

3 1

50 23

12 * i
I

j
38 ' 3

i io
... i

48
115

9

36
39
87
42
7

S

434 70 504

12
27
149

8 9 I 10 I 11 !2

28 26 120 176

46
19

I 5 80
* 10 274

13

10 14 93

M 14 —

«

22 37

40 56

1,229 53

0$ 11 13% 1.8

1 2 1.1

21

35 I n 8.8

71 8.0

31 5.2

1 0.5

S Ho returns * Ineoraple;e returns

i») This column includes workers connected with educational institutions above Middle School grade

III.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian Community

Name of Society

Grand Total 63 235 409

Anglican ...

IsBtheran

Methodist ...

.Presbyterian

China Inland Mission

" Other Societies

CMS f-f-CEZMS)
PE
FMS
SMS*
EA

CE
WMMS
PS*
BCCS
CIM

BIOLA (cat) J

L (tSM)

8TH
CHM*
CMA

SDA
YM
YMCA
YWCA

7,376 3,6« 1 1.018 22,383 67 27% 82 10,900

137
80

82'

1,987
53

455
776

1,368
326
201

1

232

48 :

54 i

240
928

i

11 •

214
512
681
116
81

156

69

185 455 ~i''a

134 303
1,062 l.ftsl Tl%
2,910 6,190

64 64 -

669 1,120 -

1,288 1 .993

2,049 3.619

442 983 74

282 32s 71 ,

1,282 2,337 - *»%
'

1 60
388 669

262 262

2,004

u%

-i <;

27

583 19
425 34
163 27
654 48

16

1,861 14

677 31
2.930 21

1.647 23

U 31

328
395

39 I

So returcs

Incomplete retaras

MISSION SCHOOLS

EkmenUtry Education—Hunan has more church communicants than

children under Christian instruction. The 279 mission primary schools,

and the 8,026 mission primary students in Hunan, are divided as fottows :

223 lower primary schools with 6,432 pupils, and 56 higher primary schools

{19 of which are for girls) with 1,594 students. Regarding the distribution

of these schools, 39 out of the 223 mission lower primary schools are located

in the four cities having populations estimated above 100,000. This leaves

184 lower primary schools distributed among over 400 evangelistic centers.

* On looking at the map one notices the absence of mission lower primary
schools in five J.{cxx) stations. There is also one station in the FMS
territory without Christian primary school facilities. This lack may be

only apparent, due to incomplete returns. If we compare the number of

mission primary students with the total number of communicants ir the

province, we find that for every 100 church members there are 73 students

under Christian instruction (middle school and below).

Szechwan, Anhwei, and Fukicn rank highest among the provinces in

the proportion of students to communicants. In Hunan, the EA, CMS,

RCOS, and PE report the highest proportions.

Approximately 25 per cent of the mission lower primary students in

Hunan pass on to higher primary schools. This, in contrast to the other

provinces, is relatively high. Seventy per cent of the primary students

in Hunan are boys. The higher primary schools appear to be well dis-

tributed with respect to the widely scattered lower primary schools. «
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IX.—Mission Schools
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Middle Schools—Fourteen middle-

schools, with 533 boys and 126 girls, are-

reported for the province. Eight of these -

were doing full-grade middle school work
when the survey returns were received.

Besides the purely denominational schools,

.

there is a union girls' middle and normal'

school, a YMCA day school doing some
middle school work, and a large middle -

school department in connection with the

College of Yale in China. All of these

educational institutions are located in-

Changsha. Compare this map with Map-
VII. A few districts with a creditable

-

showing of church members and elemen-

tary educational facilities do not appear as-

well equipped for secondary training. Note,.

for example, the FMS field in the north-

west, the WMMS field around Pingkiang,*.

the WMMS and L(cim) fields around!!

Packing, and elsewhere in southwest

Hunan.

Higher Education and Teacher Trains

ing Facilities—The Yale Foreign Missionary

Society supports a large educational work
of high grade in Changsha. The institu-

tion is known as the College of Yale it*

China, and includes a middle school,,

college preparatory, and senior college of"

arts and sciences. The Hunan-Yale
College of Medicine is affiliated with this-

institution, although controlled by an in-

dependent Board of Managers, half the*

members of which receive appointment
from the Hunan Yuchun Educational

Association. The RCUS offers higher

education at Yochow, in Huping or Lake-
side College. Normal training courses for

men are given in both colleges. Normal;*

tiaining courses for women are offered i«
the Union Girls' High and Normal School

fPNjTJE) in Changsha, and the Girls'"

Normal School (NMS) in Yiyang. A
kindergarten training course is planned for"

in connection with the former institution.

IY.— Extent of Occupation—The Christian School

Name of Society

1 2 3

X X

12

- S.

1 £ £ 3-"

14 13 16

Grand Total 223 56 14 4,325 2,107 6,432 1,331 263 | 1,594 533 126 659 8,685 70% 81

I

Anglican

Lutheran

Methodist

Presbyterian

China Inland Mission

Other Societies

CMS (+CEZMS)
PE
FMS
NMS
EA

WMMS
PN*
RCUS
CIM

BIOLA (cm) {
I. (cm)
BTP§
CHM
CMA

8DA
YM
YMCA
YWCA'

8 4 '

7 2

15 3 !

5a 10
2

16 8
18 3
55 11
19 11
5

12 4

2 1

3 1
1

3

1 1

159
103
339

1,571

95

82
58
210
636
25

241

161
549

2,207
120

241 272 513
408

1
119 ' 527

632 838 i 970
364 142 506
60 SI I 91

144 126

20

106

11 31

106

71

49
27

264

12
3

20
54

4786
110 1 ...

2-52 67
159 35

270

52
47
318

133
110
319
194

59

9

270

22 ... 22

...
'

...

66 30 \ 96

30

123
81

30

219
81

120
91

120
91

346
213
596

2,621
120

676
637

1,508
781
91

76
73

31

120
467

71% ]lO0%
71 .

61%
J

...

73% I 69%
79%

I
...

51% 100%
81% ...

69% 56%
75% 100%

57% ...

1(1%
'.'.'.

65%
... 100J

100% 100*

34%

9%
14%

26%
21%
33%
38%:

22%

14%

§ No returns

* Incomplete returns



GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS
Elementary Educatkn—Reports from

ethe Ministry of Education for 1916 show a

«total of 175,881 lower primary students and
31,780 higher primary students in Hunan,

«^jr 70.3 primary students to each 10,000 in-

"fcabitants. This ratio approximates the

average for all China. The average num-
ber of primary schools for each of the 75
'hsiens in Hunan is 56, with an average

*«arollment in each hsien of 2,750 students.

Changsha, Liuj'ang and Pingkiang report

over 10,000 primary students each, while

Sinning, Kiaho, Tsinghsien, and Tayung
'ttsiens each reports legs than 250.

Government Middle and Normal

.
Schools—In 1918, Hunan reported moremid-

*dfc school students than any Other province,

"having 8,600 students in its 46 middle

•schools. The different sources from which

•educational data for Hunan has been de-

rived vary considerably. A list of govern-

•ment institutions by cities, for example,

-gives 15 boys' middle schools for Changsha
•while missionary returns show only 5 gov-

ernment middle schools for boys and 3 for

-girls, in addition to 10 private middle

-schools, in that city. Political unrest

-makes it very difficult to give any accurate

statement of the present educational situa-

*tioH in the province. One missionary cor-

respondent states that in January 1920,

***apart from the foreign schools in Chang-

-Sha, not a single middle school for ben's

•was then in operation, owing to recent

political unrest." In 1917-18, six govern-

-ment normal schools for boys, and 10 for

*$nrls, were reported, with 2,500 students.

^Fourteen mission stations, where as yet no
emission middle schools have been estab-

lished, possess government middle school

•facilities. In Yiyang and Taohwalun only

•mission middle schools exist.

Higlier Educational Institutions—
•Government higher educational institutions

are confined to Changsha. In that city

^there are one higher normal, one com-
atnercial, one technical, and three law
•colleges.

THE PROVINCE OF HUNAN
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Government Schools
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Number of Communicants and Mission Primary Students

Compared

250 500 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000 2250 2500 2750 3000

V.- Extent of Occupation—The Christian Hospital

Communicants

Mission Prinrarj Students

HOSPITALS

Number and Size—Eighteen mission hospitals, supported by 8 mission

.nocieties and located in 15 cities, are reported for the province. These
fcospitals average 50 beds each, and are under the supervision of 58 foreign

«nd Chinese physicians, assisted by 14 foreign and 26 graduate Chinere
smrses. The missions rank as follows in the number of their hospital

&ai& : PH, 269; RCUS, 184 ; YM, 130; NMS, 121 ; WMMS, 100; TJE, 60; and
X.{cm), 40. In addition, information regarding 18 mission dispensaries,

mot located on the same premises as mission hospitals, has been received.

Government or institutional hospitals are reported for Pingkiang and
Changsha; one Red Cross hospital under Chinese supervision; 2 govern-
ment hospitals; 2 semi-public hospitals under the control of the Hunan
gentry; and one public hospital under Japanese supervision.

Mission, Hospitals to be Bunt—Plans are reported for 3 new mission
*ospitals to be located in the following cities ; Sinhwa, NMS ; Taochow,
CMS; and Yungting, FMS.

$ • ol "? x 5 < - a &2 I >£

Name of Society I ill 3 « i 1 3 _ ?s

1

—

i I -a C — -7 "= "7 h

S"5
- is 56

1 •2 3 4 5 6 ; 7 8 9

Grand Total ... 18 18 548 256 8,636 9 III 32 65

Anglican CMS
(+CEZMS) '.

..

PE
1 ~!

Lutheran FMS 1

KMS 1 S 62 59 ; 1,517 1 8 30 30

Methodist ... EA

CE : 1 1 45 15 250 1 17 30 30

WMMS l 60 40 651 ... 33

Presbyterian ... PH 5 1 191 78 1 S.'oT 2 22 38 135

RCUS 1 100 84 | 1,431 2 i. 61 61

China Inland
Mission... C1M

BIOLA (cm) ..

h fen) 1 11 20 20 322 1 8 20

Other Societies BTP
CHM i .

CMA ] .

SDA
YM 1 70 60 1,048 2 40 2-i 65

YMCA !

.

... j

YWCA ... 1 ... I ... -=%
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XI.—Hospitals

mwzh
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'^reos in Need—As stated above,*

mission hospitals are located in 15 cities..

This leaves 25 missionary residential center*,

in Hunan without modern hospital faeili-

tk«. Compare this map with Map IX. No»
city reporting a mission middle school i*-

wthout a mission hospital. Compare thi#-

map with Map VII to see whether the-

hospitals are located within convenient dis-

tances of the communicant body.

Degree of Missionary Ocewpatton im
Terms of Medical Work—

Foreign Physicians per i,ooo,oo»

Inhabitants (Average for
Province, 1.0}

RCUS J.S

NMS i-J

UE 1.5

PN i.j

WMMS 09
Lfcuf) 0.4

Hospital Beds per 1,000,000- i

Inhabitants {Average for
Province, 31)

RCUS 110

PN 5^

NMS 50
UE 4&
WMMS 3°

L^eiM) - 8

The missions not appearing is the-

above tables, except the YM, report no>

medical work in the province. No esti-

mate of the responsibility in terms of-

area or population of the work of the*

YM has been possible. For this reason*

this mission does not appear in the above?

tables although its medical work is large.

VI.—Degree of Occupation and Table of Urgency

Name of Society
So — o

1 1 fi*

14 15

Grand Total.. 83,398 . 29,528.272 .; 398 1,229 11,018 » 42 36 112 3.7 987 729 - 31

An, lean ... CMS l-f-CEZ' 3 t5oo 2,159,000 16 46 186 ...

FE A 133,000 s 19 134 25 165 2:i 146 11 3.172 1,589
Lutheran ... ... FMS Cont 11,300 » 2,674,000 23 80 1,062 9 i9 22 75 4 151 562

NMS Cont 8.500 \ 2,489,000 57 274 2,910 24 114 20 95 12 226 8fJ 1.7 ; 50
Methodist ... EA A 4,100 ; 1,442,000 6 13 64 4 9 94 203 0.4 1,875

UE A 6,100 ! 1,313*000

'

33 93 669 25 VI 49 139 5 2,733 964 1.5 4ft
WMMS B 8,800 j 3.364,000 31 88

|
1,288 9 27 24 68 4 521 497 6.8 1 3*

PresfeTieriatt ... PN A 12,600 | 5,211,000 58 211 ! 2,049 11 41 88 106 4 1.430 : 632 1.3
|

53
KCCS A 6,700 s 1,668,000 36 117 442 23 71 *2 266 8 .3,726 1.591 1.8 HO

China Inland Mission ... CIM lot 700
I

773,000 4 12 282 14 43 4

BIOLA (cm) Int 1 ...

L(em) Cont 16,200
J

4,758,000 58 108
]

1.282 13 84 3 187 25" 0.4
! 9

Other Societies ... BTP A 2

CHM B 400 337,000 7 9 1 21
CMA A 1,700 650,000 13 21 388 21 33 33 54 6 1,018 1K7

SDA A 2,343,000 4 35 262 •> 15 13 135 1 1 365 119
YM m 71

YMCA 6 31 ...

1'WCA Int 2 1 ... ... ... ..
:

(a) Total lor province, not for approximate estimates by societies as given below
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HUPEH
I.

—

Hsisn Bocxtyuuss

HSIEN BOUNDARIES
Hunan and Hupeh Compared—Hunan and Hupeh have the following

•^physical characteristics in common : "Both slope toward the Yangtze

IJtiver where are also their lakes and plains. Each has its gTeat river

penetsating deeply into tie interior, the Han River in Hapeh and the

:sSiang River in Hunan. Both are hilly in their western sections." The

-.two provinces differ in the following characteristics: Hupeh's lakes are

-of moderate size and in the south. Hunan's gTeat lake is in the north.

.Hupeh has its fertile plains, which in extent are almost as vast as the

-mountainous regions of the southern province. Hunan, save on the

-borders of Tungting Lake and in the Siang River valley, is mountainous

•throughout.

Political Divisions—The area of Hupeh is 71,428 sq.mi. This is equal

*o the combined areas of New York, New Jersey, Connecticut,

Massachusetts, and Rhode Island. Politically it is divided into 3 tao,

subdivided into 69 hsiens or counties. The capital city is Wuchang,

-situated on the southern bank of the Yangtze and opposite the mouth of

the Han River. Hankow, Ichang, and Shasi are treaty ports. Other

•cities of commercial importance are Kingchowfu, Siangyangfu, Fancheng,

Anlu, Tayeh, Laobckow and Wusfieb.

Physical Characteristics—Approximately one-half of Hupeh is an

alluvial plain, in some places not more than 100 feet above sea level. These

lowlands are covered with lagoons and swamps. The southwestern

section consists <cf r«n extensive depression filled with a succession of

lakes. The plain in the east and that lying between the Han and the

Yangtze rivers, are considered the most fertile sections of the province.

Bvery spot is under cultivation and transportation of field products is

.easy. The Yangtze flows through the south of the province, where it

.connects with numerous lakes on both its shores and nearly doubles its

-volume of water. The Han River rises in the southwest of Shensi, and

after draining the lower sections of that province continues south and

southeastward, draining nearly the whole of Hupeh and joining the

Yangtze River at Hankow. In the vallej's of the Han and the Yangtze,

southward from Kingchowfu, the country is dotted with lakes and marshes,

and possesses rich fields of cotton and rice. The western section of the

jwmiaee is irregular and mountainous, sparsely populated, and relatively

undeveloped. Bandits are numerous, and lawless groups calling them-

selves "Heme Guards" roam over the country.

Climate—The climate of Hupeh is quite similar to that of Shanghai;

though the average humidity is lower. In the summer the heat is apt to

"be more oppressive, due to the absence of sea breezes.

Communications—Hupeh has three main highways which in a few

places are sufficiently wide to accommodate carts. Numerous footpaths

are to be found in all parts of the province. The Yangtze is navigable for

"<xmtt~g©ing steamers as far as Hankow (595 miles), for at least 9 months
each year. Baring all seasons good river steamship service is maintained
"between this port and Shanghai. Smaller river steamers ascend as far as

Ichang, a distance of almost 1,000 miles from Shanghai, and since 1920 to

Chungking, Szechwan. The Han River is navigable for small launches

as far as Siangyangfu, a distance of 300 miles, and in summer Chinese junks

travel several hundred miles further north. The numerous lakes are

connected by a network of small rivers and canals. Numberless junks and

smaller boats ply unceasingly on these waters, and fish is found in

abundance.

The Peking-Hankow Railwry is the main artery of railroad traffic

between the Wu-Han cities and the north. The Hupeh-Hunan section of

the Canton-Hankcw Railway is completed and open to traffic from Wu-
chang to Changsha and Lukow, a distance of over 300 miles.

Recentlv, interest has revived in the proposed Szechwan-Hankow

Railway, which is to extend from Hankow to Ichang, thence to Kwei-

chowfu^ Wanhsien, and Chungking. Work on the construction of this

rsflvry v.rs begtn before the Great War, the road having been cut to

frithin a short distance of Kweichowfu. The prospects of an early resump-

tion of this work rnd of the completion of the railway, however, are

uncertain. The Chowkiakow {Honan)-Siangyangfu Railway is only

contracted for. This proposed line will connect with the Peking-Hankow

Railway at Yeneheng, Ho. Thence it will run southwestward via Nan-

yangfu to Siar.gyargfu, the head of navigation on the Han River in

Hupeh. Betwera Hwangshihkang and Tiehshanpu, a distance of 17 miles,

there is a light railway for the so'e use of the Tayeh Iron Mines owned

by the Han-Yeh-Ping Iron and Coal Company.

Post and Telegraph Offices—Substantial increase in post office facilities

is reported each year. In ioor there were 6 post offices in the province. In

1006 there were 100, and in 1919 there were 115 k«a<3» firs*, stcond, and third

class and sub-offices, and 330 postal agencies. In 1903 the Post office

handled over 3,000,000 articles, while fifteen years later (191 8), this depart-

ment of the government received or dispatched 56,000,000 separate piece*

of mail. There are between 40 and 50 telegraph stations.

Language—The ^landarin dialect is spoken throughout the province.

Economic Conditions—Hupeh is one of China's wealthiest provinces,

due chiefly to its industry, its commerce, and its cotton fields. The

majority of the people are engaged in agricultural or fishing pursuits.

The weaving of cotton cloth is a common occupation. Iron and coal are

the principal minerals. Cotton mills, ore refineries, flour mills, iron works,

oil, egg products, and cigarette factories represent the chief industries.

Hankow, at present, is the center of China's tea trade.

Christian Occupation by Hsiens—One entire hsien and sections of

others still remain unclaimed by Protestant missions. Twelve hsiens, though

claimed, report no mission work. Of these twelve hsiens, ten are claimed

by the PE and CSFM, and two by the NLK. Two hsiens, claimed by the

SMF, report one evangelistic center and one paid worker each, but no

communicants. Twenty-one hsiens, or 32 per cent of the whole, report

less than 50 communicants. Forty-seven, or almost 70 per cent, report

less than 5 communicants per 10,000 inhabitants. Nine hsiens where

evangelistic work is carried on report no mission lower primary schools.

Slightly more than one-third of the hsiens in the province offer mission

higher primary school facilities.
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DENSITY OF POPULATION.
Population Estimates—Hupeh ranks among the 5 densest provinces

of China. Population estimates range from a minimum of 21,256,144

(1910 Census Report), to a maximum of 35,280,000 (Statesman's Year
Book, 1902). Census estimates for 1885 approximate 34,000,000. The
Minehengpu estimate by households, made in 1910, which is generally

accepted by conservative students of China as most nearly representing

actual conditions, credits Hupch with 24,900,000. The official population

estimates by hsiens which the Survey Committee of the CCC received in

1918, with such slight modifications as seemed advisable after consultation,

total 28,574,322. This represents a normal increase over the Minchengpu
estimate for 1910, and should receive general acceptance when the fact of

its confirmation by the Post Office Census of 1919 (27,167,244} is known.
Accepting the CCC figure, then, as a reasonable estimate, the density of

population for Hupeh amounts to 400 inhabitants per sq.mi. This is'

slightly lower than the density of population in the State of Massachusetts.

Cities—Hupeh has four large cities whose populations excted 100,000 :

Hankow, 350,000; Wuchang, 250,000; Hanyang, 150,000; and Laohokow,
100,000. The size of the dots for Hankow and Wuchang on Map II

represents more than strictly urban population. Five cities have

been reported by our correspondents as having populations ranging

approximately between 50,000 and 100,000 : Shasi, Fancheng,

Kingchowfu, Ichang, and Wusfieh. Sixteen cities in Hupeh are

credited with populations between 20,000 and 50,000. All cities having

50,000 inhabitants and above are Protestant missionary centers, and 75
per cent of those with populations reported to be between 20,000 and
50,000 are also resident mission stations.

Areas of Greatest Density—If we accept the accompanying map as

indicating in a rough way the general distribution of population over the

province, four special!}- dense districts attract attention. The first is the

low and fertile area north, northeast, and southeast of the Wu-Han cities.

The second lies south of the Yangtze, between Ichang and Hankow. The
third is in the extreme southeast and north of Wusueh. The fourth is in

the northern section of the province, in the neighborhood of Fancheng,
Laohokow, and Sisngyangfu.

The PE, I.MS, and WMMS report mission fields with the largest

populations. Other societies with mission fields whose estimated popula-
tions exceed a million are the SMF, NLK, CSFM, SEMC, and LUM
fTable VI, Column 3}. These population estimates of mission fields are

based on the figures given in the Hsien Tables, Appendix A. Where two
or more missions are working in the same hsien, the population has been
divided equally between them.

The Christian Community—Only fifteen small dots, out of a total of

28,571, each representing 1,000 inhabitants, are needed to indicate graphical-

ly the numerical strength of the Protestant churches in Hupeh.

PROTESTANT MISSION FIELDS
General Survey—There are 16 Protestant missionary societies promot-

ing evangelistic activities in Hupeh. This number is exclusive of Bible

and Tract Societies, as well as of several Lutheran missions {N M S and
F M S), with representatives in the Theological Seminary at Shekow. Of
the 16 societies the YMCA, SDA, and PBIM are without field delimitations

on the accompanying map. Note how disconnected and in some case*-
how widely separated the fields of the following missions seem to be r
WMMS, SMF, CIM, and PE. The MEFB, while claiming responsibility
for a small section in the extreme east of the province, reports nc**

resident foreign missionary, the work being entirely in the hands of"
Chinese, supervised from Kiukiang. Hankow and Wuchang are repre-
sented as mission fields common to an societies

Extent of Area Claimed—All but 3,500 sq. mi., or 5 per cent of the total'

area of Hupeh, is claimed by Protestant missions. When, however, the-
qnestion is asked as to how much of Hupeh now claimed by missions is

adequately occupied by them, a variety of factors must be taken into»
consideration. Over one-third of Hupeh, for instance, is still beyond 30 H
of am- evangelistic center. There is less than one Christian in a thousand?
throughout the province. To appreciate how far the missions and churches
still are from any adequate occupation of Hupeh, take the present situa-

tion in the PE fields. This society, outside of the Wu-Han cities, has
only 2 stations and 32 evangeMstic centers, jet the number of inhabitants -

in the tota'i area for which the PE feels a responsibility, due chiefly to
the absence of other missions, exceeds 5,000,000. The fields of each of"
the following missions exceed 10,000 sq.mi. in extent : LMS, NLK, SMF.
and WMMS .

Nationality of Mission Societies—Eight of the 16 Protestant societies-
reporting church constituencies in Hupeh are American, 3 Continental, $.
British, and 2 International. American and British societies report,
approximately equal field areas, the fields of Continental missionaries not.
being quite so extensive.

Overlapping Areas—Care should be taken not to receive a wrong im-
pression from the accompanying map. In many cases the fields of several'
missions whrile appearing to overlap, actually report no duplication inr
the work attempted or done. This possibility should be kept in mind'
whenever overlapping of fields is considered. Note the overlapping fields
of the following missions : the CIM, NLK, and LUM, in the north of"
Hupeh; the WMMS, PE, and LMS, in the eastern half of the province;
the SMF and CSFM, in the west, around Ichang; the CMA, and PE, just
south of the Wu-Han cities; the SMF, and LMS, east of the Wu-Han
cities; the SEMC and PE, in the central section of the province; tbe-
ELMo, and PE, in the extreme west. The ELMo has only recently
decided to enter Sbihnanfu, where the PE has an evangelistic centejr.

The PBIM reports one missionary in the city of Laifeng, in the extreme
southwest.

Unoccupied Areas—The area just southeast of the Wu-Han cities,,

although shaded black, may not be wholly unoccupied. Had it been?
possible for the Survey Committee's correspondents to consult together
and compare boundary demarcations, before sending in the delimitations

of these various fields, this area would undoubtedly be included in fitasr

claims of one or more missions already having evangelistic work in tba
vicinity.

The unoccupied districts in western Hupeh are mountainous in

character, difficult of access, and sparse in population. The district which
is shaded black, and located between the fields of the WMMS and thft

LMS in the southern part of the province, is also a difficult field to enter.
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-en account of its unfavorable physical characteristics. CoSportage work

Ikas been carried on for years in both these areas, and several serious

attempts have been made by the LMS to estabfsb permanent Christian

work in the southern area.

Comity A,zrecmcni$—FTom the initial stages of missionary work in

Hupeh, Protestant societies have been familiar with the principles of

mission comity, and for the most part have conscientiously observed

them. The WMMS reports comity agreements with the MEFB, SMF, and

LMS, defining all boundaries of their work. The LUM has agreed not

to overstep fixed boundary, linos on the south with the SEMC, on the north-

west with the NLK, and on the east with the LB. Similarly, the SEMC
-reports written agreements affecting boundary limits with the LUM on

the north and northwest, with the LMS on the south, and the WMMS on

flie east. The LMS reports a definite understanding with most surround-

ing missions, whereby- the 16 hsiens delimited on the accompanying map
are to be regarded as the special sphere of the LMS, except a section just

north of Yingcheng, and parts of several hsiens adjoining the Han River.

The LMS aSso reports a special understanding with the SMF, whereby

Wuchang-bsien, apart from Wuchang- city, is left to the Swedish Mission

Society. The PE reports no written or explicit agreeetnents with any of

*the missions, except it be a more or less general agreement of many years

-standing with the CSFM, whereby the PE is to wv/rk the territory south

-«f the Yangtze and west of Ichang, and the CSFM the territory north

-of the Yangtze and east of Ichang. No formal understanding exists

between the SMF and the CSFM regarding the boundaries of their

respective fields. The existence of an old agreement between the CSFM,
SMF, and PE is referred to by the SMF, but, according to a statement

made in the Survey returns, this agreement has never been strictly followed.

The CIM bas not yet succeeded in reaching any definite understanding

with surrounding missions regarding field delimitations; with this excep-

tion, the NLK has agreed not to occupy Kncheng-hsien. According to

formal agreement between the NLK and the LB missions, the whoie of

"Tsaoyang-bsien is now regarded as the special field of the LB. No state-

-ments on Comity Agreements have been made by the SDA or CMA.

AGE OF WORK
Pioneer Period—Ivt 1S61. Dr. Griffith John of the LMS, accompanied

by Rev. R. Wilson, moved inland to Hankow. Three \-ears later, Wuchang
was occupied, and in 1867 a missionary of the LMS was appointed to that

city. About the same time, hospital work was begun in Hankow by

Dr. Shearer, also of the LMS. The work of the WMMS in Central China

began with the visit of Rev. J. Cos to Hankow in 1S62. He was warmly

"Welcomed by Dr. John, and eariy in their work these two men divided

the city, Mr. Cox working the upper portion on the banks of the Han
River, and Dr. John the lower part of the city on the banks of the Yangtze.

"Three years later, in 1865, two more representatives of the WMMS, Rev.

W. Scarborough ar.d David Hill, Esq., joined Mr. Cox. The first un-

married lady missionary in Hupeh arrived in 1885, when special work
for women was begun.

Infiuence of Dr. Griffith John and Rev. David Hill—The character

and development of missionary work in Hupsh. were strongly influenced

vid

ed

by two remarkable nvu, Dr. Griffith John of the LMS, and Re

Hill, of the WMMS. The preaching enthusiasm of Dr. Jot

evangelistic emphasis to the work of the London Mission which

to this day. In 1905, this mission had 120 evangelistic centers

from 5 mission stations. Thee centers extended from the boundaries of

Hcnan in the north to within 50 miles of Kwangtung in the south. The

visits and interest of Dr. John in Hunan and Szechwan hastened the

opening of these provinces to the Gospel message.

A man of rare piety, unselfishness, and Christ-like love for the Chinese,

Rev. Dovid Hall, of the WMMS, impressed himself upon the Christian

Church of Central China as few other missionaries of his day. He sought

every opportunity of personal work, and preached in Hankow chapels,

on the streets, and elsewhere in ever-widening evangelistic tours. Of his

charitable gifts, there was no end. His personal assistance during the

Great Famine in the north of China in 1S77-79, his sympathetic interest

in the blind, not to mention that generous giving of himself on behalf of

the flood refugees in 1S95, which resulted in his death, stand out conspic-

uously rmor.g the countless other deeds of love to his less-favored fellow-

men. It was under David Hill's influence that Dr. W. T. A. Barber came

to China in 1SS5, and laid the foundation of what has since become Wesley

College in Wuchang.
Early Work of Other Missions—The PE began work both at Wuchang

and Hankow in 1S6S, whence work soon extended to Ichang on the west

and Wuhu on the east. Mission activities then wese in charge of the Rt.

Rev. C. M. Williams, D.D., resident Bishop in Shanghai. In tool, the

PE field in Central China was separated from the lower Yangtze field,

two missionary districts being formed. The direct evangelistic work of

the PE mission is carried on mainly by the Chinese clergy, assisted by

catheeists and Bible women who work under their direction. Boone

University- in Wuchang was begun in a small way as far back as 1S71.

The original purpose both of the CIM and of the CMA, who sent re-

presentatives to Wuchang in 1S74 and 1S93 respectively, was to provide

themselves with business agencies and forwarding depots required for their

work in the interior provinces of China. Since Mr. Judd entered Wu-

chang {1S74} however, the CIM missionaries have opened 4 mission stations

for direct evangelistic work, in addition to the 3 still occupied. These 4

were subseouently abandoned, or turned over after a time, to the SMF and

the CSFM.
The NLK was founded in Norway in 1890. In the following year, the

first missionaries reached Wuchang, where they began the study of the

language. After extended explorations along the course of the Han River,

this mission opened its first station in 1894 at Ladhokow. Here the first

organized church of the mission was established in 1S98.

The first party to be sent to Central China by the SMF arrived in 1890,

and also settled in Wnebang for language study. Reinforcements reached

China each year thereafter, and as soon as the language had been acquired,

and satisfactory exploration had been done, the mission began its first

permanent work at Ichang in 1S94. Later, missionary residence was estab-

lished at Shasi, an open port between Ichang and Hankow. As early as the

winter of 1892, an unsuccessful attempt had been made by this mission
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to enter the district north of the Wu-Han cities in Macheng-hsien. Two
missionaries were accordingly appointed to Sungfcw, but the opposition

was so great that in the following spring, these missionaries were brutally

murdered, end the work suddenly brought to an end. Five years elapsed

before another foothold in this section of the province could be secured.

The SMF also works in the difficult field of Chinese Turkestan, among both

Mohammedans and Chinese.

Opposition similar to that experienced by the SMF in their attempt

to open the district northeast of the Wu-Han cities, was met by the SEMC
in their attempt to work northwest of these cities in the neighbourhood

of Fancheng. Here three years elapsed before the first convert was won,

and little visible progress was made until after the Boxer Uprising in 1900.

In 1890 representatives of the LUM reached Wuchang. These mission-

aries later moved to Hankow, where they studied the language, and began

active missionary- work in 1892. A few years later several of their number

journeved up the Han River, and began work in Fancheng in co-operation

with the SEMC.
Rev. Geo. Cockburn was the pioneer missionary in China for the

Church of Scotland Mission (CSFM). Ichang, opened in 1878, is the only

station of this society.

Mission Stations Arranged Chronolog-caixy

l«l 7- l«H- 1831- 1S91- 1901- 1911-

1®50 1®» 1890 1900 1910 1920

Ang'ieaa ,1'E 2 3

Congregational ... . .LMS 3 2

Lutheran .ELMo
LB
IXM
XLK
SEMC

3

1

1

3

1

1

I

SMF 1 2 4 I

Methodist ..MEFB
WMMS 5 I

»>

PrwbYfcers&n ... ...CSFM 1

China Inland Mission .,C1M 2 1

Other Societies ... •..CMA
PBIM
SDA
¥MCA

1 1

2

2
1

Note that the Bible and Tract Societies have been omitted from this

table, as well as the several missions who have representatives in the

Theological Seminary at Shekow, but no organized church work. Note

also that the occupation of the province in terms of mission stations has

gone forward steadily, the largest number of new stations having been

opened during the decade preceding the Boxer Uprising.

Oldest Fields Compared—Compare this map with Map II. Most of

the densely populated sections of the province were entered daring the

third period (1881-1900). Compare this map with Map V. All the larger

cities had mission representatives before 1880. The two following decades

mark the greatest expansion. Most sections in the province, opened to the

Christian Gospel during the third and fourth periods (1901-19,10] (1911-1920),

are found located in Lutheran mission fields. Areas south of the Wu-Hajj?
cities, where work was begun between 1860-1880, do not show proportionnte?

development in the number of evangelistic centers. Compare this map with*.

Map VII. The increase in communicant membership has been relatively

great in the Han River valley, while, so far as results are visible in.

statistical foim, it has not been so encouraging northeast, southeast, and?*

southwest of the Wu-Han cities.

EXTENT OF EVANGELISM
St&tions ami Evangelistic Centers—Protestant societies report 5SP

mission stations in Hupeh. These are located in 32 cities, and from these
the work of evangelism extends into almost 350 evangelistic centers, and*
many occasional preaching places. The actual number of evangelistic-

centers, as defined by the CCC for the purposes of this Survey, is smaller
in Hupeh than that reported for Honan by no, and than that reported for-

Hunan by 60. On the other hand, the number of Hupeh's evangelistic-

centers exceeds the combined total reported for Anhwei, Kansu, Kiangsi,
Kwangsi, Kweichcw, Shansi, and Shensi. The LMS, WMMS, and SMF*
report the highest numbers of evangelistic centers. Denominationally, the
Lutheran missions are far in the lead, reporting almost twice as many
evangehstic centers as the Congregational missions, which rank second.
Each evangelistic center in Hupeh averages 43 communicants. This average-
would be considerably reduced, were the larger cities, now regarded as
single evangelistic centers, to report the actual number of communicant*
groups (or evangelistic centers) within their city limits.

Eight cities have representatives of more than one Protestant
missionary society. Out of n Protestant mission stations in Hankow,
five represent Bible and Tract Societies, and two are primarily business*-

agencies.

New Stations—Plans have been made for opening the following new
stations in Hupeh : Hwanglinwan (LMS), Hwanglingki (LMS), Kakiawatr
(LB), Icbenghsien (SEMC), Kusaoshu (WMMS) and Puchi (WMMS).

Distribution of Evangelistic Centers—The opposite diagram presents*

the degree of Christian occupation in terms of evangelist -
..- centers within

the various mission fields.

Evangelistic centers appear least numerous south of the Yangtze ra-

the eastern section of the province; north and northeast of the Wu-Han
cities; north of the Han River between Anlu and Siangyangfu; south and.

north of the Yangtze in the west beyond Ichang; and between the Han.
and the Yangtze rivers just west of Hanyang. The entire northeastern

section of Hupeh presents relatively few and widely scattered centers of

evangelism.

From the view point of direct evangelization, work in Hupeh may be
considered as radiating from three centers : (1) the Wu-Han cities dominat-

ing the center and east of the province; (2) Ichang in the west; and ($}•

the district around Siangyangfu and Fancheng in the northwest.

The present inadequacy of the Christian occupation of Hupeh is

strikingly set forth by the following facts. Over one-third of the province

still lies beyond 30 li of any evangelistic center. The proportion of
Christians to non-Christian inhabitants is still less than one to a thousand.

On the other hand, Hupeh reports a higher degree of Christian occupation
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tliati its neighboring provinces. Both Hunan and Honan average only 3.7

Christians per 10,000, while Hnpeh reports an average of 5.2 per 10,000.

Anhwei on the east has an average of only 2.5, and Kiangsi of 3.1. Returns

lor Shansi and Szechwan are somewhat higher.

Reasons for Inadequate Occupation—Ten societies emphasize their lack

of workers, both Chinese and foreign. Six refer to insufficient funds.

Only one correspondent suggests that the inadequate supply of workers

arises from the shortage of funds alone. One mission correspondent

mentions the mountainous character of the country and the sparseness of

population as chiefly accountable for ineffective occupation. Still another

has found the difficulties of communication a very serious hindrance.

Several refer to the general political unrest throughout the country which

has occupied and distracted the minds of many people to the exclusion of

•til else.

Chinese and Foreign Workers Compared

50 50 100 1.50 200 250

A .rkers

Workers

Kd oration*} Workers

Chinese Medical Workers

Xo. or So. Mi. per Evangelistic Center

FULL-TIME CHRISTIAN WORKERS
Foreign Missionary Force—About 400 foreign missionaries reside in 3 a

cities of Hupeh. Eight out of those 32 cities, or 25 per cent, have repre-

sentatives of more than one missionary society. The missionaries are

fairly evenly distributed between these 32 cities, if we except the 4 large

cities with populations over 100,000, where 54 per cent of the entire foreign

force in the province now reside. It is interesting to note in this con-

nection that these same four cities report having at least 40 per cent of

all the employed Chinese workers in the province. There is no mission

station where only women missionaries are located. Less than one-fourth

of the foreign force in Hupeh consists of singk women {85).

I.—Force at Work—Foreign

£
C 1 £» 9 § 2

Name of Society -3
H J US

J2
"3b

a 5s»

s

fl
K

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Grand Total ... 122 16 T 1? * 1SJ 222 589

Anglican
Congregational
Lutheran

Methodist

PE
LMS
BLMo
LB
LUM

KLK
SEMC
SMF
MEFB
WMMS

Presbyterian CSFM
China Inland Mission CIM
Other Societies ... CMA

PBIM
SDA

YMCA

16
10
21

24
15
2t>

. (ABS,BFBS,\
11 4lPTCA. I
•• (NBSS.BTS J

Bible and Tract
Societies

Societies without organized ev-J

angeltstic work, or church
constituency ... KMS, KMS'

70
38
9
7

21

40
25
47

100 200 300 400 500 6^0 7C0
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Christian Occupation in Terms of Foreign Force—

iS

14

Number of Missionaries

per 1,000 communicants
(Average for Province, 27)

CMA 70

NLK 64

PE 39

SMF 30

LB 26

CSFM 26

CIM
WMMS
LMS
SEMC
LUM

24

Number of Missionaries

per 1,000,000 Inhabitants

(Average for Province, 141

LUM
SEMC
PE
NLK
SMF
LB "
WMMS "
CSFM • 8

LMS 8
CMA 7

CIM 3

Nationality of Foreign Workers—Forty-one out of every one hundred

foreign missionaries in Hupeh are American, 34 British and 25

Continental.

The Employed Chinese Force and Its Distribution—The proportion of

employed Chinese to employed foreign workers in Hupeh is 3.4 to 1.

Forty per cent of the employed Chinese force reside in Hankow, Wuchang,

Hanyang, and I,aohok©w. Only about 30 per cent reside outside of the

mission stations of the province. If we compare the accompanying

map with Map V, we see at a glance that thc=c Chinese employed workers

are fairly well distributed. Most evangelistic centers report resident

Chinese workers, and this generous distribution of employed workers does

not appear any more pronounced in one mission field thin in another.

The following table will reveal great differences between the various

missions in the proportion of employed Chinese to foreign workers :

HOP03TION OF
Employed Chinese

to Foreign Workers
6 to i

4-8 „ 1

is reversed. The following missions report a majority of evangelistic

workers : LUM, NLK, SMF, CMA, and CIM. Missions having more
educational than evangelistic workers are the LB, SEMC, MEFB,
WMMS, and CSFM. Seventy-eight per cent of the total employed Chinese
force consist of men. The proportion of male workers in all missions,
except the CIM and the MEFB, exceeds- 70 per eent.

Ordained Workers—Hupeh reports 44 ordained Chinese clergymen.
This represents approximately 10 per cent of the total number of male
evangelists. The PE mission alone reports 19 ordained Chinese workers.
This is significant when we compare it with the number of PE ordained
foreign workers, which is one less, or 18. The number of communicants
to each ordained worker in the various missions is as follows : MEFB 56,

PE 97, SEMC IQ3, CIM 459, LMS 464, WMMS 635, and LUM 933- The
following societies report no ordained Chinese workers : NLK, SMF,
CSFM, CMA, and LB. The average number of communicants per ordained
Chinese worker in Hupeh is 334.

Christian Occupation in Terms of Employed Chinese Workers—

Number of Employed
Chinese Workers

LMS 241

LUM 1or

YMCA 45
PE 317

SEMC 100

CSFM 60

WMMS 221

LB 20

SM* 124

NLK 83

CIM 13

CMA 5

Number of Employed
Foreign Workers

39

Employed Chinese Workers
per 1,000,000 Inhabitants

(Average for thb Province, 47)

LUM 84
PE 63
SEMC 59
LMS , 4S
WMMS 45
MEFB 44
SMF 37
CMA 33
CSFM 32

LB 3I

NLK 29
CIM 19

Employed Chinese Workers
per 1,000 Communicants

(Average for the Province, 92)

PE i77

MEFB 155
NLK 132

CSFM 104

WMMS 88

LMS 86

SMF 78
LB 74
LUM 53
SEMC 53
CMA 38
CIM 28

10 4-5

70 4-5

25 4

15 4
56 3-9

7 3

47 2.6

40 2.1

11 1.2

9 0-5

Classification of Chinese Force—Out of a total of 1,347 employed
Chinese workers, 538, or 40 per cent, devote the major part of their time

to evangelistic work; 572, or 42 per cent, are educational workers; and

237, or 18 per cent, are employed in mission hospitals. Note how the

various missions compare in the classification of their Chinese workers.

For example, the LMS reports that the number of its evangelists is

double that of its educational workers. In the PE mission this situation

From the second table given above it is possible to obtain the pro-
portion between employed (Chinese workers and communicant church
members. For example, the PE employs 17 out of every 100 of its church
communicants; MEFB 15, NLK 13, CSFM 10, LMS and WMMS 8 each.

The CMA and the CIM employ the lowest proportions, 4 and 3 respec-
tively out of every 100 communicants. The average for the province is

9 employed workers out of every 100 church members.
Training Centers fen Chinese Workers—In addition to secular

educational institutions under the supervision of Christian missions, the
following Bible schools for the training of Christian workers are reported :

All Saints' Catechetical School (PE), Hankow, under the supervision of
Archdeacon L. T. Hu; All Saints'- Divinity School (PE), Hankow, under
Rev. Laurence Rldgely ; Hankow Bible School (LMS), Hankow, under Mr.
Edward Kung; St. Phoebe's Training School for Deaconesses (PE), Han-
kow, under Miss Hart; the LMS Divinity School, Hankow, under Rev.
Arthur Bonsey. In Wuchang, the CMA conducts a Bible Institute, of

which Rev. W. G. Davis is president, and the Rev. A. M. Sherman is

Dean of the Divinity School, where the medium of instruction is English,

in connection with Boone University (PE). Recently the AugBstana.
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II.—Force at Work—Chinese
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Nam* of Soc 1c ty

Grand Total 44 «6 88 558 416 156 572 14

Anglican
Congregational

Lutheran .-

Methodist

Presbyterian

China Inland Mission
Other Societies

Bible and Tract Societies ...

Societies without organized

workjor ehareb evangel-

istic constituency

FE
LMS
ELMo |
LB
LCM (b)

SLK
SEMC (b)

SMF (ft)

MEFB
WMM3

CSFM
CIM
CMA
PBIM |

SDAl

YMCA
ABS. BPB8, IPTCA, NBSS, KTS ?

KMS, FMS

85 143

: us 36

8 9
: 47 31

i 48 27
! 45 4-2

j
66 30
8 9

56 60

19 12

10 1
5 ......

...

!
-

1

1

25 20 5

1

1-
| >k> returns

ia) This column includes educational workers in institutions above Middle School grade

(b) Onion work in FanchengSEMC—LUM. and in Kingchowfu SEMC—SMF

Synod and the Church of Sweden missions have joined the Lutheran

Church of China (See under Honan—Map VII) and therefore cooperate

ia Sfaekow lor the training of their future ministry. A union

normal and theological school is located in Kingchowfu iSMF
sad SEMC), with Rev. C. J. Kelson as president. In Shekow
the Lutheran missions have the Union Ltitheran Theological Seminary,

of which Rev. G. R. Void is president. This seminary endeavors to

meet the need of all Lutheran missions in central China. The missions

co-operating at present in this institution are the LUM, FMS, and KMS.

181

57

_* »3&

41 182 237 1,347 , 47 78

6 44 81 317 1

13 81 E8 241

20
to 12 101 2

2 3 S3

100 17

6 * 124

17

3
1

18 63 89 221

4 6 12 60
13

1

16

4.5

6.0

3.0

4.8

2.1

4.0
2.6

4.0
1.3

0.5
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III. -Extent of Occupation —The Christian Community
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14,725

7 8 9 10 11 11 13

Grand Total ... 58 262
j

344 10.054 4,671 2*384 mi f?% «0% 28% 9.339 43

Anglican ... PF."

Congregational ... LMS
4 45 (a)

21

32
77

1.110

1,680

736
1,106

1,846
2.786

5.773

8,887

60 'V,

60%
68%
23% 67.% 25%

3,589
1.212

58
36

I 2
LB I

•> 242 23 265 544 90% 100% 100% 180 38

LCM ibi 3 18 30 1,504 363 1,867 2,509 Hi % 65% 48% 330 68

NLK , 9 n 449 182 631 1.091 71% 8% 70% 30% 196 28

SEMC f"W 5 30 40 1,428 505 1.933 2.713 74% 12% 48% 25% 745 40

SMF tin 8 41 47 1,091 479 1.570 2.023 69%' 16% 53% 22% 1,022 33

Methodist „ ... MEFB 4 4 68 45 113 416 60% 285 20

WMJ88 8 67 <ai 1 53 1,697 845 2.542 3,955 67% 27% 58% 20% 994 4*

Presbyterian CSFM 1 12 14 405 177 582 1,015 70% 38% S7% 24% 200 42

China Inland Mission CIM 3 11 12 316 143 459 538 m% 66% 33% 65 30

Other Societies CMA 2 2 3 64 67 131 177 49% 77% 88% 111 44

PBIM f 2
SDA$ 1

...

YMCA 2 1,753 1.410 ...

KWe *«4 Tract Soeities ... { ^^g* IFTCA,
j S ... ... ...

Societies without organized evangelistic
fork or church constituency ... KMS, FMS 2

.11

Incomplete returns & So returns

W Organized congregations ontaumber evangelistic centers wherever a large amount of city evangelistic work is done. Thus, a mission may have 4 organised congregation*

in a city, reported as a single evangelistic center.

0} Cako work in Fancheng SKMC—LUM, aad "m ringchowfu SEMC—SMF
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.VII.—ComtstcKjan Chjustiaks

COMMUNICAKT CHRISTIANS

General Surrey—The Protestant Christian Church of China Is strongest

in the coastal provinces, hctb in age and in numbers. Among the remaining

12 interior provinces, Unpen ranks first in the numerical strength of its

church membership, 14,725. Of this number, 6S per cent are men. The

Ronnn Catholic Church reports the names of 105,748 Christians on its

membership rolls, infants constituting a large percentage of this member-

ship. Spiritual supervision over these Roman Catholic Christiana is

exercised from 105 mission centers. About 500 Roman Catholic churches

and chapels are said to be scattered over the province. Permanent mis-

sionary work was begun in Unpen by the Roman CathoHc priests nearly

250 years before the first Protestant missionary set up residence in Hankow.

DUtribnt&m ef FroUstant Church Members—Two centers stand oat

conspicuously on the accompanying map : the first, within and imme-

diately adjoining the Wu-Han cities; the second, the area surrounding

Siangyangfn, Laohokow, and Fancheng. It is safe to conclude that con-

siderably over 40 per cent of the entire church membershir of the province

are to be fonnd within a radius of 25 miles from the Wu-Han center, and

these 3 cities in the northwest at the bead of navigation on the Han River.

Undevelerftei Areas—The accompanying map reveals rather striking*jr

the undeveloped state of the region just northeast and south of the Wu-
Han cities. The entire western section of the province is practically un-

touched. Just west of the Wu-Han cities, between the Han and the

Yangtze, comparatively few communicants appear to have been reported.

VIII.—COirMTTXlCtNTS PER IO,00O POPCUTIOS
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although the fields of several missions overlap. A good beginning

in evangelistic work is evident in all of the stations along the Yangtze.

Compare the accompanying map with Map III. All areas opened before

1SS0 report a fairly large ingathering of converts. Areas opened between

18JS1 and 1900, except for the district south and southwest of the Wtt-Han

cities, also report proportionately large numbers of communicants.

Membership by Denominations—The Lutheran missions enroll nearly

half of all the Protestant Christians in the province, 6,260. The Congre-

gational and Methodist missions report approximately the same numerical

strength, 2,786 and 2,655 respectively. The Anglicans follow with 1,846.

The Presbyterians, CIM, and societies which cannot be classified denom-
inatieaatly, rank last in order, each with a total membership of about

joo or less.

LUtracy—The degree of literacy among church members in Hupeh, as

compared with other provinces, is rather low, only 60 per cent of the male
members and 28 per cent of the female members being reported as able to

read the Gospels in the vernacular with fluency and understanding. The
s giving the degree of literacy among women in the church are con-

ntly low for all societies. Unfortunately, no estimates were received

from the PE mission. Reports from the following societies are above the

average : LB, LMS, LUM, NLK, CIM, and CMA.

Church Federation—Various steps have been taken fcy the missions

working in Hupeh toward church federation, but with indifferent success.

Since the formal organization of a United Lutheran Church for China (at

Kikiingshan in the summer of 1920), it is not improbable that within a
short time all of the Lutheran churches in the province will become mem-
bers of this union. The Congregational and Presbyterian churches have
limited in other parts of China to form the United Church of Christ in

China, the constitution of which was adopted by representatives of most
Congregational and Presbyterian missions at a meeting held in Nanking,
1918, and this opportunity of federaton is held out to the Presbyterian and
Congregational churches of Hupeh. The cause of self-support has not

lagged in Hupeh. The LMS in 1917, for example, reported an average

contribution from the Chinese of $1.89 per church member, and the CMA
in 1919 an average of $2.57.

COMMUNICANTS PER 10,000 INHABITANTS

General Imptessions—Hupeh averages 5.2 communicants per 10,000.

In this it is exceeded by n other provinces. The accompanying map
shows the best developed areas to be as ftJIews : (1) around the Wu-Han
cities; (2) at the hesd of navigation on the Han River; (3) around such

cities as Shasi and Ichang on the Yangtze.

Siangyang-tao Teports 7.6 communicants per to.ooo. Kianghan-tao,

in which the Wu-Han cities are locited, reports 4.8 communicants per

to.ooo, and Kingnan-tao in the west, only 2.7 communicants per 10,000.

Thirty-one hsiens in the province have 2 or less communicants per 1

The black areas northwest and scuth of the Wu-Han cities, and esped ' ;

throughout the western section of the province, are impressive.

IY.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian School

Name of Society

Gra nd Total . .. 288 58 IT

..uicnai

... IE
... EMS
... EEMo

LB
IXM (a)

61

10

96

12

•>

9 2

sist ...

NEK
SEMC (a)

SMF («}

... MEFB
WMMS

10

95
43
9
96 16

1

i

'trian

China Inland Mision
-• dtt'« S

... CSFM
... CIM
... CMA

VBIM §
8»A *

YMCA 1 1

1

1

1

S.08S 2,964 8.W9

1,828 700 1,933 44-

292 292 5*4 261

155 a 197

119 129 : 241 ia

574 110 ' 984

24i 77
:

322

6*0 335 1.015 69

703 431 1.134 45

99 77 176

Ml 60* 1.449 138

101 142 243 72

32 21 53

So return* * Incomplete returns

t) Colon Work in Fancbeng SEMC—LUM. and in KingtUowfu SEMC—SMF

1,538 847 2,185

100

61

10 11 13

734 118 852

13

11.086

Hi
S3

100% i00'\,

MISSION SCHOOLS

Primary Education—With the exception of Szechwan and the coast

provinces, Hupeh reports the largest number of lower and higher primary

students. The exact extent of mission primary education in this province

may be summarized as follows : 288 lower primary schools with 8,049

students, and 58 higher primary schools with 2,185 students.

A comparison of the number of lower primary schools with the number

of organized churches and evangelistic centers is interesting. There are

26 more lower primary schools than organized churches and 56 fewer

lower primary schools than evangelistic centers. Considering the large

number of schools reported for the Wu-Han and other large cities, each of

which has been entered in our statistics as a single evangelistic center,

the above comparison is equivalent to saying that approximately

roo, or almost one-third, of the evangelistic centers in Hupeh are still with-

out mission primary school facilities. The Lutheran missions report the

highest proportion" between lower primary schools and organize*!

congregations, namely 129 to 100. The CIM ranks at the other end of the

list reporting only two lower primary schools as against n organized con-

gregations.

'Hupeh ranks second among the provinces, or next..to Szechwan,. in its

emphasis on primary education for girls, thirty-eight per cent of the

students in mission primary schools being girls. Twenty-seven per cent

of the mission kwer primary students continue work in mission higher

primary schools. In this dcve!opment, Hupeh is outranked only by

Kiangsu, which reports 44 per cent of its lower primary students advanc-

ing to schools of higher primary grade.

Number of Primary Students end Communicants Comfared—There are

70 students in the mission primary schools for every roo communicants in

Hupeh, The PE mission reports the highest percentage with 2,633 primary

Students for 1,846 communicants, or a proportion of r.4 to r. The CIM

ranks lowest among the missions, with only 53 students for 459 communi-

cants, or a proportion of o.x to 1 (see Table VI).

Middle Schools—Seventeen mission middle schools are located in

Hupeh. Eight of these were offering full-grade work when the Survey re-

turns were received. Five out of the 17 middle schools are for girls. Two are

union middle schools : Concordia School fcr Girls in Fancheng (bEMC

and LUM), and the Union Middle School in Kingchowfu (SEMC and SMF).

Hankow should be credited with one more middle school iSDA) than

appears on the accompanying map. No Government middle schools are

located in anv of the centers where mission middle schools now exist,

except in Kingchowfu and the Wit-Han cities. Eighty-six per cent of

the middle school students in Hupeh are boys. Mission hospital facilities

are available in all cities ^here middle schools are !<»^^th
*™L""

ception of Kingchowfu and Chuchow. Plans, however, have been reported,

fox new hospitals before 1923 » bot* °* these ceaters" *** »'*«» middle

schools appear well distributed over the province, with the exception of

districts around Kingmen, Anlu, and other cities in the central part. Here

there are a number of higher primary schools apparently without any
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IX.—Mission Schools

middle school conveniently rear. Compare this m."p with Map VII.

Note the concentration of communicants in the central part of the pro-

vince, WMMS field, as well as the absence there of any middle school.

Note also the lack of higher primary and middle school facilities along the

Yangtze, between Hanyang and Kingchowfir.

Htgher Education and Teacher Training—Three mission colleges are

located in Hnpeh, two of which were founded before 1880 : Boone Univer-

sity <TE) in Wuchang; Wesley College (WMMS) in Wuchang; and Griffith

John College (LMS) it> Hankow. The Inst named was founded in 1899,

is situated six miles outside of Hankow, and offers work of junior college

grade only.

Normal Schools—Hupeh is relatively well supplied with normal school

facilities. The following institutions offer special courses : Wiseman
Memorial Training College (WMMS), Hanyang; Girls* Boarding School

(LMS), Wuchang; Griffith John College (LMS), Hankow; St, Hilda's

School (PE), Wuchang; Kingchowfu Seminary (SEMC and SMF)

;

Normal School (SMF), Hwangchow; and the Union Normal School,

Wuchang. The total enrollment of students specializing in normal school

work was 27 girls and 83 boys, according to the report of the special com-

mittee (1920).

GOVERNMENT EDUCATION
General Summary—Hupeh has one primary student for every 125

inhabitants. The report cf the Ministry of Education 1915-1916 gives a

total of 225,000 primary students for the province. This results in a pro-

portion of 79 primary students to every 10,000 inhabitants. Hupeh ranks

midway fmorg the provinces in the amount of educational facilities pro-

vided by the Government. Less than 5 per cent of the Government lower

primary students continue work in higher primary schools. This per-

centage is significantly low when compared with the percentage for

mission primary students, which is 27 per cent. Government primary

school f.-'cilities are strikingly poor in the larger centers especially in the

Wu-Han cities. Only three hsiens in the province report more than 300

students per 10,000 population. The average number of elementiry
students per io,cco population in the United States is 1,980, or over 600
per cent totter.

rnment Middle and Normal Schools—Hupeh ranks low in the
proportion of its middle school students to population. The accompany-
if.gmjp shows 26 Government middle schools, two cf which are for girls.

It has been extremely difficult to obtain accurate information of Govern-
ment education in this province as in many others. To indicate bow con-
fusing rid frequently inconsistent the several sources are, we submit the
following. The 1916 Report of the Ministry erf Education contains three
different totals for middle schools in Hupeh (9, 21, and 23). In a later and
fairly authoritative list of Government schools classified by cities, Hupeh
is credited with 25 middle schools. A recent and comprehensive treatise
in Chinese on Hupeh lists 13 middle schools for the province. The
Commiss:"cne-r <A Education for Hupeh in 1920 reported 16 middle schools
to the editor of the Educational Directory. Hollington K. Tong in his sum-

mary of Government educational statistics {1918) gives 26 middle schools

lor boys r.r.d one for girls. Our own estimate of 26 schools, of which

two are for girls, has been obtained from a comparison of the above

totals, and from personal enquiry.

Four lower grade normal schools for beys, and one for girls, are

listed in Mr. Tong's summary. Next to Peking and Canton, Wuchang is

perhaps the greatest Government educational center in China.

Higher Education—All higher Government educational institutions

in Hupeh are located in Wuchang. They are—one higher normal school,

one commercial college, two law colleges, and the Chung Hwa University.

HOSPITALS
General Survey—Eight mission societies report hospital work in

Hupeh. This is carried on in 22 hospitals, under the perstnal supervision

of 23 foreign doe-tors and 17 fore:gn nurses. These hospitals average 51
beds each. In addition to these, 8 mission dispensaries, not connected
with mission hospitals or located in the same cities, are reported. In the
matter of foreign supervision, the hospitals of Hupeh are considerably
below the standard recommended by the China Medical Missionary Associ-
ation, which is two foreign physicians and one foreign nurse for each
hospital of about 50 beds. In Hupeh one doctor is reported for every

49 beds, and there is an average of 70 hospital beds for each foreign nurse.

These hospital beds are apportioned, to men and women in the ratio of 3
to 1.

Five Roman Catholic hospitals, only 2 of which came in time to be
shewn on the map, have been reported for Hupeh. Three of these are
located in the Wu-Han cities, one at Ichang, and the fifth at Laohokow.
Three hospitals cf modern medicine under Chinese supervision exist in
Hankow. Undoubtedly similar hospitals under Chinese control are to be
found in ether cities of the province, though nothing is known of them
or the quality of their work.

New Hospitals—Plans have been reported for the erection of the
following new hospitals before 1923 : Kingchowfu (SEMC and SMF),
Suichow (WMMS), Wusiieh (WMMS), Shihnanfn (ELMo), and Suichow
(WMMS).

Areas in Need—Mission hospitals are located in 16 of the 34 cities

in Hupeh whore foreign missionaries reside. From a glance at the
accompanying map, one receives the impression that mission hospitals
are faitly well scattered over the province. Comparison with Maps II

and III shows these hospitals to be located in relatively dense areas, and
in the older sections of the mission fields. Comparison with Maps V
and VI sherws that these hospitals have been established where develop-
ment in evangelistic work is most advanced, and the number of com-
municants greatest. Comparison with Map IX shows mission hospitals
to be in all cities where mission middle schools are located, with the
exception of Kingchowfu and Sukbow. In both of these centers, plans
for new mission hospitals within the next five years are reported.
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Sjx«ial emphasis has always been placed on medical work by the

LMS, which maintains hospitals in all of its five stations. The Home for

Lepers in Siaokan, under the sble supervision or Dr. Henry Fowler, is a

model of its kind in China, and merits special mention in connection with

this survey.

Christian Occupation m Terms of Doctors and Beds per i.ooo.ooo

Inhabitants—
Foreign Phvsicians pfr i ,000,000 Inhabitants

t AVERAGE FOR THE PROVINCE, o.gj
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All other missions provide no foreign physicians for a total popolatioi
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Y.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian Hospital

Name of Society

Grand Total

5 S S.
'5. ~

3. LI l J

:

i
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:|J5-
l i s 6 7 8 9

8 842 278 12.467 t 91 49

Anglican ... PE
Congregational LMS
liDtiseraa

Methodist

ELMo
I.B

LVM

XLK
SEMC
SMF
MEEE
WMMS

CSFMPresbyterian..

China Inland
Mission... CIM

Other Societies CMA
PBIMS
SDAJ

YMCA

92
360

46

16

73

isi

70

15

107

20

6,184

569J

150

667

3.093

1.118

61 61
63 •til

M 13

10

M
29 73

45 90

f N'o return*

(» i Union with Ll'M in Siangyangfa

Hospital Beds per 1,000,000 Inhabitants

(average for the province, 39)

LMS 88

WMMS 58

LUM 54
CSFM 47

SMF 26

PE 24

NLK 7

Mission societies not listed above provide no hospital facilities.
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LB Cont 2,500 640,000 7 20 265 11 * 31 26 74 4 679 1,040
LUM A 3,200 1,227,000 21 101 1,867 13 84 11 53 15 176 419 0.8 54

NLK Cont 10,700 2,935,000 40 83 631 14 29 64 132 2 311 608 1
SEMC A 5.500 1,731,000 25 100 1,933 15 59 13 53 11 386 600 0.6
SMF Cont 9.100 3,406,000 47 124 : 1,570 14 37 30 78 5 651 770 26

Methodist . MKFB A 1.000 386,000 17 113 44 ... 155 3 2,522 156
WMMS B 10,800 4,990,000 56 221 2,542 11 45 22 88 5 398 663 2.0 88

Presbyterian . CSFM B 3,800 1,943,000 15 60 682 8 32 26 104 3 345 733 1.0 47
China Inland Mission . CIM Int 800 703,000 11 13 459 2 19 24 28 7 141 117
Other Societies . CMA A 700 . 194,000 9 S 131 7 33 70 38 9 854

PBIM|
SDA*

YMCA

A
A

Int

2
13

10 45

Bible and tract Societies...
f ABS, BFBS, IPTCA.l

'1KBSS, BTS 11

Societies without organized evangelistic

work or eliarch constitsjeoe*.. . SJMS. FMS 4

I Ho returns » Incomplete returns

(a) Total for Province, not tor approximate estimate* by societies as -given below
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HSIEN BOUNDARIES
Political Divisions—Kansu is the second largest province in China,

ranking next to Yunnan, with an area of 125,483 sq.mi., which is slightly

above thut of Norway. Before Cbwanpien was formed, Szeehwan extended

westward beyond Batang and ranked first in size. For civk administra-

tk)D purposes Kansu is divided into 7 *a<>» which are sub-divided into

76 fastens. The vast region northwest of its present boundaries once formed

a part of Kansu. However, some thirty years ago this was included in

the new province of Sinkiang, or "New Dominion." A Tough idea of

the tremendons distances that characterize this part of China may be

gained from the feet that Lanchowfu, the capital of Kansu, is 25 days*

journey from the nearest railway terminal in Honan (Kwanyintang), and

54 days* journey from Tihwafu, the capital of Sinkiang.

Physical Characteristics—-The country, on the whole, is high and

mountainous. Starting from the eastern boundary where the elevation

55 5,000 feet, the mountain ranges extend in a northwesterly direction,

rising gradually to over ao.coo feet above sea level. Between these ranges

are wide and fertile valleys. The high altitude of all cities in Kansu is an

important physical feature for Mission Boards to consider in the recruiting

and allocation of foreign workers.

The Yellow River and its tributaries constitute the only waterways

in the province. These rivers are of little commercial importance, since

xransportatkn by boats is practically impossible except on the Yellow

River below Chungweihsien, just before it enters Sitao Mongolia. How-

over, these waterways provide splendid irrigation for the rich loess plains

in the northeast, and for the fertile valleys which He between the mountain

"climate—The climate is a healthy one, with extremes of dry and cold

in the north, and milder winds and rains in the south.

Communications—Although Kansu is chiefly a "province of transit,

the means of communication are few and very poor. There are no rail-

roads no navigable rivers, and only a few important trade routes that

are wide enough to accommodate cart traffic. For the most part, goods
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II.—Density of Population
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are earned on the bucks of camels, mules, and donkeys, and not infre-

quently on tbe backs of men. Three principle trade routes cross the pro-
vince : ( t) Siaafu (Shensi) to Lanchowfu, passing up the King River
valley by way of Pingiiangfu. This road is about 350 miles in length, and
can be covered in about 18 days by litter or on horse-back. It continues
westward beyond Lanchowfu through Siningfu and on into Tibet.
Still another but more difficult road between Sianfn and lanchowfu lie*

further south passing through Tsinchow. (2) Ningsiaftt to Suchow in
the northwest, by way of Liangchow and Kanchow. This important road
projects into Sinkiang, and thence to Central Asia. (3) Lanchowfu
southward into Szeehwan, by way of Kungchangfu. It is these main
trade routes that have kept Kansu from remaining inactive and desolate

after the Mohammedan Massacres (1861-1870). During those terrible

years a considerable part of the population was wiped out, and the whole
country was overrun and laid waste. A Chinese authority states that
in this Mohammedan Rebellion the population of Kansu was reduced1

from fifteen to one million inhabitants.

Railroad Communications—The nearest railway terminal is in western-

Honan, 25 days* journey from Lanchowfu. Future developments of the
Chinese railway system promise the early continuance of the Siichow-
fn-Honanfu line to Sianfu, and later by way of Lanchowfu into northwest
Kansu, thus ultimately connecting Central China with the Siberian Rail-

way. The inaccessibility of the province and the local difficulties of

travel have thus far prevented the development of the immense mineral-

and agricultural resources of the province. Large deposits of gold, copper,

and coal axe known to exist, and abundant crops of grain* and fruit*

grow on tbe well-irrigated plains.

Languages—An unusual variety of languages within the bottndaries of
a single province presents a difficult problem to the promoters of educa-
tional and evangelistic work, particularly in western and northwester*
Kansu. The Chinese who constitute about one-half of the total popula-
tion, speak Mandarin. It is estimated that at least one-third of these
Chinese live in the south and southeast. Besides the Chinese, there are-

Salar Moslems, south of Payenjnngko, who use a dialect resembling
Turki ; Tungsiang Moslems, cast of Hochow, who speak a language-

differing little from Mongolian ; and a small proportion of Arabic-speakbigr
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Moslems. In addition to these, immigrants from Tibet, Turkestan, and
*ther provinces of China are scattered everywhere. About 50,000 aborigines

.ate still inhabiting the mountain fastnesses northeast of Siningfu. A'!

these people speak languages or dialects peculiar to their native dis-

tricts. This variety of tongues in so small a field has a psculiar bearing

•on the work of the missions, and makes unusual demands in connection

with the language equipment of the foreign missionary force, in the pre-

paration of Christian literature, and in the operation of educational in-

stitutions.

Post Office and Telegraph Fecilitks—Kansu and Kwangsi have the

poorest postal facilities of any province in China. In 1910, thirty general

post offices and 102 postal agencies were reported. Over 5,000,000 pieces

erf mail milter are handled annually, but expansion is slow. Eleven

• ;<elegraph stations connect Kansu with provinces to the east, and with

Sinkiaug and Central Asia to the west.

DENSITY OF POPULATION
Population Estimates—Kansu is the most sparsely popu!hted province

in China, having only 48.4 inhabitants per sq.mi. Compare this with the

figures for the three densest provinces, Kiangsu 1872.3), Chek*ang (323.5s,

and Shantung (552.9!. The maximum population figure for Kansn is

10,380,000 (Statesman's Year Book, 1002), although a still higher estimate

«£ i2,eco*eco was recently supplied by local officials to one of oar cor-

respondents. The iqio Minehengpu Census gives the lowest figure,

3,807,883, or almost one-third that given in the Statesman's Year Book.

Both the Post Office Census (1919), and the official figures sent to the CCC
(igxS) fall between th«f*e two estimates, being 5,927,997 and 6,083,565

-respectively. The prevailing opinion among missionaries favors 9,000,0m

as more nearly in keeping with the rapid growth in population during the

past qnarter of a century. Note that the above density rate was com-

puted on the basis of the CCC estimate.

Densest Areas—The most populous regions in Kansu He towards the

centre in the environs of Lanchowfu, in the southeast, and along the

Pingliang-Ianchowfu road and south. Correspondents mention the sparse-

of population as one of the chief reasons for the slew progress of

Christianity in the province..

Cities—Estimates of city populations vary so widely through imperfect

methods of census taking that enly rough approximations at best can be

given. The largest city population reported to the CCC is that fee Lm-
ehowfu, the capital (110,000). Ningsiafu, Tsinchow, Taochow, and Ping-

liang follow in order with 85,000, 75,000, 62,000, and 55,000 respectively.

Four cities are estimated at between 20,000 and 40,000 each, and five- more

.somewhere between io.coo and 15,000 each. Many hsien cities are mere

Res.
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III.—Protestant Mission Fields
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The inhabitants of Kansu are, in general, conservative, superstitious,

and more or less indifferent to outside influences. Many are poor, and

illiteracy is very prevalent.

The Christian Community—One small dot on the accompanying map,

out of an aggregate of 608, represents the Protestant church membership

in Kansu. Seven additional small dots indicate the reported numerical

strength of the Roman Catholic Church.

MISSION FIELDS
General Summary—Three missions have established work in the pro-

vince : the CIM claiming the central and southeastern portion ; the SAM
(era) claiming the eastern section; and the CMA working the southwest.

A small Independent Mission to Tibetans claims a small field with head-

quarters at Payenjungko, west of Lanchowfu. None of the six large

denominational groups are represented in Kansu. A few AG missionaries-

cany on work in Minchow, Taochow and other places, where the

value of their work is seriously questioned. The CIM and

its affiliated mission SAM, are endeavoring to work over 40 per cent of the

total area of this great province, and the CMA about 12 per cent. Together

these missions have a foreign force of only 72. This still leaves 40 per

cent, or nearly 55,000 sq.mi., unclaimed by any Protestant mission. How-

ever' reference to Map II shows that some of this area is very sparsely

populated and difficult of access. The boundary line separating the field

worked by the CIM in southeastern Kansu from the field of the SAM
icm), is not shown on the accompanying map.

Overlapping Areas and Comity Agreements—-There is no overlapping:

of mission fields in Kansu. At the United Conference of Missionaries held

in Lanchowfu, September, 19x8, it was mutually agreed that the province

should be worked by the various missions as indicated on the accompany-

ing map. A few AG missionaries, without respect to these agreements,

have begun work in the field of the CMA. The CIM and CMA have agreed

that, as soon as it is able, the former mission shall undertake special work

for Moslems in and around Hochow {CMA field).

AGE OF WORK
Pioneer Period—Protestant missionary work began in Kansu some 40

years ago with the arrival of Messrs. Easton and Parker of the CIM,

January 1877. After experiencing considerable hardship in travel they
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arrived at Lanehowfu. The following- year the important market town of

Tsinchow was opened, and became the first mission station in the province.

During the whole of the pioneer period (1E77-1900), extensive journeys

were made by a number of missionaries. Every important place in the

province was visited, and the Scriptures circulated in six different langu-

ages, as far as Kuldja in Sinkiang. Seven years after the occupation of

Tsinchow ('1S78), Lanehowfu, Siningfu, and Ningsiafu were opened to

Protestant missions (1885), the last two stations being established for work

among Tibetans and Mongols respectively. Liangchowfu became a per-

manent missionary center in 1S88, and Taochow, Old City, in 1891. It is

difficult fully to appreciate the dangers and privations incident to the work

of pioneer missions in northwestern China. The high altitude of mission

stations, and the ever present sense of isolation from fellow workers, pre-

sent even to-day a. challenge to all those men and women who arc willing

to endure hardship for the sake of carrying the Gospel .to unreached far-off

peopks.
EXTENT OF EVANGELISM

Stations and Residential Centers—There are 17 missionary residential

centers in which 72 missionaries reside. /So city has represen-

tatives of more than one society. Thirty-eight eVangelistic centers, with

an average of 35 communicants each, and an indefinite number of occasional

preaching places, are supervised from these 17, cities. This means an

average of 1 evangelistic center to each 1800 sq.mi. of territory within the

areas claimed. Sevea mission stations are British or Continental in the

personnel of their foreign force, and 10 are American. The small number

of evangelistic centers shows not only the scattered character of the popula-

tion and the recent entrance of missionaries on the field, but also the con-

serwtisM. of the people and the extensive father than the intensive

character of the work. There is not one organized preaching place in the

emtire northwest, and n<* more than 10 Itinerate missionaries have

passed through this area during the 40 years df Protestant missionary en-

deavor in the province.

Since the galheriKg of the material for use in this Survey, important

advances have been made. Tsingtringchowj 240 H west of Pingliang,

Kuyuan, 180 li northwest of Pingliang, and Sifengchen about 40 li north-

east of Chenyua^nhsien have been occupied as missionary residential centers,
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thus increasing the number of missions stations in Kansu from 17 to 20.

Kanchcw in the extreme northwest, while appearing on the map as a
mission station, is still only an evangelistic center, with a Chinese doctor

and two modieal assistants trat as yet no resident foreign missionary.

Degree of Christian Occupation—Only 1 person out of every 4500 inha-

'.'itants in Kansu is a Protestant Christian, or 2.2 per 10,000. Although;

this proportion is a very low figure, the province of Szeehwan to the sooth

reports a still lower proportion, or only a Christians per 10,000 inhabitants.

Contrast these with Fukien on the coast which averages 23 Protestant

Christians per 10,000 inhabitants.

Reasons for Present Inadequacy of Occupation—The mountainous
character of the entire area, the absence of good roads and water com-
munications, and the sparseness of population, have already been mention-
ed as serious hindrances to rapid advance in the Christian occupation of

Kansu. In addition, the isolation and conservatism of the people, and the
few workers, Chinese and foreign, must constantly be kept in mind, as-

well as the fact that in Kansu over one-third of the inhabitants are
Moslems, and that there is a considerable mixture of Tibetans, Mongols,
and aborigines—all of whom are most difficult to win to the Christian
faith. There is not a single ordained Chinese worker reported for Kansu.
Moreover, there are fewer Chinese paid evangelists reported for all missions,

than foreign missionaries.

FULL-TIME CHRISTIAN WORKERS
Distribution of Missionaries—Seventy-two missionaries are reported

for 17 residential centers. Over one-half of these foreign workers live in

the 6 largest cities of the province : Lanchowfu, Ningsiafu, Liangehowfu,.
Taocbow, Tsinehow, and PingHang. This lea%es from 2 to 6 missionaries

in each of the 11 remaining mission stations. Just one-half of the
missionary force belongs to the CIM, 20 per cent to the SAM, and 30*

per cent to the CMA. Of the total force, 40 per cent are men and 26 per
cent single women. Thirty-eight per cent of the men are ordained. Only
a foreign male physicians are working in the province. The average for
Kansu is 12 missionaries per million inhabitants, as compared, for ex-
ample, with Fukien where the average is 27 missionaries per million
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VI. tam VII.

—

Distribution of Workers axd Communicants

Foreign* Workers per i,ggo

communicants
{average for the province,

,,A.\I (cm) 67

CIM 58

CMA 41

Chinese Force and tts Distribution—The Chinese paid workers total

96, or one-third more than the foreign workers. This is the lowest pro-

portion given for any province. Fakien, for example, reports 8 Chinese

workers to one missionary. Over one-third of the Chinese force resides

in the 6 largest cities. Outside of the mission stations, there are only 16

full-time Chinese workers, and these are resident in 14 evangelistic centers.

Comparing this map with Map V, we find 16 evangelistic centers, each

with 10 or more communicants, without paid workers.

Classification of Chinese Force—Nearly 66 per cent of the Chinese

workers are engaged in evangelistic, 23 per cent in educational, and over

11 per cent in medical work. In the number of paid evangelistic workers,

the 3 missions rank as follows : CMA 78 per cent of its workers

evangelistic ; SAM 72 per cent ; and CIM 53 per cent. These proportions

are considerably changed, if we regard the number of voluntary workers

reported by each society. Many of these workers are as effective as those

employed and giving full-time service. Of the total number of employed

workers in Kansu, 75 per cent are men.

^Church Supervision—Hot one ordained worker is reported in the

entire province with its total Christian constituency of over 2,500.

Ratio or Workers io Communicants—The SAM employs 16 out of 100

communicants, the CIM 7, and the CMA 4. In comparing the number

of employed "workers to population, the, CMA reports 34 per million in-

habitants, the SAM 30, the CIM n.
Training Schools for Workers—The only Bible school reported in the

province is that operated by the CMA in Titaochow.

COMMUNICANT CHRISTIANS
General Survey—The three Protestant societies in Kansu report a

total of i,33« communicants, of which 62 per cent are men. This repre-

sents about one-fifth the reported strength of the Roman Catholic Church

in the province (7,249). Only 9 per cent of the Protestant communicants

-reside in cities over 50,000. A total Christian constituency of 2,519 is re-

corded.
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IY.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian School
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(a) Total for Province, not for approximate estimates by societies as given below

Membership by Denominations—The church membership may be

divided among the 3 societies as follows : 46 per cent CIM, 41 per cent

CMA, and 13 per cent SAM. No returns have been tcceived from the

AG, or the Independent Mission to Tibetans.

Degree of Literacy—Among communicants, 50 per cent of the men
and 30 per cent of the women are reported to be able to read the New
Testament in the vernacular. These figures are low in comparison with
those el ether provinces. Kweichow is the only province reporting a
lower degree of literacy.

Sunday School Work—The number of Sunday School scholars is 693,

or one-third more than the total number of students in mission schools.

The emphasis in each of the 3 missions on Sunday School work appears

to be about the same, there being an average of 5 scholais to every 10

communicants.
Communicants per 10,000—The average for the province is 2.2 com-

municants to 10,000 inhabitants. The CIM and SAM are below average,

while the CMA reports 8 to each 10,000 in its field, or one Protestant

Christian to 125 inhabitants.

MISSION AND GOVERNMENT EDUCATION
Elementary Education—Eighteen lower primary schools {330 boys,

93 girls), and 4 higher primary schools (36 boys, 27 girls), constitute the
present facilities for Christian elementary education. Almost one-third

of the mission stations and alt of the evangelistic centers were without
any Christian educational facilities when the Survey data was received.

However, the proportion between primary students and communicants
(36.3 students to every 100 communicants) is not far below the average
reported for most of the provinces. Sixteen per cent of the lower primary
students pass on to higher primary schools, the proportion for the CMA
being highest (34 per cent).

twiddle Schools and Higher Education—No mission educational

facilities above higher primary school grade are reported for Kansn. How-
ever, at the United Conference of the three societies in September 191S,

it was unanimously decided to establish a union middle school in Lan-
chowfu as soon after 1020 as possible.

Government Schools—The average enrollment in gorernment primary
schools is one child to every 54 inhabitants, or a total of 39,685 for the
province. This is equivalent to 60.5 per 10,000. The provinces of China
range frcm an average of 25.5 per 10,000 (Anhwet), to 390 per 10,000

/Rh.insi).

V.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian Hospital

Name of Society
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Grand Total ... 2 » 148 864 1 5 110 US

China Inland Mission CIM 1 6 60 40
1

j
464 t I 5 60 60

SAM (cur) 1 2 60 40
j
400

Other Societies... ... AG*
CMA
Ind *

1
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* Incomplete returns

Middle Schools—One correspondent informs us that the government

has several good middle schools in the province with which mission educa-

§

tion cannot at present compete. Four middle schools for boys are re-

ported in the 4 cities of Lanchowfu, Tsinchow, Pingliang and Liang--

chowfu. The capital also has a law school and a lower normal schools,

,

one for boys and one for girls. Three other normal schools are listed for

Liangchowfu, Titaochow, and Siningfu. Little is known of the quality

of their work.

FoRKtcx ani> Chinese Workers Classipikd

30 26 10 10 20 30 40

Foreign Workers
Chinese Evangelistic Workers
Chuiese Educational Workers
Chinese Medical Workers
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Mission- Schools and Hospitals.
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General Survey—The first medial missionary work in Kansu was
attempted by Mr. H. W. Hunt, in the district of Tsinehow, Here his

influence in opening' up the country and the memory of his good deeds

are spoken of to this day. Following this pioneer effort in herding

ministry, came Mr. TomvaH, who reached Kansu in 1S94. His efforts

in the district of Pingliang have been greatly blessed and still continue.

Medical work in the capital city began with the arrival of Dr. J. M.
Hewett and Mr. A. Preedy, both of the CIM, 1904. To-day, after more
than 25 years of medical missionary activity, Kansu still has only 3

credited Christian physicians, 2 foreign and 1 Chinese. There is one
foreign doctor to every 3 or 4 million inhabitants in Kansu.

Two mission hospitals have been built, the American-Chinese Hos-

pital, SAM {era}, in Pingliang, and the William Borden Memorial Hos-

pital, CIM, in lanchowfu. These two hospitals total 220 beds. Two
foreign nurses, 3 graduate Chinese nurses, and 7 Chinese nurses in train-

ing represent the additional hospital force in the province. Twelve dis-

pensaries are located in as many mission stations. The value of medical

vsork in opening the country to evangelistic effort and in breaking down
the opposition of the people cannot be over-estimated. Several corres-

pondents have referred to the urgent need for medical work in such

centers as Siningfu and Hochow. In their words, "nothing would be

so effective in securing access to Moslems and Tibetans as the work of

itinerating physicians in these cities and surrounding districts." Dr.

Kac, with 2 Chinese assistants, is doing both medical and evangelistic

'work in the city of Kancbow, under the CIM.

Nuaaaat of Communicants and Mission Primary Students Compared

100 200 300 400 500 800

cm wwwvwAvwwwJwww^
CM A

SAM (am vvwvywwiwwwft Communiettats
<' '"> Mission Primary S$tsU?«sts
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KIANGSI
I.

—

Hsien Boundaries

HSIEN BOUNDARIES

Political Divisions—Kiangsi has an area of 69,490 sq.mi., and
supports a population of 24,490,687, or 309 inhabitants per sq.mi.

The State of Oklahoma, U. S. A., although it has approximately
the saire area supports a population of only n per sq.mi. For the

purpose of civil administration the province is divided into 4 tao. These
are subdivided into Si hsieus. The capital city is Nanehang. The only
treaty port is Kiukiang. Hukcw on the Yangtze is a port of call.

Physical Characteristics—Kiangsi has been aptly described as "an
amphitheatre of mountains and valleys, cne-fifth larger than England
and Wales, draining into a central lake." It has many picturesque

features, and in its general geological structure, resembles Hunan. Except
in the north it is entirely mountainous, the Tanges running generally

in a southwest and northeast direction, while the main river valley,

that of the Kan, runs more nearly south to north and the sub-valteys west
to east. The Kwangsin River drains the northeastern section of the
province, and the Fit River the southeastern. All three rivers empty
into Poyang Lake, which is 90 miles long and about 30 miles wide in

the north. This lake is similar to Tungting Lake in Hunan, overflowing

in summer and becoming quite low during winter. It is gradually

shrinking in area. The Hukcw Canal connects it with the Yangtze River.

The. great plain surrounding Poyang Lake extends southward as far as
Linkiang.

Climate—The climate in the north is temperate in summer, although
the days and nights are frequently very depressive and hot. During the

winter the lakes between Kiukiang and the mountains are occasionally

frozen. As one goes further south, climatic conditions change, and may
he characterized as more nearly seme-tropical,

language—Mandarin is universally spoken throughout the province,

eraept in the extreme southern and eastern sections where the country
fcordexs on Fukien and Kwangtung. Here Mandarin is understood with

difficulty, and local variations of Fukie*»

and Kwangtung dialects are heard.

Communications—The only railway in*

Kiangsi extends from Kiukiang to Nan-

ehang. Other lines have been projected,,

but no developments are in sight. One
proposed railway is to extend in an east--

wardly direction from Nanehang to Nan-
king, and another in a westwardly direction"

to Pingsiang connecting with the Hankow-
Canton trunk line at Chuchow in Hunan.
Another important railway is planned from*

Nanchang southward following the conrse-

of the Kan River and the MeiMng Pass ans"3

terminating at Canton.

Most of the rivers are navigable, and1

practically every large city in the province -

can be readied by water. The roads-

throughout Kiangsi are generally merc-

footpaths and much neglected due to the

exceMent water communications. One-
important highway, however, deserves-

mention. If foHows the Kan River almost,

due north and south through the provincev-

and is commonly known as the "Ambas-
sador's Road," for along this highway many-
foreign embassies journeyed in years past-

en route from Canton to Peking. This-

highway is marked by mission stations and?

evangelistic centers. From Kianfu, roads-

run to Yungsin and Yungfeng. Along
these roads mission work is developing*

rapidly. At Changshu the main highway"
is crossed by a road extending from Fukien*
into Hunan. Along this road extending:

westward one may find considerable missionr

expansion. Another road extends frown

Kiukiang through Juichowfu, Fengsin, Ani^.

Kienchangfu, and Teianhsien, to Kiukiang..

Each of these important cities is now ie

missionary residential center. From Kien--

changfu another road runs up into the tea

district. This road is dotted with churches*,

schools, and Christian homes. East of the-

lake the Kwangsin River is the chief means -

of communication, and has a notable series-

of stations. Some of the oldest mission*

work in the province is being done along:

this river by women missionaries. Just.

scuth of this in the valley of the Fu River
and along the Fukien-Hunan highway one also finds very active Christia**-

propaganda going on. The shores of Poyang Lake, being accessible to*
boat travel, are lined with Christian churches and schools, particularly
in the northern sections.

Economic Conditions—Kwangsi is in the main agricultural. Several
districts report four crops annually. Two in-gatberings are quite common,,
one being of rice and the other of wheat, opium, rape, or buckwheat-
Tea is grown on the borders of paddy fields, and along the hill sides..

Tobacco is common, and various qualities of hemp are also seen. Timber
forms a principal export from the western and southwestern sections of
the province. Extensive orange groves are seen in Liangking and*
Chienchang. The mineral wealth of the province is very great though*
little developed.

The majority of the people are engaged in agricultural pursuits andf
live rather a secluded life.

Postal FacUUtes—The extension of post office facilities is greater im
Kiangsi than in the neighbouring provinces of Hunan, Hupeh, or Fukien.
During 1919, over 40 new postal agencies were established, and more pieces-
of mail were handled in Kiangsi that year than in either Hunan or Anhwei.
These comparisons will indicate the relative openness of the country to-
missionary itineration and evangelism through the medium of the press.

Telegraph Facilities—The main line of the telegraph system between
Hankow and Canton passes through the middle of the province, and*
supplies ample service to the cities en route. There are more telegraph
than mission stations in the province.

Christian Occupation by Hsiens—No hsien in Kiangsi is wholly
neglected or untouched by Christian evangelism, although there are two-
areas unclaimed by mission societies, one in the north including parts of
two hsiens, and one in the south embracing parts or the whole of six
hsiens. Thae are 8 hsiens, having a total population estimated as being
over a million, without any organized Christian work. Thirty-six hsiens,,

or almost one-baM the total number in the province, with approximately
40 per cent of the population, are without any Christian schools.
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POPULATION
Gener*d Estimates—Population es-

timates far Kiangsi vary from 14,500,000

(Mtnchengpa Census, 1910) to 26,530,000

(Statesman's Year Book, 1902). A per-

sonal estimate by Mr. Clennell reduced the

figures to 11,000,000, which, however, has

received little support. The Board of

Revenue in 1S85 reported 24,541,000. This

was undoubtedly too high, for twenty-five

years' later an official estimate reached

approximately the same igure, 24,534,000.

The annual rate of increase in population

fcr India, as indicated in the recent India

us, is 0.7 per cent, and that for Japan

per cent. It seems improbable, there-

that the rate for China can be much
; .5 per cent.

Population estimates by hsiens received

from official sources by the CCC in 1918

credit Kiangsi with 24,490,687. The Post

Office figures gathered a year later, 1919,

total 24,466,809. The slight difference

between these two estimates greatly

strengthens the report among Chinese in

Kisngsi that the inhabitants of this pro-

vince number slightly over 20,000,000.

Post Office population estimates for the

fo!lowing hsiens exceed these supplied to

the CCC : Singtze, Tsiensban, Shibeheng,

Ltiling and Shangkao. On the other hand,

Post Office figures are much below those

of the CCC for Suishui, Hnkow, Kweiki,

Tsiennan, Tayu, Nankang, Taibo, Kishui,

and Linchwan. If, then, we accept

24,500,000 an a satisfactory estimate, the

density ratio for KJangsi becomes 352.8

inhabitants per square mile.

Densest Areas—The areas of greatest

density are those around Poyang Lake and
the valley of the Kan with its tributaries.

The mountainous sections of the province

are considerably below average density.

Cities—Four cities are reported with

populations roughly estimated to be 100,000

or above : Nanchang, 500,000 ; Kanchow,
300,000; Kianfu, 120,000; and Fucbow,
100,000. Note the large dot representing

the Kingtehchen district. This
is the center of the China-ware industry,

and of numerous villages of workmen,
grouped closely together. Seven cities are

believed to have somewhere between 50,000 and 100,000 inhabitants

:

Kiukiang, 85,000; Ningtu, 60,000; Jaochow, 50,000", Kienchangfu,

50,000; Nanfeng, 50,000; Yuanchow, 50,000; and Juikin, 50,000. The
populations of thirteen other cities range between 20,000 and 50,000, Of
the total 24 cities in Kiangsi reported as having over 20,000 inhabitants

each, 11 or almost half are without foreign missionary residents.

Approximately 87 per cent of the people in the province live in cities

under 20,000, or in rural districts.

MISSION FIELDS
General Surrey—There are 15 Protestant mission societies with

Christian constituencies in Kfiangsi. Four of these have no resident
foreign missionaries, the work being carried on by Chinese and supervised
from neighbouring provinces. All denominational groups except the

Congregational are represented. One-tenth of the province still remains
unclaimed. The missions with largest fields aTe as follows : CIM and its

affiliated societies (FFC and GCAM), MEFB, NKM, and CMML. Over
half the province is claimed by the CIM and its affiliated missions, while
the MEFB claims approximately one-third as its special responsibility.

The field of the NI.K is only one-quarter the size of the MEFB field.

The delimitation of field boundaries for the following societies has been
impossible

: CMS, CE, SDA, and YMCA. Independent missionaries are
located in Kiukiang, KuHng, and Tungsiang. The two first named
societies work very small areas in the western part of the province around
rinjjsiang. No field demarcations were received by the Survey Com-
mittee from the CMML. In order, however, to give some idea of the
atea over which the evangelistic work of this mission now extends,
boundary lines have been drawn enclosing all evangelistic centers and
the territory 30 H beyond the furthermost centers. In this procedure the
Committee has followed the principle kid down for the demarcation of
mission fields in all relatively unoccupied provinces as for example, the
CIM field in Kwekbow.

^Nationality aj Satieties—Three societies are Continental : Bn, FFC,
and GCA.M. The last two are affiliated with the CIM. Unfortunately, a
distinction between the fields of these two missions and the field of the

itself was impossible on the accompanying map. Five societies are
American, two of which report no foreign missionaries in the province :

S»DA and UE. Four societies are British, with the CMS and EPM

II.

—

Density of Population

without resident foreign workers. Two societies are International : CIM
and YMCA.

Overlapping Areas—In any province as poorly occupied as Kiangsi,
overlapping is mere evident on paper than in the experience of the
workers. More overlapping of fields does not necessarily indicate any
duplication or cenfli-.tion in the work of the various missions concerned.

I.—Force at Work—Foreign

Name of Society

Grand Total ... 14 5 1 2 | 101 ss 165 226

Anglican PE 3 ... 1 ... 3 4 1

CMS ... j ...

Baptist ABF 1 1 \
1 % 3 5

Lutheran ... Bn 1 ... 1 1 2

Methodist MEFB 7 2 j 1 i i? 11 27 3«*

CE ... ... j
... ... ...

Presbvterian EPM ...

China Inland Mission CIM 2 1 46 16 62 TO

FFC (cm) ... 8 8 8

GCAM (cm) ... 1 8 8 16

Other Societies ...CMM1< ... ... ; 12 13 23 36

Ini ... ... ! 4 4 4

XKM ... j 6 4 11 15

SDA
TMCA ... S ... 2 2 i

Societies witiwut or-
1 j.„

ganised evangelistic ! pgW
|

2 1 ... 9 13
work or church i r-it£

'

constituency
'
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III.—

;

Protestant Mission Fields

The accompraying map shows overlapping mission fields around
Poyang Lake, where the PE and CIM, NKM and CMML, MEFB and
CMML, MEFB and PE overlap; and in the central part of the province,
where the MEFB and CIM overlap. Nanchang and Kanchow, as well
as the Kingtehchcn district, are indicated on the accompanying map as
fields common to all mission fccieties.

Unoccupied Arety—Unoccupied areas arc frequently visited by
evangelists and colporteurs. In the north the country is more or less

swampy, and consequently sparsely inhabited, while the south appears
to be more populous. In this southern region the people speak local
dialects resembling those heard in Fukien and Kwangtung.

Comity Agreements—Mission correspondents mention very little in
the way of comity agreements. The CIM reports having definitely
apportioned certain districts to the GCAM and FFC, for them to regard
as their special responsibilities. An unwritten agreement exists between
the workers of the CIM and the Bn missions in the northwest, which
fixes field boundaries there. But this is all. Doubtless definite agree-
ments between the missions regarding their respective field delimitations,
and a more or less general policy cf comity for the whole province, will
he worked out before long. It is much needed.

the MEFB was signalized by the opening

of Fowler Institute in Kxnkiang in rSSx.

This institute later developed into the

William Nasi Coiege. Due to stubborn

resistance from conservative Chinese, Nar-

chang, the capital of the province, was not

entered until 1899.

Two years after the Methodists entered

Kiangsi, Mr. J. E. Cardwell, of the CIM,

reached Kiukksg. Here he secured pre-

mises just outside the west gate of the

city- and opened a street chapel. During

1871-72 three long itinerating journeys

were made, one into the Kan River valley,

as far south as Wananhsien, another to

the cities and towns around Poyang Lake,

and a third up the Fnchow River as far

as Fuchow, and the Kwangsin River, as

far as Anjen. In 1873 Mr. Cardwell opened

Takutang on Poyang Lake, where 5 years

later he secured a permanent site for his

headquarters. The work of the CIM lr

Kiangsi has developed along three lines

:

{i) The Kwangsin River district to the

northeast; (2) The Kan River district is

the north, west, and south ; (3) The Fa
River district in the southeast. Yushaa

was tire first station to be opened along

the Kwangsin River. This river district,

foPowing Dr. Hud&on Taylor's decision, is

worked almost entire!}' by foreign women
missionaries, with Chinese assistants both

men and women. In 1889, definite

itineration in the practically untouched

Kan River district was begun. No at-

tempts were made to rent premises in tfc*,

larger cities such as Changshu, Kianfu, or

Kanchow, Cliinese inns being used in-

stead. The province was not opened to

aggressive evangelism until after the Sine-

Japanese War of 1S95-6.

The ladies of the Finnish Mission began
work in Kiangsi in 1899 at Yungsin and

Yfianchow. The Fn River district wis
allotted to «he German China Allm-.cs

Associates oi the China Inland Missk<n.

This, in Reality, is an extension of their

field in Chekiang. The first station oc-

cupied by this mission was Fuciiew,

opened in 1899.

Messrs. E. J- Blandford and C. E.
Holland were pioneers into the northwestern portions of the province
where the NKM and CMML are still working.

Note that the greatest advance in the opening of mission stations was
made between xSgr and 1910. A comparison of the Christian occupation
in terms of mission stations between Kiangsi and Hunan is interesting.
Most stations in Hunan were opened after the Boxer Uprising, while in
Kiangsi as many stations were opened before as after. In comparing
present results, however, Hunan, though opened later, exceeds Kiangsi
in almost every feature of missionary work. While the growth through-
out Kiangsi has been steady, it has not been as rapid as elsewhere in
China, nor have all departments or activities of missionary .work been
equally stressed.

Oldest Fields Compared—A comparison of this map with Maps V.
VI, and VII shows that the areas which were opened first to missionary
endeavor now report the highest degree of Christian occupancy in terms
of evangelistic centers, workers, and communicants. Progress during the
earlier stages was exceedingly slow, due largely to the anti-foreign feel-

ing throughout the province. The CMML was the first mission to
enter Naiithausr.

Mission Stations Arranged Chronoiogicaixy

AGE OF WORK

Age of B'orfc—Rev. V. C. Hart, who arrived in Foochow in 1S66, was
sent with Rev. E. S. Todd by the MEFB to open work at Kiukiang, in
December, 1867. Two years later this work had extended sufficsentlv to
the east and west of the city to justify the formation of an independent
Methodist mission. Two additional male missionaries reached Kiukiang
in 1870, and in 1872 the first foreign single women joined the mission.
The first annual meeting of the Central China Methodist Mission was held
an 1S75.

Two Chinese girls, Ida Kahn and Ma«y Stone, having completed their
medical education in America, returned in 1S97 and opened medical work
in Kiukiang. Recently Dr. Kahn has been carrying on self-supporting
medical work in Nanchang. The first attempt at higher education by

1807- 1861- M81- IS9»- 1901- ( r;>u-
1860 1880

\
l!*90 1900 < 1910

J

Anglican ..PE
Baptist ..ABF 1
Lutheran ... ..Bn
Method fet ... ..MEFB 1 1

China Inland
Mission.. ..CIM

FFC (CIM)

GCAM (cm)
I 1

Other Societies ..CMML
Ind
NKM
YMCA

1

1
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EXTENT OF EVANGELISM
Residential Centers—Forty-she xnis-

•sionary residential centers are located

co the accompanying map. More than

half of these are on navigable streams

or accessible by railway. Except for the

southern section and the extreme northeast,

Kiingsi appears fairly well dotted with

mission station symbols. Only fcur re-

sidential centers reported representatives of

more than one mission society when the

Survey data was collected. For the most

part missionary advance has followed the

chief waterways, notably the Fu, Kwarsg-

sin, and Siu Rivers, and to a lesser extent,

the Kan and the Yuan. Besides 272

evange'jstic centers grouped around the

mission stations, there is a large number of

occasional preaching places scattered every-

where over the province.

Bach foreign residential center averages

ft evangelistic outposts. The CIM is far in

the lead in its number of mission stations.

This society (with its affiliated societies

GC-VXf and FFC) maintains over 30 mission

stations. The CMML ranks second with

12. These two report 77 per cent of the

ni'ssion' stations ; 68 per cent of the Pr< -

testant communicants; 40 per cent of the.

employed Chinese workers ; and 3s per cen*

of the total mission primary students in the

province.

Distribution of Evangelistic Centers—
There is as yet Mttle evidence of intensive

evangelism in Kiangsi. Fairly extensive

itineralive work has been done by the CIM
in the Kwangsin and Fu valleys, and by
the CMML in the Siu vilky. The Kan and
Yfian River valleys appear less developed.

Overlapping mission fields show no more
intensive work than other sections of the

province.

Compare this map with Map II. The
ureas now reporting the greatest develop-

ment in the number of evangelistic eenttis

are greatest m their density of popnlatioin

For this reason the need of extensive

evangelism may be said to be equally great

throughout every section of the province.

The degree of Christian occupation of

various mission fields in terms of

evangelistic centers is strikingly presented

in the table which follows on the next
page:

IV.—Agk of Work

m?m

II.—Force at Work—Chinese

Name of Society

S^ I

Anglican

Baptist

Lutheran
Methodic

PnesfejteriaB

China Inland Mis&ion

Grind Total 26 195 99 320

©iber Soeielie*

rfcektias without organised ewtngel-
wtie work or church eonstituencT...

PB
CMS
ABF
Bn
MEFB

VE
EPM
CIM
FFC (cm)
OCAM (cm)

CMML
lad
NKM
8BA
YMCA

K3, FCM8, UMC

47 181

1

11 47

206 M 294

10 11

IS 102 126 740 174

u
9

384

1

t>m
10
7:!

69 W

8&% 4.8

7S% 4.5
'•'• S.K

100'-1

,,

100*.

71\, 2.4

90% 1.3
79'-';, 4.6

&*% O.S

$5% 1.8

100 Hh

100% 2.4

....
100 «;, 0.8

ia) This column includes worker* connect**! with educational institutions above Middle School grade.
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V.

—

Extent of Evangelism
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SDA. Only two societies, with church con-

stituencies report medical missionary work.

The proportion of women to men in the

foreign force is almost three to one.

Distribution of the Foreign Force—It

we omit Killing which is essentially a

health resort during the major part of the

year, 36 per cent erf the missionary' force ia

the province live in the cities of Kiukiang

and Nandiang. The remaining foreign

residential centers average a fraction more

than three missionaries each.

Nationality—-Fifty-eSgJit per cent of the

missionary body in Kiangsi are British,

and 14 p<ar <

n Terms

rat

of

Field

Area

ABF 750

Bn i/*;°

NKM 5.7«>

CIM, GCAM, & FFC 37,000

PE 875

CMMI 3,7«»

EPM 1,300

MEFB 20,600

Nouses op

evangelistic

Centers

l6o

4

NCMBLR OF SQ.Ml.

per Evangelistic-

Center
107

150

190

219

21S

30S

32s

735

Hem Stations—Plans for 8 new stations have been reported. All of

these are to be opened before 1923. They are located as follows : Kwang-

ehang, (".CAM (cmj ; Shihchcnghsien, GCAM (cm) ; and Lukihsien,

GCAM (cim), in the eastern half of the province; Siakianghsien (CIM),

and Sinvuhsitn (CIM), in the central Kan River valley; and Jnihung

(CIM), just south of Poyang Lake. The MEFB reports definite plans to

enter Kianiu and Kienchangfu where the CIM and GCAM (cim) respective-

ly are already at work.

Reasons fir Inadequate Occupation—All correspondents refer to the

inadequacy of their working staff, both foreign and Chinese. Four refer

to lack of funds, and several mention the political unrest. Shortage of

funds is attributed by several correspondents to economic conditions

resulting from the War. In one district anti-foreign feeling is still

too strong to permit of the establishment of permanent work.

2$ per cent American,

Continental.

Christian Occupation

Foreign Workers—
Number of Missionaries per !,«••

Inhabitants (Average 9)

ABF 2 1

CMMI. 16

NKM 14

PE 13

MEFB 11

CIM 8

GCAM (cim) 7

FFC (cim) 7

Ba 4

Number of Missionaries per i row
Communicants (Average 30)

CMMI 164

NKM 75
FFC (cim) 57
I'E 19
MEFB 35
GCAM (cim) 22

CIM 20

ABF 15

Bn 5

It is interesting to compare the rank -

of Various societies as given in the above
two tables with their rank in the tab!es

accompanying this same map, which show
the degree of Christian occupation in terms
of Chinese workers per million inhabitants
and per thousand communicants.

Chinese Workers—There are more than
three employed Chinese workers for every
foreign worker in Kiangsi. The MEFB
employs the highest proportion, 8.8

Chines to each foreigner. (See Table II, Column 16). The CMML J»a*
two foreign workers to each employed Chinese. When we count tfie
employed Chinese workers engaged in all forms of missionary activity,
the total for Kiangsi reaches 740. Of these, 43 per cent are engaged full-
time in evangelistic, 40 per cent in educational, ami 17 per cent in medical
work. The following missions report more evangelistic than educational
workers : CIM with almost three times as many, NKM, ABF, and Bn.
On the other hand, both the PE and MEFB report twice as many
educational workers as evangelistic. The figures supplied- by the CMML
are not sufficiently complete to make comparison of any value. (See Table
II, Columns 4, 7, and 12).

Ordained Workers—Slightly over 8 per cent of the emploved
evangelistic force are ordained (26). Of this number, 17 or 65 per cent
are connected with Hie MEFB society. The CIM and PE are the only other
missions in the province reporting regularly ordained Chinese clergymen.
Over 2,100 communicants in the province are without the pastoral over-
sight of any regularly ordained Chinese minister. In the missions report-
ing ordained workers there is an average of 301 communicants to each
Chinese ordained pastor. It is striking to nota that if we include the
foreign with the Chinese force, Kiangsi has a total of only 40 ordained
workers. What this means in the spiritual ministries and administration
of 225 organized churches with a total constituency exceedng 15,000 cannot
be easily imagined. Each ordained worker averages over 5 organized
churches and almost 200 communicants under his spiritual charge.

FULL-TIME WORKERS
Foreign Staff—Kiangsi has a total of 226 foreign missionaries residing

in 46 cities. Twenty-two per cent of the men are ordained, in other wcrds
there is one ordained missionary to every five. The province reports a

surprisingly large number of single women missionaries, 104, or almost

half of the entire foreign force. Fifteen out of the 46 residential centers

report women missionaries only. Over one-half of the foreign force of

the CIM consists of single women, about one-haM of the MEFB, and
one-half of the NKM, and exactly one-third of the CMML. The largest

number of missionaries is reported by the CIM (78). The MEFB ranks
next with approximately one-half this number, the CMML third with
almost as many as the MEFB, and the NKM fourth. The following
societies report no foreign workers in the province : CMS, UE, EPM, and.

mkfb
cim
GCAM <c

PB
NKM
ABF
CMMI.
FFCjcuO
YMCA
Be

Chint.se and Foreign Workers Compared

50 25 25 50 100 150 200 S50 300

1
•'

I"

CbtatM F«oe»*fen*f Wottosrs

Chines Medical Worker*



Note the high rank of the MEFB, PE,

cud KKM missions in both tables. The

second table also indicates the number of

^employed Chinese workers oat of every

agoo csanmanicants. The MEFB, for ex-

ample, employs the highest number, or

jji.j oat of every ioo communicants; the

^E iS-3, and so on. (See Table VI, Column

to). Among the larger societies the CIM
.employs the lowest proportion, 4.7 out of

••every 100 communicants. It is interesting

<o compare these tables on Chinese

•Christian workers with preceding tables on

foreign workers.

Twenty-eight per cent of the foreign

•force, 69 per cent of the Chinese workers,

.and 59 per cent of the communicants are

«aen Notice that the MEFB reports the

largest percentage of women workers, 45

«^er cent ; the NKM, next in order, with 35

••per cent; and the CIM, third, with 29 per

•cent

Training Centers for Chinese Workers

—In addition to such training in religious

-mask as is offered in mission higher

(primary and middle schools throughout the

-province, the following special Bible

-schools have been reported : Burrows

Memorial Bible Training Institute, CIM,
"Nanchang; Knowles Training School for

"Women, Kiukiang, and the Women's
Bible Training School, Nanchang. The

lut two schools are supported and staffed

t>y the Women's Foreign Board of the

'American Methodist Mission. Most of the

-other large missions provide opportunities

•for Bible study and training in religious

•work in the form of station classes and

"Bible training institutes which extend

over a number of weeks, and which are

attended by both old and new workers.

COMMUNICANT CHRISTIANS
General Suney—The total communi-

«tat membership of the Protestant churches

•in Kiangsi is 7,827, and that of the

Homan Catholic Church is 79,593, almost

'tea times as great. The Protestant com-
municant body is divided into 225 organized

-congregations, making an average of 34
-members each. The spiritual oversight of

*hese congregations is in the hands of 26
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III.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian Community

Name of Society

00 §

1 3

6

SB
C
>
S3

3

I \

e

4 5 6 7

— — "^

8 9 10 11 12 13

Grand Total ... 56 225 272 4.438 3.059 7,827 15,319 59
;

53 71 44 , 7,323 29

Anglican PE
CMS

Baptist ABF
Lutheran Bn
Jfafkodki , MEFB

VE
Presbyterian EPM
Chin* fa-Jand Mission CIM

FFC u:mi
GCkkicml

Oifeer Societies CMML
Ind
KKM*
S0A
YMCA

•2:4 4
1 117 7

1 9 11
*2 27 * 28

1 1
a 4

23 116 130
•2 S 5

34 34

U 2 12

5 15 3D
... i 3 ; S
I

133
5*2

1-7

638

16
63

2 222
87

488

12S

127
57

so laa ; 4*7
20 i

7*2 . 122
147 334 402
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VII.—DlSTRlBCTlOX Off COMMWICANTS
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Moreover, the number of Sunday SchooP

scholars in Kiangsi exceeds the total

number of student* under Christian in-

struction by over a.oco. Considerablfr-

diftcrence in administration of churches iA-

rcvealed by the tables giving the num-
ber of foreign and Chinese workers per-

1,000 communicants. "The CIM and*

affiliated societies report 102 foreign mis-

sionaries, and 271 Chinese workers, whil»-

the MEFB, for example, Teports one—

third fewer missionaries and one-fourth*

more Chinese workers.

Christian Occupation m
Chinese Employed Workers-

Terms of

ordained and 294 unordained evangelistic Chinese workers. Appro-
ximately 6 out of every 10 of the churchmembers are men.

Membership by Denomination—Denominational emphasis, except that

among Methodists, is not a prominent feature of Christian work in

Kiangsi. The communicant membership of the CIM and other societies

not grouped under any denomination is 5,683, or almost 74 per cent of

the whole. Methodists number 1067, while other well-known denomina-
tional missions report a combined church membership of only 1,000 or
thereabouts. In other words, the membership of the Methodist church
Kiangsi is as great as the combined membership of Anglican, Baptist,

Lutheran, and Presbyterian churches.

Distribution of Membership—There is one Christian for every 3,129

inhabitants in Krlangsi, and one evangelistic center to approximately

every 255 square miles. These facts reveal the undeveloped state of

Christian mission work and the great need both for intensive and exten-

sive evangelistic effort. A glance at the accompanying map shows the

greatest number of Christians along the Kwangsin River, and in the

valley of the Fu River. The percentage of Christians in cities over 50,000

is very low. Except for Kiukiang and Nanchang there is little con-

centration in large cities. The Kan River valley compares very un-

favorably in the number of its church members with the Kwangsin River
valley. The section west of the Kan River, if compared with Map V
showing the location of evangelistic centers, appears fairiv well supplied.

The southern part of the province, especially the lower Kan River valley

is striking in the absence of resident Christians ; also between Kanchow
and Kingtu. If the accompanying map be compared with Map IV, it will

be seen that the districts where missionary work first, began, namely
around Kiukiang and in the Kwangsin River valley, report the largest

returns today in the number of communicant Christians. There is no
region where intensive work stands out prominently. Most of the pro-

vince still appears inadequately occupied and in immediate need of strong

evangelistic endeavor.

Church Organization—The number of organized churches is slightly

less than the number of evangelistic centers. There is as average of 4
churches to every mission station. The Christian constituency in the

province is about double that of the church membership, while the
number of scholars in Sunday Schools is most encouraging. There is

en average of 938 Sunday School scholars to every 1,000 church members.

Workers per 1,000,000 Isehamtakts

(AVERAGB 31)

ABF
MEFB • 93

PE 53-

GCAM (cim) 3J-

NKM 24'

Bn -•
20'

CIM • •— 18

FFC lem) 9-

CMML .-•• 8

Workers per r,ooo Communicant*
{Average 99)

MEFB 313

PE •- 153

NKM 124

OCAM (era) 106-

ABF - "3J

FFC (as) - IT
CIM AT
CMMI, 3*P

Bn 25.

Number of Chinese Employed Wqrjkirs pib, 100 Sq. Mi.12 3

ABF
PE
MEFB
cm
Bn
CMMI.
HXM
EPM

COMMUNICANTS PER 10,000

The average number of communicants per 10,000 population is slightljr*

over 3. Yfichang-tao, in the central eastern section of the pro-
vince is relatively the best occupied, showing 5.1 communicants per 10,000.

Kannan-tao, in the extreme south, with 3.3, and Sfinyang-tao, in the-

extreme north, with 2.5 follow, leaving Luling-tao, in the central west,

ranking last in order with only 1.6 communicants per 10,000.

Among hsiens, Kweiki leads, with 18.9 communicants per 10,000, or

1 for every 531 inhabitants. Kiukiang-hsien comes next with 1 for every

561 inhabitants. It is interesting to note that the best occupied lxsien in •

terms of church communicants is worked by a single mission, the CIM.

Undeveloped Areas—The areas in the province whkh show the lowest

proportions of the Christians to inhabitants are, generally speaking,

sparsely settled, wild and mountainous is their physical characteristics,

with poorly developed means of communication. Only one exception

should be noted, namely, the region northeast of the Poyang Lake. Thi»
district, though rather sparsely settled, is within easy reach of the two
oldest stations in the province, Kiukiang and Takutang.

If a comparison of the degree of Christian occupation in terms of

communicants per 10,000 within the various mission fields be desired, we
have the following figures for the larger missions : ABF, 13 communicants,

per 10,000 inhabitants; Bn, 9; CIM, 4; MEFB and GCAM, each 3; NLK,
2 ; and CMML, i.

Kiangsi is one cl the four provinces in China reporting the lowest

degree of Christian occupation in terms of communicants per 10,000, rank—
nag with Anhwei, Kausu, and Szecbwan.



MISSION SCHOOLS
Gemral Summary—Only 5 provinces

report higher proportions of mis$ion

primary stadeats to charch communicants

than Miangsi (€4 students to every 100

communicants), The province has a total

of 4,796 children in primary schools. About
four-fifths of these are lower primary, and

coe-fifth higher primary students. It is

interesting to note that the Soman
Catholic Church, with a communicant

membership 10 times larger than the

membership cC the Protestant churches,

reports fewer primary students, 4,061.

Societies which are providing most of the

Christian educational facilities in the pro-

vince are the MEFB and the C1M, if the

affiliated mis*ons of the latter society be

included. The MEFB with 14 per cent of

the commnnicant membership reports

having half the total number of students.

On the ether hand the CIM, while ranking

next in the total amount of educational

work done, presents a very different pro-

portion. With 62 per cent of the cfaoreb.

membership in the province, this society,

with its affiliated missions, reports less

than one-fourth the total number of primary

stadents.

Distribution of Primary Students-"

From a glance at the accompanying map
one receives the impression of a decided

scarcity of lower primary schools through-

out the province. Not more than half of

the evangelistic centers are sapplied.

Seven stations west and 3 east of the Kan
River and south of the Fa River appear

without any Christian educational facilities

whatever. Most of the mission schools are

concentrated in the cities of Eiakiang,

Wacheng, Nanehang and Fnchow. Note

also the relatively large number of

schools in the Fa and Kwangsin river

valleys, and in the extreme sonthern section

of the province. The small number of

schools in the province may be accounted

tor partly by the fact that most missions

hitherto have devoted the larger part of

their energies to evangelistic work. In the

Fa River valley considerable emphasis is

being placed on educational work by the
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IX.—Missios Schools

GCAM (cm). This mission reports more lower primary schools than the
CMML, NKM, and PE combined. The relative emphasis on primary
education between the various missions is made evident from the following
table.

EVANGELISTIC CENTERS I.OWER PRIMARY SCHOOLS
CIM -. 130 30

GCAM (CIM) 34 25
NKM 30 8

MEFB 28 66
CMML 12 11

Bn ir 2

ABF 7 S
FFC (era) 5 2

PE '.

4 5
EPM 4 2

There are 24 higher primary schools located in 12 of the total 56
mission centers. Eight are reported by the CIM and affiliated societies,

and 5 by the MEFB. Six of the total 24 are for girls.

When the tao are compared Sunyang-tao appears to have the largest
proportion of mission students to communicants, and Luling-tao the
lowest. Of the total number of primary students in Kiangsi, 4.2 per cent
attend mission primary schools.

Middle Schools—The MEFB reports 4 middle schools, 2 in Kiukiang
and 2 in Nanchang; the PE reports one for boys in Kiukiang; and the
NKM one for girls ir. Wuchang. The entire mission middle school
facilities of the province, therefore, are limited to 6 middle schools, 3 for
boys^and 3 for girls, located in 3 cities. Two of these middle schools were
not**doing fall-grade work when the Survey data was received.
There is an average of 45 students in each school. The proportion of girls
to boys in mission middle schools is greater than that reported for mission
primary schools Twenty-six per cent of the mission lower primary
students enter higher pnanary schools, the CIM and PE reporting the
highest preeenfages.

Number of Students and Communicants Compared—The differences
between missions in the relative emphasis which each places upon
education is well shown by the number of primarv students per mo
communicants

: MEFB 218, PE 119, NKM 93, GCAM (cim) 70 ABF %iCMML 48, PE 44. FFC (cm) 38, Bn 17, and CIM 15.

Higher Education—No mission educa-

tional facilities above middle school grade

are offeted at the present time. The MEFB
maintains William Nast College at Kiu-

kiang where college grade work has been

and will be offered again as sooa as a

sufficient faculty staff can be secured.

Teacher Training Faeffiiies—Normal
courses for men are being given in the

Nanchang Academy, and training in

education is given also at the Baldwin

School for girls in Nanchang. Bible train-

ing schools for men and women are con-

ducted both at Nanchang and Kiukiang,

and short-term Bible schools exist in

smaller centers throughout the province.

GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS
General Survey—Over 100,000 govern-

ment primary students are enrolled, or a

proportion of 44 students to every 10,000

inhabitants. Kannan-tao seems to be best

provided with educational facilities, re-

porting 57 government primary students to

each 10,000 inhabitants.

A comparison of the accompanying

map with Map IX reveals the fact that

government education receives little

emphasis in Nanchang and Kiukiang

where mission schools are strongest. The
hsiens for which the government report

gives the largest numbers of lower primary

schools are Kian, Poyang, Kaoan, Ping-

siang, Kanhsien, and Wantsai. The

number of lower primary schools given

in the report of the Ministry of Educa-

tion {1916) for Kian-hsien appears to be

altogether out of proportion to the number

of students reported (770 schools and 1760

students, or less than 3 scholars in each

school). Moreover the number of schools

far exceeds that given for any other hsien

in the province. These two facts point to

an obvious error in one or the other of

the two figures; probably 70 or 77

more nearly approximates the actual

number of lower primary schools

in Kian-hsien. Another interesting fact

is that the hsiens which report more
than 10 government higher primary

schools pre all situated southwest of a

line drawn vertically through Nanchang and Fuchow, whereas the great

bulk of mission schools, both lower and higher primary, are located

north and northeast of this line.

Government Middle Schools—Kiangsi has 16 government middle

schools which are located in n cities : 4 in the capital city of Nanchang,

one of these being for girls ; 2 north of this city, one in Kiukiang and

another in Jachow; while all the remaining ones are fouii farther south,

Wucheng has a mission middle school for girls, but no government middle

school. Only one government school for girls is reported for the entire

province. The following mission stations which are without mission*

middle schools have government educational institutions of middle school

grade : Jaochow, Fuchow, Kanchow, Ningtu, Kianfu, and Yuanehow,

Higher Education—In addition to seven normal schools of middle

school grade, Kiangsi has one higher normal school, one agricultural

college, and two law schools, these latter located in the capital city,

Nanchang.

nfmrer of communicants and mission primary students
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HOSPITALS

General Survey—In addition to the hospital work maintained by
*be summer residents in Ruling, Kiangsi reports 6 mission hospitals
located in 4 cities. The foreign physicians in these institutions represent
2 societies the MEFB and the CIM. The Chinese physicians, especially
Dr. Mary Stone and Dr. Ida Kahn, while representing the same missions
are more widely known and their work far more influential. The average
uumber of beds in each hospital is 57. Fifteen dispensaries located in
-centers where no mission hospitals have as yet been built are also shown
-«n the accompanying, map. The entire work of medical missions in
Kangsi is carried on by a staff of 6 foreign and 9 Chinese doctors. These
workers are assisted by ,2 foreign nurses and 15 graduate Chinese nurses.
A large training school for nurses is connected with the MEFB hospital
at Kiakiang.

Areas In Need—Some idea of the backwardness of medical missionary
work in Kiangsi wili be made more evident by the following facts : forty-
two cities having resident foreign missionaries are still without any
modern hospital facilities. Kiangsi ranks with Kweichow and Yunnan as
tnoat poorly provided with foreign physicians of all China's provinces.
Only Shensj, Kwangsi, Kwehhow, and Yunnan report fewer hospital
neds per million inhabitants There are as many hospitals in Manchuria
as in the provinces of Kiangsi, Shensi, Kwangsi, Kansn, Kweichow, and
Yunnan combi.ned. Eleven cities report populations exceeding 50,000, yet
-only four of these have mission hospitals.

Compare the accompanying map with Map V on Evangelistic Centers.
Note that with one exception tie 7 mission hospitals are located north and
-east of Xaackssig, while the dispensaries are generally confined to the
legion east of the Kan River and Foyang Lake where they seem fairly
"•wealy distributed. The entire northwestern section, embracing perhaps

one-fifth of the province (NKM and CMML Selds) appears without any

professional medical work. Along the Siao River, where good develop-

ment has taken place in evangelistic work, we also fail to find any modern

medical facilities, Christian or non-Christian. Xote the relatively large

nnmber of evangelistic centers east of the Kan River and south of the

Kwan?sin. In this entire southeastern section of the province,

Y. Extent .of Occupation—The Christian Hospital
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XL—HosniALS however, there is no Christian hospitals

Also, west of the Kan River, with the ex-
ception of Yuanchow, we find the whole
half of the province destitute of mission

medical work.

Compare the accompanying map with*

Maps VI and VII. A fairly large number-

of coramuneeants are located aronnd Fu-

chow and Nanfeng, as well as in the south*

and the extreme east of the province near

Chekiang. No medical provision, however,,

seems to have been made by the missions.,

for these relatively large Christian com-
muftities scattered over the country, nor-

for the workers both foreign and Chinese.

In addition to the mission hospitals,,

the following non-mission hospitals are re-

ported : one each in Fuchow, Kiukisng,.

Naucbang, and Kianfu. Two Roman Catho-

lic dispensaries exist in Kanchow ancP

Yungsin, Doubtless others exist, for one-

correspondent refers to 6 Roman Catholic-

hospitals and 4 dispensaries. A hospital

under the supervision of Chinese gentry i*»

loeated in PingsGang, and there is a Redl

Cross dispensary in Xanchang.

Kew Hospitals—No plans for new-
hospitals to be built before 1923 have beet*

reported. Extensive developments, how-
ever, both in Kiukiang and in Nanchangr
are being planned for by the MEFB.

Christian Occupation—In terms of doc-

tors and hospitals beds per million inhabi-

tants, the fields best occupied are naturalljr

those of the MEFB and C1M, since these?-

are the only two missions doing any
medical work in the province. In the-

MEFB field we have one doctor and 85,

hospital beds for every 1,200,000 in-

habitants; in the CIM field one doctor
and 8 hospital bads. The average for the-

provinee is 0.2 foreign physicians and 16-

hospital beds per 1,000,000 inhabitants.

The inadequacy of occupation is most im-
pressive when one considers that in the-

fiekls of the 13 other mission societies no*

modern hospital facilities are offered.

¥X—Degree of Occupation and Table of Urgency
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KIANGSU
HSIEN BOUNDARIES I.—HS1EX BOLNDAEIES

Political Divisions—At one time

!Kiangsu and Anhwei constituted a single

-©rovince, with the name Kiangnan. To-

*day both are administered independently.

For purposes of civil administration

Kiangsu is broken up into 5 tao, which

•are subdivided into 60 hsicrs. The seat of

.pi the provincial government is Nanking.
This city has repeatedly been the capita!

• of China, the first time being about 317

A.D., and the last in 191 2, when Dr. Sun
Yat Sen established the republican form

*of government. Five treaty ports are

located in the province ; Shanghai, Chin-

feiang, Nanking, Soochow, and Woosung.
Kiangsu ranks next to Chekiang as the

smallest province of China, with an area

-of 38,610 sq.mi., which is slightly less than

that of Ohio in the U. S. A. or of Greece

in Europe.

Physical Features—The province is a

-wide and low alluvial plain, formed by
•fits silt of two great rivers, the Yellow

-which formerly flowed through the north-

-era section of Kiangsu, and the Yangtze.

"This plain is cut off on the south by the

"highlands of Chekiang, and on the north

*Jby the hills of Shantung. The Grand
•Canal extends in a north to south direction

'throughout Kiangsu's entire length,

Richard divides the province into 3 re-

-gions. The first, or northern region,

•extends almost to Hwaianfu. This dis-

trict comprises the whole of the former
"bed of the Yellow River . which even to

this day is half-filled with water in the

Jlood seasos*. The country is well

populated. The second, or central region,

extends from Hwaianfu southward to the

Yangtze. Here the plain is covered with
lagoons and swamps, and intersected with
jiumerous canals. The third, or southern region, lits south of the
Yangtze. This is the most productive area in the province, and the most
"thickly populated. Several large lakes lie along the borders of Kiangsu,
-the chief ones being the Tai Lake in the south, and Hungtseh Lake in

*the northwest. The coast in the north is tow and fringed by immense
-eand banks. This northern coastal plain as well as the southern Yangtze
»delta are steadily advancing seaward, each year new land being re-

•claimed. The water courses tributary to the Yangtze and open to tidal

action are also gradually filling np with the silt brought in by each
"flood tide.

Climate—The climate of Kiangsu is temperate. Spring constitutes the
-rainy season along the Yangtze. Except in the extreme north, the; winters

-.are mild, with little snow. The moist, unhealthy heat during the summer
is usually followed by a beautiful autumn period. Owing to the proximity
•«f the sea, differences of temperature are less felt than in the interior.

Lam.gmages—The Mandarin dialect is heard throughout northern

*ad. western Kiangsu, In the southeast, local dialects, chiefly those of

"Soochow and Shanghai, prevail. In the city of Shanghai, Ningpoese and
Cantonese are also frequently heard.

Communications—All rivers are navigable, and the province, especially

«cmth of Hwaianfu to the border, is interlaced with canals. One authority

•estimates that southern Kiangsu and northern Chekiang afford 30,000

miles of canal traffic. Modern steamers ply on the Yangtze, connecting

•Shanghai with all Yangtze River ports. The major portion of the water

traffic is still carried on by junks, although steam tranches are fast

<oming into use. The junk traffic is under the jurisdiction of the native

«ustoms, and the Tevennes derived at several ports almost double those

«€ the Maritime Customs.

Country roads are poor and few in number, the excellent water com-
munications making them unnecessary. Heavy transportation is confined

1» the river steamers and the railroads. Kiangsu is well-favored in its

railway development. The following railways cut across the province,

-cr lead from it into other parts of China : Shanghai-Nanking Railway (103

miles in length), Tientsin-Pukow Railway (626 miles, full length),

Shanghai-Woosung Railway {10 miles), Shamghai-Hangchow {160 miles,

"full length), and the Lung-Hai Railway, which connects with the Tientsin-

Pnkow Railway at Sichowfu and with the Peking-Hankow line at

'Cheugebow, Honan. No railway construction is in progress. Several

important lines extending from Nanking and Shanghai have been surveyed
and are partly contracted for.

Postal and Telegraph Facilities—The organization and efficiency of
the Chinese Post Office reach their highest poiDts in the two postal dis-

'tricts of Shanghai and Kiangsu. Every village of importance has its

post office and its regular mail deliveries. (See Appendix B). Foreign
mail parcels may be dispatched from treaty ports. Nanking and Shang-

hai have post offices of foreign nationalities. In the latter city, free

delivery of mail is made by all foreign postal agencies. There is a total

of 171 head, first, second, and third class and sub-offices, and 434 postal

agencies in the province. Chihli alone exceeds Kiangsu in the extent of

its postal service. The number of articles of mail matter posted during

1919 in the Shanghai postal district alone exceeded 71,000,000, a total

greater than that for all China in 1907. Between 1918 and 1919 the Post

Office Report for Kiangsu shows an increase of approximately 25,000,000

pieces of mail handled by the postal agencies within its boundaries.

Telegraph service is a Chinese Government monopoly, and is not as

efficient as the postal service, though fairly reliable. The province is

faell rupplied with telegraph stations, and the city of Shanghai i& in

touch with every part of China as well as with all parts of the world.

Economic Conditions—The country is poor in minerals, but rich

agriculturally. The seil is very fertile, especially south of the Yangtze,

and the latitude and the even distribution of rainfall throughout the year

permit of several crops. The northern section of the province from Shan-

tung to the old basin of the Yellow River is economically least favored.

The alkali soil characteristic of so much of this region seems much less

productive than the black soil of southern Kiangsu. Areas subject to

floods in summer bear only a single crop of winter wheat. Higher land

produces wheat in winter, and "kao liang," beans, peanuts, or other crops

in summer. Inquiry has brought out the fact that for a northern family

to obtain the same support secured by the southern farmer from planting

twenty mow (3 acres) of land, it must cultivate from forty to one hundred
mow.

The people of this whole section are markedly plainer, poorer, and
of a more rugged sturdy type than further south. Their struggle for a
living has been continuously hard, and the repeated famines have left

small margins of food supply. The homes are plainer, with fewer furnish-

ings, less ornamentation, and fewer comforts. The dress is almost wholly
cotton, rather than silk or wool. The manners of the people are more
brusque and direct—"more like foreigners"—with much less of the formal

politeness of the south.

The finest quality and the largest quantity of China silk are produced
in the plain of southern Kiangsu and northern Chekiang. Another highly

important product is cotton. Between 25 and 30 cotton mills, with a total

of a million spindles, operate in Shanghai. This city is the commercial

capital of China, and its greatest industrial center. The entire import
and export trade of eastern central China and of the gre it Yangtze River

valley, extending westward Into Szechwon, passes through this port.

Christian Occupation by Hsiens—Half of the hsiens of Kiangsu are

occupied by more than one mission society. The whole of the province is

claimed. Only 6 hsiens out of a total of 60 report no communicants ; aS

less than a hundred communicants each; and only 18 report no missions

primary school facilities.
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Density of Pofcxation

DENSITY OF POPULATION

Various Estimates—Population estimates for Kiangsu vary from

15,380,000 (1910 Census), to 37,800,000 (Customs' Report 1882). Inter-

mediate figures are as follows: Minchengpu Census 1910, 17,300,000;

CCC official returns, 33,678,611 ; and the most recent census, that made
by the Post Office officials with the assistance of provincial authorities in

1919, which totals 33,786,064. According to the Minchengpu Estimate,

19^0, Kiangsu ranks third m density among the provinces of China (448

per sq.mi.). According to the more recent estimates Kiangsu ranks
first (CCC Estimate, 1918, S72 per sq.mi., and Post Office Estimate, 1919,

875 per sq. mi.). In all three estimates, Chekiang ranks second in density

among the provinces of China.

It is interesting to compare the above density figures for Kiangsu with
estimates of density for other parts of the world. For example, Belgium
reports 657 per sq.mi.; England and Wales, 618; and Rhode Island, the
densest commonwealth in America, 508. From these figures it would
appear that Kiangsu ranks among the more densely populated
geographical units in the world.

In many cases, similar estimates arc given for the same hsien in both
the CCC and Post Office census returns. One missionarv, who with the
aid of Chinese assistants mp.de a careful count in 1917 of the inhabitants
in several hsiens in his field, upon receiving the CCC and Post Office
estimates expressed his unqualified confidence in their approximate ac-

curacy, affirming that the figures supplied for the hsiens where he works
come within several tens of thousands of his own actual count. One
wishes that more confirmations or denials of this kind regarding recent
CCC and Post Office population estimates were possible.

Cities—Twelve cities with populations exceeding 100,000 are thus
far reported for Kiangsu: Shanghai 1,500,000; Soochow 600,000; Chin-
kiang 320,000; Nanking 300,000; Yangchow 300,000; Hwaianfu 180,000;
Wusib 150,000; Tsingkiangpu 130,000; Changchow 125,000; Suchowfu
125,000; Sungkiangfu 100,000; and Taichow 100,000. All cities in this
first group are mission residential centers. Ten cities arc reported with
populations estimated to be somewhere between 50,000 and 100,000

:

Yemheng 90,000; Changshu 88,000; Hinghwa 80,000; Tungchow 65,000;
Sutsien 65,000; Kiangyin 50,000; Kintan 50,000; Jukao 50,000; Tanyang
50,000; and Tungtaihsien 50,000. Only 6 out of the above 10 cities are
mission residential centers, the other 4 being worked as outstations.
Twenty-seven cities are reported with populations between 20,000 and
50,000. In addition, there is a village and country population of con-
siderable importance, more readily accessible to Christian teaching than
are the people of the cities. Approximately 83 per cent of the people in
Kiangsu live m cities of 20,000 or below. From 1850 to 1864, the Taiping
Jtebelhon reduced the number of inhabitants in Kiangsu by several miilion

Densest Areas—Southern Kiangsu i»
very dense. At least two-thirds of thfc
total inhabitants in the province live here.

The Haimen Promontory and Tsungming
Island appear almost black on the accom-
panying map. There are large country
areas south of the Yangtze where the
density of population mounts as high as

i»ooo inhabitants per sq.mi. Note also the
country just north of the Yangtze and
along the Grand Canal.

The Christian Community—Thirty
cut of an aggregate of 33,678 small

dots, each representing 1,000 inhabitants,

.

indicate the numerical strength of the
Protestant communicant body in the pro--

vince.

MISSION FIELDS
General Summary—Twenty-three mis-

sion societies reporting church organiza-
tions are at work in Kiangsu. If we add?
the Bible and Tract Societies, as well as
other societies with foreign representative*

in educational, literary, or general ad-
ministrative work, the total number of
foreign mission societies represented in the-

province exceeds 40.

The following missions among the*

23 which report church organizations have
no country fields beyond the immediate
submbs of the larger cities where they are-

working : the AAM, ABF, AFM, CCACZ^
CCAu, CGM, CMA, SDA, SRM, and WU.
The AAM, Ind, and SDA report work in

Nanking, while all the others including
the SDA and Ind have stations in'

Shanghai. Independent and CGM workers
are also located in Chinkiang, Tang-
shan, and Hinghwa.

Certain societies, as for example the-
CIM and MEFB, have workers in recogniz-

ed country fields, and at the same time
representatives in general administrative

activities in Shanghai. The PN is typical of a number of missions which
report strong work in a city like Shanghai and its immediate environs,,

but whose fields are too small to be shown on the accompanying map.
The SBC and the PE missions, while supplying the Committee with the
location and number of their evangelistic centers, did not venture any
delimitation of field boundaries. Therefore, in order to show the extent,

of the work of these two missions, the Committee has followed its general

.

rule adopted for all relatively unoccupied provinces, and has described*

boundary lines just outside the most distant evangelistic centers. From*
Tangshan and Hinghwa independent missionaries are endeavouring to-
work extensive country areas large enough to be shown on the accompany-
ing map.

Overlapping Areas—The presence of many large cities in Kiangsu,
the fact that several of these were opened as treaty ports relatively early

-

in the history of Protestant missions, and their strategic position as im-
portant missionary centers combine to attract many missions, thus!-,

resulting in a considerable overlapping of fields. It remains for other*-
to say whether or not this overlapping has been for good in every case.
Overlapping of fields exists to a greater or less degree between the fol-
lowing missions : AFO, CIM, FCMS, LMS, MEFB, MES, PE, PN, PS,.
SBC, and SDB.

Roughly one-sixth of Kiangsu is claimed by more than one mission
society. Shanghai, Nanking, Soochow, Chinkiang, and Yangchow, since
they are cities of 200,000 inhabitants and above, appear on the accompany-
ing map as city mission fields common to all societies. Notice that there
are no Lutheran societies at work in the province. Also that Kiangsu has *i
large number of missions having church organizations which cannot be
classified under any of the more common denominational groups. The
PS easily ranks first in the extent of its field. The Methodists, however,,
lead in the number of communicants, outranking the Presbyterians by
over 2,000. The Baptists, Independents, and Anglicans come next in order.

Mission Fields Compared—The fields of the PS cover approximately
two-thirds of Kiangsu, 25,000 sq.mi. They report a population exceeding
eleven and a half million. The MES and SBC rank next in the extent of
their fields, with 8,000 and 5,000 sq.mi. respectively. Each of these mis-
sions assumes responsibility for a population exceeding 3,000,000. The
PE comes fourth in order with an area of 4,000 sq.mi., with 2,500,000 in-
habitants.

Nationality—Kiangsu is largely the responsibility ot American mis-
sionary societies, whose fields extend over considerably more than three-
fourths of the province. The CMS in Shanghai, the CIM in central
Kiangsu, and the LMS in the southeast, together with three or four
smaller missions whose activities are restricted to Shanghai, are the only
non-American societies in the entire province.

Comity Agreements-The Committee has received very little informa-
tion of a definite character regarding comity agreements between missions-.



One cannot infer from this, however, that

few such agreements exist. The CIM re-

ports a more or less general understand-

iag with neighbouring missions not to

begin new work where another mission is

already established. The MEFB, while

reporting no formal comity agreements,

expresses a desire to work along lines ac-

ceptable to all neighbouring missions. The

SDB reports an agreement with the

several missions concerned, whereby Liuho

becomes ' the sole responstbiltiy of this

society. The AFO correspondent refer*

to an understanding which exists between

bis mission and the FCMS regarding

Lubo, but no definite agreements have as

-ret been readied regarding the delimita-

tion of field boundaries. An understand-

ing between the AAM and FCMS is also

reported. The PN states that its fields in

general are well defined. The LMS re-

fers to a definite agreement with the PN
which both missions respect. Certain

districts in several of the larger cities are

generally recognused as the special re-

sponsibility of a particuidr mission.

AGE OF WORK
Pioneer Period—'"The first Protestant

aary to visit Kiangsu was Karl

Fricdrich Gutrfaff, who explored the coast

of China in a sailing vessel in 1832, and
visted Shanghai during that trip."

"To the London Missionary Society

belongs the honor of commencing settled!

work in mid-China. Dr. W. H. Medhnrst

first visited Shanghai in 1835. In 1S43,

be took up his residence there, renting

premises outside the east gate of the native

city. Here he erected the first printing

press and engaged in evangelistic work.

In this same year he also rented premises

outside the south gate, and established the

first mission hospital in central China.

Since 1843 the mission work of the LMS
has been continued without intermission

both in the city and in the surrounding
cwinlry, extending southward into the
province of Chckiang."

The Rev. T. M'Clatehie, of Trinity

College, Dublin, representing the CMS,
a house inside the native city o£

Shanghai in 1844. His first c nverts were
from among the blind.

The Right Reverend W. J. Boone,
M.D., D.D., of the American Episcopal
Church, began work among Chinese ia
Batavia, Java, in 1837. As soon as the
ports of China were opened to foreign re-

sidence in 1842, the PE mission was trans-

ferred to Amoy. Two years later, while
bear"; on furlough, Dr. Boone was con-
secrated the first Bishop of Shanghai and
the lower Yangtze River valley. Ia the
following year he returned to China with
nine associate missionaries. The work in
Amoy was abandoned, and Bishop Boone
took up his residence in Shanghai, exercis-
ing episcopal Jarisdiction over Kiangsu,
Anbwei, Hupeh, and parts of Hunan and
Eiangsi. This large missionary district
has since been divided into 3 dioceses. St.

John's University, Shanghai, was founded
in 1S79 by the Rt. Rev. S. I. J.
Schereschewsky. Previous to this the

•s maintained two boarding schools,
one called Baird HaB, and the other Duane
Hall. It was these two educational in-
stitutions which were united to form the
new St. John's.

Rev. and Mrs. Matthew T. Yates were
the pioneers in Shanghai for the SBC,
arriving in 1847. In that same year, Rev.
and Mrs. J. Lewis Shuck, with two Chin-
ese evangelists, arrived from Canton. The
first Baptist church was organized Ins

November, JS47. The evangelistic work
was pushed with vigour, and "in May,
»%», a building far teaching and preach-
*»g was completed, and the first Protestant
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station to be owned permanently in the interior was opened 12 miles

southeast of Shanghai."
Some idea of the character and extent of the work of the Baptists

before i860 may be gained from the following extract ; "During the

year there were 18 public services per week, with an average attendance

of 2,500 persons, and 5 day schools, with an average attendance of 100

IV.

—

Age of Work
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V.—Stations and Evakgeustic Centers
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pupils. For more thnn 20 years, Mr. and Mrs. Yates were the main and
sometimes the only foreign workers in the city. After 1S75 the work of
the SRC expanded rapidly as far north as Yaugchow, In 1903 the Eliza
Yates Memorial School for Girls was erected. Two years later Shanghai
Baptist College was founded, being a union of the SBC and the ABF.

In the same year that Dr. and Mrs. Yates began laying the founda-
tions for the work of the SBC in Shanghai, Drs. Carpenter and Wardner
of the SDB arrived, and began activities in the western section of the

native- cit}-. The MES commenced work in Shanghai in 1848, upon the
r.trival of C. Taylor, M.D., and J. Jenkins, D.D. Between 1S60 and 1875,
due to the Civil War and its aftermath, few missionary recruits were sent
oat. Since 1875, however, the MES has extended and strengthened its

work consistently- each year. In 1881 Dr. Young J. Allen laid the
f mndatkms of the Anglo-Chinese College for Boys, now located on Quinsan
Road in Shanghai, by opening "Trinity Bouse" in the French Conces-
s:on. The following year the present building was erected, in the hope
tbutt it might be the beginning of a large educational institution. How-
ever, in 1809 the mission decided to concentrate all higher educational
work in Soochow, and to develop a university there, with arts, theologi-
cal, and medical departments. This development erf Soochow University
has resulted in the abandonment of extensive educational plans for

Shanghai. Medical work for the MES was begun in Shanghai by Rev.
Chas. Taylor in 1848. Later, in 1883, this work was removed to Soochow.
The Women's Board of the MES sent its first representative to China in

-€75. In 1S08 the Hayes-Wilkins Bible Women's School was opened at
Stutgkiangfu. In 1902 McTyene s School for Girls was opened.

The American I'resbytcriar.s decided to enter Shanghai in 1850, and
Revs. J. K. Wight and M. S. Culbertson were detailed from Ningpo to
inaugurate the work. For some years the activities of this mission were

per Evangelistic Center

hindered by the Taiping RcbelHoa. Two
day schools, opened in 1855, have

since grown into the Eowric Memorial High
School for Boys, and the Presbyterian

Girls* School, both at South Gate. The
latter absorbed the girls' school conducted

by the ABCFM in 1862. Soochow was
occupied as a station in 1871 by M. C-
Schmidt, an ex-officer in General Gordon's

army, and Rev. G. F- Fitch, D.D. Mr.
Schmidt was the first foreigner to live in

Soochow. His extended acquaintance

among military officials secured him an
unmolested sojourn throughout the pro*

TOBCC.

Mr. Geo, Duncan, representing the

CIM, was the first Protestant missionary

to begin permanent work in Nanking, He
reached this city in 1867, where he lodged

in a room in the Drum Tower, which he
rented from the Buddhist priest in charge.

Ij» i88i, after years of han'ship, loneliness,

and persistent toil, as missionaries of

other societies began to arrive, the CIM
retired from Nanking sub-renting its pre-

mises to them. A year later, Rev. J.

Hudson Taylor rented a house in Yang-
chow. Here considerable opposition was
experienced, resulting in a riot. Vigorous

measures on the part of foreign consular

authorities followed, and as a result the

viceroy of the province issued a proclama-

tion which secured the reinstatement of

the mission, compensation for damages to

property, and restoration of moral status

in the eyes of the people, stating that

"British subjects possess the right to enter

the land," and "local authorities every-

where are to extend due protection." The
China Inland M>*sion Home for Women
Workers is now situated in Yangtbow.
l'cmises were rented at Chinkiang in

x86S, immediately following the riot. That

same year the I.MS commenced work in this city, regarding it as an out-

station from Shanghai. Soochow was worked by the CIM for four years,

186S-1S72, and then relinquished. The first CIM house in Shanghai was
rented in 1873. Since then commodious quarters on Woosung Road have

been built through the munificence of one donor.

The PS entered China in 1867, just two years after the close of the

Civil War in the United States. In 1872 Dr. and Mrs. H. C. DuBose
started work in Soochow. Between 1880 and 1887, Chinkiang and
Tsingfciangpu we're occupied. From 1S88 on, tite work of this mission has

been marked by constant advance in the occupation of new centers, and
by a steady ingathering of converts.

Dr. W. E. Macklin was the first missionary of the FCMS in China,

arriving" in Nanking in 1886. A small boarding school,- opened by this

mission under the superintendence of Mr. F. E. Meigs, was the beginning
of what has since become the University of Nanking.

Summary—Kiangsu is one erf the six provinces opened before 1S60,

reporting two centers, Shanghai and Soochow, where foreign missionaries

lesided. A larger number of cities (15) were entered by foreign mission-

aries before 1900, than were entered since (8). On the other

hand, 30 new mission stations are reported since 1900. Obviously
ftrost erf these new stations have been established in cities previously

occupied by representatives of other missions.

Most «>nsptcuous among the pioneer missionaries in Kiangsa
whose contributions and influence have lasted till this elay, are
I>rs. xMedhurst, Milne, Muirhead, Wiley, Williamson, Edkins, Faber, and
Hudson Taylor. To quote from the words of another : "These men laid

the foundations of the Church in mid-China. They were giants in faith

and intellect, and they shall be had in lasting remembrance as long as
the Church of Christ in China shall endure."

"
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Chinese and Foreign Workers Compared
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Mission Stations Arranged Chronologically
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EXTENT OF EVANGELISM
Missionary Residential Centers—There are 24 missionary residential

.centers in the province, tS of these having representatives of one mission

•-only. The remaining 6 report a total of 67 mission stations, or an average

I.—Force at Work—Foreign

Name of Society

Grand Total 161

.Anglican CMS 1

PE 12
• Baptist AAM

ABF «
SBC IS

HBColl tai
:

SMS 2
"Congregational ... I,MS 4

-Methodist MEFB 14
MES 17 i

"Presbyterian I'K 19
.1"S 25

ChinaInland Mission C1M 4

•Other Societies ... AFM s

AFO 1

CCACZ
CCAu
COM
(MA >

CSCB

I>HM
FCMH B
OC (a)

IBC
Iml

JCM
8DA
SUM
FN <*)

\VU

YMCA >

rwcA
/ABS.BKBS,

"Bible and Tract ! CLS. CTS.
Serfetiesi ... , 'IWCA,

tXBSS, KTS
Societies represented but without

organized evangelistic work or
church constituency 7

161 56 15 29 331 327 611 933

IS 21 .54

u 36 41

"•i a 10
G 9 15

17 45 62

30 C>7 97

30 45 75

45 69 110

15 44 59

1

13 21

9 21

9

1

6

1

13 19

IS

1

28
1

IS

49

16

(a) Additional roemlwrs of the foreign force are included under their respective societies.

of 11 each. Shanghai has the largest number of stations, followed by
Nanking. The accompanying table shows the number of mission station*
reported by etch denominational group, with the total number of com-
municants for each group.

Denominational Fo. of Mission No. or Com-
Av

^
rage NomSJS

Group Stations mlnicants
op Cohjhwicaww

per Station
AngKcan 7 3,013 430
Baptist 9 3,5u 390
Congregational r 639 629
Methodist 8 8,991 1,124

Presbyterian 15 6,939 4°2

China Inland Mission 5 1,004 *»
Other Societies 32 5,695 178

Note that the- 8 mission stations of the Bible and Tract Societies have
not been included in the above list.

Nationality of Missionary Residential Centers—Eighteen of the 24

residential centers are American in the personnel of their foreign staff
|

1

British, and 5 International.

New Stations—No new stations to be opened before 1923 have been

reported by any mission society.

Evangelistic Centers—Kiangsu reports a total of 460 evange'astie

centers. According to the definition adopted by the Survey Committee,

an evangelistic center is any place where, either fi) there exists a

Christian community of not less than ten Christian communicants and or

baptized adults (whether constituting a permanent church organization

or not), and where a weekly religious service is held ; or (2) there

}>ermanently resides a Christian Chinese worker recognized by both

church and mission (whether in the employ of the mission or church or

not is immaterial), and where a weekly religious service is held.

The inconsistency of reports on city work makes it difficult to arrive

at any accurate figures on evangelistic centers for the entire province.

Some missions report their entire work within a city under one evangelistic

center, while others credit themselves with three or four evangelistic

centers according to the number of churches therein established. For this

reason, 500 might be a more accurate total of evangelistic centers in

Kiangsu than the figure recorded, namely 460. In addition to these

evangelistic centers, there are numerous irregular preaching places

scattered everywhere. The PS reports almost a third of the total number

of evangelistic centers (153), ranking first among the missions. The MES
follow* with 88, SBC and PE come next in order with 35 and 36 evangelistic

centers respectively. The independent missionaries of Hinghwa in 1916

reported 42 evangelistic centers for their field. This estimate was made

before the Committee'? definition of the term had been formed, accord-

ingly, although credit for 42 evangelistic centers has been given to the

independent missionaries in this Survey due to no later statistical returns,

the Committee assumes no responsibility for the accuracy of this figure.

Kiangsu is outranked m the number of its evangelistic centers by Shan-

tung, Fukien, Kwangtung, Cbekiang, and Cbihli. Houan and Szechwan

both report approximately the same number as Kiangsu.

Distribution of Evangelistic Centers—The distribution of evangelistic

centers over each mission's field, and therefore the degree of its Christian

occupation in terms of evangelistic centers, will be made evident in tLe

following table. Figures only for societies having country areas are here

given :

Ncmbfr of Sq.Mi.

per Evangelistic Center

Ind 29

EMS 62

MES 9i

CIM - 05

SDB rno

PE in
MEFB 120

SBC 143

PS 163

AFO 167

PN 219

FCMS 417

Seme idea of the distribution of evangelistic centers over the province

as a whole, regardless of mission fields, may be gained from a study of

the accompanying map. Over one-third of all the evangelistic centers are

located in the extreme southeastern section of the province, south of the

Yangtze River and east of the Grand Canal. The density of population in

this part of the province, the comparatively long period during which it

has been worked by Christian missions, and the large amount of over-

lapping of mission fields, lead us to expect this relatively intensive develop-

ment. Few evangelistic centers appear directly north of the Yangtze

and along the Grand Canal, where population is also dense and mission

work of long standing. Unfortunately, the 42 evangelistic centers credited

to the Ind Mission in the neighbourhood of Hinghwa have not been located

on the accompanying map, due to absence of information. Kiangsu presents

no intensive evangelistic work such as one sees in similar maps for Shan-

tung, Chekiaug, and Fukien. Except for its southeastern section, this

map of Kiangsu resembles several of the maps of evangelistic centers in

central interior provinces of China.

Reasons for Present Inadequate Occupation—All missions replying

to this question mention first of all the lack of staff, both Chinese and

foreign. This is specially emphasized. Additional reasons, such as,

recent arrival on the field, shortage of funds due to unfavorable exchange,

and difficulties in acquiring property, are also given. 9
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Foreign Force—Kiangsu ranks first among the provinces in the

the number of foreign missionaries, 938. Kwangtung follows with 200

less; next Chihli, then Szcchwan, Shantung, and Fukien in order. Over
one-half of the total foreign force in Kiangsu resides in the city of

Shanghai ; over 70 per cent in Shanghai and Nanking. If we add together

the number of missionaries residing in the 12 cities with estimated

populations of 100,000 inhabitants and above, we have a total of 8S1. This
leaves only 57 missionaries for the remainder of the province, for 10 cities

ranging between 50,000 and 100,000 , 27 cities between 20,000 and 50,000,

and the entire country area. When one considers that approximately 83
per cent of the people in Kiangsu live in villages and rural districts, the

above facts concerning the distribution of missionaries over the province,

call for stronger emphasis on country evangelism.

Aleut one-half of the men in the missionary force are ordained (a

high percentage when contrasted with other provinces), and one in every

ten is a practicing physician. Over one-third of the entire missionary

force consists of single women. The denominational classification of the

missionaries is as follows :

Anglican - ...

Baptist

Congregational

Methodist

Presbyterian

China Inland Mission

Other Societies

96

90

15

»59

185

59

334

Over 200 of the foreign missionaries in the province are engaged in

general administrative, literary, and clerical work. Over 100 are occupied

with language study. Consequently the total foreign force working full-

time among the people of Kiangsu is considerably below 700.

Foreign Force Classified Denominationally—Over 35 per cent of

tjje foreign force in Kiangsu, or 334, are affiliated with missions which
cannot be classified under any of the well-known denominations. Among
those which can be so classified, the Presbyterians lead with 20 per cent

of the entire foreign force, or 185. The Methodists follow with 17 per

cent, or 159. Next in order come the Anglicans with 96 missionaries,

then the Baptists with 90, then the CIM with 59, and lastly the Con-
gregationalists with 15. It is interesting to note that the Methodists,

although ranking second in foreign force, report the largest percentage

of church members, over 30 per cent. On the other hand, the societies

which remain unclassified denominationally, while they claim 36 per
cent of the foreign force, report a number of communicants which repre-

sents only 19 per cent of the total church membership in the province.

Degree of Christian Occupation Ami-

Terms of the Foreign Force—
Number op Missionaries m»

1,000 Communicants
(average for the province 32^

•SDA 102

SDB 77

FCMS 52

•MEFB 34

PE 29.

PN 27

PS 26-

AFO 25,

LMS 24r

•CIM 23.

SBC t&

MES 12

AAM is

Ind 5

Number op Missionaries per-

1,000,000 Inhabitants
(Average for the Province 28>^ 84

SOB 74
AAM 67

•MEFB 6r

AFO So
•SDA 43
PE 35
MES 31
Tnd 21

LMS 20
FCMS 15
SBC „
PS IO

•CIM Q
•In order to insure a fair comparison,*

between all missions, only those mission-
aries giving full time to local missionary-
work within the province have been
credited to the three societies indicated by
an asterisk in the above tables.

As seen above, Kiangsu averages 28 missionaries per 1,000,000 in-
habitants. If we substract the 200 and more missionaries who are
engaged in general administrative, clerical, or literary work, the average •

for the province becomes 2r. This appears to be a fairer proportion for
the province, and is exceeded only in the case of Chihli, Fukien, and*
Shansi. The average number of missionaries per 1,000 communicants w-
32. When, however, this is determined on the basis of the actual work-
ing force, it is reduced from 32 to 24. This again more truly represents
the situation, Kiangsu ranking tenth among the provinces if this lower
proportion be accepted.

Chinese Force—There are 3.1 employed Chinese workers to every
foreign worker in Kiangsu. Among the larger missions the MES lead»
with a proportion of 5.4 Chinese to one foreigner; the EMS follows with
5 to 1 ; then the SBC with 4.7 to 1 ; the PE with 4.6 to 1 ; the PS with 3.$
to r; and the PN with 3.1 to 1. (See Table II, Column it).

Distribution of the Chinese Force—The total number of employe!
Chinese workers is 2,860. Eighty per cent of this force reside in missionary
residential centers, 53 per cent reside in the three cities of Shanghai,
Nanking, and Soochow. A total of 561 employed Chinese workers, or a-
little more than 20 per cent of the entire number, reside in approximately
400 evangelistic centers. It is interesting to compare this map on the-
distribution of workers with Map V showing the distribution of evangelistic-
centers.

Classification of the Chinese Force—The Chinese force may be classifiej
as follows : 40 per cent are evangelistic workers, 48 per cent educational*
workers, and 12 per cent medical workers. Only 9 out of 32 societies-

employing Chinese workers report a larger evangelistic than educational*
staff. These are the MES, CIM, Ind, AFO, SDA, and YWCA. Tbis-
fnct indicates the emphasis on Christian education in Kiangsu. One
society reports 3 educational workers in the mission to each evangelistic-
worker, and 5 societies report 2 educational workers to each evangelistic
worker. On the other hand, the SDA reports 4 Chinese evangelistic
workers to each Chinese teacher. It is interesting to take the soeieties-
which report a majority of educational workers, and compare the number
oi their communicants with the total number of their students under
Christian instruction. In most eases the communicant membership still!

exceeds the student enrollment. This suggests that the emphasis on the-
education of the future church is not out of balance. On the other hand*,
the need for spiritual oversight and leadership must not be overlooked, lest
the evangelistic force behind the spiritual life and activity of the churches-
suffers at the expense of the educational. All societies report more com-
municants than students under instruction, except the strictly educational*
mission societies, and the MEFB, CCAu, CMA, and SDA. Seventy-three
per cent of the Chinese employed workers are men. This slightly exceeds
the percentage of male communicants, which is 62 per cent.

Ordained Workers—One hundred and eighty-three out of 869 male
evangelistic workers, or 21 per cent, are ordained. Among the larger

societies, the MES reports the highest number, 42; the PE 34; the SBC
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2-; the PN 13; and the MEFB 10, The Ind. missionaries in Hinghwa

reported 42 orchined workers in 1916. The missions reporting no ordained

church workers number almost 3,000 communicants on their church rolls.

Within the missions having ordained workers, there is an average of one

Chinese clergyman for every 1.1 organized congregations, and every 147

chnrch members. This proportion between ordained workers and organized

cgations suggests considerable Chinese supervision in church ad-

ministrative affairs.

''Christian Occupation in Terms of Chinese Workers—Fukien a'one,

among the provinces of China, exceeds Kbngsu in the number' of employed

Chinese Christian workers per million inhabitants. In the number at

employed Chinese workers per thousand communicants, Kiangsu ranks

fifth smong the provinces, following Anhwei, Kiangsi, Hunan, and

yaw.

Number of Empi.oyep Chinese Number of Employed Chinese

Workers per 1,000 Communicants Workers per 1,000,000 Inhabitants

; averve f<»r province <j6) (average for province 85)

SUA AFO 292

AFO 146 Ind tja

PE PN
LMS MEFB 17a

FCMS 114 MES 170

MEFB 98 PE 161

PJS ... 95 SDR 119

PN % SDA 116

hid . 73 LMS 99
SRC 71 SBC
MES 66 PS 35
C1M 24 FCMS 33

SUB 13 C1M 13

The first table also indicates how many out of every 100 com-

municants are employed full-time either by the Church or the mission.

For example, the PE employs 13 out of every 100 communicants, SBC ~
t

I.MS u, FCMS 11, MEFB 10, and PS 9.

Occupation—In 1915 a survey of the status of the churches in

snado. Some of the interesting facts gathered

frem statistics fcr 1913 as set forth in the report of this

survey may be summarized as follows : 35.8 per cent of the church
members in Shanghai were men ; the total number of communicants ex-
ceeded 3,700 ; 22.3 per cent were Anglican ; 21 per cent Presbyterian ; 6.3

per cent Methodist, ic.3 pqr cent Baptist; and 8.3 per cent Congrega-
tionalist. In most of the churches the congregations were paying the
salary of the pastors, and to this extent, at least, were self-supporting.

An increase in church members of 13.5 per cent was reported for a single

year. The CIM and the SDA showed the highest percentage of gains,

followed by the Anglicans, CougregatiouaHsts, and Methodists in order,

the SDB reporting the lowest rate of increase. Within the 10 missions
reporting, 72 per cent of the current expenses for the year 19 13 were
received from Chinese. A total of 21,215 people constituted the parish of

a church pastor in Shanghai, as against 522 individuals to each American
pastor. At that time, less than 5 cut of every 1,000 inhabitants were
members of seme Pretest ant church : the figure given for the United

States being 241 church members out of every :.

The foliewing weakness
(i) The failure en the part

the importance of the Chn
that it nvK~\

a working nu

!

calling all forces intc play. ' v the past rs of the

part which the foreign mfesicHKiry can play in the organization and work
of 'he Church.

In a study made more recently by the MES of Christian fair-

its Shanghai and Scochow districts, it was found that only one :' miry

«< of every four reported all est its members as Christians, and also that

only one family in every ten prayers.

Training Centex, ? r Christ an II 'crkt rs—Kiangsu has three thec4ogical

seminaries open to middle school and junior college graduates : Nanking
Theological Seminary (Union), and the theoiogk d schools connected with

Shanghai Baptist College (SBC and ABFi, and St. John's University (PE},

both in Shanghai. Two union Bible schools for women located in Nan-

king are reported : the Bible Teachers Training School and the Severance

Bible School. The MEFB conducts the Hitt Memorial Training School

fcr Women in Nanking. The PS reports a training school few women in

Kiangyin. In Sungkiangfu the MES maintains training schcols for both

men and women. The PE reports a church training school for women in

arch, and thai ev<

Leaders too few in num

hai were mentioned :

1 any great 51

nembe-r must become

II.— Force at Work—Chinese
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Grand Total ... 183 686 276 1,145 957 4-10 1,567 38 6 57 247 348 2.860 251 73%' 3.1

CMS 1-2 18 12 1.5

PE 31 44 •20 98 137 7<5 213 13 2 6 71 92 403 64% 4.6

Bapsist AAM
ABF «b)

4

1

- 6
1

10
2

5 15

%

81 4.2

SBC* •27 37 13 77 64 36 100 1 14 15 192 "-'"'• 4.7

8BC0U 1 1 27 g 35 1 3 4 40 -

SOB % I 3 4 6 10 3 8 16 48% 1.6

.-Mional LMS 2 9 4 15 •21 8 26 s 9 20 34 7-5 so%; 5.0

Methodist MEFB* 10 10 10 30 43 85 es 88 11 64 '-V, 1.6

MES* 42 250 4*» 34(1 101 67 i6s 4 5 10 19 -527 184 7SV, 5.4

PwsbvJemn KR IS ss 17 65 116 5*2 168 1 1 234 20 70% 3.1

PS* 3 113 •is 144 146 35 isl 8 I 22 44 75 400 5 81^ 3.6

China Inland .Mission CIM 10 5 15 3 6 9 24 18 54% 0.4

Othti Societies AFM* 10 4 14 14 71% 0.7

AFO 5 5 10 5 4 9 1 3 12 16 35 55% 5.8

CCACZ 1 1 1 100%' 0.3

CCA a J 1 8 1 4 5 - 5.0

CGM S 2 5 5 0.8

CMA 1 6 7 19 88 • 4.0

CSCB 8 •2 :; S 2.5

I>HM* 2 •2 1 17 18 20 8.8

FCMS 8 11 4 SI 83 12 39 1 1 4 8 66 74%, 2.4

GC* 8 *2 2 c SS 0.2

IBC "e 6 6 uw . 3.0

Ind* 42 6*2 6-3 169 74 13 87 256 13.5

JCM 1 1 1 UX"'
:

;, 0.5

SDA 88 i-i 40 8 2 10 1 2 27 30 SO 13 72': 1.7

SRM 1 2 1 4 6 6 10 90 '"„ 5.0

US: 48 2 50 a 3 24 30 80 96% 5.0

wo 7 7 1 16 17 2 3 1* 88 47 5.9

YMCA 48 84 84 132 100% 2.6

yvvcA is 18 ii 12 30 Q\ 1.8

i&i This eoieinn includes workers connected with educational institutions above Middle School grade,

an with SBC.

Incomplete returns
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VII.—Distribution of Communicants

Soochow, and a school for catechists in Wusih. The following three Bible

schools are located in Shanghai. Newberry Bible School for Women (CMA),

Douw Women's Bible School (WTJ), and the China Mission Training

School (SDA). The Central China Mission of the SBC has a Bible school

for men in Chinkiang. Note the large number of training schools for

women in the province, eight out of a total of twelve. Undoubtedly other

facilities exist for the training of Christian workers—less institu-

tional perhaps in character. The schools listed above appear on the

records of the CCEA for 1918.

VIII.—COMMUNICANTS PER IO.OOO POPULATION

COMMUNICANT CHRISTIANS

General Summary—Kiangsu reports *
Protestant church membership of 29,783.

The following three provinces outrank

Kiangsu: Kwamgtung, 61,262; Shantung,

41,821; and Fukien, 38,584. Among the

church members in Kiangsu, 62 per cent

are men. The largest proportion of men
to women communicants are reported by
the PS, AAM, and ABF societies.

The Roman Catholic Church reports

approximately 190,000 Christians, or over

six times the numerical strength of the

Protestant churches. Kiangsu is still

united with Anhwei in a single Vicariat

Apnstolique, with the Residence Episcopate

at Shanghai. Missionary work began as

long ago as the middle of the 17th century,

and is now in the hands of the Jesuit

society. Kiangsu Tanks next to Chihti in

the extent and quality of the work accom-

plished.

There is one Protestant Christian to

every 1,123 inhabitants. The number of

students under Christian instruction is

10,000 below the number of Protestant

church members.

Distribution of Communicants — A
g&nce at the accompanying map brings

three striking impressions : (i) The large

-number of church members reported for

Shanghai, Soochow, and Nanking, and
their immediate suburbs. About 40 per

cent of the communicants reported for the

province reside in these three cities, which
however include only 7 per cent of the

total population. {2) The large number of

communicants reported by the independent

missionaries for the Hinghwa district in

the central part of the province. The Com-
mittee was unable to obtain the location

<»f their evangelistic centers scattered over
the country. For this reason the total

number of communicants, which approx-

imates 11 per cent of the total church mem-
bership in Kiangsu, has been shown as

resident in the mission station of Hinghwa,
Tegardlcss of their distribution over the

field, {3} Considerably less than one-third

of the Protestant communicants in Kiang-
su reside north of the Yangtze River.

Compare the accompanying map with Map
II, A few communicants, comparatively
very few, are reported for the area just

north of the Yangtze. Note, however, that
•this district for a distance of 60 miles
northward from the river is almost as
populous as the very dense sections south
of the Yangtze. Note also from the accom-
-panying map the relatively small namber
of communicants along the Grand Canal.
Here again the country is thickly populat-
ed and communication relatively easy.

Compare the accompanying map with
Map III. In spite of the large amount of
overlapping in the southern half of the
province, one fails, to see any evidences
of intensive development such as are ex-
pressed in terms of evangelistic centers

and Christian communicants. There is no
•section in the whole of Kiangsu which
"begins to resemble districts such as the
Hinghwa field in Fukien, the Wenchow
•circuit in Chekiang, or the SBC and PN
areas in northern Shantung.

IClJMBER OF COMMUNICANTS IN THE VARIOUS
Mission Frmos of Kiangsb per

10,000 Inhabitants

Ind 37 PE 12

PN 31 SDB ... 9
FCMS 29 LMS ... 8
MES 35 SBC ... 8
AFO 20 CIM ... 5
MEFB 18 PS ...... 4

Note that the PS, with work extend-
ing over two-thirds of the total area of
the province, ranks at the end of the list*

•with only 4 communicants per 10,000 in-

habitants.
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Compare this map with Map IV. The area just north of the Yangtze,

sad extending from the central part of the province to the extreme western

border, was opened to evangelistic work immediately after the Boxer Up-

rising, and Christian woikers have been in the field for at least 10 years.

However, the accompanying map shows less than 300 Christians. The

southwestern section of the province was also opened relatively early,

and still shews very slight development, due perhaps to the ph5-sic.1I

characteristics of the country and the sparseness of the population. The

Nteek area in the central part of the province, which cuts across the field

of the Independent mission, would doubtless appear as having been opened

during either the fourth or fifth periods, if the location and opening dates

of the 42 evangelistic centers reported by the Independent missionaries

were known to the Committee.

Proportion of Commvniatnts in Cities of sojooo Inhabitants and Over—
Kiangsu reports a rather high proportion of church members in cities

of yojxo and over, namely 53 per cent. Ten societies appear to have

all their communicants in these larger centers. The PS and the CIM
report the largest degree of country work.

Literacy—Seven out of every 10 men and 6 out of every 10 women in

the church are able to read the Gospels with understanding. Several

societies report high percentages of literac3?. The AAM, CIM, and PS
return the *owest estimates.

minational Affiliation—Methodists and Presbyterians represent

w per cent of the church members in the province. Approximately

r cent can not be classified with any of the well known denomina-

tional groups. Exact figures follow : Anglicans 3,013—10 per cent

;

Baptists, 3,51a—ra per cent; Congregationalists, 629—2 per cent;

Methodists, 8,991—30 per cent; Presbyterians, 6,938—23 per cent; CIM,

1,004—4 per: cent ; Other Societies, 5,695—19 per cent. Note that there are

no Lutheran churches reported for Kiangsn.

Sunday School Work—Kiangsu ranks third among the provinces

of China in the proportion of Sunday School scholars to church members.

Szechwan reports 1,719 Sunday School scholars per 1,000 communicants;

Aahwei 1,336 per i.coo; and Kiangsu 1,236 per r,ooo. The average pro-

portion for all China is considerably lower than any of the proportions

given above, being only 641 Sunday School scholars for every 1,000 church

members.

In the actual number of Sunday School scholars, Kiangsn ranks first

among the provinces of China with 36,609, Fukien, Szechwan
f
and Che-

ktang ranking next in order. Twelve societies report more Sunday School
scholars than church members, some almost twice as many. The entire

pievince has 7,000 more Sunday School scholars than church com*
munkants. Kiangsu, Szechwan. and Anhwei join in sharing this dis*

tinction.

COMMUNICANTS PER 10,000 INHABITANTS
General Summary—When we consider the number of Protestant churci

members in the various provinces without regard to populations, those

ranking among the first four are : Kwangtung, Shantung, Fukien, and

Kiangsn. When, however, we consider the number of Protestant church
members per 10,000 population in these same provinces, the above order

is slightly altered. Fukien ranks first with 22.6 communicants per 10,000

inhabitants ; Kwangtung second with 17.4 ; Shantung third with 13.5

;

Chekiang fourth with 12.5; Manchuria fifth with 11.4; and Kiangsu,

the province under discussion, sixth with 8.9 church members per 10,000

inhabitants. It is striking to discover that Yunnan averages approxi-

mately the rame nnmfoer of communicants per 10,000 inhabitants as

Kiangsu, the former reporting 8.8 while the latter reports S.9. The
average for all China is 7.S communicants per 10,000 inhabitants.

Hsicns Relatively Unoccupied—Sections of the fields of the following

missions lie within the black belt which stretches across the middle of the

ptovince : FCMS, PS, SBC, CIM, Ind, and PE. The hsicns which are

shaded brightest to represent 51 to 75 communicants per 10,000 are those

in which Shanghai is located, and also Hinghwa station of the Independent

missionaries working in the center of the province.

Huhai-tao, with Shanghai as its largest city, ranks first among the

larger political divisions of the province in the degree of its Christian

occupation, with 20.7 communicants per 10,000 inhabitants. Kinling-tao
t

with Nanking as its political center, follows with 11.3 communicants per

10,000. Scchang-lao in the central section cf the extreme southern part

of the province, Hw.iiynng-tao, north of the Yangtze, and Sfihai-tao in the

extreme northern part ci the province follow in order with 8.5, 5.1, and

3.7 ccmmur.icants per 10,000 respectively. Note the drop between Hahai-

tao and *ne three tao last mentioned.

III.—Extent of Occupation- The Christian Community
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IX.—Mission Schools

MISSION SCHOOLS

Primary Education—Shantung, Fukien, Kwangtung, and Szecbwnn

outrank Kiangsu (11,550) in the number of mission lower primary students.

On the other band, Kiangsu csily outranks all other provinces in the

number of higher primary students (5,015). The percentages of lower

primary students entering higher primary schools within the four above-

named provinces are as follows : Kiangsu 44 per cent, Kwangtung 24 per

cent, Fukien 18 per cent, Shantung 16 per cent, and Szechwan 12 per cent.

Next to Fukien, Kiangsu reports the largest Chinese Christian educational

force.

There are 354 mission lower primary schools and 120 higher primary

schools in the province. The total enrollment in schools of both grade.*

equals 16,565. The FE, SBC, MES, PS, and Ind report the largest amount

of educational work. Out of 120 higher primary schools, 50 or more than

a third are for girls. Sixty-seven per cent of the primary students in

Kiangsu arc bovs. The missions laving greatest stress on education for

girls are the CIM, WU, DHM, and SDB. The SBC, FE, MF.FB, MES, and

AFO do almost as much for girls as they do for boys.

From a glance at the accompanying map one is impressed by the

apparent concentration of mission education in the larger cities. Also

by the disproportion between the numbers of higher primary and lower

primary senoois in many of these cities. Yangchow, for example, reports

6 higher primary to 6 lower primary schools, Wusih 3 higher to 4 lower

primary schools, and Shanghai 34 higher to 43 lower primary schools.

May one conclude from these figures that Christian parents are sending

their children to private or government lower primary schools, or have
the Survey correspondents failed to report a number of lower primary
schools conducted by self-supporting churches.

Compate this map with Map V- Over one-third of the evangelistic

centers appear t« have no lower primary schools. The grouping of lower
primary school symbols around Hinghwa is due to the inability of the
Committee to distribute these among the 42 evangelistic centers reported

but not located by the Independent missionaries.

Relative Emphasis on Primary Education Between Various Missions—
"tempore the accompanying map with Map V. Only 7 out of the total

84 missionary residential centers in the province are without mission
higher primary schools. Twelve missionary residential centers report no
mission midd!e schools. There are hospital facilities in nil centers where
mission middle schools are conducted, thus assuring medical supervision
over all students.

Middle Schools—Fiftj-one mission middle schools are reported for

Kiangsu, each wtth an average attendance of 65 students. The total en-
rollment throughout the province is 3,323. Of these 51 middle schools,

30 are for girls (618 students). The proportion of boys to girls in mission
middle schools is 4 to 1. Two of the 51 are union middle schools, one

connected with the Shanghai Baptist

College, and the other with the University

of Nanking. About one-third of the middle

schools for boys, and one-half of the middle

schools for girts were not offering full-

grade middle school work when the

Survey data was being gathered. Kiangsu

ranks first in the number of mission

middle school students. More mission

middle school students are reported for

Kiangsu than for Anhwei, Kiangsi, Honan,

Hunan, Hupeh, Kansu, Kweichow, Shnnsi,

Shewn, Kwangsi, Yunnan, and Manchuria,

combined.

Higher Education—Kiangsu is better

supplied with mission higher educational

facilities than any other province in

China. Five institutions, doing both

junior and senior college work, are located

in the 3 cities of Nanking, Shanghai, and
Soochow. The University of Nanking and

the Ginling College for women in the same
city both offer high grade senior college

courses. Shanghai College, just outside

the city limits, is a union between the ABF
and SBC societies. St. John's University,

located in Jessfield just west of Shanghai,

is an influential educational institution of

long standing operated by the PE society.

The MES supports a large university in

Soochow. Over 700 young men and women
are enrolled in the five above-mentioned

higher educational institutions.

Teacher Training Facilities—College

courses in education are offered in the Uni-

versity of Nanking, St. John's University,

and Soochow University. A normal course

for middle school students is also reported

by the University of Nanking. The FCMS
prepares young women to be primary
school teachers in their girls' school at

Nanking. The Laura Haygood High
School for girls in Sooihow trains lower

primary school and kindergarten teachers for the MES mission. The above-

named institutions appear on the CCEA list of normal schools for 1920.

The Eliza Yates (.iris* School (SBC) in Shanghai is said to have normal
work, but no reply was received by the Normal School Committee. More-

over, the Shanghai Baptist College offers courses in education for teachers

in middle and primary schools.

Number of Organized Churches and Lower Primary Schools Compared
10 20 so 40 m eo ia 80

QBBS Orisimz*! Charcfaes

mgm Lower, Primair Schools

Number of Communicants and Mission Primary Students Compares*

sou 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 mm

CoBuaanicant*

I Mission Primary Schools
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GOVERNMENT EDUCATION
Statistical Summary—lv the 1916 Re-

port d the Ministry of Education Kiangsu

•was credited with over quarter erf a million

lower primary students (260,783), and

about one-tenth of this number of higher

primary students {25,679). This is equi-

valent to 85 primary students for every

10,000 inhabitants in Kiangsu, which pro-

portion is exceeded only in the following

provinces : Chihli, Shantung, Shansi,

Shensl, Chefciang, Yunnan, and Manchuria.

If the exact number of children enrolled in

primary schools throughout the province

were desired, it would be necessary to add

to the figures reported for goverment

schools the many children now attending

local and private primary schools. In the

eastern provinces, especially, many private

schools are known to exist from which

no figures are obtainable. Moreover, the

quality of work done in these schools, as

well as the moral character of the teach-

ing vary greatly. Certainly government

statistics only indicate at best the relative

emphasis on education within any province,

not the actual numerical strength. In

Kiaugsu, the hsien and private schools,

not to mention the mission schools, in-

crease the government figure of primary

students by at least 17,000. In many pro-

vinces, in addition to the few middle

schools maintained by the central govern-

ment, one frequently finds other middle

schools, often of high grade, established by
esien authorities in hsien cities where no
government middle schools have as yet

been founded.

Government Education in the Various

ompared—All three southern tao ex-

ceed 75 government primary students per

X.

—

Government Schools
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XI.—Hospitals

10,000 inhabitants, Huhai-tao in which Shanghai is located reporting

the highest proportion, 186.5 students per 10,000 inhabitants. The two

northern tao, Hwaiyang and Sfihai
f
report rather low proportions: 29.8

and 38.2 per 10,000 respectively. In the extreme southeastern section

of the province, all hsiens report over 100 lower primary schools each.

Compare the accompanying map with Map V showing the location of

evangelistic centers. Note on the one hand the strong government

educational development in eastern Kiangsu just north of the Yangtze

River, and on the other hand how relatively undeveloped this whole region

is in terms cf evangelistic centers.

Y.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian Hospital
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Compare the accompanying map with

Map IX on Mission Schools, Note the

sparseness of mission lower primary

schools north of the Yangtze in eastern

Kiangsu, and south of the railroad between

Nanking and Soochow, contrasting the com-

paratively large number of government

lower primary schools in the hsiens of

these two districts.

Middle Schools—Here the Committee
has met with considerable difficulty in

securing any reliable or exhaustive inform-

ation. Most of the available sources are

very contradictory, and it has been neces-

sary to put all information to the test of

comparison, and venture to check result*

by correspondence and personal inquiry

before the Committee dared make any
conclusions. In 1919, there were approx-

imately 22 government middle schoois

for boys and 5 for girls in Kiangsu. Only
4 of those reported, however, are located

north of the Yangtze River. If others

exist, they are undoubtedly maintained by
hsien officials. Moreover, the larger cities

throughout the province have many private

middle schools of which no statistics are

obtainable.

Compare the accompanying map with
Mip IX. There are more mission than
government middle schools north of the
Yangtze. The following cities without
mission middle schools report government
schools of similar grade : Hwaianfu,
Tungchow, Haimenting, Tsungming, Wu-
kiang, Ihing, Sungkiangfu

t
Taitsang, and

Changchow.
Nonrml Schools—Ten government nor-

mal schools for beys with a student
enrollment of 2,287, and 5 government
normal schools for girls with 500 students,
were reported in 1918. Only Hunan, and

Fengtien excecklcd this province in the number of girls in government
normal schools. Chekiang reported a higher number of normal schools for
both girls and boys, but Kiangsu more students. Approximately 10 per
cent of all the government normal school students in China are enrolled
in the normal schools of Kiangsu.

Government Higher Education—The non-mission higher educational
institutions in Kiangsu include the following four colleges and universi-
ties : The Futan University, the Aurora University established by the
Reman Catholics, the Hatung College, and the Tatung College all located
in Shanghai. There is also in this city the Government Institute of
Technology, formerly Nanyang college, the Chinese Technical College,
Nanyang Commercial College, Shanghai Normal School which offers
advanced normal training, and a Uaw School of college grade. In Nan-
king the largest higher grade non-mission institution is the Government
Teachers' College under the leadership of Dr. P. W. Kuo. Plans are
already Hearing completion for the establishment of the Southeastern
University with the present Teachers' ColSege as nucleus. Its school
of commerce will be opened in Shanghai while the departments of arts

:

science, education, engineering, and agriculture will be carried on in
Nanking. In this city there is also the Engineering College, a Law
College, and a Preparatory School for Malasians, the Chilian Institute.
Outside of these two large cities, Soochow reports a Provincial Medical
College, Tungchow an Agricultural College, and Woosung the Tungcbi
Medical and Engineering College. Information also has recently come
to hand regarding a new University planned by the Ministry of Com-
munications with four separate departments to be located in Shanghai,
Peking, Tangshnn, and Woosung respectively. If the plans materialize,
Nanyang College in Shanghai will be known as the second college,
while the fourth department or college for the training of naval architect*
and pilots will be established in Woosung.
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HOSPITALS

General Summary—Mission hospital facilities are found in iS cities

<«f Kiangsu. In these cities 29 mission hospitals have been reported, to

-which the onion medical work at Xanking in which a number of societies eo-

,<}perate, and that at Shanghai In connection with the Shanghai Baptist

College, must be added- The PS ranks first in medical work among
•mission societies, followed by the PE. The hospital credited to the CIM
and located in Shanghai is mainly for the use of CIM missionaries.

Besides mission hospitals, 10 non-mission institutions of modern

-roedkine hare been located on the accompanying map, exclusive of

numerous private hospitals and dispensaries scattered in many cities over

•the province. The Roman Catholic Church reports 5 hospitals and 6

.dispensaries. Of the non-mission hospitals reported, 4 are known to be

under government supervision, 6 under Chinese control, 1 affiliated with a

•Chinese medical college, and 4 under the supervision of foreign doctors.

•AH mission hospitals reported for the province have been located on Map
XL However, a few non-mission institutions could not be shown, due

-to non-arrival of infamatson until after the map had been drawn.

Christian Occupation in Terms of Doctors and Hospital Beds per

jt,oo0,0oo Inhabitants—
Foreign Physicians per t,ggg,ooo

POtPtn-ATIOX

{Average for Province r.5)

SDB 14-8

AFO S.3

SUA ., - 5-7

msm 3-5

PN 3-3

MES 2.5

2-4

I.MS .- i-3

PS - -•-- o-9

SBC 0.6

FCMS 0.5

Hosprr.u, Beds per 1,000,000

Population
(Average for Province 46)

AFO 625

SDB 321

I.MS 197

PE 106

SDA 57
MEFR 44
FCMS 44
PX 39
PS 36

MES 35
SBC 24

Societies not appearing in the lists above, except! the Ind, offer no
hospital facilities Xote that while the PS reports the largest number
of hospitals, and the largest foreign medical force, it ranks third to last

both in the number of physicians and in the number of hospital beds
per 1,000,000.

When compared with other provinces, Kiangsu ranks below Chihli,

Manchuria, Fukien, and Kwrvogtang in the number of mission doctors

per million inhabitants. Fukien, Kwangtung, Chekiang, and Manchuria
report more hospital beds in proportion to population. The two provinces

reporting the largest number of graduate Chinese nurses are Fukien and

Kiangsu. The provinces reporting the largest number of Chinese physicians

are located along the coast, namely Chihli, Shantung, Kiangsu, Fukien,

and Kwangtung.
Hem Hospitals—The following societies plan new hospitals in the

following centers before 1923 : PS Chinkiang; MES Snngkiaogfu ; and PS
Taicbow. Recently the ABF and MES combined with the \\T to strength-

en and extend medical work in the Margaret Williamson Hospital, West
Gate, Shanghai where the last-named mission society has conducted a

strong work for many years. Here a high-grade training school {or nurses

will be conducted and coursvs given in public health education.

Distribution of Hospitals—If we compare the accompanying map with

Map II we find, at first glance, that the larger number of mission hospitals

are located in the southern half of Ifcs province, which is by far the more

densely settled. Out of 29 hospitals in the rro\-ince 22 are located south

of the Yangtze. Moreover, the 3 new hospitals which are to be built

during the next 5 years, according to information received, are also to be

located in the southern half of the province.

Compare the accompanying map with Maps VII and IX. The
hospitals are located* in sections of the province where the largest number

of communicants are concentrated. All cities with mission middle schools

also offer mission hospital facilities.

YL—Degree of Occupation and Table of Urgency
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KWANGSI
I.

—

Hsien Boundaries

HSIEN BOUNDARIES
Political Divisions—Kwangsi is situated in the extreme south of China

between Kwangtung and Yunnan, about 250 miles northwest of Hongkong,

It is larger than the whole of the New England States, having an area

-of 77,220 square miles, and contains a population approximating that of

the Dominion of Canada.

The province is divided for administrative purposes into 6 tao, sub-

divided into 84 h^iens. In addition, there are "30 small semi-independent

aboriginal cities, which, until recently, have been governed by their own
hereditary tribesmen, called Tu-Sze. These, in turn, were under the

jurisdiction of the nearest prefect, who presided at the trial of all criminal

cases, and to whom were forwarded the revenue and taxes from the dis-

trict. There were also 15 market towns, governed almost exclusively by
the atcrigities.'"

The capital of the province has recently been moved from Kweilin

to Nanning, situated on a branch of the West River, 600 miles from Canton.

Wucbow, Nanning, and Lungchow are treaty ports. The last named is

located in the extreme southwestern section of the province, just 35 miks
from the French Tocgking bordeT. Here, as well as in other sections

of the province, French influence is strong. Following is an extract from

an article in "The Chinese Empire" : "Ever since 1885, after the inglorious

war (Tongking War, 1882), China has had France as a neighbour to the

southwest. Throughout these years she has been pursued by a dread of

French aggression, every move on the latter's part being met by a cor-

responding move by China. Mutual suspicion has been the order of the

day, and not always without reason, at least on China's side."

A branch of the Haiphong-Yfinnanfu Railway extends to Langson
and a few miles beyond, which is just across the border from Lungchow.
All attempts, thus far, to carry the line of this railway across the border
to the China treaty port have resulted in failure. "As an offset to French
influence at the treaty port of Lungchow, the Chinese have opened Nan-
ning as a treaty port. Stronger measures have also been taken by Chinese
officials to suppress the perennial rebel&ons and minor disorders, especial-

lyJn the western pait of the province. These havs again and again
provided just grounds for grievance on the part of France."

Physical Features—"Kwangsi is wholly mountainous, and is simply
the last step downwards from the Himalayan and Tibetan heights, the
average elevation above sea level being not more than 1,000 feet, though
the numerous limestone crags and peaks of the central granitic masses
frequently Teich 3,000 feet. The province is abundantly watered by 3
streams that divide it into 3 main valleys and unite to form the West River
at Wuchcw. This river, from its source in the Yunnan plateau to its

Canton delta, has a length of over 1,000 miles. The northern tributary,
the Kwei River, rises near the borders of Hunan, and is connected by a
*boit canal with the Slang River flowing northward through that province,

thus affording a direct waterway from Canton to Hankow." The Pearl*
River makes its way through beautiful gorges in the district commonly-
known as the "Hundred Thousand Hills," and is navigable for small'
craft as far as Poseh near the Yunnan border.

Climate—The climate of Kwangsi is tropical in the south, where the-
heat is excessive and the humidity great from May to September. In the -

north, the climate is more moderate, although changes of temperature are-
suddeu, and snow and frost not uncommon an winter.

Economic Conditions—Kwangsi is frequently referred to as one of the
poor provinces of China. However, customs receipts during the last ten>
years do not support this general impression. The inhabitants are few
and widely scattered. The. mineral resources of the province, though great,.
are undeveloped. The forests have largely disappeared. Coal is found?
in quantity but not mined. Agriculture is the common pursuit among
the people in the river valleys, and Kwangsi has been called by one author-
ity the "granary of Kwangtung."

If the province is poor economically, it is due mainly to the general'
lawlessness among the people especially in the west, where aboriginal
tribes are feund in great numbers. In this province the Taiping Rebellion.'
had its origin. Travel is attended with much elanger. It is only fewjr
years since a group erf outlaws made themselves masters of the greater -

part of the province, and were suppressed only after excessive barbarity
and cruelty on the part of the government forces. Connected with thls-
genera! unrest may be mentioned the baneful work of secret societies,
together w:th the incompetence end rapacity of officials. Thousands of
inhabitants have been massacred, and most ruthless methods have been»
emplo\-ed in the suppressiem of former rebellions.

Chinese and Aboriginal Tribes—The population of Kwangsi is com-
posed of 3 principal races : the aborigines, the Cantonese, and the Hakkas-
(^ iSO- Chinese inhabit the principal towns, and immigrants, especially
from Hunan, are found in large numbers in the northern sections of the*
province. The aborigines inhabit the northwestern and western areas. -

The dress, customs, manners, and dialects of some of the tribes closely re-
semble those of the Siamese. The names of a few of the main tribes are-

Mfco
(|gf ), Chung Kia {f$ %£), a branch of the Tai race, and Lolo

( ggg jg).Some are akin to the Tibetans. A few tribes are believed to possess a rudi-
mentary form of writing. One or two of these tribal languages have been re-
duced to writing by Frerch Roman Catholic missionaries. Little Protestant
missionary work has as yet been attempted among these people. The
chief industry is cutting timber in the mountains and floating it down to-
the main rivers. The Hakkas were originally a cross between Chinese
soldiers and Ikia women. They adopted most erf the Chinese customs,
mingled with the natives, and being bold and enterprising, succeeded irt

supplanting them. The Cantonese are the least numerous, occupying::
chiefy the south and southeastern sections.
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Language Areas
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:ne* represent Mandarin areas and horiwmtil Ine* Cantonese areas. The vertical hoes
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Language—The accompanying map wil give a hotter understanding

-«l the languages hcaid in the province tbrn js possible to set forth by

any verbal description. In the northern section of Kwangsi, Mandarin

» spoken by the majority of the people. Frequently here and there,

wherever aboriginal tribes exist, peculiar dialects are heard. Groups of

Hakka-speaking people are scattered over the central part of the province,

and on to the west. Throughout the southern section of Kwangsi, Canton-

ese is the prevailing language. Just north of Pingnamyun there is a large

area known as the Yao Mountain district still uncharfcta, where a local

-dialect prevails ot which little is known. In the extreme southeast, while

-Cantonese is used in the cities and market towns, the prevailing language

is a local dialect not heard in any other section of the province. Through-

"©afc the entire western section, intermingled with Mandarin in the north

and Cantonese in the south, are many tribal dialects, chief among them

heing the T*o, or Chuang dialect. All of these more or less resemble, the

language of the Tai and Laos of Siam. In the southwest one hears a pure

T*o dialect, except among the educated Chinese, where Mandarin or

"Cantonese is spoken.

Communications—The roads throughout Kwangsi are little more than

narrow footpaths, poorly kept up. The excellent river systems provide

*afer eonsmunkation to almost all parts of the province. Wuchow is in

elosc touch with Canton during all seasons of the year. From Wuchow,
'Chinese-built launches run as far inland as Liuchowfu, and Kweihsien.

For 10 months in the year it is possible to travel by launch as far inland

as Nanning, and occasionally on to withiu 2 days' journey from the Yunnan
horder. These launches are generally adapted for passenger traffic, and

«re amply provided against robbers and outlaws of every doscription.

Beyond Lincbowtu communication with Kweiehow is possible by boat.

Poseh is in communication with both Kweiehow and Yunnan by caravan

routes.

There are no railroads in the province. Several are projected, one

entering the province front Canton and Samshui in Kwangtung, passing

through Wuchow and Kweilin, and proceeding thence into Hunan, where
it will join the Canton-Hankow line at Chuchow, Another proposed line

extends from Yjmcbow in Kwangtung, in a northwesterly direction,

through Kanning and Poseh, proceeding on to Hingi in Kweiehow, and
thence westward to Yunnanfu. A third proposed line extends frean

Wuchow to the interior of Kwangsi, touching SSnchow and linchowfu,
and continuing to Kweilin. Except for the short distance between Lung-
•chow in southwestern Kwangsi and Langson in Toughing, direct railway

eommunicatios exists between southwestern Kwangsi and the seaport

Haiphong.

Postal Agencies—No increase in the number of either main offices or

postal agencies during the year 1Q1&-19 is reported for Kwangsi. Accord-

ing to the latest official figures there are 31 post offices of different classes

and 341 post.il agencies iu the province. Kweiehow and Kansu only report

a smaller number of r ost effices. Yunnan and Shensi report more offices

but fewer agencies, in comparison with other provinces very little in*

crease is shown in the total amount of mail matter dealt with annually.

Postal Hongs—The government post office service in Kwangsi is

supplemented, as in a number of other provinces, by the native postal

"hongs." The following particulars as to these adjuncts of the postal

service ate given, not so much for their immediate importance as for the

opportunity thus afforded to explain the working of such agencies through-

out China, and to point out their possible use in connection with news-

paper evangelism. "Each morning these agencies send a messenger to

all business establishments to eolket letters, making a charge of it or

so cash per cover ; pre-payment is not compulsory, the fee being collected

frean the addressee, if net paid here. In some cases half the fee is caid

here, and half at the place of destination. These postal hongs receiv-

letters for any place in China. Should they be addressed to a place where

the hong has not an agency, they are placed in a separate cover, stamptL

and posted through the government post office. Besides the postal hougs,

there are private couriers running from Wuchow to Kweilin, and from

Wuchow to Yfiiinfu. These couriers appear to do business entirely en

their own account, and are generally trusted."

Telegraph Facilities—The Chinese Government Telegraph Administra-

tion maintains 51 stations in Kwangsi. For comparative purposes it is

interesting to know that 14 stations only are maintained in Kweiehow,

and 35 in Yunnan, According to the American Consul in Canton, telegraph

conventions have been entered into between China and the governments

of India and France, respecting communications over the Burma and Indo-

China frontiers.

Christian Occupation by Hsiens—It is difficult, if not impossible, to

discuss the work of Christian missions in Kwangsi in terms of hsiens.

to all relatively backward provinces it has often been necessary for the

correspondents to group the statistics of work extending over 2 ot

3 hsiens, under the name of a single hsien, this hsien generally being the

best worked of the group. Accordingly, any statement regarding the number

of hsiens reporting Christian communicants or Christian schools is bound.

to be unsatisfactory. If this fact be kept in mind, we may venture on tit©
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following approximations : Nine listens report work by more than one

mission society. On the statistical tables of Christian Occupation by

Hsiens (Appendix A), 36 hsiens appear as unclaimed by any Protestant

mbsion society. If we add to this number those hsiens, which although

included within the field of some mission still remain wholly untouched,

we have 53 hsiens out of the total 84 for which no figures of organized

Christian work have been received. Only 8 hsiens report more than 100

communicants each. Twenty hsiens, or 25 per cent, report mission lower

primary students. There is an average of one Protestant church member

to approximately 2,300 inhabitants in the province.

POPULATION
General Summary—Only 3 provinces of China are more sparsely settled

than Kwangsi : Kansu, Yunnan, and Shensi. Estimates vary from 5,140,000

(Statesman's Year Book, 1902} to 12,258,335 (Post Office Census, 1919).

Most cf the Customs estimates fix the population of the province somewhere

between 5,000,000 and 6,000,000. Wells Williams in "The Middle King-

dom" records the population of Kwangsi as 8,120,000, accepting the Cus-

toms Report of 1882. The Mincbengpu Estimate, 1910, credits the province

with 6,5co,cco, thus giving it n density of 84 inhabitants per square mile.

The population figure.? by hsiens, supplied to the CCC and secured from

local officials, 1918, total 10,872,300. This increase over previous

estimates for the province might be regarded as a bit too extravagant

and be ruled out entirely were it not for the fact that the figures given out

by the Post Office Census officials in 1919 are still higher, i.e. 12,258,335.

If a choice is necessary between the two recent estimates, it is probable

that the more conservative figures will receive more general acceptance.

This places the density of the province at 140.8 persons per square mile,

which is approximately 4 times the average density of the United States.

And yet, K«rangsi is one of the most sparsely settled provinces of China.

Densest Areas—The population, as one may conclude from the accom-

panying map, is scanty throughout the province, except in the fertile

river valleys and in the neighbourhood of the principal cities. There are

no strikingly dense areas anywhere, and many of the hsien cities are

little more than villages.

CUiYs—Kwangsi has few cities of 100,000 or over. The largest are

KwciUn and Wuchow with estimated populations of 120,000 and 90,000

respectively. Other cities which are said to have 50,000 inhabitants or

above are : Nanning, Liuchowfu, Sunchow, and Watlam. Two cities are

reported having approximately 40,000, namely, Lungchow and Poseh. About

04 per cent of the inhabitants of Kwangsi live in villages and rural

districts.

Christian Community—Five out of an aggregate of 10,872 small dots,

each representing a thousand inhabitants, indicate the numerical strength

of the Protestant communicant body in Kwangsi.

PROTESTANT MISSION FIELDS
General Survey—Eight mission societies, 3 British, 3 American, and

2 International, are working fa the province. Field boundaries for the

SDA, EMM, and Ind are not delimited on the accompanying map. The-

EMM and SDA are working in Nanning and surrounding districts, while-

independent workers are located in Poseh.

The entire province is covered by occasional itinerations by mission-

aries and by Chinese colpoteurs, with the exception of areas inhabited

by aboriginal tribes where no Christian worker would be familiar with the

langurges spoken and where the country has not as yet been explored-

Over 33,000 sq. mi., or three-seventh of the total area of Kwangsi remain*

unclaimed by any Protestant missionary society. Here and there occa-

sional evangelistic work is being done, but no Christian organization i*-

seriously facing the need of these areas with a sense of sole responsibility.

The challenge for more extensive evangelistic work is sufficiently well?

expressed in Map IV, where four-filths of the province appears to be still.

30 It beyond any known evangelistic center. The extent of the CMA field i»-

approximately double that of the fields of all other missions combined.

Overlapping Areas—Overlapping areas in a province where the de-

gree of Christian occupation is relatively low, may exist so far as field;

boundaries arc concerned, and will therefore be evident on the accompany-

ing map. But overlapping areas, so far as these imply duplica-

tion or confliction in work, are quite unknown. It might be better to sub-*-

I.—Force at Work—Foreign
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-*tstute the clause 'areas in which several missions unite'. Such areas

oi cooperation are the districts around Kweilin in the north where the

CMA, SBC, and CMS are working; (a) around Wuchow in the east where

•we have the WMMS; CMA, and SBC; {3) around Kweihsien where the

SBC and CMA meet a common need together; and (4) around the capital

<<ity of Nanning where we have the CMS, CMA, EMM, SBC, and SDA.
Unoccupied Areas—Except for the more important river valleys the

'Whole province may be regarded as unoccupied area. If we consider the

varied languages of the people and compare the accompanying map with

-the preceding one* showing the language areas, we at once gain some idea

-of ttnoccupation in terms of people and tribes, as well as in terms of geogra-

phical extent. The paragraph which accompanies the next map on 'reasons

for inadequate occupation' will indicate the nature of the unoccupied

areas, and the difficulties and dangers incident to evangelistic work in

'these Httfc explored districts. Reference to the Postal Map of the pro-

-vince, Appendix B, will throw more light on the backwardness of different

-sections of the country. The intensive development of postal agencies in

southeast Kwangsi indicates an open door to Christian advance. This

section of the province is still partly unclaimed by any society.

Comity Agreements—The CMS reports an understanding between its

own missionaries and the missionaries of the CMA regarding the areas

north and south of Kweilin, the former agreeing not to work south of this

citv. This is the only comity agreement referred to by Survey correspon-

dents. Other tacit agreementts between missions undoubtedly exist.

AGE OF WORK
Pioneer Period—In 1893, the year before the opening of Wuchow as a

treaty port, the Christian Missionary AlHance, after waiting two years

before closed doors, finally gained entrance into the province. Previous

to this the PN and ABF, from their respefctive centers across the

border in Kwangtung, made repeated efforts to open residential stations

in Kwangsi, but each time the'r missionaries were forced to withdraw and

II.—Force at Work—Chinese
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IV.—Age of Wore

their premises were looted and destroyed. Until 1895 no foreign missionary
had resided permanently within the province. The pioneers of the CMA
were Rev. and Mrs. C. H. Reeves, who reached South China in 1S92, and
they were joined the following year by 5 additional workers. Numerous
house-boat trips were taken from Canton or Macao up the West River
into Kwangsi. A knowledge of the country and conditions was thus
gained, and gradually openings were secured. The first foothold was
won in an insignificant little village in the heart of the province, some
185 miles from its eastern boundary. Some time later premises were
rented in a neighbouring market town without serious opposition, and
step by step the work extended, though not without danger and hgrd
experiences. The SBC, WMMS, and later the CMS and the EMM, joined
the CMA. The first missionary appointed by the WMMS to Kwangsi wrs
Dr. R. J Macdonald who was killed by pirates in 1906. This society and
the SBC have specially emphasized evangelistic work through their
hospitals in Wuchow and Kweilin. In addition, the SBC is carrying on

extensive itineration wcrk, with the result that as early as 1906 this mis-
sion reported 28 workers and 900 communicants, to 11 workers and jx-

communicants of the WMMS; 2* workers and 230 communicants of the
CMA ; and 1 worker and 6 communicants of the CMS. fSee "The Chinese
Empire," page 291).

Progress Since 1406—Some indications of the developments in mission::.

work throughout Kwangsi during the last 1$ years may be gained from*.

the following comparisons :

1906 1919

Mission Stations 15 18

Evangelistic Centers 20 71
>'• issionaries ... yr 76
Employed Chinese Workers ...'. 59 276
Communicants ran? 4722
Students under Christian Instruction 235 1515

III.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian Community
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Oldest Fields Compared—The areas which appear on the accompany-
ing: map as the first to he opened to permanent Christian work are Wuchow,
Sfinchow, Kwetlin, and Nanning. Reference to Map V, and Maps VI and
VII on the Distribution of Workers and Christian Comnmnicants res-

pectively, shows mission work in these oldest areas as the best developed.

Mission Stations Arranged Chronologically

lm>7- 1*61 1881- 1891- 1901- 1911-

I8M I88B 1880 1900 1910 1920

Anglican... ...

Baptist

Methodist
Other Societies

CMS
SBC
WMMS
AG
CMA
EMM
Iiwt

BOA

EXTENT OF EVANGELISM

Residential Centers—Next to Kansu, Kwangsi reports the lowest

number of evangelistic centers, less than one-half the number reported for

Kweichow, and about one-sixth as many as Hunan. Next to Kansu,

Kwangsi reports also the lowest number of communicants and lower

primary school students. There are 13 missionary residential centers and 18

mission stations. Three have representatives of more than one mission

society: Kweilin, Wuchow, and Nanniug. The CMA maintains the

largest number cf mission stations, namely 9. Grouped around these

foreign residential centers are 71 evangelistic centers or sub-stations,

making an average of over 4 to each station. In addition there are

unnumbered preaching places where Christian converts may be residing,

but not in sufficient numbers to constitute what would in this Survey be

regarded as an evangelistic center. The SBC and the CMA report an equal

number of these evangelistic centers, 29 each. All other societies combined

report onlv 13. Evangelistic work appears to be best developed around

Kweilin, Lungcbow, and between Wuchow and Nanning.

A striking impression of the present inadequacy of Christian occupation

in terms of evangelistic cqnters will be gained by comparing the accom-

panying map of Kwangsi with Map V of Fukien, Shantung or Chekiang.

"If we draw a line across the accompanying map just west of Kweilin in

the north and Nanning in the south, we will find that, with the excep-

tion of Eungchow on the Tongking border, by far the greater half of the

province has, as vet, no established Christian work. In these neglected

regions there are'sS cities, 700 market towns, and over 17,000 villages, all

teeming with human lives for whom no effort whatever is being put forth.

The great majority of the inhabitants cf these unoccupied sections are
aborigines. Four prefectural cities

t
over 30 sub-prefectural cities and *

larger number of bsien cities still remain to be occupied by Protestant

Christian forces."

Compare the accompanying map with Map II. The densest areas

appear to be in the river valleys around Liuchowfu and Kingyuan ; also in

the extreme west around Poseh, and in the extreme southeastern section of

the province where the Postal Map reveals a fairly well opened country.

In all of these areas, however, the number of evangelistic centers reported

indicates only a mere beginning in evangelistic work.

New Mission Stations—The CMA hopes before long to appoint foreign

missionaries to the following cities : Vanglichow, Ningmingchow,
Kweishun, and Hingyeb. Three of these are in the extreme southwestern

part of the province.

Degree of Christian Occupation in Terms of Evangelistic Centers—

CMA
SBC
CMS
AG
WMMS

Reasons for Inadequate Occupation—"Kwangsi was one of the last

provinces of China to be entered and occupied by Christian missionaries,

and ever since ar. entrance has been gained, the province has been sadly

neglected. The chief reasons for this neglect are the following: (1)

Sparsity of population. Kwangsi is noted for its mountains, robbers, and

poverty. These have combined to retard the growth of the population.

The mountains have increased the difficulty of agricultural pursuits, for

there are no large tracts of level land or fertile plain. Poverty has preven-

ted the launching of industries and cast a melancholy gloom over the

province, while the robbers have driven countless families beyond the

borders to seek a livelihood elsewhere, and thousands of those who remain-

ed behind have met their death by the executioner's sword. The city

of Liuchowfu, in the heart of the province, is not as prosperous or as

populous to-day as it was 8 years ago, before the outbreak of the soldiers

there, and the looting and bloodshed which followed." {2) Difficulty of

access. Only recently steam launches have been plying up and dowa

the West River. Travel before was done on small native craft borne by

trackers, and was full of hazard due to the many robber bands. (3) Hostili-

ty of the people. This arose cbiefiV from the fear on the part of the

Chinese, which in some sections of the province amounts to an obsession,

that foreigners are selfishly aggressive and missionaries merely political
4

Field Area No. of Sq.Mi. to

n* So.Mr. Each Evangelistic Center

27,600 952

6,900 231

6.475 3,237

I.fOO 1,900

1,325 265
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Distribution of Workers

agents of their representative governments. This combined with racial

prejudice and religions opposition has made it difficult to extend Christian

work rapidly throughout the province. (4) The death or retirement of

workers, in addition to the natural depletion of staff occasioned by the

demands of the Great War, and the financial economy which it imposed."

FULL-TIME CHRISTIAN WORKERS
Foreign Force—Kwangsi, Kansu, and Yunnan have approximately the

same number of foreign missionaries. Over two-thirds of the male mis-

sionaries in Kwangsi are ordained. Thirteen out of the total 76 foreign

missionaries are professional medkal workers, 7 physicians and 6 nurses.

In the propcrtiou of foreign medical workers to the total foreign force,

Kwangsi presents as favourable r. record as any province in China.

Single women constitute approximately one-fourth of the total missionary

force. When considering the distribution of the missionaries aver the

province, it is interesting to note that 65 per cejnt reside in the 3 cities

cf Wucbosv, Kwcilin, and Kanning. About one-half of the employed

Chinese workers also reside in these three cities. The remaining foreign

residential centers in the province average approximately 3 missionaries

each.

Christian Occupation in Terms of Foreign Force—
Number of Foreign Missionaries Number of Foreign Missionaries

PER 1,000 Communicants
(Average for Province 16)

CMS 33
WMMS 32

CMA 24

SBC 5

per 1,000,000 Inhabitants

(Average for Province Jl

CMA 18

WMMS 12

CMS 10

SBC 7

Note that only the larger societies and those with fields delimited on
Map III are included in the above table. Note also that the SBC reports

the lowest degree of Christian occupation both in terms of population

and communicants.

Chinese Employed Force—Yunnan, Kweichow, and Kansu report

fewer employed Chinese workers than Kwangsi. The first two provinces

are credited with having more communicants, however, than the province

under consideration. The 276 employed Chinese workers in Kwangsi
may be classified as fellows : 63 per cent evangelistic, 26 per cent

educational, and n per cent medical. All missions report a majority of

evangelistic workers. Seventy-fonr per cent of the Chinese force are men.
This pppears rather high when compared with the percentage of men in

the communicant body, which is only 5S per cent. The CMA employs
by far the highest proportion of female workers, over 20 per cent of the

Chinese working force consisting of Bible women.

Distribution of Chinese Force—Approximately one-half erf the em-
ployed workers reside in Wttchow, Kweilin, and Nanning. The remainder
appear well distributed over the province. Comparison between the
accompanying map and Map V reveals less than a score of evangelistic
centers which are without at least one resident Chinese worker.

Ordained Chinese—The SBC reports the highest number of ordained
workers, namely, 7 ont of a total of 11 for the province. In the number
of its native ordained workers Kwangsi ranks even with Kweichow and
Honan, and sKgbtly above Shensi, Shansi, and Kansu. There is one
ordained worker in Kwangsi for every 5 organized congregations. If

we add the ordained members of the foreign force to those of the Chinese
force, we have one ordained worker in Kwangsi for every two organized
churches and every 147 communicant church members.

Degree of Christian Occupation in Terms of Employed Chines*
Workers—
Workers ier 1,000 Commtjnicants Workers per 1,000,000 Inhabitants

(Average for Province 59) (Average for Province 26)
WMMS 131 CMA 57CMS i3 r WMMS 50
CMA 74 SBC 49
SBC 36 CMS 41

Note that only the larger mission societies and those with mission
fields delimited on Map III are included in the above table.

The first table is interesting in that it indicates the proportion of
church communicants who are employed bv their respective missions or
churches. For example, the CMS and wifMS employ 13 out of every
100 church members, while the SBC employs only 3.6. The average for
the province is approximately 6 employed workersout of every 100 church
members. This is below the average for South and West China and con-
siderably bekw the average for Central China : Honan, Hunan, and Hupeh
averaging 9.6 employed Chinese workers out of every 100 communicants.

Training School Facilities—-The only institutions reported to the
CCEA in 1918 as Bible training schools in Kwangsi are the Bible schools
for men and for women in Wuchow (CMA).

Chinfse and Foreign Workers Compared
-"» 1 23 88 75 \W

rorHm VlfMtan
Chinese Kmm.elMtie Worker*

rkt-r*
Chinese Medical Worker*

Foreign and Chinks* Workers per j ,000,000 Poptaation

88 to m so 40 30 20 10 10 -20 30 m so

CM*
WMMS
SBC

•CMS

A«
SUA
EMM
Imi

1
FoixignWorte*
ChineseWorkent
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COMMtXICAXT CHRISTIANS
General Surrey.—There is one Protestant communicant Christian to

every 2,}<o inhabitants of Kwangsi. Protestant church members number
4,722. These are distributed among ©a organized congregations, each

averaging ytk Of the total church membership in the province, 58 per

cent are men. Approximately 40 per cent reside in the larger cities,

with populations over 50,000. Six out of every 10 <£ the male members,

and 3 oat cf every to of the .female members, are able to real the Gospels

in the vernacular with fluency and anderstanding. Kwangsi reports a

large Sunday School enrollment. Compare this with the number of

mission school students. Abcat 3,000 Sunday School scholars are en-

rolled, while only half this number are reported as under Christian in-

struction is mission day schools.

It may be interesting, by way of comparison, to know that the Roman
Catholic mission work in Kwangsi is not very well developed. We have

information regarding only 44 churches and chapels with a communicant

membership of 5,006. This is the smallest Roman Catholic Church

constituency for any of the provinces of China. Only 54 adults were

reported as baptised during last year. Besides schools for orphans, the

only educational work attempted by the Roman Catholic Church is one

low-grade seminary with 22 students. The above statistics were reported

Mi TOM.
Distribution of Protestant Commnuteants—Church members are

largely concentrated around Kweilin and Wnchow, with a fair distribu-

tion over other sections of the mission field where the work has been

carried on for a sufficient length of time. Compare the accompanying

map with Map IV. The districts which were opened between the years

tJWi and iooo show the largest number of communicants. Compare the

accompanying map with Map VI. The distribution of employed workers,

both foreign and Chinese, will appear to be fairly prorortionate to the

distribution of communicant Christians, except in the districts around

Sinchow, Pingnamyfin, and Kweihsien.

Christian Ocenpntion in Terms of Communicants per 10,000 In*

habitants—A two-fold study will be Interesting in tlis connection :

First, how the various mission fields compare in the number of their

communicants per lOyodo inhabitants fTahle VI, Column it). The SBC

teds with 13, followed by the CMA with S, the AG with 6, and the

WMMS with 4. This last'figure represents the average for the province,

the proportions for the CMS and SI>A being slightly below this

average. The second study concerns the number of communicants per

3<Vco -population in the various tao. Tsangwu-tao in the east, and

Kweihn-tao in the northeast, each represents a proportion of sligfct'y

«ww 7 commandants per ro.ooo. The remaining 4 tao come considerably

below this standard, Cfcennan-tao being the best of the four with a pro-

portion of 1.7 par 10,000.

Membership by DenominaiionsSliighily over half the total number

«rf communicants in the province, or 2,669, are members of Baptist

mission t

begun in

exceeding
Magazine,

exceeding

churches. Less than 400 are connected with Anglican and Methodist

churches. The remaining number, which is somewhere between T.5 o

and a.cco, belong to missions and churches, which cannot be classified

among any of the more common and better known denominational groups.

Chureh Organization—Most of the evangelistic centers report organiz-

ed congregations, well-eared for by Christian Chinese workers. Sel%

support is well advances! throughout the province.
' Department 0j Se^-Sup^ort—The history of the Department of Sdf-

Support in the CMA is indicative of conditions within the Chinese Church

throughout the province- The following extracts are taken from the

"South China Alliance Tidings**

:

"Three departments of our work are practically independent of

11 Our publication work at Wuchow which was

Thi* plant is valued above f15/300 Meet. A total output

I

ages of Gospel literature is reported. "The Bible

ich is a Chinese bi-monthly of 80 pages, has a circulation

% (1) The work among blind children. (3J The Bible

schools for men and women at Wuchow."

"As a further step toward self-support and self-administration by the

Chinese, it was deckled that in all churches where there are ten members,

«M5 "mother mission" will not be responsible to supply money from home

for the incidental expenses of the station. Where there are twenty members,

the local chureh must undertake in addition the supply of the wages of the

chapel-keeper. Furthermore, it is expected that when a church ha« forty

members it will ai hast undertake one-third of the salary of its preacher :

when it has sixty members it will undertake at least two-thirds, and when

it lias eighty it will undertake the full support of its preacher."

"It was further agreed that hereafter our Chinese Conference may

effect three (frigates, not only to attend sessions of our Annual Conference,

but als« sessions of our Executive Committee meetings during the year.

We believe that their wise counsel in matters pertaining to our rapidly

growing Chinese Churches will be a great help in the administration of

the work."
Impressions of Unoccnpkd Areas—From a recent report of an exten-

sive itinerancvof fortv (toys through the northwestern section of Kwangsi

by Rev. W H. Oldfield, we note the following : "From Liuchowfu one

may travel for twelve days either northward or westward without seeing

a Gospel chapel or entering a district in which a witness is being given

to the ">ospeL In this great neglected territory there are still numerous

traded cities and large market towns that as yet feave no established work

whatever. For the most part the language of these cities is Mandarin, but

the districts surrounding these busy centers contain a large population of

mixed tribesmen. These people are shut away from the rest of the

r ravines by huge? mountain ranges. The greater part of this territory

has not even been entered fef a Gospel worker. No missionary in oar

province as yet speaks their language. To reach these people with the

Gospel has for years been oaf hope and aim."
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IX.

—

Mission* Schools

MISSION
- SCHOOLS

Elementary Education—A glance at the map reveals at once the

poverty of Christian educational facilities throughout Kwangsi. Although

the province has a Protestant church membership of 4,722 Christians,

only 1,513 children are receiving education in church or mission schools.

This is equivalent to only one student for every 3 church members. The
missions rank as follows in their emphasis on educational work :

Total Xo. OP Total So. op Ratio of Students
COMMCNICANTS Students to COMMUNICANTS

SBC 2,669 756 1 to 3-5

CMA 1,603 403 1 to 4
WMMS 189 193 1 to 1

CMS 187 131 1 to 1-4

Among all the provinces of China, Kansu alone ranks below Kwangsi
in the total number under Christian instruction. When considered in

terms of the proportion of students to communicants, Kweichow and
Yunnan alone rank lower than the province under discussion.

The Survey Committee has been able to secure information regard-
ing only 49 lower primary schools. The inadequacy of lower primnry
education will be apparent on comparing the number of lower primary

schools to the number of stations and evangelistic centers in the province,
i.e., 49 to 89. In other words, in about half of the centers where Christian
communities are established, no provision has yet been made for the
•education of the children from Christian homes. Higher primary schools
are established in two cities, Kweilin and Wuchow. About 19 per cent
of the lower primary students advance to higher grades. The proportion
of boys to girls in the Christian primary Schools of Kwangsi is about 2 to 1.

Middle Sclwols—Only 2 Christian middle schools are reported.
Both of these are located in Wuchow, one with 8 boys and the other
with 9 girls. Neither of these schools offers a full-grade middle school
course. There is no Christian education above middle school grade in
the province.

Cc-mr.are the accompanying map with Map VII. A relatively large
number of communicants resides within a radius of 50 miles of Sfincfaow,
where no provision for higher primary education as yet has apparently
been made. A fairly large number of communicants Teside in and around
Nanning. Here also no educational facilities above lower- primary grade
were available at the time the Survey data was being collected. The
above statement regarding Sfinchow and the surrounding country applies
to Liuchowfu as well.

IV.—Extent of Occupation The Christian School
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Sormal School and Higher Educational Facilities—Teachers for lower

primary schools are prepared at Wuehow. No Christian educational

facilities higher than middle schools exist. Canton is within easy reach

of Wticbcw, and up to the present, any need for advanced educational

work has been supplied by the higher educational facilities available in

Kwangtung province.

GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS

General Summary—Knangsi ranks fairly high among the provinces

of China in government education. The most recent report of the

Ministry of Education (1916) credits the province with 55,581 lower

primary and 13,283 higher primary- students. This gives a proportion of

64 primary students per io.cco inhabitants, ranking Kwangsi above

Kweichow,' Kwangtung, Fukien, Honan, Kiangsi, and Anhwei. Approx-

imately 2 per cent of the total number of primary students in this pro-

vince are enrolled in church or mission schools.

Government Middle Schools—Here again sources of information are

none too reliable, and wide inconsistencies between different sources

make any definite statement hazardous. According to the best informa-

tics the Survey Committee has been able to obtain, Kwangsi in 1918

was provided with 26 government middle schools. At least one of these

was located in every mission station. In addition, government middle

Schools were reported for the following cities : Kweishnn, Taipingfu,

Wuvfian, Tenchow, Kweihsien, Paklow, Luchwan, Shumkai,

Wrfsuan, and Junghsien. Note that five of these cities with govern-

ment middle schools are located in the extreme southeastern section of

the province, a portion of which is as yet unoccupied by any mission

society. Compare, also, the number of primary schools, lower and higher,

which are reported for the hsiens in the southeastern section of the

province, with the number reported for hsiens located elsewhere. FTom

the accompanying map one would be inclined to believe that the develop-

ment of government education was furthest advanced in the extreme

southeast and northeast of Kwangsi. No information has been supplied

covering the quality and character of education in government schools,

nor is anything known regarding the use of these schools by Christian

parents. One correspondent, writing from Lungchow in iqiq, referred

as follows to the increasing educational opportunities for girls : "For

the past few years government schools for girls have been opened, so

the present generation of children will be able to read and write to a

great extent."

Higher Education—-To quote from an article on Kwangsi, appearing

in "The Chinese Empiie," "Kweilin, at one time the scene of Kang Yu-

wei's teaching on reform, was rightly one of the first provincial

capitals to open officially a college on modern lines. This was May,

1899," and the college has continued for some years, being staffed wholly

by Chinese. At the time of this writing no information regarding this

college is obtainable. Several normal schools have been established by

the government in Kweilin, Wuehcw, and Nanning. There is also a

government law college in the old capital city. An intense desire for

medern education is discernible among the more progressive Chinese

throughout the province.
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XL—Hospitals

HOSPITALS

General Summary—Voai societies in Kwangsi report mission medical

work. The SBC and the WMMS have hospitals in Wuchow. The CMS
reports a hospital in Kweilin. The SBC, though not reporting a mis-

sion hospital in Nanning, is in all probability carrying on medical work

there, since a medical missionary now resides in that center. The

EMM maintains a general hospital and the SDA a dispensary in

Fanning. A mission dispensary is also reported in Poseh. Missionaries

in other stations frequently dispense medicines, but there is no desire

on their part to be credited with regular dispensary work. Seven foreign

and ii Chinese physicians, assisted by 6 foreign and 7 Chinese graduate

nurses, make up the medical staff of the 3 hospitals.

Areas of Need—Kwangsi, when judged by the amount of Christian

medical work, is among the 3 or 4 most neglected provinces in China. The

areas around Siinchow and Liuchowfu are situated in the more densely

populated districts of the province, and report a relatively large number

of communicants and employed workers. The southeastern section of

the province is also above the average in density, and also shows con-

siderable development along educational lines. Both these areas, how-

ever, appear on the accompanying map without mission medical facilities

within convenient distance.

Christian Occupation in Terms of Mission Doctors and Hospital Beds-~

Foreign Physicans per

1,000,000 Inhabitants

(Average for the Province 0.7)

WMMS 0.4

EMM , 0.2

SBC 0.2

Compare this map with Map V
residential centers are without modem hospital facilities, or for that

matter, without any professional medical care. Compare the accompany-
ing map with Maps VI and VII. A considerable number of communi-
cants between Nanning and Wuchow will be found to be without modern
medical facilities near at hand.

Hospital Beds per 1,000,000

Inhabitants

(Average for the Province 11}

WMMS 78
SBC 37
EMM 10

It will be seen that 10 mission
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I.—HSIEN BOTJNI>ARlES

HUNAN

HSIEN BOUNDARIES

Physical and Political Divisions—Kwangtung extends over approxi-

mately ioo.gco sq.mi. of territory. It is half the size of France, and

about twice the size of the State of Ohio. The province divides naturally

into three sections : (i) the Mei-Han valley with. Swatow as the main

port; (2) the valleys of the West, North, and East rivers, joining in the

wonderful Pearl-West River delta, with Canton the capital of the province

at its center; {3) and the southwest seaboard, where all the rivers flow

directly into the China Sea, and where communication with Canton and

Hongkong is made by means of ocean-going junks and steam launches.

The island of Hainan, situated between the China Sea and the Gulf of

Tongking, is politically a part of Kwangtung, and may therefore be re-

garded as forming a fourth geographical division. For civil administra-

tive purposes Kwangtung is divided into 5 tao and 94 hsiens.

The province has seven ports open to foreign trade : Hongkong, Canton,

Swatow, Pakhoi, Samshui, Kwangchow, and Hoihow, the last-named

being located on Hainan Island. Three ports along the coast of Kwang-

tung have been ceded to Foreign Powers : Macao, occupied by the

Portuguese in 1553 and ceded officially to Portugal in 1887 ;
Hongkong,

ceded to Grelat Britain in 1842 (to which must be added the Kowloon ex-

tension on the mainland ceded in i860) ; and Kwangchow, leased to France

in 1898.

Macao is situated on an island at the mouth of the Pearl River. The

circuit of the settlement is about 8 miles. Both the position and climate

of Macao are delightful. The population is about 80,000, of whom 7,000

are Porteguese or foreigners of another nationality.

In the city of Macao, Robert Morrison and William Milne began

their missionary labours for China. Here the first Protestant Christian

convert was baptized, and the first Protestant Christian church organized.

Here also the first Protestant Mission press was established. And here

the body ot Robert Morrison, first Protestant missionary to China, lies

buried. While gazing on a facade of an old and ruined Roman Catholic

cfmreh in Macao from the top of which there still towers a cross, Sir

John Bowring, then British Consul, was inspired to write his immortal

hvmn, "In the Cross of Christ I glory."

The island of Hongkong (n miles long and from 2 to 5 mi. broad)

is also situated neat the month of the Pearl River, 40 mi. from Macao and

90 mi. from Canton. Opposite the city of Victoria is a peninsula of the

mainland on which the city of Kowloon (original area 4 sq.mi., and ceded

to Great Britain in i860) is built. In 1898, an additional territory common-

ly called 'The New Territory,* with an area of 375 sq.mi., including

several islands one larger than Hongkong, was leased to Great Britain.

Kowloon is connected with Canton by rail.

Kwangchow, situated on the coast of southwest Kwangtung, is an

excellent closed harbour, second only to Hongkong. It is 15 mi. long,

and for about half its length is 3 to 4 mi. broad. This harbour with

adjacent territory comprising 325 sq. mi. was leased to the French in

1898, and is now governed by the Governor-General of Indo-China.

Physical Features—Three-fifths of the province is mountainous.

Rivers are numerous and their valleys subject to frequent floods. The

two large deltas, Mei-Hcn in the east, and Pearl-West in the central

section of the province, rank amongst the most fertile areas in the world,

usually providing three crops a year, and sustaining dense populations.

The northeastern section of the province is a great plain. In the south-

west the rivers are short and run directly into the sea. The central river

system spreads like a banyan tree with three great branches, while the

trunk is strengthened by a network of smaller rivers resembling roots.

Of all the provinces of China, Kwangtung is the best provided with ex-

cellent ports. It can boast of Hongkong, Canton, Swatow, Hoihow,

Macao, Pakhoi, and Kwangchow.
Climate—The climate of Kwangtung is very changeable, and depends

upon the dry northeast winds or the moisture-laden winds which blow

from the southwest. From October to April the former prevail, and in

the neighbourhood of Canton, the temperature seldom falis below 33°F.

In Hainan the northern section is semi-tropical, the south tropical.

The summers are very hot and humid. Hainan is extremely mountainous

In the interior. The coastal plains are fertile, and the island is rich in

minerals,

Economic Conditions—The economic status of many families in

Kwangtung is enhanced by considerable money received from relatives

abroad. The majority of the inhabitants devote themselves to agricultural

pursuits. The rich "and fertile regions of the Canton delta are highly

cultivated. Crops of all kinds are raised in abundance. Of these, rice

comes first, especially in the Canton delta where two and sometimes even

three crops are produced yearly. The fields are generally worked under

leases, the farmers living together in villages. Rental is paid in grain.

The growing of the mulberry tree, the rearing of silk-worms, the cultiva-

tion of straw for the matting industry, the production of sugar-cane, and

the growth and export of black tea, are other common agricultural pursuits.

However, the density of population is so great in the delta region that

Kwangtung still depends on French Indo-China and the central provinces

for rice, and on Manchuria for beans.
(
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The province is rich in minerals which, as yet, have hardly been

touched. The most important coal fields are situated in the vicinity of

Shiuchow along the North River in the northern part of the province.

Also in the districts of Fayiinshing ami Koming, as well as in several

places along the East River. Many of the less common minerals, such

as antimony, wolfram, manganese, and arsenic, are also found in quantity.

Canton and Fatshan are the two principal industrial centers. Trade

is carried on through Swatow and Pakhoi and other ports, but Canton

easily holds first place as the commercial center of the province. The

Arabs traded here in the 10th Century. The Portuguese reached it in 1516

and were soon followed by the Dutch and English. In 1684 the East

India Company established its first "factory" in Canton. Since 1842 the

development of Hongkong and the opening of other foreign ports in

provinces further north have limited Canton's trade.

People and Langvcges—The Cantonese people migrated from the north

nearly 2,000 years ago and settled in the central section of the province.

These Cantonese form from a half to three-quarters of the present popula-

tion. "They are active, industrious, and consider themselves the rightful

owners of the soil." The Hakkas entered Kwaugtung centuries later and

settled principally in the northern and northeastern sections. They are

excellent cultivators of the soil. During recent years they have extended

their settlements southward to the coast near Kowloon, thus driving a

wedge between the Cantonese and the Hoklos. The Hoklos spread from

the littoral section of Fukien into the Mei-Han delta region, and along

the eastern coast of the province as far west as Kowloon. The Kungkas
comprise the boat population in the neighbourhood of Canton. They are

given to petty trades and mingle very little, if at all, with the other in-

habitants ol the province. In antecedents and customs they differ greatly

from any of the other races. Their number exceeds 100,000. Aborigines

still inhabit the; mountainous sections of the province; the Miao in the

north and northwest, and the Tai in the southwest. They are still

practically untouched b\- Christian missions. Besides aborigines of the

Tai and Lao families, found chiefly in the mountainous interior, Hainan

has approximately 2,000,000 Chinese who have settled along the coast.

Miao from Kwangsi also inhabit the steep mountain sides.

Cantonese is the chief language in the province. Mandarin is spoken

among the official classes. Every large race as well as the various aborigin-

al tribes ha%~e their own dialects or languages. The Hakka dialect is

spoken by approximately 4,000,000. -In the Swatow district the dialect

spoken by approximately 3,000,000 resembles the language commonly heard

in southern Fukien. Besides tribal dialects, Hainan has a Chinese dialect of

its own called Hainanese.
Communications—Water is the chief means of communication through-

out Kwangtnng. "The West River delta affords innumerable entrances

to the province, the river itself offering direct traffic with Wueb/wv and

Nanning in Kwangsi. The North River valley forms the famous highway

from Canton northward to Shiuchow where it divides, one inanch going

west into Hunan and the other continuing northeast into Kiangsi. Along

this latter stream there is a paved road which extends through a beautiful

country-. Along the entire length of this road shelters have been erected

at regular intervals for the accommodation of carriers. The route into

Hunan is similarly continued, after navigation ceases to be practical, by

a paved road each side of which is also lined with inns and warehouses."

The East River which rises in Kiangsi affords an excellent net-work of

navigable streams opening up the rice and sugar country of the northeast.

The Han River, with its chief tributary the Mei, offers water communica-
tions in the extreme eastern part of the province. In soutnv.est Kw« g-

tung, the rivers although short are important because of tiw. far«2 beat

populations.

Railroads—There are five railways in Kwangtung, three of which

radiate from Canton : (1) The Canton-Kowloon Railway (no mi.}, con-

necting Canton with Kowloon on the mainland opposite Hongkong. {2)

The Canton-Samshui Railway, 32 miles in length, which runs through a
very populous and fertile country, passing through the busy city of

Fatshan. This railway may eventually be extended into Kwangsi and
Yunnan. '3! The Canton-Hankow Railway, which at present is com-
pleted and operating a distance of 139 miles out ol a total 720. This road

will bring Canton into direct communication with Peking, Moukden, and
Europe via the Trans-Siberian Railway. (4) The Sunning Railway, south-

west .of Canton, a successful privatety-owned road extending over 78 miles

from Towshan to beyond Kongmoon, where steamers connect with Hong-
kong and Macao. Eventually the Sunning Railway will continue on to

Canton. Surveys have been completed for a railroad connecting Swatow
aud Fukien. This road will be a part of the proposed sea-coast trunk
line. A short branch, 30 miles, between Swatow and Chaoehowfu has been
completed and in operation for a number of years. Another important
branch line may some day be built from the Canton-Hankow Railway at

Shiuchow into Kiangsi. This eventually will afford a most desirable

short-cut to Shanghai. These main lines with their intersecting branches

promise to spread a very effective railroad net over Kwangtung. Mission
work in the past has developed rapidly along existing railroad lines.

Roads—Because of numerous waterways which reach every part of

the province^ few roads are necessary. Those that do exist are merely
narrow pathways betweejn rice fieMs, paved with slabs of stone. "Very

tittle is done in the way of keeping up these roads. Few vehicles of any
sort are scan. The most famous highway in the province is that leading

from Kamyung into Kiangsi. It is estimated that carriers on this

highway frequently number over 50,000.
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Pastel and Telegraph Facilities—Kwangtung ranks first among the

pro\ races of China in the number ol its postal agencies, and next to

ChihH and Kiangsu in the number of post offices. There is scarcely a city or

market village without postal facilities. During 1919 the number of post

•offices of various grades increased from 132 to 142. In addition to Chinese

post offices, Great Britain has postal stations in Canton and Hoihow;

France in Canton, Hoihow, Kwangchow, and Pakhoi ; and Japan in Canton.

The Chinese Government Telegraph Administration maintains over

70 stations in Kwangtung. Two overland telegraph lines connect Canton

with Shanghai. Practically every part of the province is within tele-

graphic comnranication with the outside world.

Christian Occupation, by Hsiens—A study of the statistical tables on
Christian occupation by hsiens {Appendix A) reveals 6 hsiens on the

-mainland (Hoikin and I.inshan in the northwest, Hoikang and Suikai

on the promontory in the extreme southwest), and two hsiens on Hainan
Island as totally without any organized Protestant Christian work. Ten
"hsiens report having only one evangelistic center each, and seven hsiens

•only two each. About half of the hsiens in the province report repre-

sentatives of two or more missions. Twenty-seven hsiens, or 28 per cent
of the total number, report no mission lower primary schools, and 55
hsiens, or 60 per cent, no mission higher primary schools. Government
lower and higher primary educational facilities are reported for all hsiens.

DENSITY OF POPULATION
Population Estimates for the Province—Population estimates for

Kwangtung have varied from 23,700,000 (1910 Customs* Report) to

37.167,701 (Post Office Census 1919). In 1885, the Board of Revenue
estimated the population of the province to be slightly under 30,000,000.

The Minchengpu Estimate in 1910 was more conservative, fixing the
total at 27,700,000. The estimates of population by hsiens which were
received by the Survey Committee in 1918 bring the figure for the pro-
vince slightly below the Post Office Estimate!, namely, 35,195,036. The
figures received by the Survey Committee for over two-thirds of the
hsiens are identical with those published by the Post Office in 1919. Survey
Committee estimates for the remaining hsiens are slightly lower.

The average density for Kwangtung is somewhere between 275 and
375 inhabitants per square mile. New Zealand with approximately the
same area has only 8 inhabitants per sq.mi. According to the Mtn-
ehengpu Estimate {1910) Kwangtung has a density of 277 per square
mite and ranks tenth in the list of provinces. According to the Post Office
Estimate of 1919, the density of the province is considerably higher, namely,
371 inhabitants per sq. mi. In the list of Post Office estimates, Kwang-
tung ranks sixth in density. If, however, we accept the CCC figures, the
density of the province stands at 352 inhabitants per square mile.

Areas of Greatest Density—The distribution of population in Kwang-
tung has followed the river system. Recently the movements of the people

have been away from the flood areas and along the railway lines. The
densest areas are to be found in the Canton delta region and the flood

plains along the coast. The mountainous districts are very sparsely

populated. Yanfa-hsien in the northern mountainous area, for example,

has a population of 45,000, while Shuntak-hsien and Sunwui-hsien in

the delta district report more than one million inhabitants each. The
average density of 352 per sq.mi. for the whole province can not give any
adequate idea of the congestion in the delta regions. Here the popula-

tion is so closely packed that it may safely be estimated to exceed 1,000

inhabitants per sq.mi. This delta region around Canton and the area

south of the Yangtze between Shanghai and Hangchow may safely be

regarded among the two most densely populated regions in China.

Cities—Kwangtung is a province of many large cities. The market
village, however, is the center of influence in all country districts. Ten
cities are reported with populations of or exceeding 100,000 : Canton

1,500,000-2,000,000; Hongkong 525,000; Fatshan 450,000; Chaochowfu

250,000; Sunwui 200,000; Kongmoon 168,000; Siulam 140,000; Shiuchow

120,000 ; Shekki 100,000 ; Chaoyanghsien 100,000. Eight other cities contain

50-100,000 inhabitants each ; 38 report populations ranging between 20,000

and 50,000; and 60 smaller cities are known to have anywhere between

10,000 and 20,000 inhabitants each. All the larger cities are occupied as

mission stations. Approximately 70 per cent of the inhabitants of Kwang-
tung live outside cities of 10,000 or above.

Christian Population—Out of an aggregate of 35,195 small dots on the

accompanying map, only 62 of the smallest size, each representing 1,000

inhabitants, indicate the numerical strength of the Protestant (Christian

communicant body.

PROTESTANT MISSION FIELDS
Mission Fields Compared—At leastt 43 Protestant mission societies

are at work in Kwangtung. Their fields cover approximately five-sixths

of the total area of the province. Six of these are Bible and Tract

Societies, one educational fCanton Christian College), and 4 medical and
philanthropic (BFM, HVBC, CMMS, KHI). Of the remaining 32 societies,

2 report no church organizations (YMCA and YWCA). This leaves 30
mission societies within the province reporting church organizations.

The fields of the following societies do not appear on Ihe accompanving
map: MEFB, CumPM, AFO, CFM, Heb, Ind, RickshaM, SCBM, SDA,
YMCA, and YWCA. Most of these societies limit their work to city

areas. The accompanying map therefore shows the field areas of 21 mis-

sion societies. Fifteen have fields within a radius of roo miles from
Canton. In this populous delta region there is so much overlapping that

in order to assist the student to trace the delimitations of the various field*,,

an inset has been made showing the boundary lines.
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Extent of Mission Fields—The mission societies working the largest

areas are as follows : PN {including Hainan), 32,800 sq.mi., or nearly one-

third of the total area of the province; ABF, 12,100 sq.mi., or approx-

imately one-eighth of the total area ; B 10,650, Bn 10,200, and SBC
10,200 sq.mi., or about one-tenth of the entire area of the province for

each ; EPM, 8,000 ; and so on.

Societies Grouped by Nationality—If we exclude the 6 Bible and
Tract Societies, we have 21 American societies in Kwangtnng, 6 British,

6 Continental, and 4 International. The work of American missionary

societies extends over approximately two-thirds of the province, while

the British and Continental societies cover approximately one-half and
one-quarter of the province respectively.

Societies Grouped Denominationally—The various mission societies

may be classified denominationally as follows: Anglican 1, Baptist 3,

Congregational 2, Lutheran 4, Methodist 2, Presbyterian 7, and those not

included under any of the above groups 18. The work of all

Presbyterian missions combined covers over half of the entire province.

The Lutheran and Baptist missions work approximately one-fourth of the

province each, while the Anglicans, Congregationalists, and Methodists

each claim field areas which approximate 5,000 sq.mi. or one-twentieth of

the total area of Kwangtung.

Unoccupied Areas—Four sections of Kwangtung are shaded black on
the accompanying map. All are located in the western half of the pro-

vince. The first is just west of the SBC mission station Yingtak on the

North River. The second area is a part of the Hainan promontory ex-

tending over the whole of Suikai hsien just south of the PN station

Kocbow. The third is in the extreme west adjoining Tongking, and
including Lingshan and Yamchow districts. The fourth embraces a large

number of islands scattered along the southwestern coast. The total

extent of the unclaimed portions of Kwangtung reaches approximately
6,ceo sq.mi.

Overlapping Areas—The chief impression one receives fiom the ac-

companying map is the large amount of overlapping between mission
societies in the delta region within a radius of 100 miles from Canton.
This overlapping is not as evident immediately north of the city as it is

in all directions toward the south. There is overlapping also in the
eastern part of Kwangtung between the following missions : ABF, B,
and EPM. Also in the north between the WMMS, SBC, B, and Bn.

Compare this map with Map II. The overlapping exists in the areas
of greatest density. Moreover, reference to Map IV shows overlapping
to exist especially in those areas which were first opened to Protestant
missionary propaganda.

Comity Agreements—Seven mission societies have reported definite

comity agreements. The ABF and EPM state that they have subscribed
to the Principles of Comity prepared by the China Continuation Committee
in 1918. These two missions have worked side by side in the Hok'.o
territory without any geographical divisions. The WMMS reports tacit

understandings with missionaries of several societies wherever work
adjoins. The PCNZ reports a definite agreement with the Bn society
whereby the latter undertakejs work among the Hakkas in the country
area, while the former confines its activities to the Cantonese-speaking
people who reside in market and city centers. A general understanding
regarding field boundaries exists between the PCNZ and the Pentecostal
missionaries. The RPC mentions having an understanding with adjacent
missions respecting boundaries. The UB refers to an unwritten agreement
whereby it promises not to open work where another mission is

already located, without first obtaining the approval of the mission
concerned. The PCC reports a tacit understanding with the PN. The
CNTM has attempted repeatedly to reach an agreement on comity with
adjoining missions, bnt thus far without success. Six societies report
no comity agreements whatever, while the remaining societies throughout
the province give no answer to the question.

Church Federation—Federation bejtween the churches of the various
missions in the province is wel advanced, as shown in the union of the
churches of the following societies—-PN, PCC, PCNZ, ABCFM, LMS, UB,
and SEFC. A number of missions are also federated in their educational
work. (See Program of Advance 1919-20.) For example, in the educa-
tional work which centers around Canton definite responsibility for middle
and normal schools has been assigned to particular missions.

ACE OF WORK
Beginning of Christian Missions in China—"The Church history of

Kwangtung has been divided into five periods marked not so much by
arbitrary dates as by epoch-making movements. The facts of each period
are grouped around the more striking personalities" :

(1) 1560-1S07. "The rise and decline of Roman Catholicism associated with
the occupation of Macao by the Portuguese, the arrival there of
Vabgnani, Superintendent of the Jesuits' Missions to the East, the
gaining of an entrance into Sbaohing (then the capital city of the pro-
vince) by Ricci, and consequent successes until the advent of the
Dominicans and Franciscans, brought internal strife, and Imperial
disfavor resulted in a general persecution."

(2) 1807-1842. "The beginnings of Protestant Missions, from the arrival
of the pioneer to the signing of the Treaty at Nanking, which opened"
Canton with other ports to foreign occupation. Such names as
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Morrison, Milne, GutJdaff, Medhurst, Bridgman, Wells Williams,

and Dr. Peter Parker ara associated with this period."

(3) 1842-1860. "The opening of Canton and occupation of Hongkong np
to the Treaty of Tientsin, which gave right of travel in the interior

and premise of protection to Christian workers and converts. Such
nemes as Burns, ILegge, Genahr, Lobscheid, Piercy, Graves,

Chahners, Happer, and Dr. Kerr remind us that there were giants in

these days."

{4) 1860-TOOO. "From the Treaty of Tientsin to the Boxer Outbreak.

These forty years are marked by a very large increase in the missionary

force, extensive itineration throughout the whole province, the opening

of new stations where opportunity presented in the interior, and the

consolidation of institutional work in Hongkong, Canton, and
Swatow. Several of the men mentioned in connection with the pre-

vious period carried their labors into this one, and some, like Dr.

Graves and Dr. Kerr, remained right through it. Other names such

as Gibson, Henry, Simmons, Noyes, Pearce, Genahr, Kollccker, and
others come to our minds."

(5) 1900-1917. "From the Boxer Uprising to the Revolution and on into

the post-Revolution period of national reconstruction. This is the

period of conferences, of co-operative and union movements, of revised

policies, big institutions, partnership in responsibility between

Missions and the Chinese Church, of diminishing opposition, and of a

province-wide evangelistic opportunity."

Pioneer Period (1807-1860)—In 1805, the attention of the directors of the

I.MS was called to the spiritual needs of China. In Sept. 1807, Robert Mor-

rison, a Scotch Presbyterian, landed in Canton. Six years later he was

joined by William Milne. These two men possessed remarkable linguistic

gifts, and together, while hampered in direct evangelistic work, they were

able to prepare the way for others by their translations and faithful testi-

mony given to a lew teachers and servants. In 1814, Milne sailed for

Maliacca, where he continued to labour as Morrison's assistant until his

death in 1822. After 7 years in Macao, Robert Morrison baptized his first

convert. "At a stream of water issuing from the foot of a lofty hill, far

away from human observation, I baptized him in the name of the Father,

Son" and Holy Ghost. May he be the first-fruits of a great harvest." .Such

is the entry in Morrison's diary. Among those who Joined the mission

staff were Samuel Kidd, Professor of Chinese at Ixmdon University,

Samuel Dyer, the inventor of movable metallic type for Chinese printing,

Mr. W. H. Medhurst who reached Malacca in 1S16, Dr. William Lockhart

who came to China in 1838, Dr. Hobson, who carried on medical work at

Macao, 1839-1843, and James Legge. In 1843, at a conference of mission-

aries held in Hongkong, it was decided to begin missionary work in the

five newly opened treaty ports, namely, Canton, Amoy, Foochow, Xingpo,

and Shanghai. From the time of Mr. Milne's journey through the Chinese

ments in the Malay Archipelago until the opening of these five treaty

ports, the work of the LMS was carried on under the name of the Ultra-

Ganges Mission. Centers were established in Malacca, Java, Batavia,

Penang, and Singapore

Most of the pioneers, before the Treaty of Nanking in 1842, devoted

their energies chiefly to the work of translation and evangelism. Many
did not remain long, some leaving the field, others going to North China

after the five treaty ports were opened. The first concrete result of the

missionary attack on Canton was the beginning of hospital work, under

Drs. Peter Parker, Hobson, and Lockhart. When Hongkong was ceded to

England in 1842, a new and safer base of operations was provided. From

the beginning it became a city of refuge and a place of vantage from which

Canton was opened. At the end of the first period, 1807-1860, seven

societies were actively promoting missionary work in Kwangtung : ABF,

SBC, LMS, B, WMMS, EPM, and PN. Each of these had but one mission

station, except the EMS which had three.

The second Protestant missionary organization to be interested in China

was the Netherland Missionary Society, which in 1827 sent Karl Fredrkh

Gutzlaff to Batavia. Here Dr. Medhurst helped him to acquire the Malay-

an and Chinese languages. He made 7 voyages between 1831 and 1835

along the coast of Siam and China, reaching Tientsin in 1831. On bis

return, the story of his experiences "excited unbounded interest both in

England and in America, and gave the Christian Churches a new idea of

the possibility of missionary work in China." The Netherland Society

established no permanent work in Kwangtung.
The first American missionary to China was Elijah Bridgman of the

ABCFM, who arrived in Canton during 1830 in company with David Abeel,

the latter under the American Seamen's Friend Society. These men found

Robert Morrison alone in the city. Three years later, Drs. S. Wells

Williams and Ira Tracey joined Dr. Bridgman, and the ensuing year

they were followed by Dr. Peter Parker.

The Opium War of 1840 resulted in a temporary suspension of the work

for s years, after which some of the missionaries transferred to «thei

treity ports.

In ?%7 the PN had four missionaries under appointment for China,

The following 3'ear Revs. J. A. Mitchell and R. W. Orr with their wives

arrived in Singapore. Here they began work among the Chinese while

waiting for an opening into the Empire. After 1844 work was begun in

Macao. Canton itself was not actually entered until 1S47. Among the

pioneers of this socictv were Dr. A. P. Happer who established the Canton

Christian College, Dr." John G. Kerr, M. D., and Rev. H. B. Ncyes, D. D.

The boys* school opened in Macao in 1845 and transferred later to Canton

has since become the Fati Boarding School, while the girls' school started

in 1851 has since developed into the True Light Seminary.

Rev. W. C. Burns was the first missionary sent out by the English

Presbyteriaa Synod in 1847. The work of this society in Hongkong, Can-

ton, and surrounding regions, was also greatly influenced by Dr. James H.
Young. In 1851 this devoted pioneer moved to Amoy and later to Swatow,
where mission work had already been begun by LechJer of the Basel Mis-
sion in 1847. Colleagues arrived from 1858 on, and in 1863 hospital work
was begun.

The Basel and Rhenish mission societies first directed their attention

to China largely in response to the appeals of Dr. Gutzlaff. Rev. T. H.
Hamburg, a native of Sweden, and R. Lechler were the first missionaries

commissioned and sent out lo the Basel Mission. These men arrived in

China in 1846, and from the very beginning pushed their work into the

interior of the country, chiefly among the Habkss. The war between
China and England in 1856 compelled them to remove to Hongkong for

safety. This involuntary step resulted in the establishment of a permanent
mission station in 1858 in Hongkong. The field of the Basel Mis ion

now extends over one-tenth erf the total area of the province.

It was Dr. Gutzlaff and his stirring appeal to the Christian heart of

Germany that directed the attention of the Rhenish Mission Society to

Kwangtung province. Since the Basel missionaries were already occupy-
ing eastern Kwangtung, the Rhenish Mission directed its activities more
toward the western section of the Hakka country. In 1S47, F- Genahr and
H. Kuster landed in Hongkong. Here Dr. Gutzlaff met them and with
the two pioneers made frequent trips to the villages near by, distributing

tracts and medicines. Toward the clc*e of the year Mr. Genahr moved
from Hongkong to the mainland where he began work in the famous
Turgkun district, which since then has been the principal center of opera-

rions for the society.

Tlie WMMS began mission activities in South Chir.i shortly a

arrival of Sev. F. Piercy in 1852. This vigorous pioneer came on hi- mm
initiative and at his own expense. It was not long berfore he was accepted

by the WMMS as its first missionary and was joined by additional workers.

This work, begun in Canton and Hongkong, has since extended without

interruption to country districts as far inland as Kwangsi.

I.-—Force at Work—Foreign
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Rev. J. Shuck was the first regularly appointed American Baptist

missionary to China. He arrived in Macao in 183C, and in company with

Rev. I. J. Roberts settled in Canton in 1844. In 1842, Rev. W. Dean, a
missionary of this society, moved from Burma, where work was being done

among the Chinese, to Hongkong, and organized in 1843 the second Baptist

church in South China (the first having been established in Macao in 1837).

Dr. William Ashmore whose work was in Bangkok, Siam, among Swatow
emigrants, was transferred to Hongkong in 1858. Five years later he

removed to Swatow where a large and permanent work by the ABF has

since been established.

Second Period {1861-1880)—In this period the WMMS opened work in

Fatshan, and moved northward through the North River valley toShiuchow

which they opened in 1871. The Basel Mission pushed steadily on toward

the center of the Hakka field, opening Chonglok in 1862. During this

period also the West River district, as well as the delta region, were more

completely occupied, and work was noticeably extended in eastern Kwang-
tung among the Hoklos. In 1861 Bishop G. Smith, residing at St. Paul's

College, Victoria, Hongkong, appealed to the CMS to start a mission in

that city. Rev. J. Stringer was accordingly sent out in the following

year, and from this humble beginning a strong work was developed by the

CMS in the British concession which spread later to the mainland, Pakhoi

being opened during the early part of the third period (1886).

Third I'eriod (18S1-1900)—During these years a number of new fields

were entered, such as Limchowfu, Yeungkong, Takhing, Lotingchow, and

Hainan. Work previously begun was well extended into the hinterland,

and serious attempts were made to reach the many villages outside of the

larger centers. TheTe was breaking of new ground as well as deeper plow-

ing in ground already broken. Some of the missions beginning work in

Kwangtung during this period are : the RPC, Bn, SEFC, UB, KCM, and

CMA. '• The last named society later transferred its work at Lotingchow to

the RPC and retired from the province. The upper North River section

was selected by the Berlin Mission as its special field of work, while the

RPC broke new ground to the west, following the course of the West River.

Fourth Period {1901-1910)—During this period mission work made its

greatest advances over virgin soil in Hainan and throughout the East River

valley. Territories adjacent to stations opened in preceding periods were

also more thoroughly occupied. The PCC and PCNZ took over by arrange-

ment certain parts of the PN field thereby securing territory from which

Chinese immigrants to Canada or New Zealand had largely come. In this

way it was thought that the work of these two missions might best be

linked up with the work of their Chinese churches in the respective home
lands. The EvM settled in Shiuhing, and the CNTM in Pakhoi. During

this period the South China Boat Mission was organized and took over the

work begun by the SEFC. During this period also the YMCA entered the

province, and the MEFB Church was organized in Canton with a Chinese

pastor.

Fifth Period (1911-1920)—The last decade has been characterized by
much intensive and little extensive work. Most of the new societies enter-

ing the province are small and unclassified denominationally. The
CumPM and the GBB are represented by Chinese pastors ordained in

America. This period marks also the entrance of the YW'CA into Kwang-
tung as well as the Hebron Mission and the Dailik Mission.

The foundation of the American Presbyterian Mission in Hainan was
laid by Mr. C. C. Jeremiassen, a native of Denmark. He went to Hainan
in 1881 as an independent self-supporting missionary. During that year

he made a complete circuit of the island, treating the sick and distribut-

ing Chinese literature wherever he visited. During the following year

he settled in Hoihow, making a number of extensive trips into the

surrounding country. Ht later became associated with the American
Presbyterian Mission already at work in Kwangtung, and in 1883 received

an official visit from Rev. B. C. Henry, of Canton. Soon after, new recruits

were sent out by the PN.and in 1S93 the Hainan Mission of the PN was
organized at Kiungehow.

Evangelistic Christian Cosr&rrjNICAXT

Name of Sociktv
Centers Workers Christians

1914 1919 1914 1919 1914 1919

Anglican ... CMS 30 46 232 275 1,509 2,100
Baptist ... ... ... ABF 140 143 205 364 3,485 4,802

SBC 74 90 134 210 6,329 6,419
Congregational ... ABCFM.... 33 27 85 136 3,220 3,098

LMS 33 36 110 135 1,948 1,874

Lutheran ... B 118 116 345 212 8,087 8,193
Bn 150 ViH 220 123 6,467 -5,225

35 35 70 60 1.743 2,253
Methodist ... WMMS .... 42 30 80 106 1,924 2,013
Presbyterian ... ... EPM 120 131 295 336 5,606 6,209

~ PCC 13 15 31 51 735 1,000
PCNZ 8 12 29 44 329 362
PX 147 165 425

53
10,754

372
13,559

523BPC 8 9 49
UB 10 10 41 523

106

671

189Other Societies ... EvM 4 6 6
SEFC 4 7 15 25 501 534

Total for the Pnninoe
(All Societies)... 987 1,061 2,541 2.838 48,347 61,262

Progress during the Last Five Years—The following table makes possi-

ble a comparative study between the degree of Christian occupation

in Kwangtung in 1914 and that reported in 1919. Some allowance, how-
ever, must be made for differences in definitions. The 1919 returns for

evengelistic centers are based on the definition supplied by the Sur%*ey

Committee, which undoubtedly is stricter than the definitions of out-

stations which obtained among different societies reporth:g in 1914. The
statistics for 1914 were compiled by a special Committee appointed by
the Kwangtung Christian Council, and are fairly accurate and complete.

Note the very small increase in the number of evangelistic centers,

due undoubtedly to the stricter definition used in i9r^. Many places

formerly counted as outstations have had to be counted as preaching
places. Note that the total increase in the communicant membership for

the entire province is approximately 13,000. This is the safer column for

use in comparative study. During the last 5 years the Congregational
churches have lost in church membership. The Lutherans have held
their own, though the Berlin Mission reports a decrease. The two de-

nominational groups which have made the greatest gains are the Baptist
group credited with a 14 per cent increase, and the Presbyterian group
credited with an increase of 22 per cent.

Oldest Fields Compered—Approximate!}' half of the province was
opened before 1900. All areas shaded black on the accompanying map lie

beyond 30 li of any reported evangelistic center. There is occasional
itineration throughout these areas, but as yet few if any permanent centers
of evangelism have been established.

Compare the accompanying map with Map II. The densest areas
in the province appear to be those which wore first opened to Protestant
missionary activity. Compare this map with Map VII. The oldest fields

report the greatest number of church members. Compare this map with
Map III. The areas entered during the third, fourth, and fifth periods were
to a large degree opened by new societies. For example, the Berlin
'.fission entered the North River field in the third period, the RPC entered
the AVest River district in th» fourth period, while smaller societies,

unclassified denominationally, have sought out unoccupied regions in the
Canton delta during more recent years.

MrssioN Stations Arranged ChronolOGICAixy.

1^61-

1880
1881-

1890
1891-

1900
1901- 1911-

1910 j 1920

Anglican ... .. CMS
Baptist .. ABF

CNTM
SBC

Congregational .. ABCFM

LMS
Lutheran ... ... B

Bn
KCM
KM

Methodist ... .. WMMS
Presbyterian ... EPM

PCC
PCNZ
PN

BPC
UB

Other Societies ... AG
BFM
CCColl

CFM
EvM
Heb
HVBC
Ind

7 s 1

* i

1

3
1

1

2 3 1

1

2 1 i

i

3

1 1

•i

KHI 1
SCBM

1

SCHM
1 1

SDA 2
SEFC 1

YMCA 1 1 ]

YWCA

J

Note that the Bible and Tract Societies are not included in the above
table. Also that only those mission stations which have been continued
without interruption till the present are included in the above classifica-
tion. For example, the ABCFM opened a mission station in Canton
during the first period. This was abandoned later, and the present
mission station was not established until the third period. Sixty-four
mission stations were opened before 1900, and 56 since. This is significant
in that it shows the large degree of new work undertaken during the
last 20 years. Among other striking revelations in the above table are
the following : The LMS has opened no new mission station in Kwang-
tung since 1850. Only 2 Presbyterian mission stations existed prior to
1880, yet today the Presbyterians report the largest church membership
in the province. The greatest advance in new stations since 1900 has been
made by mission societies unclassified denominationally. More than one-
half of the mission stations established between 1901-1910 were opened
by large mission societies.
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EXTENT OF EVANGELISM
Missionary Residential Centers and Mission Stations—-There are 72

foreign missionary residential centers in Kwangtnng, including the three

on the island of Hainan. Eleven of these centers have representatives of

more than one mission society : Canton with mere than 20 societies

represented, Hongkong with more than 10, two centers with representa-

tives of 4 societies each, one with 3, and six with 2 each. Siidy-one res-

idential centers report representatives of only one mission society. In

each of these centers the average nnmber of foreign missionaries is four.

Kwangtnng ranks first among the provinces of China in the nnmber
of its mission stations {127), having twice as many stations as Fnkien,
although this latter province outranks Kwangtnng in the number of its

•organized chnrches and evangelistic centers.

When we stody the distribution of mission stations in the various

hsiens, we have the following conclusions to record : 28 hsiens have one
mission station each; and 13 have from 2 to 6 each. In the eastern sec-

tion of the province there are 32 stations scattered over 17 hsiens. Less
than one-third of the hsien cities within the province have resident

foreign missionaries. Six cities with populations estimated somewhere
around 50*000 are without any foreign Christian worker

Nev Mission Stations—Plans are completed for a new mission station

in the East River field of the Basel Mission. Also a "union mission
station" is being planned for in Sunning (PN, WMMS, and ABCFM). The
PX reports plans for a new station at Luichow in the Hainan promontory.
Only the last-named has been located on the accompanying map.

Distribution of Evangelistic Centers—Over 1,000 evangelistic centers

are grouped ground t"je 72 cities reporting missionary residents. An
evangelistic center is any place where there are at least 10 resident Christian

eemmunscants, or where a full-time Christian worker resides. Undoubted-
ly the actual number of evangelistic centers in Kwangtnng greatly exceeds
the number reported in the statistical tables. Many correspondents have
reported several chnrches within a single city as only one evangelistic

center. The absence of evangelistic centers around many of the mission

stations throughout the province (which is quite noticeable on the accom-
panying map), is due undoubtedly to survey correspondents including rural

evangelistic centers in their city returns. Note for example the absence
of evangelistic centers just north of Canton. There are several scores of

evangelistic centers within the city itseM and certainly there are at least

an equal number located in the immediate environs of Canton. When
studving the accompanying map, therefore, we must remember that within

and around each la*ge city there are evangelistic centers which have not

been separately reported to the Sarvey Committee or located on the accom-

panying map, bet which actually exist, and which in number are propor-

tionate to the strength of the Christian forces at work within each city.

For the most part the evangelistic centers throughout Kwangtnng
appear to have developed along the main waterways and postal routes.

They are fairly well scattered, and in certain sections, like that around
Swatow and extending on to Kityang, the distribution of these evangel-

istic centers is approaching a state of almost complete occupation

.

In addition to evangelistic centers we have to consider an innumer-
able nnmber of occasional preaching places scattered over every mission
field. In Hainan alone more than a score of these preaching places have
been reported, and throughout the province there must be at least weli

over a thousand. Previously many of these occasional preaching places

were reported as outstations,

A glance at the accompanying map shows that there has not been any
more, if as much, intensive evangelistic work done in fields where several

missions overlap than in areas worked by a single society-. There is one
evangelistic center in Kwangtnng for every 90 sq.mi., and one Protestant

church communicant for every 570 non-Christians.

The PN reports the largest nnmber of evangelistic centers, with
the ABF, Bn, EPM, B, and SBC following closely in order. Note the

concentration of evangelistic centers around Canton within a radius of

too miles, also in the following districts : {1} Eastern Kwangtnng in

the fields of the ABF, B, and EPM; (2) In the Hakka field of the ABF and
B societies; (3) In the extreme north of Kwangtung in the Bn mission

field; (4} In the Sunning district southwest of Canton; and {5) In the

district between Canton and Kowloon.

Undeveloped Areas—Three sections of the province are almost wholly
neglected, though the physical character of the country may largely

account for this backwardness : |ii The entire western section, especially

fdeng the extreme southwest border; (2) The central part of the province

jost east of the North River; and (3) A section of the island of Hainan.
Compare the accompanying map with Map II. Rather intensive

evangelistic work is evident in all of the thickly settled regions of the

province, although the density map also shows a relatively large number
of inhabitants in the areas just west of Yingtak, north of Limchowfu, and
around Liuchow. The estimated population of the 23 hsiens, for which
2 or less than 2 evangelistic centers are reported, amounts to foar or five

million. These relatively unoccupied hsiens are all more or less

mountainous and travel is difficult.

Intensive Work—A large amonnt of intensive evangelistic work has

been done during thq last 20 years in the Canton delta region, and ia

several other sections of the province where the population is dense and
villages are numerous. Here almost every market town has its chapel,

and from these chape!s as working centers, whole districts are betng^*
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effectively covered by Chinese evangelists. So effective has this

itineration been that in a number of places the inflnence of the Church
and of Christian ideals is distinctly felt by the entire community.

Reasons for the Present Inadequacy of Occupation—Only 9 corres-

pondents replied to this question. The majority of these referred first

to the inadequacy of their working' staff, both Chinese and foreign, and
second to the fluctuating population. There is a continual tide of

emigration from certain sections of the province. In some villages as many
as $0 per cent cf the men are said to be abroad. These on their return
are most difficult to reach. Political unrest, lack of funds, and difficulty

of travel to places outside of the river valleys, are other reasons mentioned
by several of the eorrespondeHts. There remain large areas of village

life which are yet untouched by the Christian message. One missionary
correspcndent regrets the tendency in his own mission to emphasize work
among students and the higher classes, while the needs of the masses
in the countless villages go unheeded.

FULL-TIME CHRISTIAN WORKERS
The Foreign Force—Kwangtung ranks next to Kiangsu in the

number of its foreign missionaries, which equals 730. More than half of

the men are ordained (64 per cent), and a smaller proportion than usual

of the total force are single women {26 per cent). The proportion of men
to women in the foreign force is 2 to 3. Kwangtung leads in the number
both of men and women physicians, 10 per cent of the total force being
engaged in medical work. There are as many foreign missionary
physicians in Kwangtung as are reported for Anbwei, Chekiang, Honan,
Hunan, Hupeh, Kansu, Kiangsi, Kweichow, Sfaansi, Shensi, and Yunnan
combined.

Classification of the Missionary Body—Approximately 53 per cent of

the missionary body are American, 35 per cent British, and 22 per cent

Continental. If we attempt to classify them denominationally the result

stands as follows : Anglicans 7 per cent, Baptists 11 per cent, Congre-
gationalists 4 per cent, Lutherans 20 per cent, Methodists 3 per cent,

PresbvteriaBS 32 per cent, and missionaries unclassified 23 per cent.

Note that the CIM has no work in Kwangtung. The figures representing

the foreign force of several of the German Lutheran missions are in a
few esses incomplete.

Nlmbrr of Communicants per

Distribution of Missionaries—The 730 missionaries in Kwangtung
reside in 72 centers. Forty-four per cent are located in Canton, Hong-
kong, and Swatow. Forty-seven per cent live in cities with populations
under 50,000 each.

Degree of Christian Occupation

Number of Missionaries
per 1,000 Communicants

(Average for Province 12}

SDA 200

SCBM 200

AG j
112

SCHM 67

RFC 56
Ind 33
EvM 3a

UB 24
KCM 23
CMS 22

RM 16

PCC 14
WMMS 13

Heb 13

LMS 11

ABF 10

B 9
FN 8

SEFC 8
CXTM 7

Bn 7

EPM 7

PCNZ 6
SBC 5

ABCFM 4

Ordained Chinese Worker

m Terms of Foreign Force—
Number of Missionaries
per 1,000,000 Inhabitants
(Average for Province 21}

SDA 61

PCNZ 57
RM «
PCC 50
AG 48
SCBM 46

SCHM ZZZZ". 30
B 26
UB 24
WMMS 21

RFC 21

EvM 20
Bn iS
EPM 16
KCM 16
LMS 15
ABF 15
Ind 15
SEFC 13
PN 13

ABCFM 11

Heb 11

SBC 9
CNTM 5

187 2lO 224 252 267 327 357 400 7 61 871 904 t033

BPC LMS CMS CB WMMS SEFC EPM SBC ABF KM FN ABCFM
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II.—Force at Work—Chinese

Name of Society
a !_, — -

Grand Total 135 912 305 1,352

Anglican
Baptist...

<fengreg&tional

X»atheran

Methodist

Presbyterian ...

Other Societies

Bible and Tract Societies*

CMS i-fCEZMS)
ABF
CKTM
SBC
ABCFM

EMS
B*
Bn*
KCM*
BM*

MEFB
WMMS
CumPM
EPM
PCC

PCNZ
PS
BPC
UB
AFO

AG*
BFM (b) §

CCCoIl
CFMi
CMMS*

ErM
Heb
HVBC (b) §

Ind
Km |

BickshaM
SCBM
SCHM
SDA
SEFC

YMCA
YWCA

f ABS, BB * TD. BFBS, CBP.
1 HBSS, SCTS

53 43
56 : 24

S 1

K 13
5-5 39

30 12
107 14
101 ; 2

1

30 6

2
23
7

108
12

9
134
11

15

106
92
7

121

42
134
109

1

39

41

10
146
24

16
192
23
32
1

Ma) I
;
| If

'

a
sg

| ||
I

11 I 12

849 369 1,218

112
191

101

13

163

255
5

87
39

61
68
13
3

21

151

21

11
168
24

49 59 162 268 2,838 227

!<ai

275 M
364 1

13 1

210
126

135 3
212
123

4

66

4

106 10
17

336
51

425
53
59
1

IS

12

3S

a jggx

Z2
u

16

U%
; 5.9

65 i
; 5.9

7.3

6.0
6.6

3.5

1.3

1.9

2.2

4.1

1.3

0.3

4.2

1.0

3.-5

Sti% 1.7

57% 3.5

IllOOJg

§ No returns * Incomplete returns

(a) This column includes educational workers in institutions above M :ddle School grade

(b) Continued since the War under British administration

Chinese Employed. Staff—Two provinces outrank Kwangtung in the

total number of their employed Chinese Christian workers, i.e. Fukien

and Kiangsu. In all provinces where the Chinese Church is relatively

strong, the names of many employed workers do not appear on the pay-

Toll of the mission. For this reason they may or may not have been

entered on the mission statistical blanks supplied to the Survey Com-
mittee. Moreover, in the early years of the work of a mission (in provinces

where mission work is still young), all Chinese workers, however menial

their service, are entered on the books of the mission treasurer, and

leported as full-time workers^ Ass the work advances self-support

develops, and many of these who serve as gate keepers and chapel

attendants, etc., and were formerly paid by the mission, now become

the financial responsibility of the Church, and may or may not

he included in the statistical returns from that mission. We
need, therefore, to regard the figure 2,838 (Table II, Col. 13} as below

the real number employed. There is an average of approximately 4

Chinese to each foreign worker in the province. Of the total workers

leported, 48 per cent devote their ful time to evangelistic, 43 per cent

t<. educational, and 9 per cent to medical work. If we compare the figures

given for any respective mission in Cols. 4, 7, and 12, Table II, we will

easily discover which missions employ more evangelistic than educational

workers, and vice versa. The ABF, for example, employs an educational

force three times larger than its evangelistic force. The ABCFM, PCC,

and the Lutheran missions each employs twice as many evangelistic as

educational workers. The proportion reported by the Bn society is 8

evangelists to each teacher. The EPM, PN, and RPC each reports a

more equal balance between these two types of workers.

Distribution of Chinese Force—A glance at the accompanying map
reveals a disproportionate distribution of workers in the eastern part of

the province, if we take into consideration the number of communicants.

Practically all of the evangelistic centers shown on Map V have resident

Chinese workers. The proportion between foreign missionaries and

Chinese full-time workers in the city of Canton is rather surprising. The
question arises whether this is due to incomplete returns on the part of

the missions, or, (and this is more probable), to the employment of many
workers by the Chinese Church of whom record is no longer made in

mission statistical returns. Approximately 40 per cent of the Chinese

lull-time workers in Kwangtung reside in missionary residential centers.

Seventy-four per cent of the total Chinese force arc men.
Ordained Workers—One hundred and thirty-five or 13 per cent of the

male evangelistic workers are ordained. The EPM reports the largest

number (19), followed by the SBC, PN, and B missions in order. Only

5 ordained workers are reported by missions which are unclassified

denominationally. There is an average of one ordained Chinese worker

to every 454 communicants in the province.

Training School Facilities—The following institutions for the training

of Chinese Christian leaders are given on a list prepared by the CCEA
in 1919 : the Union Theological Seminary, Canton, in which eight mission

societies co-operate: Graves' Theological Seminary, and the Pooi In

Women's Training School conducted by the SBC and located in Canton.

The ABF reports the Ashmore Theological Seminary and a Women's
Bible Training School in Swatow, while the EPM supports the

Barbour Leys Theological College in the same city. This mission has a

Training College in Wukingfu. The Paxton Training School for men

(PN) in Kiungchow on the Island of Hainan has now become a department

of the Central High School. There are Bible schools for women belong-

ing to the PN in both Kiungchow and Linchow. The Basel Mission

reports a Seminary in Lilong, and the RPC a Bible Training School in

Takhing. Later information shows a Women's Bible School (RM) >n

Taiping. The Prediger Seminary of the RM in Tungkun has recently

been closed. Further information received from the Board of

Cooperation in Canton mentions a Bible Training School for Hongkong

not included in the above list, also an additional Bible School for Women
and a Bible College for men in Canton. The Union Theological Seminary
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mentioned above was established in 1914 and is a union of the ABCFM,
CMS, LMS, PCC, PCNZ, PN, UB, and WMMS. It reports a faculty of

nine foreigners and five teachers of Chinese, and an enrolment of over

40 men. This institution is the recognized Thecfogical College of the

Kwangtung System of Chinese Schools, and is associated with the Canton
Christian College, though not located on the same site.

Degree of Christian Occupation in Terms of Chinese Workers—
Number of Chinese Employed Number of Chinese Employed
Workers per 1,000 Communicants Workers per 1,000,000 Inhabitants
(Average for the Province 47)

SCBM 333
SCHM 226

CMS 331

PCNZ 122

RPC 102

UB 88

ABF 76
LMS 72

*VG 67

EPM 54
WMMS 53
PCC
hid ...

SEFC
Heb
ABCFM 44
CNTM 38
SBC 33
PN 32
EvM 32
KCM 31

RM 30
-CumPM 30
B 26

Be 24
MEFB 21

SDA 10

51

47

44

[Average for the Province 81)

CMS 192

PCC 182

ABCFM 139
PCNZ 126

EPM 124

ABF no
LMS 105

SCHM 105
RM 96
YWCA 92

88

88

78

77

73
62

62

5*

47
40
36

WMMS
UB
SEFC
SCBM
B
Bn
SBC
PN
CumPM
Heb
RPC
AG
CNTM 27
Ind 23
KCM 21

EvM 20

SDA 3

The above table also indicates how many Chinese worker; out of
every ico communicants are employed by the different missions : 13 by
the CMS, « by tht PCNZ, 10 by the RPC, 8.8 by the UB, 3.„< by the SBC,
3.2 by the PN, 3 by the RM, and 2.6 by the B. Small independent missions
recently entering the field show a higher percentage. The average for
the province is 4.7 employed workers among every roo church members.

COMMUNICANT CHRISTIANS
General Summary—The Protestant Church in China is oldest and

strongest in Kwangtung, where the total communicant membership in 1919
reached 61,262. The Roman Catholic Church reports approximately
ioo.cco Christians in the province scattered among 464 churches and
chapels. There are more Protestant Christians in Kwangtung than in
Anhwei, Kansu, Kiangsi, Kwangsi, Kweichow, Shansi, Sbensi, Szechwan,
and Yunnan combined. The increase in the numerical strength of the
Church has been most marked during the last 5 years. Since 1914 there-

has been an annual net gain, after deducting losses by deaths, lapses, and?

withdrawals, of 2,500 members. Appioximately 60 per cent of the Pro-
testant church membership in Kwangtung consists of men.

Distrioution of Communicants—From the accompanying map one at
once receives the impression that at least half of the Protestant com-
municants in Kwangtung reside in Canton, its immediate environs, and*
in the delta region to the south within a radius of 100 mi. There are-

approximately 8,000 Protestant church members in Canton city alone and*
an additional 10,000 in the cities and villages round about. Secondly,
one is impressed by the apparent concentration of Christians in the
eastern part of the province where there are few krge cities, but where
the ABF, EPM, B, and RM together report more than 35 per cent of the
entire communicant membership in the province. Still another impres-
sion gained from the accompanying map concerns the fairly large number
of Christians residing in the northern section of the province, as weM as in
the central section between the North River and the Swatow district in
the fields of the Bn and B missions. Approximately 30 per cent of th&
church members in the province reside in cities of 50,000 inhabitants and>
over, the CMS, LMS, SBC, and PCC among the larger societies reporting
the highest proportions.

Compare the accompanying map with Map III. Many of the present
church members in Kwangtung are of the second and third generations,
of Christians. Except for such territories along the coast as that between
Swabue and Swatow, the areas which were opened earliest to the Christian
Gospel now show the largest number of communicants. Note the
relatively small number of Christians southwest of Canton and directly
west of Kwanshan and Shatow. Compare this map with Maps II and
IV. The communicants appear most nnmcroas in the densest areas and*
in those sections of the province where overlapping of mission fields i*.

most conspicuous.

Membership by Dmominaitons—The Protestant communicant member-
ship may be divided among the various denominational group*
approximately as follows : Presbyterian 37 per cent, Lutheran 25 per
cent, Baptist 20 per cent. Congregational 8 per cent, Methodist 3.6 per
cent, Anglican 3.4 per cent, and Other Societies 3 per cent.
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Christian Occupation in Term: of Communicants—The larger .societies

araak «9 follows with respect to the nnmber of communicants per io.ooo

inhabitants within their respective fields: FCC 36, RM 33, ABCFM 33,

:B 28, Bu 27, EPM 22, SBC 19, WMMS 17, SF.FC 17,Vx 16, CMS 15, ABF 15,

LMS 15, UB 10, and RPC 4. The average for the province is 17.4 com-
tiraanicants per 10,000 inhabitants.

Christian Occupation of Canton in 1914—The following facts from a

-religions survey of Canton will reveal some of the problems which were
'before the Chinese Chnrch and Christian missions 6 years ago. Later

-statistics are given in the special section on the Christian occupation of

"large cities. In 1016 not one man was giving fall time to evangelistic work
Tba Canton although 8 women were reported. There were 19 churches and 22

preaching halls or chapels in the city. One church seated 1,200 ; 18 Other

-churches between 200 and 500 each ; 9 churches supported their own pastors.

'The total number of communicants in the Canton churches, exclusive of

•those who came in from country districts, was 4.^94- A Bible Study Cotn-

--mittee for the entire city aroused considerable interest. Fifty-four men and

•women were registered in ore training school which covered a period

months. The churches were well united in evangelistic work, in

work for national religions freedom, in Bible study and Sunday School

- woTk and in evangelistic efforts among prisoners.

Church Independence—The Chinese Church, especially in those cities

j and fields long occupied, is rapidly assuming responsibility for its own

-pastoral and evangelistic work. In many places church primary schools

-are entirely self-supporting. 1 he success of the EPM has been a spur to

"many. In its Hoklo field the total contribution for 1905 was $11,943, and
;in 1915, $20,267. This last amounts to an average of $4-?o per church

-member annually. The ABF and several of the German missions have

salso from time to lime reported marked progress toward independent self-

supporting congregations. This development in self-support has fed the
desire for a larger degree of independence in leadership. Meanwhile the
allocation of greater numbers of mission-tries to educational and admini-
strative work, the increasing number of gifted and consecrated Chinese
church leaders, and the growing emphasis on stronger institutional

chnrch work, have hastened devolution within the missions as well. The
ABCFM has banded over a portion of its responsibility to two purely
Chinese societies working in co-operation with the mission. The
Independent Presbyterian Church, Canton, has been independent and
entirely under Chinese management from its beginning. A federated

church organization exists in the province known as the Kwangtung
Christian Council. This has recently been reorganized as a Union for

Counsel and Co-operation in alt matters affecting the Church of Christ

throughout Kwp.tigtung. T:niou evangelistic campaigns have also become
pop«la« and effective. While the older missions have been solidifying

their existing wt rk and sticngthening their educational institution^, tiit

smaller and younger sc>cieties have been engaged in a more inttustvc

occupation of tfceir fields.

Degree of Literacy— The question of literacy within the Chinese

Church is a very difficult one. Many church members are able to read

Chinese characters without, however, being able to explain them. Where
romantzed script has been taught, and where its use lias been required

in scl.ot-ls and in church worship, the percentage of literacy has been

raised considerably, some missions reporting as high as 60 to 85 per cent.

The EPM, for example, in the Swatow field, and the CMS in Pakhoi

report very high degrees of literacy. Unfortunately a number of mission

correspondents have not ventured on any estimates, having no data

whatever to guide them. In missions from whom estimates have come,

the average of literacy reported is 62 per cent of the male and 43 per cent

of the female communicants.

III.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian Community
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127 924 l.OSI 36,889 24,373 61.252 78419 GO"., U% 62 . 43%, (a) 14.367 58

Anglican CMS(+CEZMS) S It 46 1.307 793 2.100 4.973 83% 75",. > 70% 954 46

Baptist ABF 7 137 143 2.K40 1.962 4.802 4,975 59% 1»"„ 73 . 58 .. 6.545 ::»

CXTM 1 3 6 230 62 312 312 m\ 31% •8% 83% 292 52

SBC* 6 -7 90 3,858 2.366 6.419 6,419 60% 61*V 71

Congregation*! ABCFM* 1 33 27 1.724 1.374 3,098 4.442 56 ,J
,.; 19%, 1 .024 115

I.MS* 8 m 36 1,010 864 1.S74 2,443 u% 58% 598 52

Lutheran ... 15* 18 180 116 4.909 3,884 8.193 8.193 60*,, 6 <s
., 71

Bn* 11 10s 13-* 3.161 2,061 5.225 5,225 61 % B% 188 37

KCM* 2 i 4 120 i* )2S 128 94*,, 98% 32

$M* 6 S3 35 1.331 902 2.253 2,253 '•<•' 5% 61

Methodist ... MEFB* t 2 110 81 191 191 61% m% 98

WMMS 4 89 30 UL88 87S 2.013 2.706 57% 50% 74':

'm 18% t!
~

Presbyterian Com I'M* S 5 898 311 56J 369 45*,, 13'¥ 114

F.PM 5 10S 131 2.421 6.209 10,495 61% 19*,» 47

1»CC 1 « 15 600 400 UOJ 1,100 m% 70% 4-)> 67

PCHZ i 8 12 193 169 362 449 53% ,

PSi 9 113 165 S.674 4.883 13,559 14,521 F4% 30',, 88

RFC 2 8 9 314 209 52:1 323 89% 90% 10% 270 •>«

vn 2 12 10 347 324 671 671 92% fl% 297 67

•Other SoeJetie* APO 1 1 13 10 25 25 CO*,,' 25

AG* s 10 10 141 127 203 26* 33?,; *f|f 27

BFM S W 1

CCCoI! 1

CFMS I

CMMS

EvM* 1 4 4 113 76 \m 1S9 m% 30% 47

H*t>* 2 7 7 173 14* 321 321 u% 46

HVBC § (»» S
Ind* 4 8 3 30 *M 176 176 50% 88

KHI 1

RickshaM* 1 1 24 16 40 40 60% 100% 40

SCBII* I 1 n 8 9 15 15 40% 100% 5

1 4 4 52 41 93 10H 56% 90% 400 23

SDA
SEFC*

4

1

1

6
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880
30
254

100 100
646

50%
32%

60%
16 1,,' 61 j
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100
78

YMCA 3 5.466 100% 1 .232 ...

ywcA % 575 204
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Incomplete returns

Estimates incomplete *ad very approximate
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V11I.—Communicants per 10,000 PoruumoN

COMMUNICANTS 1'F.R

General Impressions—Kwangtun<:

POPULATION
.4 communicantsaverages

per 10,000 inhabitants. Only Fukien ranks higher", with an average of

22.0. Shantung follows Kwangtung with 13.5. All thiee proportions,

however, are disproportionately high when compared with those reported

for the remaining provinces. The proportion for China as a whole is 7.8

communicants per 10.coo inhabitants.

It is interesting to study the accomjKinying map jn connection with

the following . I.ir-gnnn-tao in the extreme north is lelntively the best

ocenpied section of the province, reporting 26.7 church members per 10,000

inhabitants. Chaosun-tao in the extreme east comes next with 22.4 com-
municants per w,«d. Yiithoi-tno, which comprises the central part of

thy province and the entire Canton delta region, ranks, third with 18.8.

The proportions for the remaining two tao are considerably below those

mentioned Above : Kolui-tao which is west of the delta region, and
Yamlim-tno in the extreme west of the province, reporting only 6.3 and

5.5 communicants per 10,000 respectively. The island of Hainan ranks
above these two last-named tao with an average of 8 church memters
per 10,000. Among the virions hsiens, Po-on, Kityang, and Kiukiang
tank highest with 156, 155, and Si communicants per 10,000 inhabitants

respectively. In the delta region the averages reported are not as high,

Toishan reporting only 28 per 10,000, Heungshan 23, Shuntak only 8, and
N-tmhoi only 5.3. The lowest ratio of church membership to population

is found in the RPC field. The highest ratios are credited to the PCC, RM,
H, and ABCFM. N'cte the bright areas in the northern part of the
Tucvincc, and in the Hakka district where the B, Kn, WMMS, SBC,
Kl'M, and ABF are at work.

Christian Constituency—A Christian constituency only 25 per cent

greater than tlutt of the total communicant membership is reported. This
number is low, due undoubtedly to indifference on the part of missions
in reporting figures under this column. It is generally agreed among
missionaries working in the province that the Protestant Christian
constituency in Kwangtung is at least double the numerical strength of

the communicant church membership.

MISSION SCHOOLS
Elementary Education— The missions in Kwangtung report 675 lower

prtm.irv schools with 10,057 students and 1:2 higher primary schools
having an enrollment of 4,510 students. Almost one-third of the total

number of mission primary scholars' are girls. This brings Kwangtung
above the average in its emphasis on elementary education for girls. The
percentage of lower primary scholars passing on to higher primary school
is ?4. In this connection the large number of children from non-Christian
Jower primary schools who enter Christian schools of higher primary grade

must be kept in mind. Only Fukien reports more lower primary students

than Kwangtung.
When we compare the number cf mission lower primary schools with t

the number of evangelistic centers reported for the province we find that

there are less than 7 schools to every 10 centers of evangelism. This

means that if we reckon only one lower primary school to each

evangelistic center there are at least 386 evangelistic centers without

Christian elementary school faciMties. Note that about 125 of the total

675 lower primary schools are located in Canton, Fatshan, Hongkong,.

Sw stow, and 6 other cities each with a population of over 100,000. This

concentration of lower primary schools in these to large cities brings the

number of evangelistic centers without mission lower primary facilities

up to at least 500. However, not all the frfcts arc known. In any province-

where Christian work is well advanced, and a number of self-supporting*

churches exist, one may safely assume that unless statistics are gathered

from the Chinese Church as well as from the missions, the returns for

woikcrs and schools are certain to represent only a fraction of the whole.

For this and other reasons, any future survey of the Christian occupations

of China will advisedly be made through the Chinese Church as well as

through the missions.

When we compare the number of primary students with the number
of communicants reported for each mission, we note that the average over"

the entire province is 385 mission primary students per 1,000 com*
municants, or approximately 4 children in mission primary schoots tov«

every ia church members. The larger societies rank as follows :

Primary Students per too Communicants {Average 38.5}

CMS 95 EPM ... 47

ABF :. ... v)i WMMS 46

LMS 85 SUA 42
Bn 72 AO ... 42
CNTM KS PCC 37
UB 66 SEFC 33
KCM 62 CumPM 30

SCHM 59 B 20/

PCXZ 58 RM ... 27

RPC 55 ABCFM 2?

Ind 52 FN 22

Middle School**-Twenty full-grade mission middle schools for Kwang-
tung are located on the accompanying map ; 7 of these being in Canton,

7 in the north and northeastern sections of the province, and 5 in Hong-
kong. Later information from the Board of Cooperation in Canton shows
however that there are only 16 institutions in the province offering full-

,

grade middle school work, with 5 of these in Canton, and 5 in Hongkong.
Other 21 schools according to this more recent data are either gradually
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developing their coorses or are contemplating only partial middle school

•work. The total 37 middle schools without exception are located in

mission stations. A comparison with Map V sh'jws that over joo out of

the total i«) mission stations are still without mission middle schoo's.

The Union Middle School in Canton (FN, UB, ABCFM, Church oi

Christ in Clvnn, and 2 other missions not as yet having middle schools

«1 their own) is growing rapidly under the leadership of a Chinese

principal, and according to latest reports is planning to specialize in

normal, commercial, and industrial training. The second "union middle

school** symbol in Canton on the map is intended to represent the middle

school department of Canton Christian College.

Higher Education and Normal Training—The Canton Christian

College is the only mission school of college or unsversity grade far

Kwangtnng. The college is co-edacarional, and confers the degree of

B. A. which is accepted in all of the large universities of America. College

•courses in education preparing teachers for both middle school and college

teaching are offered. A Teachers* College is being developed which shall

be animated with the College of Arts and Sciences. The Union Noiiral

School for Women (ABCFM, CMS, PCNZ, PN, and UB) located in Canton,

supplies trained women teachers for kindergarten, lower and higher

primary schools. Information regarding a normal school of middle school

grade at Knchuk under the Basel Mission has just come to hand.

Program of Adrcnie—An advanced program was adopted by the

Canton Missionary Conference in 1919 which provides for a Board of

Primary Education, a Middle School Principals* Committee, a College

Board, "and a Representative General Board of Education for the entire

province. The Board of Primary Education is composed of representatives

cf 10 missions (ABCFM, ABF, CCColl, I.MS, PCC. PCNZ, PN, RPC, UB,

and WMMS). The c-igti-ization thus formed includes, •*mong it« ©ibtr

interests, college, ncnnal, theological and vocational training for the

entire Christian constituency of the province. On account of difference

in language and difficulty of accessibility, tastern Kwangtung around

Swatow is not included in this general program of advance.

GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS

Primary School Facilities—According to the 1016 Report of the

MinistTy of Education in Peking, Kwangtnng has 4,003 government lower

primary schools with 162,748 students and 1,100 higher primary schools

*"** 47434 students. It must be remembered that these figures represent

only the modern, registered schools and students. If we inciade the

numerous private and unregistered primary schools, the total number of

lower primary students in the entire province may be as high as S"^°-
One correspondent in Kwangtung assures us that this estimate is quite

conservative, although the quality of education offered in mar-v rl these

•chools is frequently of very km grade- This same correspondent states

that there are approximately 1,700,000 children of lower primary age in

Kwangtnng, of which less than 3© per cent are in school. These estimates

were based on a comparison with the actual situation in Canton, and
on an acceptance of the figures and proportions for that city as applicable

to the province as a whofe. If we take into consideration this estimated

total of lower primary students, we find that among 70 inhabitants there

is only one child in a lower primary school.

Note en the acempanying map that the eastern section of the province

is much better supplied with registered primary schools than any other

section, the next in order being the Pearl-West delta region. According

to the Hsitn Table for Kwangtung (Appendix A), Chaosun-tao reports as

many primary students as the other five tao combined. When, however,

we compare th<4 different sections of the province in terms of the ratio

between government primary students and population, we find that Hai-

nan Island returns the largest average, or 189 students per 10,000

inhabitants. The average for the entire province is 59.7. Out of a total

Nooks of Communicants and Mission Primary Students

1,000 '2.000 4,000

Compared
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X-—Government Scuools
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of 94 bsiens, only iS register more than i scholar per 1,000 inhabitants

each. Thirty-two hsiens report from 1 to 2.5 primary students per 1,000

population each. Only one higher primary school is reported from eich

<JL 14 hsiens, and only two from each of 12 hsiens.

Middle Schools—There are 47 government middle schools repeated

fur Kwangtung outside of Canton, and the larger part of these are not of

full gTade. Canton alone reports 8 middle schools with m&j students.

No government middle schools for girte are reported for the province. (The

abo%e figures were supplied recently by the Board of Co-operation in

Canton. They therefore have been accepted by the Survey Committee,

although they differ slightly from the figures given in the 1918

Report of the Ministry of Education which were used m preparing the

accompanying map.) Mission middle schools are found in only 9 of the

cities where government middle schools are located {not including Hong-

kong). Many of these government middle schools are open to the

influence of missionaries. The education offered is not always of good

quality, and students coming from government to mission middle schools

are frequently placed from 1 to 3 years below corresponding grades.

Higher Education—A government higher normal school in Canton is

doing good work of college grade, and reports a present enrollment of

over 230 students. Eight normal schools of middle school grade with 913

students, and one industrial middle school with 158 students are also

reported for Kwangtung. Two law schools with 930 students, also located

in Canton, represent the balance of government higher education in the

province. Further information has been received by the Survey Com-
mittee cf two medical schools and one agricultural school, supported

by public or private funds. In Hongkong there is the large

University of Hongkong which enrols students of all nationalities and
from every province of China. The CMS and LMS maintain hostels

in connection with this institution. A scheme for the establishment of a

government university at Canton was presented at a recent Administrative

Council meeting, and a large sum of money has already been appropriated,

and certain officials appointed to further the scheme.

* " HOSPITALS
Present Medical Facilities—Thirty-nine mission hospitals, with 59

-foreign and 67 Chinese physicians, are located in 27 cut of the total 72
missionary residential centers in Kwangtung. Four of these hospitals

have been without a foreign physician for long periods of time. The
hospitals are supplied with 2,722 beds (1,597 for men and 1,135 for women),
soaking an average for the province of 78 mission hospital beds per
hjcco&ca inhabitants. Fukien almost .doubles this kverage. On the
other hand, the average for all of China is only one-half that reported
for Kwangtung, namely 38 beds per 1,000,000 inhabitants. In addition

to these 39 mission hospitals, all of which maintain dispensaries on their

premises, n mission dispensaries are reported.

Medicsd work in Kwangtung is supported by 13 societies. The
number cf mission hospitals varies from year to year due to irregularities

in reporting. For example, a hospital for men and women one year may
be reported as one general hospital, while the next year it may be returned

as two separate institutions, one for men and one for women. Ahnost
one-half of the hospitals in the province are Piesbyterian.

Distribution of Mission Hospitals—Four mission hospitals are located

in Hongkong, 5 in Canton, and 3 in Swatow. A comparison of the
accompanying map with Map VII will reveal how large a proportion of

the communicants in Kwangtung are beyond convenient reach of mission
hospital facilities. Note the concentration of hospitals in the extreme
eastern section of the province, and the striking absence of hospitals west
of Wukingfu until we come to the North River and the hospital at Ying-
tak. Reference to Maps V and VII shows a healthy development of
evangelistic centers in this area, also a relatively large number of mission
stations and a large communicant body. Approximately • two-thirds of
the foreign residential centers in Kwangtung are without mission
hospital facilities. The Basel Mission, for example, reports r8 mission
stations and only j hospital; the Berlin Mission n stations and no
hospital, the Rhenish Mission 6 stations and 1 hospital. Outside of Canton,
Hongkong, and Swatow, Kwangtung reports only 23 mission hospitals.
This is a relatively low number for a province where Christian work has
been carried on for more than 100 years. Szecbwan and Hupeh, where work
is very much younger, report approximately the same number of mission
hospitals, 24 and 22 respectively- The northern section of the province
and the southeastern part of the Canton delta, when studied in connection
with evangelistic centers and resident communicants, appear relatively

neglected. Compare this map with Map IX. A number of higher
primary schools, which are frequently boarding schools, are located in

centers where no mission hospital facilities exist, and therefore where no
professional medical oversight in the schools is possible.

In addition to the mission hospitals reported above, there is a leper
hospital in Pakhoi, and a colony or home for lepers in Tungkun. The
John G. Kerr Hospital for the Insane in Canton must also be noted here.
This hospital has 630 beds for men and women. An average of 230 new
patients are admitted and as many leave the hospital annually. The
hospital has doubled in size during the last 10 years and is self-supporting,
with the exception of the salaries of the foreign physicians for which the
American Presbyterian Mission North has recently become ktrgelv respon-
sible* . Its beneficent work has elicited the sympathy of the Chinese Govent-
inent, aud is one of the most eloquent testimonies to the Gospel witbia
, the province,.
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A leper village outside the city of Canton has for many years provided
--* field o£ service lor a few earnest workers. Some years ago the govern-

ment decided to remove the lepers from the vicinity of the city. A number
-were placed in the Tungkun asylum under the care of the Rhenish
Mission, white the others were placed on an island in the East River in

-charge of the Roman Catholic Church which maintains a home for lepers

near Sheklung. The Chinese Government gives a monthly allowance

to hoth these institutions.

Schools for the Blind—There are mission schools for the blind in the

following centers, the largest being situated at Canton, and Kowloon

;

Canton, Hongkong, Kowloon, Macao, Shiuchow, Shiuhing and Kaying.

Non-Mission Hospitals—Over a score of non-mission hospitals have

"keen reported to the Survey Committee. Wliile this list is not exhaustive.

it nevertheless represents a fair beginning in the enumeration of modern
hospital facilities not under Protestant Christian auspices available to

the inhabitants of the province. Not all hospitals appearing on the list

have been located on the accompanying map. In Pakhoi there is one
"hospital maintained by the French and another by the Roman Catholics.

In Hongkong one hospital is maintained by the British Government.

In addition there are three hospitals under Chinese supervision, 2 under

-the supervision of British physicians (one of which is connected with

Hongkong University), a which might be classified as institutional, and 2

-supported by the Roman Catholic Church. In Canton there is one hospital

uader French supervision, 3 under Chinese, and 1 under Chinese govern-

ment conteol. Information is also at hand regarding a number of private

hospitals, seme of which are doing very satisfactory work. The Committee

knows of only one non-mission hospital in Swatow. This institution is

under army supervision. In several ether cities of the province, 3 Red
Cross hospitals, and one maintained by the Chinese gentry have been

reported.

New Mission Hospitals—Plans for only one new mission hospital to

'Jbe located at Kochow (PN) have been communicated to the Committee.

Land for hospital buildings in Canton has been purchased by the UB.

Degree of Christian Occupation in Terms of Physcuins and Hospital

Beds per 1,000,000 Inhabitants—
Foreign Physicians

p«k i.ooo.ocm Inhabitants

(Average roa Province 1.7)

PCC 7-r

PCNZ 5-7

RPC 3.6

WMMS 3-3

EPM 3-3

UB 3.0

PN 1.9

ABF x.5

RM 1.3

LMS 0.8

B 0.7

CMS 0.7

SBC —

Mission Hospital Beds
per 1,000,000 Inhabitants

{Average for Proviso 78)

PCNZ 306

EPM 336

LMS 156

RM 145

PN 97
WMMS 75

PCC 71

ABF 59
RPC 50

UB 45
SBC 44
CMS 43
B 28

Note in the above tabies the high proportions which obtain for most

of the British societies. Note also that such societies as the Berlin

Mission which do not appear in the above list offer no medical hospital

facilities whatever. The LMS, with hospitals in Hongkong only, cannot

he included in this comparison. The eastern field is apparently best

supplied, and the delta region th*. most poorly provided.

The Canton Hospital is the oldest institution of its kind in China,

having tecently celebrated its eightieth anniversary. During its history

over 2,000,0c© patients have been treated within its walls, and daring

the last 10 years there has been an average of almost 2,000 in-patients

annually. Union movements both in medical education and medical work

throughout Kwangtung have made slow progress.

IY.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian School
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Grand Total ... 675 122 57 12,872 6,185 19,057 3.036 1,424 *,510 1,693 236 1,929 25,496 68 „ 88 , »%

. CMS i+CKZMS'i 30 17 s 728 822 ;.">'s ',88 251 419 4D2 8? 579 2.576 ,

. ABF 1-27 1;> 4 3.153 422 3.575 671 101 772 253 26 279 4,626 -••
,

CSTM 5 172 40 SIS 212 "-

SBC 38 7
•> 668 702 1,878 207 205 412 46 C8 1,886

. ABGFM (b) 2- 1 8 467 210 677 8 30 38 4 10 14 9a% 0%

BMS ss 2 2 645 832 1.497 40 SO 90 25 30 55 1,642 (3 ', i5% 6s*

B* 17 2 1,421 435 1.85
-

392 87 479 126 12 j 2,461 100%

Bn* 11 4 1 201 80 881 55 39 95 8 8 384 34,^,'

KCM* 3 50 30 80
11%

KM* 20 4 1 403 113 516 31 58 89 17 17

. MEFB
mats •l'j 6 I 373 380 753 105 56 161 88 20 931 21 %

. Cuml'M
EPM 136 1! 6

79
1,753

90
763

169
2,516 295 120 416 222 222 3,154

:',

rec 9 4 ISO 13-5 285 49 35 si 369

BCSZ 9 148 62 210 210
_

PS (b)

RPC
91

a
12
S

6 1,668
155

637
83

2.305

888

412 261 703
47

184 23 207 3.215

888 63%

UB* f» 11 3 232 133 365 40 40 80 "

. AIO

AG 8 74 38 112
j

... 112

BFM |

CCColl 1 1 i 101 9 110 83 2 87 280 88 j 310 507 ' 19%

CFMS
CMMS

EvM
Heb

1

3

3
9

13

27

16 16
36

19X
25J6

HVBCj (a)

Ind 1 29 34 63 21
"9

30 93 54% m%
KHI ...

BieksbaM 1 40 40 40
25 100%

SCBM
8CHM <£ 1

25
12 15

25
27 28 26 S3

42
175

94%

SDA 1 20 20 22 22 j.

SEFC 6 1 115 40 155 •-0 20

YMCA § 1 410 j 410 SI ... 24 431 \<x>%

YVVCA *

i So retara3 * Incomplete returns

(a) Caniinaed since the War under British administration

<W Statists tor the Oaioa Middle School in CantoB lABCFM-r-PN+CB+CWw^ Chareh) entered ander PS
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XL—Hospitals

Y. -Extent of Occupation - The Christian Hospital
Foreign and Chinese Workers Classified

100 50 50 100 200 300

Name of Society
"5. •g £ "

g

|

'5.

S <

X

s.

3
<§S5
'3. n

1 1 2 3 4 5 8 9

Grand Total — 39 11 1,597 1,125 21.361 10 126 4fi 171

Anglican ... CMS
9 40 20 300 60 60

Baptist ABF ! 4 1 m 125 8,677 1 7 49 65
CXTM
SBC 1 IS 86

Congtegationsi ABCFM

LMS 4 1 100 100 1,731 1 24 200
Lathetan ... B* 1 2 50 30 613 40 27

Bn*
1
•- 1

KCM*
BM* 1 60 40 605 1 5 10 J

Methodist ... MEFB : ...

WMMS 2 60 30 950 a
Presbyterian... CpmPM

Kl'M 6 401 247 8,177
"•)

13 72
PCC 1 20 10 20

PCKZ 1 48 59 386 1 13 53 53
PS 8 9 497 312 2,495 •? 3s; 51 270
KPC S 35 35 283 1 :-! 14 7ft

lb • 1 2 15 15 127 US
Other Societies CMMS 4 175 100 1,649 1 39 92 137

KHI [ ncl a ded arnie r P
CCCoil 1 12 12 282

Foreign Workers

Chinese Evangelist ic Workers
Chinese Educational Werkera
Chinese Medical Worker*

PERCENTAGE t» COMMUNICANTS WHO ARE EMPLOYED

%% A% G% %% 10% U%

' Incomplete returns
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Language Areas

FUK1EN

KOTS.—Horizontal lines indicate Caotonese-speaMBg areas, and vertical lines HainaBese-speaking districts. The small shaded areas are inhabited by aboriginal tribes, whose languages

ate unknown and among whom no missionary work is done. The small crosses indicate the Hakka-speaking areas. Throughout the dotted area in southeast Kwangtung the

Hoklo language is spoken. The diagonal lines in Hainan as well as the small dots indicate the presence of Miao and Tai tribes each speaking distinct languages.

Number of Square Miles per Evangkustic Cbnter
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YI—Degree of Occupation and Table of Urgency

Name of Society

Anglican ...

Congregational

Lutheran ...

Methodist . .

.

Presbyterian

Other Societies

Grand Total..

CHS (+CEZMS)
ABF
CNTM
SBC
ABCFM

LMS
B*
Bn*
KCM»
BM*

MEFB
WMMS
CnmPM
EPM
PCC

PCNZ
PN
BPC
CB
AFO

AG
BFM <b)

CCColl
CFM
CMMS

EvM
Heb
HVBC (b)

Ind
KBI

RickshaM
SCBM
SCHM
8DA
8EFC

YMCA
XWCA

B
A
A
A
A

B
Cont
Cont
Cont
Cont

A
B
A
B
B

B
A
A
A
A

A
Cont
A
A

Int

A
A

Cont
Int

A

A
A
A
A
A

Int

Int

as
43

100.000(a)

5,300
13,100

600
10,200
2,400

3,400
10,650
10,200

400
1,400

3,700

8,000
1,600

600
32,800
4,200
1,000

1,400

500

400

11
Ij

35,195,036(a)

1,434,000
3,318,000
440,000

3,400,000

078,000

1,283,000
2,929,000
1.969,000
190,000
688,000

1,193,000

360,000
2,748,000
279,000

348,000

8,336,000
1,465,000
666,000

617,000

300.000
374,000

390,000

65,000
205,000
333,000
324,000

391,000
119,000

130 2,838

20
104

16

275
364
12

210
136

135
212
123

4
66

4
106
17

336
51

44
425
53
59
1

18

12

38

6
14

61,262

2,100
4,802
312

6,419
3,098

1,874

8,193

5,225
128

2,253

191

2,013
569

6,209

1,000

13,559
523
671
25

189
321

40
15
93
100
534

Og
SO

21

ft6*

§5

192
110
27
62
139

105
73
62
21
96

47
124
182

126
51

29

77
105

S a
1 S

0©

12

33

200
67
200
8

110
92

"£«,'?

2 8,

10

*7

131

76
38
33
44

72
26
24
31
30

21
53
30
54
51

122
32
102

67

50

50
333

3 a
§1
.2 o

Isgo
Soo-

11

174

45

-2§o S

H
SS
*8-«

£11

455
1,363
942

330

320

450

558
114
519
443

II

S gS3

13

*0 Cm •2 5.

•is

& 8.

sss 17 78

951
906
684
278
230

849
285
719
615
271

457
296
473
369

583
223

545
664

415

84
113

100
167
590
420

0.7
1.5

0.8 156
0.7 28

145

3.3

7.1

75

236
71

5.7 306
19 87
36 50
3.0 45

* Incomplete returns.

(a) Total for Province not for approximate estimates by societies as given below.

(b) Continued sinee the Wax under British administration.
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KWEICHOW
I.—Hsien Boundaries

YUNTI

HSIEN BOUNDARIES

Politkcl Divisions—Kweichow is one of the land-bound provinces of

China, with an area of 67,182 sq. mi. For civil administrative purposes

it is divided into 3 tao which are subdivided into 81 hsiens. Many of the

hsiens are very irregular in shape and occasionally several sections of the

same hsien will he disconnected and widely separated. In the west and

northwest the country is still broken up into tribal areas. This fact pre-

sented unusual difficulties in securing population estimates, as well as in

presenting the degree of the Christian occupation of the province in terms

of hsien*. The capital city is Kweiyang, situated in the center of the

province at an altitude of 3,300 feet. The province is not densely populat-

ed, and both in agricultural and industrial products ranks as one of the

poorest provinces in China.

Physical Features—Kweichow is an immense table-land with a mean

altitude of 4,200 feet. Deep narrow rivers intersect the table-lend which is

studded with numerous mountain peaks, some of which, especially in the

west, attain an altitude of 8,000 or 9,000 feet. The plain west of Kweiyang

Hes about 5,000 feet above sea level and descends abruptly towards the

south. In "the northern section the rivers drain to the Yangtze, while

most rivers in the south drain into the West River in Kwangsi. A water-

shed between these northern and southern sections is formed by a mountain

range which crosses the province from southwest to northeast. In many

of its physical features Kweichow resembles Yunnan. The Wu and Yuan

are the chief rivers in the province.

Climate—"The climate of Kweichow is excellent by reason of its

altitude and latitude. It is neither very hot in summer nor cold in winter.

The thermometer ranges generally between go" and 30 F." The rainy

season generally extends from October to February. In the deep river

valleys of the south the humidity is very great and in these places the

climate is unhealthy.

Economic Conditions—-The mineral wealth of the province is very

.^reat. Iron and coal are found in large quantities ; also silver, lead, copper,

and zinc. Its mercurial deposits are of unequalled richness. Unfortunate-

ly the lack of facilities for transportation makes it difficult to develop the

natural resources on any large scale. The province is a Tocky labyrinth

of hills, and it will be many years before the introduction of railroads will

materialize.

The soil on the plains and in the river valleys is very fertile. "Rice

is the staple food of all who can afford it : for the rest there is Indian

corn, oats, and such cereals as are grown on the hillsides. The number

of different kinds of vegetables that are produced is amazing. Many of

the fruits of Europe are produced in the province."

Industries are not numerous although there are scare silk weaving,

cloth and paper manufacturers to be found. The differences in economic

standards and conditions between the various classes of people will be

referred to in another paragraph.

Considerable immigration of Chinese from Szechwau and Hunan is

continually taking place. The tribes people are the real cultivators of the

soil. In former years opium, because of its high value in proportion to

its bulk, was the chief export of Kweichow. The Chinese traders are as

well off economically as the average Chinese in other interior parts of

China. Many of the tribes people, however, are desperately poor and when

crops fail, famine and misery are inevitable.

C*MwmunUations— 'The streams of the province flow northeast and

south, but none of them .?re navigable by even the native boats, except

just as they are leaving Kweichow. This, together with the fact that

there is no road in the province over which a wheeled vehicle can be drawn

or driven, makes the conveying of products a costly undt: taking. Every-

thing has to be carried by coolies or on the backs of ponies or mules."

There are three main routes into the province. The northern route is

by steamer to Chungking (Szechwan), with fifteen stages overland to

Kweiyang. The southern route is by steamer via Hongkong to Haiphong,

thence by rail to Yunnanfu from which it is nearly 20 days overland to

Kweiyang. The eastern route is through Hunan by rative boat from

Changteh to Chenyuan, a journey of 5 or 6 weeks, followed by 8 days over-

land to Kweiyang. The greatest traffic is along the road to Chungking

(Szechwan). This is the great highway for the Szechwan immigrants.

The Hunan road is also much used, especially by trading men coming

from Changslw, up the Yuan River valley, or over the mountains to

Kweivang. All principal routes radiate from the provincial capital and

connect the province with Yunnan, Szechwan, Hunan, Honan, and

Kwangsi.
The three rivers, which belong to the Yangtze system, are the \v«

River, which traverses the province from northeast to southwest, flowing

through deep gorges and is navigable in flood seasons to Szenan
;
the Ho

and the Yfian rivers in the eastern part of the province, the latter besng

navigable for small junks to Chenyuan. Two rivers belonging to the West

River system, the Hwa River, navigable for small boats from Paichengho

and the Liu River which makes its way through the center of Kwangsi

until it joins the West River just south of Iiuehowfu. ^^^
Four railroad lines have been contracted for by the Government. Tbes*

roav some day open up Kweichow and connect it by rail with (j) the

Kwangtung coast (Yamchow), (2) Szechwan, (3) Yunnan, and (4} Hunan

and the Yangtze River valley. They are :
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n.—Density of Popwation

i. Hankow to Chengtu (via Chungking) approximately 1,100 mi,

2. Chungking to Yfinnanfu approximately 570 mi,

3. Yfinnanfu to Y.imchow (via Hingi in S. E. Kweichow and Nanning

in S. E. Kwangsi) approximately 660 mi.

4. Shasi (Hupeh) and Changtch (Hunan) to Hingi (Kweichow)

approximately 760 mi.

As soon as the Shasi-Changteh-Kwciyang railroad, already surveyed,

is completed, Kweiyang should be brought within ten days' journey of

the coast. This railroad will pass through Chenyuan, Kweiyang,

and Hingi.

Postal and Telegraph Facilities—Difficulties in communication,

farrine, bandits, and political disturbances combine to make postal ser-

vice in Kweichow very difficult. There are at present 31 postal offices of

all grades, and 198 postal ngencies. The increase in the amount of mail

matter handled annually is not very great from year to year. Kweichow
is most poorly equipped of all the provinces in China in telegraph facilities.

The last report listed 14 telegraph stations.

People and Languages—One-third to one-half of the inhabitants of

Kweichow arc Chinese, many of whom are immigrants from Hunan and
Szechwan. They inhabit the eastern and northern sections of the pro-

vince, constitute the traders in most of the villages, and speak a Mandarin
not unlike that spoken in Szechwan.

Besides Chinese, Kweichow has a large number of aborigines. Samuel
R. Clarke classifies the many different tribes under four main racial

groups: Kehlao($j |g) or Liao ($j|), Lolo (fj§ 8|), Miao I'gf), and
Chungkia (ffti^t), or Tai. The language spoken by all of these tribal

communities is monosyllabic, and frequently one hears words which have
been borrowed from the Chinese.

"The Kehlao," to quote from an article written by Mr. Clarke on the
province of Kweichow, "claim to be the original occupants of the land,

and inhabit the neighbourhood of /Vnshunfu. The Lo&> are scattered over
the northwest of the province. They are not numerous in number and
are frequently mistaken for Miao. Of the Miao and Chungkia it is dim
cult to say which is the more numerous. Together they number anywhere
between two and four million. The Miao are found in the east, south, and
west of the province, and the Chungkia in the center, south, and west.
The Miao have been known to the Chinese for more than 4,000 years, and
have gradually been driven by them from the fertile plains of the east to
the more moutainous and less fertile regions of the west. There is con
siderable intermarriage between these two races. The Chinese declare
that there are 72 different tribes of Miao in Kweichow alone. These are
frequently distinguished one from the other by the dress of the women,
since all the men are generally dressed as Chinese peasants. They are
known by characteristic names : for example, the Heh or Black Miaa
(HHf). ^e Peh or White Miao (&?£)' tbe Hwa or Flowery Miao

(1£ fW>> and the Sheng OT wil<* Miao (/fe$p."
The Miao have no written language and for this reason their spoken

language is monosyllabic, without conjugation, declension, or other

inflection. Chinese characters are taught in many schools in the Miao
villages. Of all the Miao, the Heh or Black Mia© appear to be the most
numerous and most intelligent. There are about 200,000 Black Miao in

the south and southeast of the province. Many of them own the land

they cultivate.

The Chungkia are unquestionably of the same race as the Shan of

Burmi and the Tai of Tcngkinsr. At one time Yunnan constituted a Shan
kingdom. According to Mr. Clarke, many of those people in the course

of time moved further south and formed the present Kingdom of Siam,

others drifted southeastward, and are now either in Kwangsi or Kwei-
chow. There are roughly speaking about 1,000,000 Chungkia or Tai in

Kweichow. These people are not split up into separate tribes like the

Miao, although they are called by different names in different parts of

the province. They place more emphasis on the education of theit

children, although like the Miao, they have no written language.

Race prejudice is frequently very strong between Chinese and the

aborigines. The latter are almost entirely rural and more illiterate than
the former. They live in villages, hidden among the mountains and far

from cities or even market places. Practically the only way to reach these

tribes people is through itinerary evangelistic work. As far as the
language medium is concerned, the problem of the missionary seems
to be that of classifying the various dialects, arranging them into language
groups, and then choosing to master the language which is spoken by the
largest number of people in his section of the province, trusting to
romanization or the phonetic script to reduce the amount of local variations

which are now so noticeable in the different tribes.

DENSITY OF POPULATION
Various Estimates—The most conservative population estimate for

Kweichow (7,000,000) is that given by Rev. Samuel R. Clarke, a CIM
missionary for many years in the province. This estimate approximates
that published by the Board of Revenue in 1885, namely 7,669,181. The
Minchengpu Census of 1910 credits Kweichow with a considerably larger
population, namely, 11,300,000. Recently, both the estimates supplied
by local officials to the CCC in 1918, and the Post Office Census of 1919,
place the total for the province well above eleven million : CCC returns

11,470,099; and Post Office Census 11,016,400. If we accept 11,000,000 as
representing the approximate number of inhabitants in Kweichow, then
the density of the province becomes somewhere between 160 and 170 per-
sons per square mile.

Densest Areas—-There are few densely populated sections. Perhaps
the plains of the Kwei and Liu rivers and those of the central and south*
eastern parts of the province support the greater numbers. The Chinese
constitute almost one-half of the population, and are found throughout
the north and east as wtll as in all market towns throughout the province.

Cities—Two cities with populations estimated somewhere between 50
and 100,000 are reported. They are Kweiyang and Tsunyi. Seven cities

are known to have anywhere between 20,000 and 50,000 inhabitants. Many
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Tbi&u and LxscvAce Areas

Note.—The information on which this map is based was supplied by one of the missionaries now working in the province. Obviously no attempt was

made to distinguish between the sixty and more different tribes which inhrbtt Kweichow. G. W. Glarke and several others since his time hare classified the

aboriginal tribes of Kweichow and Yunnan, and the work of these men may be consulted in any of the Royal Asiatic Society libraries. In the above map, diagonal

lines represent that portion of the province where Mandarin is chiefly spoken ; broken horizontal lines, the home of a large number of Lolo and Miao tribes. In

the dotted areas many Shuikia are found. The vertical lines indicate the presence of Yaojen if£ A)- The Bah or Black Miao (& Si inhabit the areas in the

east and south marked by wide cross lines, while the Tungkia predominate in the extreme southeastern s^ctijn shaded by narrow cross lines. The black crosses

show where the Tsongkia make their home. Unfortunately Chinese characters were not supplied with the romanized names of these tribes and the Committee
has been able to identify only a few of them. To illustrate the variety of tribes met with in southern and western Kweichow, one encounters, for example just

west of Kweilin, the Szeebwan Miao, Ch"in Miao, Hangsien Miao, Shaisi Miao <j)t f| fi and Muhsu Miao.

hsien cities are little more than mr.rket villages, and one may safely accept
T*he statement made by several correspondents that approximately 96 per
-cent of the inhabitants in the province live in the smaller towns and
country districts.

The Christian Community—One out of an aggregate of 1,121 small dots,

each representing r,ooo individuals, represents the numerical strength of
the Protestant Church in Kweichow.
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PROTESTANT MISSION FIELDS
General Survey—Five Protestant missionary societies arc working in

Kweichow: EA, CIM, IMC, FDM (am), and L (cm). The EA and L
(cm) have entered the province from fields in Hunan, and the CMC from

its field in northeastern Yunnan. The FDM (cm) has representatives

in oahrone station, Tatingfu, and the L (cm) mission only at Sankiang.

Of the above six missions two, IMC and CIM, report most extensive and

successful work among the tribes people.

The only denominational group represented among the societies is

the Methodist (CMC and EA). Most of the missionary work in Kweichow

is m the hands of British missionaries.

In delimiting the CIM field, the Committee was guided by a considera-

tion of what the mission itself actually works. In other words, the field

area shown on the accompanying map was determined by a line drawn 30 li

outside of the most distant evangelistic centers. Forty-two per cent of

Kweichow is thus indicated as CIM area. Over one-half the province

still remains unclaimed, although it is occasionally visited by colporteurs,

Chinese evangelists, or missionaries.

Overlapping Areas—No overlapping of mission fields exists apart

from that shown in the extreme west, where the UMC and the CIM work
together among the Big Flowery Miao.

Comity Agreements—The CIM reports agreements with its affiliated

mission, the FDM, whereby all territory north of Tsisirg River is the

responsibility of the latter mission, even though its station remains on

the southern bank of the river. The UMC reports a meeting of its repre-

sentatives with representatives of the CIM, at which the question of

respective fields in western Kweichow was considered. Tiie results of this

meeting have not been satisfactory and are, therefore, not acceptable to

all concerned.

ACE OF WORK
Pioneer Period—The following historical statements are taken from an

article written by Rev. S. R. Clarke of the CIM and published in "The
Chinese Empire," edited by Marshall Broomhall : "Protestant missionary

operations were commenced in Kweichow in the year 1877, when Messrs. C.

H. Judd and J. F. Broumton, both of the China Inland Mission, travelled

through Hunan to Kvve'yang, the provincial capital. At that time.

General Mesny of the Chinese Army was residing in thit city, and with

his aid premises were secured. Mr. Judd, however, soon continued his

itinerations, leaving Mr. Broumton in charge of the newly-opened mission

station. He was very soca joined by Mr. Landale, and in 1880 by Mr.

and Mrs. G. W. Clarke, Mrs. Clarke Inee Rossier) being the first European

lady to visit the provir.ee. Vnrtons changes followed, while Mr. T.

Windsor reached Kweiycng in 1885, and the Rev. and Mrs. Samuel R.

Clarke in 1889. In the following year the staff was augmented by the

arrival of Dr. and Mrs. Pruen, Mr. and Mrs. G. Andrew having left the

province in 18S8. In 1895, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel R. Clarke were appointed

for work among the non-Chinese communities in the province."

"Ar.fhunfu, three days' journey west cf the capital, was opened as

a mission station by Mr, Windsor and Mr. Adam. Frcm the commence-
ment Mr. Adtm has been in charge of this work, which has been of a

decidedly encouraging nature. A most remarkable work has recently

shown itself in this place among the ncn-Chinese races."

"Tuhshan, six days* journey south of the capital and on the borders

of Kwangsi, was opened by Mr. Windsor in 1893, and settled missionary

work was commenced in Hingi, seven days' journey south of Anshunfu,

by Mr. Waters in 1891. The proximity of this latter station to the pro-

vince of Kwangsi, which for so long was in a state of chronic rebellion, led

to the workers being obliged to retire at the request of the officials in 1902."

"Tsunyi, five days' to the north of Kweiyaug on the high road to

Chcngkirg, was opened in 1902 by Dr. and Mrs. Pruen, and Chenyfian:

eight days' journey to the cast of the capital and near the borders of Hu-
nan, was opened in 1504 by Mr. D. W. Crofts. This city is the only river

port in the province, and is the place where travellers from Yunnan and

Kweichow to Peking commence their river journey."

"Definite missionary work was commenced by Mr. and Mrs. Webb in

1S96 amongst the Heh or Black Miao. After moving from place to place

for about a month in the Tsingping district, five days east of the capital,

they were enabled to rent ht If of a small house in a Miao village, less than

a mile from the Chinese market town of Panghai <Pangsieh). The Chinese

at once showed suspicion and resentment at the foreigner living among

the Miao. The final issue of this opposition was of a tragic nature. Mr.

Fleming and his Miao evangelist were both killed, although the teacher

managed to escape to the neighbouring hills and convey the sad news

to the missionaries at Kweiyang. At the close of 1500, serious trouble

broke out at Kaili, 16 miles from Panghai."

"In June, 1504, the work among these Miao was taken in charge by

Mr. C. Chenery. A great movement has also commenced among these

Miao at and around Kopu, which is eight or nine days' journey to the

northwest of Anshunfu, in the prefecture of Taring, and near the borders

of the province of Yunnan. Missionary effort among the Chungkia has not

been so encouraging, though many of their villages around Kweiyang have

been repeatedly visited and several schools opened. The Gospel of

Matthew has been translated into their language."

Mission Stations Vrranger CHRONOl.OGK ilTV
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Note how njissicn work hrs extended during the last three periods,

4, 5, and 6 stations being opened in each period respectively. A large

part of the province is shaded black on the accompanying map. These

areas lie 30 H beyond any evargelistk center reported to the Committee.

They aie covered by itinerating missionaries, native evangelists, and

colporteurs, so that they cannot be said to be wholly neglected. Compare
the accompanying map with M.->p V. The areas opened during the third

period do not show as great an increase in evangelistic centers, in Christian

communicants, or in mission schools, as is shown in the extreme western

part of the province. Obviously the element of time has not had as larjje a

place in the growth of the work as the mass movement amongst the tribes.

This has made the work in Kwekhow unusual, and the section of the

province where these mass movements have occurred has shown remark-

able development out of all proportion to the development of

other sections of the province, where work is restricted more to the Chinese.

EXTENT OF EVANGELISM
Missionary Residential Centers—In 1918 when this information was

gathered by the Survey Committee, 16 residential centers were reported in

Kwekhow. Three of these were International, 12 British, 1 Continental,

and 1 American in the nationality of their missionary personnel. In

one of these residential centers there were representatives ©f 2 societies, the

CIM and the FDM, a society affiliated with the CIM. All but 3

of the 17 mission stations in the province belong to the CIM or its affiliated

missions. In over haM of the residential centers tribal work as well as

work among the Chinese is carried on.

Evangelistic Centers—Besides a large number of occasional preaching

places, 150 evangelistic centers have been reported. In each one of these

places there are at least 10 communicant Christians. Not infrequently

work within convenient distance of mission stations has been included

in the returns for the station itself, with the result that a number of

evangelistic centers located in the vicinity of the larger cities do not appear

on the accompanying map. Approximately two-thirds of all evangelistic

centers reported are credited to the CIM and its affiliated societies.

The average number of communicants per evangelistic center is very

Ugh, and in the UMC mission reaches the high figure of 89. This suggests

a wide scattering of communicants in small groups of four or five over the

country, and the assembling of these Christians in one center conveniently

located for worship and service. Many people come for miles and the

congregaijons art- large. The whole province is covered by the work of

cohjorteurs and travelling evangelists.

Distribution of Evcngelistic Centers—There is a pronounced con-

centration of evangelistic centers in the extreme western section of the

pfiovince where work emong the Big Flowery Miao has been so con-

spicuously blessed. Encouraging progress in evangelistic work is also

evident on the accompanying map in the area enclosed by a line drawn
from Kweiyang to Anshunfu, thence to Kopu, and Tatingfn, and back to

Kweiyang. If we consider the province as a whole there is one evangelistic

center reported for every 447 sq.mi. The UMC with its restricted field

aveiages 1 evangelistic center for every 57 sq.mi., while the CIM whose

field extends in all directions over the province averages 1 center for every

254 sq. mi.

Christian Occupation by Hsiens—In a few western provinces it has

been impossible for our correspondents to supply statistics of mission

work hsien by hsien. Wherever this has been the case, the Committee

has had to be content with statistical returns representing mission work

by stations. There have been entered under the hsiens in which the

mission stations are located. Consequently many hsiens where work is

now carried on will appear in the table on Christian Occupation by

Hsiens for Kwekhow (Appendix A) to be without figures of work done.

Concurrently, hsiens wherein stations are located will be credited with

more work than is there being done. In any comparative study, there-

fore, of the Christian occupation by hsiens for such provinces as Kansu,

Kwekhow, and Yunnan, this imperfect grouping of figures must con-

stantly be kept in mind.

Only 35 out of a total of 81 hsiens report evangelistic centers, while

only 9 or one-ninth of the total number report mission lower primary

schools.

New Stations to be Opened—Plans for opening two new stations

within the next five years have been reported to the Survey Committee

by the CIM, one at Jenhwaihsien and the other in Tating prefecture.

Several correspondents have suggested places where, in their estimation,

work either for Chinese or for the tribes people might well be begun.

These places are indicated by a small cross on the postal map of Kwetchow

which appears in Appendix B. The relation of these strategic centers

for new work to existing mission stations and the future development of

postal communications throughout the province, are there shown.

Beginning from the extreme east, the names of these centers

where stations might well be opened are : Sungtao, Yfiping, Kweiting,

Ttryunfu, Puanting, Langtai, Tehshengpo, Kw mgshutschow, Tingfan-

chow, Suiyanghsien, and W?uchwanhsicn.

Reasons for Present Inadequacy of Christian, Occupation—Lack of

funds, resulting in inadequacy of staff both foreign and native, is men-
tioned by all correspondents as the first and chief reason. Secondary

reasons are : the mountainous character of the country, the difficulties

at communication, ?nd the sparse population scattered over the barren

hills. Generally speaking, the poorer tribes on account of their down-
trodden state respond more readily to the Gospel appeal than do the

Chinese.

FULL-TIME CHRISTIAN WORKERS
Foreign Force—In 1919 there were 45 Protestant missionaries allocat-

ed to Kwekhow. These resided in 16 centers. Ten were single women.
Less than one-third of the men were ordained. Two residential centers

had only single women missionaries. About 80 per cent of the entire

foreign force were connected with the CIM or its affiliated societies.

Approximately 75 per cent of the missionary bodv were British.
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Christian Occupation in Terms &i Foreign Force—Kweiehow averages

4 missionaries per i,oco,oeo inhabitants, and 5 per 1,000 communicants.

"When considered, therefore, solely frtm the standpoint ol missionary

occupation, Kweiehow is the most poorly occupied province in China, the

average for the entire country being almost four times better, or 15

missionaries per 1,000,000 population and 10 per 1,000 cwmunicants. Tbi

rank of the societies is as follows :

Missionaries per 1,000 Missionaries per sjooo^co

COMMUNICANTS INHABITANTS

(Average for Province 5) ! Average for Province 4)

EA 600 IMC 33

CM* 6 EA 2a

umc 1 cm* 5

The abnormal proportion shown for the EA is largely due to the fact

that this mission has only recently sent a strong foreign force into

Tungjcn. Note the low proportion cf missionaries to communicants in

the CMC, reflecting a well-known policy of the mission. This, however, is

not offset by any relatively high proportion of Chinese workers ptr lfioo

communicants.
Chinese Few—In studying Table HJ, one is impressed with the laige

voluntary Chinese force reported for the province. This number is more

than double the number of employed Chinese workers, namely 207. The

proportion between full-time Chinese and foreign workers is 4.5 to i-

If we add to this the voluntary workers, oar proportion between Chinese

and foreign workers becomes as high as 12 to 1. Although the UMC
reports only 7 voluntary workers, the proportion of its Chinese staff to

the foreign staff is very high, namely, 16.5 Chinese workers for each

foreign worker. This proportion becomes more striking when we compare

it with that reported for the CIM which is less then 4 to 1, or that reported

f««r the EA which is approximately 2 to 1.

Distribution and Classification of the Chinese Force—If we compare

the accompanying map with Map V we see that approximately one-third

of J he evangelistic centers sre without resident Chinese workers. The

Sotal Chinese force may be classified as follows : 58 per cent devote their

whole time t< evangelistic work, 40 per cent to educational, and 2 per

cent to medical work. The UMC reports the largest proportion of workers

who give their full time to teaching in primary schools. Ninety-five

per cent of the employed Chinese workers are men. This is the highest

proportion of men reported for any province in China. By way of com-

parison it is interesting to note that only 54 per cent of the church

members in Kweiehow are men.

Ordained Workers—There are approximately two times as many

Chinese as foreign ordained workers. Except for the affiliated societies

of the CIM, all missions report ordained Chinese clergymen. There is a

total of 11 for the province, representing 10 per cent of the mile

«vangelistk force. There is one ordained Chinese worker for every 9

organized congregations and for every S$$ commnnicants in the province.

ChrisHm Oempstkm m Terms of Chimes* Employed Workers—

Kweiehow reports iS Chinese employed workers per million inhabitants,

and 22 per thousand communicants. Except for Kansu which reports only

16 workers per r,000,000 inhabitants, Kweiehow shows the lowest propor-

tion among all the provinces of China.

Chinese Employed Workers Chinese Empjoyed Workers
per i.oco commcnicants per 1,000,000 inhabitants

(Average for Province ifi) {Average for Province 22)

UMC 550 EA 1,300

EA 46 CIM 22

CIM 18 UMC , 19

Again the high proportion for the EA in the second column is the

result of few converts during these early years of occupation. From the

second column it is also possible to see how many cut of every 100 church

members are employed by the respective missions. The average for

China is 7.2 out of every 100. In Kweiehow, however, only 2.2 are reported.

This is the lowest proportion reported for any province. Undoubtedly

these low proportions are partly accounted for by the large number of

voluntary workers, and more especially by the rapid increase in church

membership resulting from the unusual success which has attended

evangelistic work among the tribes people.

Training Centtrs—The l*MC conducts a school for workers in Chao-

tssng, Yunnan, just across the border. There are short term Bible institutes

for the training ol workers in a number of the CIM stations as well. No
Bible schools offering full-year courses, however, are known to exist in

the province.

COMMUNICANT CHRISTIANS

General Summary—Five provinces in China report fewer church

members than Kweiehow, which in 1919 reported 9,446. Of these

54 per cent were men. Thirty-seven per cent were connected with

Methodist missions, and 63 per cent with the CIM and its affiliated

societies.

The Roman Catholics report a church membership almost four times

greater, or 35,286 Christians. The total foreign force of this Church exceeds

50. Over 132 separate churches and chapels are scattered over the

province. The episcopal residence is Kweiyang. Little educational work
is attempted

Distribution of Protestant Church Members—The accompanying map
shows that over two-thirds of the church members in Kweiehow reside in

the extreme wx-stem section of the province, in an area equal to just about

one-thirtieth of the whole. The concentration is made even more evident

by a stndy of the statistical table showing the Christian occupation of

Kweiehow by hsiens (Appendix A). Kweisi-tao reports eight-ninths of

the total number of communicants is the province, and one single hsien

in this tao, namely Weining, reports over one-half of all the church

members in the province. A iarge number of church members also reside

in the neighbourhood of Kweiyang, Anshunfu, Tatingfu, and Kopa,

Tribal Work—The following paragraphs on this subject have been

contributed by Mr. Isaac Page, CIM, of Kopu.
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"Tlie tribes people of Kweichow are, according to the official records

in Kweiyang, far more numerous than is generally supposed. In all, it

is stated, there are 72 different tribes, each distinct from the others, and

possibly not more than one-third have been reached with the Gospel. They

may be classed as four distinct families : Miao, Ikia (generally called I-olo

by the Chinese), Chungkia, and Kehlao (or Tnlao, as they are called in

some places). The centers for Christian work amongst the aborigines in

Kweichow are Anshunfn, Anping, Tatingfu, Pangsieh, Tungchow, Tuh-

shan, and Kopu of the CIM, and Shihmenkan and Sifangching of the

CMC. Kopu and Shihmenkan are the centers for the Big Flowery Miao
work Amongst all these tribes, the Big Fiowery Miao stand out pre-

eminently as the tribe that has turned most readily to the Gospel."

"About 15 years as°t missionary circles were stirred by the recounts

of the remarkable work. That it was erf the Holy Spirit, and not 'worked

up," is evidenced by the widespread character of the movement, which

no one man could engineer, and also by the stability of the work, after

aS these years. Some might have- doubted, bat in the minds of men like

Adam and Pollard, men with a vision, there was no room for doubt, and

they went in with a will and took possession in the Name of the 'Lord.

It began in Anshunfu, spread to Weining, and over into Yunnan. Without

doubt the present movement amongst the Ikia, is due to the success in

evangelism amongst the Miao during these past years. In all, more than

ten thousand of the Miao have been received into church fellowship, and

a much larger number have been interested in the Gospel."

"At first it was a problem how best to organize such large numbers,

but with patience new centers were opened, districts divided, suitable men
appointed, and the work was soon running smoothly. In establishing

churches in the remote districts, it was found difficult to find educated

Christian men in sufficient number to meet the needs. Chinese there

were, but it was soon discovered that Miao preachers alone could satisfy

a Miao congregation. Soon most efficient men amongst them began to

step forth, and in a short time it was found that the Holy Spirit had
given gifts to the Church in Kweichow even as He did in the early days.

These men, with but little education, have proved themselves equal to the

task, and the Church has been built up in a very real way."

"In all the villages, men are appointed to act as Elders and Deacons
These are generally leading spirits, who also possess a knowledge of the

Word of God. They are responsible for the village meetings, and the

rounding up of any absentees. Any defection among the members is

brought up at a monthly meeting of tfrese Elders, held in each center."

"Each church has its own evangelist, and a contribution in kind,

maize, oats, buckwheat, or potatoes, is taken up each year for his support.

Added to this, a small salary from foreign sources is given. In the Kopa
district, these men, while called evangeSsts, are really pastors in charge
of the churches under foreign supervision. They have done fine work
and have proved their call to be of God. Responsibility has been put upon
them and they have risen to the occasion."

"Every Christian is a potential evangelist, and the tribes people,

almost everywhere, do alt the evangelizing, the missionary following in

their wake to consolidate what has been won. At the time of writing,

16 of our men are out in the nnevangelized parts of the district seeking
to win their fellow-men for Christ. They have gone two by two, the
churches providing their expenses for a ten days* tour. These men are

from the ranks of the elders, and have volunteered for this service."

"l>uring the last year (1918) more than 1,000 families have corae
to us as enquirers, nearly all of whom belong to the White Ikia, or Tusu.
Their interest in the Gospel had been awakened through a number of our
voluntary helpers, as well as through the work of our Miao evangelists.

At the present time, one man of this Tusu tribe who is a farmer and
does Christian work voluntarily, is arranging to visit all the villages of
his people where there is any interest manifested, intending to spend three
days in each place and give what help he can to these new enquirers.

"

"In the beginning of the year, volunteer workers were asked for and
the response was very good. Each man was given a f«m with Iris om
name ant1 spaces for n*»mes of p**»ces visited and of any specially interested
persons. Since that time, work has been opened up in a number of new
places, and sarnie of these voluntecis have gone on taking care of the
work in the places they then visited. In this kind of work. the Gospel
Calendar plays an important part. A calendar, not too elaborate, with
plain dates of the Sundays, and a short, pithy Gospel message, makes an
ideal tract for these people. About the first thing they want when they
become interested is a list of the 'worship days*." Only one per cent of
the communicants in Kweichow reside in cities of over 50,000. A very
large proportion of the church membership consists of tribes people.

Hymn books exist for the Black Miao. SeM-support is well developed.

Althocgh the tribes people have little money, they- support their work
and workers by gifts of grain. In some sections of the province there is

still considerable objection offered by the Miao to Christian work being
done among them by Chinese, who, as a class, rather lord it over their

less fortunate neighbours.

Degree of Literacy—Many of the tribes have no written language. The
Pollard Script is used among the Miao, as well as a simple form of w>»

manization, but this cannot meet the needs of all tribes The Church in

Kweichow is probably the most illiterate in China. Only 3©, per cent of 1

the men and 17 per cent of the women are reported as able to read and
write. Care, however, must be taken not to place too much emphasis ©a
figures which are acknowledged to be mere guesses in every case.

Communicants per lo^ooo-rThere are S Protestant church members to

each i.ooo inhabitants. This is a higher proportion than obtains in w
of the other provinces of China.

MISSION AMD GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS
Gemeftd Sumey—Eighty-four lower primary schools with an enrotlr

meat of 1,609 students are reported in the 17 stations and 130 evangelistic

centers throughout the province. In addition there are 8 higher primary

schools with less than 200 students. Only Kansu and Kiangst report

fewer students under Christian instruction. The CMC leads in educational

work. 6 of the 8 higher primary schools being reported by this bmssS<**-
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Although it reports approximately 2,500 fewer communicants than the

•CIM, the UMC had in 1919 almost 300 more students under Christian

instruction.

If we draw a line through the center of the province in a northwest

ia southeast direction, we wiH find that approximately nothing is being

done along educational lines in the eastern half of the province. Very

little emphasis is as yet being put on Christian education for girls. Less

than 100 girls are enrolled in mission schools throughout the entire

province. A comparison of the number of students under Christian in-

struction with the total Christian constituency shows that only one child

4s receiving Christian instruction out of every 12 of the Christian con-

stituency. No information regarding the existence of mission middle

or normal schools has been received. The UMC maintains a middle school

.at Chaotung in Yunnan^ aai.students Jn.Ksseichow who desire higher,

education may go either to Chaotung or to the West China Christian

University at Cheogta, Szeehwan.

Gffiemment EdttmiMn—lit actual number of students Kwekhow ranks

next to the lowest among China's r8 provinces. However, in number of

-.government students per 10,000 inhabitants Kweichow ranks higher than

Eukien, Kiangsi. or Anhwei. The educational facilities offered by

"the government appear fairly equally distributed. Note, however, how
few schools are reported in the hsiens in the extreme western part of

Kweichow. This is undoubtedlv due to the large number of tribes people.

Middle Schools—Eight government middle schools are located on the

accompanying map. All but two (Tiencbuhsien and Tuyunfu) are situated

in missionary residential centers. Three government normal schools of

middle school grade, one agricultural, one technical, and one law school

are also reported.

HOSPITALS

General Sawtwary—Two mission hospitals, one under the CIM at

Anshunfu and another under the EA at Tungjen, represent all that

Protestant Christian missions are doing along hospital lines for the

.0,000,000 inhabitants of Kweichow. These hospitals in 1919 reported 67

beds, twice as many for men as for women, under the supervision of 3

foreign doctors. This foreign force has recently been augmented, until

at the present time Kweichow has 1 doctor in Anshunfu, and 2 doctors

and 1 registered nurse in Tungjen.

In addition to these 2 mission hospitals, 6 mission dispensaries have

been reported, and 1 Roman Catholic and 1 government hospital in Kwei-

vang. The latter was reported too late to be indicated on the accompany-

ing map. Simple medical remedies are distributed in practically all of the

mission stations.
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Yunnan and Kweichcw are more poorly provided with medical facili-

ties The proportions for Kwticbow are 2 doctors and 6 hospital beds

per 1,000,000, while those for the whole of China are 1 foreign physician and

l& mission hospital beds per 1,000,000 inhabitants.

Compare the accompanying map with Maps V and VI showing the

distribution of evangelistic centers and communicant church members.

Perhaps the hospital at Yiinnanfu will meet the needs of the communicant

body in the extreme southeastern section cf Kweichow. The 2 hospitals,

while strategically located with reference to the non-Christian element in

the province, are not so situated as to be at all conveniently accessible to the

large number of Protestant communicants. A study of the Postal Map
Appendix B, page li) in connection with the series of maps shown here

will suggest strategic centers where hospitals might well be located before

Kweichow can be said to be adequately occupied so far as Christian medical

facilities are concerned. At the present time there is great need for

itinerating missionary physicians among the tribes people.
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SHANSI
I.—HSXEN BCUXDARJES

HSIEN BOUNDARIES

'Aral and Political Dreisfotif—Since the establishment of

the Chinese Republic, the northern boundaries of Shansi
and Chihli hare been brought farther south to the
coarse of the Great Wall, and the territory formerly
known cs Inner Mongolia divided into the "special

territories" of Jehol, Chahar, and Suiyfian, the latter two
adjoining' Shansi on the north. As previously delimited this

province had an area of Si»%j sq.mi. A rough estimate of the

extent of territory north of the enter Great Wall which no
longer belongs to Shansi is somewhat over 20,000 sq.mi,, which
when deducted makes the total area for the province as now
delimited afcont 60,000 sq.mi. For purposes of political

administration, Shansi is divided into 3 tao, and these are

subdivided into 103 hsiens. The capital city is Taiyfianfu.

There are no treaty ports or consular residences.

Physical Characteristics—Shansi is a great loess plateau,

ascending gradually from an altitude of 2,500 feet in the south
to over 5,000 feet in the north. This plateau is intersected by
short and irregular mountain ranges. A series of depressions

or sunken alluvial plains gives evidence cf former lakes. These
regions frrm the most fertile and populous sections of the
province. Tatnngfu, Taiyiianfn, Pingyangfu, and Cbiehchow
are situated in these former lake basins. Shansi is reputed to

be exceedingly rich in coal and iron. One authority has
estimated 13,500 square miles of coal fields. leavers of lime-

stone, sandstone, and yellow earth cover these coal deposits,

hat at a gieat many points the coil lies very close to the sur-

face of the ground. Already Shansi yields one-quarter of the

total amount of coal consumed in China, or about 4,otx>,ooo

tons annually. It is often quoted that this one province has

enough coal to supply the world's demand for centnries.

The Yellow River bounds Shansi both on the west and on

the south. The Fen River is its largest tributary and flows

througli the central and most fertile part of the province. The
Tsin River in the southeast waters a section of the ccuntry

which is rich in minerals and is sometimes spoken of as one of

the most fertile and populous legions in all China. Hwai-
kittgfu (Honan) and Tsehchow are important cities in the Tsin

River valley, and branch railways are projected to both these

centers from Tsinghwacheu and Siusiaug in Honan.

Climate—Shansi has greater extremes of cold and heat

than most of the northern provinces. The winters are long andt

bitter, and the summers hot and humid. Travel is made most

trying on account of the immense amount of dust blown up
front the yellew earth which constitutes the surface soil of the

entire province.

Language—Mandarin is the language of the people. Even

the Mongolians who inhabit the northern part of the province,

with few exceptions, are able to speak and understand

Mandarin.
Railvsay Communications—The capital Taiyfianfu is connected with

the Peking-Hankcw Railway by a branch railroad, which extends from

Shihkiaehwang iChihli) and is known as the Cheng-Tai Railway. The
Peking-Kalgan Railway crosses the northeastern part of the province,

passing through Tatnngfu and continuing on to Feugchen in Sniyuan.

It is proposed to extend this line as far as Kweihwating, and from thence

via Ningsiafu in Kansn to Lanchowfu the capital. Another railway con-

necting Tatnngfu with Chengtu, the capital of S/echwan, is also planned

for. This road will pass through Taiyfianfu, follow the course of the Fen

River to Tungkwanting, cross Shensi via Sianfu and Hanchnngfu, and

thence enter Szechwan province.

Rivers and Roads—Communication by both rivers and roads in Shansi

is extremely difficult, owing to the nature of the soil and to the shallow

swift currents of the riveis. The two principal highways are (1) between

Chengticgfn (Chihli) and Sianfu (Shensi) via Taiyfianfu and the Fen River

valley, and (2} between Tatungfu and Taiyfianfu. One correspondent

writes as follows : "Cart roads radiate in all directions in the plains.

Many of them are, however, below the surface of the fields, and during the

rainy season either become running streams or are so deep with mud that

they are almost impassible for two or three months of the year."

The Fen River is navigable below Kiangchow for a distance of about

40 miles. Only .'-hallow-draft flat-bottom boats can be used, and these only

during certain periods of the year. The Yellow River is navigable for

smaller water craft below the point where the Fen River loins it.

Navigation is practically impossible on all other streams.

Post and Telegraph Offices—Past office facilities can be found in all

<ities of Shansi and in many of the market towns. No great advance,

however, in postal occupation has been made in the past few years, and

no great increase can be expected, since the province is a poor one, the

people being mainly agricultural and unlettered. There are 65 post offices

.«cf different classes 'and 252 postal agencies. Twenty-five- million

frieces of mai; matter were handled in Cne year (1919). This represetits

about 13 per cent of the amount handled in the province to the east (Chihli).
Christian Occupation by Hsiens—A study of the Hsien Table foe

Shansi in Appendix A reveals the fact that, although all of the 103 hsiens
are claimed by Protestant missions, II hsiens still report no Christian
commnnicants. Twelve more hsiens report less than 10 communicants
each. In 14 hsiens mission work is shared jointly by two or more societies.

DENSITY OF POPULATION"

Population Estimates for tkz Province—The lowest population figure

given for Shansi is that of the 1910 Census which is 9,422,871. The 1SS5

Census made by the Hoard of Revenue gives a slightly higher figure, or

10,791,341, while the Post Office Census of 1919 totals 10,265,412. (Note
that this figure was obtained by subtracting from the Post Office total for

Shansi 815,415, as being the combined population for the hsiens north
of the Great Wall which until recently constituted a part of Shansi).

Official estimates by hsiens collected by the Survey Committee approximate
the Post Office total, or 10,891,878. Using this estimate and the figure

for the computed area of the newly delimited province, a density of 181.5

is obtained. This nu-kes Shansi slightly more dense than Kweichow, and
abent the same as New York State.

Cities—Recent information from correspondents on the field show*

only two cities with populations of over 50,000 : Taiyfianfu 80,000, and

Fenchow 65,000. Seven more cities with populations ranging between

25,000 and 50,000, together with 15 cities between 10,000 and 25,000,

indicate that the problem of Shansi is not so much one cf city evangeliza-

tion as of country work (see Table III, Column 9). All of these dries

which have more than 10,000 inhabitants except Siangning are mission

stations.

Densest Areas—The largest numbers of inhabitants are found in the

valleys of the Fen and the Tsin rivers, and near the railway in the north-

east beyond the inner Great Wall. The people being mainly occupied in
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II.—Density of Poplxation
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agricultural pursuits kive accordingly congregated in the most fertile

regions. Dtulnless with the gradual development of the mineral re-

sources of the province, the present distribution of population will be

changed.

Economic Conditions—Shansi is a province ei great agricultural

•wealth, many varieties of grains and fruits being gicwn in the fertile

'oess-filled valleys. The annual production, however, depends to some
extent on the supply of rain which some years is insufficient and always

uncertain. According to the Decennial Census of 1004, a decrease in the

population of Shansi ci 50 per cent within 10 years is mentioned by one

authority as being the result of famine, opium-smoking, and other de-

populating influences. Hence it is necessary for Shansi to import food-

stuffs to a considerable extent from other provinces. Besides agricvl-

tnralists, Shansi is famous for its merchants and bankers who live in

large numbers in cities of great wealth in the Fen River plain south of the

capital. The people on the whole are industrious, prosperous, and thrifty.

PROTESTANT MISSION FIELDS

Societies at H'orfc—Thirteen mission societies claim the entire area

d the province. The Anglican, Lutheran, and Methodist denominational

groups are not represented in the Protestant work of Shansi. The CIM
and its affiliated societies occupy about two-thirds of the total area. Two
Baptist societies claim another 22 per cent, the ABCFM 8 per cent, and
the Tsehchowfu Mission 4 per cent. The PN reports one evangelistic

center in a very small field which is worked from Chihli province. No fields

have been indicated for the AFM, AG, SA, and VMCA missions on the

accompanying map. Taiyuanfu, being the capital of the province, is

shown as area common to all missions.

Overlapping Areas—Reference to the accompanying map will reveal a

few small art?s claimed by vnore than one mission. However, in the case

of the narrow strip north of the inner Great Wall where the BMS and HF
(cim) overlap no evangelistic centers or communicants are reported, and
in the small areas west and southwest of Taiyuanfu where overlapping

appears on the map it is not necessarily true that any conflict in work or

duplication of effort exists in the mission activities within these

regions.

Comity Agreerrents~T)e&nite agreements regarding ftekl

boundaries have been fcrmulated between the several missions

occupying Shansi. These agreements are based on mutual

understandings between the missionaries in the different fields,

and have been recognized by the Shansi Advisory BoaTd of

Missions. The BMS field extends north to the inner Great Wall

and some 2c li beyond, this latter region being an extension of

the Taicho'v work. It is reported that in any readjustment of

the work, this small area north of the Wall would be turned

over to the HF (cist) whenever that mission is strong enough to

occupy more territory. The BMS has already passed over 't»

work in the Showyang-hsien to the GBB. The field of this latter

mission society is approaching- a state of complete occupancy m
far as foreign force is concerned, and the need of expansion

cithe- in Shansi or elsewhere has been expressed repeatedly.

Missionary interest is steadily increasing in the home churches

and the force on the field is being augmented anntrdly. The

ACBFr-' uporti that in general the present hsien bouutlarieg

are sufficient to delimit its fields. In respect, however, to large

places near the border, whichever mission finds itself i© a

position to first enter and begin work may do so. No comity

agreements have been reported by, with, or between the *FM»
AG, SA, and TSM, and the larger societies.

AGE OF WORK

Pioneer Period—The first missionaries to visit Shansi were

Revs. Alexander Williamson (NBSS) and Jonathan Lees (LMS)

in r86o-7o. It was not until 1876, however, that Messrs,

J. J. Turner and F. H. James of the CIM arrived

in the province with a view to permanent settlement.

These two men accompanied by two Chinese helper*

travelled overland from Nanking, a distance of many
hundred miles, and during the few weeks of their sojourn

within the province visited 7 walled cities and many smaller

towns. Shortness of funds, however, rompelled them to return

the same year to Hankow via the Han River. Early next year,

1S77, they returned to Shansi for permanent residence, arriving

just 111 time for the Great Famine of 1877-79. The time and

strength of these pioneer missionaries were immediately given

to famine relief work until physical exhaustion and famine

fever forced a second retirement after only a few months' stay.

Just two days after they left the province Rev. Timothy

Richard of the BMS arrived to carry on the relief work. He was
foon joined by other foreign missionaries, until in the four

afflicted provinces some 69 foreigners were personalty engaged

in the work of distributing grain and clothing. Mr. Turner

returned a third time in 1878, accompanied by Rev. David Hilt

of the WMMS. Tlicse two men opened the first two mission

stations in Shansi, the former taking up residence in Taiyuanfu

and the latter establishing work at Pingyangfu.

In 1S80, Dr. H. Schofield of the CIM arrived in Taiyuanfu.

During his first year, although he was able to give only two

days a week to medical work, putting the rest of his time into

language study, he treated over 1,500 outpatients and some 45

inpatients. But after only 3 years of service, I>r. Schofield

succumbed to typhus fever. His medical work was carried on

bv Drs. Millar Wilson and Edwards who kid joined him just

previous to his death. Subsequently the medical work at Taiyuanfu was

turned over to the BMS. Dr. Wilson, at his own expense, opened a

hospital at Pingyangfu, later called the Wilson Memorial Hospital.

The early work of the BMS and the CIM missions in Shansi was
marked by extensive evangelistic itineration and book distribution

throughout the province, by special efforts among scholars and officials in

the capital, and by the establishment of opium refuges. In connection

with the latter philanthropic work Pastor Hsi, a convert of Mr. Hill, com-

menced the remarkable work which gave him such a high place of note

for years to come amcug the Christian leaders of North China. He him-

self having suffered severely from opium smoking, after his conversion

threw his whole thought and energy into the work of delivering those who
wete the slaves of this drag. He succeeded in establishing a chain of

opium refuges extending through the entire central and southern section*

of the province and on aeross the boundaries into Shensi and Honan. It

was said that by 1007 no fewer than 30,000 men and wonien had passed

through these refuges, and probably more than 1,000 converts to the

Church directly resulted from the preaching of the Gospel which accom-

panied this philanthropic work.

The beginning of the Shansi Mission of the ABCFM dates back to the

( )berlin Band of theological students, who in 1870 proposed to Dr. Judson
Smith, their teacher, that he lead them in establishing a mission in China.

Rev. and Mrs. Martin E. Stimson were the pioneers of this mission, leaving

America in 1SS1. Other volunteers followed, until in 1900 there were r6

American Board missionaries residing in the province. The first station

to be opened was Taiyuanfu. In the interests of mission comity, however,

the work in that city was soon transferred to Taikahsien, some 40 miles

to the south. Fenchow was opened as the second mission station in 1887,

The early years of the work of the ABCFM in Shansi were likewise marked
by a special ministry through opium refuges.

The HF (cist) society was not apportioned the area hetween the inner

and outer Great Wall until 1906, when the CIM withdrew from the

field and relinquished Tatungfu, its only missionary residential center in

the district. Now 7 mission stations with 27 missionaries and nearly
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^Boo communicants are reported few this area of some 9,000

sq.mi. The NMC fcix) in tbe northwest, south of the inner

"•Great Wall, occupied Yungningehow in 189S, and now has 13

evangelistic centers and about 150 commnnicants in its field.

"The SMC (cm) commenced work in Yuncheng in the south-

western part of the province in 1888. This city still forms the

center of work which extends into Shcnsi and northern Honan.
The ORB occupied Pingtingch<jv in 1910. AG missionaries

"fare resided in the capital since 1914. The AFM in igro

"established work in the northeast; also the SA, which

•sent its first representative to Tatungfu in 1918. The Tseh-

-•chowfa Mission was established by Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Smith

thb 1902, The YMCA has carried on work in the capital for over

•jo vears, commencing' with a building and a secretary leaned

"by 'the BMS.
Boxer Uprising—Of all of the provinces in China, Shansi

-suffered most in 1900. Several hundred Chinese Christians, and

rx59 foreign missionaries including 46 children, were martyred

in this one province. This latter number represents S4 per

-cent of all the foreign workers throughout China who lost

.their lives that year. This terrible toll erf life resulted directly

•JrOBi the sympathy and protection afforded to the Boxers by

tthe newly commissioned Governor Y6 Hsien, the founder and

^patron of the so-called Great Sword Society. His appoint-

sment tc the highest post in the province that year was followed

immediately by the rapid spread of the anti-foreign and anti-

«Christian movement, and the increase in numbers of armed

Boxers was sudden and overwhelming. The mission property

yd the three large societies at work in Shansi was completely

«4kstroyed, and all but 3 or 4 of the foreigners residing in the

-jworinee at the outbreak of the trouble were put to death.

•Communication with the coast was cut off in May of that year.

By the end of June ten Swedish missionaries had been killed

-at Soping and six members of the CIM in Tatungfu. On July

31 six missionaries of the ABCFM fell before the Boxers in

'Taikuhsien. Perhaps the most atrocious single event on the

-part of the Boxer fanatics took place on July oth in the capital

•city, Taiyuanfu. Here in one day a total of 33 Protestant mis-

sionaries with their children, 12 Roman Catholic priests and

-nuns, and a number of Chinese Christians were massacred. In

-southern Shansi, about 35 adults and 10 children were killed,

-«r died from exposure and ill-treitment. Four different parties

-from this district succeeded in making their way across the

* hostile province of Honan to Hankow, but many members of

these parties died on the road or suffered serious physical dis-

ablement as a result of the hardships and brutal maltreatment

•experienced during the journey. Thus in a brief period the

-work of the Church was seemingly brought to naught. Indeed

:«U phases of the Christian program received a serions check

•from which some districts have never quite recovered. How-

-ever, in a spirit of faith, let it be said, that all this has happencl

-to the furthering of the Gospel. There have been many

•developments since which give distinct cause for encourage-

tnent and hepe.

Reconstruction Period—For 2 or 3 years following the

Boxer Uprising, the work of the Church was carried on by only

a limited number of the remaining Chinese church members in a few

"localities. These small groups of faithful communicants became the nuclei

*©f the Church which during the past two decades has grown so rapidly.

T>r. Atwood of the ABCFM, the only surviving member of the mission,

-returned from furlough in 1902, but it was not until 1905 that the first

-new missionaries of that society arrived in Taikubsien for permanent

-residence. Better sites and buildings were secured to replace the former

ones. The native leaders who had carried the burden of the work in the

.absence of the missionaries were given greater responsibilities, and closer

•cooperation grew np between the foreign and Chinese workers. In 1907,

the Shansi work was linked np more closely with Oberlm College in the

"U. s. A. through the formation of the Shansi Memorial Association. The

•membership of that mission has grown from 125 communicants just after

the Boxer trouble to 1,500 commnnicants in 1918.

The reconstruction period of the BMS commenced with the arrival of

Rev Moir B. Duncan, who later became the first principal of the Shansi

Imperial Universitv established by the Government through the inspiration

•«J Dr. Timothy Richard. In 1005, there were 12 missionaries and 76 com-

-xcmnieants; in 1918, the BMS work had grown to 31 missionaries 58

-employed Chinese workers, and 675 commnnicants. The CIM also has

-keen recovering from the losses of 1900, and now claims twice as many

-missionaries as the BMS, and a Christian constituency of over 44<».

Mission Stations Arranged Chronologically

iBeforej 1861- 1 1881- 1891- ; 1901- 1911-

1860 ' 1880 1890 j
1900 j

1910
j
1920

III.—Protestant Mission- Fields

Baptist

• Congregational
Presbyterian ...

China Inland Mission

Other Societies

BMS
GBB
ABCFM
PN
CIM
HF (CIM)

NMC (cm)
SMC (cn*i

AFM
AG
SA
TSM
YMCA

t^«- »•»- i>

Note that the establishment of mission stations had its greatest

impetus in the period between 1881 and 1900. Note also from the accom-

panying map that nearly one-half the area of the province was opened to

Christian work in that period, md that these regions are the most densely

populated and important sections of Shansi. In comparing this map with

Map VII showing the Distribution of Communicant Christians, one sees

also that, except for the large Christian community around Yangkao in

the extreme northeast, most of the Christians are congregated in the

regions opened earliest. Note also that the black areas which have been

opened since 1920, or still remain unopened, are located in areas which

support only a slight population.

EXTENT OF EVANGELISM

Missionary Residential Centers—The missionaries of the 13 societies

working in Shansi reside in 44 centers. These centers represent 50

mission stations. Grouped around the y> mission stations are 296

evangelistic centers averaging 28 communicants each. Taiyuanfu, Taiku-

hsien, Fenchow, Pingtingchow, Liaochow, and Tatungfu report missionary

communities of 10 or more persons each. Tatungfu, Taiyuanfu, and

Pingtingchow have representatives of more than one society. The 44

residential centers may be grouped as follows according to the nationality

of their missionary personnel : 21 International, 16 Continental, 4

American, and 3 British. Women missionaries only reside in 5 centers.

No plans for opening new mission stations during the next five years, or

before 1923, have been reported.

Number or Sn.Mi. rm Evangelistic Center
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IV.—Age of .Work.

Evangelistic Centers—An average of 6 evangelistic centers

to each mission station is reported for the province, or a total

of 296. This number would be increased were we to regard

each place of Christian worship in the large cities as a separate

evangelistic center. The average number of evangelistic

centers per mission station for the ABCFM is considerably

higher than the average for the province, being- 25. to each of

its two stations. This throws some tight on the policy of the

ABCFM in Shansi, which is first to concentrate on the large

market centers and such towns as are considered important

centers of commercial and social life, and to place trained

Chinese leaders in each one. Thereafter the work is left in

charge of these Chinese workers under wise supervision, and

they are made to feel responsible for the development of what-

ever territory lies between these larger centers. The other

missions in the province report only an average number of

evangelistic centers per mission station. Note on the accom-

panying map the concentration of centers around Taning and

Hungtung in the CIM field.

The following table shows the average area in square

miles, and the average number of both inhabitants and com-

municants per evangelistic center operated by the several

societies

:

Area m Sq-Mi. Inhabitants Communicant*

ABCFM 98 i?.Soo 29

CIM **„ 108 25,000 20

SMC (cm) - 239 34.9W> 23

HF ((CM) 383 55.5°o 33

BMS 405 72,200 38

ORB 429 79400 J*

NMC (cm) 846 3S.100 it

Reasons for Prgstnt Inadequate Occupation--Besides the

fact that complete reconstruction was necessary after the total

loss of property and leaders (Chinese and foreign) in 1900,

certain, other reasons are given far the present inadequacy of

Protestant Christian occupation m Shansi. Correspondents

agree first on the insufficiency of the working staff, both

foreign and Chinese; next on the lack of funds. The GBB
correspondent refers specially to the need within the mission

for a larger number of properly trained Chinese workers. Th*:

ABCFM states "that the difficulties of communication enter

somewhat into the problem of evangelism in the mountainous-

more sparsely inhabited sections. It adds that no development

in women's church work could be recorded, since women-

workers were not appointed to the province for this particular

work until 1918.

Roman Catholic Mission Work—-The strength of the Roman

Catholic Church in Shansi is indicated by a listed membership

-

erf 65,140 Christians, or more than seven times the number of

Protestant communicants. Over 900 evangelistic centers are-

reported. The working force consists of 60 foreign and 35.

Chinese priests and nuns. It is impossible here to give figures

indicating the severe loss of this Church in members and pro-

perty during the Boxer Uprising. Many foreign and Chinese

priests and nuns laid down their lives for the sake of the Faith.

Fortunately, however, many of the Catholic centers were more-

easity fortified than these of the Protestant Church and thus-

more successfully resisted the assaults of the Boxer mobs.

FULL-TIME CHRISTIAN WORKERS
Distribution of Missionaries—A total of 240 foreign Pro-

testant missionaries reside in 44 centers in Shansi. This

number indicates the rapid recovery and growth of the Pro-

testant Church since 1900, when every foreign worker remaining

in the province was massacred. More than one-half this

number reside in the 16 cities which report populations of*;

20..JOO or above. The two largest cities, Taiyuanfu and Fen-

chow, claim 15 per cent of the total foreign force.

Classification of the Foreign Force—Oxer one-half of the

missionary force, or 131, arc members of the CIM and its

afnMated missions. The ABCFM, BMS, and «BB report almost

equal numbers of foreign workers. When we classify the 240*

missionaries according to nationality, we find that 71 are

American, 70 are members of the three societies regarded as-

International, 66 are Continental, and 33 British. Of the total

male force 31 per cent are ordained; and of the total foreign"

force 31 per cent are single women. Professional medical work

is carried on by S male physicians and 5 nurses. No foreign

and only one Chinese woman physician connected with mission

work is reported for the entire province.

K.—Stations and Evangelistic Centers
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Christian 0<\ ttton m
FER l.OOO COMMUNICANTS

(AVERAGE 29)

NMC (cm) .. IJSO

GBB . SI"

BMS 46

SMC (cm) 40
HF (cm) 34
CIM J7

ABCFM 17

« Terms of Foreign Workers—
per 1,000,000 Inhabitants

(Average 22)

NMC (cm) 3(

GBB 27

ABCFM 27

SMC (cm) 26

BMS 24

HF (cm) 21

CIM 19

. Note that in thus, table the ABCFM and CIM appear to

lhave the smallest number of missionaries per church member-

ship. Compare this table with the statistical tables below

showing Chinese workers per 1,000 communicants and per

r,ooo,«» inhabitants, and note there the standing of these

-.societies.

Chinese Force and its Distribution—A total of 566 full-

lame Chinese workers are reported. This represents an average

•4H a->3 Chinese to each foreign worker. Note in Table II,

Column 16 that the ABCFM reports the highest percentage of

Chinese to foreign workers (6.6). Sixty-one per cent of the

entire Chinese force reside in the 44 missionary residential

centers, which means that only 30 per cent are left in charge of

-country evangelistic centers which are visited only occasionally

by the missionary. Compare the accompanying map with

Map V. Note the large number of evangelistic centers in the

»ortbe-»st (HF field), and the group of centers around Taning

(CIM field), which appear to be without paid workers. Re-

ference to Table II, Column 14 shows that the CIM reports more

than one^half the total number of voluntary workers in the

province. These are not indicated on Map VI.

Classification of Chinese Force—Just one-half of all paid

•Chinese workers are giving their full time to evangelistic work,

•while 42 per cent are engage in educational evangelism. The

45BB and ABCFM societies report more educational workers

than strictly evangelistic, the latter society reporting twice

as many. Th» other societies list larger proportions of

-*vangeSsts. The only specially trained Chinese medical

workers are connected with the ABCFM, BMS, CIM, and GBB
sttisskms, which report 16, 9, 8, and 4 Chinese doctors and

nurses respectively. The three affiliated societies of the CIM
whose fields cover over 25,c=oo sq.mi. of territory and suppott

-«ma* 2,500,000 inhabitants, appear to have neither Chinese nor

foreign physicians and nurses.

Ordained H^rfcers—Were the Christian constituency of

»3,3O0 divided equally among the 9 ordained Chinese workers,

«ach of the latter would have more than 1470 Christians under

his special care- The ABCFM and BMS report no ordained

workers, and the CIM reports one for every r.aoo communicants.

"The total of 229 organized congregations are thus largely under

-Jfehe care of unordained evangelists.

Cfcmtiaw Occupation in Terms of Chinese Workers—

VI.

—

Distribution of Workers

per 1,000 Communicants
(Average 68)

GBB rSS

ABCFM 107

SMC Scm) 96

BMS 85

HF (cm) So

NMC (cm) 73

CIM 46

per 1,000,000 Inhabitants

(Average 52)

ABCFM 174

SMC (cm) 63

HF (cm) 48

BMS 44

gbb :...:... 42

cim : 40

NMC (em) 22

I.—Force at Work—Foreign

Nam* of Society

Grand Total

B*pi-.«

GBB
Congregational ... ABC!
Presbyterian 1*S

'China Inland Mission. CIM

hf (cm)
SMC (cm)
SMC (cm)
AFM
AG

SA
TSM
TMCA

74 92 148 l 240

-Other Societies

1 7 13 IS Si
1 11 9 21 30
1 4 11 13 •24

1 24 22 43 55

-
13 14 27 CIM

4 9 9 IS ABCFM
•

I
9 7 14 21 HF (CIM)

.. 1 8 4 10 14 BMS

.. ) I 2

f

1

3

smc (cm)
C.BR

TSM

1 2
SMC (CXM)

xucx

The low figures for the CIM in both columns may be ex-

plained in part by the large number of voluntary workers re-

ported. Note that the GBB stands high in the two tables which

show the Chinese and foreign workers per i.ooo communicants.

This fact also needs qualification by a consideration of the new-

ness of the work and hence the relatively small number of communicants to

each paid worker, and also by the fact that the number of missionaries is

abcut equal to that of the Chinese workers. Note that in the above tables on

Christian occupation in terms of Chinese workers the ABCFM stands

high, whereas in the table showing the number of missionaries per one

thousand communicants this society stands at the foot of the list. In

other words, we see here the special emphasis whkh one mission places

on native leadership.

Training Centers for Chinese Workers—Only two Bible training schools

are reported on the CCEA list for 1918 : Shansi Bible Institute (CIM)

in Hungtung, and the Theological Seminary and Normal School (SMC) at

Yuncheng. The Bible Training School for Women which has been carried

on for several vears in Hwochow by the CIM has recently been closed.

A Bible school for men has been established by the ABCFM at Fenchow

to give two years svstemalic spiritual instruction to prospective Chinese

leaders. Special courses in Bible study for Christian preachers and lay

leaders are also offered in various stations and outstations of the larger

missions, lasting from periods of a few days up to terms of several weeks

duration.

Chinese and Foreign Workers Compared

40 20 20 « " 60 «0 MO 1*0 140 160

MB Foreign Workers

mum ChiBOKEnafeiMieWocfcan

rrht Cteinwe Educational Wsrker*

«flB Chinese Medical Worker*
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VII.

—

Distribution of Communicants

COMMUNICANT CHRISTIANS

General Summary—Shansi with 8,340 communicants, re-

presenting an increase of about 380 per cent since 1907, has six

times as many communicants as Kansu, two times as many as

Anhwei or Kwangsi, and just a few more than Shensi or Yun-

nan. There is one Christian in Shansi for every 1,306 non-

Christians. This is about the average ratio for China as a

whole. Twenty-nine per cent of the communicant body are

women. The Reman Catholic Church reports a total of 05,140

Christians.

Distribution of Communicants—Note on the accompanying:

map the concentration of Christians in the extreme northeast-

between the two branches of the Great Wall, and also in the

Fen River valley. A comparison between this map and Map-
II shows that these Christian communities aTe located chieflv

in country districts. In this connection it will be remembered*

that only 4 per cent of the communicants arc credited

to cities of 50,000 inhabitants and over. Note also that,

except for general groups of communicants in the thickly-

populated southern and southeastern portions of the province,,,

most of the larger Christian communities are situated in very-

densely inhabited regions. A comparison with Map IV, more-

over, shows that the brightest areas, or those opened earliest

to Christian work, new report the largest Christian con-

stituencies. A further comparison with Map VIII, however,

showing the relative occupancy in terms of population, show*

that the regions which appear to have the largest number of*

communicants are not necessarily the best occupied in terms of*

communicants per 10,000 population.

Classification by Denominations—The C1M and its affiliated*

societies, whkh occupy about two-thirds of the total land area-

of the province, report 61 per cent of the church membersbtp,.

the CIM alone reporting 44 per cent. Next hr order follows-

the ABCFM with 1,495 communicants, or 18 per cent of th*

total. The RMS, AFM, GBB, and TSM follow. A totaW

Christian constituency of over 13,000 is reported, the CIM*

reporting the largest numbers, with the ABCFM a close second:

Literacy—Information from correspondents in the Shansr

field indicates that the literacy of the Chinese Church is com*
paratively high. It is estimated that 81 per cent of the men'

and 51 per cent of the women are able to read- the New Testa-

ment in the vernacular. Only Hunan reports highe*"

percentages.

Sunday School Work—The emphasis on Sunday School*

work in Shansi is far below the average shown for the other pro-

vinces, when the number of scholars is contrasted with the eoim-

municant membership. A total of 3,071 Sunday School scholars-

represents a proportion of 370 scholars per 1,000 communicants*,

the average for all China being 641. Although the CIM lista-

a larger number of scholars, the GBB reports a larger pro-

portion of scholars to communicants. The ABCFM and SMC*
(cim) both rank above average. (See Table VI, Column 12).

COMMUNICANTS PER 10,000 INHABITANTS

General Impressions—When one considers the numerical*

relation between Christians and non-Christians, Shansi rankl-

akmg with ChibK, Shensi, Kiangsu, Kweichow, and Yunnan,

each of which has about the same proportion approximating

the average for all China. The proportion for Shansi is 7,6»

Protestant Christians per 10,000 inhabitants. In eomparisoA-

with the provinces of Anhwei, Kansu, Honan, Hunan, Hupeh»

Kiangsi, Kwangsi, and Szechwan, this province ranks high.

When the separate fields of the larger societies are consideredV

the ABCFM ranks first with 17 Christians per 10,000 in-

habitants. The CIM comes next with 10, and the remaining -

missions follow, all ranking below the average for the province.

Brightest Areas—Sate the hsiens which appear brightest

on the accompanying map. These hsiens (Fensi, Chaocheng, and?

Taning, CUM field) report over 75 communicants per 10,000 in-

habitants each. The Hsien Table for Shansi (Appendix A) showst-

II.—Force at Work—Chinese

Mam* of Society
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ifliat Fenyatig and Tsinyfian hsiens in the ABCFM field also

•sceport high proportions. Compare thia map with the popula-

tion map. Note that the most densely populated regions,

such as the TSM field and the SMC field" in the lower valley

of the Fen River, do not appear white on this map.
Black Areas—Ont of a total of 103 hsiens, 76 are listed as

having less than one Christian each among r,ooo inhabitants.

Or again, 21 report less than one or no Christians at all each

per 10,000 inhabitants. Most of these hsiens, however, are

found in sparsely populated districts.

MISSION SCHOOLS
Elementary Education—Shansi ranks low in the number

ti mission primaiy schools, also in the average percentage of

girl students. A total of 139 lower primary schools with 3,46?

students, and 26 higher primary schools with 505 students,

represents the reported Christian primary educational facilities

in unS. The total primary enrollment reported in 1916 was
This reveals an increase of about 240 per cent within

two years. Eighty-five per cent of the pupils registered in

mission lower primary schools do not pass into mission higher

primarv.

The numfceT of primary students is about one-half that of

the Christian communicants, the proportion being 478 mission

primary students per 1,000 communicants. In this respect also

Shansi falls slightly below" the averager for the otheir provinces.

The CBB and ABCFM societies, however, rank higher than

average with 1,34"? and 1,131 students per 1,000 communicants

ti\e!y. (See Table VI, Column 13).

Distribution of Primary Seliools—At least 150 evangelistic

centers out of a total of 296 still remain unprovided with even

lower primary Christian educational facilities. The missions

differ somewhat in the amount of provision made for the

education of the children of their communicants. The following

is a table comparing the number of lower primary schools with

the number of e* angelistie centers :

EvAN<-,£usne
Cr.NTERS

CIM 141

ABCFM 5«

HF (cart 24

SMC (cm) •• -5

BMS 18-

v.m - H JI

NXIC (CM) *3 4

A study of the relative adequacy of Christian primary

education hsten by hsien will show that each of 61 hsiens, or

more than one-half of the total 103, appear to have fewer than 25

or no children attending mission primary schools. Only 1.2 per

cent of the total primary enrollment in the province are

registered in mission primaiy schools. This very low figure

throws light not only on the inadequacy of mission primary

facilities but en the emphasis given to elementary education by

the government authorities (see letterpress for Map X). In a

few hsiens, however, the number of mission primaiy students

represents over 10 per cent of the total primary enrollment:

Tsinvuan, Fcnvang, and Chungyang tABCFM field); and

Fensi, Chaocheng, and Tailing (CM field). Only the first two

hsiens listed here report any considerable number of govern-

ment students.

VIII.

—

Communicants per 10,000 Pofciatiom

Lower Primary
Schools

40

46

'3

Higher Primary Schools—There is an average of one higher

primary to five lower primary schools in Shansi, the total

being 26 higher primary schools and 305 students. Note that

the HF and NMC, both missions affiliated with the CIM, report

no higher primary facilities. Only 20 per cent of all the hsiena

in tht province report any students in Christian higher primary

schools.

III.—Extent of Occupation- The Christian Community
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IX.—Mission Schools 1916, we note that Shansi stands highest among the provinces?

in the average number of government primary students per

10,000 inhabitants {290). Contrast this with Anhwei (25.5).

In the screen map (Appendix D) made to show hsien by hstcn

the proportion between government primary students and
population, two hsiens in the CIM field (Sukow south of Tal-

yuanfu, and Lueheng in the southeast* appear brightest.

Neither of these hsiens reports Christian elementary school

facilities, but the number of government elementary scholars

per 10,000 inhabitants stands. 9S2 and '758 respectively. Forty-

one per cent of all the hsiens rank above the average of 290.

Only 4 hsiens record less than 50 government primary students

among lo.eco inhabitants. Contrast tht<* province with

Anhwei, where the proportions for five-sixths of the hsiens

fall below this ratio. Almost 99 per cent of the elementary

educational work carried on in the province is done under
government auspices.

Middle and Normal Schools—Twenty-two government
middle schools have been located on the accompanying map in

20 centers. Twelve of these are missionary residential

centers. No information has been received regarding any
government middle school for girl students in Shansi. Mission

institutions of middle school grade are located in three citie*

where the government has at present no facilities for work of

similar grade : Taiktthsien, Hwochow, and Yuncbcng. Four
normal schools for boys and two for girls of lower grade record

an enrollment of 1,44;; students. One for boys and one for

girls are located in Taiyuanfu, one for boys in Tatungfu, one
for boys and one for girls in Anyihsien, and one for boys in

Chanstze.

Higher Education—The Shansi Government University m
Taiyuanfu was established through the inspiration of Dr.

Timothy Richard who resided in the province from 1877 to 1S87.

The institution was formerly incorporated in 1902 when
Rev. Moir B. Duncan, LL-D., became its first principal. An
enrollment of 500 men and a faculty of 20 Chinese and 3 foreign

professors were reported in 1920. Information has also been

received about colleges for law, agriculture, commerce, and
industry, all located in the capital city and churning a total

enrollment of 1,150 men in 1918-19.

X.

—

Government Schools

Middle Schools—Severn Christian middle schools have been
reported. Three of these are carried on by the ABCFM. T.te
x-try active md progressive educational work supported by
the Gberlin Memorial Assoeiatt >n was begun a few years ago
at Taikuhsien. One of these middle schools is located in that
city, and is available f<*r the students of all the missions.
Wck of junior college grade is being carried on in this school.

The other two middle schools reported by the ABCFM are at
Fenchow, one for girls and one for boys. The former was carry-
ing only two years middle school work when the Survey returns
were received. The C1M has a growing middle school for box's

in Hungtnng, and a middle school for girls doing part middle
school work together with normal training in Hwochow. At
Yftnchcug. middle schools for boys and girls are being con-

ducted by the SMC (em) society. These schools were doing
only paitial middle school grade work in 1918.

GO\ ERNMENT SCHOOLS
General Summary—The Report of the Ministry of Educa-

tion made in 1916 gives the fcllowing figures for government
elementary education : 10,817 lower primary schools with
301,198 students, and 225 higher primary schools with 14,091
students. This means that for every 34 inhabitants one child
is receiving elementary education. This is by far the highest
proportion reported for any of the provinces of China. More-
over, -hiter figures would undoubtedly show a very notable
increase during the past four years in the amount of elementary
education. Among other things for which Governor Yen is

renowned throughout China is the establishment of free schools
for all boys from 8 to 14 years of age, and night schools for
workers; and for the founding of preparatory schools for
students who seek education abroad. It is also widely known
that the Governor has laid great stress on the campaign against
illiteracy by the use of the Phonetic Script. It was at the
Fifth Annual Conference of the Provincial Educational As-
sociations of China in Taiyuanfu in 1919 that the resolution
recommending the use of text books in the new National
Language in all lower primary schools was passed and sub-
mitted to ihe Ministry of Education. Taking the figures for
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HOSPITALS

General Summary—The BMS, GBB, and CIM each reports 3

fiospitals, and the ABCFM 2 hospitals, making a total of 11

-for the province. These are located in 9 missionary residential

•centers, having an average of 36 beds to each hospital. Ex-

-cfasive cf dispensaries located on hospital premises, 12 are

- reported for Shansi. Information has just come to hand
- regarding an additional dispensary in the sonthwest (CIM field)

in Juichenglisien. The mission hospital at Luanfn was

reported as closed several months ago. The government or

institutional hospitals indicated on the accompanying map
represent as mnch as is known by the Committee and by the

mission correspondents throughout the province. Undoubtedly

others exist of which no information has been received.

Hospitals Ut be Built—Two Itospitals are planned for and

will be erected before 1923, one at Tatungfu on the northern

~betder of the HF {era) field, the other in Liulin, an evangelistic

-<e»ter of the ABCFM west of Yungningchow.

'Adequacy of Medical Occupation—Compare this map with

Map V and note the large number of mission centers without

modern hospital facilities. No hospital exists for the eight

-residential centers between the two arms of the Great Wall in

the HF (cim) field. Six centers north and northwest of Tai-

yfianfu have no hospitals nearer than the capital city. In the

southern half of the province, 19 more centers of mission

-activity report no hospital equipment. The work of the nine

-missions reporting no hospital facilities extends over 28,000

«qjni. of territory, with a population exceeding 4,000,000

inhabitants, all of which are still beyond the reach of medical

aid under Christian auspices.

The average number of hospital beds per foreign physician

is jo. This places Shansi below the average for all China. Of

-the several missions the ABCFM ranks highest with 30 beds

per missionary doctor. In number of hospital beds per foreign

nurse, the BMS stands highest When we study the adequacy

~ut medical occupation in terms of population , Shansi reports

«n average of 0.7 missionary physicians and 36 mission hospital

beds for each 1,000,000 inhabitants. These figures are low

"when compared with those of other provinces. (See Table VI,

•Columns 14—15 for the rank of different societies).
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SHANTUNG
I.—HS1EN EOCXDAHIES

i R«»C351

HSIEN BOUNDARIES
Hsien Divisions—Shantung is the most easterly as well as one of the

most densely populated provinces of China. Since the Treaty of

Versailles, it has become the special object of both national and inter-

national concern- Here Confncius and Mencius, greatest of China's

sages, were born, lived, and taught. Here also are their graves. In the

west central pan of the province near the cty of Tsinan stands Taishan,

«rae of China's five sacred peaks, to which many devout Chinese make

annual pilgrimages. Richard estimates its area at 55,984 sq.mi. This

is twice the area of Ireland and approximately equal to the area

of the State of Iowa. Tsinan, located in the central west,

approximately five miles south of the Yellow River, is the capital. Chefoo,

Tsingtau (leased to Germany and now occupied by Japan), Tsinan,

Cbowlsun, Lnngkow, Wdbsien, and Weihaiwei (leased to Great Britain),

are treaty ports.

Kiaochow is bounded on the east by the Yellow Sea and on

the west by Kiaochow Bay. The area is approximately 400 sq.mi,, about

one-half of this being included in Kiaochow Bay. The land is com-

paratively hilly, and the principal mountains are the Laoshan Range

which extends along the western boundary- Kiaochow was leased to

Germany in 1897 for 99 years. On November 7, 1914, the combined

Japanese and British forces occupied Tsingtau, and the whole territory

has since been under the control of Japan.

The Weihaiwei territory was leased by China to Great Britain in 1898

"in order to provide Great Britain with a suitable naval harbour in North

China, and ensure better protection for British commerce in neighbouring

seas " The territory comprises a number of islands and a belt of land

around the coast ten miles in width. The total area of the territory is

about 2S5 sq.mi., and the population 150,000. In addition to the leased

territory there is a "sphere of influence" extending into the interior and

covering an area of 1,500 sq.mi.

For purposes of civil administration, Shantung is divided into 4 tao,

which are subdivided into 107 hsiens.

Physical Features—Physically Shantung consists of two parts, a

mountainous part in the east and center of the province, and an extension

of the plains of Chihli and Honan in the west. There are three separate

mountainous districts. The first of these is in the very center where the

sacred Taishan foinis the nucleus of several ranges that thrust them-

selves out in aB directions. The second lies to the east. Here a number

«f mountain chains Me in close proxamity to each other and are dominated

by Laoshan some 3,700 feet in height. The third is just southeast of

Chefoo. In this district the chain of mountains attains a maximum height

«f i,coo feet. The whole eastern promontory is part of the mountain system

«of Korea.

Shantung has the longest* coast line of any province In China. Much

of it is of a rock-bonnd character. There are, however, a number of

excellent harbours, such as Chefoo, Weihaiwei, and Kiaochow. Since the

middle of the nineteenth century the Yellow River has made its way

from southwest to northeast across the province. This is the old course

which the river discarded for a more southerly one 1,400 years before.

The present bed of the river is from ten to twenty feet above the level

of the surrounding plain in many places, due to the deposits of alluvial

matter brought down from the loess plains of the northwest. The waters

are held back by high embankments which occasionally break down under

the strain to which they are subjected. After a flood, as the water recedes

there is left behind a sandy silt which is anything but fertile. The

Grand Canal, which sorely needs to be dredged, passes through the

province from south to north. Tsinan is connected with the sea by a

short canal which folfcws the bed of the Siaotsing River for the last few

miles of its coarse.

The remaining streams of Shantung, with the exception of the Tuhai,

are chiefly mountain torrents and of little value for commerce. A nnmber

of small lakes are scattered over the western and southern plains.

Language—Mandarin is the prevailing language.

Climate—Shantung enjoys a healthful climate. The winters are cold

and dry with long periods of fair weather. The summers are short and

not excessively hot or humid. Occasionaly the province suffers from

prolonged drought and sudden floods which, in the valley of the Yellow

River, are very destructive, inundating large areas of the country, claiming

a heavy toll of human life, and causing wide-spread poverty.

Communications—The future industrial and commercial development

of Shantung depends on modern roads and a more extended raikoad

system. The Grand Canal is the chief highway of water communication.

The Yellow River is navigable to small junks through all of its course.

Numerous smaller water-ways are also navigable, including the Siaotsing

River, which is a branch from the Yellow near Tsinan, and flows in a

more easterly direction, entering the Gulf of Chihli 35 miles south of the

main stream. Innumerable cart roads and foot-paths extend to all parts

of the province. A few main highways may here be mentioned. One road

which is almost parallel to the Grand Canal starts from Tehchow and

extends southward via Yencbowfa to Suehowfu in north Kiangsn.

Another extends from Peking to Tsinan via Tehchow. At Tsinan thi«

road divides into two branches, one leads southward to Ichowfa and on

into Kiangsn, the other runs eastward to Weihsien, Laichow, Tengchowfn,

and Chefoo. "Crudely constructed carts of two wheels, without springs

and drawn by three mules, are the principal vehicles for transporting

heavy cargoes over these more important roads. For lighter burdens pack

animate are the main means for transportation. Wheel-barrows, guided

and controlled by men and drawn by donkeys, are also in use."

Railroads—There are two railways in Shantung : (1) The Bort
f«™

section of the Tientsin-Pnkow Railway (250 miles). This was eompletea
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in 1912, a«d , etwtnects Shantung with Peking and Tientsin in the

north, and with Nanking and Shanghai in the sooth. |a| The Shantung

Railway 1256 miles). This line starts at Tsingtau and continues westward

to Tssnan the capital at the province, where it connects with the Tientsin-

Pnkew Railway. A branch line, 27 miles in length, extends from Chang-

tfen to Poshan. Shorter branch lines lead to the important coal and iron

mines within the province. The Shantung Railway is now operated under

the Japanese department of civil adminstration.

Because of unsettled political conditions nothing definite can be stated

regarding proposed extensions. No new railroads are under construction.

Several lines are proposed : One, to extend from Chefoo via Tengchowfn

to Weihsien where it will connect with the Shantung Railway ; another to

extend southward from Kaomi via Iebowfu to Suebowfu in Ktangsu,

where it will connect with the Tientsin-Pukow trunk line. Still another

will extend from Tsinan on the Tientsin-Pukow line westward via Ltntsing-

cfcow to Shnntehfu if Chihli, where it will join the Peking-

Hankow Railway.

F.cen&tnfc CfindMms—The great majority of the people of Shantung

are agriculturalists. Wheat, millet, maize, sweet potatoes, peanuts, hemp,

ind'go, and a variety of beans ami peas are regularly grown. Fruit is

found in abundance, but from lack of care the quality is usually poor

except in restricted districts. The mineral resources of the province are

quite extensive. Coal and iron are mined in large quantities. The most

important industries are sericulture, the plaiting of braid from wheat

kiaw, the hand manufacture of hair nets and bobbin lace, the weaving of

silk, the growing of cotton, the manufacture of oil and wine, the extraction

of peanut and bean oil, etc. Large shipments of native fruits are made
dtrring the summer to southern parts. There is excellent fishing along

the coast-

Postal and Telegraph Fadltties—Good postal facilities are provided

throughout the province, although modern means of transportation are

lew. In 1919 there were 134 post offices of different grades, with 439
postal agencies. Only Chihli, Kwangtung, Manchuria, and Szechwan
reported h'gher numbers. More than 40,000,000 letters, franked

and unfranked, were received or posted within the province during 1919-

Only Chihli, Kiangsn, Kwangtung. and Manchuria exceeded this number.

The'province reports 1,000 H of raifa-oad lines, 1,535 K of steamer and b**at

lines, and 23,000 li of overland courier fines. Foreign post offices s>re

maintained at Chefoo, Weibaiwei, and Tsingtau. In 19*8 an agreement

was signed between Japan and China providing for an exchange of mails

between the two government systems at Tsingtau. The Chinese post

office was theieupon reopened, and the Japanese field military station was
given the status of a regular Japanese post office.

The Chinese Telegraph Administration under the Ministry of Cem^
mnnications operates an extensive telegraph system throughout Shantung,
maintaining Si principal stations. In addition, Chefoo is connected by
cable with Bakes, Tientsin, Weibaiwei, and Shanghai. This cable became
the property of the Japanese government after the Russo-Japanese War.
There is also a direct Hne from. Tsingtau to Nagasaki, Japan.

Ckrisiim Otcmpatimt by Hmens—Every hsien in the province is

claimed by Christian missions. Communicants are reported for all fasten*

except 8. Undoubtedly returns for these fastens are included with those

for adjoining hsiens. Ontv «« hsiens report no Christian lower primary

schools. Fifty-three or approximately one-half of all the hsiens ia the

province are worked by more than one society.

DENSITY OF POPULATION.

Yart&us Estimates—Shantung is generallj* regarded a* the most

densely populated province of China. This common opinion is based

mainly upon the returns of the Minchengpu Census (1910). More recent;

estimates, including those supplied to the Survey Committee {191SJ and

these published bv the Chinese Post Office (1919), make Kiangsu the

densest province of China and rank Shantung third in order. Estimates

both of arta and population differ greatly. Thus Richard fixes

the area at 55,984 square miles, and the population as 38,247,900, which

works oat to a density of iS$ persons per square mile. Little gives the

area as 57,000 and the population at 25,000,000, or 431 to the square mile;

whilst Mr. Carral, for many years Commissioner of Customs at Chefoo,

gives the area as ^5,184 square miles and the population at 29,oce,r*»

According to these figures the density of Shantung is 443 per square mile.

Other estimates range between 25,810,000 (1910 Census by House-

holds) and ^8,000,000 (Customs* Annual Report, 1910J. In 1S85 the Board
of Revenue estimated Shantung's population at 36,545,704. The
figure generally quoted nowadays is ytfiaojxt>. This approximate*
the Minchengpu Census, 1910, and is verified by the two most recent

census returns, namely the offkfal returns to the Survey Committee »«

ro»8 130,955,307), and the Post Office Census which was made with great

care in 1919, fixing the total population of the province at

On the basis of these estimates, which are approximately the same, one

may venture to put the density of the province at about 550 inha
per square mile. This is the same density as is reported by the

Census Department for the State of Rhode Island, the most populous

commonwealth in America. According to the CCC totals, the density of

Shantung equals 552-9 per sq.mi.
listen population estimates as published by the Survey Committee

(see Appendix A) are 1918 Government figures, with the exception of 7
hsiens for which 1916 figures have been given. The total Japanese
population in Shantung exceeds 50,000.

Densest Areas—The province is most densely populated in the west

and relatively thinly populated in the mountainous districts and along
the lower regions of the Yellow River, where there are large sections

table for cultivation and where the country is subject to frequent
inundation-;. One missionary has stated that in a certain district »
the westerr part of the province where there are no large csti

as 1,300 people to the sq.mi. were counted. This is as dense
densest districts in Kiangsu south of the Yangtze, or in the delta region

in Kwangtung.
Cities—

.

Five cities are reported with populations of 100,000 or above

:

Tsinan ^300,000; Tsining 200,000 ; Chefoo 100,000; Icfaoct'

and Weihsien 100,000. All these cities sire missionary residential c

Eleven cities are listed by the Committee as having populations which
range between 5%cc*> and ico,ooo. All hat two of these have resident
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foreign missionaries. Twenty-nine cities are reported to have somewhere

feetwei and 50,000 inhabitants. About one-half of these are

mission stations. Roughly speaking, about 90 per cent of the inhabitants

of Shantung reside in small towns, villages, or rural districts.

Proportion of Christians to Xan-Christi$ns—Forty-two out of an

aggregate of 30,955 small dots, each representing 1,000 inhabitants, indicate

the numerical strength of the Protestant Chnrch membership throughout

Snantsicg.

PROTESTANT MISSION" FIELDS

Societies at Work—Twenty mission societies claiming church eon-

ncies are engaged in direct evangelistic work throughout the

nee. Nine of these are American, 4 British, 3 Continental, and 4
International. The British and Foreign Bible Society has one repre-

sentative. A number of other societies have representatives only in

educational work connected with Shantung Christian University. There
is little unclaimed territory in the province. The following missions are

without field delimitations on the accompanying map : SA, CI, AG,
YMCA, SUA, Bn and AEPM. The first four societiesdimit their activities

to the larger citits ; the fifth volunteered no information regarding its

eonntry work ; while the last society (AEPM) before the War was engaged
in Ttsngtaa in educational work only. In additkm to the four distinct

fields of the SPG as shows on the accompanying map, this society also has

work in Chefoo, Tsinan, and Wtihaiwci.

In 1913, Korean missionaries were sent by the Korean Foreign
Missionary Society to Laiyang in cast Shantung. This mission came
with the cordial approval of the Shantung Presbyterian Church. The
Presbyterian Mission has turned over its chapel in Laiyang, as w»3l as

its work both in the city and in the surrounding country. The Korean
missionaries have acquired sufficient knowledge of the Chinese language
to carry on what already gives evidence of being a most successful work.

The larger missions rank as follows in respect to the extent of their

fields . First, the FN with an area of 20,250 sq.mi., or more than one-

third of the total area of the province. Then the SBC with fields extend*
«»g over one-fifth of the province, or 11,875 sq.mi. The BMS ranks
third with 6,200 sq.mi., while the SBM, ABCFM, MEFB, and EMC
follow, each claiming approximately 4,000 sq.mi of territory.

If we combine the fields of the various missions of each large

nenoniinational group, we find that the work of the Baptist missions is

most extensive (23,825 sq.mi.}, followed by that of the Presbyterians
fae»*5o sq.mi.}, and next by that of the Methodists (0,423 sq.mi.). The

of the American missionary societies in Shantung art three times
as large as these worked by British societies.

Common Areas—Tsinan and Tsming are shown on the accompanying
map as city fields common to all missions. The selection is a voluntary
one being Kised on a Resolution of the Survey Committee which reads as
follows : "AJ3 provincial capitals, and all cities of approximately 200,000

tants and above, shall be regarded in this Survey as city fields

Overlapping Areas—It will simplify our study of overlapping areas
as shown on the accompanying map if we group the points to be con-
sidered and designate each by number. (1) The SBC throughout the

northeast works the same country areas as are now occupied by the PN
and the CMME. Four smaller and disconnected fields of the SBC extend
from the central section of the province westward. Here responsibility is

shared with the PN, MEFB, sad SPG. fal The SPG has four country
fields located iu the neighbourhood of the following cities : Tsinan,

Pingyin, Yenchowfn, and Tungchangfu. These overlap on fields of the
SBC, MEFB, PN, ABCFM, ami NHM (3) The MEFB and PN cooperate

in the southwestern part of the province around Tsining. 141 North of

Tsinan the fields of the PN and the EMC slightly overlap. 15? In the
Kisochow area overlapping of fields, though not of work, exists between
the PN, Bn, and SBC missions. (6) In the extreme southwestern section

of the province the PN and the ChMMS societies divide responsibilities.

Comity Agreement*—"'At first the mission stations of the BMS and
PN societies were scattered somewhat promiscuously over central Shan-
tung, bet 25 or 30 years ago there was a delimitation of our respective

fields, and stations belonging to other missions within our fields were
transferred to as and vice versa." In general all boundary lines between
the ABCFM and adjoining missions are well understood, and no
encroaching has been reported from any side. The EMC refers to tacit

agreements with both the BMS and the PN, whereby overlapping is

avoided and the Yellow River accepted as the southern boundary of the

EMC field. The MEFB reports as follows : "It is understood that while

occupying prefectural cities along with another society we will not enter

smaller e'tses or towns where work is already established." The field

now occupied bythe PCN was originally turned over to this society by
the National Holiness Mission now working in Chihli. According to

official cearespondenoe between these missions, the PCN agrees to work
Kwaneheng, Fanhsien, Paehow and all south of Chaocheng cty belonging

to the Chaocheng-hsien. As yet no need of any written agreements with
other neighbouring missions has been felt. The ChMMS reports agree-

ments fixing the boundary line of its field on the north. The absence

of satisfactory agreements with missions to the south has already resulted

in encroachments on the ChMMS field from that direction. Some years

ago all places previously worked by the CIM and situated to the west of

Chefoo were handed over to the PN. The SBM reports comity agreements

with the SBC. which definitely fix the boundary line between them.

In reference to the fields of the CMML and PN in the extreme eastern

section of the province, one correspondent writes : "We have a complete

understanding regarding cur boundaries, and there are places in our

district which they visit occasionally, and now and then we visit some
of their stations. Our relations are most cordial." The PN correspondent

from Weihsien refers to the drawing of « more or less general boundary

line between the PN and BMS field limits on the southwestern and

western sides of the PN field. On the eastern side no understanding with

the SBC has been reached, though the overlapping there is not very

evident. Correspondtoce between the SCM and the NHM is also reported,

in which the provincial boundary has been recognized as the line separat-

ing the two fields. The remaining boundaries of the NHM field as
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shown on the accompanying map are fixed by ver? a! agreements
with the respective neighbouring; societies- The SUA, SBC, SPG, and
SA report no comity agreements. Two missions offer no answers to

the question.

AGE OF WORK
Pioneer Period—Between 1851 and 1853 Karl Gutzlaff made a number

of journeys along the eastern coist of China entering at one time the
interior of Shantung where he distributed tracts and Bible literature. On
the last day of i860, Revs. J. L. Holmes and J. B. Hartwell arrived with
their famines at Chefoo after spending two years in Shanghai. Three
months later Mr. Hartwell proceeded to Tengehowfu. Here social ostracism
by the gentry was quite pronounced and it was exceedingly difficult for

the mission to secure proper ty. In the autumn of 1861 Mr. Holmes was
brutally murdered just outside Chefoo by a band of robbers called Xien-fei

who were then overrunning the province. On October 5, 1S62 the first

Baptist church in the north of China was organized at Tengehowfu with 8
constituent members. Evangelistic work extended Taprdly into country
districts and while the number of converts during those early years was
small, most of them proved to be zealous and faithful witnesses c»f Christ.
In 1S63 Mr. and Mrs. T. P. Crawford joined Mr. Hartwell in Tengehowfu.
The Civil Was in America resulted in a temporary set back. The mis-
sionaries on the field were obliged to secure their own support. For a
number of years after the Civil War closed, few reinforcements were sent
out to the field. Moreover of those who arrived before 1890, a large number
died or retired. Between 1883 and 1893 the SBC mission adopted the
policy- of employing no Chinese associate workers. The reason for this
policy was that by withholding all possible extraneous motives for pro-
fessing Christ thej- would thus be more certain of building up a spiritual

constituency which would be alt the more able to support its own ministry
and develop its own schools.

PX representatives visited Shantung in 1861. The temperate climate,

absence of prejudice, and unmet needs of the people lead them to occupy
Tengehowfu as tire first station. Here the pioneers were Revs. Xevius,
Gayley, and Danforth with their families. In the following year Dr.
McCartee opened Chefoo. Country itineration proved very successful from
the beginning and the Church grew rapidly under such lenders as I>rs.

Xevius, Mills, Corbett, and C. W. Matetr. A small school started in
1864 by Dr. and Mrs. Mateer was later moved to Weihsien and became Union
College. This has since developed into the Shantung Christian University
at Tsinau. In 1872 Mr. Mcllvaine opened Tsinan. Ten years later Wei-
hsien was occupied, and in 1891 Ichowfu, and in 1892 Tsinsng. Tsingtau
was entered by the PX in 1S98 after the occupation of Kiaochow Territory
by the Germans.

The work of the T*MC in Shantung started in this wise. In 1866 there
occurred a truly remarkable movement described at the time as the
"wonderful work of God which has broken out in Ladling." The call to
the mission to go into Laoling-hsien was the result of a dream which com-
pelled one of the first Shantung converts to go to Tientsin to seek spiritual
light. At once a Chinese pastor from Shanghai was sent iuto the district
and a work of considerable magnitude developed under his fervent
evangefsm and wise administration. Cbukiachai was chosen as the

first center for foreign residence. A net-work of small churches, in the
formation of which native agency was largely employed, soon grew up
around this center. The work had a most inspirational effect on missions
throughout China, and from Chukiachai the work of the UMC gradually
extended until Writing was occupied by a forefgn force in 1905. In 1878
medical work was begun at Chukiachai, and has since been carried on at
Writing as well.

The work of the MEFB in Shantung was, also begun through the
agency and inspiration of a Chinese from the village of Anfciachwang. He
came to Peking, was converted and returned preaching the Gospel as lie

went.

The work of the BMS in Xorth China began in 1859 with the arrival
of H. Z. KTockers and Chas. J. Hall. Chefoo remained the headquarters of
the mission until 1875. During these first fifteen years while much good
seed was sown the harvest was scanty, and death and disease so thinned
the ranks of the early workers that out of the eight who had originally
come to China Dr. Timothy Richard alone survived. In that year, 1875,
the Chefoo work was handed over to Dr. Williamson of the Scotch
Presbyterian Mission, and Dr. Timothy Richard penetrated into the
interior of the province, opening a mission station at Tsingchowfu 250
li west of Chefoo. l^ater he was joined by A. G. Jones, the impress
of whose personality- on the Mission was very great. During
the next 15 years a strong evangelistic work grew up around
this center. Churches were organized and a beginning was
made in the training of future church leaders, as well as in the
development of self-support. In the early eighties the BMS mission was
reinforced by Messrs. J. S. Wliitewright, S. Couling, F. H. James, and
others. Between i85o and 1900 famine and emigration to Shensi
repeatedly reduced the number of Christians. During the Boxer troubles
130 Christians in the Tsowping field alone were- put to death, thousands
had their homes destroyed and many of the timid and faint-hearted denied
the faith. After 1900 a period of reconstruction and enlarged activities
set in. Self-support has greatly advanced, three new residential centers for

missionaries have been opened and the educational work of the mission
lias been greatly extended. Tsinanfu Institute, first started in 1887 at
Tsingchowfu was transferred in 1904 to Tsinan where its buildings, cover-
ing 24,000 sq.ft. of floor space, adjoin the Shantung Christian University of
which recently it has become an integral part. The museum and reading:
room established 20 years ago in Chefoo has features similar to those of the
Tsinanfu Institute.

The ABCFM began work in Shantung in Iintsrngehow situated at
the juncture of the Wei River and the Grand Canak Rev. and Mrs. F- A.
Chapin were the first missionaries in 1886. Three years later they were join-
ed by four colleagues. The mission sustained heavy losses during the
Boxer Uprising, more than thirty Christians choosing martyrdom rather
than deny the faith. During the last decade the ABCFM station at Pang-
fciachwang has been moved to Tehchow, and the Lintsingehow station has
been rebuilt.

In 1893 a number of missionaries representing the SBC withdrew from
this society to form the SBM. There were two main causes. The one on
the field, which came first in point of time, was a deep desire on the part
of the missionaries to cultivate a healthy spirit of self-support among
the native Christians by keeping foreign monev out of view as muck
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sstbk, and the other to bring the missionary on the field and his con-

-stttaency at honie into closer relationship ; tints doing away with the

large home organization, which the missionaries thought was subversive

el congregational chnreh government, introducing centralizing tendencies

-not sanctioned by New Testament precept or example. Those who with-

drew from the SBC remained at Pingtu for a time while searching for a

new field. In 1S94 some settled at Taianfu and later in the same year a

second party opened work at Tsining.

The SPG entered Shantung in 1S74. Some idea of the growth and

•extent of its work is given by the following list of mission stat
:ons

arranged chronologically : Taianfu 187S, Pingyin 1S79, Wdhaiwei 1901,

Yenehowfu 1909, Tungchangfu 1915, and Tstnan 1916. A new cathedral has

recently been built at Tsinan. This is one of the finest church structures

in the province.

Realizing the need for a place where, under healthy conditions,

members of the CIM might recuperate, Dr. Hudson Taylor established a

sanatorium in Chefoo in 1S-9. This has grown with the mission and at

present ir.ehides both schools for the children of missionaries, and a

strong hospital work which is carried on in two hospitals, one in the

mission impound and the other building at a little distance away,

primarily intended for isolation of fever eases. Since 1886 evangelistic

work in country areas around Ninghaiehow just southeast of Chefoo has

"been successfully carried en.

The CMML began work in Shantung about 1880. At tlie present time

there are 5 stations : Shihtao was opened in 1SS9, Weihaiwei in 1S92,

"Wenteng 1898, Kwansiakia in 1904, and Tashuipoh in 1911. All three

stations of the ChMMS were opened between rgri and 1910. In 1S98,

three months after the German occupation of Kiaochow, the Bn Society sent
Revs. Knnze, Vosfcamp, and Lutschewitz as their first missionaries to

"Tsiugtau. l.and was granted by Imperial Decree both to the Protestant

and Roman Catholic missions. Educational work was canted on its

•connection with the Berlin Mission by the AEPM, Evangelistic work
-was extended from Tsingtan over the whole Kiaochow Territory until the

Wai in 1914. The Salvation Army began work in Chefoo in 191S.

Areas Opened During Each Period—If we consider the opening date
-of each evangelistic center and draw circles of 30 Ji radius around these
-centers we make the following discoveries ; less than 25 per cent of Shan-
-tung was opened to Tegular evangelistic work before 1880. Between 1880

and 1900 the work extended over an additional 40 per cent of the pro-

vince ; between iqor and 1910, 30 per cent of the total area was added ; and
at the present time praeticaSy the whole of the province is within 30 li

•distance of some Protestant evangelistic center. If we compare the accom-
panying map with Map II we see that mission societies did not enter the
-dense areas of the province first but those areas which were first opened by
"treaty regulations, and most easily accessible.

Kote in the following table that more mission stations have been
opened during the 20 years following the Boxer Uprising titan during all

the years before* Note also that the great majority of new stations opened
-during the last decade belong to mission societies which cannot be classified

nnder any of the large denominational groups. Also note that the SPG
and BMS opened no new stations between 1880 and 1900, while the MEFB
lias opened no station sn Shantung since 1874.

Mission Stations Arranged Chronologically

1807- 1S61- 1881- 1891- 1901- 1911-

\ma imo 1890 1900 19 10 1930

Anglican ... SPG •-> 2 %
Baptist ... BMS

ChMMS
1 4

%
SBC 1 1

•>
1 %

SBM I 1

Congregational ... ABCFM 1 1

Lutheran -•
Methodist

... Bn 1 1

... MEFB 1

CMC 1 1

Presbyterian ... I'X 3 1 3 1 1

China Inland Mission... ... CIM 1 1 1

Other Societies ... AEPM
AG
CI
CMML
NHM
PCK
SA
8»A
YMCA
BFBS

...

1

1

1

1

i

1

%
1

1

EXTENT OF EVANGELISM
Mission Stations—The Protestant missionary soccties maintain 66

mission stations in Shantung. These are located in 39 centers. Twenty-

eight have representatives of but 1 society, seven of 3, and four of 3 or

more. Tsuan because of its large educational work reports the most

varied mission representation. The sixty-six m«ston stations may be

classified denominationally as follows : Anglican 6, Baptist j-S, Congrc

gatioual 2, Lutheran 3, Methodist 3, Presbyterian io, CIM 2, and others

unclassified 22. The 39 residential centers are grouped as fallows in

respect to the nationality of their missionary personnel : Anglican t>,

British 13, International 6, Continental 1.

Evangelist Centers—There are relatively few places in Shantung 30

li T more beyond any evangelistic center. The province ranks firs; t.:

the number of such outstatious, followed by Fukien and Kwangtung in

order. Lest, however, we receive the impression that 1,330 evangelistic

centers constitute adequate Christian occupation, it may be added that

there is still but etie evangelistic center in Shantung to every $5 sq.mi.

From the accompanying map it appears that the northern half of the

province has approximately two-thirds of ail the evangelistic centers

reported. The progress in evangelism seems somewhat haekwa;d in the

central, southern, extreme eastern, and extreme southwestern sections.

Compare the accompanying map with Map II. The densest section.*

do not report a correspondingly large number of evangelistic centers.

Compare this map with Map III. In the northern half of the province

the greatest development in evangelistic centers appears in the PN. BMS,

I MC and SBC mission fields. Compare the accompanying map with

Map IV. Speaking generally the older fields represent the more intensive

werfc.
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VJL—Distribution o* Workers

The PN leads in the number of evangelistic centers reported. This

society together with the BMS and SLC report approximately three-

iomths of alt of the evangelistic centers throughout Shantung.

-jVew Mission Stations—Plans for the following 8 new mission stations

have been reported : Kwanhsien and Yangknhsien (NHM), Changkiu,
Litsinghsien, and Poshan (BMS), Pnchow and Fanhsien (PCX), and
Jihchaohstea (SBM).

Home Mission Activities—"During the past decade, the Church
Association connected with the Southern Baptist Mission has organised

a missionary board, which has entered a large territory in western Shan-

tung and other areas in Manchuria and Shensi, heretofore unwvksd by
any mission. In this work of extension by the Chinese Church a snniDer

of important centers have been occupied by Chinese workers, soleiy

appointed ?«y the Chinese Association. Working under this society are

twenty-three Chinese missionaries who have established eleven chert bes

with 1,212 members. During the last year (1917) there have been 351

baptisms, and three new churches have been organized."

"The H-jme Missionary Society of the Shantung Presbyviri .111 Cbui.h

was organized by the Synod of North China. Under its direction Chinese

missionaries were sent to Chihli province near Paotingfu, a part of the

field rendered unusually difficult by the fact that during j**x> the Church

of that section was to a large extent destroyed. This work was given up
later in favour ot nnevangelized sections nearer home. During the last

six years the ccntribuiions of the society have gradually been turned in

to the Tsinanfu Independent Church."
"A flourishing Home Missionary Society was organized in the Temple

Hill Presbyteriai- Church in Chefoo in 1913. It now supports a city

Bible-woman, a country school a few miles from the city, provides funds

for the annual inquirers* class for women, and does so much personal work

that a large proportion of convert; in that Chefoo church are women."
In this connection we should mention the Korean missionaries sent

by the Korean Foreign Missionary Society to Laiyang in eastern Shan-

tung in 1913. Fuller reference to this society was made under Map III.

Reasons for Inadequate Occupation—Replies from 16 correspondents on
this question have b^c-n received. Twelve refer to the lack of work-;*;?

both Chinese and foreign and ten to the hick of funds. Other reasons

submitted by one or two correspondents are the following : (1) Difficulty

of communication in the hilly districts. (2) Political unrest. {3) Activity

of bandits who greatly hinder country evangelistic activities. (4) Military

aggression of Japan, (5) The vaslness of the population. (6) One of the

BMS correspondents refers to 'the lethargy of the Church in evangelism

and especially to the materialism of the unerangelixed masses, which
results in part from their bitter struggle for existence." (7) Another

correspondent of the FN society states that the 'plains people' are more
fltetate and hence less conservative, easier to approach and more open

to new ideas. Another writes—"One hsien which we work is popttlitted

by large land-owners and their tenants who are little tetter than serfs.

Ignorance and fear of the landlords among these poor tenants prevent

many from entering the Chnrch." The CMML correspondent states itsa*

the field as a while is fairly weH evangelnted and that itineration is (arni'l

<m from the different stations both by missionaries or by Chines*

colporteurs.

FULL-TIME WORKERS
Foreign Missionary Force—Over 500 foreign missionaries (504) .resides

in 39 cities of Shantung. The number in each city where only one society;

is represented averages slightly over 6. About 47 per cent of the mis-
sionaries reside in cities of 100,000 and over, while 70 per cent are in*

cities of 50,000 and over. This high percentage is due to the-
relatively large number of big cities scattered over the province,

Two centess arc reported with single women missionaries only. Over
one-half cf the male missionaries are ordained. The FN reports the-

largest or more than z> per cent of the total foreign force in the province.

The BMS and SBC follow in order each with less than one-half as many.
The large educational work for foreign children in Chefoo accounts for the
krge missionary force credited to the CIM. The ratio between men an«t-

women is 2 to 3. The foreign force may be classified into denominational*

groups as follows : Baptist 14$, Presbyterian 136, CIM 53, Anglican a*>»-

Congregational 26, Methodist »8, Lutheran 12, Other Societies &$.

Christian Occupation in Terms 0/ Foreign Force—
Number of Missionaries

per 1,000 Communicants
(Average for Province 12}

PCX 140

NHM 68

CMML 63

SPG 22

ABCFM 17

SBM 11

BMS 10

1'N Q

ChMMS 5

SBC 5
MEFB 5

CMC 3

Number ok Missionaries

per 1,000,000 Inhabitants

(Average for Province 16)

CMML 51

SBM 48
SBC , 36
SPG 29
BMS 19

ChMMS 13

NHM , 13

PCN ix
ABCFM 12

PN 11

MEFB ©
CMC ...- 4-

Note the low rank d the PN, MEFB and CMC in both tables.

Number of Missionaries per 1,000 Communicants

20 40 m m ioo tao ~ mo*

PCS
XHM
< JIMI,

spo
ABCFM
SBM
BMS
P3S

ChMMS
SBC
MEFB
IMC

¥=l
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tialionalily of Foreign Workers—Approximately 59 ont of every 100

foreign missionaries in Shantung are American, 36 British and 3

Continental.

Employed Chinese Force and its Distribution—The proportion of

employed Chinese foreign workers is 5.2 to 1. This is relatively high.

The accompanying map shows no disproportionate concentration of Chinese

workers in large cities. If we compare this map with Map V, we find that

Jess than one-tenth of the evangelistic centers are without resident workers.

Note the large number of places where two Chinese paid workers reside.

The average number of communicants for every employed Chinese is

slightly above 16. Seme idea of the supply of leadership within the

churches of the various missions may be gained from the following table :

NUMBER OF COMMTJXICAKTS TMR EmPLOVEB CHINESE WORKER
CMC 31 SPG T2

CIM 25 Bn 12

SBC 21 SBM 10

BMS 17 ChMMS 9
MEFB 17 NHM 6
CMML 17 PCN 4

WH J6 SDA 3

ABCFM 13

Classification of Employed Chinese Force—Out of a total erf 2,592

employed Chinese workers, 1,098 or 42 per cent devote the major part of

their time to evangelistic work, 1,286 or 50 per cent are educational

•workers and 208 or 8 per cent are emploved in mission hospitals. Except

(or the ChMMS, SBM, MEFB, UMC, CIM, NHM, PCN, SA, and SDA,
all societies report a larger" educational than evangelistic Chinese force.

The number of voluntary workers reported for the province is

small. Seventy-seven per cent of the Chinese force consists of men, the

proportion being greatest in the returns of the UMC.
Ordiimd Workers—Shantung reports 124 ordained Chinese clergy-

men. This represents approximately 14 per cent of the total number of

male evangelists. The PN and BMS societies together report over one-

4&tt of the total ordained workers in the province.

None are reported by the societies unclassified under any of the well-

known denominational groups. These societies however report a total

church membership exceeding 2,000. Among societies having Chinese

ordained clergymen, there is an average of approximately 5 chnrch

organizations and 320 communicants to each ordained pastor. Fukien,

Kiangsu, and Kwangttmg out-rank Shantung in the numerical strength

of their ordained Chinese force.

Christian Occupation in Terms of Employed Chinese Workers—
Employed Chixese Workers
per 1,000,000 Inhabitants

(Average for Province 84)

SBC 320
BMS 112

MEFB 102

SPG 96
PN 75
ABCFM 57
CMML 49
SBM 43
CMC 37
NHM 35
ChMMS . 33

- PCN 21

Chinese Workers
PER I.OC»o Communicants

AVERAGE for Province 62)

PCN ... 263

NHM ... 180

ChMMS » «3
SBM ... 05

ABCFM 80

SPG ... 80

CMML 60

>BC
3IC

60

Notice that the larger societies fall below the average in both tables.

The first table indicates how many out of every 100 church members
mpJoycd by the church or mission, e.g. the NHM employs IS out fat

every ice, the SPG 8, the PN 6 and the CMC 3.3. The average for the

province is 6 workers employed out of every 100 church members. The
same qualifying statement as was made for Kwangtung (see page 1651

should be made here for Shantung. In any province where the Chinese
Church is relatively strong, the names of many employed workers do not

appear on the pay-roll of the mission. For this reason we may safely

assume that they also have net been entered on the mission statistical

.blanks supplied to the Sarvey Committee. Moreover, in the early years
ef mission work and therefore in afl provinces where mission work is

still relatively young, all Chinese workers, however menial their service

happens to be, are entered on the books of the mission treasurer and
reported .as full-time workers. As the work advances, self-support

develops, and several of those who formerly served as gate-keepers and
."hapel attendants and were paid by the mission, now become the financial

responsibility of the Church and may ox may not .be included in mission
statistical returns. The above consideration should constantly be kept
in mind when we compare the total Chinese workers for such provinces as
Shantung with the totals for other provinces. Especially should this

consideration be kept in mind when comparisons are made between
various missions in respect to the number of communicants each employs.

Training Centers for Chinese Workers—In addition to secular
educational institutions under the supervision of Christian missions, the
following Bible Schools for the training of Christian workers have been

Bush Therfogkal Seminary (SBC), Hwanghsien; Women's
B:b

)
e Training School (SBC, Lakhow; Men's Bible School (PN).

\\eihsien; Mateer Memorial Institute (PN), Tenghsien; Women's Bible
School (PN), Tsinan; Comegy's p.ible Institute (PN), Ichowfn; Edna Terry

Women's Training School fWFMS), Taianfn; Bible Women's Train-

. Tengchowfu; Women's Bible Institute (PN), Yihsien;
Women's Bible Train'-ng Schc*

.

ning; Women's Bible and
Training School (PN), Weihsien ; and Women's Bible Training School

Chefoo. Cndoubtedly other facilities for the training of

evangelistic and educational workers exist, and much we know is

done in small and unpretentious ways, but no records of this work have

been sent to the Survey Committee. Note the omission of any figures for

evangelistic workers for the Bn in Table II, due to the inability of the

Committee to obtain information.

I.—Force at Work—Foreign

Name of Society w

£
f

?;

"S.

IS
S

1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Grand Total ... 109 SO 21 137 191 S12 504

Ajagficui SPG
Baptist BMS

CbMMS
SBC
SBM

Congregational ABCFM
Lutheran Bn
Methodist MEFB

CMC
Presbyterian PN

PS
China Wand Mission CIM
Other Societies... ... AEPM

AG
CI

CMML
NHM
i-CX
SA
SDA

26
12
12
8

135

1

53
6
4

3

19
13

TMCA
Societies without organized evan-

gelistic work, or chnrch con-

stituency

Bible Societies

Shantung Christian University faculty included under so

FOREIGN AKD CHINESE WORKERS TER 1,000,000

50 SO 100 ISO 200 250 3©&

BMS
mam
SPG

PS

ABCFM
cum.
SBM
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ChMMS
PCX
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Chinese Educational Workers
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VII.—DlSTKIBCTION Car COMJfCKICANTS

COMMUNICANT CHRISTIANS

General Surrey—Next lc Kwangtung, Shantung reports the largest

Protestant church membership of any province in China, namely 41,821.

This is slightly more than 12 per cent of the entire Protestant church

membership of China Sixty-four per cent of the members are men.

The ABCFM, Bu, SBM, and SDA statistics show the highest proportions.

The PN and the SBC together report over half of the total church

members in the province. The Christian constituency of 53,480 appears

rather small when contrasted with the full church membership. The
Soman Catholic Church retains the names of 149,730 living Christians on
its membership rolls, infants constituting a relatively large percentage.

These Christians are scattered among S07 churches and chapels, and are'

under the spiritual charge of rhree Bishops who reside in Tsinan, Yen-

chowfu, and Chefoo.

Distribution of Protestant Church Members—City districts are not

made conspicuous on the accompanying map by their large numbers of

resident Christians. Only 12 per cent of the church members reside in

cities of 50,00c. and sbove. This is all the more interesting when we
remember that 71 per cent of the missionary body reside in these larger

centers. Instead of any matked concentration of Christians in city areas,

we have in Shantung a wide distribution of Christians over country fields.

Note the high density in the central, northern and northeastern districts.

Also the relatively few Christians in the central southern section, the

extreme eastern promontory, and the extreme west of the province

bordering on Chihli

Compare the accompanying map with Map IV. Practically the -whole

of Shantung was opened to evangelistic work before 1010. The areas

which are indicated as opened between 1901 and 1910 still show relatively

few communicant Christians, which is quite as one might expect.

There is an average of 31 communicants to each evangelistic center

reported. This average would be somewhat reduced were the number of
churches in each large city counted as individual evangelistic centers.

The CIM, MEFB, NHM, and SBC report the highest averages.

Membership by Denominations—The Baptist and Presbyterian churches
together claim 80 per cent of the l*rotestant Christians in Shantung. An
exact classification follows : Anglican 3 per cent, Baptist 45 per cent,

Congregational 4 per cent, Lutheran 1 per cent, Methodist 10 per cent,

Presbyterian 36 per cent, and other societies 1 per cent.

Degree of Literacy—"In many of the districts one of the most pressing
and, as yet, unsolved problems is found in the fact that the Christians are

so scattered and illiterate. In ronsequence it is not possible to give them
the Christian nurture needed for the upbuilding of a strong Church. In
one field r,ooo baptized Christians are scattered through 250 villages.

One mission reports on the basis of careful investigation that 70 per cent
of it* membership is illiterate. These two items in the problem are felt

in every mission. Steps are now being taken to grapple with this

problem in some sections by teaching a form of simplified writing of tha
Mandarin character."

Religious Education—A total of 23,661 Sunday School scholars ha*
been reported. Three-fifths of this total are in the churches of the SBC
and PN missions. Fnkien and Kiangsn alone report higher Sunday

School enrollments than Shantung. Moreover, Sunday Schools are grow-
ing in favour, and by the nse of the improved literature, together with
the training conferences which are being held under the auspices of the
China Sunday School Union, this work will greatly increase. The follow-
ing figures are significant :

Sunday School Communicants
Scholars
H.7S0
11,106

5.9S3

2,484

1,542

8,049

7.454

2,618

460

SBC
BMS
MRFB
ABCFM

City tZnangelisation Project—"This name has been given to the
attempt to reach cities in which there are no foreign workers. The plan
is to secure a suitable plant, and to place in charge of it a tested, high-
grade Chinese, one who has bad full college and theological courses; this
superintendent to have from the beginning an educated trained assistant,
a Bible-woman, and a gateman."

"The first city evangelistic project was begun under the super-
intendence of a Chinese who was formerly a professor in the Shantung
Christian University, and later a graduate of its theological course. -In
a short time this man has, with his assistants, established a boys* academy
of 80 students, and a girls' normal school of 40 students (both of them
self-supporting), a primary school for girls, a night school of about 50
boys, an English Bible class of 16 young men from the business and
government schools, and a number of Bible classes for instructing
enquirers as well as Christians in the vernacular. Three prayer meetings
;irt conducted in three centers on Wednesday evenings. The students
assist in preaching on market days, and at the nearby country stations
on the Sabbath. Meetings of various kinds are constantly being held in
the main auditorium which seats about 800. This city work is really a
country movement centering in the city, from which the systematic
evangelization of the whole country population is being planned. She cities
have been opened to Christian work in this way, and more will be opened
as soon as those chosen for it have completed their preparation."

"In connection with the Presbyterian 'City Evangelization Plan' there
has alreadly been expended in plant alone, entirely under the control
of trained Chinese leaders, a very considerable sum of money, and the
project has only begun."

Country Kvangeli .affon—"New methods are being introduced. In-
stead of individuals going here and there, one by one, or even two by
two, on an 'itineratir.g trip' to preach unannounced in villages and market
towns, the tendency is to go in larger groups to special places on invitation.
Certain specified conditions have to be fulfilled by way of preparing the
soil. Hans are made for 8 or 10 days* consecutive meetings, holding
senices daily in a large tent or mat shed, and care is given to the 'fcttow-
wp work.* More and more the use of tents is being found helpful. Of
this more systematic way of working one missionary writes : 'The
message grips men better when it can be presented progressively day after

day to the same audience. There is the inspiration of numbers, too, and
bright chorus-singing; and the local Christians gladly render help In
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advertising the meetings, bringing in friends, lending benches and tables,

This forward movement is as yet only in its infancy, but it has
already stirred the Christians to new evangelistic efforts, and it has behind
it the enthnsiastic hacking erf all the missionary body.' "

Church Union—"In igoy, the Presb3'terian and Baptist churches in
Tsinan combined to form a Union Church, which is, we think, the only
one of its kind in China. It has now a membership of 415, has two church
buildings in the city, and baptizes members both by immersion and bv
sprinkling. One Baptist and one Presbyterian missionary act as
counsellors to the governing body of Chinese pastors and elders."

"There is also in Tsinan an Independent Church which was formed
in 1912, as an outgrowth of activity on the part of the missionary society
connected with the Presbyterian work in Shantung. Most of the initial

fond of Mex. $10,000 was given by two Presbyterian elders resident in
Tsingtan. The church has secured a very valuable site of over three
acres fio mow), the gift of the Governor of Shantung in 1912. On this*

site there has been built at a cost o€ Mex. fir.ooo a small church, a
school for boys {60 pupils), one for girls (25 pupils), a building for a
small industrial school, and a dispensary in charge of Chinese physicians.

The church council or governing board resembles a Presbyterian session,

being elected by the church members (now numbering 70), though the
members of the council are not all necessarily members of the Independent
Church, but may be chosen from among other leading Christians in

the city."

Since the above was written there has been a modification of the
organization, although the essential features remain.

Percentage of Commcxicaxts Who are Employed

a% i% *% $% %% 10%

rbMMS

SBM

P3S

BMS

carjo*

HEFB

SBC

em
CMC

SBM

COMMUNICANTS PER 10,000 INHABITANTS

General Impressions—Shantung averages 13.5 communicants per

10,000 inhabitants. This proportion is almost double that reported for

the entire country (7.8), and is exceeded in the case of individual provinces

only by Fukien 122.6) and Kwangtung (17.4).

The accompanying map shows that the best occupied areas are those

of the central and northeastern sections of the province. Pingtu-hsien is

shaded white with a proportion of 105 communicants per 10,000. Penglai

and Sintai hsiens, with proportions of 52 and 46 communicants per 10,000

respectively, rank next in order.

The following 5 hsiens also rank high in the list and are shaded

relatively bright . Tsewpisig, Yitu, Hwanghsien, Weihsien, Pingyin, and

Taian. There are 13 hsiens in Shantung with proportions exceeding 25

communicants per 10.000.

Kiaotung-tao which extends eastward from Tsingchowfn is best

occupied in terms of communicants per 10,000 inhabitants {24.3). Tsinan-

tao which embraces the central northern section of the province comes

NUHUFR OF COMMIXICAXTS AXD MISSION PRIMARY StCDEXTS COMPARED

JMHO 8,000 3,090 4jam SMfB 10.«»:> *MH

=1

Communicants
t—

1

Mission Primary Stwients

II.—Force at Work—Chinese

Name of Society

an ...

Presbyterian

China Inland Mission
Other Societies ...

Shan;
Shan;

Jng Christian University ...

rag Christian University Hospital

Grand Total 124 727 247 1.098

SPG
BMS
ChMMS
SBC
SBM

ABCFM
Bn*
MEFB
UMC
PS

PS*
cm
AEPM*
AG
CI

CMML
NHM
PCS
SA
SUA

YMCA

23
147
46

87
142
37
206
57

969 317 1,286

49
154

64
10

14

1

20

139

203

2*tf

s 9 10 11 12

49 ... 32 127 208

Incomplete returns. Statistics of Korean Missionary Society inciaded under PS*.

t592 359

z3

18 16

77 ! 5.2

8.9

9.0
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VUL—Communicants per 10,000 Population

second with only half as high a proportion, namely 12.9. Tunglin-tao in

the extreme northwest, and Tsining-tao in the southern quarter of the

province, are still relatively neglected, reporting only 6.9 and 5.1 com-

municants per 10,00a respectively.

In the tao where Christian work is furthest advanced, the work seems

to have spread well over the country, and the hsiens universally report

high averages Most of the hsiens along the western and southern borders

show a relatively backward development, also several hsiens in the

north and in the extreme eastern part of the province.

SBC
BMS
MEFB
SPG 12

PN 12

UMC , ir

CMML 8

communicants per io.ooo inhabitants
(Average 13.5)

69 ABCEM
19 CUM
IS SBM
12 ChMMS .....

12 NHM
PCN
SDA

III.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian Community

Mam* of Society

Anglican ...

Baptist ...

Congregational
Lutheran ...

Methodist...

Presbyterian

China Inland Mission
Other Societies ...

Bible Societies

Grand Total ... 66 663 1,530 26,970 14351 41421 53,480

SPG
BMS
ChMMS
SBC
SBM*

ABCFM
Bn
MEFB
UMC
PN

PS?
CIM
AEPM*
AG
CI

CMML
KHM
PCK
SA
SDA

YMCA
BFBS

34

US
18

39
4

10
18

61

39 883 !

317 3,958
18 181 :

224 7,394
j

39 905
]

36 1,131
1

30 288
j

51 1,489
115 1,151 ;

428 9,090 i

"*
114

S 6
j

13 204
3 110
4 31
4 3 \

6 34

2,027
163

3,712
312

411
100
995
761

5,699

100
80

j
1,275

j
5,983
344

11,106

j

1,217

\ 1,542
388

S 2,484

j 1,912
14,789

173

10

304
190

: 2,423
1 6,597

350
'11,106

I 1,217

\
2,366
653

I 4,358
1 2,242
18,840

173

10

304
543

c -2 6 M >. e O

64% I 12%* 57% 30 . j 23,661

69%
66%
53%
m%
74%

73%
74%

66%

60%

54%
60%

4%

n%
\

8% I

13%

86% !

25% j

95% !

72%

15%

15%

10%

1-5%

253

j 2,618
> 500

1,950
403

8,049

41%
50%

* Incomplete returns. § No returns.
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Men—"The system of country schools operated by
Shantung constitutes the back-bone of the educational

hat province." There are 942 lower primary schools with a
nroQmeni of has. only Fukien and Kwangtung
her enrollments. The returns for higher primary education

n, Kwangtung-, Cbihli and
ecord larger higher primary enrollments. Of the total 20,000

-imary school pupils throughout the province 24 per cent are
eevernment and mission primary enrollment for

Shantung 4.5 per cent are registered in Christian schools. This percentage
would doubtless be lower were we to take into account the large number

1 old-style primary schools.

Compare this map with Map V. Note the large number of evangelistic

without even primary educational facilities, particularly in

Ids north of the Yellow River, around Cfeucheng, and north of

Laiyang. Over 1,300 evangelistic centers are scattered through the

province with onh schools. This means that at least

400 cr nearly one-third of the total number of evangelistic centers are

still without Christian lower primary education.

evant.f!jstic lower prtmary
Centers Schools

MKFB 51 43

SPG ... 40

40

ABCKM 26

29

When the enrollment in mission primary scl d with

the

the

prin

CI>!

all China. The societies rank

per 100 communicants : Bn

Sixteen per cent of the students in Christian lower primary pass into

schools. There is an average of 7

schools to 1 higher primary. Out of a total of 107 hsiens in Shantung,

S3 cm port no students in mission higher primary schools.

Ekvt art 10 or less than 10 higher primary students each.

>•—Of the 40 mission middle schools in Shantung

k middle school work when the Survey
questionnaires were returned. Fifteen out of the 40 middle schools are f<~>r

Xo union ad enrollment of middle

school strait "
< per cent are boys. This makes

an av - students to each school. Christian hospitals are con-

veniently located for all mission middle scl;< those in Ankiu.

stian middle schools are located in the following cities where
government middle school facilities are still Sacking : Laiyang, Tehchow,
YencKwfu, Tenghsien, Yihsien, Pingtu, Pingyin, Chcfco, Weihaiwei,

Kiaochow, and Tsingtau.

Higher Education and Normal Training—There is only one institution

under Christian auspices in the entire province which offers educational

•unities above middle school grade. This is the Shantung Christian

University which grew out of the Tengcfaow Founded in Teng-

iu; the Tsingchowfu High School BMS fa 1904 the

B e and the upper classes of the Tsmgcbnwfa High School

ilie Shantung Uni The year

boots Arts. S<:-'ence, Theology, Medicine, Normal,

ami ] the name of the

Shantung Christian University. The f< flooring .ow assume joint

responsibility : BMS, LMS, LUM, PCX , and WMM3.
Information is at hand regarding the establishment of a college in Shan-

tung by the SBC. An appropriation to this end was granted by the

Home Board and preliminary arrangements were made by mission* on

the field in 1917.

The M.iteer Memorial Institute, Tenghsien f'PN), offers normal school

Work for graduates of both higher primary and middle schools. This is

the on'v normal work reported on the list prepared by the CCEA Normal

School Committee in rem There ent of Education

in connection with the Shantung Christian University, and normal work

is also said to be done in the following institutions from which no replies

were received bv the Normal School Committee: Ma Ting Women's

bowfn, and the I.i Hsien School for men i'AEPM*

rn Tsingtau. Mention should be made in this connection of the Tsinanfu

te which | and patterned after the one
in

m of ed«H & of

s kinds two lecture halls, a reading room, library, and reception

•dents front government and private school. The

: of the Extension Department of the

i-n -; v , te Institute was opened in 19x3 for the benefit

n mv a laree camp to the west of the city. In Chefoo a museum
. —-j;,.-. room established near BSD is a feature of the work

. \. hool for the deaf « I privately

: removed fatter to Chefoo. This school is now supported by

\ Mention should also be made of several attempts to establish

self- hcols in Shantung. Much experience has

red in the work of two schools located in Yihsien (PX;

he most significant changes in the educational
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work in Shantung (hiring recent years is shown in the changed attitude

toward the teaching of English. Until 1008, outside of the Anglo-Chinese

schools in Chefoo, the English language had no place in the educational

scheme. To-day it is a part of the regular curriculum of all mission middle

schools, and there is a strong tendency toward introducing it into lower

grades as well.

Self-Snpport in Education—"It is the policy of most missions to induce

each group of Christians to establish its own school, furnish its own

building, and pay the teacher's salary. Mission rules differ as to tim

maximum help given toward the teacher's salary, but it ranges from one-

halt to two-thirds. A gratifyingly large number of schools have tan*

gradually become self-supporting. Larger emphasis is being placed on

the work and value of the elementary schools, and far more attention is

being paid to the securing of good teachers, to subjects taught, and to

careful supervision. In some fields no teachers are used in elementary

school who have not themselves completed the m :ddle school course."

IV.--Extent of Occupation—The Christian School

2 3 5
|
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. I
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1
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Grand Total 942 '+2 40 13.196 3.B87 17.083 1,872 910 2,782 1.045 444 1,489 21,354 *w 79*0 M#

Anglican ... SPG 40 8 1. 4 511 119 630 66 31 100 85 85 815
Baptist ISMS ]« 6 1 1 .79:5 436 2.229 140 85 22-5 45 45 2,499 : '

CMfMS H 3 ' ... •230 110 34<t 35 25 60 400 •
,

SBC •ill w 10 3.1.ST 878 4.060 I<M 154 342 217 133 350 4,752 ,'

;

BBM 49 I 2 754 128 882 4 4 88 13 41 {27 -

Congregational ABCFM 88 i -1 314 141 455 77 •26 103 31 11 42 600 7it"j»

Lutheran ... ... Bfl 29 - 600 10 610 30 30 640 *««,,

Metbodi.-t ... Mr-XB
. 43 10 1 419 322 741 180 120 2*0 83 85 1,106 83% i<i >

CMC 16 2 317 11 32* 20 59 Htt 416 -
;

Presbyterian I'N 351 85 |8 4,866 1.510 6.176 «72 340 1,212 522 8,193 ;:,

• *
r-*i PS J
China" Inland Miss on ... CIM •> St 61 64 !' >

Other. Societies AKPM
AG
CI

1 2 11 11 32 47

CMML » 80 137 •217 10 42 52 269 33 '"'• •2i%
NHM > •* 16

'

,7 53 * 4 12 55 37'*-,; 23'*,,'

PCM J 2 30 50 :, 10 15 69 54**,, 80^1
HA 1 6
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7 7 St>%
SI>A * 3 148

j
1 Is 24H 24rt 896 100,%,

YMCA l ,
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|

32 93
1
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Outstanding Educational Features—"In regard to the educational work

in Shantung seme of the outstanding features of the last decade are :

(i) The enlargement and better equipment of the educational plants,

especially for middle schools and University.

(2) Concentration of all departments of the University at Tsinan.

(3) The appointment of principals devoting their whole time to the

middle schools, higher standards, co-ordinated curricula, and better

teaching.

(4) Reorganization of country schools, large increase of schools and

pupils, better teachers, better methods, better inspection, better records.

(5} Large development of girls* schools.

(6) Increase in number of Bible institutes and schools for training

older women.

{7) Experiments in industrial education.

(8j Organization of the Shantung-Honan Educational Union.

(9) Radical change in attitude towards the teaching of English.

GOVERNMENT EDUCATION

Statistical Summary—For every 74 persons in Shantung there is one

•child enrolled in a modern government primary school The total number

•of government lower and higher primary scholars in 1916, according to the

Report of the Ministry of Education, was 418,461. Nearly 15,000 schools

provide lower primary education to 401,562 scholars or an average of 28

to each school. The number of lower primary schools is very much out

of proportion to the number of higher primary, the average being only

one higher primary to every 37 lower primary schools.

A total of 381 higher primary schools and 16,890 students were report-

ed for 1916. This last figure represents on eightfold increase in the

attendance of government higher primary schools since the Revolution in

191 1. About 95.5 per cent of the total government and mission primary

scholars in the province are enrolled in registered government schools.

There are doubtless many private and old-style elementary schools which

if included would greatly increase the total number and proportion of

students in elementary schools throughout the province.

Shantung ranks seventh among the provinces in respect to the number

of government primary students per 10,000 inhabitants, reporting 132.5.

•Only 5 out of a total of 107 hsiens record over 400 per 10,000 each, namely

TsGwping (BMS), Kaotang {ABCFM), Kiuhsien (ABCFM), Hwanghsien

•(FN and SBC), and Cfaaoyuan (FN),

Government Middle and Norn%al Schools—According to the 1918 figures

-of the Ministry of Education, over 3,000 students were enrolled at the time

in 19 middle schools. No provision had as yet been made for the middle

school education of girls. Government middle schools are found in 5 cities

-where no mission institutions of middle school grade are located : Kaomi,

•Changshan, Wating, Tungchangfu, and Tsaochowfu. Shantung ranks

low in respect to the number of government middle school students per

10,000 inhabitants (1.1), the average for all China being 2.2. Four normal

schools for boys and 2 for girls were reported in 1918, with an enrollment

•of over r,3oo students.

Higher Education—Government higher education centers in the

capital, Tsinan, and four or five other centers in which are agricultural

and normal schools under the direct administration of the provincial

government. The following institutions are located : Law, Medical,

Agricultural; and Mining Colleges; one Industrial Institution, a Com-

mercial School, and a Higher Normal Colege. Possibly other government

educational facilities for students above middle school grade exist of

which, however, no information is at hand.

HOSPITALS
General Survey—The most outstanding medical work in the province

is that done at the School of Medicine and General Hospital of the Shan-

tung Christian Universitv in Tsinan. The following missions co-operate

in both School and Hospital : BMS, LMS, LUM, PCC, FN, PS, SPG, and

UMC. AH instruction in the School is given in Mandarin, and sub-

stantial financial assistance is supplied for a limited time by the China

Medical Board. In addition, 12 mission societies carry on individual

medical work throughout the province, 9 maintaining hospitals in 20 out

of the 30 missionary residential centers, and 10 maintaining mission dis-

pensaries in centers where hospitals do not exist. A total of 38 dis-

pensaries, in addition to those located on the same premises as mission

hospitals, are scattered over the province. This is the largest number of

separate dispensaries reported for any province in China. Note how many
are located in the northwestern and extreme eastern sections of the pro-

vince. Here the ABCFM and the CMML maintain a total of 15. Pro-

fessional work in the 28 hospitals is done by 39 foreign and 49 Chinese

physicians, assisted by 2r foreign and 32 Chinese graduate nurses.

Compare the accompanying map with Map II. Mission hospitals do

not appear to be located in the densest areas. Compare this map with

Map III. The PN society maintains by far the largest number of hospitals,

namelv ir, followed by the SBC with 4.

Compare the accompanying map with Map V. Twenty out of 39, or

about one-half of the missionary residential centers are provided with

hospital facilities Areas whkh appear specially neglected by medical

missions, and where there are large numbers of evangelistic centers, are

the extreme southwest, the southern central section, and noticeably the

district around Putai and Wuting in the north where the UMC reports a

flourishing work. Compare the accompanying map with Maps VII and

VIII. Are the medical facilities in the fields of the PN and SBC, extend-

ing from Tsingchowfu to Laiyang, adequate for the great number of com-

municants scattered over this field? Compare this map with Map IX.

Only three mission stations reporting mission middle schools are as yet

without hospital facilities. One is impressed, while comparing these two

.mans, with the very large nnmber of higher primary or boarding schools

where, so far as may be gathered from a study of these maps, no pro-

fessional medical oversight is supplied.

In addition to mission hospitals, information regarding 10 non-mission

institutional hospitals has been received by the Survey Committee. Of

these, k are maintained bv the Roman Catholic Church. They are located

at Chefoo, Weihaiwei, Fangtze, Yingchowfn, and Tsinan. Two non-mission
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hospitals are maintained by the Japanese military at T&mgtaa and Chih-

chwau. One is under the Chinese Red Cross at Tsinan, two are main-

tained by the Chinese Government at Tsinan and Weihaiwei, one by the

British residents at Weihaiwei, and one public hospital under German

supervision at Tsingtau. Unfortunately only part of the above information

was in the hands of the Committee when the accompanying map was

prepared, and tot this reason not all of the non-mission hospitals have

been located.

fttw Mission Hospitals—Definite plans for new mission hospitals to

be erected in the following centers have been reported : Kaomi (SBM),

Liaocheng (SPG), Pekhen (BMS), Poshan (BMS), Taianfu *SPG), and

Tncgchangfa f.NHM;.

Christian Ocevfatt&n in Terms of Foreign Doctors and Hospital Beds

pel 1,000,000 Inhabitants—
Foeeigs Physicuks Missio.v Hospital Bans

rat 1,000,000 Inhabitants per 1,000,000 Inhabitants

(Average for Province 1.3) (Average for Provinxe 32)

SBC 2-5 SBC 75

ABCFM 2.4 ABCFM 75

BMS .
• 1.9 SPG 70

FN M MEFB 33

SPG 10 IMC 30

MEFB 0.8 BMS 30

UMC 0.6 PX 25

SBM •• — SBM 3

The societies not appearing in the above tables offer no hospital

facilities.

V.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian Hospital

Name of Society
J —

Grand Total U » 654 532 5,961 • 1M 25

Lutheran Bn

47

Anglican . ... SPG g .5 ... 70 70

Baptist ... . . ... BMS
CbMMS

* 2 ... 16 96

SBC 4
j

3 8 32 t»

SBM 1 1 3

Congregational. ABCFM *2 10 90 60 1,049 2 33 j SO 73

Methodist MEFB 3 1 1 38 IS 17$
UMC 1 40 13 110

Presbyterian ... ... VS U 6 221 83 2,349 76

China Inland Mission C1M I 25 6 23-3 ... ... 11 15

Other Societies ... CMMJL c
NBM 2

Shantung Christian University

Hospital 1 60 40 1,003 1 34 33 20

VI.—Degree of Occupation and Table of Urgency

Name of Society

GrandTotal SMMta>;»J85 l307(a) 90S 2492 41521

C. «; —

16 54 62 13.5 56S 475

.5 ~ • j a

'&*
.

IJ 52

SPG
BMS
CbMMS
SBC
SBM

ABCFM
Bn*
MEFB
UMC
EN

PS
CIM
AEPM
AG
CI

CMML
NHM
PCS
SA
SDA

IMCA
Shantung Christian University

Shantung Christian University Hospital

Societies without organized e*aBgeli«ie

or ebareh constituency

Bible Societies

Anglican
Baptist

Congregational

Lutheran
Methodist

Presbyterian ..

China Inland Mission

Other Societies

B
B
A
A

Coat

A
Cont
A
B
A

A
Int

Cont
1st
A

B
A
A
Int

A

Int

1.250

6,200
1,725

11,875
4,025

4.375

4.650
20.250

1.089,000
3,200,000
1,177,000
1,620.000

2,738,000

2,092,000

1,387,000
1,720,000

12,014.000

369,000
983,000
693,000

105 1,275
35* 5,983
39 344

517 11,106
116 1.217

119
31
143
62
*&7

19 18
;

8 15

1,542

388
2,484
1.912

14,7*9

304
190
57
5
42

96
112
33
320
43

102

37
75

>>

10
5
S

11

80
60

113
47
95

57
33
W

63 60 8
6fe ; is© 2

140 263 1

13

19
3
69
4

200
453

1,470
672

299

786
212
544

567

572
408

1,177
400
740

362
1,600
408
219
500

376

900
342

1,140

1.0

1.9

2.5

2.4

0.6
1.4

ta ( Total for Province, net for approximate estimates by societies as given in column below. * Incomplete returns.
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SHENSI
L—HSIES BOENDiKIES

HSEEN BOUNDARIES

Area and Political Divisions—Shensi has an area of 72,290 sq.mi.,

which is equal to that of England and Wales combined. Politically it is

divided into three tao, which are subdivided into 90 bsiens. The name

Shensi signifies "West of the Pass," the famous Tungfcwan Pass at the

bend of the Yeltow River, just east of Sianfu. On the north is the "special

temtoary*
, of Suiyuan, a part of Inner Mongolia, though no longer socafled.

The capital is Sianfu. There are no treaty ports or foreign consulates

in the province.

Physical Characteristics-Several ranges of mountains, colectively

known as the Tsinling Range, run from east to west through the center

of the province, dividing it into two parte, each with very different charac-

teristics. This range, which rises in some places to a height of 10,000 feet,

acts as a watershed for the two largest rivers, the Wei to the north, and

the Han to the south. The population of the province is concentrated m
these two river valleys. North of the Wei River lies the large loess

plateau, rising gradually until it touches the Mongolian border line, and

connecting with the plain of northeastern Kansu. The east-to-west

direction of both mountain ranges and rivers
makes travel from north to south very difficult.

Climate—North of the Tsinling Range the
climate is similar to that in other parts of North
China. The winters are dry and cold, with fre-

quent wind and dust storms. Agriculture is a
precarious pursuit in northern Shensi, on account
of the slight rainfall. Like northeast Kansu, the
productivity of the loess plain depends for its

fertilization upon irrigation from the Yellow
Riper and its tributaries. In the south the
climate is very much like that of Szechwan,
with considerable moisture and excessive beat in
summer.

Language—Mandarin is spoken throughout
the entire province, except for certain small
sections in the north, where Mongolian is used.

Hirers and Roads—The Yellow River sepa-

rates the province from Shansi on the east. It

is navigable south of the Fen River, which join*

it from the east at Hanehenghsien. Its largest

tributary, the Wei, is the main waterway of the

province and flows through one of the richest

and wealthiest plains in northwest China, the

Sian Plain. The Wei rises near Knngchangfu,
in Kansu, and enters Shensi through a narrow
gully several hundred feet deep. It becomes
navigable below Hingping. An important

tributary of the Wei River is the King River,

along which there follows one of the main
thoroughfares into Kansu. The Han River ranks

second in importance in the province, flowing

south of, and parallel to the Tsinling Range.

It crosses the border into Hupeh province at

Paihohsien. Thence, by way of Siangyangfu and
Anlu, it finally empties into the Yangtze River

at Hankow. A railway line is proposed which

wi'l extend up the valley of the Han, as far as

Hanchungfu in Shensi.

Besides the two roads between Sianfu and
Lanehowfu, the capital of Kansu, three other

important highways deserve to be mentioned :

(1) Sianfu to Tungkwanting, where one branch

bears off to the north, following the course of the

Fen River, and continues to Peking. Another

branch continues eastward along the Yellow

River to Kaifeng. The proposed Lung-Hai Rail-

way follows this latter route. The westernmost

terminus of this line at the present time is

Kwanyintang, Honan. (a) Sianfu south into

Szechwan, around the western extremities of the

Tsinling and the Kiulnng mountain ranges.

{3) Sianfu by way of Shangchow into south-

west Honan.
Pest Office and Telegraph Cemmtmicci:cr.<—

Forty-two post offices of various grades, and 167

postal agencies are reported for Shensi, over

16,800,000 pieces of mail matter being handled

in 1919. This represents an increase of nearly

50 per cent over the amount handled during the

previous year. Less than ten telegraph station*

are operating in the province.

Economic Resources—The Sian Plain is one

of the most productive territories in North

China Besides the ordinary northern products, rice and cotton are

grown on this plain in great abundance. The Han River volley is no

less fertile, and fruits, grain, cotton, and tobacco are rawed. Sheffirt

Serai resources are said to be very vast, though as^yet little.explored.

Immense fields of coal and large deposits c

Moreover, the mountain ranges in
'"

building stones.

DENSITY OF POPULATION

The highest population estimate for Shensi,

in "The Middle Kingdom," and quoted

&f 18&. The estimate of the Board

later, however, is almost one-

this figure,

1 have been located,

the south abound in granite and other

Population Estimates-

10,309,769, is that given in

from the Customs* Report

of Revenue for 1885, only 3 years

276j967 . Between t
third

by households, 6,730,000;

B,8cts,ooo. The recent

the

the figures of the 1910 Census taken

sad the <*Mincbeugpu Estimate (1910)

Sst Office Estimate for 1919, *n« the figures «*£»**
Survey Committee are about equal, and approximate the highest figure

given above
-

, being 9>4 5>555S8 and 9,087,288 respectively. The
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IL—DExsnr or Pgpcutiok

population of the province has repeatedly

suffered from rebellion and famine. The Tung

Mohammedan Rebellion, 1862-1870, was especia!-

Jy disastrons. Shortly after the Boxer crisis,

Shensi was smitten with a very severe famine.

Abont 30 per cent of the population are said to

have died of starvation. Fifty-three hsiens were

affected by this famine and in some districts the

death rate is said to have equalled 70 per cent.

Densest Areas—The population is extremely

dense in central Shensi, in the Wei River valley.

The plain east and west of Sianfn is said to be

abont 4,000 sq.mi. in extent, and one authority

states that there is an average of one market

town to each square mile of territory. The Han

River valley is the only other densely populated

region, there being very few inhabitants in the

Tsinling mountains, and in the large plain in

the north. Owing to the difficulty of travel in

a north-to-soutb direction, the people in the

Han valley resemble the Szecbwanese, while the

typical northern type is found in central and

northern Shensi.

Cities—The largest city is Sianfn, the

capital, with a population estimated considerably

above 250,000. This makes it the largest city is

northwest China. Moreover, it stands second to

none in historic interest. Ancient tradition

makes Shensi the earliest home of the Chinese

race. The founding of Sianfn is credited to Wu
Wan? in the 12th century, B. C. Founders of

the Chow Dynasty lived just west of Sianfu, and

emperors of the First Han Dynasty reigned in

the city for nearly 200 years (206 to 24 B. C).

Later it was the capital for the Tang Dynasty,

A.D. 618 to 005; and in A.D. 635, Nestorian

Christianity established itself in this cradle of

the Chinese nation. For ijo years evangelistic

work extending into Shensi, Kansu, and even

Szechw3n was carried on. In 1900, while Peking

was besieged, the Manchu Court fled to Sianfu

for refuge. Moreover, Sianfu is spoken of as the

"starting-point of all those religions movements

which have influenced in any degree the im-

mobility of the Chinese nation." The onh' other

city with roo.ooo or more inhabitants is Han-
chnngfu, at the head of navigation of the Upper

Han. Five cities are recorded as having popula-

tions between 50,000 and 100,000 ; S between

25,000 and 50,000 ; and 9 between 10.000 and

25,000. In addition to these are numerous smaller

but nourishing market towns and hsien cities.

Christian Community—Seven small dots, out

of the total of 9,087, represent the Protestant

church membership for Shensi. An additional

49 indicate the strength of the Roman Catholic

Church.

PROTESTANT MISSION FIELDS

General Summary—The entire area of 7 j

sq.mi. is claimed by n societies. Of the larger

denominational groups, the Anglican, Methodist,

and Presbyterian are not represented. The
AFM, AG,' SDA, and YMCA are without field

delimitations on the accompanying map. In respect to the area of the

fields claimed by the separate missions, the SAM leads with approximately

22,300 square miles : the BMS ranks second with 20,400 ; CIM, 16,300

;

ABCFM, io,8c»; SMC, 3,675; NMF, r^joo; and NLF, 145. The CIM and
its affiliated missions claim over half the total area of the province.

Overlapping ej Fields—The fields of the SMC and BMS overlap
northeast of Sianfn, and those of the SAM and BMS in the vicinity of that
city in the north and east. The NLF claims a small field around Hinganfa
within the area claimed by the SAM. The capital, Sianfu, being a city of
over 200,000 inhabitants, is regarded in this survey as common area for
all r

: ;',je> which are American in the nationality of

ers claim 44 per cent of the total area of the province.
cent are credited to the British missions, S per cent to

r cent to the International.

nents—No formal comity agreements have been reported
ons working: in Shensi. The BMS mentions a general

2, which provides that the former
d west of Sianfu, and the latter east of
It is understood between these missions

g place within 10 H of one established by
ed work in the province, the SAM had

-iters northeast of Sianfn. These
tie within the field claimed bv the

their

Twenty-seven .pe

the Continental,

Com i

between the mis
understanding w
mission should
Weinan and north

that neither shall <

the other. Before

already opened se

have bees letainec

BMS. The ABCFM reports that in determining the boundaries of its field

in Shensi it has endeavoured to follow existing hsien boundaries

wherever possible. .When, however, another mission is able to occupy any

untouched city in the border territory of the ABCFM field, that mission

may do so even though the city may be situated across the designated hsien

borders. The Chinese Episcopal Mission is working at present southwest

of the capital. No comity agreements or general understandings affecting

boundary limits have been reported by the SDA or AO.

Christian O-Ciupatimt by ttsiems—More than one-fourth of the go

hsiens still report no work, although all the 90 are claimed by mission

societies. Five hsiens report evangelistic centers, but no communicants.

Out of the remaining 61 hsiens, 16 report 20 or less communicants each.

The present inadequacy of the Christian occupation of Shensi is evidenced

in the fact ^hat only 19 hsiens have one or more commnnicants per 1,000

inhabitants, the average for.the province being 7.8 per 10,000.

Number of Sq. Mi. ?Ir Evakgsuestic Cksjtkr

th the SAM
work south

ABCFM
sxar
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III.

—

Protestant Mission Fields
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year of Mrs. King prevented these plans. Mrs.
King was the first foreign ladv to cross tb«
Shensi border. By the close of tSSi, the church
membership in Hanchungfu had grown to 30
Christians.

In i%5, the SAM (era) occupied Sianftt and
two other centers in the Sian Plain. Six more
cities were occupied in the following two years.
At a conference with Hudson Taylor in Sianfu,
1804, the district northwest of Sianfu in Sitcom,
and adjacent parts in Kansti, were designated
ns the special responsibility of the SAM in
China, and in the following year the SAM
missionaries in Chekiang and Kiangsi were
transferred to this region.

The SMC (am) begin work in Tungehowfn
in iSSS, but no missionaries resided there until
1891. At a conference with I>r. Taylor at their
headquarters at Vnneheng, Shansi, in 1S94, »*

was decided that 10 fastens around Tungchowfn
should henceforth be regarded » the special
responsibility of this affiliated soeietv.

IW-A< m Work

HAWAII

SHANS1

1
AGE OF WORK

Pioneer Period—The tirst Protestant mis-

ftiaaaries on record to enter the province were

Messrs. F. W. Bailer and George King ci the

CIM. In 1S76, these two men made a 2 months'

trip into Shensi from Hankow. Soon after their

teturn Mr. King, accompanied by Mr. Budd and
"two Chinese Christian workers, started front

Shanghai for the northwest. Four other mis-

sionaries of the CIM, and fonr Chinese helpers,

-appointed to Shansi and Kansti, completed the

party. After 5 months' itineration in Shensi,

the two men mentioned above by name returned,

in order to complete plans for subsequent mis-

-Ksonety journeys. It was not, however, until

1879 tihat the first permanent mission station

uras opened by Mr. King at Hanchungfu, in

southern Shensi, at the headwaters of the Han
River. In 1S80, the first two single ladies

reached Shensi and began work in Hanchung-
ftt. Meanwhile Mr. and Mrs. King planned

*o continue their explorations westward into

Kansu. The death, however, during the following

X&IWAN
MMW Ml -** WM i,a
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V.—Mission Stations and Evangelistic Crntirs

The NMF fcra) opened Lungchikhai in 1903,

which city is still its headquarters and
only station. The NLF has one missionary at

Hinganfu, where work was established by this

Society in 1918.

The BMS undertook work in Sbeiisi at the

request of a group of former converts, who
had migrated hither from Shantung in 1890,

when Shensi officials were offering free land on
the Sian Plain to immigrants from other pro-

vinces, for the sake of repopulating the areas

devastated during the Mohammedan Rebellion.

One-half of these Christians were members of the

English Baptist Church in Shantung, and the

other haW of the Presbyterian, North. They
settled in villages near Sianfu, which then had
no resident foreign missionary. From one of

these villages called the "Gospel Village" an
earnest appeal was sent to the BMS forces in

the adjoining province for two missionaries.

In 1891 two men were sent from Taiyfianfu

(Shansi), and Sanyiianhsien became the first

BMS mission station in Shensi. The following

year Sianfu was also made a resident station.

Churches and schools rapidly sprang up aroufid

these centers, until in 1907 there were 720 com-
municants, and in 191S over 2,000 with 85
organized congregations.

The ABCFM has as yet appointed no foreign

missionaries to Shensi, preferring that the field

be worked by Chinese as more or less of a home
missionary movement. At the present time 28

evangelistic centers, with a Christian con-

stituency of ever i,ooo, are reported.

Effect of Boxer Uprising—Through the
intervention of Tuan Fang, then Acting Governor
of Shensi, all mission property was saved, and
all foreign missionaries and Chinese Christians,

both in Shensi and Kansn, were unmolested if

they remained, or permitted to make their escape

across the mountains to Hankow without peril

or loss of life.

Oldest Fields Compared—Compare this map
with Map II. It will be seen that the cities

first entered are located in the densest areas, and
that the hsiens adjacent to Hanchenghsicii

(SMC), Sanyiianhsien (BMS), and Hingping
(SAM), and occupied between 1S90 and 1900,

show the highest proportions of communicants
to population. Note this exception, however,

that Hanchungfu, the area opened earliest in the

lenthwest, does not make as good a showing in

this respect, nor in respect to the number of

evangelistic centers operated from this mis-

sionary residential center.

Note in the following table that only one
station was opened before 1880, namely Han-
chungfu ; also that the period of the greatest

advance in Christian occupation was 1891-1900,

when 18 new stations were opened in 17 cities.

Mission Stations Arranged Chronologicaixy

1H07- l*jl 1HS1- 1891- 1901- 1911-
1K60 1HX0 1890 1900 1910 1920

lfcljtlkt ...BMS ;{

Lutheran ... ...M.F 1

China Intan«l

Mission.. ...cm
NMF11
SAM i.

111?

IM)

I 8

H
1

8
SMC <( iMi 2 1 1

©th#r Societies ...AKM
AG
S1>A

.. YMt A
z
...

1

1

I

1

EXTENT OF EVANGELISM
Mission Stations and Residential Centers—Thirty-five mission stations

arc reported for Shensi. These stations are located in 30 cities. (Note
that Wnkang is omitted from the map). Around these mission stations

are scattered 248 centers of evangelistic endeavor. This is an average
of 7 evangelistic centers to each station, or the same as prevails in Chihli

province. Hinganfu and Sianfu are the only cities having representatives

of more than one society. (The figure "2" in the station symbol for Han-

chungfu on the map should be transferred to Hinganfu). The CIM and it*

affiliated societies report 27 of the 35 mission stations in the province. I»
point of nationality of mission personnel, 15 stations are American, 6 Con-
tinental, 3 British, and 11 International. Plans for opening a new station ia
Kwanyintang are reported by the NLF mission. Seven foreign residential

centers have single women missionaries only.

Centers of Evangelism—The CIM, together with those societies*

affiliated with it, report 133 evangelistic centers to their 27 mission stations,,

or 5 to 1. The BMS, on the other hand, reports 80 evangelistic center*

to their 3 mission stations, or 27 to 1, Note also that the ABCFM has
no mission station in the province, its 28 evangelistic centers being?

worked from Shansi and under the control of Chinese leaders. 'Whtir

comparing this map with Map III, note the large number of evangelistic

centers around Sanyiianhsien, in the BMS field northeast of Sianfu. Tbj»
is a thickly populated field, and one of the earliest opened.

NCMBER Of EvANGEUSTIC CENTERS TO EACH MISSION STATION

5 10 1H 20 28

BMS
SMC («

KAM <•

NMF U

AFM
S1»A

CIM
SI.F
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VI.

—

Distribution ot Workers
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Degree of Christian Occupation—The average number of sq.mi. per

evangelistic center for Shensi is very poor, being over 300. Fukien has

1 evangelistic center to every 40 sq.mi. The missions rank as follows

with regard to the avetage number of square miles and inhabitants per

evangelistic center

:

No. of Square Miles per Inhabitants per

Evangelistic Center Evangelistic Center

(Average 303) {Average 37»ooo)

SMC (cm) ,. 75 2I>°°°

BMS - 255 23,000

SAM (cm) , 323 43.«»
NMF (cim) 375 52.000

ABCFM . 3S6 30.000

NLF 450 140,000

CIM 1.482 165,000

Note the few CIM evangelistic centers compared with the large

amount of territory claimed , however, the number of inhabitants is not

proportionately larger, which means that great stretches of this territory

are mountainous and sparsely populated. In Table III, Columns 1 and

a, both the BMS and CIM report fewer evangelistic centers than organized

congregations. This is due to the fact that a few larger cities, where

several organized congregations, are reported as single evangelistic

centers.

Reasons for Present Inadequate Occupation—Ot the 5 correspondents

who have given reasons for the inadequate occupation of their fields, 2

mention insufficiency of staff both foreign and native; a third specially

emphasizes the lack of native workers; two sug-

gest shortage of funds. Three of these re-

ports mention, as a second reason, the political

unrest of recent years. Difficulties in travel,

and the sparseness of population in mountainous

regions, also have been repeatedly referred to.

The CIM correspondent mentions the growing

influence and membership of the Roman Catholic

Church, in practically every city and market

town throughout the Hancheng Prefecture. An
ABCFM correspondent cites the lack of women

workers as their most serious handicap, both in

Shensi and Shansi.

Roman Catholic Mission Work—The Roman

Catholic Church began missionary work iu

Shensi in 1625. At present a force of 28 foreign

priests, 38 foreign nuns, 38 Chinese priests, and

about 49,000 Christians are reported. This church

constituency worships in over 300 churches and

chapels located in 149 centers.

FULL-TIME CHRISTIAN WORKERS

Distribution of Missionaries—A Iota) of 126

foreign missionaries reside in 33 residential

centers. Of this number, one-third live in Sian-

fu leaving an average of 3 in the remaining 29

centers. Over one-third of the entire force are

members of the SAM society, 47 in 14 centers;

about one-fourth are BMS missionaries, 31 in 3

centers.

The average number of missionaries per

million inhabitants for the province is 14- The

NMF leads with 19, followed by the BMS with

17, the SAM and SMC each with 15, and the

CIM with 12. The average number of mission-

aries per 1,000 communicants is 18, the NMF
heading the list with 44. Then follow in order

the CIM with 41, SAM 17, BMS 16, and SMC
13. Single women constitute one-fourth of the

total foreign force. Seven centers are worked

entirely by unmarried women. Forty-five per

cent of the male force are ordained.

Chinese Force and Its Distribution—The

Chinese force exceeds the foreign force by 3.3

to 1. Among the provinces, Fukien ranks first

with 7.9 to 1. Eighteen per cent of the Chinese

paid workers live in the 5 cities of 80,000 in-

habitants and over. Over, 55 per cent reside

outside the missionary residential centers. In

addition to 421 employed full-time workers, 107

voluntary workers are reported. Note the small

number of paid workers in southwest Shensi, in

the CIM field around Hanchungfu.

Classification of Chinese Workers—Note the

relatively large number of Chinese workers

engaged in evangelistic work (Table II). The

average for the province is 63 per cent evangel-

istic, 33 per cent educational, and 4 per cent

medical. All missions except the BMS report a

larger number of full-time evangelists than of

educational workers. The ABCFM and NMF
report no full-time paid workers in educational

work. Of the entire force, 83 per cent are men.

Church Supervision—Six. ordained Chinese

men are reported for a total Christian constituency of 12,000. Four of

these have been ordained by the BMS. This means an average for the

province of one ordained man for more than 1,000 communicants.

Employed Chinese Workers
per 1,000 Communicants

(Average for Province, 60)

ABCFM 92

NMF (cm) 77

BMS - 70

SMC (CIM) 60

SAM (CIM) 50

CIM 16

Employed Chinese Workers
per 1,000,000 Inhabitants

(Average for Province, 47)

BMS 74

SMC (cim) 72

SAM (CIM) 43

NMF (cim) 33

ABCFM 27

CIM 4

Training Schools for Workers—Three institutions are given for Shensi

on the CCEA fist of Bible training schools : the Baptist Theological School,

BMS, and the Bible Training School of the SAM(cim), berth in Sianfu
;
and

the Woman's Bible Training School, SAM(cim), in Hingping.

COMMUNICANT CHRISTIANS

General Summary—Shensi reports a total of 7.081 communicant church

members, 64 per cent of whom are men. This means an average of 29

communicants to each evangelistk: center, and represents an 80 per cent

increase over the total number of enroled Christians reported for all mis-

sions in 1915. The Roman Catholic Church reports a follow-ag of 48,948

church members, or almost seven times the Protestant membership. Papal
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VII.—Distribution of Communicants Membership by Denominations—The CIM
and its affiliated missions claim 63 per cent of"

the total church membership within Shensi, the-

SAM representing more than half this number,

or 38 per cent. The BMS follows with 28 per

cent. The ABCFM which commenced work in

northern Shensi as late as 1914 is reported to have

little over 3 per cent. The communicants still

unaccounted for above are members of either

the AFM, NLF, or SDA congregations.

Degree of Literacy—Thirty-nine per cent of

the men and 68 per cent of the women*,

who were full members of the church in

191S, were then reported as being illiterate, ac-

cording to the definition of literacy adopted by

the Survey Committee. The BMS appears to have-

the largest proportion of educated Christians.

Church Organizations—A total of 170 organi-

zed congregations are mentioned, 63 having been

formed during the last 3 years, 1916 to 1919.

Note that in the case of the BMS and CIM, the

number of organized congregations exceeds the

number of evangelistic centers. This is un-

doubtedly due to the fact that correspondents,

have reported several organized congregations^

VIII.

—

Communicants per 10,000 Population

— rts natulan twwun <

emissaries from Rome entered the province in

1625.

Distribution of Protestant Church Members—
Compare this map with Map V. Note that there

are comparatively few Christians in the west-

central district along the upper waters of the

Wei Kiver {SAM field), although mission stations

in this area were opened several years before 1900,

On the other hand, reference to Map II shows
that this region supports a very small popula-

tion.

Note also the district around Hinganfu in the

southeast, which although opened before 1900

reports only 13 communicants. It is estimated

that about 15 per cent of the total church mem-
bership are found in cities over 50,000 in-

habitants, the CIM reporting as high as 40 per

cent. One correspondent mentions that entrance

into any of the cities in Shensi before the Boxer

Uprising was extremely difficult, and that until

then evangelistic work was restricted to villages

and small market towns. Since 1900, more

emphasis has been placed on city work.
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I.—Force at>Work Foreign

Name of Society

BMS
SAM i cis

SMC /fix

ABCFM
VMCA
8DA
cm
SMF'.M
AFM
sr.F

CBlimSZ ANT3 FOREtGX WORKERS COMPARED
25 25 50 75 100 IS

Foreign Workers
Chinese Evaj5a*<eH&tk- Werners
CbSuese EdHaMi»o»I Workers,

Grand Total 2*

... BMS
... ABCFM

XA&enB ... ... •-• KLF
Iatad Mission CIM

2SMF (en*)

Other Societies

SAM (C3M»

SMC (cm)
... AFM
AG
SDA
YMCA

1 32 S3 73 126

NCMB8R OF COMMCXICAXTS AND MISSION PRIMARY STCDESTS COMPARED
5X> 1.000 1.500 2.000 2.500

BMS

smc tea

cm
ABCFM

sr>A

AFM

SMF (a

XLF

YMCA

WVA^WygJAWWVW»
^vwwvww

•SEJ Commnnieaats
CZJ Mission Prinmrv

Ooogieg»ti<Hia)

l»otljers,n ...

-Chin* Inland Mission

Oilier Societies

II.—Force at Work -Chinese

Society X 1 1- ~ 4 |

1 2 ' 3 4 5 6 7

s

9 10 11 12 13 14

x 3

IS 16

Grand Total ... 6 216 46 268 115 26 141 3 ... 2 7 12 421 107 83 3 3

BMS » «* « 5'

ABCFM - 21 21

KLF — 3

CIM — 6 --- 6

SMFicui) ;
— 5 a 7

SAM (CM) 1 89 80 110

SMC (CM) - 3J 18 47

AFM — -5 ••• 5

AG § - -
SDA 14-'.
YMCA - 8 5

62 10 72

89 •"> 85
1* 7 25
1 ... 1

8 2
14 ... 14

8 ... 8 7 11

1 1

140

135
72

6

t>

19

62

4.5

"75% ft. 4

2.5i

4.«

14XH£ 3.0

4.5
100**, •:*.">
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III.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian Community
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IX.—Mission Schools venter which possibly might see a churdr
established some day. In this older field there

are now churches every five to ten li from one-

another. I speak of this that yon may see oar

policy means intensive work rather than exten-

sive alone, as might appear from merely glancing

at this newer field in Shensi."

**In the second place we have set apart one-

section of the North Shensi district, not planning

to start work in it with mission funds bnt in

the hope that it might become a definite Home
Missionary field for the older chnrches here

about Fcnchow. This section includes three

hsiens in which the population is very sparse.

Perhaps I should say, too, that in the part

where we have akeady opened work, there are

sections of considerable extent in the mountains
where one travels for a hundred or two hundred
B at a stretch before he finds a village of more
than ten or fifteen families." On the map these

sections will always appear unoccupied because

in reality there is little there to be occupied.

"In 1917 we prepared a list of centers in our

Shensi district in which chnrches should be
opened within the next ten years. The names of

twelve centers still remain on that list. The

X.

—

Gavmsmsm Schools

for a city which they may have entered as a

single evangelistic center.

Unique Intensive Policy and Self-Support—

The following extract from a letter will indicate

the general policy of the ABCFM in the extreme

north of the province : "Our work opened in

December 1914, and hence has had less than 5
years of development. During this time, we have
opened 28 evangelistic centers with resident

preachers who are theological or Bible school

graduates in each instance, and we plan to open
further centers as rapidly as we can manage
them efficiently. These centers are selected for

their strategic importance and location for

reaching the surrounding country. Our definite

policy has been to establish, with mission funds,

churches about thirty miles apart, more or less,

according to the location of centers of importance,
and then expect the churches we build up in

these places to meet the need in the villages and
towns between in Home Missionary effort. This
policy has been carried out for ten years in our
older field about Fenchow, Shansi (see Map V
of Shansi). This field, as may be seen, is pretty
thoroughly covered, there being but one more
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opening of these centers will, in our estimation, adequately occupy the

field aside from the portion mentioned above as specially reserved

lor Home Missionary effort. I am convinced, that so far as the three

provinces of Chihli, Shansi, and Shensi at least are concerned, there is

no portion of North China which is today moving more rapidly toward

self-support and a self-propagating church than is the section of North

Shensi which happens to fall within the borders of our fields."

Home Missionary Fields—Besides the area reserved by the ABCFM
in northern Shensi and referred to above, special mention should be made

her* of the Home Missionary activity of the Chung Hua Sheng Kung
Hui in a field southwest of Siaufu. Here a Chinese employed force

of six was at work when Survey statistics were being collected. One

preaching hall, a Christian constituency of 14, and a higher elementary

school with 40 students were also reported.

COMMUNICANTS PER 10,000 POPULATION

General Impressions—The average number of communicants for

Shensi pro rata to population is the same as the average for all China,

namely 7.8 communicants per 10,000 inhabitants. Szechwan reports the

lowest proportion, 2 per 10,000, and Fukien the highest, aa.6 per 10,000.

One person in every 1,283 in Shensi is a member of some Protestant

Church. This is slightly better than the proportion reported for Shans 5 .

Brightest Areas—The 3 hsaens appearing brightest on the accompany-

ing map are in Kwanchung-tao in the Wei River valley. These hsieus each

record over 50 communicants per 10,000 inhabitants. Work here was

begun before 1500.

Black Areas—Changan-hsien, in which Sian*

fu is located, reported only 13 chuTch members

in every 10,000 inhabitants. This is surprising

and impressive when the Christian occupation

of large cities is considered. The territory

shaded black around Hinganra in the CTM and

NLF fields also attracts attention because of its

slow development.

AH the black areas on the accompanying

map are claimed by one or more missions as

fields where they are aheady at work or for

which they regard themselves as responsible.

Few of these areas, however, reported evangelistic

centers in 1918. The country is sparsely settled,

and villages are widely separated. Forty-one

hsiens in Shensi report fcss than one Christian

per thousand inhabitants each, and 30 other

hsiens report no communicants whatever.

MISSION SCHOOLS
Elementary Education—Shensi is poorly

supplied with mission primary schools. Many
evangelistic centers are without Christian

educational facilities. A total of 1,949 lower

primary and 274 higher primary students are

reported, eight out of every ten being boys.

Only Kansu, Kwangsi, Kweichow, and Yunnan
report fewer primary students. The tack of

emphasis on mission primary education through-

out Shensi is made more striking bv' the fact

that, with a Christian constituency of i2,2S7i

Shensi still reports only 2,246 under Christian

instruction. A study of the Hsien Table for

Shensi (Appendix A) shows further that there

are 62 hsiens with an aggregate of 66 evangelist c

centers which as yet report no mission pr.mary

schools. Note that the ABCFM with 28

evangelistic centers and a Christian constituency

of over 1,000 reported no mission lower primary

schools, when the Survey data was being col-

lected. It must be remembered, however, that

this area has been opened only recently and

work is wholly under Chinese supervision. A
glance at Table IV shows that the C1M reports

only one primary school as against 8 mission

stations and a communicant membership exceed-

ing 500. The accompanying map credits the

entire territory south of the Tsinling mountain

range with only one lower primary school.

Higher Primary Schools—Nine higher

primary schools are listed for Shensi, 4 of these

being reported by the BMS. An average of only

14 out of every 100 lower primary students

continue work in higher primary schools. The

YMCA, BMS, SMC and CIM are the only

societies with higher primary students. Almost

two-thirds of these students are in YMCA
schools. Only Kweichow and Yunnan rank

lower than Shensi in the proportion between

mission primary students and communicants.

The average for Shensi is 32 primary students to

100 communicants, while that for all China is 53.

The BMS reports the highest proportion, 58

primary students per 100 communicants. The

SMC and SAM follow with 24 and 19 respectively.

Middle Schools—The BMS reports a middle school tat boys in Sianiu.

This school was offering three yeais of middle school work when the

Survey returns were received. No information regarding mission higher

educational institutions or normal schools in Shensi is at hand.

GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS

General Summary-According to the latest report of the Ministry of

Education, 1916, Shensi has a total of 120,715 government lower primary

and 7,^27 higher primarv students. This represents a larger total than

reported for Anhwei, Kiangsi or Fukien, not to mention Kwangsi, Kansu,

and Kweichow. Out of every 70 inhabitants in Shensi, one child is enrolled

in a Government primarv school. This represents a higher average in prcv

portion to the population than any of the coastal provinces except

ClrMi Government primary school facilities appear best in 8 hsiens

of Kwanchungtac, where the average ratio between primary students and

inhabitants is 3 to every 100. Out of the total primary school students

in the province onlv 1.6 per cent attend mission schools. Note <*a.

Sanvuan-hsieu, which" records more uussiou primary students »»
any other hsien except Changan, reports 20 per cent of all tne

primary students as enrolled in mission schools. Of the 3 lao«f^
Kwanchung-tao in the central part of the province is best supplied with

government primary education, 1S0 government primary students bemg

reported to every 10,000 inhabitants.

Middle Schools and Higher Education—Eleven middle schools, 7 01

wheh are in Sianfu, were reported by the Ministry of Educaton in 1918-

The icmainng 4 are located in Yulirfc, Fengsiangfu, Hancbungfu, and
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Hanganfu. In addition there are 3 normal schools, a of which are found
in Sianfu, one being for girls, and the third in Tungchowfu. A public law
school is reported for Sianfu.

HOSPITALS
As in Kansu so in Shensi medical work of a general nature has been

and is still being done acceptably by unprofessional missionaries in

connection with their evangelistic activities. Professional medical work
was fust begun in 1898, when Dr. Creasy Smith entered the province.

Shortly after, permanent quarters were secured In Sianfu and under the

leadership of Dr. Smith and Dr. Jenkins, medical missions came
to exert profound influence throughout the province. There are still

28 missionary residential centers in the province without modern hospital

facilities. The extreme northern and southern sections with approximately
four million people are at present without professional medical facilities.

Only 114 hospital beds are provided for the entire province, or an average

of 13 beds per million population. This is very low, only Kwangsi,
Kweichcw, and Yunnan reporting lower. The BMS is the only society

maintaining mission hospitals {Sianfu and Sanyttanhsien). The average in

this mission field is 60 beds per million inhabitants or one bed for every 170
square miles. There are 21 dispensaries in the province aside from those
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located on hospital premises. Fifteen of these are operated by the SAM
fens). Plans for building a modern hospital in Suitehchow within the next

5 years are reported by the ABCFM.
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SZECHWAN
I.

—

Hsien* Boundaries

HS1EN BOUNDARIES
Political Divisions—Szechwan is the largest and one of the most

interesting provinces in China, due chiefly to the fact that it is situated in

the extreme west with lofty mountain ranges along its western frontier,

and that the journey to Szechwan through the upper Yangtze is marked

by such difficulty and grandeur.

The name Saefawan according to some authorities signifies "four

rivers," and refers to the Kialing, Chung, Min, and Yalung. These four

livers, with the Yangtze, the mountain masses, the Red Basis, and the

Chengta Plain, constitute the principal geographieal features of the

province.

,

Until recently the extreme westers boundary of Szechwan extended

some 30 miles west of Batang. As then constituted the area of the province

*xceeded 200,00c sq.mi, (218,533^ being greater in extent than France and

exceeded by only one state in the D. S. A., namely, Texas. In the third

year of the Republic the western boundary of Szechwan was moved east-

ward until it now rnns in the form of an arch with the concave side

pointing westward and the line itself passing midway between Yacbowfu

and Tatsitnla. The district west of this new boundary is now a "special

administrative distrct' of the Chinese Republic called "Chwanpien," and

formerly embraced two tao (Pientung and Piensi) together with a small

porton of what previously was included under Tibet. Chwanpien is sub-

divided into 33 hsiens. North of Chwanpien and west of Kansu is the

district known as Kokonor, or Tsinghai. Both of these dstricts axe

Tibetan in phvsical characteristics, racial affinities, and religion. Just

west of Chwanpien and Kokonor is Tibet proper. The area of Szechwan

as constituted since 191 "? is approximately 160,000 sq.mi. The capital of the

nrovince is Chengtu. Chungking situated 1,550 **"*« foam ** n**1* °*

the Yan«tze is the only txeatv port. A Japanese concession exists on the

south bank of the river below the city. Wanhsien, situated on the Yangtze

about half way between Ichang and Chungking, was formally opened to

foreign trade in 1917.

Physical Feaiwres—Szechwan is bound in on all sides by mountains.

There are few passages on the west and north from Szechwan into Tibet

and Eansu. The Yangtze because of its rapids is a difficult means of

ingress on the east. The three most important phystcal features of tee

province are its mountains, its rivers, and its large central plain, rae

mountain masses att divided by Richard into three groups. The first is a
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series of high plateaus in the west, rising step by step to the Tibetan table-

lands. Some of the mountains attain a height of anywhere from 16,000 to

19,000 feet. They extend eastward as far as the Min River and are charac-

terized by deep gorges. The main road into Tibet extending from Tatsienlu

via Batang and on into Lhasa crosses this gronp of mountains and high

tablelands. The next group of mountains is in the north of Szechwan

separating the province from Kansu, Shensi, and Hupeh. In the north the

average elevation exceeds 8,000 feet. In the east the average height is not

much above 6,000. The third group of mountains lies in the northeast of

the province and reaches south to the Yangtze. The principal river in the

province is tha Yangtze. From its source in Tibet the principal direction

of its course is south until latitude 26.5 north in Yunnan province is

reached. From there its general direction is northeast. In its upper

reaches it is known as "the river of golden sand." Its principal affluents

are the four rivers after which the province is probably named.

Eastern Szechwan consists of a great plateau of red sandstone which

slopes toward the east and southeast. This originally was thought to form

the bottom of a great inland sea, but recently it is regarded as having

more likely been formed by the gradual accumulation of soil carried down

from the mountains by the numerous streams flowing through it. The

plateau is broken up by hills and plateaus the largest being the Chengtu

Plain measuring some 40 by 90 miles. This plain is one of the wealthiest

and most densely populated regions in China. It is remarkably pro-

ductive, every available square foot being under cultivation. One

authority states : "The Chengtu Plain has an irrigation system, which,

according to Chinese history, dates from the third century before the

Christian era. At Kwanhsien the Sungpan River debouches from the

mountains, and divides its waters among the many channels which cross

the plain from the northwest to the southeast. Here the streams converge

to form the Min River, which empties into the Yangtze at Suifu. These

streams have been supplemented by a multitude of canals whereby an

almost perfect distribution of water throughout the whole plain has been

effected." Of this system of irrigation Richthofen states that it is

probably not excelled in perfection anywhere. Richard says of this plain,

"Few regions can compare with it in wealth and prosperity, the density of

of its population, and the perfection of its irrigation system. It com-

prises no less than 18 hsiens, most of which are very populous. Its

population is reckoned at about 5,000,000."

A certain amount of work to improve navigation has already been

done on the upper Yangtze, and on several of the worst rapids more is

being planned. Mi. Omei which lies west of Kiatingfu is a pi3grimage

resort for Buddhists. The country is exceedingly beautiful and well

wooded, and a large number of magnificent temples have been erected on

the mountain sides.

Climate—There are no extremes of climate in Szechwan. In the

valleys and plains of the Red Basin the temperature in summer rarely

exceeds ioo° F. In winter the mercury seldom falls below 35*, and

frost is exceedingly rare. The rainy season occurs during the summer

when the humidity is the highest. In spring and autumn sudden and

marked changes are frequent, and sunshine is rare. In the winter months

a mist hangs over the country preventing surface evaporation.

Economic Conditions—Agriculture is the principal occupation of the

people; rice is the most important crop. Other crops of less importance

are wheat, rape, beans, sweet potatoes, maize, hemp, tobacco, and sugar-

cane. Primitive farming methods still prevail. Land holdings arc

invariably small.

Among the industries are silk-reeling and weaving, cotton-cloth

weaving, extraction of brine from wells, and paper manufacture. Looms
for cotton-cloth weaving are found everywhere in the province and

especially in the Suining and Tungchwan districts. The salt wels of

Szechwan are famous. In 1918 the number of salt wells in operation at

Tzeliutsing was 1,182, and the salt produced amounted to over 212,000

tons. Other salt producing centers are Kiatingfu and Paoning. A
number of match factories are distributed over the province. The mineral

wealth of Szechwan is confined chiefly to the region west of the Min River

and in the Red Basin. Coal is widely distributed, although in many
places, of poor quality. The mining of coal and iron is limited to the

demands of the local market. The chief factors militating against mineral

development may be briefly stated as follows : the present mining
legulations, which are regarded as burdensome and a serious obstacle to

the growth of this industry; the inaccessibility of this rich mineral area;

and the serious difficulties of transportation. In addition this region is

largely inhabited by Tibetans, Lolo, and other tribes, who are jealous of

encroaching Chinese authority.

Chengtu enjoys comparatively little trade with the outside world due to

the difficulties in communication. Tatsienlu, just across the new western

border, is the chief center of trade between Szechwan and Tibet, the chief

exports passing through this city being wool, skins, furs, musk, and

gold. Chungking is the main business city in eastern Szechwan, and the

principal export and import center in the province. The uncertain

political conditions have seriously effected the economic situation and

have hindered every form of activity. Troops of other provinces have

lived on the*"country, and the whole province has been overrun by armed
bandits, who infest the waterways and commit depredations of every

description. Boats loaded with cargo are an easy prey. Such conditions

have raised the price of all commodities, and the cost of living has been

increased by at least ico per cent.

Language and People—The great majority of the people of Szechwan
are Chinese and western Mandarin is the prevailing language. Many of

these Chinese have immigrated from other provinces. The physical

features of the Chinese vary, due to the close contact of the people with
surrounding races. Some Chinese are of the Mongol type, others are of

the Burmese. Tribes known as Sifan (*jg#) inhabit the extreme northwest

and are governed by Chinese officials. Tibetans with their lamas ami

monasteries are extensively scattered throughout the extreme west Politic

cally and religiously the faces of the people are turned not toward Peking-

1 ut toward Lhasa. In the southwest there are a number of aboriginal tribes

which claim to belong to an independent race and are called Mantze-

m^.)ar Lolo (Sff}. The language in the Szechwan Alps is therefore

non-Chinese. Everywhere else Mandarin is spoken With a noticeable

clearness of enunciation.

Roads—Travel is on foot, on horseback, by chair or boat. There are-

no carts or cart-roads in Szechwan. "Wheel-banows are used on the

Chengtu Plain and plateau areas. Between Ichang and Chungking the

eor.ntry is mountainous, £nd the overland road little used.

The main roads in Szechwan are generally paved with flagstones, lal<*

crossways. Some important roads are as much as 5 feet wide. Over the

ever-recurring hills in this province these flagstones are arranged in steps,,

which, owing to the steep slopes of many hills, make a far more satis-
\

factory road for the traffic than an even-surfaced one. As is to be ex»

peered from the nature of the roads, no vehicles are in use. Pack animals,,

both ponies and mules, are used to some extent. Travelling is done irr

sedan chairs, carried by two to four coolies who travel about 30 miles-

per day.

From Chungking to Chengtu is a journey of ten stages over a roadf

much travelled. Formerly it was well paved, but since 1911 has fallen

int--- disrepair. From Wanhsien to Chengtu is 14 stages ; from Chungking to

Kiatingfu is 9 stages. This road runs via the great salt-welli district of

Tzeliutsing. Chengtu to Kiatingfu covers 4 short stages. From either

Kiatingfu or Chengtu to Yachowfu is 4 stages; Yachowfu to Tatsienlu $;

stages over a road extremely mountainous. From Tatsienlu to Batang it-

18 stages. The road is precipitous in parts and very mountainous through-

out. Chengtu to Paoning is 8 stages, the road being partly paved and much
iTavetled.

Waterways—River traffic through the province is unceasing. From*

the end of April to the middle of December steam travel is possible on the-

Yangtze as far as Suifu, and at high flood even to Kiatingfu, 100 miles-

further north. Three principal branches of the Yangtze flowing frotrt

north to south, and one from south to north, carry a heavy junk traffic.

For the up-river journey from Ichang, junks are hauled by trackers and*

from 30 to 50 days are required. The trip from Chungking to Cbengtus

by smaller boats called 'wupans' requires about 30 dayf . while the return-

journey can be made in a week or 10 days.

Railtoads—There are no railroads in operation or under construction-

in Szechwan. Several very important lines are proposed, (i) Hankow-

Szechwan Railway. An official survey of this line was completed in 1915.

The lint extends from Hankow (Hupeh) via Ichang and enters Szechwan'

in the vicinity of Kweichowfu. (2) Tatungfu-Chengtu Railway. This;

railroad will extend from Chengtu northeastward, and at Tatungfu

(Shansi) will connect with the Peking-Kalgan Railway. The approximate-

length of this road wil be 960 miles. {3) Yamchow-Chungking Railway-

This line will extend from Yamchow in Kwangtung through Kwangsi. via

Nanning and Poseh to Yunnanfu, thence to Chungking where it wilf

connect with an extension of the Hankow-Szechwan line. The-

approximate length of this line will be 1,000 m'les. (4) The Yunnan-
Szechwan Railway extending from YGnnanfu to Chengtu via Suifu. Of
these four the most urgent and essential line for the needs of West Chinai

is very plainly the Haukow-Szechwan Railway.

Postal and Telegraph Facilities—The Chinese Post Office providea-

excelfent postal facilities throughout Szechwan. In 1919, 135 postal"

offices of various grades and 637 postal agencies were reported by the Post

Office authorities. This represents an increase of 8 offices and 40 postal1

agencies since 1918. Approximately as much mail matter is dealt with
annually in Szechwan as is handled in the two provinces of Fukien and"

Honan combined. Chengtu has 7 local deliveries and 24 express letter

deliveries per day.

Telegraph service throughout the province is furnished by the Chinese
Telegraph Administration, with 40 stations in operation. There are 2

lines running east from Chungking into Hupeh, 2 south into Kweichow
from Chungking, and 2 from Chungking to Chengtu, one by way of
Luchow and another by way of Suifu. From Chengtu there is a line-

running west via Yachowfu and Tatsienlu to Batang with a branch to-

Ningyuanfu. There is ateo a line connecting Chengtu with Peking via

the province of Shensi.

Christian Occupation by Hsiens—All hsiens in Szechwan are claimed"

by Protestant Christian missions. Only 11 out of the 146 have more than-

1 society at work within their borders. Two societies cooperate in 10

hsiens, 3 in 1, and 5 or more societies cooperate in the 2 cities of Chengtu
and Chungking. Twenty-nine hsiens, although claimed, report no-

Christian work ; 21 hsiens with one or more evangelistic centers report no
communicants. Most of these hsiens are churned by the ABF and the

CIM. Undoubtedly this absence of figures is due to the work within then*

being included with that of adjoining hsiens. About one-half of the hsienS

of Szechwan report mission lower primary schools and one sixth higher

primarv.

DENSITY OF POPULATION
Various Estimates—The population of Szechwan is probably over j-

50,000,000 and under 70,000,000. This is commonly accepted among both

missionaries and government officiate. Reference to the various estimates

published during the last 50 years reveals a wide variation. The lowest-

estimate ever given is that of the Minchengpu Census, 1910, namely
23,000,000. Sir A. Hosie's estimate of 45,000,000 (in 1904} is also regarded

as too conservative. In 1885, the Maritime Customs* Report quoted
71,248,6c*. Richard in his "Comprehensive Geography of the Chinese
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Empire" gives 68,724,800. The Census by Households made in 1910 places

the population of the province at 54,505,600. The estimates supplied to

the Survey Committee by provincial officials in 191S total 61,444,699.

The Post Office obtained population figures for each hsien in the province

daring 1919. These total 49,782,810 for the province. For the purposes

of this Survey the estimates suppled to the CCC have been accepted.
' This fixes the density of the province at 584 persons per square mik.

Roughly speaking, Szechwan has almost eight times the population of

Belgium, and twice the population of France.

Population estimates for the hsiens in Szechwan, as they appear in

the Hsien Table, Appendix A, are those supplied by the provincial

officials to the Survey Committee. A comparison between these figures

and the figures obtained through the Post Office Census reveals the

greatest difference in the case of the following hsiens : Kintang, Pahsien

(Chungking^, Fengtu, Kiangtsing, Kienwei, Pachung, Changshow, Wan-
hsien, and Xankiang.

Densest A teas—The great mass of people in S*echw«a live east of the

Min River in the area known as the Red Basin. In this section the average

density frequently exceeds 500 per sq.mi., and in the Chengtu Plain

approaches 1,500. Western Szechwan is sparsely populated; also certain

areas in the north and extreme southwest. Note on the accompanying

map the large circle indicating 500,000 inhabitants directly south of

Chengtu. This represents the great industrial center Tzeliutsing, which

extends over an area of 60 sq.mi. The most populous part of the province

is the Chengtu Plain, which owing to its system of irrigation is par ex-

cellence the garden of Szechwan. One authority estimated in 1904 that

the Chengtu Plain had no fewer than 1,700 persons to each sq.mi.

Large Ctiies—Szechwan has 2 cities with populations of or exceeding

500,000 : Chungking 660,000, and Chengtu 500,000. The Survey Com-

mittee has received names of six cities in the province with populations of

100,000 or thereabouts : Wenhsien 150,000, Snifu 125,000, Luchow

125,000, Shanking 120,000, Fowchow 100,000, and Hochow 100,000. In

addition estimates have been received of nine cities which range between

50,000 and 100,000, and the names of ten cities with populations somewhere

between 20,000 and 50,000. Approximately 90 per cent of the inhabitants

of Szechwan live in cities and villages under 20,000 and in rural districts.

Christkn Population—Out of an aggregate of 6r,445 small dots, each

representing 1,000 inhabitants, 13 of the smallest size indicate the Pro-

testant Church membership and T44 that of the Roman Catholic Church.

PROTESTANT MISSION FIELDS

General Sim»wry--Szechwan is divided among 6 Protestant societies

with a very small amount of overlapping. The fields of the DFMB and HF
are included in the field of the C1M with which these missions are

affiliated. Activities of the YMCA and YWCA are limited to the cities of

Chengtu and Chungking. These four societies, therefore, in addition to

the three Bible societies, the independent missionary workers at Kwei-

chowfu, and the SDA, are without field delimitations on the accompanying
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map. As Szechwan is constituted at present, the field of the FCMS with

its center at Batang falls outside the western boundary and belongs in-

stead to the "special territory" of Chwanpien.
Extent of Atta Claimed—targe stretches of territory which appear on

the accompanying map as the special responsibility of the various missions

are unworked at present, and the missionaries frankly say that this

territory is so great in extent and the forces and funds of the missions so

limited, that little hope may be entertained for their adequate occupation

fee a considerable time to come. In other words, the areas allotted to the

various missions represent the territory for which they severally

regard themselves at the present time responsible and not in any sense

as areas which they are adequately working. If this fact be kept in mind,

we may veuttwe the following comparison. The field of the CIM extends

approximately over 52,000 sq.mi. (embracing about one-third of the

province) ; the CMS 30,000 sq.mi. (less than one-fifth) ; the ABF 39,000

sq.mi. {approximately one-fourth); the MCC 20,000 sq.mi. (one-eighth);

the MEFB 9,600 sq.mi. (one-sixteenth) ; and the FFMA 6,000 sq.mi. (one-

twenty-fifth). It we think of the mission fields of Szechwan in terms of

Church areas, then we find the Anglican Church serving approximately 50
per cent of the province, the Methodist 20 per cent, Baptist 25 per cent, and
the Friends 4 per cent. In arriving at these percentages the field of the

CIM in eastern Szechwan has been accepted as Anglican in organization

and administration. Compare this map with Map II. The approximate
populations of the various fields are as follows: CIM 25,000,000; MCC

the above map should tend MCC.

11,000,000; MEFB 9,000,000; ABF 6,000,000; CMS 5,000,000; and FFMA
5,000,000. The Anglican Church faces reponsibility for approximately one-

half of the inhabitants of the province, and the Methodist Church for

one-third.

Nationality of Mission Societies—Two of the 6 large societies with
mission fields shown on the accompanying map are American (MEFB and
ABF), 3 are British (CMS, FMMA, and MCC), and 1 International (CIM).

The last society, while International when considered in China as a

whole, is largely British in the nationality of its missionary personnel

throughout Szechwan. Considerably less than one-third of the province

is being worked by American missionary societies.

Overlapping Areas—There is very little overlapping of mission fields

in Szechwan, the only important instance being in the central part of

the province east of Chengtu between the MEFB and FMMA.
Unoccupied Areas—Szechwan has areas of vast extent which as yet

arc relatively unoccupied by Protestant missions. If one compares the

accompanying map with Maps V and VII this fact becomes very evident*

Almost one-half oi the province is still 30 li or more beyond any evangelistic

center. There is only 1 Christian in Szechwan to every 5,000 inhabitants.

Comity Agreements—In January, 1899, a Protestant missionary co*
ference was held at Chungking which 80 missionaries attended represent-

ing 8 missions and 3 Bibfe societies. One of the results of this con*

ference, whfch has proved permanent and most beneficial, ha* been the

formation of an Advisory Board for West China, which undertook as on®
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-cf its first tasks the delimitation of the fields of the various missions.

This has resulted m the most cordial and harmonious relationships ever

since, end has made the application of the principles of comity, as these

affect even,- phase of missionary propaganda and church development,

natural and easy. The question of territorial responsibilty is accordingly

closed except as individual missions feel their inability to meet the

challenge of such large areas and independently consider the relinquishing

of territory and the advisibility of inviting other societies to help with

the work. A case in point is the present pos'tion of the ABF mission

regarding its large triangular field in the southwestern part of the

province. Chengtu and Chungking are indicated on the accompanying

map as mission fields common to all societies.

AGE OF WORK
Five Periods of Mission Work—The history of the Protestant Christian

occupation of Szechwan has been divided by Mr. Joshua Vale into five

distinct periods as follows : Prospecting Period (1868-1877) ; Pioneer

Period (1878-1886); Progressive Period : Opposition Period

<i$96-i898~t9oo) ; and Popular Period (loor-iQ-'i).

{1} Prospering Period (1868-187;}—The first Protestant missionaries

to visit Szechwan were Dr. Griffith John of the IMS and Mr. Wylie of

the BFBS. These men travelled widely throughout the province, v sited

many important cities including Chengtu, and after their return awakened

considerable interest in this vast unopened field, both among missionaries

in China and in the representative churches at home. In 1877 Rev. John

M'Carthv cf ihc- CIS! travelled overland from VVanhsien to Chungking,

where he rented premises for the CIM.

{2) Pioneer Period (1878-18861—During this period a strong CIM

force entered the province. In 18S1 this society opened the capital city,

Chcjgtu, Paoning and Pachow were occupied by the workers of the

same mission in 1886-1S87 after considerable difficulty. In the same year

that Chengtu was entered by the CIM, the West China Conference of the

MEFB was inaugurated and Chungking chosen as the headquarters of

the mission. Here, towards the end of the year, Rev. L. N- Wheeler,

D.D. and wife, with Rev. Spencer Lewis and wife, began work in rented

Chinese quarters. Miss Francis Wheeler was soon appointed as represent-

ing the Women's Foreign Missionary Society, and a strong work for

women was begun. In three years, Dr. Wheeler was forced to return

to America because of failing health, and Dr. F. D. Gamewell was trans-

ferred from North China and appointed Superintendent for West China.

The Chungking Rict of iS36 serionslv interrupted all mission activity.

During this pioneer period the field of the CIM was divided at the KiaHng

River into two distinct parts, the "East Szechwan" branch working on dis-

tinctively Church of England lines, and the "West Szechwan" branch

following Free Church lines.
-

_

(3) Progressive Period I 1887-1895)—After the settlement of the Chung-

kin^ Riot and the reestablishment of mission work in that city, a period

of unprecedented prosperity set in. Three probable reasons are ^v<£n
[

<i> the faithful and persistent work of the pioneers; (3) the wide-spread

and systematic itineration which followed the riot; and (3) the semi-

awakeming of the people. During this period 5 large missionary socetiea
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began work in Szeehwan. In 1SS8, twenty years after Dr. Griffith John
.visited the province, the LMS began permanent work in Chungking. In

so years this society reported over 600 communicants. In 1919 the I>MS
transferred its work to the MCC and withdrew from the province.. In 1890,

the ABF entered Suifu and 4 years later Kiatingfu and Yaehowfu. Messrs.

W. M. Cpcraft ard Geo. Warner were the pioneers in 1S89, followed two
jears Later by Mrs. Warner and Mr. and Mrs. R. Wellwood. In 1890,

the FFMA also began work in Chungking after being driven from Tang-
chwan. The second station was opened for 7 years, during which time

the foreign force was gradually strengthened, educational work developed,

and extensive itineration carried on. Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Davidson were
the pioneers of the FFMA in this field. In 1888, Mr. Horsburgh of the

CMS made an extended tour of the province of Szeehwan. The result

of his enquiries revealed the great untouched field in the northern part

«f the Szeehwan plain and among the Mant/t tribes of the northwest.

In the spring of 1S92, a party under the leadership of Mr. Horsburgh
reached Szeehwan, and were distributed among the CIM stations to learn

the language and prepare for their work. The opposition of the people

made their efforts to establ
:sh permanent work unsuccessful until 1894

when foot-holds were obtained in Chungpa, Sintubsien, Mienchow, Mien-

chubsien, and Anhsien. Shihchuan was entered the following year. Work
was difficult during these years before the people became accustomed to

the foreigner. In 1895, Re%'. W.W. Cassels, the CIM Superintendent

ef the East S/.eebwan district, was consecrated first Bishop of the new
diocese of Western China. Before this date the work of the province was
nominally a part of the diocese of mid-China with episcopal superv sion

exercised by Bishop Moule.
In 1891, a p

:oneer part3' consisting of 8 members of the MCC arrived

in China. On account of the anti-foreign riots in the Yangtze valley, they

could not reach Szeehwan until February, 1892. Dr. V. C. Hart, D. D., was
the leader of the mission. Work was at once begun in Chengtn and later

;n Kiatingfu. During this period the MEFB extended its occupation to

the capital and to other cities near Chungking and on the great east road

toward Chengtn. The CIM also opened no less than 9 centers in varfc us

parts of the province. Many new out-stations weTe opened nnder the

leadership of native evangelists. A mission press was established in Kia-

tingfu by Dr. Hart.

(4) Opposition Period (1896-1898-1900)—The Yangtze valley riots of

189c threatened to spread to the west, and, although no disturbance actually

occurred, jet seeds of snsp:

eien and ill-feeling were sown which eventually

brought a direful harvest in 1895. The utter defeat of the Chinese in the

Chinese-Japanese War resulted in much anti-foreign feeling which, in 1895,

led to serious attacks on all the missions in many cities of the province.

Every mission compound in Chengtn, Protestant and Roman Catholic, was
looted and destroyed. Foreigners sought protection in the Yamen and one
month later reached Shanghai. After the settlement of these riots, work
ma- re-established although persistent rumours of anti-foreign feeling were
circulated. In 1898, riots again suddenly broke ont. The Chinese were
eager to attempt the destruction of mission property and the expulsion of

all foreigners. In 1899, during a very stormy period and just one year
before the Boxer Uprising, 1 Protestant Conference was held at Chungking
attended by some 80 missionaries. Three permanent results of this con-

ference are worthy of note : the establishment of the West China Missionary
News, the inauguration of the West China Tract Society, and the forma-.

ton of an Advisory Boaid for West China. In the summer of 1900,

although West China suffered little from the Boxer movement, alS mission-

aries of all societies -,rere compelled by consular orders to vacate their

stations and flee to the coast.

{5) Popular Period (1901-1921)—On the return of the missionar'es to

their respective stations during the early part of 1901
1
they found in many

places, especially in the western part of the province, what is now known
as a "mass movement" in full swing. It was first confined almost entirely

to the Roman Catholic Church. The movement was most perplexing even
to experienced missionaries. Deputations were constantly arriving from
leading men to open Gospel halls, preaching stations, or schools, free

of cost to the missionary societies. Long lists were presented with the
names of those who were anxious to become "adherents" of the Church
or "learners" of the truth. This movement appealed in different ways to
different missionaries and missionary societies. Some of the more opti-

mistic welcomed it as a fitting harvest to the prayers and labors of past

years. Others, who were not quite so enthusiastic, looked askance on the

movement, and generally discouraged the establishment of stations under
such conditions. Notwithstanding, all were of the opinion that this was
an excellent opportunity to present the Gospel to the people, and every
advantage was taken of this opening and the willingness of all cfissses to
hear the Gospel. In general, the period was one of steady extension
resulting in n fuller occupation of the areas for which each society was
responsible. In certain sections the work has developed along more in-

tensive lines, and there has been a marked movement toward co-operation

in all forms of missionary activity. The MCC press was moved to Chengtn
in 1905, and the West China Christian University was founded in 1910.

The whole educational program of the province has been made more
effective and unified by the formation of the West China Educational
Union. The West China Conference in 1908 appointed a Standing Com-
mittee on Church Union

(
from whose activities much was expected. The

Committee is still active, although no church union has yet resulted in
"Wes* China. The Advisory Board of West China Missions, first organized
in 1899, consists of representatives of all the missions, and meets annually
for consultation and mutual help. The labours of this body have been
gTtatly supplemented by the organization of the Advisory Council of the
Churches, a body consisting of missionaries and Chinese Christians formed
in 1913. These three organizations meet annnally at the same time and
place.

Mission Stations Arranged Chronoloc»jcai.i.y

Before 1861- 1881- 1891- 1901- 19ir~
1X60 1XR0 1890 : 1900 1910 1920

Anglican .. CMSM-KEZMS)
Baptist .. ABF
Methodist .. MCC

MEFB
Chins Inland Mission . . CIM

DFMB (cm)
HP (out

Other Societies .. FCMS
FFMA
Imi
SDA
YMCA
YWCA

Bible Societies .. AB8
BFBS
SBS8

I.—Force at Work—Foreign

Name of Society

Grand Total ... 91 32 12 11 138 264 339 5*3

Anglican ... ... ...CMS
(+CEZMS! 17 I ... | ... M tjo

. 34 58
Baptist ABF 10 4 « 1 10 19 m 49
Methodist MCC 41 lb 5 6 m 72 112 184

MEFB 13 4 1*2 26 17 49 66
China Inland Mission CIM (a) 4 9 111 37 44 73 117

DFMB (cm) 4 4
HPieM} 1 1

Other Societies . . .FCM.3 fa) ;i 3 6 • 12
FFMA 1 1 1 7 13 19 32
Ind 1 1 I

SDA 1 1 4 4 H
YMCA a % 5
YWCA > 2

Bible Societies AB8.BFBS, SBSS 2 6

* Incomplete returns

(a) Statistics of Christian work in the '" special administrative district " of Cbwanpiea
are included here under Szeehwan

EXTENT OF EVANGELISM
Stations and Evangelistic Centers—Protestant societies in Szeehwan

report 76 mission stations. Only two provinces report a higher number,
namely, Kwangtung and Kansu In both of these provinces there i*
a large number of small societies or representatives of societies engaged
In special forms of work, so that in reality one is not far wrong in saying
that Szeehwan, it: terms of mission stations, is one of the best occupied
provinces of China. The 76 stations are located in 51 cities, and froiw
these the work of evangelism extends into almost 500 (487) evangelistic
centers and numberless occasional preaching places. Only Shantung,
Chekiang, Fukien, and Kwangtung report larger numbers! The CIM,
MEFB, and MCC report the highest numbers of evangelistic centers in
the province. Each evangelistic center in Szeehwan averages 28 com-
municants. This figure would be reduced were the larger cities, now-
regarded as single evangelistic centers, to report the actual number of
communicant groups (or evangelistic centers) within their city limits.

Thirty-eight out of 51 foreign residential centers in Szeehwan are British
in respect to the nationality of their missionary personnel, 10 are Inter-
national

t
and 3 American.

Neie Stations—The following societies have offic'ally announced plan*
for new stations : MCC (Wanhsien, Nanchwan, Fengtuhsien, Pengshui,
and Changshow) ; FFMA (Hochow) ; and CMS (Sungpan). The last named
center has not been located on the accompanying map and is situated
about 200 li northwest of Lunganftt.

Distribution of Stations and Evangelistic Centers—The greatest con-
ecntration of evangelistic centers is in the area boanded by the Min River
on the west, the Yangtze on the sontb. and the Kialing on the east.

Notice also the relatively large number of mission stations just north of
Chengtn, between this city and Lunganfu, in the fields of the CMS, CIM,
and FFMA. When we cons;der the area south of the Yangtze, where the
MCC and CIM hav*» evangelistic responsibility, the great territory in
the southwest where the ABF is still the only mission having any com~
nedrbti with the work, and the extreme northwestern area covered by
the CMS and CIM, the inadequate occupation of the province becomes
strikingly manifest. Even in the central and northeastern sections of
the province which are best worked, there remains much to be done before
Szeehwan can compare with such pro<r*ees as Fukien and Shantung.
There is an average of one evangelistic center to every 328 sq.mi., and but
one communicant to every 3,000 inhabitants throughout the province.

Compare the accompanying map with Map II. The northwestern
section, which is still without stations or evangelistic centers, appears to
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be tlie most tparsely populated. The southeastern section is less dense

than the area north of the river, nevertheless when compared with other

provinces this area appears to be as well populated as many sections

where strong evangelistic work is carried on. Szeehwan reports the lowest

number of commuu cnuts per 10,000 inhabitants of any province in China.

Reasons for Inadequate Occupation—All societies specially emphasize

their lack of workers, both Chinese and foreign. Four refer to insufficient

funds as one of the attending causes for the depleted staff. Three miss ons

have found the progress of their work hindered by political unrest, and

one society, the ABF, refers to difficulty in communication as one of the

secondary reasons for the inadequate occupation of its large territory.

Mr. Baker of the FCMS states that the insufficiency of funds has prevented

the opening of new work when opportunity presented itself. Mr. Hart-

well of the MCC reports that in his mission field there are scores of market

towns untouched bv any regular evangelistic work, and Mr. Phillips,

secretary 01 the CMS, refers So the delay in occupying Sungpan as due

entirely to inadequacy of staff. The unoccupied areas of Szeehwan are

more fatly dealt with elsewhere in this volume.

Christian Occupation in terms of Foreign Force—Only three provinces

in China report larger foreign missionary forces, namely, Kiangsu, Ch hit,

and Kwangtattg; only three provinces report more foreign physicians

:

Kwaisgtnng, Kiangsu, and Cfaihli,

FCIX-TIME CHRISTIAN WORKERS
Foreign Missionary Force—In 1919 there were 543 foreign mission-

aries in 51 cities of Szeehwan. Twelve out of these 51 cities or 25 per

cent reported representatives of more than one missionary society. Only

three of these have representatives of more than two societies, Chcngtu,

Chungking, and Kiatiugfu. If we except Chengtu and Chungking

where 39 per cent of the entire foreign force reside, the missionaries appear

fairiy evenly distributed over the province. Outside of these two cities

the average number of foreigners per station is slightly over 6. It is

interesting to note that Chengtu and Chungking with 39 per cent of the

foreign force only report approximately iS per cent of the employed

Chinese workers in the province. There are four mission stations where

only women missionaries are located. About one-fourth of the foreign force

in Szeehwan consists of single women {13S) ; 43 per cent of the male workers

are ordained. The MCC reports the largest number of missionaries, 184

or m per cent of the entire foreign force. Eighty of these 1S4 reside in

Chengtu. The CIM ranks second with 122 foreign missionaries and tne

MEFB, CMS, ABF and FFMA follow in order.

Missionaries per »,om> Mssmm**x*a per i.ooo/joop

Co-IMrSICANTS inhabitants

i Wfrace for Province 42) fAvratAe* *©» Province 9)

MCC
CMS (+CEZMS) ...

FFMA
ABF
CIM (+DFM1J, HF)

39
26

MEFB »7

MCC
CMS (+CEZMS)
ABF ........

MEFB ......

FF\f \

CIM C+DFMB, HF)

17
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Nationality .->/ Foreign Workers—Seventy-three out of every ioo foreign
missionaries in Szechwan are British in nationality, 26 American, and
1 Continental.

Chinese Employed Force and Us Distribution—The proportion oi
employed Chinese to employed foreign workers is 2.7 to 1. This is con-
siderably lower than the average proportion prevailing for the whole of
China, which is about 4 to 1. The. MEFB and FFMA report the largest
proportionate numbers of employed Chinese workers, namely 5.4 and 4.1 to
1 respectively. A study of the map shows less than one-fifth of the Chinese
force in the cities of Chengtu and Chungking. There is a fair amount of
scattering of workers over the fields outside of missionary residential
centers, although this is net so marked in Szechwan as in some of the
provinces in eastern China where the work is older and the Chinese Church
more independent and self-propagating.

Classification of Chinese Force—Out of a total of 1,485 employed
Chinese workers, 490 or 33 per cent devote the major part of their time
to evangelistic work, S84 or 60 per cent are educational workers, and 11

1

or 7 per cent are employed in mission hospitals. The CIM and the SDA
are the only societies where the educational workers are outnumbered by
those devoting the major part of their time to evangelism. The MEFB
reports as many as 3 employed teachers to every evangelist, the ABF over
2 teachers to every- evangelist, and the MCC and FFMA each almost 2
teachers to every evangelistic worker.

Ordained Workers—Szechwan reports 35 ordained Chinese clergymen.
This represents approximately 9 per cent of the total number of mate

evangelists. Three years previous there were only 17 ordained Chinese
ministers in the province, and several of the missions and churches that
had been established in work for 25 years were still without their first
ordained worker. The increase from 17 to 35, therefore, since 1917 is
a fact of encouraging significance. The MEFB reports over one-half of
the total number of ordained men, namely, iS. The MCC and CIM follow
with 7 ordained workers each, and the ABF ranks last among the four
societies having ordained Chinese with 3. If we add the foreign ordained
missionaries (c,;) to the Chinese, we have a total of 126 ordained
ministers in the province, or 1 ordained man for every 3 organized con-
gregations and 103 baptized Protestant communicants. The number of
communicants to each ordained worker Chinese and foreign in each
mission is as follows: SDA 28, MCC 41, CMS 41, ABF 97, MEFB 123,
and CIM 431, the average for the entire province being 370.

Christian Occupation in Terms of Employed Chinese Workers—
Employed Chiness Workers

per 1,000 Communicants
(AvERAGi! FOR PROVINCE 114)

SDA 679
FFMA 303
MCC 224
CMS (+CEZM5) ik
ABF 106

MEFB 93
CIM {+DFMB, HF)... 57

Employe** Chinese Workers
per i.tioo.ooo Inhabitants
(Averau* for Province 24)

MCC 41

MEFB 4r

FFMA 28

ABF 23

CMS (+CEZMS) 16

CIM (+DFMB, HF}... 11
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From the first table it is also possible to obtain the proportion between

employed Chinese workers and communicant church members, e.g., the

MCC employs 22 ont d every 100 church members, the MEFB 9, tne

CMS 1 J, the CIM 6, FFMA 30, SDA 68, and the ABF n.
Training Centers for Christian Workers—The means for training

leaders are as wide as the West China Educational Union itself, for in

West China the missions regard the lower primary school as the place

where they must begin to look for their future church leaders. Con-

sequently primary education is particularly emphasized, though no less

attention is given to normal training for teachers and Bible and theological

training for candidates for the ministry. Including the Union Bible

Training School whkh has a close conuectiott with the Union University

in Chengtu there are three Bible Training Schools in the province, one

-carried on by the CIM (West} at Chengtu, and one at P&ouing carried

on bv the CMS in cooperation with the CIM (East). In this way the 6

larger missions in Szechwan are carrying on organized Bible training

-work* Furthermore, the Union University has recently organized a coarse

in religion equal in standing with the other university courses, which

promises to graduate men of high literary standing and spiritual con-

tsecratioR.

Cf.AssrFi.nnos of Foreign and Chinese Workers
1 100 90 50 100

MCC
MEFB
C!M(-fDFMP. KF)

ABF
FFMA
CMS (-4-CEZMS)

YMCA
SDA

: Workers
Worker*

Number of Communicants per Ordained Worker

,282211

1 fame
the loial

wife U
reporting

d Workers

MCI

I No returns

II.--Force at Work—Chine:se

Name of Society

1 2
I

1 4 5 6

S3

a 9

y. .£ 5 •

13 14 u

z3

16

Grand Total ...

: (hi

35 366 ! 89 496 696 188 884 17 2 12 i 80 HI 1,485 167 80 I 2.7

Anglican CMS (-j-CEZMS)
Baptist ABF a

Methodist MCC* 7

MEFB 18

<3faina Inland Mission ... CM (bj T

DFMB (cim)

BF(arjf)
'Other Societies FCMS fb) ...

FFMA
Ind J I ...

SDA
YMCA
YWCA*

Bible Societies ABS, BFBS, NBSS"

24 9

SO i 4

105 !

16
44 I 14

107 m
...

j

...

1

33 1 9

11 4

11

... j
...

12s

147

1

42

15

11

71 16 80

193 54 24 7

188 70 958

83 26 118

..

... 1

2 1 S

69 9 7<

S 1 4

41 ... 41

2

2 1

ed and er CIM
ed under CIM

2

2 1

3 6

j _._ >

1 : e : 10

• ...

j

130 I

nx 1.4

2.4

5.4

> . 2.3

0.5
4.1

74-. 2.4

10.4

* Incomplete returns »f the Medical foree"are confessedly not complete.

(a) This column includes edacntional workers in institutions above Middle Hchool grade.

(b) Statistics of Christian work in Chwanpien are ineJuded above with those of Saeehwaa. For this reason totals appearing in the Hsien Table for Szechwan {Appendix AJ fall

slightly below those given for similar colamns here.

III.--Extent of Occupation— The Christian Community
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VII.—Distribution of Communicants
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COMMUNICANT CHRISTIANS
General Survey—The Protestant Christian Church of China has its

largest membership in the coastal provinces. Among the interior province*
Szechwan lanks second in the numerical strength of its baptized com-
municants, which equals 12,954. Of this number, 63 per cent are men.
Three or four years ago the proportion of women was considerably smaller.

The Roman Catholic Church reports over ten times as many Christians,
or I43»74?. These worship in 826 chapels and churches scattered through-
out the province which is divided into four Bishoprics with episcopal
residences at Chengtu, Chungking, Suifu, and Ningyuanfu. Almost 8,000
adults were baptized into the Roman Catholic Church during 1918. In
addition to regular evangelistic activities, the Roman Catholic Church
maintains nearly 400 parish schools of primary grade with over 7,500
students. There are 3 colleges in the province, two in Chungking and one
in Chengtu; 10 seminaries, and 5 schools for girls. Two of the colleges
have been closed as a result of the War. Roman Catholic missions also
report 5 hospitals and 7 dispensaries.

Distribution of Protestant Church Members—Roughly speaking, over
20 per cent of the baptized communicants enrolled in Protestant churches
reside in cities of 50,000 inhabitants and above. The FFMA and the MCC
report the highest proportions, 4 centers standing out conspicuously,
namely, Chengtu, Chungking, Paoning, and Kiatingfu. If we draw a
line connecting these four centers the area enclosed contains approxi-
mately two-thirds of the entire Protestant church membership in the
province.

I" ndeveloped Areas—Compare the accompanying map with Map II.
The number of communicants residing in the Chengtu Plain, which is
one of the densest areas in China, appears strikingly small. Likewise
the territory northeast of Chungking appears densely populated on Maf>
II, but on the accompanying map few communicants are shown. The
same may be said of the territory along the Yangtze between Chungking
and Luchow, as well as just north of Suifu and west of Luchow.
Compare the accompanying map with Map IV. The areas both north and
south of the Yangtze between Wanhsien and Chungking were opened
between i8&> and 190c. The territory between Suifu and Kiatingfu, as
well as that on either side of Yachowfu were also opened during this
period before the Boxer Uprising. However, there are fewer communicants
shown for these districts on the accompanying map than appear in many
of the areas opened during the decade following.

Membership by Denominations—'The Methodists enroll almost one-
half of the Protestant Christians in Szechwan, namely 5,788. The
Anglicans are almost as strong if we add to the figures of the CMS those
of the CIM (East) where the Anglican form of church organization and
worship prevails. The Baptists and English Friends follow with r.aoj
and 429 church members respectively.

Degree of Literacy—The returns under this heading (Table III, Columns
i»if) were few and fragmentary. No accurate accounts have been made,
and iii the absence of these the correspondents have not ventured any
estimates. Such figures as have been furnished (and they represent only
a smaM proportion of the entire church membership) give the following
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averages : 74 per cent of the men and 54 per cent of tbe women in Protestant

churches in Szechwan are able to read the Gospels in the vernacular with

inency and understanding. These averages were obtained from very in-

sufficient returns but have been accepted by a few of the missionaries from

Szechwan who have been consulted by the Committee as being approxi-

mately correct so far as any one can say.

Christian Constituency— It is safe to assume that the Christian con-

stituency is three times as great as the baptized communicant body. One

evidence of this is the number of Sunday School students reported by al<

missions. A total of 21,567 Sunday School scholars is reported for Sze-

ebwan. This is almost double the number of Protestant communicants,

and is exceeded only m 3 other provinces of China : Fukien, Kiangsn,

and Shantung..'

FOREIGN AND CHINESE WORKERS PER 1,000,000 POPULATION

15 10 5 I 10 1-5 20 4-5 30 35 18

COMMUNICANTS PER 10,000 INHABITANTS
Genera! Impressions—Szechwan averages 2 communicants per 10,000

inhabitants. The average fcr West China is 3.5. Szechwan reports the

lowest number of communicants per 10,000 d all the provinces of China

;

the average for the entire country being as high as -.8. Kansn, Anbwei,

and Kiangsi repxt proportitns slightly above that reported for Szechwan,

namelv, 2.2, 2.5, and 3.J eemmnnicants per 10,000 respectively. The MEFB
shows the highest degree of Christian occupation in terms of communicants

and population, namely 4 per ic.ooo. The CIM, MCC, and ABF report

only one-half this number, while the CMS and FFMA only one-fourth, or

: communicant per 10,000 in their respective fields.

It is interesting to note on the accompanying map just where the

degree of Christian occupation is highest among the various tao. Kienchang-

tao in the extreme southwest, steange to say, reports the highest, degree,

or 2.7 communicants per ic,ooo. Sichwan-tao in the extreme west and

northwest sanks second with 2.5. Yungning-tao in the central southern

Section of *he province ranks next with 2.2, while the two most populous

tao in the -province, Ktaling in the central northern part and Tungehwan

in the east, rank last with only 1.9 and 1.6 communicants per ro,ooo re-

spectively. Eighty out of 140 listens, or over one-half of the total number,

rt less than 1 Christian each per 10,000 inhabitants. The hsiens best

occupied are as follows : Chengtu 25.5, Yachow 22.5, Lochia 15. Poaning

Loshan lo.r, Chungking 8.6, Lungcbang- 7-?, tiK&tm 6A_ Forty-one

«t mere than 2 communicants each per i
;
a is more

be average giver, fcr the province.
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MISSION SCHOOLS

E&nt*Ni«ry fi&tfal&ft*-Only Fukitn, Shantung, and Kwangtung
reported in 1918 more mission lower primary students than Szechwan, which
province then had 40S lower primary schools with an enrollment of 15,954
pupils. In the number of higher primary students, however, sis provinces
exceeded Szeohwan, which reported only 59 schools with 1,855 students.
This means more than 6 lower primary schools to each higher primary, and
9 lower primary students to 1 higher primary. A total of over 18,600
students are Mceiving regular Christian instruction. Three years previous
(1915) over 15,600 were listed.

Compare the accompanying map with Maps V and VII. Xote the
larger number of evangelistic centers which are as yet without even lower
primary Christian educational facilities. If we compare the totals for the
evangelistic centers and lower primary schools we find that there are
at least 79 centers supporting Christian communicants whose children
have no access to Christian education. This number would be greatly
increased if we eliminated the larger centers which report several lower
primary schools. The missions differ somewhat in the amount of ele-

mentary education supplied to their Christian communities.

Evangelistic Lower Primary Higher Primary
Centers Schoois Schoois

CIM (+DFMB, HF> 143 72 10
MEFB 135 n6 u
MCC , 04 131 ij
AHF 45 28 -

FFMA 36 30 10
CMS (+CEZMS) 29 28 ,

The MEFB plans ultimately to establish lower primary school*
wherever it has church work. The West China Christian Educational
Union is recommending greater emphasis on Christian elementary educa-
tion, and doubtless the next few years will see an even more rapid growth
in kwer and highei primary schools. This Union is composed of repre-
sentatives from all the societies working in Szechwan. All of these have
settle schools registered in «he Union. There are, however, still a cott*
stderahlc number of mission schools which are unable to adopt the Union
course of study. An average of 30 per cent girls is reported for the mission
primary schools of Szechwan. Of the societies, the MEFB ranks very.
high, reporting 6i girls out of each 100 primary papils. The Educational
Union in recording the increase in registered school from 1913 to 1919,
reports a three-fold increase in the number of primary hoy scholars during
these 6 years, and a seven-fold increase in the number of girls. Roughly
speaking, only 1a per cent of the students enrolled in lower primary
schools pass on into mission higher primary. The missions range from
7 per cent to 17 per cent in this respect. These figures are very low when
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IY.-Extent of Occupation—The Christian School
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China Inland Mission CIM 72 10 ; 2 1.256 879, 2,135 213 45 258 7 i 2,400 six

DFMB (cm) ... ( Included under CIM) ...

HF(cm) ... | Inciud ed und er CIM t ... ...

Other Societies ... FCMS
FFMA

iji ...

30 10 ;
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902

SO
270

40
1,172 170 22 192
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...
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SDA 1 1 j ... 11 33 44 3 2 5 49

YMCA 1 1,396
1
- 1,396 273 273 1,669

J100
;
.,

YWCA
1
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compared with those reported for Kiangsu and Chihli, which are 44 per

-cent and 37 per cent respectively. The Union reports a greater increase

ia lower primary education from 1914 to 1919 than in higher primary

*work. In 19T4, 44 lower primary diplomas were given ; in 1919, 535.

Higher Primary Facilities—The nnmber of higher primary schools

in Szechwan (59) is low when compared to the number of lower primary

schools and the krge Christian community. The CIM and its affiliated

societies reported in 1918 only 10 higher primary schools for a total of

•ever 4,000 communicants, while the MEFB, which plans ultimately to

place higher primary schools in every hsien city within its field, reported

only 11 higher primary schools for its 3,814 communicants. A comparison

with Map V will reveal at least 20 missionary residential centers without

Christian higher primary facilities. Twenty-nine per cent of the higher

primary students are girls. Out of a total enrollment of primary students

in government and mission schools, 3.6 per cent are registered in mission

institutions. The societies rank as follows in the ratio of mission primary

students per unit of 100 communicant Christians, the average for the pro-

vince being 143 mission primarv students per 100 Christians : The FFMA

stands highest with 31S, followed by the MCC with 230, ABF 144, MEFB
*fe CMS (+CEZMS) 120, and the CIM with its 2 affiliated societies 56.

Middle S**«>Zjt-Fifteen mission middle schools have been located on

the accompanving map. Only 6 of these were reported as doing full-grade

middle school work, one of these being the middle school of the West

China Union University. A total of 790 boys and 85 girls is reported for

aU mission middle schools. Three of the 15 schools are for girls. Compared

with other provinces, Szechwan ranks very Sow in the amount ot

•middle school education for girls. The MEFB reports a recommenda-

tion for making both of its middle schools m Suinmg and

Tzechow fun four year middle schools as soon as practicable. MKMte

schools for girls are. also planned for in these two cities and in Chungking

by this society. The Chungking High School (MEFB} is intending to ex-

tend its present course into junior college work. The MEFB has likewise

drawn up a recommendation for a college for girls in Cbengtu, the capital.

Higher Education and Normal School Facilities-The West China

Union University located in Chengtu is the only Christian institution ot

college grade within <• radius of i.uoo miles. Five missions share respem-

sibilitv for the operation of this institution :
ABF, CMS, FFMA,

MCC ' and MEFB. The AFO also has one representative on the

faculty. Departments of Arts, Science, Medicine, and
*<Jf«*

™
found". Over 300 young men are regular boarders m all department*. a

new class in education commences in the college department m September

ioji. The Union Normal School for Young Women, which has been pre-

paring teachers for lower primary schools, has recently begun work for

middle school graduates, preparing them for teaching in higher P*W
schools. This institution is the responsibility of the ABF, FFMA, .mu,

and MEFB.

Number of Communicants axd Primary Students Compared
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GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS

Ekmerdan Education—According to the latest report of Government

primary schools as supplied by the Ministry of Education {1916), Szechwan

had 13,832 lower primary schools with 436,535 students, and 835 higher

primary schools with an enrollment 01 43.757- This indicates a proportion

of 10 lower primary students to each higher primary. It should be kept in

mind that these figures represent enfy government registered schools, and

that were the large number of private elementary schools included, the total

figures for children receiving primary education would be considerably

larger. Considering the relation of the above figures to the population we

find that 8 per cent of the inhabitants, or 78.2 per 10,000, are students of

Government primarv schools. This ratio is only average when compared
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X.—Government Schools
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with the other provinces of China, among which Shantung leads with 289.5
per 10,000. A study of the Hsien Table for Szechwaa (Appendix A) shows
three hskns with a ratio of over 300 government primary students per 10,003
inhabitants

: Snngpan, Changshow, and Chunghsien. Of the 5 tao of
Szechwan, thst around Chergtu (S»chwan-tao) reports the highest propor-
tion of government students per 10,000 population 195.7). To state it dif-
ferently, there is an average of one government primary school pupil to
each 3* inhabitant*.

Middle and Nermol Sehwls—lt has been very difficult to obtain
accurate figures for the total number and location of government middle and
normal schools in Szechwan. This province is an illustration of the con-
fusion in totals received from different sources. The 1916 Report of the
Ministry of Education gives three totals for middle schools in Szechwan in
different sections of rhe same volume (30, 56, and 64). H. K. Tong in his
summary of government education appearing in Millard's Review (1919)
gives 55. Another authoritative list by cities gives 54. The Educational
Directory for 1920 quotes the figure 67 as being that supplied by the local
authorities. The Survey Committee has compared these T*trioas figures
and checked them by certain returns from missionary correspondents, and
has located 63 government middle schools on the accompanying map. No
government middle schools for girls appear in anv of the above totals. The
proportion of middle school students to population is lower than the average
for other provinces, tbtre being only 1.3 middle school students to each
10,000 inhabitants. Governmed middle schools are located in 43 centers

which as yet report no mission middle schools, and there are ar

other centers with mission middle schools which report no govern-
ment institutions of similar grade. In the 1918 list of normal schools sup^
plied to H. K. Tong, Szechwan had 10 lower grade normal schools for boys
with 1,458 students and 3 normal schools for girls wfth en enrollment of
301 students.

Higher Education—Information as to government higher education tet
Szechwan has been very difficult to obtain. The following list of Mghe#
grade schools, confined to the capital city Chengtu, is undoubtedly incom-
plete, and can net represent the actual amount of high grade work carried
on by the government authorities. A higher normal school, two lair
schools, an agricultural college, a technical college, a commercial
college, and the Szechwan College of Foreign Languages are the
only higher institutions about which any information has been received.
To quote a paragraph appearing «« the January, 19T9, Educational Review
fCCEA) in a section on government education edited by Eong E. Sec

:

"The people of Szechwan are agitating the establishment of a University'
on the site of the old provincial college which was closed shortiy after the
formation of the Republic. Since then the graduates of middle sclaftfe «»f

Szechwan have had no place to go to continue their studies. It is a signifi-
cant fact that Szechwan has a larger population than either Japan or
Germany and yet is without a University. Thev propose to invite \ fcrwn
and Kweichow to unite in establishing a University which shall be locate*
in Chengtu."
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HOSPITALS

General Survey—All societies having church constituencies in the

province maintain Christian hospitals. The MCC reports by far the

largest amount of medical work : n hospitals out of a total of 26 for the

province, and 514 beds out of a total of 1,041, The CIM on the other

hand reports the largest number of dispensaries in centers where as yet

no Christian hospital has been established. Forty-four foreign physicians

and :q Chinese physicians, assisted by 11 foreign nurses and 12 graduate

Chinese nurses, carry forward the hospital work. There are three training

schools for nurses with 43 students. The MCC hospital in Chengtu is

now affiliated with the West China Christian University.

There are more foreign physicians in Szechwan than in any other

province in China with the exception of Kwangtung, Eiangsu, ami Che-

Wang, Only 6 provinces outrank Szechwan in the number of Christian

hospital beds, namely, Chekiang, Eiangsu, Chihli, Hupeh, Fukien, and

Kwangtung. However, if the above comparisons took into consideration

the population of these different provinces, the picture would not be so

bright. Szechwan reports only 17 Christian hospital beds per 1,000,000

inhabitants, or less than one-hail the average for all of China, Moreover,

the low degree of occupancy in terms of Christian hospital beds becomes

more apparent when we know that Fukien has 143, Kwangtang jS, and

Chefciang 54 mission hospital beds per 1,000,000 inhabitants.

Nationality—The greater part of medical work in Szechwan is under

the supervision of the British societies. Eighteen hospitals and 23 dis-

pensaries are British in the nationality of their personnel, and only 7

hospitals and 5 dispensaries are American.

New Mission Hospitals—Plans for the opening of 2 mission hospitals

within the nest five years have been reported to the Survey Committee.

One is to be built by the CMS at Cbungpa, and the other by the FFMA
at Timgehwan.

Christian Occupation in Terms of Doctors and Hospital Beds-—

Foreign- Physicians Mission- Hospital Beds

per 1,000,000 Inhabitants per 1,000,000 Inhabitants

1.4

{Average for Province 17I

MCC 4?

MEFB 35

FFMA 14

0.4 ABF • 6

0.2 CIM(-fDFMB, HFj... 4

0.1 CMS 'f-f CEZMS? —
Non-Mission HospiMs—So institutional non-Christian hospitals were

reported to the Survey Committee by the mission correspondents, there-

fore none are located on the accompanj-ing map. The Roman Catholic

Church, however, has been credited on good authority with 5 hospitals

and 7 dispensaries within the province.

(Average for Province 0.7)

MCC
ABF
MEFB
FFMA
CMS f-i-CEZMS)

CIM (+DFMB, KB)..
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YI.—Degree of Occupation and Table of Urgency

Name of Society

Anglican
Baptist

Methodist

China Inland Mission

Other Societies

Bible Societies

Grand Total

CMS «+CEZMS» B
ABF A
MCC B
MEFB A
cm Int

DFMB (cot! Cont
HP (cm) Cont
FCMS A
FFMA B
Ind Int

SDA A
YMCA Int

YWCA Int

ABS, BFBS. XBSS

160,000 fa) 61,444,699* 943 1,4858 12,954

30,000
;

4,8-27,000

39.000 5,767,000
•20,000 ! 10,839.000

9,600 ' *.622.000

52,400 \ 25,477.000

6.000 ; 4,651.000

90 78 696
49 133 1.263
1S4 441 1,974
66 354 3,814

122 272 4.743

32 130 429
1

8 I "83 "S

Bo ' J* "E 3

9 24 42 114

80 112
106
224
93

2.1 1,659 1.376

799 1,204

1,056 1.444

3,454 2,500
2,134 1.319

500 509

3,707 3.179

4,464 1,750

- = mj

0.7 17

0.2
1.4

(a) Total for Pwmnee, not ior approximate estimates by societies as given below.
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YUNNAN
I.—HSISN BOO'DARIES

HSIEN BOUNDARIES

V&UUcal Divisions—Yunnan is the second largest province of China

with an area oi 146,718 sq.mi., or slightly larger than the United Kingdom.

For civil administrative purposes, Yunnan is divided into 4 tao, which

are subdivided into 96 hsiem». The boundary lines of many of these

hsiens are very irregular, and occasionally several sections of the same

bsien will be widely separated- The capita! city is Yunuaufu, Mengtsz,

which is less than one day's journey by rail from the Tongking boundary,

Szemao in the south, and Tengyueh in the west, are treaty ports.

Physical Characteristics—According to Richard, three regions which

differ considerably in physical features may be distinguished in Yunnan.

The first lies to the northeast near the Yangtze River. Here heat is exces-

sive in summer. Mountains with river gorges and torrents are many, and

there is only one plain worthy <et note, namely the Jenho Plain in the

neighbourhood of Yuanmow.
The second comprises the eastern section of Yunnan. Here there are

large and verdant plains, broken by mounds, hills, lakes, and rivers. The
sky is clear, the temperature mild and pleasant, while the population is

concentrated in the valleys and near the lakes.

The third main region into which the province is divided embraces the

west and northwest. This is a scries of high plateaus and narrow

tain-ridges, separated by deep gorges, at the bottom of which the air

is heavy and suffocating. Certain sections in the extreme northwest are

well within the Tibetan spheres of influence, both religions and political.

This whole northwestern region is one of vast mountainous ridges from

io,eoo to 15,000 ieet in height and heavily forested with pine and spruce.

There are few inhabitants, and the precipitous mountain sides offer littfe

opportunitv for agriculture. The country is difficult of access, due to the

timidity of the natives, and to the lack of communications.

Throughout the southeast there are vast table-lands varying in

elevation from 6,500 to o*8oo feet, and sloping gradually towards Kwei-

thow. In the west are high ridges, separated by deep gorges, in which

run foaming torrents, while many passes attain an altitude of 11,000 feet.

Climate—-The climate of Yunnan is tropical in the extreme south and

southwest along the Tongking border where the humidity is very great.

On the high table-lands in the north the temperature is mild and agree-

able. The thermometer ranges between S2 to 25
s F. The rainy season

extends from May to October.

People and Languages—In. addition to tie Chinese, many of whom

are immigrants from Szechwan, Kweichow, Honan, Hupeh, and Kwang-

tung, Yunnan has a large number of aboriginal tribes, commonly

numbered between 50 and 60. Most of these have distinct dialects if not

distinct languages. In a report to the British Government, F. S. A.

Bourne, Esq., advances the idea that many of these tribes are only

different branches of the same original family, and therefore that their
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dialectic differences axe only differences of the same original tongue.

"There is no family of the human race—certainly no family with such

claims tt» consideration—of whom so little is accurately known as of the

non-Chinese races of southern China. This is due in a great measure to

the perfect maze of senseless names taken from the Chinese in which the

subject is involved There is one catalogue, for example, giving 141

classes of aborigines, each with a separate name, and no attempt is made
to arrive at a broader classification. Exclusive of the Tibetan-Burman

tribes, there are three great non-Chinese races in southern China: the

Lolo, the Shans, and the Miaotze." Most of the tribes people

are very ignorant and many have no written language of their

own. Throughout that part of the province which is inhabited by tribal

people, little Christian work has yet been done. Many tribal areas have

never even been explored by Chinese or foreigners.

Econcmic Life of the People—In the northwestern corner of Yunnan
excellent forests abound, although extensive cutting of timber has not yet
taken place due to the difficulty of transportation. This northwestern
section offers excellent country for cattle grazing. Occasionally large
flocks of sheep and goats may be seen. The principal crop in the province
19 rice. When this ha^ been gathered, the land is sown with wheat, opium,
or beans. The rest of the agricultural wealth consists of various oil seeds,

hemp, sugar, fruits of many kinds, and an abundance of vegetables.

The province is extremely rich in minerals, which as yet are un-
developsd, due to the lack of communications. Copper and tin are mined
in considerable quantities. For centuries the copper mines at Tungchwan
have supplied the material for China's common medium of currency. The
largest tin mine is at Kokiuchang, south of the capital and a Httle west
of the railroad. Here frequently as many as 200,000 people are employed
during the few months of the year when the mines can be worked. Ninety-
five per cent of Yunnan's exports consist of tin. Salt is obtained chiefly
from three districts : (1) Yiinlungchow in West Yunnan, (a) four cities in
the Puerh Prefecture in South Yunnan, and {3) the country northwest of
Tsuyung in the center of the province. Coal is found in the neighbour-
hood of Talifu and Kopaotsun though of poor quality. There is anthracite
at Kutsingfu though not mined.

Communications—Yunnan is "the link between India and China".
As such her lines of communication are of highest potential importance.
Owing to the general mountainous character of the country there are no
cart roads, and carts are seen only in a few cities such as Yunnanfu and
Mengtsz. Most loads are simply paths or trails which during the rainy
season become almost impassible. The Chinese of Yfinnan have a proverb
which says, "A road is good for ten years and bad for ten thousand." All
transportation is by means of ponies, mules, bullocks, and coolies. During
tha dry season, from the end of October to the beginning of Jane, steady
streams of caravans may be seen travelling along the five regular caravan
routes between Yunnanfu, Burma, Tibet, and Canton. These are :

(1) Yfinaanfu to Bhamo {in Burma), via Talifu, Y"ungchang and
Tengyfieh, a distance of 505 miles, the journey taking from 24 to 28 days.

(2) Talifu to Batang (in Chwanpien), via Likiang, about 360 miles,
taking from 20 to 24 days. This route connects western Yunnan with Tibet.

{3) Yunnanfu to Canton (in Kwangtung), via Poseh, in Kwangsi
on the West River. The overland journey from Yunnanfu to Poseh is

355 miles and takes about 20 days. From this point the river is navigable
to Canton.

(4) Yunnanfu to Ichang (in Hupeh on the Yangtze River), via Suifu,
in Szechwan on the Yangtze. The distance overland to Suifu is 618
miles, and takes from 32 to 36 days.

(5) Talifu to Lashio (in Burma), via Siakwan, Yfinchow, and Kun-
long Ferry, on the Salween. The distance is about 360 miles and takes
from 20 to 22 days. There is a railway terminus at Lashio, and Bhamo is

connected by steamer with another railway terminus a few hours further
south bv steamer on the Irrawady.

For centuries the route from Yunnanfu to Talifu and thence to Burma,
via TengyBeh and Bhamo, has beer, one of the main trade arteries fox
southwest China. All the trade between Burma and Yunnan flows back
and f«rtb along this road through the gates of Tengyfieh.

Railroads—The Tongking-Yunnan Railway connects Yunnanfu with
Haiphong, the chief sea-port of Tongking, a distance of 535 miles. The
trip from Haiphong to Yunnanfu is easily made in 3% days, with stop-
overs for the night at Hanoi, Laokay, and Amkhow en route. Ihis
railway is noted for its seeaic beauty. The western section of the province
is in communication with the outside world through a Burman railway line
extending from Mandalay to Lashio, 80 miles east of the Yunnan border,
and about 170 miles south of Bhamo, which is southeast of Tengyaeh and
just over the boundary in Burma. A branch railway is being built fxom
Pishihchai via Mengtsz to the Kokiu tin mines. The road is 60 cm. gauge,
and its length between 25 and 30 miles. Construction work from Mengtsz
to Kokiuchang has been slow and it is difficult to say when this branch line
will be finished. At present Yunnan needs rail communication with some
all-China railway system. A road connecting Yunnanfu with Pakhoi in
Kwangtung.has been surveyed.

Telegraph and Postal Facilities—Only Kweichow and Eansu report
poorer postal facilities than obtain in Yunnan. In 1919 this province took
its place for the first time among the setf-supporting districts. Postal
receipts increased during a single year by 63 per cent, the number of
articles of mail matter by 300,000, and of parcels posted by 10,000. Four
new offices and 9 agencies were opened. Three inland offices and a sub-
office were removed to more suitable locations. Postal extension, where
immense tracts of land are inhabited by local tribes ignorant of the outer
world, cannot however be ps rapid as in other provinces. At the close of
1919 the number of postal establishments, excluding rural box offices,

was 232, which gives an average of one postal establishment to every 40,000
inhabitants. It is necessary to remark here that, out of 9,800,000 in-

habitants in Yunnan, about 5,000,000 are represented by numerous tribes,

such as the Shans, Lolo, and Miaotze, whose only occupation is the cultiva-

tion of the fields surrounding their villages, and this only to a sufficient

extent to provide them with their daily food. To them trade and postal

facilities have as yet no meaning.
Christian Occupation by Hsiens—Seventy-six out of 96 hsiens in

Yunnan are claimed, in whole or in part, by Protestant missionary
societies. The small amount of work carried on in these hsiens is made
evident by the fact that only 29 out of the 76 hsiens which are claimed
report 20 or more Protestant communicants each. Only 15 hsiens within
the province report any mission educational facilities.

DENSITY OF POPULATION
Various Estimates—The population of Yunnan has been variously

estimated from 4,000,000 (Mengtsz Customs* Report) to 12,721,500
(Richard's Comprehensive Geography). The census made by the Board
of Revenue in 1885 places the population at 11,721,576. More recent
estimates favor a figure around 9,000,000. The Minchengpn Census, 1910,

reports 8,500,000. Population estimates for the various hsiens received
from provincial officials by the Survey Committee total 8,824,479. The
figure supplied by the Post Office Census in 1919 is slightly higher,
namely 9,839,180. All three census estimates which have been made since

1910 make Yunnan, with the exception of Kartsu, the most sparsely settled

province in China. The population estimates by hsiens published in the
Hsien Table, Appendix A, are those supplied to the CCC in 1918. For a
few hsiens no estimates were given, and in these cases Post Office Census
figures have been substituted. If we accept the CCC estimate for Yunnan,
namely 8,824479, the density becomes 60.2 inhabitants per sq.mi. This
spareness of population may be accounted for partly by the large extent
of mountainous and unhealthfui country, and partly by the terrible effects
of the first bubonic plague which started in Mengtsz, and of the
Mohammedan Rebellion (1856-1872), the ravages of which are still evident.
Approximately 04 per tent of the inhabitants of Yunnan live in small
viliages and country districts Many of these are tribal people for which
oniy the most approximate estimates can be given.

Densest Areas—Major Davies, who made a very careful estimate of the
population during bis travels in Yfinnan, reckons that there are 400 people
to the sq.mi. in the plains, but only 40 per sq.mi. on the hills. He also
estimates that there are 10,000 sq.mi. of plains and 140,000 sq.mi. of hill®.

This makes a population of 9,600,000 for the entire province and is in
comparative agreement with the estimate of Mr. Litton, H.B.M. Consular
Service. The latter had much experience in Yfinnan, and estimated the
population at 0,000,000. The plains of Yunnan, though they form but
one fifteenth of the total area, contain about one-half of the inhabitants.
Here the people are mainly Chinese of the first generation, with a mixture
of Tibetans, Shans, Lolo, and other tribes; while the population of the
hills is mainly tribal. Density is greatest on the plains or high table-
lands and along the main thoroughfares, as for example, between
Yunnanfu and Mengtsz. Large numbers congregate for limited periods
in salt-well and mining districts where comparatively little Christian
work is done.-

Cities—The population of Yunnan is the most miscellaneous and the
most dispersed into small groups of all the provinces of China. Only two
cities, namely Yunnanfu and Kokiuchang (Kochiu) can claim populations
approximating 100,000. Tengyfieh reports almost 50,000. Five cities
have populations which range between 20,coc and 50,000, while 13 cities
have somewhere between 10,000 and 20,000, AH hssen cities in the pro-
vince ere indicated on the accompanying map as cities of at least 10,000
inhabitants. A number of these, however, especially those situated in the
south and west, are little more than villages.

I.—Force at Work—Foreign

Name of Society
'3. =*

i

33 42

£

Grand Total ..J 14 2 1 17 75

Anglican CMS
Methodist IMC
Presbyterian I'X iai

China Inland Mission ... CIM
Other Societies ... ... CHMS

Iml
PMTJ
STM
YMCA

Bible and Tract Societies, BFB8

i 2
4

1

1

1

13 19

(a) Rusatiy th it* foreign force
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Christian Community—There is one Protestant Christian communicant
in Yunnan to every 1,128 inhabitants. Eight out of an aggregate of 8,824

small dots, each representing 1,000 people, indicate the numerical strength

of the Protestant communicant church body.

PROTESTANT MISSION FIELDS
Geographical Extent—The names of n Protestant missionary

societies appear in the statistical Tables I—VI. However, the RPC has as

yet undertaken no work in the field to which the mission lays claim, and
regarding which official correspondence between the RPC and the PMO
has been reported to the Survey Committee. The CMS, YMCA, and
BPBS are without held areas on the accompanying map. The work of

the CMS baa thus far been restricted to Pishihchai, Yunnanfu, and the

immediate escorts.

The PN has greatly strengthened and expended its work among the

Tar tribe in southwestern Yunnan since Dr. W. C. Dodd sent his original

report to the Survey Committee two years ago. Four foreign families are

bow working at Chenpieii, assisted by native co-labourers from Burma.

finite recently the ABF has entered Yunnan from Burma and reports

a marvelous work along the border. In a letter written in the spring of

this year (1921), W. M. Young: reports 16,000 baptisms during 1920, about

of these being on the China side. "Opposition on the part of officials

has made our work difficult; also the lack of trained ordained workers.

The attitude of the Chinese toward the hill tribes makes it hard for any
Chinese worker to reach them, but the Karens and the hill tribes work
together nicely. We hope to have 4 stations opened in a couple of years."

While the PMU claims the largest amount of territory (approximately

20 per cent of the total area of the province), the CIM actually occupies the

biggest field (approximately one-sixth of the total extent of the province).

The acctrnpanying map shows the areas which these missions are planning

to cover in their evangelistic work, rather than the area which they

actually work at the present time. A comparison of the accompanying

map with Map V shewing the location of evangelistic centers reveals how
inadequately oceupiel the various fields although claimed really sre. For

example, the PMU lias a large territory in the extreme northwestern

section of the province, where as yet not a handful of evangelistic centers

exists. However, in all relatively unoccupied provinces like Yunnan,

where considerable itineration work is done and many occasional preach-

ing places are established, it is impossible to judge either the amount or

extent of the work merely in terms of evangelistic centers.

Approximately W per cent of Yunnan is claimed by Protestant mis-

sions. The overlapping shown on the accompanying map is of slight

significance. The PMU occupies Likiang and Chungtien Inow occupied

instead of AtunUe) in the northwestern part cf the province as out-posts

for its Tibetan work, and a 'terminus a quo' in its advance along the

southern road to Lhasa, the capital of Tibet. The larger part of mission-

ary work in Yunnan is done by British missionaries and mission societies.

The CHMS represents a recent and very strong home missionary

movement within the Chinese Church. The society was organized

in the summer of 1918. It is interdenominational in character, support,

as well as ecclesiastical background, and has 00 its general committee

Chinese Christians representing all churches and sections of China. The

affairs of the mission are controlled by an executive committee, consisting

wholly of Chinese with a few foreigners who serve in an advisory eapacity.

Work is aheady established in two centers.
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III.

—

-Protest *nt Mission Fiei»s

Comity Agreements—No written comity agreements between missions

have been reported to the Surrey Committee. Several attempts have

been made to confine the work of respective missions to definite areas or

tribes, but thus far the results have not been satisfactory. In a few areas

tribal work, because of its larger fruitfulness, has been poshed forward

at the expense of work among Chinese, although there is difference of

opinion on this point, and there are those who would strongly assert the

opposite. One missionary writes of what appears to him to be a most
unfair proportion of workers among Chinese and tribes people. Increase

of foreign staff and funds, now that the War is over, will undoubtedly

make possible a more uniform development of the work, whatever the

present status may be.

AGE OF WORK
Beginnings of Work—It is interesting to remember that the Chefoo

Convention of 1876 which opened all of China to foreigners was the direct

outcome of the murde; in western Yunnan of the British Vice-Consul, A.
Margary. The very evident anti-foreign feeling which resulted in Mr.
Margary's death caused the British Government to detain for four years

at Bhamo, Messrs. Soltau and Stevenson, two CIM missionaries who
wished to open work in Yunnan, as well as to prohibit all foreigners from
entering the province from the Burma side till 1880. However, in 1877,

Mr. John M'Carihy of the CIM made his memorable trip on foot across

China from Shanghai to Bhamo, and thus became the first Protestant

missionary to set frot on Yunnan soil. Other missionaries crossed the
province later, but it was sot till tS&t that Mr, and Mrs. Georgo Clarke of

the CIM reached Talifa from the east and there began Christian work-

The following year a station was opened by this same mission at Yttiaiatt-

fu, the capital, and about 3 years afterwards the United Methodists began

work at Tungchwan {1885), and a year later at Chaotnng (1886).

Difficulties—From the very start till the Revelation of 1911 work was

exceedingly difficult and progress very slow. There seemed to be an
undercurrent of anti-foreign feeling that prevented the missionaries from
getting into touch with any but a very small number of the Chinese.

The BFBS feeling that it could help overcome the difficulties by Bible

v

distribution opened a sub-agency at Ygnnanfn in 1904.

Changes in Recent Years—Since the Revolution a great change has

come, and the general attitude of the Chinese toward Christianity and the

missionaries has been much more friendly. At the tune of the Revolution

a number of returned students who had come in touch, with the YMCA
in Japan decided that a great moral reform could take place in China if

woik could be carried on by the Association throughout the country.

With this in mind and with much enthusiasm a so-called YMCA was
begun at Yannanfu, for which official recognition was secured. Branch

organizations were soon started at both Talifn and Tengyfieh. Many of

the promoters ot the new organization were poorly informed as to the real

aims and work of such bodies elsewhere, and looked upon them as bi*

social clubs for men, women, and children. Naturally it was not h«S
till the National Committee of the YMCA at Shanghai was called upon

to send trained secretaries to Ynnnanfa to help handle the situation.

Simultaneously with the starting of the YMCA, the FMTJ also sent

workers to open a station at the capital, and shortly afterwards repre»
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sentatives of this mission began work at I.ikiang in the northwest.

In 1914, tbe CMS purchased property in Yunnaafu and began

evangelistic work through a native worker. Since than 4 foreigners have

arrived, and both medical and evangelistic work have been stressed.

Increase Since 1007—At the beginning of 1907 there were 3 missions

in Yunnan with stations at Talifu, Yfinnanfu, Chaotung, Tungebwan,
Kitsingfu, and Fingi, and with a foreign staff of about 37 missionaries,

"The number of Chinese workers was very small and the total number of

baptized Chinese Christians did not exceed 100. At the end of 12 years

the missionary body has more than doubled, there now being 75 in the

province, over 10 of whom are working amongst the tribes- Death has

entered the ranks of the IJMC and CIM, removing a number of the older

and more experienced workers ; and sickness has called many others borne,

so that the new recruits coming out from year to year for these two
missions have only kept the total number about stationary. However,
the 3 uew societies and the 7 independent workers who are at work in

Yinnanfa and othct parts of the province, have brought new life and
enthusiasm.

Hie number of centers where missionaries reside has increased during

these 12 years from 6 lo 10 with out-stations now nnmfceiing over 170.

The total number of baptized Chinese Christians in the province today

is only about i,oco, white the number of baptized tribes people is more
than 6,000. At the time of writing (1921) if we add the 7,500 recently

baptized in sontbwest Yunnan and the accessions in other parts of the

province, the ratio between Chinese and tribes people who are baptized

is i to n.

Mission Stations Arranged Chronoiogicaiay

Before 1861-
j
1881- i 1891- 1901- 1911-

1360 1880 I 1890 j 1900 1910 1920

Anglican .. CMS
Methodi** .. CMC
Presbyterian - .. PN
China. Inland Mission .. CM
Other Societies .. CHMS

Ind
PMC
SYM
YMCA

Bible Societies .. BFBS

A glance at the accompanying map will give some indication of the

extent of occupation within tbe various fields claimed by the missions.

AH areas shaded black Be beyond a distance of 30 li of any evangelistic

tenter reported. By colportage work and itineration foreigners and

Chinese undoubtedly carry the Gospel into a large part of this black area.

Numerous preaching places are doubtless to be found, but so far as the

Committee has information no permanent centers of Christian influence

as denned by our term 'evangelistic center* have yet been established.
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EXTENT OF EVANGELISM

General Summary—When the Survey data was gathered Protestant
missionaries were residing in 21 centers. Of these only one reported
having representatives of two or more mission societies. The figure '2'

appearing in the station symbol for Yiinnanfu is a mistake and should
be changed to the figure '7*. Most of the Mission stations are British in
the nationality of their foreign personnel. The better known denominations
are not strongly represented in Yunnan. The UMC reports a large work
in the extreme northeast. The CMS is in Yiinnanfu and the PX has
recently begun work among the Tai in the extreme southwest.

New Stations—A place by the name of Salaowu
( $#£|) in the

tribal districts of northern Yunnan has recently been occupied by the CIM
as the central station for work among the Nosu. In 1921, PMU
missionaries resided for part time in Amichow and Chuyuan. Latest
statistical returns show that Puerhfu has been temporarily vacated. The
accompanying map shows 3 places where new mission stations are to be
established during the next 5 years. One of these is Yunnanfu, where the
UMC has already secured premises. The 2 centers in the southern part
of the province which the SYM hopes to occupy are Mengli and Nanipa.
These are to be centers for work among the Nosu.

Evangelistic Centers—Around the 21 missionary residential centers
there were, when the Survey data was collected in the winter of 1918-19,
a total of 174 evangelistic centers in addition to unnumbered occasional
preaching places. This makes an average of over 6 evangelistic centers
per mission station. A great deal of evangelistic work among the tribes
in Kweichow is carried on by the UMC from their stations in Yunnan.

Distribution of Evangelistic Centers—Wherever the accompanying
map shows concentration of evangelistic centers, we may be quite sure
there is a strong tribal work. Compare this map with Map 11. There are
relatively few evangelistic centers in the densest section of the province
just south of yunnanfu. Rather, about two-thirds of the work appears
to be north of the capital city and east of Yiianmow, Without the work
in the north and northeastern sections of the province, Protestant mis-
sion? in Yunnan would have little to report. The CIM claims over half
of the lotal number of evangelistic centers in the province. The UMC
ranks next with one-half the number reported by the CIM. There is one
evangelistic center in Yunnan for every 83 sq.mi. of territorv. In 1919,
after considerable correspondence between the RPC and the PMU, the
latter society agreed to turn over a number of centers in the territory
west of the railroad nnd east of Red River, such as Mengtsz, Kokiuchang,
Linanfu, and Shihpingchow, where small groups of Christians reside, to
the RPC. All of these centers have been worked by the PMU for some
*ime, although missionaries have not been able to settle in any except
Mengtsz. As yet the RPC has no foreign workers in Yunnan.

The PMU reports an understanding with the Yunnan Missionary
Association whereby it assumes responsibility for all territory east of the
railroad, and south of a line drawn from Iliang across to Loping.

Reasons for Present Inadequacy of Occupation—All correspondents
without exception refer to lack of staff and funds. Other obstacles, such
as the mountainous character of the country, the difficulty of communica-
tion, and the sparseness of the population over the barren hills, are cited

as secondary reasons. Some idea of the paucity of workers is shown in
an extract from a letter received in 1920 from the Assistant District
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Inspects for Chinese Government salt revenue: "There is not a mis-

sionary working south of Yonnainfc to Mohei, and only a few missionaries

of the SYM between Yunnanfu southwestward to the 'Nine-Dragon River"

where the Presbyterian missionaries from Siam are starting work ;tmong

the Tai. I am here alone and ray little candle is the only bight. Yet in

these mountains are thousands of tribes-men who have never heard of the

Gospel.**

FULL-TIME CHRISTIAN WORKERS
Foreign Force—Kwangsi, Kansc, and Yunnan report approximately

the same numbeis of foreign missionaries. Whatever increase has taken

pfeee during the past 10 years has come largely from societies new in the

field. The CIM and PMC together report over one-half of the entire

foreign force in the province whkh equals 75. Nine missionaries of the

CHMS, although Chinese, might well be added to the staff of foreign

workers, since they come from distant parts of China. Since the Survey

date was received," the PN has occupied Chenpien (Cbengrung) with 4

foreign families from Siam, accompanied by native assistants. Denomina-

tionally the missionary body may be classified as follows: Anglicans

6, Methodists 7, Presbyterians 2 and recently increased to 8, CIM 25, and

other societies 25. Approximately 1 in 4 missionaries is a single woman.

Protestant Christum Occupation of YSnmn in Terms of Foreign

Workers—Only Kweickow, Kwangsi, and Anhwei report ratios of mission-

aries to inhabitants below that for Yunnan. Kiangsi and Szechwan report

appfiMamately the same average. Kweicbow and Manchuria are the

only provinces with lower ratios of missionaries to communicants. It is

striking that in both of the following tables the societies reporting the

largest foreign force and the strongest church membership rank lowest m
the lists. On the other hand, these societies report a great deal of tribal

work, and one naturally expects to find a lower average of foreign workers

per 1,000 communicants.
Number of Missionaries

per r.ooo Communicants

(Average for Province 10)

CMS
47

Number of Missionaries

per 1,000,000 Inhabitants

(Average for Province 9)

SYM
PMC
CIM
CMC
Ind

PMC
lnd

CIM 6

CMC 2

Chinese Force and its Distribution—The proportion of employed

Chinese to foreigners in Yunnan is 3.2 to one. All told, there were 244

full-time workers in 1919. Of these, 154, or 62 per cent devote their whole

time to evangelistic work ; SS, or 37 per cent to educational work
;
and 2,

or less than 1 per cent to medical work. The PMU, PN, and Ind missions

report evangelistic workers only. Certainly there are more medical

wotkers in the two hospitals at Chaotung and Yuunanfa than have been

reported. The l"MC records show a larger educational than evangelistic

staff, due mainly to the fact that most educational workers are generally

the evangelists of the district as well, and vice versa.

Approximatelv 94 per cent of the employed Chinese force consists of

men. The CIM "and the CMC report 09 per cent and 96 per cent res-

pectively. These proportions are especially high when one considers that

47 per cent of the communicant body are women. The CIM reports one
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paid woman worker among 1,780 women communicants, and the UMC 4
pa.d wcmen woikers among 1,617 women communicants. This apparent

neglect in providing spiritual teachers for the women may be offset by
the large number cf voluntary women workers which both of these

missions might undoubtedly be able to report. Moreover, it has been

the experience of most missionaries who work among the tribes people

tbr.t the women and families are reached by the men so successfully as to

make the employment of Bible women of little importance. It is interest-

ing to note in this connection that in the CHMS the situation is reversed,

and 77 per cent of the entire Chinese staff consists of women. Another

striking fact, which a study of the statistical Tables II and IV discloses, is

the larger proportion of teasers to students than of evangelists to com-
municants. There is one employed Chinese teacher for every 23

students, but only one evangelistic worker for every 51 church members.
Ordained Workers—Thirteen Chinese ordained workers are reported

for Yunnan : n by the UMC, 1 by the CMS, and 1 by the CHMS. The
communicant membership within the missions reporting no ordained

Chinese workers totals 4,711. This is equivalent to saying that 60 per

cent of the church members in the province are still without Chinese
ordained leadership. However, though not ordained in the exact sense of

that term, there are many workers who exercise all the privileges which
ordination formally grants.

Distribution of Chinese Workers—Compare the accompanying map
with Map V. Practically 6 out of every 7 evangelistic centers report

resident Chinese workers. Notice on the accompanying map itself how the

number of workers and the number of communicants compare in each
center. The properties of church members to resident workers is much
higher in the fields cf the UMC and CIM than elsewhere.

Degree of Occupation in Terms of Chinese or Native Workers—
Chinese Workers

per 1,000 Communicants
(Average for Province 30)

CMS 75
PMU 03
UMC 85

CIM 21

Kweichow, Szechwan, Kansu, and
workers to population than Yunnan,
than Yunnan in the proportion of

communicant body. From the

the UMC has only two-thirds

Chinese Workers
per 1,000,000 Inhabitants

(Average for Province 27}

UMC 06

CIM 31

CHMS 22

PMU ... .., *q

Kwangsi have lower ratios of

Kweichow alone ranks lower
its employed workers to its

above table it will be seen that

as many missionaries per million

inhabitants as the CIM. On the other hand the UMC has over
twice the number of Chinese workers per million. The above tables ateo

show that whereas the UMC has double the Chinese force of the CIM per
million inhabitants, it has only an equal number of Chinese workers per

i.oeo communicants. The first table shows also how many out of every 100
church members are being employed by the various missions. F»r ex-

ample, the CMS employs 7.5 ont of every 100, the PMU 6.3, the UMC
2.5, and the CIM 2.1.

Training Centers for Workers—With the exception of those of the
United Methodists, no Tegular schools have been opened for the training

of either Chinese or aboriginal Christian workers. Their work is good,
but the teaching staff is so small, and other pressing calls demand so
much time of the foreigners, that only a small percentage of possible

results are obtained. These schools have not been able to produce
sufficient workers for thtir own mission, and naturally only a few trained

or partly trained men could be spared to other missions. However, much
personal attention has been given from time to time by all the missions
to the evangelists and volunteer woikers, and definite courses of Biblical

insrruction lasting for one or more weeks at a time have been given once
or twice a year by the CIM and the PMU missionaries at Yunnanfu. At
several centers weekly Bible cksses for men are conducted by the
missionaries.

COMMUNICANT CHRISTIANS
General Summery—Five provinces, namely Shensi, Anhwei, Kwangsi,

Kiangsi, and Kansu, report fewer communicants than Yunnan. Tfais-

prcvince, with its average of 8.8 communicants per 10 000, exceeds by one
the average for all of China, which is 7.8. Only Kwangtnng, Fukien,.

Chekiang, Kiangsi, Shantung, and Manchuria show higher proportions.
vnnnan when considered in terms of communicants per 10,000 is as well

occupied as Kiangsu, the province in which Shanghai and Nanking are
located. It is interesting to note that the largest proportion of women
in the Christian Church is in provinces where tribal work is reported,

namely Yunnan and Kweichow. The total Protestant church membership^
in Yunnan approaches 8,000 (7,816}. Over one-half this number is reported'

by the CjM, and over 90 per cent by the CIM and l?MC combined.
Christian Occupation iriihtn the Province in Terms of Communicants

per 10,000—The field of the UMC appears best occupied, with a proportion

of 26 communicants to 10,000 inhabitants. The CIM ranks second with

15, SYM third with 9, PMU fourth with 3, and the Ind last with 2 com-
municants per 10,000. Missions not listed above have no field areas-

delimited or report few if any communicants.
Tieuchung-tao is by far the best occupied of the larger politic.il>

divisions, reporting 17.6 communicants per 10,000. Mengtsz-tao ranks-

next with only 2.1, while the remaining 2 tao (Tengyueh and Puerto)

report le?3 than one commuuicant each for every 10,000 inhabitants.

Distribution of Communicants—A very small proportion of the Pro-
testant church members of Yunnan reside in large cities. In this

respect there is a close resemblance to Kweichow. Two areas where. the
Christian community appears most concentrated are in the fields of the
CIM and UMC north and northeast of Yunnanfu. A fairly large number
of Christians reside in the tribal area east of the capital city. The
remainder of the province shows only a scattering of Christians-

here and there. The work is new, the preaching to Chinese difficult,

converts few, and progress discouragingly slow. By comparing the
accompanying map with Map IV it will be seen that the areas which were
opened first to the Christian missionary do not seem to have the largest

number af evangelistic centers or resident «>mmunicants today. Instead,,

the Christian Church appears strongest and the work of evangelism most
successful in areas where tribal work has been undertaken.

Note the large Christian constituency reported in Table III, Column?
7. The proportion of adherents to church members is 4 to 1. This is-

higher than that of any other province in China. In the field of the SYM,
for example, the most conservative figures make the ratio between
adherents and communicants as high as 16 to 1. In the fields of the CIM
and UMC the proportions are 4 to 1 and 3 to 1 respectively. This is largely

due to the work of evangelism among the tribes which frequently takes.

the form of mass movements. In this connection a paragraph from a
letter written in 1919 from Szemao will be of interest : "During the last-

year we have seen 1,200 odd families who have put away their idols and*

who are undergoing instruction in the Gospel. This roughly represeifs-

about 6,0^0 persons, children and adults, who are under Christian-

instruction."

Characteristics of Tribal Work—In writing on the work of the UMC:
ammg the Miao of Yunnan and Kweichow, Mr. Parsons of Chaotung wrote
as follow.* in 1919 : "The hearts of the people have been turned toward*

G-od as never before. Within 3 months we baptized over 1,800 persons,,

and many more are preparing for baptism this year."

"Another feature of the ye^r has been a remarkable extension of our
work among the River Miao. For several years we have had two schools-

among them. At Christmas we formed a Church by baptizing 5 men and*

1 woman. Toward the end of the year invitations from other centers

began to arrive. 'Send us teachers, we wish to learn the doctrine.' Of
course they have but the haziest notions of the Gospel, but they are
willing to accept the Truth we teach, and with the experience of 15 years'"

II.—Force at Work—Chinese
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-work among the Flowery Miao to guide us, we look upon this present
movement among the River Miao with the liveliest anticipation. If we
can only supply them with teachers and books there seems no reason to

doubt but what a new Christian community of several tens of thousands
will be formed in a very short time. Progress, humanly speaking, will be
limited only by the number of workers we can send to teach the people.

Lack of fends, due to the abnormal rise in the rate of exchange, is oui

greatest difficulty at present."

"At the end of the present month, I am hoping to start on a journey

of two months among the River Miao, passing through districts hitherto

nnvtsited by any foreigner. In 17 vilteges surrounding the small city c'

ViHanghsien in the extreme northeast of Yunnan, 1,400 Chinese have also

registered their names as enquirers."

"Work among the lepers of the district has been largely developed

during the year. We have now nearly 50 lepers on our list who are being

assisted by generous grants frcm the Mission to Lepers. There is a field

•of great usefulness among the very many lepers of these parts."

"The new year 1920 opens with the brightest prospects Those of

ns in cksest tcucb witu the peoples around us *re lull of hope. We
believe we are on the threshold of great things."

Work Among Aborigines as Contrasted -with Work Among the

•Chinese—The aborigines, in contrast to their Chinese neighbours, have come

fcy thousands and begged for the Christian message. In 1004, for example,

a group of Miao went down and asked Mr. Adam of the CIM in Kweichow to

teach them. He, having his hands full, told then to go back to Chaotung

where the Methodists were also preaching Christianity. At first they went

hy tens and then by hundreds and begged the foreign teachers to tell them

the Gospel story. The demand was so insistent that Mr. Pollard went

with them and began work at Shihmenk.m, just across the Kweichow

border. Almost immediately thousands of families gave up their heathen

^practices and desired Christian instruction. These people were intensely

ignorant and had no written language of their own. Instruction, therefore,

was very difficult, and it soon became necessary to invent a system of

-writing that would accommodate itself to the different tones of the various

•dialects and still be easily learned. After comparing a number of kinds

of writing Mr. Pollard evolved what is now known as the Pollard Script.
This is being used successfully among the Hwa Miao, Laka, Kopu, Lisu,
and Black E tribes. The formation and introduction of a written language,
the securing of village leaders, the training of Bible readers and teachers!
the overcoming of immorality and child-marriages, and the learning of the
people to believe in Christ rather than in the foreigners, were some of

the problems to be solved.

Christian schools have been established in numerous villages, and not
only is Chinese being taught, but the textbooks of the government schools

are followed. Training schools exist at Shihmenkan
t
Sapushan, and

Taku. The salaries of the teachers are shared by the missions and native

Christians. The people, though very poor, have built numbers of chapels

and have contributed liberally to the support of their preachers. The
missionary spirit is encouraged, 52 men having been sent from Sbihmen-
kan and 5 from Sapushan last year to teach and preach among distant

tribes and villages. Five also were sent from Taku as Lisu home
missionaries, 3 to work in S?emao, and 2 among the Xosu. "In most of

the villages there are Bible readings and prayer meetings every night,

and the visiting pastors and missionaries are always welcomed. Ths
opesmess ot the aborigines to the Gospel when compared with the Chinese

has led some to believe that the latter are eventually to be reached through

the tribes people. In one district, for example, 400 Chinese families have

become inquirers, burned their idols, turned the big temple into a school,

paid half the salary of the teacher, and are attending Christian worship,

as a result of work among the. surrounding aborigines. This is, however,

unusual, for most Chinese look upon the tribes-men as worse than dogs,

ana many mistreat them in every way. Thus far the greatest soccesses

have attended work among the Hwa Miao, Lisu, and Black E. Work is

also being undertaken by the CIM among the Mingkia around

Talifu, and other tribes at Vungchang and Teugyiieh in the west, and

by the PMU among the Nansi and other tribes around Likiang in the

northwest." "More than one-half the population of Yunnan is composed of

tribes people, yet only one-seventh of the missionaries are working among
them, and less than one out of every 140 (about 35,000) are being reached

bv Chrisiiftnitv."

III.—Extent of Occupation
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IX. and XI.—Hospitals and Mission Schools

Information received from the PMU states that around Likiang there
are as many as 26 different tribes. In the Kaihwa district 6 main tribes
have been reported, some of them having several branches.

"In the CIM field north and northwest of Yiinnanfu there are at least

'

15 dialects spoken by as many different tribes. In a single day's journey
one may pass through 6 or 7 villages of different tribes and hear 6 or 7
dialects. Thus far, interest in the Gospel has spread among 7 of these 15
tribes. The most numerous are the Nosu, who are higher in the social
scale than any of the others. About 3,000 families of aborigines have
thus far placed themselves under Christian instruction. The people have
buik at their own expense 74 village chapels, large and small. About
1,700 persons from the Miao tribes alone have been baptized. Early this
year (1919) about 400 Nosu families put themselves under Christian
instruction. Among the Kopu tribes about 600 families are interested.
The Lisu are found chiefly west of the Yunnanfu plain. They were first

interested in'the Gospel through the Miao 10 years ego. As compared
with the Miao, the Lisu are more industrious and thrifty."

"Most of the aggressive evangelistic work has been done by the
native Christians themselves and this voluntarily. The dispensing of
medicine is a great help and much needed in this field. In religious
services, the tribes people use books prepared in their own script. Thus
the Lisu hare Matthew and Luke. They also have a catechism and a
hymn book with about 100 hymns. The more advanced among them study
the Chinese characters."

General Distribution—One hundred and twenty-eight organized con-
gregations are repotted among 174 evangelistic centers. Not infrequently

these local churches are under Chinese leadership. Self-support, among
the tribes peoples especially, is well advanced. There is little federation
among the churches though considerable cooperation between the mis-
sionaries. In 1915, the Yunnan Missionary Association which is composed
of all missionaries and ex-missionaries in the province was organized*
This Association meets annually to consider conditions in Yunnan and*
to strengthen the efforts of the various missions wherever possible. Whil*
not mandatory in its functionings, this organization exercises considerable
influence, and should be of value in guiding new missions to unoccupied
fields and in preventing unnecessary overlapping.

MISSION SCHOOLS
Primary Education—Yunnan reports 61 lower primary and 6 higher

primary mission schools., with an enrolment of 1,782 and 224 students
respectively. This makes an average of 28 in each lower primary school
and 36 in each higher primary. Among the higher primary schools, 4 are
reported by the UMC, 1 by the CIM, and 1 by the YMCA, the last named
being a school chiefly for the teaching of English. There is only 1 higher
primary school for girls in the province, and only 187 girls receive mission
educition of any kind. One in every 12 lower primary students is a giri
When one recollects that Yunnan has 3,673 women communicants these
facts challenge attention.

The UMC leads in the amount of educational facilities offered to it*

Christian constituency. The CIM, YMCA, and SYM foSow in order. In
the tribal areas much <rf the instruction is given by Chinese teachers.

Approximately 13 per cent of the students in lower primary schools take

higher primary school work,
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Mission Middle Schools—Only i mission middle school is reported for

Yunnan. This is located at Chaotung. At the time the Surrey data was

received much of the wort in this school followed the lines of industrial

education, and was not of full four-year middle school grade.

Distribution of Primary Schools—A. glance at the accompanying map
impresses one with the lack of educational facilities in Yunnanfu, The

women missionaries of the CHMS conduct a primary school for girls {not

indicated on the accompanying map}., and the YMCA a school for boys.

Exclusive of the teachers paid hy these two missions, Yunnanfu reports

but one man and his wife who are in educational work. One is also

impressed with the distribution of mission primary schools over the

province, the great majority of which are located in the northeastern

section of the province. Few educational {acflities are offered outside CIM

and TJMC fields.

Compare the accompanying map with Map V. Note the large number of

evangelistic centers located north and northeast of Yunnanfu which are

without mission primary schools. The absence of all educational facilities

in other pants of the province is even more striking. Compare the accom-

panying map with Map VI. There are many groups of communicants

exceeding 20 in number where one naturaHy expects to find lower primary

schools bvt does not. This appears more serious when one c*****8

the very large Christian constituency residing within easy reach of the

mission stations and evangelistic centers. In tribal areas primary schools

are so located as to meet the needs of ten or more surrounding villages

where Christians reside.

Degree of Christian Occupation in Terms of Primary Students—Next

to Kwekhow, Yunnan is the most poorly provided of all the provinces of

China with Christian educational facilities. There are approximately only 25

childteu instructed in mission schools for every too church members. The

UMC reports die highest proportion, 28 students per 100 communicants,

followed by the CIM wtth 20. AM other societies except the CHMS and

SYM report no students.

Communicants and Mission Primary Students Compared
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GOVERNMENT EDUCATIOX

General Summary—-The development of government education in

Yunnan, considering the poverty and the scattered population, has been

more rapid than that in most of the provinces of China- There are at

present approximately 5»«co schools of all grades under government

control, with a total enrollment exceeding 300,000, The exact number of
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jjovernment lower primary stndenis as supplied by the Ministry of

Education for the fifth year of the Republic was 166,098; of government
higher primary students, 20,294.

Middle Schools—Reports regarding higher education vary greatly, one
authority crediting Yunnan with 17 middle schools and 1,940 students,

while the minimum estimate gives 6 middle schools and 427 students.

In a review of government education by Hollington K. Tong, which
appeared in Millard's Review, 1919, Yunnan was credited with 14 middle

schools and a student enrollment of 1,654. The most recent report sub-

mitted by the American Consul, Paul Josselyn, states that there are 9
middle schools in the large cities of Yunnan, with 2,000 students. In

addition to middle schools there are 7 normal schools for boys with 1,447

students, and two normal schools for girls with 300 students. The
following higher educational institutions are located in Yunnan!a : 1 law

school, 510 students; 1 mining school, 305 students; 3 manual training

schools, 235 students ; and 1 military school, 200 students. Six scholarships

for Hongkong University are available annually, 3 provided by the Yunnan
Government, and 3 by Hongkong merchants.

Yunnan reports 211.3 primary students per 10,000 inhabitants. This

proportion is exceeded only by one other province in China, namely,

Shansi. The average proportion for all the provinces is only 93.7

students per 10,000 inhabitants. It is difficult to beMeve that in a province

where such a large percentage of the population consists of aboriginal

tribes the proportion of government primary students to the total number

of inhabitants should be as high as reported. The map showing govern-

ment primary students per 10,000 population (Appendix D) is undoubtedly

too optimistic. Note especially the Hght shaded hsiens in the south and

southwest. At the present time it is almost impossible to confirm or deny

statistics either for population or government education. Both in most

cases are little more than guesses by officials, and ate influenced by a

variety of selfish motives.

HOSPITALS
General Summary—Christian medical work has been carried on

actively by the two larger societies for many years. Most of the foreign

workers both of the UMC and the CIM have opened dispensaries of simple

remedies among the Chinese and the aborigines, even though they

frequently have not laid claim to maintaining dispensaries, for many
years the UMC has had a hopsital at Chaotung. Recently the CMS has

erected a large modem hospital in Yfinnanfu. In addition to these 2

mission hospitals, 9 dispensaries have been reported, and there are doubt-

less more worthy of the name. Recently the CHMS ha? appointed

Chinese phvsicians to organize dispensary and hospital work in the CHMS
field.

Only 2 out of the total of 21 missionary residential centers have

foreign physicians. Since statistics for the Survey Committee were

collected, additional medical workers, both foreign and Chinese, have been

added to the UMC and CMS hospital staffs. Besides mission hospitals,

there is 1 Government hospital in Tengyueh, 3 non-mission hospitals in

Yiinnanfu (1 conducted by the French Government, another under the

supervision of the Roman Catholics, and a third operated under the name

of the Chinese Red Cross and devoted chiefly to the needs of the military

force), a tailroad hospital at Amichow, and t supported by the French at

Mengtsr.

Areas tn Need of Christian Hospital Facilities—H you compare the

accompanying map with Map VI showing the distribution of com-"

mnnicants, you will see that the tribal areas are in greatest need of

hospital facilities. There are a number of large industrial and mining

centers in the province where thousands of workmen congregate and

where mission hospital facilities are greatly needed as a wedge to open

up large fields of evangelistic activity.

Christian Occupation in Terms of Doctors and Hospital Beds—If we-

include Chinese with foreign Christian doctors, Yiinnan averages 4 fereig*

physicians and 5.6 mission hospital beds per 1,000,000 inhabitants. These-

averages are considerably below the average for the rest of China, all

provinces combined averaging 1 foreign physician and 38 hospital beds-

per 1,000,000 population. Kweichow and Yunnan have the lowest

averages for hospital beds, while Kansu, Kweichow, Kiangsi, and Yunnan,

report the lowest ratios of foreign physicians per 1,000,000 inhabitants.

V.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian Hospital
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VI.—Degree of Occupation and Table of Urgency
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MANCHURIA
FENGTIEN (Shengking), KIRIN, and HEILUNGKIANG

I.—HSHEN BOUNDARieS

HSIEN BOUNDARIES
Polttkal Divisions—Manchuria stands in. strong contrast to ttep

vinces of China Proper, for these are pronouncedly old countries, densely

inhabited, showing everywhere the impress of a remarkable people, while

Manchuria bears the aspect of a new country waiting to receive the impress

<£ a future people. The three eastern provinces, Fengtien or Shengking,

Kirin, and Heilungkiang, comprise a total area of seme 363,700 sqjni.. or

about three times the area of the British Isles, and represent, from several

points of view, China's richest possessions. Fengtien, the most densely

populated of the three provinces, is divided into 3 tao and 56 hstens
;
Kmu

into 4 tao scad 3S hsiens. The prefectures in the east of Fenghen province

were only recently created, and are very thinly populated. The same is

true of civil administrative districts in a large part of f^; **° *™f?
division* are shown on the accompanying map for Heilungkiang. rais

^lovince k divided into j tao and 34 hsiem, Kirin is the capital of

Kirin province, Moukdeu of Fengtien province, and Tsitsthar of Heilung-

kiang.

Manchuria has font ports open to foreign trade : Newchwang at the

mouth of the Liao River, Ar.tung at the mouth of the Yalu River, Moukden,

and Harbin. Port Arthur and Dairen are also open to foreign residents

and trade. Both of these ports were leased to Russia in 1808 for 25 years,

and subsequently transferred to Japan (1905)- *n '9*5 by ker 21 demands

Japan forced China to extend this lease to Japan to 99 years. These two

ports are free from ice during the winter and are the best in Manchuria.

Physical Ch&octeristics—The chief physical feature of the north-

eastern part of China is its great trough-like valley, flanked by mountain

ranges on the eastern, western, and northern sides, while at the south the

trough declines so that an ami of the sea has flowed in upon its bed for

a short distance and formed the Chihli-Liaotung Gulf. Physically, there-

fore, the most vita! part of Manchuria constitutes what another has describ-

ed as a cradle, with its head-board at the north, its right side-board lying

against the Khingan range on the border of the Mongolian plateau, its

left side-beard Iving against the Changpai mountains on the border of

Korea, while its" foot-board lies at sea-level on the borders of the ChihH-

Liaotung Gulf. "It is the bed of this cradle, tilted toward the afternoon

sun with its rich £Otl and stimulating air, that gives importance to

Manchuria." To quote from Richard : "Manchuria is nataraUy divided

into two distinct regions : the northern, which slopes toward the Amur

River, and is watered bv the Sungari and its tributary the Nonni; and

the "southern, which inclines toward the Gulf of Liaotncg. The northern

region is mnch the larger and better wooded; the southern is more fertile

and more thickly inhabited. The soil is excellent, especially in the river

valley districts, and crops splendid. Large districts are still uncultivated.

Immense rich pasture lands are found in the north, where the grass
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frequently grows to the height of 6 feet. Manchuria is a splendid grazing
country. The coast line is low, except for the Liaotung peninsula, which
is quite irregular, and indented by several deep bays." Fengtien or

Shengking may be said to consist of the basin of the Liao River. The
important part of the province is to be found i» the central plain of this

river, stretching northeastward from the sea and bounded by mountainous
regions both east and west. The eastern slopes of this plain which
project into tke sea as the Liaotung peninsula constitute part of the Yalu
River basin. Kirin may in a similar way be said to be the basin of the

Sungari River, which flows northwest through a mountainous country
abounding in forests and then makes a remarkable bend, flowing northeast

to its confluence with the Amur, and forming the northern boundary of

the province. The Sungari is navigable by steam craft when the water
is sufficiently deep in the open seasons. In winter the frozen surface of the

Manchurian river;; furnishes a highway of another kind. At that season,

indeed, the parts of the provinces which have been opened up are traversed

by great cart routes, which dwindle into muddy tracks during the summer
season. Heilungkiang includes all the territory between the Sungari and
the Amur rivers. The only other river of note is the Nonni which is

navigable for steamers of light craft as far as Tsitsihar.

The Great Khingan mountains divide the Nonni from the upper Amur,
while the Lesser Khingan lie between the Amur and the Sungari. Of
the rest of the produce a great part is a steppe covered with luxuriant

grass, which affords pasture to herds of ponies and oxen.
The Chinese have colonized a considerable area about Hulan, in Hei-

lungkiang, reaching far north of the Sungari. Here are many recently

founded prosperous towns, into which immigrants are pouring in large

numbers every year, with an export trade similar to that on the south
bank.

CUmaie—In the winter time the climate of Manchuria is sub-arctic,

the temperature frequently falling to o°F., or lower. This great cold is

moderated, however, by the generally prevailing sunshine in the day-time.
In the summer the temperature rises to qo°F., or higher, in the ehade.
But the heat is moderated by^ the comparatively cool nights which are

general. The rains usually fall in Jufy or August, and floods are common
at that time. The great range of temperatures experienced, both diurnal
and annual, forms the chief drawback of the climate, which is a

healthy one.

People and language—Manchuria is occupied by a mixed people,
Manchus, Mongols, and Chinese, all of relatively pure blood, mingling
with hybrids of all three races. The Chinese element predominates, and
then superiority in numbers is fast increasing, partly due to natural
fecundity and partly to continued immigration. As a whole, the Man-
churian people are a stronger race than the Chinese of more southerly
latitudes. There seems also to be more individuality and apparently
more independence among the Manchurian Chinese. Northern Mandarin
is the prevailing language. Other tongues, like Manchu and various
Mongol dialects, are obsolete or quickly going into disuse. The
Manchus form at most one-fifteenth of the total population of Manchuria,
and the Chinese about nine-tenths. The greater part of the Chinese popula-
tion consists of immigrants from Shantung and Chihli and their descend-
ants. Unsubdued tribes and nomads are scattered over the steppes and
wooded regions of the north, while the Chinese occupy the towns.

Communications—Trade and travel in Manchuria have long been
hampered by lack of good roads. When the country is icebound the roads
of the interior are suitable for cart traffic. During the thaw or during
the rains they are all but impassible. There is only one road that is of
more than local importance and that is the one from Peking to Siberia
by way of Chinchowfu, Moukden, Kirin, Sinchengfu (Petuna), Tsitsihar,
and Merglien. In the absence of roads the abundant water-ways of the
province are invaluable. By means of these, in the open season, boats
and junks can reach many parts of Manchuria, and in the winter time
when the whole country is icebound and the rivers are covered by a great
thickness of ice, the iceways supply most efficient roads for sledges on
which both goods and people travel.

The Amur River in the extreme north is navigable to steamers for

450 miles and to smaller craft for 1,500 miles. The Sungari is navigable
as far as Kirin, and its tributary, the Nonni, as far as Tsitsihar. During
the summer months the Liao River is navigable for its entire course.
Steamers ply as far inland as Newchwang and large Chinese junks as far

as Tungkiangtze. The Yalu River is also navigable for most of its course.
There is also considerable coast traffic.

Railroads—"South Manchuria possesses greater facilities of railway
communication than any part of China Proper. In Fengtien province there
are two main railway lines, with several branch lines. The main lines
are the South Manchuria Railway {Dairen-Changchun main line and
Antung-Moukden branch line) and the Peking-Moukden Railway. These
lines radiate from Moukden, running in a southerly direction" to New-
chwang, Dairen, Autung, and to Tientsin and Peking^ and in a northerly
direction to Changchun and Harbin. Thus there is easy communication
with Korea, Japan, China Proper, northern Manchuria and Siberia. The
main line fronr Changchun to Dairen (439 miles) was formerly a part of
the Chinese Eastern Railway, and was transferred to Japan by the Ports-
mouth Treaty in 1905. Branches of this road connect with Port Arthur,
Newchwang, Yentai, and Fushun. The Antung-Moukden line was built bv
Japan and completed in 1911. The Shanhaikwan-Moukden section (261
miles) of the Peking-Moukden Railway was constructed bv China and is
under Chinese control and operation. The section to Sinminfu was completed
in 1903, and the extension to Moukden {56 miles) was built by Japan during
the Russo-Japanese Wat and handed over to China in 1967. A branch line
runs from Kowpangtze to Newchwang {67 miles). The Changchun-Kirin
line (87 miles) was constructed by China and completed in 1913. A recent

treaty between China and Japan provides for its eventual transfer to
Japanese hands."

"There ure no railways tinder construction in this district. Those
under agreement for future construction are as follows

:

(i) Kirin to the Korean frontier (240 miles), under Sino-Japanese ?

agreement of September 4, 1909.

(2) Three railways radiating from Taonanfu, under the Sino-Japanese
agreement of 19 13 as follows : (a) to Changchun, 180 miles; (b) to Jehol
via Chihfeng, 470 miles ; and (r) to Szepingkai, 165 miles.

(3) Kaiyiian to Hailungcheng, 120 miles.

(4) Hailungfu to Kirin, iro miles.

(5) Kungchuliug to Hungchow, 50 miles."
"The Chinese Government contemplates the construction of two other

railways, as follows

:

(1) Chinchowfu to Tolunnoerh (Dolou-nor). This line, 520 miles ia
length, would extend from Chinchowfu, a town situated in the southern
part of Fengtien province, along the Peking-Moukden Railway to
Tolunnoerh, via Ichow, Chaoyangfu, and Chihfeng, all of which towns
have recently been opened to international residence and trade. A British
firm of engineering contractors applied for this concession.

(2) Kalgan to Tolunnoerh. This line, 250 miles in length, would be
an extension northward of the present Peking-Kalgan line. These lines
indicate a direct approach to Peking from the north."

"The Chinese Eastern Railway, running east and west across Man-
churia from Suifenho to Manchouli. and connecting with the South Man*
chttria Railway by a branch southward from Harbin to Changchun, is the
only railway in North Manchuria. It connects the ports of the Pacific
Ocean, through its trans-Siberian connection, with the ports of the Baltic
and North Seas.'"

Post Office and Telegraph Cummunications—Post offices have been
opened in outlying districts at a rapidly increasing rate daring recent
years. Telegraphs have been constructed to many of the prefectnral
centers, but there are still many without this particular facility.

In 1919, 225 offices of different rank and 475 postal agencies were
seported by the Peking authorities. This represents an increase of over
30 postal agencies in a single year.

Economic Conditions—-While conditions are very hard for pioneers,
especiaPy for women and children, the average economic standing of the
people in Manchuria is markedly superior to that in China Proper.
Agriculture is, of course, the indust-y par excellence. The fame of the
Manchurian So3'a bean is now world-wide; but there are other crops <rf

value second only to the bean, viz.
(
sorghum, millet, maize, and rice.

The cultivation of the last-named is largely in the hands of the immigrant
Koreans. Timber cutting in the forests of the east and north, and rafting
on the Yalu and Sungari rivers, are industries of great importance, Fuf3
and skins of considerable value are exported annually. The country is
rich in mineral wealth, mostly undeveloped. At present the Japanese
work the great coal mines at Fushun.

Christian Occupation by Hsiens—In the two provinces of Fengtien
and Kirin, 16 out of 94 hsiens remain unclaimed by any Protestant
missionary society. Seven additional hsiens, while claimed by Pro-
testant societies, give no statistical returns. Such work as may be done
in these hsiens is credited on the tables of Christian Occupation by Hsiens,
Appendix A, under returns for adjoining hsiens. Thirty-nine out of 04
hsiens in these two provinces, or almost one-half, report no Christian
primary school facilities. Very few of the hsiens in Heilungkiang have
any Christian work to report.

DENSITY OF POPULATION
Various Estimates—Until recently the geographical extent of the three

provinces of xManchuria was so indefinite, and so little was known of the
great stretches of territoiy embraced in the country generally termed
Manchuria, that most population estimates before 1910 must be regarded
as mere shots in the dark. Richard, early in this century, estimated Man-
churia's population at 8,500,000. Some years later in 1910 the Revenue
officials fixed the population at 12,740,000. The Minchengpu Census
(1910), which is generally regarded as being quite conservative, places
the number of inhabitants in Manchuria at 14,917,000.

In icsponse to the request of the Survey Committee, official popok-
tioi. returns were received late in 1918 both for Fengtien and Kirin. These
gave individual population estimates for each hsien. In the case of Kirin
two estimates were received, each comparing favorably. According to this
official estimate received in 1918 the population of Fengtien was 12,487,583,
and of Kirin 5,511,406. Unfortunately no official figures have been
received for Heilungkiang. In the U.S. Consular Report (1919), 2,000,000
was given as a conservative estimate. If we accept this for the most
northern province, then the total population for the three provinces of

Manchuria becomes 19,998,989. If this seems high in contrast with the :

Minchengpu Estimate of 1910, we must remember that in recent years
very large numbers of Chinese have migrated into Manchuria from Chihli
and Shantung. Large numbers of Koreans and Japanese have also made
their way into these attractive provinces, until today the Korean Govern-
ment estimates that there are well over 300,000 Koreans in Manchuria
alone, and the Japanese Consulate aiithorities estimate over 100,000

Japanese. It is interesting to note in connection with the CCC population
estimates for Manchuria that the U.S. Consular Report in 1919 fixes the

population of Manchuria at 18,000,000.

Care must be taken against placing too much weight on any population
figures. The more experience one gains in gathering information of this

kind, the more skeptical one becomes of any figures, regardless of their

source. The recent Past Office Estimate of 1919 for Manchuria is obviously
much too low, namely, 13,701,819. When we compare the Post Office
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figure* with official returns supplied to tlie CCC the wildest inconsistencies

appear, e.g. in the case of Suiyen-hsien, the Post Office estimate is 6,922,

while the official return to the CCC is 251,731. In the case of Chwangho

(also in Fengtien), the Post Office estimate is 27,329 while the official re-

tarn to the CCC gives 340,£jp. A missionary who resides in one of these

listens assures the Committee that the official CCC returns are conservative

estimates, and the only conclusion one can draw from the comparison is

that the P.O. estimates for Manchuria represent the population of the hsien

cities rather than the population of the entire hsien districts. The hopeless-

ness and uselessness of comparisons between CCC and Post Office returns

will be more fully appreciated when it is pointed out that snch wide

differences in estimates as are cited above for Suiyen and Chwangho hsiens

appear in the case of 34 hsiens throughout the two provinces of Fengtien

and Kirin.

Under the circumstances, while the CCC estimate of almost 20,000,000

for Manchuria may be too high, there is no sufficient ground to warrant

its ncmacceptance, since nothing better can be offered at the present fame.

Moreover, by keeping to the official returns received by the Committee we

are consistent with the principle adopted in the case of other provinces.

On the basis of the CCC estimate the density of population for the three

provinces of Manchuria is as follows : Fengtien 196 per sq.mi.; Kirin 51

per sq.mi.-, Heilungktang n per sq.mi.

tensest A was—The density of population is higliest in the gTeat

central plain of the Liao Siver. Fengtien is by far the most densely

populated. As sections of the country are newly opened and immigration

omtinues other parts of Manchuria are being rapidly settled. There is

a very sparse population in the forest regions of the east and north.

The People of Manchuria- -While there are large numbers of other

races—Manchus, Koreans, Japanese, Mongols, Tongas tribes, and Russians

—in various parts of Manchuria, it should be cleanly understood that the

great bulk of the people, say nine-tenths of the whole, are Chinese,

speaking Northern Mandarin.

Priests of tbc Greek Church minister to the Russian population, but

do little, if anv, mission work among the Chinese. Similarly, Representa-

tives of the Church of England Mission confine their work to British and

American residents.

Among the Japanese Christian work is carried on by American mission-

aries and Japanese workers. Work for Koreans is undertaken by Korean

evangelists and bv Americans and Canadians connected with Korean

minions. While sometimes cooperation is possible between the work for

Chinese and that for Japanese or for Koreans, there is no^
organic

:

con-

nection, and usually "work for each race lies apart from that for any otten

The Korea Mission of the PN recently appointed two ™™^'"°£™
lite*, and Mrs. W. T. Cook, Rev. and Mrs Henderson) to work among

the many thousands of immigrant Koreans m the eastern part of South

Manchuria. Hingkingra is now occupied as ajcint*^ **£"" «**
At liutaokow in Kirm, as well as at Luagtsmgtsnu, P«^S *«*

among Korea* immigrants has Reported. ^^ *g*£
main practically untouched by the Christian Gospel. Those dithe^
chus and Mohammedans who speak Chinese, and there are not a few,

have been reached in part by Chinese workers.

C««*~Mookden mid Harbin are the only cities with Wgf"™
exceeding 100,000: Moukden 25».«*>; asd Harbm 20O'

0OP
-

Tb*1*
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frequently grows to the height of 6 feet. Manchuria is a splendid grazing

country, The coast line is low, except for the I.iaotung peninsula, which

is quite irregular, and indented by several deep bays." Fengtien or

Shengking may be said to consist of the basin of the Liao River. The

important part of the province is to be found in. the central plain of this

river, stretching northeastward from the sea and bounded by mountainous

regions both east and west. The eastern slopes of this plain which

project into the sea as the Liaotnng peninsula constitute part of the Yalu

River basin. Kirin may in a similar way be said to be the basin of the

Sungari River, which flows northwest through a mountainous country

abounding in forests and then makes a remarkable bend, flowing northeast

to its confluence with the Amur, and forming the northern boundary of

the province. The Sungari is navigable by steam craft when the water

is sufficiently deep in the open seasons. In winter the frozen surface of the

Manchurian rivers furnishes a highway of another kind. At that season,

indeed, the parts of the provinces which have been opened up are traversed

by great cart routes, which dwindle into muddy tracks during the summer
season. Heilungkiang includes all the territory between the Sungari and

the Amur rivers. The only other river of note is the Nonni which is

navigable for steamers of light craft as far as Tsitsihar.

The Great Khingan mountains divide the Nonni from the upper Amur,
while the Lesser Khingan lie between the Amur and the Sungari. Of

the rest of the provinre a great part is a steppe covered with luxuriant

grass, which affords pasture to herds of ponies and oxen.

The Chinese have colonized a considerable area about Hulan, in Hei-

lungkiang, reaching far north of the Sungari. Here are many recently

founded prosperous towns, into which immigrants are pouring in large

numbers every year, with an export trade similar to that on the south

bank.
Climate—In the winter time the climate of Manchuria is sub-arctic,

the temperature frequently falling to o°F., or lower. This great cold is

moderated, however, by the generally prevailing sunshine in the day-time.

In the summer the temperature rises to or>°F., or higher, in the whare.

But the heat is moderated by the comparatively cool nights which <re

general. The rains usually fall in July or August, and floods are common
at that time. The great range of temperatures experienced, both diurnal

and annual, forms the chief drawback of the climate, which is a

healthy one.

People and Langtiage—Manchuria is occupied by a mixed people,

Manchus, Mongols, and Chinese, all of relatively pure blood, mingling

with hybrids of all three races. The Chinese element predominates, and

then superiority in numbers is fast increasing, partly due to natural

fecundity and partly to continued immigration. As a whole, the Man-
churian people are a stronger race than the Chinese of more southerly

latitudes. There seems also to be more individuality and apparently

more independence among the Manchurian Chinese. Northern Mandarin
is the prevailing language. Other tongues, like Manchu and various

Mongol dialects, are obsolete or quickly going into disuse. The
Manchus form at most one-fifteenth of the total population of Manchuria,

and the Chinese about nine-tenths. The greater part of the Chinese popula-

tion consists of immigrants from Shantung and Chihli and their descend-

ants. Unsnbdued tribes and nomads are scattered over the steppes and
wooded regions erf the north, while the Chinese occupy the towns.

Communications—-Trade and travel in Manchuria have long been
hampered by lack of good roads. When the country is icebound the roads

of the interior are suitable for cart traffic. During the thaw or during
the rains they are all but impassible. There is only one road that is of

more than local importance and that is the one from Peking to Siberia

by way of Chinchowfu, Moukden, Kirin, Sinchengfu (Petuna), Tsitsihar,

and Mergken. In the absence of roads the abundant waier-wajs of the

province are invaluable. By means of these, in the open season, boats

and junks can reach many parts of Manchuria, and in the winter time
when the whole country is icebound and the rivers are covered by a great

thickness of ice, the leeways supply most efficient roads for sledges on
which both goods and people travel.

The Amur River in the extreme north is navigable to steamers for

450 miles and to smaller craft for 1,500 miles. The Sungari is navigable

as far as Kirin, and its tributary, the Nonni, as far as Tsitsihar. During
the summer months the Liao River is navigable for its entire course.

Steamers ply as far inland as Newchwang and large Chinese junks as far

as Tungkiangtze. The Yalu River is also navigable for most of its course.

There is also considerable coast traffic.

Railroads—"South Manchuria possesses greater facilities of railway

communication than any part of China Proper. In Fengtien province there

are two main railway lines, with several branch lines. The main lines

are the South Manchuria Railway {Dairen-Changchun main Ene and
Antung-Moukden branch line) and the Peking-Moukden Railway. These
lines radiate from Moukden, running in a southerly direction to New-
chwang, Dairen, Antung, and to Tientsin and Peking, and in a northerly

direction to Changchun and Harbin, Thus there is easy communication
with Korea, Japan, China Proper, northern Manchuria and Siberia. The
main line from Changchun to Dairen (439 miles) was formerly a part of

the Chinese Eastern Railway, and was transferred to Japan by the Porte-

mouth Treaty in 1905. Branches of this road connect with Port Arthur,

Newchwang, Yentai, and Fushun. The Antung-Moukden line was built by
Japan and completed in 191 r. The Shanhaikwan-Monkden section (261

miles) of the Peking-Moukden Railway was constructed by China and is

under Chinese control and operation. The section to Sinminfu was completed
in rooj, and the extension to Moukden {36 miles) was built by Japan during
the Russo-Japanese Wat and handed over to China in 1967. A branch line

runs irom Kowpangtee to Newchwang {67 miles). The Changchun-Kirin
line (87 miles) was constructed by China and completed in 1913. A recent

treaty between China and Japan provides for its eventual transfer to
Japanese hands."

"There are 110 railways under construction in this district. Those
under agreement for future construction are as follows :

fr) Kirin to the Korean frontier (240 miles), under Sino-Japanese
agreement of September 4, 1909.

(a) Three railways radiating from Taonanfu, under the Sino-Japanese
agreement of 1913 as follows : (a) to Changchun, 180 miles

; (b) to Jeliol

via Chihfeng, 470 miles; and (c) to Szepingkai, 165 miles.

(3) Kaiyfian to Hailungcheug, 120 miles.

(4) Hailungfn to Kirin, i«> miles.

(5) Kungchuling to Hungehow, 50 miles. **

"The Chinese Government contemplates the constrnction of two other
railwaj's, as follows :

(1) Chinchowfu to Tolunnoerh (Dolon-nor). This line, 520 miles in

length, would extend from Chinchowfu, a town situated in the southern
part of Fengtien province, along the Peking-Moukden Railway to
Tolunnoerh, via Ichow, Chaoyangfu, and Chihfeng, all of which towns
have recently been opened to international residence and trade. A British
firm of engineering" contractors applied for this concession.

(2| Kalgau to Tolunnoerh. This line, 250 miles in length, would be
an extension northward of the present Peking-Kalgan line. These lines

indicate a direct approach to Peking from the north."
"The Chinese Eastern Kailway, running east and west across Man-

churia from Suifenho to Manchouli, and connecting with the South Man-
churia Railway by a branch southward from Harbin to Changchun, is the
only railway in North Manchuria. It connects the ports of the Pacific

Ocean, through its trans-Siberian connection, with the ports of the Baltic

and North Seas.*"

Post Office and Telegraph Communications—Post offices have been
opened in outlying districts at a rapidly increasing rate during recent
years. Telegraphs have been constructed to many of the prefectural

centers, but there are still many without this particular facility.

In 1919, 225 offices of different rank and 475 postal agencies were
leported by the Peking authorities. This represents an increase of over
30 postal agencies in a single year.

Economic Conditions—While conditions are very hard for pioneers,

especially for women and children, the average economic standing of the
people in Manchuria is markedly superior to that in China Proper.

Agriculture is, of course, the industry par excellence. The fame of the
Manchurian Soya bean is now world-wide; but there are other crops el

value second only to the bean, viz., sorghum, millet, maize, and rice.

The cultivation of the last-named is largely in the hands of the immigrant
Koreans. Timber cutting in the forests of the east and north, and rafting

on the Yalu and Sungari rivers, are industries of great importance. Furs
and skins of considerable value are exported annually. The country is

rich in mineral wealth, mostly undeveloped. At present the Japanese
work the great coal mines at Fushun.

Christian Occupation oy Hsiens—In the two provinces of Fengtien
and Kirin, 16 out of 94 hsiens remain unclaimed by any Protestant

missionary society. Seven additional hsiens, while claimed by Pro-

testant societies, give no statistical returns. Such work as may be done
in these hsiens is credited on the tables of Christian Occupation by Hsiens,
Appendix A, under returns for adjoining hsiens. Thirty-nine out of 94
hsiens in these two provinces, or almost one-half, report no Christian

primary school facilities. Very few of the hsiens in Heilungkiang have
any Christian work to report.

DENSITY OF POPULATION
Various Estimates—Until recently the geographical extent of the three

provinces of .Manchuria was so indefinite, and so little was known of the
great stretches of territoiy embraced in the country generally termed
Manchuria, that most population estimates before 1910 must be regarded
as mere shots in the dark. Richard, early in this century, estimated Mia-
churia's population at 8,500,000. Some years later in 1910 the Revenue
officials fixed the population at 12,740,000. The Minchengpu Census

(1910), which is generally regarded as being quite conservative, places

the number of inhabitants in Manchuria at 14,017,000.

In lesponse to the request of the Survey Committee, official popula-

tioi. returns were received late in 191S both for Fengtien and Kirin. These
gave individual population estimates for each hsien. In the case of Kirin

two estimates were received, each comparing favorably. According to thfe

official estimate received in 1918 the population of Fengtien was 12,487,583,

and of Kirin 5,511,406. Unfortunately no official figures have been
received for Heilungkiang. In the U.S. Consular Report (1919), 2,000,000

was given as a conservative estimate. If we accept this for the most
northern province, then the total population for the three provinces of

Manchuria becomes 19,998,989. If this seems high in contrast with the

Minchengpu Estimate of 191a, we must remember that in recent years

very large numbers of Chinese have migrated into Manchuria from Chihli

and Shantung. Large numbers of Koreans and Japanese have also made
their way into these attractive provinces, until today the Korean Govern-

ment estimates that there are well over 300,000 Koreans in Manchuria
alone, and the Japanese Consulate authorities estimate over 100,000

Japanese, it is interesting to note in connection with the CCC population

estimates for Masnchuria that the U.S. Consular Report in 1919 fixes the

population of Manchuria at iS,ooo,ooo.

Care must be taken against placing too much weight on any population

figures. The more experience one gains in gathering information of this

kind, the more skeptical one becomes of any figures, regardless of their

source. The recent Post Office Estimate of 1919 for Manchuria is obviously

mueh too low, namely, 13,701,819, Wben we compare the Post Office
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figures with official returns supplied to the CCC the wildest inconsistencies

appear, e,g. in the case of Suiyen-hsien, the Post Office estimate is 6,922,

»vhi'e the official return to the CCC is 251,731- In the case o£ Chwangho
(also in Fengtien), the Post Office estimate is 27,329 while the official re-

turn to the CCC gives y*o,Z$q, A missionary who resides m one of these

hstens assures th«i Committee tliat the official CCC returns are conservative

estimates, and the only conclusion one can draw from the comparison is

that the P.O. estimates for Manchuria represent the population of the hsien

cities rather than the population of the entire hsien districts. The hopeless-

ness and uselessness of comparisons between CCC and Post Office returns

will be more fully appreciated when it is pointed out that snch wide

differences in estimates as are cited above for Suiyen and Chwangho hstens

appear in the case of 34 hsfcns throughout the two provinces of Fengtien

and Kirin.

Under the circumstances, while the CCC estimate of almost 20,000,000

for Manchuria may be too high, there is no sufficient ground to warrant

its nonacceptance, since nothing better can be offered at the present time.

Moreover, by keeping to the official returns received by the Committee we
are consistent with the principle adopted in the case of other provinces.

On the basis of the CCC estimate the density of population for the three

provinces of Manchuria is as follows : Fengtien 196 per sq.mi. ; Kirin 51

per sq.mi. ; Heilungkiang n per sq.mi.

Densest Areas—The density of population is highest in the great

central plain of the Liao River. Fengtien is by far the most densely

populated. As sections of the country are newly opened and immigration

continues other parts of Manchuria are being rapidly settled. There is

a verv sparse population in the forest regions of the east and north.

The People of Manchuria- -While there are large numbers of other

races—Manchus, Koreans, Japanese, Mongols, Tragus tribes, and Russians

—in various parts of Manchuria, it should be clearly understood that the

great bulk of the people, say nine-tenths of the whole, are Chinese,

speaking Northern Mandarin.

Priests of the Greek Church minister to the Russian population, but

do little, if anv, mission work among the Chinese. Similarly, representa-

tives of the Church of England Mission confine their work to British and

American residents.

Among the Japanese Christian work is carried on by American mission-

aries and Japanese workers. Work for Koreans is undertaken by Korean

evangelists and by Americans and Canadians connected with Korean

missions. While sometimes co-operation is possible between the work for

Chinese and that for Japanese or for Koreans, there is no organic con-

nection, and usually work for each race lies apart from that for any other.

The Korea Mission of the PN recently appointed two missionary families

(Rev and Mrs. W. T. Cook, Rev. and Mrs Henderson) to work among

the Buutv thousands of immigrant Koreans in the eastern part of South

Manchuria. Hingkingfu is now occupied as a joint station with the PFS.

At Liutaokow in Kirin, as well as at Luagtsingtsun, promising wort

among Korean immigrants has been reported. Thus far the Mongols re-

main practically untouched by the Christian Gospel. Those of the Man-

elras and Mohammedans who speak Chinese, and there are not a few,

have been reached in part by Chinese workers.

Cities—Monkden end Harbin are the only cities with population*

exceeding 100,000: Monkden 250,000; and Harbin 200,000. There ««
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many cities of intermediate size, some historic ind others recent. The

names of 10 cities with populations ranging somewhere between 50,000

and 100,000 have been reported to the Survey Committee. Only three

of these are without resident foreign missionaries. Fourteen other cities

with populations between 20,000 and 50,000 are also listed. All of these

except d are mission stations.

Christian Community—Twenty-one small dots, each representing 1,000

persons, indicate the numerical strength of the Protestant Church in

Manchuria. Over 60 small dots indicate the membership strength of the

Roman Catholic Church.

PROTESTANT MISSION FIELDS

General Summary—-Three missions (PCI, UFS, and DMS) occupy the

greater part of Fengtien and Kirin. Any adjustments of their respective

fields are mutually agreed upon from t'me to time. The MEFB works a

small area in the extreme southwest, which is an extension of its Chibli

field. Both the DMS and UFS fields extend into Heilungkiang, where 2

mission stations are maintained, Pehtwanlinfcze or Suihwafu (DMS), and
Hulan (UFS). Unfortunately the extent of these fields, although not

great, is not shown on the accompanying map. The SDA, BFBS, YMCA,
and YWCA are without field delimitations. Union work, educational and
medico-educational, is carried on in Moukden. There is no overlapping in

the case of the 3 missions mentioned above. But the MEFB and the MES
have announced their intention of entering Manchuria, naming some places*

already occupied as included in their programme. The PCI and UFS are?

British as regards the nationality of workers, and the DMS Continental.

Home. Missions—In addition to these two stations in Heilungkiang,

however, the Home Missionary Society of the Chinese Presbyterian Church

in Manchuria opened work in the provincial capital, Tsitsihar, and in the;

city of Haitunfu, north of Hulan, in the year 1907. Since then this Home
Missionary Society has continuously maintained one ordained Chinese

pastor along with other workers in each of these centers. The work has

prospered so much that it is now well on the way to becoming self-support-

ing; and the Society is already considering the advisability of opening

new stations.

Comity—The PCI and UFS have worked together for about 30 years.

They are one as far as the Chinese Church is concerned. The organ of

their union on the field is the Manchuria Mission Conference, on which

other societies are represented on equal terms, viz., BFBS, YMCA, and

YWCA. The DMS is also represented on the Conference. This soeiety

is endeavouring to leave the way open for the ultimate union of the

Chinese Church throughout the territory of the 3 missions.

Changes During the Last Ten Years—The most notable changes

during the past decade have been (1) large additions to the DMS forces

at a time when the British societies were barely able, if able at all, to hold

their ground as regards numbers, (2) marked advance in the mission

educational policy; and (3} healthy progress towards the ideal of self-

support on the part of the Chinese Church There are still a large number

of fastens, especially in the remoter parts, not yet occupied by the

missions. The PCI and UFS claim approximately the same extent of

territory, snd each assumes responsibility for a population exceeding

5,000,000 The work of the DMS is not so extensive, covering approximate-

ly one-third the area of either of the other mission fields with a population

slightly above 3,000,000.
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Pioneers—Dr. A. Williamson travelled through Manchuria to Sansing

in the remote north in the sixties of last century. Rev. W. C, Burns

{pioneer missionary of the EPM) settled in Newchwang only a few months

before his death in 1867. Dr. Hunter (PCI) arrived in 1869, and Dr. John

Ross (UPS now UFS) of the same mission as Dr. Williamson mentioned

above, in 1872. The whole Shantung work of the UFS was transferred to

Manchuria from Chefoo in the eighties. Rev. C. Bolwig (DMS) arrived in

1803, and Rev. P. C. W. Waidtlow of the same mission in 1895. New-

chwaug PCI (1869), Moukden UFS (1S75J, Uiaoyang UFS (1SS2), Chinchow-

fa PCI (iS8s), and Kwanchengtze (Changchun) PCI (1886) were the first

five cities opened as missionary residential centers in Manchuria-

Note in the following table that the PCI has opened only one new
station since 1900. Note also the steady extension of work on the part

-of the other two large societies.

Effect of Boxer Uprising—So Protestant missionaries were killed in

1000, though the deaths of two were directly attributable to the Boxer

Uprising. Most of the mission property and Chinese Church property,

however was wholly destroyed, and many Chinese Christians were put

to death. The persecution purged the Church of many unworthy members,

which was an advantage, though an apparent loss. Perhaps »*ahtt«

harm was done to the Church by the abuses connected with the acceptance

©f indemnity. ,

Growth of the Christian Communitv sbue 1007—Some indication of

rapid growth during the last 12 years will be given b>:^^j?™*^
rarative statistics of the Chinese Church connected with the Presbyterian

missions, whkh enrolls almost 95 I«r cent of the baptized church members

in Manchuria.

ORDAINED CHINESE TOTAL BAPTIZED

Pastors Cokitcntcants

(1007) 7 l6'19i

(1919) 18 30,586

Total Stttdehts Under
Christian Instruction

2.845

7.599
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.Roman {Ta^fc.i/ic Mission Work—A priest of the Roman Church is said

to have visited Manchuria in the year 1630, daring the Ming Dynasty.
Later other priests are known to have accompanied the Manchu Court in

some of their periodical visits to Manchuria. There certainly have heen
Roman Catholic Christians in Manchuria for several centuries, In 183S

Manchnria was detached from the Roman Catholic Diocese of Peking, and
given to the Societe des Missions Etrangeres of Paris as a special field

of work. There were at that time npwards of 3,000 Roman Catholic
Christians in Manchuria. The work has since developed greatly, as will

he seen Jrom the following figures. In Fengtien, according to the statistics

for 1919, there are 1 French Bishop, 25 foreign and 19 Chinese priests,

and seme 30,000 church members ; and in Kirin there are 1 French Bishop,

19 foreign and 17 Chinese priests, and some 26,000 church members,
making a total of over 50,000 communicants for the two provinces. In
Manchuria, as elsewhere, the Roman Catholic missionaries lay stress on
children's orphanages, and refuges for the aged or poor.

EXTENT OF EVANGELISM
Stations and Residential Centers—Twenty-six mission stations in 59

foreign residential centers are reported for Fengtien, 9 stations in 7 centers
for Kirin, and 2 stations in 2 centers for Heilungkiang, making a total

of 37 mission stations throughout Manchuria, located in 28 cities. Fourteen
of the missionary residential centers are British in the personnel of their

foreign staff, n Danish, and 5 International as well as interdenonainU
tional. namely, Moukden, Kirin, and Kwanchengtze (Changchun).

New Mission Stations—Hingkingfu wus occupied as a foreign re-
sidential center in 192U. No plans are reported for the opening of nevr
stations within the next five years.

Centers of Evangelism—The 294 centers of evangelism are fairly evenly
distributed over the occupied fields. They are most numerous in the
areas of greatest density, namely, in the Liao Plain and along the mate
lines of communications : they are fewest in the forest and mountainous
regions of the east and noith. The PCI mission reports the largest number
of evangelistic centers, followed by the UFS and DMS missions in order.
When compared with other provinces Manchuria shows a high average
of communicants per evangelistic center (70).

Reasons for Inadequate Occupation—The returns of onr correspondents
on this point may be summarized as follows : Both foreign and Chinese
staffs are quite inadequate in comparison with both the population an&
the immense territory which the mission are attempting to cover, A
large number of missionary recruits during recent years have been
definitely appointed to educational or other institutional work, with the
result that the proportion of missionaries engaged in direct evangelistic

Foreign and Chinese Workers Classified

PCI

DMS
MEEK
YMCA
SPA

Foreign Workers

sniBB Chinese Evangelistic Workers
EB3 Chinese Edae uiona! Worker*
8=3 Chinese Medical Workers
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Christum Occupation in Terms of Foreign Force—
Missionaries

per 1,000 Communicants
(Average for the Province 10)

DMS 40

CFS 6

PCI

Missionaries

per 1,000,000 Inhabitants

Average for the Province 9)

DMS 17

ITS 12

PCI -. 6

c-fiort has not been increased pari passu with the increase of the total

number 0* missionaries on the field. Moreover, the time of missionaries

has been increasingly taken np with institutional work even in country

centers.

FULL-TIME CHRISTIAN WORKERS
Foreign Force—Except for Kweicbow, Mancharia reports the lowest

proportion of foreign missionaries per 1,000 communicants of any province

in China. The total foreign force, numbering 172, exactly equals that of

Anbwei, although the latter province reports only one-fourth as many
church members.

Forty-nine or 67 per cent of the male missionaries are ordained.

Twenty-three per cent of the entire foreign force consists of single women.

Over one-sixth of the missionary staff is engaged in medical work. The

UFS reports the largest number of missionaries, followed by the DMS and

PCI in order. These three societies report 160 out of the total 172

missionaries for all Manchuria.
Distribution of Missionaries—Concentration of missionaries is to

be noted in Moukden, where special higher educational work is carried on.

For the rest the missionaries are thinly spread over a great area, with

an average of about 4 missionaries, including wives, per residential center.

Forty of the present doarl 72 missionaries of the UFS are stationed in

Moukden. Th« largest number of PCI missionaries in any one station

is at Kirin, and of DMS missionaries at Antnng.

m:\*i ....... o .

Notice the great difference in the first table between the DMS and the

two Presbyterian societies.

Nationality of Foreign Workers—Sixty-seven per cent of the mis-

sionaries in Manchuria are British in nationality, and 32 per cent

Continental. A few YMCA and YWCA workers are American.

Chinese Employed Force and its Distribution—Chinese full-time

workers outnumber the foreign by over 5 to 1, the total number reported

being $93. The highest proportion of Chinese to foreign workers appears

in the PCI, namely 7.8 to r, while DMS statistics give a ranch lower pro-

portion, namely, 2.8 to 1. The accompanying map shows the workers to be

well distributed among the evangelistic centers, with no unusual con-

centration in mission stations. The workers located in Ynngling, which

is no longer a mission station, should be credited to Hingkingfu, located

40 li east of the former.

Classification of Chinese Workers—The evangelistic workers exceed

the educational and medical in every mission. Only three societies report

medical workers- The largest force of voluntary workers is reported

by the PCr. The employed Chinese workers may be classified as follows :

53 per cent evangelistic, 56 per cent educational, and 11 per cent medical.

Christian Occupation in Terms of Full-Time Chinese Workers—

Chinese Employed Workers
per r.ooo Communicants

(Average for the Province 44)

DMS i"
MEFR 72

PCI 38

TJFS 36

Chinese Employed Workers
per 1,000,000 Inhabitants

(
Average eos the Province 43)

MEFB -
S43

UFS 69

DMS - 49

PCI - • *6
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The first table also shows the proportion at communicants employed

fay the respective missions. For example, ont of every too of its com-

municants the DMS employs n, the MEFB 7, and the PCI and UFS 3.8

and 3.6 respectively.

Ordained Workers and Church Supervision—The total number of

Chinese ordained workers in Manchuria is small {18). When we sum-
marize for the province we find that there is one ordained Chinese clergy-

man to every 1,543 communicants. If we combine foreign and Chinese

ordained workers we have 67 for a communicant body exceeding 20,000.

In Fengtien the DMS report*! one ordained pastor to 1,218 communicants

;

the PCI six, or a ratio of 1 to 1,046; and the UFS six, in the ratio of

i to every 1,393 communicants. In Kirin the PCI Teports two ordained

pastors yj the ratio of 1 per 1,375 communicants, and the UFS two in the

ratio of r to 770. Self-support is required as a condition in Manchuria
before a Chinese pastor may be ordained. Quite a number of unordained

evangelists are supported, however, by the Chinese Church either com-
pletely like the pastors or partially.

The relatively small number of ordained leaders in Manchuria is made
more evident by *be following comparisons : Chihli with only 2,000 more
communicants than Manchuria has almost four times as many ordained

Chinese pastors; Anhwei, Kiangsi, Hupeh, and Szechwan individually

report smaller church memberships than Manchuria, yet each one of these

provinces has a larger ordained Chinese staff, Hupeh reporting almost

three times the number credited to Manchuria.

Training Centers for Workers—The only school given in the CCEA
list of Bible schools and theological seminaries is the Moukden Theological

College. This school is a union of the UFS and PCI missions, and offers

full-grade theological seminary training.

COMMUNICANT CHRISTIANS
General Summary—Manchuria ranks among the first seven provinces

reporting the largest number of Protestant communicant Christians. The
Protestant churches in Fengtien report 10,000 members, as compared with

30,000, the membership of the Roman Catholic Church. In Kirin, 4,500

Protestant communicant members are reported, as compared with 26,000

Roman Catholic communicants. Approximately 68 per cent of the Pro*

testant church members in Manchuria are men.
Distribution t>f the Protestant Church Membership—Communicants are

most numerous in the longest worked and most populous regions of the
liao River plain. The empty spaces east of this section on the accompany-
ing map mark sparsely populated mountainous districts. Both in Fengtioi
and in Kirin, the distribution of membership corresponds fairly well to
that of the population. Approximately 17 per cent of the church members
reside in cities of over 50,000 inhabitants. The DMS reports as high a per-
centage as 39 under this column, while the PCI returns are as low as n
per cent. There is 1 Protestant communicant Christian to every 1,000

inhabitants in Manchuria.
Membership by Dmommaiian$—?Fb& Protestant communicant church

membership in Fengtien may be classified as follows : Presbyterian gc
per cent, Lutheran 7.6 per cent, Methodist 1.2 per cent, and Adventist 0,2

per cent. For Kirin the figures are i Presbyterian 95.5 per *cent#:

Lutheran 4.2 per cent, and Adventfet 0.3 per cent. Both Presbyterian and
Lutheran missionaries and Chinese leaders are endeavouring not to stress

denominational differences, so as to forward union as much as possible.

Bach Churdh will thus be enabled to help the other with its characteristte

contribution soon rather than late-
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Christian Occupation in Terms of Communicants per 10,000—Man-

churia exceeds the average lor all China in the number of Protestant

communicants per io/x»f and in the case of individual provinces is sur-

passed only by Shantung, Cbekiang, Fukien, and Kwangfung. The four

societies whose fields arc delimited on Map III rank as follows t TJFS 19

communicants per 10,000 inhabitants, PCI 12, DMS 4. and MEFB 2.

Sunday School Work—The number of Sunday School scholars reported

for Fengtien is 5,226, being net one-fourth of the Christian community.

In Rsrin the number is i,V», being less than one-fifth of the Christian

community. These unsatiVnctory figures are partly due to the want of

interest on the part of the Church, many places have no regularly

organized Sunday School work at all, while in many other places the

Sunday School forms bet an extra seivice, and is not carried on according

to approved methods. The low figures are also partly accounted for by

the scattered nature of the Christian community, long distances from

church preventing regular attendance on the part of many
t
especially

ehCdren.

Degree of Literacy—Fifty-two out of every ic© male and 36 out ot

every 100 female church members throughout Manchuria are reported as

literate, possessing the ability of reading the Gospels in the vernacular

with understanding. The highest degree of literacy appears among the

church members of the SDA and DMS. The Presbyterian Churches, both

Scottish and Irish, approximate the average for the province.

Socicl Status of Otrfetfans-OI the total mate membership in the

es about 30 per cent are farmers owning more or tess land ; about

10 per cent skilled, and 10 per cent unskilled labourers; 10 per cent are

engaged in small retail business, 6 per cent in business on a larger scale;

and the remainder in miscellaneous occupations. From this it will be

seen that the economic resources of the Christians in Manchuria are not

large. However, self-support is rapidly being reached, and wherever the

average contribution is low it is due much more to want of spiritual life

and deficient organisation than to poverty.

COMMUNICANTS PER 10,000 INHABITANTS
General Summary—Only Fengtien and Kirin are shown on the^ac-

companying map. The former with over three-fourths of the Protestant

church members in Manchuria averages 13 communicants per 10,000

inhabitants, while the latter averages 8.2. In the province of Fengtien.

one hsien, name?v Taian, reports as high a* 47-7 communicants in every

10 000 inhabitants. Tiehlmg-hsien and Sinmm-hsien also show high

decrees of Christian occupation, reporting 32.4 ™*VS conununicnntsper

xo%o respectively. Eighteen out of 56 hsiens in Fengtien, or approx-

imately one-third, rank above the average for M3™* 13"3
,

1" ¥**
Huncifun-h^ien has the largest proportion of Christians, followed by Omu.

These hsiens report 30.5 and 28 communicants per 10 000 «^Pert,v
f2ti_tM»

K is interesting to compare the various tao in Manehuna. Yenki-taa-

in Kirin is the best evangelized with 22 baptized communicants per ,0 oco^

Liaoshen-tao in Fengtien ranks second with 17.3 FJ?Z^J2£Z£Z
tao fall considerably below these tw^ aPP™T »fA3
ksooo and in the case of Han-tao falling considerably lower.

'

COMMUNICANTS *N» MISSION PBIMAr.V STUDENTS COKPABSD

,W3,M S.OCM **• *•*» 9 -
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Missicn Primar/ Stedent*
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MISSION SCHOOLS
Primary Education—The extent of mission lower primary education

in Manchuria may be summarized as follows : 323 lower primary schools

with an enrollment of 6,185 students. The unequal distribution of these
schools is made apparent by the accompanying map. By far the greater
number of schools are located in the two districts of Liaoyang (UFS) and
Sinminfu fPIC). At least 70 evangelistic centers are without lower
primary schools The lower primary students in Fengtien represent only
one-sixth of the Christian community, while in Kirin they represent even
less than this. About four-fifths of tbs lower primary schools in Man-
churia are located in the single province of Fengtien.

Higher*primary schools are found in 22 centers. Oat of the total 30,
16 are for girls. Fifty-nine per cent of the students in mission primary
schools are boys. The UFS reports approximately the same number of

girl students as boy students in primary schools. The PCI and DMS
report ratios of boys to girls in primary schools of slightly over 3 to 2.

Number of Primary Students and Communicants Compared—Mm-
ehuria reports 34.5 primary students for every too communicants. The
returns of the various missions show a wide difference in emphasis on
primary education, e.g. for every 100 communicants the DMS reports 102
primary students, and the MEFB 82, while the UFS and PCI report only

31 and 25 students respectively. In other wcrds the last two mission*
have, roughly speaking, only one student in a mission primary school for
every 3 adults on the church membership rolls.

Middle Schools—Sixteen, mission middle schools are located in Man-
churia (13 in Fengtien and 3 in Kirin). Of these only 3 are for girl*
(Takushan, Sinfianftt, and Monkden). Twelve of the 16 were not offering
fall-grade tniddie school work when the Survey questionnaire blanks were
returned. The missions offering middle school facilities are the DMS,
PCI, UFS, and YMCA. Twelve foreign residential centers are stiU with-
out Christian middle school facilities. Ninety-seven per cent of the
students in middle schools are boys. About 14 per cent of the students in
mission lower primary schools continue their education in schools of higher
primary grade.

Higher Education—The Manchnria Christian College in Monkden
offers advanced training both in science and in arts. The Monkden
Medital College offers a five yeirs' course in Western medicine and!
surgery, the instruction being given in Chinese. For entrance to the two
colleges just named, a middle school certificate is required. The College
is a joint effort of the three missions responsible for the evangelization of
Manchuria, i.e. UFS, PCI, and DMS. The school from which this College
has grown started in 1003. The object is to give an education in the liberal
arts to the youth of the Church of Manchuria, and thus to provide pastors
and leaders adequately equipped for action in the new epoch. The main
buildings were erected in 1910. The Medkal College was opened in 1912,
mainly through the efforts of Dr. Christie. Its aim is to supply Man-
churia's need of well-trained medical men, and as far as it may succeed,
to create a Christian medical profession in the provinces. The Theological
College is carried on jointly by the PCI and the UFS for the benefit of
the Synod of Manchuria. A Christian Normal School for girls in Monkden
offers training in education of middle school grade and prepares its students
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to become primary school teachers or Bible women. Recently tWsschool

opened a Kindergarten department with a trained foreigner in charge.

GOVERNMENT EDUCATION

General Summary—Manchuria has one government primary school

student for every 70 inhabitants. In the Report issued by the Ministry

«f Education in 1916, this being the most recent Report available, Man-

churia was credited with 7,21* lower primary schools and 504 higher

orimary with as enrollment of 248.878 and 24,842 stadents respectively.

The proportion of boys in the total lower and higher primary scUocn

«M®Smeat was 93 per ceafc The 3 provinces average 13 primary students

per 1,003 inhabitants. A glance at the accompanying map shows how

poorly supplied with government educational facilities large sections of

Manchuria still are. In many fastens there is only one higher primary

and kss then 10 lower primary schools reported. The populous river

vaHey districts, however, are as adequately supplied as corresponding

districts in the 1® provinces. ....

Government Middle and Normal Scfewfs-Twenty-seven middle

schools for beys and one middle school for girls were officially reported

in 3918. These schools had an enrollment then of more ton 3^00 students.

Government middle schools are located, according to one authority, ia

25 different cities. In preparing the accompanying map the Committee

availed itself of information from three or four official sources. This in-

formation was in many cases incomplete and on several points con-

tradictory. For this reason the Committee itself hesitated to offer the

accompanying map except as its best contribution toward a knowledge of

the facts of government education of middle school grade as it exists

to-day. Twenty-four normal schools for boys (Fengtien 18, Kirin 4, and

Heilnngkkng 2), and 8 normal schools for girls (Fengtien 5, Kirin 2,

and Heilungkiang 1) were also officially reported in July 1918, and sub-

mitted in a summary which appeared in Milliard's Review (1919} bJ
Holliiigton Tong. Beside the above educational institutions, Manchuria

reports a number of technical, commercial, and agricultural schools, vary-

ing in grade from higher primary to middle school. In Moukden 8

government higher primary schools for boys have been reported, 3 regular

government middle schools for boys, 2 normal schools for boys, 1 higher

normal school for men and 4 other government schools of middle school

grade. In addition there are 2 higher primary schools for girls, 1 govern-

ment normal school for girls, t Mohammedan higher primary school, 1

Japanese medical school, and a number of private schools of various grades.

Higher Education—The only government institution of cdlege grade

in Manchmia about which any information has been received is the

Fengtien Higher Normal College for men in Moukden, with an enroll-

toent ia 1919 of fa students. A«xording to Dr. Fong F. Sec to 1020 ' the

authorities in the Manchurian provinces are reported to be making pre-

paration for the establishment of a university for the Three Eastern Pro-

vinces." A considerable sum of money was voted for the annual ex-

penditure by the educational authorities. Ia addition a still larger an^at

was to be laised to cover the initial oatlay. A law school is reported for

each of the three provinces, and Moukden reports technical, commercial,

and agricultural schools, and a school of foreign language*.
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HOSPITALS
General Summary—Statistical returns show 25 mission hospitals in

all Manchuria, 4 for men onhr, 9 for women only, and 12 general. The

two hospitals of the UFS in Hulan (IIeih:ngkiatig) are not located on the

accompanying map. The general hospital located at Liutaokow is main-

tained by Korean Christians. With the exception of this hospital, all

of the hospitals arc reported by r«nc or other of the three large mission

societies, the UFS reporting 13, the PCI 9 and the DMS 2, together with

anion work in Moukden. Tbtrty-one foreign physicians, over one-third

of whom are women, and three foreign nurses, superintend the work in

these hospitals, being ably assh-ted by n Chinese physicians and 14

graduate"nurses, "There is c snr} rising lack of dispensaries located at

mission centers where hospitals have not yet been established.

Hospitals to be Barft—-One mission hospital will be built in the neat

future at Hingkingfn, and one somewhere in the DMS field either In

Kirin or Heilungkiang.

Distribution of Mission HospiMs—Only 8 foreign residential cetrtera

are repnted tc Le without mission hospital facilities. When comparing

the accompanying map with Map V showing the distribution of evangel-

istic centers, and with Map VI 1 which indicates the distribution of the

Christian communicants over the three provinces, it is apparent that,

except for certain sections of Kirin, mission hospitals are both con-

veniently and strategically distributed. All centers with mission middle
schools except Takushan and Yushuting report mission hospital facilities.

Degree of Christian Occupation in Terms of Foreign Physicians and
Mission Hospital Beds per 1,000,000 Inhabitants—

Foreign Physicians Hospital Beds
not 1,000,000 Inhabitants rat 1,000,000 Inhabitants

(Average for Province 1.5} (Average for Province 48}

UFS 3.7 UFS ........................... 96
DMS 1.3 PCI 47
PCI l.t DMS 17

Non-Mission Hospitals—There are quite a number of non mission

hospitals in the large cities of Manchuria, reports having been received

from the following cities : Faknting, Fusbun, KaiyQan, Liaoyang,

Moukden, Port Arthur, Tichling, Penhsihsten, Changchun, Kirin, and
Liutaokow. The most notable con-mission hospitals are those established

by the South Manchuria Railway and staffed with Japanese doctors. They
receive Japanese, Chinese, and foieign patients, men and women. The
largest is that at Moukden, in connection with which a very well staffed

medical college is conducted. This college enrolls both Japanese and
Chinese students. The instruction is given in the Japanese language.

Union Medical Work—Medical mission work in Moukden has been

carried on since 1SS3, and has grown up, largely through the efforts of

Dr. Dngaid Christie, into the present Medical College and Hospital, where
annually thousands of patients are treated and many students are pre-

pared for the medical profession. The UFS, and DMS are associated in

the Moukden Medical College.
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Women's Medical Education—There is a Maternity School conducted

ia connection with the Women's Hospital, Moukden, whore young women

sate given training in the Theory and Practice of Obstetrics. The course

is one of 3 terms, extending over 12 months. The school has already

turned out several dozens of graduates.

Philanthropic Institutions—A Babies' Home is conducted in con-

-uection with the Women's Hospital, Moukden, under the supervision of

tthe CFS, in which "not wanted" baby girls are received and cared for.

A school in blind gh-ls in Moukden, carried on for several years by Mr.
and Mrs. R. T. Turley (BFBS), is now controlled by a committee repre-

senting the missions, the general European and American community,
and Chinese supporters. The Lutheran and Presbyterian Missions have
undertakes! responsibility for the foreign staff. At present Lutheran
missionaries are in charge. Besides reading, writing, etc., the blind

girls are taught handwork, so that they may at least partially support

themselves.

I.—Force at Work -Foreign

I

'

:

1 _
,

§

s 3^ B J^ 5 -

_= m a "3 -** E
Name of Society 5 a •-

x M 5 £

1 s. s H 3

Grand Total ... 49 20 II 39 73 99 172

Lutheran . . DMS 10 . i 3 14 S3 33 55

Methodist ... MEFB
Presbyterian ... PCI 16 4 4 9 19 25 44

UFS 15 12 7 1-5 25 36 61

Other Societies... ... SDA

YMCA
YWCA

1

1 |

1

3 3

1

1

6

3

1

Bible Societies . .

.

... BFBS ...

|

1 1 8

II.—Force at Work—Chinese

Name of Society

Grand Total 18 376 79 473

Lutheran
Methodist
Presbyterian

DMS*
... MEFB

PCI
OTS «b>

Other Societies SDA

Bible Societies

YMCA
YWCA
BFBS

164

135

11 186
34 177

203 120 323

79 41 120
79 -56 tSS
1 ... 1

10 H

70 97

13 U

14 13 3;

13 14

693 76

341
359

O

16

75% 5.2

m% 7.8

71% 6.0

m%
]

i.5

... i
1.0

* Incomplete returns.

(*> This column iiMstades educational workers in institutions above Middle School grade.

<b> Figures prior to 1917.

III.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian Community

Name of Society

Lutheran ...

Methodist ...

Presbyterian

Otter Societies

Bible Societies

Grand Total

DMS'
MEFB
PCI
UFS*
SDA

YMCA
YWCA*
BFBS

37 65 294

38
S

145
101

7

13,898 6,688 20,586 50,575

850
132

6,150
6,729

37

5-»
63

2,874
3,180

16

1.405 2.158

196 253

9,024 12,033

9,909 .15.856

53 i 81

704

S*"
o « •

68% 1*3 52 6.586 70

61% ' %9%

m% ;
u%

68% j
18%

70%

50%'

100%

1.222 37

160 65

1,698 ' 62

2,880 98

97 ! 7

* Incomplete returns
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IY.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian School

Name of Society

Grand Total

Lutheran ...

Methodist ...

Presbyterian

Other Societies

DMS*
MEFB
PCI
UFS
SDA

YMCA
YWCA

223 ! »

87 ; 15
9ft n
i

3,58* 2,601

793
US

1,224

1,391

4

449
45

726
1.373

8

57

6,185

1,242
160

1,950

2,764
12

57

180
139

132
127

15 x

583 308 893

312
266

2k

507 14 521

86
262

14
J
100

i
262

120

i-» o
o

§.|

3 2

7,599

1,472

160
2,362
3.292

12

301

S3 S wise's m fcjj

•ePol-sS'olS g ;

1-58

59% ; 97% 14%

65% ;ioo% 15%
n% I

...

62% ! 86% : 16%
50% 100% 10%
33%

j
...

100% 100%

* Incomplete returns

V.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian Hospital

Name of Society
I sill 3 a hsl I * I If

w 3

'§,_§,

© *3

BS

Crand Total 25 537 423 5,217 2 11 31 320

Lutheran ... DMSiai ,
2 3 73 46 1,186 .. 30 40

Methodist ... MEFB
Presbyterian ... PCI 9 164 177 1,577 1 11 43

UFS <b« 18 300 200 2.454 ; .. 26
Other Societies ... ... SDA
Korean Church* 1

Figures for Union work in Moukden included with DMS.
Figures prior to 1917. Includes figures for Union work in Moukden.

Incomplete returns.

YL—Degree of Occupation and Table of Urgency
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'3 .P

go 38
Name of Society % so eg 1
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£ E.
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1 " 3 4 • 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 IS 13 14 15

Grand Total...
(a)

363,700
(a)

19,998.989 172 893 20,586 9 45 8 44 10 321 345 1.5 48

Lutheran ... DMS Co'nt 16,000 3,266,000 55 156 1.405 17 49 10 111 4 —I 1,034 1.8
Methodist
Presbyterian

... MEFB

... PCI
A
B

5,000
57,600

98,000
7,457,000 44

11
341

195
9,024 6

143
46

72
38 12

s-21

IMS
831

251 1.1 47

Other Societies
CFS

... SDA

TMCA
YWCA

B
A

Int

51,400 5,256,000 61
6

3
1

3.59

9

13

9,909
53

12 69 6 36
170

...

19 291 306 3.7 96

Bible Societies ... BFBS 2 ...

(a) Total for Province, not for approximate estimates by Societies in the Column below.
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PART IV

LARGE UNCLAIMED AREAS AND SPECIAL
ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICTS

THE CALL
"There's no sense in going further—it's the end of cultivation,"

So they said, and I believed it—broke my land and sowed my oops

—

Bailt my barns and strung my fences in the little border station

Tucked away below the foothills where the trails run out and stop,

Till a voice, as bad as Conscience, rang interminable changes

On cne everlasting whisper day end night repeated—so

Something hidden. Co and find it. (1© and look behind the Ranges

—

Something- lost behind tbe Ranges. Lost and waiting for you. Co.

Rudyard Kipling.

Scogsstkd Centers for Christian Occctation in South-west China.

SOUTH-WEST CHINA
Oxer : per cent of the area of Kwangsi, Kweichtwr, Kansu and

Yunnan is unclaimed by any Protestant missionary society, Largs

sections of these and other provinces although claimed still remain v

unoccupied or practically so. The following centers located on the actom-

parying map are likely to be opened as mission stations within the next

3
Szctkvran—Changshow MCC, Fengtuhsien MCC, Hccbow FFMA,

Hofciang CIM, Kianganbsien CIM, Eikiang CIM, Xanchwan MCC, Peng-

sirui MCC., Sungpan CMS, Washsier. MCC.
KveiehOTC—Chenganchow C?M, Jenbwaihsien CIM, Kiensscfcow CIM.

Kvansfi—Hingyeh CMA S
Kwcisbun CMA, Xingmingehow CMA,

Yanglichow CMA.
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Yunnan—Mengli SYM, Nanipa SYM, Ytmnanfu UMC.
Centers located on the accompanying map but not listed in the preced-

ing paragraph have been referred to by missionary correspondents as

places of strategic importance in connection with the Christian occupation

of the country. References to a few of these centers follow : Szechwan—
Hweiiichow—An out-station of the American Baptist Mission and worked
from Ningyuansfu as long as fcreign missionaries resided in that city. If

we draw a line southwest from Suifu to Hweilichow, northwest from

Hweilichow to Batang, and east from Batang to Kiatingfu and Suifu we
enclose an encrmous area, triangular in shape, which is without a single

mission station. This area contains approximately two million Chinese,

one million I,olo and 600,000 other tribes people. The American Baptist

Mission is not able at the present time adequately to occupy so great a

field. There is some probability of the Christian Church of Australia

entering Hweilichow in the near future. Missionaries in Yunnan regard

Hweilichow as a promising center for immediate work not only among
Chinese, but among tribes people who have sent repeatedly for Christian

workers.

T.itang is situated almost midway between Tatsienlu and Batang.

The surrounding country is sparsely populated. The work here would
he chiefly among Tibetans.

Sungpan" and' Lifanting.""The former center"was" occupied l*onie~yeairs

ago l,y CMS missionaries but later abandoned. Both places are

strategically located for work among Tibetans. In the neighbourhood of

Stmgpan there are said to be as many as eighteen independent tribes.

Some of these are friendly to the foreign missionary and in many com-

munities the Tibetan language is spoken. Both Sungpan and Lifanting

are referred to in special articles on Chwanpien and Tibet.

Kweichtm—All centers located in this province and not listed above

as stations likelv to be opened within the next five years, were recommend-

ed by mission correspondents as important centers for tribal or Chinese

work. The relation of these centers to mission stations already opened
as well as <b postal communications already established throughout the

province will be seen upon refering to the Postal Map of Kweicliow,

! Appendix $, page lit. On this map place names are given for all

mission station ; while suggested centers fo«- new work are indicated by
small crosses.

Yunnan--Kokinchang. This h one of the largest population centers

in the province, and of great importance commercially. As mam* as

200,000 people are employed in the tin mines near the city during the few
months of Hie year when these can be worked. Kokiu city is situated

in the area which the Reformed Presbyterian Church hopes eventually to

occupy. Up to the present, however, nc foreign or Chinese worker has

been sent.

Shan Village* Around Tenpytieh—Throughout southwestern Yunnan
and especially in the neighbourhood of Tengyueh large numbers of tribal

people are to be found. Work among these tribes will prove most
encouraging and any number of villages might be suggested as centers for

occupancy by foreign missionaries.

Weiyuan—The following information has been supplied by W. N.
Fergusson, the Yunnan Moheiching Assistant District Inspectorate of Salt
Revenues : "In Kingku-hsien, formerly known as Weiyfianting, there is

a population of from 45,000 to 50,000 people, and in the western part of the
district there are probably 30,000 Shan inhabitants, all of whom have
never h«ard ihe Gospel. The people are very friendly, although much
oppressed by the Chinese. East of Weiyuan for 15 to 30 days' journev the
country is inhabited by Shans and other tribes people with a few Chinese
traders scattered about, but all untouched by any missionary effort. The
country for the most part is wild and well wooded except "near the salt
wells where fires and the cutting of wood for the manufacture of salt have
left large stretches of barren hillsides. Small groups of mountaineers are
found everywhere. The Shan people inhabit the valleys."

Mohei—"During my two years in the Mohei subdistrict I have visited
all the wells which are scattered over a large area. From my center I
have travelled 14 stages west and 25 stages to the south and southeast,
touching the Tongking border for more than 20 days' journey, and along
the Burma border for_ajnumber olda\j;_to_the^gki>tiJ»e_head. hunter's
territory. To the west of Mohei the country is rough and very
mountainous, but there are a number of fine valleys and many people
living in the hills In February 1920 I left Mohei on a two months' tour—
my road leading southeast for 7 days till I touched the Tongking border,
then almost due south for 20 days' Journey, penetrating Tongking at the
extreme southeast corner of the province. There are several salt wells
along this route, all of which I visited. From the salt wells
in the loop at the southeast corner of the province I went west keeping
near the Tongking and Burma borders for some 10 stages, and then came
out via Chenpien and up to the main road to Szemao. In all I w.i<
out 60 days."

"The valleys through the journey were inhabited by Shan pe<iple,
while the hills wer; sparsely peopled by I.olo or Nosu, Mahei, Akka,
Shantan, and many other tribes. With the exception of work among
the Lolo in the neighbourhood of Menglieh, and the work recently opened
by the American Presbyterian Mission at Chenpien—the latter
especially foKthe Shan people—nothing else has ever been done in the
way of mission work for these multitudes of people. The inhabitants I
found to be most friendly to foreigners."

"Throughout this large tract of country there is a wide open doer for
the missionary It will require strong men and women, however, to under-
take the work. It is no phee for a weakling either physkallv or
spiritually. The Chinese fear this climate ; they die off like flies, especialh
during the rainy season A malignant fever (dengue fever) prevails
throughout the valleys."

THE GREAT UNOCCUPIED AREAS OF KANSU
Description of Areas Claimed—A study of the Christian occupation of

Kansu as given in Part III (pp. 113-121) will suffice to show that although
large areas are claimed by missions, they are by no means adequately

worked. It is therefore necessary first of all to consider the areas claimed.

(1) The CIM District in the Northeast—This is a large fertile plain, well

watered by irrigation canals running from the Yellow River. It is bounded
by mountains on the west, south, and north. The Chungwei Plain lies to

the south and west of this district. Beyond the mountains and on the

east is tie Mongolian Desert. The population is comparatively dense.
It consists oi Chinese, Mohammedans, and, chiefly beyond the border of

Kansu, of Mongols. There are 7 hsien cities and a number of busy
market villages. The people do not live in cities but settle rather in large
walled farmsteads. Every second, third, or fifth day they congregate at

the markets! At ths present time there is only one missionary and his
wife in the whole of this district. He is centered at Ningsiafu. There
should be another station in Pinglohsien, one in Chungweihsien, and
one on the east of the Yellow River and southeast of Ningsiafu where
there arc two hsien cities. It may be found that the best center would
be Wuchangpao which, although not a hsien city, is a busier place than
either I.ingchow or NingHng (Kintsi).

(2) The CIM District in the Northwest—This district is bounded on
the north by the Mongolian Desert where the population is negligible.

The Desert crosses the border of Kansu just to the west of Chungweihsien,
so that for two days' journey or more in that section the country is desolate
and barren of everything except desert scrub and coarse weed- To the
west of the district are the mountains of Kokonor. The country surround-
ing Kokonor Lake originally belonged to the Mongols but is now chiefly
populated by nomadic Tibetans. The CIM district is divided into two
parts. Toward the north are the Kanchow and Liangchow plains in both
of which the rivers flow north and northwest. Between Lanchowfu and
the Desert on the north is the great Tsinwang Plain. The remainder of
the district is occupied by the basins of the Yellow River and its tribut-

aries. The whole district is a maze of mountains and valleys, inhabited
by a conglomeration of peoples in process of absorption into the Chinese
race. There are aborigines, Tibetans, Mongols, Mohammedans, and
Chinese. The distance between the already existing mission stations will
suffice to show how insufficiently this district is worked, From Lanchowfu
to Liangchowfu is 7 days' journey, from Lanchowfu to Siningfu, 6 days
and from Siningfu to Liangchowfu, 9 days. The city of Pingfan should
be occupied as early as possible. This would serve to link up existing
work and at the same time be a center for work among aborigines. It is
now being visited fcy colporteurs from Lanchowfu, but no workers are

m
avsilabls tc commence settled work. The city of Nienpai is a good center

|from which work could be done among Chinese, aborigines, and Moslems.
Maopaisheng, in the district of Tatung northwest of Siningfu, has a large
Moslem community in its vicinity, and would be a good base for work
among both Chinese and aborigines as well as among Tibetans.

(3) The CMA District in the Southwest—From the valleys of the Tao
jand Wei rivers, tne country rises gradually as one approaches the Tibetan

border, until at the mission station of Taoehow, Old City, it reaches the
height of 9,000 ieet alove sea level. To the north, west, and south of
this statioc Tibetans are found, indeed all the country to the south of
the Tao River is inhabited by them. South of Hochow, Sfiahwa, and
Kweiteh, the population is entirely Tibetan.

The remainder of the district is inhabited by a mixture of
Chinese and Mohammedans. Of Mohammedans there are the Chinese
Moslems, the Tungsiang Moslems, and the Salars. The main
aim of the CMA is to reach th? Tibetans. However, the Chinese work
!»a« g»own rapidly, «ad of late years the mission has been so crippled by
lack of workers that several who formerly worked among Tibetans now
devote their whole time to this more pressing work among the Chinese.
The extreme central—-southern part of the province, which is inhabited
almost entirely by Chinese, has of necessity been irregularly worked, and
at btst only by itinerating missionaries, colporteurs, and evangelists.
Kaichow is the most important center.

(4) The CIM District in the Southeast—The southern part of tins
district, comprising the Wei River basin east of Kuagcbangfa, and the
valleys of other streams running southward over the mountains into
Szecbwan, is the special responsibility of the CIM. Thus far the mis-
sionary staff has been inadequate to cope with the work already begun,
to say nothing of tfee ckims of the unevangelized parts of this district.
Hweihsien is an important town on the main road to southern Shensi and
to Szechwan and would make a good center for Christian work. Lihsien
and Tsingshui would also be suitable for smaller stations. The valleys
near this part of the border are well populated and have busy markets.
Passing towards the northeast one traverses an impoitant Moslem area
round Changkiachwan and comes into the district at the SAM (cim). The
section of this district which is best worked is marked by a group of
stations one, two and three days' journeys apart. Here work among the
Chinese is expanding and new missionaries have had to be added to the
staff during the past few years. Although a considerable amount of
literature has been distributed among the Moslems of this district, there
is as yet no missionary who has specialized in evangelistic work amene
them.
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Kansu—Ethnographical- Divisions
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The shaded districts, as indicated on this map, are inhabited chiefly by Chinese

Moslems. Finer shading denotes larger numbers of Moslems or more numerous Moslem

communities. Tibetans are most numerous in areas covered by small crosses. Solid

dots serve to locate the Aboriginal tribes. Districts where Mongols predominate are

ndicated by the symbol V. Unshaded sections are inhabited by Chinese, with small

ommunitJes ot Moslems interspersed over certain districts.

We will now consider the unclaimed areas of Kansu.

Northwestern Arem—This comprises the whole of that part of Kansn

which lies beyond Kanchowfu, and covers about one-third of the square

mileage of the province. It must be recognized, however, that this part

of the province is, speaking generally, more sparsely populated than any

of the remsirder. Tne people live mainly along a narrow ribbon of fertile

Land that stretches northwestward between the deserts of Mongolia and

the Tibetan mountains. The district is divided into two parts at Kiayfi-

kwan. Ihis city has long been called the gateway to the Chinese Empire.

It is there that t^e traveller towards Central Asia passes through an arm

of the Great Wall into the Gobi Desert. Beyond this place the traveller

must ca-rv his own food and fodder for his animals. The district of

Yumer, is comparatively well populated. Ansichow is a city of some im-

portance to travellers and might be opened as a missionary center when

a chain ot stations is made reaching out into Central Asia. Outside

Ansichow all is sand, indeed it comes right up to the city walls. The

old city of Ansichow is completely buried. From this place the main

road to Cental Asia stretches out to the northwest across the Desert,

while southwestward there is a short route to Kashgar generally used in

winttr. This road passes through the district of Tunhwang which ts

compa»ativeSv well watered and well populated and which supplies

Ansichow and some other less favored places with grain. To the east of

Kiayiikwaa the coamrv is also weE populated. Sucbow city is cf first

rate' importan -e. The Cornea Carbolics have an important work here as

well as in Kanchowfu. Only about 10 Protestant missionaries have

travelled throigh the northwestern district of Kansu since missionary

work was first started 40 years ago. Beyond the Nan Shan to the south

are a *<>«• Mongols as well as some tribe? of Tibetans.
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KANSU—SUGGESTED CENTERS FOR FUTURE MISSIONARY OCCUPATION

center for work among Chinese.

, , Moslems.

Tibetans.

,. Mongols.

,, Aborigines.

Central and Northeastern Area—The central section of Kansu is more
thickly populated than the northeastern, which produces a great deal of
salt, Hwamaehih being the most important salt center. All the
country west, south, aud southwest of this place is barren and the
inhabitants are few, except at the halting places. The distances between
stations reckoned bv stages will give some idea of the extent of this
country. From Pingliang to Ningsiafu is 12 days through mountainous
country; from Lancbowfu to Pingliang 10 daj-s along the great dusty
load which leads from Sianfu (Shensi) into Central Asia; from Lanchow-
fu to Ningsiafu, 13 days through mountains, desert, and fertile plains.
The SAM (cat) are now opening both Tsingningchow and Kuyuan as
central stations. It is important that the city of Anting be per-
manently occupied as soon as possible, as this would link up existing
work. It is now occasionally visited by colporteurs. Hwdning might
also be occupied, or perhaps as an alternative to Anting. Haiehenghsien
should also be considered. In short there is ample scope for missionary
woik in any large city throughout this district.

Work Among Special Classes—The population of Kansu is very mixed,
and specialized work amongst certain races is therefore imperative.
Apart from the Chinese there are two classes of peoples that merit con-
sideration : Buddhists of the Tibetan, Mongolian, and aboriginal races;
and Mohammedans {the Chinese Moslems, Tungsiang Moslems, and
Sa'tars). In parts of the province it is possible to use the Chinese language
amongst al» these peoples, but if lasting missionary work is to be done
among then: it will be necessary for some missionaries to be set aside for
specialized work. As a general center for reaching Buddists of the three
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races mentioned, Kunibum may be suggested, aad as a general center for

reaching Moslems, Hochow, The races must now be considered. separately.

Tibetans—A glance at the map will indicate their distribution along

tie western border. To the south of the Tao River there are 48 clans

under a chief who lives in Choni, where there is a lamasery of considerable

importaiice In the Kokonor district one finds a few Mongol kings,

Although the population is chiefly Tibetan. There are three sects of

Baddhists amongst Tibetans on the Kansu border: the Red sect, the

Yellow sect, and the Black sect. There are also "Living Buddhas" at all

important lamasery centers.

In Tibetan as in Chinese there is a classical and a spoken language.

The classical is understood chiefly by the priests. The spoken language

is divided into innumerable dialects. Missionaries working on the Kansu*
Tibet border find the Drokwa dialect the most useful, as this is under-

stood almost as far as Lhasa- Various methods are used for the evangelusa.

tioB of the Tibetans. One is that of itinerations in Tibetan country, in-

volving a considerable amount of hardship, which is amply repaid by the
magnifitent scenery and interesting variety of peoples and customs met
with, and above all by the opportunity afforded of bringing the Truth to a

people who sit in deep darkness. If these itinerations are to be safety made,
it is necessary for the missionary to make friends of certain influential

Tibetans, who act as "hosts" to the traveller, who in turn becomes their
' when these Tioetans visit his city. The drawback to this method

tt it tics the hands of the missionary by requiring him to be specially
': at all times not to offend the "hosts" or priests in his district. The

only alternatives are an official escort, the carrying of firearms, or travel-

ling in diseiiise,. all of which seem less effective. For settled work
residential centers are necessary, and these are of two kinds. All along

the Kansu border there are places tc. which Tibetans come from the interior

in order to sell cattle, wool, butter, salt, etc., and to buy grain, household

utensils, firearms, etc. Taochow is such a place, as are also Kweiteh and
Tattgar. Paoan, the center of twelve Tibetan clans, was occupied for a time

'by the CMA until then- missionaries were rioted out. One specially

important center that should be occupied as soon as possible is Stag Stags

Lhamo. This is situated on the border of Kansu, Szechwan, and Tibet,

and is a most important center for work among nomadic tribes of the

interior. There are alsc large lamaseries in Kansu along the western

border of which the most important until recently was Labrang, the head

•of 10$ monasteries. Little work beyond the distribution of Tibetan and

Mongol Scriptures has yet been done in Kumbum, an important center

further north. The Tibetans living in the Nan Shan to the south and
west of Kauchowfu are still untouched ; Suehow or Kancbowfu might form

a base for itinerations among these people Again to the south of Taochow

there are the Tepo, one of the least known and wildest tribes of Tibet.

These also remain untouched by Christian missions, but doors give promise

-of opening, and men are needed to cooperate with the CMA in its plans

to work this district.

Mongols—Tie Mongols are of the same religion as the Tibetans. A
limited number are found in the Kokonor district where special work
might be commenced. Of more importance, however, is the establishment

m mission work for Mongols in northeast Kansu in the Ningsia district

either at Kings^afn or better Tingyuanying (Wangyefu), just across the

Kansu border and due west of Ningsiafu.

Aborigines—There are about 50,000 aborigines scattered over areas

marked on the accompanying map. In some of these districts the people

«tiU hold to their old customs and peculiar dress, especially the

women, while in other districts they are fast becoming absorbed into the

Chinese race. There is a bit of interesting history connected with the

latter. After the Mohammedan Rebellion, the Chinese soldiers marched
through western Kansu, killing as many Mohammedans as they could

Snd. All people not speaking Chinese tbey took to be Salars or Tungsiang
Moslems. Hence in order to protect their lives it was necessary for these

aborigines either to speak the Chinese language or to throw in theit lot

with the Mohammedans. A number did accept the faith of Islam,

although most of them still remain Lamaistic Buddhists and continue to

l>ay taxes to their tribal chieftains. Among these aborigines one notices

many changes during recent years, and the present time presents a supreme
-opportunity for the pleaching of the Gospel among them.

Moslems—There are more Moslems in Kansu than in any other pro-

vince of China. Estimates of their number vary from 1,500,000 to

3,000,000. It is exceedingly difficult to make any graphic record of their

distribution since they arc found everywhere in varying numbers, and
"there are no places in which the population is entirely Moslem. The
shaded parts cat the accompanying map, therefore, indicate those districts

in which there are large Mohammedan communities; where the shading
is darker, the communities are more numerous.

The Mohammedans of Kansu can be traced to three distinct sources

:

First, the Arab-Persian Moslems, whose ancestors first entered China

ig the Tang Dynasty (A.D. "5(8 to 907). They came through Central

Asia by way of Chinese Turkestan. History records one or two em-
bassies or trading expeditions arriving in Changan (the present Sianfu,

Shensi, but then the capital of the Empire) during the reign of the first

Lirperor. Some of the Arabs who came with these expeditions are reported

to have settled in China. Since then there have been innumerable immi-

grants coming at various times in larger or smaller parties, as soldiers,

merchants, captives, or refugees. At the present time Mohammedans of

Kansu are more easily distinguished from ordinary Chinese than Moslems
living in other parte of China, chiefly because of this pure-stock addition

to their numbers without interruption through the centuiies. Even now
Turk! merchants occasionally settle in such places as Lanchowfu, take

Chinese wives, and never return to their homes. It will be seen from

this that the so-called 'Chinese" Moslems are not usually Chinese who
have been converted to Mohammedanism. Rather they have been born
into Islam, and are descendants of an alien race. The most important
Moslem centers are Siningfu, Hochow, and Taochow, Old City, in the
west, and Ningsiafu, Kuyuan, Hatchenghsien, and Changkiachwan in
the east. Their mother tongue is Chinese, but they also use a large
vocabulary of Arabic and Persian words for social intercourse as well as
for religious purposes. Mullahs are being trained in most of the mosques.
A considerable percentage of Moslem children attend the mosque schools.

At first they learn the Arabic alphabet, next they read Arabic from
readers containiug selections from the Koran, then they read the Koran
itself. All this is done parrot-fashion, without much understanding.
Those who show promise are taught something of the meaning of what
they have read, and so go on to Arabic grammar and Koran exegesis.
Although there are a large number of Ahungs f|Bf jj£; who possess a
good knowledge cf Arabic and Persian, the majority of the laity if they
read Arabic at all read it with no understanding of its meaning. In the
past there has been a surprising ignorance of Chinese among Kansu
Moslems, but during more recent years a number of schools connected
with mosques have been opened primarily for the teaching of Chinese to
Moslem pupils. The government curriculum is generally used, with the
addition cf Arabic in some schools. Teachers at present are Chinese or
Moslem graduates from Chinese schools.

Steond, the Tungsiang Moslems—These are said to be of Ugrian
stock, converted to Islam at an early date. They inhabit the mountain-
ous district to the east of Hochow and west of the Tao River. One ex-
planation of their presence in Kansu is that when the Uigurs

( £3 fg or

M ft) removed from Kashgaria to the districts of Tisrfan and Hami
|some time during the seventh or eighth century) they were joined by
Mongols whose cause at that time was anything but prosperous. During
the eighth century Arabic missionaries were sent among these people to
propagate the faith of Islam. They achieved such success in their work
that Mohammedanism finally became the accepted religion of all. Another
authority claims that the characters "Tung-siang" f ^£g) did not
originally have the meaning of "east country" {i.e. the country east of
Hochow}, but are a corruption of the name "Tung-hung," from which
we may infer that these people originally represented the Tung tribe of
the Hung, or Huns, and were of the same race as the Hsiung Nu ( gj fa )
But whatever may be their origin they are certainly of the "same stock as
the aborigines of Kansu, for they speak the same language although their
dialect is different. All have the Mongoloid type of physiognomy. Their
district is divided into 30 "bui" {•£}. The number of mosques must be
considerable, for every village has its own. The people are ignorant and
bigoted. Most of the highway robbers in the province are recruited from
among these people Many of the men speak Chinese, but few women or
children. The number of Tungsiang Moslems in Kansu is estimated at

between 150,000 and 200,000.

Third, the Salars—One explanation of the presence of these people in

Kansu is the expulsion of their forefathers from Samarkand in Central
Asia by cue of the descendants of the Prophet who at that time was their

ruler. This was the result, it is said, of tlieir free-booting habits. A more
flattering explanation of their presence in Kansu is that centuries ago
they were told by a revered prophet to leave their home in Central Asia
and seek a new land which be described to them by the colour of the earth
and water and by the changing into stone there of a certain

white camel. A third explanation is that the Mongols invited them
into Kansu from Persia, and allowed them to settle in Sunhwa jurt as they
did the Shenkan Moslems in Yunnan. The Salar immigration is com-
monly said to have taken place during the Ming Dynasty (A.D. 1368-1300}.

Whatever may have been the reason for their coming, they journeyed for

many months across Central Asia and northern Tibet, finally arriving at

Kehtze Rung, m the district of Sunhwa. To this day they refer to

Samarkand as the home of their ancestors, and speak the Turki language
of Centra! \$i&. In most disbicts this language is very much mixed
with Chinese and Tibetan although in the east (Menda Kung) a purer

Turki is spoken. The majority of the men speak Chinese, but the women
and children as well as the men when speaking to each other use only

Salari. The facial characteristics of these people clearly indicate their non-

Chinese origin. The women wear a dress somewhat similar to that of

the women of Samarkand. The mountainous district in which the Salars

live is now divided into "kung" (J£) of which tnere axe eight south of

the Yellow River and five on the north where the language is more mixed

and the people of less pure descent. The total population is estimated at

from 50,000 to 100,000. The Salars have the reputation of being very

wild, a considerable number of their young men becoming soldiers or

robbers. This is hardly surprising, for they are poor and illiterate, with

no religions teaching.

Moslem Sects—Both Old and New Sects are found in Kansu, this

province being the home of the latter, in fact of several new
sects. The "jeberiya" sect, which is the one commonly known as the

"New Sect", flourishes in the eastern half of the province. Its leader has

considerable power over his followers, and it would be exceedingly difficult

for any of them to become Christians. In the west one eucownters various

so-called New Sects and divisions known as "Men-huan" of which there

are "four great ones" at Hochow (Ijg^cf^S)- In the Hochow and

Xingsia districts there are numerous tombs ofMosIem saints, at which

incense is burned and certain ceremonies performed at set seasons. There

is also the "New, New Sect" with its headquarters at Taochow, Old City,

the founder of which was killed just after the White Wolf raid. Thi»

sect has recently made some headway both as .a religioas force and a»

a commercial organisation.
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Christian Work among Moslems—In the past a considerable amount

of Christian literature has been distributed amongst Moslems in various

parts of Kansu. There are now three missionaries whose aim it is to

specialize in evangelistic and medical work amongst them. They have

been much hindered in the past through lack of workers which necessitated

their helping out in the ordinary work among Chinese. The following

centers for Mohammedan work should be opened in the west of the pro-

vince : Hochow for work among Chinese Moslems, Sfinhwa for work

among the Salars, and some place in or to the east of Hochow for work

among the Tungsiang Moslems—The CIM is definitely planning to begin

the work among Moslems in the vicinity of Hochow, while the CMA con-

tinues its work there among Chinese and Tibetans. Special work for

Moslems is already being done by the CIM in Siningfu. In the east of

the province the most important centers to be opened by the foreign mis-

sionary are Changkiachwan, Kuyuan, Haicbenghsien, and some place in

the Ningsia district. The head of the Jeheriya Sect has residences both

at Changkiachwan and near Kuyuan. The Lingchow-Ningling district u
also a stronghold of the New Sect, having been the home of the notorious

Ma Hua-lung.

Ad-iance Programs Among Chinese—The 3 missions in conference in

1918 called for an addition of 30 foreign missionaries, definitely for the

purpose of evangelizing unoccupied areas. These missionaries have not yet

been forthcoming. It is the hope of the CMA to open 3 mission station

eventually in every hsien city of its district. The SAM (era) has already

made some advances, Sifengchen having been opened recently as a station,

and Tsingningchow as an out-station. Plans are also on foot to open

Kuyuan.

Among Tibetans, Mongols, and Aborigines—As mentioned in a pre-

ceding paragraph, it is necessary in the interests of safe itinerations

throughout the less frequented parts of Kansu, to make friends among

the leading Tibetan or Mongol inhabitants. Some advance has been made

in this direction during recent years, and new districts are slowly becom-

ing more accessible to the foreign evangelist. It should soon be possible

to establish a chain of mission stations at all important lamaseries

and markets along the Tibetan border. An important step has just been

taken by the CMA in opening Labrang as an outstation from Taochow.

This was made possible by the looting of that monastery by Mohammedan
soldiers in the vear 1919. Some 180 li northwest of Labrang is the

Ticetan town of Paoan. a center which the CMA hopes to reopen as soon

as men are available for the work. This mission also hopes to open Stag

Stogs Lhamo in the near future. One missionary of the CIM expects to

study Tibetan and begin work from Siningfu as a center. Years ago work

was done also among Tibetans around Kweiteh. 7 hi* work should be

restarted as soon as men are available. The lack of missionary workers-

also means that the lamasery at Kumbum remaiiw practically untouched

except by the occasional distribution of tracts and Scripture portions.,

This place is only one stage from Siningfu.

There are no definite plans for the reaching of the Mongol population

in and around the province of Kansu, although work might be started at

some center in the west of the province and certainly should be begun at

once in the Ningsia district. No missionaries as yet are planning to learn

the dialect of the aborigines and give their whole time to mission work

among them.

Among Moslems—Specialized work among Chinese Moslems is still-

in its infancy throughout China. Plans for special work among Moslems

around Siningfu and Hochow have already been referred to. It may be-

possible for some one in the near future to learn the language of the Salars

and for some one else to learn the language of the Tungsiang Moslems.

Workers are needed to give their whole time to each of these tribes.

Conclusion—After every allowance has been made for sparseness of

population, the fact still remains that Kansu is one of the most neglected

provinces of China. The areas that are claimed by the missionary socie-

ties are hopelessly too large for them to work adequately without a large

increase of workers. It is a province of immense opportunities for

Christian work. Apart from the great unoccupied and very inadequately

occupied fields, there are large communities of non-Chinese peoples still'

wholly or almost wholly untouched. There are difficulties, naturally,

which must be faced. For example, there are none of the conveniences of

civilization ; there is not even the comparative ease of travelling by water

such as may be enjoyed in most inland provinces. Kansu is a land of

far distances. It is a jonrney of over 40 days from east to west and of

nearly a month from north to south. The population is on the whole-?

comparatively sparse, but even on the very modest estimate of the Survey

Committee, the proportion of Christian workers to the population is extra-

ordinarily low. Yet, in order to meet the needs of the scattered populatiott'

it is obvious that this proportion should be high in contrast with other

provinces The neglect of Kansu in the past, its immense disances, Its

opening doors which may not remain open, the bondage of its people to-

Lamaism, their unspeakable pollntion by heathenism, the blinding of their

souls oy Islam, the utter failure of all their religious systems to bring

life and light, power and purity—the very difficulties and loneliness that

the missionary must face in this far-away province—all these things present

a Macedonian call to the Church of Christ.

MONGOLIA (INNER AND OUTER)

Extent and Political Divisions—The geographical extent of Mongolia

has generally been given at approximately 1,370,000 square miles. This

estimate does not, however, include those sections north of the Great Wall

both in Chihli and Shansi which while formerly a part of these provinces

have since been included in the "special administrative districts" of Jehol

and Chahar. The section formerly belonging to Chihli is approximately

55,000 sq.mi. in extent, and that formerly belonging to Shansi about

20,000. After adding this additional 75,000 sq.mi. to the estimate for

Mongolia given above we have a total of 1,445,000 sq.mi. This is over

eleven times the area of the British Isles and almost as much as the area

of the eighteen provinces of China Proper.

For convenience of study the better-known divisions into Inner and

Outer Mongolia will be followed in this article. Inner Mongolia will

consist of the four special administrative districts of Jehol, Chahar, and

Suiyuan, and Sitao Mongolia. Those four districts extend from Manchuria

on the east to Kansn on the west. The capital cities are:

Chengtehfu or Jehol (Jehol), Changkiakow or Kalgan (Chahar), Kwei-

hwating (Suiyuan), and Tingyfianying (Sitao Mongolia). Official esti-

mates of the areas of these administrative districts are not obtainable but

approximately they are as follows : Jehol 53,750 sq.mi., Chahar 70,000

sq.mi., Suiyuuan 105,000 sq.mi., and Sitao Mongolia 82,500 sq.mi.

Practically all of the Protestant missionary work in Mongolia is confined

to this southern section, i.e. Inner Mongolia.

Of the two political divisions Outer Mongolia is much the larger with

an approximate area of 1,133,750 sq.mi., or three-fourths of the whole.

It is bounded by Siberia on the north, Heilnngkiang on the east, Altai

and Sinkiang on the west, and Inner Mongolia (Jehol, Chahar, Suiyuan,

and Sitao Mongolia) on the south. Outer Mongolia is the undisturbed

home of numerous and powerful Mongolian tribes. Urga is the sacred

and official capital. Uliassutai, Kobdo, and Kiacbta are important

trading towns. The country is not without rivers, fertile valleys, and

much mineral wealth. In the whole of this vast and important country,

however, except for Urga, there is not a single mission station or resident

missionary.

Physical Characteristics—Mongolia is a vast plateau 3,000 to 4,500

feet above sea level, surrounded by mountain ranges and consisting of

broken hilly country and plains or steppes. To the northwest lies the

Kobdo region, that portion of the Mongolian plateau which has the highest

general level, and never falls below 2,300 feet, its valleys maintaining an

average height of 3,000 to 4,500 feet. This region is watered by numerous

rivers,- some of which flow into lakes of brackish or even salt water with*

no outlet. The chief of these rivers are the Kobdo, flowing into the
Karawsstt Nor, the Tess running into the Ubssa Nor, the three headV
streams of the Yenisei, and the Selenga with its tributaries.

Immediately south of the Kobdo region, and still in the west, is the
Gobi Desert oecstpying over 200,000 square miles of the central basin.

This desert is not, as is often imagined, a desolate and sandy region^
Waterless districts there are, of course, but the greater part of the country
consists of land sufficiently moist for grass and shrubs. As there are no*

rivers, fertility depends chiefly on the winter's snowfall and the early
summer rain. Wells are not uncommon, and very often the water »
found near the surface, sometimes by merely digging out a few spadefuls*
of sand.

South of the Gobi are the Ala Shan and the Ordos plateaus. The
former extends between the northward stretch of the Yellow River where
it makes its great bend and the Nan Shan. The latter lies just south of.

this river. Agriculture is encroaching more and more on this southern
plateau, where the land is fertile if irrigated, and yields splendid crops,
without manuie, for years. A long chain of mountains which constitutes
the Khingan Range forms the eastern boundary of Gobi Desert. These
are steep on the western slope, while on the east they descend gradually
to the level of the Jehol plain which stretches away into Manchuria and,
is abundantly watered by streams rising in the Khingan.

Climate—The climate of Mongolia is very dry, and offers wide varia-

tions of temperature. In Gobi and extreme northern regions the winters
are severe, and the wind is never at rest. In fact, winter and summer,,
spring and autumn, day and night, the winds are blowing in Mongolia*
There is nothing to hinder them, no trees, bushes, or houses, and every*
where they enjoy free course, until they reach the small tents of the
Mongols on which they fall with full fury. In spring the many dust-
storms, and the tiresome, persistent wind make travelling very trying.
Sudden changes of the weather with constant fluctuations of heat and cold-

are peculiarities of Mongolia's climate. The dryness of the country arises
from the encircling mountains which ariest the rainclouds. During summer:
there is no rain save during heat-storms.

Population—Population estimates for Mongolia (Inner and Outer) have
varied from 1,800,000 to 10,000,000, the latter figure being given by Dr.

A. Williamson and Dr. Edkins. The Minchengpu Census (1910) fixed
for Mongolia, exclusive of those sections of Jehol and Chahar whkh-
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formerly «cre a part of Chihii and Shansi, the population of 1,700,000,

Richard, in his Comprehensive Geography, estimated 2,580,000 for the

^jame area. According to the 1915 Post Office Census returns for hsiens

i» Jehol and Chabar the population for these two special administrative

-districts afcee approximate 3,818,000 for Jehol and 1,900,000 for Chabar.

Official estimates for Suiyuan and Sitao Mongolia are not obtainable,

but 825,000 for the former and 200,000 for the latter are regarded by the

few who know and nave been consulted as not far off. On the basis of

the most recent estimates, therefore, Inner Mongolia has a population

somewhere between six and seven millions {6,943,000}. The population

^jtimate adopted by the CCC Survey Committee for Outer Mongolia is

1,155,000, making a grand total for both Inner and Outer Mougolia of

7,7&>,©oo. This is undoubtedly too high, and a more conservative figure

may have more general acceptance. However, we must remember that

during the last 20 years thousands of Chinese have immigrated annually

into Inner Mongolia, and that all previous population estimates of Mongolia

-did not include the administrative districts of Jehol and Chabar which are

tsamparatively well populated. On the basis of the above figures the

density of Outer Mongolia is 1 inhabitant per sq. mi.
(
that of Inner Mon-

golia 22 per sq. mi. The density of the special administrative districts

is : Jehol 71 per sq. mi., Chabar 27, Suiyfian 8, and Sitao Mongolia 2.4.

The population of Mongolia is densest in the southeast. The central

-region and that of the nortbwest and southwest are almost unihabited.

In these great stretches of country one may travel for days without meeting

a single inhabitant.

Cities—Urga C3$,ooo) is the capital and only important city of Outer

Mongolia. It has a population of 13,000 lamaist monks and about 25,000

Chinese and Mongols Overlooking the city, which, is itself on a hill-

side, is the crater of an extinct volcano, which is regarded as a holy

mountain and tbe birthplace of Genghis Khan. Being a holy place of

the lamas it is in constant communication with Lhasa, In one part

<ef the city there is a great monastery where the Living Buddha has his

abode. In a second portion of the city the lama monasteries and dwell-

ings ate located, whilst a third portion, practically an independent city,

is' devoted to commerce.

TJHassutai, the most important town in western Mongolia, carries on

a considerable transport trade, providing the great caravans which travel

from east to west with stores and provisions. It is an important center

for the cattle trade. Here the military governor of the Kalkhas district

is stationed. Kotdo tnd Sairussu are other important trade centers.

In Inner Mongolia, Chihfeng (Hadal is, as far as the Committee's

information goes, the largest city, with a population somewhere between

50,"«o and 100,000, ChaoyangJu, Pingchtian (Pakow), Chtngtehfu (Jehol),

Tatzekow, Kingpeng, Wutancheng, and Fengchen are other important

-cities with populations Tanging from 25,000 to 50,000.

Race—"The vaguely used term 'Tartars* embraces two great branches

-of Asiatic races. The parent race of the first of these was the people

Known to Chinese history as Hsinng-nu (gj jgQ. These probably were of

the same stock as the Huns whe invaded Europe at a later date. To this

"HsJung-nu* or Turko-Scytbian branch belong the Turks, the Mongols,
the Khirghinz, and many lost historical races, of whom the Uigurs are

the best known. The other great branch of the Tartar hordes is the

'Tungasic', to which belong the modern Manchus, Koreans, Scions,

Bants, Orochons, and historical races such as the Shienfu and Kitans.

AH these 'Tartars' were originally warlike nomads, and each at one
"time or another came into intercourse and conflict with the settled popula-

"tfems of North China, whose present inhabitants are largely a mixture
-of 'Tartar' and Chinese stock."

History and Political Statm—About 1135 A.D. the Mongols dwelling

in regions lying east and south of Lake Baikal first appeared upon tbe

«eene of China's history. Under the able leadership of their great chief,

Genghis Khan, with his sons and brothers, large armies of fierce mounted
warriors swept down in resistless wares of startling conquest, east, west,

and south from the wild grassy plains of Mongolia, where at Karakorum
the Great Khan had established his huge metropolis of tents. They not

<mly pushed their conquests eastward into Korea, southward through

China into Cambodia and Burma, but thundering across the uplands of

•Central Asia these wild horsemen carried terror and desolation far into

the decadent empires of the west. There is no doubt that the art of

printing, the mariners* compass, firearms, and a great many other arts

of social life were imported from China into Europe during this period

when the Mongol power for the first time in history linked up east and
west in one vast empire. In less then rso years they became complete

masters of China, and placed their Emperor, Kublai Khan, on the throne,

the splendour and enlightenment of whose court, established with its

capital at Cambalac, now Peking, became the wonder of Europe. Thus,

at the height of their power {A.D.1280-1368), the Mongols ruled over a

"**5t and populous Empire, embracing many races and tongues, and

stretehhig from the Pacific Ocean westward into Poland and Hungary,
and from the frozen sea* southward through India to the Indian Ocean.

The startling rapidity with which they rose to power, and their extra-

ordinary successes were only parallelled by the completeness and rapidity

of their downfall. Within a hundred years the grit and spirit begotten

in the fierce struggle for existence on the wild steppes of the north had
so degenerated amid the effeminate influences of Chinese civilization that

their power was soon gone. Political disintegration, together with their

spiritual slavery, slowly completed their ruin.

"Curing the next two centuries not much was heard of the Mongols
fMtil the Manchus were invited into China Proper by an indiscreet soldter-

statesman of the last Ming emperor. The rising power of the Manchus com-

pelled respect, and the princes first of Inner Mongolia and then of Outer
:Mongolia swore allegiance and placed themselves and their tribes under

Manchu protection. Thus most of the Mongol chieftains became vassals
of the Tsing Dynasty of their own free will. Later, in the middle of the
iSth eenturv, through additional conquests, the entire region now con-
stituting Mongolia was brought within the sway of the Manchu reigning
house."

More Recent Political Developments—After the fall of the Manchus
and immediately following the Chinese Revolution in 191 1 the Mongol
princes expelled the Chinese officials from Urga, declared Outer Mongolia's
independence of China, and proclaimed the Living Buddha as their ruler.
This imperfect independence was immediately Tecognized by Russia for
palpable purposes, and the Russo-Mongolian agreement of 1912, was con-
cluded. The new Chinese Republic was in no position to resist Russia's
"persuasions," and in an exchange of notes (October 23—November 5, 1913}
was constrained to recognize the autonomy of Outer Mongob'a. The new
relitionsaip between China, Russia, and Outer Mongolia was finally con-
firmed in the Tripartite Convention signed at Kiachta, May 25—Jane 7,

1915.

Autonomous Mongolia—A glance at these treaties and agreements
will show the extent of Russia's privileged position in autonomous Mon-
golia, Neither were Chinese troops admitted into Outer Mongolia nor
Chinese subjects permitted to colonize its lands. Russia enjoyed complete
commercial supremacy and a concurrent right with the Chinese Republic
to supervise political relations. The dreaded march of the intrepid Chin-
ese colonists into Russia was stopped and an effective buffer state thus
created between Russia and the new Republic.

"China, however, was not prepared to acknowledge defeat As
a bid fof popularity the following Presidential mandate was issued,

changing the status of former dependencies. 'The five races in this coun-
try are entitled to equal treatment in the Republic, and the territories of

the Mongols, the Tibetans, and the Mohammedans are parts of the same
Republic of China, The Mongols, the Tibetans, and the Mohammedans
are all its citizens. There is no mere distinction between them, as was
the case during the Imperial rule. Thus no such name as 'dependencies'

shall be used any more. Hereafter the Mongols, Tibetans, and Moham-
medans should live in perfect harmony so as to bring about a real union
of "the races into one.' As expected, it did not take the Mongols long to
find out the real intentions of their Russian 'protectors' and, except for

a few 'militarists* at Urga, the majority of the Mongolian princes pre-

ferred to return to the fold cf tbe Republic."
Cancellation of Autonomy—The onrushing tide of Bolshevism

on the further side of the frontier also served to intensify the universal de-

sire to rejoin the Chinese Republic. Accordingly a petition praying for

the cancellation of autonomy was despatched from Urga, Nov. 15, 1920,

at the conclusion of a conference between the Mongolian council of ministers

and Chinese representatives.

On November 27, 1920, a Presidential Mandate was promulgated grant-

ing the request. The cancellation of Mongolian independence being thus

an accomplished fact, measures were at once devised to reform and develop

tbe rich country. For example, the Mongolian-Tibetan School in Peking

was reorganized ; the establishment of other educational institutions was
encouraged ; and a Mongol vernacular paper planned.

Local Go«}ernment—"The system of local administration throughout

Central Mongolia especially is tribal in character, and several centuries old,

having been left undisturbed even by the Manchus. The principal charac-

teristic of the whole system is the 'Hoshun* or in Chinese 'Banner* ($£),

At the head of each Hoshnn is a 'Jassak,' who holds the Hoshun practi-

cally as his own fief. His office is hereditary, and the succession of each

new Jassak is confirmed by the President of the Republic. After the

Hoshun comes the 'Aimak.' At present the Aimak, as an administra-

tive organ, has sank into historical insignificance, its power having been

transferred to tbe League, so that the senior prince of each Aimak has

really no duty or authority as such."

"The largest administrative unit is the league, a device said to have

been originated by the Manchus. In Outer Mongolia the four leagues are

made to coincide in composition with the four Aimaks, while in Inner

Mongolia the twenty-four Aimaks are grouped into six leagues. The

Jassaks of a league meet together in a council or Diet and elect a pre-

sident for the league. This elective appointment is then cenfirmed by

the Peking Government. Besides meeting to elect a president, the Diet

of the league also has other functions to perform : 'All the Jassaks of the

league meet together periodically to settle fi) judicial affairs in which

persons of different Hoshuns are interested, and {2) economic and ad-

ministrative matters concerning the whole league. The president of the

league sees to the execution of the Diet's decisions. He has no power to

interfere with a Jassak in the local administration of his own Hoshun.' "

Today pure Mongols are found chiefly in the extreme north and west.

They are divided into numerous tribal organizations, in which hereditary

princes exercise authority and only nominal allegiance is paid to China.

These tribal organizations are restricted to fixed areas, and within the

limits of this area a fairly high degree of autonomy prevails. The Turfcls,

including the Kinghis, are found chiefly in the west, where they touch

their own people in Sinkiang. Chinese inhabit the special administrative

districts in the south and are gradually advancing northward as coloniza-

tion increases, reclaiming by means of extensive irrigation large tracts

of iand formerly worthless.

People—The Mongol is well-built and sturdy. In appearance he is

diity and unkempt. His unwashed face and bands {scarcely surprising

in a L»nd of little water, biting winds, and cruel frosts), tousled hair,

and shaggy, greasy, sheep-skin garments create a prejudice against him.

If to his unattractive appearance and primitive habits are added his

fatalism, lack of ambition, love of strong drink, quick temper, and in-

difference to the truth, together with a perverted sense of right and wronSF*
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the worst picture possible of tbe average Mongol has been given. On

the other band, he is simple-minded, fearless, and self-reliant; generous,

and comparatively honest, kindly, hospitable, and easily approached

when undeistood and treated with proper consideration, though sensitive

and quick to resent slights. He is not only unused to a life of hardship

but is patient and cheerful under difficulties. In business he is no match

for the subtle Chinese, although in simple-hearted manliness and all

martial pursuits the Mongol is more than his equal. There is a remark-

able independence in the Mongol's character. The ragged beggar and

the honoured, influential prince are both alike in this. Even in his

present degenerated condition there is a natural nobility of character in

every typical Mongol.

Language—According to Richard, "the most widely diffused type of

the Mongol language, spoken throughout the country, belongs to the

Ural-Altaic family, as the Turkish and Manchu dialects." It is not a

monosyllabic language like Chinese but has words of many syllables and

abounds in dissyllabic roots. It has 7 vowels, 17 consonaute, and 5

diphthongs. Gutturals and aspirates are largely used. Tbe writing has

undergone various transformations. Its latest form; which resembles

knotted cords, dales from the nth century. In a country where personal

communications ere usually passed on by verbal messages, letter writing

shrinks into small proportions. The liturgical books of the lamas are

written in Tibetan. For this reason, and also because the book style

differs much from the colloquial, there is little literature in the Mongolian

language. Various dialects differ so slightly that Mongols meeting one

another from different sections of the country are easily understood. The

Mongolian language is more easily acquired than Chinese, although the

facilities for studying it are poor and greatly increase the difficulty.

Chinese Colonization and Economic Transformations—When the Man-

chus ascended the Imperial throne of China in 1644 few Chinese inhabited

the country north i»f the Great Wall. Today large tracts of Inner Mon-

golia, especially those north of Chihli and Shansi, are peopled almost

wholly by Chinese, while elsewhere the Chinese element is steadily in-

creasing. Manchuria, except for the mountainous parts of Heilurgkiang

and Kirin, is wholly a Chinese country. Agriculture in Mongolia is

largely in the hands of the Chinese, who are working their way rapidly

from the southern and eastern borders of Mongolia further*northward and

westward. So far as Inner Mongolia, especially Jehol and Chahar, is con-

cerned the last few years have brought a complete change. The whole

of these special administrative districts is now in the hands of Chinese.

Recently, China has been actively promoting great plans of extending

colonization to the rich plains of northern Mongolia. Soldiers by many
thousands have been sent to Urga, and rumours are spreading among the

people to the effect that these soldiers will be used for colonizing and agri-

cultural purposes, leaving only the sandy districts and uncultivable desert

land for the Mongols and their herds. The Mongols meanwhile, who by

their leligion have been impressed with the sin and danger of interfering

with nature in any way, heave heavy sighs and shift their tents still further

into the desert. Here and there in southern and eastern Mongolia a few

Mongol tribes have settled down to agricultural pursuits in the midst of

their Chinese invaders. But these aie and probably will remain excep-

tions. This ever-growing tide of Chinese colonization and cultivation of

the soil by Chinese with the administrative control that follows it are facts

which must be considered in connection with all plans for the future

evangelization aud Christian occupation of Mongolia.

Economic Life—As a result of Chinese colonization in southern Mon-

golia nomadic life is disappearing and agricultural life is taking its place.

Villages are being built, schools erected, and Chinese civilization trans-

planted. The advance is at the rale of about four miles per annum. The

time indeed seems not remote when the Gobi and Ordos deserts will be

completely invaded and reclaimed, Trade in Mongolia is carried on

entirely by the Russians and Chinese. Among the principal purchases

of the Mongols are cotton fabrics, iron ware, woolen cloth, sugar, and

brick-tea, the last being a favorite. In return they offer sheep, cattle,

ponies, camels, wool, hides, furs, etc. Every year they also export

thousands of tons of salt ind soda, as well as some quantity of gold. As

many as 100,000 camels are employed in conveying tea alone from Kaglan

to Siberia. Another 1,200,000 camels and 300,000 bullock-wagons are

employed in inland caravan trade. Stock-raising, the making of tent

felts, horse saddles, gold and silver ornaments of various kinds, and the

women's clever sewing of beads and caps, suggest the chief industrial

occupations of the Mongols. Money as a medium of exchange is not yet

universally appreciated, except in large trading centers where gold dust,

gold bars, lump silver, roubles, and silver dollars are in use.

Communications—Roads—Roads made by the feet of camels, horses,

and oxen, or by cart tracks, abound in Mongolia. Not only the great

roads along which thousands of camels and oxcarts pass daily conveying

salt, timber, and grain from one trading center to another, but even the

numerous lesser roads are easily followed. The sandy districts which

are comparatively few in number are trackless.

From old. caravan communication requiring a month's time has

existed, between Kalgan and Urga, which is situated only 5 or 6 days'

journey from the Siberian Railway. A main highway leads on from

Urga to Kiachta and northward into Siberia, connecting many small

centers of inland trade. There are very few rivers in Mongolia which are

navigable.

Railroads—The Teking-Suiyuan Railway extends from Fengtai in

Chihli to Suiyuan, via Peking, Suanhwafu, Kalgan, Tatungfu,

Fengchen, and Kweihwating. This picturesque line follows the ancient

caravan route and military highway from Mongolia into China by way of

tbe historic Nankow Pass, and taps a rich mineral district. Eventually

it is hoped to extend the line to Urga and Kiachta {750 miles from Kalgan),

thus connecting with tbe Trans-Siberian Railway. Projected *airway-

lines in southeast Mongolia are : Peking-Jehol (130 miles), JehoJ-Chib-

feng (140 miles;, Chinchowfu-Chihfeng {190 miles), Kalgan-Tolnnnosrht

(190 miles), Tolunnoerh-Chihfeng (130 miles), and Chihfeng-Taonanfu

(330 miles).' The derision of tbe Chinese Government to construct these

lines was taken, according to recent American Consular reports, at the

instigation of Japan. Preliminary surveys from Chinchowfu, on th^

Peking-Moukden Railway, via Chaoyangfu to Chihfeng, and from the

latter place to Jehol via PingcMan (a distance of 330 miles) are practi-

cally completed. It is proposed that the funds for these lines, whose total

length will be approximately r,uo miles, shall be derived from the

surplus of the Peking-Moukden and the Peking-Hankow lines. The

section between Chinchowfu and Chihfeng is the first to be undertaken*

Another proposed railway system into western Mongolia and Sinkiang

may here be mentioned because of its importance as a trunk line between

Europe aud China, forming the shortest route from the Pacific coast to-

London, and connecting with the possible future Indo-European line by

a branch from Hi. This railwav will extend from Dolon Nor, the gate-

wa> to the vast Mongolian prairie, to Kashgar, via Urga, (with a branch

line to Kiachta). Uliassutai, Urumtsf (Tihwafn), and Hi (Suiting). A
branch line extending almost due north from Dolon Nor is also proposed*

in order to connect with Hailar and Moho, the gold district on the right

bank of the Amur. A branch of this line will connect with the Trans-

Siberian Railway somewhere near Chita.

Postal and Telegraph Service—As for Outer Mongolia a postal route

extends from Kalgan across the Gobi Desert to Urga and Kiachta, a dis-

tance of 3,620 li. From Urga postal cottrmanications extend to Uliassutai,

2,600 li west, thence to Kobdo, 1,000 It further west and from Kobdo on

to Chenglnvasze (Altai), Urumuhu, Chimunai*, Suilaihsien (Manass) and"

Wusu in Sinkiang, Tahcheng, and thence to Omsk, where connections-

with the Russian Postal System are made. As for Inner Mongolia, all

of the large cities of Jehol and Chahar have postal facilities. From Kwei-

hwating aud Sarjtsi postal communications extend westward to Paotow^

chen, Tashetaj and i,unghingchang in Suiyuan, thence onward to

Ningsiafu m the extreme northern part of Kansti. At present the chief

lines of traffic from China into Mongolia and ultimately Russia, are through

l^iuchowfu in Kansu, Kweihwating in Suiyuan, and Kalgan in Chihli.

In 1917 the Mongolian Trading Company inaugurated a motor-car service

between Kalgan and Urga, 1,200 miles. The journey requires four davs-

jn favorable weather. In winter months transportation services are

abandoned. Telegraph facilities reach to Urga.

Government Education—The following statistics of the government

educational farilities in Inner Mongolia are taken from the Report of the

Ministry of Education for the fourth (elementary) and sixth (secondary)*

years of the Republic. Practically all these educational facilities are for

Chinese. Mo^t government education in Inner Mongolia centers in the-

ories of Jcho", Chaoyangfu, pud Kweihwating. Relatively few govern-

ment schools are reported in Outer Mongolia.

Lower Primary Schools. 907 Middle Schools 4

Higher Primary Schools. 41 Normal Schools 2

Religious Background—Nearly all Mongols are Buddhists, following

the precepts of the lamas or Buddhist monks who observe the forms of

Tibetan Buddhism, Mahayana type. Originally, like other Siberian

tribes, they were Shamanists, or believers in a spirit world which com

trolled the fortunes and destinies of men. It was rather a mixture of

clairvoyance and jugglery than a religion, and in many ways resembled!

the Taoism of China in its degenerate and popular form. Lamaism was

imposed upon the Mongolians by Kublai Khan toward the end of the*

13th century.

"Buddhism in a debased form reached Tibet in the middle of tlie

seventh century, and at once accommodated itself to Tibetan superstition

and demonology, gradually sinking lower and lower. To the Tibetans,

as to the Mongols, the world was filled with malignant demons who made-

their lives a terrible and hopeless burden. Naturally, the more ethical and
spiritual teaching of Buddhism was displaced by a system of magic spells>

and charms and empty ritual. The lamaist now believes that the mere

repetition of mystic words and sentences or even their essential syllable^

is equivalent to the practice of the six cardinal virtues, and is able to coerce

the spirits and bring him all happiness, prosperity, knowledge, and de-

liverance. Hence his never-ending repetition of these words and sentences

on rosaries and by means of prayer-wheels and flags. This mixture fl|

superstition and devil-worship, of priestcraft and ritual, and of charms

and spells and mechanical prayer, with a background of Buddhist philo-

sophy and animistic belief, is Lamaism, the» religion of Tibet and

Mongolia."
The Blight of Lamaism—"Its effect upon the Mongols has been deep

and far-reaching. Its Buddhist doctrine of reincarnation has restrained

their predatory and savage instincts and given a new value to life. It ha»

welded them together, has leavened their civilization with religious ideals,

and has made them kind and hospitable. It has kept before them the ideas

of sin and personal responsibility, of a future life and divine judgment,

of expiation and deliyesrance. It has emphasized the value of prayer,

and has given a religious sanction to every act and relationship. But,

on the other hand, it has robbed their manhood of its energy and natural

ambition. Its eeelesiastfcism has crushed their life into a narrow mould,

strangled their progress, and held back their material prosperity. It

has kept then; ignorant and confused their sense of right and wrong. It

has degraded worship and pi aver to a mechanical ritual and an un-

intelligible mummery. It has debased womanhood, destroyed the sanctity

of family life, flooded the land with immorality, and made even its religious

establishments hotbeds of vice. 'Without a lama there is no approach

to God,* is an axiom of the faith, and thus each family gives one or more
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of its sons to the priesthood. The number of lamas in Mongolia is stated,

on good authority, to be over sixty per cent of the mate population.

The lamaseries are large and numerous, and both lamas and lamaseries

are literally supported by the laity. Until the power of Lamaism, with

its overgrown, dissolute, and corrupting priesthood, is broken, there can

be no hope of arresting the sure decay of the Mongols or of preventing

their ultimate extinction." fRev. G. H. Bondfield, D. D. in "Mongolia,

a Neglected Mission Field").

There are two chief sects of lamas, the red and yellow distinguished

by the colour of their gowns and by their head-dress. The yellow lamas

predominate. Of the three High Dignitaries of Lamaism, or Living

"Buddhas, two reside In Tibet, and one at Urga. The last named bears the

"name of Hutukhta, and holds authorit5r over 25,000 lamas and 150,503

slaves who tend his flocks. Nearly all lama monasteries now have their

Avatars, or Living Buddhas These lamaseries are very numerous and

accommodate frequently as many as 20,000 lamas. It is said that the

lamas form five-eighths of the male population of Mongolia. Each year

*he lama priesthood grows more and more powerful, exercizing a tyrannical

power over the degenerate and exhausted people. Numerous monasteries,-

wel! supported by the laity (some of the temples have riches of silver,

nerds, and so on), are places of gross wickedness and the whole land is

•cursed with priestly sins. As a result the moral condition of the whole

Mongol race is becoming more alarming. In large parts of the country,

m fact in the whole of Outer Mongolia, marriage ties as a rule are absent,

and girls and boys, young men and women, wives and daughters, laity

and priesthood alike practise promiscuous living in full liberty. As a

result syphilis and other venereal diseases are flourishing to such an

extent that the Mongols themselves express wonder upon hearing of a

young man or woman who is not affected in some form or another.

History of the Earliest Christian Missions—In the early middle ages

Nestoriam and Roman Catholic missionaries, with, commendable zeal,

and in the face of untold hardships, penetrated the wilds of Central Asia

into Mongolia. During the 12th century the papist emissaries were lured

on by the fantastic stories which reached Europe of the great 'Christian'

kingdom, doubtless the fruit of early Nestorian missionary propaganda,

which was ruled over by the mysterious 'Priest-king' Prester John. This

Prester John of the European chroniclers is known to Chinese and Mon-

golian history as Wang Khan of the Keraits. Cities of this once populous

kingdom which were devastated by Genghis Khan, who married the niece

of Wang Khan, now lie buried beneath the sands of the Ordos Desert.

The Nestorian tablet, discovered at Sianfu, the capital of Shensi, bears

witness to this early 'Christaanizing* of the northwestern provinces of

China and southern Mongolia.
Later History of Protestant Missions—The first effort of Protestant

missions in the 19th century was made by the LMS. In 1817 two learned

Buviats reached St. Petersburgh to assist in the translation of the New
Testament into their own language. Through representation from the

Russian Bible Society, probably seconded by the request of the Buriat

tribe, the LMS appointed Messrs. Stallybrass and Rahmn to proceed to

Irkutsk and begin the study of the Mongolian language. Two years

later Messrs. Yuile and Swan joined Mr. and Sirs. Stallybrass at

Selenginsk, Here among the Buriat Mongols these missionaries laboured

for over 20 years until their work was stopped by order of the Russian

Government in iS-jr. Before withdrawing, however, the whole Bible had
been translated into classical Mongolian. This translation has been of

the utmost value and is still in circulation. Thirty years later the devoted

James Gilmour, also of the LMS, commenced his itinerations which

extended as far into Mongolia as Kiachta. These continued intermittently

for o%-er 20 years. For the first 15 years he devoted himself to the

nomadic Mongols in the north, feeling that the agricultural Mongols of

the southeast would be reached by Chinese missionaries. In 1886 he

settled in eastern Mongolia where he laboured until his death. This

work was carried on by colleagues appointed by the LMS until 1901 when

it was banded over to the PCI. As early as 1865 the ABCFM began

work at Kalgan, and hoped to influence Mongol nomads.

The Scandinavian Alliance Mission of North America (SAMM), began

work for Mongols in 1895, when Mr. D. W. Stenberg settled at Kalgan

and later bought property among the Ordos tribes. He was soon joined

by fellow-workers, a number of whom lost their lives in 1900. The Swedish

Mongol Mission (SM) beg^n work in 1898 in the northwestern part of

Mongolia. The early pioneers of this mission were either obliged to

return because of illness, or laid down their lives for Christ's sake during

the Boxer Uprising. In 1902 the BFBS appointed a foreign agent to travel

throughout Mongolia as far as Urga and Uliassutai with headquarters

at Kalgan. Mr. Robert .Steven was the pioneer of the CMML. He settled

with his family in Pakow in 1897 about So miles north of the Great Wall

where he was soon joined by others, all of whom were driven out by the

Boxers in rooo. The CMA organized a Mongol miss:on in the early

nineties, and planted a number of its missionaries at strategic centers

on the Chinese border. Then came the Boxer Uprising and all except

two were lost.

PROTESTANT CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION TODAY

General Summary—Eleven Protestant societies are working in Inner

and Outer Mongolia. Three of these missions (NCM, PCI, MP) carry

on activities from stations in neighbouring provinces. No field delimita-

tions are shown on the accompany map for the AFM and SA in Fengchen.

The latter lias only recently started evangelistic work in this city. The

CMML works the largest area, followed by the PCI, SvAM (cisi), and the

SAMM.
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Throughout all Mongolia, 16 mission stations are reported in 14

foreign residential centers. Six of these centers are located in Jehol, 3

in Chahar, 5 in Suiyuan, and only 1 in Outer Mongolia. In other words

Protestant mission activities in Mongolia are thus far restricted to the

extreme southeastern section, with fields of itineration in Inner Mongolia

covering less than one-eighth of the total area of the country.

Fifty-six foreigners and 94 Chinese constitute the full-time employe 3

staff. Among these no medical workers are found. Of the 56 foreigners,

;2 or over one-third consist of single women. Only 4 ordained foreign

missionaries reside in all Mongolia. The CMML has the largest foreign

force, namely, 50 per cent of the whole. The SvAM (era) reports the

largest employed Chinese force, approximately 55 per cent of the whole.

Grouped around the 14 foreign residential centers are 50 evangelistic

centers, each averaging 17 communicants. Of the 856 church members
reported, £7 per cent are men. Two of the missions conduct Sunday

Schools, the SvAM (cim) reporting practically nine-tenths of the total

enrollment. There are 27 lower and 6 higher primary schools scattered

among these 50 evangelistic centers and 14 foreign residential centers.

Not quite 800 children are registered in mission schools. The CMML
dispenses medicine in all of its stations.

WORK OF INDIVIDUAL PROTESTANT MISSION SOCIETIES

Plymouth Brethren (CMML)—This society accepts evangelistic

responsibility for the whole of Jehol with the exception of a small area

in the east around Kailubsien, which is now being worked by

the PCI from Manchuria. The southern part of the CMML
field just north of the Great Wall formerly constituted a part

of the province of Chihli. This region, mountainous, well wooded,

and in many parts invitingly fertile, has been encroached upon by a

continuous stream of Chinese immigrants from the south, especially during

the past 20 yeais. Above this southern section of what is now Jehol,

where most of the evangelistic work is done, there lies an equally large

tract of purely Mongolian territory where the non-Chinese speaking Mongol

tribes still live their semi-nomadic pastoral life, dwelling in tent<~ and

buts on the edge of the desert and on the well-watered hills 01 the

Khingan range which runs up through eastern Mongolia into Siberia.

For 300 miles north of the Great Wall Chinese is spoken, and for another

300 miles only the Mongol tongue. Beyond this is a practically unworked

section of Manchuria (Heilungkiang), while still beyond, Siberia stretches

with its vast territory northward to the Arctic. The area occupied by

the CMML and more or less travelled over, is, roughly speaking, some

65,000 sq.mi. in extent, the Chinese-speaking area being about 40,00**

sq.mi. Throughout Jehol there is a mingling of Chinese, Manchus,

Mongols and Mohammedans.
The CMMf. maintains 6 stations in Jehol occupied by 28

missionaries. The names of these stations in order of occupied

are as follows: Pinghiian (Pakow) 1897; Tukiawopu 1906; Cheng-

tehful (Jehol) 1906; Chao3*angfu 191 2; Tatzekow 1912; and Chihfeng

<Hada) 1912. The missionaries at these stations are assisted by

over a score of Chinese workers, evangelists, teachers and colporteurs.

A church of 438 baptized communicants is reported. Most of the work

thus far has been among Chinese and such efforts as have been put forward

to reach the Mongols have been in the Chinese language. During recent

vears, however, a few Mongols have been won to the Christian faith.

Thhty-one evangelistic centers are scattered over Jehol. Around each of

these are a number of villages where one or more families profess faith,

in Christ. Over 300 children are receiving Christian education, chiefly of

lower primary school grade. The CMML maintains dispensaries for men
and women in each of the stations. Several Japanese hospitals as well as

government military hospital institutions have been reported in a few

of the larger cities of Jehol.

The CMML Vegan permanent work in Pakow in 1897. Mr. R. Stephen

first visited the district from Shantung. Like others he desired a field

of work where as yet no witness for Christ had gone. He was so»n

joined by Mr. Eagger and rented premises were secured. Beginnings

were not easy, there was a general anti-foreign spirit due partly to local

causes and partly to the political situation whkh led up to the Boxer

outbreak. Towards the end of 1899 trouble increased, and opposition

became more and more open until the crisis of June 1900 when the workers

were obliged tc escape to Newchwang and Weihaiwei. A year or two

passed before foreigners could again return and settle at Pakow. From
this first station the work spread to Jehol and to Tukiawopu Kwan-

cheng was also occupied about this time as a mission station though

only for three short years. Chaoyangfu and Tatzekow became CMML
residential centers in 1912. In both of these cities the Gospel was first

preached by James Gilmour who reached Chaoyangfu in 1885 and made
the city his headquarters. From this place he succeeded in reaching

large numbers of Mongols and although not a single Mongol was
baptized, some Chinese were won and a Chinese church established

Daily he pitched his lent in the streets dispensing medicine

and preaching to the crowds that gathered around bim till his

death in 1S91. For 11 years longer work was carried on by the

LMS. In 1900, during the Boxer riot, although the missionaries succeeded

in escaping to the coast, the mission premises, chapel and residences were

burned tc the ground. Six Chinese believers were "faithful unto death."

In 190X the LMS handed the field over to the PCI. Dr. Case in 1912,

took np his residence at Chaoyangfu where he toiled for one short year.

In 1912 the PCI found it impossible to carry on effective work from
Manchuria as its base, transferred both Chaoyangfu and Tatzekow with

their outstations to the CMML, valuable premises free of cost being in-

cluded in the transfer. In Chaoyangfu in the other stations of the CMML
Bible schools for men and women are held whenever opportunity offers.

In March 1899, two year work was begun in Pukow, Messra*

.Stephen and Barnett made their first Gospel itineration as far north as-

Hada, which was then as now an important center for Mongol trade-

aid presented splendid opportunities for reaching Chinese of botli towa

and country as well as Mongols from the northern grass lands during

their frequent marketing expeditions. Not until the autumn of 19124

however, was Hada definitely occupied as a permanent mission static

by Mr. and Mrs. Duthie. Here much prejudice was broken down by-

simple medical help offered through the dispensaries to thousands of skk
who came from all parts of the surrounding country. Today Hada m
the center of a flourishing work. I.arge quantities of Gospel literature,

Chinese and Mongol with some Arabic for Mohammedan teachers and

Tibetan for lamas, are distributed daring itinerating journeys which fre-

quently extend for hundreds of miles.

Six new stations, located on the accompanying map, are definitely

planned for by the CMML. These will be opened as soon as additional

foreign workers reach the field. As yet the mission has done little for

the Mongols. The great grass lands to the north of Jehol remain un~

visited, unexplored and unevangelixed. There is not a single missionary

physician in the whole of Jehol and the great stretch of Mongol territory-

beyond.

S-mAM (CIM)—This society holds evangelistic responsibility for a

large field just north of Shansi. The area was formerly included within-

the provincial boundary but now constitutes the southern portion of the-

twe special administrative districts of Chahar and Suiyfian. fif-
teen foreign missionaries, all of whom are engaged in evangelistic activity,

reside in four stations : Kweihwating 1886, Paotowchen 1888, Fengchea

1902 and Saratsi 190^. There is a large staff of employed Chinese, 6 of

whom are ordained pastors, 30 evangelists and colporteurs and 22 teachers.

The SwAM next to the CMML reports the largest church membership-

in southern Mongolia, namely, 345. These communicant Christians are

enrolled in 5 organized congregations and are scattered among 7 evangel-

istic centers and many more occasional preaching places. Every

evangelistic center "aas one or more lower primary schools of whkh there

are 13 in all. Educational facilities of higher primary school grade are-

offcred in each of the mission stations. There are over 400 children under

Christian instruction and the SwAM leads in Mongolia in its educational"

work. No plans for new stations during the next 5 years are reported.

Thus far practically all work has been in the Chinese language among;

Chinese. The central and southern sections of the field are most thickly-

populated. Throughout this section the Roman Catholk Church i*.

relatively active. One middle school, one seminary and 14 Roman

Catholk orphanages with over 2,200 children are reported. The SwAM"
reports 2 orphanages with 442 children.

SAMM—This mission is a branch of the American Scandinaviaa

Alliance, and works a field situated just north and west of the Yellow

River in Suiyuan and Sitao Mongolia. At present there is only one

foreign family residing at Patsebolong. The first representatives of the

missicn suffered martyrdom during the Boxer Uprising. Before that

calamity overtook them, a large tract of land, now amounting to moo che»

( 100,000 mow) north of the Ordos Desert, was secured for an agricultural

mission colony.

Field 0* the Mission—Front Patsebolong as a center work of a very

limited nature is carried on to the north for a distance of i-f/2 days'"

horseback journey to the mountains. To the southeast work extends for

3 days' journey to Paotowchen. To the south, work extends for 30 li to-

the Yellow River. To the southwest work extends for a distance of 12

days jonrnev on horseback till one reaches the mountains. From

Patsebolong it is over 100 miles to the nearest mission station (Paotow-

chen). . /jj

Physical Clutracteristics—The country is sparsely populated with.-

Mongols, except on the river plains where there are both Chinese and!
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.Mongols. This plain is rapidly increasing in fertility and val"e. Enormwis

irrigation channels are being cut, and the country is becoming rich in

grains and vegetables of all kinds.

The population of the field varies from time to time, A conser-

vative estimate of those with whom the mission comes in contact

-would be from 3,000 to 5,000 Mongols and about 2,000 Chinese. On the

-entire river plain there are perhaps 30.000 Chinese. Only about 10 per

«ent of the people are able to read and write.

The languages are Mongolian and Chinese. The only dictionaries

*or Mongolian are either Russian or German while the best Chinese

.dictionary is English. It is therefore necessary for Swedish mission-

aries to know at least three foreign languages in addition to their own.

At the present time over 30 Mongol families and about 100 Chinese

families are settled on mission land. Two lower primary schools are

reported with 30 Mongol and 40 Chinese children enrolled. Four of these

students are doing educational work of higher primary school grade.

There are 3 evangelistic centers and over a score of Mongols have thus

lar been baptised and united with the Church which reports a total

«nrollment of 64 communicants. A limited amount of medical help is

feeing given. «.«,*«. «-.-».»

Seven Roman Catholic mission stations are located m the *«*">«

-covered by the SAMM. They possess large tracts of land just south of

*he Yellow River where thev are the only Christian agency at work.

Tfe* Swedish Mongol Mission fSM)-or what is more commonly

known as the Halong Osso and Urga Mission. Halong Osso is situated

-on the plain abcut 5© miles north of Kalgan. Five missionanes are in

residence 3 Chinese evangelists and t Chinese teacher assist m the work.

The number of patients treated annually in the mission dispensary exceeds

3,ot». This type of Christian work has attracted Mongols in large numbers

and from long distances. A few Mongols, rarely more than
Jf. "J™

the Sunday congregations. No baptisms have as yet been reported, tout

Hk nnmber of enquirers is increasing. Wide itinerations are njwjW.y

made throughout the surrounding country. Several years ago a branch

mission was opened at Tabul, where a lady missionary was in charge for

a short time and a small boarding school for girls was conducted^

Recently the dispensary work in Urga has met with signal success and

is proving an effective means of gaining a friendly point of contact witn

the people.
. . t_iJ .

The Assemblies of God (AG)—The Gashatay mission station, about

a day's journev distant from Halong Osso, is the headquarters of4
Pentecostal missionaries and 2 Chinese assistants. No reports have been

received. Those who know something of the work say it is not extensive.

the Presbyterian Chwch of Ireland (PCI)—"to* PCI has at least 3

v&ngelistic centers in the extreme eastern part of Jehol. Figures of

the work are included in PCI returns for Manchuria. Gospels in Mon-
golian and Tibetan have been distributed throughout this district and
a few Mongols have been baptized. However, the work is primarily for

Chinese, lu a similar way, a few Mongols have been reached by workers
connected with the MP and NCM missions, both of which have mission

stations south of the Great Wall in the province of Chihh. Here again

the work is done by itinerating Chinese evangelists and chiefly among
Chinese. Each mission reports one evangelistic center, without educa-

tional or medical work. At Fengchen, in addition to the SvAM (cm), the

Salvation Army has recently undertaken work among Chinese. An in-

dependent missionary connected with the Apostolic Faith Mission is also

residing here but nothing is known of the work done.

The British <md Foreign Bible Society (BFBS)—"This society publish-

ed a version of both the Old and New Testaments in literary Mongolian,

translated ty three LMS missionaries, Edward Stallybrass, William Swan,

and Robert Ynile, and completed in 1S46. The Society has also published

the New Testament in the Kalmuk form of Mongolian, besides St.

Matthew's Gospel, translated by Edkins and Schereschewsky into another

dialect ; while only last 3 ear a version of St. Matthew's Gospel was issued

in the Ruriat colloquial form of Mongolian, translated nnder the auspices

of the Orthodox Russian Missionary Society at Irkutsk, being mainly

for the use of the 300,000 Ruriat Mongols who are found in Siberia. As
in many other cases, the chief difficulty began when it was sought to put

the Scriptures into the hands of the people, and for more than fifty years

the Testaments ?nd Gospels that had been printed did not get very far

from the frontiers. In 1902 the RFRS secured the services of a full time

foreign agent. Headquarters were established at Kalgan. Since then

long journeys have been made over the plains annually, with the visiting

of Mongols* tents in almost every part of the country from Kalgan to

Kiachta, and from the Khingan mountains to the Ala Shan and distributing

Gospels both in the Mongolian and Tibetan languages. Crga has teen

visited frequently. One Mongol colporteur has been employed and in

the last to years between 40,000 and 50,000 portions of the Scriptures

have been put into Mongol hands.

Centers to be Occupied as Mission Stations—The following * enters have

been suggested by local missionaries as places which could well be occupied

as mission stations

:

Jehol—Kankowchen (Chinese), Fengning (Chinese), Chuitzeshan

(Chinese), Dokm Nor (Chinese and Mongols), Kingpeng (Chinese and

Mongols), Ltnsi (Mongols and Chinesel, Wntancheng (Mongols and

Chinese).

Svivuon—Wuyuanhsien (Chinese and Mongols), Tashetai (Chinese

and Mongols). m
Sitao Mongolia—Wangyefu (Chinese and Mongols).
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II.—Fore© at Work—Chinese
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V.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian Hospital

Name of Society

Grand Total

Ml'
HAMM
IT!

Mission 8*AM
AG

AKM
CMML
SCM

HcUmngkiang—Manehouli ^Mongols and Chinese), Tsitsihar (Chinese),

Hailar (Mongols and Chine-

Outer Mongolia—Uliassntai < Mongols), Kobdo (Mongols), Kiachta

(Mongols), and z additional centers locate<l between t'rga and Mauchonli.

"Outside the 6 centers already occupied by the CMML in Jehol, there

are still 10 ksien cities, 3 important Mongol marts, more than a dozen

large market towns, and numberless smaller ones, all without resident

missionaries."

The unoccupied border towns of Linsi (150 miles northwest of Hada),

Wntanchcng <*x> miles north), and Kingpeng offer ideal bases from which

Mongols might be reached.

Tingynairying, commonly called Wangyefu, a city of 6,000-7,000

people, with about 3,000 additional outside, is about 10 days distant from

Patseboloug in a southwesterly direction. It is a great center for

Buddhism and is situated on the main road which stretches between

Kumbum snd Lhasa- Every \-ear hundreds of caravans with whole

families pass through Wangyefu. The numbers are most noticeable

in winter The city offers a good center for tract distribution.

Regarding the twe new centers suggested for Suiyuan, Mr. Fried-

srrom writes as fellows : "Wnynanhsien is the capital city of the district

and is increasing rapidly both in population and importance. In Tashetai

the population may not exceed 5,000 at present, but it will not be long

until this number is doubled. Here the Mongols are fast becoming

cultivators of the land, and both the Mongol and Chinese languages

are used. A hospital at either of these centers in connection with

mission work would 1*e better than a colony. The little medical work

we do is very much appreciated. There is not a single doctor in Inner

©t Outer Mongolia."

Three new missionary centers are suggested for Heilungkiang :

sitsihar is an important commercial town situated on the rail-

ed visited by thousands of Mongols especially during September

and October, when the population of the city, usually estimated at

30,000, is more than doubled.

(it) Manehouli also situated on the railroad in the extreme north-

western part «£ Hdlungfciang is an important trade center for Mon-

gols.

fj) There are several teasons why mission work for Mongolians should

be begun in the district known as Kulun-bor of which Hailar is the center,

a. This district is traversed by the Chinese Eastern Railway. The

climate in summer is eqnal to that of Canada, while in winter

the mountains somewhat break the force of the awful blizzards

which sweep over the level plateaus.

h. It is a well-watered, fertile region, and affords exeelki.t grariug

for the flocks and herds of over 30,000 Mongolian shepherds

living there.

1. The dominiatkn of the lama priests does not extend to this

district.

be people of Kulnn-bor are of a higher order than the people of

the less favored districts, and might reasonably he expected to

furnish the leadership for the evangelization of the whole race,

e. Hailar, a town in the center of this district, is the seat of both

the Mongolian and Chinese governments and would be the

natural headquarters for mission work. Hailar also would be

the best place for a dispensary and hospital, and the natural

situation for any educational work that may be undertaken. While

few Mongolians live in the city, many of them go there to trade.

The svmpathT won through the medical work and through the

school would open doors for service limited only by the strength

and numbers of the force. During the months of June, Joly,

and August, the Mongolian men have their annual social and

religions gatherings. There are scores of these hell all through

the district and thev would offer unique opportunities to mission-

aries with the proper equipment. Simple educational lectures,

illustrated with sterecptiean and moving-picture outfits, giving
instruction in stock-raising, agriculture, sanitation, and other
subjects as have a direct bearing on their lives, would be pnrti-
c.tbrfy helpful. Ath.k-.K- contests cookl also he wisslv promoted.

Il would be difficult to overstate the urgency of the situation. So-
called civilization, with many of its curses, is rapidly pushing into the
countiy. Rn«si-.;ns, Japanese, and Chinese are fast settling along the
railroad. The Chinese C.cvernment is opening up this whole territory,

selling the public lands at a nominal figure to encourage Chinese immigra-
tion. The settlers who will soon be pouring into these fertile fields will
qukkiy crowd out the Mongolian herdsmen unless tbev can be educated
to adapt themselves to rapidly changing conditions. In other sections of
Manchuria whole Mongolian villages have already been wiped out by
thi*. process. Many of them are living in abject poverty and have soid
their children into slavery- or prostitution in o-der to get food -r !iq«<~r*.

Suggested New Centers for Outer Mongolia—Cliassutai is by far the
most important town, situated in a fruitful area and the political center
for a large district. This city provides the great caravans which travel
trom east to west with stores and provisions. Kobdo is a small fortified

town frequently visited by Mongolian and Chinese traders. It is the
Headquarters of the military command of the district. Two additional
centers somewhere between Crga and Manehouli were listed by mission;
aries in Irga, but the Committee has been smable to locate them.

Regarding Crga as a center of missionary- work the Committee appends
the following paragraphs, taken from several letters : "If one compares
the population of this city with Chinese cities it does not seem to be
large, but when one thinks of the large country population accessible

from here then it is important. Mr. F. A. Larson, a missionary in Mon-
golia for over twenty yeais, has estimated I'rga's population iMongolians,
Chinese, Tibetans, and Russian! at about 40,000. In establishing mission-
ary work here not only the city but the extensive district around needs
to be considered. Here we have the residence of the 'Living Buddha,*
with his io.ooo lama priests. The Russians have a small Greek Catholic
Church with one priest."

Special Type* of Missionary Work—"The most needed form of

missionary work in Mongolia with its vast plains and scattered population
is itineration. This work should be well organized, the country divided
into districts, and the- Mongols regularly visited by those in charge.

Schools for Mongol boys should be founded at T'rga, and smaller schools

in all of the centers which have been suggested. The mental enlighten-

ment of the young Mongols is proving a very effective means of breaking
the power of Lamaism. Centers closed to evangelism or even to Christian

educational work, can be opened by the medical missionary. Years of

experience have shown that the most effective way to win the confidence

of the people is through medical work. Several hospitals and a number
of dispensaries wcnld open Mongolia in a very wonderful way."

"Mission work among the Mongols has, without question, to be car-

ried on under exceptionally difficult conditions. The scanty population

is scattered over an immense area, and the people, save in two or three

cities, are to be met with only in small groups. The climate is rigorous

for several months each year, and only men of strong physique and iron

nerves can stand the hard travelling and the almost desert solitudes. Life

in tent or temporary dwelling is not attractive, and the peculiar semi-

nomadic lives of the Mongols and their complete subjection to Lamaism and
the ciushing influence of the lamas are serious problems. But have not

equally serious problems and eqnally hard conditions been solved and over,

come <n other countries by the Christian missionary?"

Mongolia will be nc easy conquest for even the bravest and most

devoted missionaries. Faith and patience will be sorely tested, and the

physical strain will be severe. Happily something has already been done

on the borders, and from several well-established bases advances can be

made. Moreover , the widespread distribution of the Scriptures in fbe

Mongol tongue amongst the semi-nomads of the plains has made a large

number of Mongols more or ks* familiar with the outlines of the Gospel

story.

ROMAN CATHOLIC MISSIONS

Early History—"In 1291 John de Monte Corvino, a Franciscan monk,

was sent by Pop»; Nicholas IV to the court of Kublai Khar,, the Mongol

founder of the Yuan dvnastv, under whom also Marco Polo held office. In

a letter dated January, 1306, AD, he wrote : *It is now twelve years

since I have heard any news from the West. I am become old and grey-

headed, but it is rather through labours and tribulations than through age,

for I am onlv fifty-eight years old. I have learned the Tartar language

and literature, intc which I have translated the whole New Testament and

the Psalms of David, and have caused them to be transcribed with the

utmost tare.' It is net known if this translation was ever printed or

published. Its hisioiy is like one of the Mongolian rivers, lost in the

sand."

John de Monfe Corvino was followed at intervals by as many as 24

Franciscan priests whe worked whollv among Mongols with unknown re-

sults Littls is known of succeeding Romish Missions in Mongolia, but the

interesting journevs of Abbe Hue were undertaken at the orders of the

Apostolic Vicariai'of Mongolia, appointed in 1S44. This J«canat appears

to have been appointed to care for the Christians who had been driven into

Mongolia from Peking bv the persecutions of the Emperor kia-king^ At

the wescnt fine the Roman Catholic Chnrch maintains a chain of 120

centers where foreign or Chinese priests reside, along the border line

extending from Manchuria to Tibet.

The congregation of missionaries ot the Immaculate Heart of Mary or

Schctit Mission, founded in 1S61, at Sefaeut, Erussels, constitutes the fore.gn
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force. Latest available statistics give 116 foreign priests and sisters,

assisted bf 43 Chinese priests, and 30$ churches and chapels with a re-

ported membership enrollment of 105,695. A large number of orphanages

are maintained. Some indication of the number of children cared for may
be gained from the reported enrollment in lower primary schools, which

exceeds io,vx». Episcopal jurisdiction is exercised by three bishops.

As far as is known most of the work is on behalf of Chinese and little

direct evangelistic activity is carried on among the Mongols. South of

the Yellow River the Roman Catholics possess enormous tracts of land

which they devote to colonizing purposes. Three large districts in the

region of Patsebolong have been reported. Others also exist

:

(1) Olanixrr. This is four days west of Patsebolong. The Catholics

possess about 10,000 chen oi land, each chen of land equalling 100 mow.

(a) Alashan (St. Hosso). This is 10 days distant, southwest of Patsev

bolong. Here the Catholics possess a walled city and 10,000 chen of Ian 1

surrounding it.

(?) Sucwei Bashen. This is situated 5 days south of Patsebolong,

The Mongols say that it takes 3 days to ride on horseback along the

length of their land, and one day to cross it. Here the Catholics have both

Mongol and Chinese missions. They have a large number of converts and

very often the incentive held out to the heathen is an economic one. The

converts are invited to live on the land, each family is given an ox, a plow,

a small field ind sufficient seed. They cultivate the land and pay back

to the Catholic Mission a small percentage of profit each year. The Greek

Orthodox Church also has mission work in several important localities in

Mongolia.

VI.

—

Degree of Occupation and Table of Urgency

Name of Society

Congregational

Presbyterian ...

China Inland Mi:

Other Societies

Grand Total.
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Total for I'rovioe?. not for apjwiknate estimates hv societies in column belo*

SINKIANG
Area and Political Divisions—Sinkiang, or Chinese Turkestan as it

was formerly called, is bounded by Siberia on the north, Russian Turkestan

and Hindustan on the west, Kokonor and Tibet on the south and Kanstt

and Mongolia on the east. It has an area of 550,340 square miles. This

approximately equals the area of the former German Empire, France, and
Spain combined. The country marks the seat of a very anicent civilization

which flourished centuries ago in the heart of Asia. For civil admini-
strative purposes, Sinkiang is divided into 4 tao and 39 hsiens. The
confines of the latter are very indefinitely marked, and large desert sections

of the province remain uncharted, having been seldom if ever visited.

Physical Characteristics—Sinkiang consists of large tracts of unpro-
ductive and uncultivable land, dotted at long and irregular intervals by
fertile oases, where a city or small village is generally to be found. On
the whole Sinkiang presents a series of sandy basins, formerly beds of

great lakes, surrounded by high and barren mountains, large parts of
ihe country are uninhabited by man or beast. To quote from
"The Comprehensive Geography of the Chinese Empire" by
Richard—"Sinkiang is an inunonsc desert surrounded by lofty
mountains and except for a few places is sandy and barren throughout.
The southern part is a closed-in basin surrounded by moun-
tains. The northeastern section consists of a series of mountain valleys
and plateaus. In the extreme north there is the tableland of Sungaria
and the Ili River valley encircled by steep mountains. In the extreme
west there is the basin of the Yarkand or Tarim. This river, which
rises in the mountains to the southwest, is the largest river of the province
being 1,250 miles in length. The principal cities of Sinkiang are built
along its hanks or on those of its tributaries. Its waters are used for
irrigating the surrounding country and as it approaches the Xob Nor its

volume rapidly diminishes, being absorbed by the sand and the dryness
of the air. A series of lakes bounded by sand bills from 60 to 330 feet
high extends along the course of the Tarim. The Hi River in the north
waters a very fertile hasin, flows west and empties into the Balkash in
western Turkestan. The melting snows from the mountains form a few
other rivers which, however, gradually dwindle in size until they are
finally lost altogether in the sands.

The Gobi Desert occupies the greater part of Sinkiang. To be sure
there is a belt of oases where cities have sprung up but on the whole with

the exception of these oases, which are fertile and beautiful in parts,

because of the mountain scenery which surrouuds them, the country i*

one vast and desert place invaded by sand dunes and uninhabited. One
may travel for days and weeks through sections of Sinkiang without
encountering a single living thing.

Population—The population of Sinkiang has been variously estimated
lrom 8oc,ooo to ?,5co,ooo. Richard puts the figure at 1,200,000 or about
2 per sq. mi. According to the official Census by Households 1910,
Siukiang's population then amounted to 1,768,560. The Minchengpu
Census of 1910 reported 2,491,000. The figure which is generally accepted
today among missionaries and Chinese who have travelled extensively
over the province is 1,750,000. This gives a density of slightly over 3
per sq. mi.

Cttws-Such population estimates of cities in Sinkiang as the Survey
Committee has received show three cities of 50,000 and above ; Kashgar
(Shnfu) 65,000, Yarkand (SochefuJ 60,000; Tihwafu (Urumtsi) 60,000; and
8 cities between 20,000 and 50,000: Kitaih&ien (Kuchengtze), Kuldja
(Ningyuanhsien), Wensuhfn (Aksu), Khotan (Hotienchow), Manass
(Sialaihsien), Suiting, Turfan and Hami.

Languages—The predominant language is Eastern Tnrki. This is
so mired in certain sections with Chinese that it is difficult to know just
where the use of the one ends or the ether begins. Not over 20 per cent
of the people in the province speak Chinese. The Mongolian and
Tibetan languages are heard occasionally. The population is very mixed
consisting of Turkis, Chinese, Mongols, Manchus, Sarts, and Hindoos
Mohammedan is the prevailing religion, even among the Chinese. No
sacred places of importance have been reported. The local administration
of affairs is largely in the hands of native chieftans who are known a*
Begs (PoK'ej. For many years Chinese chiefly from the central and
northern provinces of China have been immigrating into Sinkiang. The
following cities report the largest number of these immigrants : Tihwara,
Kashgar, Yarkand, Aksu, Kuchengtze, and Khotan. A large Turkish
population is also found in most of those cities and especially in the Nanln
district which is on the highroad from Tihwafu to Kashgar. In the
district of Tihwafu there are also numerous Kirghiz (Kassak) tribe*.
These people are nomads.
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KOTE.—The solid square symbols indicate Protestant mission stations.

Climate—The climate of Sinkiang is dry and severe. There is little

tain. The coldest district is that around Barkul white the hottest is

around Tarfan. During the spring, heavy saud-stoims sweep over the

country.

Ffatomic Conditions—In a province like Sinkiang, where the popula-

tion is exceedingly sparse and where there are probably no manufacture!s,

with natural resources undeveloped and approximately only 2 per cent

erf the land under cultivation, the economic as well as the educational

status of the majority of the people is bound to be very low. A limited

trade is carried on with Russia, wool and cotton being the only large

export products. Few imports are received into the country and the

ptice of* all such commodities is very high. Most of the commerce with

China passes through the city of Yumen.
Communications—The main roads of the province are the following

:

from Snchow to Hi, fifty-four stages ; from Crumtsi, the capital, to

Isjas&gar, fifty-four stages , and from Urumtsi to Ku-ma-cbeeh (or

T'a-ripa-ha tai), eighteen stages. This latter route is one used by

Russia for the import and export of goods. The last-mentioned place is

not very far from the Irtish River, whence steamboats ply to Omsk, a dty

-m the Sibetian Railway. In addition to the above-mentioned cart roads,

there are a!s<r- camel routes through Mongolia to Kweihwating, Kalgan,

and other places. There is also a camel route in the south from Khotan

to Tunhwang, and another direct from Snchow to Hami, which passes

about 100 miles to the north of Anskhew.
Poster and Telegraph Facilities—AH at the larger cities are connected

by post ©flee stations. Dae to the unexplored state of the country and

the large tracts of unproductive and uncultivable land there is not much

demand for the opening of new postal agencies. It is interesting to note

however that there are some 3,500 English miles of telegraph lines in

Sinkiang, extending from Ansichow to Ili, and from Turfan to Kashgar,

Centers suggested for future oeenpa«ey are indicated by a cross and circle.

with branch lines. Letters from England may be sent and received via

Ind'a in 40 days and via Russia in 12 days

F.ducaiion—The Chinese Government has made a beginning in pro-

viding public school facilities in a few of the larger cities. Most of the

educational wcrk, however, is ?till done in Mohammedan mosques, which

exceed i.oco in number throughout the province. There are over 30

mosques in Tihwafu alone, and possibly more than this in Kashgar. The

quality of the education provided is not high. Illiteracy and a low

standard of intelligence characterise the majority of the inhabitants.

Historv 0} Protectant Missions—Years ago Dr. Lansdall and Mr.

George Parker travelled through eastern Sinkiang distributing tracts

and Scripture portions. Since then, the CIM missionaries in Tihwafu

as well as Mr. Hans Dormg of the Pruish and Foreign Bible Society have

made extensive itinerating trips distributing Christian literature in a

variety of languages. During a recent itinerating trip by Mr. G. \Y.

Hunter, Gospel portions and tracts were sold or distributed as follows :

"326 Chinese Gospels, 4 Genesis, 25 Catechisms, 57 Quzag Gospels, 5

Turki Life of Abraham, 5 Turki Geuesis, 10 Turki Samuel, 90 Turki

Scripture tracts, 12 Manohu Gospels, 20. Mongol Gospels, 2 Kabuut

Gospels, as. Tibetan Gospels, r Russian Gospel, besides a quantity of

Chinese, Tongan, Mongcl, and Tibetan tracts." From Tihwafu journeys

have been made eastward and southeastward toward Kansu, and north-

ward and northwestward. Less than one-filth of the area of Sinkiang nas

as yei been visited by Protestant missionaries. During the last decade

of the 19th century tepreseniatives of the Swedish Missionary Society

reached eastern Sinkiang and settled in Kashgar. Here these and other

missionaries who followed have worked for almost a quarter of a century

extending their influence over a large area chiefly through industrial

orphanages and medical work.
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Protestant Missions now at Work—Only two Protestant mission

eoeietks ar» new working in Sinkiang. The CIM has one station at

Tihwafu with a foreign missionaries. Here the work is wholly evangelis-

tic and extends over a large area to the north, northwest and southeast.

I^ess than ten communicants are reported.

The Swedish Missionary Society entered Kashgar in 1892. From this

city as a center, the work has extended until at the present time foreign

missionaries reside in 4 centers. Kashgar, Yarkand, Hancheng, and

Yangihissar. Two of the missionaries in Yarkand, 3 in Kashgar, and 2

in Yangihissar are professional physicians. Hancheng is p^odkally

visited for medical work. During 1919 over 40 in-patients were received

in the small hospitals, maintained at Kashgar, Yarkand, and

Yangihissar. Almost 12,000 first visits were made by patients to the dis-

pensaries, while *he missionary doctors reported S60 visits daring the year

to homes of the sick. In addition to medical work, small Bible training

schorls are reported in Hancheng and Yarkand, with 4 and 2 students

lespectively. For the last few years the mission has supported an or-

phanage in Yarkand for 12 Mohammedan children. Plans for a children's

«okny cm a larger scale are now under consideration. In addition to 3

lower primary schools with 56 boys and iS girls enrolled, the mission

maintains an industrial school where 8 boys and 7 g""ls are taught useful

occupations. The total chuieh membership is not large. A Sunday

School of 30 students is reported for Yarkand and another of 25 students

for Kashgar.

A serious drawback to the work of this mission is its isolation. The

nearest railway station to Kashgar is Andijan in Russian Turkestan.

From this place onlv a caravan trsck leads over the Tien Shan to Kashgar,

a 10-15 days' travel on horseback. During the War even this road was

closed for several years making it impossible for anybody to join the

foreign workers in Sinkiang or for those on the field to return to Sweden .

on furlough.

Centers io be Opened~-¥rom Tihwafu in the east to the field of the

Swedish Missionary Society in the west there is an unoccupied area cover-

ed by 6c days of travel through fertile and populous districts. The

Swedish Missionary Society hopes in the very near future to open an

outstations with schools St Fdzabad and Yehcheng. Four centers are

shown, on the accompanying map where, according to Mr. Palmhsrg,

•mission work might well be regun. Yenkifu is the center of a Mpaget

community numbering 60*000. This city would also furnish-asuitable -base

for wcrk among other races in smaller places nearby. Kuehe is situated

on the main road in a comparatively healthy and fertile district. Wensua-

fu, also situated on the main load, is the most populous and important

city of the four. Wusmfa completes the chain of stations extending from

Kansu to the western border of Sinkiang, and is also situated in a rather

populous and fertile district.

Possibilities of Christian Work—The following questions were present-

ed by the Survey Committee to a correspondent of the Swedish Mis-

srionary Society, and the rollewJng answers were received :

(1) What methods of evange'iyation might prove most useful r

"Among the Moslems, individual conversation. Among all, the

Christiau home life as it is shown by the missionaries."

{2} What forms of missionary work have been found most practicable and

effective ?

"Among Chinese-speaking people, school work, preaching, and the

scattering of the Scriptures. Among Moslems, dispensary work,

schools, and the adoption ot children for education.*,

{3) What assistance can be expected by newly entering societies from

missions already working in Sinkiang?

"Native teachers and assistants for work among Chinese as well as

Moslems. Scripture portions, religious tracts, and other Christian

literature including several books for the schools from the Swedish

Missionary Society press at Kashgar.

To be a fnlly equipped missionary in Turkestan one needs to be well

acquainted with Mohammedanism, and to be able to read a tittle Arabic,

so as to acquire Moslem theological terms. It is also desirable to be able

to speak both the Chinese and the Turkish languages. From recent oott-

munications frcm Mr. Palmberg of the Swedish Missionary Society we
quote the following paragraph : "I am sorry to say that in accordance

with my knowledge of conditions I can not pretend this field to be ready

for harvest, however, the need erf *sowing* in utterly pressing. Workers
intending to scatter the Gospel seed in this country ought to know
beforehand that their task is not to gather harvest in jof but to sow in

tears."

CHWANPIEN
H a Kne were drawn from Mowkungting (8) to a point north of

Sirungfu (i) it would traverse a distance of 500 miles. Extend lines due

westward frcm these centers ind not until over 1,500 miles have been

covered do we reach any Protestant mission station. This region is not only

without a resident missionary, but even the scouts of Christianity have

barely touched it except at one or two points. Indeed, withiu this oblong

section of the earth's surface there is probably more 'terra incognita* than

im any other zone of similar extent. Then all the country north of the

line from Weisi (21) on the Mekong (D) to the Chien Chang is known
only to a few. Then again, we have the regions north from Assam and

Burma : the great valleys of the Tsangpo (A), Salween (C), and Mekong
(D). All these are realms to conquer in West China, large areas are

unknown absolutely, and still larger ones relatively. What is more

serious is the fact that many border mission centers are undermanned or

not manned at a'!. Taking the segment cf a great circle extending from

Mongolia in the north to Assam in the south we have the following border

towns or marts

:

(i) Siningfu is the gateway to the wild and little known Kokonor

region. era missionaries have been working here fur more than a

quarter of a century, but it still is not a Tibetan station.

(2} Taochow is the center of a thickly populated region to the west.

At this place able and experienced workers have been labouring for about

25 years, and today Taochow (Old City) is probably the best worked

station 0*1 the China frontier.

(3) Sungpan {5,000 families) is a very valuable center for exploration

and evangelistic work among wild independent native states. As yet

it has no resident foreign missionary.

(4) Mowehow {1,000 families} is occupied for Chinese work : at least

that is the language used ; yet it is the logical base for interesting non-

Chinese evangelistic work throughout lamaist regions to the west and

northwest.

(6) Lifarting (300 families) u the center of fire feudal states and

four principalities. In the vicinity of its political satellite, Weikiu {5),

is an interesting human remnant of unfcncwn origin. Mr. Edgar of the

era has been constantly working and exploring in these Sifan regions for

more than three years, and has been visiting them since 1904.

{7) Kwanhsien f10,000 families), at the base of the great Tibetan

foothills is the mart for the Kinchwan, Lifanting, Mowchow, and Sungpan
non-Chinese traders. It was opened by the China Inland Mission for

Chinese work in iSSg,

(8) Mowkungting (tVo families), is the center for the Kinchwan Sifan

colonies and a number of independent states. It has no resident mission*

ary although the writer has spent much time there and at Romidrangu.
The lamaseries are numerous and influential, and the population superior

to that of any native region visited by Mr. Edgar.

(o) Tatsienlu (6,000 families), next to Lhasa, may be the most im-

portant gateway and mart of greater Tibet. The official road bifurcate*

here and the following centers demand attention :

Along the 2*orth Road :—{10) Taofubsien. This city has a lamasery
and a large farming population of lamaists. (11) Kantsehsien, with a fine

lamasery
t

is also farming and trading center. {12) Darge has a

lamasery and is the center for settlements, north, south, and west.

Along the South Road :—(13) Hokow on the Yalung, {14) Litang,

the center of an impottant region and said by a famous Indian explorer

to be one of the wealthiest towns in Greater Tibet. It possesses a famous
lamasery. To the south are five plains thickly populated, with important
centers en the unknown Litang River. The nomad princes to the north-

west and the quondam Lhasa territory of Cfaantni, could easily be worked
from this town. Unfortunately it is situated about 14,000 ft. above sea
level.

(r5) Batang occupied by the fcms is the center for all regions

and towns to the west of the Kinsha ; to the north ; and also to the cul-de*

sac southwest towards India.

(10) Work from Siangchen, an important center, ten days south cf

Litang ,'14) might also reach regions east towards the Chien Chang
valley. For such a programme Kongkeh {17) further south and east,

may prove of great importance. The Litang River settlements might
be worked from seme such center

(19) Chungtien (400 families) in Yunnan is the next stepping-stone.

It would connect with Siangchen and centers to the south.

(20) Likiang is another important base for Tibetan work. The
Pentecostal Mission now occupies this center and its work promises to
be blessed.

(21) Weisi (400 families) is a fine town on the Mekong and is thej
center for numerous luke-warm lamaists. It might be a suitable base
for exploration ir. L'pper Burma and southeastern Tibet. The city is a
pilgrim center of importance and commands a road to Lhasa.

(2*) Yenching, higher «tp the Mekong, is another gateway from vt hich
city roads run to Peit'u (24) on the Wieh'u, and on through Borne to
Lhasa, or southwest to India. The three above-mentioned towns have
no European Protestant missionary.

{25) Menkong on the Salween, halfway between Batang and Assam,
numbers 600 families and is situated in an unknown part of Asia.

{26) Rima is a sett, emeut near Assam and is a base for work through*^
out the Salween regions, amongst strange tribes in the basin of the
Tsangpo (A) and its tributaries.

From this very gene»a! survey it will be seen that bases for Tibetaaj
work on the Chinese frontier are numerous, and until the present remain
unoccupied. Moreover, huge tracts adjoining these centers remain
unknown relatively or absolutely. We have yet to find out whether these
surrounding areas are unpeopled wastes or lands flowing with milk and
honey. Twice the writer has returned with negative results. On one
occasion he went out to find Lakiangting; but that journey erased this

place-name from the map. In ion an excursion to the Wich-u and Salween
vallej? excluded whole districts from the missionary's reckoning, as being
destitute of inhabitants.
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RIYERS.

A. Tsangpo.
B. IimwaddT
e. SftJween.

D. Mekong.
E. Kiaasba.

P.. Litang.

O. Yalung,
H. Tung.
I. Mia.
J. Yellow.

NOTE:—

The chain indicates

ihe line of occupation

suggested in paper.

+ denotes Catholic centres.

TOWNS.

1 Siningfu {Kausal
2 Taoehow, Old City CKans
% Sungpan {Szeeliwan)

i Mowehow (Sssechwan}

5 Weikia |Szechw«n)
6 Lifaoting <S«echwa»)

7 Kwanfasien (Szedrwan)

8 Mowknngtins sSzecbwan)
9 Tatsienhi (ChwanpienJ
10 Taofufasien tSz«chwan)
11 Kansebsien (Chwanpien)
12 Darge (Chwanpien)

13 Hokow (Chwanpiea)
14 Liiang (Cbwanpaes)

13 Baking (Chwanpien)
16 Siangebeng (Cfawanpien!

17 KongMi (Cfcw&npien)

IS Tzetati (Szechwan)
19 Chungtien (YteMta)
20 Likiang (Yannan)
21 Vfeisi (Yunnan)

33 Aitmta? iYiinnan)

23 TenchinR (Cliwanpien)
24 Peita (CbwanptenJ
25 Menkorifj (dmanpien)
26 Eijaa (Bonn*)

Years age a deputation front a terra incognita known as Ngapa
came to Kwanb&Ien (7) with a request for pith helmets, guns, and Bibles.

The interest in tie Gospel iike the order seemed mixed; but at Tsaktriao

last month—eleven years later—the writer met a Prince from Ngapa who
greedily bought up 500 portioneltes. "No", he said to a practical Chinese,

"they are net for sale. My people are interested in this Gospel.**

Bnt where is Ngapa?
Notes: [1} In most cases the places given above are only villages

iffious centers. The iowa m non Chinese regions has not jet t«n

evolved. The lamasery is ;ts substitute. {2} The course of the Litang
River (F) and the position of Kongkeh (1-) are both nneertain. (3)

Tsetati has been entered on the map, chiefly because it is the back door
to Western Chien Ch'ang and the rallying point for some peculiar tribes

in the mountains around. As a center or stepping-stone towards Kongkeh,
it may or may not have value. These regions might better be worked
from centres such as Siangchcng or important villages on the Litang

River about the point marked + on the map.

KOKONOR
?ULAT10N ;

etch of lar. Kweiteh on

ccupied by the Kwo-mi Tibetans, the

iy inhabited in the north by
elans, and in the south by Tibetans.

dae to the continued incursions by

Tibetans who raid their cattle and sheep. Large tracts of land are marshy.

The country west of Latitude 96' and between Longitude ^z"-^ may
be considered uninhabited. The extreme southeastern section of Kokosior

—which is marked on the accompanying map as Golak country—is in-

habited by a very wild clan of independent Tibetans commonly known

as Golaks who are not yet under the control of the Chinese Government.

The country is very mountainous. European explorers who have ventured

info these regions have almost invariably lost their all."

(S) Languages spoken.

"In the Kokonor, only Mongolian and Tibetan are spoken."
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Kokonor—Language Areas

Kote Straight diagonal lines show areas inhabited cbieay by Mongols ; crosses by

Tibetans ; small dots by aboriginal tribes ; light broken diagonal lines by Goloks ; and

heavy broken diagonal lines by Independent Goloks.

RELIGIONS :

(i) Various religions, number and distribution of adherents.

"All inhabitants are Buddhists. There are two sects, Yellow and.

Red- The Yellow sect represents the reformed Buddhists."

(2) Work of Roman Catholic missions.

"None."

(3) Moslems.

"None."
POSSIBILITIES FOR CHRISTIAN WORK:

(i) Special districts suitable for occupation.

"To be able to settle down to work in either Mongol or Tibetan encamp-

ments is at present out of the question. The only place where it might

be possible for a missionary to secure residence would be in the small

military town of Jyekundo where there is a population of 1,000 lay-men

and probably 300 lamas living in a lamasery hard by. In addition there

are the soldiers stationed here by the Chinese Government and about

20 Mongols and 30 Chinese, chiefly merchants. The city would be a

good center f*»r missionary work, as Tibetans from the four quarters come

here to make purchases. It is much more get-at-ahle from the Szechwan

border since all merehandisa enters that way. At the beginning it might

be necessary to make an itinerating trip or two to ascertain the attitude

of the people. From Tatsienlu to Jyekundo the road passes through
:

other smaller towns and villages."

"In the northern part of the Kokonor region journeys might be taken

among the Mongols under the protection of the princes with whom the

missionaries are on friendly terms, but there could be no permanent

settlement at present."

"The best means of reaching the inhabitants of the Kokonor is to

establish a strong center at Dangar now called Hwangyuanhsicn Here

a good hospital would be of inestimable value as this city of 6,000 in-

habitants is the chief trading center of the Kokonor for both Mongols

and Tibetans. It is situated 33 miles west of Siningfu and at present

is only occasionally visited by CLM missionaries. We suggest that this

city be made a permanent foreign mission center with a good hospital,

a resident missionary and his wife for evangelistic work and three young
men, physically strong, of even temperament, one at least being a doctor, I

who would be prepared to undertake itinerating journeys whenever the
;

opportunity occurred. As the hospital patients returned to their homes
cured, the way would be opened for visitation and as the fame of the

hospital spread over wider areas, the itineratione could also be extended.

In time even the unruly Golaks in their afflictions might seek ministra-

tion at the hand of the doctor, thus securing an open door and protwfcfy

an invitation to dwell in their midst."

'What has been said of Hwangyuanhsicn may also be said afi

Kweiteh. situated 6b miles southwest of Siningfu and just south

of the Yellow River. Kweiteh is another trading center for Tibetans and
a much smaller city (probably only 1,600 inhabitants). In this

district there are many lepers. Except for the villages near the city the

whole country round about is peopled with Tibetans. The CIM has a*

outstation st Kweiteh at the present time."

(2) Possible opposition or difficulty.

"Some of the tribes are opposed to foreigners having suffered

much at their hands. Itinerating would require tent life and would mean
'roughing tt.' AH provisions for long journeys would have to he:

carried."

($) What forms of missionary work have been found most practicable

and effective in mission fields bordering on these unoccupied areas f

"Thus far work along the border has been confined chiefly to the
Chinese, and consists of preaching, selling books, and giving away tracts.**

1 4) Methods of evangelization that might Prove most useful.

"As mentioned above it would be well if some of the young jn**- : ~

who have to do the itinerating work could be doctors as well, or at least

could know something of surgery and medical practice, otherwise progress

will be difficult and slow."

TIBET
WORK AMONG TIBETANS

Area—A glance at the map is sufficient to show us*how truly, from

a geographical point of view, Tibet is a "Closed Land." On every side

we see it bounded by long ranges of snowy mountains; on the south by

the Himalayas and the transverse ranges of upper Yunnan; on the cast

by the Yungling mountains of China and the western mountainous border-

land of the Chinese provinces of Yunnan, Szechwan, and Kansu; on the

north by the Kuenlun mountains; and on the west, where it narrows to

a breadth of only 150 miles, by the junction of the Karakoram mountains

with the Himalayas. The space thus enclosed is the largest mass of rock

in the world; three times the size of France, having an area of nearly

700,000 sq. mi., almost as cold as Siberia, though Lhasa is in the; same
latitude as Cairo, and the greater part of it higher than Mount Blanc, the

altitude of its tablelands ranging from 10,000 to 17,600 feet, and that of

its mountains from 20,000 to 28,000 feet above the level of the sea. The
length from east to west is over 1,600 mi., the breadth, from north to south,

varying from s maximum of 700 mi. in the east to a minimum of 150 in

the west. On this plateau and its continuations the great rivers of

Hindustan, including the Ganges, the Indus, and the Brahmaputra, and
even those of further India, take their rise, as well as the Yellow md
the Yangtze of China,

Nome—The name Tibet is unknown in the country itself, having beer
given to it by the Turks and Persians. Its true name is Bod or BodyuV,
i.e., Bodlaud, the original name of the inhabitants being Bodpa.

Topography—The greater part of the area of Tibet is taken up by
stretches of tableland, bare, stony, and unsheltered in winter, destitute

of verdure, but in some districts covered in the summer months with grass

or barley, the only growths of which the land is capable. In the northern

and central parts there is hardly a tree or even a shrub to be seen,

except occasionally in the neighbourhood of villages; but in some of the
southern districts there are extensive forests. The most fertile valleys

produce wheat, barley, and peas ; the peas are only used for cattle. The
main product of the country is Nas,* or black barley, of which "tsamba"
is made.

Political Divisions—The country is divided into Great Tibet, Tibet
Proper, and Little Tibet. Great Tibet is the eastern part, bordering on
Kansu and Szechwan, comprising the special administrative districts of
Kokonor and Chwanpien. Tibet Proper occupies the center, and con-

sists of the two provinces of U (or Anterior Tibet) and Tfeang {or Ulterior

Tibet), Lhasa being tbs capital of U, and Shigatse of Tsang. Little Tibet,

to the west of Tibet Proper, consists of Lahoul and Spiri, which belong

to England, and Zanskar, Ladak, and Rupchu, which are under the

dominion of Kashmir.
Tibet has also been divided into 3 longitudinal zones—a South Zone,

containing the centers of the settled and agricultural population ; a Middle
Zone, comprising the pasture lands of the nomads ; and a North Zone, for

the most part abandoned to wild animals, but also partly occupied by
nomads.

The eastern part of Tibet is subdivided into eighteen states, of which
the most important are Derge, the Horba States, Litang, Batang, Chagla
and Mm Nya. All these states, however, have since the Chinese Revolu-
tion been taken over by the Chinese Government and made into Chwan-
pien with Tatsienlu as the capital.

Population—The population of Tibet has been variously estimated,

and any attempt to determine it can be at best but guess work. When,
however, we compare Tibet with the smaller countries in Europe, we
come to the conclusion that the population of Tibet does not very much
exceed 2,000,000. Richard gives 6,430,000, and a missionary correspondent
of the FCMS at Batang writes that the population of Tibet is nearer
4,000,000 than 2,000,000. The estimate accepted by the Survey Committee
is that given repeatedly in the Statesmen's Year Book, namely 2,200,000.

Lhasa is the only city with a population exceeding 5,000. If a line
be drawn between Batang and Lhasa, it will be found that the country
to the south of this line contains the greater part of the population,
whereas the country to the north of the line and west of Chamdo is more
sparsely peopled and for the most part is still unsurveyed by any foreign
missionary.

Government—Tibet was for a long time an independent kingdom,
ruled by a succession of hereditary kings. In 1720 Tibet put itself under
the protection of China as a dependency of the Chinese Emperor, and a
Minister of State, called Amban, was appointed to Lhasa. The Dalai
Lama, the spiritual head of the Buddhist Church, became the Ruler of
the country, subject, however, to the Chinese Amban. Under the Dalai
Lama are eight Ministers of State, the chief of which is called the King
of Tibet, as it is his duty to rule the country while the Dalai Lama is

still a child. Besides this State Council of Ministers is a kind of parlia-

ment composed of the nobles, whose advice is asked for in all important
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State afiairs. Under the Ministers are district magistrates, and under

these again are tie local magistrates who administer all local afiairs.

With the overthrow of the Manchu Dynasty, Tibet declared its in-

dependence, and expelled all Chinese soldiers and officials. Negotiations

are now going on between the Tibetan and Chinese governments regarding

the retnrn of these officials and Chinese military representatives.

Recent Political Movements—Regarding the present condition of

eastern Tibet, Mr. A. J. Clements of the China Inland Mission, Tatsienlu,

writes as follows :

—

"The country was formerly governed by native princes, during which

time the people enjoyed a fair measure of peace and prosperity. Certain

abases prevailed, but they were such as the people had grown accustomed

to and so were accepted mote or less as customs. Large lamaseries such

as those established at Litang, Batang and Chamdo, were opulent and

powerful. The lamas lorded it over the common people, and with

powerful interests in land, agriculture, trade and government, were able

to work things to their own advantage. Chinese living west of Tatsienlu

in the capacity of small officials or traders had very little prestige, and

often had much to bear from the arrogance of the lamas."

"After the British Expedition to Lhasa, 1903-4, China under the Dowa-

ger Empress decided to assert herself in Tibet. In pursuance of this plan,

Eastern Tibet was subjugated by the campaign of Chao Erh-feng, and

Chinese authority reasserted in Lhasa. After Chinese arms had proved

yictorious in Eastern Tibet, and the pride and arrogance of the lama

caste had been abased, the government of the country was again taken

from the native princes and vested in Chinese officials. Eastern Tibet

from Chamdo to Tatsienlu was constituted a new province, divided into

twenty or more districts, and officials appointed along the lines followed

in China Proper. Before this scheme materialized, however, the Manchu

Dynasty was overthrown, and the new regime in Eastern Tibet collapsed.

Thereupon the Tibetans in both western and eastern Tibet revolted both

against the Chinese and against the new order, and for several years

afterwards the country was in a constant state of warfare and confusion."

"The situation finally resohed itself into a compromise, the Lhasa

Tibetans regaining the cour.tiy *ip to within two days of Chamdo, and the

Chinese retaining the territory from that point eastward. This continued

for a few years, until 1018 when the Chinese suffered further defeat at

the hands of the Lhasa Tibetans, and in consequence lost another large

tract of countrv, including Chamdo, Draya and Derge. In 1919 negotiations

were carried on at Peking Iwtwcen China and Tibet with Great Britain

assisting, as the jesult of which, Tibet was granted autonomy. An attempt

was made to demark the new border, but without success up to the time

of writing."

The administration of the country from Tatsienlu to Chamdo during the

part seven years of Republican regime, has been no credit to China.

There has been widespread injustice and oppression. Military operations

when necessary, have been conducted with ruthless severity, and civil

government has been carried on chiefly in the interests of the governing

classes and the consequent impoverishment of the people. The replacing

of nati've rulers by Chinese officials has resulttd in retrogression rather

than progress.

There is this good to be said, however. Under the Chinese administra-

tion Christian missionaries were allowed to itinerate and settle west of

Ifeteienlu, whereas before the power of the lamas was broken by China

such a thing was almost impossible.
.

hmgwtge—The Tibetan is an alphabetic language made from Sanskrit

in the iventh centurv AD. by the Tibetan Minister, Tumi, during the

reign of King Srongtsan Gampo. There are three very noted periods

in the history of the Tibetan language. The first dates from the 7th

to the rath century, and mav be called the Classical Period of Translation,

during which time neartv all the sacred Buddhist books of India were

translated from Sanskrit into Tibetan The second period may be reckoned

from the 12th to the itfh century and may be called the Classical Period

of Tibetan Writers OTd Poets, like the famous Milaraspa. The third

period dates from the jSth century when a new element was introduced

into the Tibetan literature by such writers as Tsongkapa. During this

period there was also evolved the present day literature or official language

of Tibet.

Spoken Langmge-rhe spoken language of Tibet which differs greatly

from the written language as employed in the literature of any of the

periods mentioned above, is divided into many diatecte according to the

various districts of Tibet. The standard or Lhasa Tibetan is understood

all over Tibet.

Lfteracv-The number of people who can read and write must be

rather large considering the number of lamaseries with their thousands

and thousands of priests. Besides it is the custom especially in the Lhasa

district that both boys and girls of wealthy families team to read anf

write. The number, however, of Tibetans both lamas and the lay-people

with a grammatical and complete knowledge of the classical language is

very few indeed, although the more popular form of the language is

understood bv a large number of the people. _
Tibetan Literature-All the Tibetan literature, both ancient and

modern, is of a religions nature even though it may contain volumes on

such subjects as history, geography, astronomy, political science, drama,

fiction, biography, grammar and astrology, etc.
^»„cu_

The KaWfur aaa Tengjnr alone consist of 334 large volumes, transla-

tions of the Buddhist Canon from the Sanskrit.
~4h«t>«

Religim-Thz word Lamaism is unknown m Tibet. Ask a Tibetan

of any sect, except the Bon, and he will at once teli you that his religion

is Buddhism. Lamaism is therefore wrongly used to imply that form of

Buddhism known as the Mahayana which entered Tibet in the seventh
century, A D.

While Chinese Buddhism, both in Japan and China, has to some
extent been influenced by the teachings of the Chinese sages, and by
Christian it}- itself, this cannot be said of Tibetan Buddhism which has

remained up to the present time unchanged by any outside influences.

The great division between the Hinayana and the Mahayana Buddhism

took definite shape at the Second great Buddhist Council in North Ind'a

under the leadership of King Kanishka before the year 100 A.D.

Buddhism did not enter Tibet until the seventh century A.D. Therefore,

if Christianity las bad any influence on the Mahayana development of

Buddhism, it must have received this influence during the first century

A.D., long before Buddhism entered Tibet.

But, while Tibetan Buddhism has not been influenced from outer

sources, it has to a great extent been influenced by the Bon religion of

Tibet. Padmasambhava, in order to convert the followers of the Bon
religion to Buddhism, adopted much of their demonology into the Buddhist

pantheon.

The doctrine of incarnation, as far as Buddhism is concerned, is purely

a Tibetan invention, and is of course contradictory to the Buddhist belief

in transmigration as a result of Karma or the ethical retribution. This

invention of the doctrine of incarnation was a purely political movement

and came about in this way : —In the year 1640 A.D., a Mongolian prince,

Gusri Khan, conquered Tibet and made a present of the same to the

Grand lama of Drepung monastery, with the title of Dalai or Ocean,

who thus became the first King-priest as the Dalai Lama. His name
was Xag-wan Lofasang. Being very ambitious and wanting to combine
the rule of the state with that of the church, he declared himself an
incarnation of the famous Chenrezig (spyan-ras-gzigs), or Avalokitesvara,

the tutelary deity of Tibet.

The Tibetans qnite naturally were delighted to have as their ruler

an incarnation of such a divinity and the scheme worked well, but in

order not to offend his older and in one sense superior Lama of Trashi-

lhunpo fbkra-sis-lhun-po), he declared this Lama an incarnation of

Od-dpag-med, or Amitabha, thus establishing the same earthly relation-

ship between bin: and the Trash i Lama, as there exists in the Devachen,

Western Paradise, between Amitabha and Avalokitesvara. Amitabha is

one o! the hre celestial Buddbas, who are not themselves able to perform

saving acts on behalf of mankind, but their spiritual sons, Bodhisattvas

became themselves the saviours of the world and Avalokitesvara is

Anu'tabba's spiriti'al son. Thus the first Dalai Lama declared himself

the incarnation of Avalokitesvara. While the Trashi Lama is an in-

carnation ot a higher deity, it is of an impassive deity, who cannot meddle
with worldly affairs, which are left to his spiritual son Avalokitesvara,

represented by the Dalai Lamas of Tibet.

This plan worked so well that all the sects of Tibet followed the

same idea cf inventing incarnations, until today it is difficult to find

a lamasery in any part of Tibet where there is not a Tralgi (sprul-sku) or

incarnation connected with the place, although these are frequently not

incarnations of gods, but of saints or famous lamas of old.

TSie Tibetans in their gross superstition have also invented the prayer

wheels and the prajer flags, which with the buildings of numerous
lamaseries may be seen all over the country making Tibet the land of the

lamas—the great center for the Mahayana Buddhism, represented by all

the various sects in Tibet.

MISSIONS AT WORK ON THE BORDER

The following is a list of the Protestant mission societies working

among the Tibetans :

—

Moravian

China Inland

Hussion

Christian

Scotland
Midori

F«sresga

Christian

Mission

Pentecostal

Missionary

Union

Stations Work begun Mv»it>n.arus

Leb
Kyeteng
Poo
Kalatee

(Kashmir

)

1*56 3 families 1-53

Tatsienlu

(Chinal

1888 1 family 10

Ghoom, Sikkwn
(Sf. India)

\m* 1 family

3 ladies report

Taeehow

Baton

18*5 % families

2 men U

J}arje#3i

Kstir.i;

(China)

1912 2 families

1 Wy

No
report

Ho
report

No
wport
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The Christian Occcmtion or Tiianr

fa«an. provMed opposition fa oJrSL A^mS^ £S't£ %u*S£ £^" "I C%mA°' °r wW k"ea» «^^^re^Ll^7JTT "*? ^ ^

«~ T^ T
f* Xf****-*™* «» Moravian Mission we have received

the following letter with information regarding its mission field. Dr
A. Reeve Heter writes from Leh, Ladak, Kashmir, India, in answer to a
questionnaire as follows

:

"Regarding the evangelizing of Tibet Freper, when cnce the eountrv
has been opened to missionaries, J do not think that we are in a very **oodportion to enter it from any of our present stations, for we have "always

t^L^^ % g* T* brf0re We get *° P10^ **«**»- As vo«know, the Changtang is almost entirely inhabited by nomads amongwhom it would be very difficult to work. Our best way of approach wouMbe through Poo, which is on the important trade road to Gartok. Hadonr primary ™tention been to attack Tibet for Christ, we should certainlv

Jf^ *^ed d0Wn here- Ho™^«\ the people of Lesse- Tibet are

SnS, Tl^tauS^ ,

th«r P"^* characteristics, religion, customsand speech. From the Indian side cnr brethren working in Darjeelin-
are in a much better position to enter that closed land.

*

Onr Mission began its work among Tibetans in the vear 1856 \ DAt that trme it was our intention to get through to Mongolia, where wewished to work, but as we were not allowed to cross through Tibet we
decided to settle down in Lesser Tibet and work there.

At present we have crdy three married couples working on the fieldTwo married couples are away on home furlough and not verv likelv to
return. Others ?re net able to work here, nor is there anv likelihood "thatthey will be able 10 do so for a good many vears on account of theirGerman nationality. One of the above couples is medical, both husbandand wife being qualified, whilst the other two are clerical.

We have in the whole field a total of IS3 baptized Christians
the names of our stations are as follows :—
l^eh .. 73 Christians
Kyelang 46 „
Poo 26 „
Kalatze S „

and one oat-station, Chod.

ia x^^EZ* rfif
1^^ * tbC ****** OTer wM<* ** *«««*«is 15,000. However, as there is no proper census and there are -» rrM *number of very small villages dctted about, sometimes cor-ristW «f^f"one or two houses, thk is a very rough goess Pverv «mail vttbkR 1,

its small lamasery, and so here again it is difficult to say how manv-tbereare, bat M us say approximately 140.
- e

Unless there is a great increase of men and monev I think w«. sWMsimply work the field we now itinerate properly Howev^lt ta?£

|T Further^2^^^^^^^^ KSj™ lisirmwttif ,

iorm
r

lv Swedish Missi°° « K-JSs
JiktShetan^lS * - ** ** "^ aS ta *»«* «* *>«**

dfete^LrZ^
rtqak€d *» work the whole of th«oistnci propern would be as follows ;

—

Leh

:

J padre and his wife.

1 medical missionary and wife.
J educational missionary and wife.
1 European nurse.

single lady for educational work among girls.Kyelang

;

Poo

;

Kalatze :

Kargii

:

Skardu

:

-Padasi

:

Spitti :

2 padres and wive*.

2 padres and wives.

2 padres and wives.

2 padres and wives.

1 padre and wife.
1 educational missionary and wife.
t medical missionary and wife.
1 Fairopean nurse.

1 single lady for educational work for

2 padres and wives.

rirls.

•2 padres and wives

This total of 22 married
married couples
well emploved -\

couples, and 5 single ladies, include*
relieve those on furlough. They could
not in charge of a station in itiaerat-

01k. The great altitude necessitates frequent
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furloughs. In addition to these we could very -well do with two industrial

missionaries, as often our Christians find it difficult to gel work on

account of their religion.

There is no very active opposition to Christian work nor to mis-

sionaries. The people are very willing to accept anything we can give

thran in the way of medicine, education, or even Scriptures and religious

tracts.
.

If the field were werkejd properly, things might begin to move in

about 10-20 years. The rate will be largely dependent on the Christ-ward

movement in India and Kashmir. 'No man 'Uveth unto himself' is also

true of nations. Our chief danger here, as in so many other parts of the

woild, is Mohammedanism.
The special difficulties in educational work are first and foremost feck

of men and mesas to do this work better or even as well as the Kashmir

State is able to do it. Secondly, the surrounding villages are small and

widely separated from one another. In medical work the chief trouble

Ss that there is hardly a single place in the whole district where the doctor

can find enough work in his own profession, although there are plenty of

other things which he can do to fill in his time. However, what medical

work he does is always very effective. Medical touring is never very

satisfactory, as the small amount of medicine one can give while on such

trips wd1 cot help the chronic cases. Surgical work is generally more

fatisfactory when touring, but of this there is very little in this country,

apart Irom cataracts.

In beginning new work among Tibetans, I think one should occupy

the strategic centers from which regular systematic touring could be

done. These centers would have to be well staffed with clerical, educa-

tional and medical nufsionaries. The educational missionary should try

to train teachers in abundance, who should be sent out to teach in sur-

rounding villages. In these villages the doctor should have dispensaries

with assistant surgeon; who do the general work, leaving only the serious

cases to the foreign doctor and sending them to his hospital. Literary

work is also necessary.

China Inland Missi&n—Pioneer work among the Tibetans by various

members of the China inland Mission began from the year 1877 when

the late Dr. Cameron visited most of the places on the Szechwan border

of Tibet, including Tatsienlu, Batang and Atuntze. In 1885 other members

of the mission were doing pioneer work in the Kumbum and Kokouor

districts. In the year 1888, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Polhill opened the Siningfu

station in Kansu, and continued pioneer work there among the Tibetans

till later on they 'opened up Sungpan in Szechwan as a center for Tibetan

Tatsienlu, a very important Tibetan center, was opened by the China

Inland Mission in 1897, and for several years there were no less than ten

missionaries engaged in Tibetan work in connection with this center.

Pioneering was done in nearly all parts of Eastern Tibet including the

Sungpan and Menkong districts. Want of interest, however, has reduced

the number of workers to only one family set apart for work among the

Tibetans in Tatsienlu and surrounding districts.

\ printing press has been established at Tatsienlu, and over 100,000

tracts and booklets have thus far been printed and distributed from this

cents!?*.

The number of missionaries required to work Tatsienlu and district

properly is as follows :

2 men for evangelistic work.

a men for medical work.

3 men for educational work.

t man for literary work.

4 men for itineration among the Tibetans.

3 men for the Chinese work in the city.

Christian and Missionary Alliance—The first mission station of the

CM\ for Tibetan work in Kaasn was Taochow, 1S95.. This city lies within

five miles of the boundary line between Kansu and Amdc. Although the

population of Taochow is largely Mohammedan and Chinese, the Tibetans

live in villages in the immediate neighbourhood of the city. Since 1S95

other mission stations have been added. Four missionares are engaged

in Tibetan work, of these two are still exclusively occupied in language

studv. .... .

The district between Hochow and Taochow is mostly hill country.

The people Kve in villages, although there are some nomads living in

tents the vear round. Their means of livelihood is rearing cattle, and a

little farming round the villages. In the Tao River valley there is more

farming than elsewhere. **•*%.
South of Taochow, the countrv is, to a great extent, forest clad, ifte

people live mostly off the forests" and from farming. The population of

these districts is about 100,000 with about 20 monasteries large and small.

Our Tibetan field in western Kansu is immense and we have hardly

touched the fringes. The prince of Choni alone governs 48 <*»ns and

we can easilv travel among these clans, as the prince is friendly and

would protect us- In other parts where his jurisdiction does not reach,

it is difficult, to secure adequate protection if traveling farther inland than

two days* Journey from the Chinese boundary line. There are no ctlies,

the people living either around the lamaseries, or, as nomads, ^m^nS
their tents from place to place to find pastures for their large herds of

cattle and- sheep. For missionaries to live -at a lamasery is impossible,

as the priests would under no circumstances allow it. For the present

sive work can be done by itineration from border cities in Chinese

U we had the workers to employ we would press toward the west

from the line we now are occupying. That district is grass country and

the inhabitants mostly nomads.

I think that we could easily employ one dozen foreign missionaries

in places that are now accessible tc us.

Labrang is a strategic center which soon, no doubt, will be accessible.

Two years ago ibis great place was altogether closed to us, but some
changes that took place last year will make it comparatively easy to

get a foothold there now.

The main difficulties as they appear to me are :

(a) The food question. The food of the Tibetans is such that for a
foreigner it is very hard to partake of, and still harder to digest. And
yet the itinerating missionary in this district has to eat it, for if he does

not, he greatly offends his host and gets no opportunity to preach the

Gospel.

(b) The opposition to the Gospel by all the prelates of the Buddhist

religion.

(c) Unsafe travel because of robber bands.

In sending out missionaries for work among the Tibetans, candidates

with a strong constitution should be chosen, as missionary work in Tibet

is more strenuous than in most places. Missionaries that are afraid to

expose ifcemselves to hardship and even danger should not be sent to

Tibet. So far no missionary in our mission has written any tracts in the

Tibetan language-

After 25 years of work among Tibetans in the Kansu-Tibetan field,

the cenfidence of the people has t'- a great extent been achieved, and not

a lew have received an intelligent knowledge of the way of salvation.

Foreign Christian Mission—This society began work among Tibetan*

in Tatsienlu in 1004, and moved to Batang in 1908. The worker?, then

occupying rented living rooms, began in a very small way with a preach-

ing place asd dispensary «x»mbined. Today there are two foreign

residences, one modern hospital, and three native buildings, all owned

by the mission. A' new school building is in the course of construction.

At the present time five fereign families reside in Batang. Of these

families one is educational, two medical, and two evangelistic. From
Batang as a base missionaries itinerate over the country- in Shangchen,

Lltang, Yenjtn, Dehyn, Draj-a, Chamdo, Kiangka and Sangnai districts.

The educational work has grown rapidly during recent years, and the

school buildings are crowded to overflowing. There is one kindergarten

with 59 students, one lower primary school with an enrollment of 47

students, and one higher primary school with 5 students. In 1919 an

orphanage was started which today numbers about forty inmates. Special

emphasis is given to industrial and manual training classes in which the

boys and girls are taught to sew, knit, darn, patch, and make their own
clothes. Some are taught shoe-making from tanning the skins to the

finished shoe. They learn both the native and foreiy.i processes of

making leather. The sales of shoes and leather goods pay all expenses.

Soap, chalk, and blacking for blackboards and shoes are also made by

the pupils. As a side issue one missionary has about fifty funilies to whom
he teaches farming.

The mission hospital at Batang exerts a wide influence throughout

Tibet, arul occasionally receives patiepts from centers as far removed as

Lhasa. Xearly five hundred treatments were reported for a single month

last 3-ear. This institution is the only modem hospital between Yachowfu,

Szechwan, and the western confines of Tibet. The splendid preparatory

work which has been done through itinerations and the hospital and

which has extended far into the interior along the high road to Lhasa

as well as in other directions, calls fcr immediate advance. The Foreign

Christian Mission hopes to open a new residential center at Chamdo as

soon as workers can be secured. To this end they are asking for three

families. Chamdo is a lamasery- town seventeen days' journey (150 miles)

from Batang. Cordial relations with the officials and people have already

been established through the medical work of Dr. Shelton in 191S, after

a severe battle between Chinese and Tibetan troops.

The Foreign Christian Mission also asks for three additional families

to work in regions beyond Batang and Chamdo. It? all the mission is

asking for twelve additional families and G.$soo,ooo during the next

five years in order to occupy the places that are now open. No mm*
thrilling missionary event happened during the Great War than the per-

mission granted Dr. Shelton to begin medical work in Lhasa, the lovg

coveted but long forbidden goal alike to missionpry and explorer. Tibet

is reputed to Save 5©,«30Q lamas or priests and 15,000 of these are sa-«1 fa

reside in Lhasa, the capital. The British Military Expedition of 10:4 S

under General Younghusband helped greatly in breaking down the barrier

of cflicial seclusion.

HisiC'Tv of Christum Missions—Tibet bad temporarv contact with

mediaeval Christianity in the fourteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth

ceniuries through venturesome Reman Catholic Church missionaries, who

successively withdrew, leaving no organization behind them. Further

efforts of the Lazarists last century did not achieve success. The first

evangelical attempts were those of the Moravians who settled m Ladak,

in Kashmir, about 185°- Between 1880 and 1900 several societies

and *anall independent groups began work on the Indian and Chinese

borders An independent pioneer was the intrepid Hollander, Petrus

Riinhart, wfa» with bis wife, Dr. Susie Rijnhart, worked in Amdo province

in the nineties, and made an expedition toward Lhasa, on which Mr.

Rijnhart lest his life. As a result of the efforts of Mrs. Rijnhart. the

FCMS undertook its now famous mission to the "Great Closed Laud

by sending Dr. and Mrs. Shelton, together with Mrs. Rijnhart, to begin

work on the border Between Tibet and Szechwan in Western China.
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CHRISTIAN LITERATURE

The first New Testament, in Classical Tibetan, was completed, with

the exception of the Epistle to the Hebrews, in 1875. The translator was

the Rev. H. A. Jaesehke. a Moravian missionary. This was made with

the assistance of a Tibetan lama and Mr, Jaeschke's colleague, A. W.
Heydo.

In 1903, the complete New Testament was revised by a committee at

Ghoom. The committee included, in addition to A. W. Heyde, David

Macdonald, a government translator, J. F. Frederiksen of the Scandinavian

Alliance Mission, Graham Sandberg, chaplain at Darjeeling and E.

Amundsen (afterwards Sub-Agent of the RFBS in Yunnan) who super-

vised the printing. This 1C03 edition has since been reprinted in China

from duplicate and corrected stereos.

In 1505 four Moravian missionaries, T. D. L. Schrcv, S. Ribbach,

A. H. Francke, and K. Fkhtner, prepared for the press a translation of

portions of the Pentateuch and Fsalms, which had been previously made by
F. S. Redslop. This committee also entered upon the task of completing

the translation of the Old Testament. The following books have been
published :

—

Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy, Joshua and the

Psalms. The work is still proceeding. The latest translation of the New
Testament is in a more popular form of Tibetan.

Tibetan Religious Literature Depot—During the yeais 1919 and 1920

the Tibetan Religious Literature Depot Press at Tatsienlu printed,

for free distribution among the Tibetans, 115,000 tracts and booklets,

entitled as follows :

—

(i) Buddhist and Christian Explanation of God.

(2) Buddhist and Christian Explanation of Creation.

(3) Buddhist and Christian Explanation of the Origin of Man.
(4) Buddhist and Christian Explanation of Sin. *

(5) Buddhist and Christian Explanation of Salvation.

(6) A Short Form of Christian Worship.

(7) The Parable of the Rope.

(8) The difference tetween Baddhist and Christian Teaching concern-
ing God, Man, Sin, Creation, and Salvation.

(9) Catechism.

Letters received from lamas in various parts of Tibet show the need
for Christian literature, and that at test the lamas are beginning to
inquire aftefr the Christian religion.

Kurung Tsering, the leading lama of the Kokonor district, writes
as follows :

—

"I, your humble servant, have seen several copies cf the Scriptures
and having read them carefully, they certainly made me believe in Christ.
I understand a little of the outstanding principles and the doctrinal
teaching of the One Son, but. :<s to the Holy Spirit's nature and essence,
and as to the origin of this religion, I am not at all clear, and it is

therefore important that the doctrinal principles of this religion should
be fully explained, so as to enlighten the unintelligent and people of
small mental ability."

"The teaching of the science of medicine and astrology is also very
important. It is therefore evident if we want this blessing openly
manifested, we must believe in the religion of the only Son of God.
Being in earnest I therefore pray you from my heart not to consider this
letter lightly. With a hundred salutations!"

A very learned and famous lama, an incarnation in Eastern Tibet,
recently sent this letter :

—

"I herewith present these questions to my good friend, who through
long and unfatigued exertion, in many generations of lucky rebirths, has
now through merit received the good fruit of study.

Acccrding to the Buddhist religion, our place of refuge is in the Three
Holy Ones, which in essence is the One supreme or Lama Kon-Chog Chig.

According to your Christian religion, there is also one supreme Holy
One; what definition do-you give of Him ?

If you take refuge in this God, what then is the method for refuge?
How are you delivered from the fear of this God ?

Have men foimer and lattoi periods of existence?
If so, where will they be born who take their refuge in God, and what

bliss will they obtain in the next life?

What merit must they accomplish, by body, speech and mind, who
take their renige in G jd ?

What suffering will they endure in the next existence, who do not
live a virtuous life ?

There heing three kinds of merit, by what method is the great merit
accumulated ?

How is the middle and the small merit accumulated?
What ure the fruits of these proportions of merit and what are they

like ? Please give me a clear answer.
These ten questions, like a string of precious pearls from a treasury,

are presented as a beautiful ornament for the neck of a young, wise and
virtuous virgin.

The above is written by the fool of the lower part of Kam, who bears
the name of the Draga incarnation. ; '

The obiect of the Tibetar Keligious Literature Depot is (1) to publish
suitable tracts and other Christian literature in Standard Tibetan for
free distribution throughout Tibet.

(2) To supply all missionaries on the borders of Tibef with literature

issued from the Tibetan Religious Literature Depot free of charge, direct

to their stations, and to employ a number of colporteurs to travel in all

parts of Tibet distributing the literature of the Depot and portions of the J
Scriptures.

{3) To make a special evangelistic effort at each of the large centers

with the help of an organized band of colporteurs and the missionaries in

the district.

The need of this work has impressed itself upon one foreign worker

very much, and if it could be done on a larger scale, there is no doubt

but that it would hasten the evangelization of Tibet and strengthen the

hands of the few missionaries now labouring among this people.

Summary—Centers for work among Tibetans given according to their

importance :

—

(1) Tatsienlu, Chwanpien, China.

{2) Taoehow, Kansu, China.

(3' Batang, Chwanpiefc, China.

(4) Sungpan. Saeckwan, China.

(5) Siningfu, Kansu, China.

(6) Atuntze, Yunnan, China.

(7) Leh, or Ladak, Kashmir, India.

(S) Kalimpong, India.

(9) Darjeeling, Bengal, India.

When the whole of Tibet is opened to missionaries, places such as

Darjeeling and Kalimpong will become the natural connecting- links, with

the greatest of all centers—Lhasa and Shigatze, and the work will, no
doubt, divide itself into two large divisions, one part of Tibet to be worked
from Jndia and the other part from China.

While nearly all the most important centers on the Tibetan borders

are already occupied by Christian missions, it is evident from reports

received that a greater number of missionaries are needed at each center

if the work is to be done efficiently and thej present opportunities fully

taken advantage of.

The greatest need is for evangelistic and medical men to itinerate

over wide areas, as well as for men with special linguistic abilities for

Bible translation and literary work;

Societies intending to work in Tibet should fully understand the special
hardship every missionary in this field has to undergo from isolation,

food, and climate.

It is, and will be, a very expensive work, and as there are no large:
places in Tibet, apart from the lamaseries, and as a large proportion of
the population are nomads, missionary societies cannot expect the same
quick results as are reported elsewhere in China or India.

None of the larger centers should be occupied by any mission that
can not guarantee a sufficient staff of workers. Isolated workers are able
to do very little good.

When Tibet opens up fully to the Gospel, it is to be expected that
the missions cow working on the Indian border, and who are only 10 or
12 days' journey from Lhasa, wil naturally be in a better position to
occupy that strategic center than missions on the Chinese border distant
two or three months away.

Roman Catholic Missionary Work—The missionaries of the Paris
Roman Catholic Foreign Mission commenced their work among Tibetans in
Tatsienlu, now the residence of the Bishop of Tibet. The working force
now numbers 20 foreign priests, 6 foreign nuns and 2 Chinese priests. Out
of this number only 6 priests are in Tibetan work, the others working
among Chinese and half-eastes.

Roman Catholic Church stations on the Szechwan border are —
Tatsienlu, Lulingkiao, Lengtsih, Moshimien, Romikianggn, Taofuhsiea,
Kiangyu and Batang, where their work is chiefly among Chinese and
half-castes.

On the Yunnan border the stations are :—Doong, Krimbutang,
Yagalong, and Tsikng. In all these places their work is among Tibetans,
and they report i,6ro Tibetan Christians, including children. On the
Indian side two Roman Catholic mission stations are known, one near
Petong, and the ether in British Bhutan.

Con-Msion—It is evident to ail who have read this report on work
among Tibetans that this difficult and hard mission field, the stronghold
of Buddhism, has been very much neglected by the Christian Church.
There are only betweeen 30 and 40 missionaries all told on the Chinese
and Indian borders of Tibet, and when we examine the list of missionary
societies working among Tibetans, we look in vain for the Anglican,
Presbyterian, Baptist, and Methodist societies.

It is befitting to close this report with the words of Bishop B. Latrobe
of the Moravian Mission, the first pioneer mission to Tibet :—

"Give to Thy people open doors to preach the Gospel;

And se;. them to Thy praise on earth."

How often as we pray this petition in the Litany appointed for use
in the Moravian churches on Sunday mornings do we think of a land ra
the heait of darkest Asia—a lofty plateau, begirt with mighty mountains,
forming a natural barrier which renders easy the exclusion of all foreigners
in accordance with the rigid policy of its' rulers—a vast, unevanj.'
country over which the shadow of death still broods. There is, 'today,
no land and no people which stands in sorer need of Christian effort and
intercession than Tibet and the Tibetans.
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PART V

THE PROVINCES COMPARED

Preliminary Remarks—The three provinces ol Manchuria (Fengtkn

or Sbengking, Kirin, and Heilnngfciang) will he referred to as one political

unit, end in all comparisons "srill be regjEffded as a single province, not

three, thus making a total of 19 provinces for China Proper and Manchuria.

For reasons obvious to all familiar with China, the Committee has

classified these 19 provinces under five geographical groups, i.e. North

China, Bast China^ Central China, South China, and West China. Bach

<e large geographical areas stands for distinct differences in climate

as-well as in economic and industrial conditions. These directly affect both

the character and methods of Christian evangelization, and in comparing

the situation as reflected by statistics these fundamental differences must

fje constantly kept in mind.

Statistics of mission activities in territories beyond the confines of the

16 provinces are grouped under "Special administrative districts." Under

Mongolia we include all work done in the three administrative districts

<f I inner Mongolia fjebol, Chahar, Suiyuan) and Sitao Mongolia, as well

m in the greater areas of Outer Mongolia. Under Tibet we include

Kokonor, Chwanpien, and Tibet Proper. Figures covering: the work of the

FCMS, however, in Chwanpien have been included in the statistical tables

for Szethwan.

I.—Foreign Residential Centers Arranged
Chronologically (a)

tan 18W 1881 IBM > 1901
I

19U
10 to to to I to

1890 1900 i 1910 1920

Total (19 Provinces*

h Chixa
ManchKi
Chihli

Shantnn

Shenss

China
Kiangsn
Chekian

•Centrum Chixa
Hoaars
Hapeb
Hunan ...

-Sotra Ohtsa
Fokien
Ewaagfawg
.Kwangsi :

West China ...

Kansn
Sseefawan ...

:

Ewaichow ;

Yiiinan ...

l AmmansATiTsDistricts
Mongolia ••

Sinkiang

Tftet

65 99 170 181 146
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1

R

13
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45
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9

58 49
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15

I SO 1

xs 87 31

6 13

21 11 30
j

1 S 4

19 26 30 !

4 6 •2

9 16 19 1

1 4 4

40
18
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SHIS WML (MA CHtM* | I* } 88 1«5 , 174 1« I»

129

34
34
•26

45

121

129

42
73

IS

105
17
51

16
19

It
13

693

(a) Prepared from Directory of Protestant Missions 1920- Totals of residential

centers as rsoasrded in Part 111 are' based on Sairey data recewed in 1919.

Notes to All-China Tables I-XX

ManetaHi* includes the three provinces of Fengtta* CSneagKng), EWn, and

Heslangkiang.

Mongolia includes the special administrative distrfcte of Jebol, Chahar, and Soijfian,

Sttao Mongolia and Outer Mongolia.

*tbot includes Kokonoraad Chwanpien <«e*p* work of FCMS in Chwanpien which

is included with figures for Szechwan).

FOREIGN RESIDENTIAL CENTERS ARRANGED
CHRONOLOGICALLY

One essential iactor, in understanding or interpreting the

numerical strength or geographical distribution of Christian (cross in

China, is time. How old is Protestant Christian work in each province ?

Where were beginnings made? How rapidly and in what directions

have the Christian forces extended their work into interior provinces?

Answers to questions like these prepare the student for an intelligent

interpretation of present day facts, and clear the ground for an advance

from purely quantitative aspects of survey to studies concerning the

quality of the work. Such considerations as the degree of self-support

attained, the rate of increase during the last 20 years, the development of

independence in church organization and leadership, naturally grow out

of the more or less quantitative aspects of missionary work when and

only when these are viewed against the background of time.

Our study of "Age of Work" is based on the following data : (al

The year when each foreign residential center first became the permanent

abode of a foreign missionary;; (b) The year when each mission station

was first occupied; and (c) Approximate dates when regular weekly

services were first begun at the various evangelistic centers. These last-

mentioned have been supplied for at least two-thirds of all the evangelistic

centers in China, and on the basis of these returns the Committee

ventured to prepare ihe accompanying maps which, while no cfcum

can be made for their accuracy in details, furnish nevertheless a I

true picture of the spread of Christian propaganda throughoat Chini

during the 19th century.

Foreign Missionary Residential Centers Defined—Any city or town

where a foreign missionary premanently resides has been termed a foreign

residential center. This center may have missionary representatives of

any number of mission societies, e.g. Shanghai is a foreign residential

center with representatives of at least 25 mission societies who carry

on regular evangelistic work within the city or in its suburbs. Peking

is a foreign residential center with representatives

mission societies, and Canton with representatives ol ..

onission societies. In other words these 3 forejgn residential

centers report more than 50 mission stations, a

being defined as any place where a mission society maintains one or more

foreign representatives in permanent residence and supports regularly

organised missionary work. There are 693 foreign residential centers

scattered over China and her special administrative districts.

Previous to i860 there were 14 foreign missionary residential centers hi

China. Five of these were located in Kwangtang, 3 in Fukien, 3 i«

Chekiang, 2 in Klangsu, one in Shantung, and one in Chihli. Note that

all of these centers were located in coast provinces and the larger number

in the southern provinces. From 1861 to 1SS0, 63 new foreign residential

Per cent of Missionary Residential Centers Opened

before and after kjoq

10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Slack portion of each bar represents per cert of res

1900; shaded section, since 1900.

ts opened hefoie
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Extent or Protestant Christian Occupation in 1900

Areas unshaded lie within 30 !i of evangelistic centers.

centers were opened. The next twenty years (1881-1900) saw 277 addi-
tional centers occupied, and from 1901 to 1920 the advance in Christian
occupation extended still further to 337 new centers. In other words, the
pioneer activities of Protestant missionary agencies may be summarized
as follows : 12 per cent of the present total number of missionary residential

canters in China were entered before 1880, 40 per cent between 1880 and
the Boxer Uprising in 1900, and 48 per cent during the 20 years since.

It is surprising to note that the foreign residential centers have been
almost doubled within the last 20 years. This fact is significant, and its

significance is enhanced by the further fact that over two-thirds of the
new foreign residential centers since 1900 have been opened by representa-

tives of the larger mission societies, and not by smaller non-denominational
missions as is commonly supposed. Less than 100 of the 337 new centers

entered since 1900, have been occupied by representatives of smaller
societies.

Extent ok Protestant Christian Occupation in 1920

Areas unshaded lie within 30 K of evangelistic centers.

During the last decade, missionary advance in territorial occupation?

has been at the rate of over 15 new foreign residential centers annually.

This increase has been most marked in Chihli {19), Hoaan (18), Hunair
f'17) and Shansi {13). As many new centers have been opened since tojco*'

in the single province of Chihli as have been opened in the provinces of*

Kiangsu, Kiangsi, Shensi, Anhwei, and Chekiang combined. Almost three-

fourths of Chihli*s 41 new foreign residential centers have been ©pem-d
during the last 20 3-ears. The era of greatest advance in North China (if

we except Chihli) was the decade immediately preceding the Boxer Up-
rising. Kiangsi and Szechwan experienced fairly equal development during-

decades both preceding and following 1900. Kiangsu shows a marked
falling off in the number of new missionary residential centers since 1910.

On the other hand, Shantung shows a slight increase Southern and
sefttthwestern provinces show a fairly consistent rate of increase in the

number of new centers from period to period. In Chekiang Christian

missions opened new foreign residential centers rather rapidly befweeal!
1S61 and 1S80; in fact more new center* were opened in Cheki.ing
than in any other province during that period. Hunan was»s

practically elose:l until after the Beater Uprising. The early develop. 1

ment both in Fnkien and Kiangsu accounts in part for the relatively

smalt number of new centers occupied since 1910. No sufficient rwisonr

can be given, on the other hand, explaining a drop in Kiangsi from 15 new .

foreign residential centers between 1901 and 1910, to only 2 new centers

since. Nor is it easy to explain the decline in Anhwei from 9 new centers*

in the decade ending 1900, to 4 new stations for each decade following.

The same may be said concerning Manchuria where only 9 new stations.'

have been opened within the last 20 years.

SUMMARY
From a study of the accompanying maps and statii-ticar

Table I, we may summarize the degree of Christian occupation of China in

terms of foreign residential centers somewhat as follows: Before 1860
only 6 provinces were entered by Protestant missionaries. The work of
these missionaries was restricted largely to the treaty ports, and itinera-

tion for any distance inland was either prohibited or, if permitted, w.ts

attended by considerable danger and hardship.

Between i860 and 1880 all 7 coast provinces were occupied, evangelism
was considerably extended in the neighbourhood of treaty ports, and the
provinces of the Yangtze Valley were explored and entered as far inland"

as Szechwan. Four new centers were opened in Anhwei, 5 in Kiangsi, and;
7 in Hnpeh during these 20 years. Hunan, Honan, Kwangsi, and*
Yunnan were the only provinces of China Proper stiM unentered by 1880.

To be sure, in such distant provinces as Shansi, Shensi, Kansu, Sze-
chwan, and Kweichow only one or two centers at most were occupied i»
each province ; yet a beginning had been made and bases for wide explora-
tions established.

From 1881 to 1900 the advance of Christian missions was more rapid.
North China, whkh hitherto had not experienced such increases as were
common in South China, was now to receive special attention. Eighty-one
new missionary residential centers were opened in the 5 provinces of North
China between 1881 and 1900. Over one-half of these ware located in-

Shansi and Shensi.

A gocd start was made in Honan with modest beginnings as well irr

Huivn, Kwangsi, and Yunnan. During this perud Kiangsi also-

experienced relatively rapid missionary advances. By 1900 foreign-

Protestant missionaries were residing in every province of China.
Then came the Boxer disturbance and its early settlement, since

when the numlier of residential centers in China has almost beesa doubled.
Every province reports an increjase of at least 33 per cent in the number
of its foreign residential centers, except Fukien, Anhwei, Chekiang, and
Manchuria. Since 1900 Honan has opened 44 new residential centers,
Hunan 37, Kwangtung 30, Chihli 29, and Szechwan 25, The provinces-
having the largest numbers of foreign residential centers today follow-

in order : Kwangtung 73, Honan 56, Szechwan jr, Shansi 47, Kiangsi 45*
and Fukien 42.

This large increase since 1900 is doe in part to the entrance of many
new societies, a large number of Lutheran missions being numbered
among them. Seventy-one missionary societies began work in China aftee

1900, chief among these being the ELAug, FMS, MSCC, NMS, SDA r

Vim, SA, RCUS, NMF (cm), and YWCA, At the present time there ar<r
over 130 missionary societies with foreign representatives in China
engaged in direct evangelistic work. Of these societies over one-hal* have
initiated their work since the Boxer Uprising. Less than one-fourth of the
missionary societies now working in China have had representatives here
for longer than 40 years. This fact is significant when we consider the
value of experience among workers, the training of Chinese leaders, and
the development of an indigenous Christianity.

And yet, while new foreign residential centers have greatly irJerease<f

during the last 20 years due to many new societies coming to China, one-
must not forget that many of the older mission societies have not been
inactive, nor have they been committed wholly to an intensive policy iff

their advance programs. The CIMand its affiliated missions, for example,,
liave opened over 90 new foreign residential centers since 1900, an avenge
of from 4 to 5 annually. Societies unclassified denominationally together,
averaged 10 new stations each year.

CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OF MISSIONARY CENTERS
Christian Occupation of Residential Centers in China in Terms of

Missionary Societies—We have already noted that there are 693 foreign
residential centers in all China. The first question to arise in connection
with the Christian occupation of these centers is, how many societies have
representatives in each of these centers and what is the extent of each
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Missionary Residential Centers Classified According to
'First Date of Omsnixg

-society's work. la Tabic II we see that 578, or 83 per cent of the centers,

lave representatives of only one mission society. The following provinces

#how a high percentage of such centers : Manchuria, Shansi, Shensi,

Aabwei, Klaagsi, Kwangsi, Kansn, Kweichow, and Yunnan. These pro-

vinces have relatively few large cities, and this fact accounts in part for

the sitaaticn we have jnst noted- For instance, there are about 50

.cities with populations over 50,000 reported for the 9 provinces enumerat-

ed above, while in the 10 remaining provinces the missionaries report

almost 120 such cities.

About 9 per cent of the foreign residential centers report representative*

of two mission societies, 4.4 per cent have representatives of from three to
five societies, .and 3 per cent, or 22 foreign residential centers, report

representatives of six and more mission societies. Naturally one expects

to find residential centers with representatives of from two to five societies

in every province, since each is not without its large cities which challenge

the resources both of men and funds of more than one missionary organiza-

tion. There are, however, provinces where work is still young, and delay

on the part of missions to send workers into interior places accounts for

the relative backwardness in occupying larger cities still evident in a few
of the provinces ; e.g. Kansn has no residential centers with representativea

of more than one mission society; Kweichow, Yunnan, and Mongolia havt

only one each ; and Kwangsi, Anfawei, and Shensi report only three each.

No single province except Kiangsu has more than two foreig*

residential centers where representatives of more than six mission sodeties

reside. Six provinces report two such centers each, and 6 but one each.

Out at the total 603 residential centers in all China, 114 report

representatives of two or more societies. The advantages which

accine both to the work and the workers in centers where

more than one mission society are represented will be obvious. The
workers are frequently of different denominational affiliations; very often

they are not of the same nationality. These facts alone call for wider

tolerance and encourage a spirit of fraternity and cooperation as well as the

desire to place loyally to a common faith above national and denominational

differences.

Christian Occupation of Residential Centers in

Work and Secondary Education—Practically every foreign

center reports lower primary schools for the use of the children in the

Christian commanity. Approximately one in every two centers reports

higher primary facilities, while only one out of every five reports Christian

middle schcols. There are mission hospitals in one-third of the foreign

residential centers. In other words, 456 out of the total 693 centers in

China are still without mission hospital facilities. It would be interesting

to know the number r< foreign missionaries who reside in these centers. A
closer study of Columns 6, 7, and 8, Table II, reveals these further strik-

ing facts. Proportionately more foreign residential centers in North China

offer Christian medical and higher educational facilities than elsewhere.

The provinces of West China appear most backward. In these four

provinces higher primary schools axe found in only one oat of every four

nessdential centers, hospitals in one out of every four, and mission

middle schcols in only one out of every ten.

We find the highest percentages of residential centers with higher pri-

mary schools in the provinces of Manchuria, Shantung, Kiangsu, and

Fukien, while the lowest percentages are found in Kwangsi and Shansi.

Over one-half cf the residential centers of Shantung, Manchuria, and

Kiangsu report middle schools. Shensi, Kwangsi, Kweichow, Yunnan,

and Kansn together have 97 foreign residential centers ; only 5 of these

report middle schools and n report mission hospitals. In connection

with the above statements, one must remember that not *H middle schools

teported offer full four-year courses.

II.—Christian Occupation of Missionary Residential Centers
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BesJdential
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total Chinese
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In Fukien and Kiangsu three-fourths at the residential centers are

provided with mission hospital facilities. On the other hand, by way

of contrast, more than three-fourths of the foreign residential centers in

Shensi, Shansi, Kicngsi, Honan, Kwangsi, Kansn, Kweichow, and

Yunnan are not so provided. Or, to express the inadequacy even more

pointedly, only 6 per cent of the centers in Shensi report hospitals, and

only ii per cent in Kiangsi.

Missionary Residential Centers, Showing Centers where

Representatives of Only One Society- reside, and those

WHERE THERE ARE REPRESENTATIVES OF MORE THAN
One Society

mm+tLtm (*•«.«*>**}

Shensi (CM, Szechwan (C1M), and Shansi (CIM and BMS). Extensive-

itinerations in Anhwei and Kiangsi resulted in 9 new stations being opened

here by the CIM During this period the MEFB drove its first stakes at

Kiukiang, and lest one be given the impression that all of the increase'

during this period took place in interior provinces, let it also be noted that

the number of mission stations in Fukien and Kwangtung doubled between

1861 and 1880.

The years 1881 to 1900, just preceding the Boxer Uprising, witnessed*

a magnificent aJvance on the part of Christian missions in China, not,

only in extending lines further inland but more especially in fuller

occupation of areas already claimed. During these 20 years the number of

mission stations in China advanced from 132 to 498, making an annual

rate of increase of 18 new stations. The CIM opened over 80 new stations,

and its affiliated societies' 30, making a total of 126, or an average of over 6

a year between 1881 and 1900. Two-thirds of all the mission station*

opened in Honan, one-half of alt opened in Chekiang, four-fifths of all

opened in Szechwan and practically all the mission stations opened in

Kweichow, Shansi, and Shensi were opened by the CIM. These year*.

immediately preceding the Boxer Uprising were also years of great exten-

sion for the CMS {30 new stations). American Lutheran societies began to»

make their appearance on the field. As yet, few of the smaller societies,

unclassified denominationally, were represented.

After 1900 all China was opened to the Christian missionary as it had

never bfcen before, and the 20 years since then have borne testimony t»

the stimulating effect of Boxer experiences, as well in the home lands as

on the field. The period not only stands for a great increase in the number

of new societies entering China, but also for a return to many station*

opened before the Boxer Uprising, the rebuilding of mission school*

and churches, the adoption of an intensive policy, the inauguration of

strong educational and medical work, and the development of inter-missiott

cooperation in institutional forms of missionary propaganda.

The number of new mission stations increased during these 20 yetrs-

(1901-1920) from 498 to 1,037. In other words, Christian missions during

the last two decades have averaged 26 new mission stations in China

annually. Over one-half of the total number opened since 1900 (269) r.re

credited to larger missionary societies. The CIM again stands out as tb$-

most active in pioneer work, 90 new stations being opened by this society.

These years also saw a large increase in Lutheran stations, namely 78-

Anglican, Baptist, Methodist, and Presbyterian soeiet:es made modest

advances averaging over 35 new stations each, while Congregational mis-

sions appear to have made little gain. Societies unclassified denomina~
ticnally (exclusive of the CIM) opejied over 200 new mission stations

during the last 20 years.

The provinces where the greatest advance in the number of new mission-

stations has been made during the last two decades are Honan, Hunan*
Kwangtung, Chihli, Shantung, Kiangsi, Szechwan, and Hupeh. In sarar

of these provinces the increase has been startling, e.g. before 1900, Honaa-

had only 12 mission stations, now Honan has 67; and Hunan with only 5
mission stations before 1900 now reports 63. The 3 provinces of CentraF

Neat Residential Centers to be Occupied within the Next Five Years—

Mission correspondents have reported 82 new centers for the opening of

which definite plans have been made (see Table XX, Col. 7). The pro-

vinces most favoured with prospective new centers are Honan (n),

Szechwan (10), Anhwei (9), Kiangsi (8), Shantung (8), and Hunan (8).

New hospitals are to be built in 38 residential centers, the largest

number being reported for North and Central China.

Approximately 12 cities with populations exceeding 50,000 remrin

unoccupied by Protestant missions as foreign residential centers.

MISSION STATIONS

Age of Work in Terms 0/ Mission Stations—The term "mission

station" is always useid in connection with the work of a single society,

while the term ''residential center" relates to the Christian occupation of

the cities of China by foreign representatives of one or any number of

missionary societies, and has no regard to the number of "stations" which

different societies may maintain in each such "center." When computing

the number of mission stations in any province, independent missionaries

in any city {regardless of their number) have constituted one station. In

a number of places representatives of missionary societies are allocated to

special work (educational, literary, etc.) although no organized evangelistic

work may be done or church organized. Wherever this is the case the

Committee has not credited such societies having single representatives in

special, general, or unicn work, with a mission station.

Mission Stjticns Established Before i860—As early as i860, we find

35 mis§kn stations in 14 residential centers. One^third of these were in

Shanghai an1 Ningpo; another third in Canton, Amoy, Foochow, Swalow,

and Hongkong. Shanghai alone reported 8 mission stations, while Ningpo

and Canton followed with 4 each.

During the years 1861 to 1880, the number of mission stations increased

three-fold. From Chefoo and Tientsin the number of mission stations

increased in Chihli and Shantung from 2 to 24- An extension of similar

importance look place in Kiangsu and Chekiang, from Shanghai and

Ningpo as initial starting points. The increase in Chekiang was largely

the result of CIM activities. That the great bulk of the work during these

20 years was pioneer in its nature is evident from the following observa-

tions. Wholly new ground was broken in Kansn (CIM), Kweiebow (CIM),

III.—Mission Stations Arranged Chronologically

1807 1861 1881 1891 1901 1911
to to to ! to to to Total
I860 1880 1890

I
1900 1910 1920

8 4 5 6 7

Total (19 Pwnrincesj 35 97 134 225 274 281 1,016

Korth China 2 29 36 54 55 75 2S1

Manchuria 2 6 9 8 12 87

Chihli i 13 7 5 20 21 67
Shantung 1 n 6 9 !

16 19 62

Shansi 2 15 13 6 ' 14 50
Shensi ... • 1 2 18 5 9 35

East China I* 34 30 83 48 40 229
Kiangsu 9 7 15 16 i 21 17 85"'

Chekiang 5 18 4 15 4 9 55-

Anhwei 4 6 13 6 4 3a
Kiangsi «•• 8 19 17

;

10 56

Central China 11 8 32 i 83 54 188

Honan ... 2 10 31 24 67

Hupeh 11

Hunan

Socth China IS 20 38 41 50 40 208
Fukien 7 ' 10 9 16 ' 10 11 63
Kwangtung 12 10 2g 18 88 24 127

Kwangsi 1 7 5
. « 18

West China 5 22 33 38 42 140
Kansn 1 4 6 1 7 19
Szechwan 1 12 25 27 11 76

Kweichow I H

Yunnan ...

Special Administrative Districts 6 21

Mongolia. ... 4 16
Sinkiang 2 .5

Tibet

GRAND TOTAL (ALL CHIUI) 35 97 138 228 282 257 1,037
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IY.—Force at Work—Foreign
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Total 1.299 545 112 204 1312 2,488 MM 6^62

<«BTH CHISA ... 511 102 55 52 468 1,040 1,706
Manchuria 1 49 30 11 S 39 73 99 172
Chihii ... 100 41 14 22 186 256 4C8 664

.'• Shaatoug 109 30 9 21 137 192 312 504
Sbaosi ... 29 8 S 74 92 148 240

:..';, SIMM «. 24 1 1 32 53 78 126

CHINA ... 270 71 18 50 KM 588 1,112 1,680

:?; Ksanjreu ... iei 36 1-5 29 331 327 611 938
Cbekiang 63 19 I 12 109 116 228 344

'.' Anhwei ... 32 11 1 • 7 « 62 110 172

Kiangsi ... 14 •3 1 2 104 63 163 226

Cdbml China S17 59 15 45 256 486 60S 1,181

100 19 4 12 ."7 152 242 394

Hapefa ... li2 16 7 17 bs 167 222 389
H -nan 93 24 4 14 84 167 231 398

279 75 52 44 405 460 800 1400
70 26 15 22 198 135 319 454

KmtJj^tong 188 42 17 16 188 295 435 730

Kwangsi ...
•21 ' 6 19 30 46 76

122 St 12 15 184 286 449 755
11 2 2 19 29 43 72
91 32 12 11 138 204 339 646

Kweiebow 6 2 1 10 20 25 45

Tuonan ... 14 1 17 33 42 75

mwui Arnusis-
nUTTTB
-ItaKnacTs ... 11 5 4 2 27 29 45 74

Mongolia... 4 22 20 36 56
7 3 4 2 $ 9 9 to

Tibet ...

CUM TOTAL
(ILL QUID 1.310 m 116 208 U959 2,495 4,141 6456

China fHoBsn, Hupeh, end Hunan) have trebkd the number of their

mission stations since icco, while the remaining sections of the country

have oalv doubled their numbers.

Per cent or Missionary Residential Centers with

Mission Higher Primary Schools

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70?

Mission Stations—General Remarks—Of the total 1,037 mission
stations in all China, approximately one-fourth are mission stations of the
CIM or its affiliated missions, and approximately one-fifth are mission
stations of relatively small, young, and denominationally unclassified socie-

ties. The 11 mission societies in China baring the largest number of
mission stations are ss follows ; C1M 246, CMS 58, FN" 36, MEFB 28,

CMA 25, SBC 24, YMCA 24, CMML 23, SDA 2 r, WMMS 19, and ABF 19.

FOREIGN" MISSIONARIES
The Foreign Force—When this Survey material was gathered in 1919,

there was a Protestant missionary enrollment of 6,636. Since then,

changes due to resignation, sickness, or death, as well as to the addi-

tion of new recruits, have altered the number, personnel, and distribution

of these foreign workers. Many British missionaries, absent on War
service, have since returned ; others, detained on the field during the War
and with furloughs long overdue, have since returned home in larger num-
bers than usual. We may safely conclude that at the present time {1921)

there are at least 7,000 regularly employed Protestant missionaries as-

signed to China. Of the total enrolled at the time of the Survey, 1919-20,

38 per cent were men, 33 per cent married woman, and 29 per cent
unmarried women. The ratio between men and women, therefore, was
something like two to three.

Of all male missioocries slightly more than one-half are ordained {5a

per cent), Too much emphasis upon these figures for ordained workers,

however, must be discouraged. A number of mission societies employ ma?e
missionaries who, while they have not been ordained by any recognized

ecclesiastical body, still exercise the full privileges and assume the full

duties of regularly ordained men.
Approximately 10 per cent of the missionary force consists of

medical workers, either physicians or registered nurses. The
inequality of distribution even between coast provinces is shown in

the fact that, while 9 per cent of the foreign force in South China are

doctors, only 5 per cent in the provinces of East China are thus profession-

ally trained. Or again, each of the following 6 provinces, Kwangtung,
Saeechwan, Fukien, Kiangsu, Chihli, and Shantung, lias approximately as

many foreign physicians as the following S provinces combined : Kweichow
[2), Yunnan (2), Kansu {2), Kwangsi (7), Kiangsi <;6), Anhwei {n), Shensi

(4), Shansi

LENGTH OF SERVICE
Arrivals—The number of new missionaries arriving- in China

each year has steadily increased, and in 1910 exceeded the 300 mark. From
that time nntil the opening of the War there was an average of

approximately 325 new missionaries entering China annually (see graph

on page 289). During the first year or two of the War there was a

noticeable decline, especially in the number of British and Continental

missknaries. The American societies, however, continued to send increas-

ing numbers, so that the average never fell below 300 annually during the

first three years of the War. In 1916 the number of new missionaries

reaching China rose above 400, then, with the entrance of the United States

into the War a temporary drop was recorded, although it is possibly

accurate to state that during all the years of the War, an average ©£ 325

to 375 new missionaries to China per year was maintained. In 1920 fas

shown by the Directory of Protestant Missions for 1921, and by a count of

new arrivals made in the office of the "Chinese Recorder") approximately

450 new missionaries entered the China field- It is impossible to state

with any degree of accuracy what proportion of missionaries ilready on

the field withdraw, die, or are invalided heme each year.

Some of the following facts regarding the term of service of

missionaries now on the field may be of interest. Five per cent of the

present missionary body reached China before 1S91, and 14 per cent between

1S91 and 1900. In other words, one cut of every five missionaries in China

today began his or her work on the field before the Boxer I prising. Eighty-

one per cent of the present missionary body have been in China less

than x> veats, 20 per cent arriving between 1901 and 1910, and 51 per cent,

or more'than one-half of the present missionary body, arriving in China

during the last decade, or since 191 1. This last fact is Mgni&cant, for as

another ha* slated, "almost one-half of the present missionary body are

still junior missionaries."

SINGLE WOMEN MISSIONARIES

Single Women Missionaries—Almost 30 per cent of the foreign

missionary force consists of single women, while approximately 5 to 6

per cent are unmarried men. The Lutheran societies report the lowest

proportion of single women. In East China the single women mission-

aries outnumber the men, a»4 constitute approximately 35 P«" ^a*1 °*

the total missionarv force. In Kiangsi the single women constitute almost

one-half of the foreign missionary force, there being 104 single women to 63

men. Among all these women only cmc woman physician is reported.

In South China the single women constitute one-third of the missionary

bodv. This is chiefiv due to the fefge number of single women connected

with the CEZMS. There are 198 single women in Fnkien to 135 men.

Contrary to a common impression, the CIM throog^t Orina nuintos

fewer single women than total male missionaries, while the CMS, MhXU.

and WES report more single women than men. One naturally

expects to find in both Kiangsi and Fukien, where so many single women

missionaries are at work, a proportionately large number of women com-

municants than reported elsewhere. This, however, is not the case.

Kiangsi is only 3 per cent and Fukien only 2 per cent above the average

of wemen cemmunieants for all China.
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Y—Distribution of Foreign Missionary Force

Total il9 Provinces)

Nokth China
Manchuria
Chibli

Shantung
Sfaansi

Shensi

East China
Kiangsu
Chekiang
Anhwei
Kiangsi

Missionaryj

Besidential -

; Centers

675

Centers with
1-5

Missionaries

Total

Mission-

aries

Centers with
e-io

Missionaries

Total

Mission-

Centers with
11-2-5

Missionaries

Centers with
26-50

Missionaries

Centers with
91-100

Missionaries

187

28
41

39
47
32

130
25

34

26
45

430

126
20
29
17
33

1,166

316
04

62
49

61

239
20
64
44

111

120

27

854

192
26
34
54
52
26

153

75
21

37
20

Central China 128 68 210 29 192

Honan 56 SO 92 15 95

Hnpeh 32 16 SO 10 70

Hunan JO 21 68 4 27

South China 127 76 213 28 210

Fukien 41 20 54 11 S3

Kwangtung... 73 47 137 16 122

Kwangsi 13 9 22 1 6

West China 103 73 188 15 107

Kansu 17 11 28 5 33

Szechwan ... 51 30 SO g 60
Kweiehow 16 14 31 -2 14

Yunnan 19 18 43 ...

Special Administbative
Districts 18 12 40 6 36

Mongolia 13 ft 2* 6 30
Sinkiang ; 5 4 12 1 6

Tibet

GRANB T0TIL (ALL CHINA. 693 442 1,206 126 890

THE MISSIONARY AT WORK
Classification of the Foreign Force—The Survey Committee has no

data on which tc classify missionaries according to forms of work to which

each devotes the major part of his or her time. So many mix a bit of

educational work with evangelistic, or literary and administrative with

evangelistic, all in a single day, that it is difficult to say in what
proportion one's time is being given to different types of missionary

activity. Moreover, for many missionaries, especially in the interior, no two
days are alike, and all forms of work are engaged in. Generally speaking,

in Sfaansi, Chekiang, Kiangsi, Honan, Hunan, Kwangsi, Kansu, Kwei-

ehow, and Yunnan, over three-fourths of the missionary body devote the

major part of their time to evangelistic work. In other provinces the

majority of missionaries are also giving their entire attention to evan-

gelistic work, and to the care and nurture of the Chinese Church. Some
light may be thrown on the whole subject by tabulating the information

given in the South China Missionary Diary for 1921, although one does

not know how nearly the proportions for South China obtain throughout

the other sections of the country. According to the South China Mission-

ary Diary, if we classify the wiv€js of missionaries with their husbands,

54 ter cent of the missionary body devote the major part of their time to

evangelistic work, 25 per cent to educational, 18 per cent to medical, 2

per cent to literary, and 1 per cent remaining unclassified.

Working Force at any Given Time—In passing judgment on the work
of missionaries in China at any given time, we must remember that the

total number enrolled does not represent the number in active work on
the field. Allowance must always be made for one-sixth of the total force

being out of the country on furlough, and approximately cne-twelfth being

engaged in language study. In addition, not all of tie married women
find it possible to devote their whole time to missionary activity, and at

least one-third of these women must be excluded when reckoning up the

exact working force. If we accept the above reservations we may venture

the conclusion that approximately two-thirds of the enrolled missionary
force in China is actively at work on the field at any given time. In other

words* instead of 6,636 missionaries giving^ full-time service in China
today, there are probably less than 4,500.

Distribution of Foreign Missioniries Among the Provinces—Kiangsu,
Kwangtting, Chihli, Szecbwan, and Shantung report the highest enroll-

ments {over 500 missionaries each). Obviously the large attendance of

students at the Nanking anl Peking language schools greatly augments the
number of missionaries credited to Kiangsu and Chihli. I ooking at China
as a whole, 57 per cent of the Protestant missionaries reside in the seven
coast provinces, and 26 per cent in the five interior provina-s of the Yangtze
Valley. This leaves only 17 per cent for the remaining provinces away
from the coast and the main course of the Yangtze.
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9
4
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7
7

3
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1
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Total

Mission-

aries

7

1,335

369
26
76

151

38
77
20
16

385
129
63

193

265
98
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48

165
11

154

No. Mission-

aries

609 12

Total

Mission-

aries

840

Centers with

over 100
Missionaries

rotiii

"
; Centers

I

with leaf-'

I than 26

130

32
30
29
39

245
63
32
71
79

54
26
28

118
70
48

229
56

246
96
150

230

75

1,757

469

94

646
646

32%
u%

6SS

no 68 »

379
150
229

155

153

3596
sm
100%

63 *»

in '

im%
57%

im%
100%

87 1,335 18 609 840 1,757 52 %

DISTRIBUTION OF THE FOREIGN FORCE IN MISSIONARY
RESIDENTIAL CENTERS

Eighteen per cent of the missionary body live in foreign residential

centers with 1 to 5 missionaries; 13 per cent in centers with 6-10; 21 per

cent in centers with 11-25; 9 P61" cent in centers with 26-50; 13 per cent in

centers with 51-100 ; and 26 per ceat in residential centers with over 100 mi*

sionaries. Let us express these facts in a slightly different way, for they

are significant. Eighty-two per cent of the foreign residential centers haw
less than one-third of the missionary body. Forty per cent of the mission-

aries (or 2,597) congregate in 20 large cities. There are 38 cities in Chin*

reporting over 25 resident missionaries each. Of these, 9 are located is

North China, 13 in East China, 6 each in Central and South China, and 4

in West China. The provinces reporting the largest numbers of small

Per cent of Missionary Residential Centers with

1-5 Resident Missionaries

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Manchuria

Chihli

Shantung

Shansi

Shensi

Kiangsu

Chekiang

Anhwei

Kiangsi

Honan

Hupeh

Hunan

Fukien

Kwangtung

Kwangsi

Kansu

Szechwan

Kweiehow

Yunnan

100%

~

1
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foreign residential centers (each with from i to 5 missionaries) are : Kwang-

4uug 47, Kiangsi 39, Shansi 33, Szechwan 30, Honan 30, Chihli 29, Shensi

•27- Chefciang 24, Hunai: 23, Manchuria and Fukien 20 each. Eight provinces

"have only one or no foreign residential center where more than 25 mission-

.«rtes reside-, 3 provinces have only two snch centers, Chihli, Shantung,

Kiangsu, Hnpeh, Chekiang, Fukien, Kwangtung, and Szechwan have

-three or more such centers. Shantung, Hunan, and Szechwan report a

surprisingly large number of foreign residential centers with anywhere

-from tr to 25 missionaries. Eighty-six per cent of the total missionary

'force in Kiangsu and 74 per cent in Chihli reside in centers with 25 or

•more resident missionaries.

The following cities report 100 missionaries or ever : Shanghai,

Peking, Canton, Nanking, Foochow, Changsha, Chengtu, and Tsinan.

"These cities contain 26 per cent of the entire missionary- tody. Sixty-five

fiesreent of all foreign residential centers throughout China report from one

-*<* five resident missionaries. The fact is significant, when we think of the

sacrifices and loneliness which attend the life of missionaries, scattered sq

i&axfty over great areas.

, CHINESE CHRISTIAN WORKERS
The Chinese Employed Fane—In this study of the numerical strength

and distribution of the employed Chinese force, the following consider-

ations must be kept in mind : (i) In alt provinces where the Chinese

Church is relatively strong and the work old, the names of many employed

workers no longer appear on the payroll of the mission. For this reason

-thev may or may not be entered on the mission statistical blanks returned

to the Survey Committee. Moreover, in the early years of mission work, or

tn provinces where the Church "is still young, all Christian workers, however

-menial their service, are often entered on the books of the mission treasurer

and are therefore reported as full-time workers. As the work advances self-

.Support develops and many of those who serve as gate-keepers and chat el

Attendants, etc., who were formerly paid by the mission, now become the

financial responsibility of the local church and therefore may or may not

he included longer in mission reports. (2) The statistics supp'ied for

-medical workers are incomplete. Contrary to previous practice, nurses

la training have been included in the total medical force credited to each

-tnission. (3) The number of ordained Chinese workers is exclusive of a

"large number of evangelists and elders, who, although not ordained by

-any regular ecclesiastical body, are empowered by the mission to exercise

-the full privileges of ordained workers. There are a number of reasons

which could be given for this practice on the part of missions. (4) In

-some cases the total number of educational workers credited to any mission

*nay be too low, due to the fact that in gathering information the Com-

-taittee specificcllv requested statistics covering teachers cf middle school

-grade and below only, hoping later to add all teachers in higher educational

institutions to these totals. Unfortunately, statistics of Normal Schools,

3ible Schools, Seminaries, and Colleges are still very unsatisfactory. (5)

"While it might be illuminating to know the full number of voluntary

workers in the Chinese churches, the Committee feels that the figures

•supplied should be used with caution. The definition adopted by the Com-

tnittee to guide mission correspondents was as foilows :
"It is

assumed that all church members do some Christian work ; therefore enter

tu the column appointed for voluntary workers only those who give on

an average at least 2 days regularly each week to such work." Many

-missions, moreover, have discontinued the practice of enumerating voluntary

-workers. These, therefore, were unable to give any returns under this

heading .

Distributicn of Chinese Force—The Protestant Churches in China

employ full-time almost 25,000 Chinese Christian workers. The largest

-numbers are reported for Shantung, Kiangsu, Fukien, and Kwangtung.

Except in the case of Kwangtung, for which the Committee feels it has not

lull returns, the distribution of workers between the provinces is fairly

-proportionate to the age of the work and the numerical strength of the com-

-municant body. Seventy-one per cent of the Protestant church members

in China reside in the coast provinces. We should naturally expert,

-therefore, that at least 66 per cent of the Chinese workers are resident m
-these areas. This is exactly what we find to be true. The provinces

showing the highest ratios of workers to communicants are Anhwei,

Hunan, and Szechwan; those reporting the lowest ratios are Kweichow,

Yunnan, and Manchuria. The returns for all China shew that 7 out of

-every 100 church members are employed as full-time workers by churches

or missions. (See Table XVII, Column 9).

Number of Missionaries Arriving in China Each Year Since 1880

(As listed in Protestant Missionary Directory for 1920)

Distribution of the Foreign 'Missionary Body

Foreign Missionary Body Classified

Arrival in Ch

ccording t<>

INA

First Date or

Note that 51% of the Protestant missionaries have been in China less than 10 years.

1^5 1800 1900 1905 1915
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Christian Occupation in Terms of Workers, Foreign and Chinese, per

Million Inhabitants—Let us first consider the degree of Christian occupation

in terms of workers per million inhabitants. The provinces of West China,

as we. should expect, are most poorly provided. The figures for this

section of the country are 8 foreign and 23 Chinese workers per million

people. South China, and this is again just as one would expect, appears

best rrovided, with 20 foreign and 106 Chinese workers per 1,000,000.

Among the provinces, Fukien leads with 27 foreign and 211 Chinese for

every million inhabitants, followed by Kiangsu. In 12 provinces the

number of Chinese workers falls below the average recorded for all China,

i.e. in Manchuria, Shensi, and Shansi in North China, in Anhwei and

Kiangsi, in Kwangsi, and in all 7 provinces of Central and West China.

The area in greatest need of more Chinese workers, when we consider the

non-Christian population, is West China. It is an interesting fact that

with the exception of Shans% the 12 provinces just enumerated, as being:

below average in the number of Chinese workers per million inhabitants,

are also below average in the number of foreign workers. This is to be
expected.

Let us turn now to consider the degree of Christian occupation in terms-

of workers per 1,000 communicants. In other words, in which provinces is-

thc Protestant Christian community best cared for? A study of the two-

accompanying maps showing Christian Workers per Million Inhabitants,,

and Christian Workers per Thousand Communicants, will quickly reveal

the fact that a province may have such a large non-Christian population,

and such a sm«>ll church enrollment, that while its inhabitants are poorly-

supplied with Christian workers in relation to other provinces, its church*

members may be relatively well supplied. This is clearly illustrated m

Foreign and Chinese Christian Workers

400 800 1200 1600 2000 2400 2800 3200

The upper bars represent foreign and the lower Chinese Workers. The different

shadings on the lower bars from left to right represent Evangelistic, Educational, and

Medical Chinese Workers.

Approximate Per cent of Evangelistic Centers in each Proving*

where no fui.i.-timb chinese christian workers

Resided during 1919-20
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Total (19 Provinces) 1,058 ! 7,799 2,330 11,187 7,757 3,060 10,817 407 55 459 1,702 2,623 24,627 5,505 76% 3.8

Kobth China 219 2,102 j 558
!

2379 1,956 749 2,705 130 S 99 582 614 6.198 771 n% 3.6
Manchuria :

ix 376 79 473 203 120 323 18 14 70 97 893 76 75% 5.2
Chihli ; 62 567 j 124 753 485 228 713 53 2 44 161 260 1,726 181 77% 2.6
Shantung ... 124 727

j
247 1.098 969 317 1,286 49 32 127 208 2,592 359 77% 5.2

Shansi 9 216 ' 62 287 184 58 242 12 i 7 17 37 566 48 78% 2.8
Bhensi ... ... 6 216

;
46 268 115 26 141 3 2 7 12 421 107 m% 3.3

East China 343 1,767 j 572 2,682 1,821 737 2,558 80 12 133 540 771 6,011 1,049 n% 3.6
Kiangsu i 183 686 ! 276 1,145 957 410 1,367 38 6 57 247 348 2,860 251 n% 3.1
Chekiang 103 735 1 139 977 438 173 596 31 1 48 135 215 1,788 526 82% 5.3
Anhwei 31 151

j
58 240 235 66 301 12 1 13 56 82 823 98 77% 3.6

Kiangsi 26 195 99 320 206 88 294 5 4 15 102 126 740 174 m% 3.3

Central China ... 71 1.300 \ 330 1,701 1,162 323 1,485 59 s 87 347 496 3,682 261 02% 3.1
Honan 11 462 ! 141 614 312 !

t-7 409 17 1 20 45 83 1,106 161 77% 2.8-
Hupeh 44

i
406 538 416 156 572 14 41 182 237 1,347 47 78% 3.4

Hunan
: 16

|
432 j 101 549 434 70 504 28 2 26 120 176 1,229 53 u% 8.1

South China ... ! 366 • 1,990 741 3,097 1,943 1,050 2,993 113 54 124 343 614 6,704 833 70% 5.3
Fukien ... 220 948 : 403 1.571 1,051

; 648 1,699 54 15 78 173 320 8,590 589 67% 7.9*
Kwangtang

i
135 912 305 1,352 849 369 1,218 49 18 39 162 268 2,838 227 74% 3.»

Kwangsi ... ... |
11 130

i
33 174 43 33 76 10 1 7 8 26 276 17 74% 3.8

West China
\

59 640
: 129 828 875 201 1,076 19 3 16 90 128 2,052 591 82% 2.8

Kansu
! 15 63 16

|
6 22 1 S 7 11 96 37 75% 1.2

Szecbwan ...
< 89 366 i 89 490 696 188 884 17 2 12 80 111 1,485 167 80% 2.7

Kwetehow ! 11 102 i 8 121 79 i 3 82 1 3 4 207 359 95% 4.5Yunnan
] 13 124 ! 17 154 84 4 88 1 1 2 244 28 94% • 3.2

Special Administrative Districts... 7 51 It 69 - 22 9 31 5 5 105 14 81% 1.4
Mongolia
Sinkiang
Tibet

7 49 11

2 ...

67
2

18
'

4

9 27
4 5

94
11

...

14 79%
10J%

1.0

0.6

fiH
j j

RD TOTAL (ALL CHINA)
j
1,065 7.850

|

2,341 11,256 7,779 3,069 10,848 407 55 459 1,707 2.628 24,732 54 9 77% 3.7

(a) This column includes workers connected with educatioaal institutions above Middle School grade.
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fie case of Szechwan and Anhwei. The non-Christian population <ol

^ecbwan and Aukwej is served by few Christian workers per i,ooo,ooo»

vet tite average of workers per i,ooa communicants is high conipariHg very

favota&My with other provinces. In fairness also to provinces where work

still voung, ** should he said that the ratio between workers and church

members is inevitably higher for very obvious reasons during the first

ears or decades than later. On the accompanying raap showing the

er of Christian Workers per Million Inhabitants, the lower the

-olumns the greater the need for increased workers. On the map showing

Christian Workers per Thousand Communicants wherever we find the

-t number of dots we may conclude that there the church members
,ist adequately shepherded, granted of course that the consecration,

nd abilitv of the workers in each province is about the same. Note the

-datively few dots in Kwescfaow, where among the tribes people there is a

large Christian constituency.

Distribution of Chinese Workers in Terms of Foreign Residential

r$ 2nd Evangelistic Centers or Ovtstotions—Over 50 per cent of the

^ full-time force resides in cities occupied by foreign missionaries.

This concentration is due to a deliberate policy on the part of some

ons, as well as to the existence of higher educational and medical work

inters** cities, thus demanding an increased Staff of Chinese assistants.

In provinces where the work is still very young or is attended with some

opposition we still find most of the Chinese workers living in the same

inters with the foreign workers, e.g. Kansu, Sinkiang, and Mongolia. The

tribal work in Kweichow and Yunnan is characterized by a scattering of

the workers over the field rather than by any concenvration in foreign

residential centers. As a result, these provinces report the lowest proportions

of Chinese workers in foreign residential centers. The general impression

earned by a careful study cf the distribution of workers throughout China

is that as the work progresses and leaders are developed, they are

encouraged to assume the responsibility of field work, and to locate at

place away from centers where the foreign missionary resides.

Table II, Column 9).

The proportion cf. evangelistic centers without resident Chinese

•Barkers in each province will serve to confirm some of the above

statements. With the exception of Chekiang, where the CIM and GCAM
iCW) occupy large areas, and where, therefore, the policy of concentrating

workers in foreign residential centers is in force, the? coast provinces

ewrage 93 per cent of their evangelistic centers where one or more Chinese

wswfcers reside. In West China we find 79 per cent of the evangelistic

centers with resident Chinese workers. In Shansi, Chekiang, Anhwei,

Kwangsi, Kansu, and Kweichow, Chinese workers are found residing in

less titan 3 out of every 4 evangelistic centers.

Classification of Chinese Workers—All Chinese workers have as their

chief object the evangelization of their own countrymen. When, how-
ever, we classify them in terms of that special form of work to which they

devote the major portion of their time, we find that 46 per cent of the total

force devote their whole time to evangelism and the spiritual oversight of

the Church, 44 per cent to Christian education, and 10 per cent to Christian

medical work. The above proportions vary little for the different sections

of China, except in West China where the percentage of educational

workers is rather high and that of medical workers low.

As to the distribution of these Chinese workers it is interesting to note

that 65 per cent of the evangelistic force, 66 per cent of the education*!,

and 65 per cent of the medical reside in the 7 coast provinces.

From a study of Table VII, as well as of the accompanying map
shewing the classification cf workers in each province, the following

observations might well be noted. < >ver one-half of the Chinese workers

reported for Manchuria, Shansi, Shensi, Chekiang, Honan, Km
Kansu, Kweichow, and Yunnan are evangelistic. Shantung, Kiaqgsa,

Anhwei, Hupeh, Fukien, and Szeehwan have larger pereei ineaH

workers in educational than in evangelistic work. On the other hand,

distribution of missionaries is small or large foreign

Residential Centers
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the percentage of euncational workers in Chekiang, Sfaensi, Kwangsi,

Kansu, and Manchuria is strikingly below the average for

the rest of China. Szechwan leads in its emphasis on Christitn

education, as judged by the high percentage of Chinese workers in mission

schools. Kansu, Kweichow, Yunnan, Kwangsi, Chekiang, Sfaensi, Hon<*n,

and Manchuria lead in evangelistic emphasis. The provinces of East and

Central China report the largest percentages of medical workers. Note

the total absence of medical workers in Mongolia, and the relatively small

numbers reported for Yunnan, and Kwekhow. The more one studies the

accompanying map the more difficult it becomes to state just what propor-

tion or balance between different types of workers represents the ideal.

There is Szechwan at the one end, and Kwangsi at the other. Suppose

these two provinces were to maintain such proportions between different

types of workers for a period of years, what results could be expected in

the growth of the Church, the training of able Church leaders, and

the growth of indigenous Christianity ?

Christian Occupation in Terms of Classified Chinese Workers—In all

of China we have 25 efvangelistic, 25 .educational, and 6 medical paid

Chinese Christian workers for every million inhabitants. In the number

of evangelistic workers per million, Szechwan falls far below this general

average, reporting only 8 per million, while Fukien ranks far in the lead

with 92, followed by Chekiang with 42, and Kwangtung with 39. The
areas of greatest need so far as Chinese evangelistic workers are concerned

are the whole of West China, the provinces oi Anhwei and Kiangsi in

East China, and Kwangsi in South China.

Four provinces report very low averages of Christian educational

workers for every million inhabitants, i.e. Shensi, Kwangsi, Kansu, and

Kwekhow. In fact the majority of provinces rank below the average for

all China. Some indication of the different emphasis placed upon the

education of the Christian community in the various provinces is shown by
the following: Fukien reports 100 Chinese educational workers, and
Honan only 13, for every million inhabitants. The supply of Christian

medical workers is at best appallingly inadequate, the average being 6

medical workers per million inhabitants (including nurses in training).

Such provinces as Shensi, Kkngsu, Kwekhow, and Yunnan report one
or one and a fraction Christian medical workers for every million. No
single province reports more than a score. Fukien with 19 medical
workers per million inhabitants has almost twice as many as is reported
by any other province

But, it may be said that the responsibility of missions and the Chris-
tian Church in the matter of employed Chinese Christian workers is chief-

ly towards the Christian community. Is the occupation of the provinces
any more encouraging if considered from this point of view ? The averages
for all China are approximately as follows : 32 evangelistic, 31 educa-
tional, and 8 medical workers for every 1,000 church members. Kwang-
tung, with a Protestant Church membership exceeding 60,000, ranks low
in the number of employed workers per 1,000 communicants. Szechwan
and Anhwei lead in the number of educational workers per 1,000 com-
municants, reporting almost twice as many as the average for all China.
On the other hand, Manchuria and Kwangsi have only one-half as manv
as the average calls for, whik Kweichow and Yunnan report still fewer.
Or, in other words, the wide differences in emphasis on the education of
the Christian community may be summarized as follows : Anhwei reports

Ci.AssiFic.vrrox of Employed Chinese Workers

Employed Workers (Chixese and Foreign) pes 1,000 Commukicakis

almost three times as many educational workers per 1,000 communicants

as Chekiang; Szechwan reports twice as many as either Cbifali or Shan-

tung ; white the Christians in Hunan are three times better cared for in the

supply of Chinese teachers than the CfarisAians of Kwangsi.

The provinces of East and Central China show the highest average

numbers of medical workers rer 1,000 communicants, although these are

not high if cne considers that 8 is the average for all China. Two

provinces report less than 1 medical worker per 1,000 church members.

When we recollect how widely distributed over the province communicants

mav be, and how impossible it undoubtedly is for two workers te meet

the" needs of moie than a few hundred church members within easy reach,

the desperate need for a very large increase of workers., especially evan-

gelistic, comes home with new force.

Approximate Percentage of Total Evangelistic Centers Without

REHDEsrT Fell-time Chinese Workers (Table XVIII, Col. 6)
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Ratio of Foreign to Chinese Workers—The ratio of Chinese to foreign

workers , in China, as reported by the Survey, is 3.7 to ,, This is fairly

consistent throughout North and East China, although Chekiang,

Manchuria, and Shantung- show somewhat higher ratios, approximately

\ to 1- lo West China the provinces fall considerably below the ail-

China average, the ratio being only a.S Chinese to each foreigner.

A good deal is told by these figures regarding the degree
evolution which has tbns far taken place in the administration

,e Chinese Church. The high ratio between the Chinese
foreign workers ia Fukien, namely 7.9 to 1, bears some relation

age of work, the development in self-support, independence, and a

degree of Chinese initiative and responsibility. Were the wives of

Chinese leaders included in the total Chinese force, in the same way as

the wives of foreign, workers are included in the tctal foreign force, the

between Chinese and foreign workers would be considerably higher
•.- case.

R.ttia of Employed Chinese to Communicants—Slightly more than 7

out of every ico Protestant church members are employed fnll-time in

Christian service. So many varying factors, however, enter into the work

! different missions and affect this ratio between employed workers and

total church communicants that care must always be taken against hurried

< r unfair judgments based solely upon a numerical ratio. In Manchuria,

tor example, only 4 out of even,- 100 church members are reported to be

employed by the missions or churches, while in Anhwei the ratio is as high

as 12 employed workers for every 100 communicants. Kwckhow and
Yunnan report the very low ratio of 2 and 3 employed respectively per

iee communicants. This is due to the special characteristics of tribal

work and to the large number of voluntary workers. If the ratio is low for

Kweicfaow and Yunnan, it is relatively high for Sxechwan and Hunan, each

reporting more than 11 employed out of every- 100 communicants. It would
i « interesting to know whether or not the rate erf growth in church member-

ship is any greater in provinces where the proportion of employed

workers to communicants is relatively high. The churches and missions

»t and Central China employ r out of every 10 church members, while

those in North, South, and West China employ on an average 1 in every- 16.

Strength and Distribution of Protestant Comimmkcnts—The <x*r|-

•mtmicamt strength of the Protestant Church throughout China approximat-

ed 350,000 in 1919 (345,853). The Christian community may safely be

estimated, therefore, to equal at least three-quarters of a million.

Unfortunately, reports received covering the number ^f baptized non-

communicants and of candidates preparing for baptism (catechumens) are

Employed Christian* Workers (Chinese and Foreign)

per Mhaion Inhabitants

incomplete. Moreover, a very large number of people interested in

Christianity and under the influence of the Gospel message can not be

classified under thesetwo groups and therefore remain uncounted. Protestant

VIII.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian Community

Total (19 Provinces) 1,016 6474 MS!
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Number op Protestant Church Communicants per 10,000 Inhabitants DISTRIBUTION OF PROTESTANT CHURCH COMMUNICANTS

Church communicants are found in largest numbers along the coast, and
along the lower reaches of the Yangtze. Seventy-one per cent of the

Protestant church members reside in the 7 coast provinces and over 80 per

cent reside either along the coast or in the lower Yangtze Valley. This

superiority of numbers in the coast provinces is well shown on the

accompanying map. Kwangtung, where Christian work is oldest, leads

Comparison Between the Number of Students Reported in Regularly Organized
Sunday Schools and the Total Number of Protestant Church Members

ttammim tuamt-tm ammMtu

I ssksm soma, kjbub cuke scud1

<Jt»H»l«U*f*ft *

with over 60,000 Protestant church members. Shantung ranks second with

over 40,000, Fukien third with a membership exceeding 38,000, followed

in order by Kiangsu, Chekiang, Chihli, and Manchuria. Among the

provinces in Central China, Hupeh ranks first, though each of the three

provinces exceeds io,coo. The provinces at the end of the list are Ahhwei,

Kwangsi, and Kansu.

Literacy Among Protestant Church Members--Frofij
figures received from mission correspondents, one may
safely venture the conclusion that 40 per cent of the

male and almost 60 per cent of the female church mem-
bers are still unable to read the Gospels in the verna-

cular with my degree of fluency or understanding.

The highest degree of illiteracy appears in Kweklww,
Kansu, Manchuria, and Yunnan. In many cases, mis-

sion correspondents who were unable to g

statistics retrained even from rough estimate

figures given in Table VIII are in most cases for only a

fraction of the total number of communicants. This

fact, however, should not vitiate the conclusions reach-

ed, since it is safe to assume that the ratio obtaining

among three-fourths of the missions in any given pro-

vince, or for three-fourths of the church membersbip,

obtains as well for the remainder.

Religious Instruction o) Children of Communfcm&s
—Wherever Christian schools are maintained, we may
assume a certain amount of religious instruction both w
the Bible and in Christian conduct. The amount aw!

quality of this teaching depend largely on the con-

science, mental ability, and spiritual consecration of those

doing the teaching. No political restrictions are im-

posed. For purposes of the Survey, the Sunday School

has been defined as "any group of people, adults ©r

children, definitely organized to meet once a week for

Bible study, having a school system, and following a

course of study." Wherever, therefore, students in day

schools have been enrolled in such regularly organized

Sunday* Schools, their number lias been reported to ttie

Survey Committee. If, however, as has frequently

been the case, no regularly organized Sunday School

exists, although the day school students and other child-

ren in the community may receive religious instruction

on Sunday in ways differing from pi escribed Inter-

national Sunday School lines, the number of §och

students has not been reported. For this reaSfie &

generous allowance must be made for all figures appear-

ing in columns where Sunday School scholars arc

enumerated. If mindful of this fact, we may venture a

few comments based on the accompanying w*p :

Anhwei, Kiangsu, and Szechwan have more students in

regularly organized Sunday Schools than they have

church communicants ; Fukien, Hunan, and Kiangsi re-

port almost equal numbers; while the remaining *3

proviuces present less favourable totals.
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Geographical Distribution of Protestant Communicants

295

[he above map entitled the "Geographical Distribution of

start Communicants" shows in a very satisfactory way the exact

ion of areas where Protestant church members are most numerous.

Christians in Anhwei and Kiangsi appear few in comparison with

ien and Shantung. Among the coast provinces, Manchuria and
ili are most backward. It is possible to associate one or two
ions with each of the denser areas (except for large city centers), e.g.

nd MEFB work along the coast in central Fukien, the CIM and
- work in southeastern Chekiang around Wenehow, and the UMC and
are responsible for the work in western Kweicbow. It is interesting

xnpare this map on the Distribution of the Communicant Body with
r maps, such as those on the Density of Populition, the Distribution

nes, and the Location of Mission Middle Schools, or Hospitals.

As far as the Surrey Committee is able to estimate, approximately
er cent of the Protestant church members of China reside in cities of

Comparison Between Percentage of Total Population and Percentagb

of Total Protestant Church Communicants m Cities of 50,000

Inhabitants and over

abitanls. Against I

itefy 66 per cent of

stimate, we must place the follow-

jreign missionaries and 34 par cent

reside in these lerger cities. On
t to place too greAt an emphasis on

e result of as careful and complete

possible), only 6 per cent of the

se cities of 50,000 inhabitants and

e come to consider whetl

hasis on country evangelism at the

effort in the Barger cities. In
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provinces like Chihli, Kiangsu, Kwangtung, Kiangsi, and Kwangsi, over

one-third of the Protestant church body reside in the larger cities. Yet,

in none of these 5 provinces have more than 13 per cent of the population

concentrated in these cities. In Kiangsu 53 per cent of the church mem-

bers live in cities of 50,000 and over. Compare conditions in Kiangsu with

conditions in Honan. At once the differences in the problems of evangei

ism become apparent. East China reports 33 per cent of the communicant

body in centers having less than 9 per cent of the total population.

ECCLESIASTICAL LEADERSHIP

Pastoral Oversight of the Churches—Out of a total of almost 25,000

emplbved Chinese workers, 1,065 or less than 5 per cent t,re ordained. We

have already noted the fact that 20 per cent of the foreign missionary force

consists of ordained male missionaries. If we limit our comparison to men

only, then 52 per cent of the foreign male workers and only 12 per cent

of the Chinese male evangelists are ordained. In other words, there are

in China today 245 more ordained foreign than Chinese workers. The

fact that there are a number of Chinese evangelists and pastors who, while

not as yet ordained, exercise the full privileges of ordained men, hardly

affects the above comparison, since the same may be said of the foreign

force. For any society which does not recognize the generally accepted

procedure in ordination for its Chinese workers will hardly recognize

such procedure in the case of its foreign missionaries.

The main purpose of the Survey Committee in gathering statistics

coveting ordained workers has not been to ascertain what the policies of

various missionary societies are on this point. Rather, the question has

been asked because its answer throws not a little light on the problems

of church organization, independence, the training of Chinese leaders, and

the general spiritual oversight of church members.

Distribution of Ordained Workers—Naturally, we expect to find the

largest number of orc'ained Chinese workers in provinces where the

Christian Church is oldest, and its membership largest. That this is the

case will be made evident in the following table

:

Total Protestant Ordained Chinese Communicants

Communicants Workers per Ordained

Worker

Kwangtung 61 ,262 135 454

Shantung 41,821 124 337

Fukien 33,584 220 175

Kiangsu 29.783 1S3 163

Chekiang 27,902 103 271

Chihli 22,283 62 359

Manchuria 20,586 18 1,144

Obviously, from the above table, the number of ordained workers is

determined by factors other than the age of the work and the strength of

the communicant body, else Kwangtung and Shantung would not be-

outdone in the number of ordained workers by Fukien and Kiangsu, nor

would Manchuria be outdone by Szechwan and Anhwei, the latter two

provinces repcrting 35 and 31 ordained Chinese workers respectively. The

policies of missions regarding the ordination of their evangelists, the

conditions which govern the establishment of their organized churches,

and the system of administration of local church affairs greatly affect the

number of workers ordained. Compare in this connection the policy of

the PN in North Anhwei with that of the MEFB in Fukien. It would

be interesting to discuss here how greatly the growth of the Christian

Church and the development of Chinese leadership are affected by these

different policies.

Over 78 per cent of all Chinese ordained workers reside in coast pro-

vinces, 33 per cent being found in the two southern provinces of Fukien

and Kwangtung. There are more ordained Chinese clergymen in the

single province of Fukien than in all the 12 interior provinces of China

(although these 12 provinces report three times as many church members).

In other words, Fukien with n per tent of the communicant body in China

reports 2r per cent of the ordained clergymen. The provinces of West

China, together with Shensi and Shansi in the north, and Kiangsi in the

south, appear most poorly provided with native ordained leaders.

Chinese Ordained Workers and Male Evangelists Compared—As

already stated, 12 per cent of the Chinese evangelists are ordained, 10 pro-

vinces reporting 10 per cent or more. The ratio between ordained and

unordained evangelists is highest in Kiangsu (21 per cent ordained), and

Fukien (19 per cent ordained/, and is lowest in Manchuria, Shansi, Shensi,

Kansu, Honan, and Hunan. In each of these last-named provinces less

than 5 per tent of the male evangelistic force enjoy the rights and privileges

of ordination. Obviously, the problem of church leadership assumes a

diffesrent meaning in Honan, Shensi, and Shansi, where there is a total

of only 26 ordained men, than elsewhere, let us say, in Shantung with its

124 ordained workers. In practically two-thirds of China the leadership

of the Church is still largely in the hands of the foreign missionary who
alone receives converts into church membership and administers the

sacraments.

There is one evangelistic worker for every 56 of the Christian constit-

uency, and if we include educational and medical workers there is one
Christian Chinese employed by the missions and churches for every 25
in the Christian community. On paper, therefore, it would appear that

the Protestant Church constituency is being intensively cared for.

Ordained Workers and Organized Churches—The following definition

of an organized church was adopted hy the Survey Committee and printed

on its questionnaire forms in order to standardize returns : "Any church

organization which is recognized by the mission as having taken premaneut.

form, whatever that form of administration may be, is to be counted as an

organized congregation." According to this definition, 6,391 organized con-

gregations were reported, an average of less than 6 per mission station.

The average membership of these organized churches, if we assume that

all communicants are enrolled in some organized church or other, is 54.

In North China, the average appears higher than elsewhere.

Here again, in the matter of organized churches, wide differences in

policy between missions are to be observed. As a rule the smaller

missions devote themselves almost exclusively to evangelistic activities.

These report an organized church wherever they, maintain an evangelistic

center or outstation. Other missions report organized churches only at

central places, so that members of these churches are frequently scattered

in a dozen or more surrounding evangelistic centers. In some missions

every organized church must be seW-supporting, and still in others, the

number of organized churches exactly corresponds with the number of

ordained Chinese clergymen.

There is an average of 6 organized churches to each Protestant Chinese

ordained worker in China. Extremes are found in the case of K

Shansi, Shensi, and Honan, where a single ordained worker will a\

as many as 22 to 33 organized churches.

In provinces where the Christian Church is still young and trained

leaders are few, it may be fairer to compare the number of orgmized

churches with the combined Chinese and foreign ordained force. Certainly

the result is more encouraging, for instead of an average of 6 ors

churches to each ordained Chinese pastor, there is an average for all China

of 3 organized churches for every ordained worker, Chinese and foreign.

The only provinces where the proportion of organized churches

ordained worker, Chinese and foreign, exceeds 3 to 1 are Shensi, Sh&ns-i,

Kiangsi, Kweiehow (each 6 to 1), and Chekiang and Yunnan (each 5 to 1).

Shepherding Church Members—In a few provinces the avenge;

number of church communicants per Chinese ordained clergyman appears

very high, especially when we consider the large area over whic! 1

communicants are likely to be scattered and the impossibility for one

person, however active, to minister to such a large and widely scattered

flock. In Shansi, Hunan, Kweiehow, and Yunnan the number of com-

municants per ordained clergyman exceeds 500, while in Manchuru,
Shensi, Honan, and Kansu the figures mount above 1,000.

These figures are considerably changed as soon as we include the

foreign ordained clergymen with the Chinese. Taking the combined tstal

(Chinese and foreign) we find that in 10 provinces the average number of

communicants per ordained, clergyman is less than 150, and in only 5
provinces does this average exceed 200. The relatively high figures still

reported for Manchuria (307) and Kweiehow (556) challenge thought;

next to these provinces come Yunnan, Shensi, and Shansi. Throughout

IX.—Pastoral Oversight of Churches

Total (19 Provinces) 1,058 1,299 12% 6 326 8 146 3

Nokth China 219 311 9% 7 457 12 189 5
Manchuria 18 49 m 5 1,144 16 307 1

Chihli 62 100 10% 6 359 138 g
Shantung 124 109 n% s 337 11 180 3
Shansi 9 29 i% 25 927 33 219 6
Shensi 6 24 3% 29 1,182 41 236 fi

East China 343 270 16% 4 206 5 115 2
Kiangsu ... 183 161 21% 2 163 3 <*~i 1

Chekiang. 103 63 12% 8 271 9 168 5

Anhwei ... 31 32 n% 4 163 6 81 3
Kiangsi ... 21} 14 n% 9 301 15 196 6

Central China 71 317 s% 10 537 17 98 2
Honan 11 100 2% 22 1,129 41 111 %

Hupeh 44 122 109)1 6 335 S 89 8

Hunan 16 95 A% IS 689 26 99 -

South China 366 279 16?-,; 5 286 6 162 3

Fukien ... 220 70 19'v; 4 175 133 s

Kwangtung iSS 188 1 9% 7 454 g 190
Kwangsi ... ... ,,,, 11 21 H 9ii 6 429 6 147

Wist China 59 122 *M 11 535 14 174 4

Kansu 11 33 1,336 88 133 3

Szechwan 35 91 9% 11 370 14 103 ;

Kweiehow 11 6 10% 10 859 14
(i

Yunnan 13 14 9% 10 601 13 290 5

Special Administrative
Districts
Mongolia 7 4 ._> 122 7 78' 1

Sinkiang ... 7 3 0.6

Tibet
JZ~*

GRAND TOTAL (ALL CHINA) 1,065 1,310 \t% 6 325 8 146 3
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- rrovinces communicants are widely scattered over rural areas and
e

j5«sri0ds of time must elapse during which church members are with-

tfee minh^aiiqn of either a foreign or Chinese ordained clergyman. The
'

Church averages 335 courmunicants per Chinese ordained pastor,

146 communicants per ordained worker, Chinese and foreign,

g^ne wide differences between provinces in the degree of their Chris-

eeeapatKSB when considered in terms of Chinese ordained ministers

nude even more apparent by the following observation. In Pukien,

tjang and Shantung, each Chinese ordained worker has a parish

aging 210, ^56, and 452 sq. mi. respectively. In all other provinces

aieas are larger, frequently ranging from 5,000 sq. mi. upwards. It

Id be interesting to compare various mission, fields on this point, e.g.

e is one ordained worker for every j2,20o sq. mi. fat the PX field in

th Anbwei while in the field of the MEFB in Fukien there is one for

CHRISTIAN- WORK AMONG WOMEN
simultaneously with or shortly after the opening

station special work for women was begun by the

es of missionaries or by fiingle women missionaries. We have already

-.emit* to ihe fact that 1,939 or 29 per cent of the foreign

for«.e are single women, and if we consider married and single

Co-u-jitxicants per Or»ainkr Worker (Chinese and Foreign)
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X.—Work Among Women (see diagrams on page 3(M)
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Total 19 Provinces 89 62' 24 . Sl% 51%
:

17% 41 112 «%

Nohth Chisa ' 22 I 61% 25% 54% 29 19 56 55 46%
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CMu) SI 62% »% 38% 1 31% 17% 41% 116 40%

women together they outnumber the men in the ratio of over 5 to 3. This

excess in numbers should ensure strong emphasis on evangelistic work

among women. Practically every foreign residential center has foreign

women representatives. Out of 675 such centers in China Proper, 89 or

13 par cent have women missionary representatives only (Fokien and

Kiangsi reporting the most centers). In other words, one foreign

residential center in every S is staffed by foreign women missionaries only,

and centers of this kind may be found in every province in China except

HupeL. Mission societies reporting the largest percentages of women
missionaries are the MEFB, CMS ( + CEZMS), and C1M. In terms then

of foieign workers, may we not venture to believe that the religieus claims

of the women of China axe as adequately met in certain parts of China

as the religious claims of the men ?

Chinese Women Workers—When comparing the number of Chinese

women employed in Christian service with the number of men, the com-

parison is so unfavourable that am- advantages evident in the larger pro-

portion of women* to men in the foreign force are more than offset. Only r

in every 4 employed Chinese workers is a woman. This tact is significant

and fundamental, when planning any extended program for winning the

women and therefore the homes of China for Christ. Even were the wives

of all Chinese male workers added to the figures given (as is the case with

foreign workers), we still would have a ratio of 4 Chinese women to 3

Chinese men as against 5 to 3 in the foreign force.

The provinces where the percentage of women workers is lowest are

Kweichow, Yunnan, Shensi, Chefciang, and Hunan. The low proportion

in the first two provinces is accounted for by the unusual conditions

which prevail in tribal work, the disadvantages of male evangelists and
teachers having been found by experience to be less than in work among
Chinese. Fukien and Kiangsi report the highest proportions of Chinese

women workers. This is undoubtedly due to the large majority of foreign

women workers in both these provinces.

In Table VII, Columns 8, c, 10, we ;:re given the number of Chinese;

employed workers per million inhabitants for each province. By taking
these figures and multiplying these by the percentages given in Column 3
of Table X, one may very easily determine for himself the number of

women workers (evangelists, teachers, and medical assistants! per million

inhabitants in each province. Far example, in all China there are 14

employed Christian women workers per million population. In one
province (Kweichow) the number of women workers per million is less

than 1, while in a province like Szechwan, where we should expect a more
favourable balance between men and women workers, we find less than 5
employed women Christian workers per million inhabitants. :See also

Tabfe XVII, Column 7).

It is interesting to inke the number of Chinese workers giving major
time to different forms of missionary activity, and to notice the various
proportions between men and women from this angle. Twenty per cent

of the Chinese evangelistic force, 2S per cent of the educational force, and
T2 per cent of the physicians are women. These ratios are fairly cons
for most of China, with a few exceptions, as for example Szechwan and
Fukien which shew larger proportions of women teachers than other pro-

vinces. Sixty-six per cent of aH the women emplo3-ed in Christian -

reside in the 7 coast provinces.

Reaching the Women in the Homes—Let us confine ourselves to the
question of whether or not we are evangelizing the homes of Christians,
and so winning the whole family. These homes number anywhere from
200,000 to 300,000. The lists of church members record 4 men to every 4
women. Is it rxst permissible to infer from this fact alone that there are a
large number of families directly connected with the Church through their

male members where, as yet, the mothers or the unmarrried (fang

have not been won ? In other words, dees the proportion between men and
women church members suggest a healthy balance when the wrnnri
the Chinese home is the main consideration ? In the provinces of

and Central China the minority of women communkar.:
noticeable. Kweichow and Yunnan report the highest percenta. -

women within the Church, namely, 46 and 47 per cent respective! v

.

Are the Girls of Christian Parents Being E Our best way of

answering this question is first to study the figures appearing in Column
13, Tab* XVII. This gives us the number of children under Christian
instruction for every thousand communicants. The second step will then
be to study Column 5, Table X. It is not enough, for example, to know
that 31 per cent of the primary? students in mission schools are girls, how-
ever encouraging this may be, especially when we read that in govern-
ment schools the proportion of girls is still below 5 per cent. We must
also know "31 per cent of how many" students. If in one province there
are too students in mission primary schools for every 100 communicants,
the fact that 31 per cent of these students are girls menus one thing,
but if in another province only 20 students are being educated for every
roo communicants, flien the fact that 31 per cent of these students are girls
means quite another thing. In other words Column 5, Table X takes
on significance and value when it is studied with Column 12, Table XVII
as a background. The same may be said of Column 6, Table X.
Strangely enough, Manchuria and Szechwan report the highest proportions
of girls in primary schools. The average percentages for all China Are 31
per cent in -mission primary schools and 17 per cent in mission middle
schools.

The following comparisons, giving the pereenteges of commnnicants,
cf employed workers, anJ of primary studeaits who are women or girls,

will serve to show how the emphasis on work among females varies
between provinces, as well as what progress has been made cr still remains
to be made.
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Yunnan
Kweichow
Shensi

Manchuria
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Percentage of

Communicants
who are Women

47 per cent

46 per cent

36 percent

32 percent

Percentage of

Employed Workers

who are Women
6 per cent

5 per cent

17 percent

25 percent

Percentage of

Primary Students

who are Girls

5 per cent

6 per cent

21 percent

41 percent

In this respect no
Note the low percentages in the last two columns,

cne of the provinces is anv exception. The provinces of Souths China

report lower percentages of girls in mission middle s:hools than tue

provinces of either North or East China. Szechwan is the only province

in West China where girls receive middle school education. Only 3 per

cent of all mission middle school students in Manchuria are girls
;
only 7

per cent in Anhwei; and in Shensi, Kwekhow, Yunnan, and Kansu

no girl middle school students are reported.

Hospital Facilities for Women—In the foreign missionary medical

staff the men outnumber the women by 3 to 1. Five provinces are,without

any active foreign women physicians, and four report only one each. In

all China the average is 6 foreign women physicians per province. The

total number of hospital beds ranges from 2,722 in Kwangtung to less

than 100 in Kweichow or Yunnan. The proportion of beds reserved for

women in each province is fairly consistent. In no province is the pro-

portion lower than 24 per cent, while in one it is as high as 67 per cent.

The average for all China is 40 per cent.

What Proportion of Women in the Church are Literate—By the term

literate' we imply the ability to read the Gospels in the vernacular with

fluency and understanding. Approximaely 4 out of every 10 women com-

municants possess this ability. In five provinces the ratio is as High

as 5 or more out of every 10. Hunan reports the surprisingly high ratio

of 6 in every 10, These figures are significant and have a direct bearing on

Bible study, evangelism through the home, and the Christian nurture of

the future generation. No data is available on which to base any estimate

of literacy among women outside of the Christian Church and in China

generally. A statement commonly made is that less then one in every

100 women in China are able to read or write in the vernacular. The

promotion of the phonetic and the increase in the number of girl students in

primary schools, "both mission, government, and private, will gradually

increase this number, and in certain districts has already noticeably raised

the degree of literacy among women.

CITY EVANGELISM

Christian Occupation of Large Cities-Aiixr carefully compi:-

studying aH information on the population of large cities obtained from;

Sly sources, the Committee estimates that there are anywhere from I2J

to its cities in China with populations exceeding 50,000 each,

these'eities are foreign missionary residential[centers exceft 12, of

Q art situated in North and East China. Thes^eities of

inhabitants represent an aggregate population exceeding 25,000,000, «

c per cent of the to*al population of China. Sixty-six per cent

Protestant foreign missionary force reside in these larger cities

,4 per cent of the etnploved Chinese force, and 24 per cent of th

Protestant communicant membership in China. In Kweichcw

sliehtly more than 1 per cent of the total population of the provi:

concentrated in large cities. The proportion among other pwrinces ranges

upwards as high as 10 per cent for Chekiang, n per cent for Kwar

and 13 per cent for Kiangsu. The average percentage of inhabit,

cities of 50,000 and above for the majority of provinces is between

t> per cent.

There are sufficient reasons for the concentration of Christian workers

both Chinese and foreign in these larger cities. They are strategic

into which the life of the surrounding country constantly flows, an

which influences radiate which effect the life and thought of the

province. These larger cities, moreover, are usually points of ea

and constitute the natural centers for higher educational and strong m

work. Kiangsu has 97 per Cent of its Protestant foreign

residing in these larger cities. ChihU, Chekiang, Hupeh, and K

report somewhere between 75 a«d &> PCT cent - Mos* P"w#«*s. however,

show a wider distribution of foreign workers among smaller cities,

report a lower percentage of the total force in cities of 50,000 and

e.g. Shansi reports only 19 per cent of the foreign missionaries ir

cities, Kweichow 27 per cent, Honan 29 per cent, Yunnan 32 per

and Sbensi 46 per cent. Upon closer study of these I

one discovers that, in most cises where the percentage of tat

missionary force residing in large cities is small, the perceatag«

of the total population in the prorince is also small. Take lot

example Shansi where the great majority of the missionaries are it

smaller centers, the majority of the people and a large proportion of tte

church communicants are also found in small cities and rural districts.

XI. Relation of Population to Evangelism

1

Estimated
Estimated 1 Per cent ! percent Number of ! N'ctmlwro!

1

Population
Density

per
square mile

So. of

Cities of

50,000 •

and over

Estimated S

Total
Population in

Cities ot

50.000
and over

Estimated
per cent of

Total
Population

in Cities of

50,000
and over

1

per cent i

j
of Total i

Church
]

Communi-
cants

in Cities of

50,000

of Total j

Foreign j

Missionary!

Foree
J

in Cities

of 50,000 i

and over 1

Per cent

of Total
Chinese
Foree

in Cities

of 50.000
and over

of Total
Population

in Towns
of 10,000
ar less and
in Rural
Communi-

Inhabitants InbaWtenti

per wst

Individual ;
ludwidis&l

Protestant : Christian

Church (Protestant

Commani- and Boman
cant j

Catholic'

'
- "

and over
ties

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

!

8

!

9 10 11

Total (19 Provinces)
j

40,925,836 250 167 25,551,000 M* 24% 00% »% 00% 1,219 201

Xobth China
j

98.246,135 159 43 5,303,000 &4% 17% 00% »% 09% 901 99

Manchuria
j

19,998,989 54 12 1,088,000 5.4% ! 17%
i

m%
,

25% 93% 971 203

Chihli 27,312.673 455 6 1.855,000 5.7% 34% 77% 45% 86% 1,221 45

Shantung ... ... ,,
30,955,307 553 16 1,525,000 4.9% 12% 69% 22% 90% 1,889 153

Shansi •
j

10,891,878 181 2 145,000 1.3% 4% 19% 12% 94% 1,305 148

Sbensi ..,
\

9,087,288 126 7 690,000 7.5% 15% 46% 18% 88% 1,283 161

East China 101,081,286 505 49 8,733,000 86 33% 04% 04% 07% 1,402 219

Kiangsu 33,678,611 872 20 4,568,000 13.0% 53% 97% 77% 83% 1,131 108

Chekiang 22,909,822 627 11 2,255.000 9.9% 16% 1
79% 23% 87% 821 273

Anhwei 20,002,166 364 7 595,000 3.0% 23% 59% 40% 98% 3,945 272

Kiangsi 24,490,687 352 11 1,315,000 5.3% 33% 55% 46% 90% 3,129 280

Cekt&al China 90,640,960 €05 24 2,969,000 3*% 25% 08% ! 52% 92% 2,387 491

Honan 32,547.366 479 7 800,000 4.0% 12% j 29% 12% 91% 2,621 501

Hupeh ... ... 28,574. 322 400 9 1,172,000 4.1% i 27% i 77% 58% 92% 1,940 241

Honan 29,519,272 355 8 997,000 3.0% 27% 58% 28%
i

83% 2,680 709

South Chesa 63,134,613 382 28 54614100 0.7% 29% 02% 20% n% 80S 251

Fukien 17,067.277 388 6 1,045,000 6.1% 20% 53% | ISSf^ 88% 442 171

Kwangtung... 35,195,036 352 16 4,156,000 11.0% 35% 65% %$% 70% 574 234
Kwangsi 10.872,300 140 6 360,000 3.3% 40%

I

79% 94% 2,802 1,117

Wbbt China 87,822.842 179 25 2,992,000 M% H% 50% 20% 91% 2.783 373
Kansu 6,083,565 48 5 387.000 6.2% 9% 51% 42% 98% 4,553 708
Szechwan 61,444,699 384 14 2,305,000 3.7% 23% 67% 34% 89% 4,748 892
Kweichow 11,470,099 170 2 150,000 1.8% 1% 27% 5% 96% 1,213 258
Tunnan 8,824,479 60 2 150,000 1.7% 4% 1S$£ 10.%' 9«% 1,129 363

Special Amhstisteativk Districts
Mongolia 7,780,000 5 1 200,000 2.5% 28% 27% 1 16% 95% 9,088 ! 73
8'mkiang
Tibet

1,750,000

8,200,000

3
4

2 125,000 1.0% 17% 74% 68% i 71%
98%

76,086 1 530
563

GRAND TOTAL (ALL CHINA) 452,655,836 105

1

172 25,853,000 5-4% M% 00% M% 09% 1^02 10f

The above estimates represent the conscientious attempt of the Survey Committee to present the most reliable information possible resardine the distribution of
population throughout China, Every known available source has been consulted, Tariotw estimates for the same city have been compared and the ittdement of local
missionaries consulted in the majority of ease*. However the results remain very incomplete and unsatisfactory (most estimates stm falling under thecategory of
guesses') and the Committee records them here merely as its contnbataoa io the whole subject, regarding them as valuable in so far as they represent the best Mgh*
obtainable.
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Distribution of Evangelistic Centers (Exclusive of those Located

in Iakge Cities of 50,000 Inhabitants and above)

Over against the fact that 66 per cent of the foreign missionary force

reside in cities of 50,000 and above, must be placed the following fact, that

34 per cent of the Chinese force also reside in these larger cities. As one

compares Columns 7 and 8 of Table XI he realizes that because a province

has a high percentage of missionaries in large cities it does not follow that

the percentage of Chinese workers will also be relatively high ; in fact little

relationship is seen between these two. Chtkiang, for example, reports 79
per cent of its missionary force in large cities and only 23 per cent of its

Chinese force in these same centers. Manchuria with 68 per cent of the

I *»e%ners in large cities reports only 25 per cent of the Chinese force so
* cated. The percentage of Chinese in large cities ranges anywhere from

• cent among the various provinces.

ws*$ Country Evangelism—There are two very natural approaches
the problem of the extent to which evangelism in China is a city or a
ml problem. Ifeturally, it is both. The real problem lies in the relative

nphasis to be placed upon each. One approach is through a comparison
the number of cities of 50,000 inhabitants or more with their aggre-

tte population. The other approach is through a study of the
"oportion of people within each province who reside in small towns and
Tal districts. We have dealt with the first approach in the preceding
uagraph. The statistics for our second approach are to be found in

damn 9, Table XI. Eighty-eight per cent of China's millions still live

relatively small cities and in rural districts. In 12 out of ar provinces
"s percentage is even higher, exceeding 90 per cent, while in Kansn it

Qs as high as 9S per cent. When one places these figures for each province

of the population estimates, he realizes their significance and
* essentially rural character of the problem of evangelism in great sections
China. This country cannot be won by the more adequate occupation of
*& "ties alone. The high percentage of rural inhabitants in China calls

*rious consideration. The questions of church leadership, self-support,
* training of men for the ministry, Che spiritual oversight of communi-
ots, and a resident pastorate, as these relate to rural districts, are no
ss pressing than the same questions when related to large cities. The
"•wing provinces report the highest percentages of population in small

cities and rural districts. Xote how c loselv the figures in the two columns
compare.

Percentage of Total Percentagf. of Protestant
Population in Small Communicants in Small
Cities AND Rural Cities and Rural

Districts Districts
Kansn oS 91
Kweithow 96 99
Yflnnan QD 96
Shaosi 9* 96
Manchuria 03 8^
Hon~n 91 88
Shantung 90 88
Shensi 8S 85
Chekiang jv- 84
Fukien ?;, go
Roman Catholic Church Statistics—Before any study of the Christian

occupation of China in terms of both Protestant and Soman Catholic
Churches is possible, the following explanatory notes regarding the gather-
ing of Roman Catholic Church statistics must be made. Only recently have
statistics of Roman Catholic Church activities, arranged by provinces, been
made available to the public. The notes appended to the statistical table
appearing in Appendix C, page Ivi, explain the paucity of the source
material and the difficulties experienced in arriving at any complete and
satisfactory totals. "Les Missions de Chine et du Jaron," which has
appeared as an annual each year since 1917, has proved to be the Com-
mittee's most reliable source. Figures in Column 1, Table XII represent
the total of Protestant end Roman Catholic foreign missionaries, both
men and women. Mongolia, Chihli, Shantung, Kwangtung, and Sze-
chwan report the largest numbers of foreign Roman Catholic representa-
tives. There is no province or special administrative district of China
where priests of the Roman Catholic Church do not reside, Yfinnan
reports the smallest number of foreign priests. The ratio between foreign
Roman Catholic priests and sisters is almost 3 to 1. Unfortunately,
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figures for the foreign women representatives of the Roman Catholic

Church are less complete than figures reporting the number of priests.

As far as is known, there are less than 700 foreign Roman Catholic sisters

in China toiay. The number of Chinese Roman Catholic priests isgreatest

in Chihli, 334, followed by Szechwan, 134- There are more Chinese Roman
Catholic priests in Chihli than in all 7 provinces of East and Central China

combined. The total number of Chinese Roman Catholic priests in China

is 941, as against 1,351 foreign ecclesiastical representatives. No informa-

tion has been obtained on the number of Chinese workers apart from

Chinese priests. We may safely conclude that there are a large number

of Chinese sisters and a still larger number of evangelistic, educational,

medical, or specialized workers. The ecclesiastical force is distributed in

1,350 centers with supervision over almost 10,000 churches and chapels.

Column 2 of Table XII gives the combined Protestant and Roman
Catholic Church enrollment. The term "ChrMiens," under which the

manerical strength of the Roman Catholic Church has teen recorded, is

much more inclusive than the term "communicants" as used by Protest-

ant churches. For this reason, it is manifestly unjust to conclude that

because the Roman Catholic Church reports 1,961,592 Christians in China,

and the Protestant Church reports 345,853, that therefore the Roman
Catholics outnumber the Protestants in the ratio of over 5 to r. A fairer

ratio might be 3 or less to 1. The following 6 provinces are reported as

having over 100,000 Roman Catholic Christians each : Chihli, Kiangsu,

Shantung, Szechwan, Mongolia, and Hupeh. Chihii alone reports

578,573 Christians, a number considerably greater than the total com-

municant strength cf Protestant churches throughout China. The weakest

provinces so far as the Roman Catholic church membership is concerned

are : Shensi, Hnnan, Kwangsi, Kansu, Kweichow, and Yunnan. Whereas
the Protestant churches report 71 per cent of their communicants in the

7 coast provinces, the Roman Catholic Church reports 6r per cent.

The figures in Column 3, Table XII represent the tctals of Protestant

mission stations, Protestant evangelistic centers, and Roman Catholic

churches and chapels. Figures in Column 5, Table XII are printed with

reluctance, for although all students in Roman Catholic primary and

secondary schools, colleges, and seminaries, as reported in "Les
Missions de Chine et du Japon," have been added to Protestant figures,

they nevertheless are so snail in comparison, that the Committee feels

there must be incompleteness. The Roman Catholic schools total 136,960

students as against 199,694 students reported to be in Protestant mission

schools. In this connection it is worth while remembering that the

Roman Catholic Church is carrying on extensive orphanage work, report-

ing over 16,000 orphans. Few of these have been included in Roman
Catholic educational figures.

XII.—Combined Work of Protestant and Roman
Catholic Churches

Protestant and Roman Catholic

Foreign
Mission-

ary Force;

Chris

Church t8
,

' ^
Enrollment ^^^ Per

Tea

Students
under
Protest-

am and
Roman
Catholic
ChristianWorship J,

ea V .r Thou-Instruc-
sand ; tion*

Total 19 Provinces 8,410 2,196.6*8 18,829 49 326,043

North Chdja MR 1,007.819 6,432 103 100.887
Manchuria 240 75,894 574 I 38 10,126
Chihli 848 600,856 2.157 220 53,051
Shantung 706 201,560 2,199

'

65 23,249
Shansi 311 73.480 906 • 67 12,189
Shensi 192 56,029 596

'

61 2,272

East Chika 2,097 463,690 4,207 49 83,472
Kiangsu 1,126 218,929 1,307 I 65 45,189
Cbekiang ... 403 83,953 1,549 36 16,133
Anhwei 274 73,388 660 j 36 12,883
Kiangsi 294 87,420 691 t 35 9,267

Ceotrai. Chixa 1,448 224,106 2,684 25 44,32!
Honaa 463 64,010 990 19 12,305
Bofeh 532 118,473 900

i
41 21,138

Hasan 453 41,623 794
{

14 10.878

South China 1,574 266,710 3,360 : 42 65,734
Fukien 541 100,296 1,575 f 58 86,578
Kwangtung 932 156,686 1,652 i 44 27,564
Kwangsi 101 9,728 133 1 9 1.595

West Chixa ...
Ott£ 234,323 2,146

j
27 31,629

Kansu 105 8,585 120 ! 14 975
Szecbwan 690 156,701 1,389 1 25 26.633
Kweichow •• M 44,732 299 !

- 1.966
Yunnan 105 24,305 338 i 27 2,055

Special Adwjbstbative Districts
Mongolia ... 1*;2 106,551 374

!
137 11,071

Sinkiang 22 336 10 • 1 531
Tibet , 25 3,910 18 '•

to 99

GRINS TOTAL ALL CHINA 8.639 2,307,445 19,231 81 337,744

Christian Occupation in Terms of Both Protestmi and Romam
Captolic Churches—First, in terms of foreign force. Chihli, Fukien, Kiang-

su, Kwangtung, Shantung, Szechwan, and Hupeh report over 500 foreign

missionaries each, Protestant and Roman Catholic. In Column 1, Table

XII, the large number of missionaries in Mongolia is due wholly to the

large Soman Catholic addition. The following table of comparisons may
be of value, as well as of interest, if we keep in mind how incomplete our

information is, especially for the Roman Catholic employed Chinese force.

Protestant and Roman Catholic Combined

Missionaries

Employed
Chinese Missionaries

Employed
Chinese

per 1,000,000
Inhabitants

Workers per

1,000,000
Inhabitants

per 1,000
Coatmanicante

Workers
per 1,000

Communicants

Grand Total
(all China)

19 60 3.7 Hi

North Cum*
Manchuria ... 12 50 3 13
Chihli 31 74 1 3
Shantons ... 23 -- 4 14

Shansi 29 56 4 8
Shensi 21 50 3 8

East Chixa
Kiangsu
Cbekiang

33
18

89
85

5
S

14
23

Anhwei 14 38 4 10
Kiangsi 12 35 3 10

Central China
Honaa 14 OS 7 18
Hupeh
Hunan

18

15
SO
43

5

11
13
SO

Soith Chixa
Fukien 33 216 •5 37
Kwangtung...
Kwangsi

26
9

85
26

6
10

19
39

West Chixa
Kansu 17 16 12 12
Szechwan 11 26 4 10
Kweichow 9 20 2 5
Yunnan 12 37 4 19

Spec. Adsiik. Dist.
Mongolia ... 24 18 9 1

Sinkiang
Tibet

19
11

16
29

5
6

30
16

!S"ote from the above columns that the 3 provinces bast provided with
foreign missionaries, Protestant and Roman Catholic, are Kiangsu, Fukien,
and Chihli, while the 3 provinces most poorly provided are Kwangsi,
Kweichow, and Szechwan. In the matter of employed Chinese workers-

per 1,000,000 inhabitants, Fukien ranks high above all other provinces,
followed by Kiangsn, Shantung, Cbekiang, and Kwangtung. It is

interesting to note further that the same 3 provinces which are so poorly
provided with foreign workers, rank lowest in respect to the number of
Chinese workers to each million of inhabitants as well.

But it is not enough to compare the Christian occupation of the
province in terms of workers, foreign and Chinese, per million inhabitants.
We must also study the Christian occupation in terms of workers per 1,000
communicants. The Christians of Kansu, Kwangsi, and Hunan appear-
best cared for by foreign workers, while the churches of ChihH, Kwei-
chow, Shensi, Kiangsi, and Manchuria report the lowest percentages..
Chihli and Kweichow also report the lowest numbers of employed Chinese-
workers per 1,000 communicants, the provinces ranking highest in this
respect being Fnkien, Hunan, Kwangsi, and Cbekiang.

Christian Occupation in Terms of Protestant Communicants and"
Roman Catholic Christians Combined—China averages 49 Christians per
to,ooo inhabitants, or 1 Christian to every 200 inhabitants. Because of"
the large Roman Catholic church membership in both Chihli and Inner
Mongolia, this section of China ranks above all others, reporting 220 and
137 Christians per 10,000 inhabitants respectively. Neart in rank is Shansi
with 67 Christians per 10,000, followed by Kiangsu with 65. The pro-
vinces with the lowest ratios, and therefore with the most urgent
challenge to evangelistic endeavour, are Kwangsi, Kansu, Hunan, Honan
Szechwan, and Yunnan. The above facts might be put more strikingly!
if grouped as follows :

Provinces where
there are less

than 100 Hon-

or Koroan
Catholic

Christian

Provinces where
there are between

100 ami 250
non-Christians for
every Protestant
CommnnScant or
Boman Catholic

Christian

Provinces where
there are from

non-Christi&tts

for every
Protestant

ChihH 45 Shansi
Inner Mongolia.. 73 Kiangs

attainable from Boman Catholic Church statistical sources seem wry
incomplete.

Fukien ....171

Kwangtung 324
Hupeh .......241

Provinces where
there *re over

500 non-Christlao*.
for every
Protestant

Communicant
or or Boman
he Catholic

Christian

.256 Honan.... 50$

.263 Sinkiang ......... 539
27-2 Tibet 5«3
.973 Hunan 709
-280 Kansu ,,.. 780-

.363 Kwangsi.... ..„.!,Hi
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CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
The Christian School—The responsibility of the Christian Church is

tiot limited to its communicant membership. The children of church

members are a very important element in every Christian community,

and through the Christian school it is possible to make distinct contri-

•butions not only to the religions training of the younger generation, but

.also to the social, economic, and physical welfare of society in general.

As long as government educational facilities remain inadequate to meet

the large demands, and as long as the managemen; and religious

atmosphere of these schools continue non-Christian, the purely Christian

school has a large and natural pfece in China. Its importance in ad-

vancing the welfare of the younger generation of Christiaas send especially

in training future church leaders cannot be overemphasized.

Mission Laser Primary Schools—The total number of mission lower

primary schools {5,637) compares very favourably with the total number

of evangelistic centers (8*886). Considerably more than one-half of Che

centers where at least 10 communicants reside and a weekly service is

beld, report Christian lower primary schools. In some mission fields

•this proportion appears much higher, while in others, chiefly due to

policies which discourage the establishment of lower primary school®

unless self-support be locally assured, the proportion is much lower.

Wherever the Church is relatively oM and well established, e.g. in South

China, and many of the individual churches are self-supporting, we may
expect to find Christian primary schools connected with the majority of

organized churches. Sometimes these schools are reported in the statisti-

cal returns of the mission, sometimes not.

The greatest development in Christian lower primary schools has
taken place very naturaHy in provinces where mission work is oldest and
strongest. Kwangtung, Fufcien, and Shantung together report 43 per

cent of all mission lower primary schools in China. The 7 coast pro-

vinces, where 71 per cent of the communicants reside, report 63 per cent

of the lower primary students. It is rather surprising k> find that Sze-

chwan ranks fourth among the provinces, with a lower primary student

enrollment (15,954) considerably larger than the total communicant
church membership in the province. With the exceptkn of Shantang,
North China appears rather backward. Undoubtedly the total number
of lower primary students reported fee Kwangtung {19,057) is incomplete,

for it represents less than one-third of the church membership. How-
ever, after granting Chat it may be so, the corrected proportion, we
imagine, will still call for serious thought.

Mission Higher Primary Schools—Approximately 22 per cent of the

lower primary students continue their education in mission schools of

higher primary grade. Undoubtedly some accessions are made from noa-

mission lower primary schools, and for this reason we may safely put
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Per am of Missionary Residential Centers wits Mission

Mi&dle Schools
10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

the percentage of mission students who leave school after or during' the

first four years at 7S per cent as ihe minimum. The percentage of girls-

who continue from lower to higher primary schools is not as high as that

of the boys. These facts are very significant. The Protestant churehes-

and missions are teaching the lives of 120,000 children in their schools

only for four years or kss. Questions like the following naturally arise i

Is the education given daring these few years of the best possible kind?
Are the missions and churches giring sufficient attention to lower

primary school work? What percentage of these children relapse into

illiteracy? Are the subjects taught sufficiently practical and closely

related to life, enhancing the future economic and socfe' welfare of the

Christian community? What is the quality of the teaching? There are

almost 8,000 men and over 3,000 women teachers (Chinese) employed in-

mission schools. Approximately 7,000 of these are connected with lower
primary schools and are scattered among almost 4,000 centers. They labour

from year to year with little supervision, low salaries, few advantages by
way of technical training or literature on the latest methods of teaching

and the best text-books. What of the religious life and Bible knowledge
of these teachers ? What efforts are? being made by the missions to raise;

the educational qualifications of primary school teachers and to extend*

help and inspiration t<t> them ? In many places the schofel teacher is also*

burdened with church dttties.

The total number of students in mission higher primary schools is

32,899. These schools are found in less than one-half of the foreign mis-

sionary residential centers, namely 306 oot of 693. The largest numbers
of students are found in Kiangsu, Kwangtung, Fukien, and Chihli, There
is considerable variation between provinces in the proportion of lowef
primary students who advance to higher primary schools ; e.g. the propor-

tions fcr Kaangsu and Chihli are 44 per cent and 37 per cent respect-

while the proportions for neighbouring provinces, namely Chekiang and
Manchuria, are as low as 22 per cent and 14 per cent respectively. The
percentages are highest in East and South China. In West China the
provinces appear most backward, only 12 per cent of the lower primary
students continuing their education in schools of higher grade. North
China, with the exception of Chihli, shows percentages only slightly
higher. When we consider the additions from non-mission schools, which-
mission higher primary schools record, we are forced to the conclusion
that at least 80 per cent, if not 82 per cent of the boys, and even ahigher
percentage of the girls, discontinue their education after or before the'
completion of lower primary school work.

XIII.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian School

Total (19 Provinces) 5,607 956 291 102,747 48,052 150,779

v. x a! f a*

23,453 9,376 32,829

Norte Chka
li&nehoriss ...

Chihli
-

.

-

Shansi
Shensi

East Chtxa
Kiangsu
Chetuang
Anlnrei
Kiangsi

CENTRAL CBXXA
Honaa
Hapeh
Hunan

SOCTH CHIKA
• Fakien

Kwangtang...,
Kwangsi

WKST CHTSA
Kansu
Kzeebwan
Kweichow
l"finB&» -

Special- Admikistbatttb Bistbicts .

Mongolia ...

1,711 \ 260
223 i 39
316 ! 44
942 142
139

'

26
91

\
9

981 236
354

\
120

283 53
188

;

39
559

\
24

768 : 159

1,576 224
852 [ 96
675 I 122

571
18

408
84
61

Tibet

GSMD TOTAL (ILL CHJKA, 5,637 962 291

26,513

3,584
5,418
13,196
2,779

1,536

18.495

7.483

5,579
2,998
2,435

13406
4,096
5,085
4,325

31416
17,526
12,872

818

13.017

330
9.531

1,516
1,840

485
429
56

10,726

2,601

3,136
3,887
689
413

9,059

4,067
2,293
1,320

1,379

6425
1.754

2,964
2,107

14471
8,042
6,185
444

6,751

93
6,428

93
142

Sll

37439
6,185
8,554

17,683
3.468

1,949

27454
11,550
7,872

4,318
3.814

20431
5.850
8,049
6,432

45467
25,568
19,057
1,262

19,768
' 423

15,954

1,609
1,782

603
729

5446
585

2.480
1,872

-j

227

6,274

3,586
1.147
768

3,426

1,331

6,499

3,2*1

3,086
129

2496

2,485

1,429

209

1435

2457
1,328

1.424

103,232 48450 | 151482

1,708 603
36 27

1.306 529
187 a

179 45

7,642

893
3,188

505
274

8,759

5,015
1,746
1,016
982

4,761

1,594

9456
4,612
4,-510

234

24II
63

1,835
189
224

70
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23,490 9409 32499

12444 2469 15,213 198421

3,444
507

1.660
1,04,5

209
23

2.992

1,291

1,693

800

14
293
444

3,901 932
2,705 618 :

792 182
251 19
153 113

1407 279
240 3-5

734 118

464
219

4,253

521
1,953

1,469

267
23

4,833
3,323
974
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266

1,786

659

3,456

1,510

1,929
17

885

12444 2469 15413

49,134
7,599

13,695
21.354
4,240
2,246

41,146
19,888
10,592
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11,086
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31,690
25,496
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If we combine lower and higher primary

students, we find that the boys outnumber the

girls by more than 2 to 1. In the higher primary
schools a proportion still more advantageous to

the boys is reported.. Variations between pro-

vinees are slight, except in the case of Kweiehow
and Yunnan where tribal work with its special

characteristics partly accounts for the high pro-

portion of boys in primary schools, namely, 94
and 9a per cent respectively. On the other hand
both in Manchuria and Szechwan the dispropor-

tion between boys and girls is not very notice-

able. One might almost say that the ratio

between boys and girls in these two provinces,

when considered in respect to population, is

approximately normal, Manchuria and Szechwan
reporting 59 per cent and 61 per cent respectively

of their primary students who are boys.

A total of 291 mission middle schools are

located in 141 of the 693 foreign residential

centers. Kansu and Kweiehow report no middle
schools. Only 4 provinces, namely Shantung,
Manchuria, Kwangtung and Kiangsu, report

middle schools in more than 10 cities (See Table
21, Col. 7}. In the whole of West China there
are only 10 centers with mission middle schools.

In some provinces there is a noticeable concentra-
tion of middle schools in a few centers, e.g. Chihli
has 24 middle schools located in S cities; Kiang-
su 51 middle schools in 13 cities. In other pro-

vinces there is a noticeable scattering of middle
schools, e.g. 16 middle schools are reported for

Manchuria, located in 16 different centers; Honan
has 10 middle schools in 8 centers aud Shansi 7
middle schools in 5 centers. How strategically

Christian middle schools are located over China
may be seen from a study of the accompanying
maps, and by comparing these maps on the
location of middle schools with other maps
appearing in this section giving, (i) The Distri-

bution of Communicants over China, (a)

The Distribution of Evangelistic Centers,

(3) The Distribution of Higher Primary
Schools, {4) The Distribution of Govern-
ment Schools, and (5) The Distribution

of Mission Hospitals. A further insight into

the inadequate occupation of many sections of

China in terms of Christian middle schools may
be gained by a careful comparison of Column r

with Columns 6 and 7 of Table II. The com-
parison will be most illuminating to those in-

terested in the future program of Christian

education. Consult Appendix E for a full list of

mission societies which are offering educational

facilities of middle school grade.

The 291 mission middle schools in China
report an enrollment of 15,213, or an average

of 52 students for each middle school. Yunnan
and Shensi report only boy students. In Man-
churia, Anhwei, and Szechwan the proportion

in favour of boys is also high, being 97 per cent,

93 per cent, and 90 per cent respectively. The
average ratio for all China is 83 boys in middle

schools to every 17 girls. The single province

of Kiangsu reports almost as many middle school

students as are reported by the 12 interior pro-

Tagnees combined. Seventy-seven per cent of

students in mission middle schools reside in the

7 coast provinces.

The importance of mission middle schools in

their relation to the training of Christian work-

ers and as feeders to higher educational institu-

tions cannot be overestimated. The location and
justification of a Christian college should largely

depend on the location of middle schools and the

percentage of middle school students which may
fairly be expected to continue educational work
beyond middle school grade. For instance.

Southwest China with only 3 middle schools is

hardly ready as yet for any higher educational

work in such a center as Yunnanfu. Even in

Fukien with 20 middle schools, or Minchuria

with 16 middle schools, the supply of students

who elect to pursue studies of college grade con-

stitutes a real limit to the number of higher

educational institutions which need to be provid-

ed. The location of government middle schools

also affects the question of the number and
location of Christian higher educational institu-

tions, since a small number of students from non-

Christian schools are constantly matriculating

m Christian colleges.

THE PROVINCES COMPARED
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mi THE CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OF CHINA

Reliirse Emphasis on Christian Education—The total number of

students receiving instruction from Christian schools of all grades approx-

imates 200,000. This number compares favourably with the total com-

muaicrat strength of the Protestant Church. There are 53 students in

Christian schools to every 100 church members (See Table XVII, Col. 12).

The emphasis on Christian education in the different provinces varies

considerably. Szechwan and Anhwei report more primary students than

church members. Fukien, Hunan, and Hupeh each average approximate-

ly 75 students to every 100 communicants. Chrbli, Shantung, Kiangsu,

Honan. Sbansi, and Kiangsi average one-half as many students in

Christian schools as members in their churches. For Manchuria, Che-

kiang, Sfaensi, Kwangsi, and Kansu the proportions are not very en-

couraging. In Kwekhow only 19 students are reported in mission

schools for every 100 adult communicants. This comparison of emphasis

on Christian education is of even greater interest and value when made

between various missicn societies.

Classification of Students Under Christism f«sfra«iew—Seventy-six

per cent of the students who are receiving Christian instruction belong to

lower primary schools, 16 per cent to higher primary schools, and 8 per

cent to middle schools. In West China the percentage of lower primary

students is notably higher than elsewhere; although Shensi, Shansi,

Honan, Manchuria, Fukien, and Kwangsi also i«poi*-ov«pfe-per*ceBt of

their students in lower primary schools. Kiangsu and Chihli lead with

the highest percentages for higher primary and middle school students. In

schools of this gride West China compares unfavourably with the rest of

China, as does North China also, if we except ChihK and Manchuria.

The training of highly educated church leaders is still largely restricted

to the coast provinces, where the need of better trained workers is perhaps

most urgent. Almost one-haH of the mission middle school students in

China are in the Peking, Shanghai, and Canton provinces. In Chihli there

is one middle school for every two higher primary schools, while in Shensi,

by way of contrast, there is one middle for every 9 higher primary schools.

10% 20% m% 40% m% m% 70% so% «m i<»%

Upper bm=Gorernmettt students, lower= Mission. Bkek= percentage of Girls.

XIY.—Emphasis on Christian Education

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 a

Total 19 Provinces 344,974 198,821 n% W'-f, 83- 16 »% S3

North China
Manchuria
Chihli

Shantung .

Shansi
Shensi

East China

Anhwei

Central China
Honan
Hupeh
Hasan

gGCTH CHINA
Fokien
Kwaagiang
Kwangsi

West China ...

Kansu
Sieebwan ...

Kweiehow ...

Yunnan

SWSCIAL Al»UXftffc&-
TIVE DISTRICTS

100,111

,340

,031

70382

27.902

58,161

12.413

104368
38,584
61,282

31,552

12.954

9,446

49.134

7,599
13,695
21,354
4,240
2,246

41,146
19,888
10,592
5,604

26.878

7.107

11,086
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Sinking \ 23 74 106
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GRAKDTOTAL ALLCH1MA 345.853 199.694
(
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GOVERNMENT SYSTEM OF EDUCATION

Government Education—In Table XV the Committee has given the

latest statistical information obtainable for all government schools. Un-

fortunately these figures represent conditions which prevailed either in

1916 or 1918 and are therefore not as up-to-date as we should like to have

them. Since 1916, political unrest and economic changes, favourable in

some provinces and unfavourable in others, have greatly altered the status

of government education. Moreover, personal investigation, as well as

comparison of figures given in official publications in Peking with official

provincial reports, reveal numerous inaccuracies and inconsistencies.

Since 1016, the statistics have been less complete, due to the fact that

educational authorities in seceded provinces throughout the South have

stopped sending in educational reports to the Central Government. As
a result, the Ccmmittee hesitates to attach very much importance to

the figures here given, but presents them as better than nothing and
merely as a contribution to our study, since they represent all the light

obtainable at present.

China has approximately 1 out of every 75 inhabitants in sebooL
Approximately four million (3,725,982} are enrolled in registered lower

primary schools in 1916. Of this number 10 per cent advance to higher

primary schools. Of the 388,941 students in government higher primary
schools, 18 per cent continue their educational work in middle schools,

while others matriculate in vocational or technical schools of middle
school grade or higher. The following statistical summary, printed in

the China Year Book for 1921-2, may throw additional light on govern-
ment education. See also the special section on Educational Work, and
Appendix D., pages Ixviii-lxxix.

The most accurate information obtainable on the distribution of

government elementary and secondary schools has been given on a map
for each province in connection with the study of the Christian Occupa-
tion of the Provinces, Part III.

Per cent of Total Chinese Christian Workers who are Womb*
Per cent of Total Church Communicants who are Women

Per cent of Total Primary School Students who are Girls

Manchuria

Chihli

Shantung

Shansi

Shensi

Kiangsu

Anhwei

Kiangsi

Honan

Hupeh

Hunan

Fukien

Kwangiung

Kwangsi

Kansn

Szechwan

Kweichow

Yunnan
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The following statistical summary, printed in the China Year Book

for 1921-2, may throw additional light on government education. See also

the special section on Educational Work, and Appendix D, pages lxviii-

iaqdbc

SUMMARY OF GOVERNMENT ETJCCATIOXAt STATISTICS FOR 19*6

GOVERNMENT MlBDlE SCHOOLS

Kind of School .Ho. of Schools I Ho. of Students Ko. of Teachers

Lower Primary 118,852 3,700,604 ! 155.759

Higher Primarj, .- 7,862 386.353 87.68S

Industrial ot Class B, etc 1,711 53.104 , 3,255

Middle 444 69,770 5,061

211 37,903 , 2,399

Industrial of Class A, etc 4*5 28.710 : 2,447

Higher Normal. 10 2.357 285

College and Professional 94 25,373
1

2,086

Total. 129,739 4,294,251 198.976

XV.—Summary of Christian and Non-Mission

Education (a)
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1 2 3 4 6

Total (19 Pmritces) 5,752,982
j

588,941 69302 4,422,219 405,775 95%

Koeth Chwa ... ... 1342.652 95,457 18370 1.705,270 tMce 98%
Manchuria ... ... 246,532 24,842 3.387 251,526 25,735 93%
Chihii 472.645 32,078 7,193 555,821 20,077 m%
Shantung ... ... 401,562 16,899 3,406 440,221 16,873 98%
Shansi 331,198 14,091 2,834 327,211 14,396 97%
Shensi ... 120,715 7,527 1,330 130,491 7,801 97%

East Chtna 680,210 85.700 12,785 944349 94.459 92%
Kiangsu ... 260,738 25,879 3,119 328.283 30,694 87%
Chekiang ... ... 288,578 31,144 5,523 334,881 32,890 95%
Anbwet ... ... ... 41,074 9,998 1,123 63,683 11,014 96%
Kiaugsi 89,820 18,879 3,014 117,700 19,861 97%

•Cesctbai, China 576377 54,250 14.442 672,742 58391 97%
Honan 185,360 12,354 2,932 209.944 13,536 98%
Hupeh ... ... ...

1
215,736 10,236 2,896 245.278 12,441 96%

Hunan : 175,881 31,420 8,614 217.520 33,014 96%

;Sooth Cmm 268.007 75,255 12314 405,457 84309 97%
Fakien ... 49.678 14,436 2,636 99,158 19,048 96%
Kwangtnng 162,748 47,534 7,103 235,917 52,044 86%
Kwaogsi 53.581 13,383 2,573 70,382 13,517 94%

West Chtna 685.156 78,521 11,995 794.201 80352 94%
Kansu 35,435 4,250 667 40,660 4.313 99%
Szechwan ... ... 436,535 43.757 8,008 506.050 45,592 94%
Kweichow 47.068 10,020 1,664 59,054 10,209 90%
Yunnan 166,098 20,294 1,634 188,437 20,518 94%

(a) Including all students of middle school grade and below repotted by Protestant,

Roman Catholic, and Chinese Government authorities ; hat excluding all students enrolled

fat private, unregistered, and old-style Chinese schools.

MISSION MEDICAL WORK

Christian Hospitals—Statistics covering mission medical work in

China have been compiled from several sources. {1} The China Medical

Missionary Association recently adopted new and full statistical blanks

-which were sent out to all medical workers and which have been made
accessible to the Survey Committee. {2) Considerable information of

a statistical nature was embodied in the returned questionnaire blanks used

by Dr. Harold Bahne in his recent survey of "Hospital Efficiency." To
this the Committee has also had access. In all cases where statistical

blanks have not been sent in to the China Medical Missionary Associa-

tion, or where missions have been discovered in the mat* rial suppled by
Dr. Balme, the Survey Committee has attempted to fill in the gaps by
Teferring to Home Board reports, and to CCC statistics for previous years.

The piesent statistical tables, therefore, covering Medical Workers and

the Christian Hospital, while obviously not complete, nevertheless repre-

sent the most reliable information available anywhere.

Almost one-third or 240 out of 693 foreign residential centers report

mission hospitals. In cities where the men's department and the women's

department of the same hospital are separately administered, two hospitals

are frequently reported, instead of one, although both buildings are

located on the same compound. This, as well as the fact that in some

fcrger cilkfe we have more than one mission doing medical work, gives

over 326 hospitals in 237 cities. Fnkien leads in the number of foreign

missionary residential centers which report Christian hospitals (31}, fol-

lowed by Kwangtung (27), Shantung (20}, Szechwan (*»}, Manchuria {20),
Kiangsu (iS), Hupeh {16), Chihii (15), and Hunan {15). There are only
21 out of the 240 centers reporting mission hospitals where more than one
mission society engages in medical missionary work. Ihese cities are:
Peking, Shanghai, Canton, Tsinan, Foochow, Tientsin, Wuchow, Moukdeu,
Nanking, Ningpo, Hankow, Swatow, Chengtu, Chungking, Siangyangfu,
Yenchowfu, Chefoo, Soochow, Paoking, Huchowfu, and Taichowfu (See
List of Residential Centers with Mission Hospitals, Appendix E).

The following provinces have mission hospital facilities in only two
centers : Shensi, Kweichow, Kansu, and Yunnan. The need for wider
distribution of mission hospitals is made very evident ry the folfewin::

comparisons : Shensi reports mission hospitals in only 2 of its 32 foreign
Besidential centers, Kiangsi in 5 out of its 4$, Yunnan in 2 out of 19,

Shansi in 8 out of 47, and Honan in 12 out of its 56 foreign residential

centers.*

LOCATION OF HOSPITALS

A study of the map on the next page showing the

Distribution of Mission Hospitals over China will reveal clearly enough
the larger areas where the witness of the Christian hospital is still com-
paratively unknown. In many of these areas evangelistic and educational

work has already being done. In some of these the healing ministry of

a medical missionary would do much to open the country and create a
favourable attitude toward the preaching of the Gospel. In Table XVIII,
Column 7, the average are«i for each mission hospital throughout China
is given as 5,449 sq.mi. In some provinces this average is greatly ex-

ceeded, e.g. Yunnan has one Christian hospital for every 75,350 square
miles, Kansu one for every 62,700 sq.mi., Shensi one for every 37,645
sq.mi., Kweichow one for every 33,591 sq.mi., and Kwanjrsi one for every

19,300 sq.mi. Some idea of the relative unoccupation of the above pro-

vinces in terms of mission hospitals may be gained by a comparison of

conditions in these provinces with conditions prevailing in a province like

Fnkien where there is one mission hosptel for every 1,130 square miles.

Some care needs to be taken in the use of these figures, however, for mission

hospitals are not distributed evenly over any province, nor are all mission
hospitals equally efficient or equally provided with physicians and equip-

ment. On the other hand, after grar&ing all this, the above comparison
presents a real appeal. In Table XVII, Column 14, the number of hospital

teds per million of population furnishes another method of approach in

any study of the relative needs for medical work in the various provinces.

New Hospitals—Mission correspondents have reported definite plans

officially sanctioned for the erection of 38 new mission hospitals within

the nest five years. A list vi the centers where these hi-?pitals are to be

built is given in Appendix E. The following impressions are gained by
a casual study of this list : fr) No new hospitals «rc planned for 7

provinces; these provinces, with the exception of Chekiang, being the

most poorly occupied of all the provinces of China from many points of

view. They are Shensi, Chekiang, Kiangsi, Kwangsi. Kansu, Kwei-
chow, and Yunnan, (a) Two4hirds of all the new hospitals to be built

are to be located either in North or Central China where, with the excep-

tion of one or two provinces, medical work is relatively well advanced.

{3) The majority of these new hospitals are being built by British or

Continental mission societies.
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Mission Hospitals and Dispbnaries in China
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Hole.—Dispensaries located on hospital premises or in same

city not located on this map.

Foreign Physicians—The ideal for every mission

hospital of 50 beds as set by the China Medical

Missionary Association is two foreign doctors and

one foreign nurse. Were an attempt to be made

by mission societies throughout China to reach

this standard and were provision also to be made

for filling places vacated by those on furlough, we

would need 780 physicians in China instead of the

present 457, and 390 registered nurses instead of

206. In other words, the foreign medical force

would need to be almost doubled. Meanwhile, it

would also be necessary, in order to bring the

Chinese force np to standard requirements, to

increase the number of Chinese doctors and nurses

in approximately the same proportion. There is

one foreign physician and approximately one

Chinese physician under mission employ for every

million inhabitants in China. The supply of foreign

medical workers is best in the coast provinces,

although even in Fukien which leads in this respect

there are only 2.4 foreign physicians per million

population. Five provinces in China report less

than one foreign or Chinese employed doctor for

every two million inhabitants.

Hospital Beds—The 326 mission hospitals report

16,737 beds, or an average of 51 beds each. This

average is highest in South China {62), and lowest

in North and West China (40 each), Fukien and
Kwangtung naturally reporting the largest num-
bers. Throughout China the ratio of hospital beds

for men to those for women is more favourable so

far as women are concerned than similar ratios

between male and female communicants or male
and female students. The average number of

hospital beds for each foreign physician is 37, for

each foreign* registered nurse 82, and for each

foreign and Chinese physician 20 (compare Table
XVI, Columns 8 and 9). The burden, as represented

by the number of beds, weighs heaviest in Kansu
(no), Kiangsi {67), Chekiang (61), Fukien (50}, and
Shansi (50). How inadequate the supply of

hospital beds in relation to the total population

really is may be gained from a study of Column 14^.

Table XVII. Here we see that in 7 provinces-

(Anhwei, Kiangsi, Kwangsi, Kwefchow, Shensi,.

Yunnan and Saechwan) there are less than 20-

mission hospital beds for every 1,000,000 inhabitants.

The total number of inpatients annually report-

ed is 144,477- Obviously these figures for the

various provinces are not complete. As they stand

at present, there is an average of only 9 inpatients

.

per hospital bed annually, which would indicate-

that a number of beds are unoccupied for com-

paratively long periods each year.

Dispensaries—In addition to those dispensaries,

which are located on hospital premises, and which/

number over 500, we have dispensaries located in

centers where mission hospitals are not found.

These number 244- H we combine centers where

mission hospital facilities are offered, with foreign-

residential centers where dispensaries under foreign

supervision are maintained, we find that in almost

two-thirds of the missionary residential centers of

China some form of medical help is given.
^
No-

reliable figures covering the number of patients

treated in mission dispensaries, both those connect-

ed with hospitals and those independent of

hospitals, are available. Certainly the number

exceeds one million, and very likely approaches-

two million annually.

Schools for Nurses—Although this form of

work has been developed only recently, approxi-

mately one out of every 3 hospitals reports a school"

ior the regular training of nurses, under the direc-

tion of a registered foreign nurse or the physician*

in charge. The Nurses' Association of China

attempts to keep a complete and np-to-date list of

all such schools, as well as of all registered foreign.-

Degree of Christian Occupation in Terms op

Physicians and Hospital Beds per 1,000,000

Population

3,
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XVI.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian Hospital
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nurses- At present most of the systematic training of nnrses is being

done in Fukien, Kiangsn, Cbihli, Kwangtung, and Chekiang. These
provinces report 58 or over one-half of the total 106 schools. The back-

wardness of other provinces is made apparent by the following contrast

:

Manchuria with 25 hospitals reports only 2 schools, and Szechwan with

26 hospitals only 3 schools. In many provinces the number of Chinese

nnrses registered under the Nurses* Association of China may be conntel

on the fingers of one hand.

Per cent of Missionary Residential Centers with Mission- Hospitals

10%

Total j

(19 Provinces);
323 234 9,983 6,730 144,437 106 1,380 37 20

_?os_h Crista... 90 78 2.190 1,438 23444 22 292 26 13

Manchuria 25 3 -537 423 •5.217 % 11 31

ChihH 24 6 634 534 9,548 10 161 21 11

Shantung ... 28 38 634 332 5,981 8 106 25 11

S_a_si 11 12 278 122 2,256 12 50 19

S_e__i a 21 8! 27 542 29 16

East €___»_ ... 63 42 2,005 1,522 38.397 34 538 40 20

Kiangsu ... 29 11 839 n* 17,537 15 247 30 15

Cbekiang ... 19 9 811 422 13,216 10 135 61 44

Aabwei 8 4 281 114 2.205 5 56 29 14

Kiangsi 7 10 134 268 5,349 4 100 67 2i

Central Chxka 54 36 1.976 933 29,109 21 233 39 21

Honan 14 8,006 4 30 39

Hnpeh 22 12,467 8 91 49 30

Hunan - 8,636 9 112 32 16

SOITH CHTSA... 84 23 2,904 2.367 43.359 24 266 49 21

Fnkien 41 •j 1.242 1,188 21,125 13 132 59

Kwangtaag 39 1 .397 1.123 21.361 Iff 126 46

Kwangsi ... 65 54 873 1 § 17 7

West Cbtxa ... 32 SS 908 470 10.028 5 Si 28 19

• Kansu 9 12 140 SO 864 1 s 110 73

Szechwan... •-)„ 693 846 8,839 3 43 24 17

chow... 43
30

22
150

1 3 33
?->

SPECIAL ADMJS-
- ISTBATIVE
Districts

. Mongolia — 9
S5»_»a_g .

... S 1 24 40 3

Tibet

Manchuria

Cbibii

Shantung

Sbansi

Kansn

Szechwan

Kweiefaow

Yunnan

GRAND TOTAL
ALL CHIN*

326 244 10,007 6,730 144,477 106 1,380 56 18

XYII.—Degree of Occupation
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Total (19 Provinces) 1,766,283 440,925,836 6,562 24,627 344.974 15 56 19 72 7.8 640 533 UO 38

Korth China ... 614,974 98,246,135

I

1,706 .
6,198 100,111 17 63 17 62 10.2 484 448 1A 37

363,700 19.998,989 172 893 9 43 ^ 44 10.0 321 345 1.5 48

ChiWi 60.000 27.312.673 664 j 1,726

504 2,592

240 ' 566

22.283
41,821

8,340

24

16
22

63
84
52

30 gjj 605 2.0 43

-_anitmg
60,000 29 68 7.6 47- 0.7 86

9_«__1 75.290 126 ;
421 7,081 14 47 18 60 <•- 243 817 0,4 13

199,614 101,081,286 1,680 6.0 11 70382 17 SO 24 86 7.0 955 516 0.8 34

38,610 33.67S.61I 938 2,860 88 85 32 96 -
1 .5 46

22.909. »_2 344 1,186 27.902 IS 79 12 12.-5 ... 54

54 20,002,166 172 623 8 31 34 123 2.5 . 0.6 17

. Kiangsi 69.498 24,490.687 226 740 ,.-_, 9 31 30 94 3.2 ' B 0.2 16

Central Casta 222,780 90,640,960 1,181 3,682 38,161 13 41 31 07 4.2 682 653 Q.8 32

67,934 32,547,366 394 1.106 12.418 12 34 32 - 474 535.1 0.

.

2<

71,428 574,322 380 1,347 14.725 14 47 2. 5.2 683 696 - 88

. .Haaao. ... •-. -- 83,398 29,519,272 39S 1.229 11,018 14 42 36 112 887 729 : 31

223.550 63,134,613 1,260 6,704 104,568 20 106 12 64 16.5 482 529 1.7 85

17.067.277 454 3,590 '«-. ">-4 27 211 12 83 22.6 2.4 143

K __iu>t_i_r 35.195,036 730 I
2,838 21 81 12 47 17.4 1.7 7<

10,872,300 76 276 7 26 16 59 4.0 0.1 11

499.365 87,822,842 73S 2.032 31,552 8 23 24 65 3.8 917 70 i 0.6 16

125.483 6,083,565 72 96 1,336 12 16 55 74 2.2 36

160,000 61.444,689 543 1,485 12.954 9 24 42 114 2.1 17

67,182 11,470,090 43 207 9,446 4 18 a 22 8.2 -- 6

--'3,479 75 244 i
9 27 10 30 - 6

Special Admixistrative Districts
94 -..VI. 8 14 »25 933

11 - 10 7 2.391 3,217 4.0 14

- " 2.200,000
l

... ...
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Areas (Shaded Black) Stux 30 u and more Beyond Reported

EVANGELISTIC CENTERS
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TERRITORIAL OCCUPATION

Areas Indaimed—Almost one-fourth of China Proper still remains

uncteimed by any Protestant missionary or Chinese Home Missionary

Society. In addition, an area exceeding in extent the whole of China

Proper, and embracing almost the whole of Mongolia (Inner and Outer),

Sinkiang, Kokonor, Chwanpien, and Tibet, remain practically unentered.

To these great stretches of unclaimed territory we must add cities of

Indo-China, Formosa, the East Indies, and many other places where

colonies of Chinese, estimated at over 8,000,000 in total number reside,

and where as yet comparatively little work is done among these relatively

Infraential countrymen. In all China, most of the areas still unclaimed

by missions are in Heihsngkiang (Manchuria), Yunnan, Kansu, Kwangsi,

and Kweichow. Seven provinces report no unclaimed areas whatever.

The exact location, extent, and nature of these unclaimed areas may be

studied by reference to maps and letterpress, given in Parts III and IV.

Areas Claimed by Missions, but Still 30 li or more Beyond any

Reported Evangelistic Center—One may easily give undue importance

to areas unclaimed as yet by any mission. Generally speaking, all these

areas are sparsely populated, mountainous, or arid in character, and very

difficult of access. Within the boundary lines of most mission fields,

there are areas which for one reason or another still remain practically

unreached. Areas of this kind are of equal importance with if not of

greater importance than areas still unclaimed. Many factors enter into

the effective evangelization of any field. It may be that in certain mission

fields and for some very good reasons areas beyond 30 li of any evangelistic

center are better cared for than more populous areas within the limits

prescribed. For this reason, one easily sees how injustice may be done

by attempting to compute the degree of occupation in any field in terms

of area alone. However, if we are generous in the conclusions which we
reach from a study of such figures, we may venture some general state-

ments which are not without value or appeal. Nor are they without

foundation. The figures are not guesses. They have been computed from

information gathered in the Survey after considerable expenditure of time

and effort. The exact location of all evangelistic cettters has constituted

one of the important bits of information gathered by the Survey Com-
mittee. The location of these evangelistic centers has been carefully marked
on a large base map of all China, after which circles of 30 li radius have

been drawn about each, rnd the areas outside these roughly indicated and
their extent in square miles approximately estimated.

Protestant missions have laid claim to 74 per cent of China Proper,

including Manchuria. Over 380,000 sq. mi. of this territory or more than

one-fourth of it is still beyond 30 li of any evangelistic center. In other

words, missions and churches today have permanent centers of Christian

influence distributed over three-fourths of the areas already claimed. If

we add together the 437,800 sq. mi. of unclaimed territory and the 380,000

sq. mi. ©f territory already claimed by missions but still inadequately
reached, we discover that 45 per cent of the total area of the 18 provinces
and Manchuria lies beyond 30 li of any evangelistic center.

Provinces with the largest areas unclaimed, or if claimed still in-

adequately reached, together with the percentages of the total areas of the
provinces which these unreached portions represent, are as follows ;

Maaehuria*.
Kansu
Ynnaan
Szeehwan...
Kwangsi
Kweichow...
Hupeb
Shensi ..

Hunan
Kiangsi

Shansi ...

Anhwei..,.,.

Honan .......

Extent of Area in Square
Miles either Unclaimed
or if churned still bejemA
30 it of any reported

Evangelistic Center

_'- J, H

Ferceutage of

Total Area of

Province

IOS.UW
90,700
$5,900
•57,600

34,600
25.900
24,800
18.100
17,100
15,800
13,900
12.400

">0':\,

•&%

n%
25%
18%

* Including^ provinces.

Each of the remaining provinces has less than 10,000 sq. mi. unclaimed

or if claimed, inadequately reached. Note that 12 of the 19 provinces of

China still have 20 per cent or more of their territory beyond 30 It of any

reported evangelistic center. Please keep the arbritrary definition, of an

evangelistic center as adopted for the purposes of this Survey well in mind.

Reference to the accompanying map will show that no province is

wholly without unworked territory, although Shantung, Chihli, Kwang-

tung, Fukien and Chekiang may almost be so regarded. A glance at

the special administrative districts shows one how inadequately covered

with evangelistic centers these territories are. Jehol, for example, as

well as several other sections of Inner Mongolia are as densely

popukted or more so than large sections of Northwest or Southwest China.

Into these districts Chinese have immigrated recently in large

numbers. Column 5, Table XVIII, which gives the number of

square miles per evangelistic center, suggests another way of studying

the degree of Christian occupation in terms of permgnent centers of

Christian influence and their distribution. Fukien, Chekiang, Shantung,

Kiangsu, Kwangtung, Chihli and Hcnan rank in order, while the pro-

vinces at the end of the Kst are Yunnan, Kwangsi, Manchuria and Kansu.

Areas of Intensive Work—A total of 8,866 evangelistic centers has

been reported for China. If we add to these the many individual con-

gregations in large cities which mission correspondent's have not in-

dividually reported in many cases, we have a more accurate total of

evangelistic centers for all China ranging somewhere between 900 and

1,000. Besides these evangelistic centers, there are numberless preach-

ing places, where small groups of communicants reside and where

services are regularly held but which have not been reported as

XYIIL—Christian Occupation in Terms of Area
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Total (19 Provinces) 1,760,283 437,800 819300 «% 200 l*% 5,449

Korth China 614,974 231400 333,400 »*% 233 11% 6J33
Manchuria 363,700 230.000 2*4,400 "% 1,237 8% 9,200
Chihli 60,000 600' 6,300 10% 127 8% 2,500
Shantung 55,984 400 2,100 *% 42 9% 2,000
Shansi 60,000 15,800 26% 202 30% 5.455
Shensi 75,290 24,800 m% 303 6% 37,645

East Chisa 199,614 8,900 40,100 10% 109 23% 3,152
Kiangsu 38,610 5,200 n% 83 »% 1,333
Chekiang 36.680 8,900 n% 39 34% 1,931
Arshwc! 54.^26 6,600 13,900 *m 290 33% 6,853
Kiangsi 69,498 2,300 17.100 M% 255 12% 8,928

Centrai. China 222,780 6.000 56,400 »% 184 10% 4.126
Honan 67.954 12,400 18% 149 18% ; 4,853
Hnpeh 71,438 2.700 2-5,900 m% 207 *% : 3.247
Honan ... ... 83,398 3,300 M.100 n% 303 6% 4,633

South China 223,550 31.200 70.800 31% 97 6% 2361
Fukien 46,390 4,300 9% 39 5% 1,180
Kwangtung 100,000 2,800 8,900 9% 94 6% 2,577
Kwangsi 77,220 28,400 57,600 n% 1,087 25% 19,300

West Chisa ... ... 499.365 160,700 319,200 &% 588 21% 13,606
Kansu 125,483 62,700 108,000 86% 3,302 *o% 62,700
Szeehwan 160,000 8-5,900 6S% 328 n% 6,154
Kweichow ... .. 67,183 36,000 34,600 66% 447 33% 33,-591
Yunnan 146.700 70,000 90,700 62% *43 16% 73,850
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CosctfUNicA-vrs (Protestant and Roman Catholic) ier io,ooo Inhabitants

XIX.—Christian Occupation in Terms of Hsiens
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Total

(19 Produces' 82 1.704 106 609 581 207 307 10% n% 374 803

North China 21 554 17 120 197 91 126 28% w% 73 235

Manchuria a 7 94 17 89 23 15 27 35,96* 6% 39

Ghihh 4 14ft 31 69 20 20 19% 17% 15 64

ShantaBg 4 107 13 28 26 40 36% 11% 1 19

3 103 17 47 ; 16 33 18% 15% 7 51

Shensi 3 90 30 30 14 16 23% 26% 25 62

East China 16 276 7 71 97 40 53 10% to% 21 OS

Kiangsa 5 66 20 17 8 15 24% 32% 4 20

Chekiang 4 75 3 22 23 27 32% -%
Anh^eei 3 60 6 22 26 8 4

Kiangsi 4 81 I 33 32 9 * 5% 37% 8 37

CXMTBAI. CHINA 10 252 4 72 128 28 24 9% 21% 31 88

4 108 ... 26 59 12 11 - 26% 4

Unpen
Hanan

3 69 1 m 31 10 8 13

1 3 75 , 3 M 38 , 6 5 24% 14

Bouts China 16 243 18 78 55 25 85 31% 13% 72 00

Fukien
Kwaagtung
Kw&ngsi

4

b 6
6

63 ...

96 6
m 12

3
15
60

21 6
21 18

13 6

33
47

13% 2%
9%
58%

1

7
64

7
27
64

West China 19 599 60 26! 104 15 19 *% 53% 177 287

7 76 \ 16 61 10 3 8 1% 57% 5b 63

6 146 ... 80 57
;

5 4 2% 51% 34 70

. 3 81 -
: 25 69 1 3 i% 69% 46 73

Yunnan 4 96 19 51 29 7 9 11% 52% 41 81

a Exclusive <rf Heilungkiang,

b including Hainan-

"evangelistic centers" because of the strict definition specially adopted

for this Survey. .

The accompanying map snowy the following areas of greatest in-

tensive development: eastern Fukien, northern Shantung, eastern

Kwangtung, southeastern Chekiang, and western Kweichow. There are

a number of other smeller areas intensively worked and scattered over

China to which special reference has been made in Part III. Shantung,

Fukien, Kwangtung and Chekiang report the largest numbers of

evangelistic centers. These four provinces-have more such centers than

all the rest of China put together. Evangelistic centers are fewest in

Kwangsi and Kansu, where a combined total of 109 is reported.

Number of Inhabitants to Each Protestant Church Communicant

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500

Number of Hsiens Reporting 10 or more Protestant Church
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'Taq" Divisions

Christian Occupation by Hsiens—Only 106 out

of 1,704 hsiens in China still remain wholly

unclaimed by any Protestant missioaary society.

By far the greater number of these arc in West

China. As an evidence, however, that not all

hsiens already included in mission fields are

occupied, note that 374 hsiens report no evangelistic

centers, and that 803 or almost one-half of the total

number of hsiens in China report no mission lower

primary schools. The latter fact is striking, and

Column 11 of Table XIX deserves careful study. In

Shensi 62 oat of 90 hsiens, in Kwangsi 64 out of 84

hsiens, in Szechwan 70 out of 146 hsiens, and in

Kweichow 73 out of 81 hsiens report no mission

lower primary schools. Against this condition of

backwardness place the relatively advanced con-

dition in Fukien and Shantung, where only 7 out

of 63 and 19 out of 107 hsiens respectively report

no mission lower primary schools. In Columns 4

to 7 Table XIX, an attempt has been made to ex-

press the degree of Christian occupation in terms

of hsiens and in terms of communicants per 10,000.

Over one-third of the hsiens in China still report

kss than 1 communicant per 10,000 inhabitants;

another third report from 1 to 5 communicants per

10,000. In other words, two-thirds of the hsiens

of China still average fewer than 5 communicants

per 10,000 inhabitants each. The names and

locations of these hsiens may easily be found by

referenc* to Map VIII of each province as found in

Part III, and by reference to the Hsien Tables,

Appendix A.
Regarding hsiens which report 6 communicants

per ro.ooo and upwards, it is intersting to note

that in Fukien, Kwangtung, Chekiang, and Shan-

tung, one-half the hsiens come under this classi-

fication. On the other hand, the majority of pro-

vinces fall far in arrears. For example, there are

as many hsiens which report 10 or more communi-

cants per 10,000 inhabitants in the one province of

Shantung as there are in Hunan (5), Kiangsi (7),

Hupeh (8), Kwangsi (5), Anhwet (4), Szechwan

(4}, Kansu {3}, and Kweichow (3) combined.

Christian Occupation in Terms of Political Units Smaller than the

Province—For political administrative purposes the provinces of China

Proper and Manchuria are divided into 82 tao (exclusive of Heilungkiang).

These are subdivided into 1,704 hsiens (also exclusive of Heilungkiang).

The average extent of each tao is over 20,000 sq. mi. ; the average popula-

tion exceeds 5,000,000. For purposes of intensive study by missionary and

Chinese Church leaders on the field, it is convenient to use these smaller

political units.

Christian Occupation by Tao—The following 8 tao are the best occupied

tao in China, when considered in terms of communicants per 10,000

:

i cosbtcmcakts
Tao Pbovikce Per 10,000

Inhabitants

The following 12 hsiens report the highest number of communicants

per 10,000

:

Minhow-ta©
Amoy-tao
Iingnau-tao
Kiaotung-tao
ChsoBtin-tao

Yenki-tao
Kweisi-tao
Hubai-tao

Fukien 33.6

Fukien 31.1
Kwangtung
Shantung
Kwangtung
Manchuria (Kirin)

Kweichow

26.7
24.3
22.4

22.0
21.6

Kiangsu 20.7

The following summaries are also interesting (See Appendix A).

41 tao report less than 5 communicants per 10,000
21 ,. „ 6-10
13 ,. ,. 11-20
5 „ „ 21-30
2 ,, „ more than 31 „ ,,

The relative emphasis on the education in mission schools of children

in Christian communities is shown in terms of geographical units as

follows :

13 too report less than 29 mission primary students per 100 communicants
32 ,. .. 26-50
14 r. • „ 51-73
12 „ .. 76-100
9 „ „ more than 101 ,, ,,

In other words, in one-half of the tao of China the communicants out-

number the students in mission primary schools by two to one. Of the

9 tao reporting over 100 mission primary students for every 100 com-
municants, all 5 tao in Szechwan, all 3 in Anhwei, and 5 in Kiangsi.

HSIE5* Pbovikce
commcsicakts peb
10,000 Inhabitants

Weining-hsien ... .. » Kweichow 272.8

Iliang-hsien Yunnan 214.0

Taning-hsien .. ... ... Shansi 197.6

Wuting-hsien .. Yunnan 187.2

Pingtan-hsien Fokien 139.6

Po-on-hslen .. Kwangtung 156.1

Kitj-ang-hsien Kwangtung 155.0

QuemoT-hsien Fukien 109.2
Pingtti-hsicn Shantung 105.1

Fensi-hsien Shansi 105.0
Ynngshan-hsien ... Yunnan 967
Wukang-hsien ... .. ... ... Chekiang 92.9

Since the number of communicants per 10,000 inhabitants in any
given hsien bears a direct relation to the influence of the Christian Church,
and thus directly affects the general social, educational, and moral tone

of the whole community, it is interesting to note not only how mam' hsiens

report 11 or more communicants per 10,000 in any province, or how many
report less than 1 communicant per 10,000 but also, in both cases, we must
note the percentage of the aggregate population residing in these hsiens,

and therefore directly affected. For example, in Columns 8 and 9, Table
XIX, we note that 27 per cent or over one-quarter of China's millions

live in hsiens reporting less than 1 communicant per 10,000 inhabitants.

The provinces reporting the highttst percentages of inhabitants residing

in hsiens which are still practically unreached are : Kweichow 69 per
cent, Kwangsi 58 per cent, Kansu 57 per cent, Yunnan 52 per cent, Sze-

chwan 51 per cent, Anhwei 47 per cent, and Kiangsi 37 per cent. At the

other extreme we find Fukien and Chekiang each with only 2 per cent of

its papulation residing in hsiens still relatively untouched.
If one-quarter of China's population lives in hsiens scarcely touched

as yet, it is encouraging to note that 18 per cent or almost one-fifth of

China's inhabitants live in hsiens reporting n or more communicants
per 10,000. As one would expect, Kwangtung, Shantung, Manchuria,
and Chekiang report the highest percentages of population in hsiens re-

latively well advanced. Note in Table XIX, Column 8 the wide
variation between South China (31 per cent) and West China (4 per cent),

or between South China (31 per cent) and Central China (9 per cent).
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'RiiTKSTANT Communicants per jo,ooo Inhabitants (by T.ao Divis

It is exceedingly difficult for any one to state

"which province or provinces in China are best

occupied. Too many factors, each varying in

•value, are involved. Moreover, who is there who is

capable of enumerating these factors or setting

-opposite them their relative importance!

By referring to Column i, Table XX, we may
classify the provinces of China according to their

populations into six groups.

First we have Kansu, which stands in a class

all its own, and undonbtedly represents the most

poorly occupied province of China today.

The second group embraces all provinces re-

porting from 3 to 3 per cent each of the totai

population of China, namely Shansi, Shensi,

Kwaugsi, Kweichow and Yunnan. Of these five

provinces Shansi is the best occupied, with percent-

.ages considerably above the other 4 for foreign and

Chinese forces, hospitals, and students under

Christian instruction. Kweichow, however, reports

the largest communicant church membership.

In the third group we have Fukien, with 4 per

cent of the total population of China. This pro-

vince like Kansu is classed by itself. After a

consideration of all factors concerned, Fukien is

perhaps the best occupied province of the Chinese

Republic.

In the fourth group of provinces, having from

$ to 6 per cent each of the total population of China,

we include Manchuria, Chihli, Chekiang, Anhwei,

Kiangsi, and Hupeh, From a comparison of figures

(«nd it must always be remembered that through-

out this Survey the Committee has never claimed

that statistics tell the whole truth or even one-haH

of the truth), Chihli appears to be best occupied,

followed by Chekiang which reports the largest

communicant church membership. Both Anhwei

and Kiangsi fall far below the average of this group

in every column, while Manchuria also appears not

to have her proper percentage in workers, either

Chinese or foreign, or in the number of students

tinder Christian instruction.

XX.—General Provincial Comparisons
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The fifth group embraces all provinces reporting 7 to S per cent each of

the total population of China, namely Shantung, Kiangsu Honan, Hunan,
and Kwangtnng. Of these, Kwangtung is obviously the best occupied,

followed by Shantung, although this latter province shows a striking

weakness in the proportion of hospital beds. Honan and Hunan are

consistently below the average in every column ; in fact, the percentages

given for these two provinces are t.nly half as high as the average per-

centages of the group. They also fall below the figures for Hupeh.
The sixth group consists of a single province, Szeehwan, with 14

per cent of the total population of China. This province, if we were to

gauge our expectations in proportion to its large population, should re-

port higher percentages in every column than were reported by the pre-

ceding group, in order to rank on an equal with them in respect to the

degree of Christian occupation. As a matter of fact, all percentages

reported fall below the average percentages of group five except in the

columns on foreign force and students under Christian instruction.

From all that has been said in the preceding pages of this study on

"Provinces Compared," one may venture the following general conclusion

regarding the relative Christian occupation of the provinces of China :

In Fukien, Kwangtung, and Shantung the work of evangelizing and of

Christianizing the Chinese people is perhaps furthest advanced. Follow-

ing these three provinces are the remaining provinces bordering on the

coast, namely Chihli, Kiangsu, Chekiang, and Manchuria in order. Then

come the province? of Central China and Szechwan, followed by Shansi,

Kiangsi, and Anhwei. The provinces at the foot of the list where the

degree of Christian occupation is relatively lowest, and the needs therefore

relatively great, are Shensi, Kweichow, Kwangsi, Yunnan, and Kansu in

order.
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PART VI

COMPARISON OF THE FIELDS AND WORK OF

LARGER MISSIONARY SOCIETIES

The purpose of this Section is to show the work which has been and

is being dene by a score or more of the larger missionary societies, and

to compare the fields and the various activities of these societies so as to

bring out the extent of their operations, the nature of th* ;r activities, and

the present strength or weakness of the Christian occupation of their fields,

for the sake of such lessons as they may have to give to the student of this

volume.

This Section is another attempt to facilitate the comparative study of

the facts collected by the Survey, by placing side by side the data regarding

the work of individual administrative units, in the hope th it by this method

of presentation differences of policies will be revealed t> those not yet

iliar with them, and also that such results of work as are revealed by
-tics may be studied in the light of these differences.

The Committee has purposely endeavoured not to express any opinion

on the comparative value of the different policies and methods. The main

purpose has been to help the reader in appreciating the magnitude of the

work which various societies are carrying forward, the pro^ems which they

face, and any points of difference in emphasis. This, it is hoped, will lead

all societies and Churches to a re-examination of their own work in the

light of the facts revealed, in order that the wisest administration may be

made of the lives and funds new placed at their disposal.

Throughout it will be seen that there is great diversity in the way
different societies administer their trust. This is affected both by the

general conception which each society holds as to the prim.iry aim or aims

of missionary work, and by the specific obligations which rest upon each.

Moreover, each society is inevitabty affected by the environment from which
its missionary representatives come, as well as by the spirit which
actuates the leaders of missionary movements and supporting churches in

the home lands. For this further reason, if for no other, the Committee
has refrained from giving anything more than a bare statement of facts,

leaving all value judgments and interpretations of figures to the representa-

tives of societies concerned, or to those leaders of missions upon whom
this more qualitative aspect of survey work may fall.

In this Section, as well as in others which precede, many facts on
which students of the Christian Occupation of China might desire more
light have had to be omitted, chiefly because it has been found impossible
or impracticable to secure the essential information. For example, facts

regarding (i) the classification of the missionary body into evangelistic,

educational, and medical workers, (2) the degree of self-support in the
Chinese Church, and (3) the per capita contribution of church members
are wholly wanting. These all have a direct bearing on our study of the
Christian Occupation of China, and it is hoped that the Commissions
appointed by the National Conference, 1922, will endeavour to supply
these omissions, relating their findings to associated facts already
gathered by the Survey Committee and reported upon in this volume.

The Basis of Selection—The selection of societies dealt with in this
study has been determined on the basis of the numerical strength of their
missionary forces. However, a few societies which would not be included
on the basis of numerical strength and which have not been at work in

China for a long time, are included in this list as representing a nation
which otherwise might not be brought into the comparison, or as represent-
ing a Church group which, because of characteristic features would add
interest and value to any comparative study. The YMCA and YWCA are
included chiefly because of their rapid growth during the last twenty
years, and because of the intimate relationship of their special work
among men or women to the churches of all denominations.

MISSION FIELDS

Location and Extent of Fields—Reference to Column 1 in the accom-
panying Table I will show in which provinces the various societies are now
working. T<he exact location and extent of their fields may be clearly
seen by referring to the more detailed studies of the Christian Occupation
of the Provinces, Part III. For example, Map III for each province in
Part III will show the location of the fields, and Table VI, Col. 2 for each
province will give the approximate extent of these fields in square miles.
Provinces where work of an evangelistic character is carried on, but where
110 foreign representatives reside, are indicated in Table I, Column 1 by

italics. The extent ol each society's fields in square miles is given itr

Taile VI II of this section. No figures appear for the YMCA or the

YWCA. Such delimitations of SDA fields as have been sent to the

Committee are so vague and incomplete as to make it impossible either to

compute their extent in square miles or to indicate their location on

provincial maps.

The following societies are working mission fields ol *»5,ooo sq. mi. or

over in extent :

CIM 897,955 sq. mi.
PS 92,025 „
MEFB 79,500 ,.

CMS 66,425 ,.

PCI 57,600 ,.

ABF 54,775 „
VFS 51,400 ..

CMA ...... 50,500 .

ABCFM 39,300 sq.

8BC 37,450 ,

BMS 33,900 ,

LMS 32.250 .

CMC 30,545 .

PE 28,175 ,

PS 26.350 ,

If we add together the areas given above, we discover that the

mission fields of these 15 societies equal three-fifths of the total area of

the 21 provinces.

In a few coses societies may be credited with responsibility for a larger

area than at present they are able to work or disposed to accept. Fotf

example, while the ABF originally accepted the whole of southwestern

Sztchwan as its field and endeavoured to work it, the des.te of the Society

at the present time is to transfet responsibility for a large part of this

field to any other society prepared to accept and adequately work it. In

the case of the CIM in Kweiehow or the CMA in Kwangsi, obviously until"

other large missions are prepared to enter, the provinces referred to
remain more ar less the special responsibility of these missions. On the

uther hand., the boundary lines of fields in both these provinces have
been restricted so as to include the furthest outstatiors, thus leaving

large areas outside of each society's fields which undoubtedly are regularly

visited and in which some work exists. For these reastns, all figures

on the extent of mission fields in sq. mi. should be used with caution.

They are rough estimates and in most eases represent a much larger area

than the societies are as yet able adequately to work.

The following general observations on the location and extent of
mission fields may well be stated here. About half of the 35 societies

concerned in this study either have one large unbroken field or several
fields which, if not contiguous, are so closely situated as to be practically

contiguous. The other half of the societies report two or more mission
fields widely separated. This necessitates the scattering of forces and the
facing of very diverse problems. For example, the CMC has three
widely separated fields, one in North China, another in Central China,
and a third in Southwest China. Between these fields distances are
great, and conditions of work strikingly different. The methods and prob-
lems of the CMC missionaries in Yunnan and Kweiehow among the Miao,
for example, vary greatly from the methods and problems if CMC mission-
aries in North China. Alongside the CMC with its three widely separated
fields let us place the OPS with its one and only field in Manchuria. Or again
alongside the LMS with its five large mission fields in Hupeh, Chih'i,
Kiangsu, Chekiang, Fukien and Kwangtung; or the PN with its seven
fields in Chihli, Shansi, Shantung, Kiangsu, Anhwei, Chekiang, Hunan,
Kwangtung, Hainan, and Yunnan, let us place the MCC with its one audi

only field in Szechwan. A historian of missions in China
could easily refer to a number of societies which, during the last 20 years,
have taken important steps in the interests of greater conHgnity of fields,

and at the same time of economy and simplicity, both in the allocation of
foreign workers and in mission administration. It was only natural that,
until the last ten years at least, strong societies should feel the respon-
sibility to begin work in widely separated sections of thf, country. The
great incentive up to that time was to open the country to the Gospel, and
missions naturally have had, to pass through periods of extensive develop.
ment before periods of intensive development could follow. Fortunately
lor many societies, centralization in organization has overcome hindrances
due to widely separated fields. For example, the Anglican missions,
through the General Synod of the Chung Hua Sheng Kung Hui or their
House of Bishops, are prepared to act as a unit on all big question*
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I.—Number of Stations Arranged Chronologically *

Society
1807-
1860

1861-
JS-0

1881-

imo
1891-
1900

1901- 1911-

1910 I
i»ao

CMS (Che, Fa, Han. Ki, Ka, Si,

Tang, Sse, Tun)
PE (An, Han, Hap, Ki, En) ...

SPG {CM, Sung)

ABF fCbe. .Fa, Ki, Ka, Tung, S«t)
BMS ,ag|

SBC (Aa, Ho, Ka, Si, Tung, Sang)

ABCFM (Chi, Fu, Sha, She, Sung,
Taag) -

LMS (Cite, Chi, Fa, Hop, Ka,
tang}

1-5

B (Tung)
Ba (Ki, Sang, Tung)
DMS (Man)
FMS (Han)
urn (Ho, Hap)
XLK (Ho, Han)
NMS (Hun]
SEMC (Hon)
SMF (Bap, Sin)

MCC (Sre)

MEFB (An, Chi, Fa, B«p, Ki, Ka,
Sang, Sxe, Turn/, Mam) ...

MBS (Che, Ka)
CMC (Che, Chi, Kwei, Song, tun)
WMMS iHan, Hap, Si, Tang) .„!

EFM «Fa. Si, Tang)
PCC iCm, Ho, Tang)
PCI (Man)
FU (An, Che, Chi, Han, Ka, Ska

Sang, Tang, Tan)
PS (Che, Ka, Sang)
CFS (M*n) ...

7 •5 1 1*

| I 6 1 15

4 4 4 12
3 1 4

4 4 7 15
3 6 1 10

6 1 7

1 | i

5
13

2 t 10

1 1 1

4
1

88
6

3 4 1 13
2 3 6 19

4 •> 1 ] 10
1 -> 2 8

4 3 1 9

7 6 6 7 36
2 S •> 2 15
1 2 3 2 9

CM (a) (An, Che, Cui, Fu. Ho, Han.^
Hap, Kan, Ki, Ka, Kwei,
Sha, She, Sang, Sase, Tan,
Man, Sin)

CMA (An, Han, Hap, Kan, Ka, Si)

CMML (Ki, Song, Man)
FCMS (An, Ka, See)

SDA (Che, Chi, Fa. Ho. Han, Hap,
Ka, She, Si. Song, Sae,
Tang, Man)

YMCA (Cbe. Chi. Fa/Ho, Han, Hap,

.

Ki, Ka, Sha, She, Sang,
8ae, Tong, Tun, Man) ...

:

TWCA (Che, Chi, Fa, Han, Ka,,
Sae, Tang, Man) '.

7* .52 36 246
14 7 S 26
10 4 6 23
2 1 7

Total ifor 35 Societies) 29 90 125 200 • l« 788

{*) laelades Associate Missions.

* Prepared from Directory of Protestant Missions 1920, and from Survey data.
Prownees where work is done boi no foreign missionaries of thai Society reside are in
italics.

effecting their work in China. The BMS, LMS, MEFB, P\', PS, CIM, and
other societies, through their Alvisory Councils or Executive Committees,
are also in a position, despite widely separated fields, to deal with mission
problems as a whole, and to some degree correlate their activities and bring
the experiences of workers in one field to the attention of workers in other

fields. Following is a list of the larger societies and the province or pro-

vinces in which these societies now report their largest fields (measnred
in sq. mi.) :

—

CMS ... Szeehwan CMC .. Yunnan
PB Hnpeh WMMS .- Hnpeh
ABF .. Szeehwan, Kwangtnng Bn Kwangtnng
BMS .. Shensi m Kwangtung, Shantung
SBC Shantung, Kwangtong EPM .. . FuMem
ABCFM.. , Chihli CMA .. Kwangsi. K&nsa
LMS .. Hnpeh, Chillis FCMS .. Anhwei
MEFB .. Kiangsi, Chihli, Fnkien CIM Szeehwan. Kama, Shensi,

Sfaansi, Kiangsi, Chekiang

HISTORY OF MISSION STATIONS
Table I is unsatisfactory in that it does not shew the mission

statior? which were opened in years past, only to be abandoned later or

transferred to more strategic centers. In the latter event, the society

which took over the work has naturally given the date of the transfer as

the opening date of the station, rather than the date when the mission-

aries of the pioneer society first entered the city. For example, the LMS
maintained mission stations for many years both in Hunan and in

southeastern Szeehwan. These have since been transferred to

other societies. The ABF similarly carried on work for many
years in Central China and the CMA in Mongolia. These

are only a few of those that might be mentioned. The history

of the withdrawals and retrenchments on the part of mission

societies in China, with their attending causes, would make an interesting

chapter in any account of the progress «i Christian missions in this

country. The societies which have followed in the steps of pioneer

missions have profited by whatever good has been done in breaking ground

and in gathering initial companies of believers. In studying the accom-

panying Table I, therefore, we must not conclude that the total number of

to Himan,

and Ki and

stations which any society opened in any given period is wholly represent-

ed by the number appearing in the column. Only those stations where
societies have maintained resident missionaries from the first opening of

the station and where missionaries now reside are here leported.

General Impressions—The total number of mission ;-;ations in Chins.

exceeds a thousand. In limiting ourselves to 35 missionary societies, we
are dealing with exactly three-fourths of all mission stations reported.

The other fourth belong to approximately 100 smaller societies, many of

which cannot be classified under any of the larger denominational groups.

Of the 35 societies with which we are specially concerned, ?3 report mission

stations which were opened before i860. The place of honour is given to

the LMS with 5 mission statiens before i860, followed in order by the PN,

CMS, and SBC. Note that the CIM is credited with 2 mission stations for

this period. In reality these stations belonged to the Chinese Evangeliza-

tion Society, and did not become stations of the CIM tntil the official

organization of that society in the early sixties. J. Hudscw Taylor came to

China in 1853, but it was not until 1S66 when the first CIM party -the

Lammermvir party) reached Hangchow, that the work of the CIM practi-

cal]y commenced.

By 1SS0, the SPG and WMMS had occupied almost half their present

number of mission stations, while the ABCFM and LMS had occupied

two-thirds of the number now reported.

From 1SF1 to 1900 a large number of stations were opened, which at

the time of the Boxer Uprising, or shortly after, were either transferred

to other missions or wholly abandoned. During these two decades the

CMS registered phenomenal advances along with the CIM, report :

and 128 new mission stations respectively. How many rr.

which had later to be abandoned only historians of these two societies can

tell. Strong pioneer movements were also evident in the work of the

following missions : ABF, MEFB, EPM, PCI, PN, PS, and FCMS. Mis-

sionaries of the CMA and the CMML entered China during this period,

and strengthened the deep evangelistic spirit already so strongly evident

in the missionary body, due chiefly to the large increase in CIM mis-

sionaries. By iroo, all societies in the list except 12 had

majority of the mission stations now occupied.

Advcnce Since jooo—The CMS lias extended its wort

Kwangsi, and Yunnan. The number of stations in Fu
has been greatly increased, while a good growth in stai

Chekiang as well.

The PE has opened new stations in Kiangsu

extended work from Hnpeh into North Hunan. No nei

ed during the last 10 years have been reported.

The SPG, which is credited with having opened only one new per-

manent mission station during the whole 20 years before tooc, has since

then opened 5 and increased its total to n. All of these are located either

in Chihli or Shantung.

Since 19c*, the ABF has greatly strengthened its work in fields pre-

viously entered, and from Kwangtung has extended its activities to

southeastern Kiangsi where one new station has been occupied.

The English Baptists (BMS) report no increase in the number of

mission stations since 1910, although daring the preceding decade 4 new
centers in Shantung were chosen for permanent residence by foreign mis-

sionaries. This society has opened no new stations either in Shansi or

Shensi since the Boxer Uprising.

The American Southern Baptists (SBC) have increased their stations

more rapidlv since 1900 than during the decades preceding. Honan was
entered during the years 1900 to 1910, and three stations were opened.

From this province, work was later extended into Northwest Anhwei
where the Society took over the work formerly conducted by the Gospel

Mission at Pochow. Meantime the long established work in Kwangtung
and Shantung was extended by the opening of aevtn -new stations

during the last two decades. No new centers for foreign residence, how-

ever, have been opened since 1000 in the very needy province of Kwangsi,

where this Society has two stations, one occupied between 18S1 and 1890,

and the other between 1891 and 1900.

The Congregational societies (ABCFM and LMS) have opened only

one new mission station since 1900 (Kienninghsien, Fu., ABCFM). In

addition, the ABCFM station at Pangchwang has been moved to Tehchow,

Sung. Of the nine Lutheran societies given in our list, only two entered

China before 1S90 (Basel 1846, Berlin 1S50). During the last two decades

each of these societies has strengthened existing work in Kwangtung. The

Berlin Mission also entered new territory in Shantung, and from its old

Hakka field in Kwangtung extended its work into southern Kiangsi.

Anv further increase in new stations was arrested by the War.

'The DMS, LUM, NLK, SEMC, and SMF opened their first stations

just before the Boxer Uprising. In the decade immediately following,

substantial advances were made. Since 1900, the DMS, LUM, NLK, NMS
and SMF report specially good progress in the nnmber of their mission

stations.

The MCC field is restricted to Szeehwan, where steady advances have

been made during the last two decades. Since 1911, this Society seems

to have favoured the intensive policy with greater concentration of foreign

workers in large centers. As a result, fewer new stations have been

opened than during the preceding decade.

The MEFB opened two new stations between igoo and 1910, one in

Fnkien and another in Chihli, and four during the last decade.

Since 1900, the CMC has extended its lines both in Chihli and Shan-

tung, and from Yunnan has advanced into Kwetchow,
All new stations of the WMMS since the Boxer Uprising have been in

Hunan. No advances are reported since 1911.
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The English Presbyterians (EPM) have averaged one new station in

each of the last two decades, both stations being in provinces where work
has long been established (Fukien and Kwangtnng),

The Canadian Presbyterians (PCC) have opened seven out of their

total of eight mission stations during the last 20 years, six in Honan and
one in Kwangtnng.

In Manchuria the Scotch Presbyterians (TJFS) have opened five new
stations and the Irish Presbyterians (PCI) one since 1900. No new stations

have been opened by the latter Society during the last decade.

American Presbyterian Missions (North and South 1 together have

averaged one new mission station annually since 1900. All advance on

the part of the Southern Presbyterians has been in Kiangsu. The Northern

Presbyterians have increased the number of their stations in five provinces

(Chihli 1, Shantung 2, Anhwei 2, Chekiang 1, Kwangtnng 2}, and have

entered two new provinces, Hunan with four missies stations and
Yunnan with one.

The CIM and Associate Missions opened their greatest number of new
mission stations during the decade immediately preceding the Boxer
Uprising. Since then the number of new stations has decreased each

decade. Between 1901 and 19x0, Szechwan witnessed the greatest increase

in CIM stations (n), followed by Kiangsi (10), Hunan (7), Shensi (5),

Honan (5), Yunnan (4), Shansi (3), and Kweichow (3). During the last

10 years the following five provinces report encouraging advances (Hunan

9, Shansi 8, Kweichow 5, Shensi 3, and Szechwan 3). A smaller number
of new stations were opened in six other provinces as well.

Since 1900, the CMA has concentrated its foreign force in two
provinces, with only slight advance elsewhere. Five new stations have
been opened in Kwangsi and four in Kansu.

The CMML since 1900 has been chiefly concerned with its responsi-

bilities in Kiangsi, where it has opened five new statiocs, and in Jehol

where six centers have been occupied by missionares of this Society.

The SDA has experienced a remarkable growth in missionary force

since entering China in 1902. Previous to 1910 this Society had mission
stations in two provinces, Kiangsu and Kwangtung. Mnce 1910, SDA
missionaries have made their way into n provinces. The Society has

averaged 1.5 new mission stations annually, thus ranking next
to the CIM in the increase of its missionary residential centers. Since

1900, the SDA has opened as many new mission stations as the five largest

Methodist societies, the two largest Congregational societies, and the three

largest Baptist societies combined.

The YMCA ranks third and the YWCA fourth in rapidity of growth
during the last decade, the former exceeding one new station annually
since 1000. These two organizations have opened 33 new mission stations

within the last 20 years.

It will be seen from the accompanying table that, vp to 1900, each
decade saw steady advance in the number of mission stations opened.
This advance has continued, although the last ten years shows something
of a falling off as compared with the two preceding decades.

A more careful study of the work of each society will show when the
extensive movement has been most marked in the case of each, e.g. CMS
1891—1910, etc.

FOREIGN FORCE

Numerical Strength—The 35 societies listed for this study report 81

per cent of the entire foreign missionary force in China, 17 of these
societies reporting over 100 missionaries each. One-thud of the entire
foreign force in China belongs to the following five societies : CIM 960,
PN 502, MEFB 419, CMS 353, and PE 202. If we add five additional

societies to the five just mentioned (ABCFM 198, YMCA 192, ABF 188,
MCC 184, SBC 175), we find titat in these 10 missionary yocieties we have
over one-half of the missionary body now in China. Thesa societies (with-
out the YMCA) also report 55 per cent of the total church membership.

Arrival on the Field—The statements that follow are based on
information compiled from the Directory of Protestant Missions 1920,
where the date of each missionary's first arrival on the field is given. It

was impossible to include the names of missionaries arriving in China
after the first two or three months of 1920. For this reason any figures

which we may use covering the last deende will be slightly incomplete.
Over 40 per cent of all the missionaries reported by these 35 societies

have been in China 10 years or less, and 33 per cent between n and 20
years. In other words, almost three-fourths of the missionary body,
representing these 35 societies, have been in China less than twenty years.
About half have not yet had their second furlough. The UMC, PCI, and
CMML report the fewest numbers of recruits (proportionately) during the
last 10 years. In each of the following societies there are over 50 mission-
aries who arrived before the Boxer Uprising still at work in China : CIM,
PN, MEFB, IMS, and CMS. Almost half of the missionaries of the
following societies have been in China less than 10 years : ABF, DMS,
\VMMS, PCC, PN, and CMA. At least half, and in most cases more than
half, of the entire missionary force of the following societies have been
on the field less than 10 years : PE, SBC, ABCFM, FMS, LUM, NMS,
MCC, MEFB, MES, FCMS, SDA, YMCA, and YWCA. Note the large
number of American societies which report a preponderance of younger
missionaries'.*

Classification of Foreign Workers—A comparison of Columns 1 and 6,
Table II, will show the proportion of ordained to unordaincd male mission-
aries In comparing proportions for different societies, we need to bear in
mind the fact that many missionaries who have not received ecclesiastical
ordination from an established church body have, nevertheless, received
what is frequently referred to as "missionary ordination." These men are
not included in the Column giving numbers of "ordained," although so far

II.—The Foreign Force

Hame of Society

Grand Total
(All China)

Total (for
35 Societies)

CMS
PE
SPG

ABF
BMS
SBC

ABCFM
LMS

B
Bn
DMS
FMS
LUM
NLK
NMS
SBMC
SMF

MCC
MEFB
MES
ITMC
WMMS

EPM
PCC
PCI
PN
PS
UPS

CIM (a)

CMA
CMML
FCMS
SDA
YMCA
YWCA

1,310

1,110

72
40*

n

39
34
54

43
33

33
22
16
10
26
26
19

10

49*

76
21
19
43

15

24
16

122
39*

IS

54
38

is
26
4

348 116 206

283 103 196 1,52*

2,495 4,141

2,039 3,326

6,636

5,365

162
64
18

48
23
45

60
32

3
6 I

14
!

5
21

16
15
6 i

16

37 ,

T 53
53

j

2 i

16
}

29
27

122
'

36 ;

15
f

333
j

34
27

'I
3

53 i

106
78

68
j

52
86

41
26
23
11
32
26
24
10
34

124
36
23
57

32
34
19

198
57
25

338
88
30
24
68
101

247
124
30

120
71

109

34
23
82
14
55
38
35
15
42

112
295
82
21
61

50
60
25

304

53
36
70
91

53

353
202
62

188
123
175

198
14$

75
49
55
25
87
64
59
25
76

184
419
118
44
118

82
94
44

502
146
61

960
106
83
60
138
192
53

* Corrected returns,

la) Includes Associate Missions.

as the exercise of the rights and privileges of ordination are concerned,
they differ in no respect from those more regularly set apart.

The EPM, SDA, and YMCA are the only societies reporting less than
one-half of their male force as ordained. Most societies average between
50 and 75 per cent. Those with more than 75 per cent ordained are the
SBC, B, Bn, FMS, LUM, NMS, SEMC, SMF, UMC, WMMS, PCI, CMA,
and FCMS. Of these 13 societies, 7 or over half are of the Lutheran
denomination. In the aetttal number of ordained missionaries the PN
society leads, followed by the MEFB, CMS, SBC, and CIM in order. •

Women Missionaries—The same preponderance of women over men
which is evident in the totals for all China appears here in the totals for
only 35 societies. When we compare the different societies, in respect to
the percentage of women in their foreign staff, we find these rather
interesting facts. Four societies report more men than women mission-
aries

:
SPG, B, Bn, and the UMC. Three societies report more than

twice as many women as men: CMS, MEFB, and MES. This high
percentage of women (70 per cent in the case of each mission) is due to
the strong support of Women's Foreign Mission B<»ards in home
countries. In the Fukien field of the CMS 116 women ?re reported and
only 26 men. Six additional societies report almost as many single
women as men : PE, ABCFM, EPM, CIM, CMA and CMML. The lowest
proportions of single womeo are found in Continental Lutheran societies,
and in the UMC and SDA. in societies where single women missionaries
are in the majority, as for example in the CMS, MEFB, MES, the
percentage of women church members is 39 per cent, 40 per cent, and 40
per cent respectively.

Medical Workers—In actual number of medical workers the following
five societies lead : PN 57, MEFB 38, CMS 25, ABF 21, and MCC 21!
Approximately two-thirds of all the medical missionaries in China are
connected with 15 societies. The 35 societies listed in this study report
81 per cent of all foreign male doctors and 89 per cent of all female doctors.
SBc societies out of these 35 report no foreign medical workers : Bn,FMS NLK, CMA, CMML and YWCA. Fourteen report no foreign women
physicians.
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Thirty years ago there -were few foreign women in China who had

regnlar hospital training in nursing before coming to the field. Today

every mission hospital of any size aims to have at least one foreign nurse.

Unfortnnately, the statistical returns on this point are incomplete,

more so for British and Continental societies than for American, due to

the fact that in the Directory of Protestant Missions in China the names

of American nnrses are followed by the letters H. N. (Registered Norse),

while distinguishing marks after the names of British and Continental

nnrses are in most cases lacking. The CMS, PN, MEFB.. ABF and COI
lead in the number of their foreign nnrses. These five societies report

about 40 per cent of all the foreign nurses connected with Protestant

missions in China.

How Societies Distribute their Forces—The prevailing average number

of missionaries per station in China as a whole is between 5 and 7. One

society has fixed on 7 as the ideal minimum number, one couple for

evangelistic work, one for durational work, one for medical work and at

least one additional single worker either for educational or medical work

or specially for women's work. Among the 35 societies dealt with in this

study, about half equal or exeed this average number of 7 missionaries per

mission station. The Bn Mission reports the lowest average (3), and five

societies (B, UMC, C1M, CMA, and CMML) report 4 missionaries per

mission station. At the other extreme we have the PE, ABCFM, MCC,
MEFB, MES, and PN, all of which average 14 or more missionaries in

each of their mission centers

III.—Average Working Force to each Mission Station

Name of Society
; Average Ktuufcer of Average Number of

Missionaries Chinese Workers
Per Station Per Station j

Average Namber of
Conunanie&nts
Per Station

CMS
PE
SPG

ABF
BMS
SBC

•2-5

62
17

42

51
46

188
400
189

451
787
985

1.000
671

MCC ..

MEFB ..

MES -

CMC .,

WMMS

CM (a)

CMA ..

CMML
FCMS .

SDA ..

TMCA .

YWCA ..

4 12 4-55

3 11 401
.5 13 117

6 20 266
6 24 313
6 19 13-5

- 39 416
5 20 387
6 10 123

1* 44 197
15 US 1,400
20 109 1,806
4 SI 1,183

8 33 317

8 73 938
12 38 433
5 38 1,003

14 63 1,074
10 37 378
7 40 1.101

4 9 206
4 9 198
4 3 57
9 21 161

7 17 no

(a) Includes Associate Missions

"From the figures given in Table III, it will be seen that there

is no apparent relation between the average number of Chinese

workers, the average number of church members, and the average number
of missionaries per station. For instance, the PE and ABCFM average 14

missionaries in each station, yet the PE has only 400 communicants per

mission station, while the ABCFM has 1,000. Again, the CIM, B, and
the UMC average 4 foreign missionaries per station, while the average

nnmber of church members per station is 206, 455, and 1,183 respectively.

These wide variations suggest very marked differences in methods cf

work, church supervision, and forms of missionary service. Obviously,

the average number of foreign and Chinese workers per station is largely

determined by the amount of educational and medical work attempted.

And yet between societies which do relatively equal amounts of educational

and medical work we find such differences as the following. The ABF
with 10 foreign and 42 Chinese workers per mission station reports an

average of 451 church members, while the SBC with fewer foreigners and

approximately the same number of Chinese workers per station reports

985, or double the ABF average of church members per station. Compare

in a similar way the LMS and the PCI, or the PN and the PE, or the CMS
and the WMMS. How may one account for the wide differences? Do
they suggest that any changes in emphasis or method are desirable within

one's own society, or are the variations due perhaps in larger measure

than we realize to differences in personality and evangelistic fervour,

rather than to differences in policy or machinery ?

Distribution of Missionaries—Almost two-thirds of the societies

included within the range of this study report only 5 missionaries or less

in at least half of their stations. Six societies report that 4 in every 5
of their stations &re of this size. These societies are the CIM, the

CMML, OFS. OfC, B, and Bn. Facts like this are interesting, for they

indicate main policies and characteristics of the work of different societies,

as well as the conditions under which a large numler of missionaries live.

Twenty-seven per cent of the missionary body connected with these

35 societies (and they represent, let us remember, 81 per cent of the whole

foreign force ir. China! reside in mission stations having from 1 to 5 mis-

sionaries each; fifty per cent live in stations numbering from 1 to 10

foreign workers each; and thirty-two per cent live in stations having

from 11 to 25 foreign workers each.

Sixty-two per cent of the mission stations of these societies have from

1 to 5 missionaries each, 83 per cent have 10 missionaries or less, 14 per

cent from 11 to 25 missionaries, and the remaining 3 per cent of mission*

stations, or slightly over, report over 26 missionaries each, and have 17

per cent of the total missionary body.

Differences of Polity re Distribution of Foreign Workers—From the

accompanying diagram one gets a better understanding than mere figures

tan give of the wide differences in policy among the larger societies regard-

ing the allocation of their workers. Note in this diagram, or in Table IV,

that none of the stations of the CMA, CMML, Bn, SEMC, and PCI report

over 10 missionaries ; in fact the great majority of the stations have under

5 missionaries each. Then note further that 75 per cent or more of the

stations of the B, CIM, and UMC are of this same class. Out of 246 stations

in China the CIM and associated missions report only 7 stations with over

10 missionaries each. The UMC reports 12 stations with an average of 3

missionaries each, and only one larger station with 11 missionaries.

Societies favouring concentration of missionaries in one center, where

strong educational, medical, and church institutional work is maintained,

are still in the minority, though they represent some of the largest and

strongest missions. For example, the following societies have at least

three-fourths of their foreign force in stations reporting over 10 mission-

aries each : ABCFM (86 per cent), MEFB (S6 per cent), MES {82 per cent),

PN (78 per cent) MCC 178 per cent), PCC (76 per cent), BMS {76 per cent),

and PE {75 per cent). For example, in Shanghai, Anking, and the Wuhan

cente*.-, the PE has concentrated 75 per cent of its total foreign force, or an

average of over .50 missionaries per center, while in its remaining eleven

stations the average is under 5 missionaries each. In such

societies as the MCC, PN, and ABCFM, the general practice is to develop

fairly large stations, staffed to undertake in connection with country

itineration and church, supervision, higher primary and middle school

education both for boys and girls, as well as hospital work. In Table IV

note that six societies report stations with more than 50 missionaries each :

IE (Wuhan, Shanghai), MEFB (Peking, Foochow), MCC (Chengtu), MES
(Soochow), PN (Canton), and CIM {Shanghai).

In considering the working force in a station at any given time, the

following additional facts need to be taken into account. Probably one-

sixth of the foreign workers are awaj- from China on furlough at any given

time. A certain proportion are laid aside by illness, often requiring the

care of fellow missionaries. Many of the married women missionaries are

occupied with family cares. The annual loss by death and resignation is

considerable, and a number of years must necessarily elapse before such

vacancies can be filled by others who speak the Chinese language and have

had sufficient experience in the work to be of real value. It inevitably

results that the actual working force in any station at any given time is

considerably below the numerical strength reported, varying probably be-

tween 50 and 70 per cent. Many mission stations, therefore, with from 1

to 5 missionaries must frequently be without more than one or at most two

active foreign workers. The bearing of this question of distribution of

staff as compared with available working force at any given time on the

efficiencv of the work as a whole must be evident to all who study into the

matter. Moreover, the desire to expand, to open more evangelistic centers

and more institutions and of higher grade, and to have "one's own piece of

PFRCENTAG! OF MISSIONARIES IN STATIONS WHERE THERE ARK IO

Missionaries or less
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IY Geographical Distribution of Foreign Force (e)

Name"
of

Society

Date of

Entering
Field (d)

Stations with
1-5

Missionaries

Stations with
6-10

Missionaries

Stations with
11-25

Missionaries

Stations with
26-50

Missionaries

Stations with

51 and more
Missionaries

1

Number \ Number of i Number \ Number of l Number Number of
j
Number Number of

\
Number

j

Number of

ofgtettoL MiwtaSrfc.
'<

of Stations; Missionaries jof Stations^ Missionaries
j

of Stations
|

Missionaries
,

of Stations
;

Missionaries
|

Total
Number of
Mission
Stations

Total
(for 35

Societies 4M 1,434 166 1.256 US 1,689 573 413 788

Total
Number of

Missionaries

5,365

CMS
PE
SPG

I

1844
1885
1863

-
17

8
i

s

104
22
21

12
4

2

89
28
17 1

!

114 1

44 1

24

46
48 1 60

58
15
11

353
202
62

ABF
BMS

1834
1859

8
4

34
14

3
2

23
15 4

131
67 1 27

19
11
•ii

188
123
175

SBC 1834 10 30 9 73 * 72 ... j

ABCFM
LMS

1847
1807 6 22

4 28
40

8
!

6
100 2
83

70 ... 14
17

198
145

B 1846 15 49 2 12 i 14 18
15
12
4

IS
10

75
49

Bn 1850 13 36 2 13
55
25DMS 1896 8 23 3 21 i ; 11

11

38
20

FMS
LCM
NEK

1898
1891
1891

3
8
7

14
23
32

4
a

26
12

i

3
1

...

...

... 87
64
59

NMS 1902 3 9 2 18 2 32 *

SEMC 1890 3 13 2 12
13 76SMP 1890 5 13 6 41 22 j ....

MCC 1891 1 5 4 34 4 65 ... 1 80 10 184

MEFB 1847 5 13 6 47 14 210 1 39 2 no 28 419

MES 1848 1 3 2 18 2 41 1 56 6 118

one 1860 11 27 1 6 1 11 ... 13 44

WMM8 1852 12 44 5 39 2 35 ... 19 118

EPM 1847 6 25 57 ... 10 82

PCC 1872 3 14 i 8 J 46 1 26 8 94

PCI 1869 5 18 4 j 26 ... 9 44

PN 1844 4 12 13 97 15 227 3 lis 1 53 36 502

PS 1867 4 19 5 44 6 83 15 146

EFS 1862 8 30 1 31 9 61

;

CISC (a) 1866 203 545 36 253 5 68 1 40 1 54 246 960

CMA 1888 20 63 6 43 ... 26 106

CMML 21 65 2 18 ... ... 23 83

FCMS 1886 3 11 2 18 2 31 7 60

SDA 1902 11 34 6 48 1 13 1 43 19 138

XMCA (b) 1895 13 29 10 73 (e> ... 2 90 25 192

YWCA )
1903 8

1

18 2 16(c) 1

1

19

f

11 53

(a) Includes Associate Missions.

(b) Exclusive of those missionaries who are officially connected with other Societies, but who have been allocated to TMCA work.

(e) Includes Language Students.

fd) The dates given in this Column have been taken from the Table of Statistics compiled by the Bev. W. Nelson Bitton for the Centenary Conference 1907, and published

in "A Century of Missions in China."

(e) The figures for this Table have been obtained from the Directory of Protestant Missions in China, 1919. Newly opened mission stations not noted in the Directory, bat
reported on Survey questionnaire blanks, have been included. Additions and changes in residence within the missionary body since the Survey material was gathered soon

make many changes in such a table as the above.

work," leads in many instances to missionaries taking on more than can he

done effectively. The result in many stations is "too little fuel to produce

a sufficient steam pressure to make the machine produce its maximum of

work." The missionary breaks his back to keep the machinery going

which he or his society has unwittingly set up. Or to put this info more

spiritual terms, "we thwart God by deliberately overburdening ourselves. "

CHINESE FULL-TIME CHRISTIAN WORKERS

Introductory Remarks—The 35 societies listed for our study employ 8o

per cent of all Protestant Christian Chinese workers, thus leaving only 11

per cent employed by the remaining 100 smaller missionary societies which

are not included in this study. In addition, 97 per cent of all voluntary

workers reported are connected with these 35 societies. At a time when
questions like the training of leaders and closer relationship between Chi-

nese and foreign workers are so conspicuously to the front, it is interesting

to note that if the following eight societies were to attempt to face these

questions and solve them unitedly, over half of all the Christian Chinese

workers in the great mission field of China would be directly affected. These

eight societies are the MEFB, PN, CIM, CMS, SBC, ABCFM, PE, and LMS.
Concerted action, therefore, by Ibese eight societies affecting employed

Chinese workers could easily alter the complexion of the whole question.

Fifteen societies (the eight above mentioned, and the ABF, EPM, UMC,
MES, YMCA, BMS, and PS) employ over two-thirds of the entire full-time

Chinese force in Cnina. These fifteen societies report 58 per cent of the

total missionary body, 70 per cent of the total number of Chinese workers,

and 87 per cent of the total number of Chinese pastors.

Strength-a} Chinese and Foreign Force Combined—-The ratios between

the number of employed Chinese and employed foreign workers vary con-

siderably for different societies, extending all the way from r6 to 1 (UMC),
to 2 to 1 (CIM), or even lower as in the case of the CMML.

Many factors affect these ratios, such as : (a) the degree of emphasis on
educational and medical work

; (b) the policy of each society regarding the

use of Chinese workers and the rapidity of the transfer of responsibility for

the work ; (c) the attention given to the training of strong and responsible

leaders; (d) the nature of church organization and methods of church
administration, etc. Certainly the policy of the UMC differs from that of

the CMS or CIM. One might well ask in connection with these comparisons
whether the preponderance of Chinese workers over foreign workers in any
particular mission has made for more rapid growth in church membership
or not. Has it resulted in a larger number of Chinese workers who are able

to take the initiative and carry responsibility? Is there any relationship
between the number of employed Chinese workers and the degree of
emphasis which a mission places on the training of its Chinese workers ?

For example, both the PE and the YMCA, while reporting ratios of 4 Chi-
nese to 1 foreigner and 3 Chinese to 1 foreigner respeetivelv, have specially
stressed the training of future leaders, and are leading other missions to-

day in their encouragement to Chinese to assume responsibility for various
forms of Christian activity. Obviously, figures showing the preponderance
of Chinese over foreign workers in any society do not reveal anything re-

garding the quality of the Chinese leadership or the policy of the mission
as regards the training of strong and efficient future church workers.

The figures in Column 16, Table V, may well be studied from at least
two view points : the one, that of evangelism and the spread of Christianity
over the field; the other, that of intensive occupation. Two societies, both
reporting the same ratio between Chinese and foreign workers, may be and
frequently are making use of their Chinese staff in very different ways. In
the field of one society, Chinese workers are widely scattered and chiefly

engaged in evangelistic work, while in the field of another society the
Chinese workers are concentrated in a very few stations where intensive
church work is carried on and large educational and medical activities are
to be found. In fields where occupation is relatively recent, and mission
schools have not been sufficiently long established to train Chinese who
might be employed, the proportion of Chinese to foreign workers is very
naturally low. For example, the ratio of Chinese to foreign workers re-
ported by the MCC is only 2.4 to r, while in the older mission fields of the
3PM, where the church is well established and self-support well developed,
the ratio is 9 to 1. That there are exceptions to this general rule may be
seen by reference to the ratios shown between Chinese and foreign worker*
in the B and SPG societies. Both of these missions have been working in
China for many years.
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Name of Society

Grand Total (All China) 1,055

Total (35 Societies) ... 952

CMS
TB
SPO

ABF
BMS
SBC

ABCFM
LMS

B*
Bn*
BMS
FMS
IBM
HBK
KM3
SEMC
:£MF

MCC
MEFB
MKS*
TJMC
WMMS

JEPM
PCC
per
PN
PS
JJFS*

«HM{b>
CMA

.FCMS
SDA
TMCA
YWCA

7,830

7.019

318
1-21

22 1)0

34 14-2

68* 343

2,341

2.0*9

196
46

131
82

11.255

9.992

213
53
63
14

107
106
53
41

146
85
95

105

730
337
360
104

164
574
142
135

1.076
108
25
29
193
2*8'

IS
31

10

16
303

31
14

226

304
50

575
233
66

217
221
493

442
318

134
116
82
48
190
112
115
45
68

128
1,279
445
438
146

341
105
188
894
188
177

1.412

161

31
54

837
218
39

7,779

6,788

362
370
77

373
23 >

395

309
218

59
43
38
20
m
61
138
42

34

19 J

963
112
196
124

215

61
79

793
193

79

488
38
19
58

3.069

2,771

297
13*

175
112

9
3

21

36
16
11

13
20

54
506
76
14
48

109
29

10,848

9,683

68-3

50*
101

511
294
552

490
330

59
27
134

247
1.481

188
210
172

321

90
120

1,110
i43
135

629

76
59

361
14

10 11 12

407

337

55 459 1,707 2,628

46 398 1,438 2,219

a 16

118
147

10

110

6

217
183
19

67
33
59

71

ISO

10
1

14
13

165
70

66
387
21
18

260
107
47

13

24,732 3.519

21.894 3,441

1,4-57

924
189

128
1

24

42
244
14

212
163

156
80

366
192

174
10 I

135

411

3,147
654
666
440

220

341
2,264
538
359

2.125
236
57
150
328

17

9

115
660
190
12 J

12

1.32*

9

77 i

74M

6<">"
h

65,%'

5.7

4.1

4.1

4.5

3.0

4.2

4.4

6.3

5.0

5.7

4.2

3.0

4.6

4.0

2.0

2.4

7.6

5.6

16.0

75%
19%

100%
0%

4.5

3.7

5.9

2.2

0.7
2.3

2.3

3.1

1.0

* Incomplete returns. (a) la a few eases, education*! workers in institutions above Middle School not included. (b't Includes Associate Missions.

Again, there are societies whose missionaries lay special emphasis on

-voluntary workers. These have not been included, when determining the

ratio between employed Chinese and foreign workers. Many render most

valuable service in the interests of evangelism and are frequently as fruil-

jful in this form of work as paid workers, if not more so. The high ratio

reported by the CMC is largely due to the large number of Chinese

.evangelists who receive a very nominal salary, and so must be counted as

paid workers, but who are given so little that to all intents and purposes

•they regard themselves as voluntary workers, even though reported as

employed workers on the statistical blanks of the mission.

With the above qualifying factors in mind we may venture the follow-

ing general observations : nine societies report 5 or more paid Chinese

-workers to every foreign missionary- fSBC, ABCFM, EMS, MEFB, MES,
<UMC, EPM, PCI, and UFS). Note that most of these societies, if not all,

"have been working in China for many years. Notice also the absence of

Lutheran missions. Thirteen societies report 3 Chinese workers or less to

every foreign missionary. All these societies, except three, are either in

the Lutheran group or in the group of societies which are either Inter-

national or remain unclassified denominationally. The five societies reports

ing the lowest proportions of Chinese to foreign workers are the CMML,
"YWCA, SMF, CIM, and CMA. The everage ratio for the 35 societies in-

cluded in our study is slightly more than 4 Chinese to every foreigner

employed. This is slightly above the average reported for all societies in

•China.

In Table V, Columns 8 to 12, we have a total medical force reported

t*y these 35 societies exceeding 2,000. The growth both in Chinese

physicians and especially in the nursing profession since 1910 stands out as

one of the most conspicuous features of mission work during the las",

-decade, tn the statistics for 1905 no notice was made of Chinese nurses,

and a total of only 367 hospital assistants was reported for all China. In

1910 this number had iniTeased to 419. By 1915 a distinction was made
Isetween Chinese doctors holding medical degrees from institutions of re-

cognized standing, medical assistants (other than orderlies and servants),

and regular Chinese noises, male and female. At that time missionary

aocieties in China reported 119 Chinese physicians, 504 medical assistants,

and 734 nurses, male and female. Unfortunately statistics regarding

medical work were not gathered by the Survey Committee in 1919, due te

the Committee's decision to depend on such information as might be

gathered from regular CCC statistical blanks and from questionnaire forms

sent out to all hospitals by Dr. Harold Balme in connection with his Survey

of Hospital Efficiency. Both of these sources have proved to be somewhat

Average NtnHBFR of Inhabitants in areas worked by the different

Societies to each employed Chinese* Evangelist

PE

ABF

SBC

ABCFM

IMS

B

IA1U

MMS

MCC

MEFB

MBS

race

WMMS
EPM

FCC

PCI

PN

PS

TBFS

CIM

CMA

i -

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000

* Including Otdalned Wojkers, male Evangelists, Bible Women, and Colporteurs.
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YI. Classification of Employed Chine*© Workers

Name of Sociaty

Per east in

Fall-tint*

Evangelistic

Work

CMS
PE ...

SPO ...

ABF „.

BMS ..

SBC ...

ABCFM
LMa ...

B
Bn
I>M> ...

ma .

SMF ...

MCC ..

MEFB
MKi» ..

DUG ••

WMMS

KPM ..

FCC -.

PCI -
va
pa " ..

-

cm m
CMA ..

CMMI.
FCMS
Sl>A .

.

YMCA .

¥WCA.

Per cent in

Full time

Work

Per cent in FoU-tow
Medical Work

18*
mm

45*%
40,%

47%
29%
31%

li%
41% H%

10%
i 12%
l'i

•'

:

1 •
,

\») loelade* Associate Mi- •

incomplete. While, therefore, the figures given are not wholly satisfactory

they nevertheless represent the most complete statistical data yet published.

The increase sir., sweated by these figures is Striking indeed. The

number of doctors since 1915 has increased more than threefold, and over

1,000 students, nude and female, are reported as enrolled in regularly con-

ducted trasning 'schools for nurses.

Note from figures in Table VI that almost half of the societies listed

report a larger proportion of evangelistic workers than el* educational or

medical workers. No Anglican, Baptist, or Congregational society, how-

ever, is included in this number. Note further that four societies H'E,

ABF, MCC, and WMMS) report only one-third or even less of all their

Chinese employed workers in direct evangelistic work. The following

societies place greatest emphasis on educational work in so far as one may
judge from statistics regarding emploved Chinese workers : PE, SPG, ABF,
BMS, SBC, ABCFM, NMS, SEMC, MCC, PN", FOES, and YMCA.
Approximately 50 per cent or more of all employed Chinese workers, re-

ported by these societies, devote the m tjor part of their time to educational

work. The following five societies report the lowest percentage of educa-

tional workers: SDA, CIM, Bn, MES, CMC, and CMA. In the third

column, which shows the percentage of medical workers, note the relative-

ly high figures for the following societies : WMMS, I.MS, PE, and PS.

YII. -Societies Reporting the Largest Employed
Chinese Force

Chinese Chitaesse

Evangelistic Workers Edocationai Workers Medical Wethers

cm - MM MKFB . 1,481 MKFB ... ... $87
M'EPB . ijm FN ... . - 1,110 PS 360
FN mt CMS ... . 665 cms ... ... m
CMS ... . m CIM ... . 629 pe im
SBC ... . 493 SBC ... . $53 LMS ... ... 180
MBS ... - us ABF ... . 511 WMMS. in
ABCFM . MB) FE ... . 50$ PS 107

CMC ... . *'$» ABCFM . 490 cim ... ... m

Note that the MEFB, PN, and CMS rank in order at the head of each

column except in the column for evangelistic workers, where the CIM
leads. Note further that the SBC which appears among the leading

societies in the first two columns does not appear in the third column.

Similarly the'PE while not appearing in the first column is found in both

the second and third, and the ABCFM which appears in the first two, dots

not appear in the third.

C&mmmts on the preponderance' of one type of "*orker mer another in

different fields of the same Society—In PN fields the greatest preponderance
at educational workers is to he found in Anhwei and Kiangsn. In the

Fulien and Shansi fields of the ABCFM the majority of workers devote

their time to education, while in the Kwangtung field of this Society*

where we have twice as many evangelistic as educational workers, ther

reverse is true. In the Chihli and Hupeh fields of the &MS we find fewer

educational workers as compared with other types of workers than t*

either Fokien or Kwangtung. The MCC in Saeebwan reports an educa-

tiona) intra: almost twice as strong numerically as its evangelistic force- im

the Chihli and Fukien fields of the MEFB, the educational and evangelistic

forces are approximately equal in strength. It is in the Snechwan
_

audi

Kiartgsu fields of this Society that we find the preponderance of educatiooa*-

workers. The same preponderance of educational workers exists in alt

fields of the ABF, without exception. In Kwangtung as welt as 1*

Kwangsi the greater emphasis of the SBC is 00 evangelistic work
;
only a*

the Shantung field of this Society do we find a larger proportion of educa-

tional workers.

Comparison of Women Teachers md Bible Women—Front a com-

parison of Columns 3 and 6, Table V, we discover that the 55 sorietie*-

which we include in our study employ cm an average three women teacher*

to every Bible woman. In several societies comparative figures are

striking.

YI1I. Bible Women versus Women Teachers

ties Reporting more Bible Women \v*$nun

Xbmn Women Teacher*

H>MS
I.I'M

CIM
is m

sot ; in

ABF ... .-

MCC 1» "•'

In neither of the above columns are all of the societies given that

might be listed. It may be said in support of those societies reporting;

fewer Bible women than women teachers, that much of the work ordinarily-

done by employed Bible women is now being done by voluntary workers.

Obviously, since teaching requires regular service during fixed periods of

each day, it is not possible to secure as large a proportion of volunteers:

The relation of tha above figures to the problem of evangelism amoag;

women and ol winning the Chinese homes for Christ will be obvious to alt

students of the Christian Occupation of China.

Percentage of Men in Total Employed Chinese Force—The proportions

men to women in the total force employed by these 35 societies-

per cent, and is slightly lower than the average proportion

reported for all Protestant mi- In

Column 15 we find proportions for the different societies ranging all the

way from 95 per cent male v IIC and Bn), down to 60 per cent

(CMS). Twenty-four of the societies report that three-fourths or more o£

all their emploved Chinese workers are men. -If we compare the figures *»

Column 3 with those in Column 6, we find that the proportion of women
among evangelistic workers »s considerably lower than the proportion «4"

women among 1 kers.

Ordained Workers—It is difficult, in any purely quantitative study such
as this, to :v --urn that ordination is in every case n\

desirable thing, and that the society which reports the largest supply «f
ordained leaders, relative to its communicant strength and to the popula-

tion of its field, is best meeting the needs of both Christians and non-
Christians under its charge. This, however, does not necessarily follow.

Ordination or the lack of it are secondary factors in evangelism. Even the-

number of paid workers denotes little in itself, except that one society ha*
more money to expend on workers than another. This larger expenditure
may or may not be what the Church of Christ in a particular mission field/

needs. It may or may not advance the Cause effectively. The Apostolic
Church increased in numbers and power through the efforts dl voluntary
lay workers, quite as much as through the efforts of paid ministers, and the
danger of too much paid leadership in the Church of China, both ordained'
and ttnordained, may be as ml as the danger of too little snch leadership.

"Bray member a voluntary worker" has always been the secret of any
marked growth and deep spirituality- in the Church. Large resources, and
a strong employed force with a good proportion of ordained workers are
nndoubtedly a very effective agency in the Christian occupation of any
field. Only, lest we let our eyes dwell too much on these factors due t**>

the large quantitative element in our study, it may be well occasionally to
affirm to ourselves the advantages of voluntary workers, limited funds and*
less emphasis on ecclesiastical ordination in evangelism. The layman**
jKiind is as necessary in a study like this as the eeetesiastkal mind and the
methods and spirit of the early Apostolic Church are as valuable and
suggestive as those of the more complex church organisations of today.

The MEFB leads in the number of ordained pastors, 243, followed by
the PN 94, SBC 68, PE 66, tJMC 63, and CMS 61. These ..'six soeiefcie*

report over half of the total number of ordained Chinese in all China. The
MKFB alone reports almost one-fourth. Relatively few evangelistic
workers in Lutheran missions have as yet been ordained.

Columns 1 and 2 of Table IX give us a compaiisor* of the foreign
ordained and Chinese ordained forces, and therefore some idea of the degree
to which the pastoral oversight of the Chinese Church is now in the hands
of Chinese clergymen. In the following societies the number of ordained*
Chinese pastors exceeds the number of ordained foreign missionaries : FE*
SBC, MEFB, MES, CMC, and EPM. The BMS and SEMC
report equal narabers of foreign and Chinese ordained. Note
the preronderance of cadained Chinese in the PE, and especially
in the MEFB. The length of time required to develop Christian
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IX.—Ecclesiastical Leadership

Name »f » Ordained Ordained '„
,

E

1

„ ,
! Chinese

I
Mission-

;M
~Vr,

Society Worker-- aries
J- on

.

km rage

,

Avenge
Number of

eanta per

Ordained

Ch:

fcer

Chinese
and

1»E 40
SPG 18 24

ABF ... >» 39
BMS ... 34 34
SBC - 54

ABCFM 21
IMS 25

DM8 '...
1 Hi

FMS 10
IXM % 2ft

NLK
SMS -

SEMC - 10 10
SMF ... 88

MCC 7 43
MEFB 243 7fi

MBS ... 88 21

rnc 10
WMMS 14 45

EPM 45 15
rcc 6 24

rx 94 122
?*s ... 6 39
I'FS 8 15

CIM f«tl ... ... 32 54

CMA... ... ... g 33
FCMS ... ... IS 18
SDA -, 88
YMCA 4
TWCA

219
19?

160 122

204 14*5

244 1*7

431 102

2i>< 156
57s 116

1,128 376
411 179
945 126

1,839 431

1 .579 see

{»} Ineludes Associate Missions.

Average Number of Chinese Workers Employed Annually since 1015,

and Average Annual Net Increase in Church Membership Compared

1,006 1,500 2,000 2,500 8,000 3,500

Kote that only net increases are shown abow, and not the additional increases necessary

to offset losse* annnaliy by withdrawals, removals, and deaths. Kote aim titm* foreign niissiona-

lies are not indaded.

leadership to the point where it can supply men with pastoral

gilts accounts in part for the relatively small number of Chinese
pastors in the societies of the Lutheran group, as well as in such a society

as the MCC. In addition, one must look to differences of policy and to

other contributing causes before he can wholly account for the relatively

small number of Chinese pastors in such societies as the WMMS, PS, and
other societies of the Presbyterian group. A comparison of the figures in

Column 1 with those in Column 5 suggests the further question re the
number of pastors which any church and especially any young church can
produce to advantage without lowering the standard of ordination and
without loss to the church's missionary zeal.

Note in Column 3 of the above Table, the high percentage of evangelists

who are ordained in the PE {35 per cent), FCMS (34 per cent), SPG {25

per cents, MEFB {25 per cent), and SEMC (24 per cent). Differences in

emphasis j;nd in conditions affecting ordained leadership are strikingly

sted by a comparison, for example, of figures for the PE and CIM
societies, or for the MEFB and LTJM societies. Note further in Column 4
of the Table IX that there appears to be no fixed relationship between
the number of ordained pastors and the number of organized congregations.

One-third of the societies report over 10 organized congregations to every

ordained Chinese worker. On the other hand, in a few societies some
relationship is apparent, either between the ordination of workers and the

attainment of full self-support on the part of the church, or between ordina-

tion and the official recognition of a church as fully organized on the part

of the society.

In Column 5 we have the average number of communicants per ordain-

ed Chinese pastor. These figures show not only the size of the Christian

community to which each pastor ministers, but also the degree to which
leaders from out of the communicant body have been raised to positions of

leadership. The Anglican and Methodist societies show the largest pro-

portion of Chinese clergy in relation to Christian communicants.

In the PE there is one ordained Chinese clergyman for every gi com-
municants. Since Anglican Churches require a year's probation between
baptism and admission to Holy Communion, the figures giving the

I'umerical strength of church numbers of Anglican societies are not exactly

comparable to those of ether Churches. However, the large percentages of

(rdained workers in Anglican societies, especially in the PE, are striking

testimonies to their educational work in such universities as Boone and St.

John's, and to their policy as missions to train and use able Chinese
leaders.

Next in order following the FCMS and PE are the MEFB
and SPG with one ordained worker for every 160 communicants,
the CMS with one for every 178, the MES, one for every 204, and
the CMC one for every- 244. The number of ordained Chinese has

greatly increased since 1900, due chiefly to the greater emphases

on theological education and to increased educational facilities.

For example, the establishment of the Central China Union Lutheran
Theological Seminary at Shekow, Hupefa, within the last 10 years has done
much to meet the needs for better trained leadership in Lutheran Churches.

Naturally in glancing down Columns 5 and 6, one's eye will light upon the

larger figures : for instance, 2,349 communicants to each ordained Chinese
worker for the LTJM, and 588 communicants to each ordained Chinese and
foreign worker for the CIM. This, however, needs to be borne in mind,

"hat any conclusions based on these figures will be of little value unless the

reader has previously enquired carefully into the policies regarding ordina-

tion toth of their foreign' and Chinese representatives of the various

societies concerned.

Proportion of Communicants ~<t;ha are Employed—What proportion of

its membership can a young church, such as the Church in China is today,

wisely employ ? What proportion ought missions to employ ? As yet no
satisfactory answers have been given to these questions. There are too

snany qualifying factors and too many differences of aim, method, anl
policy in missionary week, to make even general answers possible. Re-

ference to Table V, Col. 10 of this Section will show that the 35 societies

which we are studying average 7 employed workers among every 100 com-

municants. Several societies employ as many as 13 to 15 church members
out of every ico, while others employ only from 3 to 4 out of every 100 of

their communicants. A number of these last-mentioned societies are com-

mitted to the policy of undertaking practically no educational work, unless

this is especial!** called for by their Christian constituency and funds for the

maintenance of the work are locally provided. In considering this subject,

we need to remember that with few exceptions the figures given in Table

V, Col. 10 are exclusive of the wives of employed workas, as well as of

mission employees such as servants, chapel keepers, artisans, etc., many of

whom are communicant Christians and all of whom draw their livelihood

from either the church or the mission.

One is naturally impressed by the thought of the very heavy demands

upon the communicant membership which churches and missions in China

are making today in providing themselves with the necessary Chinese

leadership. Apart from the consideration of the extent to which Church

and mission agencies afford employment to communicant Christians which

these figures make possible, they have an important bearing on the whole

problem of self-support. Undoubtedly the financial support of educational

workers will increasingly pass from the shoulders of the missions to the

shoolders of the parents of the children, Christian or non-Christian, who

enjoy the educational facilities provided. Naturally, therefore, both

missions and Churches may reasonably anticipate less expenditure in con-

nection with their educational staffs than they can ever expect in connec-

tion with evangelistic staffs.
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These figures raise another important question, namely whether a

young church can reasonably be expected to provide so large a proportion

of Christian workers as seem called for by the existing needs of the work,

and whether their employment by the missions is compatible with the

development of a sense of responsibility for the spread of the Gospel.

It must be evident to all that owe who is building for the future needs

to study these figures very carefully. Ixt each society compare the per-

centage of its own communicant membership which is in its employ, with

percentages for other societies. Whether the comparisons please or not,

whether right or wrong, they nevertheless raise questions which are funda-

mental both to the missions and to the Chinese Church, especially at this

time in the Church's history-
- To those who do not hesitate to take full-

time workers into the Church's employ, regardless of their number, their

training, or their spiritual consecration, these figures present no difficulties,

but for those who are striving to find a way whereby we may secure most

speedily an indigenous Church in China, the difficulties presented by these

figures are great.

The Christian Community—Perhaps no records are kept so consistently

or accurate'y as those relating to the communicant membership of the

churches. These furnish, by common consent, the best basis of estimating

the numerical strength and growth of the Chinese Church as a whole. It

is true that the requirements for church membership van- with different

societies. It is also true that unless the lists of church members are care-

fully revised from time to time, a large number of persons are retained on

the membership rolls who for one reason or another are no longer active

and should therefore he struck off. During the past, in the case of several

societies, a rigorous revision of the lists of church members has been made,

with the result that, in comparing the numerical strength reported by these

societies after the revision, with their reported strength previous

to such revision, a considerable loss in church membership was

shown, whereas in reality the growth in converts may have remained con-

stant. If these facts, which qualify somewhat the figures of church com-

municants as returned by different societies from year to year, be kept in

mind and due allowances are made, we may safely accept the figures for

communicant members as perhaps the truest indication of the present

strength and vitalitv within the church of anv given society.

X— The Christian C ommunity

1
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Grand
Total
(All

Chinai 1,137 6.39! 8,886 217,151 128,702 345,853 618,61) 62%; 221,559

Total
(35

Socie-
ties! 788 5,842 8,259 202,104 119,292 321,636 585,327 63% 200409

CMS ... 58 421 535 1 6,609 4.252 10.«61 26.228 61% 6,972
PE ... 16 95 104 3.703 2.305 6,008 18,732 62% 9.067
SPG ... 11 51 56 1 ,342 737 2,079 4,043 6596 500

ABF ... 19 , 207 242 5,422 3.140 8.562 16,081 63% 12,352
BMS ... 11 447 415 5,809 2,848 8,567 10,412 67% 3,229
SBC ... 24 216 407 14,810 8,834 23,644 28,507 62% 11,585

ABCFM. It 236 272 9,325 4,678 14,003 23,307 67% 5.695
LMS ... 17 204 248 7,086 4,317 11,403 16.840 62% 2,990

B* 18 130 116 4,909 3.284 8.193 8.193 59%
Bn* .. 15 132 179 8,888 2.324 6,012 6.277 61% 185
DMS .. 13 23 38 850 555 1.405 2,158 60% 1,222
FMS .. 4 87 40 822 240 1.062 1.981 77% 163
LUM .. 15 45 US 3.493 1,205 4,698 7,282 74% 1,335
NEK .. 10 15 46 1,000 357 1,357 2,464 73% 626
KMS .. 7 59 61 1,987 923 2.910 6,190 68% 654
BBMC. 5 30 40 1,428 505 1,933 2,713 73% 745
SMF .. 13 45 83 1,109 481 1,593 2,080 69% 1.077

MGC .. 10 87 94 1.387 587 1,974 3,448 70% 6,818
MEFB . 28 $11 871 23,507 15.313 38,820 87,965 60% 47,046
MES .. 111 116 6,607 4.226 10,833 22,163 60% 11,421
CMC .. 13 464 656 8.927 6.449 15,376 36,159 58%
WMM8. 19 188 129 3,694

r
2,338 6,032 8,888 61% E725

EPM .. 10 137 225 5.768 3.610 9,378 17.412 62% 1.000(b)
FCC .. 8 30 84 2.181

j
1.287 3,488 4.916 62% 1,137

per .. 9 25 148 6.150
i 2,874 9,024 12.023 68% 1,636m .. 36 231 831 24.078 14,581 38,659 48,390 62% 22,487

PS 15 08 183 3.971 i 1,700 5,871 8,898 70% 3.684
ore* .. 8 32 101 6,729

;
8,180 9,909 15,356 67% 2,880

CIM (a). 448J 1,177 1 ,889 31,19,-* 19,348 50,511 96,5*0 62% 12,902
CMA .. 38 40 70 1,814 1,343 3,157 - 4,588 57% 2,624
CMML.. 89 8 55 613 350 1,293 : 1.293 49% 707
FCMS .. 7 20 22 731 394 1.125 ; 1,549 65% 2,143
SBA* ,. 19 93 112 1.357 729 3,088 65% 2,879
TJMCA.. 25 12.515
YWCA.. 11 373

Numerical Strength—The 35 societies listed for our study report 321,636

communicant members, or 91 per cent of the total Protestant Church

membership in China. The greatest numerical strength is reported by the

following societies : CIM (50,541), MEFB (38,820), FN (38,659), and the

SBC (23,644). The CIM has one-seventh of the total church membership Ml

China. The CIM, MEFB, and FN together report 37 per cent. The follow-

ing ten societies have approximately two-thirds of all the Protestant com-

municant Christians in China : CIM, MEFB, PN, SBC, UMC, ABCFM,

IMS, CMS, MES and UFS. A fact like the above needs to be kept in

mind* by those studying questions of representation in National Christian

Councils and other representative National Movements. The 100 and more

societies not listed for oar study together report only 9 per cent of the

Protestant Christian communicants in China.

Figures in Table XIX reveal letter than any verbal summary

the growth in communicant membership for a number of representative

societies since 1809. The earlier figures are taken from the Records of the

General Conference of Protestant Missionaries in China, Shanghai, 1890,

Among Anglican societies the CMS registered a phenomenal increase

between 18S9 and 1905. In 1890, both the ABF and the BMS reported

between 1,000 and 1,500 communicants, while the SBC reported less than

900, Present totals give the communicant strength of the first two

societies as approximaely 8,500, while the SBC stands out conspicuously

with 23,644.

The ABCFM, which in 1899 had approximately the same membership

as the ABF and the BMS, by 1919 had exceeded the gain of the two above-

mentioned Baptist societies by more than 5,000. The LMS reports its

greatest gain in communicant strength between 1905 and 1910.

All Lutheran societies show steady increases since the beginning of

their work in China, except the B and Bn. These societies reported

larger communicant figures in 1910 than at any time since, due undoubted-

ly to the restrictions brought on by the War.

Among Methodist missions the MES reports the most striking growth,

increasing its membership sevenfold within the last 15 years; meanwhile

the MEFB, WMMS, and UMC have doubled their communicant strength,

and the MCC has grown threefold.

The CIM reports a steady increase ever since its organization. It

would be interesting to compare the rate of increase in communicant

strength with the rate of increase in other aspects of Christian occupation,

such as the total number of missionaries, employed workers, and students

under Christian instruction.

Evangelistic Outreach—From many points of view, the work of

evangelizing China heads up in the foreign residential centers. Here we
have the largest number of employed workers, foreign and Chinese, and

the larger Christian institutions devoted to educational and medical work.

Here too one finds the largest churches, the strongest church member-

ship, and the greatest degree of fraternity between members of different

churches and denominations. When, therefore, the question of evangelistic

outreach is raised, we need to consider it in terms of the average number
of evangelistic centers and communicant Christians per mission. How far

does evangelism tend to center in these head stations? To what extent

has it been developed in the territories beyond? What is the degree of

ministerial supervision of large country districts in the hands of foreigners

and Chinese residing in these centers? To these questions and many
more like them no complete answers can be found by any purely quantita-

Perckntaoe of Net Increase in Number of Communicants kktwk&n
101^ and 1920

Incomplete (a) Includes Associate Missions (b) Approximate 100 120 140 160
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XI.—Evangelistic Outreach

Name
cf

Society

Number of

Missionaries

per Station

Average dumber of
, ATOn™ Knmber of

Evangelwte
j Comaumkanfa

Centers
, iiiss

-

OB Station
I per Mission Station i

"^

CMS
FB
SPG

ABF
BMS
SBC

ABCFM
LMS

B
Bn
BMS
FMS
BUM
NLK
KMS
SEMC
SMF

MCC
MEFB
MES
UMC
mem
BPM
PCC
PCIm
FS
ufs

CIM (a)

€MA
CMML
FCMS
SDA
YMCA
YWCA

•5

6

IS
15
•20

4

6

H
12

5
14
10

9

31
19
50

23
11

16
•23

12

11

6
3
2
3
6

188
400
189

431
779
985

1,000
671

455
401
117
266
313
135
416
387
123

197
1,3*8
1,806

1,183
S17

938
433

1,003
1.074

37«
1,101

206
1*23

57
161

110

(a) Includes Associate Missions,

tive survey. The average mrmber of evangelistic centers and communi-
cants pet mission station throws some light on the degree of evangelistic

•outreach into the surrounding country, and on the average amount of

work and responsibility centering at the stations of different societies.

Note the large number of communicants per mission station reported

by three Methodist societies, MES, MEFB, and UMC ; four Presbyterian

societies, PX, PCI, UFS, and EPM; one Baptist society, SBC; and one
•Congregational society, ABCFM. Each of these averages between 900 anl

1,400 communicants to each mission station. Two further questions now
arise, first, what is the average number of evangelistic centers per station,

since this will give us some idea of the distribution of the

communicants over the surrounding country, and second, what
is the average number of foreign missionaries per station,

since this furnishes some indication of how each society makes
its special contribution to the needs of its communicants. As we
attempt to answer these two questions, we discover some very in-

teresting facts which reveal wide differences in policy between various

societies, and points of strength as well as points of weakness. Take the

UMC, for example, with its average of four missionaries per mission

station (equivalent to two married couples). Alongside this average r-i

foreign force, we have its average of 50 evangelistic centers and 1,183 com-
municants. Four missionaries represent all that this large community of

Christians can depend on in the way of foreign help in evangelism, educa-

tion, medicine, and literature. Think what this means. What are the

advantages or disadvantages over such a condition as is revealed in the

figures for the WMMS, which reports six foreigners par station (three

-married couples), and an average of only 7 evangelistic centers and only

317 communicants to each foreign worker. The above columns furnish a

number of similar interesting comparisons, some raise questions which
probe to the very center of missionary policy. The use and distribution of

the Chine;* force are closely related to these figures and must constantly he

taken into consideration. After making a number of comparisons and con-

sidering the questions which these comparison raise, turn to pages 326-7.

and observe the effect of these wide differences in policy on the rate of

growth in the communicant body. Then if this appears to be rather con-

sistent for any two societies with widely differing statistics, reflect on the

relative expenditure, in money and men, which these societies are making
for equal returns in the form of communicant strength. Also keep in mind
the bearing of all these facts on the training of future leaders and on the

larger task of Christianizing' the community by advancing the sociil and
economical status of the people as well as their spiritual welfare, and by
contributions to better community life through all forms of Christian

service.

Proportion 0/ Communicants Enrolled in Churches Located in Cities ef

$0,000 and abore—It is difficult to determine with any degree of accuracy

just what proportion of the eourmunicant body reside in large cities or are

enrolled in churches located therein. In the first place, the population

estimates of cities in China are unscientific and vary greatly. In the

second place, church membership in city churches frequently includes those

who reside hi country areas round about and who, except on Communion
Sundays, attend weekly services in their local districts rather than make
the long trip to the city church of which they are members.

The fact, however, of whether or not a large proportion of church mem-
Tiers of any society reside in large cities does directly affect the nature of

missionary work. To cite a single instance : the problem of training

leaders and of the salary of employed workers is very different in a society,

most of whose communicants reside in large cities, than in a society whose
communicants are widely scattered over rural districts. The problem of

ministerial supervision is also considerably affected.

The Committee has attempted to determine in a very general way and
by approximate figures what per cent of the communicant body of each of

the societies concerned in our study, are connected with churches in cities

of 50,000 and above. While it has been thought best not to publish these

statistics, the Committee ventures to make a few more or less general

statements based upon them.

The proportions of communicants enrolled in churches located in cities

of 50,000 and over for the various societies range all the way from 74 per

cent to 6 per cent. Think of the wide differences. At one end we have
a missionary society with only 26 per cent of its members enrolled in

churches outside of large cities ; at the other end we have an equally

strong and influential society with 94 per cent of its members residing and
worshiping in churches located in small cities and country districts. One
society, therefore, faces the problem of city evangelism, while the other that

of rural evangelism. This fact fundamentally affects the whole character

and outlook of each society's work. Naturally, we find the first society

giving special attention to the training of its leaders, and offering relatively

high salaries to its city workers on whom financial demands are heavy,
while the society with over 90 per cent of its communicants in rural dis-

tricts meets the financial needs of its workers by much lower salaries, and
places comparatively little emphasis 011 highly trained leadership. One
society reports approximately 100 primary students for every 100 com-
municants, while the Other reports only 30 primary students per 100 com-
municants. One maintains a relativelj- large number of high grade middle
schools and takes a prominent part in college and theological school work

;

the other maintains no college and reports only one middle school to every

7 middle schools of the first society.

The following societies report the highest proportions of commanicaurs
in churches located in cities of 50,000 and above : PE, MES, FCMS, PS,
and LMS. In the following societies the church membership is pre-

dominantly rural : B, BMS, Bn, NLK, FMS, PCI, LUM, WMMS, SEMC,
and CIM.

XII.—Relative Emphasis on Work Among Women
and Girls

Per cent
of Com-

municants
who are

j

Women

Per cent
of

Evangelists

who are
Women

Per cent
of Total
Employed
Force
who are

Women

Per cent

of

Primary
Students •

who are

Girls

Per cent

of Middle
School
Students
who are
Girls

Per cent of

Hospital
Beds

Specially

Reserved'
for Women
and Giris

1 3 3 * * 6

CMS 39% M%
\ m% SZ% 16%

PE 38 20 25 3-5 11 40
SPG 35 21 35 32 36 31

ABF 37 21 •25 24 17 53
BMS 33 23 •>•> 21 33
SBC 38 17 23 33 38 36

ABCFM ... 33 31 S3 31 S3 35
LMS ... ... 38 19 26 35 11 27

B 41 10 12 23 38
Bn 39 3 .5 12
DMS 40 34 35 35 39
FMS 23 15 20 39
BUM 26 22 23 27 32 15
NEK 27 24 22 30 21
KMS 32 10 9 28 32 49
SEMC 27 69 16 39
SMF ... ... 31 15 24 37 38 13

MCC 30 13 18 S3 46 41
MEFB 40 24 30 42 27 47
MES 40 10 21 42 29 30
UMC ... ... 42 03 .i 16 23
WMMS ... 39 19 23 39 13 37

EPM 88 10 •21 n 33EPM 88 10 21
PCC ... ... 38 29 30
PCI S3 OS 18
PN 38 25 27
PS 30 21 21

UFS 33 19 28

39
a
id

CIM (a) ... 38 22 23 ! 27 36 32
CMA 43 31 37 53 64
CMML 51 19 23 43
FCMS 35 19 21 23 41 31
SDA 35 15 16 19 3 26

AHCkitu ... u% »%
!

ts%
I

*l% 1 hn *%
(a) Includes Associate Missions.
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Relation of Men and Women Communicants--Behind the question of

relative numbers is the larger and more vital question o! reaching the

home. The wives of many male members are still unreached. In many

districts no small proportion of the women connected with the church are

widows*, When fasts lite these are considered in connection with the mere

general fact of the larger proportion of men to women in the Church, the

appeal for greater emphasis on winning the women and eventually the

whole family for Christ becomes of singular importance and urgency. In

a few societies those who desire to join the church are especially urged

before doing so to win the lemaining non-Christi3n members of their

family. Fidelity to the Christian life and growth in spiritual grace are

thus better ensured. Moreover, the value of Christian homes in any com

muuity cannot be overestimated. The Roman Catholic Church has always

placed special emphasis on winning the family, and in this particular Pr«>

testant missions have followed rather than led.

The average throughout Protestant churches in China is 62 per cent

men and 3S per cent women. In only four societies of all those listed for

our study do we find the proportion of women communicants to exceed 40

per cent (B, UMC, CMS, and CMMX). In some societies the proportion of

women is as low as 30 per cent or even lower (PS, MCC, KLK, SEMC,

TJTM, and FMS)". Consider the bearing of these facts on the development

of an' indigenous church and the creation of a Christian home environment

in China.

Were we to take three or four of the larger societies and compare the

proportion of women communicants in their various mission fields, we

would discover striking differences. For example, the BMS reports only

x8 per cent of its communicant membership in Shansi as women, while in

Shensi the women members reported by this society average 35 per cent

of the total. On the whole the percentage of women church members seems

higher in South and Southwest China than elsewhere.

It will be generally admitted that the figures in Column 1 are not as

high as they should be, both from the point of view of Christian doctrine

as to equality of value of the sexes, and from the fact of the great influence

wielded by Chinese women upon their homes and communities. Further,

the figures in the other columns seem to point to the fact that no special

thought is being given to the problem of raising the figures in Column 1.

Are we content to leave things as they are ? How far are we deliberate-

ly or thoughtlessly perpetuating the conservative outlook on the funetiot*

and status of women ? Why do we use four times as many men worker*

as women workers? Whv do we have less than one-half the number of

girls in our primary schools as boys, and why only one-fifth the total

number in middle schools? How far is the influence of older Chinese

women responsible for this? If one-third of the church members are

women what proportion of the church leaders are women ?

The wide differences in emphasis on work for women between various-

large societies may be seen from the following summary of the above

percentages

:

Perceii

Pereei:

are womes
women ...

•ce who are women

The Task of the Literate Ch««fc--Obviously, if the Protestant Church*

of China is ever to be a Church wherein every member is able to read at

least the Gospels in the vernacular, both foreign and Chinese workers, toge-

ther with those members of the church who now may be classed as literate,

must definitely and at on~e assume the great responsibility of teaching

their illiterate brothers and sisters. The exact extent of this responsibility

may be best expressed as follows : approximately 6 out of every 10 male

members and 4 out of every 10 female members are already able to read the-

Gospels with a fair degree of fluency and understanding. Complete statis-

tics from the various missions have not been possible. In some cases only-

rough estimates were given, while in a few cases mission correspondents,

hesitated to venture any estimates whatever. The percentages of literates-

for different societies wary from 40 per cent to 86 per cent of the male com-

municants, and from 22 per cent to 61 per cent of the female communicants.

Societies of one denominational group seem no further advanced in the

number of their educated <hurch members than those of another. The

highest percentages of literacy among male members are reported by NMS-
$6 per cent, SDA 86 per cent, PE 85 per cent, MCC 8r per cent, and FCMS
Si per cent. The highest percentages for women church members who are

XIII.—The Christian School
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CMS* J 290 SI 17 4,621 3,043 7,666 939 687 1,626 725 129 854 10,146 67% 84%
PE* 14 2.597 1,643 4,240 1,160 368 1.528 975 1 090 6.858 •" 89%
SPG 7 971 379 1,350 161 1-58 319 145 227 1,896 64%

ABF 213 13 5 884 1,469 6.7-53 1,091 459 1.550 505 607 8.910 76% 83%
BMS 214 12 2 2,860 691 3,551 208 125 333 68 68 3,952
SBC ..; 336 41 19 5,601 2,368 7,969 787 707 1,494 869 ?m 10,059

ABCFM 15 4,799 2,083 6,882 862 421 1,283 483 181 664 8,629
EMS 11 3,235 1,688 4,923 886 510 1,396 423 59 482 6,801

B J 55 17 2 1,421 435 1.856 392 87 479 126 126 2,461
Bn J 42 6 1 870 90 960 86 39 125 g 1,093
DMS* 29 11 3 793 449 1,242 142 49 191 39 ; 39 1.472
FMS J 15 3 339 210 549 27 20 47 ;:: 1

LOl 4 SI 14 4 1,486 540 2,026 252 97 349 106 50 i 156
KEK J 31 4 1 690 298 986 57 26 83 16 16 1,085
KMS m 10 2 1,571 636 2,207 264 54 318 66 30

\

96 2,621
SEMC 35 «so 335 1.015 69 46 115 1.130 i.l .,

SMF ..- 46 "' 3 758 449 1,208 45 31 76 ""-56
|

91 ; 77 1,361 63%
\

:.. .

MCC* J 131 17 3 2.681 1,613 4,294 444 188 627 24 .... 44 4,965 m%
MEFB B98 73 24 13,062 9.783 22,845 2,653 1,442 4,095 1,491 542

;
2,033 28,973

MES* ... .">2 IS 6 1 im 1,060 2,498 450 273 723 419 157 576 3,797
UMC 157 19 8 3.372 411 3,783 331 128 459 195 195 4,437WMMS 1<W 86 5 1,747 1,161 2,908 367 154 521 178 203 3,632 61%
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PCC 11 2 625 478 1,103 182 94 276 69 8 i

PCI* 15 6 1,224 726 1,950 180 132 312 86 14 100
FK* 133 42 9,813 3,726 13,539 2,129 995 3,124 1,090 1.568
PS 20 10 1,971 773 2,744 483 148 631 393 416
TJFS 12 6 1,391 1,373 2,764 139 127 266 262 262

CM (a) 70 8 7,500 2,741 10,241 871 281 1,152 82 127 11,520 73% 64%-
38% ,

CMA ... * R. 11 5 466 482 948 86 129 215 20 55 1,218 47%CMME ..j 32 4 399 363 762 35 52 87 849 51%FCMS ...j 30 17 6 587 188 770 308 77 385 88 60
j
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* Incomplete. (a) Includes Associate Missions.
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literate are reported by the MCC 61 per cent, FCMS 60 per cent, and SDA
60 per cent. Others above 50 per cent are CMS, PE, FMS, NMS, MCC,
and PS,

Sunday Schools—The total number of Sunday School scholars reported

on Survey statistical blanks is somewhat lower than that reported on the

annual mission statistical sheets of the CCC. This is due to the special

emphasis placed on the definition of a Sunday School by the Survey Com-

mittee. According to this definition a Sunday School is "any group of

people, adults or children, gathered together for Bible study having a class

system and following a regular course of study." Naturally a good deal of

Bible teaching and religions instruction regularly carried on by many mis-

sions cannot come under the classification of organized Sunday School work.

One therefore must not conclude that because a certain society reports

few or no Sunday School scholars, little or no religious education exists.

The following societies report more Sunday School scholars than church

communicants : PE, ABF, MCC, MEFB, MES, FCMS, said SDA.

CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
Geiteral Remarks—The total number of students under Christian

instruction in Protestant Christian schools of middle school grade and below

ia China is 109,694. Of this number, 90 per cent are reported by the socie-

ties whose work we are specialty considering in this Section. In addition,

except for strictly educational missions, such as the Canton Christian

College in Canton, and the Yale Mission in Changsha, these societies main-

tain most of the Christian higher educational institutions now in China.

Table XIX, entitled "Participation in Union Educational and Medical In-

stitutions," gives only a partial idea of the work which is undertaken in

higher edncation. Institutions supported by a single missionary society,

su*.h as St. Johnls University (PE), Wesley College (WMMS), William

Nast College (MEFB), Tahnage College (RCA), and Soochow University

•MES) do not appear m this Table of Union Educational Institutions. The
same may be said of a number of Normal Training Schools, Theological

Seminaries, and Bible Schools, all of which do comparatively high grade

educational work and are maintained by single missionary organizations.

If the 35 societies, with which we are specially dealing, report 90 per

cent of all students in Protestant Christian schools (middle school grade

and below), the question naturally arises, do these societies report approxi-

mately the same high proportion erf students in all grades ? In answer to

this question, Survey statistics reveal that these 35 societies have 89 per cent

of all lower primary students leported by Protestant missions in China, 91

per cent of all higher primary students, and 89 per cent of all middle school

students. These figures compare favourably with the percentage of com-

municant church members {93 per cent) which these societies report.

Moreover, they reveal a fair degree of balance between the number of

students erf different school grades.

The following S societies report the largest number of students under

Christian instruction (middle school grade and below). The MEFB, PN,
CIM. CMS, SBC, ABF, ABCFM, and YMCA together haw over

half of all the students under Christian instruction reported for China.

XIV.—Classification of Student Enrollment

Xante el Society

Total
Communi-

Total
Students
under

Percentage
in Lower

Percent ajre

in Higher
Percentage
in Middle

cants Christian

Instruction

Primary
Schools

Schools

CMS ... 10.861 10,146
-

s ..

•

PE 6,008
SPG ... *2,079 1,896 n% H>?3> 18%

ABF 8,910 7$% 7"v,

BMS 3,952 90% i'k
SBC 23,644 10,059 80% 6%

ABCFM 14,003 -.S29 78% 14% 8%
IMS 11.403 6,801 72% 21% ?%

B 8,193 2,461 20% 5%
Bn 6,012 1.093 m%
BMS 1,405 1.472 8*% n% m
FMS 1,062 596 ...

LCM 4,698 2,53! 14% 6%
NLK 1,357 1.085 91%

"

2%
SMS ... ... ... 2,910 2,621 ia% 4%
SEMC 1,933 1,130 90'*' Vi%
SMF - ... 1,593 1,361 90% 5% m
MCC 1,974 4,965 80% P2% 8%
MEFB 38,820 28,973 79% 14% m
MES 10,833 3,797 66% 19% 15%
t'MC 15,376 4,437 86% 10% *%
WMMS 6,032 3,632 80% 15% 5%

EPM 9,318 7.308 $a% 13% • -%
PCC ... 3.468 1.456 76% 19% $%
PCI 9,024 2,362 82% 13% 5%
FN 3*1,659 18.231 n% 17% m
PS 5.671 3.791 72% 17% n%
UFS 9.909 3,292 Mjg 8% 8%

CIM (a) 50,541 11,520 89% 10% 1%
CMA ... 3,157 1,218 78% 17% m
CMML 1.293 1.849 90% 10%
FCMS 1,125 1,303 59% 30% ii'%

SDA ... ... — 2,086 1,679 53% 29% l»%
YMCA 8,402 25% 51% 2*%
YWCA ... ...

In Table XIV an attempt has been made to show, as far as statistics

can, which communions are being benefited most by Christian educational
facilities. After making due allowance for the non-Christian element in

Christian schools, as well as for a number of children of Christian parents
who for one reason or another matriculate in non-Christian schools, tha

general fact remains that the more nearly the figures in Column 2 approx-
imate those of Column 1, or exceed them, the more nearly does any repre-

sentative society come to supply adequate Christian education to the
Christian constituency^ of its churches. The United States Census Depart-
ment recently estimated that out of a total population exceeding iio,ooo,ooj

in the United States, 33,000,000 were children or young people of school age.

With this proportion as a guide, and knowing that the present Christian

constituency in China, which consists chiefly of adults, reaches anywhere
trom three-fourths of a million to a million people, it may safely be assuin-

ed that the number of children of school age represented by this Christian

constituency exceeds 300,000.

In Columns 3, 4, and 5 <rf Table XIV, we are shown what proportion of

students enrolled in the schools of each society are doing lower primary,
higher primary, and middle school work. Note the high ptrceittage of

middle school students reported by such societies as the PE, MBS, and SPG.
In this connection the YMCA might also be mentioned, although middle
schools of this organization are as a general rule of a different character
than regular middle schools of other missionary societies which follow the
prescribed government courses. YMCA middle schools specially emphasize
the teaching of English and commercial subjects.

Note also in Column 3 of Table XIY which societies report 90 per cent

or more of their students in schools of lower primary grade. Whence are

these societies to get their trained evangelistic and educational leaders in

the future ? Does the need for lower primary school education on the part

of the Christian community justify and have the results which have come
thus far from these lower primary schools justified the high degree of

emphasis placed upon them? Eight societies listed in Table XIV report 2

per cent or less of all their students in Christian middle schools.

The relation between the percentage of students in higher primary
schools and the percentage of students in middle schools is interesting in

the case of several societies. A few missions report a very slight drop
between these two, while most societies show a very marked decrease.

Primary Education—The policy of most larger societies during recent

years seems to favour the establishment of at least one lower primary
school in every evangelistic center. In older mission fields and frequently

in communities where self-support is well developed, lower primary schools

are now largely under the control of local churches and practically, if not

entirely, independent of mission finances. Even in younger mission fields,

many primary schools are partially self-supporting. Some societies, while

encouraging theestablishtnent of Christian lower primary schools by and for

their Christian constituency, make it a general rule to assume no financial

obligation connected therewith. The result erf such a policy is fewer lower

primary schools, but wherever such schools do exist one may safely con-

clude that they are directly ministering to the needs of the Christian com-
munity and indirectly are fostering a spirit of independence and self-

support.

Survey statistics show a total of 9,923 evangelistic centers and mission

stations in China. Against this number we have 5,637 lower primary
schools. Many stations report two or more such schools, and in some
cities well over a score are located. In view of this fact, we may conclude

from a comparison of the above figures that even among these 35 societies

at least one-fourth, and in the case of some societies almost one-half, erf the

evangelistic centers, where 10 communicants reside and a regular weekly
service is held, are still without Christian lower primary schools. Let us

compare the figures of a few societies in this connection. What do they

•reveal concerning the Christian occupation of the fields in terms of the

education of the children of Christian parents, to say nothing of the

children of non-Christian parents in the same community, who might send
their children to mission or church schools were these located near bv ?

Society

CIM
IMC
CMS
BMS
Bn
PE
MCC
FCMS

Total Evangelistic
j

Total Lower Primarr
Centers Schools

1,589 455
656 157
535 290
415 214
179 42
104 148
94 131

22 30

(a) Includes Associate Missions.

The first five societies report more lower primary schools than

evangelistic centers, while the last three report a number con-

siderably below. The following societies report approximately equal

numbers : MEFB, SPG, ABF, ABCFM, NMS, WMMS, EPM, and UFS.

The MEFB, PN, and CIM lead all other societies in the number of

lower primary students, followed closely by the SBC and CMS. Most of

the larger missionary societies endeavour to offer higher primary school

facilities either in the form of day schools or boarding schools at each of

their mission stations Since higher primary schools for boys and girls are

counted separately, and since in many stations both higher primary school*
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XV.—Distribution of Mission Middle

Schools and Hospitals

S.)eie'Y

. Kurater of Stations
| Number , 8tetions

Total Murnber of !
where Middle

; wnere Hospitals
Stations Schools are

Rre Maintained
Maintained

CMS
PE
SPG

ABF
BMS ...

SBC

ABCFM
I.MS

B
Bn
DMS
FMS
LCM
mx.
NMS
SEMC
SMF

MCC
MEFB
MES
CMC
WMMS

EPM
PCC
PCI
PN
PS
UFS

CIM+Assoe. Miss.

CMA ...

CMML
FCMS
SDA
YMCA
TWCA

58 8 18

15 » 4

11 S 4

19 12 11

11 2 5

24 12 7

14 10 10

17 6 16

18 2 1

15 1

12 2 3

4 1

15 8 g

10 1 1

2 2
4 1

13 2 7

10 4 10

28 Itf 22

6 * 4

13 3 5

19 4 10

246
26
23

7
19
25
11

Numbpk op Communicants and Number op Students under Christian

Instruction (Middle School Grade and Below) Compared

5,0X1 10,000 15,000 20,000 25,000 30,000 35,000 40,000 45,000 50,000

The shaded bar represents communicants, the black bar students.

for boys and schools for girls are found, we naturally expect when com-

paring the number of mission stations with the number of higher primary

schools to find, if every station has higher primary schools, the latter

number considerably higher. Whore this is not the case one may safely

assume that at least one-third of the mission stations if that particular

society are without higher primary school facilities. The CIM and

Associate Missions have 246 mission stations and 70 higher primary

schools; and the CMA ?6 mission stations and 11 higher primary schools.

Societies repotting the most favourable comparisons are the PN, 36 mission

stations and 133 higher primary schools ; the PE 15 stations and 35 higher

primary schools ; the MEFB 2$ mission stations and 73 higher primary

schools"; the EPM 10 mission stations and 25 higher primary schools ; the

MES 6 mission stations and 18 higher primary schools; and the ABCFM
14 mission stations and 33 higher primary schools.

In the total number of higher primary students, tha following five

societies lead : YMCA, MEFB, PN, CMS, and ABF. It is interesting to

note that while the MEFB reports 60 fewer higher primary schools than the

PN, this Society has approximately 800 more students. Similar differences

in the average enrollment of higher primary schools of different societies

will be seen by comparing Columns 2 and 9, Table XIII.

Primary Students and Communicants Compared—The accompanying

diagram is a fair index of the emphasis placed on primary education by the

various societies listed for our study. It is left to the reader to determine

for himself, if possible, whether there is any standard proportion between

primary students and communicants which missionary societies should aim

to reach, and if so, what that proportion is. Note the large number of

students as compared with communicants reported by the MCC. Note also

how the BMS and SBC compare with the ABF, or bow the PE compares

with the PN.

Boys Versus Girls—Most of the societies approximate 70 per cent boys

and 30 per cent girls in primary schools. A few societies such as the Bn,

UMC, and SDA report as high as 80 per cent of their students as boys;

other societies like the PCC, UFS, CMA, and CMML place more emphasi*

on education for girls.

Middle Schools—The following five societies report approximately half

of all the Christian middle school students in China : MEFB, YMCA, PN,
PE, and CMS. In actual number of middle schools, however, the ABCFM
and SBC rank above the PE and YMCA. Some idea of the percentage of

middle schools not offering full four-year courses may be obtained by re-

ferring to the maps of mission schools for each province, printed in Pali

IV. Changes are constantly taking place, and a middle school offering only
two years of work in 1919 may by the present time have increased its

teaching staff and number of courses and rank as a high grade four-year

middle school.

Comparison between middle school students and total employed
workers is graphically shown in the diagram on page 328. Over a third
of the societies report half as many middle school students as total

employed workers. Note the comparisons for the BMS, PCC, UMC, and
CIM. The PE, SPG and YMCA report more middle school students than
employed Chinese workers. During the last five years very rapid stride*
have been made in middle school education, affecting not only the number
of students and of courses offered but also and especially the quality of the
work done.

From figures in Table XV it is apparent that a few societies offer
middle school educational facilities in most of their stations. For example,
the PN offers middle school education in 32 out of 36 mission stations. On
the other hand, a large number of societies offer middle school education in
less than 10 per cent of their missionary residential centers. Generally
speaking, wherever middle schools &re located a mission hospital is also
found, although one cannot infer from this fact that middle school students
receive special medical examination or treatment. In not a few stations,
except in the event of serious illness, middle school students profit little, if

any, by the presence of a trained physician, Chinese or foreign, or a modern
hospital. Columns 1 and 2 are worthy of careful study on the part of
missionary leaders in the light of future Christian leadership as well as of
a higher degree of literacy among future church members.

Medical Work—Hospitals—The 35 societies listed for our study report
35 percent of all the mission hospitals in China and 65 per cent of all

mission dispensaries located elsewhere than on hospital premisas
or in centers where mission hospitals are maintained. In some
cities where separate hospital buildings, one for men and another
for women, exist, the mission correspondent lias reported two hos-
pitals regardless of whether these separate buildings or departments are
separately administered or not. In other centers having separate hos-
pital buildings or departments the correspondent has sometimes reported
one hospital. Such inconsistency obviously has resulted in confusion
and makes a close study of figures in Column 1 of uncertain value. A
better approach, perhaps, to the degree of Christian occupation in term*
of medical work is to note the number of centers where hospital work is
done (Table XV, Col. 3), and compare these with the total number of
mission stations reported by each society. Still another approach is to
take the figures in Columns 3 and 4, Table XVI, which give the total
number of hospital beds, and judge the degree of Christian occupation in
terms of hospital facilities of this kind. Either of the two above pro-
cedures overcomes the uncertainties in figures for Column 1 due to incon-
sistencies in returns. Moreover in Col. 1 we have no way of distinguishing
between a hospital with ro beds and another with 300. A further qualifica-
tion must be borne in mind when figures alone are studied, and that is that
all hospitals reported are not always open. During the period of thi*
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Number of Mission Primary School Students psr ioo Communicants

23 50 75 100 150

Note thai only three societies exceed the ratio of one for one. -

XYI.—The Christian Hospital

Name of Society

- -8 ~* ^ c =| S ,

«rt n M ^
= i £ X* H c* ™ £ °

-- 55 X

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
|

8 9

Grand Total (AH China) 5» 314 10*07 6,730 1«,#77 106 1,380 36 81

Total 35 Societies 279 223 8,532 5.579 126.178 89 1,125 36 90

CMS H
PB t>

SPG 4

ABF 10

BMS
SBC

ABCFM 10

liMS

B 1

Bn
DMS
FMS 1

IAJM 5

11 792 874 12,700 10 115 67 69
1 272 DM 6,294 7 139 41 41
5 as 40 508 I 4 43 64

4 177 197 7,094 4 39 18 37

2 209 101 1.431 26 77
•5 212 118 2,047 3 30 33 47

17 314 168 3.307 4 35 30 120
3 809 303 11,516 5 72 62 185

2
2
3
1

50 30 613 40 o-

W 46 1.186 30 40

M.K ...

KMS ...

SKM0...
8MF ...

MCC ...

MEFB...
MES ...

TJMC ...

WMMS

EPM ...

pee ...

PCI ...

PN
PS ...

UFS ...

CUM
CMA ...

CMMX..
FCMS ...

SPA ..

TMCA-.
XWCA...

207 38 2.340 S

16 150

62 59 1,517 ;

97 15 707

303 211 5,237 • 1

737 641 14,168 i 15

105 45 MM • 1

212 84 2.573 1

327 194 4,749 2

606
172
164

13 11,090
6 S24

MM

641
45

14,168
2,200

' 84 2.573
' 194 4,749

367 11,718
155 4,072

: 177 1,577
: 695 12,643

252 6.214

; 200 2,454

297 5.273

18 200

16 36

14 24 85
255 M 115
10 15 37
6 99 296
19 27 104

13 69
29 109

11 42

165 31 119
70 44

26
82

Survey a larger proportion of hospitals were temporarily closed due to

depletion of professional staff, than missionaries themselves might imagine.

The PN, MEFB, CMS, and LMS societies report the largest number of

hospitals and hospital beds. Other societies reporting relatively large

numbers of foreign doctors and a good amount of medical work as revealed

in Column s. Table XVI, which gives the total number of inpatients

annually, are the ABF, PE, ABCFM, MCC, WMMS, UFS, and CIM. The

proportion of beds for women and children may be seen by referring toTable

XII, Column 6 of this Section. Some few societies devote over 50 per cent

of their hospital beds to women, while the prevailing average among all

societies is somewhere nearer 40 per cent of the hospital beds for women

and 60 per cent for men.

Note in Table XV, Column 3, what a small proportion of these ^5

societies have hospitals in even half of their mission stations. The B and

NLK societies, for example, report only one hospital each in 18 and 10

mission stations respectively. At the other extreme we have a few societies

which report hospitals in excess of their stations. Note the comparative

figures for the LMS, FFS, MCC, MEFB, and EPM. When comparing

figures in Columns 2 and 3 with figures in Column 1 of Table XV, the

student should a3so consult Appendix E, page lxxxv, for a list of centers

where mission hospitals are to be erected before 1923, if the official plans

of the various societies as reported to the Survey Committee are realized.

Training Schools for Nurses—This branch of Christian medical service

in China has developed rapidly during the last decade. Only one-third of

the societies, whose work we are studying, report no training schools. The

CMS, MEFB, PN, and PE hospitals appear to lead.

Number of Inhabitants to each Mission Hospital Bed

Complete startistJes covering medical work and -workers ha*e been difficult to secure.

The above represent the best obtainable from several Bounces.

PK
ABF
BMS
SBC
ABCFM
IMS
B
LCM
SMS
MOC
MEFB
MBS
CMC
WMMS
EPM
PCC
PCI
MS
PS
CIS
CIM

10,000 50,000 100,000

(a) Includes Associate Missions.

ffe) Union work.

Degree of Christian Occupation—The purpose and message of Table
XVII are self-evident. Figures in Columns 2 and 3 are the most reliable

and carefully computed which the Survey Committee is able to furnish at

this stage of its knowledge of area and population in China. Those
familiar with the unscientific methods and difficulties attending the gather-

ing of population statistics in this country will regard the figures given, as

approximations at best, and as furnishing only a rough idea and perhaps a
slightly exaggerated idea of actual conditions.

Columns 7 and 9 give some conception, limited though it may be

and subject to many qualifying factors, of the relative supply of mission-

aries in the fields of different societies per unit of population and per unit

of the communicant church body. Compare the figures of the TJMC or PCI
fields with those of the CMS or NMS fields. Note in the case of a number
of societies how the degree of Christian occupation in terms of missionaries

per million inhabitants may be comparatively high, while in terms of

church members the supply of missionaries may be much below the

averages prevailing elsewhere. Take the figures for the SBC or the MES.
The natural tendency as mission work progresses and Christianity becomes

more indigenous in China seems to be downwards for figures in Column 7

and upwards for figures in Column 9.

In Columns S and 10 an attempt has been made to express the degree

of Christian occupation in terms of Chinese employed workers, in the same

way as Columns 7 and 9 represent this attempt in terms of missionaries.

One expects to find the number of Chinese workers per million inhabitants

considerably higher in every case than the number of missionaries per

million inhabitants. The snme extremes in figures of occupation are to be

noticed in respect to Chinese as in respect to foreign workers, only these

differences between figures for missionaries and figures for Chinese workers

may not appear in the same societies. For example, compare the number

of Chinese in the fields of the PS or LMS with those in CMS or MEFB
fields.

Columns 12, 13, and 14 are also self-explanatory and have been special-

ly referred to elsewhere. The figures in Column ir merit attention.

Here the degree of Christian occupation of the fields of various missionary

societies is expressed in terms of communicants per 10,000 which, by

common consent, is most indicative at this stage of missionary work in

China of the progress which has been made as well as o? the challenge
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XYII.—Degree of Occupation

* Field in Sinking not included in figures given in columns 2 and 3

(a) Includes Associate Missions

ahead. The figures for some societies are most impressive, as for example

the MCC field with only 2 communicants for 10,000 inhabitants, or of the PS
fields where we have only 4 communicants per 10,000, or the figure for the

great stretches of CIM area averaging only 5 communicants to every

10,000 souls. Of those societies whose figures are relatively high, such

as the B, with 28 communicants per 10,000, or the MES with 26 com-

municants per 10,000, one might very naturally and justly conclude

that though they suggest a comparatively high degree of Christian oc-

cupation, they nevertheless represent at best only beginnings. The
faith, prayer, sacrifice, and toil of an ever-growing Church of Christ in

-
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Total for 19 Provinces) 1.760,233 440,925,836 6,561 24,627 344,974 15 56 19 72 ?J 533 fjt It

CMS
PE
SPG

1

... ^ B 66,409 15.900,000 353 1,457 10,861 22 92 32 135 7 860
960
800

1.6

1.1

1.0

104

; A
; b

28,100
2,500

9,700,000
2,000,000

202
62

924
189

6,008
2,079

21
31

95
94

33
31

154
94

6
10 60

ABF
BMS
SBC

f A
* B
\

A

54,700
33.900
37,400

12,000,000
6,300,000
13,600,000

188
123
175

795
556

1,104

8,562
8,657

23,644

16
19
13

90
22
14

94
65
47

7
14
17

978
451
401

1,8
1.9
0.7

31
4»
24

ABCFM \ A 39,300 12,000,000 198 1,003 14,003 17 72 11
8

580
554

1.4

1.3
40

LMS B 32,200 14,200,000 145 828 11,403 10 i*>

B j C 10,600 2,900,000 75 212 8,193 26 73 25 28 298
180

0.7 27

! C 11,000 2,400,000 49 163 6,012 20
f!

8 27

DMS c 16,000 3,200,000 55 156 1,405 17 46 39 111 4
606

37

PMS ! c 11,300 2,600,000 23 80 1,062 9 31 23 80

IA'M - i A 15,600 6,200,000 87 366 4,698 14 59 j 19 78 7 39»

>TLK I c 18,800 5,200,000 64 192 1.357 12 37 49 148 3

KMS j c 8,500 2,400,000 59 274 2.910 24 110 20 94 50

SEMC A 5.-500 1,731,000 25 100 1,933 15 59 13 53 11 595

SMF* ... ... c .9,100 3,400,000 65 135 1,593 19 36 41 84 5 806

MCC B 20,000 10,800,000 184 441 1.974 16 97 232 2 2,590 1.9 47

f A 79.500 25,100,000 419 3,147 38,820 16 11 81 15 694 54

j A 9,500 4,100,000 118 654 10,833 29 160 12 61 26 308 36

UMC l B 30.500 7,300,000 41 666 15,376 6 92 3 44 21 287 0.4 40

WMMS ! B 24,600 10,000,000 118 440 6,032 12 44 19 73 6 570 2.0 52

EPM B 16,800 5,100,000 83 732 9,378 18 141 9 79 18 745 2.7 194

PCC 1 B 14.800 5,900,000 94 220 3,468 16 37 28 65 6 405 1.9 55

PCI ... j B 82,600 7.400,000 44 341 9,024 6 48 5 38 12 251 1.1 46

PH s A 92,000 36,100,000 502 2,264 38,659 14 63 ; 13 59 11 431 1.6 49

PS ! A 26,350 13,400,000 146 •538 5,671 11 40 28 94 4 608 1.0
j

43

CFS 1 B 51,400 5,200,000 61 359 9,909 12 69 6 36 19 326 3.6 j 96

CIM (a) 1 Int 376,300 96,800,000 960 2,125 50,541 9 22 18 44 5 248 0.2 -, 94

CMA 1 A 50,500 4,800,000 106 236 3,157 22 48 35 79 6 354

CMML ... | Int 70,400 83 57 1,293 64 44 23

FCMS A 7,300 3,800,000 65 150 1,125 18 41 59 140 3 1,050 1.6 55

SDA ! A ... 138 328 2,086 69 164

YMCA ! Int ... 192 609

YWCA I Int

1

... 53 53

China will, under the blessing of God, multiply these figures, here forty-

fold, there sixtyfoM, and elsewhere perhaps an hundredfold.

Growth of the Chinese Church during the Last Thirty Years—In
the Table which follows, the Survey Committee has attempted to recor<£

the numerical strength of Protestant Christianity in China just preced-

ing the last three great missionary conferences. Since the Survey
statistics are for 1918/19, later figures for 1920, as gathered by the
statistical secretary of the CCC, have been added. The Committee has
also given figures for 1915 in order to make possible a comparison of
growth during the last five years.

XVIII.—Statistics of Growth

Society

Date
of

Report

Total Total
Chinese
Force

Total
ConMnnai-

cante

1905
1915
Survey
1920

56
275
345
353
294

168
1,036
1,312
1,457

1,646

9,846
10,861
11,698

1889
1905
1915
Surrey
1920

18
84
191
202
210

30
212

924
1,076

450

3,901
6,008
6,411

SPG.. 1889
1905
1915
Surrey
1920

13

•4
56

74
143
189
187

100

1,497
2,079

1905
1915
Survey
1920

34
90
138
188
185

527
795
964

1,479
4,709
6,835
8,562
10,016

Total Students
in Christian

Schools

2.000
7,381
11,068
10,146
12,181

1.123

2.237
5,600
6,858
7,263

180
1,240
1,896
1,832

325
1,151

6,180
8,910
10,963

Society

Date
of

Beport

Total
Foreign
Force

Total
Chinese
Force

Total
Commu-
nicants

1889
1905
1915
Survey

108
123
81(a)

19
172
491
556
507 (a)

1,154
4,403
7,520
8,657
9,202

1905
1915
Survey
1920

16-2

175
200

174
792

1,104
1,061 (a)

5,049
16,213
23,644
24,334

ABCFM
1905
1915
Survey
1920

106
147
198"

200

95
590
961

1,003
1,137

1,549
9.573
11,845

14,003
15,011

1905
1915
Survey
1920

65
131
156
145
125(a)

514
667
828
625(a)

4,078

9,373
11,403
11,468

Total Student*
in Christian

Schools

1,308
2,888

'

3,952
4,290

338
1,646
7,823
10,059
14,010

1,074
4,237
9,803
8,829 (a)

10,292

2,124
5,008
4,909
6,801

6,916
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Bate
of

Beport

Tote!
Foreign
Force

Total

Chinese
Force

Total
Commu-
nicants

1889
1905
1915
Survey
1930

316
212
364

2,029
8,530
1,437
8,193
7,096

Ba ...

DMS

1889
1905
1915
Surrey
1920

11

42
47
49
41

111
163
209

462

6,320
6,012
6,398

1905
1915
Survey
1920

15
31

ss
53

158
156
171

119
764

1,405
1,368

FM8 1889
1905
1915
Surrey
1920

15
35
SO (a) 71(a)

15
761

1,062
1,401

LCM 1889
1905
1915
Survey
1920

15
74
87
69(a)

366
361(a)

130
2,618
4.698
4.996

HLK
1905
1915
Surrey
1920

64
54(a)

40
125
192

204
1,017
1,857
1,711

1889
1905
1915
Survey
1920

21
207
274
275

1,706
2,910
4,409

SEMC

SMF

1905
1915
Survey
1920

14

97
25
23(a)

38
86
100
109

167
1,591

1,933
1,976

1905
WIS
Survey
1920

24
34
76
48(a)

57
96

135
176

600
1,476
1,593

1,771

MCC

MEFB

MES

1889
1905
1915
Survey
1920

33
168
184
180

35
276
441
481

302
1,632
1,974

2,449

1889
1905
1915
Survey
1920

99
196

419
334(a)

•243

1,685
2,663
3,147
5,038

3,888
15,216
28,474
38,820
42,720

1889
1905
1915
Survev
1920

118
103 » a*

20
175
463
654
691

Total Students

in Christian

Schools

Society

312
1,754
4,952
10,833
8,932 (a)

1089
1905
1915
Survey
1920

51
199
716
666
665

1,675

8,885
13,923
15,376
15.376

1889
1905
1915
Survey
1920

121

118
116

50
225
318
440
386(a)

1,079
3,449
5,121
6.03-2

6,038

1905
1915
Survev
1920

51
m

135
249
596
732

3,471

sins
9,378
11,009

1889
1905
1915
Survey
1920

52
95
177
220
232

2,719

3^215
3,468
3,998

1889
1905
1915
Survey
1920

27
45
44
2$ (a)

20
224
342
341

130
6,443
9,440
9,024
3.052

1889
1905
1915
Survev
1920*

122
265
414
502
458

120
879

1,994
2,264
2,437

4,041
16,972

34,627
38,659
40,220

848
1,745

5,953
2,461 (a)

4,945

40

1,093
1.602

- 799
1,472

1,142

111
525
596
596(a)

2,531
1,738 (a)

123
807

1,085

1,271

38
1,995
2,621
2,380

300
685

1,130
1,158

327
1,043

1,361
1,412

336
4.053
4,965
6,915

2,708
9,389

27.211

28,973
36.577

925
1,527
4.027

3,797
2,771 (a)

267
1,646
3,026
4,437
4,437

534
686

1,969
3,632
4,248

628
2,442

5,319
7,308
9,209

118
1,176
1.456
2,572

20
536

2,453

3,362
2,549

2.489

5,107
16,697

18,231
21,778

Date Total
ol Foreign

Beport Force

Total Total Total Students
Chinese Comma- in Christian
Force nicants Schools

1889 28
1905 51
1915 137
Survey 146
1920 139

9
80
474
538
582

100
1,752
3,601
5,671
7,041

300
176

3,983
3.791

4,922

BIB... 1889
1905
1915
Survey
1920

16
35
63
61
79

14
181
468
359
350

1,000
6,960

10,032
9,909
9,870

67
458

2,790
3,292

2,936

CM (b) .. 1889
1905
1915
Survey
1920

366
849
976
960
980

92
1,287
1,994
2,125
1,931

2,937
14,078
37,802
50,541
53,162

182
2,997

11,685

11,520
11,006

CMA 1889
1905
1915
Survey
1920

76
83

106
107

106
197
236
216

1,483
2,163
3,157
3,426

408
1,332
1.218
1,059

I > 1889
1905
1915
Survey
1920

60
139
150
143

11
834

1,300
1,125
1,154

40
399

1,308
1,303
1,378

CMML 1889
1905
1915
Survev

72

83
S3

57
47

1,293
963

849
849

1889
1905 18 31 66 100
1915 43 315 1,533 1,315

Survey 138 328 2,086 1,679

1920 181 690 3.580 2,686

YMCA ... 1889
1905 30
1915 157 134 5.332

Survey 192 609 8,402

1920 192 320(a) 15,503

YWCA ... 1889
1905 *

1915 24
Survev 53 53 ...

1920 84 42(a)

No reliable returns, (a) Incomplete returns. <b) Includes Associate Missions,

Middle School Students and Total Employed Chinese Force Compare*

300 600 900 1,200 1,500 1,800 2,100 2,400 2.700 3,000

Shaded bars represent Middle Sehool Students, black bars Employed Chinese Workers,
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COOPERATION IN INSTITUTIONAL WORK
The development of higher educational work under Christian

auspices, which has been so marked a feature of the past two decades,

has been made possible only through the cooperation rf a number of

missionary societies in the support of the same institution. In the ac-

companying Table XIX, the institutions being jointly conducted are listed

under different cities and the degree to which the missionary societies

dealt with in this Section are taking part in them is set forth. The
several departments of the same institution are listed separately,

inasmuch as a society sometimes cooperates in only one cr two out of a

number cf departments.

Institutions whose names are in italics represent a Knion of two or

more societies of the same ecclesiastical family. In all other institu-

tions societies from two or more different churches carry an work together.

Universities and Colleges—In addition to the five union universities,

Peking University, Shantung Christian University, the University of

Nanking, Fukien Christian University, and the West China Union Uni-

versity, there are the following union colleges : Manchuria Christian

College, Shanghai College (Baptist), Hangchow Christian College, and
Canton Christian College. The latter institution, although several mis-

sions have members on its faculty and it is serving mo6t of the mis-

sionary societies in South China, is not strictly speaking a union institu-

tion.

These union institutions represent a large proportion oi the collegiate

work being carried on by missionary societies. Several of them have
grown rapidly during the past few years and all are taxed to their utmcst
capacity.

The degree to which each of the different societies is engaged in

higher educational work along with others is set forth in Table XIX.
This does not represent all higher educational work being done by some
of the societies whose names are listed here. Several of them support
junior or even senior colleges, as for instance the PE in St. John's and
Boone Universities, the MES in Soochow University, the WMMS in

Wesley College, etc. Not a few of these societies, however, conduct no
higher educational work except in cooperation with others.

It will be noted at once that the ABF. ABCFM, LMS, MEFB, and

XIX.—Participation in Union Educational and
Medical Institutions

I II HI IV VI

Universities Theological Normal
I Training

Society and Seminaries Medical Training Hospitals t Schools
Colleges and Bible

' Schools
Schools and

Middle
for

1 Nurses

j

Schools

1

CMS x, 11 q, x, bb, kk 11 z
!PE q s ff

SPG i q j i i

ABF k, m, r, 11 n, r, 1! 11 k, r, w, 11,

mm
BMS i j j j

SBC r r j r r

ABCFM e, j, x e, g, h, j, x, f

bb
j, y, z, ee -

.

LMS e, aa e, g, h, bb j aa, ff

BMS c

FMS ii

LCM H j hh j.jj
NMS ii

SEMC ... 88 88. oh
SMP m 88

MCC u 11 11 11, mm
MEFB C. k, ID, X, e, g, 1, a, xJ I, U k, y, z, 11, k k

11 11 mm
MES m, k 1, n t, u t

UMC ... e
WMMS bb, dd dd, ff

j

EPM
FCC j, bb j cc
PCI a b c a
PN e, j, k, m, e, g, h, j, 1,

|
t, j i. 3, k, v, w,j j. k k

v, aa n, o, bb, dd aa, ee, dd,

ee, ff

PS k, v 1, n j i, v, w
UPS a b c a

j, k"

CIM kk
FCMS k, ta

i

1, n, o
i

k, p" k k

LIST OF
Moukden

Peking

UNION EDUCATIONAL AND MEDICAL INSTITUTIONS
a. Manchuria Christian College
a. Manchuria Christian College Middle School
b. Moukden Theological College
c. Moukden Medical College
d. Moukden Union Hospital
e. Peking University—College of Arts and Science

I

and North China College for Women
e. Peking University School of Theology
f. Union Medical School for Women
g. Bible Training School for Women

PN are each supporting a considerable number of union institutions.

The comparatively modest beginnings of a few years ago have led on

by gradual stages, until now not an inconsiderable amount of the annual

budgets of these societies is ear-marked for onion work. Large sums

of money have to be raised in addition for plant and equipment. At the

same time there is general agreement that in no other way could the situa-

tion be met. It is also taken for granted that these institutions must be

still further strengthened.

Theological Education—The extent to which theological education

is being carried on in union institutions is one of the most striking facts-

in the present situation. The form of union is of two kinds. First are

the institutions where two or more societies of the same denominational

group are working together, as in the Anglican School of Theology,,

temporarily located at Wnsih, Ku., in which the SPG and the CMS
cooperate with the PE and MSCC, and thus bring together in one in-

stitution students from all sections of the Anglican Church; the Baptist

Theological Seminary, The Central China Union Lutheran Theological

School, and the Moukden Theological College, etc. Second, are those

schools of theology in which societies of different religious groups joi»

together in support of one institution. There are seven of these. All

but the Nanking School of Theology and the Union TheoSogieal College

in Canton are connected with the five union universities. It is worth

noting that even a larger number of societies cooperate in these-

theological institutions than in the colleges of arts and sciences. More-

over, the list of societies here given is not exhaustive and does not in-

clude a number of smaller missions (not dealt with in this Section) which
participate in one or another of these institutions.

Middle and Normal Schools—The union middle schools and normal

training schools listed in Column 4 represent a comparatively small part

of the work of this kind being done in China. They are chiefly depart-

ments of higher educational institutions, all of which at the present

time still find it necessary to maintain middle schools as part of their

general plant. Much more adequate provision for normal training is

one of the outstanding needs of educational work in China. It is net

improbable, therefore, that this department of educational work will

have to be greatly strengthened in the near future.

Tenghsien
Tsinan

Nanking

Wuhu
Wusih
Shanghai

Huebowfn
Hangchow

Foochow

Canton

Changsha

Wuchang
Kingchowfu

Fancheng
Shekow
Siangyangfu
Paoning

Chengtu

z.

aa.

aa.

bb.

cc.

dd.

hh.

ii.

jj-

kk.

11.

11.

11.

11.

North China Union Bible Institute

Mateer Memorial Institute

Shantung Christian University

Shantung Christian University Theological School
Shantung Christian University Medical School
Shantung Christian University Hospital
University of Nanking
University of Nanking Union Hospital
University of Nanking Union Training School for
Nurses

University of Nanking Union Middle School and
School of Education

Nanking School of Theology
Ginling College

Bible Teachers* Training .School for Women
Severance Hall Bible School for Women
Wuhu Academy
Anglican School of Theology
Shanghai College

Shanghai College Theological Seminary
Shanghai College Middle School
Union Hospital, Yanglzepoo
St. John's University and Univ. of Penn. Medical
School

Margaret Williamson Hospital

Union Training School for Nurses
Huchow Union Hospital
Hangchow Christian College
Hangchow Christian College Middle School
Union Girls* High School
Fukien Christian University
Fnkieu Union Theological College
Union Vernacular Middle Training School
Union Kindergarten Training School
Canton Christian College
Cantoi; Christian College Middle School
Union Theological College
Union Normal School for Girls
Hunan Union Theological College
Union Girls' High and Normal School
Union Normal School
Kingchowfu Theological Seminary
Kingchowfu Normal School
Concordia School for Girls

Central China Union Lutheran Theological School
Bethesda Union Hospital
Diocesan Theological Training School
West China Union University
West China Union University Theological Seminary
West China Union University Medical School
West China Union University Middle and Normal
School

Union Normal School for Women.
Note—Denominational institutions are in italics.
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Medtcal Work—Only a small part of the medical work of the mis-

sions is being done in union hospitals. The tendency in the larger cit
: cs

today is in the direction of uniting in one strong union institution the
Thospitals conducted by the individual missions. A beginning has already
"t»een made in a few centers.

The Union Medical College of Peking and its affiliated institutions,

the hospital and training school for nurses, have not been included in

this list, as they are not technically speaking missionary institutions,

"being financed independently by the China Medical Board. It should be
"be noted, however, that several British and American societies have been
jfiven the privilege of appointing representatives on the Board of
"Trustees of this institution, and that it is working in most sympathetic
-relations with the missions.

Participation in the Support of National Interdenominational Or-
ganizations during the Past Decade—There has been a growing recogni-
tion on the part of many Chinese Christians and missionaries that more
•effective interdenominational cooperation is essential to the success of

the Christian Movement.

This resulted in the organization in 1013, by the National Christian
•Conference which met in March of that year, of the China Continuation
Committee. This Committee was appointed to help carry out the re-

•ccmmendations of the national and sectional conferences held in China
in raja, to serve as a means by which the Christian forces in China
-might express themselves unitedly when they so desired, to promote co-

operation and coordination among the Christian forces in China, and to
serve as a means of communication between the Christian forces in

China and those of the West.

One of the direct results of the organization of the China Continua-
*k« Committee was the strengthening of the China Christian Educational
Association, and the China Medical Missionary Association. Experienced
-workers were secured as executive secretaries of both of these associations

"which had previous^ been in existence for some years. Headquarters
were obtained by these three organizations in the same building. In
this they were joined by the China Sunday School Union, organized as

a result of the Centenary Conference of 1907, the Chinese Recorder, the
Council on Health Education, the Chinese Home Missionary Society,

and the China for Christ Movement. Other interdenominational develop-

ments have taken place in the field of mission finance and mission build-

ing. The Associated Mission Treasurers is the result of bringing together

the fiscal agencies of several of the larger British and American mis-

sionary societies. The participating societies find the association to

their advantage financially and otherwise. It is able to serve other

societies also in such matters as the sale of bills of exchange, the taking
<mf of insurance papers on mission property, the purchasing of pas-

sages, etc.

More recently the Mission Architects* Bureau has been launched by
two of the larger American societies, and it is probable that before long
others will join in. The object of the Bureau is to insure better buildings

by placing the responsibility for their design and construction in the hands
of trained architects and engineers, and at the same time to relieve busy
-missionaries for the work for which they have been trained.

A number of the larger missionary societies carrying on work in

China have either strengthened already existing headquarters in Shanghai
or have opened new ones. The main office of the CIM and the fiscal

-agencies of the CMS and the PE have been here for some years. The
China Council of the PN, the Advisory Council of the IMS, the secretary

of the East China Mission of the ABF, the Centenary Office of the MEFB,
-which has made Shanghai a residential seat for one of its bishops (although

this Mission has no regular church work in Shanghai), and the MES, in-

cluding their Women's Boards, and the fiscal agencies of these and other

societies are now in Shanghai.

The financing and staffing of national cooperative work has been
-inade possible only by the generosity of certain societies who have releas-

ed, for the most part on salary, some of their strongest workers to serve

the Church at large. The financing of interdenominational organizations

is stiH an extremely difficult one, but such beginnings as have already

"been made have been due to the willingness of such societies to release

workers for such national service and to assist financially in the work
they were to do.

The whole question is receiving the very careful consideration of the

Conference of Missionary Societies in Europe and in America, and is

undoubtedly one of the problems upon a satisfactory solution of wfai;h

the development of such work largely hangs.

Table XX on page 331 sets forth in a general but not exhaustive way
which societies of those dealt with in this Section are making contri-

butions in staff or funds toward the regular support of these national inter-

denominational organizations. This does not include the list of those

who are contributing to the CCC through the Conference of Missionary

Scoieties in Great Britain and Ireland and the Committee of Reference and
Counsel in North America.

MISSIONS BUILDING
In the interests ol a larger Christian unity and of more effective co-

cperation, the CCC has secured a gift of a valuable piece of land in the

business district in Shanghai and the funds for the erection of a Missions

Building on the same. The memorandum of the agreement between the

donors of the building and the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions

(North), the donors of the original site, and the trustees of the property

sets forth the following as the objects of this building

:

"The purposes and objects of said building will be : to promote the
principles of cooperation and the spirit of fellowship ami accord among
the Christian forces in China; to forward the unity of the Christian

Church in China ; to encourage the most harmonious and efficient co-

ordination of the work of all missionary agencies, both among themselves
and in relation to the Chinese Church ; and to assist as far as possible

in the equipment of the Christian forces in China to deal adequately with
their task, both in the wide range of detail and as a whole ; and especially

to assist the movement of cooperation and coordination represented in the

establishment and the activities of the China Continuaticn Committee."

"It is hoped and expected that the China Continuation Committee

and its successors will so use the building that all the agencies of the

Chinese Church and of the missionary body of China in general, evan-

gelistic, educational, medical, and literary, whether denominational or

tmdencminational, or interdenominationa1
, may be brought into the

closest and most harmonious association, in order to promote so far as

possible close and sympathetic relations between foreign missions and the

Chinese Church; and that the movement for bringing to Chinese women
the blessings of the Gospel may be promoted; and that such agencies of

the Chinese Church as may be developed may be housed, if possible, in

the building."

"The building shall be under the control and management of the

China Continuation Committee or of such committee as the Board shall

recognize as its successor in the administration of the work of inter-

denominational cooperation conforming to the purposes and objects con-

templated in the erection of the building as above set fortn. To this end,

the China Continuation Committee shall appoint a Board of Managers,

subject to ratification by the Board of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian

Church in the U.S.A. ; and in case of its disapproval of any appointment

made by the China Continuation Committee or its successors, the Board

shall have power to reject the same and, if deemed best by it, to nominate

and appoint some one else in place of the nominee disapproved."

"In case the China Continuation Committee or its successors fail

substantially to cany out the purposes and objects for which the build-

ing and site have been given, the Board shall have the power to ter-

minate the control and management of the building by the China Con-

tinuation Committee or its successors : and in such case it shall there-

after administer the property itself in accordance with the purposes and

objects of the building as above set forth."

Average Number of Communicants per 10,000 Inhabitants

tn Areas Worked by Various Societies
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Location and Extent of the Protestant Mission Fiei.ds op China

PROTESTANT MISSION FIELDS
This map has been made by bringing together into one the maps

showing "Protestant Mission Fields" which appear for each province

in Part IV. No other map or graph in this volume deserves more serious

consideration. It is evident at a glance that the Church situation in

China which is here presented is the result of the independent develop-

ment of many different religions bodies. It is a clear witness to the
Churches of the West in their effort to carry forward the Banner of the

Cress to the remotest parts. One missionary society after another has
come to China and has sought a field in which to carry on its work. For

the most part the missionaries of these societies have tried to locate
where little or no work was being done by others. They have settled in
different parts of the country and have gradually come to regard "as-
their field" a given area in which they are able to carry on their mis-
sionary activities. As other societies came in they were naturally
directed to other areas where no Christian work was as yet under way,,
or they entered the larger cities and fields of older societies with whom
they usually came to some agreement by which part of the field wa»
surrendered to them or some special arrangement was made so that they
might concentrate their efforts within a given area.
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Gradually the feeling grew up that certain fields "belonged" to this

or that society or Church, and that others should not enter without due

(Consideration of their desires (see Appendix F, "Statement on Comity,"

section on "Territorial Arrangements").

At the same time, many have not been unmindful of certain dangers

which might easily result from this method of missionary "occupation,"

and the comity statement in speaking of the Chinese Churches says (See

Appendix F, page bcxxvi), "It is incumbent upon all members of the

missionary body ever to bear in mind that they incur a grave responsi-

bility by the adoption of any measures calculated to reproduce in this

country the divisions between the Churches in the home lands." Not a

few of these divisions are, in their origin, due quite as much to social

and political influences peculiar to Western countries as to essential

religious principles. Hence the vital importance of missionaries, whilst

themselves remaining strictly loyal to all obligations imposed upon them

by their home church connections, when attempting to introduce church

order and government in China, strictly to limit themselves to cardinal

principles and by the elimination of all else to allow room for thek

healthy development and application amongst the Chinese people."

Notwithstanding these statements, which have been approved by a

considerable proportion of the missionary body, the Chinese Churches

find themselves today divided into many separate units, and such or-

ganic union as has taken place thus far, with a few notable exceptions,

has been along the line of linking up sectionally and nationally Churches

of the same denomination, hence largely following the divisions of the

West.

However deeply any may feel the desirability of freedom to worship

God after the dictates of their own consciences, and the dangers of any

form of Church unity which interferes with liberty of faith and variety

of expression of the Christian life, this map is a challenge to the many
branches of the Church Universal to find ways and means of expressing

more clearly their fundamental unity in Christ, and devising ways and

means of making that unity effective in the service of mankind.

Some questions which the maps suggests are

:

i. What is its bearing upon the development of an indigenous

Christianity?

2. What is its bearing on the character of the Christian community

which is growing up in different parts of China ?

3. What does it suggest as to the possibility of effective cooperation

a. Between the more than 130 different and independent mis-

sionary societies?

b. Between the Chinese Churches, which for the most part are

even less well organized for effective coopeiation than the

missions?

4. Is there any hope of the Christian Church accomplishing its God-

given task without some means by which the Christian forces may con-

sult regularly and, whenever desirable, act together ?

5. Is there any real hope of evangelizing China so long as the con-

ditions represented by this map continue ? If not, to what is God calling

ns?

XX.—Supparfc of National Infcerdemoninational Agencies

1915-1921

Organizations Endeavouring to Serve the Entire Church

CHE

Organize

F P M F P M F P M F P M ' F P M F P M F P M F P M F P M F P M F P M

PE
ABF ..

BMS ..

SBC ..

ABCFM
EMS .

NMS
MCC .

MEFB.
MES .

PCC .

FN
PS
CIM
YMCA
YWCA
Other Societies

1 ...

1 1

P=Part-time Workers M=Finanees
CP.—Chinese Becorder.

CCI—Chinese Christian Intelligencer.

MBCo—Mission Book Company

.

AMI—Associated Mission Treasurers.

MAB—Mission Architects* Bureau.

Key—Societies; F=Fn!-time Workers

CCC—China Continuation Committee.

CCEA—China Christian Educational Association.

CMMA—China Medical Missionary Association.

CSSU—China Sunday School Union.

CHE—Joint Council on Public Health Education.

CBS—Christian Literature Society.

Note that Chinese workers are not included, as they have not been "loaned" by churches or organizations with one or two exceptions, but have resigned their other positions,

and are supported bv the interdenominational organization. In the case of foreign workers, this is the exception rather than the rule. ....
x Indicates that within the period covered a society has contributed to the financial support of the organization. This table does not indicate all the societies which haey

contributed to the CCC through the Committee of Reference and Counsel in New York, and the Standing Committee of the Conference of Missionary Societies in Great Bnto and

Ireland nor does it show all the sources of income, for a considerable part of the support of some of these organizations comes from private sources.
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PART VII

COMPARISON OF THE FIELDS AND WORK OF

LARGER DENOMINATIONAL GROUPS
Introduction—The Survey Committee in grouping the various socie-

ties under their respective denominational headings, has followed the

classifications which appear in the Directory of Protestant Missions of

China 1920. According to these classifications there are in China today

4 Anglican missionary societies, 9 Baptist, 4 Cougregational, 18

Lutheran, 8 Methodist, and 12 Presbyterian. Since this by no means

includes ail the missionary societies having foreign representatives in

China—the total number of societies exceeding 130—those not falling

logically under one or another of the six large denominational groups

just mentioned have been listed under the general heading of "Other

Societies." In this group we have a combined total of over 70 inter-

denominational societies, un-denominational societies, and societies

representing well-known but smaller denominations. For example, the

FCMS, FFMA, AFO, and SDA represent distinct denominational groups.

Among the strictly interdenominational missionary societies are the CMA,
SA, WO, YMCA and VWCA. Others unclassified in this miscellaneous

group are the Educational Missions, such as the Canton Christian

College, Yale Mission, etc. Still others arc- Medical or Philanthropic

Societies like the UnMedColl of Peking, the CMMU in Canton, and the

EMM in Xanning. Besides these we have the Literature Societies and

the Bible and Tract Societies which also are interdenominational both

in organization, missionary personnel, and home constituency. In a few

cases, it has been difficult to determine under which denominational

group a respective society should be classified. For example, while the

Committee has accepted the classification of the Basel Mission as

Lutheran by the editor of the Directory, there is also good ground for

placing this society with the Presbyterian group. Of the 6 larger de-

nominational groups, the Anglican and Congregational groups report

the smallest number of societies and the Lutheran group the largest num-
ber.

The CIM and its eleven Associate Missions are for a number of reasons

treated as a unit and unclassified denominationally. Most of the As-

sociate Missions are either Lutheran or Free Church in their denomina-

tional affiliation, and CIM so far as their administrative policies, doctrinal

standards, and evangelistic activities in China are concerned.

For a full list of Protestant mission societies now at work in China
consult the front pages of this volume. Note in the following list that

only the larger societies belonging to the last group are here listed

:

Anglican Baptist Congregational Lutheran Methodist Presbyterian CIM Other
Societies

CMS (a) AAM ABCPM B BA CSFM CIM AFO
MSCC ABF LMS Bn KMA EI'M DFMB CMA
PE B.MS MP ! DM8 MCC PCC FDM FFMA
SPG ChMMS SAMM ! ELAng MEFB (b) PCI FFC WF

CXTM ' ELMo MES PCSZ GCAM AFM
GBB FMS ue P.N HF AG
SBC ILM CMC PS L CMML
SBM

i
KCM WMMS BCA SMC FCMS

SDB 1 LB BOOS NMF SKM
i LBM

;
KPC ISAM PMC

! LFM OB SMC . SA
! KLF UFS iSvAM SCM
> NLK SDA
i XMS SEFC
1 KM FMCA
j
SEMC CCCou
SKM sec
SMF Vol's.

I'M
CMMC
EMM
BFBS
CLS

(a) Includes CEZMS (b) Includes WFMS

The Development of Church Order in Connection wttk the Work of

the CIM—Before actually undertaking any study of large denominational

areas and the character of church organization in different parts of China,

it may be well to go more fully into the denominational character of the

churches established through the labours of the CIM and its Associate

Missions. The following paragraphs are taken from an account of the

ecclesiastical developments of churches organized as a result of the work
of missionaries connected with the CIM, as prepared in 1918 by D. E.

Hoste, Esq., Director of the Mission :

"It is pretty well known that the China Inland Mission is an inter-

denominational organization, providing by its Constitution for the found-

ing and development of any of the evangelical Protestant Church orders

prevailing at home. In accordance with this, different parts of the field

occupied by the Mission have been allocated to Anglicans, Presbyterians,

Methodists, Baptists, and so on; it being clearly understood that, SO
long as certain lines of doctrine and of missionary methods are adhered
to, as laid down in the Constitution of the Mission, the Execotive of the
Mission does not exercise official ecclesiastical jurisdiction over the various

churches. In each district the Mission has its own arrangements for the
maintenance and oversight of the missionaries and their work, and of

mission property. This, however, is distinct from the ecclesiastical

government of the churches."

"The extent to which the ecclesiastical order of the different home
Churches has been followed in the several districts worked by the China
Inland Mission varies considerably. This does not argue disloyalty on
the part of the missionaries to their own home Churches. It is due to
a sense, on the part of some, that there is no advantage, but rather the
reverse, in reproducing in a hard and fast way a system, which in some
particulars is the outcome of local conditions and influences at home,
and therefore to that extent not adapted to this country. It is thought
by a good many that an eclectic attitude toward the various forms of
ecclesiastical life at home is wiser than one of a rigid and exclusive ad-
herence to any one type. Given the cardinal principles, their expression
in concrete form may, it is felt, be allowed considerable elasticity. It

would, however, be quite a mistake to infer from these remarks that the
churches in connection with the China Inland Mission are denominational-
ly colourless, or that anything approaching uniformity prevails amongst
them. The facts are far otherwise. In more than one instance, the home
ecclesiastical arrangements of the Church represented in a district have,
in the main, been followed closely."

"Perhaps, the district which furnishes the best illustration of the
successful development of a strong type of Church order in connection
with the Mission, is that occupied by the Clrarch of England in East
Szechwan. In the year 1895, the Rev. W. W. Cassels was consecrated
Bishop of the Diocese by the Archbishop of Canterbury, the authorities
of the great Anglican communion thus setting their seat upon the work
accomplished, as an accredited branch of the Church of England,
During the succeeding years much thought was being given by the
Bishop to the gradual introduction and development of the Anglican
Church order, whilst, at the same time, a great deal of preparatory work
in the instruction of the churches, and the training of future Chinese
clergy, was inaugurated and carried on. It was not until 1912 or 1913
that the Diocese became definitely organized into parishes and districts,
with their respective councils and a diocesan synod. During that period,
thought was given to the adjustment of mission arrangements with the
new ecclesiastical order, with the happy result that a helpful coopera-
tion has continued to the present time."

"The ecclesiastical development of the churches in connection with,
the China Inland Mission in the southern part of the province of Shansi
illustrates the measure of elasticity which the Constitution of the Mission
allows in these matters. That province has been worked by missionaries
holding Baptist views. The Church order developed there, htowever,
has not fully followed the lines of the home Churches connected with
that denomination. This has been due to more than one circumstance."
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"In Shansi there is a -well-developed church order, by which the

central authority is vested in a representative council, and which is work-

ed without any difficulty between the ecclesiastical and Mission authori-

ties. It should be added that, so far, the churches gathered by the China

Inland Mission missionaries in Shansi have not been brought into an

official connection with any other ecclesiastical body in China or the

homelands; in this respect differing from the Anglican district in East

Szechwan,"

"The Mission has three Presbyterian districts in different parts of the

country, two of which are still in an initial and ecclesiastically undeveloped

stage. One of them is in ecclesiastical affiliation with the Presbyterian

Church of another mission, thus having a relation to the whole Presby-

terian communion throughout the country. As already said, there is

nothing in the Constitution of the China Inland Mission to prevent the

other districts adopting the same coarse, at such time as the development

of the churches renders it advisable."

"In the matter of ordination, each Church follows its own procedure

without official reference to the authorities of the Mission. In the

Anglican district, for example, the clergy are ordained by the bishop of

the diocese in the same way as at home. Where, however, the heme
Church order has been modified, the practice regarding ordination has

trodergone, in seme cases, a corresponding change. In the province of

Shansi, for instance, to which allusion has been made above, pastors are

not ordained without the concurrence of the central chunh council ; thus

differing from the practice of Baptist Churches in England. In the case

of districts not sufficiently advanced to have a fully developed system

of church government, there is a general feeling that the ordination of

pastors at all events should be a matter of consultation with adjacent

districts, with a view to preventing marked differences in the standards

observed."

"In some of those provinces or districts, where the work is in a com-
paratively undeveloped state, annual conferences both" of missionaries

and leading Chinese workers, for united devotional services and the
interchange of thought on common problems, have been found useful

in preparing the way for the introduction of a church order."

The accompanying map, which shows in a very general way the
denominational character of the Chinese Church in different sections of

China, gathered especially through the efforts of the missionaries of the
CIM and its Associate Missions, will be of interest and will enhance the
value of the study that follows. Churches marked 'Baptist' in CIM dis-

tricts practise baptism by immersion, but workers in such districts are
to a large extent members of various denominations too numerous to make
it possible to indicate otherwise. A careful apportionment, en
the basis of the accompanying map, of church communicants as reported
by the CIM and Associate Missions would seem to indicate that over
one-half of the CIM communicants scattered over China practise baptism
by immersion, and therefore might be classified as Baptists; that ap-
proximately one-eighth of the total membership are enrolled in churches

Fields of Tire CIM akd Associate Missions

of the Lutheran Church order, while still others, both churches and

Christians, are Methodist or Presbyterian. In actual figures the com-

municant strength of the CIM and Associate Missions might very approx-

imately be divided between denominations as follows : Anglican 3,000,

Congregational and Presbyterian between 3,000 and 4,000 each,

Methodist between 5,000 and 6,000, Lutheran slightly over 8,000, and

Baptist between 20,000 and 25,000.

The denominational character of the churches connected with the

Associate Missions of the CIM is as follows :

SvAM Swedish Alliance Mission (Inner Mongolia) ...

HF Swedish Holiness Union (Shansi, Szechwan)...

NMC Norwegian Mission in China (Shansi)

SMC Swedish Mission in China (Honan, Shansi,

Shensi)

SAM Scandinavian China Alliance Mission (Kansu,

Shensi)

Free Church
Free Church
Lutheran

Lutheran

Lutheran,

Baptist,

Congregational,

and Methodist

Free Church
Lutheran

Lutheran
Free Church
-Lutheran

Lutheran

NMF Norwegian Alliance Mission (Shensi)

L Liebenzell Mission (Hunan, Kweichow)

GCAM German China Alliance Mission (Chekiang,

Kiangsi)

FFC Finnish Free Church Mission (Kiangsi)

FDM Friedenshort Deaconess Mission (Kweichow) ...

DFMB German Women's Missionary Union (Szechwan)

ANGLICAN FIELDS

The map on page 334 shows the extent of the eleven separate

episcopal areas in China. It does not indicate the extent of

the fields which Anglican missions are now working. These fields are

much smaller, as may be seen in the map entitled 'Anglican Mission

Fields'. Roughly speaking, the extent of Anglican mission fields in

China is somewhat less than 6 per cent of the total area of the 18 pro-

vinces and Manchuria. These fields divided into 11 separate dioceses

constitute together the field of the Chung Hua Sheng Rung Hui. The

different dioceses rank as follows in respect to the total number of those

confirmed. The figures have been taken from the General Statistics of

the Chung Hua Sheng Rung Hui for 1920, and therefore are more recent

than those originallv submitted to the Survey Committee. Statistics

covering the work of the Anglican section of the CIM In Northwest Sze-

chwan are included in the totals for West China. Note that the Chung

Hua Sheng Kung Hni reports its greatest communicant strength in

Fukien, Szechwan, Kiangsn, Chekiang, and Hupeb.

CmmcH Fields of the CDI and Associate Missions

A Anglican

B Baptist

C Congregational

F Free Church

L Lutheran
M Methodist
P Presbyterian

, .

Information tor the above map was supplied in the offices of the C. 1. M.
Headquarters. Districts marked B (Baptist) practise baptism bj immersion, bat

•workers to such districts are to a large extent members of various denominations,

too mixed to make it possible to indicate otherwise.
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Diocese Total Number Confirmed

Fukien 6.173

West China 3»333

Shanghai
Chekiang •

Hankow ... .- 2,455

Victoria *>903

Shantung I »242

Anking --• I > 157

North China 9$7

Kwangsi and Hunan 300

Honan 254

The home missionarj activity of the Chung Hua Sheng Kung Hui

centers in Shensi. The support of this mission is left entirely to the

Chinese, contributions from foreigners being neither asked for nor

encouraged, nor are any foreign workers being sent to that province.

BAPTIST FIELDS
Baptist cmrrebes and missions, apart from those established

by C1M workers, are to be found in 12 provinces. If we include those pro-

vinces where churches practicing baptism by immersion have been

established through the efforts of CIM missionaries, we have only three

pro%-inces remaining where relatively few Baptists are known to reside,

namely, Hunan, Yunnan, and Manchuria. The Baptists are strongest in

numbers in Shantung and Kwangtung, where we have one-fourth and one-

sixth respectively of all the Baptists reported for China. Many com-

municants who practise baptism by immersion and who are connected

with CIM churches are reported for Chekiang, Kweichow, Kiangsi, and

Shansi.

Over ten years ago a good deal of thought was given to, and some pre-

liminary steps were taken toward an association of churches in connection

with each American Baptist mission. The SBC churches in East-Central

China, for example, formed the Kiangsu-Chekiang Baptist Association

with the object of promoting denominational interests as well as the

spiritual and temporal welfare of the churches. This Association later t>e-

came two owing to differences in dialects. Union in higher educational

work between the American Baptist Foreign Missionary Society and the

Southern Baptist Convention was consummated in roos. The same two

societies are united in the China Baptist Publication Society in South

China. As yet, however, there is no national organization of Baptists,

although some years ago the Chinese Baptist Conference was organized

which included representative Baptists from the ABF, SBC, and BMS.
Recently there has been some discussion on the part of American Northern

and American Southern Baptists re inter-mission committees, but as yet

neither of these groups has linked up nationally. The various missions

of the English Baptists (BMS) are now united in a National Council.

Anglican Mission Fields

Episcopal Areas is China

(Do »£*•*

1*1 «&C|M>

Some cooperation between Baptist churches and missions and the churches
and missions of other denominations has taken place during the last ao
years, in the form of union evangelistic organizations, provincial church
councils, and union educational institutions. The Survey Committee does
not know of any attempts being made by CIM churches, practising baptism
by immersion, to unite among themselves or to realize any Organic or
federated relationship with neighbouring churches connected with dis-
tinctly Baptist missions.

CONGREGATIONAL FIELDS
Churches of the Congregational Church order pre-

dominate in Cbihli, Fukien, Kwangtung, Hupeh, Shansi
and Shantung. None are reported in 9 of the provinces.
Especially noticeable is the absence of Congregational
churches in West China.

The Congregationalists in China have repeatedly;
manifested a willingness to cooperate with churches and
missions of other denominations in the interests of larger
unity and greater efficiency in evangelization. A gre.it
step forward was taken in April, 191S and January, 1919,
when at Nanking representatives of the Congregational
churches associated with the LMS and the ABCFM met
with representatives of the Presbyterian Federal Council,
and consulted as to the possibility of uniting these twi>
communions in one United Church. A doctrinal basis was
tentatively agreed to and also a form of organization. It
was hoped that in due course a United Church might be
formed in China somewhat on the lines of the United
Church of South India. Subsequently, the Presbyterian
and Congregational Churches in Kwangtung, together
with those in Hongkong, met and without waiting for
action on a nation-wide basis, constituted themselves a
provincial synod in the United Church of China.

For some years, consultations in the interests of
union between the Presbyterians and the Congregation^
alists in South Fukien have proceeded, and recently these
have also come together to form a synod in the United
Church. Negotiations between the churches of the LMS
and those of the Scotch Church Mission (Presbvterian}m Hupeh are also reported, and union there is soon
likely to be effected.

In other parts of China where Presbyterian and
Congregational church bodies are working side hv
side, consultations with a view toward sectional
and national union have been proceeding (e.g. is
North China and Kiangsn-Chekiang), but thus far no
results in direct and organic union have been reported,A meeting of representatives of the United Church will
be convened in April 1922, almost simnltaneonslv with
the meeting of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian
Church. It is hoped that at this time further action to-
wards making the United Church naticn-wide mav be
taken. J

HSCC
re
st*
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LUTHERAN FIELDS

The field of Lutheran missions in China extends from

Kwangtung in the south, where the communicant

strength is greatest, northward through the central pro-

vinces of Hunan, Hupeh, and Honan into Shensi and

Shansi. In addition, we have fields of German Lutheran

missions (associated with the C1M) in Kiangsi and Che-

fciang; also the field of the Danish Lutheran Mission

(DMS) in Manchuria. Eight provinces in China report

no Lutheran churches.

Federation—"Just as the various Anglican bodies

have found it expedient to unite in one Chung Hua Sheng

Kung Hui, so many feel that a similar union among

Lutherans is no less a desideratum if the Lutheran

missions are to make their distinctive contribution toward

the building of Christ's Church in China."

"Looking at the fields now occupied, a union of the

Lutheran group of missions would seem to be com-

paratively casv .".f attainment. Proceeding northward from

the Lutheran missions in Kwangtung, it is not a very

long distance to the field of the Norwegian Missionary

Society in Hunan, and contiguous to this are the Finnish

and Swedish missions in Hunan and Hupeh, which again

adjoin the Norwegian and American missions in Honan

and western Hupeh. Practically the only Lutheran

mission not occupying contiguous territory is the Danish

Mission in Manchuria. With the completion of the

Hankow-Canton Railroad, and other projected minor

railroads, the relatively most distant of the Lutheran

fields will be only a few days* journey apart. This should

certainly facilitate cooperation and union."

"On the other hand, there are obstacles in the way.

The Lutheran missions in China represent no less tbr.n

six different countries ; viz. Germany, Denmark, Finland,

Sweden, Norway, and the U.S.A. The problem is still

further complicated by the fact that some of these coun-

tries are represented by more than one mission. Germany
is represented by the Berlin (Bn) and Rhenish (RM)

Missions ; Switzerland and Germany by the Basel Mission

(B) ; Norway by the Norwegian Lutheran mission (NLR1,

and the Norwegian Missionary Society (NMS) ; America

by the Augustana Synod Mission (EL Vug, of Swedish

extraction), the Swedish American Mission Covenant

rSEMC), the Lutheran United Mission (LIJM, cf

Norwegian extraction), and other smaller missions. As

to the Lutheran status of the Swedish missions (except

the Swedish State Church mission), the situation seems a

little indefinite. The Swedish Mission in China (SMC,

Associate of the CIM) is interdenominational, though per-

haps the larger part of its members are Lutherans. Some
of them are ordained ministers of the State Church, and as

such pledged to the Augsburg Confession."

"Among the steps leading up to the present move-

ment may be mentioned : Cooperation in medical work
at Siangyaagfu, Hupeh, and in educational work at

Fancheng, Hupeh, between the Swedish American
Missionary Society (SEMC) and the Hauge Synod
Mission; cooperation in theological education at Shekow,
Hupeh, between the Norwegian Missionary Society

(NMS), Finnish Missionary Society (FMS), Hauge Syned
Mission and American Lutheran Mission: and the draw-

ing together of the Hange Synod Mission, American
Lutheran Mission, and Lutheran Synod Mission in the

present Lutheran United Mission (LUM). A noteworthy

event was the dedication of the Union Lutheran

Theological Seminary at Shekow in October 1913."

"In the spring of 1915 an important conference was

held at Shekow, at which the organization of a United

Lutheran Church of China was discussed and preliminary

suggestions for a Constitution drafted. A 'Temporary

Council of the Lutheran Church of China' was elected,

and a number of committees appointed to continue the

work started, along lines indicated by the Conference."

"A general conference was held in the summer of

1917 at Kikungshan in connection with a quadricentennial

celebration of the Reformation. Every Lutheran mission

in Central China was represented. In the case of three of

the smaller missions (Lutheran Brethren Mission, In-

dependent Lutheran Mission, and Evangelical Lutheran

Mission in China) the representation was unofficial."

"The most important result of this Conference was

the unanimoas adoption of a proposed *Constitution cf

the Lutheran Church of China' The plan of organiza-

tion proposed calls for a federation of synods (missions).

Within the larger organization each synod will have full

autonomy ha all matters directly concerning itself and its

work. The larger organization will be governed by a

biennial General Assembly and by a pemanent Church

Council. The superintendents (chairmen) of the various

synods shall be ex-offieio members of the Council, and

shall constitute oae-third of its membership. The other

two-thirds, of which at least one-half must be Chinese,

Baptist Mission Fields
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shall be elected by the General Assembly. The Con-

ference also took steps to secure more and better Lutheran

literature in China."

A Lutheran hymn book, a Lutheran 'Order «»f

Service' and 'Ministerial Acts,' and other types of litera-

ture for the use of the Chinese Church have since been

prepared. In addition, the United Lutheran Board of

Publication was organized, with, however, no formal con-

nection with the Lutheran Church of China. Any
Lutheran mission subscribing to the Constitution of the

Lutheran Board of Publication is considered a member

of the Board. The aim of this organization is to serve

the Church by production, translation, publication, and

circulation of Lutheran literature in the Chinese lan-

guage. Other literature may also be published, provkfiu.;

its context does not conflict with the Lutheran faith. The

Board has been asked to publish among other periodicals

the Sin I Bao (fHHIS), the official organ of the Lutheran

Church of China. So far as is known, the majority of

Lutheran missions in China have representatives on the

Board of Directors of this Publication Society.

The societies which have definitely joined in the

union of the Lutheran Church of Chim are the LUM,
FMS, NMS, EI.Aug, and NMS.

Number Number Somber Number
of ot ot of

Mission- Chioess Baptised Students
aries Workers Cotsnmini'

cants
(all

grades)

Missions in "Lutheran
Church of China " ... 221 909 13,627 7,335

Missions not in "Lutheran
Choreh of China " ... 178 511 7,693 4,926

From the above figures published in 1920 by the

statistical secretary, it will appear that considerably more
than half of the Lutheran forces now in China are already

united in one common Chinese Church. In the educational

program of these united missions, definite plans have
been made for a union college, as well as for a union
normal school.

METHODIST FIELDS

Methodist churches are to be found in all provinces
except Shansi and Shensi, with relatively few in Mau-
churia, Honan, and Kwangst. In respect to the com-
municant strength of Methodism, the provinces of

Fukien, Chihli, and Kiangsn lead.

Federation—While much effort and thought have
been spent in the interests of closer union and federation

between Methodist Churches both in America and Great
Britain, comparatively little has as yet been achieved
along these lines in China. Formal conierences between
leaders of Methodist missions and Churches have been
held, and cooperation in special forms of missionary
work, such as in higher education has resulted. How-
ever, no organic union of Churches or organized federation
has as yet been effected.

PRESBYTERIAN FIELDS

Presbyterians, like Lutherans and Congregationalists,
report few if any communicants in West China. As a
matter of fact, over 90 per cent of the Presbyterian church
members reside in the coast provinces. In central China
where Presbyterian missions are working, Honan and
Hunan are the most important fields.

Federation--Union between churches established by
two Presbyterian missions of different nationality and
located in the same or adjoining hsiens was first proved
to be possible and practicable in southeastern Fukien,
around Amoy. As early as 1862, a uniou Chinese church
was organized in this city. This union was composed of
churches established by the missions of the Reformed
Church in America (RCA) and the Prahyterian Church
in England (EPM). Missionaries of both societies, and
one representative elder from each of the 5 organized
churches constituted the Presbyter}-. Two of these
churches were under the special care of the English
Presbyterians, and three under the care of the Americtm.
The only ecclesiastical power, however, exercised by this
so-called incipient presbytery, was that connected with
church discipline. In the autumn of 1862, at its second
meeting, the incipient presbytery became a real presby-
tery, possessing all the necessary constituent elements
and conforming to all the recognized functions of such a
Board. As Amoy was the earliest and most complete, so
it has been the most long-continued example of a Chinese
church founded and guided through its early growth by
the common action of different missions, with its inherent
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^autonomy fully recognized and safe-guarded- I The
<levelopment of the ehurch in this part of China has,

according to local missiouarise, been greatly advanced

"by the fact that it has not teen an organic part of any
"Western organization and that its development has been

much less dominated by foreign influence. Missionaries

further assert that the financial self-support of the Chinese

•fChnrcbes has been more rapidly developed in south Fukien
than it might otherwise have teen, due to this -*n-

-dependent union. The discipline of the church has been

-maintained at a high standard, and the relations with

-missions and missionaries have continued to be most
-cordial.

In the General Missionary Conference, held in Shang-

hai, 1877, the subject of unity and of the independence of

4he Chinese Church, came up for consideration. During

the next General Missionary Conference, which met in

1890, a meeting of Presbyterians was held, in which the

-desire for union between Presbyterian missions was ex-

pressed and heartily encouraged. The next impulse to

ihe movement toward Presbyterian union came through a

Presbyterian conference which was called to meet in

Shanghai in October 1901, and which was attended by
representatives of ten missions. This conference laid

-down general principles of union which have guided the

-movement ever since. A Committee was appointed to

prepare a definite plan of union, and to submit the same

-to all the Church Boards concerned, native or foreign.

"This Committee on Union met a number of times between

1901 and 1907. The final result was the establishment

of a Federal Council of the Presbyterian Church of Christ

in China, to be formed of two representatives, one

-Chinese and one foreign from each presbj-tery.

The Federal Council of the Presbvterian Church in

-China was thus formed from the first by the election by

presbyteries of ministers and elders representing Presby-

-terian churches from Manchuria to Canton, and from

Honan and Hunan in the interior eastward to the sea,

along with foreign missionaries not representing their

missions, but similarly commissioned by the presbyteries

-within whose bounds they were serving.

The Federal Council thus constituted has held five

meetings in all. By 1918 it was apparent that in all the

presbyteries there was a general agreement that the time

was nearly come to form a common system of government

.and order. The Council after Ml deliberation decided

that it was justified, therefore, in concluding its own

work, and as a transitional step resolving itself into a

Provisional Assembly. Since then a committee has been

appointed to draft a constitution for the formation of a

•Ceneral Assembly. About this time, approaches were

-made by missionaries and churches of American and

British Congregational missions desiring federation, and

consultation was had with a view to organic union. As a

-result of these approaches (see preceding paragraph on

Congregational Church Union), articles of agreement

"between the Presbyterians and the London Mission and

American Board churches were drafted, and the Pro-

visional Assembly later unanimously voted that, "The

action of the Federal Council in regard to the union of

Congregational bodies be regarded as an action of this

Assembly." By referring to the accompanying maps

<m Congregational and Presbyterian mission fields, it is

possible to visualize the areas in China where a large

-united body of Presbyterian and Congregational church

members either already exists or will exist as soon ns

further steps now contemplated are taken. Note the

-two great fields : one in Northeast China, in the form of

a great crescent with one end in Manchuria and the other

in Chekiang; the other field in Southeast China in the

torm of a great triangle with its apex in Hupeh and its

"base along the coast from the Island of Hainan to Fukien.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Three great union denominational movements are

-well started in China : (i) Anglican, which has taken the

form of a General Synod for all China, thus bringing

together in one national church organization, the churches

connected with the CMS, PE, SPG, and MSCC. (2} Union

-of Lutherans in Central China in the form of a General

Assembly of the Lutheran Churches of China, whereby

almost two-thirds of the communicants connected with

Lutheran missions (Associate Missions of the CIM ex-

-cluded) have united in one common church organization.

(3) The formation of a General Assembly of Presbyterian

Churches in China, which together with the Congrega-

tional churches promises eventually to result in a United

Church of China.. Those specially interested in the

further advance in Church federation may easily

PKF^BYTgRlAX MISSION FIELDS
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One dot for Shensi should be added.
Note that only Baptized Communicants have been counted, and that the

church membership of CIM and Associate Missions has been included.

see for themselves just how the fields of missions already committed to

larger union are situated in relation to the fields of missions in the same

denominations but still outside the union, by enclosing the fields of the

first-named missions on the accompanying maps with red pencil marks.

In connection with the study of union movements between Churches

and missions of the same denominational group, we must not overlook

other union movements which transcend denominational differences, and

endeavour to bring together in cooperative -efforts, missions and Churches

belonging to different denominations. Occasionally, proximity of fields

brings the different societies together, more frequently a common interest

end responsibility. A number of such union movements might be referred

*o. They are of two kinds : the first is seen in the union educational

Congregational Church Membership

Note that only Baptized Communicants have been counted, and that the
church membership of CIM and Associate Missions has been included.

institutions or hospitals; the second, in federated councils such as the-

Kwangtung Christian Council, organized in 1913. In provinces like-

Shantung, Chihli, and Hnpeh, federated councils at one time existed,

though none of these remained active very long. In a number of other
provinces, the question of federated councils has been seriously consideredt

at one time or another since 1910. In fact during the Shanghai Conference^
1913, it was recommended that the Provincial Federal Councils be com-
pleted throughout China, and further that local Federal Councils be formed
in all large centers for counsel and cooperation in all practical work. Some"
of these provincial organizations, embracing missions as well as Churches,
were later abandoned. Still others continue, in such provinces a*.*

Chekiang (Chekiang Federation Council), Kiangsu (Kiangsu ProvinciaT
Council), Kwangtung, and Szechwan.

Two large federations of Churches and missions deserve special?

Lutheran Church Membership

Note that only Baptized Communicants have been counted, and that the
church membership of CIM and Associate Missions has been included.

Note that only Baptized Communicants have been counted, and that the
church membership of CIM and Associate Missions has been included.
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Two dots for Honan should be added.
Mote that only Baptized Communicants have been counted, and that the

church membership of CIM and Associate Missions has been included.

mention in this connection. Each of these is mterdenominational in

•character : (i) The Kwangtung Council of the Christian Church in Kwang-

tung. Both Chinese and foreign representatives of missions and

-Churches in the province constitute this Council. Its relations to the

Christian forces of the provinces are purely advisory, not legislative or

mandatory, (a) The West China Mission Advisory Board, which was

formed in 1899 for the purpose of "promoting harmony and cooperation

J)etween the different missions at work in West China; suggesting such

arrangements as shall tend to the more complete occupation of the entire

field, and to Consider and advise upon any question which may arise relat-

ing to the division of the field or to mission policies generally." The

"Board is composed of duly appointed representatives of each mission

labouring in Szechwan, Yunnan, and Kweichow. Alongside of this West

Church Membership Unclassified Denominationally

One dot to Yunnan should ba added, and instead of 10
dots in Hunxn, thara should 02 25.

Note that only Bapt zei '

chureh msmfership of CL\I an 1 A-- en included.
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Total for All China 1.310 548 116 206 1,939 2.495 4.141 6.636

Anglican 140 , 241 635
Baptist • 150 ss 10 2;< 147 220 - 588
Congregational si 27 7 92 133 aia 345
Lutheran ... 223 3- 1 2o 107 590
Methodist ' no 66 29 32 276 946

Presbyterian 257 as 42
CIM and Associate Missions ' Si I-", 4
Other Societies 179 56 13

Note that only Baptized Communicants have been counted, and that the

chorea membership of CIM and Associate Missions has been included.

China Mission Advisory Board is the Advisory Council of the Christian

Church of Szeehwau, composed of four representatives from each of the

Churches in Szechwan, the object of which is to promote a spirit of

harmony and cooperation among the different churches throughout the

province. In pursuit of this object, a scheme of organization and union

for the Christian Churches in West China was prepared some years aga.

This scheme, "while recognizing the validity of the different practices of

the Church in West China, and while preserving such liberty of action as

is consistent with efficiency of organization, aims to provide that outward

tie which will make possible greater unity on the field, and the realization

of those deep desires for closer fellowship which will manifest to the world

a common allegiance to one Lord and Master, Jesus Christ." The objects

of the Advisory Council have been declared, as follows : (i) To discuss

•methods of work for the Christian Church ; (2) To promote efficiency ; {3)

To promote a spirit of cooperation among the different Churches for the

extension of the Kingdom of God; and (4) To promote more intimate

relationship with Christian Churches outside the province.

In addition to these two federated movements between missions and

Churches in Kwangtung and ia West China, as well as others of less

importance in several other provinces, a recent federation of missions and

Churches in Kansu must also be noted, the first meeting of which was held

in Lanchowfu, 1918.

Foreign Force—Missions of the Presbyterian group report the largest

number of fcteign missionaries , followed by the CIM with its Associate

Missions, and then by missions of the Methodist group. The missions

which are unclassified denominationally report approximately 23 per cent

of the entire missionary force in China. Missionaries of the Anglican
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II.—Force at Work—Chinese

Denominational Group
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Total for All China 1,065 7,850 2,541 11,256
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Anglican
Baptist

Lutheran
Methodist .,

Presbyterian

CIM and Associate Missions
Other Societies

HI 496 263 902
|

838
153 769 242 1.164 1,165
46 534 193 773 531
43 803 162 1.008 598

385 1,694 444 2,523 1,631

192 1,4*8 432 2.112 1,620
32 1.076 304 1,412 488
73 990 299 1,362 908 {

470 U,308
406 1.571

289 I 820
153 . 750
716 2,347

716 2,336
141 629
179 ; 1,087

51

44

46
21
81

89
32
52
9

112

99
23
43

275
105

151
77

425

422
186
251
107
635

399 623
49 84

226 320

2,632 15*

8,931 341

1,844 91

1,865 ! 128
5,505 1,105

5,071 274
2,125 1,328

2,769 ; 94

68% i 4.2

77% ! 4.9

71% 5.3

m% i
3.2

77% 5.8

75% 4-7

n% 2Ji

79% 1*

fa) This column includes educational workers in institutions above Middle School grade.

III.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian Community

Denominational Group

Total for All China 1,037 631 8,886 217,151 128,702 545,853 618,611

S 8"3

B °

J: * I
*3|

60 «% 22139

Aiiflican ...

Baptist ...

Congregational
Lutheran ...

Methodist

Presbyterian

CIM and Associate Missions
Other Societies

79
66
34
116
83

96
246
315

571 706
916 1.159
443 527
552 728

1,643 1,928

621 1.375

1,177 1,589

t

468 874

11,769
28,643
16,742
21,312
44.759

7,345
15,724
9,074

10,897
29.245

51,023 28,176
31,198

j 19,343
11,705 8,89-t

19.114

44,367
25,816
32,209
74,004

79,199
50,541
20,603

49,744 ei% \

52.894 64% 1

40,763 64%
i

43,058 68%
|

j 159,795 60%
j

i 113,495 «5% S

j 96,580 62%
\

i 62,282
i

55%
|

67%
61%
54%

52%
41%
40%
34%
38%

61% 41%
62% } 33%
45% i 30%

17,265
30,549
8,775
6,876

76,999

32,079
12,902
36,114

group are strongest in Fukien, Kiangsu, Chekiang, and Hupeh ; of the
Baptist group in Shantung, Kwangtung, and Kiangsu; of the Congre-
gational group in Chihli and Fukien ; of the Lutheran group in Hupeh,
Kwangtung, and Honan; of the Methodist group in Szechwan, Kiangsu,
Fukien, and Chihli ; of the Presbyterian group in Kwangtung, Kiangsu,
Shantung, and Manchuria; and of the CIM group in Shansi, Szechwan,
Kiangsu, Shensi, and Chekiang. The provinces mentioned above are listed

in order of numerical strength.

Ordained Missionaries—All denominational groups report between
2© and 25 per cent of their foreign force as ordained, with two
exceptions : the Lutheran group which reports 37 per cent ordained, and
the CIM with only 6 per cent of its missionaries reporting regular church
ordination.

Medical Missionaries—Presbyterian missions show the highest pro-
portions of foreign medical workers, while the Lutheran and CIM groups
report the lowest proportions. The groups range all the way from one
I fcysician in every S missionaries (Presbyterian), to one physician in
every 50 missionaries (CIM). The Presbyterian and Methodist missions
are besr supplied with women doctors, the ratio between men and women
physicians being slightly over 2 to x. In the Anglican group the ratio is

3 to 1 ;
for Baptist and Congregational missions it rises to 4 to 2, while

Lutheran missions report a ratio between men and women physicians of
t8 to 1.

The number of single men is proportionately higher among mission*
of lhe Anglican denomination and the CIM group. It is lowest among
missions of the Lutheran group.

The following comparisons between different denominational groups
in the numerical strength of their foreign missionary force is interesting :

Presbyterian 16 per cent, CIM and Associate Missions 14 per cent,
Methodist 14 per cent, Anglican 10 per cent, Lutheran 9 per cent, Baptist
9 Per cent, Congregational 5 per cent, Other Societies 23 per cent.

Distribution" Of Missionaries Among Mission Stations—The Methodist
and Presbyterian missions have the highest average number of missionaries
per mission station (n), closely followed by Congregational mission?
averaging 10 missionaries per station, the Baptist averaging 9, and the
Anglican averaging 8.

Between missions of these denominations and those of the Lutheran,
the CIM, and the unclassified societies, one notices a great drop. The

Lutheran and "Other Societies" average 5 missionaries per missions

station, while the CIM and Associate Missions average four.

Employed Chinese Force—As already noted, the Presbyterians, CIM,
and Methodists lead in the numerial strength of their foreign forces. We
should expect, therefore, that after excepting the CIM, these two de-
nominational groups would lead in the total number of employed Chinese
workers. Table II, Column 13 supports this assumption. The Congre-
gational missions, although they report over 200 fewer missionaries than
the Lutheran missions, nevertheless employ approximately the same
number of Chinese workers. The "Other Societies," with 23 per cent of
the total foreign force in China, report only n per cent of the total'
employed Chinese force.

CLASSIFICATION OF EMPLOYED CHINESE FORCE

Anglican
Baptist

Congregational
Lutheran
Methodist
Presbyterian
CIM and Associate Missions
Other Societies

Per cent of
Total Force in Total Force in

Per cent of

Evangelistic Total Force tit

Work Work Medical Work

34% 60% 16%
40% 54% 6*.
42% 44% 14%
54% 40% 6%
46% 42,5% 11.5%
42% 46% 12%
66% 30% 4%
49% 39% 12%

Note the following facts, among others, which the abore figures reveal

:

Lutheran, Methodist, CIM missions and "Other Societies" employ more
evangelistic than other types of workers. There is a marked difference
also evident m the emphasis placed on medicine in missions of the
Baptist, Lutheran, and CIM groups, as compared with the others.

Note in the following Table that all denominaticml gToups report a
smaller percentage of women workers than of women communicante.
Whereas the percentages of women communicants ranges from 32 per cent
to 45 per cent, the percentages of employed women workers ranges froffe
17 per cent to 32 per cent.
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EMPHASIS ON WORK FOR WOMEN"

Percent
of Total
Communi-
cant* who
«ie Women

Per cent

of Total

Employed
Force who
are Women

Percent
of Total
Primary
Students
who are

Girts

Anglican ...

Baptist

"Congregational

Lutheran

Methodist

Presbyterian

CIM and Associate Missions

Other Societies

39%

36%

36%

32%

3*%

*-5%

32% 37%

23% 27%

29% 33%

Per cent
of Total
Middle
School
Students
who are

Girls

22%

m%

20%

During recent years the policy of training and employing women as

teachers in primary schools has received increasing favour. For soma

societies the ratio between men and women teachers is something like

one female teacher to every three male teachers. The Lutheran missions

-employ the lowest proportion of women, approximately one in every five

teachers being a woman. The Baptist and CIM groups tank next in the

preponderance of their male educational staff, employing one woman
"teacher to every four male educationalists.

CHINESE ECCLESIASTICAL LEADERSHIP

Denominational Group

Percentage ot : ?,2fl^L5
!

'. Somber of

Chinese Male ; >S£z*2l. Commanieaats
Erange&u L^SSJ per Ordained
who are * ,,, JrjTT Chinese
Ordained .

,,.".. Worker

Anglican 141 HO 136

Baptist 153 130 16 lJ
r,' 6 290

Congregational ... ... 46 HI s ."~< 10 561
Lutheran 43 223 13 749
Methodist ... 385 220 18% 4 192

Presbyterian 19*2 257 11% 3 412

CIM and Assoc. Miss. 32 54 8% 37 1.579

-Other Societies 73 179 7% 6 252

Too many factors enter into the question of native ordained leader-

-ship for any one to venture drawing deductions based on the above per-

•centages. The age of the work, the experience consecration and educa-

tional training of evangelistic workers, the degree of independence and

-self support which local churches have attained, the relationship of

ordained Chinese workers to unordained Chinese, employed and volun-

tary workers, all these directly affect the proportion of ordained to tra-

ordained workers.

The wide differences between figures in columns 4 and 5 above are

noteworthy. The Anglican and Methodist churches report one Chinese

<»rdained pastor to every 136 and 192 communicants respectively, serving

•an average of four congregations, while in CIM missions there are

27 organized congregations and 1579 communicants to every Chinese

pastor. The Methodist missions have the largest number of Chinese

-ordained workers, reporting over one-third of the total for all China.

Presbyterian missions follow with only half as many. Congregational,

Lutheran and CIM denominational groups report less than 50 Chinese

ordained workers each. There are more ordained workers connected with

Methodist missions than are connected with Anglican, Baptist, Con-

gregational and Lutheran missions combined. This is interesting if we
recall that the Methodists have 31 per cent of the total church membership

in China as against 35 per cent reported by the other four denominational

groups listed above. When comparing the number of Chinese ordained

workers with the number of ordained foreign missionaries in each

denominational group one finds that the Methodist missions have many
more ordained Chinese workers than ordained foreign missionaries ; that

tha - Anglican and Baptist missions report approximately the same
number of foreign and Chinese ordained clergy with the advantage

slightly in favour of the Chinese. All other denominatiorud groups report

fewer Chinese who are ordained than foreign missionaries. In the case

of Lutheran missions the proportion between foreign and Chinese ordained

is very striking.

Chinese Medical Workers—The relative emphasis given by different

denominational groups to medical work is clearly shown by the classi-

fication of workers and the determining of the percentage of the entire

Chinese force devoting full time to medical service. Anglican missions

report the highest proportion of their employed Chinese in medical work
16 per cent, followed by the Congregational missions 14 per cent,

Presbyterian missions 12 per cent, and Methodist missions 11.5 per cent.

"*tlie other larger denominational groups, namely Baptist, Lutheran, and
CIM groups, fall far belcw in this respect, reporting 6 per cent or less

of their total employed Chinese force in medical work.
Communicants—In respect to membership strength the denomina-

-tjbaal groups rank in order as follows : Presbyterian, Methodist, CIM,
Baptist, Lutheran, Congregational. Anglican and "Other Societies."

Denominational Group
Percentage of Total
Communicants

1
Percentage of Total Communicants

\

if we apportion the CIM member-
ship among large denomina-

tional groups

Anglican 6% 6%

Baptist 13% 19%

Congregational 7 8%

Lutheran .• 12%

Methodist 21% 83%

Presbyterian . 245\,

CIM and Assoc. Miss. IS%

Other Societies 6% B%

Degree of Literacy Among Church Members—The Lutheran and CIM
groups report the largest amount of illiteracy among both male and
female church members. The missions of the Anglican and Baptist

denctninations seem to have the smallest number proportionately of

church members still unable to read the Gospels in the vernacular.

Extent of Evangelism—The number and location of mission stations

and evangelistic centers indicate to a certain degree the geographical ex-

tent of evangelistic activity. There are, to be sure, large areas, es-

pecially in relatively unoccupied provinces, where missionaries and
Chinese workers travel over wide distances proclaiming the. Gospel
message, and where occasional preaching places are to be found.

Nevertheless no permanent centers of Christian influence have yet been
established in these districts.

The CIM and its Associate Missions lead all denominational groups
in the total number of their mission stations, reporting over twice as

many as the combined missions of the Lutheran denomination, which
ranks second in the list, and almost three times as many as the missions

of the Methodist denomination. The CIM and Associate Missions, toge-

ther with societies unclassified denominationally, report more than half

of the total number of mission stations in all China.

As to the number and distribution of evangelistic centers, no exact

relation exists between the number of mission stations and the number
of evangelistic centers. For example, missions of the Methodist de-

nomination report only 8 per cent of the total mission stations in China,

but 21 per cent of all the evangelistic centers. The varying relationship

between the number of stations and the number of evangelistic centers

for any mission or denominational group is shown below in the average

number of evangelistic centers per station. For example, Methodist mis-

sions average 23 evangelistic centers to every mission station ; Baptist,

Congregational, and Presbyterian missions report approximately 15, while

the other four denominational groups average less than 10 each.

I Average Average
Per cent j

Per cent Number of Number of

Denominational of Total ' of Total Evangelistic Communi-
Group Mission 1 Communi- > Centers per cants per

Stations cants Mission Mission
Station Station

Anglican 8% 9 242

Baptist , a% 17 652

Congregational • 16 759

Lutheran 11% 9% 6 2.

1

Methodist •- '•*;;, 21 % 23 *ft2

Presbyterian ... 23% 14 825

CIM and Assoc. Miss 1-5% 6 205

Other Societies 6% 3 65

Compare the percentages of communicants with the percentages of

stations as given above for the Methodist and Presbyterian mission

groups. The Methodist missions with ar per cent of the total communi-

cant body in China report only 8 per cent of the mission stations, and

the Presbyterian with 23 pet cent of the communicant body report only

9 per cent of the mission stations. Note by way of contrast that the

CIM with 15 per cent of the communicant membership reports 24 per

cent of the mission stations and the Anglicans with 6 per cent of the

membership in China report S per cent of the mission stations. The CIM
and societies which are unclassified denominationally, report between

them 21 per cent of the total church membership in China and 54 per cent

of the mission stations. In other words, Methodist missions which have

the same church membership as the CIM, and the unclassified societies

combined, report only 8 per cent of the mission stations as against 54

per cent of the mission stations reported by the other two groups.

Distribution 0/ Chinese Workers and Church Communicants—The
largest number of Anglican workers reside in Fukien, Kiangsu, Hupeb,

Chekiang, and Kwangtung. Over one-third of the Baptist workers in

China are in the single province of Shantung. Over half of the employed

Chinese force connected with Congregational missions are found in Chibli

and Fukien. Central China and Kwangtung are the strongholds of

Lutheran workers. Methodist workers abound in Fukien, Saechwan,

Kiangsu, and Chihli. Over one-fourth of the entire Chinese force of

the Methodist missions in China are to be found in Fukien. One-half

of the Chinese force connected with Presbyterian missions reside in

Kwangtung, Shantung, and Manchuria, and half of the CIM employed

Chinese workers are in the provinces of Chekiang, Shansi, Shensi, and
Szechwan.
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Communicants per io&oo Inhabitants—Perhaps the Vest means which

we have of determining the degree at Christian occupation of the various

fields of different denominational missions is found in Table VI, Column

ii. In fields of the Anglican and CIM missions, we have, roughly, half as

matiy communicants per 10,000 as are leported for fields of Presbyterian

xoA Methodist societies. Obviously, the figures of this Column are

lower for those denominational groups whose fields extend over large areas

where as yet little work is being done.

Average

Denominational
\ c^^^u

Gkm1P per Organised
Church

Average
, Number of

Denommafeonal nmameaats
Group

I per Organised
Church

Anglican 33

Baptist 48
Congregational 58
Lutheran. 58

Methodist 45
Presbyterian 128
CIM and Assoc. Kiss. 43
Other Societies ... 44

Organized Congregations—One fact among others which is revealed

by a comparison of the number of communicants per otganked church

for each denominational group is that the missions of the Presbyterian

group report more than twice as many church members per organized

church as missions of any other denominational group.

f Percentage
Percentage

J
of Total

Denominational of Total | Mission
Group Communi- l Lower

cants Primary
ients

Percentage
\
Percentage

of Total j of Toted

Mission f Mission
Higher Middle
Primary

J
School

Stadents Stadents

Anglican...

".'ional ...

Lutheran
Methodist
Presbyterian

CIM and
Other Societies ...

. ... 6%
13%

. ... 7%

. ... 9%

. ... n%
1

'

9%

s%

24%

7%
7%

n% 15%
1$% 11%
8% { m
6% 4%
20% ;

20%
20% 20%
3%
20% 22%

The above table shows what proportion of the Christian educational

work in the elementary and secondary grades is carried on by each of

the denominational groups. Note : (1) All denominational groups
except the Presbyterian and CIM report higher percentages of primary
students than cf communicants. {2) The percentages of students for

Anglican missions increase with the grade of the school. {3) The high
precentages recorded for "Other Societies" in the columns for higher
primary and middle school students are largely due to the returns of the
YMCA schools and of missions specializing in higher education. (4) The
Congregational group of missions maintain the same percentage of

students throughout all grades, while most other groups, except the
Anglican, show decreasing percentages as the grades advance.

Anglican missions with 6 per cent of the communicant body in China
educate 15 per cent of the middle school students in Christian Schools.
"Other Societies," while reporting only 6# per cent of the total church
membership in China, are educating 22 per cent of the middle school
students.

In actual number of nrddle schools, Presbyterian missions lead, re-

porting almost twice as many as any other denominational group. The
Presbyterian and Methodist missions maintain almost as many middle
schools as the Anglican, Baptist, Congregational, and Lutheran missions
«anbined. Over two-thirds of the Baptist middle schools are in Shan-
tung, Kiangsu, and Cbekiang: three-fourths of the middle schools con-
nected with Anglican missions and four-fifths of the middle schools con-
nected with Presbyterian missions are in the coast provinces. About

one-fourth of the middle schools connected with Presbyterian missions are

in the single province of Shantung. Since the Presbyterian andt

Methodist denominations lead in the numerical strength of their com-

municant body, we naturally expect them to lead in the numerical strengths

of their primary students. Baptist missions follow a close third,

DlSTRIBCTIOX OF MlDDt* SCHOOIS BY PBOVrNOiS

Aug. Bapt. ; Cong,
j
Loth. Meth. Presb.s CIM \ Other Soe

Anhwei ...

Cbekiang ...

Chihli

Fukien
Honan
Hunan ...

Hupeh
Kansu
Kiangsi ...

Kiangsu
Kwangsi
Kwangtnng ... ... ...

Kweiehow
Manchuria
Shansi ...

Shantung
Shensi
Szechwan
Yunnan ...

3 3 —
i

...

3 7 ... j ...

8 ... ; 9
3 ... i :

—
1 ... a

1 ... ' ... : 3
3 ... 2 5

1 ... ...
" ...

4 13 2 ! ...

1

1 a ... j
...

1 3 j ... 1 2
4 1 4 I ... j 1

6 3...; 3
5 4 ... 4

» 1 1
1 8 ... 2
4 1 I ... %

"4 .'"
".'.

\ "l

7 13 1 11
gr

"i ii
".','.

j
2

'.'.'.

ii '..". i

4 !

... ! 3

1
l

... . ...
:

Totals... 40 42 26 j
17 : 42 79 ] 8 37

The relative emphasis which missions of different denominations-

place on primary school education may be seen in the following figures :

Anglican ...

Methodist
Baptist ...

Somber of Lower and
Higher Primary Stadents for

every 100 Conunanicante

91 Presbyterian

58 Lutheran

Number of Lower and
Higher Primary Students fear

every 100 Communicants

50
49

CIM and Assoc. Miss. 22

Note the drop between Anglican and all other denominational groups..

Medical Work—The largest number of hospitals is reported by the

Presbyterian denominational group (912). These are to be found in clever*

different provinces, Kwangtung (22) and Manchuria {19) reporting the
largest numbers. The Methodist denominational group has 63, the
largest numbers being found in Szechwan {15), Fukien {10), and Chihli

{7). These two denominational groups report almost half of all the

mission hospitals in China. The Anglican group follows with 39-

hospitals, Fukien {16) and Chekiang (7) leading. The Congregational

denomination comes next with 32, followed closely by the Baptist w*tJt

ji, the Lutheran with 23, and the CIM with 18. The CIM and "Other
Societies" combined report over two-thirds of all mission dispensaries in.

China not located on hospital premises.

Christian Occupation m Terms of Physicians and Kosfitai. Beds

Foreign Physicians ! Hospital Beds ' a ., , w 3 n> •

Denominational
> pT Million

\
per Million

HMpitalBrt. per Foreign:

Population Population
Group and Chinese Doctor

Anglican ... 1.3 78
Baptist 1.2 31
Congregational 1.3 39
Lutheran ... 0.6 32
Methodist 2.3 72
Presbyterian ... ...! 2.1 78
CIM and Assoc. Miss.! 0.6 9

24

IS

19
26
19
20
29

TV.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian School

Denominational Group

12 3

Total for All China 5.637 . 962 291

Anglican
Baptist
Congregational
Lutheran
Methodist

Presbyterian...

CIM and Associate Missions
Other Societies

516
874
400
468

1.297

100
113
64
87

139

1,320 249
455 70
307 128

103,232 48,350 151,582

607
*T9

099!
71*4

5.149
5,250
3,639'

3,910
14.325

13,756
81,119
11,892
13,704
37,000

485 10,483 32,968
500 } 2,741 ! 10,241
193 i 2,853 10,902

' . x , x

x • x 1 a 35

10 11 12

23,490 9,409 32,899

2,346 1,233
2.483 ! 1,472

1,768 i 937
1,450 1

530
4336 2,227

3,;T9

3,955
2,695
1,980
6,563

4,480 2,070 , 6,550
871 281 * 1,152

5,766 659 : 6.425

12,644 2,569 15,213

1,855 .

1,274

906;
439

2,337

2,502
82

3,249

326
362
240
109
744

552
45

191

2,211
1,636
1,146
548

3,081

3,054
127

3,410

.- x

199,69%

x 5 x rz
I
u o SO

14 15 16

68% ' «% 1 22%

19,546
26.710
15.733

46,644 62

63% 845^

42,572
11,520
20,7.37

26%
19%
23%
14%
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Y.—Extent of Occupat ion—The Christian Hospital

Denominational
Group

Total for All China 326 544 10*07 6,730 1**,*77 106 1,390 36 82

Anglican
Baptist

Congregational
Lutheran ...

Methodist ...

Presbyterian

CIM and Associate Missions

Other Societies

39 17 1,212 1,188
'

19,502 18 258 59 62

3i IS | 718 498 11,544 ;
7 72 25 42

89 20 1.123 471 14.823 9 107 47 159

99 17 704 348 9,212 7 71 S3 40

a 20 1.774 1,212 29,402 22 324 31 955

98 23 3.069 2,159
'

44,006 27 300 ' 37 158

17 104 618 297
' 5,273 ,

6 52 51 114

29 130 789 617 10,715 10 196 i 20 18

Note that the Methodist and Presbyterian mission fields report over

three times as many foreign physicians per million as the fields of the

Lutheran and CIM missions. Note also that in the number of hospital

beds for every million inhabitants the fields of these two denominations,

namelv, Presbyterian and Methodist, together with the fields of the Chung

Htta Sheng Kung Hui, are best supplied, reporting over twice the

number of hospital beds per million inhabitants as are reported for the

fields of the Baptist and Lutheran groups.

Figures setting forth the proportion of the total area of China, for

the evangelization of which each denomination is accepting primary

responsibility, with the estimated population of each are given below.

These figures are based upon the areas "claimed" by the missions of

different denominational groups, and upon the population returns for

the hsiens embraced within those areas. They are therefore more than

mere guesses, and are perhaps not without value for the student of mis-

sionary work.

Extent of Mission Fieids and Population

Denominational Group
Per cent of Total Area

of 19 Ptoiinees

Estimated Population

of Combined Fields

Anglican ...

Baptist

Congregational
Lutheran ...

Methodist...
Presbyterian

CIM and Associate Missions

m

10%

25 to 30,000,000
35 to 40,000.000
25 to 27,000,000
28 to 32,000,000
38 to 42,000,000

60 to 70.000,000
75 to 100.000,000

Christian Occup&ium in Terms of Missionaries and Chinese Workers

(Table VI}—Anglican and Methodist mission fields appear to be sup-

plied with the largest number of foreign missionaries when considered

ini Delation to their populations, while the Congregational and CIM
fields appear to have the smallest numbers. In respect to employed
Chinese workers, the fields of Methodist missions show the greatest num-
bers, reporting 132 full-time workers for every million inhabitants. The
Anglican missions follow with 87 full-time workers, a striking drop. In

CIM fields there are 22 employed workers to every million people. Here
again the drop between Anglican and CIM figures is no less striking,

and certainly the wide difference between the figures for Methodist mis-

sion fields and those for CIM fields is worthy of notke. Lest we fall

into error and judge too much by numbers, it may be well to reiterate

the warning that mere numbers of workers may indicate little more than

the financial resources of a particular mission. As of Christians so of

missionaries and Chinese workers, "we cannot number them, we must
weigh them."

Comparative Growth—The figures for 18S9 in the following Table

have been taken from statistical returns published in the Official Report

of the Missionary Conference in Shanghai 1S90. The statistics for 1905

were compiled by Nelson Bitton for the use of the Centennial Conference

in 1907, and were published in the volume entitled "A Century cf Mis-

sions." A comparison of these figures shows the degree of Christian

Occupation of China by Protestant Christian forces preceding the last

three great Missionary Conferences.

Total

Denoroinat iona 1

Group
Date

Mission
Stations

Mission-

aries

Ordained
Chinese

Total
Conuauni-

Students
(Middle

Scho
and below)

Anglican [889
1905

92

393 45 1.324

3.245

99,855

3.123

1919 79 635 141 2.632 19.114 19.546

1889 111 16 136 3.471 868
1909 37 239 25 643 14.226 4.272

1919 6* 588 163 2.921 44.367 26.710

Congregational ... 1**9
1905

•„- 151

237

15

32

1*1

1.104 21 ,958 9*43
1919 34 345 46 1,844 25,816 15.733

Lutheran 1889
1905 63 344 10

.

5,129

1919 116 590 43 16,232

Methodist 1889
1905 "fiQ

180
40* I3S 9 AAA

6.954
27.546

4.417 .

13.574

1919 83 946 189 5.505 74.004 46.644

Presbyterian ;..

1986

259
604

41

67 1 . 989
12.347 3,497

9,716

1919 96 1,080 192 "j.'JTI 79,199 42.572

CIM and Assoc.

Miss, (a) ...

1 889
1905
1919

205
246

503
849
960

21

18
32

1,887

5.643
14.07s

50.541

1.733

2.997
11.520

Other So: 1905
1919

61
315

371

1.492

13

73 2.769 20.603
2.129

20.737

(a) In statistics for 1889, the work of " Other Societies" was included with that

of the CIM and its Associate Missions.

YI.—Degree of Occupation and Table of Urgency

Denominational Croup

<

2

Is

e
c
«£ •
s S

sSo

3

g jj 2
r° i — 2

S"
' fl .. 1

K J
*

4 5 6

*i ,S I *t j
so

9 ! 10 11 12 13 14

s
_g

.3• n
15 a.

B
'£.0
E O
M S.

M
Si.

15

Total for All China 1,760,283 j 440,925,836 6,561 j 24.627 344,974 IS 56 19 72 7.8 646 533 1.0 38

Anriican ... 103,125 30,292,398

Baj^isst , 132,973 39,408,000

Congregational 77.925 27.046,000

Lutheran 107,6-50 32,685,000

Methodist ... .„ 142,875 41,683.000

.Presbyterian • 175,200 1 67,030,956

CIM and Associate Missions ... 376.355 96,824,166

Other Societies : {*) (»)

63-5
\

2,632 19.114

588 • 2,92-1 ! 44,367

345 ! 1,844 25,816
590 1,865 1 32.209

946 5,505 74,004

1,080 i
5,071 79,199

960 J 2,12-5 1 50,5*1

1,467 j 2,769 20,603

21 87 ' 33 138

15 74 13 66
13 68 13 71

18 57 18
23 132 13 74

16 > 76 14 64

10 22 19 42
71 134

6.3 ! 904
11.3 689
9.5 340
9.8 213
10.6 1,040

11.8 : 415
5.2 255

i 1,753

908
565
565
4>7

581

499
285
841

1.3 78
1.2 31
1.3 59
0.6 32
2.3 72

2.1 78
0.6 9

Sot compated.
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IA--Classification of Foreif[n F<>rce

Other

Ang. Bapt. Cong. liUth. Meth. Presb. CIM

946

Socie-

1,431

Total

Total
(19 Provinces)

M 588 345 590 9*6 1.081 6,562

North China
Manchuria 5-5 105 12 172

Chihli 33 Ml 109 70 15 306 664

.Shantung 29 148 26 12 18 136 53 82 504

Shansi 61 24 131 24 240

Shensi SI 1 87 7 126

East China
Kiangsu 96 90 15 159 185 ; 59 334 938

Chekiang 72 50 ... 38 72 1 82 30 344

Anhwei 34 IS 17 21 41 44 172

Kiangsi 7 5 2 38 102 72 226

Central China
Honan 18 39 1 143 21 1 80 70 23 394

Hupeh ! 70 39 1 149 56 15 11 49 389

Hunan 19 ! 80 : 70 1 94
;

65 70 398

SOCTH CHINA
Fukien ... 148 2 80 j ... 122 75 33 454

Kwangtung ; 47 84 30 148 ,
25 226 170 730

Kwangsi 6 14 ...
J

6 50 76

West Chisa
Kansu 48 24 72
Szechwan •56 49 ... : 250 122 66 543
Kweiehow ! ... , 10 35 45
Yunnan ... 6 7 2

1

25 35 75

III A.—Classification of Communicants

\ Other

Ang. Bapt. I Cong. Luth.
[
Meth. Presb. CIM

]
Socle- Total

I ties

II A.—Classification of Employed Chinese Force

Other i

Ang. Bapt. Cong. Luth. ] Meth. Presb. CIM Soeie- ; Total

ties

Total
(19 Provinces) 2-638 M27 1,850 1,865 5,505 5,075 2,108 2,759 24,627

North China
Manchuria 156 11 700 1 23 893
Chihli 84 409

;
669 253 14 297 1,726

Shantung 105 1,030 : 119 ! 31 205 897 205 2.592
Shansi 105 159

J
285 17 566

- Shensi 1M 39 3 222 34 421
'

East China
Kiangsu 415 272 75 625 634 24 815 2,860
Chekiang 287 270 9 502 280 : 340 100 1,788
Anhwei . 157 57 94 106 64 145 623
Kiangsi . 31 24 9 335 5 271 65 740

Central China ..

Honan . 68 90 479 37 163 195 74 1,106
Hupeh ... . : 317 241 428 238 '

60 13 50 1,347
Hunan 65 354 194 328 120 168 1,229

South China
Fukien 728 22 545 1,504 662 3 126 3.590
Kwangtung . 275 586 271 405 110 9*5 206 2,838
Kwangsi ... 25 98

, ... 25 128 276

West China
Kansu 72 24 96
Szechwan 78 133 795 272 207 1,485

207
Kweiehow 79 128
Yunnan ...

*I

8 ...
| 79! 2 1

|

85 75 244

Y A.—Classification of Mission Hospitals

Ang.
!

Bapt. Cong. Luth. Meth.
1

i

Presb. CIM
(Other
jSoeie-

1 ties

Total

Total (19 Provincest 39
)

32 32 19 63 92 18 ! 28 32S

North China
Manchuria
Chihli
Shantung
Shansi
Shensi

2

2

•

7

s

7
2

2

2
1

»
1

1

2
1

25
21
m
ii

East China
Kiangsu
Chekiang...
Anhwei
Kiangsi

3
7

1 1

...

2 3

3
1

4

10
2

3
8

2 1

29
19
8
7

Central China
Honan
Hupeh
Hunan

. 1

2
1

7
5
7

3

1

5
5

4

1

7

1 1

1

14

• 19

South China
Fukien
Kwangtung
Kwangsi

16
2
1

5
1

8
4 2

10
2
1

7
19 I "I

a
1

! 41
i 39

4

West China
Kansu
Szechwan
Kweiehow
Yunnan

1

i

2

...

...

15

1

2
1

...

6

...

2
28
2
2
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PART VIII

A COMPARISON OF MISSIONARY WORK IN TERMS

OF NATIONALITY OF FOREIGN WORKERS
Nationality of Missionary Societies—The number of Protestant

.-missionary societies sending foreign representatives to China exceeds

130, These societies may be classified by nationality as follows

:

American 63, British 35 (England, Ireland, and Scotland 29, Canada 4,

iNew Zealand 1, Australia 1), and Continental 25 (Sweden 8, Germany -,

Norway 6, Finland 2, Denmark 1, Switzerland i). Of the 65 American

societies, 1 is Anglican, 7 Baptist, 3 Congregational, 8 Lutheran, 6

Methodist, 6 Presbyterian, and 34 of smaller denominational or non-

denominational connection. The 35 societies classified under Great Britain

Tnay be grouped denominationally as follows : 4 Anglican (including the

CEZMS), 1 Baptist, 1 Congegational, 3 Methodist, 6 Presb3-terian, and 20

<j£ smaller or non-denominational grouping. Of the 25 Continental societies

19 are Lutheran, 2 Baptist, and the remaining 4 are unclassified. The only

large International missionary societies are the CIM, SA, YMCA, and

TTWCA. These may also be regarded as interdenominational.

In the accompanying tables the work of these large international

societies has not been entered separately, but broken up into American,

British, and Continental. Apportionments have been made as follows :

Statistics of YMCA and YWCA work have been included with figures for

the American group; those of the SA work with figures for the British

group ; while those for the work of the CIM and Associate Missions have,

after consultation with CIM headquarters, been distributed between the

three groups according to the following ratio : 60 per cent to the British,

28 per cent to the Continental, and 12 per cent to the American. Such

apportionment while only approximate is sufficiently accurate for the

purposes of this general study. Differences between column totals and

the totals for all China, as given at the top of each column, represent the

-work of missionaries and missionary societies whose natitnality remains

•unknown.

Provinces where Mission Fields of one Particular Nationality Pre-

dominate—The work of American missionary societies predominates in

Chihli, Shantung, Kiangsu, Anhwei, Kwangtung, Kwangsi, and Honan.
British missionary societies report the major part of their Christian work
in Manchuria, Chekiaag, Kiangsi, Saechwan, Kweichow, and Yunnan.
British and American missions claim responsbility for the evangelization

•of almost equal areas in Shensi, Honan, and Fukien. In Hunan, American

and Continental missions appear to share equal territorial responsibilities,

while in Hupeh, British, American, and Continental mission fields are of

approximately equal extent.

Viewing the 18 provinces and Manchuria as a whole, we find that the

fields of British societies extend over almost half of China, that approxi-

anately one-third of China's total area is now being worked by American

missionary societies, and that the fields of Continental societies cover

slightly less than one-ninth of China Proper, including Manchuria. No
mission fields are claimed by Continental societies in Kiangsu, Fukien,

Kwangsi, and Kansu. The largest areas worked by Continental missions

are to be found In Hunan, Shansi, Hupeh, Manchuria and Kwangtung.

Nationality of Foreign Residential Centers in Terms of Missionaries—

There are 693 missionary residential centers in China : 130 report

missionaries of Continental nationality only, 198 of American
nationality only, and 278 missionaries of British nationality

only. Eighty-seven report missionaries of more than one nationality

and may therefore be classed as International. The largest

number of these International missionary residential centers is to be found

in Kwangtung. If we keep the distinction between mission station and

missionary residential center clearly in mind, we may n«ste the following

further facts. In Hunan and Kwangtung about half of the missionary

residential centers report Continental missionaries. in Honan and

Kwangsi the majority of such centers are occupied by Americans. In

Anhwei, Chihli, Hupeh, and Shantung, the number of British and Ameri-

can missionary residential centers is about equal. In the following 8

. provinces British missionaries occupy the majority of missionary residen-

tial centers : Chekiaag, Fukien, Kiangsi, Kweichow, Manchuria, Shansi,

Szecfawan, and Yunnan.

By consulting Col. 2 of the Special Table on thi

glance where the mission stations of any national iiy -•;.

Ill, Col. 1, we see that the number of stations of American and British

societies is about equal, Continental societies reporting less than half as

many mission stations as either British or American.

Sections of China where Missionaries :

dcminiie—Approximately one-half of the total foreign force in China

consists of Americans and one-third of British. The War seriously s:

British missions and chiefly accounts for the larger increase in Arr.

ever British missionary arrivals during receffl v o%er

half of the new missionary arrivals during the last two or three years have

come from the United States.

American missionaries ssee Table on this page! predominate in ."

Chihli, Kiangsu., Honan, Hunan, Kwanfftang', Kw&ngs*, and

British missionaries greatly exceed Continental or American :v

in Kiangsi, Kweichow, Shansi, Szechwan, Yunnan, and

The largest number of Continental missionaries reside in Kwangtung,

Hunan, Hupeh, and Shansi. Approximately equal numbers of British

and American missionaries reside in Shensi, Chekiang, Hupeh, Fukien,

and Kansu.
As regards ordained missionaries, Continental societies report the

largest number in proportion to their staffs, namely, 27 per cent. American

societies rank next with 21 per cent, and the British last with 19 per cent.

It is interesting to note that British societies report a larger prof

of representatives in medical work than societies of any other nationality.

American societies report the largest proportions of foreign workers ia

educational work.

.ipc-nine

2*ame of Province g a a - .- •7 5 '1 8 g 7; ~ - | , m 5*

5 — p: M 9 — a — "H j: — 3 *"

J — £ w

1 2 3 4 » 6 7 s

Nokth Cams
Manehnim B B B B B B 1 B 1 B
Chihli ... A A A & ! A A A A
Shantung A AB A A A A c . A
Shansi ... BC B B AB " B A ABC AB
Shensi AB A AB AB A B B B

East Chixa
Kiangsu A A A A A A : A A
Chekiang. B B AB l; B A A AB
Anhwei A A A A A A A A
Kiangsi B A

Cextrai. Chjxa
Honan AB A B 1 A ! AB A
Hupeh ABC AB , AB . A i AB B
Hunan AC A AC

1

C A A

Socth Chixa
Fukien AB A A ' A • B
Kwangtung A AC A A A AB AB
Kwangsi ... A A A A A A A B

West China
Kansu ... A A AB AB AB B , AB
Szechwan ... ... B B B B B B AB B
Kwewiujw 1 B B B B B : B AB
Yannan ... B B B B B B AB B

A=A»8ric*a (C.S.A.) B=Briush C=Coni
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Employed Chinese Force—In the proportion of employed Chinese to

employed foreigners little -variation is shown between the societies of

different nationalities, the only thing of note being the detrease of British

in relation to American, and of Continental in relation to British (Table II,

Col. 16}. Generally speaking, British societies employ a slightly larger

proportion of Chinese evangelistic workers, while American societies put

stronger emphasis on educational work, reporting almost twice as many
Chinese fuli-time teachers as either British or Continental societies. The

Continental societies show the highest percentage of men in their employ-

ed Chinese staffs. The largest number of voluntary workers (not included

in figures in Table II) is reported by British societies.

Evangelism and Numerical Strength of Churches—It is impossible to

assign to American or British missionary societies any marked preponder-

ance as regards the number of their evangelistic centers. Approximately

the same totals are given (Table III, Col. 3). The average number of

evangelistic centers per mission station is from 9 to 10 for British and

American societies, less than 6 among Continental societies.

Over one-half of the Protestant church membership and two-thirds of

the total Sunday School enrollment in China are reported by American

missionary societies.

Column 5 of the Special Table (page 345) shows the nationality of mis-

sionary societies reporting the most communicants for each province. The

great majority of church members, for example, in Kiangsu, Anhwei, and

Kwangsi are connected with American missions; while in Shansi, Kwei-

chow, Yunnan, and Manchuria the greater number must be credited to

churches connected with British societies. Continental missions report

their largest number of church communicants in Kwmgtnng, Hunan,

Shensi, and Hupeh.
The degree of literacy among church members varies little between

the missions of different nationalities. The same may be said regarding

the proportions between men and women communicants.

British missionary societies report a larger number of organized

churches, due chiefly to the high returns of the CIM. On the other hand,

American missionary societies report almost two-thirds of the total number

of Chinese ordained workers. «

Educational Work—We now come to enquire how missionary societies^

of different nationalities stand as regards their use of the school as a
mission agency. From statistics which appear in Table IV it is manifest

that the greater emphasis on educational work exists among American mis-

sions, which report over half of the total mission lower primary students

in China, and almost two-thirds of the total mission higher primary

students. When we come to middle schools, we find over two-thirds of the

total number supported by American missionary societies, which report

11,441 out of the total 15,213 mission middle school students in China.

Distribution of Middle Schools—(See Special Table}—Continental*

mission middle schools are located in Manchuria, Shantung, Hupeh,

Hunan, Kwangtung, and Shansi. In none of these provinces, however,

does the nnmber of Continental middle schools exceed five. Fractically-

the whole responsibility for Christian middle school education in Man-

churia and Yunnan is carried by British societies. In the following pro-

vinces at least three-fourths of all Christian middle schools are eonnecte€*

with American missions : Shantung, Kiangsu, Chefciang, Anhwev
Kiangsi, Hunan, Fukien, and Kwangsi. In Chihli two-thirds of the

middle schools are American.

Medical B'orfe—As already noted, British societies report a larger

proportion of their foreign missionaries engaged in medical work thair

either Continental or American missions. As regards hospitals, hospital

beds, and the number of inpatients annually, American and British*

societies report almost equal responsibilities. British missions, however,,

maintain more dispensaries located at centers away from Uiissiom hospitals.

Distribtttim of Hospitals—Most of the mission hospitals in Manchuria,

Shensi, Hupeh, Fukien, Kwangsi, Szechwan, and Yunnan are under

British medical supervision. The majority of hospitals in Chihli, Shan-

tung, Kiangsu, Kiangsi, Anhwei, Honan, and Hunan are cared for by
American physicians. In most of the remaining provinces British andT

(American societies carry equal responsibilities. Continental missions

report their largest number of hospitals in Hupeh, Hunan, end Kwangtung-

Sotne idea of the relative degree to which the fields of missionary

societies of different nationalities are occupied by Christian forces, may-

be obtained by a careful study of Columns 7 to 15, Table VI.

I.—Force at Work—Foreign

_

| | | g -?

B ? — n Q

Nationality of 1 §
| K

:£

3
£

j
Societies

-
zl

m f-

H

1 2 3 1 * 6 7 8

Total for All China... 1,310 348 116 206 1,939 2,495 4,141

American ... 680
j

194 64 101 945 1,201 ,2,104 3,305

British (a) ... 419 133 44 65 832 1,386 2,218

Continental
:

200 1- '' 23 176 334 - 424 758

(a) Including British Isles, Australia, Canada, and New Zealand

STATISTICS OF GROWTH

Date Total
Total T< Sal

Total

of

Societies

of

Beport
Foreign
Force

Employed
Chinese
Force

Bap
Com

ca

sized

nauni-

nis j Schools

Mission
Hospitals

American 1889 513 699 ! 13 572
1905 1,304 4.547 • 65 336 29.014 70
1919 3,305 13,936 172 437 ' 118,031 152

British ism 724 H) 81 068 6,079 M
1905 1,803 4.693 94 377 90
1919 2.21S 8,068 123 891 143

Continental 18^9 59 c*» .j 647 1,000 1

1905 207 655 18 548 4.469 4
1919 758 2.081 36 508 15,721 21

II.—Force at Work—Chinese
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1
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3
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Total for All China... 1,065 7,850 2,341 11.256 7,779 34169 10J48 407 55 : 459 1,707 2428 24,732 3,519 76 3.7

American , 661 3,937 1,289
j 5,88?

British 311 2.772 735 8,818

Continental 40 978 214 j 1,232

4,667 1,884 6,551

2,313 988 3,299

624 143 767

222 37 227 1,012

150 15 MB 578

23 ... ; 5 54

1,498

951

82

13,936 i 1,341

8,068 j 1,541

2,081
\
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75% , 4.2

n%
\
3.6

S®% 2.7
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III.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian Community

Nationality
of

Societies
H

o

|
|

|

i 6| X

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

m

8

Total tor
All China 1,037 6,391 8.886 217.151 128.702 345,853 618,611 221,559

American ... ... 399 2,465 3,883 108,592 63,845 172.437 327,588 160,452

British i 398 2,945 3,851 77,364 46,527 123,891 223,700 50.142

Continental ...' 180 701 969 23,369 13,139 36,508 49,272 7,416

Y.—Extent of Occupation —The Christian Hospital
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TOt
AH°China 326 244 ,0'007 6'730 144 *" 1M , «580 w 81

American '. 152 93 4.612 3.239 71,736 70 991 33 7S

British 143 107 4,418 2,953 63,066 29 235 41 113

Continental.... 21 40 531 255 5,745 3 21 34 34

IY.—Extent of Occupation—The Christian School
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Total for All China... 5,637 962 291 103,232 48450 151.582 23,490 9,409 3Z.8a9 12,644 2.569 15.213 199,694 69 85 ; 22%

American ... ... .. 3,049 563 193 56,841 27,452 84,293 16,625

1

5,672 22,297 9,377 2,064 11,441 118,031 69.(4<1 81%
:

26%

British 1,954 295 80 34,251 16,062 50,313 5.525 2,940
;

8.465 2,936 411 i 3,347 62,125 67:M 16%

Continental ... 489 84 18 9,795 3,663 13.458 1,302 473 1,775 400 88 4** 15.721 78* 13%

VI.—Degree of Occupation and Table of Urgency
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American .„ 1 577,000 180,000,000 3,305 ! 13,936 172,437 18 77 19 81 10 932 619 1.3 44

British •• 1 760,500 132,000,000 2,«18 123,891 13 44 17 65 7 404 474 0.9 40

cmtinental j 195,975 45,000,000 738 2,081 36,503 17 46 . 21 57 8 203 417 0.9 17

(a) Total for 19 Provinces,
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PART IX

CHRISTIAN WORK AMONG SPECIAL CLASSES

ABORIGINAL TRIBES IN SOUTHWEST CHINA

Nearly half of the population of Southwest China (Yunnan, Kwei-

chow, and Kwangsi) consists of non-Chinese races of which unfortunate-

ly little is accurately known. Since 1900, a constantly growing mis-

sionary work has been carried on amongst these aborigines. The China

Inland Mission, the first mission to open up such work, has centers at

Stspnshan, Sinshao and Tengyfieb in Yunnan, Kopu and Anshunfu in

Kweichow. The principal stations of the United Methodist Church are

at Tungchwan in Yunnan, and Shihmenkan and Sifangtsing in Kwei-

chow. Very recently the Pentecostal League (SYM) has opened centers

in Szemao, Puerhfu, and Mengtsz in YQnnan. At each of the above
stations are foreign workers who :n many cases are assisted by a large

staff of native workers. So far as it is possible, the native workers are

taken from the tribes amongst which the missionaries work. There are

between 150 and 200 native workers drawn from such con-Chinese races

as the Flowery Miao
;
the White or Chwan Miao, Tsing Miao, Shuisi

Miao, Hungtow Miao, the Black and White Nosu {or ILien), the Lisu,

Laka, Kopu, Minkia, Chungkia or Shans, and the Kang-i.

The greatest successes have been achieved amongst the Miao and the

Kosu, though work is carried on amongst all the above-mentioned tribes.

The form of work has been chiefly evangelistic and this has been of a

mcst fascinating nature. Colportage has not been developed as there

has been no need for it. The tribes-people, many of whom are painfully

poor, readily buy books when they can afford them, and the preachers

and catechists supply these. Churches have been erected in nearly a

hundred centers, and in several hundreds of villages pleaching services

are regularly held. No systematic medical work has been established,

though both the CIM and the UMC have done some medical work from
their Chinese stations.

In education considerable advance has been made. Fifteen years

ago, with few exceptions, there were no schools amongst the aborigines.

Today there are a hundred organized small schools (similar to the national

lower primary), four higher primary schools, and at Shihmenkan
(Stone Gateway) an attempt is being made to establish a middle school.

Unfortunately a number of these aborigines who have lived the open-air

life for so many generations have a tendency to deve.'op phthisis on
bdng confined to the schoolroom. This is going to prove one erf the
difficulties in the way of developing higher education. Another
difficulty is that when educated there are no business openings. The
struggle for existence with these people is terribly real. Five Miao and
a number of Nosu scholars have passed through the Checgtu (Szeehwan)
Union Middle School. Most satisfactory reports have been received on
these students. The results of this educational work mean a new lease

of life to tens of thousands of these aborigines. Much has been ac-

complished in the training of preachers and catechists.

All school work is done in Chinese, but it has been found advisable

to do evangelistic work in the language of the tribe which is being
evangelized. A few of the tribes thoroughly understand Chinese but the
greater part do not. Among many of the women and children not a
single word of Chinese is understood. This therefore makes the study
and the use of the aboriginal languages imperative. Happily this is not
a huge problem, especially to those missionaries who have gained a
workable knowledge of Chinese. Having studied Chinese, the acquisi-

tion of any of the aboriginal languages is well within the range of the
average man. Chinese should be known, as it is the lingua franca
throughout the'wbole of West China. The missionary who neglects his
Chinese will be handicapped in his aboriginal work.

The Kosu possess a literature of their own of which they are lastly
proud. Paul Vial (Missionnaire Apostolique au Yunnan) has published a
most useful French-Lolo dictionary (Lolo is the Chinese term for Noso).
One of the other tribes possesses some written characters but of these
little is known. The other non-Chinese races appear to possess no

native literature whatever. Missionaries have succeeded in reducing"

several aboriginal languages to writing, and by means of Romanizatioj*

and the use of a phonetic script there has been introduced a Christian*

literature in the vernaculars. Gospels have been translated into Nosu,.

Lisu, Laka, Kopu, and through the generosity of the BFBS the whole

of the New Testament has been translated and published in Miao.

Catechisms, hymnbooks, small primers, etc., have been translated into>

the different native tongues, and these are extensively used.

In a brief article such as this it is impossible to detail the nature of

the mass movemeni. One very admirable characteristic of the

aborigines is that when they believe the Gospel themselves they are

eager and unwearied in teaching it to others. The movements in Yunnan
and Kweichow have spread, not so much in consequence ot the preaching

and travelling of the missionaries, as by the zeal of these "old world""

people. In this way the Gospel has spread from district to district

throughout a considerable extent of Southwest China. A word of warn-

ing should be expressed here. It has been found that if a mass move-

ment is to be stable and enduring, very definite and very regular Christiana

teaching must be given. Otherwise whole villages tnd districts will

lapse and revert to immorality and wine-drinking which are the princi-'

pal sins of the non-Chinese races. In West China the mass movement
has been so rapid and so extensive that it has been almost impossible^

to follow it up with the necessary explicit teaching, and in some cases-

unhappy results have followed.

A feature of the movement that should be noted is the willingness of*

many of the tribal people to walk long distances to ask about the Gospel.

In the early days some of the Miao cheerfully tramped more than ten;

days to find the missionary. After fifteen years many of the folk still

walk twenty, thirty, and forty li to attend Sunday service- There is no»

need to describe the persecutions which tribes-people have endured and.

overcome in their zeal f'ir the new life. The Chinese have made persis-

tent efforts to prevent the spread of Christianity amongst the aborigines.

An interesting characteristic is the whole-heartedness of these people..

Where opium was smoked it has been given up, and where it was grown*
but not smoked it is no longer to be found. This in itself is a great*
testimony. Throughout whole areas whisky has been banished and i»
Christian villages and those partly Christian the shameless immoralities of
the past have been entirely put down.

The work amongst aborigines differs in many respects from that
amongst Chinese. These children of the hills are much more responsive
than the sons of Han. They are not so proud, not so reserved, not a»»
phlegmatic. Their women and girls are as free as are women and girls

of Western lands. They are not secluded nor do they bind their feet. They
are allowed to meet and to talk with the men, and there is no mock modesty
amongst them. This has made the work easier than it would otherwise
have been. The women and the girls are more zealous than the men..
Unlike the Chinese the aborigines are nearly all of them good singers,,

and quickly learn Christian tunes. Indeed it is from hymns that some
of them have learned much of the Christian doctrine they know.

The tribes-people take a great pride in their church. They are-
clannish and are free from that peculiar antipathy to the foreigner so-

characteristic of a Chinese. They are not congregated in towns but live-

on the hills and are scattered over wide areas. This is one of the diffi-

culties. Work amongst them entails considerable travelling over ex-
ceedingly difficult roads. They are most grateful for and appreciative of'

all that the missionary does for them. This is one of the happiest
features of the work.

It should be observed that the aborigines stand in greater need of
the help of the missionary than do the Chinese. The superior mental
strength of the Chinese has enabled them to gradually subjugate the
tribes-people- In Christianity the aborigine sees a power which will
enable him to overcome his life-sapping immorality.
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Work Among Aboriginal Trirfs in Southwe 5» China

AH pl*ee names reprt - •

-done in centers shown by a. ore.* ami
.-mediate Christian missionary cccopas

us. Considerable tribai work is now being

Shaded areas are promising fields for im-

There is a willingness to sacrifice, and this has led to a degree of

self-support greater than that met with among Chinese. The progress

towards self-support among some of the tribes is truly amazing and most

gratifying. I have heard an experienced missionary state that with

careful guidance the Nosu might be able to become a self-supporting

Church within the next twenty years. Already in many centers fully

Sialf of the working expenses are met by the native church. The Nosu
appear to be the wealthiest of the non-Chinese races. Seme of them are

•considerably wealthy and tbey are willing to give. Tliev have built many of

their own churches and schools, and some of these they have endowed

•with land. Moreover, local centers are always willing to give liberally

towards the support of their own pastors and teachers. What is true of

the Nosu is true, though perhaps in a lesser degree, of the other tribes. The
Miao are quite as generous as the Nosu, but many of them are so decided-

ly poor that entire self-support seems a far off hope. Still much has

oeen accomplished. According to their means they give most
generously. When they cannot afford to give grain or money they are

-willing to give their labour so as to build their own village church. Most

-of the aborigines abhor "sponging.'-' In the schools, fei*s are paid, and

-many of the Christians feel that it is their duty to strive after a larger

-degree of self-support. It should be noted that work amongst aborigines

is most successful when the aborigines in question have not been con-

stantly and intimately associated with the Chinese. Where this occurs

the non-Chinese learn the bad and not the good characteristics of the

sons of Han.
It would be a difficult task to indicate any area where the tribes are

especially open to the Gospel message. It is the firm belief of many that the

present is a most opportune moment for tribal work throughout the

greater part of Yunnan and in much of Kweichow. There is a splendid

opportunity for any mission to commence work in Kwangsi, where there

would be a ready response. Southern Yunnan and western Yunnan are

simply teeming with tribes-people where some day the preaching of

the Gospel will spread like a prairie fire. Tongking too is full of

aborigines closely allied to those who in Yunnan and Kweichow have

already responded to the Gospel message. Here is a field which calls to

the Churches as earnestly as did the Macedonians to Paul the Apostle.

At the present moment there is a movement amongst the Chwan
Miao of southern Szechwan and amongst the White Nosu in northern

Kweichow. These people are very numerous, and what these movements
will ultimately lead to no one can foresee.

All the missionaries engaged in aboriginal work have their hands
more than full. The work has grown and spread with such rapidity

that the chief problem has been how to deal with the masses. Now every

man is bent on consolidating the work and on training efficient native

preachers and teachers. On the outskirts erf the work of all the missions

new tribes are moving in and new demands are being made. The ex-

isting staffs are much too small to take advantage of present opportuni-

ties. It is generally felt that the immediate need is the building up and
the strengthening of the Christians who have already been received into

the Church.
Plans are made to advance the instruction of all Christians. Lower

and higher primary schools are to be thoroughly organized, and it is

proposed to give medical training to some of the students who hive passed

through a middle school. This will solve the problem of the wizards

who, amongst a people that suffer much from illness, give considerable

trouble.

No sketch of aboriginal work would be complete withefflt reference

to the Independent Lolo country lying between Suifu, Ningj Sanfu,

Hweilkhow fin Szechwan) and the Yangtze River. IL-re is a small

country of magnificent aborigines, who still cling tenaciously to their

independence and who stubbornly refuse to submit to the Chinese. The

Reman Catholic Church has done a considerable work on the east of this

country, but the interior is entirely untouched. It presents the biggest

and the most fascinating opportunity in the whole of this district. These

aborigines are tall, strong, brave, keen, and clever, and some of them

are extraordinarily anxious that missionaries should go and teach them.

Whoever takes up this work needs to be courageous and to have plenty

of grit. Such an one would become an uncrowned king.
""

Throughout the whole of the work amongst these different tribes the

Chinese Christian teachers and evangelists have played their part well.

They have sunk long and bitter prejudices, and have thrown themselves

into the work with a zeal and earnestness that command the admiration of

all missionaries who believe that China has a great contribution to make

to the Church of Jesus Christ. Some of us hope that the evangelization of

the tribes-people will lead to a great ingathering amongst the Chinese.

Already in the quiet of the day there can be heard the muffled tread of

thousands of people of all tribes and tongues who in Southwest China are

entering into the Kingdom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

CHRISTIAN WORK AMONG THE TAI PEOPLE
Origin and History—The Tai or Shans in China Proper are part of a

•"widely distributed race of equal antiquity with the Chinese, who call

•them Pai-i
{ g§*i|)- At present they, with the Lolo and the Miaotze,

are the most numerous and widely distributed race of people in the

southeastern corner of continental Asia. Their history shows that they

are of Mongolian stock, closely akin to the Chinese. Gathered from

Chinese and Burmese annals, as well as from their own, this history

shows them to be older than the Hebrews or the Chinese themselves, to

say nothing of such moderns as the Slavs, the Teutons or the Gauls.

Without accepting or rejecting legendary details from the Chinese annals,

it is certain from the annals themselves, and from the habit which the

Chinese have of referring to the Tai race as "aborigines' (|t$$E)i tJlat

the Chinese found this race when they first came to China. They found

them in what is now the northwestern part of Szechwan province more

than 4,000 years ago. The race appears in the annals under the name

Ta Mung, "The Great Mung." They must have been an important

people, even at that early time, to be able to wrest from the cynical

Chinese chronicles the name "Great." At various dates they appear in

Chinese history under the names Mung, Lung, Liao, Lao (Laos), etc.

Gradually they spread over most of China. Successive waves of migra-

tion can also be traced from China southward into Burma, Assam,

Siam, and parts of Annam and Cambodia.

Numbers and Distribution—Out of an estimated total of about

ao1
ooo,oot> Tai, it is perhaps safe to say that at least 5,000,000 live in

southwestern China. Roman Catholic priests regard this estimate as

too low and are inclined to put the figure as high as 10,000,000. The

late Mr. Clarke estimated that of these 5—10,000,000 Tai in Southwest

China, *bout 2,000,000 live in the province of Kweichow. A joint com-

missicn of missionaries from China and Siam estimated in 1913 that not

less than 2,000,000 Tai-speaking people inhabited the northwestern part

of Kwangsi province. This permits an estimate of anywhere from one

million to three or four million Tai inhabitants for the province of

Yunnan. A glance at the ethnological map prepared iy Major Davies

shows the Tai to be distributed chiefly over the southern half of Yunnan,

extending from about the 25th degree north latitude in the west, and the

24th degree in the east, down to the southern border of the province.

From earliest historical times the Tai have dwelt almost exclusively in

the plains. Evidence of this is still to be seen around Nanning,

Mengtsz and Szemao. These places are now inhabited chiefly by Chinese,

and h&vt been ever since the time when the Chinese gained political

supremacy over the Tai of Kwangsi and eastern Yunnan, which was

more than eight centuries ago.

Characteristics— The Tai closely resemble the Chinese of Kwangtnng

and Kwangsi in appearance. In the extreme south of the Malay

Peninsula they resemble the Malayan Filipino. The Tai are an agricul-

tural people to an even greater degree than the Chinese. They are

characteristically hospitable, pro-foreign, very receptive of new ideas

and new methods, lovers of music and flowers. In their system of govern-

ment they are very democratic, still adhering in many sections to the

custom of deposing a petty chief whose rule has proved unsatisfactory

by a direct uprising of the people.

There is good reason to believe that the Tai people in southeast

China are undeveloped rather than decadent. Deprived of contact with

other people, even from the Tai of the next valley, they have never had

the advantages of learning anything new. For centuries the majority of

them have experienced no winter, and have therefore never been compelled

to think or provide ahead for physical needs. They are not people with

any commercial or manufacturing instinct, and they have not developed

a highly organized society. The position and status of their women is

in direct and striking contrast to the status of women still prevailing
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among the Chinese. The fact that the new bridegroom gees to live with

and is practically the slave of the family of the bride is convincing evi-

dence of the high position of womanhood. Their women hold the purse

and draw the purse string. They know of no zenana seclusion, do not

bind their feet, and in many cases are the nomadic traders of the family,

taking their husbands and dependents with them. They wear no veils,

no shoes, and generally do as they please. They are usually as accessi-

ble to the male missionary in his presentation of the Gospel appeal as

are their husbands and brothers.

Language—The Tai language, like that of the Chinese, is

monosyllabic and tonal. The Tai of southern Siam claim only five tones,

while those on the Yangtze have about ten. The main tody of them get

along with eight tones. It will be of interest to students of Chinese to

know that the Tai have final k, p, t, m, n, and ng sounds well defined.

The claim has been made that about one-third of the vs>cabulary of the

Cantonese is identical, or almost so, with that of the Tai. Until we have

capable students who arc thoroughly versed in both languages, such

claims are impossible of verification.

Eight alphabets are known to be in use among tlie literate Tai :

three in Siam, three in Burma and Yunnan, and two in French territory,

with considerable overlapping of each. These eight alphabets seem to

be of Indian origin. The one alphabet most widely prevalent is that

now in use by the North Siam Mission. This is being introduced by

missionaries of the CIM among the illiterate Tai in central Yunnan.

Education—In the matter of their education, there is the widest

diversity among these widely distributed people. Throughout Siam there

exists a government system of education which is high grade and rapidly

becoming compulsory. In Burma and western Yunnan there is a system

of education closely associated with the Buddhist monasteries. This is,

however, of low grade. East of the Mekong-Red River watershed there

is no education in the Tai language deserving the name.

Gradual Recognition of Responsibility—The American Presbyterians

(FN) began work for the Tai race in 1840, at Bangkok, Siam, the Tai

capital. Gradually the conception of responsibility spread northward to

include the Lao tribes of North Siam ; and the North Laos Mission was

started in 1867. Dr. McGilvary, its founder, was an indelatigable travel-

ler and explored far beyond the bounds of Siam. Since 1S67 exploration

of the Tai field has been more general and extensive.

Interest in the spiritual welfare of the Tai people living in south-

western China has existed for many years. Doubtless this interest was

awakened first in the Presbyterian and Baptist missionaries at work

among the Tai tribes in Siam and Burma. Tours of exploration made

by these missionaries and others revealed the fact that the provinces of

southwestern China, as well as French Indo-China, supported a large

population of those who were akin both in blood and speech to the Tai

race in Siam and Burma. In 1910, the Edinburgh Missionary Con-

ference called special attention to these great unoccupiea fields. For a

number of years before this, the Presbyterian Mission in North Siam had

carried on itinerant evangelistic work in both southwestern Yunnan and

the French possessions. Thousands of religious tracts were distributed,

and tens of thousands of Tai people heard the Gospel in their own
tongue. More recently the American Baptist Mission (ABF) in Burma
followed up its work in that country by work for both the Tai and hill

tribes inhabiting southwestern Yunnan. Several years ago the China

Inland Mission, which is working chiefly amongst various tribes in

northern Yunnan, also became interested in large settlements of Tai who
were living in the valleys of the many tributaries of the Yangtze. The
late Samuel Clarke of that mission did much during his life for the Tai

in Kweichow. He translated the Gospel of Matthew into their local

dialect, called "Chungkia," and had it printed in Romanized, besides

doing considerable personal evangelistic work among them. In Kwangsi, the

Christian and Missionary Alliance (CMA) has been able recently to reach

a number of Tai people through the medium of its work among the

Chinese. Yet today it is precisely the Tai habitat of China and French

Indo-China that still remain unoccupied by evangelical missions.

The CIM stations at Tengyueh and Wutingchow (Yunnan), and the CMA
stations at Lungchow, Nanning and Liuchowfu (Kwangsi), do little more
than touch the Tai people. Recently missionaries at Poseh and at

Szemao have done a little work for the Tai independently : but like all

the others they have approached them through the medium of the Chinese.

Evangelization of Tai by Chinese not Successful—Mrs. T. P. Worsnip

writes from Lungchow, Kwangsi, concerning "the aborigines," who are

known to be Tai-speakers ; "I am sure that when we can speak the

language of these people we will be better able to get into their homes.
Even though in many e*:ses they can understand Cantonese, the fact that

they cannot speak it, and we cannot converse with them in their verna-

cular, causes them to turn us away and to look upon us with contempt.

We have felt this very keenly, especially when we have visited the streets

where every house is occupied by aboriginal families. They invariably

turn us away. There are many villages surrounding Lungchow where the

women speak only aboriginese, and in order to give them the witness we
must know their language or take a Christian woman with us who can

speak for us.'.', Mr. Oldfield of Liuchowfu has made several itinerations

among the Tai in northwestern Kwangsi. While in the large towns he
and his colporteurs can preach and distribute Chinese literature, his

reports also show that repeatedly he has stayed in rural districts in-

habited wholly by Tai-speakers with whom he was absolutely unable to

converse. Not only are the Tai too proud to accept the Gospel through
the medium of their Chinese conquerors, but the majority of them are

«nable to do so.

Need for Tai Evangelists-—We know the cry and the call for inten-

sive work. But we are not deaf to the call to plant and preach over th&

whole world; not among certain most promising races only, nor alone

in coastwise provinces. Neither do we put much reliance in the project

to have the Chinese Christian assume entire responsibility for the-

evangelization of this disgracefully big unoccupied teoitory in South-

west China. There is too much racial antipathy. Chinese, unless under

foreign guidance, will ever patronize the Tai and the Tai work if they

enter into it at all ; and the Tai are as proud as the Chinese and resent

being either abused or patronized. Only Tai workers under foreigtr

direction, for decades at first, can and will io the work.

Official Sanction for Work Exclusively for the Tai People—The year"

iqiS is memorable as marking the opening of the first mission station h»

Yunnan where work is to be exclusively for the Tai people. This work

received the official recognition and support of the American Presbyteriam

Mission, North, (PN), in the following series of resolutions passed by

the China Council in its Annual Meeting held at Shanghai, October io-

to November 6, 1917 :

Whereas, authorities on the races and languages of South China

agree that a considerable part, in some sections of South China the

largest part, of the people are closely related in bkMl and speech to>

the Tai of Siam; and

Whereas, our own Presbyterian Church has the only considerable

body of missionaries among the Tai, and the only considerable Tai-

speaking churches; and

Whereas, the sections of China where the Tai population is foundR

are recognized by the China Continuation Committee as among the

least adequately occupied sections of China, there being, so far as we
are aware, no missionary in China who can speak with them in their

own tongue;

Resolved—First, that we recognize the special responsibility of

our own Church for the evangelization of the Tai people in China, 8»

well as in Siam ; but as a definition rather than an extension of our

responsibility.

Second, that we cordially approve the action of the Board and the

Siam missions in opening work in southern Yunnan, where the written:

character and the religious situation are identical with that of North*

Siam.

Third, that it is our judgment that, whenever the Board feels in a
position to open additional work for the Tai people, such work should"

be located in the southeastern part of Yunnan and southern Kweichow,,

in the regions roughly indicated by Poseh, Kwangnanfu and Hingi.

The plan is to eventually initiate missionary work among all the
Tai people of China, literate and illiterate. The China Inland Missio*

has already established work among the Tai in northern Yunnan. The
Christian and Missionary Alliance has declared its intention to initiate

work as soon as possible among the Tai and other aboriginal tribes in

Kwangsi province. The Baptist Mission in Burma plans very soon to
open a station some distance west of the Mekong in southwestern

Yunnan. The North Siam Mission of the Presbyterian Board last

year opened a station at Kenghung or Chiengrung ($&{ff), on the
Mekong not far above the southern border of Yunnan. This is the first

station to be opened exclusively for work among the Tai people. The
Baptist and Presbyterian Missions have a peculiar responsibility for the
Tai people of China : first, because their work in Burma and Siam has-

always been largely among the Tai people, and secondly, because in this-

work these missions have always been singularly blessed. They have
gathered between 15,000 and 20,000 Tai converts into more than 40
churches, have organized these churches into presbyteries and associa-

tions, and have in addition provided the members of these churches withs

a strong educational system, including theological training schools for

the training of Tai workers.

Bold would be the man who would attempt to chart the exact num-
ber and location of the stations required to cover "the ten million Tii""

still unreached. Yet an approximation has been made. The South Siam*

Mission is asking for two'more stations, in order to cover the unoccupiedl

portion of southeastern Siam. And the mission has the location of these
two stations definitely fixed. A Committee of Exploration sent out by
the Noith Siam Mission in 1913 recommended three new stations in.

northern French Indo-China, at strategic points carefully chosen. Three-
stations are named by the North Siam Mission, near the junction of
Yunnan, Kweichow, and Kwangsi provinces, as covering the general
region recommended by the China Council for next occupation by Ta»
Missions in China. Another station has been designated by the Board!
and the North Siam Mission at Nanning, the capital of Kwangsi pro-
vince. And there are two other strategic points in Yunnan at which the
North Siam Mission has been aiming for several years past.

It is not claimed that the establishment of these eleven new stations-

would
. adequately cover the whole of our Tai field. By way of compari-

son, there are now 9 stations in the northern half of Yunnan, while we
have mapped out only 3 for all the southern half. We have put down
only 2 for all the Tai of Kwangsi, and only one for those of Kweichow,..
each province containing not less than 2,000,000 Tai people, to say
nothing of the Chinese and hill-peoples in that territory. As for the
French territory we shall ultimately have to have more than the 5.

stations huddled in the northern end. But the n points named are the
points at which we know today that it would be good statesmanship to>

plant stations as scon as men and means can be found.
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In entering China and establishing work at Kenghung, the Norti*

Siam Mission ol the Presbyterian Church strongly feels that its own
experience, as well as that of other missions like the CIM and CMC, who
-work in areas where there are numerous tribes, warrant them in plan-

work in areas where there are numerous tribes, warrants them in plaa-

Tai people, leaving to other missions the work among the Chinese and

the aboriginal tribes. The North Siam Mission also washes to proclaim

as a part of its policy the establishment of as many stations for work
among the Tai in Yunnan, Kwangsi, and Kweichow as the providence

of God may make possible. At the same time the mission stands ready

to give all possible encouragement and help to other societies and mis-

sionaries who may also be led of the Lord to work for the Tai in China.

CHRISTIAN WORK AMONG THE HAKKA
It is generally known that in South China the tribes and language*

are a great deal more varied than in the North. In the province of

Kwangtung three tribes may be distinguished that differ largely, not only

in their language, rwstoms, and manners, but in character. These are

the Punti (j£ j$£ or, in a narrower sense, Cantonese), the Hakka (^ ^),
and the Hoklo

( fg $£ or Jp£ ~g). The latter, who inhabit the seashore

from the border of Fnkien down to Hongkong, aDd whose center is

Chaochowfu behind Swatow, may be regarded as related to the inhabitants

of Fukien.

The real inhabitants of Kwangtung are the Punti and the Hakka,
two corresponding names, probably having the same origin and signify-

ing "host" and "guest," or also "owner" and lessee." This latter re-

lation has given the Hakka tribe its name. It is safe to say that this

name finds its origin in the prefecture of Kaying, or Meshsien (formerly

called Moichu, or Meichow), in northeastern Kwangtung, where it is

today the name by which the people call themselves and those who have

emigrated thence ; whilst other tribes related to them—for example, those

living on the North River in the north of Kwangtung, and those in the

south of Kiangsi—renounce the name "Hakka" as being despicable and

lowering to their dignity, and call themselves "Punti.* meaning "the

natives." Hakka history, according to the chronicles of Kaying, is said

to amply verify the authenticity of the tribal name.

History of the Hakka—There is evidence that almost as early as 900

A. D. wandering farm labourers came by the north and northeastern

routes out of Fukien and southern Kiangsi into Kwangtung to work for

the indoSent natives. A census taken of tibe population of Moichu in the

year 976 A.D. shows 367 such "guests," and 1,210 "native" residents. A
nundred years later the census shows the number of H«*kka to have in-

creased to 6,548, while the natives numbered 5,824. So that it would

appear safe tc assume that for a considerable period the Hakka had been

in the majority, when two hundred years later the savage Mongol hordes

swept over the land, exterminating all inhabitants who remained loyal to

their dynasty. A contemporary writer, viewing the resulting desolation

of the section, asked "What has become erf the people? Have they been

transformed into birds or foxes?" At this juncture, too, small bands of

aborigines who had been living in the mountains found courage to attack

the few remaining Chinese. The Hakka now began streaming into this

depopulated area from a part of Fukien which had not been touched by
the Mongolian storm. A clan history—that of the Li Clan—reports

that at the time (1397-1308) the Emperor Ta-Teh issued a proclamation

granting a parcel of land to any man rejecting to Mm within too days.

Among those who accepted such grants were the Li family, who left

Shapiak in Ninghwa prefecture where it had lived 300 $
Tears, and re-

moved to Chonglok, whence they spread out into Tsingyun, Tungkun,

and other prefectures. A number of other clan histories point back to

the Ninghwa prefecture and to Shakpiak, and the indications are that the

principal emigration from Fukien began and ended in the 14th century

(Cempbell). There is no doubt whatever that these repcrts are true in

their main facts, and they offer an interesting parallel to a tradition re-

ported by A. H. Smith to the effect that a large part of the inhabitants

in the plain of North China also trace their origin from a single town,

Hungtung, in South Shansi.

The theory of the origin of a tribe from a mountainous corner in

Fukiea has frequently been met witti suspicion, whereas among authors

writing without accurate knowledge of the Hakka history the assertion

is often found that the Hakka belong to the aborigines of that province,

and are not really Chinese at all—an idea which the Punti, who are

disinclined towards the Hakka, have always been ready to endorse.

Against *his theory are the facts of language, character, and customs,

and the impulse to migrate and spread out, which in the name
"Hakka" finds striking expression. This impulse, moreover, is a

characteristic of the real Chinese, but not of the aborigines. It is safe,

therefore, to accept the tradition which relates that they migrated about

A.* D. 900 from the district of Kwangshan in South Honan, where even

today the language and customs, especially in connection with marriage

and funeral rites, are said closely to resemble those of the Hakka.

The fact that the Hakka lived for about 300 years in the mountains of

Fukien comparatively secluded from the rest of the Empire offers the best

explanation of their originality. A striking example of this is shown in

their refusal to accept the custom of footbinding.

The Hakka Language—The veteran Hakka missionary, Lechler,

showed considerable daring in stating that "it is an unquestioned fact

that there is but me Chinese language, and Hakka comt-s nearest to the

original." But it is safe to say that Hakka is one of the original dialects

of the Chinese language. It is less polite than Mandarin, and has clearer

sounds than Punti. Comparison may be made with the Japanese, which

has preserved the Chinese elements in a fossilized state, 90 to speak, while

the living language (above all Mandarin) developed itself. (The name

"Nippon," for example, closely resembles the Hakka "Nyit-pun," while

"Japan" and the Punti "Cat-pun" are similar. Note similarities in

the following : Japanese numbers from 1 to 9 : It-shi (ichi), ni, san,

si, go, roku (loku), shit-shi, hat-shi, kn ; Hakka; Yit, ngi, sam, si, n.

Ink, tshit, pat, kyu. In the Punti the sounds are not clear : Yat, i,

sam, sz, vg, luk, tshat, pat, kau ; while in Mandarin they are clear-

cut : Yih, erh, san, sz, wu, luh, tsi, pah, kiu).

In trying to settle the question of the Hakka language one is con-

fronted by the difficulty of determining whether only those shall be

counted as Hakka who call themselves such, and who in every respect

bear the marks of an unmixed tribe, or whether included with them
should be named those groups whom we haves been accustomed so to

classif3-; as for example, the population on the North River, whose
genealogical register also points back to Fukien, and whose speech, in

spite of variations of dialect, is most closely related to Hakka. For
practical purposes the latter course is to be preferred. For language
research, however, we have principally to hold to the Hakka as it is

spoken with little variation of dialect in the former Kaying prefecture.

When the missionaries came into the land the Hakk* was as little

established in script as were the other dialects. The Jfctsel missionary,

Rev. Hamberg (1847), was probably the first to undertake this work.

He laid the foundations for a dictionary, which during the following

decade was improved from time to time until finally in 1005 an English

version by Mclver (English Presbyterian Mission) was published by the

American Presbyterian Mission Press, Shanghai. Rev. Piton, missionary

of the Basel Mission, reconstructed the Hakka dialect into characters in

1S85. This attempt has since been improved, so that the more important

examples of Hakka literature are no longer printed in the system of

Romanized writing called after Dr. Lapsius, but in Chinese characters

nearly al taken from the book language. Of these works the most im-

portant is the revised New Testament by A. Nagel, followed by the re-

cently completed translation of the Old Testament by O. Schu".tze. Since

1916 the complete Bible in Hakka characters has been a\ FBS).

In addition to this may be mentioned the smaller and greater catechisms,

a Bible history, liturgy, collection of sermons, children's hymns, a church

paper, tracts, etc.

Hakka Migrations—The migrations of the Hakka tribe radiated from

the point Of intersection of the boundary lines of the three provinces of

Kwangtung, Kiangsi, and Fukien. The Kaying prefecture—above all,

the districts of Kaying, Hingning, and Chonglok, to which the adjoining

district of Taipu belongs became the mother country. Within the

second line come the East and North Rivers, that is, the greater part of

the prefecture of Waichow, and the whole north of Kwangtung with

Shiuchow and Namyung. It must be understood, however, that neither

in the part of the Waichow prefecture lying nearest to the East River {the

towns of Waichow, Hoyiin, and the Lungchun districts), nor, in fact, in the

whole North River district is it a clear Hakka dialect which is spoken.

This accounts for the claim sometimes made that the Hakka is a mixed

tongue resulting from trade relations between the Hakka and Punti.

It would be more in line with the facts to regard the

language spoken in this district as a local dialect, as old as and related to

the Hakka itself. The Hakka who migrated there about the end of the

Ming Dynasty simply adopted the dialect of that district, just as they do

up to this day wherever found living isolated among other tribes. The

above-mentioned districts belong to the oldest settlements of Kwangtung.

The North River was the old road from Central China to Kwangtung, and

the old name of the East River (Lungchwan) appears in the oldest records

of the province.

Thirdly, there is to be mentioned that which we would call the,

"Diaspora of the Hakka," the district around Canton, to which most of

the Hakka came directly from the Kaying prefecture, and where they have

kept their language very pure on the whole. These districts are the

Tsingyun and Fayfin to the north of Canton; to the east, Tungkun

and Po-on districts. The latter, of which the Hongkong-Kowloon district

was originally a part, is the only one in which the Hakka pushed forward

direct to the sea, and the first in which the Mission came into contact

with them (Messrs. Hamberg and Lechler). In this whole district around

Canton the Hakka still continue to push forward.

It is an impressive picture, that of the old Punti villages, enclosed

by ivv-covered brick walls and towers half in ruins and surrounded by

ditches, and all about the rows of white houses of the Hakka, into whose

hands the greater part of the lands have fallen. Soon after the appearance

of a Hakka house inside the walls of a Punti village, the Punti dis-

appeared completely. It is, however, in the main, a peaceable acquisi-

tion, by diligence and thrift, though in some instances trickery and force

are said not to have been entirely absent from the methods of the con-

querors. Fearful fights are recorded as the result of this pushing forward

of the Hakka. At the time of the Taiping Rebellion, in the district of

Hingning where the Hakka had been advancing, a war of exter-

mination was waged in which each mercilessly killed the other on res-

cognizing him by his speech.

Fourth in line are the Hakka colonies in foreign countries. Among

these are Annam, the Malay peninsula, British North Borneo, Batavia,

Sabang, Natal, and the Transvaal ; in the West Indies (especially Jamaica),

Surinam, Ceylon, California, Hawaii, the Philippines, Sydney in
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Australia, and elsewhere. Thus a Hue of Hakka will be seen to stretch

around the -world.

Numbers—It is estimated that there are about 8,000,000 Hakka in the

province of Kwangtung. Other provinces do not have accurate figures.

It is known that numbers of them arc living in Fukien, especially in the

prefectures of Tingchowfu and Changchowfu ; and that they are in posses-

sion of South Kiangsi, and that they are numerous in the 'diaspora,' as

far as and extending into Swchwan. Westward, too, they are known to

be numerouslv represented, especially in the proving of Kwangst.

Broomhall's estimate of the number of Hakka living in China as i5>«*>»«>e>

can be little more than conjecture, while any attempt to guess at the

numbers of those migrating to other countries would be even more hopeless.

Hakka Characteristics—The character of the Hakka is shown quite

dearlv in their name anJ ittetory. They are healthy, rapidly expanding,

active, energetic, and fend of acquiring property. They are a people of

the future unhampered bv the prejudices or the easy-going slackness of

the old landowners, proud of their riches and of their fancied superiority.

Vocations despised bv the Punti are eagerly followed by the Hakka, so

that nearly all the barbers and haircutters in Canton are Hakka. How-

ever poor their beginnings thev are soon in possession of some of the finest

hairdressing saloons. The blacksmiths who travel through the land of

the Punti are mostly Hakka. They not only travel but open

workshops in the marketplaces. Then there are the itinerant stonemasons,

one colony settling near Hongkong and finding permanent cccupatton there.

The Hakka are also good traders, particularly those from Hinnen

(Hingning). One finds the cunning Hinnenite in every gTeat market-

place in Kwangtung rsd far beyond. Kaying, the abode of scholars,

provides the clerks of the court for the majority of the yamens of China.

Politically, the Hakka like all true mountain-folk are liberty-loving.

It was more "than coincidence the fact that the leader of the Taiping Re-

bellion, Fung Siu-tshen (Hakka pronunciation) was a Hakka, as were al«o

the followers of Sun Yat-sen who destroyed the temple; in Canton and

the vicinity. Hakka villages are the natural expression of the character

of the people. They live in scattered hamlets or houses located preferably

iu the valleys, where the farmer can live surrounded by his fields. For

this reason thev are more approachable by the missionaries and are not is

clannish as other tribes. This statement is not intended to imply that

the authority of the clan is not also very great among the Hakka, nor that

the interests of the clan are not held to be above all others.

The sphere of activity of the district magistrate does not reach fax

beyond the limits of the" town. In Hakka villages the oldest members

of the clan make all important decisions. Frequently the question of the

clan's adoption of Christianity is among the momentous issues under dis-

cussion, and it is at such times that the missionary needs all the wisdom

and Christian earnestness of which he is capable, in order to maintain

the text, "My Kingdom is not of this world." Warfare between the clans,

too, has been frequent, and the great strong houses, reminding one of

the phrase, "My house is my castle," are made to serve as protection

during these encounters rather than as a defense against robbers.

Whatever has been said of the diligence of the Hakka should be

qualified, however, with reference to farming in the "first line" districts.

All work on these farms is done by the women, sometimes because the

men are working elsewhere, or again because they have emigrated. One

can scarcely find a Hakka house from which at least one but oftener many

members have not gone into foreign countries , and one finds many
families from which all the men have gone. The rich, however, often

remain at home, are given over to sloth, end leave the work for the

women to do.

Domestic and Religious Life—The Hakka woman is a peculiar type.

She is strong, energetic, farsigbted, and has never adopted the foot-bind-

ing custom. She is self-respecting, and Hakka girls are never sold as

second wives or concubines, these offices being filled by Punti girls. A
recent occurrence gives proof of the courage and quick wit of the Hakka
woman. A leper, who had been hiding in a canefield, saw a woman
trudging alone, with a bamboo pole slung across her shoulders, on her

way to fetch grass. He approached the woman with the words, "It is

well that 1 shoo Id meet one of you alone." The woman took the pole into

both hands and belaboured her assailant and succeeded in knocking him
down. Before leaving him she paraphased his own speech, saying "No,
it is better that I meet one of you alone !

"

The puttitg to death of girl babies is, strange to say, a custom
springing out of the respect in which women are held. Sooner than sell

their daughters into slavery or concubinage, Hakka mothers prefer to

kill thesn soon after birth. The common custom is to seas not more than
two daughters. Foundling hospitals are few in number. That in Hong-
kong, however, receives many a newly born girl baby that would other-

wise have been put to death. At the outbreak of the War there were over

100 foundlings in this Home, which was supported by the British Govern-
ment daring the War and governed by German women missionaries till

their repatriation. Since then, the CMS has brought cut two workers
specially fur this institution, one of whom already knew Cantonese,

which was the language used by the German workers, not Hakka. As
the years have gone by the greatest care has been exercised in finding

good homes for such as were ready for marriage or service. The work
continues, although it no longer receives inmates from the Hakka dis-

trict on the mainland.

One characteristie that distinguishes the Hakka, both men and
women, from all other tribes in China is their relative cleanliness both
as to person and clothing. In districts where the Punti and Hakka live

together, the latter are easily distinguishable by the marked difference in

their apparel ; while as to bodily cleanliness, the fact that a daily hot bath

is never foregone except under necessity, even among the poorest, speak*

*
With regard to religion, one scarcely knows whether to present the

character of the Hakka as one that furthers or that hinders the preaching

of the Gospel. Thev do not give one the impression of being a religious

people, appearing, rather, to be born rationalists, and in this respect,

showing themselves to be genuine Chinese. .

The Punti, where they have intermingled with the aborigines,

have shown a more religious spirit. For this reason the Punti

are more firmlv attached to their heathen faith, while the Hakka

are approachable for Christian teaching. However, theje has not been

wanting a proportion of Hakka who have taken the Gospel to their hearts,

and there are many instances of deep-rooted piety in those of the second

and third generations.
r ^a u

Social Conditions—Fundamental^ the Hakka is a farmer, forced by

poverty to straggle with the unproductive soil and wresting a bare bveli-

hood therefrom. A glance at the map of Kwangtung wil show that rt

has usually been the less fertile, hilly country that has fallen to the lot

of these "guests," while the "natives" remained m possession of the

fertile delta and the broader plains on the tower course of the East and

North rivers, and of the whole West River district Poor indeed is the

peasant class. Only a small percentage own their fields, while the greater

number rent the land of which they have to yield up their entire first

harvest. Besides they are often so involved in debt, that the balance c*

the proceeds of their bard labour hardly lasts until the next harvest.

Then their few belongings, even the plough and quilt, must be pawned m
order that they may eat rice during the lean months. These are the

conditions that cause many to emigrate.
_

It is not to be expected among a people so crude and poverty-stricken,

that anv of the industries prwlueing articles of luxury would find a place.

Herce all such articles in silk, paper, lacquer, porcelain, etc., sold in

these districts, are prcdooed elsewhere. The people possess only those

handicrafts required by the home and the local market

The richest industrial district is Hingning. Here, it one time, paper

fans were produced in sufficient numbers to supply half of China; but

Japan is now handling this trade, and the weaving of plain cotton staff

has taken the place of fan making. However active the Hakka may be

as merchants, the wholesale trade is in the hands of real Cantonese, their

centers of business being Shiuchow and Hoyun.

The food of the people is, on the average, inferior iu quality to that

of the Punti, but better than in most parts of North China. Rice forms

the basis, but it is often "stretched" to yield quantity by the addition

of sweet potato. Other additional dishes are very frugal. A
/smell piece of salt fish and pickle! cabbage, the dregs of rice left over

after the fermentation of rice wine and vegetables, are the common food.

The vegetables are prepared with pork fat, or peanut oil. The favourite

meat is pork, with poultry as second choice. Deer meat is also much
liked by the Hakka, while beef is more consumed by the Punti. Great

banquets in the towns, however, are the same as those of the Punti,

the "Mandarin banquet" being apparently "international."

German Missions to the Hakka—Mission work among the Hakka has

been in the hands of German missions from the beginning. Wiien in

1847 GutrJaff, upon his enthnsiastie report, had four young missionaries

sent to him from Germany, he divided Kwangtung province among them,

there being at that time no missionary working in the interior. To the

talented Swede, Hamberg, sent out from Basel, he assigned the three or

four million Hakka. The other Basel missionary, Rudolf Lecfaler, was
to evangelize the Hoklo, and the two Rhenish missionaries were to work
among the Punti. Lechler, after being driven out by the Hoklo seven

times, at last also turned his attention to the Hakka. These two, there-

fore, Messrs. Hamberg and Lechler, are the real founders of the Hakka
Mission, which started in the Po-on district, opposite Hongkong, where
Pukak and Lilong {1859} isere the first stations.

Far away in the mountains of the Chonglok district there was started,

in 1S64, the first station of the Chengtsun highlands. It was by Divine
guidance, independently of all mission strategy, that this "Cloud-land*-

was made the starting point of a mission work which soon enclosed with-

in its net all the important places in the Hakka district. There next arose

stations of the Basel Mission in or near to the district towns of Kaying
{1883}, Hosuwan (1885), Hingninghsien (1887), Hoyun (1901), Chonglok
(1008), Linpingchow (1909), and Hopinghskn (1909). Other stations are
in important marketplaces : Kwekhung (Khits^hung) (1879}, Kuchuk
(1879), Hokshiha (18S6), Moilim (1889), and Lokong (1901). Outstations
located near marketplaces are likewise in some of the district towns, as,
for example, Lungchun, Chongning, and Chenping. And, finally, he-

sides the main stations of Lilong and Chengtsun, several others in the
outlying districts must be named : Ynnhanglei (Nyeuhangli) {1866),
Longbow {1882),,and Chonghangking (1883).

In the beginning the work of the German mission societies, whose
representatives Gutzlaff had called into the land, was merged. They
worked principally in the hinterland of Hongkong, techier travelled
through North Kwangtung after the manner of the original JTanspach,
one of the forerunners of the Berlin Mission who passed through the
northeast as far as Kaying. Gradually the districts came to be divided
np among the societies, and the Berlin Mission removed its center of
gravity little by little to the very north of the province, where the success-
ful work of Rev. Leuschner is best known. There, on the old highway
to the North, they estaHished the stations of Shiuchow {1903}, Chihing
(1809), Shakok (1902), Yanfa (1902), Namyung {1893). The' farthest; is

Nananfu (1903) in Kiangsi province. Nearer to their center at Canton
(1867) is the mission in the Tsingyfin and Tsungfa districts, with a
station at Lnkhang {1897).
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Besides this they have a part of their work to the east of

Canton, the large town of Waichow (1885) and the stations

rFumui (1885), and Chuthcngau (1S91) in the hinterland- So it is an

• extensive net which the Berlin Mission with its 28 stations and 230

•outstations has spread over the Hakka people. The War has brought

: many changes to the Basel Mission work in Kwangtung. The head-

quarters in Hongkong which consisted of three buildings that served

as supply station, administrative and recreation center, and

used more for the all-China mission work than for local activities in the

British colony, have been left in the hands of the Hakka Christians, the

British Government not interfering in the least rather aiding in the care

and administration of the property. The services of the managing

• clerk who was in pay of the Basel Mission have been retained. The

activities of the Mission in Hongkong and the New Territory have also

in no way been interfered with by the Government, but instead the work

"has been encouraged in every way.

Other Missions—Besides these 28 German mission stations there are

-a. few others to be named. Among these should be mentioned firat the

English Presbyterian Mission which took up the work begun by Rev.

JLechler in the hinterland of Swatow, working there among the Hoklo and

.also reaching the Hakka '1865). This mission is also working in Wukingfu

(1870) and in Samhopa {1502}, as well as among certain sections of the

"Hakka in Fukien. The American Baptist Mission has a Hakka department,

• established in Kaying in 1007, and extending its work as far as and into

"Kiangsi, The CMS hss for many years had work among Hakka at

Hokshan; also at Kowloon City.

At Yingtak there is a station of the Wesleyan Methodist Mission,

and the station of the London Mission at Poklo between the Berlin and

Basel Missions should also be mentioned here. In all there are probably

-something Uhe 33 of these centers (with about 300 outstations), indicating

that perhaps the most important centers may be occupied, and the prin-

-cipal need be for a means of strengthening their relations with the

• outstations. On the other hand, little work has been done among the

lHakka living outside Kwangtung province, or if done has not been carried

on in the Hakka language. Bat the Hakka Christians who have emi-

grated have been followed to Singapore, especially in the districts where

thej* settled thickly. At Kudat and Sandak&n a station was established

by the Basel Mission at the urgent request of their Christians. Sixteen

hundred Christians were gathered in before the War.

Concerning the number of ether Hakka Christians it is to t>e noiad

that the German missions count about 21,000 Christians, among them
over 14,1x0 communicants. As the Hakka missions form but a small

fraction of the work of other societies it i* difficult to estimate the

total number of Hakka Christians, but one may give it as about 30,000.

The building up of large rural Christian communities is a characteris-

tic feature of the German Missions, and, more particularly, of the Basel.

The remote little village of Yunbanglei has to its credit 600 Christians in

one church, all of whom ere fairly wrifi versed in the Scriptures, a con-

diticn not often met with in China. Educational work, also, has been

fostered, as is usually the case with German missions, special

emphasis being given to the establishment of elementary schools. There

are also in Kaying, Kuchuk, and Lukhang a number of secondary and
intermediate schools, with a training school for teachers in Kuchuk, and
theological seminaries in Lilong and Canton.

Comparatively speaking medical missions p!ay a very small part in

the work. The Basel Mission has a medical station in Kaying and

another in Hoyun. The women's work, compared with the Anglo-Saxon
missions, is very backward. Recently, however, efforts have been made
to give proper place to this work, and a number of women missionaries

are doing medical mission, girls* school, and Bible women's work.

Thus our glowing Hakka Church is fairly self-contained, though

also desirous of fellowship with other members of the growing Chinese

Church. She takes part in the Christian Council of Kwangtung and other

ecanmon enterprises. God grant that she may gain inner strength, as

her numbers increase, and that she may finally become a useful member
of the Chinese National Church, the goal toward which we are all working

in one wav or another.

CHRISTIAN WORK AMONG MOSLEMS IN CHINA
Islam at China a Problem—The entry of Mohammedanism into the

•Far East, its spread among the Chinese, and its present status in the

Jtetublic, are perplexing problems to the investigator. "When did the

•first preachers of Islam enter China?" is still a much disputed point.

"Monuments, inscriptions, and authorities differ so greatiy that the im-

- partial student, despairing of getting down to bed rock fact, is likely to

concur in Broomhall's conclusion : "The story of the very early entry

.«£ Islam into China cannot be accepted as trustworthy." Tombs exist

at Canton and Yangchow (Ku.) which are claimed as the resting-places

• «rf two of the early propagators of Islam in this land, and are much

venerated.

If the entry of Islam into China is a much-debated problem, the

rjnethod of its progress is equally a problem. The maps that illustraie

this subject make clear that from North to South, and from East

to West, important groups of Moslems are found dotted over the Republic

of China. The occupation, speaking generally, was effected peacefully;

"the swerd of Mohammed" has been little known outside three or four

•provinces. How came Islam to its present position? How came these

-settlements of "the faithful" in 22 provinces, and even in districts in

Mongolia and Tibet ? It is most probable that through the chief trading-

routes its merchants pressed forward in those early days much as they do

today. The Moslem soldiers from the West, who by Imperial permission

took to themselves wives of Chinese stock, after having rendered special

service to this land, must also be taken into account. The intermarriage

-with non-Moslem stock has undoubtedly leen an important factor in the

progress of this religion in China.

Bnt if the date of entry and the method of propagation are problems,

the present status of Islam in China is a problem still more difficult

to solve Several attempts have been made to arrive at the actual number

-of Moslems, but the investigators have been forced to admit that there is

not yet adequate data for a satisfactory estimate. No scientific census

has yet been taken in China, ncr is there any near hope of snch a census,

<ior the country is in chaos and any attempt to number the people would

t>e resisted as foreshadowing increased taxation. WTe have, however, in

making this survey, attempted to compute the number of Moslems in each

province by local missionary opinion, and by consulting foreign and

Chinese officials; but the estimates vary so greatly that we hesitate to

-publish them. Nevertheless snch as they are we have incorporated

them in a map, and it will be seen that the maximum figure is only

•£,336,000, whereas the usual estimate hitherto has been ten millions or

-over. Probably our correspondents are cautions, and their minimum

-figure {7,066,000} may be an understatement. However, the estimate

-presented has this value, that it clearly shows the general distribution of

Moslems in China.

Kansu in the Northwest reports the largest number of Moslems. The

Northern provinces, especially Chihli, Manchuria, and Shantung, follow

-with nearly 2 million Moslems. Peking, Tientsin, Moukden, and Tsinan

are the most important centers. Honan is also a Moslem stronghold,

.especially Kaifeng, nearly 300 mosques being reported from this province.

Szechwan has a number of Moslem centers and a considerable popu-

lation and is dealt with in another section of this article. From the

West right down the Yangtze Valley there are Mohammedan settlements,

especially in Kiangsu where Nanking is still a strong center.

Another important Moslem province is Yunnan in the extreme south-

west of China, but the Christian missions in llsat province have hitherto

been too weak to do work among this class, or even seriously to study

the situation. The second map showing Moslem centers and mosques

will give a clearer view of the work to be done. Even this map does not

completely show all, but it does reveal the greatness of the need. The

strategic centers should be specially noted, and missions which already

occupy these places should plan to let some missionary have a period of

special training to prepare for work among the followers of the Prophet

of Arabia.

General Type Found in China—"The Chinese Moslems as far as I

know them are Sunnites. This corresponds to statements made by the

Moslems themselves. I have been told more than once that there are

no Shiabs in China. The 'Old' and the 'New' seem to indicate 'conserva-

tive' and 'progressive' rather than any other alignment. They certainly

do not indicate 'Sunnah' and *Shiah' as seme have thought. There is a

very strong Sufi influence in China. Persian books are common, especi-

ally among the leading Ahongs. One constantly comes across Ahongs

who are genuinely pious, and who practise Sufi methods." (The late C.

E. Ogilvie, 1919).

Characteristics—As a whole the Chinese Moslems represent a Con-

fucianized type. They are, with few exceptions (such as those in Sinkiang

and Kansu), very' different from the Moslem in the Near East. This

means that the approach is a double one, religious and social. Religiously

they are Moslems, socially thiy are Chinese. This does not mean that they

do net observe Moslem social rules, but that these rules have been con-

siderably modified through contact with Chinese ideas. It will also be

noted that the Chinese Moslems in conduct follow in the paths of the non-

Moslem Chinese in their district; where opium-smoking, wine-drinking,

and lawless conduct are common (as seen in Szechwan, Shensi, etc.) the

bulk of "the faithful" are not a whit behind the idolaters. Some of the

most severe condemnation of their evil ways has come from the lips ot

their own mullahs, one of whom sadly and frankly confessed he had no

possible plan to raise his people.

It is an accepted fact that Chinese Moslems are more approachable

than their fellow-religionists in other lands. One of the reasons why more

of them have not been won for Christ is that missionaries have not gone

hard after them. The vast number of non-Moslem Chinese have claimed

the larger share of their attention.

Occupations—While a few have taken high places as scholars, as a

whole the Chinese Moslems have not paid much attention to education,

but as will be seen in another paragraph they are now seeking to alto

this state of things. As soldiers they have excelled and made a great

name for themselves. As merchants they do well, not only following the

main trade routes, but penetrating dangerous and difficult centers (sucl»
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as Tibet) ; -while in transport, bjr road and water, they are much in

evidence; fearless, resourceful, and physically "fit." In farming they have

not yet made great strides. The Moslems in the North, however, possess

many animals. In office, Moslems have frequently held the reins firmly

and won the good opinion of all law-abiding folk, while to the evil-doer

they have been a terror. It may be noted that in earlier days when it

was almost impossible to rent premises for mission work from the Chin-

ese, several stations were occupied through Mohammedan owners of pro-

perly coming forward and risking all consequences, renting their pre-

mises to Protestant missionaries. It may also be recorded that in the

Boxer year (iqoo) two missionaries in East China owed their escape in

safely to the Coast to the friendly and timely arrangement made by a

Moslem official after the Chinese official had failed to help them out of

a dangerous situation.

Features and Customs—The Mohammedan as a rule can be easily

distinguished by the careful observer. As to customs, while theo-

retically there is a difference between Chinese and Moslem, in social mat-

ters such as divorce, polygamy, slavery, etc., practically there is not

mt;ch difference. While they believe that it is right and proper for a>

Moslem to have four wives at one time, as a matter of fact, with the
common people, the bread and butter argument forbids such practice.

In Kansu find Sinkiang there is far more license in these matters, bwt
in the other provinces there is less polygamy and divorce. Among the

wealthy, both Chinese and Moslem, it is a mark of standing to have more
than one wife. As to slavery, if there is a difference it would appear to-

be in the motive rather than in anything else. With the Chinese, the

extra wife is a convenience, with the Moslem Chinese, she is not only a*

convenience but an addition to the ranks of "the faithful,"

Reform Movements—The most experienced workers report that except;

for activity in the matter of better educational facilities, no distinctive -

Moslem reform movements have been seen. Among progressive Moslems-
there is the feeling that something must be done, but apart from the

publication of a few Moslem journals, some of which never reached the-

second issue, there is nothing to be reported. Appeals bave been issued
to close the ranks and stand solid for a united Islam, but the sharp differ-

ence between the "Old", the "New", and the "New New" Sects have
thus far prevented the fusion desired.
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Education—In the past, there has been much illiteracy among the

Chinese Moslems, and today in many districts this condition prevails.

Jteeently, however, considerable activity has been noted, showing that the

Mohammedans are awaking to the necessity of providing educational pri-

vileges for their people. A serious attempt is being made to deal with

the problem of illiteracy, and word has come from many centers of schools

feeing opened for Moslem children where Chinese and Arabic are now
taught.

Knowledge of Arabic—It is not known how many there are in China

with a good knowledge of Arabic, but it is beyond a doubt that there are

men well versed in both Arabic and Persian. This fact—for there can be no

doubt about it—was tnown years ago- In 1917 Dr. Zwemer visited China,

and after personal tonch with Moslem leaders, emphasized the fact. State-

nests to the contrary, implying that Chinese mullahs cannot understand

Arabic, should be accepted with reserve. The probable facts are as follows.

flbme mullahs have only a very limited knowledge of the language '4

their sacred books ; others can read and explain their own books, bnt are

not able to understand the unvowefled Arabic Christian books. There

Is a third class, however, who can read, write, and understand Arabic, both

as found is their own books and in Christian books. Men of this class

are found, in small numbers it is true, but found they are, all over China.

Arable Scriptures, Chinese-Arabic (diglot) Gospels, and Christian litera-

ture from the Kile Mission Press and from other missions in Egypt, are

increasing by use in China among the Moslems who read and can under-

stand what they read. Missionaries report that the use of Arabic litera-

ture has opened the door to the personal touch with mullahs with whom
previously they had no point of contact. Requests have been received for

copies of any new Christian publications in Arabic, and applications for

grants of such as were already available. Manuscripts in Arabic, the work

of Chinese mullahs, have been received and forwarded to Cairo for suit-

able reply. Some of these have dealt trenchantly with Christian belief

and required very careful answering. The testimony of friends in Egypt,

authorities in Arabic, should be noted : "The manuscripts are ably pre-

pared and well written." One more statement may be added. In Decem-

ber, roio, an order for quite a number of Arabic books came to hand from

a well-read Chinese mullah, who requested his Christian friend to kindly

forward the order to a certain Mohammedan bookshop in Cairo. In view

of the above facts, any statements belittling the knowledge of Arabic

possessed by the leaders of Islam in China may surely now be "scrapped.**

Moslem Activity—Not alone in the matter of increased facilities for

education, but in the building of new mosques, there is good evidence

that the Chinese Mohammedans are by no means asleep. From Kansu,

Chihli, and Yunnan, three important provinces, new mosques are report-

ed. Some of these erections have cost large sums; some have provision

for the "Call to Prayer" to be made according to Moslem usage. Another

sign of activity is seen in the mosques for Moslem women, where trained

women teachers give instruction. So far, these have been reported from

only 4 provinces : Kansu, Shensi, Honan, and Shantung. They may
possibly be found in other provinces, but have not yet been discovered.

Training of Mullahs—The rule seems to be for mullahs to be trained

in small numbers in various centers rather than in a large number at

one center. Bnt this is not invariably the case, as certaiu large mosques

have a goodly number of young men preparing for the office of mullah.

No data are forthcoming as to the number of such students, but in view

of the number of mosques where training is in progress the total must be

considerable.

Pilgrimage to Mecca—The world unrest during the past ten years has

prevented Chinese Moslems from making the pilgrimage. Some have

tried but failed to obtain Consular signed passports, owing to conditions

in the Near East. The great expense has in the past hindered many
from the journey, but those who have visited Mecca (some three or four

lames) have been accorded a high place in local Moslem circles.

THE MOStEMS OF KANSU
Kansu Moslems—Kansu, the northwest province of China, is the most

thickly populated Moslem province of the land. Out of a total population

«f ten million it may be safety estimated that some three million are fol-

lowers of the faith of Islam. The term "Chinese Moslem" is often very

misleading to those who are but slightly acquainted with the past history

of this great land. Many infer that the term signifies those Chinese who
have became proselytized to Mohammedanism. As far as Kansu is con-

cerned, this is not so. Here we find the Moslem population ot distinctly

different origin, and to this day retaining many peculiarities of both fea-

tare and custom. Foreigners who have resided in the province suffi-

ciently long to intelligently differentiate between the features of one

Chinese and another will have little difficulty in picking out a Moslem

from a number of Chinese, and this apart from any distinction in dress.

Chinese historical records enable us to trace the Kansu Moslems to

three distinct sources (see page 265 et seq., under Part IV, Special Ad-

ministrative Districts), and to the present day they retain to a great

measure the peculiarities, both in features and customs, ot the races from

which they originated.

Kansu has several hundred mosqnes. At Hochow, the chief Moslem

center in Kansu, many are trained as mullahs who afterwards occupy

leading positions in Kansu, Shensi, and Szechwan. There are several

tombs of saints in large grounds and some 14 mosques in this city.

Lancbowfu, the provincial capital (2!$' days overland from Hochow),

has several thousand Moslem families and 10 or more mosques.

Siningfu, a great district, has many Moslems. Islam has the appearance

of a growing force, and several new mosques have been erected lately,

one costing a large sum.

Ningsia district has many Moslems and 100 mosques. Ma Fuh-hsiang,

the principal official in the district, is an enthusiast on educatku, and
has ordered every mosque-parish under his control to open a school in

which Chinese is taught. The standard of training for mullahs is rather

high. So far the people are friendly to missionaries, and the doors are

open for specialized work.

Work smeug Moslems in Kansu has been carried on in the past as

opportunity has offered in conjunction with the Chinese work. This

could never prove very effective. A great step has been made in tha

right direction during the last few yews by the appointment of several

missionaries (two or three at the time of writing) who are to enter upon

direct evangelistic effort among the Moslems. But as yet no one has

been able to engage in the study of the languages used ty the Tungsiang

and the Salar Moslems, so that it means that these two reces of people

must of necessity be nnevangelized for some time to come. This is a

challenge to the Christian Church. Men and women, ready to endure

hardness and face danger and opposition, are needed for this special work.

THE MOSLEMS OF SZECHWAN

Migration—The Szechwan Moslem claims to have migrated to the

east from Rumu through Turkestan. This migration was probably due
to the impetus given by the initial successes of the arms of Mohammed.
Rumu (according to Bretschneider) was the name appliei to the country

which once paid tribute to China. Rum was the Persian name for Che

Roman Empire, and later for the Byzantine Empire which included Asia

Minor, Armenia, and Syria. When the Seljukian Tirtars took

Mine* about nco A.D., the name Rum was retained, and later when the

Ottomans succeeded the Seljukains, Rum became the name of the Ottoman
Empire.

Distribution, of Moslems—The present Moslem population is widely

scattered and its ramifications practically cover the who'e province from

Menkong in the west to Kweichowfu in the east, and froai Chungking in

the south to Sungpan in the north, the ubiquitous Moslem is to be found.

Studded between these widely divergent points, highly important Moslem
centers are to be found, such as : Chengtu, Kwanhsien, Pihsien, Lungan-
fu, Mienchow, Paoning, Shanking, Wanhsien, Kaihsien, Suifu, Fushun,

Luchow, Linkiang, Lungthang, Ningyuanfu, Tatsienlu, and many other

places. Moslems are also found as individuals and communities all over

the Yunnan and Szechwan "marches." Mr. J. H. Edgar says that th;y

are found as teamsters and traders on the upper reaches erf the Mekong.

The Talifu Moslems are in direct communication wit'.i Batang; the

Tatsienlu and Batang Moslems with Lhasa ; the Tsunghwa Mae
with Hami ; and the Sungpan Moslems with Turkesta.% thus forming

a net work of communications linking cp the whole of Asia.

In Szechwan proper, the Moslem colonists are generally resident in

the suburbs of the cities, or in such localities as to command the control

of at least one of the city gates. They prefer this position, owing to an

inherited suspicion which mutually exists between them and the sons of

Han, Though generally found in colonies, this is by no means always

so. They are frequently found in the most lonely and unexpected places.

In more than one city we have heard of only a single solitary Moskm
family being in residence; while all along the great trade routes of the

province, the "kettle of purity" is to be seen with the two distinguishing

characters
jfjfc

]*$ OT PI 5^ fjf if& (the religion which has existed from

the creation of the world) spoken of by Moslems as j^ %} 4§ fj§
{the most

ancient and namt'i

Numbers—The aggregate number of Moslems in the province has

been and must remain a matter of speculation until such times as the

Government is able to carry out a proper census, or we can ingratiate

ourselves into the good favour of some of the Moslem leaders of the pro-

vince and obtain the desired infoimaticm" For the benefit of

those who have no figures at hand, Mr. M. Broomhall in his "Islam in

China" gives, in his opinion, a conservative estimate {100,000). Other

authorities place the Moslem population as high as 400,000. The Chinese

Revolution has relieved the Chinese Moslem of two great encumbrances :

(1) The Imperial tablet formerly erected at the entrance to each house

of prayer ; and (2) The queue, which had to be coiled round the head and

covered by the turban during seasons of worship. The former was the

price the Moslem had to pay for Imperial recognition of citizenship and

protection, while the latter was the sign of subjection to the Imperial

House. Both were deeply resented by the Moslems, who detest being

under the tutelage and authority of the "unbeliever."

Old and Nev; Religions—There has been much talk dnring recent

years of the "Old" and "New" religions. To those uninitiated in the

mysteries of the Moslem faith and language, it is difficult to discover

with any degree of accuracy what the fundamental differences really are.

Some say that the "Old" religion is of Arabian origin, while the "New"
is Persian and Turkish in its origin. The real truth seems to be that

the two sects are not differentiated by national but by theological and

mvstical standards. The "New" appears t© be the heterodox, and the

"Old" the orthodox, the former the broad, the latter the mystical and

ritualistic.

The Old and New religions are found everywhere throughout Sze-

chwan. In some parts the Old predominates, in others the New. la

Chengtu, the "Old" mosques outnumber the "New" by 12 to u The know-

ledge of Persian among the Szechwan Moslems is chiefly due to the

influence of a former renowned Moslem scholar named Liang Ho-YS of

the Kiangnan Mosque. His students even now carry on instruction in

Persian. Szechwan Moslems often complain that their own people are

either too conservative, thinking only of forms and ceremonies; or too
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broad, eschewing religion altogether. The mystical echool considers

opium-smoking and wine-drinking a disgrace to Islam, while the brood

sect easily makes allowance for such irregularities.

Organization—The outstanding weakness of the Moslem people today

is their" absolute lack of organization. Each community seems to be

quite independent of its neighbour, and communities are often rent

asunder by strife and heresy, the adherents of one mosque having no

fellowship with those attending another mosque. They may recognize

the existence of a caliphate, but it is only in a nominal way, and it never

occurs to them that the caliph can exercise any authority over them.

Imans from Turkey vsited the Szechwan mosques prior to the European

War, and a C1M missionary hes heard of one Turkish flag being dis-

played in sympathy with Turkey during the recent years of conflict.

Distinguishing Features—While it may not be possible in every case

to differentiate between a Moslem and a Chinese, in the majority of cases

the physiognomy is quite distinct. A Moslem may often be recognize!

bv his oval facej aquiline nose, heavy beard, or stubby moustache {which

is clipped flush with the npper lip for the exact length of the mouth),

the shaven head, the peculiar turban, and a peculiar accent. Szechwan

Moslems take Chinese girls into their homes after which they are Moslems.

They never, however, give their own daughters in marriage to unbelievers.

In cases of intermarriage the offspring may of course revert to the

Chinese type, but this is the exception and not the rule. The Moslem

still regards himself as belonging to an alien people, and as superior to

his Chinese neighbour. He is generally the stronger character, and is

haughty and overbearing in disposition, being often feared by the Chinese.

He is a religious fanatic, tempered and mellowed by an adverse environ-

ment, He lives among the Chinese, but is not one of them. The Chinese

hate the Moslems as a turbulent and truculent foe. The Moslems in

leturn despise the Chinese as inferior in race and religion. While

the Chinese have humbled the Moslems they have not subjugated them.

The Moslem is a fearless horseman, a shrewd cattle-dealer, a painstaking

shepherd, a close money-lender, a keen and persevering trader, and an

intrepid traveller.

Moslem Priesthood—The Moslem priesthood is a well educated body

of men, and possesses libraries in Arabic, Tnrki, and Persian, as well as

in Chinese. The dominance of the Confucian dogma in Moslem literature

is explained thus. A famous Chinese scholar named Liu Kiai-lien be-

came a student of religion and entered the Buddhist sect. Later he became

a Taoist, and finally entered Islam, after which he became an interpreter

of the Moslem faith, putting many of the mystical ideas of the Arabic

into Chinese, and in so doing weaving much that was Confucian into

the Moslem faith.

Salaries and Benefices of the Ahung—In one case an Ahung (|5BJ gh

was known by our correspondent to receive the sum of 60,000 cash per

annum, besides his school fees which came from his scholars direct.

This income may still be considerably augmented from one source and

another, if the Ahung is in a good position. For example, if he goes to

rer.d the Heh-ting ( M ||g at the home of a sick member of his flock,

he generally receives as payment a gold ring, the ear-rings, or other valu-

ables belonging to the sick person. If he goes in person to wash the dead,

he is presented with all the valuable clothing of the deceased. Of course it

is only in the case of a rich family that the Ahung could be induced to

perform such a rite. The Moslems have found their endowment schemes

the source of much bickering and strife. The property {lands or houses)

is managed by the elders of the mosque, who are supposed to be chosen

annually, though this does not always happen. These leaders during

their term of office appropriate religious funds for their own personal use

by withholding rents and adding mortgages to the public property. The
rite of circumcision is not performed by the Ahung, but by another order

appointed for the purpose. The age of circumcision varies from 9 to 12

yerrs of age, and is spoken of as the "Sheng Li" or Holy Rite. The
Ahungs are not allowed to preach in public, the reasons given being that it

would degrade their faith to the level of other sects, abstention from
public propaganda being an evidence of the superiority of their faith.

The majority of the laity are in complete ignorance of the mysteries of

Islam. They are content to he nominal Hui Hni, but as to what con-

stitutes a true Hui Hui they seem to know or care little. The real test

of a Hui Hui is whether he keeps the two fasts. If he does not keep
these, he is reckoned outside the pale of the faith. The laity enter our
"Gospel Halls" and are sympathetic but conservative. Their points of

svmpathy with the foreign missionary are that both are mutually aliens,

hate idolatry, and worship the one true God.

Items of interest regarding Moslems in their immediate districts have
been received from a number of mssionaries. These are fairly represent-

ative of the whole piovince. Rev. A. E. Evans, Shunking, writes : "The
cemmunity of Moslems here is small; the children attend mission
schools. They are suspicious of being questioned." Mr. Mclntyre, Suiftt,

writes : "There are 40 families here with one mosque." Fnshun has
20 families who are engaged in beef trade, making drums, and teach-

ing school. They carry on no propaganda, no effort has been made to

reach them. Tracts are refused, opium-smoking and wine-drinking are
indulged in, although considered a disgrace by the more devout.

A missionary in Kaihsien writes : "There are 35 families, who
morally are on a level with the Chinese. Opium-smoking, wine-drinking,
foot-binding, secret societies, all are indulged in. They are at peace with
the Chinese. They like the foreigner but not his teaching. Their children
come to the mission school." From Wanbsien Rev. T. Darlington
writes ; "There are 30 families, with one mosque which is of Chinese

architecture. Moslems enter the army and secret societies, indulge in

opium, alcohol, foot-binding, etc. There is no propaganda being carried oa

bv them. They are totally indifferent to the Gospel. They treat foreigners

with the usual indifference, which makes the Chinese Moslem one of the

most unapproachable of men."

Regarding Kweichowfu, Rev. C. B. Hannah writes : "There are 5°

Moslem families here, with two mosques. They are engaged in the beef,

mutton, tea, and milk trades; indulge in opium and alcohol; bind their

girls' feet ; are connected with local secret societies ; and are decadent and

antagonistic." From Lunganfu Mr. R. A, Whiteside writes: "There

are 800 Moslem families here ; 10 mosques and 8 schools. As far as I can

gather, only Arabic is taught. Foot-binding, opium-smoking, and wine-

drinking are common among them. Their women have no part m the

ordinary worship of the mosque, but keep the fast of Ramadan m their

own homes." Sungpan has 3 mosqnts with a constituency of more than

T,ooo families, forming more than half of the population of that city. They

are very high-handed and difficult to deal with. There are boys

and girls' schools, also a theological college for the training of mullahs.

All the studv seems to be in Arabic. I^rge numbers of men have joined

the local soldiery. They are associated with all modern movements,

especially those of a revolutionary character. No definite work has been

done among them, except spasmodic tract distribution. They are very

friendly to the messengers, but supercilious towards the message of the

Gospel.

In Kwanhsien ard its suburbs there are over 200 families, with a

mosques and another about to be created. The new mosque is to be built

by a new colony of Moslems from Menkong district.

In Chengtu there are 800 families with an aggregate of over 4,000

persons. There are 13 mosques, twelve who adhere to the Old sect and

one to the New. Three mosques were destroyed during the recent fight-

ing and subsequent conflagration in the city. There are rj middle schools

for youths from 16 to 18 years of age, where theology and Arabic are

taught. There are 8 high schools for young men of 20 years who are

prospective mullahs. There is only one book store, but it is one of the

best in China, and supplies many of the standard works on Islam.

CENTERS WHERE WORK FOR MOSLEMS SHOULD BE BEGUN
Peking—Officially, educationally, and in its close touch wkh the great

Moslem world, Peking is placed first on the list of centers that should

have special attention. In and quite near to the city there are 36 mosques,

and in one of these (the Chiaotze Hutung mosque) will be found the head-

quarters of the Moslem Forward Educational Movement. Some five

years ago, hundreds of Moslems from all the northern provinces, except

Kansu, gathered in Peking to launch this movement in the interests of

their faith. The Moslem population of Peking may be tcckoned at from

thirty-five to forty thousand, with a large population in the country

around.

Tientsin—Thirteen mosques in and near to Tientsin, and 20,000 Moslem
families are the latest data to hand. This city has close touch with Pe-

king, and new Moslem publications are issued from this center fairly

frequently. As in Peking there are able readers of Arabic found here.

Nanking—This city has still a considerable Moslem population. At
present there are some 27 mosques, and although many are very small, a
turn in the political situation may lead to the return of Moslem families,

and the rebuilding on a larger scale of the old places of worship. We
should say that Islam at Nanking is at a low ebb, but mullahs from other

provinces are doing their best to revive "the faithful.'' One of these

friendly mullahs admitted that bis mosque was small, bat, he added, "It
has not been long opened, and we are planning to build a larger one."
Five thousand families of Moslems are officially reported at this center.

Tsinan—The capital of Shantung is rapidly growing in importance,

and being in close touch by rail with the centers already mentioned it is

bound to claim increasing attention. There are 2 large and 6 small

mosques and 4,000 Moslem homes. In this province special instruction

is being given to Moslem women in their own mosques not included in

the above figures.

Kaijeng—The province of Honan needs special provision in view of

its large and important Moslem population. With 300 mosques, and its

many centers for training mullahs, its women's mosques, and many
primary {Moslem) school", it should be made the object of much prayer.

When Dr. Zwemer visited China {191 7) it was from this province that a
warning note was sent out. As the key to distant conservative Kansu,
and within reach of Shensi province where Islam has as yet been little

touched, this province of Honan is of special importance. Its capital

Kaifeng, with 7 mosques for men, and 8 for women, with more than 30
mullahs, and some 120 in preparation for such posts, with its 3,500
Mohammedan families, with schools for {Moslem) boys and girls, shoull
have a picked worker specially set apart to reach these people. This fact

was emphasized in 1017 in a conference with Dr. Zwemer, but today the
situation remains unchanged, no one having yet been definitely appointed.

Sianfu—This city has a special interest to workers emong Moslems,
as being one of the early centers of Islam in China. Today there are 8
mosques, each with its own school of the prophets, and some 20,00a
Moslems. A report from this city dated February 1920, from the one worker
who has been in close touch with its Moslems but has now been called off
to other pressing work, states, "I do not remember one occasion in the,
three months' residence here when a Moslem refusel to receive a tract,"
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Cktngt&~-The Moslems are still an important factor in this city. See

preceding paragraph on Chengtu. A worker placed here should be able

to visit all the chief centers in Szechwan,
YMnmanfu—This is the center of a vigorous Islam, and in this pre-

fecture the Moslems claim S,ooo families. In its 7 mosques important

classes for training mullahs are actively proceeding, while within two
days* journey several other training-grounds for mullahs are doing much
for Islam. The province has some able men who visit far and wide in

the interests of the faith. Care should be taken to set apart the right

worker, for Islam is a power in the province already.

Canton—The Moslem community here numbers some 25,000 to 30,000

followers, and the 6 mosques in Canton, and a few not far away (Shiuhing,

Hongkong, etc.), should have a worker set apart to reach "the faithful."

KiteUinr—This city, because of its distance from other centers, requires

a resident missionary exclusively for Moslem work. He should be

Mandarin-speaking. There are 7 mosques in Kweilin.

As a special report is given concerning Kansu in Part IV, pages

262-266, it is only necessary here to say that there are many important

centers which should receive special attention.

Lanchowfu—The capital of the province is of importance as being the

headquarters of the Moslem society that specializes in education. The

activities of the society extend throughout all the province, varying in

intensity in the different districts. The funds used were subscribed by

leading Mohammedans.

Shaded areas indicate where Moslems reside—the darker the shading the greater the number

.

# m Centers where mosques and Moslems are most numerous.

6 = Strategic Moslem centers—of relatively great importance.

C = Centers where work for Modems should be started {see above Report for reasons).

Kjafcn,} - special types oi Moslems.
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Outside Kansu the three other centers where specM" workers should

be located are as follows

:

Kirin, Mmkden, and Kweihuating—A glance at the map will show
the importance of these centers, and the possibility of reaching v|«y

influential groups of Moslems in each. To deal with Mam in China is a

big task, bar it is at the Call of the One who is omnipotent that the work
can be achieved. "The things that are impossible with men are possible

with God."
MOSLEM LITERATURE

The Moslem Committee and Christum Literature for Moslems—Since

Dr. Zwemer's visit in 1917 a Special Committee for work among Moslems

has been established by the China Continuation Committee. This Com-
mittee has done much to stimulate interest in work among this neglected

section of the community. Bet the shortage of missionaries during and

after the Great War has prevented the missionary societies definitely ap-

pointing agents to specialize in Moslem work, and the Committee's acti-

vities have chiefly been in the field of literature, for which the Moslem
literature Committee in America has given liberal support.

The British. and Foreign Bible Society has issued several edition*

(Chinese and Arabic) of St. Matthew's and St. John's Gospels* and these

are proving of great value in the .work. The Moslem Committee ba»

issued the Sermon on the Mount in Chinese and Arabic (10,00 copies),' and

also 10,000 copies each of 10 portionettes, short passages of Scripture

chosen in Cairo, as specially suitable for Moslems ; all these for free dis-

tribution. Among books and tracts for sale at below-cost prices, the

Committee has issued "God sn Islam" and "Christ in Islam," translations

of three of Br. Rouse's tracts first published in Madras, a catechism for

Moslem women, two popular stories well-known for thejr power to lead

Moslems to Christ, and other books, including Dr. Zwemer's manual on

the Moslems, in China for the use of missionaries. The Rev. Isaac Mason

of the CLS has also published several volumes for the Chinese Moslems,

including a life of Mohammed. The Rev. M. E. Botham, of the

C1M, who has done several years of work among Moslems in Kansu* is

spending some months in the autumn of 1921 in travelling to Moslem

centers in Northeast and Central China.

CHRISTIAN WORK AMONG CHINESE ABROAD
Introduction—This subject is one with which foreign nations have

concerned themselves more than China herself. The Chinese as a race

are noted for their dislike of travel. This is one cause for their pro-

vincialism whkh has made it so difficult to bring about national unity.

Nevertheless, during the past half century travel and emigration have

increased greatly.

Most of the emigration has been ovenseas. Recently there has been

a growing amount of emigration overland to the North. There is at

present a normal annual movement erf about 150,000 coolies and farm
labourers from the Shantung ports of Chefoo, EungkoWj and Tsingtau to

Manchuria. These men work in the "kaoliang" fields and most of them
return to China Proper for the winter months. Increasing numbers have
gone to eastern Siberia and also to Korea. The majority of oversea s

emigrants are from the provinces of Kwangtung and Fukien. They leave

chiefly from the ports cf Fooehow, Amoy, and Hongkong. From Hong-
kong the Pacific Ocean liners carry from 200-600 Chinese steerage pas-

sengers per voyage. During 1017, 108 vessels cleared for Canada and the

American ports with Chinese emigrants aboard. Hundreds of Chinese

from North and South America return for brief visits to their friends and
relatives, but few stay.

Prosjering as they have, many of these emigrants have brought or

sent back large sums of money to China. It was estimated by Mayor
Pfaelan of San Francisco in 1901 that between 1868 and 1901 the Chinese
had exported from. the United Sates $400,000,000 U. S. Currency. The
American Vice-Consul in Amoy in July, 1918, estimated that the annual
amount of gold remitted through that port was equivalent to about
$12,000,000 in U. S. Currency. Much of this money is used privately by
the dependent ones still at home but large sums have also been used for

public benefit. For example, Mr. Tan Kah-kee of Singapore recently

provided $4,000,000 for the building endowment of a university in Fukien.
Hongkong University and several Chinese colleges and tsniversities have
received and continue to receive large gifts from Chinese abroad.

The question of the education of Chinese in foreign countries is deilt

with briefly under tbe headings of the countries in which Chinese are

found. There has been, however, a direct relation between certain

educational institutions in China and these foreign residents. A con-

siderable number, for example, of young Chinese from such places as Java,

Borneo, Hawaii, Jamaica, and Mexico have returned to China for their

education. These are to be found in such institutions as Futan College
'Shanghai), Canton Christian College, Nanking, Hongkong, and St. John's
Universities.

Tbe Chinan Institute in Nanking was established by Dr. Hwang
Yun-be as a preparatory school for Chinese children from abroad. There
are now some two hundred students enrolled. At fust it prepared
students for other schools of higher grade, later it developed more advanc-
ed courses of its own, along normal, commercial, agricultural, and in-

dustrial lines. It now aims to prepare students to return to foreign parts
as teachers. Chinan-born students are admitted when th«re are vacancies^
and it is expected that these eventually will go as teachers to Chinese
settlements abroad. The school has kept in close touch with the South-
ern or Nanyang Chinese from whom the great majority of the students
have come.

As is to be seen below, the overseas Chinese in many places occupy
positions of wealth and influence. Many of these have been criticised at
times for living abroad instead of returning to aid their country with their
money and their experience. During the old regime, when the Manchus
were in power, they were ignored and scorned. When the Manchus were
weakening, they helped to stir up a progressive spirit among the home
people. After the Revolution many of them returned to China hoping
to take part in the work of reconstruction. These soon learned that they
were looked upon with suspicion by the conservatives and in eertiin
places werenot treated as natives, neither were they accorded the privileges
of foreigners. The result was that the majority of them returned to their
'foreign homes, and China lost the opportunity to profit by their ability.
Mr. Tan Sen-pew cf Singapore writes that the Nanyang Chinese love their
mother country and wish to help her, but their love and loyalty have not
in the past been appreciated, nor are they at present.

CHINESE IN JAPAN

The Chinese in Japan are of two distinct classes, merchants and
students,, almost equally divided. The chief centers for Chinese business
men are Yokohama, Kobe, Osaka, and Nagasaki- There are smaller

groups in many other cities such as Tokyo, Kyoto, Nagoya, and Sendai.

According to the Japan Year Book for 1915 there were in 191 1 in that
country 8,145 Chinese. These constituted 0.013 P*1 cea^ °f *&* total

population. On December 31, 1916, there were 11,869 Chinese in the
country. According to the China Year Book 1921-2 there are 17,700
Chinese in Japan. In Yokohama there are between 3,000 and 4,000
Chinese, tbe latter figure being more nearly the correct estimate. The
official figures published for the population of the city for the year 1917
included 2,592 Chinese males, and 1,486 Chinese females. More than half
of these ana Cantonese, the remainder coming from Kiangsu, Kiaugsi, ami
Chekiang.. These are known as the "San-kiang" or "Three river" people.
There are about eight or nine hundred from Ntngpo and Shanghai.

In Kobe there sae about 3,000 Chinese' mostly 'from Canton. Many,
however, are from Shanghai and Tientsin. Those in Osaka, about 1,000 ia
number, are chiefly Northern Chinese. Nagasaki has over 700 Chinese
men and 300 women. These are mortJy from Kwangtung, Kiangsu,
Fukien, and Chekiang, in the order given.

The Chinese residents of Japan hold a somewhat influential economic
position- There are many import and export merchants, besides many
petty merchants and shopkeepers. They have a high reputation both for
business honesty and for acumen.

The Chinese in Japan mix very little either with Westerners or with
Japanese. They are clannish socially and economically. Their genius
for guild organization has expressed itself in many provincial guilds,
and chambers of commerce. There are branches of these last in Nagasaki,
Kobe, Osaka, and Yckrhama. Chinese libraries and schools have been
organized in several of the larger cities.

The only aggressive Christian work among the Chinese is in Tokyo,
Yokohama and Kobe. In tbe former city the Roman Catholic Church
has done seme work, but neither here nor in Kobe is there much religious
interest in Chinese. More than thirty-five years ago a Union Church
under the Church Missionary Society was organized. Four years agw
this church was taken over by the Chung Hua Sheng Kung Hui. There
is a membership, including children, of about 25.

The American Episcopal Mission (PE) opened a school almost so
years ago in Tokyo, which it carried on about ten years. In 1916 owing
to financial stringency this school was given over to the CMS and removed
to Yokohama. In it are some 25 students, ail sons of Yokohama and
Kobe Chinese. Rev. O. St. M. Forester, who has just finished a valuable
work among the Chinese, reports : "In 1919 a night school was started
in Yokohama by a Chinese who had returned from England. Owing to
his subsequent departure from Yokohama it has been taken over by tts
and is operated in connection with the Chinese committee of management.
This school has asked that we give them a short talk in Chinese on
Christian Truth on three nights each week." Mr. Forester also report*
the addition to the staff of a Chinese eateebist from Souta China to work
among the Cantonese students in Tokyo and to extend religious work
generally in Yokohama.

In Tokyo the Shan Chih fNoble Purpose) Association was organized
in June, 1896, along lines similar to the YMCA. It has a membership.
of over three hundred. The aim is fourfold : the development of the
physical, educational, social, and religious life. This organization has a
Christian English Night School with an attendance varying from 70 to no

In January of 1919, the Kobe Chinese Union Church was organized
with 18 charter members. Financially this church is independent ; it is
however, in very friendiy relation to the Kobe Union Church from which
it at times receives non-nMterial aid. Considerable opposition to
Christianity has beea experienced among the Chinese *f Kobe, but «a#
work of this church is bound to do a great deal to break down the barrier*
of ignorance and prejudice.
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Chinese students in japan are not. as numerous as formerly. There

are now between 2,ec© and j.cw , most of them residing in Tokyo. The
YMCA, CMS, and MEFB * work smong them. The VMCA repotted

a membership of over 1,000 Chinese after the campaign of 19a©. The CMS
maintains a chares with a Chinese pastor and a membership of fifty.

This worfc has been developed by the Rev. W. H. Eiwin. There is also

a small Methodist congregation.

KOREA

There are 00 resident Chinese in Korea. Of these abont
1,200 are "Women. The great majority are from the province of Shantung;
the rest from Kiangsu, Cheldang, Kwangtang, 1 ad Hnpeh. The number
is- cw ng. The ehief colonies with be numbers
are as follows : Chemulpo, -with over 1,900 men and about 175 women

;

Seoul, with over i^comen and po women; Wow ^hbourhood,

with about 1,200; Fnsan with 700; Chintmpo with 075; and Heijo or

Pyongyang with :

The Chinese in Korea are generally prosperous; their standard of

living is higher than that of the Koreans and quite oa a level with that

of the Japanese. They are noted for their thrift, and bear an excellent

reputation for honesty and general efficiency as well as for good conduct.

In the cities mentioned above the large merchants are almost all Canton-

ese. Tfceir dealings are lux - k and piece goods. Practically all

the foreign building in the country is done by Chinese contractors. The
Chinese from Shantung are chiefly merchants, contractors, carpenters,

and masons. In the larger places a great part of the market gardening

is done by the Chinese, generally Shantung men. In northern Korea many
are employed in the gold mines as skilled workmen and engineers. On
the banks of the Yala the}* are engaged in the lumber trade.

Missionary work among Chinese in Korea was not started until 1912,

when Mrs. Charles S. Doming of Seoul, formerly a missionary in China,

began to work among them. She was assisted by one Chinese Christ!, in.

Under Mrs. Fleming's care the work developed and spread to Wonsan and
Chemulpo. The present work is directed by a joint committee of the

Presbyterian, and Methodist council* . It has been supported by personal

sntaeriptsens from missionaries en the field and by a few special gifts

from America. The Chinese also have contributed according to their

ability. Funds have now been raised to build an institutional church in

Seoul which is to be used as the headquarters for all Chinese work in that

great city.

SIAM

Intercourse between the Chinese Republic and Siam may be traced

to the dawn of the Christian era. The country is rich and warm, and
the people are indolent—a happy combination for the Chinese. Figures

•vary as to Che. number of Chinese in Siam. The. first censes of the country

is of recent date. That of the rural population was made in 1905, while

one of Bangkok and its suburbs was not completed until 1909. Figures

collected, in these years show a total population of 6,230,000. Of this

number abont 400,000 are counted as Chinese. The city of Bangkok is

believed to have something over 200,000 Chinese oat of a population of

abont 650,000. Many Chinese have settled in Siam in recent years, and

the estimate of Chinese in Siam according to the China Year Book

for IQ2.1-2 is 1,500,000.

A great number come from the provinces of Kwangtnng and Fukien.

Most of those who Sve in and around Bangkok are from Swatow. Others are

from the vicinity of Amoy. There are also Hakka and Hainanese among
the Chinese, who enter many trades and professions. The Cantonese

furnish most of the carpenters, machinists, engineers, and owners and

drivers of horses. The house servants come largely from the Island of

Hainan. Some of these cultivate Indian hemp. The Hakka furnish

many masons, iaflors, shoemakers, and laundrymen. The shopkeepers

are tegelv Fukienese. The Swatow men are in business, farming, con-

tracting, and building, marine industries, ricksha and other coolie work.

Incidentally it may be mentioned that the Swatow people are largely

concerned in opium, liquor, and gambling enterprises from which tha

Siamese Government derives a large income. Many of the Chinese are

mill owners and miners.

The children are educated cither in Chinese schools estabSsbed in

Siam, or m the government secondary and higher schools, which latter

include Medical, I.aw, Civil Service, Military, and Agricultural colleges.

There is a great opportunity for Christian work among the Chinese of

Siam. Until recently they have been largely neglected, and at present

no figures of any mission work are at hand. It is not an easy field but it

certainly is an important one for development by the Christian Church.

"The American Baptist Church (ABF) has a branch mission at

Bangkok conducted from Swatow, and a Chinese Christian Association has

also recently been organized. The American Presbyterian Mission (PN)

has also one or two missionaries here who give attention to work among

the Chinese. The opportunities for Christian missions among the Chin-

ese, who with their offspring will no doubt in due time become a great

factor 'in the future development of China, appear to be piomising and of

much importance."

DUTCH EAST HOMES
Of all sections of the earth to which, the Chinese have emigrated, by

far the most popular has been the islands and lands of the South. Seas,

called by them Xanyang ?^ f£). Of the Chinese who have settled in

these regions the great majority are in the Dutch East Indies.
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not as great as one might imagine.

As to Christian work among the Chinese in the Datrh ladies we are

forced to rely chiefly en the paper published by the Rev. G. F. th

in the China Mission Year Book for 1915. There .are four societies doing

Christian work in Java; the Reformed Church, the Snluigi Mission, the

American Methodist Mission, and the X IGssi 1 ry Union. In

1915 the Reformed Charch had a few schools for Chinese children, and
was

1
sive work with specially trained wot -

The S ssiou had no workers exclusively among the Ch:

but scnte of the missionaries in general work had Chinese assistants.

This mission received Chinese children into Dutch schools. The Asm 1

Metfc n was working almost exclusively amot ilong

evangelist! lines, especially the former. Their worV

ha Batavia, Soarabaya, Buiteniorg, and other sma3er cities. The most

important work has been done by the Nether!

the western part of Java. Of Soo Chinese Christians in that island, over

600 were connected with this mission, in some ten places.

Difficulty has been encountered in obtaining Chinese workers among
the Malay-speaking Chinese born in the islands. In many places in Java,

Sumatra, and Banka, Christian missionaries as teachers have been entirely

supported by Chinese societies.

Two special difficulties are met with in Christian weak. The first is

that the Dutch Government does not encourage Christian work among
the natives. This is evidenced, by the government requirement that

evangelistic workers take out permits. However, under certain condi-

tions, it must be added, native Christian teachers may receive grants

from the government. The general attitude taken by the Dutch Govern-

ment is very different from that of the British in their Malay States,

where Christian and other social work is encouraged.

The second difficulty is the power of Mohammedanism in this part of

the world. The followers of this belief are strong among the Malay

people, and have been known to attack the Chinese, killing and plunder-

ing them and burning their property-. There is, however, among the

people of Malay, and especially in the Dutch Indies, a rich field

not yet planted with Christian seed:—a<ohallenge to the Christian world.

BORNEO
The island of Borneo is divided into four parts. In the north is

British Xorth Borneo, administered by the chartered British Korth Borneo

Company. On the northwestern coast is the state of Sarawak, ruled by

the English Raja Brooke, and under British protection in matters pertain-

ing to foreign affairs. Between Sarawak and British North .Borneo is
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the native state of Biunei, rulted by a Malay Sultan under British protec-

tion. The fourth division belongs to the Netherlands. This is the

largest and richest part of the island and is known as Dutch Borneo.

Statistics of this island are indefinite, as no complete census has

ever been taken. In Dutch Borneo it is estimated that there are 40,000

Chinese, ebkfly in the western divisions. In British North Borneo, ac-

cording to the census of 1001, there were 26,000 Chinese.

Sir Charles Johnson Brooke, Raja of Sarawak, writes as follows con-

cerning the Chinese in his principality : "Without the Chinese we

could do nothing. When not allowed to form secret societies {and this

he has been forbidden to do on penalty of death) he is easily governed."

The majority of the Chinese on the west coast are from the provinces

of Kwangtung and Kwangsi, and are called Kehs by the Malays. They

are known as a rough and hardy people, turbulent at times, but not

dangerously so, if treated with any degree of justice and consideration.

There are also many shopkeepers and small business men from Fukien,

especially Amoy. These are called Ollabs.

In Dutch Borneo much mining of an alluvial character is in the hands

of the Chinese, while in British North Borneo these settlers are chiefly

engaged in fishing, farming, and small business. They largely control

the business of this section of the island. The right of importation and

retailing of opium, wine, and spirits is licensed to the Chinese. These

licenses are the greatest source of revenue to the government of North

Borneo.

In a report published some years ago by Bishop Mounsey of Labuan,

Sarawak, attention was called to the fact that "there are no representa-

tives of the literary class, and while some of them are now wealthy, they

or their fathers came here as poor men. This is a factor of considerable

importance from a missionary point of view." In the English districts

of Borneo religious work is done chiefly by the Society for the Propaga-

tion of the Gospel (SPG), the Basel Mission (B), and the Roman Catholic

Church. All three of these missions have elementary schools in which

English and Chinese are taught.

Evangelistic work is carried on by these missions but no figures are

at hand. Chinese catc-chists, deacons, and priests are at work in Kuching

in Sarawak, and in jkudat, Jesselton, and Sandakan in British North

Borneo. There are some Western missionaries, both Protestant 1 nd

Catholic, in Sarawak and British North Borneo. The Rt. Rev. I.ogie

Danson is Anglican Bishop of Labuan and Sarawak. There are nt

missions in Brunei.

BRITISH MALAYA

Malaysia is considered to be one of the richest undeveloped agricul-

tural and commercial areas in the world. The Chinese are pouring into

Malaysia at the rate of a quarter of a million a year. It is largely a

transient population, many thousands returning to China annually. As
an example of the importance of Malayan Chinese in relation to China

Proper, it may be mentioned that the revolutions in China of the past

twenty years have largely been financed by Chinese in Malaysia.

The approximate number of Chinese in British Malaya (i.e. the colony

of the Straits Settlements, the Federated Malay States, and other Malay

states on the peninsula not yet federated) is at least one million. They
nearly all come from South China, being mainly Cantonese, Hainanese,

Hakka, Swatow, Amoy, and Fooehow people. Of quite recent ye irs

there has been a considerable number from the North ; but the vast

majority of the immigrants are from Kwangtung and Fukien. Then there

is a large and most influential and ever-growing native-born Chinese

population, known as Straits Chinese. These now, as far as the men
are concerned, are nearly all English-speaking, and are proud to be

British subjects.

The Straits Chinese are the leaders of all the biggest businesses,

banks, shipping, timber, produce, tin, rubber, and much else. The
capital is often held by Chinese from China, but the moving spirits are

the Straits Chinese, many of whom are also leading professional men,
such as the Honourable Dr. Lim Boon Ken (Edin.), O.B.E., the present

Chinese member of the Legislative Council. His place on the Council
(while he was in Amoy advising as to the site and planning of the

new city there) was taken by Mr. Song Ong Siang, M.A., LL.M.
(Cantab.), also Captain of the Singapore Volunteer Infantry. He is a

successful lawyer, and like his father before him (who was a convert of

the great Dr. James Legge, who was four years, 1839-1843, in charge of

the Anglo-Chinese College at Malacca before he was transferred to Hong-
kong) he is a local preacher in the .Straits Chinese Church. There has
now been for some years a Medical School in Singapore, where students
with the full status are recognized by the British Medical Association.
Several of the medical practitioners locally have been trained there, of

whom some of the ablest are in the Chinese Church.

The Chinese engage in every type of business which Europeans and
'Americans follow. Many of them are quite wealthy, and during the
War must have gained a great deal. The great bulk of them are very
generous. Their sccial status differs very considerably, for they fill all

sorts of posts from the agricultural, industrial, commercial, to the official

and professiojial. They are the middlemen in the trade of Singapore and,
indeed, of Malaysia. Mr. O. E. Hooky, a former resident of Singapore,
says : "The Chinese prefer to go into business on their own account.
It is the Chinese who gather up all the produce of th* native peoples
and prepare it for the European markets. In turn, the Chinese are the
shopkeepers and distributing agents for European goods in the villages
everywhere."

The matter of education has caused a good deal of discussion among
the Chinese who do not wish their language and literature to pass away
among their people abroad. About 70 per cent of the children attend

English schools, consequently a large majority grow up ignorant of tbe

great past of their ancestral land. Except for the lack of Chinese

language study, education among these people may be said to be fairly

prosperous. There are more than 20 primary and secondary schools in

Singapore alone. Others exist in Penang. It should be added that there

are Chinese libraries in several of the larger centers in Malaya.

The Methodist Church (MEFB) has done a great deal toward raising

the standard of scholarship among the Chinese in Malaya. Its Anglo-

Chinese School in Singapore has a high reputation. In 1918 it raised its

standard so as to include one year of college grade work.

The Anglicans (SPG), who like the Presbyterians long neglected their

task in educational work, have pulled up well under the Rev. J. R. Lee, the

Principal of St. Andrew's School at Singapore. He has given this school,

formerly only elementary, a good place in the front rank with the others,

whether government or mission.

The English Presbyterian Mission (EPM) for a few years had an Anglo-

Chinese School in Singapore, but on its transfer to Amoy by its personal

supporters this mission has done little beyond small country schools in

Its self-contained district, the island erf Singapore and the state of Johore.

It is now on the lookout for an English university man to take up an
Anglo-Chinese work in Murr and Johore in all its highest branches to

fit for entrance to an university career, such as the Chinese merchants are

asking for, and for which the3r are prepared to pay their quota. AH
educational work done by missions in Malaya is supported by fees,

donations, and government grants for results gained. Mission funds are

still only used for direct evangelistic and Chinese Church work, unless,

as sometimes happens, money is given and accepted for special educa--

tional work to be done in the Christian atmosphere in which the mission-

aries do their work.

From a religious point of view the need for work among these

southern Chinese is great. Religious conditions are at present largely

unformed. The opportunity is three-fold- In the first place there is

the fact to be considered that a powerful, rich, new island nation in a

strategic location is being formed. At present the need for the social

application of Christian teachings is pronounced. Secondly, there is the
problem of the spread of Mohammedanism. This religion is already

claiming over one-half of the 60,000,000 people of Malaysia. If we re-

member the large numbers of the adherents of this belief in China Proper
we can see cleirly that the propagators of this faith have a good chance
to work among the Chinese emigrants. Last of all, but of great im-
portance, is the relation of the Chinese in the south to those in the home-
land. This population is ever moving; there is continual passing to and
from China. This means that spreading Christianity among the Chinese
in Malaysia must result in spreading it in China Proper. A recent report
of the Methodist Church has these statements : "Hundreds of Chinese
Methodists are annually migrating to Malaysia. China is a Gospel base
for a new island nation which soon will be a powerful factor in the
Orient" ; the Chinese "are already quite open to the Gospel" ; and "many
places in China have first heard of God from people who became
Christian during their stay in Malaysia."

THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

For hundreds of years the Chinese have had intercourse with and
have emigrated to the Philippines. When the Spaniards arrived there at
the end of the sixteenth century, they found Chinese settlers and traders
who had crossed in their junks from the continent.

It is estimated that in 1896 there were about 100,000 Chinese in the
Islands, 40,000 being in and around Manila. The population at the
present clay is variously estimated to be anywhere between 40,000 and
70,000. It would seem that 55,000 is a safe estimate; some 25,000 are in
the city of Manila. From the earliest times the Chine-t in the Philip-
pines have come from Fukien and Kwangtung. At present about 85 per
cent are from these provinces.

From early times the Chinese have had no social position in the
Islands. The Spaniards scorned them socially and the Filipinos affected
to follow their white conquerors and to look down upon a people far above
them in race, civilization, and natural ability. This is doubtless due
partly to certain economic factors discussed below. Tlie position of the
Chinese improved considerable' with the arrival of the Americans, and tbe
result is that now there is more mixing socially with the white race than
there was in the days of the Spanish regime. However, the Filipino still

scorns the Chinese even though he may be partly Chinese himself.

The economic position of these people is powerful. It is estimated
from government statistics based on the collection of an internal revenue
tax that 90 per cent of the retail business of the Islands is in Chinese
hands. A large part of the wholesale trade also is controlled by them.
On the Escolta, the main business street of Manila, one does not see
Filipino tut Chinese and American shops. The greater part of all

domestic and a not insignificant share of the foreign commerce are con-
trolled by the Chinese. They furnish tbe middlemen without whom the
East and West do little business.

In Manila there Is a Chinese Chamber of Commerce. In 1904 a
Chinese Club House was opened and a reception given to the Governor-
General and the leaders of Manila society. There are also a Chinese
Educational Association and a Benevolent Society, as well as several guilds
and libraries. In various parts of the Islands there are Chinese hospitals,
and playgrounds.
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An Anglo-Chinese School has been established in which all the

teachers are Chinese. Chinese children attend the excellent public

schools, and have access to the very fine Normal School and to the Uni-

versity of the Philippines. A few students from China have also attended

the University of the Philippines.

The following excerpt from a letter written by the Rev. Hobart E.

SUtdley will give a brief idea of the Christian work being done among
the Chinese in the Philippines. "The principal missionary effort for the

Chinese is naturally in Manila, as this is the only place in the Islands

where there is a really large Chinese population; and the various other

missions very generously gave up their Chinese work to the American

Episcopal Church, as that Church had set apart a man specially to that

work. The writer has had charge of it since its inauguration in 1903.

Our work is evangelistic, educational, and social. Most of our time is

now being spent in educational work, as our schools have developed

faster than our staff. We have a flourishing girls' school, with 7 teachers

and no pupils, a boys' night school taught by the clergy of the mission,

with about 60 pupils, and about 230 baptized people, of whom 140 are

communicants."
The Presbyterians maintain separate services for the Chinese in

their churches for Filipinos in Jloilo and Damaguete. The American mis-

sionaries supervise this work in addition to their Filipino work. A con-

siderable number of converts have been baptized. While the Presbyterians

have no educational work specially for Chinese, they arc giving a good

number of them an excellent Christian education in Silliman Institute

at Dumaguete. The Methodists and Disciples (Christians) do some work

among the Chinese in Aparni along with their Filipino work and have

baptized quite a mtmbcr of them.

THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS

The Hawaiian Islands have long been the natural meeting place of

many races. Many years before the fall of the monaichy in Hawaii,

limited numbers of Chinese had emigrated to the islands, had intermarried

with the natives, and had settled permanently and prospered there

About 750 Chinese were naturalized in Hawaii before the American

annexation took place. After annexation, the immigration of Chinese

labourers was stopped. By the Census of 1900 there were 25,767 Chinese

in the islands; in 1908 there were about 18,000. The estimate for the

present day is a little over 22,000.

The position of the Chinese in Hawaii is good socially and economi-

callv. They pursue many trades and occupations. Many are employed

in American and European business houses as clerks, bookkeepers, and

stenographers. A lew are lawyers, bankers, clergymen, and teachers.

Many are merchants, some of whom are wealthy. There are also many
Chinese day labourers.

The general standard of living is higher than in China. The homes

of the Chinese are comfortable and clean. As a whole the Chinese are not-

ably industrious and progressive. Many of the most distinguished and able

business men and leaders in modern China are those who were born or

who have lived for considerable periods of time in Hawaii.

The tendency toward organization which is noticeable among all

Chinese abroad is to be observed in the Hawaiian Islands. There are

many guilds, benevolent institutions, and other such organizations. More

than twenty have been noted. Among these is a Chinese Chamber of

Commerce in Honolulu.

The desire for education is perhaps more noticeable smong the Chin-

ese than among any other foreign people in Hawaii. Mr. H. H. Wong,

an attorney-at-law in Honolulu, has estimated that there are over 4,000

Chinese children studying in the various educational institutions of the

islands. Most of these are in primary and grammar schools. There are

more than 10 private lower primary schools each having 30-50 students.

The American public schools are excellent and are, of course, open to

Chinese students. There are several Church schools open to them also.

Besides the lower schools there is ample opportunity for them to attend

Normal School and the College of Hawaii. Many go to the universities

in America, while others return to China to receive higher education in

the government and mission colleges. Several have attended St. John's

University, Shanghai, and the University of Nanking, and have taken

an active part in the student life, reflecting clearly the breadth of outlook

and progressiveness gained by travel and residence among Westerners.

Considerable attention has been paid to religious work among the

Chinese by both the Hawaiian Evangelical Association, and the Episcopal

Church. The former has organized work in Honolulu, Hilo, Keokea,

Kohala, Wailnku, Waimea, Kula, Lahaina, Makawao, Hanapepe, and

Hanalei. At the end of 1913 there were 411 Christians on its rolls. It

had S pastors, 4 evangelists, a Bible-woman, and four teachers.

The Episcopal fPE) work for Chinese under Bishop Restarick has been

very successful. In Honolulu there are a churches, and in Kula and

Kohala there are parishes. In 1914 there were 3 Chinese clergymen and

2 lay-readers.

THE UNITED STATES

The Chinese in the United States may be divided, as in Japan, into

student and business classes. Space forbids a discussion of the former

division.

The first Chinese to land in the United States were two men and

one woman who arrived in 1848. During the next two years a few coolies,

who bad escaped from Peru and who had worked their way to the North,

arrived. Real imssigratioB began in 1852, at the end cf which year it

has been estimated that there were at least 25,000. With the discovery

of gold, thousands more began to come. By i860 there were 35t5°5;

many of these were at the mines, while others were labourers elsewhere.

1. About
are held

By t886, Chinese either entirely cr largely controlVd the following

industries in the State of California : slippers, broonis, pork trade,

drying and exporting fish, boots and shoes, white shirts, underwear,
cigars, tin-ware, willow-ware, jute-making, laundrying, domestic service,

powder factories, and vegetable-raising. Before and following this time

there developed much anti-Chinese agitation. This resulted in the passing

of immigration laws dealing with the matter. Since 1898 only five classes

of Chinese are allowed to enter the United States, namely, officials of the

Chinese Government, merchants, teachers, students, and travellers. The
number of Chinese in 1900 was 71,531 ; in 1919 the number was estimated

to be 65,000, exclusive of 1,500 students. The great majority are on the

Pacific coast, but there are comparatively large colonies of them in the

larger eastern cities. More than two-thirds of the Chines* in America
live in cities. Exclusive of students, practically all are from the province

of Kwangtung.
In the larger cities of the country the Chinese are mostly engaged

in business of one kind or another. There are atboui 25,

merchants who bring in large quantities cf tea, silk, cur:,

articles, ginseng, Chinese foods, and porcelains. Many have done well

on farms, and in some plates the Americans ha%-e learned much from these

intensive farmers. In 1910, the total number of farms o\ Chin-

ese was 760, comprising 52,041 acres valued at about $:• ,~*

four-fifths of this acreage is in California. Most of the fa

by cash-tenants. More than 10,000 Chinese workers are on farms

It is unnecessary to give a list of the various gui] ers of

commerce, and clubs of the Chinese in the United States. These are in

proportion to the number of this people. In Boston, New York, Chicago,

and San Francisco there are Chinese libraries, and in New York and San
Francisco, at least, there are Chinese newspapers. In sxv<

Californian towns and in some of the great eastern cities there are private

Chinese schools. Most of the children, however, attend the public

schools. By the Census of 1910 the Chinese children in California cf

school age f6 to 20 yrs.) number*
'

whom almost one-half were
attending schools.

Concerning religious work among these people in such a large area

as the United States it is t nt little. Tt - wish

fairly full discussions of this question will do well to consult the "Survey
of the Oriental Communities and Oriental Students in America," :

for the Nitiou-Wide Campaign of the Protest tat E\ -opal Church ia

1919 by the Rev. T. R. Ludlow; also the article I v the Kt. Rev. G. F.

Mosher : "Christian Work among Chinese Abroad," is the ;

.

Mission Year Pook for 1915. In the large centers where Chinese

congregated, sever d of the churches hive made more or less feefc'e

attempts, without conspicuous success, to do work among these people.

Perhaps the most encouraging work being done at present is that of the

Rev. Huie Kin of the Presbyterian denomination in New York City

;

that of the First Chinese Evangelical Church in Chicago, and that of the

Rev. Daniel Ng of the Episcopal Church in San Francisco.

CANADA
According to the Census of 191 1 there are 27,77^ Chinese in the

Dominion of Canada : of these over 10,000 are in the province of British

Columbia. The remainder are scattered throughout Ontario, Quebec,

Manitoba, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island, in

the order given. Excluding the student class, almost all are from

Kwangtung, the majority belonging to the labouring class. Their

occupations are laundrying, shopkeeping and trading, cooking, keeping

of restaurants, tailoring, and some farming.

A tax of £ico is collected from every Chinese who enters Canada.

This strictly limits but does not prohibit immigration. In the year

1915, 6, for example, twenty paid this tax. Those who do enter for the

most part do fairly well, except in British Columbia where their eeon

condition has been described as being "little better than in China".

Throughout the districts further east they are able to lay aside or

back to China en an average $200 per year. In Ottawa their «

average $40 to $50 per month.

The need and opportunity for Christian work among the Chinese

in Canada is great, and considerable response has been made to the call.

No satisfactory reports are available. The Presbyterians IPCC) have taken

the lend in this work, especially in Montreal, Toronto, Yaneouver, and
Victoria. The Methodist Church (MCC) and the YMCA have also dene

some work. Wherever there are groups of Chinese it seems that earnest

efforts have been made to enlist them in Sunday Schools. In Hamilton,

Ontario, there are four or five ; in Toronto ten or more ; in Ottawa seven

;

in Winnipeg several, and in Montreal there are about twenty.

AUSTRALIA
It was in the sixth decade of the nineteenth century that owing to

the discovery of gold the Chinese began to enter Australia in large num-
bers. They worked especially in the alluvial deposits. Almost from the

beginning friction developed between them and the white miners, owing

largely to the diligence with which the Chinese worked and the good

fortune which followed their perseverance. Prejudice against the Chinese

miners still exists, and in some states of the Commonwealth none are

allowed to engage in mining without the consent of the Minister of Mines.

At present, owing to the Commonwealth Exclusion Act, there are only

about 25,000 Chinese in Australia and Tasmania. The great majority,

more than two-thirds, are in the states of New South Wales, Queensland,

and Victoria. West Australia has about 1,800, and the Northern Territory

about 1,300. In 191 1 there were less than 1,000 wom«n in the whole

number of Chinese in Australia. Exclusive of these figures there were

about 3,000 half-castes, almost equally divided as to sex. The number

of Chinese has been steadily decreasing. The majority are of the working
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class, being In many cases descendants of those who west In the gold rash

ci the nineteenth century. They are now engaged in commerce, import

and export, and farming. They do not show a tendency to settle per-

manently in the country where they are not wanted. They are intensely

loyal to-their, homeland, are very peaceful, and canse littk troable.

Comparatively few are Christians, although considerable attention has

been given to work among them by the Anglican, Fresbyterian, and

Methodist Chnrehes, and the Chnrch of Christ. Although since the

foundation of Christian work among the Chinese In i860 several hundred

have been converted, it has been a difficult work, largely on account of

the transient character of the Chinese population.

NEW ZEALAND

There are less than 3,000 Chinese in New Zealand at the present time.

This small number is to be attributed to the attitude taken by the

Dominion Government in discouraging Chinese immigration by collect-

ing a tax of jCico per man, and by limiting the number who may come

on anv ship to one for every 200 tons burthen. These limitations were

iBeorporated in the Act of 1896. In 1908 the Government added an

educational test, and as a result during the next 7 years no new Chinese

arrived. After 1015, young Chinese immigrants were again coming to

New Zealand, having learned sufficient English in Kwargtnng to be abk

to pass the test of reading 100 words in English. According to informa-

tion received from the Rev. Alexander Don, of Dunedis, New Zealand,

"Daring the present year {rc.20) the number arriving by every steamer has

been up to the limit allowed, viz. one Chinese to every aoo tons capacity,

and the outcrv against an 'Asiatic Influx* has been so great in certain

quarters that the present Parliament of New Zealand intends to still fur-

ther strerd the Iwmigraiicn Bcsiriction Act so as to reduce §the im-

CONCLUSION
The above account does not pretend to be either complete or absolute-

ly accurate Space forbids the former and inaccessibility of information

the latter. Other facts regarding the number of Chinese in other countries

not touched on in the foregoing survey will be found is the table of

statistics below.

Few deductions are made from the material given; the purpose «
the article does not call for such. The object is to present a small amount

of information regarding the countries to which Chinese have emigrated,

the work done there by them, the type of Chinese emigrant, and especially

the Christian work which is—or is not—being done among them. It is

hoped that the survey, brief as it is, will show the great opportunity that

there is for Christian work among this great people in many lands.

Statistics 0/ Chinese Abrmd—Mstty sources have been consulted In

framing the statistical table of Chinese abroad, and it is difficult to fee

confident as to the result. The Chinese population fluctuates much,

especially in places of easy access from China, as Japan and Malaya,

and boohs consulted do not generally quote their authorities. Where

possible we give the authority we have used and the date of the estimate.

It has been found impossible, owing to scantiness of infcffmation, to esti-

mate the number of Chinese Christians in each country.

Approximate Statistics m Cmsmst Abroad

Authority and Bate

JAPAN
KOREA

FRENCH KBO-CHDfA (Fr.)

The Chinese are pretty well scattered over the islands in country and

town. There are small groups of them in 88 small cities, and larger

groups are found in Wellington, Auckland, Christehurch, and Dunedin.

In Auckland there is a Chinese librarv. Guilds are organized in several

places. The Consul resides in Wellington. Mr. Don writes : "Work is

carried on by the Presbyterian, Baptist, and Anglican Churches. The

Fresbyterian Church began Its work in 1871 among the Chinese gold

miners in the province of Gtago. This work was carried on for many
years until the gold mines were exhausted and the workers moved
elsewhere, especially to the warmer North Island where they are engaged

in fruit and vegetable-raising, and laundrying. Now the work of this

Church among these people has become smaller, for the reasons above

given."

"At Christchurch the Baptists have a Mission Hall built especially

for Chinese work. Here there is a small Sunday class. At Wellington

the same Church supports a Chinese catecbist. At Auckland a class of

about 20 has met regularly for some years."

"The Anglican Church held classes at Napier and Blenheim for a
number of years, and several men were baptized, but these classes are no
longer being held. At Wellington a fine church was built some yeirs

ago. A fairly strong work is being carried on here. The catecbist visits

several other centers where there is work to be done among Chinese.

The work in general, however, may be said to be weak, as in the case of

Australia, owing to government policy."

BURMA fBr.) -

JATA ... —
BOBNEO -

STBAITS SETTLEMENTS ...

AUSTRALIA fBr.) ...

NEW ZEALAND (Br.)

SOCIETY, FWI, and otti

of the Pacific...

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS (U.S.)

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS fU.S.)

UNITED STATES
CANADA tBr.) ... —
MEXICO
CUBA
JAMAICA (Br.) ana FOBTO RICO...

ECUADOR and Ihe GUIANAS
PERU -
BBAZIL -

CHILE •

UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA

MADAGASCAR

EUROPE
SIBERIA

Year Book, 1931-33.

1917.

fear Boot, 1931-33,

China Tear Booh, !•»-*».
China Tear Bode, 1931 .33.

China Tear Book, 1931-tt

-

060 f
China Year Book, mi 22.

66,500
37,774
3,000

90,000
4,000
3,000

49,000
30,000
7,000

1,007

1,760
37,000

1919.

1911.

China Year Book, 1931-33.

China Y*ar Book, 1931-33.

CCC Estimate.
Chinese Who's Who.
China Year Book, 1911-33,

China Year Book, 1931-33.

Richard.

China Year Book, 1921-33,

Richard.
1917.

China Year Book, 193133.
China Year Book, 1931 33.

CHINESE GOVERNMENT STUDENTS AND CHRISTIANITY
One of the most significant features of the past decade in the life of

China has been the development of Government schools and colleges of

a modern type. The number of Government higher educational in-

stitutions has grown rapidly and the grade of work done has also shown
marked improvement. This growth has come in spite of the fact that

the nation has been torn by civil strife, and that most of the Government
income has been appropriated by the military. There is ample evidence

that a public opinion is quietly forming which believes profoundly in

education by the State, and which will soon be so strong that it will

have the power to demand that a much larger proportion of the pro-

vincial and national budgets shall be devoted to the constructive work
of public education. The outcome of the recent teachers* stiike in Peking
is an evidence that the will of the people is even now sufficiently power-
ful to force a reluctant government into more adequate support of its

educational institutions. It is obvious that once China puts her own
house in order, and achieves a national government honest and pro
gressive in character, government education is to witness a marvelous
development. Even now the Government institutions are the dominating
influence is the educational life of China and the future of education in

China is to be increasingly theirs. This is not to say that the Christian

schools and colleges will not have a worthy and permanent place in

China's educational scheme. It does mean, however, that with the

passing of time their share in the complete educational program of the

nation is to be relatively less.

The following table shows that in 19 centers in China there are 268

Government and private educational institutions of middle school grade

and above, including a total of 77,646 students, and having a force ©t

teachers numbering 6,425. These figures were secured by Association

student workers in the cities listed, and while they are only approximate,

they do give a fairly accurate presentation of the size of the Government
field in these centers. For the entire nation the figure mast be

well over 100,000 Government students of secondary grade and above.

The challenge of this field to the Christian Movement in China is of the

first importance. The teaching staffs of these institutions also

an attractive and compelling opportunity to the Christian Chnrch.

51
28
7
9

.. 14

. 14
, as
. 8

1,500
4.000
4.550

77,6*6

300
47S

390

6,435

areoatr In some eases Uiey include only the
private schools.
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Perhaps even more meaningful than the development of the Govern-

ment schools and colleges as the supreme factor in the educational life of

China, have been the voluntary national movements which the students

and teachers of these institutions have initiated.

There probably would be common agreement among all observers of eon-

temporary life in China that two of the most significant facts in her recent

history have been the Student Patriotic Movement and the New Thought

Movement- While the meaning and value of these two movements for

present life in China are subject to various interpretations, the reality of

their influence is nevertheless enormous. Without the aid of much formal

organization, these two movements have exerted a profound influence

throughout all sections of China. They have given expression to the

new spirit of nationalism which is developing among the youth of China.

Thev also have made articulate the social and political ideals of young

China. The fact that both of these movements originated with the

students and teachers of the Government schools, and have been carried

forward largely through the leadership of these same groups is worthy

of careful consideration. The obvious deduction is that these institutions

are to have profoundly to do with moulding the future life of China. As

one foreign teacher in a Government school in Peking has stated

:

"These Government schools are not only educational institutions, bnt

they also are centers in which national and social movements are being

generated; our Government schools are inspiring a new spirit of

nationalism and patriotism." Certainly if the Christian Church in China

is to be in contact with one of the most powerful sources of influence in

the life of modern China, it would do well to relate itself to the work

of these Government institutions.

It is also natural that these institutions should attract to themselves

many of the most eager-hearted and capable young met: and women of

China. Those who lately have been in intimate touch with the student

bodies of the Government institutions have been deeply impressed with

the caliber and character of many of these students. To win these

students for Christ is to go far in the task of evangelizing China.

Eventually- one of the most fruitful sources of supply for the definitely

Christian "callings, particularly the ministry of the Church, should be

found in the Government institutions. It is no disparagement of the

men our Church schools have been producing to say that at present

some of the ablest leaders of the Christian Cause in China are men who have

come from the ranks of our Government students. The very nature of

the student life in a Government institution is such that those who suc-

cessfully overcome the obstacles, and win their way through to a

Christian faith, are generally worthy young men who dedicate themselves

to Christ and His Cause with deep earnestness. Surely the Christian

Movement in China has a right to expect that a growing number of its

leaders shall be recruited from this field.

Another important factor is the open-minded attitude these young

men hold with regard to Christianity. The students themselves are

hungry for reality and are peculiarly responsive to the Christian appeal

when presented without cant and dogmatism. While there is a certain

agnostic and, perhaps, even irreligious influence present in the New
Thought Movement, the rank and file of its followers are seeking to find

what is true and of permanent value in religion. The personality and

teachings of Christ are almost universally respected by the Government

school students who have had opportunity to study in Bible groups. In

Peking we have found the only limitation on the number of Bible groups

we could organize for Government students has been in the number of

able, well-trained Bible class teachers we could furnish. The writer re-

members one day receiving at his home a group of students from the

National University who had entirety on their own initiative organized

themselves into a Bible group, and desired a leader for the class. Others

have had the ssme experience. Possibly motives other than a mere

desire to know the truth of the Bible sometimes inspire such action ; but

there is no gainsaying the fact that the problem of getting contact with

Government school students in many of our leading centers has vanished

almost completely, although, in some cases, the faculties in control of

Government institutions are still opposed to their students being brought

under Christian influence.

In preparing this report the writer sent out a questionnaire to the

leading centers of Government education in China. One of the questions

asked was : ^s there much prejudice among the Government students

toward Christian institutions ?** Here are some of the replies :

Antung : "Daring the latter years there has been a great change for

the better."

Canton : "There is some, not a great barrier, however."

Changsha : "Only in some schools. A minority."

Foochow: "Mot apparent."

HangeboW : **Prejudice toward Christian institutions not pronounced."

Hongkong : "No, nearly one-half the Government students come

to the Y.M.C.A."
Kirin : "Some, but not strong either way."

Nanking: "I have not seen evidences of any organized prejudice

toward Christian institutions."

Paotingfu : "In only one school—others are all open."

Peking : "Very little. Most schools wide open."

Shanghai: "I feel that the outlook is more encouraging than ever

before. Very little, if any prejudice."

Soochow : "Only on the part of one school."

Tientsin : "No marked prejudice. Many quite cordial."

Moukden, Nanchang, Wuchang, and Yunnanfu report there still is

considerable prejudice.

Not only does the responsiveness of the students of these institu-

tions present a call to the Christian forces in China, but perhaps a greater

call arises from the moral and spiritual need of these young men
and women. In the realm of thought they are being exposed to rational

and materialistic conceptions of life. Prayer and fellowship with God
are considered a superstition. Religion is often characterized as an out-

worn survival which should early be replaced by science, education and
art. It so happens that the Government schools are largely located in

big cities, and the environment is often anything but wholesome. Houses
of prostitution, gambling, and commercialized amusement of a degraded
type, make their inevitable ravages among these students. Large num-
bers of the Government students are away from home influence, are with-

out friends, and find the temptations of city life under such conditions

extremely hard to battle against. Anything that the Christian Church
can do to aid these students in their fight for character and faith ought
to be done, as they are indeed hard pressed.

As early as 1907, the Churches recognized the importance of the

student field, and at the Centenary Meeting of Missionaries held that

year a resolution was passed asking the Christian Associations to give
particular attention to the development of this work. The two Christian

Associations have taken this commission most seriously, and have faith-

fully applied themselves to the cultivation of this important student
group. While there have been weaknesses in the program, and often a
staff far from adequate has been available for the work, much good has
been accomplished. As the reports from the various centers clearly

indicate, the prejudice once held by the Government students toward
Christianity and Christian institutions has been largely overcome.
Through Bible classes and personal work many of these students have
been won to the Christian life and active membership in the Church.
Through well organized and carefully prepared for evangelistic campaigns
such as those led by Dr. Mott and Dr. Eddy, thousands have been aroused
to an interest in the Christian Truth. Through a social and recreational

program many students have been encouraged to a more wholesome
social life. The annual conferences of the two Associations have be-

come potent influences for student righteousness and deeper spiritual

life. Through social service and community7 programs many Govern,
ment students have been interested and trained in service. Christian

literature and Bible texts have been prepared especially for these students

and have enjoyed a wide popularity. Through special Life Work Con-
ferences some of these men have been led to dedicate their lives to the

Christian ministry and allied callings. In time it was found possible

to organize Christian Student Associations in certain Government in-

stitutions. In North China the Student Associations among such
Government colleges as Nankai of Tientsin, Customs College, Tsing Hua
College, and the National University- of Peking, rank among the best we
have. In othe<- schools where it has not been possible to organize Student
Associations because the Christians have been too few, Inner Circles have
been formed and are doing promising work in winning their fellow

students to Christ. It is important to point out that in the development
of all this work for Government students, the hearty support of the

Chinese Church and mission workers has been an invaluable factor.

However, as the work passed beyond the preliminary stages of where
the main effort was directed toward getting contact with the students and
breaking down prejudice, the conviction grew among the Association

workers that the Associations alone could never adequately provide for

this important work. There were certain reasons which led to this con-

clusion :

1. It became evident that in many centers greatly enlarged staffs of

Chinese and foreign workers were needed. It was considered by many
both impossible and undesirable for the Association to expand its own
staff to fully provide for this field. For example, at the present time the

Churches and Associations in Peking have a united staff of 12 Chinese
and 5 foreign secretaries giving full time to this work, and more high

grade Chinese workers are still badly needed.

2. It was considered to be important that from the beginning of

their Christian experience the students should be conscious of their

relationship to the Christian Church. That while the Associations

themselves are a part of the organized work of the Church, too often this

fact is not fully appreciated by those who view these institutions from

an outside viewpoint. It was felt, and experience has verified the

impression, that were the Churches directly to participate with the

Associations in the promotion of the student work, the students upon

becoming Christians would immediately and more vividly appreciate the

reality of their relationship to the Christian Church,

3. If the Govercment students were to be enlisted in Church

membership and trained for Church work it was necessary that the

Church itself should have workers who could specialize on such work.

The experience of the Associations in attempting to link up with the

churches those students who become Christians soon caused them to feel

that it was only as a strong, well-rounded progam for students within the

Church was developed that the permanent loj-alty and support of the

students could be maintained. While Association secretaries working

purely as members of various local churches could assist in the develop-

ment of such programs, it was felt that only as the Church itself became

interested in the task and made contributions in leadership and funds

to the work, could a satisfactory solution be attained. It was felt that

the Church Student Workers would be in a better position to interpret the

problems and needs of the Churches to the students than could the As-

sociation secretaries. The importance of giving the students an intelli-

gent understanding of the life and work of the Church is fundamental if

they are to devote their lives as lay and professional leaders to its work.
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:. The inevitable result of having the Churches appoint their own

secretaries to the Government student work has been to arouse the

Churches to a deeper interest in and sympathy with these institutions.

Certain church workers out of their experience feel that the importance

el this l'.rt should be given emphasis. The}- have found in their own

church groups that the few years in which they have been at work have

witnessed a much better understanding: on the part of their church mem-

bers of the significance of the Government student field. By having

opportunity frequently to hear reports of work done and problems to be

overcome in connection with this task, the Church and mission leaders

have come to give this Government student work a much larger place in

their thought and prayers.

It was the recognition of these and other reasons which led the Em-

ployed Officers' Conference of the V.M.C.A. at its last meeting held in

November, 1910, to unanimously pass the following resolution :

"Although the students of the Government schools have been

considered to be especially the fkld of work of the Y.M.C.A., we,

nevertheless, wish to affirm that without the closest co-operation be-

tween the Association and the Churches we cannot adequately meet

the needs of the students. For only by developing a strong, well-

rounded program for students within the Church can the permanent

loyalty, interest, and support of the students be held."

"WE RECOMMEND—
1. That the Churches be requested to appoint workers sufficient

in number to make possible, in cooperation with the Association, the

adequate manning of the student field.

2. That the Association movement should recognize that its

responsibility is increased by the addition of Church Student

Secretaries, and should accordingly set aside increased numbers of

•well-trained Student Secretaries both Chinese and foreign for all

large centers."

Tn Peking each of the 6 Protestant bodies has at least one worker in

the Government student field. Three of the missions have foreign

secretaries for full time in the work among the Government men students.

Certain Peking churches are also making arrangements this year for

women workers among the Government girl students. In Tientsin several

of the missions have appointed secretaries to give full time to this work.

In certain other centers over China a few church workers have been as-

signed to this field. Up to the present, however, the work largely has

been directed 03 the Associations with the churches giving valuable

voluntary co-operation. It is the conviction of the writer that the time

has come for Church bodies, whose work is in cities in which there is a

large Government student population, to appoint workers to specialize

in this field. The following replies received from Association student

workers present the general situation prevailing at the present time :

Antung : Church co-operation, but no church w<Tkers set apart

definitely for this task.

Canton

:

No church workers in Government school field.

Changsha : Three churches allocate men, 5 in all, say one-tenth of

their time.

Foochow : No mission student workers definitely assigned to this

field. Good voluntary co-operation with church pastors

in following up students who become Christians.

Hangchow : No direct co-operation between Associations and
Churches for work among Government school students,

as the Churches have no definite program for them.
However, we do use some of the church workers as

voluntary workers for Government students.

Girls' work. One representative of Presbyterian Mis-
sion teaches music for girl students four hours a week.

Hongkong : No Church co-operation. It is left to the Y.M.C.A.
Kirin

:

One mission worker allocated to Y.M.C.A.
Moukden : Church does not work directly among Government

students.

Nanchang : No Church co-operation.

Nanking : Associations and Churches, 8 workers. Three give full

time, others devote not more than one-quarter to
Government student work.

Paotingfu No organized co-operation, but very good unofficial

co-operation. We lack workers, however. Each mission
should have at least one full-time foreign worker and
one full-time Chinese worker to co-operate with the
Association in the student field.

Shanghai : Two or three churches have special classes for students.
Missionaries have given valuable voluntary co-opera-
tion. Great need for church leaders adapted to work for
Government students.

Soochow : Two missionaries and two or three pastors very much
interested and quite helpful.

Taiyuanfu : No organized co-operation. No friction.

Tsinan : One foreign mission student worker. Co-operation be-
tween Churches and Association is not organized; no
division of field, but friendly co-operation.

Wuhan cities : One foreign church worker. Very good co-operation
on any single thing; not much organized co-operation.

Yfinnanfu : No church or Association workers.
In certain centers the Churches already havemoved to meet this need.

It is confidently expected that the next few years will witness manv more
Chinese and foreign workers appointed by the Churches for this im-
portant service. Experience has shown that whenever possible these men
should be allowed to devote full time to this work, as the part-time arrange-

ments have not been found very satisfactory. Experience also has clear-

ly shown that these men should be of a high grade. In most cases they

should have as a minimum a college training, and if possible certain

theological training in addition. Some of the characteristics most to be

desired in student workers are : (1) Men of vital Christian experience,

(2) Personal workers, (3) Ability to lead Bible discussion groups, (4>

Organizing and executive ability, {5) Good mixers, (6) Men of humble

spirit, who will foe willing to stand back of students and encourage them

in leading and initiating the work, and (7) Men who have the co-operative

spirit, and who while loyal to their church are not narrow de-

nommationalists.

In carrying on student work certain principles of fundamental im-

portance have been developed which it may be well to emphasise at this

point

:

(1) To bring ever?' student to face for his character and his career

the full claims" of Jesus Christ as Saviour ;-nd Lord, and to

develop the loyalty of the students to the Church, by securing

them for church membership and regular participation in church

service and worship.

(2) It is well clearly to recognize that in a very real sense each

college has a community life of its own. We should recognize

and utilize this College coBsefsasasss in religion in a way not-

unlike its utilization in social life, athletics, and other activities.

(3) That in the main the life.of each college can be most effectively

influenced for vital Christianity by securing as early as possible a

group of Christian students and teachers wtthiu the institution

who will accept definite responsibility for the moral and spiritual

life of the college.

(4) The fullest possible opportunity should be allowed for under*

graduate initiative and control, In other words, it is a work

vrith and by students rather than for students. This principle is

of crucial importance.

(5) The work should be inter-denominational in spirit, and men of

different denominations should be trained to worK together.

(6) Opportunity should be gh-en for the students to enjoy the

benefits which come from effective anion with similar bodies of

Christian students in other colleges in the same city and nation,

and this through the World's Student Christian Federation.

{7) The appeal should constantly be directed to the unselfish and

vicarious in the life of students, particularly giving emphasis to

service activities. The difficult program has been found to be

the challenge to students which arouses the greatest response.

The following activities have been found most fruitful in Govern-

ment student work in China. It should be remembered that in carrying

on these various forms of work in most cases the besc results will be
obtained where the students themselves share in the planning of the work
and assume responsibility for its promotion.

(1) Bible classes, in nature of discussion groups.

(2) Socials, home parties, etc.

(3) Coaching of athletics; teaching of English classes; leading of

singing classes ; etc. All very good in opening stages of work,

as they provide natural points of contact.

{4) Social service programs of aU sorts within the school and ia
the surrounding community.

(5) Religious meetings and lectures on general subjects.

(6) Discussion groups Copies of a religious, social, or philosophical

nature generally used).

(7 Personal work should be given central position &f importance, as
it is the most fruitful of all activities.

(S) Gospel teams, preaching bands, chapel speaking, etc.

(0) Summer vacation Bible schools.

(ro) Evangelistic campaigns for well prepared students,

(u) More simplified form of work has been found better adapted to
Middle School students. A modified form of the "four-fold pro-

gram" is being tried in a number of Middle Schools this year.

Assuming that before long the Churches in the larger centers will

appoint full-time workers for the Go^famment student field, the question
then arises as to what co-ordination there should be between the workers
of the different Churches and the Association workers. All will agree
that a certain amount of co-ordination is imperative unless we are to
have overlapping, misunderstandings, and constant friction. It is also
important to remember that denominational divisions make little appeal
to the student mind, and that a Christian Movement which presents a
united front to the Chinese Government students, emphasizing the
essential unity of the Christian Church, will have much more power and
possibility of success in its work, than one which is divided and at cross
purposes within itself. It also should be remembered that one of the
essential principles which has made the Christian Student Movement a
power arourd the world has been the fidelity with which it has sought
to keep the primary responsibility, initiative, and control within the
hands of the students themselves. Any disregard of this principle will
inevitably carry with it loss in the vitality of the work. It is also the
belief of many that we will do well to view the work of the Church and
Government schools as one, emphasizing the essential solidarity of all
Chinese students. The following factors appear in the situation :

(1) The individual colleges with their Student YMCAs and
YWCAs, or their Inner Circles of Christian students. As soon
as there are a sufficient number of Christian students within an
institution, say 4 or 5, some such group should be organized.

{2) The relationship of these different college Christian student
organizations with one another in the same city. There is a
certain solidarity prevailing among the colleges of anv given city
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which it is important to teeognize and utilize in promoting this

work. Care should be exercised that the city-wide student move-
ment should also safeguard student initiative and control.

(3) The different Church bodies with their salaried student workers.
This is not to say that each local church should have such
workers, as it has been found feasible for one church worker to

provide for the work in several churches.

{4} The Young Men's and Young Women's Christian Associations

with their Student Departments and Student Secretaries.

As soon as these various factors in the situation are considered, it at

once becomes apparent that if the work is to develop efficiently a common
consciousness and unity should prevail through it all. In other words,

the Association workers should consider that the task of developing

the student work in the various churches is their task just as much as

it is the task of the church workers. Similarly the church workers

should likewise consider the task of building the work in the individual

colleges and in the city-wide inter-collegiate movement as a responsibility

which they share in common with the Association workers. All agree

as to the importance of such unity prevailing throughout the work, but

there is a difference of opinion as to how such unity can best be

achieved.

(a) Some believe that it can best be secured through unofficial

voluntary co-operation on the part of all the agencies at work
in the field.

(b) Others believe that the Churches in appointing workers to the

student field should allocate them to the Christian Associations,

nnd that the Student Departments of the Associations should be

enlarged and modified in organization so as to make this possi-

ble. Changsha is experimenting with this plan at the present

time with good success.

(c) In Peking, the different Churches and the Associations are

attempting to provide for the work through an administrative

union, known as the Peking Christian Student Work Union. All

of the Church and Association Student Secretaries serve as a

united staff. The control and direction of the work of this staff

are in the hands of an Executive Committee which is composed as

follows : 12 students (6 girls and 6 men) who are appointed by

the City Christian Student Movement, which is made up of

student and faculty representatives from each of the colleges of

the city; 12 Church representatives (6 men and 6 women), each

of the Protestant Church bodies having one man and one woman

;

one membeT elected by the Y.W.C.A.; one elected by the

Y.M.C.A. ; and two other members chosen from the city at large.

The city is divided into districts, and the church secretaries in

each of these districts are responsible for the intensive develop-

ment of the work in the colleges of their area ; and they also are

responsible for the promotion of the student work in the churches
of that area. In addition to this responsibility, each Church
Student Worker serves as a specialist on some phase of student
work for the entire city; that is, one man may be in charge of

the Bible Study Work, another the Social Service Work,
another Evangelism, etc. The Association secretaries, in addi-

tion to co-operating in such areas where the church workers may
need their help, are also responsible for the general executive

duties in connection with the city-wide movement and programs.

The plan has been under way for three years. It is still too early to

predict its final value, but it has shown real promise, and those who are

participating in its work believe that it contains fine possibilities for the

student work of China.

Dr. J. L. Stuart, President of Peking University, writes of Christian

student work for Government institutions as follows : "Christian

work among Government school students not only has all its

direct advantages, but is also not without benefit to mission schools.

There is the tendency in the latter for worship and religious duties

generally to become conventionalized, and for the students to depend
overmuch on their teachers and their environment for maintaining the

Christian purpose they have perhaps too readily formed. Criticism is

frequently heard that the students in our schools, even when sincere and
earnest, are often passive and lacking in vital religious experience. It

is therefore a challenge to them to come into contact with those who in

Government schools have become Christians in the face of hostile sur-

roundings and as the result of deep personal conviction. The fresh

vigour and real if relative!}- uninformed faith of such students ought to

have a healthy reaction on their fellows in mission schools. Not only

so, but the policy of bringing both groups into common organizations with
the same problems, activities, and aims, tends to break down the
undesirable barriers between the two types, and makes Christian dis-

cipleship an individual issue rather than an incident in attending a
Church school. This will inevitably help to dissociate it from Western
propaganda and to give it recognition as a normal part of Chinese life.

From the standpoint of the administration of a mission school, work for

Government school students ought to have every encouragement and
support.''

THE BLIND OF CHINA
It is impossible to get any exact information as to the number of

blind persons in China, and only those who attempt work amongst them

know very much about the extreme wretchedness, misery, and de-

gradation in whkh they live. A school started for the blind in any

locality gradually brings to light the existence of a terrible amount of

wholly unsuspected suffering. Lives which would have gone out in

darkness or been prolonged only for shame and suffering are brought to

light when there is a place to which they can be brought.

Efforts to secure full information as to the work cairied on for the

blind in this land have met with but partial success. The accompanying

table gives a digest of the facts brought to light by a questionnaire sent out

in 1920, but the returns are very incomplete.

More especially is this so with regard to the number of graduates

recorded. An article on work for the bind published in the China Mis-

sion Year Book for 1914 gives the number of graduates from the Hill

Murray School for the Blind, Peking, as about 250, and from the David

Hill School for the Blind, Hankow, as about 120. The records of the latter

school were destroyed by fire during the Revolution, and the Peking

school having been closed dnring 1919/ 21 made no reply to the

recent questionnaire sent out. Some of the older schools have no detailed

records of the earlier years of their work. The returns given here

are based on the replies received in answer to the questionnaires sent out

in 1920 and are as complete as the information to hand permits.

Number of schools for the Blind

Number of provinces having schools for Blind

Number of pupils in these schools—girls ... ,

boys ... ,

men ... .

women ... .

49S

247

39
10

Total ... 7S4

Number of Blind teachers in these schools ... 39
Number of Christians in these schools ... 269
Number of graduates from these schools ... ... rai

Number of graduates who are self-supporting ... S7

Number of graduates who are partially self-supporting 19

Schools far the Blind—Space permits reference to the work of only

two erf the schools which are doing so much for the blind of China.

(1) Of the old established schools the largest is at Canton. Here
there are three departments—for men, boys, and girls, lespectively. In

all there are some 1S4 pupils now in the school. The printed report of this
school for the year 1919 contains the following mformasioo with regard
to the work done by the pupils both while in the school and after they
have graduated :

•"Massage and hygiene are important studies of the school. Both
boys and girls thread bristles into tooth and nail brushes. The boys
make hair and clothes brushes and are learning basket-weaving and the
making of porch curtains of bamboo. They also make brooms, strtw
sandals, and palm-leaf rain-coats. The girls knit a large variety of
articles from wool and cotton. They have knitted many stockings and
helmets for the Red Cross."

"Pupils from the school have gone out into several ocenpatioi.s.
Both young men and young women have been and are dcing good work
in hospitals giving massage and as evangelists, helping also in the meet-
ings with music. One girl has taught massage in a Nurses* Training
School, some have given massage in private houses. Other graduates
are teaching in schools for the blind in two provinces. A few have been
assistants in schools for the seeing, and have given music lessons to the
pupils. They have been teachers of the Chinese language to new mis-
sionaries. Many have become Bible women in country places. One has
taught very well the women's class that gathered yearly horn the villages

for a few weeks of Bible study at one of our interior stations."

"They have written many books in Braille from dictation, and every
week prepare many copies of the Sunday School lessons with pages of
comments, which are sent to blind who are in Sunday School work in

various localities. The newest occupation for our blind is that of re-

porter. Braille can be written much faster than Chinese characters, so
our girls were asked to report a series of meetings being held by Dr.
Goforth of North China. As the sermons were given through an inter-

preter, there was time to write them out in full. Eater the sermons were
read to a scribe who wrote them in Chinese character and prepared them
for publication.'

*

(2) The following is culled from a recent report of the Institution
for Chinese Blind, Shanghai : "Several of our pupils have graduated
and are now earning their own living, receiving from two dollars a month
up to thirty dollars and their board, depending on the work they are doing
and the length of time they have been employed."

"Our first pupil is at present a tutor at St. John's Lniversity. The
second is taking special work in the Junior Year at St. John's, and is on
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our teaching staff. Two are in Swatow in their special line of work.

Three are in our workshop making- rattan furniture. Three others are

attending middle schools for the seeing, and two more «re taking post-

graduate work in this Institution and assisting us in teaching."

Methods of Teaching the Blind to Read—Different methods have been

used in teaching the Blind of China to read. The Moon System was

used for a time at Ningpo in a small work for blind women. Three

different methods of adapting the Braille system of raised dots have

also been tried :

(1) The Murray Numeral System—This system used in Peking

made use of the Braille signs to represent numbers only. The sounds

used in Pekingese Mandarin were numbered and the numbers written

down in Braille, the pupils have to learn the numbers of the sounds and

qhange the numbers into words when reading.

(2) The Alphabetic Plan—In Hongkong and Cauton the plan

adopted followed more or less closely the European method of using the

Braille signs to represent the letters of the Roman alphabet, words being

spelt out sometimes in full, sometimes in more or less abbreviated form.

Amoy and Foochow also followed this plan.

(3) The Initial and Final Principle as Adapted for Local Use Only—
iVhen the Rev. David Hill started work for the blind of Hankow, he

adopted a simpler plan, and one much better suited to the genius of the

Chinese language. Braille signs were used by him to represent the initials

and finals needed to denote all the sound forms used in the Hankow
form of Mandarin. In this way no word needed more than two signs

or letters for its formation. These two signs could be lhymed together

to produce the required sound after the fashion of the * fan-chieh" used

in Chinese dictionaries and vocabularies. This system was much easier

to learn than those mentioned above, and books were produced which

were considerably less balky and weighty than those which followed the

alphabetic plan.

The Initial and Final Principle as Adapted for Use in all Mandarin-

Speaking Areas—In 1904, the principle of the Hankow system was fol-

lowed in preparing a scheme for use anywhere in the Mandarin-speaking

area. The books of this system were prepared in such a way as to make
home teaching of the blind quite simple and easy, and the books were

used with success in several provinces. The strong points of this scheme

(known as the Tsinchow System, because it eminated from Tsinchow,

Kansu) were its carefully prepared sound sheet and the weight given

jn its preparation to the two principles—similar sounds, similar signs,

and least labour—the latter requiring tl at the signs containing fewer dots

be used for the most frequently recurring sounds.

The Initial and Final Plan Adopted in South China for Non-

Mandarin Dialects—The use of the initial and final plan spread before

long to Hongkong, Canton and Fooebow, where the alphabetical systems

formerly used were discarded in favour of the simpler metliod. The

change in each place has been felt to be of great value.

Union of the Hankoic and Tsinchow Initial and Final Systems—In

1013, the British and Foreign and the American Bible Societies called a

conference of those interested, with the object of combining the Hankow
and Tsinchow systems so as to secure a Standard Braille System for all

Mandarin-speaking provinces. language experts representing the main

sections of Mandarin were chosen to settle the two chief points on

which union was essential, namely, the preparation of a sound sheet

which would contain all the sounds needed to represent Pu Tang Kwan
Hwa (Universal Mandarin), and the choice of a standard which would

serve as a guide in the classification of characters. Without the latter

it was realized that there never could be uniformity in the Braille books

published by the Bible Societies or other pablishing houses. After due

consideration, the sound sheet of the Tsinchow System was accepted

without alteration, and it was decided to adopt the Syllabary of the

Standard Romanized System for the classing of characters under the

various sound divisions. Into the more technical points discussed at the

Conference it is not worth while to enter here. Union Braille has now

been in use for eight years, and with one or two exceptions is being used

in all the Schools for the Blind in the Mandarin-speaking area.

The Union System, like the one on which it was largely based, is

especially adapted for use in Home Teaching of the Blind, and is being

widely used for this purpose with very good results. Not only have

numbers of blind people learned to read, but in several places schools

have been opened as a result of the teaching done by those who had no

previous training or experience in teaching the blind. It is not even

necessary for a missionary or Chinese helper to learn the Braille system

before teaching it. Ten or fifteen minutes given to a careful reading of

the brief introduction to the Braille Primer will enable almost anyone to

grasp the principle of the system. This being done, the teacher's main

work is to give the pupil the sound of the Chinese character which is

written over each Braille sign or word ; as the pupil fingers his dots he

is at the same time pointing to the character which gives the sound he

wants to learn.

Mandarin Braille IAterary Committee—In 1914 a committee known

as the Mandarin Braille Literature Committee was formed to forward the

production of literature in Mandarin Union Braille. In 1919 this Corn-

Christian Schools for the Blind in China
-

l'upiis Teachers Graduate

City Name of School Auspices
Date

opened
So. ol

Christiana.
length of
Course SupportProvince 1

j
I

Self-
supporting

Partially

Male Female ForeijniChinesej

1 1

Blind Sighted Total Self-

supporting

Manchuria Moukden Blind Girls' Industrial Home... Union
Committee

1902 44
1

!12. 1 1 ... 12 3 Yrs. Cd

Chihli Peking Hill-Murray School for Blind...

Hillier School for Blind Boys...

Model Lecture Hal! (half day)...

MCB
Private

Chinese

1874
1917 18

10

'2
cd

1 c 1st Public Blind School Chinese 10

Shantung Tsaohsien School for Blind ChMMS 1915 7 2 ... j 1 i ft
Shansi Shohehow School tor Blind HF(cra) 191* 2 . 3 ... j 1 1 5 5 2 Yrs, acd

Kiangsu Shanghai Institution for Chinese Blind... H5C 1912 40 1 7 3 4 14 8 3

,.

5{ 3 ¥rs. Ind.

7 „ Schol.
bod

Tungcfcow Mang Ta School FCMS 1917 6 2 1 1 4 Yrs. d

Honan Honanfa School for Blind Boys ELAug ...

Hupeh Hankow

Wuchang

David Hill School for Blind ...

Union School for Blind Girls...

WMMS

Union

1888

1919

23

6

1 5

1

4

1

1 31 25 30 r 4 Yrs. Ind.

7 „ Schol.
acd

cd
'

Committee
Kuncbow Home for Chinese Blind NLK 1917 3 1 1 : 1 1 •{ 4 Yrs. Ind. ab"

5-7 „ Schol.

Hunan Changsha School for Blind Girls L(cim) 1908 27 1 ! 4 •2 2 8 3 3 13 7 Yrs. cd

,. " Tao Mang School Chinese
Official

1915 16 ... i 6 1 5 9 9 1 3 Yrs. d .

Taohwalun School for Blind Boys NMS 1913 16 i 1 3 4 11 Indef. ac
(Yiy&ng)

Fukien Foochow

iNantai)

Spiritual Light School for Blind
Blind Girls' School

CMS
CEZMS

1898
1900

54
45

...
j 10 7 3 18 18

'i

m 11 Ynt. e

Kutienhsien Blind School CEZMS 1896 18 5 ... 1 ... ... 18 c'

n Kienningfu School for Blind CEZMS 20 ... j ...

Kwangtung Canton

Raying

Ming Sam School for Blind ...

Baptist School for Blind Girls.

Hildesheimer Blinden Mission.

PN
SBC
HVBC

1891

1912

29 155
20
30

19
...

j
...

9 io 18 18 7 Yrs. abed

I,
Kowloon Blindenheim School CMS 1901-Ger.

1919-CMS
48 "l

i 1
i

3 is io 3 44 Indef. acd

Macao Pentecostal Mission School ... AG 23*

Shiuchow Hildesheimer Blinden Sehull... Bn 1907 22 1 *i "l 22 9 Yrs. ad
Shiuhing - School for Blind Girls EvM 1909 33 1 5 3 2 i "i 19 8 Yrs, #6

Kwangsi Sunebow School of Illuminated Hearts... CMA 1914 5 37 •2 2 2 33 Indef. cd
Szechwan Mienchow Social Service Society School Chinese 1920 6 1 1 Indef.

ffl
for Blind Guild

12 Prov. 28 Cities 29 Schools

I

286 498t 1 10 77 39 38 121
1

87 19 269 ...

* Male or female not designated but here included in total for male.

In the last column " Support " :

a= Mission funds.

b= Endowment.
c= Foreign subscriptions.

d = Chinese subscriptions.

la colnmn " Length of Course " : Ind. = industrial, Schol. = scholastic.

t Of this total only 10 are Women.

(e)= Freewill offerings.

(f) = Chinese Social Service Society,
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(2)

(3)

is)

id)

mittee sought affiliation with the China Continuation Committee in the

hope of strengthening its personnel and extending its work. As a result

the present Committee on Work for the Blind in China was formed. This

Committee is seeking to help forward

:

(i) The production of Braille literature.

The promotion of Home Teaching of the blind.

The stocking of Braille requisites.

The issuing of a Braille Quarterly letter for blind readers.

Such survey work as may be possible.

The issuing of Bulletins in Chinese and English to stimulate in

terest in work for the blind.

Preventive Work—One phase of work contemplated by the Com-

mittee has been energetically taken in hand by a specially organized

Committee of the Council on Health Education. A sum of $3,500 has

Ixxat donated by the Junior Department of the American Red Cross for

an Anti-Blindness Campaign in China, and this is being used in :

(a) Providing literature dealing with the cause and prevention of

blindness.

Working out a course of lectures and moving picture films, with

charts, etc., suitable for delivery in schools.

Providing lantern slides, posters, etc., and co-operating with

hospitals, schools, colleges, YMCAs and YWCAs in using same

to best advantage.

Organizing a publicity campaign whenever and wherever

possible in connection with this subject.

SUMMARY
By all that has been done in schools and by individual teaching, only

about I.COO of the blind of China have been brought under Christian in-

struction. Hundreds of thousands are still unreached and unhelped.

Seven provinces are without a school for the blind, and in some pro-

vinces where a start has been made the schools are very small and poor-

ly equipped. There are 8 schools, for example, with an average of only

7 pupils each.

Needy Schools—Some even of the larger schools are badly in need

of more roomy and better equipped buildings and playgrounds, as will be

seen from the following extract from the School for Blind Girls in Chang-

sha, Hunan : "There is much urgent need for another building, as one

girl after another is dying from consumption. We feel we must do

something quickly to prevent the spread of this disease among our girls.

Chuining, a girl from Hankow, died last week. You can imagine how

I feel facing all these difficulties when I cannot do anything for them."

Plenty of fresh air and ample space in living rooms, class rooms,

and playgrounds are of even greater importance in connection witn

-schools for the blind than in schools for the sighted. The blind of China

are very seldom in robust health. Want of exercise and in many cases

privation and ill-treatment in childhood leave the system an easy prey

-to disease. Physical culture is therefore a very important part of the

curriculum in schools for the blind. It may be mentioned here that only

iour out of the twenty-nine schools mentioned above report having any

gymnasium apparatus. They are as follows :

Fooehow 1

ih* Bhnd'
C*nton

I MoukdenBlind, Shanghai

Dumb-bells
Swings

Wands
Horizontal Bars
Ladders
Footballs

jumping Horse
„ Standards

;

Dumb-bells
Swings
Seesaws
Wands
Swinging Bars

Ladders

Stilts

Banning wires

Dumb-bells
Swings

Dumb-bells
Swings

Large wooden balls
[

Slides Skioping ropes
Maypole

This list shows the sort of equipment needed in all schools tor the blind and

ndicates a line along which further development should take place.

A Practical Program for the Future—(1) A Braille Printing Press

should be secured and installed at the Religious Tract Society, Hankow,
or some other suitable place, where Braille books could be printed for

all China. At present all printing is done in London.

(a) Existing schools should be strengthened and more adequately

equipped and staffed. Norma! training of blind teachers should be

made a speciality in at least some of the schools.

{3) New schools should be established at strategic centers.

(4) Industrial work for the blind needs developing. A central

depot for the supply of raw materials and the sale of finished products

would do much to help the whole field.

(5) A great extension of the work of Home Teaching is needed. It

should ever be remembered that the number of blind gathered into

schools will always be a very small fraction of the whole. Upon the

Chinese Church, as well as upon the missionaries, lies the burden of

going after these "other sheep" so sorely needy and so far from the fold of

the Good Shepherd, "until" they too are brought again rejoicing.

Literature in Mandarin Union Braille—The following books may be

ordered from the British and Foreign Bible Society, 3 Hongkong Road,

Shanghai :

—

Primer—Teacher's Edition $0.80

Primer—Pupil's Edition 0.40

Reader (Selections from the "Traveller's Guide") ... 0.60

Matthew, Mark, Luke, John and Acts each 0.50

Romans to Corinthians -•- o-5°

Galatians to Hebrews 0.50

James to Revelation 0.50

Psalms - 050
Also from the Religious Tract Society, Hankow :—
Easy reading book in Braille $0.40

**01d Testament History ... 100
Braille Hymn Book (200 Hymns) 2.00

*In Braille only, with no directions for teaching.

**Stock exhausted. Another edition hoped for in 1922.

WORK AMONG THE BOAT PEOPLE OF SOUTH CHINA
No visitor to South China can fail to be impressed with the great

number of boats on its rivers. It is safe to say that Canton has the

largest boat population of any city in the world. Ten years ago there were

S4,ooo boats of every description registered in the office of the Harbour

Commissioner, which would represent approximately 350,000 people. The

boats are of all descriptions, from the massive junk, with its high stern

and nut-brown sail, down to the little sampan. Some of the boats never

go out of Canton ; then again, boats come to Canton from all parts of

Kwangtung and other provinces, bringing cargoes of grain, wood, salt, or

other commodities.

The boat people of South China have a dialect of their own, though

they do not use this at all times. Almost all of them also speak and under-

stand Cantonese. They are despised by the land people and in some

places, much more than in Canton, they are looked down upon with the

greatest contempt. As regards education, they are commonly regarded as

inferior to the land people, scarcely any of the men or boys ever having

more than three years of schooling. As regards mental ability, they are,

however, not inferior. As a class they are coarse, vulgar in their language,

and unclean in their person.

The boats called sampans are not more than 15 ft. long and about

4 ft. wide. Often they are the home of families of seven or eight. There

is a bamboo covering over the top of the boat, and canvas or cloth around

the sides to keep out the sun and rain. The boat people are very poor

;

luxuries are unknown among them, the majority finding it difficult to

obtain even the necessities of life. The women on these boats scarcely

•ever go on land ; a boat is the only home they know. The board flooring

of the boat serves alike for bed, table, chair, etc. The fact that they are

a class distinct from the land people makes it necessary for those who
would work among these boat people to confine themselves exclusively

to them.

The South China Boat Mission began work among the boat people ro

igco when Miss Florence Drew came to China. Previous to this no or-

ganised work among boat people had been attempted. A year later Miss

Drew's brother, Rev. Edward Drew, joined her, and it was in 191 1 that

the first Gospel Boat was purchased in Canton. There are now 8 Gospel

Boats under this Mission working in Kwangtung, 5 of these are in Cantoa,
one in Kongmoon, one in Shiuchow, and one about to be placed at

Yingtak. Of the 5 in Canton, the one first purchased is the central one,

where church services are held every- Sunday morning and through the

week. This beat also serves as the home of the Canton missionaries.

Another small boat serves as a dispensary, which is under the direction

of a Chinese physician, whose work is voluntary. Still another boat

serves as a boys* school, where there are now iS boys living. It is of

necessity a boarding school, as the boys could not attend regularly other

wise, their own boats going about constantly from place to place

Another boat serves as the girls' school. Here there are 6 boarding

scholars and a number of day scholars. The little churck-t B-ihe-water now
enrolls 61 members; the oldest among them is 78 years of age, and
the youngest is one of our school boys, about 9 years old.

After Mr. Drew's return to the United States in 1915, he was instru-

mental in forming a Home Council for the work. This Council is com-

posed of a number of consecrated business men and ministers, who have
consented to stand back of the work by prayer and council. Its head-

quarters are in Chicago, 111. In 1919, Miss Todhunter and Miss

Roschinsky came out to help in the work. Miss Todhunter now has

charge of the Shiuchow work and Miss Roschinsky of the Kongmoon
work. In 1920, Rev. W. L. Winter and wife came out, and they are no*
studying the language. Two new workers are expected in 192 1, which

will make a total of 7 foreigners. There are also 5 full-time and 4 part-

time Chinese workers, as well as the voluntary worker in charge of the

dispensary. Meetings of an evangelistic character are held every night

in the week on some of the boats. The work of the Mission is sustained

and increased by faith.

In addition to this report of the South China Boat Mission, tbs

Chinese YMCA in Hongkong reports a Gospel Boat on which services are

held and from which welfare work among the boat people is carried 00.

Other Gospel Boats may be in operation at other ports of South China,

or along the populous rivers, especially of Kwangtung. The above,

however, represents all that has been reported to, or is known b5r, the

Survey Committee at the present time.
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WORK AMONG POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICIALS

After the terrible events of 1900 and the return of the Government to

Peking? many reforms were promised, and some went so far as to be

undertaken and carried forward. One of the most useful and far-reach-

ing was the establishment of a National Postal Service, designed gradual-

ly to take over the work carried on by numerous private Postal Agennes,

which had been fauctioning with a measure of usefulness and safety trem

lime immemorial. For some years a Postal Service bad been earned on

by the Maritime Customs, and the new venture was therefore given into

the charge of that successful Service. In the early days it was a part ol

the Customs organisation, many of the officials, Chinese and foreigu,

being transferred to the Postal Department from the ojdmary G^foms

duties, and these were the men who had the honour of well and truly

laying the foundations of what has grown in such a short time to be a

service almt*t as important as the Customs itself. After a few years cf

snch experienced guidance, and as its success was already so marked as

to give promise of greater expansion and success in the future, the infant

Post Office was separated and given an organization of its own under the

newlv formed Ministrv of Communications. Since its establishment

about 20 vears ago, it has progressed by leaps and bounds, covering now

the whole country, with offices and agencies increasing at the rate of

about one per day. .

In the early davs, educated men were needed who eosld be trained tor

indoor postal daties, and as at that time practically only students from

Mission schools and colleges were available, for a number of years a large

proportion of clerks were drawn from those who had during their school

years been under Christian influence. More recently the Government

schools have been turning out an ever increasing number of graduates,

and many of these have found the way into the Service, so that the pro-

portion cf those with definite Christian upbringing is now much smaller

than it was 12 or 15 years ago.

When the news of the success of the newly formed Camese Post Omce

reached England, it roused great interest among the members of the

Postal Telegraph Christian Association, which had been doing a qniet

but steady work in the offices of Great Britain and other countries for

several years. A desire arose to do something for this newest Service,

both from a missionary motive and from the fact that it was a new bom

infant of the great Postal familv, and therefore strongly appealed to the

comrades in similar duties in Great Britain. The BFBS kindly under-

took to send a Bible or Testament to all the offices then open, about 1,000.

The response was so great and encouraging that the Home Association

felt it to be a call to go forward to greater things. A missionary who had

been some years in China was then at home on furlough, and was asked

to return to China and endeavour to organize more permanent work. He

arrived in Shanghai in 1907, and in 1913 another worker and bis wife came

out and eventually opened another Branch of the P.T.C.A. in Hankow.

The work was at first carried on largely by correspondence, which

increased rapidly. The largest number of letters were received in the

year of the Revolution, since when they have not been so numerous,

political and other matters having apparently gained the ascendancy in

the minds of the men. These letters were often very interesting and

afforded a means of getting into personal touch with men in all the pro-

vinces. Definite results were achieved, many becoming enquiners in

local missions, and several joining the Christian Church.

In 1908, a small quarterly magazine was published, and sent free to

all the Post and Telegraph Offices throughout the country. This has been

continued, but instead of needing only 1,500 as in the first year of publica-

tion now 10,000 copies are not sufficient to send one to each office, a*

new' offices have been opened it has been the privilege of the P.T.C.A. to

send a copy of the New Testament to each one, so that it can be said that

every Post and Telegraph Office in China has been supplied with a copy

of the Word of God. The Association hopes to continue all these forms

of service in the future.
. .

As within such a Service there must of necessity be various grades 01

duty employing men of varying capacities—educated men for i™***

Clerks and Postmasters, business men who make up the large number of

Agents, and less educated men for Postmen and Carriers—the Association-

published and distributed many thousand tracts written in various styles

of Chinese and addressed particularly to the different grades of men.

These were also sent all over the country addressed to the Postmasters,

who were asked to distribute them amongst their staffs.

Around Shanghai and Hankow classes have been organized and visits-

have been paid to all the offices within reach, and personal and friendly

conversation had with the men. This work has been specially successful ir»

Hankow, where almost daily classes have been held for some years pa-t

for men in the different departments. In very few instances have the

secretaries been repulsed or treated with discourtesy, and in comparison

with the large number of Scriptures and other Christian literature that

has been sent out only a very small number has been returned as not

wanted. , . .

The need for snch special work amongst these men is obvious. AS

in the home countries so also in China, postal duties are very exacting,,

and the work mnst be done as expeditiously as possible. Except in a-

few of the larger offices in the Treaty Ports, there is no relaxation of duty

on Sundays, and in many of the smaller offices in the interior, where only

one clerk is in charge, the work continues from morning to night, seven

days a week. As a Christian clerk once said to the writer when asked if

he" attended services in the local Mission Hall, "How can I? I have to

be in office from eight to eight, Sundays and weekdays alike, and have

only a coolie to help in the delivery of letters." If these mea are to be

reached with the Gospel, someone must go to them, for they in most

eases cannot come even if they so desire. ...
Another reason is that many of the offices are in places which have

not yet been reached by missionary activities. In the old days it could"

be said with truth that missionaries bad gone ahead of all others in the

interior of China. Now it can he said with equal truth that the Postal

Service has outstripped missionary effort, and stretched out to many

towns and markets where the Gospel has been little if ever preached.

Again the Postal Service gives such a grand opportunity for evangelistie

work. Letters and literature can be sent at a trifling tost all over the

country and though the name of the addressee may not be known, a

letter or packet sent to the Postmaster will find him in all of the ten thou-

sand or more Post Offices throughout the land.

The Postal Telegraph Christian Association is evangelistic and*

undenominational, and though there is a membership for those who desire

to join which gives the secretary closer contact with the members, yet

the main object is to lead men to Christ, and to unite them with a local

church in their own district. Wherever possible the men are urged to-

make themselves known to the pastors and preachers who may be within*

reach. It is a joy to know that the work has been the means of guiding

many into the Kingdom of God, for this is the sole reason for its existence.

CHRISTIAN WORK AMONG RICKSHA MEN
The men who pull rickshas in China constitute a cia«s by themselves.

Their work requires no skill or experience and is oftea the last resort

whereby these men help to keep body and soul together, or to secure a

few additional pennies to add to the too scant wages for their family.

Occasionally one finds a man who after working all day cu the farm pulls

a ricksha at night in order to earn enough money to feed bis children.

As far as can be learned, organized work among ricksha men was

begun only a few years ago and today is carried on in tomparatively few

cities. Such facts as have been gathered are given below.

Shanghai—The work among ricksha men in Shanghai is better

organized and more extensive than in any other city in China. It was

started in 1913 by Mr. George Matheson. The object of the Mission is "to

uplift and help the coolies generally, and to ameliorate, as far as practi-

cable, the condition of the sick and destitute among them." The work is

carried on along the lines of evangelistic, elementary educational, and

relief work. The Mission relies entirely for support upon voluntary con-

tributions. In its daily program it seeks to "feed the hungry, clothe the

naked, heal the sick, and enlighten those who are in darkness."

It is estimated that from 2,000 to 3,000 men come to Shanghai to pull

rickshas annually. This is a fluctuating army and they come from all

ranks of life. There are two centers in Shanghai where steady work teg

these men is carried on. During the year 1919-1920, from these two

centers, 74,230. meal tickets were issuedj 8,400 special Christmas meals

were given, 156 persons were sent to a hospital for treatment, 6,800 visits

were made to homes of the men, 10,800 visits were made to the stands and

other places in behalf of the men, and 676 meetings were held for the

men with an average monthly attendance of 13,000. There were 900 who
availed themselves each month of the privilege of sleeping accommodations

offered by the Mission. The weekly attendance at Sunday School was 800.

Regular church services are held and six other weekly religious meet-

ings for the men. The men themselves assist in relief work and in other

Christian work for their fellows. Over 2,000 children are enrolled in the

Sunday School. Many of these men become church members, and carry the

Gospel to other places. Work has been begun for the wives of the men
and it is heartily received. Employment is found for some of these womea.
by which they can augment the family income, for the living earned by a
ricksha puller is both precarious and meager. Two flourishing day school*

are provided for the children of those who make Shanghai their home.
Sheds have been erected in several places to shield the men from sterm-

and cold in winter and from sun and rain in summer.
Donations and subscriptions in 1919-1920 amountei to over $5,000

Mex. According to the Annual Report of the founder and Honorary
Director, Mr. George Matheson, this work is growing each year, and the

accommodations are already too small to fill the Meed. Further extension

may soon be made in order to provide large halls and livings

accommodations.
Peking—About January, 1917, a few ladies began to agitate on the

subject of the erection of shelters for the pullers of jinrickshas as a refuge

from the cold of winter and the heat and rain of summer* Partly through
entertainments and partly through direct contributions, money was raised,

so that by the end of 1920 fen such shelters had been erected, all on busy
thoroughfares in both the Inner and Outer city. These shelters are
located along the streets on Municipal land, secured through the Police

Department, and are easy of access. Seats are provided, and hot water
is always on hand. In the beginning, permission was granted for the
erection of but one shelter. After several months, when it was proven that

these shelters were not for other purposes than Test houses, and that the
providing of hot water day and night relieved the intense thirst of the
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\
men, so frequently dripping with perspiration after long runs, the Police

department generously gave the Committee permission tc erect shelters

at other advantageous places.

The cost of the shelters ranges from ;wo hundred to three hundred an i

fcfty dollars, according to size. They are made of wood, with lime soots

and cement floors, and can easily be removed in case of necessity. The

shelters are painted brown with an ornamented railing running around

the top. Sows of glass windows are on each of the three sides, so that the

men can watch their rickshas and also look out for passengers. The

Legation quarters now erects temporary shelters during the winter in four

different places. The cost of caretaker, coal, water, and lights amounts to

about one hundred and ten dollars a year for each shelter.

In the spring of 1021, the municipal government of Peking erected

nine large and commodious shelters in different parts of the city. These

added to those already erected made a total of nineteen. The Committee

composed of Chinese and foreign ladies considered this action of the

mumtcipaJity as a very happy omen, and voted to turn over their shelters,

with care and upkeep, to the Government. These were accepted, and

the Government promised to keep the caretakers, mainly old and wornout

jinricksha pullers, as long as they proved worthy of trust. For several

winters, our Committee has through the Students Union or Church com-

mittees given relief to the families of ricksba pullers. No class of men

work harder. Few families are in greater need. While this work has been

the outgrowth of the efforts of one or two missionary women, it has been

carried on by the united interest of both Christian ant non-Christian

women who have learned to work together for the common good. It has

meant monthly meetings, the erection and constant oversight of the shelters,

as well as the raising of funds, which have largely come from the Chinese,

the largest contrituior being Peking's famous actor, Mei Lan Fang.

Through workrooms for women and day nurseries for little children the

families of the above-mentioned class of men are reached, with the hope

that life and light may be brought into their homes.

Cantcm—For some time Christian work was done among ricksha men

in this city, but in the fall of 1921 this work was not "being pushed chiefly

because its promoters were absent from the field and no one had as yet

been found to carry on their work. The mission which was originally

opened in the interests of ricksha men has now developed into a community

church of approximately ico members. However, few ricksha men cr

members of their families are included in the membership. Both the situa-

tion and the need in Canton are tersely expressed in the closing sentence

of a letter from the Committee's correspondent : "My impression is that

bona fide work is not being done in this city at the present time."

Nanking—The work tor ricksha coolies in Nanking through the

Nanking Church Council is as yet only in its formative state. A piece of

land has been purchased on a busy corner for a public well, children's

playground and stand for ricksha men. The Committee on Social Service

and Reform is planning a model social settlement for ricksha coolies in the

busy part of the city, in consultation and cooperation with the police offi-

cials. Fifteen hundred dollars has been raised locally, and it is hoped

eventually to raise ten thousand. It is also proposed to lay out a piece

of land, which the Police will try to secure, with roads, wells, school

grounds, a playground, and with comfortable huts costing about one

hundred dollars each.

Foochozz,—The work among ricksha coolies in this city has just

begun. Investigations have been completed with the following results.

There are about 130 ricksha companies and approximately 4,000 ricksha

coolies. The rental charge for these rickshas per day is as follows : first

class, eleven to twelve dimes ; second class, eight dimes ; and third class,

three to six din.es. The average earnings after the rental charges are paid

are ten to fifteen dimes when the ricksha is rented by one man ; and when
rented by two men, the man working in the morning receives an average
of from six to seven dimes, and the man working in the afternoon from
eight to nine dimes. Approximately only one-third of the ricksha coolies

sleep in their own homes ; two-thirds are accommodated in ricksha stations.

The leisure time of these men is spent in reading novels, gambling, and
opium-smoking. Next to the Christian Gospel their greatest need is

financial help and sanitation.

Hangchow—During the Christmas season, 1920, two e!UeTtain:r.:r.is for

ricksha men were given, at which the total attendance was 800. During
the summer, free tea has been furnished at the entrance of the Yl

compound. Public lectures held once a week when subjects of health,

education, and civks have been simply discussed, while not specially for

ricksha men, have been attended by many. No continuous or organized
work is now being done.

Other Cities—"The Committee's correspondent in Tsinan reports that

he can find nothing regarding any work among ricksha that

city. Similarly, the absence of any organized work among ricksha men has
been reported for Hankow and Moukden. Changsha also reports no work
of any description for ricksha pullers. No replies have been received from
Tientsin and Tsingtau.

CHRISTIAN WORK AMONG BOYS IN CHINA
Speaking generally, the importance of youth is not appreciated in

China as it is in the West- The prevailing attitude towards boyhood

seems to be that it is a period to be passed over as quickly as possible,

that boyish traits and dispositions are to be suppressed, and that during

Youth a boy is to conduct himself as much as possible like a "little man."

Even in the missionary enterprise, that the plsce of youth has not been

greatly emphasized is indicated by the fact that to date scarcely one of

the scores of helpful books dealing with adolescence from the Christian

standpoint that are available in the West has been put into Chinese.

Practically the only approach to boys of this age continues to be through

the channels of formal education, under Christian auspices. The lack of

literature indicates one of the very important tasks demanding attention.

THE BOYS OF CHINA

The adolescent boy population of China at present is about 40,000,000.

The following groups may be noted :—

(i) Rnral boys, probably 75 per cent of the total. Among them

little work is being done, except as here and there they are drawn

into Christian schools.

{2} Apprentice boys, a very large proportion of all boys living in

the cities. In Peking there are not less than 30,000 of them,

and the number is relatively as large in practically all cities.

They compose a great neglected group, of tremendous im-

portance as long as the apprentice system remains in China

underlying the whole industrial life of the nation. Their work-

ing conditions are such as to make them not only very needy bat

exceedingly difficult of access. With a few exceptions, to be

noted later, no one has brought the influences of Christianity to

them.
Factory workers, relatively few now, but rapidly increasing in

number. They, too, have been neglected by the Christian forces.

The problem of the exploitation of young workers by factory

operators will be an acute one all too soon, and ought to receive

immediate attention.

Boys m Government and- Private Middle Schools, about 100,000

in number if students over twenty are counted. This field is

just now being touched on its edges by the Christian forces.

Boys in Government and Private Higher Primasy Schools, also

home students, probably not less than 1,000,000, though this

estimate is little more than a guess. These boys lie entirely out-

side the sphere of present Christian influence.

Beggar boys, delinquents, etc., a distressingly large group.

Boys in Christian Schools, relatively few, but in an exceedingly

favourable atmosphere, and the sure source of a large amount of

future leadership for the Church. So far, they represent the

chief point of contact of Christianity with Chinese boys. The

churches and Sunday Schools enroll comparatively few others

is point

e to be

(3)

(4)

<5)

(6)

(7)

outside of those in the Church schools. Need] --
I >s

of contact must be greatly extended if Chinese bo
touched in sufficient numbers.

It has been repeatedly pointed out that a boy's character is determined
more during his leisure time than in his hours of work. The remainder
of this statement, therefore, deals with what may be called "leisure time
boys* work."

In this connection are to be mentioned :

—

(i) The almost complete lack of •creation
of the type that developes cooperation, good sportsmanship, and
initiative. Most of the recreation of Chinese boys is highly in-

dividualistic, such as kite-flying, top-spinning, and the like, with
an almost universal trend toward gambling. Gambling quickly
ceases when group games are introduced, shewing that the in-

fluence of their elders need not cause us to regard it as inevitable
that Chinese boys shall gamble.

(a) The lack of self-governing clubs or groups of boys, of the kind
with which practically every Western boy has experience during
adolescence. Such clubs are the best possible means of develop-
ing dependability and initiative. The keen interest of Ob
boys in the Scout Movement is an indication of this desire to

"belong to something" that every boy

{3) The lack of attractive and qualified men to give leadership to

boys in their leisure time.

(4) The very great importance of voluntary service tasks, not only
as the expression of Christian ideals, but as the means by whidi
such ideals are created. Unless boys* work assumes the form of

voluntary week by boys, rather than for boys, it loses nine-

tenths of its value.

THE WORK OF THE Y.M.C.A. AMONG BOYS
The YMCA is promoting definitely organize! leisure time activities

for boys in the following cities : Tientsin, Paotingfu, Shanghai, Nanking,
Hankow, Changsha, Canton, Hongkong, Chengtu and Yunnanfu.

Work will be started in the following cities in the next few months

:

Moukden, Kirin, Antung, Peking, Kaifeng and Foochow.
Forms which this Work Assumes—
(a) The training of leaders. This includes the preparation of

special secretaries, the recruiting and training of volunteers, and
the training of men for boys' work by the Missions and Churches.

The Shanghai YMCA has been a conspicuous leader in this.

(b) Service tasks by boys. Among the varieties reported are :

—

Free school teachers

Bible class teachers

Health campaign work
Conduct of meetings in reformatories

Open-air schools, for poor children
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Health classes

Leadership erf playgrounds

Conduct of tournaments
Planting of trees

Care of school grounds

Relief of poor people

Raising of money for famine work
Home service of all kinds

Passing on to others Bible study lessons, etc.

Personal work to win friends to Christ

Officers of clubs, etc.

One Association reports over 1,200 boys thus engaged, in service

during the past year. The practice has been adopted in some places of

giving a "Service" membership to boys measuring up to prescribed

standards.

(c) The operation of playgrounds.

(d) Conduct of game-rooms, and reading rooms.

(e) Voluntary Bible classes.

(f) Four-fold Progrsm groups.

(g) Health campaigns,

(h) Surveys of boy-life.

(i) Service of working boys. This is reported from several Asso-

ciations. The Nanking YMCA has a school for apprentice boys.

Similar work is reported from Changsha, Chengtu, Tientsin, and

Shanghai. The following is taken from a description of how
this type of work developed in Shanghai

:

"The work hours for boys in Shanghai are so long that it is very

difficult to find any lime in the 24 hours when a group of boys can do

anything together. However, we have found a few shops and factories

where managers are willing to give the boys a small amount of time each

week for their development and recreation. The most interesting case

is that of a safe factory on TJrga Road, where the manager, Mr. Chang,
invited us to do something for his 60 apprentices. His idea was even-

ing school after the boys had worked from 6.00 a.m. until 0.00 p.m.

We told him it was impossible for boys to do any studying after such a

day's work. We thought we would try to teach them some games, and
bring a little joy into their lives, for he complained that all their spare

time was spent in gambling. Ping-pong, a few group games, moving
picture shows, lectures, health classes, and finally a Bible class, are fea-

tures already introduced into the shop. The manager bears witness to

the fact that gambling ceased after we had been at work one week with

his club, and has never been taken up to any extent since. From no
holidays except China New Year, he has given the boys one evening

every week, has set aside six or eight special holidays in the year when
he will take them for excursions into the country or nearby cities at his

own expense. He has started for each boy a small savings account and
adds to it each month if the boy has done good work. He is trying to

encourage them to become participants in the ownership of the company.
The opportunity to duplicate this in dozens of factories is wide open."

Regarding another type of working boys : "The outcome of this

survey was the starting of a free school for apprentices. The first year

we could not find any shop-keepers who would allow their boys any time
whatever for study. The second year we secured n. The improvement
in these 11 boys was such that their masters recommended the school

to some of their friends, so that the secon 1 term we had 30 boys, the next
term 50, the next term 75, then 122, than 160 and the rext 246. These
boys came 7 nights a week, 5 nights for educational work, one night for

social and gymnasium, and one night for religious meeting and Bible

study. Since then the Student Union branches have opened other free

schools, and a number of churches are conducting similar schools."

(j) Boys' camps and boys' conferences,

(k) Boy Scout Troops. This has often included the training of

Scoutmasters for other than YMCA troops.

(1) Savings clubs,

(m) Physical examinations.

(n) Clubs in schools,

(o) Tournaments.

(p) Literary contests,

(q) Educational trips.

(r) Church clubs.

(s) Community work. This item can best be explained by referring

to the system of twys* clubs enrolling several hundred boys
scattered over Canton. These clubs are under the leadership of

men trained by the Association, carry on a four-fold program,
and meet in schools and churches. Little or no equipment is

used. Immediate supervision is given by a Community Committee,
(t) Inner Circles. Illustrated by a small group of older boys in the

Hankow Association who meet weekly two or three times for

prayer, and are personally seeking to win their friends to the
Christian Hfe.

The Type of Organization under which this Work is Done—
(a) A committee of laymen, interested in boys, called the "Boys'

Work Committee," appointed by and answerable to the Board
of Directors.

(b) Sometimes Community Committees, as in Canton.
(c) A staff of trained secretaries.

(d) A corps of adult volunteer leaders.

(e) Committees of Ixws.

(f) A budget, included in the general budget of the Association.
Number of Employed Workers for Boys—

Chinese 40 Foreign 10

Number of Boys Affected—
(See table on page 374 which is made up from 1020 Reports. Owing to

the nature of the report form, figures are not available for all lines of

work).
BOYS' WORK IN MISSIONS

Statistics are not available covering boys* work of the type under

discussion done by Missions and Churches. A few concrete instances

show its possibilities

:

(c) The Presbyterian Academy, Peking.

Aside from a regular Student YMCA, all the students of the

school are organized into groups of Boy Scouts. Uniforms are n/ot

used. Most of the voluntary activities of the school are worked out

in connection with these groups. Every boy in the school is assigned

to a patrol, and the teachers serve as scoutmasters. The results of

this system have been most gratifying.

(2) Other Instances of the Use of the Scout Organization,

These are very numerous, and it has often been noted that the

scout troops in the mission schools are, as a rule, of much higher

grade than those outside. However, it is seldom that more than a

small percentage of the students are enrolled.

(3} The American Board Mission, FoocJtow.

In this mission one man is definitely set aside for boys* work.

With the help of an enthusiastic young Chinese assistant a promis-

ing work has been started. The chief lines are the training of the

older boys as leaders, the organization of the younger boys into clubs,

the conduct of playgrounds, etc. Bible study is a part of all the

group work. Many boys outside the mission schools are enrolled in

these self-governing clubs, thus providing an illustration of the possi-

bilities through this means of linking up with the community.

(4) Playgrounds and Free Schools Promoted by Churches,

Though no complete figures are available, reports indicate a

constantly increasing amount of activity along these two lines.

(5) The Social Service Groups of Fukien Christian College.

These deserve special mention. Organized for work required in

connection with the courses in sociology, these groups of students

give one afternoon per week to various community enterprises.

Three of the groups have during the past year given attention to

different phases of work with boys. A working library costing over

fifty dollars furnishes the basis for special study. Among the results

of this plan has been the developing of a permanent interest in youth

in the minds of several promising future ministers.

POSSIBILITIES OF SUCH WORK
The experience of the YMCA is that, while equipment is a valuable

aid co boys' work, it is not at all necessary, and may even prove a handi-

cap to really vital work if it is so unduly emphasized as to shift the ideal

from service to privilege. This is a real danger. The essential things

in the YMCA program of work for boys would seem possible of duplication

in any church where leadership can be made available. Personnel is the

main thing. Next to that comes the necessity for keeping the work as

much as possible n< the hands oi boys chemselves.

There is no necessity for a large outlay. Scarcely any other field of

Christian endeavour offers a better opportunity for united, city-wide plan-

ning on the part ot the Churches. And probably none would bring larger

returns.

THE CHALLENGE AND FUTURE PROGRAM
The importance of the years of adolescent youth in the conquest of

China for Christ is not Hkely to be overestimated. The visions, the ideals,

the attitudes, and the habits of Christian living must first enter the
hearts and minds of boys and girls under twenty. In no extensive way
can it happen later. Between the ages of twelve and eighteen :

—

Thirteen times as many decisions for Christ occur as in all the rest of

life put together;

Practically all criminal careers are started

;

Most of 1ife "s decisions are made, consciously or unconsciously

;

Nine-tenths of life's habits are formed

;

The fiercest temptations are encountered ; and
The instinct of altruism appaars and either developes into a permanent

spirit of service or dies away, rarely to be rekindled later.

Chinese boys will respond to a big challenge. There is no doubt on
that sore. The problem is that of finding the best way to place it before
them. The conviction that a Christian Movement Among Boys is neede.l
has been expressed by workers among them many times In the past few
years. During the summer of 1021 over 20 men from almost as many
cities in China spent 4 days together in Kuling outlining such a movement.
At the present time the details are being worked out, in the hope that,
the organization and program may prove acceptable to all Christian leaders
in China. The proposed movement is in two sections, one for older
and one for younger boys. Its unit of organization is the small organized
group of boys. The program is four-fold. Its ideal is the "Jesus* Way of
Living," as expressed in Luke 2 -.52. The emphasis in the older boys'
section is on Service, in the younger boys* section on "Living the Four-
fold Life." A uniform will be designed, but its use will be optional.
The general idea is to combine definiteness and mobility of organization
such as is possessed by the Scout Movement, with a clear-cut Christian
{jfejeetive.

The ibove is tentative only, but it indicates the direction in which the
Association boys' work leaders believe immediate advance is possible and
bound to come.
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THE YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS OF CHINA
The work of the Young Men's Christian Association in China may be

said to have begun officially in 1S95, when the International Committee
<jf the Young Men's Christian Associations at New York sent its first

secretary to China. Before that time there had been at least three Student

Associations organized in Christian schools by missionaries who had been

TBiembers of Student Associations in America. The first of these was in the

Anglo-Chinese College at Foochow, the second in the North China
College at Tungchow, and the third in the Presbyterian College at

Hangchow.
Growing out of the presence and success of these associations came

the decision of the International Committee to send a traveling representa-

tive to determine whether the Associations of North America had an

obligation to extend their ideals to China. During this visit of Mr.

Luther D. Wishard, and following it, many appeals from missionaries

Were received urging the International Committee to serd secretaries to

China. The archives of the International Committee contain copies of

such appeals from the united missionary bodies in Shanghai, Hankow,
Chefoo, Tientsin and Peking—all of an early date. The General Mission-

ary Conference in Shanghai in 1890 also appealed to the International

Committee to send representatives to China, to develop activities similar

to those which had proved so successful in America.

On October 5, 1895, Mr. D. W. Lyon arrived as the first secretary of

the International Committee. After conference it was decided that his

work should begin in Tientsin. During the visit of Mr. John R. Mott

in 1S96, twenty-two Student Associations were organized in addition to

those already existing. In November of that year, representatives of

these Associations met to form a national organization and to select a

National Committee. This Committee was composed of hoth foreign and

Chinese members. It has been enlarged from time to time by an ever

increasing number of Chinese members. By action of the Convention in

Tientsin in April, 1920, this Committee was made to consist of 75 mem-
bers, all Chinese, thus completing the process originally contemplated by

which the control and management of this Christian organization should

be wholly Chinese.

There follows a table of statistics for the year 1920, a brief outline

of the equipment and some of the activities of the different City Associa-

tions, a summary of some of the varied forms of service conducted by

the National Committee, and a somewhat fuller report of student work

and boy's work.

The YMCA is conducting regular city work in 31 large cities, student

work in 2 places, one north and one south, and preliminary work in several

other places. The City Associations have 41,699 members, and the

Student Associations have 18,867. These two divisions enroll 24,42r

young men in Bible Classes, from which 2,022 were last year brought

into the Church.

The City Associations occupy 14 specially constructed buildings, two

of which were provided wholly through Chinese gifts. All the Associations

are self-supporting, with the exception of the salary of the foreign

"worker. The entire cost last year was M.$750,55o.

In educational work, both day and evening classes have enrolled

15,467 students, beside the free schools conducted by City and Student

Associations for children and illiterate adults. These schools used 854

teachers last year.

There are 7,594 boy members who not only enjoyr privileges but, so

far as possible, are enlisted and guided in unselfish service. Association

hostels provide a Christian home to 3,400 young men.

The Chinese secretaries number 361. The previous year there were

279. The increase in number is due to the process of recruiting and train-

ing competent men for the growing work. The foreign workers number

104, provided by Mission Boards and National Young Men's Christian

Associations. The societies supplying foreign secretaries include the

PN, ABCFM
:
MCC, PCC, BMS, CSFM, PCI, NLK, and the DMS. The

Jargest number is supplied by the International Committee of Young
Men's Christian Associations in New York, which number includes both

Canadian and American secretaries.

CITY ASSOCIATIONS

MOTJKDEN—No Association makes better use of primitive,

limited equipment. This Association is a spirit in the community,

rather than a large body of members. It has influenced the governor's

home as well as the humble student quarter. Its activities have burst

the walls of rented buildings, have spreid into a nearry temple, into 2

churches, and out through the community.
KIRIN—This Association was organized by Irish Presbyterian mis-

sionaries (PCI) nearly 10 years ago. By the evidence of useful service

to the city, the governor was led to give an excellent lot as a building

site. This is now used for recreation. Work is housed in very poor

Chinese buildings. The usual varied program is conducted for r,376

members. Several strong men have been brought into the Church.

Government students respond cordially to the opportunities given them

for Bible study, and for athletics.

ANTUNG—The Antung Association has shared the new spirit

of activity of the city. Its quarters are provided rent-free by the

city authorities. Its foreign secretary is supplied by the Danish National

Council of the YMCA. Its 3 Chinese secretaries are graduates of the

Manchuria Christian College at Moukden. Its influence includes the

officials of the city who value its varied program and are now planning a

large future.

PEKING—This Association is closely related to Princeton Uni-

versity which supplies its foreign staff. In other respects it is fully self-

supporting. In 1920 its outstanding work was famine relief, which in

the closing months required the time of most of the staff of 23 secretaries.

Its social service activities are already extensive, and include in their

plan a school for the training of volunteer workers iu Christian service.

The Commercial High School numbers 440 students. It has a record of

70 graduates filling positions in 14 cities of China. School service activi-

ties have resulted in the opening of an orphanage financed and managed
by those whom the Association officers enlisted. In this city the Asso-

ciation has the opportunity to exert its influence among political leaders

and to enlist them in various unselfish projects for the country's good.

TIENTSIN was the first City Association organized in China
(1895). The modern building has been in use 7 years. In 1920 an ex-

ceptionally strong Chinese secretary was secured, allocated by his

Bishop at the request of the Board of Directors. This Association is

recognized as a producer of workers. Among the Government students
it has carried out a large program for many years. An industrial branch
has been opened, based on work for Chinese labourers returning from
France. The physical director taught 100 mass games to 50 elementary
school teachers, who in turn taught them to 12,000 school children. Forty
of these teachers have since joined the Association.

PAOTINGFU—Official circles and students are the main field of this

Association. A rented building on the main street serves until a
modern one is available. Boys' work has been much enlarged, including

a free school for 200 poor boys, with volunteer teachers. Educational
work has included a succession of classes in the phonetic script.

TSINAN—This Association has given assistance to the educational

program of the province, has helped the schools in physical edu-
cation, aided the Churches in the festival-day evangelistic movement,
assisted the Chief of Police in city sanitation, and conducted
a large service to returned labourers. This was beyond its usual program
of religious, educational, and social activities, in the rented building
where work is temporarily carried on. A modern building is much
needed. The lot stands ready, provided by Tsinan citizens.

CHEFOO—The Chefoo work was organized more than 20 years
ago. It has never had a foreign secretary. By the energy of laymen
in the churches, and the assistance of local missionaries, there has
been a gradual growth in service and in results, until in 1920 it had 2,070

members, 5 secretaries, and land and buildings valued at about $30,000,
all provided locally. The relation with the Churches of Chefoo is always
earnestly cooperative.

TAIYUANFU—This Association also was organized by English Baptist

missionaries (BMS) to reach more effectively the students, mer-

chants, and officials of Shansi. This Mission has loaned premises built

for institutional work, and has allocated student workers from the be-

ginning. There are now 8 secretaries who conduct a varied program
for 1,072 members.

SIANFU—The Association was introduced 6 years ago by English

Baptist missionaries (BMS) who set aside one of their number to

serve as its secretary, and loaned premises for its work. It now has a

membership of 1,540, has bought a valuable lot centrally located, and

has begun preparations for a building.

SHANGHAI—This is the largest Association. It has passed 4,000

in membership. It also has the largest staff, some 42 secretaries,

and a budget of $140,000. In 1920 the various schools in the building

and the community enrolled over 3,000 students. The Bible school en-

rolled 1,885. Industrial work was started in a manufacturing center on

the Pootung side of the river. Activities were begun in 6 other factories

which are visited one day each week with educational and citizenship

programs. Groups of boys conducted health pageants and organized

neighbourhood health clubs that cleaned up several sections of the city.

Men's Bible classes were promoted in n churches. Service was given

to students preparing to go abroad or just returning. Travelers were

given a clean moral stopping place. Labourers returning from France

were helped in many ways. The membership includes managers, mer-

chants, bankers, pastors, educators, industrial workers and students. In

a unique way this Association enjoys the confidence of the community.

SOOCHOW—In its second year this Association accomplished

what in other cities has required five to ten years. A campaign

for $40,000 was carried out by the help of officials, gentry, scholars, and
business men. With this money a centrally located lot was purchased

and the contract given for a $20,000 building in which the Association

will begin its regular work. Within the first year this Association came
under the leadership of a strong Chinese General Secretary. In its

second year it enrolled 1,000 members, before the new building was
ready to occupy. These members represent the best elements of Soochow
and should prove, when organized, a great strength to the Christian

Movement.

NANKING—For the past S years the Association has rented a large

Chinese house and garden for its varied program of study, recrea-

tion, and service. Two years ago the Government gave a large military

yamen which is to be the site of a modern building. At present it is

used as student headquarters and hostel. Officials and members of old

families and their sons, and students, make up most of the 2,000 and more
members of this Association, though a number of modern business men
have been brought in of late at Hsiakwan where a branch has been open-

ed. The student program is especially vigorous and resultful. Bands of
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students go out for Bible schools and for health and popular educational

programs. . .

HANGCHOW—This Association has gone forward from its in-

ception in 1913 until the dedication of its fine new building in 1920.

Clubs for studv and for sen-ice have been promoted which are unusual,

both as to the" quality of their membership and the seriousness of their

programs. l*hiJosophv, political theories, and sociology have been studied

tinder Christian leadership by men of affairs. Physicians give series of

health talks in the largest factories and help in child welfare campaigns.

Forty active members conduct Bible classes. The membership com-

prises 69 bankers, 20 lawyers, 72 teachers, 25 army officers, 32 physicians,

08 officials, 236 merchants, and men of a dozen other callings, in all 1,39a

men and toys. Efforts are made to enlist these men in service, and to

give pastors and church workers every opportunity to come into contact

with them.
N1NGPO—Though opened in rented quarters less than 3 years ago,

and "without anv foreign secretarial leadership, this Association

has alreadv passed 850 in its membership. It has won the respect of a

conservative ecmmunitv by the piogram of education and service that

it has inaugurated. There is need of land and building and a well

trained staff of secretaries. _
NANCHANG—The first membership campaign brought the mem-

bership to about 1,000. It includes 80 civil officials, 237 military and

police officials, 245 merchants, 283 students, 9 bankers 7 doctors, 6

preachers, 4 lawvers, 24 from posts and telegraphs. One hundred twenty-

five workers united in this undertaking. A good piece of land awaits a

modem Association building. Until then simple Chinese quarters must

serve for the inside activities, while schools afford an excellent field for

f.n extension program.

KAIFENG—The Kaifeng Association has just celebrated its nltn

anniversary with exercises attended by both governors. The work is

conducted in remodeled Chinese huildings, and in the Government

schools. It has the hearty cooperation of missionaries and pastors. A
lot has been purchased with local gifts for the modern building which

is included in the program of the next five years.

CHENGCHOW—This is the newest Association. In fact the

building was erected bv Mr. H. Y. Moh in connection with a large

new cotton mill before the National Committee had taken any steps to

organize an Association. It is still a provisional Association, but already

gives promise of great service, not only to the employe* s of the Cotton

Mill on whose ground the building stands, but to the department heads

and clerks of other companies and to the young business men of the town

generally. Hostel, school, athletic field, and general religious work are

already in operation.
_

HANKOW—Hankow constitutes one of the units of the Wuhan

Association. Wuchang is another. Here is a varied program for

men and bovs, commercial and industrial workers, and students. A

modern building was completed in Hankow in 1917, and has provided

for day and evening classes and a varied religious work program. In

Tune of 1921 a new building was dedicated in Wuchang, the gift of Capt.

Robert Dollar, to be available for Christian service among officials,

gentry, commercial men and their sons, and among the students of this

center There are 4,411 members in the Wruhan Associations, over 800

of them active members. Special efforts are made to enlist as many as

possible of both kinds in effective service for the city, and by this and

more direct means to win the associate members to Chnstiau decision,

and to give active members experience in Christian service. One secre-

tary has been set apart for this service in cooperation with the local

Interchurch Committee.
. , . , T*

CHANGSHA—The Changsha VMCA was organized ta 1916. It

took over some old buildings well located but very poorly equipped

and inadequate. These rooms have been made a beehive of useful

activities In this period it has secured a membership of 2,266, and a

staff of 15 secretaries (Chinese and foreign). The annual budget is

$25,000. An excellent lot has been purchased, with money raised

locally as the site for a new building now much needed. Evangelism

and social service among students have been outstanding features of the

past two years.
.

"'

FOOCHOW—Student work in China began in Foochow, and the

City Association is among the oldest and most useful in the country.

There are now two branches. The one in Nantai has a modern building

erected in 1915 on a commanding site purchased with the gifts of Foo-

chow citizens. The city branch occupies adapted Chinese quarters within

the walled city purchased and improved with local gifts. The Bible

work of 1920, an average year, included 118 classes with 1,397 »« regular

attendance. Before the year closed, 368 of them were brought to decision

and their preparation for church membership was undertaken. A health

campaign on cholera prevention, publicity efforts to bring moral reform,

and the enlisting .of students in the popular education of illiterates were

special features.

AMOY—This Association occupies quarters formerly used as a

private tea garden. Among the buildings is an ancestral shrine,

now used as a class room. The program includes educational, recrea-

tional, and social service features, backed up by emphasis on religious

work pervading all activities. Officers of the Association have helped

to organise and conduct a South Fukien Pastors' Conference, that his

brought inspiration and new vision to many Christian workers of that

district.

CANTON—The work in Canton has been organized for 10 years.

The present membership is 1,500 {1921). It occupies the best As-

sociation building in China, known as the Robert Morrison Memorial.

This includes an excellent auditorium, gymnasium, and open-air swim-

ming pool, in addition to other usual features. The officers promoted a»

anti-gambling crusade last year that enlisted 50,000 citizens in a protest

against the Government's gambling monopoly. The new governor, re-

sponding to a petition from this body, abolished all public gambling

houses in the city. The Association has been in close cooperation with

the Churches from the beginning. A United Evangelistic Campaign

in December of 1920 led 3,184 men and women to decide to become

Christians and prepare for church membership. This Association has

20 Chinese secretaries and 2 foreign helpers at the present time.

HONGKONG—There are two modern buildings, one for students,

the other for commercial young men. Eighteen secretaries and 3,157

memrers constitute the working force. The purpose is to enlist ail fi*

service. There is a helpful relation with the leading guilds, to whick

the Association has carried lectures on health, education, and thrift. The

popular athletics of the students have been promoted and guided. The

gymnasium and educational classes are popular. The attendance at re-

ligious meetings is larger than in any other Association. Through the

home life of the dormitories men are won to Christ.

CHENGTU—Through political changes the Association m Chengtu

has held the confidence of higher officials. Conservative educators.

at first opposed its program of student work. Later in 6 Government

schools the Association has provided speakers by invitation, who have

given religious addresses. Boys* clubs have been organized by the

Association in other centers. The Chief of Police called his district

supervisors to the Association building for conference and instruction

on cholera prevention. Free schools for illiterates enrolled 1,338 people.

An excellent building site has been given by the Government, on which*

a modern building is to be erected soon.

YUNNANFU—This Association is a direct outgrowth of work for

Chinese students in Tokyo. Students returning took matters into

Jbeir own hands and organized nine years ago. They founded an evident

work of God. Writh few Christians to depend upon as workers, progress

hds been slower than in some older centers, but there has been a steady

progress in the fundamental work of the Association. There are now

756 members with nearly 400 enrolled in schools. Work is conducted on-

Chinese premises, a guild-hall, newly built and turned over to this use.

The members ate from official, merchant, and student classes. A small

number of influential men have come to Christian decision each year.

TOKYO—Work for Chinese students has been conducted in

Tokyo, Japan, since 1906. Ten years ago a building was erected of

the city type. It has provided hostel, recreation, supplemental educa-

tion, inspiration for service, and strong evangelistic influence for thi*

important group of students. Out of this work some strong Christians-

h«.ve returned to China, together with others with a sympathetic attitude

toward Christianity. Now over 1,000 members crowJ the building be-

yond its capacity.

Summary Statistics of Student Associations for 1920

Province Number of Associations Members
!

Manchuria
Chihii
Shantung
Sbansi
Kiangsa ...

Chekiang
Anbwei
Kiangsi
Honan
Hupeli •

Hunan •

Fukien •

Kirangtong
Szeehwaa «•- ••«

21
24
7

28

12

6
1

6
9

11
21
23
2

296
2,227
1,829
569

3,378

1,311
282
67
317
955

1.035
2,449
4,122

32

Total... 174 18,867

1

Comparative Statement

¥ear
Number of

Student
Associations

Total
Students

Enrolled in

Institutions

No. of
Christian

Students

Members
of Student
Associations

Students
Enrolled
in Bible

Classes

Baptisms
during
Year

1915

1919

1920

135

170

174

18,670

24,158

29,639

5,832

9,158

10,028

10,572 7,612

15,555 11,319

18,867 10,561

1,086

1,2*&-

1,319

WORK PROMOTED BY THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE
In developing the City and Student Associations and the Army andt

Industrial Work, the National Committee has established several depart-

ments with secretaries responsible for their promotion. Some of these

operate in a field larger than the organized Associations. Of these, the

work of the Student Division and Boys' Department is covered ia

separate articles.

Social Service—All of the City Associations and many of the Student

Associations direct groups of their members in practical service to the

community. In 1920, 5,617 volunteer workers were enlisted in such

definite service. The most common forms are popular health instruc-
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%km and free schools for children and illiterate adults. The Peking As*

7^3ciation has enlarged its service to include the promotion o£ a social

sserace organization, which has established an orphanage and contacts

industrial welfare work. It has also projected a school for the training

hd£ social workers, to be conducted in connection with the Peking
-Christian University.

Religions Work—The religious emphasis has always been one of the

^strongest in the Association's entire program, both in the Student and
~ihe City Associations. During the past year, Mr. h. E. McLachlin has

been added to the staff of the National Committee for this specific

purpose. Several new Chinese secretaries, returned students from

abroad, have given evangelistic addresses to students and for Association

members that have met with escepticasal results. Retreats for develop-

ing the spiritual life of both Chinese and foreign secretaries have been

field in three sections of the country. Attention is being given also to

"developing the spiritual life and effectiveness of the Board members and
-Committee workers. The Bible study program has been much strengthened.

Since the last visit of Dr. Sherwood Eddy in 1918-19, cooperation

between the Associations and the Churches has been more definite, con-

tinuous, and satisfying. It is not that greater interest has been aroused

but that better methods have been found of expressing the abiding in-

-terest of the Associations. In Canton, the Association was headquarters

-for and its officers took a leading part in the city-wide evangelistic cam-

paign led by Dr. David Z. T. Yui and Pastor Chao. In Tientsin and

-.other centers, secretaries have served in an executive capacity cm the

local Interchurch Committees. In Shanghai, the Association has provid-

««d leaders for 20 young men's Bible classes in churches, In Hangchow,
pastors and church officers are invited to take part in the membership
campaigns of the Association, for the purpose of forming acquaintance

-with those in the community who will make very useful church mem-
"bers when they are won. In Monkden and Kirin, Yunnanfu and Foo-

-chow, the Association Bible classes have propelled men into the

-churches In Hankow, the Association has made a special effort to bring

the church members of the city into active membership. As a result,

Hankow and Wuchang have 866 active members, a much larger number
-than any other Association. Several churches have organized and con-

tracted Bible classes in the Association building. One pastor told a

missionary friend that the largest source of accessions to his church was
-the Association Bible class. The Association and Churches are just be-

ginning to realize the possibilities of a more definite cooperation.

Army Work—Experiments in army work have been made in 4
<?enters : with the Chinese Expeditionary Force in Siberia, with the Ninth
"Division near Peking, with the Sixteenth Mixed Brigade of General

Feng Yu Hsiang, and with a division near Canton. In General Feng's

army a portable hut has been constructed, and this is moved from
place to place with the arm}-. As a result of the evangelistic appeals of

General Feng himself, of missionaries and pastors whom he has inv

more than half his brigade have received baptism. The service has been

performed about once in two months in the Association hut. The officers

and private soldiers alike have been open and responsive to the

Christian appeal.

Physical Education—The athletic and physical educational program
of the Association has become wide-spread and influential. Eight of the

City Associations are equipped with modem gymnasiums ; four have swim-

ming- pools, and most of the others have both some temporary equip-

ment for indoor exercise and a field for athletics.

The Far Eastern Athletic Games were initiated b\T Association

officers and have received active cooperation from year to year. In May
last, athletes from China, Japan, and the Philippines engaged in this

competition in Shanghai. During the games Christian students from eat-h

of the countries met in conference to consider their responsibility for

international Christian fellowship. At the same time there was formed

the China Amateur Athletic Federation in which both Christian and
Government colleges are represented. Dr. J. H. Gray, the secretary of

this department of the National Committee, with others, have been in-

strumental in extending the program of physical education, group games,

and mass athletics to the communities in which the Associations are

working. The Tientsin Association has conducted classes for t"r

erf teachers in all the primary schools of the city.

Work for Chinese Labourers—It is well remembered tl .

Chinese labourers were taken to France during the War. The YMCA
carried on work among them with the use of huts and a program some-

what similar to that used among the active forces. Both Chinese secre-

taries and missionaries went to France for this service. The National

Committee has developed an organization to receive these men on their

return to China, to help them with their correspondence, finances,

transportation, and new employment where needed. The principal

centers for this work have been Tsinan, Tientsin, Shanghai, Hankow
and Nanking. A register has been kept of those labourers who have
made special use of the service of the Associations since their return, and
efforts have been mide to put these men in touch with churches or

chapels in their home locality. In Shantung a permanent work based on
this service to labourers has been undertaken in Chowtsun and Tsing-

chowfu. There has also been an itinerating evangelistic work carried on

for iS months in those sections of Shantung where the largest numbers
of labourers were recruited. This has been under the direction of the

STATISTICAL REPORT OF THE CITY YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS

(For the Year Ending December 31st, 1920)

Religions Acii.v-~es PhjstcaJ Work B

Location ©f City

Associations

1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

(Mex.)

3JOCKDEN .. Feng. 4 3 33 12 8 4,411.00 2,175 362 6 11 4 303

KIRIN (3 Months) .. Kir. 2 4 42 1,334 2,625.96 260 136 6 22 12 75 1

ANTING ... ... •• .. Feng. 3 1 1.9TO.O0 3.174 117 8 69

PEKING .. Chi. 23 7 310 2,20S 70.551.55 4.084 612 49 109 44 1,237 $1,454 341

TIENTSIN .. Chi. 25 8 165 1 ,588 50,198.43 13.955 1.086 242 326 '22 4*3 12 303

PAOTINGFU ... Chi. 6 1 83 708 2,649.49 6,061 246 9 140 17 136 15

TSlNAN .. Sang. 9 3 138 1,800 17.170.62 8.498 407 16 35 13 355

-CHEFOO .. Sung. 3 155 1,915 ; 6.500.08 8,192 74 2 30 8 122 3,560 15

TAIYUANFU .. Sba. 5 3 75 997 4,235.78 23,802 73 40 4 140 6.050

SIANFU .. She. 6 1 140 1,480 j 4,450.00 4,560 60 I 4 240 11 205 4 10.467 60

SHANGHAI .. Ka. 37 5 526 3,503 i 152,315.81 30,382 1,885 : 15 884 192 4.168 10 1*5,885 293

SOOCHOW ... ... Ku. % 2 68 37,053.60 3,685 ; 214 i 5 i 96 23 209

NANKING ... Ka. 2-5 4 : 279 1.905 29,844,96 20,215 849 28 ; 302 37 1.222 3 14.376 158

HANGCHOW ... ... .. Che. 9 2 123 1 .'Mi)
!

15.361.70 8850 890 329 88 392 8,841 115

NiNGPO... ... — ... ... Che. 5 84 770 4,697.67 340 57 ; 10 26 216 6

NANCHANG ... ... ... ... Ki. 4 »2 52 1.070 i 12,745.00 7,314 254 2 33 6 326 2 8.000 52

KAIFENG .. Ho. 4 3 90 759 7,284.86 12.313 420 1 251 24 16-5 3,307 12

tHENGCHOW ... Ho. 2 420 1,381.83 1,957 46 ! 6 46 839 45

(Hewly Organised)

HANKOW ... Hup. 25 2 769 2,652 43.699.67 20,464 6*5 8 117 32 638 8 45,267 188

WUCHANG ... Hap. 10 2 97 893 8,554.66 936 840 6 17 40 325 100

WUHAN CENTER ... .. Hop. 4 3 : 13,183.52 17 144

CHANGSHA ... Hun. 11 1 103 8,168 29,700.1-5 38.239 823 = 14 64 47 733 8 26,314 142

FOOCHOW* ... Fu. 4 216 1,822 49,154.84 18.320 1.897 45 ; 700 53 716 3 53.148 402
HINGHWAFU ... Fa. 85 108 1 549.57 392 24 j 26 2 15 311

AMOY ... Fu. 454
j 8,944.70 8,888 S64 i 47 1 30 23 187 4 6.786

CANTON ... Tung. 1.779 ! 64,362.73 29.928 515 j 131 ! 300 29 234 10 50,273 888

HONGKONG .. Tang. 2 . 687 55,659.30 86,679 640 ; 20 ; 345 24 MS 11 72.406 245

SINNING ... ... Tung. 148 : 2,243.72 279 57 2 135

CHENGTC ... ... ... .. Sze. 1,009 12,229.15 30,608 493 i 70 42 1,791 22,91

4

113

YUNKANTO -- ... Tun. 4 2 ts 731 ; 9,348,25 8,564 ': 102 I j i 39 - 7.630 6

TOKYO (Chinese} .. Japan -
- '

59 1,012 ] 26,875.45 6,-577 250 IT 10 11 305 8 27.140

Tstils (1988)

Totals Previou Year (1919)

15503 93 690,878

10.411 102 558,163

3,402

3417
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National Committee, and has been conducted by Mr. C. T. J. Wong of

the MEFB, who has organized an itinerating party. Moving picture ex-

hibits, health talks, and thrift messages, in direct connection with those

used in France, are made the basis of renewing contacts, and are used

as an introduction to evangelistic messages, and as a means of putting

men in touch with the local chapels erf the district and their evangelists.

Industrial Work—As an outgrowth of the work which was begun in

France the National Committee has established an Industrial Work De-

partment. The purpose of this division is to help those local Associa-

tions in centers where there are large numbers of industrial workers to

originate and carry out a program adapted to men working together in

large numbers in industry. Successful beginnings of such industrial

work have been made in Shanghai, Tientsin, and Hankow, In Shang-

hai a mat-shed was secured in Pootung, where popular education, enter-

tainments, and religious instruction were given for a number of months

until the mat-shed was burned. It has not yet been replaced. In the

meantime, educational and entertainment programs are being conducted

in 6 of the factories of the city. In Tientsin, an old temple has been

secured as the industrial headquarters. Here a register is kept of those

industrial workers who have some contact with the Association. A wel-

fare and entertainment program is carried out. A school has been opened

for young boys, the sons of industrial workers, where rudimentary educa-

tion is given and with it effective religious instruction. In the in-

dustrial section of Hankow, near the Han River, a hut has been con-

structed similar to those used in France. Prior to its completion, work

was conducted in rented buildings with such popularity and success as to

give promise of a very resultful service among industrial employees.

Boys' Work in China--1920 Reports

z 1

City £| 2 % 5 B^ 1"
•xO

" 38
" 2 -r 3 .„ g

I ss
H §5 :

** y. f;

Meufelen... ... Feng. 16 38 ;

Kirin ... Kir.

Antung ... ... Feng. 71 1 205 8 19

Peking ... ... Cbi. SB

Tientsin ... ... Cbi. 480 | 275 3,143 173 1.962

Paotingfu ... Chi. 115 235 2,156 841

Tsinan ... MM 39 469 14 147

Cbefoo --• 356 46 2.325 3 8?

Taivfianfu 8,685 9

Si&nfti ... ... She. 110 12 79 :

Shanghai ... Ka. 1,726 829 12,253 17 3,836 16,914
... Ka. 129 1,200 10 44 .

> .
.

... ... Ka. 955 510 12.631 70 1,222 840
Hangehow ... Che.
Kingpo •- ... Cbe.

Kanebang ... Ki. sfia 549 M 318

Kasfeng . .

.

... Ho. 165

Cbt'-r.gefaow ... Ho. ... 21 3.697 31

. ... Hap. 519 535 840 1 436 5,67V

HVnckaag ... Hap. 486 520 120

Cbsngsha ... Hun. 538 604 424
Foochow ... ... Fu. 264 see 592 4,364

Hingbwafu ... Fu. 2 38 5 IS

Amoy ... Fu. 140 3,560

Canton ... ... Tung. 83 832

Hongkong ... Tung. 1,087 376 4,696 74 31,694

Sunning ... ... Tung. ... 21

Chengtu ... ... Sze. 607 500 |
1.791 10,974

Yannania ... Yiin.

Total..

388 .51
j

7.314 1 331

8,080 5,379 56,201
|

227 9,669 78,082

Literature—The Publication Department of the National Committee
is one of its long established lines of work for the production of literature

in Chinese. Some of this literature is designed to create contacts

favourable to Christianity with men of the educated classes. Some is

devotional and inspirational in character, for the development of Christian

conviction and for stimulating service. Some of it is technical, for the

use erf workers among students and for employed and volunteer workers
in the Associations and Churches. Present day tracts on health, social

reform, and patriotism from a Christian standpoint have been popular.

The monthly magazine, Association Progress, has a paid circulatJon erf

7,500. In addition to the production of new literature, a number of

translations are made each year of devotional and Bible study books that

have prcved most helpful in the West. During 1920, 233,100 copies of

new books and reprints were issued, aggregating 6,000,000 pages. This
was accomplished at an expenditure of $24,000 Mex.

Secretarial Training—The Secretarial Training Department of the

National Committee is conducted to maintain and increase the effective-

ness of the present secretarial force, to recruit well qualified men as ad-

ditional secretaries, and to give these new men as thorough training as

possible both by prescribed study and by directed experience. This de-
partment was organized under the leadership of Dr. D. W. Lyon. Its

program includes a thoroughly equipped and staffed Professional School
for the training of men for all departments of Association work ; the
maintenance of National Training Centers in 5 selected City Associations

where men can be guided in their study and project-training, in the midst:

of normal activities such as they will be expected to carry out later j.

Summer Schools and Training Institutes, where men are drawn together

for a few weeks of concentrated study under qualified leaders; Reading:

Course based npon the circulating library of r.ooo carefully selected!?

volumes, in which the secretary reads in harmony with the prescribed11

outline and writes his reviews as the basis for certain credits in the

general training plan; Travel Study Groups composed of from 8 to isr

secretaries, with a mature and experienced leader, who spend six week*-

or two months together in guided study of the policies and activities of

certain Associations selected for their visit; and Fellowships Abroad*,

available for one year or two years to carefully selected men who have-

demonstrated their fitness for this form of Christian work by at least five

years of successful experience. All of these forms of training are nosr

m use, with the exception of the Association Professional School, Cer«

tain credits are given for each form of training, which, in combination,,

lead to the certification of those completing prescribed work. In 1920, i»

addition to the regular secretaries who were making use of some of these

fcjrms of study, 40 Secretaries-in-Training were under instruction iw

selected centers in preparation for this life service.

In the recruiting erf secretaries the Associations are advised by the

National Committee to exercise great care to regard the responsibility-

of applicants to the Missions or Churches that have given their prelimi-

nary training. Some Church leaders have set apart excellent men for this-

interdenominational service. The guidance of the spiritual development

of the vounger secretaries is one of the important elements of the train-

ing program. Retreats of four days' duration have been an effective-

niethod of accomplishing this purpose, particularly in securing strong-

resolution of will and in outlining plans for progressive devotional study

for continuous growth.

LECTURE DEPARTMENT

The Lecture Department is one of the unique features of the*

national program of the Young Men's Christian Associations in Cbina~

Organized by Prof. C. H. Robertson in 1906 with accurate but popular

demonstrated lectures on science, this department has grown to include-

four sections, with a laboratory for preparing demonstrating material

and with a considerable staff. The laboratory is under the direction of

John Y. Lee, Ph. D.
The Science Section has thus far prepared and used the following

lectures : The Gyroscope, Electricity and Magnetism, High and Low-

Temperatures, and The Wireless Telegraph and Telephone. These lec-

tures are given by Mr. Robertson and Mr. C. H. Han. During 1920, they
visited 16 cities and addressed audiences of officials, educators, students,,

chambers of commerce, and mercantile guilds, numbering more thane

116,400 persons in the aggregate. Not only did they give correct-

scientific information, but they formed favourable contacts with in-

fluential elements of the community on behalf of the Church ancf

Christian education.

A second Section deals with Education. Dr. David Z. T. Yui ha*
been the lecturer of this section. His demonstrated lectures given in 14
provinces, have moved to tears, then to resolute action, some of the in-

fluential leaders in a number of large cities.

The Health Section, under the leadership of Dr. W. W. Peter, ha*
led to the formation of the Council on Health Education which is describ-

ed elsewhere and of which the National Committee is a constituent part.

A Section on Conservation was conducted for several years under th<r

lead'.-rship of D. Y. Lin, M.F. (Yale). Demonstrated lectures on forestry

were conducted under the patronage of the governors of several provinces,.

This work was later turned over to the forestry department of the Uni-
versity of Nanking, including the equipment that had been accumulated.

Another important Section is on Visual Instruction. The purpose of
this is to bring to the aid of the local Associations and other agencies-

the use of popular lectures, illustrated by slides, charts, and motion
picture films, on travel, industry, and a variety of subjects, Some of
these lectures provide good entertainment, others give definite instruc-,

tion, and some are for inspiration and to enlist in the service of the com-
munity. Mr. G. H. Cole is the head of this section.

There are a number of cases where, through contacts formed and in-
terests aroused by lectures, considerable gifts have been made by officials-

to Christian work ; educational and conservation projects have been in-

augurated, and friendships have been formed which have led influential me»
to Christian decision and to entrance upon useful service in the Church.

THE TIENTSIN CONVENTION : THE PRESENT ORGANIZATION
AND FUTtTtE PROGRAM OF THE YMCA

The progress of the Association is indicated by its Eighth National

'

Convention, held in Tientsin in 1920 to celebrate the twenty-fifth anni-
versary of the founding of the first City Association in China in that city.

There were 575 voting delegates, 595 visiting delegates, 9 fraternal dele-

gates from other countries, and 92 official guests, a total of 1,271,

Eighteen provinces and 68 cities were represented. Missionary Boards*
and Chinese Churches sent representatives, as did both the secular and;

the religious press. One action of the Convention was the complete trans-
fer of the direction of the organization to Chinese leadership through the
selection of 75 Chinese Christians to serve as the National Committee.
Three foreign leaders were invited to serve as honorary members erf th&-
Committee, whereas previously there had been 7 such men as regular
members. The following actions, among others, were taken by
the Convention :
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i. "The delegates recorded their gratitude to the International Com-
-taittee of North America, and to various Mission Boards and other
•Christian bodies, for the experienced secretaries that they have sent to
"help the Chinese Movement ; for their gifts of buildings and for the train-

ing facilities they have offered to Chinese secretaries The National
Committee is authorized to convey this vote of thanksgiving to the
tjodies above mentioned."

2. "The active members, directors, and secretaries are all members
*of Churches, bound together in one organization for service. The relation-

ship between the Church and the Association is therefore a most intimate
•one. This Convention wishes to reaffirm the loyalty of the Association
to the Church, and to urge Associations in China to take the Church
leaders into their full confidence regarding plans of work, so that under-
standing and cooperation may be assured."

3. "In view of the present marked industrial development through-

out the country, City Associations in large industrial centers should in-

•clude in their immediate program provision for work for men and boys
in such industries."

*

4. "We strongly urge that every City Association give more atten-

tion to the boy life of the commnnity. They should seek to arouse the

•conscience of parents and teachers on this subject. They should provide

-more activities by and for boys in their buildings, in work in the com-

munity, and through cooperation with other agencies working for boys."

5. "Every City Association should assume responsibility for the

•entire student body in the city, and make provision in its staff, budget,

and program, so that the Association will be a strong, constructive moral

and religious force among all students, especially in the schools of middle

;grade and above."

6. "In the occupation of the unorganized cities, special attention

should be given to the 5 remaining provincial capitals and to the larger

«ducational, commercial, and industrial centers."

7. "The National Committee should cooperate with local Associa-

tions in an effort to secure and train leadership, so as U* make possible

within 3 years the organization of industrial and railroad Associations in

a few of the more important centers from which requests have been
received."

8. "Steps should be taken to organize work as soon as practicable in

a few of the more important army centers from which requests have come
and where conditions are favourable."

9. "The Board of every Association should accept as a fundamental
part of its program the training of secretaries both for its own staff

and for new and weaker Associations. Provision should be made in its

budget and program for this important phase of work."

PLANS FOR NEW CITIES

It has been the policy of the National Committee in the extension of

work in China to plant an Association in each provincial capital, in whiesi

conditions warrant it, in order to carry its service to officials, students,

and other influential groups. Five capitals remain to be entered. Of
these, Anking (Anhwei) already has a provisional Association. It is

hoped to be able to provide foreign secretaries in response to an appeal
of the Christian bodies working there. It is hoped to enter Kwelin
(Kwangsi) also within a brief period. Kweiyang (Kweichow), Lanchow-
fu (Kansu), and Tsitsihar (Heilungkiang) are for later development.

Certain important commercial centers, from which earnest appeals

from the various Christian bodies have been coming for several years,

the Committee hopes to enter within the coming ye.ir. Chief among
these are Chungking (Sze.) and Harbin (Kir.) ; with plans for later

development in Changchun (Kir.), Ichang (Hup.), Ch.-ioebowfu (Tung.),

and certain cities in Shantung, Fukien, and Kwangtung where provi-

sional Associations have been organized.

THE YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION IN CHINA

Intmduciary Statement—The National Committee of the Young
Women's Christian Associations of China is one of twenty-seven National

Branches of this organization affiliated with the World's Committee of

the YWCA in London. The China Committee was organized in 1905 in

Shanghai, after two years of preliminary work carried on by American

secretaries sent out by the World's Committee in response to requests

from Church groups in China.

Membership in the Young Women's Christian Association, while

variously worded in the various countries, is always either identical with,

or directed towards, membership in the Protestant evangelical Churches,

and the Association enters a community only at the behest of its Christiau

leaders. It therefore becomes an institutional expression of the Church,

at work in a given community for the special interests of women.

Purpose and Characteristics—The purpose of the YWCA of China is

stated in its constitution to be "to unite Chinese girls and women for

advancement along spiritual, mental, physical, and sociil lines, and for

service to God and country, according to the teachings of Jesus Christ."

In addition to the obvious and more or less familiar Association activities

through which this purpose is carried out in the local centers, there are

certain distinctive features which especially characterize the YWCA.
In the city centers the work is essentially decentralized and independent

of equipment. Chinese women must as yet be sought and found in their

own homes, and an Association building, while it is assuming increasing

significance with the social emergence of Chinese women, is of less im-

portance than the flexible, pervasive quality of a program of friendship.

One of the most characteristic features of Association work abroad, the

boarding home or hostel, is as yet almost unknown in China. In the

port cities, however, accommodation for transients is beginning to be

very urgently needed, both for Chinese and foreign young women, and

the beginnings made in a few centers along this line have already proved

inadequate.

Chinese women of experience in organization work, even in Church
activities, are as yet so rare as to constitute the training of volunteer

leadership almost the chief task of the YWCA. Committee members are

hard to find, harder to get out to a meeting, hardest still to keep, but a

new generation, from school-age up, is being trained in the art of taking

counsel and doing team-work together, and in time, as this new ability

makes itself felt in the life of the Church and other social groupings,

this may prove to have been one of the best, if least measurable, gifts

the YWCA could have made to China.

Extent 0/ IForfc—The YWCA is found in 101 centers in China : in

ra cities, and 80 schools or colleges. It has a total paid-up membership
<& 6,414 (1020 figures).

(1) The YWCA in Cities—A City Association develops as follows: 3

or 4 young women who have had some Association experience in their home
countries, and a year or more in one of China's language schools, go to a

city in response to a request presented to the National Committee, establish

a home, and for another year or two combine language study with the

establishing of friendly contacts among the women and girls of the eom-
niunity. Gradually they form the nucleus of a future committee of

volunteer workers, and associate with themselves several young Chinese
women as employed secretaries. A pre-organization committee is formed,
which in time is formally organized into a board of directors. In only
one case at present (Peking) is there a Chinese general secretary; the
proportion of Chinese secretaries on each staff, however, is growing with
encouraging rapidity, and the board of directors is in almost every case
composed entirely of Chinese women. Eventually a separate administra-
tion building is acquired. From those who freely use the building, and
all its club and class privileges, active members are gradually enrolled.

These numbers are always small, as they represent a hard-won group of

those who genuinely understand the Christian purpose.

YWCA City Associations (1920)

City Equipment
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Shanghai Rented bldg. and hostel 303 8 7 SI
",.

9

Canton Rented rooms 475 6 4 122 S3 12

Tientsin Rented rooms 233 4 5 75 11 1

Peking Rented bldg. 540 7 8 60 31 11

Foochow ... ... Rented bldg. 35 2 5 36 8 8

Changsha ... ... 104 3 4 43 9 $

Hongkong... ... Rented rooms and hostel 181 1 3 103 6 ia

Pre-Organited

Centers

Meukden

H&ngcbow

Nanking ... ...

Chengtu ... ...

! These centers have

Y only secretarial

j
residences as yet

4

4

3

4

* Subjects ;—English, home-m*kiag, social standards, domestic science, gymnastics,
baby welters, vocational training, citizenship, arte, First Aid, etc.
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A cross-section of the work o£ a City YWCA would include such

activities as :—clubs and educational classes of every sort and descrip-

tion, dramatics and parties and health campaigns, Bible study and in-

stitutes for the training of leaders in religious education, or for "better

babies" «c "better homes," social service and relief work, discussion

groups, finance campaigns, committee meetings, etc., etc.

(2) The YWCA in Schools—The YWCA is organized in over 80 of

China's mission and government schools and ,ja her colleges for women.

The fact, however, that there are as yet so few of the latter means that

in general the Student Associations enroll girls so young as almost to

form a junior movement. Membership in a Student YWCA automatically

makes a girl a member of the World's Student Christian Federation, and

it is significant to note rbat at the height of their giving to the famine

funds in 1921, Student YWCA members also raised $2:6.45, chiefly in

sacrificial gifts of coppers, for the starving students of Central Europe

for whom the Federation appealed. Their social Christianity is also

vigorously expressed through the system of Time Investment Clubs,

whereby a student returns to her home in the summer, trained and pledged

to many forms of neighbourhood service :—teaching in a Daily Vacation

Bible School, leading games among the children, giving simple demon-

strations in public health, baby welfare, or cleaning up homes and yards,

teaching the phonetic script to illiterates, etc. Twenty-six clubs reported

to the National Student Department in the summer of 1920.

In the college centers a more mature program is carried out, notably

in Peking, where the Student Association is active in the city-wide plan

for social service.

One of the most distinctive features of the student work is the summer

conferences; these also are treated separately, under the paragraph

"National Programs" in this article.

There is a total of 88 Student Branches of the YWCA, grouped by

fields, with a total membership exceeding 4,000. These are distributed

as follows :—North China Field 24 branches, of which 7 are in Peking

;

Yangtze Valley Field 13 ; East Central Field 16 ; Fukien Field 17, 6 being

in Foochow; Kwangtung Field 18, of which 9 are in Canton and 3 in

Hongkong. The above five fields have been constituted for purposes of

administration, and each is to have one or more traveling secretaries.

.-iaries have already been appointed to the East Central Field, the

Yangtze Valley Field, the North China Field, and the Fukien Field. The

Kwangtung Field is yet to be organized and staffed.

Thb Five Administrative Fields of the YWCA

Note.—Bote indicate City Associations.

There are at present no local Student Branches employing secretaries.

In most of the. City Branches, however, a secretary on the staff is assign-

ed to the student work of the community. The city and student work

are far less differentiated than in the home countries.

(3) Girls' Work—As in all work with adolescents, there is a sharp

break in the type of activities and interests that appeal to older and

younger girls. A "Girl's Work Department" is therefore gradually

emerging here and there in the local centers, with crabs, programs, and

activities of its own, calculated to suit the girl of from 10 to 14. This has

not yet become a national program, but, after being tested in various-

local centers, it will naturally grow into one, developing side by side and

in close cooperation with the other organizations for younger girls winch

are now tending to grow up in China.

National Organization—The National Committee is composed of 30

women, a majority of whom are Chinese, while the foreign members

represent the foreign Boards. Two-thirds of the members are resident in

Shanghai where the National Headquarters is located; eight of the ethers,

represent local centers; and two are members of the Field Committees at

present in the process of being organised for the administration of the

student work. In addition there are co-opted members of the various

Mit-ccmmittees. The National Committee is as yet necessarily self-

elected- a First National Convention is soon to be held, however, at

which time the electoral power will be assumed by delegates representative

of the whole country.
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Of the 126 employed secretaries, S4 are foreign. These are reerui

and salaried by the National Young Women's Christian Associations

their respective countries :—England, Canada, Australia, Sweden, i

the United States. Upon their arrival in China they aTe assigned

language study, and thereafter appointed to their places of work by

Natioml Committee, to whom jointly with their home Boards they

responsibie Eighteen of these, with 11 Chinese colleagues, form

headquarters staff. The six departments of national work are as

lows : —Office, City, Student, Finance and Economic, Publication

Publicity, and Physical Education and Hygiene.

Lines of work not yet fully organized into departments, or purposely

carried out through the already existing departments, are directed by

the National secretaries for industrial work and for religious education.

There is a "hostess secretary for the headquarters city. The National

Committee is also represented by a secretary on the staff of the Council en

Health Education.

NATIONAL PROGRAMS

1) Religions Education—The secretary for religious education, in

cooperation with the publication department, plans for the preparation

and issuing of study courses on the Bible and Christian standards. She

also spends much time on the field conducting training institutes or classes-

iu religious education, and in planning the religious education work in

the National Training School for Hygiene and Physical Education in

Shanghai. In 1930-21 normal training institutes were held in Tientsin,

Peking, Moukden, Changsha and Shanghai. The tctal number of students

enrolled in voluntary Bible study classes for a regular course of study was

about 1,450.

1 2) Conferences—The National Student Department, and in some

cases the City Branches located in large student centers, conduct at

various times in the year a total of 9 eight-day conferences for the student

members. In 1920 these brought together 842 delegates, representing'

101 mission and government schools. They were held in Tientsin,

Peking, Shanghai, Foochow, Tsinan, Wo Fu Ssu (near Peking), Ruling,

Moukden, and Canton. The conferences have the familiar features of

Morning Watch, Bible classes, talks and discussions on the funda-

mentals of the Christian faith, training in social service and committtee

work, and a varied program of recreation. They are planned and directed

almost entirely under Chinese leadership, and there is an increasing mea-

sure of student self-government in their administration.

(3) Industrial Work—In spite of pressure repeatedly brought to bear

upon the National Committee to launch a program of activities in in-

dustrial centers where girls and women are employed, the Committee held

back until just the right leadership could be found for this critical work.

It was felt that such leadership might best come from England, where

the industrial situation has been faced the longest and where the greatest

deposit of experience has been developed. In the spring of 1921 such a

secretary was found, and the head of the department for the training of

welfare workers in the London School of Economics joined the staff' as
national industrial secretary. Shortly afterwards a Chinese member of

the National Staff was sent by the National Committee as China's first

representative at the International Working Women's Congress, holding

its second meeting in Geneva, Switzerland, in October, 1921, just before

the meeting of the International Labour Conference of the League of

Nations which she will also attend. While this phase of the work has so
recently been launched as to preclude any further account of actual

achievements, the line of approach to be taken to this which will doubt-

less prove to be one of China's most difficult national problems, is best

indicated in the following preliminary statement <& the YWCA's objective r

"The Young Women's Christian Association can choose to begin

an industrial program at one e& two points :—a program of recreatioife

and other activities among employed women, or a program directed

primarily towards the making of opinion. Inasmuch as the latter

method is characteristic of this organization's previou* record in other

countries and is undoubtedly more fundamental, it is recommended
that the National Committee begin at once to make a direct and ac-

curate study of industrial conditions in typical centers, to equip it

with the knowledge which will enable it to serve both employers and
employees in the most constructive way, and to help create the public

opinion that must precede legislation."
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(4} Health Education—Probably in no country where the YWCA
5s found is there more urgent need for a fully developed program of

hygiene and physical education than in China. The National Committee

»$»as begun this, work in two ways—through its Department of Physical

'Education, and by participation in the work of the Council of Health

"Education. The former conducts in Shanghai a Normal Training School

•<rf Hygiene and Physical Education, which was established in 1916, as the

first Christian training school for physical education for girls in China.

"Fifty graduates have already been sent out into government or mission

-schools or City YVVCA's to establish, in turn, normal training depart

-

-ments in physical education and recreation. Most of the students become

Christians before leaving the school. In June, 1921, this department

venlisted 1,000 of the girl students of Shanghai for a demonstration of

aaass activities and group games in the Far Eastern Championship

•-Games, the first time girls had participated in this event.

A summer camp for girls, the only thing of its kind in China, has

-been conducted by this department for two years at Killing. It is planned

to hold the summer course of the training school at this camp in the

'future, and to develop similar camps in other parts of China as rapidly

^as possible.

The Physical Education Department has asked for a grant for 1922,

-with which to establish a demonstration playground in Shanghai.

'Equipped with model apparatus, a baby welfare station, and a clinic,

-this will serve as a laboratory for (he Training School students and for

m demonstration plant for all interested in the futnre of physical educa-

tion and recreation in China.

Through the cooperation with the Council on Health Education, the

Association assists in the promoting of the program of health campaigns,

"fetter Home Institutes, Better Babies contests, anti-cholera measures,

etc-, so effectively carried on by this Council since its establishment in

1915. The axiom that all social problems begin in the home is most

.acutely true in China and an organization dealing m terms of Chinese

-women has a large part to play in the welfare of the nation.

FINANCIAL STATUS
When a local center is entirely new it is assisted by funds furnished

from the National Committee As soon as the support of the community
will warrant it, the running expenses are budgeted and in most cases

secured by an annual finance campaign. This is generally conducted

with National cooperation, and a percentage of the funds secured are

apportioned to the National budget. The remainder of the National

budget, exclusive of salaries is secured through receipts from the Training

School and from conferences and publications, through contributions from

individuals, and by a grant from the American YWCA which is used

largely for certain demonstration pieces of work until they have passed

the experimental stage. The salaries of the Chinese members of the

staff, whether working in local centers or at headquarters, are always in-

cluded in the funds raised in China. The salaries of the foreign secre-

taries are carried by local Associations, or by individuals in their respec-

tive countries . England, Canada, Australia, Sweden, and the United

States.

FUTURE PLANS
In addition to the various advance programs indicated above, some

of the immediate "futures" before the National Committte of the YWCA
are as follows :

1. The starting of City Branches, as soon as funds and leaders are

forthcoming, in Hankow, Soochow, Amoy, Taiyfianfu, and Wuchang.
2. The establishment of a school for training Chinese young women

in the Association secretaryship. (A scholarship fund held by the

National Committee is now used each year to send one Chinese secretary

to the National Training School of the American YWCA in New York>.

%, The erection of a national headquarters building on the site now
cwned by the National Committee on Yuen-Ming-Yuen Road in Shanghai,

as soon as funds can be secured.

4. The establishment of a foreign YWCA in Shanghai, for the ac-

commodation of young women coming and going from Europe and America.

5. The erection of an administration building for the Canton YWCA,
the site for which has been secured bv the Canton Board.

THE STEWART EVANGELISTIC FUND
Purpose and Operation—The work of the Stewart Fund in China from

-its very inception has been of a cooperative nature, extending its operations

largely though the work of existing missionary societies. The purpose of

-the fund has been to give direct and inspirational assistance to the general

-«anse of evangelisin.

The Stewart Fund is not an endowment nor has it assumed the form

•of a permanent organization in China. For the most part it functions

through regular mission agencies. This explains the fact that many

missionaries connected with church mission boards have been brought to

-China during the last few years and are regularly supported by the Fund,

-that Chinese workers are also maintained and special assistance is given to

special evangelistic enterprises promoted by the regular missionary

s societies. Over all these contributions, whether in men or money, the

"Fund retains no directive powers. The most cordial relations, of a more or

less direct nature, are thus maintained betweeen the Stewart Fund and

-over 60 missions^- societies now working in every province of China. It

lias been the hope of the founder of the Fund that through this cooperation

--real and much needed assistance might be given to evangelistic e3orts

-throughout China.

In order to promote an interdenominational evangelistic program i'J

•China, the Stewart Fund has organized an Interdenominational Evangelistic

•Committee, composed of thirty prominent missionary and Chinese Church

leaders. The purpose of this committee is to serve the Fund in an advisory

.capacity, and to suggest ways and means by which a larger degree of co-

operation between the Fund and the various missions and churches in

-China may be realized. It is hoped that this interdenominational program

"which is principally directed to serve the Christian leaders of the Church in

•China, will become a permanent feature of the work of the Fund.

The Stewart Fund has been operating in China for five years and the

following different classes of work are now being carried on

:

(r) BMe Schools—Since the effectiveness of evangelism depends so

largely upon workers, trained in the knowledge and use of the Scriptures,

the Stewart Fund has from the very first recognized the importance of

"Theological and Bible Schools! During its operation in China about fifteen

-schools have received financial assistance from the Fund. In some cases

Ibaildings have been granted or contributions made toward the purchase cf

property. In other cases Bible School students have been provided with

living stipends. In one Seminary nearly thirty students were thus assisted

ever a period of several years. In not a few cases special grants have been

made toward the annual maintenance of Bible Schools or toward special

budgets connected with the work of Bible Education by the Stewart Fund,

thus supplementing and strengthening the work of existing institutions

rather than developing a separate srhool of its own.

The need of workers trained in the Scriptures to fill vacant posts in

evangelistic work is appalling. In one district recently visited, forty

evangelistic centers were without a resident pastor or evangelist, and in

-one conference over one hundred positions were vacant. There is no

greater need before the minions and Chinese Church today than that c!

increasing facilities for Theological and Bible training. The lack of Bible

trained workers has tempted many missions to employ men and women in

Christian service, who although well educated along secular lines, have had

-no definite Bible and religious training. This naturally depredates the

.spiritual efficiency of the work at large. May the day soon come when
every worker in the Christian Church, whether he be evangelist, teacher,

physicfon, secretary, or business manager shall have had some definite

Bible training.

(2) Institutes lor Bible Study and Christian Training—In looking for-

ward to a larger "Bible reading Christian constituency" and to the upbuild-

ing of church members in the Faith, the need among church members of

special instruction in the Bible has been urgently felt in China. For this

cause and to this end the Stewart Fund has cooperated with missions and
churches in holding a large number of Institutes for Bible study and
Christian training. Several score of such Institutes have been held during

the past five years with the cooperation of various mission and church

agencies.

These Institutes have been convened in various local centers and have

been attended by many thousands. They have averaged from two to eight

weeks in duration. The chief work has been Bible study so planned as t*»

give those attending a better understanding of the Scriptures and a greater

ability in relating the application of its truth and power to their lives. Un-

questionably many thousands of Chinese have thus received definite help

toward making them more useful in service in their own local churches.

The day has passed when the pastor can do the work of the church alone.

We need an army of spirit-filled, Bible-trained church members who will

rally around the pastor in the propagation of the Gospel in every local

Church center. To this end the "Institute Program" is dedicated.

A large commodious building has been erected by the Stewart Fund in

Nanking, which is specially adapted for the holding of Interdenominational

Institutes. The first two sections of the building were erected in 1917 and

1919. The last and largest section is just now being completed. Accom-

modations are thus provided for several hundred delegates. A large

auditorium seating over fifteen hundred people has been erected adjacent

to these buildings, in which public meetings are held in connection with

these institutes. Institutes for training workers and for Bible study will

be held in periodic succession each year.

(3}Summer Conferences—Owing to the scarcity of inspirational gather-

ings such as the Christian workers in the homeland so constantly depend

upon, the lack of sufficient Christian literature and books in Chinese, the

lonely position of many workers, the stress of events under which workers

in large centers labour, a paramount need has arisen in China for Summer
Conferences where spiritual blessing and renewal of Christian experience

in the hearts and lives of the leaders of the Chinese Church may be specially

sought.

During the past five years the Stewart Fund has inaugurated and de-

veloped a number of such summer conferences for Christian workers. A
conference center has been provided by the Fund at Ruling comprised of

nine buildings with living accommodations for three hundred. At Pehtaih j

a similar conference center having ten buildings with living accommoda-

tions for over three hundred delegates and including an auditorium seating

seven hundred, has also been provided. Successive conferences have been

held in each of these specially provided centers, principally for Chinese

delegates but also for foreign missionaries.

In many other centers the Stewart Fund has cooperated with mission

and Christian agencies in holding conferences similar in nature to those
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held at Kulittg and Pehtaiho, and in supplying speakers. Altogether over

fourteen thousand Chinese delegates representing every province in China

have attended these conferences, financed largely by the Stewart Fund.

(4l Preathmg Bands—Another type of work in which the Stewart

Fund is privileged to have a share in China is the holding of special

evangelistic services in schools, cities or specialty chosen country locali-

ties. Over sixty missionaries joined in a single series of such meetings

inaugurated by the Fund, going to various places either to hold or parti-

cipate in meetings of different kinds. Scores of schools and thousands of

people have been reached in this way with a direct evangelistic appeal.

In addition, the Stewart Fund maintains a dozen Chinese preaching bands

made up of sixty or seventy enthusiastic workers. These bands under the

direction of missionaries have carried on itinerant evangelism throughout

ten provinces, preaching, visiting ihe homes, distributing literature and

doing individual evangelistic work. Through their ministry manv
hundreds of thousands have been reached.

(5) Workers—During the five years since the Stewart Fund began its

work in China over one hundred missionaries connected with various

Missionary Boards at home have been brought out to the field, their ex-

penses of trnvel, salaries, and general maintenance being provided by the

Fund. The responsibility of allocating these missionaries and directing

their work is borne by the society with which each is connected.

For se\eral years about three hundred Chinese workers have also been

supported by the Fund. These are scattered over all China and are engaged

in different forms of evangelistic work. The number of these Chinese

workers would be larger were one to include the workers who are supported

and whose work is administered directly from Ixxs Angeles.

(6) Literature—The offices of the Literature Department of the Stewart-

Evangelistic Fund, formerly the Milton Stewart Distribution Fund, is at

4 Quinsan Gardens, Shanghai. During the past four years publication*

have been sent cut by this Department to almost every city in China where
missionaries reside, and there is universal testimony m to the valuable

assistance thus rendered to Evangelism. The principal publication of the

Stewart Fund has been the Picture Portionettes, of which about sixty-five

million have been circulated.

The Stewart Fund has also provided for almost the entire work of the

Phonetic Committee of the CCC. Publications in Phonetic Script are now
widely used over China, and these are handled largely through the Litera-

ture Department of the Fund.

In addition to literature published or handled by the Literature-

Department of the Stewart Fund, a number of special grants have bee*

made to outside literature agencies in order to provide for the publications*

of special evangelistic literature as well as Bible Portionettes.

(j) Work Among Government Students—There is perhaps no more
needy field for Christian work in China than that among Government
students. For the most part these men are still beyond the reach of the-

churches. Under the auspices of various groups of workers the Fund has-

maintained work for Government students in six large centers. In one
city over fifteen Bible study classes have been held in Government schools,

with one hundred and fifty in regular attendance, and over thirty conver.-s--

have been won to Christ from these classes. It is hoped to increase this^

work in the near future, and to secure a general evangelistic secretary wh»-
will be able to coordinate the different efforts in the various centers.

Space will not permit mentioning the numerous items in which the
Fund has cooperated through various channels for the carrying on of many-
scores of special or individual projects.

RELIGIOUS WORK AMONG FOREIGNERS IN CHINA
The following tables show the results of a series of questions sent out

to about forty of those cities in China having the largest populations of

foreigners—"foreigners" in this case being restricted to non-Asiatics.

The tables, however, do not show all of the religious work being carried

on. So little information is at hand in regard to the work done by the

Roman Catholic Church that it hardly seems worth wh :
le to analyze or

tabulate it. Nor is all the Protestant work shown. A careful study cf

the tables will show that from one or two important cities no replies have
been received, and that from other cities very little information was
secured. The Colony of Hongkong is not included.

The Army Y.M.C.A. work done chiefly for the American Legation

Guard in Peking, and the large work done by the Navy Y.M.C.A. in

Shanghai and at times in Chefoo, are very important contributions to the

work of the Kingdom of God in the Far East, though not included in these

tables.

The two tables list all cities where as many as 50 foreign residents

are reported and from which replies have been received. In addition,

weekly services (attended almost entirely by missionaries) are reported

for the following cities : Anking, Sianfu, Taianfu, Tsining, Wusih and
Tangchow. Harbin (130,000 foreign residents) reports a large synagogue
and several Greek churches.

Services for Foreign Residents in Cities without
Church Organizations

City
Foreign
Residents

Services
Average

Attendance Remarks

Cfaangsba ... 150* Weekly 60

Chengtu. ... 200' Fortnightly 120

Chinkiang „. 100* Weekly 28 S. 8. for Foreign Children

Hangehow ... 70 Monthly 50

Kaifeng 75 Fortnightly 20 Plan Weekly Services

Soochow 100 Weekly 50

SwRtOW 250 Weekly 20 Union Service, alternates two sidesr-

ofeity. Anglican service also held-

Tsinan... ... 120 Weekly 60 Foreign Residents markedly cordial"

Yiinnanfu ... 150 Weekly 30 50 French Residents

* Not including children.

Protestant Churches for Foreigners in China

City
1 Foreign

Residents
Church Members j

Average ;

;
Attendance

j

Pastor

Amoy 125 i Union
Canton ... 450

j
Anglican
Union Service ... ..

Chefoo 150 ; St. Andrew's 1

St. Peter's J
Union

j
C. I. M. School Service... 1

Chungking 300 1 j

Foocbow „ ... 300
j Anglican „ ... j

1 Union Services
Hankow „ 1,200

|
Anglican j

i Union
Harbin 130,000 j Lutheran 1

Union Service j

Nanking ... ... "„ 500 f Union Church
Ningpo 100 Anglican
Peking 1,500 ; Union Church
Shanghai 18,000

:

Trinity Cathedral
Community Church

j
Free Christian Church...

|
Union Church

i St. John's Pro-Cathedral

j German Church
Tientsin ... ... ... ...

|
Anglican

\ Union Church ... ...

Tsingt&n 350
j

German
Weibaiwei ...

Wuhn
120
100

j
Anglican.

44
30?

339
150
300

130
20
30
30

125

m

135
30

50

300
10

450
250
300
150
400
40

A. 3. Hutchinson
C. I. Blanchett

N. A. H. Lea

W. h. L. Knipe
W. P. W. Williams

A. C. S. Trivett

3. Wallace Wilson

P. F. Price
Bishop Molony
R. W. Beers
C. 3. F. Symona
L. Freeman

A. N. Rowland

C. B. Darwent
Dr. Bohner
C. R. Burnett

Services and Remarks

Preaching, Prayer Meeting, Bible Class.
Worship.
Evening Service.

Worship, Men's Society.

Navy " Y " active in Summer.

Worship.
Evening Service.

General.

General.

Y. M. C. A. holds English as well as Russian Services.
Preaching, 8. 8., Prayer Meeting, etc

Preaching, S. S. 100, etc.

Service Guild, Girl's and Men's Societies.
Preaching, S. S. 200. Social, etc.

Preaching, S. S., C. E., etc., Building too small.
Worship, Ladies* Society, Temperance, etc.
Worship, 8. S. 15.

Preaching, S. 8., Guild, etc,

Preaching, S. S„ Prayer Meeting.

Note.—Except in Peking, Shanghai and Tientsin, the pastors are missionarks who give a portion of their time to the work for foreigne
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PART X

THE CHINESE CHURCH

INSTITUTIONAL CHURCHES

In a recent Survey of the Christian Occupation of Cities in China

^reporting 100,000 inhabitants or over made fey the CCC Survey Committee,

77 churches reported some feature of organized community service. In

eider to ascertain the full extent and exact nature of this community
service, a second questionnaire, specially prepared, was circulated among
these churches. As soon as replies began to come in, it became apparent

that a considerable number of these 77 churches had no such program as

would qualify them to be listed as Institutional Churches. It was agreed,

however, to include in this study all churches emphasizing the sochd

application of the Christian Gospel in relation both to the individual arid

to the community. Two or three institutions, which are confining them-

selves almost entirely to social service activities under church auspices,

but not in connection with any organized church, are also included, since

their programs provide for the organization of a church eventually.

Questionnaire returns have been received from 40 churches. The
average number of years in which institutional work has been carried on
fcy these 40 churches is four. If the 7 churches which have been doing

this type of work for a longer term of years are excluded, the average for

the remaining 33 churches is only three years. It will thus be seen how
new tins type of work is and how largely it is stilt in the experimentril

stages.

Location-—Although the churches maintaining institutional activities

are still comparatively few, and only recently established, this type of

missionary effort is not confined to any one locality, but is nation-wide.

Shanghai has 14 churches engaged in definite forms of community activity.

No other center approximates such a large number. Peking, Tsinan,

Nanking, Nanchang, Anking, the Wuhan center, Soochow, Hangchow,
Foochow, Swatow, Canton, Kaifeng, Changsha, Siangtan, and Chengtu
are amongst the cities where emphasis is now being laid upon institutional

church work.

Buildings—It is natural that work so recently launched should be

largely carried on in adapted native buildings and possess but a limited

equipment. The Baptist Church in Swatow boasts, however, of a five story

reinforced concrete building with a roof garden. The Yates Memorial
Church at the North Gate, Shanghai, is another modern structure, having

a splendid equipment for institutional activities; while as far west as>

Chengtu, Szechwan, we find a thoroughly modern building for this type

of work.

The "Institutional Church" is finding a prominent place on the pro-

gram of some of our largest missionary societies, namely, the Southern

Baptist (SBC), the Methodist (MEFB and MBS), and* the Northern
Presbyterian (FN). Institutional Churches are projected in all the large

cities where these societies are operating. A number of specially planned
buildings are now in the course of erection in Kaifeng, Soochow, Shanghai,

and other centers. This indicates that in the course of the next two or

three years not a small amount of capital will be invested in buildings and
equipment throughout China, and it will then be possible to tell what can

be* accomplished by this type of work under more favourable conditions.

Specific Activities—It is very stimulating to note the varied activities

which are carried on by these Institutional Churches. In addition to the

religious activities such as worship, Sunday school, prayer meetings,

chapel preaching, and week-day Bible classes, many maintain such com-
munity activities as kindergartens, free schools, day and night schools of

higher and lower primary grade, special classes in English and commercial

subjects, cinema and stereoptican exhibitions, reading room and library,

clubs fee men and women, boys and girls, playground activities,

gymnasium, medical clinics, health campaigns, uplift service amongst
industrial workers, etc. These are amongst the more general types of

community activities, each of which finds a place on the program erf two or

more of the 40 churches coming under this Survey,

Apart from these more common and widely employed activities, some
of the churches include special features in their programs to which specific

attention might well be called :

/. The Tshum Institute—This is Strictly speaking, not an Institu-

tional Church, but its program has the same objective. It adjoins a Uni n

Christian Church and between the two there is a mutual an.!

cooperation. The Institute operates under the Extension Department of

Shantung Christian University.

The buildings cover a floor space of 24,000 square feet, and consist of

a large museum of educational exhibits of universal interest, two lecture

halls, reading room and library, reception rooms for social work, and also

a student department consisting of class and game rooms, etc.

The Institute is daily open to visitors who come in lai

averaging over 1,200 per da}'. Under the direction of a trained staff of

workers, social contacts are made with the visitors, culminating in an

evangelistic service and address. From four to six evaj

are a part of the daily program. Special days and programs and lectures

are provided for women, while special meetings for boys are conducted

every Sunday, with from 200 to 400 in attendance. The educational and

social program is interesting and varied. More than 476,000 visited the

museum last year, a total of over 5,000,000 since it was opened in 1005.

While such an extensive institution could not be widely duplicated, its

value would justify a similar venture in several large centers.

2. The Yar.gtzepoo Social Center, Shanghai, is distinctive in the fact

that it has been organized and maintained in connection with the Shanghai

(Baptist) College, to serve as a laboratory for the Department of Sociology.

Since its organization, the other departments erf the College have recognized

its practical value in developing in the students a sense of social obligation

and in training them to be valuable servants of society. With the trained

star! of the College faculty behind the enterprise, the work is being de-

veloped in a most efficient manner, after careful surveys were made and

an understanding of the particular needs of the community was reached, A
church is being developed in connection with the Center. Attention is

called to this project because it emphasizes a great need in the education

of the youth of China, and no College, University, or Theological School

should any more think of omitting such an important laboratory for

practical training from its equipment than it would fail to provide

laboratories and practical training in the other sciences.

5. The "Church of the Triumphant Way" (Protestant Episcopal),

Nanking, has among its institutional features a virile anti-vice society,

known as the White Cross Society, which has grown out of the recogniti -n

by the church of the fact that something needed to be done to combat the

frightful rice conditions existing in that community (Hsiakwan). A
campaign of education and information on the ravages of the social evils

is conducted through lectures, stereoptican slides, distribution of litera-

ture, bulletin boards, and fay the issue of occasional pamphlets dealing

with the local vice situation. One of these pamphlets, consisting of over

150 pages, centains many interesting data and is very instructive reading.

4. The Chhw Tao Kow Church (Presbyterian}, Peking, in addition to

its other activities, has a school for the deaf and dumb with 30 students,

which reminds us of the vast number of defectives in all our communities

for whom no ministration is provided, save such as the Church provides.

It is encouraging to note how readily and wholeheartedly the non-

Christians of the community cooperate with the Church wherever suc'i

human salvaging is attempted.

5. The Church 1/ St. Michael and All Angels, Wuchang, is becoming

a real "neighbourhood house." The well is used by the community
women for washing, good water is provided to many families for kitchen

nse, and an open air loft provides a cool, popular sleeping resort during

the hot summer nights.

6. The Foochow Siong I» Dong, among its many and most varied

activities, has provided equipment whereby mothers can bring their infants

for winter bathing in a pleasant, comfortable atmosphere.

7. The Nantao Institute, Shanghai, has a Benevolent Loan Society,

making loans ($5.00 is the limit) to men in order to start them with an
outfit for street peddling of the innumerable variety of petty what-nots
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that Chinese love to bay. The loan is gradually repaid. One young man
within a few months was not only able to repay the loan, but had saved

$40.00 in addition.

i. Giace Episcopal Church, Anking, reports, the following enterprise

which is full of possibilities and suggestions. In connection with this

church these has been organized among women the Anking Colored Cross
Stitch Guild. It is organized on a cooperative basis, and about 130 women
are employed, having definite membership in the organization. All the

profits are used for the benefit of members. Their sick are given medical
attention at the expense of the organization ; the children of members are

educated ; an apartment house has just been built providing; quarters foe

16 families. Cooperative buying is another feature, and all profits from
the sale of their work are used for the benefit of members. Each worker is

given instruction in phonetic script and Christianity. Though the guild

is closely connected with the church, proving a valuable adjunct and re-

cruiting agency, it is not an organic part of it.

Space forbids calling attention to all the many and varied activities

carried on by the larger and longer established institutional Churches
such as the Community Guild, Siangtan (Presbyterian) ; the Yates
Memorial Church, Shanghai (Baptist); the Jvantao Institute, Shanghai
(Presbyterian) ; the Siong lu Dong, Foochow (Methodist) ; the Swatow
Christian Institute and Community Guild (Baptist) ; the Cbengtn
Institutional Church (Methodist) ; and others which maintain large trained
staffs with budgets between $5,000 and $15,000, annually. AH these 013
real Christian forces in their communities.

Inasmuch as most of these churches are in the larger cities, some
people will no doubt be of the opinion that this type of church work can
be successfully carried on only in a metropolis. Such, however, is not the
case. In fact, the smaller the community, the fewer the distractions, and
the more easily the Christian program of social service impinges itself upon
the community life. We might refer to the Ingtai Church in a compara-
tively small hsier. city in Fukien province (Inghok). Here they have a
Chinese staff erf eight, including pastor and Bible woman and school
teachers. Property is not so expensive in a city like this, consequently it

is possible for them to have a bath house (the only one in the city), two
playgrounds and an athletic field, school rooms, kindergarten, social and
reading room, hostel, and a moving picture equipment. An all-the-week
program, fifty-two weeks in the year, makes this Institutional Church a
continuous Christian social force whose impact cannot help but tel!

mightily upon the community. It is not surprising that in a small city like
this, such a church should enjoy unusual influence, to whose leadership
the community naturally turns in time of special strain and stress. The
activities of this church are carried cm with a remarkably small budget, of
which only $100 is secured from foreign sources.

Again we may cote the very successful work carried on by the

church cf the Foreign Christian Mission at Ckuchow, Anhwei, with a

minimum in staff and equipment, but with a strong consciousness of the

power of social evangelism. This church has made an impress upon tn?

community, from the officials and gentry to the great mass of common
people, which has given it a unique position in the community, though the

work is still "in an embryonic stage." We call attention to this work
because it is an instance of what may be accomplished even though there

is very little available for equipment, and the staff is not large—a condition

that may be confronting many churches throughout China who would like

to engage in Institutional Church work, but who have refrained because

they have felt that they lacked sufficient funds or an adequate equipment.

The result of this Survey will be greatly misinterpreted if the impres-

sion is given that Institutional Church work can be conducted only on a
large scale. A large staff and a splendid equipment are undoubtedly not

to be despised. But if we envisage a lone evangelist in a market town with

the consciousness of the power of the gospel of Jesus Christ to revivify not

only the individual but his community, and with the purpose to give ex-

pression to this in his program of work, we have here the beginnings of

an Institutional Church just as truly as in the larger city where the mis-

sionary, the Chinese pastor, and a social secretary open a well-equipped
center and launch out on a pretentions program of community activities.

Needs—As a result of this Survey the following needs stand out in

bold relief

:

(1) The Need of Trained Workers. The Institutional Church is help-
less unless it has on its staff at least one worker trained to organize and
direct social service activities.

(2) The Need cf Training Facilities. At present the Young Men's
and the Young Women's Christian Associations are the only agencies with
facilities for the training of such workers. It is most desirable that cur
Colleges also provide courses and practical facilities along these lines. Our
Theological Schools should not omit to give the future pastors and
evangelists of the Church a thorough training in the principles and methods
for promoting community church programs. In addition, it might te
exceedingly helpful if Summer Schools for the Training of Workers could
be conducted by experienced leaders annually in several centers, thus
making it possible for those already engaged in Institutional Church work
to increase their knowledge concerning the problems, principles, and
methods of their work.

(3) There is an Agency Needed which can act as a Clearing House of
Jdeas, whereby the experiences that have enriched the work of one church
may be made available for all, thus making it unnecessary for each
church to blunder along making the same mistakes which others have
made, or attempting projects which have been thorough!?' tried elsewhere
and found to be unfruitful.

INDEPENDENT CHINESE CHURCHES
Healthy movements toward self-support, self-government, and self-

propagation are in progress in many parts of China and in connection wit;i
almost every large denomination. For over fifty years Chinese Churches
have teen "organized" in connection with Protestant missions. Church
councils such as presbyteries, synods, and conferences of various kinds
have been established. A few of these councils are organicallv related to
church courts abroad (e.g. Conferences of the Methodist Episcopal
Churches), but «he great majority are entirely independent of the churches
in other lands, except in so far as they are influenced through the ordained
missionaries who in most churches are full voting members of the Chinese
Church courts. In the early stages of church development, while the
number of Chinese pastors is small, it not infrequently happens that the
missionaries outnumber the Chinese in these church courts and more or
less exercise control. Where, however, the church has been established
for some time and a strong Chinese leadership has been developed, the
control of the church passes largely into Chinese hands. Most of sued
churches are now independent of the mission or missions bv which thev
were first established and are therefore in a true sense" autonomous,
inasmuch as the voting power is largely in Chinese hands. It must,
nevertheless, be admitted that the influence of the missionary is still
strong, and is many cases dominant, notwithstanding that he is in th*
minority. The desire for a Church that shall be freed from the stigma of
being a foreign institution lias led some Chinese Christians to organise
churches which are entirely independent of the ecclesiastical organization
established by the missions. It is with this tvpe of churches that the
study is directly concerned.

Term Defined—The term 'independent church' as here used, therefor-,
includes only those churches which have separated from church bodies
organized by missionary societies The term is often used to include
very different types, of which the chief and sometimes onlv common
characteristic is independence of all outside financial help. The different
types may perhaps best be set forth as follows :

I—Differences in the Relationship of Independent Churches to th-*
Missions by te/ifcft they *ere first Established-Camches formerly
connected witkthe ecclesiastical organization of one or another missionary
society, sharing the same denominational beliefs and polities, are now,
due to difficulty in relationship either with the mission as a body or withmomoual missionaries, uo longer so connected. These churches are
therefore outside of any ecclesiastical organization represented bv mission
societies and are independent in the sense of being both self-supporting
and self-governing. Churches of this character are found chiefly in the

coast provinces. Some leport a large communicant membership, are active
in every Christian service, and have undertaken a good deal of home mis-
sionary work. The independent churches in Chekiang, which were former-
ly connected vyith the CTM, others in Fukien formerly connected with theOl N, and still others in Shensi formerly connected with the Swedish
Mission, are good examples of the above type, all reporting difficulties of
one sort or another in their relationship with the missions. Recently
these churches have become a part of the National Association of (he
Chinese Independent Churches. In order to discourage the tendency to
sever relationships with ecclesiastical organizations connected wPh
mission societies, especially upon insufficient provocation, the following
resolution was passed in .920 by the National Association of Independent
Churches

: 'Churches that have severed connection with their mother
mission for no adequate reison shall not be recognized bv the National
Society of Independent Churches."

Second, there are self-supporting and self-governing churches, which,
while no longer organically connected with any missionary organization
still retain most cordial and helpful relationships with their mother mis-
sions Frequently, the chief teason behind their withdrawal from mission
control and their establishment us independent churches, has been the
conviction that if the church is once independent of all foreign control it
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non-Christian Chinese, will develop more
rapidly along Ur.nese lines, will inspire more loyalty from its members,and will be freefrom Western ecclesiastical restrictions both in- dogma and
organisation The churches associated in the Federal CouncTof theChinese Christian Churches of North China and in the National Associa-
tion of Chinese Independent Churches are typical examples of theseindependent churches Although they have severed organic connectionwith missionary societies, they still maintain most cordial relations having
missionaries m attendance at public worship and as members on their
advisory boards. These independent churches also cooperate with mission
churches in union enterprises.

The Federal Council of the Chinese Christian Churches of NorthChina includes the independent churches in Tientsin, Peking TsinanTsingfau and Chefoo. Annual conferences have been held in Tientsin.'Peking, Tsman. and Chefoo. The Council has no mandatory power over
its churches and no relation with the National Association of ChineseIndependent Churches in Shanghai. Most of the ch«X a theSSare Congregational or Presbyterian in organization. A detailed aecouTofthe nature and activities of these churches follows

Pe«»sr-Tke Chinese Christian Church of Peking was organized in
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1903. In that year it was officially recognized by the Ministry of the

Interior and now consists of three separate church organizations, one
•outside of the Tung Chih Men, one in the East Lin Shu Ching, and one
•on Mi Shih Street. These three churches were connected formerly with
the London Missionary Society. Their total membership now exceeds

570. Eight out <jf every ten communicants read and write. There are two
ordained pastors, one preacher, three evangelists, two Bible women, five

paid teachers, two voluntary teachers and four janitors. The average

attendance in Sunday Schools is about 130 and in regular services over 300.

The work of these churches can be briefly stated as follows : (a)

Evangelistic. They preach the Gospel in churches, in homes, in prisons,

and through literature, (b) Social Service. They conduct free schools and
•women's knitting classes, give bean soup to the poor in summer and
clothes in winter. They also raise a special fund to distribute among the

poor of the church, (c) Educational. They maintain both lower and

higher primary schools, night schools and special educational work in

•cooperation with other churches, resulting in a total expenditure of $3,800

annually.

Tientsin—The Chinese Christian Church of Tientsin was organized in

1911. This has grown until at present there are four church organizations

vrith a total membership of 625. Most of the church members are business

men and scholars who live in comfortable circumstances. Rev. Liu

Kwang-ching and Rev. Wang Wen-chin have spiritual charge of these

chapels. The working force consists of one Bible woman, two lady-teacher?,

two elders, sixteen deacons, and fifteen trustees. Their chief activities

are preaching in factories and shops, helping in the Chinese Home Mission-

ary Society {Yunnan Mission), conducting classes in phonetic script

and the six hundred characters, free schools, Sunday Schools, Bible classes

in homes, shops and government schools. Last year, 114 pupils were c-r-

ToBed in Chnrch Bible classes. The annual budget is $1,400.

Tsinan—The Tstsan Chinese Christian Church was organized in 1902,

and recognized by the Government in the following year. The church has

•only one chapel located in the center of the city. There are 102 members,

most of whom are business men and practically all make liberal subscrip-

tions to church work. Ninety per cent of the members can read and write.

Rev. Li Tao-hui, the pastor, has two assistants both of whom are College

graduates. The attendance at the Sunday morning service averages 200.

This church has established an industrial school in which embroidery is

'done, and cloth is made. In addition, there are two lower primary

scfaools, and one higher primary. The church owns property valued at

"$30,0©©, The contributions from church members amount to $800 a year.

Tsingtau—The Tsingtau Chinese Christian Church was originally

connected with the American Presbyterian Mission. In 1902 it became
aelf-supporting, and in 1919 independent, changing its name to "Tiie

Chinese Christian Church." There are three chapels connected with this

church reporting a combined membership of 263. Ninety per cent of the

-members are literate. Both pastors, Rev. Han Chen-kang and Rev. Wang
Show-chun, are College and Seminary graduates. In addition there are two
Bible women, two lady teachers, one evangelist, and four elders. The
average attendance at Sunday School on Sunday mornings is 160. The
preaching service in the afternoon reports about the same attendance. Tlu
"Church maintains a lower primary school and owns property valued at

f 19,000. The annual contributions of church memters amount to $2,503

and are adequate to meet all current needs.

Chefoo—The Chefoo Chinese Christian Church was organized in 1919

and now has 52 members. With the exception of one, every member can

read and write. Of the 52 members, 40 contribute regularly toward the

•church expenses. Rev. Yu Sin-min, the minister, is a Theological

Seminary graduate. There are two elders, both of whom are College

graduates. The church conducts preaching services, a New Year's

evangelistic campaign, and contributes to the Chinese Home Missionary

Society, Yunnan Mission. Socially, it helps the poor and maintains a free

-school. The annual budget of the church is $300. Extensive plans ate

feetog made for the next ten vears : including the erection of a new church

t>uilding, opening more church schools, increasing the number of

-evangelists, establishing Bible Study Classes, developing a model Christian

•community, opening branch chapels and founding a factory for the employ-
went of poor Christians.

Besides churches in the above-mentioned cities there are others await-

ing reorganization which are expected soon to unite with the Federal

Council of the Chinese Christian Churches of North China. These churches

are located in TaiySanfu, Kalgan, Kirin, Harbin, and elsewhere.

II—Differences in the Relationship of Independent Churches "tsith one
another—Some of the independent churches are not only unconnected
-with mission organizations but also are unrelated in any cooperative or

federated sense with any other independent Chinese church. In other words,
these churches stand withdrawn from all possible associations. Their

leaders are independent of all ecclesiastical bodies. Pastor and people c:*n

together determine their own form of organization and government, and
agree to teach any type of Christian truth which appeals- to their reason or

faith. Needless to say, such independent churches, unrelated in most cases

to any other ecclesiastical body or church, are not encouraged in China cr

in any other land. They are subject too much to individual and often

changing leadership, they lack the restraining influence as well as the in-

spirational effect of union with other churches, they develop no strong

future leadership. Examples of this type of independent church are to

he found in Hupeh, Kwungtung, and in most of the maritime provinces.

In strong contrast to these ehurehes which stand alone, are those

independent church organizations which though unrelated with mission

organizations, yet unite to constitute a family of independent churches or

federation such as the Federal Council of the Chinese Christian Churches of

North China referred to above, or the National Association of Chinese
Independent Churches of which Rev. Yu Tsung-cbow, pastor of the Chapel
l*resbyterian Church, is now president. This Association is endeavouring
to bring together under one banner all independent churches wherever
located and not otherwise associated. In 1920 a Conference of the
National Association of Chinese Independent Churches was held in Shang-
hai. One hundred and twenty delegates representing i5 provinces, 1S9

churches and over 10,000 communicant members were present. Many of

the church groups belonging to this organization can hardly be called in-

dependent churches since they lack one or other of the necessary elements
of a regularly organized ehurch. Either they have no formal organization

with a governing board, or they lack spiritual leadership, or they have nj
regular Sunday services or organized church acth

III—Differences in Denominationai Ch
Churches—Three types of independent churches must here be '

ed : First, there are those churches which although uncousecte
ecclesiastical ehurch body still retain in their independent state all those
denominational characteristics which distinguished them before they be-
came self-supporting and withdrew from mission control. Secondly,
there are churches which have broken away not only from all mission or
church ecclesiastical bodies but also from all loyalty to former dononiina-
tional distinctions, having adopted one or mere distinguishing characfc 1 is-

tics of several denominations. In this way these churches have come to

represent union churches in the broadest sense of the tent!. Thirdly, there
are independent churches which stand between the first and second t

having retained seme but not all of their formal denominational
characteristics. For the most part, independent churches reflect the
general polity and faith of the ecclesiastical bodies with which their

pastors were previously connected. Independent churches have not
developed any theological schools or independent means of I en for

their ministry.

11"
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Differences between Independent Churches in Oi 1 Again
in the matter of organization one observes wide differences am ng
independent churches. At one extreme we have the church fullv organiz-
ed with governing board, church building, educated and well-p .

leadership, well-directed religious activities and a strong faithful member-
ship. At the other extreme there are small groups of Chinese ristia 9

scattered over any given district, each group calling itself an independent
church but unorganized, without leadership or any definite cr permanent
form of church government.- This lack of organization amen.? some
so-called independent churches has led to m
many who fear the independent church movement and who declar;

there are hundreds of these unorganized independent churches scattered

ever China, whereas, so far as the Survey Committee hr.s been a: 1

investigate, the actual number of these is not very great.

In order to make the Survey as complete as possible the following
list is added to the churches referred to above :

(1) Presbyterian Independent Church, Ceenti -This enuren w?
established in 1SS1. During these forty years it has built its own church
building, established its own schools and opened four branch churches.
Though independent, it still maintains most cordial relations with its

mother mission (PN) in all of its work.

(2) Hing-hxm Baptist Independent Church, Canton—This church was
established in 1903. The church building alone cost about $10,000. There
is a boys* school and girls' schoo', kindergarten and reading room. A
monthly magazine is also published. The present membership is about

550, and thtt annual subscriptions mount up to $1,500.

fji The Congregation Church, Canton—This chur.h

was organized by zealous Chinese Christians in America ; one thousand
dollars is raised every year in support of the v

(4) The Chnng-kia /• Church, I

This church is an offspring of both the English and American Baptist

Missions. It is financed largely by one man who in 191 } gave $14,000.00

toward a chapel with a seating capacity of over Soo. In 1917 this -

member gave the church half of his property amounting to $34,550. The
following institutions are now connected with the church : orphanage,

hospital, boys' school, girls' school, women's school, and factories both

for men and women. There are two hundred communicant members and
many enquirers.

(5) The Cantonese Union Church, Shanghai—This church was
organized by Cantonese Presbyterians. Although only four years old.

the church has now its own church building as well as schools both frr

boys and girls. The chnrch membership exceeds 200.

Other independent churches exist but for want of definite information

cannot be mentioned here. They are located in many provinces from the

Changchow Independent Church in Fukien province, formerly connected

with the Presbyterian Mission, to the Ningyuan Independent Church in

Szechwan, formerly connected with the American Baptist Mission and the

Independent Churches in Chihli and Manchuria.

The activities of independent churches may be learned from their

publications. The National Association in Shanghai has been publishing

the "Hcly Magazine" for over eleven years. The Canton Independent

Church publishes a paper called the "Independent." The Hing-hwa Baptist

Independent Church in Canton also has its own quarterly. The Shanghai

Cantonese Union Church publishes its own monthly periodical. The Tsiuau

Independent Church publishes a quarterly known as the Shantung Chinese

Christian Church Magazine. It is hoped that a thorough study of in-

dependent churches will some day be made, chiefly because of their vital

relationship to the whole Christian Movement in China.
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STATUS OF CHINESE PASTORS

In this study an attempt has been made to set forth the status of

Chinese pastors, ordained and nnordained, by the help of a questionnaire

sent out to over 1,40,? whose names and post office addresses are listed ifl

the CCC office, and who are scattered over practically every province of

China. Over 75c replies were received. Most of the pastors answered the

questions in full, although a few failed to understand the real purpose of

the questions, and as a result sent in replies wiiich were too vague to be

of any use.

cat Questions—The nature and scope of the questionnaire is made
evident by the following questions among others :

—"What is 3"our age?"
"How manj' years have you been preaching?" "How much education

have you received ?" "How many books do you possess in your library ?"

"How much did 3"ou expend last year on papers and books?" "How
much time do you spend in study each day?" "Are your parents Christ-

ians?" 'How many of your sons are now or will be in the Ministry?'

"If your church is not prosperous, what are the reasons?" "What is the

average amount contributed to church work by each of your church mem-
bers annually?" "Are the majority of your converts young or old

people?" "What class of society do your church members come from?"
"What is your monthly salary ?" "According to the standard of living in

your locality, what is the lowest monthly living wage for a family of five ?''

Replies Su^sestire and not Comprehensive—Much of the information
received fruir tins questionnaire is of such a kind that it cannot be brought
together in tabular form. Much also is too contradictory to allow of any
general conclusions. Naturally, only a very small proportion of the total

number of pastors it; any mission or province have been circularized, and
a still smaller proportion have replied. A comparison of Cols. 2 and 3
with Col. 1 in the Table (pages 383-4) will show at a glance how small
the proportion oi workers heard from really is. For this reason care must
re taken not to generalize on insufficient data. Although the information
given represents more than has ever before been gathered together for the
entire country, and for this reason should be welcomed as a valuable coi -

trihution to one of the most important subjects connected with the Christian
occupation of China, still it is incomplete and probably therefore only
suggestive. We cm never hope to circularize all of the 9,000 evangelistic
workers in China. Replies to questionnaires from even a majority of the

1,065 ordained pastors in China is more than the most optimistic can
expect. We must therefore be content with knowledge gleaned from
limited but characteristic groups. The replies from over 700 pastors, which
arc dealt with in this study, should give some needed light. We may safe-

ly assume that the information is indicative of much that holds true for

the greater number of pastors whose names and addresses have never been
listed in any central office and from whom, in consequence, no information
can be solicited.

The facts set forth in the Table {pages 383-4) are self-explanatory. They
vary so greatly for different societies, even in the same province, that any
generalization based on the figures given would be unsound. It is interest-

ing to note the large proportion of ordained pastors among those replying
to the questionnaire. Columns * to 7 are interesting chiefly because they
throw some light on the educational qualifications of the 700 and more
pastors who have replied. Speaking in more or less general terms,
approximately 7 per cent are either graduates of college or have been
regularly enrolled as College students for at least a year. About 25 per

'

cent have attended Middle Schools and at least two-thirds have either had
a good Chinese education, holding a Chu Jen or a Kung Sheng degree, or
have practically completed both Lower and Higher Primary School courses.
Over 451 out of the 700 pastors reporting have had special professional
training either in some Bible Training School or Theological Seminary.
Further, it taay not too much to conclude from the figures given, that zo
per cent of the pastors and evangelists reporting hare never been graduat-
ed either from Primary Schools or from any regular Bible School.

ECONOMIC STATUS
Salaries—The information which bears on the salaries of these pastors

needs no interpretation except to explain how some of the figures were
obtained. For example, for the figures in Col. 8, each worker was asked to
state what he regarded as the lowest living wage per month (in Mexican
dollars) for a family of five individuals (husband, wife, and three children).
The average of the figures given by the different pastors of any society in
my given province was then secured by adding the estimates and dividing
by the number of pastors reporting. Figures in Cols. 13 and 14 are
interesting chiefly because of their suggestive value. They cannot be
taken too seriously, due to the limited number of replies on which the
figures have been built up.

It must not be concluded that wherever pastors receive more than
the 'average living wage' they therefore are free from financial anxiety.
The average living wage represents the minimum on which a family of five
tan be expected to live. Many pastors in making their estimate specially
state that they have not included therein expenses connected with social
obligations, the education of their children, as well as expenses arising out
of sickness, e?c. One pastor specially points out that his "present salary
is not sufficient," another complains that "$13.00 a month is not enough
for three"

; and that if his salary is not increased he "cannot remain very
long". Still another says "if it were not for the poor boys who are brought
op by the Church and who are serving in its Ministry now, no one els«
with any amount of education would care to officiate in so impoverishing
an office."

Monthly Salaries of Chinese Pastors

Total j

Number of Number of

Pastors Pastors

Name of Province
receiving

less than
the "Average

receiving

more than
the "Average

reporting

1

living Wage" Living Wage'*"

Total (19 Provinces) 680(b) 117.89 le) 458(d) 222

North China
1

Manchuria '

33 21.00 26 7
Cbibli 64 j 23.30 m 14

Shantung 100 16.94 69 31

Shansi 21 10.67 17 4
Shensi 6 14.00 5 1

East China
Kiangsu 1 53 22.80 26 27
Chekiang ... ...

'

32 16.70 13 19
Anhwei ... ...

j
14 19.30 4 10

Kiangsi ... ... 16 27.10 5 11

Central China
Honan 39 12.00 37 2
Hnpek 39 16.30 35 4
Hunan ... ...

j
23 16.90 j 18 5-

South China j

Fakien 96 81.70 61 35
Kwangtang... ... 98 23.80 65 33
K«angsi 7 I 18.90 7

West China
Kansn 4 11.37 2 2
Szechwan ... ... > 26 12.90 12 14
Kweiehovv

j 5 10.10 4 1

Yunnan ... ...
j

4 23.73 2 2

(a) For family of five.

(ty The actual number was somewhat greater. Incomplete data or failure to

understand the nature or purpose of the questions accounts for omissions in the above

tabulation.

(c) or f214.68 per year.

(d) or &7% of the total reporting.

INTELLECTUAL STATUS

Libraries—The question of books and magazines is closely related both*
to the salary and to the educational status of those concerned. The 700 an<f
more pastors have been classified into four groups, according to the amount
of money each spends annually for books and magazines. There are four-
pastors in the first group. They expend from $50.00 to $250.00 on their
libraries annually. These men receive good salaries and are specially in-

terested in higher education. Their libraries are filled with recent book*
on theology, philosophy, literature, sociology, and psychology.

There are 16 pastors in the second group, who spend about $30.00 a
year for books and magazines. It is interesting to note the periodicals.
which are most frequently mentioned by these pastors as coming regularly-
to their homes : ''Chinese Intelligencer", "Chinese Christian Advocate"
"Bible Magazine", "Oriental Magazine", "Renaissance", "The New Educa-
tion", "Peking Government University Daily", etc.

Slightly over 270 pastors are in the third group, and spend from $7.00-
to $8.00 annually on books and periodicals. Among these men Chinese
literature and theological books published in Chinese are most popular.
The magazines frequently mentioned are the "Chinese Intelligencer",
"Chinese Christian Advocate". 'Morning Star", "Nanking Theological
Journal", "Shanghai Voice", and "Women's Journal."

The remaining number of pastors reporting, slightly over 450, belong
to the fourth group. Some did not spend a single copper for books last
year, one "received a mission journal as a free gift from a foreign friend"*
still another "bought a hymn-book", one preacher "purchased some paper,
pen, and ink for his boy in school, and nothing besides". The commonly
quoted reason for such economy in the purchase of reading material is "tt*
money left after living expenses are met", or "I am in debt". Still another
states, "His Bible that regulates the family, governs the State ami
pacifies the world, is sufficient for him". Many among those 450 and more
pastors spend $3.00 or $4.00 a year for new books, though the average fee
the group is less than $2.00 annually.

Som of Pastors—Another question asked concerns the future vocation
of ministers' sons. Naturally, only the pastors whose children are now
old enough to make decisions for themselves answered this question with
any definiteness. The number of these older pastors was 133 and the
number of their sons 346. Of these 346 only 38 or a little less than io per
cent have definitely chosen the Christian Ministry. In this connection one
would like to ask why a larger number of preachers' sons are not led to
take up their fathers' profession. Is it due to spiritual causes or ar«
there elements in the experiences of the Christian minister which to those
who know best make it appear unattractive and without adequate com-
pensation spiritually, socially and financially?
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STATUS OF CHINESE PASTORS

Total 'Workers EDUCATION SALARIES SELF-SUPPORT
Total

Evangel-
Replying to

Questionnaire
i

1

ists

Ordained
and Un-
ordained

Primary
School

Average
Monthly
Living

Pastors

with
Salaries

Pastors
with

Salaries

Average
Monthly
Satery

Average
Monthly
Salary

of those

Percentage!

of Total |

Church
Expenses
paid by
Church
Members

Societies Middle

Theol.
Sem.

Average
Annual
Contribu-

{incloding jordauied] Cnor-
coJpor-

j j dained
tears) 1

or
Chinese

Education

School «W*| *,"~*"~
j Bible

1 School

Wage for

Family
of Five

below
Living
Wage

above
Living
Wage

Beeeiving Raoeivisg
more than
Lining

tion per

Church
Member

Wage Wage

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

|

ANGLICAN

CMS Chekiang 73 3 2 2 3 4 $14.60 1 4 112.00 §19.20 26 9£
'

5 .62

Hunan 17 1 ... j 1 10.00 1 14.00 .50
Kwangtung 63 "a 2 3 1 I 4 18.20 ... 4 36.00 1.13
Fukien • 184 12 30 10 12 1 16 15.00 9 13 11.60 24.20 1.40
Szecbwan 24 4 3 6 1 1 7 10.30 3 4 8.00 17.50 .44

5fiinnan 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 35.00 2 1 20.00 100.00 67% ;

PE Anhwei 32 1 ... 1 20.00 1 30.00 -
,

2.00
Hnpeh 65 ... "i ... 1 30.00 i isioo
Etangsi 7 2 1 1 2 18.50 2 45.00 .85

Kiaagsu 78 5 2 ... 5 2 7 28.00 3 4 20.30 46.20 2.20

&PG Chihli 19 1 1 1 1 2 17.50 1 1 12.00 20.00
Shantung ... 33 3 5 6 2 ... 8 14.00 5 3 9.80 19.30 .72

BAPTIST

ABF Chekiaag... 58 6 3 8 1 7 21.70 4 5 14.60 37.00 46% \
2.50

Kiangsu ... ...

SBC Hona.ii 17 2 2 9.50 2 9.00 .50

Kiangsu 64 3 2 3 2 ... j 3 20.00 2 3 14.00 34.60 91

Kwangtung 103 2 2 ... ! o 21.50 2 16.50 i 1.20

Shantung ... 161 io 8 12 6 -. j 13 18.90 13 5 11.10 23.70 39% l.S-5

BMS Shantung 104 16 17 16 10 6 ! 24 17.10 32 1 6.80 80.00 .72

ghensi 88 1 3 2 ... 1 11.00 4 8.00 !25

FCMS Kiaagsa 17 1 1 1 1 27.50 2 S2.50

CGNGBEGATIONAL

ABCFM Chihli 79 2 7 1 2 ; e 9 31.60 .5 4 21.20 43.70 1.85

Kwangtang 58 1 2 2 I 1 40.00 I 1 17.50 80.00 3.10
Fukien 84 4 3 3 4 4 18.60 4 15.90 27.70 1.00

Shantung ... 32 1 1 15.00 1 20.00 .35

LMS Chihli 74 5 *3
j 2 5 32.00 .42

Fakien 56 3 2 ' 3 1 1 ] 5 18.00 1 4 11.00 21 .90 77 4.33

Hnpeh 103 3 ... 3 ... ... j 3 12.00 1 2 10.00 15.00 1.25

Kw&ngtung 30 1 1 ...
\

30.00 1 15.00 3.00

LUTHERAN

B Ew&ngtung 130 13 3 6 B 1 2 16 24.00 11 5 17.00 26.00 1.05

Bn 7 3 5 5 ...
i

10 17.00 4 6 14.00 21.00
"

.29

DMS Moukden 1 5 6 ... — ! 6 26.60 6 15.00
Kirin 2 2 ... 1 ... 2 15.50 2 21.50 3.50

NLK Hon&n 2 2 ... ! i 10.00 1 1 9.00 11.00 1.50

Hnpeh 2 2 ... I ... i l 10.0 J 2 • .17

NMS Hunan 103 3 1 1 i ... ;
a 23.00 1 3 20.00 26.00 1.60

BM Kwangtung 33 6 1 2 23.00 , 8 4 16.00 < 34.00 2.13

SMF Hnpeh 56 9 8 11 6 ..'.
\ 12 21.00 17 13.50 .sa

FUS Hunan 41 1 2 1 1 1 ... i 1 16.30 a ,
9.70 ST .27

ELAug Honan 26 4 5 8 1 3 9.30 9 7.20 .45

LTJM Hupeh 38 5 1 4 2 4 13.10 4 2 12.00 25.50 .25

METHODIST
t

J

MEFB Chihli 129 18 20 29 5 4 14 22.70 31
-

15.80 55.00 li% 1.27

Shantung 4 : 6 7 3 ... j 4 18.60 7 3 11.90 20.60 .48

Szechwan 6 1 2 6 11 3 16.50 2 6 13.50 24.80 1"7 .94

Kiaogsi 11 j 4 6 6 3 j 9 28.40 6 9 18.89
|

50.20 2.40

Hnpeh 4 ... j 2 1 1 j ... ' 2 20.00 2 12.50 .50

Anhwei 18 5 i 2 3 2 : * 4 18.10 2 5 8.00 31.00 M% I 2.30

Kiangsn 20 2 1 1 1 1 1 25.60 2 1 10.00 50,00 1.25

Fakien, Foochow Conf

.

12 6 14 3 : l 12 49.50 15 120.00 1.79

„ Hinghwa Conf. 6 3 8 1 ... 1 8 15.30 37.80 55^ : 1.40

„ Yenping Conf. 9 | 4 12 1 ... 8 17.40 7 12.-0 •),- go 3.20

MES Chekiang 98 2 1 1 1 15.00 2 35.00 100 1

'

Kiangsu <>Q2 16 8 15 8 1 6 22.60 3 9 16.90
;

3.20

UMC Chihli 37 2
i

... 2 14.00 ...
!

2 17.50 .65

Shantung ... 39 2 2 4 3 16.20 2 2 13.00 , 17.50 .41

Iteas 36 9 i 2 1 12.50 , 1 1 11.00 15.00
'

.35

WMMS Hnnaa 33 1 ... 1 15.00 I 80.00 soJU
:

.50

Hnpeh 48 5 3 6 3 3 10.50 a 20.00 .40

Ewangtong. 31 6 1 7 ... 5 28.50 - 34.00 615*6"
i

2.00

PRESBTTEBIAN $*
-. :

.. si

FCC Honan 57 3 1 10 13 6 16.00 13 8.00 so

PCI Moakdea ...

!
« j

1 5 "l ... i 23.10 5 i 19.50 3.63

Kirin 1 ... ' ... | 1 15.00 i 2.00

EPM Fakfen 4 8 2 2 | 9 14.00 1 9 12.00 :~
1 M

Kmagtang 10 8 9 1 18 14.80 10 8 11.10 18.60
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STATUS OP CHINESE PASTORS—(Continued)

Total Workers EDUCATION SALARIES SELF-SUPPORT
- Total

Evangel-
Expiring to

Questionnaire
1 !

.

late
\

Ordained
Primary
School

Theol.

„.,,, 1 1 Sera,
j

"*">•
1 College or ;

&h001
j Bible !

1 School !

i

Average
j

Pastors Pastors

Average
Monthly

Average
Monthly

Percentage
of Total

Church
j

Expenses
]

paid by
Church
Members

Average
. ami En- Monthly

j

with with Salary Salary Annual
Societies ordained Living 1 Salaries Salaries of those of those Contribu-

(including

colpor-

teurs)

Ordained Enor-

j
dained

or
Chinese
Education

Wage for ;

Family
j

of Five
i

below
Living
Wage

above
living
Wage

Receiving

less than
Living

Eeceiving
more than
Living

tion per
Chnreh
Member

Wag* Wage

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 j

8 9 10 11 12 13 14

PBESM'TERIAX
|

HI Anhwei 19 1 3 1 1 2 3 •19.S0 4 127.50 35% $2.8©

Chekiang ... 48 S 2 1 4 9 7 17.80 "i 6 #16*00 26.80 m% 1 74
Kiangsss 48 3 2 4 1 6 23.30 2 4 18.00 43.00 m% 1 75

Kwangtnng 149 7 5 11 1 ... ! 11 26.00 8 4 18.00 38.00 •S7% 1 20
Shantung 275 16 12 15 6 7 21 16.10 15 13 8.70 30.30 t-i% 71

FS Cbekmag 32 2 1 2 1 ... 1 1 21.60 3 ... 26.30 n% 1 26

gsa lie 3 2 2 3 2 16.70 5 11.70 30% 92

ITS Eafa i : 2 1 2 10.00 3 7.60 , 11% 3 00
Heilungkiang \ 143 - 4 : 4 4 21.00 3 "i 15.00 25.00 5S% 1 96
MoukJen ... 1 ; a a 8 3 ..7 1720 7 4 13.00 26.00 57% 1 77

BCA Fukien 71 7 4 2 2 .. : s 24.20 9 . 2 15.00 30.00 50% 3 m
CHINA ISLAND MISSION

CIM Chekiang 158 5 1 6 3 9.80 5 1 7.00 10.00 67% 1.10
Cbibli 15 2 2 11.50 2 8.00 m% 1 70
Honan -7 1 3 4 i 15.00 4 7.70 10% 60
Hunan 7 1

, 5 5 .. , i 12.00 6 5.70 65% 1 00
Kweichow 69 8 2 4 1 10.10 4 i 6.70 13*00 n% 1 30
Shansi 61 6 7 s

1 ^ 9.90 12 6.60 28% 60
Szeehwan 314 1 , 8 7 2 7 9.70 4 5 7.00 10*80 19% 60

L (cnt) Hanan -50 1 3 4 ... 17.00 4 7.20 25% 25
SMC (era) Honan 20 ... < 1 •• * 10.00 1 8.00 20%

Sfaensi 34 3 3 .. j 2 11.00 3 7.30 *&% 3 00
SvAM (cim) Shansi 25 ... -5 5 13.70 3 2 4.50 14.50 9% 88

Sbensi 90 1 1 10.00 1 5.00 20
HF(ctM> Shansi 42 1 1 15.00 1 7.00 "m
CHINESE CHRISTIAN

GHEECH
Chekiang 3 3 5 1 15.30 6 8.60 ... 100% 1.58
ChihJi 1 1 1 1 2 37.50 1 i 24.00 40*00 28% 2.50
Fakien ... 1 1 18.00 1 19.00 10% 5.00
Hooaa 2 2 2 13.50 1 1 6.00 15.00 100% 6.00
Honan 1 1 15.00 1 6.00 15%; .50
Kw&ngtong. i 3 S 2 5 28.70 2 5 27.00 40.00 64% 6.40
Shantung ... 4 1 4 ... 4 24.70 3 1 20.00 32.00 100% 6.40

OTHEE SOCIETIES
AAM Anhwei 16 1 1 2 1 18.00 1 1 15.00 24.00 20% 1.25

Kiaagso 4 i 1 1 1 27.50 % 17.00 3% .35CMA Anhwei 16 1 i 1 1 1 16.00 1 1 15.00 17*00 25% 2.60Hunan
Kaasa

EA Hunan *

... ...

12 2 2 2 2 4 16.20 , 3 1 11.40 16.50 73% 3.13
15 1 2 3 3 11.50 2 1 11.00 15.00 16% .93
64
8

1 3 4 4 19.60
13.50

6
2

15.10
5.70

25% 2.60

EbM Honan
FFMA Kzechwan
GBB Shansi
SCM Chihii

13
33
17

35

4

1 -5

1 2

4
1

2

1 2

1

2

5.50
22.20
10.70
15.00

4

2
4
1

2
2

4.50
15.50
6.50

10.00
18.00
19 00

*2%
10%

'
.30

1.30
1.50

EJB Kwangtnng 18 5 2 5 a
;

.., 5 29.00 4 3 23.20 42.30

Note.-
addresses are

province, the total i

The above is very incomplete, although it represents more than has ever been gathered before, and for this reason ig ineittded he"^

names and post office

sts reporting from each
generalize too hastily on insufficient date.

The majority of reporting pastors connected with the following societies receive more than an average living wane : CMS PE ABF NMS WMMS and PV
IpM

J¥CC^l^ClT™TcM^ «»
the following societies receive less than an average liriag wage: BMS, LMS.B, Bn.'bMS, FMS, NLK, SMF7MEFBTMES*

The majority

EMC, EPM, PCC, CFS, CIM, and CMA.

CONDITION OF CHURCHES
To the question "Is your church prosperous, and if so what are the

teasons for this, if not, why not?", 150 pastors answered in the affirmative

and 287 in the negative. Most of the remaining number (300) were un-
c-ertain, and gave the impression that in their judgment the church with
which they were connected was marking time. Some reasons given to

account for the prosperity within certain churches were : consecrated
leadership, personal work among church members, simplicity in worship,
social service activity, the long duration of the work, the breaking down
of superstitution in the community, and special revivial meetings. One
pastor especially stated that his church is prosperous "because four blind
raen have received sight and two palsied men had gained strength to
walk." Another contributes prosperity to the influence of Government
schools in breaking down the superstition of the people. The reason most
commonly given is personal work on the part of church members. This
is expressed in many ways as, for example, "They are desirous to learn
and to study the Bible", "They are anxious to lead the whole family :o
Christ and to do co-operative work", "If the spiritual efforts of church
members can be only utilized and the members be persuaded to preach in
church chapels, to win souls and to develop strong individual Christians,
the church will prosper", "Three or four women are enthusiastic in
establishing good-will and upholding friendly relations."

Among reasons given for the lack of prosperity within churches are

;

inadequate number of workers, inferior Christian leadership, etc., "Our
workers are of low grade", "The preachers are personally indifferent and
not faithful", "The preachers are not well educated", "Lack of well-
educated and loving-hearted leaders", "Sometimes the leaders disagree

and are not harmonious," are recurring comments among the replies. One
writes, "the Christian Ministry is a ministry of fellowship; with such- a
small salary, when the standard of living is so high, one cannot live or
meet his social obligations as he should. Without proper social intercourse
he- will be regarded as discourteous. This will separate him from his
friends. After friendship is broken, how hard it will be to win his old
friends back." Another writes : "The minister is hard pressed because
he must be too concerned for himself and his family. He has no servants
to help him. He cannot afford to buy papers and books and therefore the
church is not prosperous."

Still other reasons for the lack of prosperity within the Church, as
given in the 700 questionnaires received, concern the relationship between
Chinese workers and the missionary. Nominal Christians also greatly
hurt the influence of the Church and make it appeal to non-Christians legs.
Changing economic conditions, political unrest, and the opposition of
the gentry to Christianity constitute obstacles ia the pathway of the
Church's progress, which, though the Chinese pastors appear to make too
much of, nevertheless exist, and to those who are discouraged, or weak in
faith or prayer, or in earnest self-sacrificing toil, appear like mountains
which cannot ba moved.

Social Service and Community Welfare—hi answer to the question
regarding types of work which might be undertaken by pastors an-!
churches in (he interests of closer relations between the church and the
community, many interesting suggestions were received. Among these
were the following, YMCA types of activity, clubs for social service and
good morals, economic improvement and philanthropic activities, in-
dustrial training schools, publication of church newspapers, moving
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picture entertainments, reform literature, agricultural education, health

education, schools and hospitais. Activities like these will, in the

judgment of these pastors, tend to bring the non-Christians into closer

sympathy with the church, and maka the teaching of the church seem more
adapted to the every day needs of life.

An attempt was also made to study the answers to questions relating

to cooperative work. These read as follows : "Has your church any co-

operative work with non-Christian institutions for community welfare and
what are the difficulties in carrying forward this cooperative work?" To
this question 254 pastors replied that some cooperative work with non-

Report of the Committee on "The

Christion institutions for community welfare was engaged in occasionally

by their churches ; 493 replied that it was not. The forms of such coopera-

tive activity as mentioned are too numerous to be listed here. They con-

cern every aspect of community life.

In reply to the question regarding "night schools," 330 reported schools

of this character (maintained by the church). In connection with many
of these night schools, social clubs are also organized. English, modern
Chinese phonetics, commerce, and the 600 simple characters are the most
common subjects of instruction. Besides these night schools and social

clubs, many pastors reported special organizations for social service or

whatever else promises to promote community welfare.

Worker," West China General

Conference 1921—In 1920 a special Committee was appointed to make a

careful and comprehensive study of the supply and status of Chinese

Christian workers in West China, preliminary to the West China General

Conference 1921. Since it has been impossible to hold this Conference, m
official action based upon the findings of this Committee has resulted.

The Report has been published in the "West China Missionary News,"
February, March and April, 1921.

THE CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OF LARGE CITIES

After correspondence with missionaries in each missionary re-

sidential center, and after reference to all available sources of informa-

tion, the Survey Committee has ventured the publication of a list of the

Cities of China together with generally accepted population estimates

(see Appendix G, page lxxxviii). Naturally, this list will he severely

criticized. It cannot be complete, and there will be wide differences of

opinion over the estimates given. Some figures may be found to be

quite wide of the mark as soon as the first reliable, scientific census of any

city can be made. However, the problem of city occupation is an urgent

one, and the Christian forces are hardly justified, merely because accurate

population estimates are unobtainable, in blindly refusing to accept

tentatively at least such information as has been supplied by those who
reside in the cities concerned and have endeavoured to give faithful and

conservative estimates of population conditions.

The list as published in Appendix G gives the names of 69 cities

in all China of 100,000 inhabitants and over, and 176 cities of 50,000 in-

habitants and above. Cities with 1,000,000 inhabitants and over are Can-

ton and Shanghai ; cities with between 500,000 and 1,000,000 are Peking,

Chengtu ; cities with between 250,000 and 499,000 are Nauchang, Fatshan,

Tientsin, Chungking, Hangchow, Foochow, Soocbow, Hongkong and

Ningpo, Shaohingfu, Hankow, Chinkiang, Nanking, Tsinan, Yangchow,

Kaifeng, Chaochowfn, Moukden, Sianfu, and Wuchang. In addition, there

are 45 cities with populations ranging between 100,000 and 249,000 and 107

cities with populations ranging between 50,000 and 99,000.

A genera] idea of the Christian occupation of cities in China may
be gained by a study of Table XI entitled "The Relation of Population

to Evangelism" ^page 295), as well as of the accompanying letterpress

on "City Evangelism" (pages 298/99). The aggregate population of all

cities of 50,000 and over in China is roughly estimated to exceed 25,000,000.

This approximately equals 6 per cent of the total population of the country.

Over against this fact we have the following facts re the Christian

occupation of these 176 cities : 66 per cent of the missionary body, 34

per cent of the Chinese empfoyed force, and 24 per cent of the church

members, reside in these larger cities (of 50,000 and over*. It is impossi-

ble for anyone to say whether 24 per cent of the church membership in

cities averaging only 6 per cent of the total population, is a fair propor-

tion or not. The influence of stragetic centers on the thought and life

of the surrounding country is immeasurable, and the relative importance

of city versus country evangelism is determined by too many local factors

to permit of an3r general statements.

In connection with the Survey of the Christian Occupation of China,

a questionnaire was sent to all cities reporting 100,000 inhabitants cr

more. Replies were received from 75 per cent of these cities, corres-

pondents in the following cities failing to send in any returns : Soochow

(Ku), Chengtu (Sze), Fatshan (Tung), Tsinan (Sung), Yangchow (Ku),

Sianfu (She), Sunwui (Tung), Kongmoon (Tung), Hanyang (Hup),

Wusih (Ku), Suilam (Tung), Tsingkiangpu (Ku), Changchow (Ku),

lanchowfu (Kan), Chihfeng (Jehol), Laohokow (Hup), Sungkiangfu (Ku),

and Taichow fKu). Because of these omissions, and because of the

manifest incompleteness of data for cities from which returns were re-

ceived, the Committee has not ventured to publish the information in

tabular form. Instead, it has ventured to deal only with such aspects of

Christian occupation as have been fully covered in the questionnaire

replies at hand. Percentages are based not on the total number of cities

erf 100,000 or over to whom questionnaires were sent, but only" on the

5r cities from whom full returns were received. The cities concerned

represent an estimated popluation exceeding 18,000,000. They report al-

most 2,000 missionary workers, cr an average of almost 40 per city. Of

this number, over 20 per cent are reported as giving themselves to

evangelistic work within their respective dries, and about to per cent

•to evangelistic work in the surrounding country areas. Slightly over 30

per cent are giving their full time to educational work, and 12 per cent

to medical. The remaining missionaries are variously engaged. A few

(only seven) are reported in literary work, almost 100 in mission ad-

ministration, and over 200 in language study,

The total number of employed Chinese workers who reside in the 531

cities from whom questionnaire returns were received, :s 5,738. Of this

number 30 per cent are actively engaged in church work cr various forms

of evangelistic endeavour, about 58 per cent are employed in mission

schools, and the remaining 12 per cent consist of physicians, qualified

nurses, and hospital employees, including nurses now in training. One
very gratifying feature of the returns is the large proportion of women
workers residing in these larger cities. Over one-fourth of the Chinese

evangelistic staff is composed of women evangelists.

The 51 cities embraced in our study further report an average of 8

organized churches, or one church for every 30,000 inhabitants. We find

an average of one church in each city offering some feature of community
service. Obviously we cannot imply from this that there is an average

erf one institutional church in each of these large cities, for the step be-

tween a church providing one cr two features of community service and
an institutional church, as commonly regarded, is too great to allow of

such conclusions. A full report dealing with the existing institutional

churches in China and setting forth the character of their work appears

en pages 370-380 of this Section. Unfortunately, information concern-

ing ordained leadership and self-support in the churches erf these larger

cities is too fragmentary and qualified to be safely commented upon here.

Thirty-five of the 51 cities, or considerably over half, report no
pastors' association, whereby ordained ministers and evangelists in

charge of local churches may come together and discuss their mutual

problems. Less than half of the cities report any kind of formal coopera-

tion between missionaries and Chinese workers. This, in the majority of

cases, refers more to efforts within a particular denomination than to

that broader cooperation between rnissionaries and Chinese workers,

whereby these two types of workers meet to face together the problems

erf their community's moral and spiritual welfare. So far as the Com-
mittee's information goes,- there is evidence erf only S or 9 cities where

some form of inter-church organization exists, whereby missionaries and

Chinese workers cooperate in problems of Christian evangelism and social

betterment.

The proportion between foreign and Chinese workers in these larger

cities varies greatly, fa some centers the Chinese far outnumber the

foreigners, while in others the ratio between employed foreign and em-

Nr-MERICAr, SXSKKGTH OF ClTY CHURCHES

10% 20% 30% 40.

V

Shaded bars represent the percentage of the total population of the province

now resident in cities of 50,000 and over. Solid Ma*k tars represent the percentage

ot the Protestant chorea members in the province who are connected with churches

in fliese larger cities. (See Table SI, page 296).
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ployed Chinese Christian workers is as low as one to three. One u
tempted, in view of the increasing supply of able Chinese men and

wonen in oar Christian schools and colleges in China, as well as of

Chinese stndents who are returning from Christian lands, to raise the

question whether or not during the next ten years a greater emphasis

should be laid on the recruiting of a far larger proportion of Chinese

city workers as against workers in rural districts. In this connection

it might be of interest to note that the Northern Baptist Mission (ABF)

has already established an Oriental Scholarship fund whereby some of

their picked men can have the privilege of special training in colleges

in America with a view to definite work in the Church on their return

to China. A movement of a similar kind has already been begun in

another of the leading denominations.

The number of Chinese educational workers in largei cities is about

double the number of evangelistic workers. This at once raises the ques-

tion of the relative emphasis on different types of work. Since local

conditions vary in every large city as well as the policies and resources

of missions and Churches, all answers to such a question must be given

locally.

The cities with the largest missionary communities in China are

Shanghai, Peking, Canton, Wuhan, Nanking, Foochow, Chengtu, and

Changsha in the order given. Cities with the largest number of or-

ganized churches are Peking, Canton, Foochow, and Shanghai. As re-

gards the number of church communicants, the chief cities rank as fol-

lows (provided the information is complete, as given) *. Canton 8400 ;•

Shanghai 7,800; Peking 7,702; Foochow 3,084; Changsha 2,236; Tientsin

2,114; and Nanking 2,061.

One important matter not covered by the Survey is the salary of

workers engaged in different forms of Christian service. It would seem
from general observation that the Chinese in the pastorate receive

from one-half to one-third as much as Chinese engaged in medical and
educational work. In many places the efficiency of those in pastoral

work is often lower than of those in other departments of Christian

activity, and the question arises as to whether we can emphasize the

importance cf the pastorate relative to other claims of church effort if

we discriminate against the evangelist in a manner which finds no counter-

part in our treatment of the foreign staff ?

Will not an adequately supported Chinese pastorale develop the

Church more rapidly than one inadequately supported?

Union effort between Churches in larger cities has been attempted

in Canton, Tientsin, Soochow, Kaifeng, Wuchow, Changteb, Hangchow,

Chefoo, Shekki, and no doubt in other centers. These union organi ra-

tions are attempting, through volunteer committees and special worker*

set apart for specific tasks, to deal with certain problems within the

Church and to promote certain forms of effort outside of the Church
which relate to the entire city. All this indicates that the Churches of

not a few communities are fast acquiring a comprehensive sense of their

united responsibilities and of ways and means by which these can be met.

MISSIONARY ACTIVITIES OF THE CHINESE CHURCH
The movements touched upon in this report must be regarded simply

as types of unrecorded work carried on in a multitude of other centers in

China, but which we have found impossible to include in our study.

Much difficult}' has been experienced in drawing a line of demarcation

between what is essentially organised Home Missionary Work and that

which is unorganized or which makes the development of self-support its

chief aim. It has finally been decided to mention only that work, with a

few exceptions, carried forward nnder regularly organized Chinese Home

Missionary Societies. This means the omission of any reference to many

fruitful and promising activities, either closely related to the subject or an

inherent part of it. The following are a few examples :

1. The remarkable work of the China Inland Mission centering at

Kwangchow, Honan, pushed forward in large measure by volunteer bands

of unpaid evangelists in 33 village churches, all but two of which are self-

supporting.

2. The Independent Church of Tientsin, nearly all of whose 700 mem-
bers are its own converts, has during the 10 years of its existence, started

in and around the city six branches, four of them now being organized

churches, and two holding services in private homes. One of the most

active is under the care of a prominent business man who has built a

church, opened a school, conducts daily morning prayers for the entire

neighbourhood, Christian and non-Christian, and by common consent is

"one of the best Christians in Tientsin."

3. Several years ago a Chinese man, somewhat trained in medicine,

went as a missionary to I.anchowfu, Kansu. Soon he heard the Macedonian

call to go farther inland, and made his way alone to the utmost confines

of the province, where he has gathered about him a mtcleus of genuine

believers, and is doing a growing evangelistic and medical work.

4. The Anglican branch of the China Inland Mission in east-central

Szechwan, has an encouraging Chinese Home Missionary Work, Mis-

sionaries of the CIM in Kiangsi tell of a heart-warming Home Missionary

Work going on in many out-stations, and made possible by laTge numbers
of volunteers most of whom receive no pay or barely enough to buy their

food. One convert was recently baptized in a rice-bin, no other place

being available. There is no better Home Missionary in the whole area

than an ex-Taoist priest, who since his conversion has supported himself

and family by peddling small wares. This enables him to travel far and
wide preaching the Gospel.

5. From Wuchow, Kwangsi, comes the news that the Christians of

that province are contemplating opening work among the Chinese at

Saigon, where a young Chinese graduate of the Wuchow Bible School has
in one year succeeded in gathering around him a constituency of 30
Chinese.

6. A very interesting and encouraging Home Missionary Work is

being done on the Island of Hainan. It is among both Chinese and
aborigines, the latter proving themselves, here as elsewhere, the best of

Home Missionaries: Miao Christians, with no outside help whatever, have
built 20 chapels, gone on evangelistic trips among various tribal branches
of their own people as well as among the Loi, who in turn have sought
after other Loi. Out of their poverty they have contributed $55 toward
the erection of a church in the cosmopolitan city of Kachek.

7. The story of the progress of self-support in the Foochow Diocese of

the Anglican Mission, which is Home Missionary Work as well, is most
stimulating.

B. A distinct piece of Home Missionary activity is going on under the
Chinese of the China Inland Mission about Ninghaihsien in Chekiang,

Nearly every mission church and every mission school, from the lower
primary tip to the university, the country over, are engaged in carrying en

some kind of local Missionary Work. It is often called Christian social

service, but phases of it in most cases bear distinctly cm Home Missions.

REGULARLY ORGANIZED HOME MISSIONARY SOCIETIES

The following regularly organized Home Missionary Societies with

brief accounts of their work are here given in chronological order. There
are at least 25 such organizations within the Chinese Church, and the

annual contributions of Chinese Christians to organized Home Missionary

Work is somewhere between ten and fifteen thousand dollars.

Methodist Episcopal Church, South—The General Board of Missions of

the Methodist Episcopal Church, South (MES), working in the Kiangsu
and Chekiang provinces, was organized coineidently with its Annual Coo*
ference in 1886. The Board of Missions, which is composed largely of

Chinese, administers the work and dispenses the funds. Heretofore, 50
per cent of missionary money has been used to help the weaker churches
in the Conference, the remaining ro per cent being sent through the
Chinese Home Missionary Society to Yunnan. At the last Annual Con-
ference, however, it was decided to open up work in Manchuria which wdl
be carried on under the joint supervision of Chinese and foreigners. The
missionary collections the past year amounted to $r,5i3.co, the largest ia
the history of the work.

London Mission in South Fukien—Thirty years ago Home Missionary
Work was begun by the Chinese churches of the London Missionary Society

(LMS) in South Fakien. The movement, known as the Tingchowfa
Evangelistic Campaign, had as its field a prefecture with eight counties,
the center of which was 200 miles from the mother church base. The
dialects spoken were entirely different from the language at the coas*.

Rev. C. T. Chiu was given charge of the work at the beginning and has
been closely connected with it ever since, until five shears ago when en
account of advancing age he was obliged to sever his active relationship.
It is said of Rev. Mr. Chiu that he has probably had a longer experience
in Home Missionary Work than any other man in China. Although the
London Missionary Society in the Fukien Province was eventually
asked to cooperate in this Home Missionary Work in the Ting-
chow districts and did so, yet the churches at the coast continued to hold
themselves chiefly responsible for its management and support. Rev. E. R.
Hughes writes : "The control of Church affairs by the Church Council
has always been the recognized principle of ecclesiastical government, and
the status of the Home Mission is that of an auxiliary force."

Methodist Episcopal Church, North—Chinese Women's Home Mission-
ary Societies exist in each of the Conferences in connection with churches
and schools, but there is no organic union either in the denomination or
Conference. The money raised is used in different ways : to support day
schools and Bible women, for famine relief, and to open work in un-
occupied areas within the bounds of the Conference. Sometimes the
societies of one or two Conferences, as was the case not long ago in Fakien,
agree to pool their funds and do a larger piece of work than any one of
them could undertake alone. Much interest is felt in the Yunnan Mission
and considerable money is sent locally to aid that work.

Each of the 7 Conferences of the MEFB has its Board of Mission*
organized either at the same time as the Conference or soon afterward.*.
In each of the stronger churches there is an annual missionary collection.
In the Hinghwa Conference, in Fukien, a yearly contribution is made for
missions in every church, no matter how small or weak or new, with the
result that in no other Conference is the giving as general or the missionary
spirit as strong. Money raised for missions is used either in strengthening
weak churches or opening new work within the bounds of the several
Conferences. Some is sent to Yunnan, but by individuals or local churches.
It is not a Conference gift. At a meeting last April in Shanghai of the
Directing Committee of the Centenary Movement, the Committee on Mis-
sions proposed that a denominational Home Missionary Society kt
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organize!, Kansu and Mongolia being named as possible fields of week.

Each oC the Annual Conferences meeting since then lias heartily endorsed

the plan, and it is probable that the Society will be organized and work

started at an early date.

Church Missionary S. Kiangsu—"The three Dioceses of the

Protestant Episcopal Church (PE) in China each lias a well organized

Women's Auxiliary. Every woman communicant automatically becomes

a member of the local Auxiliary at the time of her confirmation." The
Women's Auxiliary of the Kiangsu Diocese was organized in iSoi-

Spurred on by the example of the women, a Men's Auxiliary followed ia

ion. Two years later came the organization of the Diocesan Missionary

Society. Last year the missionary collections of the Diocese amounted

to $1,437.88, of which $494.84 was given by the Men's Auxiliary and

$724.32 by the Women's Auxiliary. The Diocesan Missionary Society

carries on a very successful work at two centers, Quinsan (Kunshan) and

Pukow, opposite Nanking. Two priests have gone from the Diocese as

missionaries to Sianfu, Shensi, the center of work of the Board of Missions

ol the General Synod. The Women's Auxiliary helps in the support of

the work at Quinsan and Pukow, conducts day-schools, and gives to

famine relief. The students of St. Mary's School, Shanghai, support a

missionary Bible woman in Sianfu at a salary of $180.00 a year. This

money is not counted in the collection of the Women's Auxiliary.

Presbyterian Synod of the The Provinces—The Committee of Home
Missions was organized in 1S93. The contributing territory includes the

Kasbing, Hangchow, Ningpo, and Soochow (embracing Shanghai

Presbyteries, both North and South (PN and PS). Work is carried on at

Changhing iDzanghyang) southwest of Huchowfu in the Chekiang pro-

vince. There are 57 church members, including 19 accessions last year.

A day school for boys and girls has 30 pupils. Five hundred and fifty

dollars, most of which came from the Chinese, was raised in 1920 for the

BHpport of this work. Its management is left wholly with the Chinese.

English Presbyterian Mission and Dutch Reformed Church of Ameri 1

unite to form a Chinese Missionary Society in South-Fukten—Twenty-five

years ago the Chinese Home Missionary Society of the English Presbyterian

Mission EPM) and the Dutch Reformed Church of America (RCA) opened

work on the island of Quemoy not far from Amoy. The population of the

island is about 60*000. There are two centers of work and two churches

with a membership of 93 ; also two schools, the one for boys baring 60 and

that for girls 90 pupils. The island churches raise annually about $460

and the supporting churches $i,ioo. For the past five years an ordained

preacher with his wife and family have been stationed on the island.

Land is already bought for a new church building to be erected at a cost

of $7,000. The islanders have raised $1,500 of this amount, and the pastor

is now traveling among tha supporting churches on the mainland to

secure the remainder. This work is most encouraging and prosperous.

Twenty years ago this same Home Missionary Society started work ce

the island of Tungshan farther down the coast. This island has a popula-

tion of 70,000, and the dialect spoken is different from that of Amoy, which

makes work among an unreceptive and very superstitious people even

more difficult. Though at ihe two centers of work the church members

number only 20, a hopeful sign is the flourishing day school for boys and

girls with between So and 90 pupils and a preacher-evangelist teaching

them. The church collections on the island amount yearly to about $100,

while the contributing churches give from $1,200 to $1,300.

American Baptist Foreign Missionary Society, East China Mission.—
The Chinese organization of this denomination (ABF), known as the

Chekiang-Shanghai Baptist Association, has had its own Home Missionary

Society since 1897. The Society is composed exclusively of Chinese and

for more than 20 years the whole administration has been in their hands.

Work is carried on in two places, Tipu and Siaofeng, located in the

Huchow prefecture in the extreme northwest corner of Chekiang. Un-

ordained evangelists are stationed at each center. Once a year at least,

the Society sends an ordained pastor to advise with the evangelistic mis-

sionaries and to administer baptism and the Lord's Supper—The present

church membership is about sixty. There is a small day school in connec-

tion with e3ch church. The last budget of the Society called for an ex-

penditure of $540. Funds for the support of the work come almost

exclusively from the Chinese.

American Baptist Mission, Simtow, Kwangttmg-^thia Mission has

8 eentral stations with resident missionaries, and in each of them the

Chinese Church is organized as an "Association." Three of these Associa-

tions have Home Missionary Societies. They are as follows :

—

(1) The Missionary Society of the Kityang F«W—This organization

Js about 20 years old and most active. It has opened 12 centers of work to

an unoccupied region at the extreme south of the Kityang field, and at

the limit of the Swatow or Chaoehow-speaking territory. Towards this

work the sustaining churches have raised on an average between three and

four hundred dollars annually, and are this year supporting 6 salaried

•gents appointed by the Society. The work is entirely managed by the

Chinese, though foreign missionaries are asked to cooperate by visiting

the work and giving advice.

(a) The Missionary Society of the Churches of the SitetOW-KakcMeh

rkid—This Society was organized 15 years ago. It has had a less clearly

defined field of operation and has worked less continuously than the older

one. Several times the centers at which it had opened work were given

over to others to maintain. At last the Society began work in an important

group of villages in a district hitherto unoccupied. Shops were rented, a

preacher and school teacher appointed, and a nucleus of believers gathered.

Then about $1,900 was raised, less than $400 of which was given by

foreigners, and with this sum an old property was bought and rebuilt,

making a permanent home for the church and school. This Society has

also for a number of 5'ears supported a colporteur. Its annual budget is

over $300.

($f The Missionary Society oj the Churches Field—
This Society has been in existence 10 years. It is supporting a preacher

and maintaining work at the district city of Chaoan at the extreme south-

ern end of Fukien.

The missionary work of the above three Societies is under the direct

management and leadership of the Chinese. Rev. G. W. Lewis writes :

"The work of the Societies has about reached the limit of their fir.

ability, and they expand only as their strength increases. The

have brought severe tests—the earthquake, unsettled conditi

being in the fighing zone, partial failure of crops, and bus)

Yet with less of bubbling over enthusiasm, there has . en a

suggestion of retrenchment, but rather a grim determir.

least some progress year by year."

Diocese oj —The Horn-

Society of the Chekiang Dio organized 20 years ago. It had its

:i on in the hearts of three Christian Chinese doctors, who in tal

together one day about the need of evang< . *. ten :

time had come for the Chinese to shoulder more of the burden, and they

at once set about doing what they could themselves. The zeal, cor.

tion and gifts of these men so inspired their fellow-Christians, that it

not long Ixfore a Home Missionary Society came into being and a definite

program of work was mapped out.

This Society now carries on work in 5 centers out from Hangchow :

Fuyanghsien, Sincheng, Yiitsien, Changhwa, and one smaller place, it

employs, besides other workers, two Chinese clergymen, one oi

full pastoral charge of the two older congregations. D

Chinese committee of which Bishop Sing is president and Rev. Y. Y. \ lao

of Trinity College, Ningpo, is secretary. The Society

about I rty all of which is contributed by the Chinese.

American Board Mis,- ;;—The Chinese Horn

Society of the American Board Mission (ABCFM) in Fuk:

in 1006. Each of the three branches Foochow, En

supports one mission chapel within its district. At Inghok, a church and

school are supported by Home Mission funds, and plan- are being made lo

open a new center of work.

About $500 is raised annually by the sapj The money

comes entirely from the Chinese and management of the work i

their hands. It is felt that the problem of an tsing nd sosC

interest in Home Missions has not yet been satis

Missionary Society of the Presbyterian Church in Manchuria w
at the Annual Meeting of its Synod in 1907. At once two lice:

of whom was an ex-Taoist priest, were ordained and sent to Tsitsihar. A
vear later the younger of the missionaries travelled eastward 500 li and

opened work at Hailunfu. Tsitsihar and Hailunfu are still the two

principal centers of work, with 3 out-stations at the former place and 4 a*,

the latter. In 1910, largely through the efforts ol a German I.-::

missionary, work was opened at Taheiho in the extreme t ung-

kiang province. Since last October, an ordained preacher has bees rn

charge of this work, the people having raised $440 for his salary. They

also support a primary school and a public reading room. This work has

for some time been self-supporting.

Heilungkiang province is rich in mines and forests. Only about half

of its fertile plains are under cultivation. The people are ignorant and

superstitions. Aborigines, abound in the mountains. Their business is to

rob and kill though Chinese immigrants are gradually civilizing them.

Today good, strong men are in charge of the work at the principal centers.

The pastor at Hailunfu has been on the field since 1912. From the first,

his prayer has been that (he church at Hailunfu and its 4 out-stations

might become self-supporting within nd he soon expects to

have his hopes realized. The church property at Hailunfu is worth

.$2,000, and that at the 4 branches about $1,200. T

and its out-stations raised last year the sum of $1,22:.

turning in nearly six times as much as Hailunfu. The church at

center has 2S6 baptized members. Forty-eight were baptized last "year,

among whom were tax-gatherers, scholars, merchants, and police officers.

Two pieces of land have recently been purchased, one for a church and one

for a cemetery, in crder that, as the people say, "The brethren in the

Lord may have a place to rest both in life and in death." The church at

Paiehuanhsien, the principal out-station of Hailunfu, has out-grown i'e

mother church. Tt has raised $500, which it expects to increase to $1,000,

as an endowment fund for pastors* salaries.

The church at Tsitsihar has 104 baptized members who pay $270 for

their place of worship. They also support a 1 1 c boys with

30 pupils, meet their own current expenses, and las scribed $S«

towards a pastor's salary. The mission churches of Heilungkiang have a

communicant membership of 311, and over 400 baptized mem!>crs. There

we now two paid women workers on the field—the wives of the pastors at

Hailunfix and Tsitsihar.

In June of 1920, a Woman's Missionary Auxiliary was organized.

Branches were quickly formed in a number of places, and it is hoped soon

to have one in every center of work. The first year, the women of the

Auxiliaries, with little money but large faith, determined to raise $;,'

Mex. Instead, they were able to hand in to the treasury over $ 100 ! The

money came, however, not by chance but because of presistent

For instance, in one station 3 large missionary meetings for women were

held during the winter. In addition, the women met together each

Sunday morning after the church service to pray for and talk about the

weak, and workers in the missionary field in Heilungkiang. In another

station the town was divided into districts, and a Bible woman and a
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young girl teacher went about from house to house among the church

members, patiently explaining the meaning and aims of the Auxiliary

and soliciting subscriptions.

The Home Missionary Society of the Presbyterian Church of Man-

churia is- under the control of a Committee elected annually from among
the members of the Synod, 80 per cent of whom are Chinese. This Cora-

mittee is responsible for raising the yearly collections for the work through-

out the Manchurian Church. Each little church no matter how small

and weak is expected to make its yearly subscription, and few fail to

respond. The total contributions from the supporting churches vary from

$Soo to $1,300 annually. Last year the amount raised was $1,211.20.

Here again nothing is done in a haphazard way, but well-defined plans

carefully carried out bring the desired results. A fortnight before the

collection is taken, a neat printed folder giving the story of the origin and

the present status of the Missionary Society is sent to each church and

out-station. Subscription lists are also distributed, and evangelists, elders,

and deacons exhorted to see that one is left at the home of every member
one week before Missionary Sunday. The preceding Sunday an earnest

announcement is made by the pastor and a special Missionary Sermon

preached.

From the beginning this Missionary Work has been under the control

of the Chinese and supported by Chinese money, though thus far the

Chinese have insisted that the treasurer shall be a foreign missionary.

For some time the Home Missionary Society of Manchuria has been seeking

affiliation with the Chinese Home Missionary Society, and this has just

now been effected. The Society in Manchuria has accepted the constitu-

tion and by-laws of the younger organization, though for the present it

will continue to manage its own finances and disburse its own funds.

Henceforth it will be known as the Chinese Home Missionary Society,

Heiltmgkiang Mission, the other being called the Chinese Home Missionary

Society, Yunnan Mission.

English Baptist Mission, Shantung—The Home Missionary Society of

the Shantung Baptist Union was organized in 1909. The purpose of the

Society is to evangelize neglected portions of the Baptist area in the pro-

vince. One evangelist is in the field. No conspicuous success has been

achieved except in one hsien city where the work is very encouraging.

The annual contributions have never exceeded $400. Last year the amount
raised was f200. This drop in the collections is accounted for parity by

the poverty of the people and partly by the Mission's concentrating its

efforts on the building up of a strong, self-supporting pastorate, which has

taxed the constituency almost to its limit. The following method for

raising missionary money is used ; The area of the Missionary Society is

divided into 25 districts. While in each district chinch the deacons and

lay elders are responsible for securing the pastor's salary, it devolves upon
the pastor to raise the missionary money. The pastors generally

recognize the cultivation of the Missionary Spirit among their people as

one of their chief duties. While their work in this direction has not

resulted in large activity in the field set apart for Home Missions, it has

led to a new development in Home Evangelism, which in this case is

practically the same thing. Owing to lack of sufficient funds as well as

to the need of increasing the salary of trained leaders, the foreign mis-

sionaries have of late been supporting fewer evangelists. It was predicted

that the work would suffer in consequence, but such has not been the case.

Earnest laymen have in many places contributed sufficient money to send

evangelists to unoccupied areas. One church alone supports two such
men. These evangelists receive $7.00 each per month. They do misskn-
ary work eight months of the year and work on their farms the other four.

It is ncticed that great care is taken by the contributing church members
in the selection of their Missionary Evangelists—much more so than when
foreign funds are used.

A mcrican Church Mission, Diocese of Hankow—The Home Missionary
Work of the diocese of Hankow |PE) is in the Missionary Diocese of Shib-

nan in the province of Hupeh, and began in the spring of rgio. It is under
the Diocesan Board of Missions which has for its chairman the Bishop and
10 members, 8 of whom are Chinese, selected by the Diocesan Board. The
work is evangelistic and educational. Daring the past year the salaries

of one Chinese clergyman and one catechist were paid out of foreign

money, while the salaries of 3 Chinese teachers, rentals, and travelling

expenses were met by funds contributed in China. Travelling expenses
are necessarily a heavy item, since Shihnanfu is a journey overland from
Ichang of from 8 to 12 days, depending on the state of the weather and
the time of the year. In 1920, the Diocesan Board of Missions received the
sum of $2,052, Of this $1,673, all given by Chinese, was sent to the
Mission in Sianfu, Shensi, through the Board of Missions of the General
Synod. The remainder, only a part of which was subscribed by foreign-
ers, went to support the work in Shihnanfu. The work in this inland
field is encouraging, and interest in it grows from year to year.

American Presbyterian Mission, South, at Yenchcng, Kiangsu—Home
Missionary Work in the virgin field of Yencheng opened and developed in

a remarkable way. Without one baptized Christian in the esntire area fn
1911 when the Chinese of the Presbytery, including the Takhow field,

organized their own Home Missionary Society, there are now 806, with 5
churches and more than 20 preaching stations. The policy of Rev. H. W.
White, resMejdt missionary and promoter of the work, has been from the
beginning to throw responsibility, as far as possible, on the Chinese, and
they have carried it well. They are constantly pressing oat in all

directions opening new stations. Two were opened before Dr. White him-
self had seen the field, and one, 260 It away, where work has been carried
on for some time, he has not yet been able to visit. Salaries are small,
the highest paid preacher receiving only $17.00, but there is no com-
plaint. All business relating to the disbursement of funds, even money

received from America, is discussed in the open meetings of the Session.

Last year the Chinese in the Presbytery contributed for the work over

$900, including some properties estimated in money. No question has

ever been raised of the misappropriation of funds and no workers have

proved unworthy.

Anglican Mission, Chung Hua Sheng Kung Hui, Sianfu, Shensi—
It is a noteworthy fact, according to Rev. S. H. Littell, that the very

first subject to come under consideration at the first General Synod of the

Anglican Mission in 1912, was that of Home Missions, and this is as much
en the initiative of the Chinese as of the foreigners. A Committee was
at once appointed to draft a Canon on Missions and to take preliminary

measures for organizing work. At the next meeting of the Synod, in 1915,

the Canon on Missions was passed, and a little later Sianfu, the capital

of Shensi, chosen as the field of work. This new Missionary Movement
fell under the control of the Board of Missions, the General Synod becoming

its own Board of Missions for one day during each of its triennial meetings.

The work in the interim was left in the hands of a Committee of 15 to

meet once a year and an Executive Committee of 5 which was instructed to

hold quarterly meetings. Bishop Graves was made president of the Board

of Missions, and Rev. C. S. Huang general secretary, succeeded soon after-

wards by Rev. Lindel Tsen as part-time general secretary. For the sup-

port of the work, the General Synod adopted the principles of Diocesan

apportionment on the basis of the number of Christians in each Diocese

and their ability to contribute. The total apportionment at twenty
cents each person came to about $7,000. This sum has never been actually

reached under the assessment plan. It is expected that a Missionary

Sermon will be preached and a collection taken up each year in all the

churches. Sunday, August 16th, 1916, was a memorable day in the history

of missions in China, for it was then that Bishop Norris of Peking, in

whose Diocese the new mission field at Sianfu is located, ordained to

the priesthood in the Anglican cathedral Rev. H. J. Paul Pa, and later

presided over a solemn Dismissal Service for the first three missionary

volunteers, Rev. and Mrs. Pu, and Rev. D. M. Koeh. It was significant

that they went from Peking, the modem capital, to Sianfu the ancient

one, and to the very spot where the Hestorian missionaries had lived and
worked and left behind them their wonderful monument. On reaching

their destination the little band set earnestly to work, first to learn the

language—for they were from Shanghai and did not speak Mandarin—then

to get acquainted with the people. They were soon able to rent property,

to open day and night schools of which the local newspapers spoke
appreciatively, and most important of all, to conduct religious services, for

as these missionaries were wont to reiterate, "All our work centers in one
thing, the purpose to save men and women."

In 1917, a fine piece of property of nearly 24 mow was secured at a
cost of $1,300. If the Diocese of Shanghai led off in sending missionaries

to the field, to the Diocese of Hankow must be awarded the honour of
having raised the most money. A good share of the sum paid for the new
land tame from this Diocese, every salaried worker in the Church being
asked to give one day's income to the fund. Between January 1917 and
February 1920, the receipts for the building fund gathered through long
and arduous effort amounted to $7,693.68. In addition, for building
dormitories Mr. Pu himself succeeded in raising $2,401. Of this sum
$1,000 came from a Chinese family in Shanghai and the rest was given by
the much gratified parents and relatives of students in the boys* school.

Notwithstanding political unrest, increased cost of living, and constant
change of workers with frequent gaps between them, the work has gone
steadily forward. What do we find in Sianfu today ? Two priests, two
catechists, one Bible woman, 42 baptized members, 30 catechumens, lower
and higher primary schools for boys with an enrollment of 216, lower and
higher primary schools for girls with 60 pupils, and a middle school for
boys with 30 students. Ten per cent of the middle school boys have been
baptized, and 70 per cent are pro-Christian, one has decided to study for

the Ministry, and one last year matriculated in Boone Middle School.
There are besides in Sianfti, a charity school for 80 famine boys, a reading-
room, classes in phonetic script, a monthly paper published in Mandarin
and easy Wenli, and plenty of evangelistic work carried on not only in
Sianfu but in the neighbouring villages. A facsimile. of the Nestorian
Cross adorns the gateway to the mission grounds. At the last meeting of
the General Synod in the spring of 1921 two notable advance steps were
taken. A women's Missionary Board was organized in order to draw the
Women's Missionary Societies in the various Dioceses closer together and
to give more united help to the work in Shensi. Then the Board of
Missions has at last secured what so long has been a crying need, a full-
time general secretary, Rev. Lindel Tsen being appointed to this work.
He is now in Sianfu studying the field.

The Women's Missionary Society of the Central China Baptist Mission
—This Society was organized in 1914 and has had a steady growth. There
are not only Auxiliaries for the women but missionary societies and bands
for the young people and children. An Annual Meeting is held whep
funds are disbursed by vote of the officers and delegates. Subscriptions
have increased steadily from year to year.

The China Mission Conference Women's Missionary Society of the
Methodist Episcopal Church, South—The China Mission Conference
Women's Missionary Society was organized in April, 1917. It is a branch
of the Woman's Missionary Council of the mother church in America but
is given large liberty in the disbursement of its funds. All the officers
of this Society are Chinese, the only salaried one being the very efficient
field secretary. There are now 48 Auxiliaries, with a total membership of
1.859. At the last Annual Meeting of the Society, the type of delegates
was higher than ever before. One-fourth of them were between the ages
of so and 21. The treasurer reported the receipts for the year as $1498.14.
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Hn addition, voluntary gifts during the meeting amounted to over $400,

lesides many articles contributed for sale. A number of women also

volunteered for service. A fine Missionary Bulletin, edited by Chinese

women, is published quarterly. As far as is known, this is the only paper

-of its kind in China. Of the mosiey received annually, 70 per cent goes

through the Chinese Home Missionary Society to the work, in Yunnan, 15

per cent to Africa, and the remainder is kept to cover administrative ex-

•penses. It is an interesting coincidence that when this Society was
-organized in 1917 and was looking around for a field in which to work,

it should cheese Yunnan. Its first Tnone%r was sent to the China Inland

n in that province. The following year, on work being opened in

Yunnan by the newly organized Chinese Home Missionary Society, this

"Woman's Society turned its funds into that treasury.

Canadian Methodist Mission, Szech-man—Bjem, James Neave, who
for some time had been in the habit of visiting among the tribes-people on
the borders of Tibet, preaching and distributing literature, in 1917

•organized in Chengtu a Chinese Home Missionary Society. The people

-were enthusiastic. Behind the Society there was a strong Committee of

-Cbinesa and foreigners. At once an evangelist of large experience, sterling

•character, and a bom leader volunteered for service. He had formerly

"been in the army and his military experience was a decided asset. Funis
being quickly raised by the Chinese in Chengtu and other stations, the

-missionary made his way to Lifanting, close on to the Tibetan border,

and began work among the tribes-people. A lot and a building for a

«<hapel were bought. But the work grew apace and soon it became neees-

•sary to purchase more land and enlarge the chapel. The evangelist made
friends on all sides. He taught the children, opened a free dispensary,

preached regularly in the prison yamen, and started a class for

catechumens which was joined among others by several minor yamen
•officials. In three years there were flourishing day schools for boys and

:girls and 5 candidates ready for baptism—two yamen officials, the head-

man of a neighbouring tribe, a leading silversmith, and the postmaster in

another town. A year later, in the place where the postmaster lives, the

wife of the postmaster, his two boys and five splendid young men were

"baptized right under the shadow of a Tibetan temple with 300 lamas.

"The evangelist has just been married to a Christian tribal woman and

received ordination to the ministry. The work is still growing and the

•outlook bright with promise. The Chinese in Chengtu stand strongly be-

liind their missionary and are full of zeal in the cause of missions.

Home Missionary Society of the China Inland Mission in Shansi—At

a Conference of the China Inland Mission in Shansi in January, 10.1S, a

•Chinese Home Missionary Society was organized, called the Shansi Special

Evangelistic Society. The idea originated with a Chinese deacon, who
•during the Conference made an eloquent appeal to his fellow-Christians to

-strike out and open work in unoccupied areas. He suggested as a means
•of securing the necessary money that in addition to their regular subscrip-

tions to local work each one should give at least a cash a day for the

support of the Missionary Enterprise. The people were swept along as on

-a tide and 40,000 cash were at once subscribed, parents giving for their

<MMien, even the babies. It was not long before work wss begun at two

•centers, Chinyfian and Tsinchow, in the heart of the province. Two evangel-

ists were sent out, one of them being the deacon who promulgated the

movement. A year later these men were joined by their wives, both

graduates of the girls* school at Hwochow. This city, it will be remember-

^ed, was the seat of one of Pastor Hsu's largest opium refuges and is the

present home of his widow. An inspiring Commission Service was held

for the cut-going women missionaries. Although the field of labour was

-only two days' journey away, still it was a new and unlried one, and to

the Chinese seemed very distant. There are now at Chinyfian 38 church

-members, and at Tsinchow, a more difficult field, 30 inquirers. Among
the latter is a man who says, be has been a believer for 50 years, through

a Scripture portion which fell into his hands, and that all this time he has

"been waiting for some one to lead him more fully into the light. Chin-

yuan has two prosperous out-stations and a Missionary Society of its own
for evangelising the neighbouring villages. The Chinese have organized

-on their own initiative, Missionary or Evangelistic Auxiliaries in n cen-

ters. These have no organic union but are doing excellent work in the

hands of the Chinese and leading to many conversions. Much interest is

felt by the Chinese constituency in the work of the Chinese Home Mis-

sionary Society in Yunnan.

Chinese Home Missionary Society, Yunnan Mission—The idea of a

-Chinese Home Missionary Society, non-denominational and national, took

Toot during a Christian Conference for Chnese held at Ruling in the

Summer of iqiS. Its initial impulse came from a small group of women,

but the contagion soon spread throughout the Conference. The field

chosen in which to begin work was Yunnan. Volunteers were called for

to go to that unevangelized province, spend a year in studying conditions,

then return and report. A committee of seven Chinese, 4 women and 3

-men, agreed to make themselves responsible for raising, for a year, the

necessary funds. On Sunday, March 16th, a memorable Commission

Service for the first 6 out-going missionaries, among whom was Ting Li

Mei, the well-known evangelist, was held in Martyrs' Memorial Hall in

: Shanghai. Soon afterwards the party set sail, stopping off a few days in

Hongkong to address mass-meetings of enthusiastic Chinese Christians,

then hastening en to Indo-China and up over the mountains by the French

'railway to Yunnanfu, the capital of Yunnan. A warm welcome awaited

'the missionaries from Chinese 'and foreigners. The local YMCA generously

gave them at a purely nominal rent the use of its former headquarters, a

place admirably adapted'' to the needs of the work. As soon as possible,

Sunday and week-Bight services were begun, and a school for girls and a

^riniergarten opened. The three men of the party scattered over the pro-

pkkcem3agb of totaj, area beyond 30 li of any reported

Evangelistic Center

30% W6 m%

vmce on prospecting tours, one going westward as far as Tengyueh, near
the borders of Burma, another travelling to the north and crossing the
Yangtze river into Szechwan, while the third went south to Kokiucfaaug,
the seat of the great tin mines. At the end of the year, the scouting partv
left Yunnan and spent some months doing effective deputation work iit

North, Central, East, and South China. In the summer cf 1920 the First
Annual Meeting of those connected with the new Missionary- Movement
was held at Killing, when several of the missionaries were present to
report on the progress of the work. At that time a tentative constitution
and by-laws were drawn up and a formal organization effected, thereafter
known as the Chinese Home Missionary Society, Yunnan Mission.
During the following autumn and winter, nine regularly appointed mis-
sionaries were sent to Yunnan, making (with the wives and children)
twenty-one now on the field. The nine missionaries are all educated,
experienced men and women who have received their training in China.
Four are representatives of the ABCFM, four of the FN", end cne is loaned
by the CIM. Two are doctors. One, Miss Chen Yu-Iing, is the only
missionary of the original group to return to Yunnan. Mr. T. S. Chen,
formerly evangelistic secretary of the Forward Evangelistic Movement
Committee of the CCC, superintends the work and workers on the field.

Evangelistic and educational work were quickly resumed in Yunnanfu.
Fifty pupils are now enrolled in the school for girls and women, and 30
are in the kindergarten with many more clamouring for admittance. But
the present teaching staff is too small to admit of an increase. The Sunday
and week-day services are well attended and requests for baptism are not
infrequent. Five girls from the Higher Primary School recently stood up
in a meeting and professed to be Christians. The schools are winning
many friends from among the officials and gentry—a class hitherto
practically untouched by Christian influence. Among the pupils are the
daughters of the Speaker of the Provincial Assembly, of the Educational
Commissioner of the province, and of the chief magistrate of Kochinchang.

At Lufeng, a hsien city two days' journey northwest of Yunnanfu,
evangelistic and medical work are being carried on. The gentry gave the

missionaries the use of 30 mow of land with buildings on it, a fine property

that was formerly a public park. Already the work has nearly outgrown
its quarters.

The Home Missionary Society shortly expects to begin evangelistic

and medical work in the unoccupied city of Kokiuchang south of Yunnan-
fu, and not far west of the railroad. This large, rich city, with 100,000

men working in the tin mines, is a strategic center, offering almost
unlimited opportunities for the development of missionary work. The
friendly magistrate has put at the disposal of the missionaries, for an
indefinite period, a building with 40 rooms—property worth $15,000.

The Society itself has set aside $3,000 with which to buy equipment and
supplies for medical work at this center. The Second Annual Meeting
of the Chinese Heme Missionary Society, attended by a large number
of delegates and visitors, was held at Peitaiho in July of 1921. Interest

in the work was greatly quickened and plans for augmenting it formulated.

The administrative work of the Society is in the hands of an Executive

Committee of 20 Chinese men and women who meet bi-monthly at the

call of the chairman, Dr. C Y. Cheng. A few foreigners have been made
advisory members. The Executive Committee has 5 departments

:

Promotion of Intercession, Education, Candidate, Publication, and

Finance. Until recently there have been no paid office workers, but the

Society has now a half-time office secretary and hopes soon to secure a

full-time general secretary. The organ of the Home Missionary Society,

the "Gospel Bell," at first published at irregular intervals, now appears

monthly, and each issue of 4,000 copies is distributed free of cost. Seven

thousand copies of the Christmas number, which will be made unusually

attractive, are to be sent forth broadcast with a view to increasing the

contributions and adding new members to the Society's roll. The present

membershp is over 2,cco, representing all the iS provinces in China and
several foreign countries. Chinese Christians in Singapore take great

interest in the work of the Society, two men writing from there to Dr.

Cheng, "We work to support ourselves in order to evangelize." There are

now 14 Missionary Auxiliaries, scattered over a wide area. Hongkong
claims to have organized the first one, its constituency being the pastors

and leading members in the 7 Chinese churches in the city. The first mite
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boxes in use were emptv cigarette tins, neatly covered with printed paper

explaining their purpose. A year ago the Society designed its own mite

box and sold 4,000 at twenty cents each.

The total receipts of the Society from October 1st, 1918 to June nth,

192 j were $20,075.05. The total expenditure during the same period

amounted to $22,080.38. For more than 2 years after the Society was

organized, it was indebted to the China Continuation Committee at 5

Quinsan Gardens, Shanghai, for secretarial help and for the use of office

and committee rooms with light, heat, etc. The travelling expenses of

delegates to and from the annual meetings of the Society, as well as their

entertainment during the meetings of the Society have been met out of the

Milton Stewart Evangelistic Fund. The Society has also received from

foreigners a few voluntary gifts of money. With these exceptions all the

funds for carrying on the work have come from the Chinese. There hare

been some large subscriptions. Mr. C. C. Nieh and his mother Madame

Nieh of Shanghai give $500 a year to the work. The Union Cantonese

Church of Shanghai supports one missionary on the field, Dr. Lin Chieh

En, a graduate cf the Hackett Woman's Medical College in Canton. A
group of Chinese in Hongkong have subscribed $3,000 to build the society's

first church in Yunnan. Students in Peking have made themselves

responsible for raising annually the salary of Miss Chen Yu-ling. Most

of the contributions, however, are small and many represent genuine self-

sacrifice, women giving their jewels, students the equivalent in money

of a portion of their daily food, and children their small, hard-earned

savings. The $4,000 that has gone into the treasury during the past four

months called for eight hundred receipts.

Practical union has just been effected between this Society and the

Presbyterian Church in Manchuria, Heilungkiang Mission.

"The London Missionary Societ3' recognizes the Chinese Home
Missionary Society as its missionary organization, encourages its church

members to join it, and makes its General Secretary responsible for the

promotion of this missionary work in all the churches of the LSM,"
"The Women's Missionary Society of the American Methodist

Episcopal Mission, South (MES), recognizes the Chinese Home Missionary

Society as its missionary organization, and has given over $1,000 a year

toward the support of the work."

American Board Mission, Shansi—The China Mission Year Book of

iqrg contains an exceedingly valuable and interesting article by Rev.

W. O. Pye (ABCFM) on the subject, "How Christianity was introduced to

a Community in Northwest China." It will repay a careful rereading from

time to time, for the methods used to open up this work were unique and

eminently successful. The field entered lies in west central Shansi and

northern Sbensi and covers an area practically untouched, of about 30,000

square milts. The work was started in a summer Conference three years

ago by a group of earnest Chinese Christians who have pushed it steadily

forward. It received a great uplift last winter during a visit of Dr. C. Y.

Cheng and the Misses Paxson and Davis. Activities now center largely

around Yenwnchen in northern Shansi. This Home Missionary Society

supports in the field one preacher and one evangelist. The money raised

last year was $240, which came from twenty contributing churches. The
work is left entirely with the Chinese but as the missionary preacher has

not been ordained, Rev. Mr. Pye in the capacity of advisor visits the field

at intervals to baptize and administer the communion. He writes, "The
work is still in its infancy but is already yieldng rich returns."

United Methodist Mission, Yunnan—In 1920 at the Annual Conference

of the United Methodist Mission (UMC) held in Tungchwan, Yunnan, a

Board of Home Missions was organized. The Board was formed of all

preachers in the Conference, ordained and on probation, Chinese and

tribal, and from their number a Committee appointed to supervise the work,

and present an annual report to the Conference. A pr^cher-missionarr

has already been sent to the city of Weining in Kweichow, just across the

boundary line from Yunnan, a strategic center which for 30 years foreign

missionaries have desired to occupy. In support of the work the ordained

men of the Conference have each agreed to pay five dollars a year. It is,

expected that in time all the churches in the Conference will make yearly

subscriptions. The management as well as the financing of this new work

is in the hands of the native constituency.

No report of indigenous Home Missionary Work in China would be

complete without a brief reference, at least, to the missionary work of the

aborigines in the southwestern provinces. Though working under no-

organization—probably few of them ever heard of such a thing as a Home

Missionary Society—they are nevertheless born missionaries, and no sooner

receive the Gospel message than they seek to pass on the good news to-

others In 1906, two Urn Christians went from North Yunnan to preach

among the Nosu tribes in the south of the province. When they returned-

after a vear, two more I.isu and a Mosu Christian travelled back to take

their places. In less than two years, about 1,200 families in 14 different

tribes had turned from their heathen practices and put themselves under

Christian instruction. The last tribal missionaries to go to this southern

field from their homes in the north were two men and a woman, all Lisa,

people. The Miao, lowest of all tribesmen in the social scale, are perhaps-

the most zealous. Six Flowery Miao preachers are at present doing mis-

sionary work among the Ch'un, a tribe of Miao who speak a different

dialect from their own. Miao communities of Christians frequently send

their men for a period of several years to evangelize the proud Kopu and*

Neso aborigines. To go fifteen or more days' journey from their mud

villages, which are all the home they know, over mountain trails so rough

and difficult that they defy description, means a great deal to these humble-

folk. Though possessing a very scant portion of this world's goods, yet

out of their extreme poverty they give royally to the support of missionary-

work.
We derive two conclusions from this necessarily uncomplete study or

Home Missionary activities in the Chinese Church. First: There is a

sure, if gradual," awakening of the Missionary Spirit among the Chinese

Christians even-where ; a deepening sense of responsibility for the evangeli-

zation of their own people and country. Second; Certain methods have

proven conspicuously successful in arousing ami stimulating an interest

m missionary work :

(1) Setting before them, simply and plainly, the need for such work

in a way that appeals to their reasonableness and enlists their sympatly,

(2) Making it understood that Missionary Work is, or should be, tbe~

natural sequence of conversion—its inevitable concomitant

(3) Not allowing a newlv organized body of Christians to wait tilf

their work is self-supporting before taking up Missionary Work, but

stressing Missions from th; very beginning.

(4) Disseminating knowledge regarding the field, its workers, needs,,

and the Lord's command, '"Go Ye!" The more systematic and constant

this Missionary Education, the better the results.

f5) Encouraging the Chinese to shoulder the financial burden of their

work. A prominent Christian made the remark not long ago, "We Chinese*

may be peculiar, but it is certain that we take very little interest in any-

thing we do not put our money into, and our interest generally is in pro-

portion to our giving."

(6) Inculcating a spirit of self-sacrifice; sacrifice of time, money,,

personal comfort, "face" if need be—in short of one's very life-blood, since-

"Uove's strength standeth in love's sacrifice,

And whoso suffers most hath most to give."

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION IN THE CHURCH
In its broad sense, Religious Education as arranged for or conducted

by the Church constituency would include all the opportunities for Chris-

tian nurture it offers to, and many of the activities which are undertaken by
its members. This is especially true in mission lands, where there are not
only children to be instructed is the Bible and religion in the Day and
Sunday Schools, but also where practically all the adults need perhaps

jlonger and more careful nurture as catechumens, enquirers, and members

;

in station classes, Bible classes, and Sunday Schools.

These agencies for Christian nurture as far as they are conducted by
the Church and can be distinguished from public worship and prayer meet-
ings, may be classified as below.

TYPES OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
1. Bible Expository Services—By far the most generally used form

of religious instruction for the whole church membership is a Sunday
{afternoon) expository service. This is generally conducted in the form of

a running comment" from the pulpit by the preacher on the subject of the
Sunday School Lesson Bible Passage Often the "Teacher's Quarterly" is

used. In this form of religious instruction there is little opportunity for

question and answer, and no attempt at grading or classification beyond
that possibly of men, women, and children ; members, enquirers, etc. This
expository teadring service may be held in the regular church building.
Outside chapel services often take this form.

in the statistical questionnaire sent out by the Survey Committee no
opportunity was offered for reporting the attendance upon such expository
reaching services as have been described above. In that questionnaire the
word 'Sunday School' was defined as "any group of people, adults 0.-

children, fi) definitely organized to meet once a week for Bible study,,

having (2) a class system and following (3) regular courses of study."
It would be interesting to attempt an estimate of the number of sucir

expository services and the persons attending them. One method would*
fee based upon a comparison of the number of evangelistic centers and off

Sunday Schools. Of the former there are some 9,000 while of the latter

we find in the CCC Statistical Tables an average of 4,500 reported.
Obviously it would rut l.e fair to regard 4,500 evangelistic centers as with-
out any form of Christian nurture. It is probable that in most of these-
centers the form most common is the Expository Service here described.
As to the total attendance, we may estimate the average attendance at per-

haps 30 each or a total for all China of over 150,000 attending these-
"Expository Services."

2. Classes for Catechumens andjor Station Classes for Enquirers—
Different names are applied to these classifications in the several denomi-
nations. Classes of this variety meet either weekly, on a week day or Sum-
day, or periodically when students remain under instruction for several
days or weeks. There is no statistical information regarding these classes
but probably all missions use this method of nurture, especially for en-
quirers and catechumens.

3. Bible Classes—In many churches the adults meet for the study of
the Bihle either on week days or Sundays in one or several classes, which*
same are often not regarded as a definite part of the "Sunday School."

The YMCA and YWCA "Bible Study Groups," held cither in their
own buildings cr in educational institutions, may be included in this
elassification. These classes have been included in the Survey Statistical?
Tables and an enrollment has been reported numbering over 13,000.
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4. The Regular "Church (Sunday) School"—Technically the essen-

tials of such a school would be: (1) An organization ; (2} Division into

classes ; (3) Teaching force made up largely of lay Christians, in distinc-

tion from members of the paid mission staff; (4) The membership tc

consist largely of children and youths belonging to the church constituency

;

($) The attendanie, of both pupils and teachers, voluntary.

5. The "Student" Sunday Sihnol—The essentials of this school are

similar to those of the "Church" Sunday School, except that the member-
ship is wholly cf pupils and teachers regularly engaged in ordinary schocl

work. The attendance is therefore usually non-voluntary. It should be

noted that students in Christian schools have an average of 3 hours during

the week in curriculum Bible Study.

6. The "Chureh-Student" Sundav School—This rather curious term

applies to quite the largest number of organized Sunday Schools in China.

It combines the features of 4 and 6 above. It refers to a Sunday School,

two-thirds of the children of which are temporary students in the mission

educational institution, the remainder being the church members, in-

quirers, and outsiders belonging to 1he local church community.

7. The "Neighbourhood" Sunday School—This type is intended

especially for children of non-Christian families. They are sometimes

called "mission" or "ragged" Sunday Schools, and often have as a nucleus

some Christian day-school. Such a school is usually conducted as a

"mission" of some church and held either in a separate building or at a

separate houi.

STATISTICS

There are no comparative statistics available as to the number cf

scholars in each of the Classes 4 to 7. In this Survey they are all regarded

as bona fide Sunday School scholars, and number 221,559.

It is not possible accurately to apply the classification above as regards

districts or missions. Regarding it as certain, however, that every church
has some form of religious education or nurture, and regarding oar classi-

fication as fairly inclusive as to varieties of nurture, we may expect that

missions not reporting large numbers at students in the typical organize"!

Sunday Schools are arranging for the religious education of these children

under Class 1. For example, the MEFB has the largest number of students

in typically organized Sunday Schools of any mission. They report a little

mere than one half of their constituency in such Sunday Schools. But the

other haM of the constituency is without doubt under some form of religious

iEstraction in church, school or station class. May we not classify this

ether half under Class 1 i On the other hand the CMS reports but one-four 'h

of its church constituency in the typicl Sunday School. Applying the

same standard there would be three-fourths of its constituency in Classes

1 and 2. If the above deductions are justified, the tables would seem to

show in general that the typical organized Sundav School is most general

rat the ABF, PN, PS, PE,' MEFB, and MES, which all are American
missions and report one-half or more of their total constituency in typical

Sunday Schools. Missions of the British, Continental, and Anglican groups
report lower proportions in regularly organized Sunday Schools.

The distribution erf Sunday School members according to provinces

may be found on page 294. A comparison between the number of

Sunday School scholars and church members also appears 00 the same page
in graphical form. This comparison will perhaps be of more value if the

figures are given according to denominations as in the Table below. On
page J25 it is stated that the following societies report more Sunday School

scholars than church communicants : viz. PE, ABF, MCC, MEFB, MES,
FCMS, and SDA.

As regards the total under Christian instruction it is, of course, im-

possible to give exact figures. If our judgment has been justified in re-

spect to there being some sort of religioas instruction at every "evangelistic

center," we may estimate the Total under Christian Instruction in the

Church as below :

Number of Scholars in Organized Sunday Schools 221,559
Membership of Expository Biale Classes, etc. ...... 150,000

371.559

Growth—The growth of the organized Sunday School work may I«

loughly estimated from the figures given from year to year in the CCC
statistics. No inclusive figures can be secured prior to 1914 however, and
even since that year the increase indicated relates merely to reported

figures. The average thus estimated in technical Sunday School work
alone is a 12 per cent net increase in membership per year. It is interest-

ing to compare this increase with that of the church membership which
averages 6 per cent net increase per year during the same number of years.

ORGANIZATION

National—The 1907 Centenary Conference appointed a Sunday School

Committee. In 1910 this Sunday School Committee w'as able to secure a

full time general secretary and contrnued its work under the name of the

China Sunday School Union. In 1915 a round table conference on Bible

study was called at the instance cf the China Sunday School Union to con-

sider the question of the coordination of the various national agencies

engaged in Religions Education. As a result of this conference the CCC
Committee on Sunday School and Bible Study was so arranged as to

represent the CSSU, YMCA, YWCA, CE, and CCEA, and to act as "a co-

ordinating committee, to develop and guide the general Bible Study work

:

to act as a bond among these several organizations and committees ; to cor-

relate and to avoid overlapping in their lines of work ; to arrange for joint

teaching conferences in important centers; and in general to act as a

clearing-bouse for these agencies." In 1918 the China Christian Eduea*

tional Association appointed a special Committee on Religioas Education.

Local—Sunday School Unions are in existence at Hongkong, Foochow,

Peking, Nanking, Wuhu, Chinkiang, Chefoo, Tientsin, and other centers.

Local unions find it difficult to function, both from Lick of funds and of

men, to give time to surpervision or to carry on the work. The line of

progress would seem to indicate the forming of denominational Sunday
School Committees, who can arrange for setting apart full or part-time field

agents, and adequately finance and supervise the work.

Except in a few instances missions have not been able or willing to set

apart either Chinese or foreigners as Directors of Religious Education,

teachers of Religious Education in educational institutions, Sunday School

Field Agents, etc. There are perhaps three Chinese and two foreigners

giving full time to definite work in Religious Education. Few missions

have a Committee on Sunday School work, although several have some-

what definite plans looking to the employment of Field Agents.

FIELD AGENTS
Training—There is no place in China where special agents can be

trained. Attempts have been made in the Institutes conducted under the

auspices of the CSSU. No Theological Seminary has as yet been equipped
to specialize in this work, although several have courses in Religious

Education. Repeated recommendations and appeals looking towards the

establishment of a Research Laboratory of Religious Education have been
made, but money and staff ha\*e not been forthcoming. In this connection

it should also be noted that of the 25,000 leaders now in the employ of the

Church, but a very small proportion have had any sort of technical

pedagogical training and the help such a training school would render is

vitally needed.

.SPECIAL METHODS
In a study of actual conditions in Chinese Sunday Schools and in a

search for principles and methods which would meet these conditions there

have been brought to the front special recommendations as regards methods
of Bible teaching and Church work. Certain of these methods have been
quite unique in Sunday School practice but especially adapted for the
needs of Religions Education in mission churches. A few of these may be
mentioned :

An Adult Bible Class Program has been promoted, which net only
provides for the study of the Bible lesson but for its actual use in some
definite form of Christian service.

The Primary Depar'ment Method provides rot only for the instruction

of the children but also for the training of the young men and women cf

the church for and by service.

The teaching method featured in Lessen Helps and literature has been
based upon the best pedagogical methods of the West, especially on the
Problem Method of Dr. John Dewey.

The Church Program of Religious Education has been prepared an3
studied by several national conferences. This program provides not only
for Bible study and worship but uses the Sunday School as a definite

"training ground for Christian service."

• Methods have also been promoted which make for the vitalizing and
personalizing of the Bible teaching work, looking toward a deeper con-

secration erf the teacher and more personal dealing with the pupil.

LITERATURE
One of the duties committed to the Centenary Sunday School Com-

mittee was the preparation of Sunday School Lesson Notes and Teacher
Training literature.

As regards the former, there are now some eight kinds of International

Uniform Lesson Note publications in Chinese, and also a translation erf the

Chinese Teacher's Quarterly into English, given in the China Sunday
School Journal monthly. There have been five of the series of the Inter-

national Graded Pupil's Helps translated and adapted for use in China.

The circulation of the CSSU International Uniform Lesson Notes has
increased through the decade from 27,000 to 140,000 per week. The largest

circulation was in 1917. As with other publication societies, the increase

in the cost of paper on account of the war made it necessary to use inferior

grades of paper, and in other ways to lessen the printing cost. In spite

of this, the Union has been obliged to increase its prices. Moreover, the

continued burden of the gold-silver exchange has made it increasingly

difficult for missionaries to subsidize the purchase of Lesson Helps far

Chinese Sunday Schools. This has, of course, reacted on the circulation cf

the publication; of the Sunday School Union as well as erf other agencies..

Many purchasers have changed from the more expensive and better class

helps to the simpler and cheaper leaflets. In one way, however, the

financial stringency has benefited the Sunday School work in that the

actual purchase of Sunday School supplies has increasingly been thrown
upon the Chinese Sunday Schools themselves. Where missionaries in

charge have given special attention to promoting this self-support, the

results may be regarded as wholly favourable.

The above circulation figures do not include the issues in Shanghai
colloquial, and the Lesson Notes issued in West China, which amount
approximately to 14,000 per Sunday. Both of these publications use the

editorial material furnished by the Sunday School Union. The Southern

Baptist Publication Society also issues Lesson Helps which have an
approximate circulation erf 31,000 per Sabbath.

The total issue of Sunday School Lesson Note literature in China is

approximately 200,000 per week.

The International Graded Series have not had as large a sale as tha

Uniform Lessons. An average of 8,000 per Sunday has been issued.

There are in existence three or four other graded courses of Bible

Lessons which have a sectional circulation, being perhaps meire specially

adapted few use in teaching the Bible in educational institutions, e.g., the

Blakeslee Series ; a few volumes of the Bible Study Union Series ; Mutch's

Graded Bible Stories; and the West China Series, both pupils* anel

teachers', of Graded Lessons based on Ayre's syllabus.
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There hive been few attempts at the publication of indigenous lesson

courses, although all the lesson note publications seek to adapt their

material to the special needs of the Chinese Church and school. Notably

is this the case in connection with the lesson helps of the China Sunday

School Union which all have Chinese Life Problem pictures and stories icr

the starting point of the lesson treatment.

TEACHER TRAINING LITERATURE

The CSSU reports ten varieties of American and British Teacher Tram-

ing books as having been reprinted in cheap form in English. The first

of these was issued in 1912 and some 8,000 have been sold. Seven of these

Teacher Training books have been translated into Chinese and have had a

sale of 25,000. A Teacher Training Certificate prepared by the CSSU has

been secured bv some 2,000 Chinese leaders. These have either attended

Teacher Training Institutes and /or passed examinations in one or more

Teacher Training books Beside* the above published by the CSSU there

are at least half a dozen books on Pedagogy and Religious Education

available in Chinese, especially valuable for Teacher Training as related

to Religious Education. The "following may be mentioned : "How to

Study," McMurry; -'Principles of Teaching," Thorndike; "How We
Think," Dewey; "Education in Religion and Morals," Coe; etc.

In the field of Religious Pedagogy the production of indigenous litera-

ture has been very small. Several small booklets, however, have been

{specially written for specific needs which same have had large circulation.

For example, "Theological College lectures on Sunday School Work,"

Webster; "Problem Teaching," "Adult Bible Class Work," "Special

Methods," etc., Tewksbury; "The Sunday School in China," Ching.

There is real need for a Chinese Religious Education Magazine.

A portion of the English magazine of the CSSU the "China Sundny

School Journal" monthly, contains reprints or original articles on the prin-

ciples and methods of Religious Education, etc. Extra editions of these

articles are printed and stocked in connection with the CSSU Teacher

Training Literature as "Reprints " Many of the Reprints are also issued

in Chinese. They have been sold at cost prices, five or ten cents each, and

freely distributed at Conferences, to office visitors, etc. Some 8,000 English

and 7,000 Chinese Reprints have thus been circulated. Adding this to the

circulation of the Teacher Training Series mentioned above, it may he

estimated that the CSSU has circulated approximately 50,000 issues of

Teacher Training literature.

Some estimate of the quality of the teaching in the Sunday Schools

may be made by noting that a large proportion of the 13,000 Sunday School

teachers reported are probably from the employed staff, both Chinese and

English, of the missions and churches This employed staff as regards

Chinese workers fsee Table on page 317) consists of approximately l4
educational and % evangelistic workers. Presumably most of the teachers

in the Sunday Schools are from these workers. This in itself would in-

dicate that both educationally and evangelistically, the teaching force is of

a higher grade than if, as in the home lands, it were largely made up from

the ordinary church membership. On the other hand on account of the

lack of special training in Religious Pedagogy much of the teaching is

probably of the expository or lecture type.

Literacy—The large circulation of the CSSU ' Lesson Primer' leaflet

would seem to indicate that there is an effort being made in the Sundav
Schools to teach the members to read the Bible. This Lesson Primer,

some years since gave introductory material connected with the lesson,

using 500 carefully chosen Chinese characters. For the last few years

the CSSU Lesson Helps, to the extent of 5,000,000 pages per year, have

contained more or less of the material interlined with the Government
Phonetic Script. It is to be hoped, therefore, that the Sunday School is an

efficient arm of the Church in the campaign for "An Open Bible for China. '

Mention has not been made in this article of the large work of the

YMCA and YWCA in Curriculum Bible Study, Voluntary Bible Study
Groups in schools and Association centers, and also the help rendered ty
their membership in various Church Sunday Schools. The Association

Press of China has also published many Bible Study books especially

fnitable for voluntary Bible study groups in middle schools and colleges

(see special article on the work of the YMCA in Section IX). Main-
varieties of Religious Education literature are also published by the Tract

Societies, the CLS, and other organizations, especially along lines of Bible

Introduction, Commentaries, Dictionaries and to a limited extent,

Periodicals and Booklets adapted to the reading of the Sunday School
membership

GENERALIZATIONS
In considering the present state of Sunday School work in China it is

needful to bear in mind that there are conditions in mission lands which
necessarily differentiate Sunday School work here from that in most
Western Christian countries. It may be well to mention a few of these
differences as otherwise deductions from the statistical information given

cannot be adequately used. Certain apply to (A) the church membership

which constitute a large part of the material to be educated. The other

differentiations apply to (B) Sunday School work in general.

(A) THE PRESENT CHINESE CHURCH MEMBERSHIP

(t) Is Largely Adult—Exact statistics are not available. Studies in

several districts indicate that less than 20 per cent of the communicant*

are under 20 vears of age. (The opposite is probably true in England and

America). The youth that do enter the church come mostly from the

mission boarding schools and do not generally return to their native village

churches.

(2) The Majority Lhe in Country Districts—A large proportion, per-

haps 75 per cent of the communicants, are found in country churches. The

average communicant membership per "congregation" for all China is 39.

<«- 70 if the whole constituency is included. Many members live at a dis-

tance from the church center and in scattered groups. The Christian com-

munitv in the larger centers usually contains a large number of students

from the counhy districts attending Christian schools. The problem of a

Church Sunday School is thus largely one of the nurture of adult country

Christians.

(3) Many are Unable to Bead Intelligently—K major part of the

membership is unable to read easHy either the Bible or the Lesson Helps

:

59 per cent of the women and 40 per cent of the men cannot read at all.

In districts where Romanized books are used, these proportions will cf

course he much smaller. The introduction of the Government Phonetic

Script is also helping to reduce this percentage.

(4) Unfamiliar with Christian Truth—Since almost the whole member-

ship has entered the church in adult life, they do not have that familiarity

with Christian Truth and the Bible, almost universal in Christian lands.

The lesson treatment cannot therefore be merely a discussion of truth

already known, but must also be a study of material comparatively new.

(5) A Church-going as Distinguished from a Sabbath-keeping Church-
In many sections Chinese lack that amount of freedom from secular busi-

ness and manual work for the -whole Sabbath needful to provide adequate

time for Bible teaching and study.

(B) SUNDAY SCHOOL WORK
(1) 1$ but one of Several Agencies for Bible Instruction Used in

Mission Lands—Others may be mentioned, for example : {1} curriculum

Bible study as required by- most Christian schools, (2) the Young Men's an<I

Women's Christian Association Bible Study Groups in the higher schools.,

and colleges, {3) station classes for enquirers and catechumens, (4) evening

Bible study classes, etc.

It is to be noted, however, that where and when the Government makes
primary education compulsory, the Christian day school with its Bible

teaehing will decrease in influence as an agency for teligious nurture. In

this connection a resolution passed by the Mott Conference of Missionaries

in Japan, 10,13, is of significance :

—

"There is a rapidly deepening conviction on the part of the Japan-
ese nation that the influence of religion is needed in the moral educa-
tion of the rising generation. But the Government itself cannot under-
take to teach religion in its tax-sustained schools. Hence there is a
dilemma here that offers an opportunity to Christian education to
render a unique service by training the men and women that are
required to develop a great religious educational work through the
Sunday School, and thus meet a great national need while at the same
time laying broad foundations for the greater Christian Church of tha
future."

(2) Composed in Large Proportion of Students—Most organized Sun-
day Schools have for their nucleus and also for the bulk of their member-
ship scholars from day and boarding schools. Ordinary church members
are but a small proportion of those that attend. Moreo%-er, a large pro-
portion of the total church membership is not found in the Sunday School
at all.

(3) Not Accurately Graded—Accurate grading, based on physical stu4

intellectual development, is complicated by the differences in Bible know-
ledge and in the ability to read of those who otherwise could be taught in
the same grade.

(4) The Sunday School Teachers are Largely from those who are gixing
their whole time to Christian Work—The teaching force of the organized
Sunday School in general consists of missionaries, Chinese male and
female workers in the regular employ of the mission school or church, and
the teachers and older students in the schools. The ordinary lay member-
ship as jet furnishes but a very small proportion of the Sunday School
teachers.

(5) Not yet Fully Indigenous—Perhaps because the "h&w" of Sunday
School organization has been more emphasized that the "-why," the schools
are in danger of reverting to an expository-preaching type, when careful
expert supervision is withdrawn.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION IN THE SCHOOL
Religious Education may be considered as the prime responsibility of

,any mission educational institution. Religions Education functions in the
school both directly and indirectly.

DIRECT AGENCIES
Directly, it is concerned in (I) Religious Education in the curriculum,

(II) Religious Education in prescribed or voluntary devotional church
services, such as Daily Chapel Pray>rs, Sunday Public Worship, Prayer
Meetings, etc. (Ill) Religious Education in the Voluntary Bible Study

Groups of the YMCA and Sunday Schools. (IV) Religious Education by
and for practical Christian work, in teaching Sunday School Classes,
Preaching, Social Service, etc.

(I) RELIGIOUS EDUCATION IN THE CURRICULUM
Religious Education in the Curriculum might include the teaching of

the Bible ; of religion, including its history, literature, and teachings ; and
of practical religion, including methods of church work. Christian ethics,
etc.
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I.—Sunday School Work—Societies Compared
(Figoreg given ia nearest thousands)
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MES ... 11,000 145 900 11,000 22,000 1/2 4,000 6,000

PE 9.000 146 600 6,000 19.000 1/2 7,000 3,000
UM8 8.000 71 300 15,000 36,000 1/4 4,000 ! 2,000

CMC 7,000 175 700 11,000 26.000 14 12,000 ! 5,000

MCC ; 7,000 88 400 2,000 3,000 5,000 4.000

ABCFM .. 6.000 115 700 14.000 23,000 1/4 9,000 3,000
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• Incomplete or estimated,

(a) 1917 CCC statistics.

There have been two surveys which help in estimating the amount oi

time, courses of study, and text-books used in Curriculum Bible Study in

tae Christian educational institutions. The first survey was made by a

special committee of the CCC termed the Committee on Religious Educa-

tion. The courses of Bible study required in some iS middle schools, 15

colleges, and as recommended by 5 Educational Associations, were tabulated

and published in Appendix V-A of the CCC 1917 Proceedings. Certain erf

the institutions give the number of hours devoted to Curriculum Bible

Study. Eater statistics are given in answer to a questionnaire sent out by
Dr. H. W. Luce on behalf of the China Christian Educational Association

in 1919. These show that the average number of hours given to religious

instruction in over ico middle schools in China is three hours out of say sa

hours of curriculum work per week. With reference to the amount of time

specifically given to Curriculum Bible Study, attention should be called

to a paper read by Dr. Lnella Miner, dean of the Women's Union College,

Peking, at a meeting of the Chihli-Shansi Christian Association, and
published later in the Educational Review. In this article she says :

"The hours of credit allowed in our middle schools and colleges

for the department of Bible history and literature and religious educa-

tion, are not sufficient for even 1 smattering of knowledge. In the

Curriculum for middle school > prepared for this Association, out of 36

semester hoars of wsrk, only one is given to this department, less than

is allowed in many secular schools in America. . . Passing to colleges,

even some tax-supported colleges in the United States allow more
credits for this department than we provide in our Christian uni-

versities."

Curriculum Bible study is beset with most difficult problems : (1) with

two-thirds of the students from non-Christian homes, shall the Bible grading

correspond to the classification of the students according to scholastic

grades; {2) how relate the Curriculum Bible Study to YMCA Bible study

groups, the church and other voluntary Bible study opj>ortunities of the

students; (3) shall the curriculum Bible teaching be informational and
literary only or shall it also extend to the ethical, devotional and
evangelistic; (4I how to secure that teaching which shall so relate the Bible

to practical living as will secure changed lives and deeper consecration to

Christ and His service
; {5) how supervise the work so that the Bible study

shall function in behaviour and definite forms of Christian service.

These difficulties are also expressed in the CCC 191 7 Proceedings under

Religious Education in Middle Schools :

"Students in mission middle schools vary from the raw non-

Christian who has never seen the Scriptures, to the pious son cr

daughter of godly parents who, like Timothy, has known the Holy
Scriptures from childhood. Yet all must be put into the same curri-

culum Bible coarse. To meet this state of affairs, a brief introduction

to the Old and New Testaments should be given at the beginning of the

first year's course. And throughout the whole four years the teacher

should be so fresh and inspiring, and so relate his teachings to practical

daih- living, that all the students will have to work hard, think en
mor ad bz interested."**

The above Committee also analyzes the courses of Curriculum Bible

Study in Middle Schools as follows

:

"The courses examined include three recommended by Educational

Associations, three adopted by Provincial Educational Unions, and about

twenty published in the curricula of typical middle1 schools in various parts

of China.

Comparison reveals great differences in scope and method. We would
bring to the notice of the Committee the following general features and
proportions :

(t) The Proportionate Place givsn to Old and New Testament Study—
Of the three courses recommended by Educational Associations, two appor-
tion two years each to the Old and New Testament, the third onrts the Old
Testament entirely from the four years' course.

Of the three Provincial Educational Union courses, two ,>!so apportion
two years to each : the third apportions three vears to the New Testament
and but one to the Old Testament,

Of the twenty curricula of middle schools examined, nine agree in

apportioning two years to each ; seven give one year out of the four to

the Old Testament : three give all four years to the New Testament : and
one, three out of the four years to the Old Testament.

From these particulars it appears that the general judgment of

missionary educators in the middle school is that the curriculum Bible study
course should embrace selected portions of both Old and New Testaments,
and there is a predominance of opinion that approximately equal periods

should be apportioned to each.

(2 ) Scope of Studies—a. Old Testament. In a large majority of cases

the Old Testament studies are confined to the narrative oc historical books.

b. New Testament. In all but a few cases the New Testament studies

seem to bt limited to the Gospels and Acts.

These particulars reveal the general judgment that the course in this

grade should be largely if not entirely confined to the historical or narrative

portions of the Bible.

(5) Special Features—Christian Evidences, Church History, Com-
parative Religion, Social Service, etc., are specified in some of the courses.

But, excepting one Educational Association, they are single e;-,

The general judgment would seem to be that this course should not be

extended beyond the canonical Scriptures, and that such subjects as speci-

fied above should be excluded or deferred to the collegiate course.

(4) Class Books—From the published curricula it is evident that in

over seventy per cent of our middle schools the Bible studies are conducted

through the medium or with the aid of books of exposition, outlines of

histories, compilations, harmonies, etc."

{II} RELIGIOUS EDUCATION IN DAILY AND SUNDAY
DEVOTIONAL SERVICES

Both Christian and non-Christian students in all Christian educational

institutions are, it is to be supposed, expected to attend daily prayers, and

public worship on the Sabbath ; the YMCA and Christian Endeavour meet-

ings will likely be voluntary. In Dr. Luce's statistics 114 out of 160

middle schools report Sunday Schools as one of their forms of social service.

This may refer to the Sunday School which is attended bv the students or

to Sunday Schools which they lead as teachers or superintendents.

Where a large number of students ecme up to the educational center

irom their home churches, the problem of continuing the influence of the

church in their lives is a difficult one. There are no statistics to show
hew many schools have separate warship services, and how many seek to

relate their students to the various churches of the neighbourhood. Neither

solution is a wholly satisfactory one. Especially is it difficult to relate the

students to the churches erf the city. The student does not regard himself

as one of the young laynien in the church., bat as a "student." The church

members regard him with interest as a "student," but do not welcome him
as one of themselves, and the church authorities usually take little if any

pains adequately to instruct him in his duties and privileges as a Christian

layman. The YMCA and various lines of social service, therefore, often

present stronger attractions and more congenial atmosphere and service.

(Ill) RELIGIOUS EDUCATION IN VOLUNTARY BIBLE

GROUPS AND SUNDAY SCHOOLS
In the annual reports of the Student Dept. of the YMCA

tabulations are given of 141 mission colleges [Senior an .

and middle schools :

Colhsges and 1 No. telto are Xitmber enrolled . :

STUDY

?rades
:

Middle Schools

141

Students

25,731 8,841

enrolled

9,338

There are no statistics to indicate what proportion of the 221,559

scholars reported ia Survey returns as enrolled in the typical Sunday
School are from these mission educational institutions. There are probably

but few Sunday Schools that do not have primary and middle school pupils

in attendance. Many day schools have Sunday Schools on their premises

on the Sabbath.

(TV) RELIGIOUS EDUCATION FOR AND BY CHRISTIAN SERVICE

The only statistics available as to the amount of practical work the

students are doing in connection with their Re' d work are

those given by Dr. Luce for 150 middle scl

a. Number of schools having kinds of social sen : in ov

students

:

{1) teaching evening classes 41 ses 11

«

teaching playground activities 41 (4) preaching

conducting health cani[ ting; prisons 1

I7} visiting hospitals 20

b. Average number of students sharing in this form of work 21

c. Average total of hours per week devoted to this work :

ii) daring the six Week-days - v 2

d. Have your teachers or students made a thorough survey of the

religious,, social, economic, political, and sanitary needs of yoar

community ? 9 Yes, 127 No.
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"That the staff of Christi 1 *is be sufficiently large and

;ally equipped to make sympathetic, unhurried, intimate cultiva-

tion of individual students an habitual practice."

-".ion of vital importance concerns "he

1 >1 atmosphere of the educational institution. Is it conducive b

I b of religious life or is it educative without being religious ? Sever il

factors enter into such a discussion; the proportion of Christian sh:

and teachers, the character of the Bible teaching, and the personality and
the s; I the teachers, the relation of the students and teachers to
the church life of the town or city, etc., etc. The Survey sheds some light

on certain of tr.ese conditions For example, the proportion of Christian
--Christian students. Dr. Luce's survey shows that only 38 per cent

- middle school students and $1 per cent of the higher primary are
ftom Christian homes. The YMCA Tables show that approximately one-
third of the middle school students and one-half of the college students are

Christians. It may be questioned whether a mission middle school wi*h
one-third of its Chinese teaching force and two-thirds of its student
non-Christian, can have that strong influence for Christianity which our

motive would seem to demand.

($) The Aim, so to Personalize the Bible Teaching that it shall Touch
Vitally the Student's Life—In this connection it should be noted that only
one-fifth at the Chinese teachers have more or less normal training, and
that the "training of the large majority of the foreign teachers is little more
than incidental." There seems to be a lack of clearness in the minds of
even the most earnest foreign teachers as to the real aim of Curriculum
Bible Study-. To many there seems to be no middle ground between
making the curriculum Bible study purely informational or literary and
"preaching in the class room." The best teaching method however as re-
gards any historical subject requires that the subject matter shall be
definitely related to the present day problem situations of the students.

< this in curriculum Bible study is not only possible but follows the
durational method. Its result in character building could hardly be

over-estimated.

MEASUREMENT OF RESULTS
There are .at least four lines of study, if one is to estimate the result

of the form of Keligt3us Education considered above :

The first and obvious method of measurement of results counts tha
ntunber of "baptisms," or the number who become church members during
the year. Using the statistics furnished by the YMCA Student Depart-

tioB as show
id through the church to the com
hcols would be of real value. Dr
school graduates some 1,423 are I?

more are continuing their studie

pais the securing from ottr Christian Schools of candidates fur
inistry, the following extract from the 1919 report of the CCC Com

mitteee on Theological Education, is of value :

"But the fact remains that our arts colleges have, speaking in gener.il
terms, not been able to inspire their graduates with the spirit of sacrifice
and service, wit': f what the ministry of the Lord Jesus really
is, and the will to consecrate themselves to it. More than one such college
could be named which in an otherwise noble history, has sent but one or
two of its own gradua
among its preach:

or after the completion

committee sl>

question, but it would

roent we find that in 1920, in 141 mission middle and
schools registering something over 25,731 students, of

itional

>4i were

- into the ministry, or has been able to include
^-graduates none but men who took -luring
lotion of their theological course. To what extent vour

remedy for this deplorable situation, is an open
ould at least point oat that just at present, this is

the problem requiring the most earnest attention of all
those who ai in furnishing the Chinese Church with an adequate
native ministry. Tins is an issue which carries deep down to some search-
ing questions as to what our mission institutions are for. Vast sums are
being expended upon them. They involve large staffs of picked men.
But unless they produce a quality of Christian character which is unique,
which is superior to anything the government schools can achieve, thev
will, with the developments in government education, soon have litt'e
reason for existence. And unless they can supply the men which the
Church will soon be needing for her ministry, they cannot be regarded r.s

efficient in the purpose for which the home churches authorized their
establishment, however well managed they be from an educational stand-
point. This is primarily a spiritual problem. Is there not a danger that
the officers and teachers in our institutions of higher learning, because of
their absorption in routine duties, arc unconsciously losing the distinctly
evangelistic and religions purpose which brought them originally to the
mission field ? In the early days when education was much less complex,
our schools were chiefly evaluated by their ability to supply men for the
Church, and with our splendid new colleges and universities there'mnst le
a^ renewal of this emphasis, or the Church will fail to secure the workers
she must have. Evangelism thus turns to education in this her compel-
ling need."

Perhaps the result that the Christian church and community will the
most insistently demand from its educational institutions is, that they
shall produce Christian young men and women, who not only know and
love their Bible and believe the religion therein revealed, but who ca:s
teach others and perform intelligently the duties Christian laymen should
render in the work of church and community.

Each year several thousands of students finish their connection with
our Christian middle schools and colleges, either as graduates or otherwise.
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The effect this annua! influx of student life into oar churches and com-

munities might have and is having- can hardly be overestimated. Probably

half of the graduates are Christian. It is unnecessary here to discuss the

reasons why school graduates and the returned students so often fail to

establish happy relationship with the churches of the community where

business or profession locates them.

An educated Christian Lay leadership is perhaps the most essential

need of the Christian Movement in the Far East. To our mission educa-

tional institutions must be assigned the task of providing these educated

laymen, for the educated Christian young men of China are not in ffaa

churches, but in the mission schools. The average church "community"*

consists of adults from 25 years upward, and a large number of children

under twelve. The jouth early leave the home church for boarding school,

and in many cases do not return, either to that church or any other. It is

upon the boarding school and college then, that must be placed the burden

of "educing" from these church children, Christian laymen who love their

Bible and their Church, and have the training, and the humility, to help

carry forward its work.

The CCC Religious Education Committee urges : That there be su»:h

training in church work while the student is in school as shall fit him for

active participation in church work after leaving school.

II.—Sunday School Growth
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1914 CCC ... ...i 253.210 460,409 133.674

1915 CCC ... ...' 368,652 B% 526.108 3.025 7.375 165.282 23 °n

1916 CCC ... ... 293,139 9% 595,973 3,637 11,021 195,704 Wft
1917 CCC ... ... 312.970 1% 654.658 4,301 12,416 210.397 ~i%

1918 CCC ... ... 327,160* -5% 717.877 222.853 ,

1919 Survey... .... 345,853 H% 618,611 ... 221,559* -1%
1920 CCC ... ... 366.524 ®% 806,926 5,69S 12,291 259.261 l«%

* Incomplete.

CONCLUSIONS

These surveys would seem to indicate in general that Christian educa-

1 institutions are finding great difficulty in making Religious Educa-

tion the prime responsibility. There is a fear of making religion distaste-

ful because prescribed or compulsory. There is a lack of ability h>

J he faculty adequately to teach Bible and Christian subjects. The cur-

riculum is crowded, especially if there are government requirements to

be met. But where is there greater opportunity for the Christian Church

than is offered in our schools, where there are now over .200,000 youth ?

This opportunity may be greatly lessened in the not distant future.

The Church of China must have educated Christian la^-men both zealous

and trained to work for Church and country. The educational institutions

carried on by the missionary organizations would seem to be preeminently

the place where greater emphasis should be placed on Religious Education.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION IX THE HOME
A Sub-committee of the CCC Committee on Religious Education

reported in 1917 on Daily Worship in the Homes of Church Members.

This Sub-committee held three meetings in Nanking, and submitted a

survey including 748 families of several denominations, in and about

Nanking. A survey was also made by the chairman of the Sub-committee,

covering three villages of the Southern Methodist Church, including some

244 families. The chaiiman of the Sunday School and Bible Study Com-

mitteee also presented figures given by a body of leaders gathered at

Hanyang, representing some thirty-five churches of the Wuhan district,

containing 1,044 families. These surveys may be summarized as

(1) Statistical information regarding religious conditions in homes is

not only difficult to secure but almost impossible to tabulate. Great care

should be exercised in quoting figures : they are in many cases indefinite

and perhaps inaccurate, and also represent but a small section of the

Christian Church. The figures offered, however, may perhaps be useful to

indicate to the CCC certain general needs and possibilities.

The Wuhan figures indicate that the aver

represented in the Church will approximately equal one-half its

membership. (2,215 members of 35 churches represented 1,044 homes).

(b) Probably two-thirds of the church membership live in homes
where the influence is predominantly non-Christian. fOI cx.2 homes with

id the non-Christian element predomin.u

i S ; -.:.7 of the homes where C>;
'

have reported a regular observance of family norsh '
- ;eh homes,

146 reported family worship).

d) An estimate may be warranted, that of our

Christians, outride the church doors, comes under ,;>:

Total number of hemes surveved

Estimated Christians in these homes ... •..

Christians living in homes having daily prayers, 22 pei eenfcor 900

ii) In the surveys as made by the Sub-committee, questions were

asked, to discover the reason for the non-observance of family worship. The

reasons most frequently given were the following ;

; Inability to read.

2] The one able to lead prayers much away from home.

Family too busy.

j Opposition from the non-Christian element in the family.

; General cold-heartedness.

SUMMER CONFERENCE CENTERS
The development of summer conference centers and health resorts in

China has been very marked during the last two decades. Two features

have contributed to this development—first, the demands of health ; second,

the needs of district and national interdenominational conferences.

The need of a change from the enervating heat and moisture of the

plains was early felt. Chinese temples were first used, and it was not

until about 1SS7 that missicnaries in any appreciable number began build-

ing summer bungalows oh ttearby mountain tops. Knliang, a mountain

near Foochow, was one of the first summer resorts to be developed. About

1892, missionaries began building summer homes at the Western Hills nesr

Peking. The development of Pehtaiho Bench and Ruling soon followed,

proving most rapid and extensive.

At the present time, including the four places mentioned above, there

are over a dozen well-known summer health resorts in China, where mis

sionaries, foreign and Chinese business men with their families find

needed change, recuperation and fellowship. The aggregate number of

people who annually gather at these places is over 6,oco, of which perhaps

two-thirds are missionaries and their families. In number of summer
residents, Ruling and Pehtaiho heael the list with 1,500 to 2,000 each. The

other principal places in order of size are : Kikungshan, about 100 miles

above Hankow on the Peking-Hankow line ; Mokanshan, near Hangchow ,-

Kuliang near Foochow ; Long Island near Hongkong ; Loh Fan mountain

near Sheklung; Tai Shan in Shantung; Mt. Omei in West China; and

an NMS mountain resort fTienchaopmg) near Tafupiag in Hunan.

In 1003, the first China "Northfield" or "Keswick" Conference was

held at Lotus Hills, Pehtaiho, As far as is known this was the first inter-

denominational conference strictly for Chinese leaders to be called in

China. Prior to 1003 YMCA conferences were held specially for students

at various placs, but beyond mission and station meetings, no attempts as

yet had been made at interdenominational conferences of Chinese

Christians. In 10.15, the Chinese YMCA secured a residence and. conference

Kti'ing where commodious conference buildings have since

At the Western Hills, a Chinese temple, Wo Fit Ssa, has

ammodation for manv Y51CA and other Christian conferences.

hindav School Union and other organizations have during

!i cation 00
been built,

furnished ac
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chang, Canton, Wo Pit Ssu, Moukden, Hongkong, Nanking, Tientsin, and

Changsha. Those where student conferences were held under the super-

vision of the YMCA are : Shanghai, Nanking, Ling Yin Ssu (near Wanteh,

Sung.), Wo Fu Ssu {near Peking), Yunnanfu, Chenglu, Taikuhsien, Yo-

chow, Fenghwangcheng, Hweihsien, Swatow, and Canton.

During 1910-1930 the Stewart Evangelistic Fund, through Rev. J. H.

Biackstonc, the field agent, secured extensive conference sites both at

Killing and Pehtaiho where ouildings were later erected. At the present

time jco Chinese can be accommodated 3t each resort. The buildings are

also used for Bible classes, missionary conferences, etc. Due largely to the

encouragement and financial assistance of the Stwart Evangelistic Fund,

summer conferences for Chinese have been rapidly developed during the

last five years. Approximately- sixty different conferences have been aided

financially and a part of the program arranged for through this Fund.

Special campaigns centering in the summer resorts have constituted

another feature of conference development during recent years. For ex-

ample, a campaign in Personal Evangelism was conducted through two

summers | '917-1918) and the intervening months under the leadership of tbe

Rev. Frank Buchman. Over 14 separate conferences in connection with

this campaign were held in different parts of the country. S

sionaries and manv Chinese leaders were connected with deputation a

Besides centers where foreign summer homes and Chinese eonferen -e

buildings have been built, thete arc summer beach resort> uahai-

kwan, Chinwangtao, Weihaiwei, Tsingtau, Chefoo, etc. At the last two

places, there are missionary summer homes.

Sonmier conferences for Chinese are also held at Soochow, Nanking,

where student cos

of the YWCA are

'ehtaiho.

pti under the

Peking, Wa*

uchow, and other

.v.- chtnes< Christians gnher annually.

lewha! unique o nierence is held each fall

the sacred mountain of Nanyo, Hunan. T
res of the Hunan Bible Institute fffl< 'I. A .

attend, having Bible teaching and study

m personal work among the pilgrims in th

tiling, a Union Committee arranges for

*se. Convention periods axe

Kikungshan, Mokanshan, K-iliang, C

•

Mt.
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COMMERCIALIZED VICE IN CHINA

Introduction—By "commercialized vice" is meant the more or less

organized promotion of sexual immorality for gain. Private immorality,

therefore, is not included in the report. The information herein sum-

marized was secured through the sending out of 391 short questionnaires,

to which 94 replies were received, which is about 24 per cent of those

sent out. These questionnaires were sent to doctors, members of the

China Medical Missionary Association, a number of whom are Chinese.

This group has probably a better chance to gauge the prevalence of this

evil than any other. The replies received cover 71 cities in China and its

dependencies; these are located in 14 provinces and Manchuria. The

population of these cities varies between 6,000 and 1,500,000. This report

is, therefore, a study of the urban and not the rural aspects of "com-

mercialized vice"; the rural aspect of the problem being hardly touched

upon. In the main the report gives the impressions of missionary doctors,

though the information received from the doctors is supplemented to some

extent from other sources, including material in possession of the Shang-

hai Moral Welfare Committee and the Vice Commission appointed in

1919 by the Ratepayers in the International Settlement of Shanghai, The

information given is based more on observations and estimates than on

systematic investigation or official information. In only a few cases are

official statistics definitely given as the basis of replies to the question-

naire. In Shaohingfu Che, a Chinese Investigation Committee is re

ferred to. In Fukien province a survey was conducted which originated

in Foochow. In Shanghai the police count of the number of prostitutes

in the International Settlement was about the same as that by the Shang-

hai Moral Welfare Committee. In Kweilin, Chefoo, Peking, Tsinan,

Nanking, and Hongkong also, official lists were available. Attempts at

statistical summaries must be considered inconclusive, because of (1) the

difficulty of determining the actual size of the population, and (2) the

with which moral repugnance against the traffic swells estimates of

king it very easy to generalize on incomplete data. One popular

estimate of an inland port city, for instance, gives 10,000 prostitutes

which is probably an inflated guess. The information given in this

study, therefore, must be taken as incomplete and tentative, and as em-

phasizing the need for the careful study of some one or two typical

urban centers in regard to this problem.

Estimates of Prevalence—Eleven per cent of the replies report that,

in the case of the place concerned, public or open prostitution is either

very small or negligible. For six cities with populations between

7,000 and 60,000, the estimates of the ratio of prostitutes to the popula-

tion varv between 1—35 and 1—90, or an average of 1—60. Such esti-

mates seem high. In one case at least, all the hangers on of the brothels

concerned (including the children) were included. Yet these impressions

register an unusual prominence of the evil. These six places are all

interior towns, and are travelling or trade centers or both. For 41 cities

which include the above six, with populations varying between 1,200

and 1,500,000, the reports of the ratios of the number cf prostitutes to

the population range from 1—50 to 1—5,000, or an average of about 1—325.

Here again the element of casual estimation weakens the conclusion. But

in the six cities of Nanking, Kweilin, Chefoo, Peking, Tsinan, and

Shanghai, with populations between 60,000 and 1,500,000, estimates as

to the number of prostitutes openly recognized as plying their trade are

based on official lists. These show ratios of prostitutes to the population

ranging from 1—153 to 1—593, or about an average of 1—300. This

figure, therefore, in connection with above statements, may be taken as 3

crude estimate of the ratio of prostitutes to the general urban population.

The figures given above are inclusive of five cities where the evil is

negligible. The estimates given register great variation in impressieeus

as to the prevalence of commercialized vice and of its actual ratio to the

population in different places. Allowing for all discrepancies and in-

flation, and keeping in mind that these figures do not include clandes-

tine prostitution, they denote a condition of things deplorable and star-

tling and needing immediate attention. It should be noted that the pre-

valence or prominence of commercialized vice bears no fixed ratio to the

population nor location of the place concerned, though it seems to loom

larger in smaller cities. In any event the intensity of the problem varies

immensely in different places and is not uniformly worse in the larger

centers. Port cities are not all equally bad. In one case the informa-

tion is given that the villages in that district arc very had. From Yen-

pingfu, Fu., we learn that "there are villages along the river whose only

means of support is what the women can earn in this way. There are

villages where there is not a clean woman." In this connection the

patrons appear to- be mostly boat men. In some places decrease of the

problem is noted; in others increase. There is reason for thinking that

commercialized vice in China is growing in openness, but there is no

conclusive information as to whether its ratio to the population has in

general actually increased or decreased.

Segregation—While in most places prostitutes tend to segregate

themselves in general there is no official segregation. One exception is

at Sianfu, She., where prostitutes are kept in one compound, the gates

of which are guarded by soldiers. In Peking, official segregation practi-

cally exists; this may be true in other places also. Brothels tend to be

confined to districts which are sometimes known as 'hu.' In some plaess

they are not permitted within the city walls.

Solicitation—As to the prevalence of street solicitation, 46 per cent

of the informants said there was none; 17 per cent, a little; and 37 per

cent, that it was in evidence. While undoubtedly such solicitation is

bad in some places, it is not uniformally so. Shanghai has an unenviable

reputation in this regard.

Relation to Students—As to what social groups most patronize this

vice, no generalizations can be made. There are, however, some signi-

ficant facts which deserve mention. Soldiers axe frequently mentioned

in this regard. In two routine Wesserman tests for syphilis carried on

for a year on hospital patients in Soochow and Peking, and published in

the China Medical Journal, 1921, this group (soldiers) was not at the

head of the list in numbers showing positive reaction. Indeed these two

tests—the first made in China—support the inference drawn from sources

other than this surrey that business men, particularly those who travel,

are more addicted to this vice than any other group. Popular opinion

also agrees with this inference. There is also a popular idea that the

trade of a city depends upon it. There is good Chinese authority lor

the belief that "scholars" as a group are more free from this evil than

others. As to the relation of commercialized vice to students, 53 replies

were received. Of these, 41 or 77 per cent affirmed that the evil either

had no connection or no special connection with students. While these

statements are based on the testimony of those not in charge of schools,

yet it comes from those who get in touch with the diseases which give

strong evidence of immoral conduct. Data on government schools ifl

this regard are incomplete, although they are evidently included in

some of the replies given. Mention is made of three places where large

numbers of government students have applied for treatment of venereal

diseases, but no hint is given as to the ratio of the students so affected

to the total number of the group of students to which they belong. A
special letter to eight mission colleges, one government university, and

one semi-public college and middle school under Chinese Christian leader-

ship, in all of which the students are medically examined on entrance,

shows that in all those schools the students found on entering affected

with venereal diseases in active form or subsequently dismissed for im-

morality, number less than one per cent. One Christian university says

that since its organization not more than one half of one per cent of the

2,000 students that have passed through it were dismissed for this cause.

In the case of some of these schools the problem did not appear during

the year in question, and in general seems to be on the decrease rather

than on the increase. The head of one large mission school remarked,

"The purity of the younger generation is a surprise to me." It would

appear, therefore, that the social vice, speaking generally, is not one of

the most pressing problems of students and scholarly circles. In Shao-

hingfu, Che., the possible effect on students of commercialized vice is

used as an argument against recognition of it, and at Tsinan and in th?

International Settlement of Shanghai brothels are not permitted near

schools. The safety of students and the coming generation should make
a strong appeal to the Chinese social and moral sense for action against

this particular problem.

Registration and Taxes—Of the cities concerned in this report, 42

per cent are reported as having no tax on brothels or prostitutes, while 49

per cent have some sort of direct or indirect tax which in some cases

is simply a "squeeze." These taxes vary with the class to which the

victim belongs. As to number of classes in some places three are given,

in others four, and in some, notably Shanghai, five. In one case the

house is taxed and in another the owner, but in most cases the taxes are on

the individual woman, which makes it a system of direct exploitation of

individual victims. For the first class
—"Sing Song Girl"—the tax

varies between $3 to $20 a month, or an average of $7.36; for the second

class it varies between $3 and $12 a month; for the other classes it varies

between twenty and fifty cents a month. The highest taxes reported

are in Kwangtung. The practice, however, is far from uniform and is

the result of individual and local rather than national action. Such legal

regulations as exist do not mention a fee for license or taxes, in fact

these seem to leave the whole question of taxes out. The question is

often raised as to the actual status of the "Sing Song Girl" or the first-

class prostitute. This class of prostitutes are entertainers as well as

prostitutes, and the fees they get are the highest. But Chinese public

opinion always classes them with the prostitutes. They raised little

objection in the International Settlement of Shanghai to being registered

as prostitutes under recent Municipal rulings. In the Chinese Govern-

ment regulations for supervision of brothels they are definitely included

as the first of the four grades of prostitutes to be supervised. It would

appear that this class of prostitutes furnishes a good many concubines.

Many of the prostitutes are virtually slaves, though under later regula-

tions they have to be 'adopted* as they cannot be directly held as slaves;

at least this is true in some places. The debt system is prominent.

Many kidnapped children and orphans become victims to those interest-

ed in this trade. There is some ground for thinking that the life of

this class of the population in China is not intensively as unnatural as

reported of some cities in the West

The Causes—As to the causes of commercialized vice in China very

little comprehensive information is in hand. It is clear, however, that the
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economic factor is prominent. Dr. K. C. Wong in an article on "The
Social Evil in China," in the November, 1920, issue of the China Medical
Journal, thus states the conclusion of his studies of the subject of direct

causes of prostitution : "The first and most important direct cause is

ry. By this is meant chattel slavery as well as economic slavery. "This

sponsible for So per cent of the prostitution in China today. Owing
to the dire poverty of the masses and the otter disregard of daughters by
their parents, slave girls are bought and sold everywhere. Generally,
they are not sold directly to a house of ill fame. They are bought first as

servants, but after a time pje sent to this ultimate destination The
insignificant compensation awarded to female labour also drives many

- and women into harlotry. .... Another important cause of pros-
' ion is ignorance. The people do not realize the prevalanee and awful

significance of this traffic."

Legal Status—The exact legal status of commercialized vice in China,

as it concerns Chinese, is not easy to determine. In the Ta Tsing Penal

Code, translated in 1S10 by Sir G. H. Staunton, we find that "criminal

intercourse by mutual consent with an unmarried woman," and the action

of those conniving at or aiding or assisting such "criminal intercourse"

are punishable. This would appear to apply to our problem. Further-

more, all persons guilty of bringing together "government officials" and
"prostitutes" are also punishable. The Provisional Criminal Code of the

Republic of China promulgated March 10, 1912, in Article 240 reads

:

"Whoever for the purpose of gain incites any female person of reaper

character to submit to carnal knowledge by a third person" shall be

punished. Article 242 also reads : "Whoever makes it a profession to com-
the offence specified in Article 240 shall be punished." This article

also would seem to apply to commercialized vice; other laws bear on

eat phases of it. We note that the new code substitutes impris m-
ment and fines for Sagging as punishment, and seems to indicate a weaken-
ing in public opinion in that it is limited in application to "respectab'e"

women. Furthermore, the new tode seems to recognize and permit

more definitely the existence of commercialized vice than the old one.

We may have here the explanation of what seems to be a fact,

namely, that commercialized vice in China has become of late years mere
blatant and open, as over against previous furtiveness and secret!veness.

It has fceen said by one qualified to know that, if officials are

notified of the existence of this evil, they must take steps against it. The
Police Offence Law, promulgated December 10, igrs, states that tc be an
"'unlicensed prostitute" is an offence. There have also been promulgated

in Peking within the last few years regulations for the supervision of

brothels and prostitutes, the main aim of which would seem to be to pro-

tect the victim, ami which are expected to apply throughout the country.

It would appear, however, as though they are not generally known or at

least not generally applied. China thus seems to be moving toward a

m of licensing commercialized vice and official recognition of pros-

titutes at a time when the West is beginning to move in the opposite

direction.

Venereal Diseases—In the International Settlement of Shanghai there

was, until recently, Municipal medical examination of a very small pro-

portion of Chinese prostitutes. Through a sj^stem of fines for non-attend-

ance of these weekly examinations, this system in effect was compulsory.

s discontinued on vote of the Annual Ratepayers" Meeting in io/x».

In Hangchow there is a small amount of Municipal treatment for those

affected by venereal diseases. At Kaying, Tung., medical examination has

been attempted. The government regulations referred to above, which

are operative in Peking, require that as soon as diseased, a prostitute must

be sent to the hospital and the police notified. But so far as China as a

whole is concerned, there is no compulsory medical examination of pros-

ss and almost no effort.to treat or prevent venereal disease. As to

the actnal existence of venereal disease in China little is known. The two

reports tn routine Wasserman tests referred to above gave for the first test

5<j per cent positive reactions, and for the second 25.9 per cent. Of those

live reactions at Soochow, about 50 per cent could be clinically

diagnosed, and at Peking about 40 per cent. In both cases, the percent

her for married than single persons. We cannot, of course, generalize

from two tests. Vedder in "Syphilis and Public Health" says that of the

clientele of any fa ier cent to jo per cent are :

to have syphilis when subjected to such tests, and recent statistics show
that in London one person in seven is so afflicted {about 14 per cent!. Not
everybody, however, would agree with Vedder's conclusions. There is

here, however, some ground for thinking that syphilis has a higher in-

cidence in China than in the West.

Public Attitude—As to official recognition, approval,
only a minority of Chinese officials are, on the ha

finitely opposed thereto. Of course, where there is anv
squeeze, official recognition exists in feet, .

cally true of places where such taxes have not -

About 50 per cent of the places included in this study
having some such ixx or registration system. This is

the present tendency toward oifieial recognition of comn
shown also by the changes in the law and the new reguh
ed already referred to. As to public opinion in this matt
plying to this question 68 per cent reported the

|

"apathetic" would probably be a better word. Informal
sources, however, shows that commercialized vice is a
proved in China ; that indeed it is recognized as air.

not difficult to work up public opinion against it. We a

eluding that the moral attitude cf the Chinese is

it. Dr. K. C. Wong, in the article previously ins-

titution, even in the most favourable circumstar
discountenanced and condemned in China. There is n
opinion on the moral question involved- In
foremost in the list of woman's virtues." On
public opinion in this as in other regards is hac

and hence generally ineffective. Fr.nl..:

niunitv responsibility retards aggressive action e

are opposed to the traffic. This feeling of he!

hands of cupidity, with the result that this vi*

general, almost unchecked. Yet the action of G
of all brothels in Changteh, Hun. and driving
cerned, and the retardation of official recognir
in Haru result of public protest, show the possibility a
and public action thereon. In Shanghai, the Chinese officii

result of public agitation closed a large number of foreign, dives
just outside of the International Settlement. In Takhins
thirty years ago, the peo of the trail-,

since which time there have been no licensed pr<w
tacking this evil in China, it is not necessary to begin I

it is iniquitous, for that is generally recognized.

Reform Movements—There is little organized effort in (

bat this evil. Foochow, Shanghai, and Nanking have org

posed of Chinese and missionaries which, have -

inntter. Steps have also been taken in Cantor --. broth*

interesting survey has been made in Fukien and an educat
campaign is projected. In the International Settla

largely through the activities of the Shanghai Moral
the ratepayers in annual meeting assembled appointed a Vice Cow
which spent nearly a year investigating conditions and preparing ,

and recommendations thereon. The main recommendation of the
was that the license law in existence should be applied with a vi

eliminating brothels from the International Settlement by withdraw
per cent of the licenses each year for five years. This five-year pi

was adopted by the ratepayers and is now being carried out. Th<
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reduction of brothels took place April 1,

movement in Canton to close licensed houses. .

there are Chinese rescue hemes, and at Pes
carried on by the police. At Shanghai tlr

tive "Door of Hope." But the task of hel]

spread traffic is in contrast to its prevalence, aim
a growing demand for such work, and also for all l

on the problem.
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ALCOHOLISM IN CHINA
Over a year ago a short questionnaire was sent to each of the more

than 600 mission stations in China; in all 131 replies were received.

These came from every province (except Kwangsi), and from Manchuria,

Mongolia, and Sinkiang. Reference is made therein to about 260 centers,

i.e., cities, towns, or districts. While these replies are in the main only

estimates, they are, however, based on the observation of those who are

close to actual conditions. But being only estimates the figures given

can not be taken as complete nor the statements deduced therefore more

than approximately accurate.

uc'iin—The manufacture of spirituous liquors appears to be

general. Much of it is "home made; in some centers it is an industry,

and there are certain centers which supply the trade. Apparently,

official statistics do not always exist, and when existent are not usually

readily available, though a few of the replies are based on them. It is

implied in some cases that these government figures dc not represent

tal amount of liquor made, as this is understated in order to reduce

the taxes. How far the trade is officially supervised is not evident. In

a number of places payment of taxes is mentioned ; and :.

form of alcoholic liquors would appeaT to be general in view
government revenue derived therefrom. In one case it is note

prohibition of the manufacture of wine was followed by the app<

a illicit stills. The amount manufactured vaa ' y in d

districts and does not bear a fixed ratio to the local population. In

cities the amounts estimated varied between i.r

capita, with an average for the eleven cities of about

That the native production and internal trade is considerable is s

the revenue derived by the Chinese Government from (hi

Vol. II of the "Commercial Handbook of China" we have this

ment :—"Of the thirty^

ed, the wine and tobacco tax is the only one that produces a

revenue, and the return from that is much smaller than the revel

vernment monopoly of the sale cf wine and tobacco, whi

carried in the budget under the held of 'Income received

Government.' " The "Income" referred to was put down in th
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1017 Government Budget as $36,584,3" Meat, of which 8S per cent came

from tobacco and wine taxes and monopolies. These taxes seem to be

levied sometimes bv institutions concerned and sometimes by amounts

produced. In Shaohingfu, Che., according to official statistics, the tax

is nearh' two-cents a catty ; in Mngteh, Fa. it is under one cent. Most

of the replies refer to wine or liquor; one only to whisky.

From sources outside the survey we learn thai the liquors produced

are crudelv made and impure. Students in Soochow University, under

the direction of Mr. E. V. Jones, obtained data snowing that white wine

1 S—10 per cent of alcohol, yellow wine 10—12 per cent, and kao-

w-ine 40—46 per cent weight. In an article in the "Far Eastern

Review" of September, 1918, nnder the title "Chinese Wines a Misnomer,"

Mr Y. P. Sun treats of the mannfactnre and use of spirits by the Chin-

ese. Of the alcoholic content he says, "A chemical analysis shows that

the so-called weak wine has about the same alcoholic content as cham-

pagne (10 per cent), and that the strong wine from North China, which

is °also nsed extensively in the South by the upper classes, has three

times the alcoholic content of port, or more than 45 per cent." In the

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society for 1919, in an article on "Chemical

Industry in Kwarigtung Province," Mr. Yen Tsz Chin says of rice wine

that the first distillation contains 25 per cent of alcohol, the second 30

per cent, and the third 45 per cent. He concludes that Chinese rice wine

contains more alcohol on the average than foreign wine. The reason

for the less frequent intoxication on the part of Chinese drinkers

is that tbev do not drink large quantities at a time.

In the manufactures of these liquors all grains, together with some

fruits and vegetables are used. Rice would appear to be most frequently

used; in some places rice alone. Kaoliang, wheat, barley, potatoes, and

sweet potatoes are also specified. Six of the replies that specified rice

gave the amount of rice far a catty of liquor as varying between hulf a

r.d four catties or an average for the six estimates of about 1.5

catties rice per catty of liquor. In one case it was stated that 2.85

ng were used to make a catty of liquor. In Tungsiang,

Ki., it is estimated that one-fourth of all the rice is used for this purpose;

, Fu., ten per cent of rice and potatoes; in ten cities around

Chenyuan, Kwei, about one-fifth of all grains; in Yarkand, Sin., two-

fifths of barley and one-fifth of wheat; and in Hwangpei, Hup., all barley,

lots of wheat, and some rice. The use of grain for this purpose is general.

According to the estimates given for ten cities, the amount of grain used

varies between 1.1 catties and 8.3 catties for each catty of liquor, making
an average for the ten cities of about 3.4 catties grain to each catty of

r. In Yeungkong, Tung., about 21 catties per capita per annum
are so used; at Laian, An., 1.5 catties; at Tingehowfu, Fu., 4.4 catties

at Hwangpei, Hup., 13.4 catties; and at Hancheug, Sin., 1.5 eat

These statements indicate that a lot of food is being wasted, but

generalizations are not possible with such varying figures. The follow-

ing quotation from the Encyclopaedia Sinica shows that in proportion

be amount of spirituous liquor produced this waste is greater than at

liome. "For example {in the West), one picul {100 catties) of rice vields

113 catties of spirit at 40 Guy-Lassac, whereas the best native distillers

seldom obtain more than 65 catties from the same quantity." This latter

figu; same as the average for six estimates inen-

I above, i.e. ice per catty of liquor.

Consumption—The use of liquor is widely distributed. Five of the

replies, each coming from a different province, draw a distinction between

men and women, showing that women consume less liquor than men and
that a smaller proportion of women than of men use it. The estimated

percentages of Chinese using spirituous liquors varies between one and one

hundred per cent. These percentages vary in the same province which
would seem to indicate great differences between different communities
in this regard. As for instance at Hancheng, Sin., our oae informant

states that only one per cent of non-Mohammedans drink, and Moham-
medans none; considerable liquor is, however, produced for export. The
presence of Mohammedans probably affects the situation in some of the

western x
vrovinces; secret sects, some of which prohibit its use, may

affect it in others; in Kalgan, Chi., for instance, membership in a sect

is given as the reason why some of the men do not drink. At Shangkao,
Ki. fourteen market towns have 207 wine shops, which would imply free

local consumption. Custom requires that wine usually be taken in small

quantities. It is used mainly at feasts where it has a social rather than

an individual significance. It is also used to some extent with meals
at home and in restaurants and always at banquets. It is not used
publicly as in saloons of the West ; tea in the teasnop taking the place

of liquor as a beverage under public conditions. Dnrnkenness is mat at

all common and alcohol addicts appear to be rare. In general the use
of spirituous liquors is occasional and moderate. Habitual and excessive

users are the exception, not the rule. In one case it is noted that the

use of alcoholic liquors is more general in the country than the city, and

in another case the opposite is true. In Siaokan, Hup., heavy drinkers

are said to have an unsavoury reputation. In some places an increase

in consumption is noted and in others a decrease through increased cost.

It would therefore appear that the use of alcoholic liquors depends some-

what upon the economic status of the user.

The averages by provinces, based on the estimates sent in, of theae

using liquor even in the moderate sense indicated above are as follows :

Chihli ... 37 percent

Kansu ... ... • •- 4° »
Anhwel - -•45 »«

Kiangsu • 45 •>

Fukien - 46 »>

Honan —
'
4» »»

Chekiang 5° >»

Shantung 54 >*

Shansi 5*» »»

Szechwan .-• 66 „
Kwangtung 67 „
Yunnan 77 »>

Manchuria 80 „
Shensi 85 ,,

Hunan

pr

i %
lia'(one only reporting) 100 „

ated average of 39 per cent for the whole country.

ce these averages are based in the main on

ther than en definite statistics, and for the fact

n indulge, there seems to be evidence enough to

that not all adults in China use alcohol even in
.

1 above ; and Werner's statement in "China

r.nkenness is not a Chinese vice seems to- be sub-

em for the Christian forces it may be said that

a the preventive rather than the acute stage.

xty-three per cent of the replies indicate that in the

eign liquors are used by the Chinese. But

the places concerned use very little, and in twenty-

cent of these the use is confined to officials and upper classes.

In seven per cent of the places using foreign liquors, great quantities are

reported as being brought in. In general, the use of foreign alcoholic

liquors seems to be on the increase. In Hoehow, An. the growing use of

Japanese beer is pointed out.

Temperance Literature—during the last year the Social and Moral

Welfare Committee selected a small sub-committee of Chinese—two men

and one woman—to survey existing temperance literature in Chinese.

Thev spent considerable time on this task, and the result of their labours

is the selection of the books listed below as being especially suitable for

use in temperance propaganda in China.

This gives an esi

Allowing for inaccur

personal observation

that minors do not <

permit us to conclm

the limited measure

of the Chinese" that

stantiated. As s

alcoholism in Ch
\gn Liqu

districts concen

seventy-two p
seven

Title

umMB
(1) Victory from Defeat (Miss Y. T.

Yuen)

(2) life of Frances K. Wilted (Trans.

t ¥. Y. Tnen)

(3) Bay voor Own Cherries (Malty/ ML
Rteb and W. H. long)

(4) Some Troths about Aleohol (Laura

M. White and Yts-Yi»g Yuen)

(5) Alcofeo! and its Effects (Isaac

Mason)mmmmum
(6) Why America went Dry (Christine

I. Tingling)

(7) What Fathers and Mothers should

Know ((older) (Mrs. Goodrich)

&! ?S £ W
(8) Evils of Smoking Tobacco and

Drinking Wine ifoSderj

Foe Salr at Price

Christian Literatare Society
;
10.12 each

Christian Lttenfeue Society 0.08 „

Mission Book Company 0.06 «,

KwsjBg Hsfieh Publishing

House 0.06 „

Christian Literature Society ' 0.0-5 ,,

Christian Literature Society 0.12 „

Mrs. Goodrich, Peking < 0.30 per 100

China Baptist. Publication

Society o.M ., 100

(9) How China can Conqaer the Alco-

hol Menace (T. C. Li) (8 page
folder)

Mission Book Company 3.00 ,. 100
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PART XI

EDUCATION
The Educational Commission, specially appointed upon the invitation

of the China Continuation Committee and the China Christian Educations

!

Association by the Conferences of Foreign Mission Boards of North

America and of Great Britain and Ireland to visit China and carefully Study

the work of Christian education, both qualitative and quantitative, is now
preparing its Final Report (Dec. 1921). The personnel of this Commission

is as follows :

Ernest D. Burton, D.D., Chicago, 111., Professor in the University of

Chicago, Chairman. Francis J. McCcnnell, D.D., Pittsburgh, Pa,, Bishop

of the Methodist Episcopal Church in the United States, Percy M. Roxby,

A.B., Liverpool, England, Professor of Geography in the University of

Liverpool. Mary E. Woolley, L. H. D., LL.D., South Hauler, Mass., Pres-

ident of Mt. Holyoke College. William F. Russell, Ph. D., Iowa City,

Iowa, Dean of the College of Education of the State University of lowr,.

Kenvon L. Butterfield, A. M., LL.D., Amherst, Mass., President of the

Massachusetts Agricultural College. Chang Po-Hng, Litt.D., Tientsin,

President of Nankai College. P. W. Kuo, Ph. D., Nanking, President

of the National Southeastern University. J. I^ighton Stuart, D. D.,

Peking, President of Peking University. Clara J. Lambert,

Foochow, Principal of the Church Missionary Society School for Girls,

Yau Tsit Law, A. M., Canton, Teacher in the Tine Light Middle Schod
(Presbyterian). Mrs. Lawrence Thurston, B. S., Nanking, President of

Ginling College. Edward W. Wallace, D. I>., Chengtu, General Secretary

of the West China Christian Educational Union. Henry B. Graybi"',

A, M., Canton, Principal of the Middle School of Canton Christian College.

Frank D. Gamewcll, LL.D., Shanghai, General Secretary of the China
Christian Educational Association, ex- Rev. Edwin C.

Lobes nghai, Secretary of the China Continuation Committee,
ix-efnc

D-, New York, Executive Secretary of the

Northern Baptist Convention of the United

Margaret E. Burton, A. B., New
Younj
the Co

Frank W. Padelford, D
Board of Education of the

Stat - -

York, National Secretary of t

the Unit

Since this Report will appear in b
of this Survey volume, and possibly

ference (May :

such quantitative iufori

Commission's Report. In

the Special Educational

character and duplicati

Women's Christian Association of

re the X
s best to include in this Educatic

as will furnish a

f the work of the Survey C

lission will be na

avoided. It is earnesth

tly after the publi<

Christian Con-

and of

I that nrj

student of Christian education in China will fail to secure the Report of the

Ednrational Commission and review its important fin
T vcom-

niendations.— 'Editor's.

THE PRESENT STATUS OF GOVERNMENT EDUCATION
Historical Background of Modem Education—China, under the old

educational system, cannot be said to have had any Government schools.

Education was left to private effort, but literary attainment was decided ">y

the Government through its system of competitive examinations, and was
rewarded by official recognition. When China was forced to join the family

of nations, it discovered that, in order to preserve its national existence, it

must modify its system of education Instead of devoting all their attention

to the study of the Chinese classics, the people must seek to nnderstarl

science, literature, art, law, and government.

From the day, then, that China came into intercourse with Western

nations, it began to feel the impelling influence of reform. It was in iSoS

that Emperor Kwang Ksii issued his famous reform edicts. Among these

was one edict outlining the organization of a national system of modern

schools. The scheme provided for the establishment of schools and colleges

in districts, prefectures, and provincial capitals throughout China, the

whole to be capped with a national university at Peking. This edict was of

the greatest importance, for soon after its promulgation schools began to

spring np over the whole country.

However, this enthusiasm for the new education was dampened by the

Empress Dowager Tze Hsi. In the autumn of that year, after taking the

reins of government into her own hands, she rescinded the Emperor's

educational edicts and restored the old literary examinations. Her retro-

grade policy plunged China into the Boxer Uprising and almost caused the

downfall of the nation. When the Court returned to Peking, she became a

progressive, reenaeted and enlarged upon the Emperor's edicts, and started

the country once more on educational reform.

In September, 190T, the Empress Dowager issued an edict ordering the

provincial examination halls to be turned into colleges. A middle school

was to be opened in each prefecture, an elementary school was to be

established in each district, and primary schools were to be established in

large numbers. At about the same time she sent out another edict, urging

the viceroys of the various provinces to send students abroad to study the

new learning.

In quick succession edicts now appeared for the establishment of col-

leges in the provincial capitals and leading cities, the opening of normal

schools, an educational board in Peking, modifications of competitive ex-

aminations, etc. The attempt thus to graft the new on to the old was not

easy. It was found for example that as long as the old examination system

was retained, modern schools did not prosper. In September, 1905, the last

blow was given to the old style literary examination. To appreciate the

significance and far-reaching effect of abolishing this traditional system, we
need to remember that this time-honoured regime swayed the intellectual

and official life of the Chinese people for more than 12 centuries. Its aim

was to prepare and select men of ability for the service of the State. It had

its germ in the maxim, "Employ the able and promote the worthy." The
scholars chosen through the competitive examinations became public

officials, and entrance to official life was regarded as the goal of all higher

intellectual training.

The Revolution of 1911, which overthrew the Manclm Dynasty and
ushered in the Republic, was also a notable landmark in the history of

education. Soon after its organisation at Nanking, the provisional govern-

ment turned its attention to popular education. It demanded the use of

only such textbooks as were in harmony with the spirit of republicanism.
It emphasized manual work, military and physical exercises, eliminated
the classics from the primary school, and permitted
study* together in ilie same lower grades. It also stressed social educa-
tion, and new subjects having social and industrial significance were
introduced.

Present Educational System—The accompanying diagram gives a
graphic representation of the school system existing in China at the

present time, 1921, with approximate ages of pupils for particular grades.

OtTirXE OF GOYERYHEXT SCHOOL SYSTEM (lOIl)

Gradoate
School

Colleges (a')

....(3 or 4 jfTS.)

Colleges (*)

Preparatory
.(1 or 2 yrs.)

School

a 0)

Industrial School
E) fb)

(a

.

fij or 4 vrs.}

University

Preparatory

(8 or 3 vrs. I

Higher Normal or

Teachers' College

4 .vrs.)

Higher Normal
Preparatory

ft or "2 yrs. )

Mlii-He School
(i yrs.)

Kormal School
(4 yrs.)

Higher Prim&ry-
Kormal School
—Preparatory

(1 yr.)

Lower Primary
(4 vrs.l

icine, Commerce. Iixtasiry, Teeh:

,
Technology, aad Commerce.
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At the bottom is the Leaser I*timary or Citizen School of four years. After

completing this coarse a pupil may enter a Higher Primary School or an

Industrial School of the "B" class, whose course covers three years. From

the Higher Primary School a pupil may go to a Middle School, whose

course extends over four years, or to an Industrial School of the "A" class,

or to a Normal School. For pupils who can not go on to a higher grade

after finishing the Lower l"rimary or Higher Primary School, supplement-

ary courses of two years are provided. A papil may go from the Middle

School to a University, which has a Preparatory Course of two years and

a Collegiate Ceursc of four years, or he may go to a Professional School

or to a Higher Norma! SehooL The Higher Normal School course requires

four years, with one preparatory year.

Present Administration of Education—-At the head of the Modern

Educational System is the Ministry of Education, with its Minister who

has general supervision of matters pertaining to education throughout the

countrv. He is assisted by a % ice-minister and four councillors. The

work cf the Ministry is divided into three bureaus :—Bureau of General

Education, Bureau of Technical or Professional Education, and Bureau of

Social Education. The Bureau of General Education has charge of kinder-

gartens, primary, middle, and normal schools, school attendance and

certification, and appointment of teachers. The Bureau of Technical or

Professional Education looks after the affairs of colleges and universities,

higher technical schools, and the sending of students abroad. The Bureau

of Social Education has charge of affairs relating to popular education,

public lectures, libraries, the stage, museums, exhibits, etc.

In each province and administrative area is a Commissioner of Educa-

tion, who takes charge of the educational affairs of the province. He is

the agent of the Ministry oi Education and has the help of a corps of

assistants. His duties are to see that the regulations of the Ministry of

Education are carried out and to make reports of educational conditions

in the province. Each province has also a number of inspectors, who are

red to visk schools and make reports. Each district has its Board of

Education to look after its educational affairs, with its school inspector.

Generally speaking, the Central Government is responsible for higher

education, the Provincial Government looks after secondary education, and

elementary education is in the hands of district officials and the gentn- of

I villages.

Elementary Education—The course of study for the Lower Primary

School is supposed to include the following subjects : ethics, Chinese,

arithmetic, drawing, manna! work, singing, and physical culture, with

sewing for girls.

The subjects taught in the Higher Primary School are ethics, Chinese,

arithmetic, history, geography, science, drawing, manual work, singing,

and physical culture. Sewing for girls and agriculture for boys are added.

English is required in the third 3'ear, and in some localities this subject

may be begun in the second year.

The cuirietila as they stand represent many changes and are quite

different from what they were when first promulgated during the Manchu
regime. One great change recently has been the elimination of the

Chinese classics, which formerly occupied one-third of the total number of

school hours in the Higher Primary School. Only three periods a week
are now devoted to the Chinese classics in the Higher Primary School.

The change made it possible to introduce new subjects which are taught

with the experimental method. Another significant change has been the

introduction of social and industrial subjects, correlating the work of the

class-room to the demands of real life. Such studies as manual training,

drawing, domestic science, and agriculture give the boys and girls of China

a chance for sense-training. The third change of considerable significance

has been the relief of the crowded schedule. This enables the pupils to 60
more thorough work and prevents tbeui from injuring their health through

overstudy.

Compulsory Education—The enforcement of compulsory education in

the near future is an undertaking accompanied with man}- difficulties. It

is estimated that, to make education universal throughout China, 1,000,0c-.;

schools with 1,500,000 more teachers are needed. Nor does the emphasis on
compulsory education wholly concern the younger children.

In several of the more progressive provinces definite steps have
already been taken in the interests of compulsory education. In Kiangsa,
for example, educational authorities have agreed to do their utmost in the

way of compelling children to attend Primary Schools. The year 1922 was
set as the time when the majority of children of school age within th?
province were to be enrolled in some modern school.

In Tungchow iNantunghsien), Kiangsu, commonly regarded as a

model district for other parts of China, a scheme has been in operation ever
since 1911, whereby there is to be one Lower Primary School to every to

square li. This means that the district will eventually have 332 Lower
Iriniary Schools. According to official reports for 1910, 302 of these

schools have already been established.

Steps have been taken and plans already made whereby compulsory
education for all children of school age shall become effective before 192 J

in Shansi. Educators in the province of Kwangtung have worked out a plan
of compulsory education on the basis of population. Assuming that 10
per cent of all inhabitants are children of school age, and that only 310,000
children are now in school, at least 90 per cent of the children of school age
are still without public instruction. With this fact as a starting point,
the provincia'. officials have drawn up a plan extending over the next five

years whereby the percentage of children in primary schools shall be in-

creased gradually earh year until the full number of children of school age
are provided for. Methods have also been adopted by the Canton Muni-
cipal Government with a view to improving the discipline, quality of
instruction, methods of teaching, etc.

Statistics—The number of Primary Schools, with some idea of

their location, may be learned by reference to Map X for each province

iu Part 11!. Here the number of Lower and Higher Primary Schools%
given for each hsien. The figures were obtained from the Fourth

Official Report of the Ministry of Education, for the fifth year of the Re-

public (1915-fS). No later statistics covering the whole country are avail-

able, due chiefly to the failure on the part of the southern provinces and

provinces where political unrest has been most pronounced to provide

Peking with the necessary information. The number of students enrolled

in Government and private Lower Primary Schools throughout China is

given in the statistical tables on page 305, and in Appendix D, page

ixviii.

Secondary Education—Secondary education includes Middle Schools,

Normal Schools, both of lower and higher grade, and secondary Industrial

Schools. The number and location of Government Middle Schools is shown

ior each province m Map X, Part III. also in a map on page 305. Km
tung, Szechwan, and Chihli have the highest numbers, each province re-

porting over 50 middle schools. Shensi, Kansu, and Kwe:chow report the

lowest number. One is surprised at the few Middle Schools in provinces

!ike Anhwei, Kiangst, and Honan.
Middle Schools aim to complete the general education of the child-

l*rovincial authorities are usually responsible for the establishment of these

schools, which are maintained by the revenue of the province. District

Middle Schools may also be established, wherever the resources and pro-

gressiveness of any community or group of prablic-spirited citfeeas make
this possible. There are almost 500 Middle Schools in China, which ar2

either wholly or in part supported by public funds. The Middle School

curriculum prescribes the following subjects : ethics, Chinese, mathe-

matics, foreign languages, history, geography, nature study, physics,

chemistry, civics, drawing, manual work, domestic science, gardening,

music, and physical culture. Girls are required to take domestic science

r.nd sewing, with gardening as an optional subject.

Normal Schools—These are €»f two grades, lower and higher. The
Lower Normal Training Schools are opened to meet the pressing and ever

increasing demand for Primary School teachers. The time of training

ranges from five or ten months to 4 years. Out of approximately Joo

short-course Normal Training Schools, four-fifths are located in North-

eastern China, namely, Chihli, Shantung, Manchuria, Honan, and Shansi.

Latest available statistics show a student enrollment in these schools oi

j t ,000. In sharp contrast to these short-course Lower Normal Schools, there

are the regular Lower Norma! Schools, both for boys and girls. Jfhese

schools offer work extending over 4 years. Lrtiring the first year th a

nature of the work is chiefly preparatory for whatever follows. Courses

in ethics, Chinese language, writing, English, history, geography, mathe-

matics, nature study, physics, chemistry, civics, economics, drawing and
hand work, agriculture, music, and physical culture are offered. In the

girls* Normal Schools, in place of agicultural courses there are courses- in

gardening, household arts and sewing. The aim of all these schools is to

train elementary school teachers. According to the latest statistics there

are 126 Lower Normal Schools few boys and 53 for girls in China. Man-
churia reports by far the largest number of boys' Normal Schools (24).

Only 3 other provinces report 10 or more each, namely Chekiang, Kiangsn
and Szechwan. In the number of girls* Lower Normal Schools, Hunan
ieads reporting 10, followed by Manchuria with 8. Seven provinces report

only one such school each. The total number of students enrolled in

lower Normal Schools throughout China exceeds 21,000 boys and
Industrial Schools—These are of two grades, primary and secondary.

They attempt to impart the knowledge and skill required in local trades,

commerce and agriculture. Most schools <rf the lower grade are established

by the hsiens, the chies or by some Bureau of Trade, Commerce, or Agri-

culture, while schools of the higher grade are generally established by the
province. Since 1915 the number of Secondary Industrial Schools has
steadily increased ; meanwhile an impetus has been given the Normal
Training Schools for Industrial School teachers. These Industrial Normal
Training Schools now exist in over half the provinces. A specially efficient

school is located in Peking. A strong tendency is also noticeable in Middle
Schools to classify the students during their last two years according .to

their professional interest. Movements of this kind indicate how the
educational system of China is gradually adapting itself to the economic
and more practical needs of the community. According to the latest

Government figures, China has approximately 500 Primary Industrial
Schools with a student enrollment exceeding 20,000, and ever 100 Second-
ary Industrial Schools with a student enrollment exceeding 13,000, Most
of the Secondary Schools offer agricultural, technical, and commercial
courses. They are much better equipped for their work and the average of
students per school is very much higher than the average prevailing in
Primary Industrial Schools The schools are fairly well distributed over
China.

Higher Education—The- higher educational institutions in China cci:-

sist of Universities, Colleges, and Higher Normal Schools or Teachers*
Colleges. The 4 National Universities are located at Peking, Tientsin,
Taiyuanfu, and Nanking. In addition there are several provincial Univer-
sities and a number of privately supported Colleges of University grade,
Within the last few years a number of private Universities and Colleges
have been organized.

Higher Normal Schools or Teaehers* Colleges are established bv the
Central Government and are, therefore, regarded as National institutions.
Their objective is to train teachers for Middle and Lower Normal Schools.
Students are not required to pay tuition, but on the contrary receive an
allowance from the schools. Each Teachers' College has a practice school
attached. The following list of Higher Normal or Teachers' Colleges has
been taken from official reports for 1918, and supplemented where possible
bv later information.
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Higher Normal School or Teachers' Colleges

Name and Location i Date
Founded

Canton Normal College ...

Chengtu Normal College ...

Moukden Normal College
Nanking Teaches' College 1915

Paetiagfu Higher Normal College 1902
Wang KorHial College ... ... WIS
Peking Girts' Higher Normal

College
Wuchang Teachers' College ... 1903
Wuch&r^ Girls' Normal Goilegefbj: ...

College Spec. { Prep.

Students Students Students Students(a)

1-59

234

IMP
26*

iso

153
116
100

women 115*
201
220 100

Non-Mission Colleges supported by National, Provincial,

or Private Funds

Total

m(i,06i*)
£38
253

#59*
201 (129*1m t 772*1

342*

262 (352*1

* 1021 figures.

fa'! Not inehtding students enrolled in attached Primary or Secondary Schools.

fb) Not entered on map.

The following list o£ National Universities, and those supported by
-public as well as those supported by private funds, lias been prepared from
official reports for 1918, and from special information received from the

Board of Education in Peking.

Universities supported by the Government

Location University
Date

Founded
Tola,! Student
Enrollment a

Tientsin
Peking...
"Taiyfianfu

Nanking

Peiyang
National (coed.)

Sfaansi

Southeastern

1894
1898
1902
1921

316 CM©)
1,953 U.119)
619 (409 >

UNIVERSITIES SUPPORTED BY PRIVATE FUNDS

University
Date

Founded
Total Student
Enrollment <a>

Shanghai

Wuchang
Peking •••

Tientsin
Jbaoy ..

Aurora (B.C. » ... 1903 • 240 (k)

Futan 1905 402 (b?

lift Utopia 1911 450 CM
Chuoghwa 1911 315 E»8)
Chaev&ng 1913 888 175

China 1913 1.191 !62l>

N&nkai tcoed.) ... 1919 92 tb»

Amoy 1920

Not including students enrolled in attached Middle School. Proportion

of preparatory students indicated in brackets.

Proportion of preparatory students not reported.

Non-Mission Higher Educational Institutions

a*w»*»
«.f1t«* Qua causa

*•»«*, *tt 1

Tuition in Government schools is determined by the head of each

•school concerned in accordance with the standard set by the Ministry vi

Education. In private schools it is determined by the organizers, but must

be reported. Fees are charged at a monthly rate not exceeding the follow-

ing schedule : Lower primary, 30 cents (Chinese currency) ; higher primary

and elementary industrial, 60 cents; middle schools, one to two dollars;

higher industrial, So cents to a dollar and a half ; professional schools, two

dollars to two and a half; university, three dollars; normal and higher

normal, no tuition fee and cash allowances made to students.

Sports of various hinds are being taken up with zest in Chinese
schools. School athletic meetings are being held in all parts of China, and
a proper liking for manly sports is rapidly spreading.

Location College
Date

Founded
Total Student
Enrollment (a)

How
Supported

Anking Law 1908 263 Prov.
Canton Agricultural 35" Prov.

„ Law 1906 580 Prov.

,, Law 1914 211 Priv.

,, Medical tb> 50* Prov.
(Rung fee) Medical 60* Priv.

,, (Kwong Wah) Medical ... 1909 70 Priv.

Changsha Commercial sb» 1916 190* Pror.
Law 1908 243 Prov.
(Chita Cbih) Law 1914 159* Priv.

** (Ta Tsai) Law 1914 212* Prov.

, Technical 1901 341 Prov.

Chengtn Agriculture & Forestry ... 1906 157 Prov.

,, Chinese Classics {W 86 Priv.

Commercial 1912 94 Prov.

,, Foreign Languages i,bt ... 1912 100* Prov.

,, Law 1906 431 ftw.
„ taw 1914 119 Priv.

(Chih Cheng) Law 1911 61 Priv.

„ (Ch.-tfr.) Medical Prov.
Technological 1908 87 Prov.

Foochow Law 1907 213 Prov.
Law ... 191* 898* Priv.

Technological 1907 Itil* Prov.

Hangt-how Law 1907 8S0* Prov.
Medical 1912 205 Prov.
Medical itor Women >' -• ... Priv.

Kaifeng Agriculture & Forestry ... 1914 168 Prov.
Law 1912 -508 Prov,

Kirin Law 191.5 93 Prov.

Kweilin Law 1908 276 ftftwr.

Kweiyang Law 1912 230 Prov.

Lanchowfu Law 1909 190 Prov.

Moukden Languages \b) 1917 li9*
(Bo. Man.) Medical 1912 65 It:-

Hanking Conservancy Eng.
Law

1915 1O0* X.i-

.

Nantungchow Agricultural 280* Priv.

Medical 116* Priv.

Textiie tbs 1911 121* Priv.

Nanehang Agriculture cfc Forestry ... 1904 128 Prov.
Law 1908 215 Prov.

Law 1914 123 Priv.

Peking Agriculture cfc Forestry ... 1914 260* Nat.
Commercial 1914 128 Priv.

Customs <b> 1908 114* Bd. of Bev.
Fine Arte <,b'i ?9* Nat.

M Languages tb> 1912 152 Haft.

Law 1919 1.002* Nat.
Law 1913 527 Prov.
Law 1915 387 Priv.

(Araivi Medical ... 1902 255* Army Bd.
! National 1 Medical 1912 222 Nat.
Posts <£ Telegraphs <b* (f) 1917 200* Bd. of Com.
Railway 1 b • f 300* Bd. of Com.
Technical ... 1912 252 Sat.
Tsing Hua <i< ... 1911 556* Nat.

Paotingfu Agricultural 1903 201 Norm. Col.

f)
Medical 1916 102 Prov.

Sianfu Law ... 1915 224 Prov.

Shanghai N.nyangj Commercial ..

Law 1912 144 Prov.
< Tung Teh) Medical Priv.

(China? Technical
(Inst, of) Technology (if) 1897 779 Nat.

Soochow Medical ... 1912 96 Prov.
Tangshan Engineering (I) 1905 220 Nat.

Tientsin Law 191-5 155 Priv.

(Naval) Medical 1883 60* Navy Bd.
Technological 1904 307 Prov.

Taiyfianfa Agriculture etc Forestry ... 1908 221 :c> Prov.
Commercial 1912 118 Prov.
Law 1906 160 Prov.

„ Technological 120 Prov.

Tsinan Agriculture cfc Forestry .. 1007 210 c Prov.

Commercial 1912 255 Prov.

,, Law 1912 151 Prov.
Medical ... 1920 40 Prov.

Mining 1919 80 Prov.
Technological 1912 183 Prov.

Woosung <e) (Tung Chit Med. and Eng. 1920 465*

Wuchang Agricultural Cfe)

Commercial 1916 221 Nat.
Foreign Languages (b> ... 1912 189* Prov.

Law 1908 547 Prov.

Law ... 1914 597 Priv.

Yiinnanfu Law 1906 153 Prov.

* 1921 figures—These are given only when 1918 figures are missing or when the
variation is considerable.

Not including students enrolled in attached Middle School.
i> Not located on map.

<c I 1919 figures supplied by missionary correspondent.
id Indicated as a university on map.
(e I Included with Shanghai on map, and indicated by two separate symbol* (for

" Teafanical" and " Medical " Colleges).

Cf) This school is now a department of the new University of the Board of Com-
munications.

A beginning is being made in providing ptaygrmrnds in Chinese cities.

The demand for teachers of athletics and supervisors of play his called

into existence schools of physical education. Chief among this new class

of schools are the schools of physical education recently opened by the
National Committees of the YWCA and YMCA of China, whose graduates
will do much to improve the health of the Chinese people and develop the

play instinct in Chinese children. The attention given to Western athletics

has also revived interest in the ancient Chinese system of boxing and
fencing.
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Government Lower Normm. Schools

a bwbkkst ««* mmul sqwci

-Higher Korrcal Schools (or Teachers' Colleges) are iridie&ted on the Map on page 401

The movement for -vocational education started in 1918 has attracted

nationwide attention, mainly through the influence of the National

Association of Vocational Education. Of the factors that have been operat-

ing behind this movement, the desire to increase the economic efficiency of

the people and that of the nation, has been most potent. The example

of what other nations are doing for the promotion of vocational education

has also exerted a strong influence.

Vocational education in China is now expressing itself in the following

ways : (1) To train teachers for vocational education in higher norma!

colleges ; (2) to offer vocational courses in middle schools beginning with

the third year; (3) to introduce industrial courses in normal schools, begin-

ning with the third or fourth year; {4) to organize courses for the training

of industrial teachers in industrial schools of the secondary grade, an-.!

admit graduates of industrial schools into normal schools for courses in the

theory and practice of education; (5) to organize vocational courses in

higher primary schools and to offer continuation courses of vocational

character in the governmental farms and shops ; (6) to reform the existing

industrial schools, and {7) to establish vocational schools for girls.

The standardization of scientific terminology urgently needed in China

is receiving more attention each year. Through the joint efforts of the

Kiangsu Educational Association, the China Medical Association, the

Commercial Press, and others interested in the matter, certain sections of

the medical terminology including anatomy and chemistry have been

standardized. In order to unify the translation of proper names, a phonetic

table has been prepared by a special committee organized for the purpose.

Another committee has been appointed to standardize educational ter-

minology. Recently the Committee on Medical Terminology has been

reorganized into a Commission on Scientific Terminology and has

received the official recognition of the Ministry of Education. A special

subsidy has been granted for this work.

Although -women had no proper place in the old educational system of

China, almost immediately after the new era dawned for men there came
the new era -for women also. Mission schools for girls have existed tag

many years, but they have never had adequate emphasis, and even today

there are not more than three institutions in all China where women
can get collegiate training of proper grade ; these are all under mission

auspices. It was 50 years after the opening of the first mission school for

girls that the first modern school for girls under Chinese auspices wis
opened (Shanghai, T897}.

Prior to 1907 Government officials em-

phasized the importance of educating women,

and some of the Provinces established girls**

schools, but the Central Government attempt-

ed neither to provide nor to regulate them.

In 1907, however, official provision was made

not only for primary schools for girls, but

also for normal schools. Since then women
have been given Government scholarships for

study abroad end girl students have been ad-

mitted into university classes as special non~

reeitative students.

FORCETEACHING
The greatest impediment to the progress-

of modern education in China has been audi

still is the lack of competent teachers in

sufficient numbers. It has been impossible

to recruit teachers from the old schools to any

extent, because of the peculiar nature of both

the content and the method of the old learn-

ing and also because of the conservatism of

the old-style teacher.

The most available source of able

teachers has been found among the graduates.

of the mission schools, but this supply is f.ir

below the demand, which naturally is con-

stantly rising both in numbers and quality.

The next most immediate source was in

the first decade found among those literati

who attempted to prepare themselves a*

modern teachers by special short-cut study.

Their chief recommendation was their

earnestness, but even so they could hardly*

be depended on except as a temporary make-

shift.

The use of foreign teachers has been con-

fined to the higher institutions, beginning:

with the middle and normal schools. The
number of such, however, has never been-

very large. In 1911 the total number

of foreign teachers (including Japanese, as

well as Europeans and Americans) was but

-45 ; In 1917, it was probably not more thaw

boo.

The number of teachers recruited from,

students returned from abroad has been re-

latively small. Even those who have found

positions in the schools rarely expect l»

devote their lives to teaching. There is great

need of a large number of Chinese students trained in America and Europe

who will respond gladly to the call of their country for well-trained native

teachers and educational administrators.

The Ministry of Education reported for 1918 a total of 150,000 teachers,

as against 89,766 for 1910 and €3,566 for 1908. Of these 84,755 wer® ltt

schools of general culture, 2,712 in technical and vocational schools anl

2,299 in normal and teachers' training schools. Until quite recently th*

material attracted to the normal schools has been of relatively poor quality,

although the increase in numbers has been very rapid.

The total number of students in normal schools and training institutes-

has grown as follows: 1903, 80; 1904, 2,400; 1905, 5,321; igto, 28,5; 2,.

T91S, 29,500.

The most hopeful sign of the times with reference to the normal school

problem in China is the very effective and rapid growing high grade Norma?

Training Schools and Teachers' Colleges.

The examination and certification of teachers constitutes another im-

portant step taken in 1917. The Ministry of Education recently sent in-

structions to the Provinces requiring all primary school teachers to take

an examination. This order is being carried out, and certificates are being

issued to teachers who have the necessary qualifications. The work is en-

trusted to a board of examiners appointedby the Commissioner of Education

cf each province. Graduates of normal schools of recognized standing are

exempted from the examination. The conference of principals of higher

normal schools recommended that middle school teachers also be examined.

General Statistics—China at the present time (1918}, according to the

Vke-Minister of Education, Yuan Hsi-tao, has over 134,000.modern schools,,

of different types, including normal, industrial, and technical Schools,

colleges and universities. In igro there were only 52,650 schools. The
number has thus been more than doubled in only eight years. Today there

are in China 4,500,000 students, 326,000 teachers and administrative officers,

and the annual expenditure of the central and provincial governments is

approximately $40,000,000. In 1910 there were only 1,625,534 students,

185,566 teachers and administrative officers, and the educational ex-

penditure was about $33,000,000. These figures show that although the

number of students has increased by three-fourths, the amount of educa-

tional expenses has increased by less than $7,000,000. The result, accord-

educational authorities, 5s poorer school equipment, poorer teaching,

staff, and general inefficiency in most of the schools.
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Examining the statistics more in detail, there were in 1914*3,
^Indents in primary schools, and in 1917, 3,900,000, the number of schools
being respectively 106,000 and 120,000. The statistics of middle schools
show that in 1914 there were approximately 57,000 students. Three years
later there were 67,000 students. The figures "for 1918 are not yet avail
so they cannot be quoted here : but it is hardly possible that they will show
much increase over those of 1917 : indeed, it is probable that there will le
found to be a falling off, at any rate in the primary and middle school
figures, in consequence of the widespread unsettled conditions in central
and southern China.

Finance—Funds for the maintenance of education are supposed to be
regular items of the national and provincial budgets. Some of the sources

•of revenue have been indicated as follows ; (1) Income from public pro-
perty, (2) Interest from deposits, (3} Government appropriations, (4} Public
funds, (5) Tuition and fees, (6) Compulsory contributions, (7) Voluntary
contributions, etc. Seme of the ways by which money has been raised are

extremely interesting and at times pathetic. Money formerly devoted to
religious processions, theatrical exhibitions, and clan ancestral halls is

sometimes put into the school fund. Temples and monasteries were con-
verted into schools, and temple lands and incomes appropriated. Id some
cases the letnrn from gambling licences has been devoted in part to educa-
tion. Official recognition is offered to encourage private munificence.
Since the establishment of the Republic the practice of increasing the
of local taxes for educational purposes has become more general, but as

system of general taxation has been evolved.

The solution of the problem of financing the new educational
is dependent upon the larger problem of the national revenue. Thus
the fiscal aspect of China's national life has been far from satis

The successive am played havoc with
finances, and years must elapse before their effect ceases to be fel

estimated that the Revolution of 1911 cost China in additional p«
penditure and private losses a sum of about $i~2,oc»,coo

currency, aside from the complete cessation of internal revenue for

months. The burden of maintaining the military in Chin:
ater than in any other country not actually at war, amoui

oer cent of her total national budget. (See accent]

factorv.

China?
:. It is

atelv 2Ts

One step toward a solution of the financial problem would be the

elimination of die great surplus of non-teaching officers. In 1910, while

the Government teaching force numbered less than 90,000, the number of

purely administrative officers was nearly 96,000. In 1918, there were prot»-

ably 157,1x0 officers out of a total staff of 326,000.

Chinese Government Expendittres for 1919

A Education

B Interior

C Foreign Affairs .......
D Finance
E Navy
F Communications 2 , 229,094

G Justice

H Agriculture and Commerce ... 4,1

I Mongolian and Tibetan Affairs

J Central Government and Subordinate Officers 15,1

K Indemnity and Bonus 127,9 :.-;.

L Army .: 7,829,480

Summary $4 . ; .
- -

:

As ill .I the decreased funds available for education

'uring recent years the following may be cited : In 1907, when
. was Viceroy of Hupeh, that province annuallv expended

$r,ooo,ooo for educational purposes. At present it expends something like

In the last days of the Manehu regime, E voted

to the education of its f

ever $1,000,000 annuallv.

well equipp

ilk
lodatien has been fount

'.T'lirRES FOR BJIQ

"A" represents the amount expended by the Chinese Central Government on
Edce&tion during 1S19. The key to the lettering in the above diagram will he
found in Ihe Table of Expenditures in the upper right hand corner of this page.

/he officers of headquarters or of a branch are elected among principals cf

local Middle Schools. A conference is held every summer during vacation

period. The funds required to run the Union are subscribed :

and, in case of -Jeficiency, made up by the ffiai

Some most important general problems remain unsolved ; nan:

financing of the Public School System, the provision for Universal I

fckffl, and the relation of visionary institutions to the Public I

System. Regarding the last-mentioned, it will be of interest to know
the China Christian Educational A has a Committee which
close touch with Government educational officials with a view to some form
of recognition or registration of Christian schools. Their attitude has been
quite sympathetic. Both sides are coming to realize the mutual advanl
in more cooperation.

1—The seventh annual meeting of National Associated Eduov.
held in Canton, October 1921. Thirty-five representatives

rresent and fifteen resolutions recommending a radical change in the
• Educational System of China were adopt* L Fit tares of the new

system, as proposed, have already been printed in educational 1

hut as these have not been officially considered, much less approved an I in-

corporated in the prevailing system of education, they are only referred

to here. For fuller reference and discussion on the future of e

China consult the Report of the Educational Commission, now being
prepared.

CHRISTIAN EDUCATION IN CHINA

CHRISTIAN EDUCATION IN CHINA

The educational statistics of this Survey present a display of facts

which for breadth, completeness, and accuracy has had no parallel in

previous documents concerning Christian educational work in China.

They deserve special attention. We wish herein to note some of the

points «f significance contained in the figures, to raise some questions of

interest concerning them, and to repeat once more the old •warning against

drawing conclusions except where the meaning of the figures is perfectly

sure and sufficiently complete to justify such conclusions.

1. The Protestant Christian Educational Work in China constitutes an
Enterprise Of ConstSemhU Size—Over 10,000 Chinese men and women, or

almost half of all the Chinese employed by Christian missions, devote their

full time to education. If the same proportion holds for missionaries, we
have to add to this Chinese teaching force about 3,000 foreign educational,

ists. We do not know the number of men employed by such a corporation

as the Standard Oil Company, for example, but we venture to say that for

employees above the day-labourer class a payroll of 10,000 Chinese and
3,000 Europeans and Americans would be considered in the business world
to represent quite an enterprise.

When we observe that there are over 100,000 boys and nearly half that

many girls in lower primary schools alone we realize that, beginning at

the bottom, this work is developing on a scale to command attention.

Although the 5,600 and more modern lower primary schools are a small
fraction of the probable 123,000 such of all hinds in China, they constitute,

nevertheless, a large body of schools to be under a common influence and
impulse.

To take another figure to illustrate the same fact, there are nearly

200,000 students in Protestant Christian schools in China, exclusive of

Bible Schools, Normal Schools, Theological Seminaries, Colleges and
Universities, and this means not a static affair, but a constantly moving
stream of young people going into and out of our schools, and mingling
with millions of others whose influence can not be counted in anv statistics.
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This leads as to call attention to another educational fact not measur-

able by figures. The teachers and schools and pupils represent formal

Christian education, but there is alongside these a religious force and

organization which of necessity gives a large share of its time to what in

all justice must be called education. The sermons, songs, Bible reading,

church meetings and discussions, soeM sen-ice activities, medical work,

and other features of Christian worship and service constitute a very real

and very great amount of education, a large share of tfe only education

which thousands of adults have received, and the only contact that millions

of Chinese have ever had with the Western world. The whole missionary

enterprise is a tremendous educational effort.
,„_:„„

Note also in this connection that .counting Chinese and foreign

employed and voluntary) there are about 35,ooo men and women devoting

their full time and energy to the Christian Movement, and that the number

of Christians is now approaching the half-millior.mark.without counting

Roman and Greek Catholic Church Christens. It is difficult to form any

definite idei of the awakening and enlightening power-the educational

impuHe-of such a Movement. It is said that there arc something like

sixtv-five million children in China-a, wild guess of course. If there are

then one out of every 3«> of them goes to Sunday School. Wejnay wish

the other 209 had some school experience even- Sunday, and regret that

there is onlv one to be counted for even 300, but we must remember the

importance "of that fact of Sunday morning instruction received by thc*e

aai <;«} reported by the missions and churches.
"'

'"Another interesting fact of considerable importance is that_ i,3«o nurses

are bein- taught in 106 schools for nurses connected with the Christian

hosrafadT These, added to others who eerve as nurses but are without the

facilities of a training school, make a total of over 3,000 receiving instruc-

tion of some sort or other at this moment in so vital and practical a line

sCT-nce.^

chrhtjm Fducaii(mai System in China is bearing a Generous

Share or the Burden of Education for the Non-Christian t ommmuty-Thz

-tance given to Christian schools by non-ChrisUan Chinese

jtizens and by government officials would be sufficient proof of this fact,

- e statistics call attention to it also at every turn. Taking the

eonntrv as a whole, we find that many of the children in Christian schools

are from the non-Christian community. The enrolment m Christian

hieher priman and middle schools is step by step incre.is.ngly greater in

rtion to government schools, which indicates an increasing flow of

pupils from the government system over to the Christkn system.

No recent government school statistics or any statistics for unregister-

ed non-Christian private schools, either the old-style primary schools or

the big modern citv schools xre available. Only partial figures are avail-

able for Roman Catholic schools. A study of such figures as have been pub-

lished shows that 10 per cent of government lower primary students and 21

e»t of mission primary students advance to higher primary schools.

Further, note that 3.4 per cent of government higher primary students and

r cent mission higher primary students continue educational work

in middle schools. After making due allowances for these figures on

both sides, it is evident that the numbers of students in Christian schools

decrease at a slower rate, as you go up from grade to grade, than in

government schools. There is only one Protestant Christian communicant

in China to every 1,300 inhabitants. There is one pupil in Christian schools

to about every 400 or 500 children of school age in China. This indicates

that the Christian schools are carrying probably two or three times their

natural share of education, or in other words that the Christian system

is aiding very- materially in the education of the non-Christian community.

The recent survey of Christian middle and higher primarv schools showed

that almost exactly half of the students come from non-Christian schools.

j. The Christian Schools constitute a System—This is evident from

the very arrangement of figures and the nomenclature used in the statistics

The figures run from lower to higher schools with no break or uncertainty

;

the names used are consistently those of the government system and imply

a connected chain of schools.

One accustomed primarily to the school system of Japan or of Ger-

many or of France might ask whether the government of the country is

pleased to see established, along with its own schools, a system under

other than government control. Without attempting to answer we would

call attention to the many non-Christian private schools in China, to the

great difficulty of establishing a complete and adequate government

svstem in China, to the value of the ability, training, and experience of

the six thousand missionaries and the other thousands of equally vain-

able modern-trained Chinese Christians, ready to be used in promoting

education, to the good already accomplished and the evidence of growth

in this undertaking now fully under way, and finally to the importance

acceded to private schools in England, America, and other countries. It

is interesting to note, for example, in the 1918 New York State Report

on Secondary Education, that one-tenth as many students were in private

academies in 1017 as in the public high schools {17,704 against 173,383),

and that twenty years previous the proportion had been as high as a

fifth and even more (9,548 against 43,916). The amount being done by

private schools was more strikingly shown by a chart published in 1912,

which showed that private commercial and industrial schools in Chicago

enrolled 19,800 students, as against an enrollment of only 17,781 students

in all the city's public high schools, and that the patrons paid $350,000

more in fees in the former than the city spent in the maintenance of the

latter schools.

One might also wonder whether this Christian system is under any

national central control, or even organized province by province under

union mission centralized authority. The statistics do not deal with this

question, but they naturally arouse mental inquiry as to the degree of

real connection that exists in this apparently national Christian system.

In fact it is certain that no connection whatever exists between some

parts of the "system" even within a given province, and that even in

nomenclature and school divisions the Christian schools frequently

depart from the accepted government usage, especially in the coast ports

and in college or university grade work. Whether this is natural aod

right or not, is not for the compilers of statistics to say.

Another matter of interesting conjecture is the possibility and prob-

ability of these 6,890 Christian schools (exclusive of all above middle

school grade) coming into the government system as re;:

td and inspected schools. For pronouncements upon this theme the

reader is referred to the China Christian Educational Association's-

quarterly magazine, the "Educational Review," and the final report of

the Educational Commission now in course of preparation.

4. Christian Schools are a Great Help to the Government in tk*

Development of its Educational System—One may complain that this

fact is not to be gathered from bare statistics. Granted, but the statistic*

should have it added, and we make bold to present it here. A recent

cbsener, who visited government schools chiefly, stated that the evi-

dence of the influence of Christian education upon the government system

was small. We venture to say that the most important influences are

not those evident to a visitor, who is likely to be shown what he is

thought to be looking for, but that the effect of the efforts of so large

a number of intelligent, earnest, and unselfish Christian workers since

the first school was started in Morrison's day, has been far-reaching in

more ways than can be numbered and measured.

The very presence of a group of schools which exhibit continuity of

work, strict supervision, faithful attendance and steady support of

patrons, has been a matter of constant observance and temark upon the

part of government educational authorities. The absence of a strike in

a mission school has often been the means of giving courage and faith- -

:

where it was sorely needed in government schools. The mission schools-

have been accused of over conservatism in holding on to native values
in educational subject matter, but they have not been so exotic as to

fail to meet the government school officials on common ground in dis-

cussing methods, school equipment, industrial training, etc. China took:

the shell of her system from Japan, but the most significant feature of

her experience with Japanese non-Christian teachers, was the rapidity

with which the experience was closed. The name "middle school" may
have been brought over from Japan, but China's middle school ajihletics,

her use of English, her social service ideas, and even her text-books came
more from contact with Christian middle schools and colleges and from?

the YMCA in China than from Japanese or Japanese-trained educational-

ist;. The mission schools have not teen copied, but they have beea
studied and in a hundred ways imitated by government schools.

5. Christian Schools are doing 3. Unique and Timely Service for Ute
We>men ef China—-Much is being said on all sides about coeducation

and giving the girls a chance. The Christian schools are largely respon-

sible for this favourable emphasis. There are in Christian lower primary
schools today almost half as many, and in the higher primary schools

mere than a third as many girls as boys. The statistics put the percentage
cf t'le total for higher and lower primary schools at 69 per cent boys
and 31 per cent girls. In middle schools the girls .number 2,569, cr

17 per cent of the total. This percentage would be ranch increased if all

nurses and normal school students were added. Government school

figures for middle schools for 1917-18 give 69,598 boys end only 622 girls,

but the proportion of girls in this case also would be greatly increased

by the addition of normal school students. However, this fact remains
unquestioned, that the mission schools of all gTades are giving the girls

of China a far better chance than the government schools and are thus
setting a standard which the non-mission schools of China will have to
respect or meet the condemnation of tha rising generation of Chinese
women. It appears to be an ideal among mission schools to provide
education through at least middle school grade for boys and girls equally.

The Suney Committee's statistics do not indicate the kind of train-

ing offered to girls, the extent to which coeducation has been introduced,
nor even the number of schools for girls. Here is important mattter for

inquiry. Are the girls given the same training as the toys? Is coeduca-
tion in primary day schools the rule, as it is for example in America?
Does the opposite rule hold in boarding schools, where disciplinary prob-
lems are greater? What is considered the end-point in girls' educa-
tion a* present? The last year of the middle school? Or is the middle
school usually of a college-preparatory type, which leads to further study
but rot immediately out into life? In this connection the figures only-

give us such facts as the following. The missions employ 2,341 women-
evangelists. There are in mission schools 3,069 women teachers.

Women physicians number 55. There are 459 graduate nurses and 1,707
in (raining.

Such facts point to far more in girls* schools than a -mere study at
printed pages Women are evidently being trained and given employ-
nent—undoubtedly the demand for women trained in Christian schools-

ii overwhelming.
If any further fact is needed to support our topic statement, we point

to the percentage of Christian women who can read, 4T per cent for the
Churches of all China, with a provincial minimum of 17 per cent (which
is far above the average for Chinese women in general), and a provincial
maximum of as high as 61 per cent.

Attention must also be Called to another significant fact with re-

ference to the education of women. The presence of 3,069 wtmen teachers

(as compared with twiee this number of men) is very interesting when
considered in connection with the following—Non-Christian schools in
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China employ 'Pay few women teachers, while the primary schools of

America, for instance, are entirely in the hands of women teachers. Here
is the single woman's greatest task and opportunity, China is awaiting

the arrival of the woman teacher.

&,. The Christian School System is Rapidly Adding to the Force of

"Educators in China—None can fail to realize the valuable work already

done, and still being done by university-grade men and educational ex-

perts sent oat to China by Mission Boards as missionaries and as ad-

•visors and investigators. We refer here particularly, however, to the

vapidly growing body of Chinese teachers and school administrators, who
are going oat directly or indirectly from Christian schools. Any one can

name sack among the prominent educationalists in China, and even
among prominent Chinese leaders of many kinds, who are no longer in

educational work.

The problem of supplying teachers for China's schools is an alarming

-one. Two million are said to be needed. How many boys out of a

hundred have the ambition to be teachers? It is said that even the

government normal schools have found a decided tendency among their

3paduates to take up more lucrative positions. The following compari-

son may be taken for what it is worth : there are 15,213 students in

Christian middle schools and there are 10,848 (or two-thirds as many)
teachers in Christian schools. Does this not suggest that a large propor-

tion of Christian students become teachers? In Mr. Luce's Survey C1918),

1,003 middle school graduates were reported as going into teaching as

against 565 into business, 296 into the ministry and 295 into medicine.

That means that the Christian middle schools are sending almost as many
into educational work as into all the other professions combined.

It is suggested that the ideals of service held up before students in

•Christian schools have something to do with their desire to take up
teaching as a life work. One wonders whether Christian school ad-

-mimstratcrs are doing all they possibly can to ennoble the profession of

teaching. Do they by their treatment of teachers as teachers, as

•co-workers, as patriots and self-sacrificing servants of the nation, do their

utmost to make them feel the satisfactions that should come to men and
-women working thus upon the foundations of a new Chinese civilization ?

It is the constant cry that the supply of teachers is insufficient. Are
-not the mission higher schools and the Christian Church with its appeal

lor service pointing a way to the best sort of supply ? How much more
effort is possible in this direction? What sort of campaign would help?

"What different organization or treatment of teachers should be advocated ?

7. Is Christian Educational Effort making Real Contributions t&

the Science of Education in China f This question comes to our minds

along with, and yet independent of, questions of quantity and extent of

work- But because of that very departure from the quantitative charac-

ter of this Survey it must be stated as a question rathci than a conclu-

sion or an indication. All one can say is that the success of Christian

schools in securing the confidence of so many patrons, both within and
without the Church, would point to the probability of their having in

seme degree accomplished real educational feats. Is it because they

have discovered how best to teach Chinese or English or science? In

what subject or subjects have they earned a reputation? Or is it be-

cause they have attained by study and experience a balance of subjects

which appeals to the Chinese? Or is it merely because they begin

English earlier? {58 per cent of all students begin in the 4th and 5th

grades). Or is it rather because they preserve good order and school

spirit, and patrons believe their children will be best disciplined, taken

care of, kept healthy, and ethically trained in Christian schools? And
how much has the mere fact of continuity and steadiness to do with

it? In what respects are Christian schools after their long experience

making the greatest contributions to the science of education in China ?

S. Christian Schools ha'.e a Close Relation to the Christian Church—
The literacy of the church membership would indicate a close connec-

tion with some system of schools. The large proportion of girls in school

and the high percentage of literacy among Christian women are related

facts. The actual returning of statistics in so many cases from the

church itself shows a tendency to connect church and sciiool inseparably.

The average, noted elsewhere in this volume, of about six missionaries

to each station makes possible the conduct of a center for varied activi-

ties, including education and perhaps teacher-training c f some sort, in

addition to evangelistic, medical, and other forms of work. Is it not

indicative that we find such close correspondence between the following

figures? Organized congregations 6,391 and lower primary school* 5. -

.

mission stations 1,037 ^d higher primary schools 962; hospit

middle school -

One is tempted to enquire whether the church membership has much
to say (1) about the kind of education given above the lower primary

school, {2) whether the system is really articulated for the boy or girl

who comes up from the bottom, (3) where it is intended to lead him and

whether that leading is right for him, and (4) whether the coming of a

large body of fee-paying non-Christian students into the middle of the

system influences materially its relation to the Church's needs. Would
a more detailed study possibly show that great significance is to be

attached to the fact that the ratio between lower primary and higher

Church Communicants and Primary School Students Compared

Number of Students m Mission Schools

15 1.5 8 2

Schools
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primary students is very different from that between higher primary and

middle' school students? The ratios already given (100 to 21 to 10) m-

dicate that there are only about a fifth as many higher primary b& lower

primary students, but that there are nearly half as many mildle school

as higher primarv students. In other words, the falling off is not a

natural gradual process, which would make a diagram consisting of an

evenly-stepped pyramid, but there is a distinct change in the stepping

at the end of the lower primary school and then more even stepping again

which probably continues for seven years. Does this mean that the

Christian schools constitute really two systems or sets of schools: one a

verv elementary dav-school system, perhaps for the mass of the people

in *mall villages and in the humbler walks of life, and the other largely

a boarding-school system, probably for those able to pay fees and spare

the time of their boys and girls from work in anticipation of their future

value or honours ? If there are two such types of scboob, we should like

to know to exactlv what extent they are connected, in what different

wavs they are related to the Church, and whether the second type and

system furnishes the teachers for the humbler first type of schools located

in smaller cities and rural districts.

9. There is much apparent Variation in Policy throughout tk'

try—In the matter of the education of girls through middle school

grade, a matter about which a divergence of opinion would seem natural

to some, there is a range in the percentage of girls students from o per

cent to S3 per cent. When, however, we eliminate the provinces which

have less than a thousand middle school students, the range is only 12

per cent to 30 per cent, of the total number who are girls

The most striking variation, however, is in the relation of primary

students to church membership. This varies from 191 students per thou-

sand communicants in Kweichow, 255 in Yunnan, 317 in Kwangsi and

Shensi, and 345 in Chekiang and Manchuria, to 1,052 students per 1,000

church members in Anhwei and 1,376 in Szechwan. But more significant

are the differences between the provinces which report the largest num-

ber of primary students in mission and church schools.

Number of Primary
Students per 1,000

Communicants

Szechwan **376

Fukien •• 7& 2

Kiangsu 55°

Shantung 475

Kwangtung 3&5

One naturally wonders u-hyl Since statistics are for the purpose of

leading to further study we close with this query.

Numeiucai, Strength of the Communicant Membership and Mission

Primary School Enroiambnt Compared

DATA AND OBSERVATIONS CONCERNING MIDDLE SCHOOLS IN CHINA
Introduction—During 1919 a very comprehensive survey was made by

the questionnaire method of all mission Middle Schools in China. The

Rev. H. W. Luce, then Associate Secretary of the CCEA, assumed re-

sponsibility for the work, preparing the questionnaire in collaboration with

others, and directing the tabulation and study of this Survey since the

desired information has come in. This article, entitled "Data and

Observations concerning Middle Schools in China" has been specially pre-

pared by Mr. Luce, and gives as complete and careful a summary of the

questionnaire material as has yet been published.

Before this Survey was made most schools used the 'varying' termin-

ology and standards customary in different Western countries. Even where

a beginning had been made in the use of the Government terminology,

such as "Lower Primary" (LP), "Higher Primary" (HP), and "Middle

School" (MS), these terms were loosely used, while careful standards, on

flic basis of units of work done, had been established in but few places in

China and not at all for China as a whole. With the aid of the principals

of mission schools, a classification was made on the basis of the termin-

ology and year-standards as used in the Chinese Government Educational

System. The result, for the Middle and Lower Schools, is given in Table I.

It was found by the use of this more careful classification that some

schools which had been called "Middle Schools" really fell short by one,

two, or even three years of the required four-year course. The same was

true in regard to some of the Higher Primary Schools. According to the

new classification, there were found to be 183 full (four-year) Middle

Schools, and, in addition, S2 schools doing one, two, or three years of MS,
work Of this total of 265 schools, 235 had attached H.P., 167 had attached

L.P., and 6 attached Kindergartens.

Having perfected, as far as possible, the list of schools and their classi-

fication by years, we began to list questions regarding the charaetei,

standard and quality of Middle School work, only to find that they could

not be answered, nor was there data at hand which would give the needed

information. As occasion offered, these were submitted to others interested

in education for suggestion and criticism. The number of questions grew

rapidly until it was almost impossible to hold them within reasonable

limits. Finding that there was a growing conviction on the part of many
educators that this initial investigation was along right lines, we were led

logically to the secoud step in our study, viz. the printing and sending

forth of a questionnaire covering over four hundred items. The response

was far more cordial and general than was anticipated. Many alert prin-

cipals saw at once that it offered an exceptional opportunity for a study of

their own school, and also realized that these facts, gleaned from a wide

field, would offer a baseAine for the future study of our educational viork

as a whole. One of our keenest Middle School principals not only returned

the questionnaire filled out with great care, but also requested additional

copies that each one of his faculty might study it, section by section, it*

preparation for a series of faculty conferences on the various topics con-

sidered. He also desired additional copies for himself that he might make
one out each year as a basis for the study of comparative progress in hi*

own school during a period of five years. It is safe to say that those prin-

cipals who have studied their schools, using the questionnaire as an outline

for their study, are far more intimately acquainted with their institutions-

and are better prepared to take the next forward step than could be possible

otherwise. We give below some summarized observations arising out of
the data thus secured :

A. THE ACADEMIC LIFE OF MISSION SCHOOLS
What are vur Aims? Are "we Attaining them?—Our aims may be

stated in almost innumerable ways. The questionnaire contained the

following :

—

a. Education of the children of the Christian constituency.

b. The general leavening of the community with Christian thought.

c. The training of Church leaders.

d. The training of Christian teachers.

e. Social uplift of the community.
By the use of the median (*) the relative emphasis is indicated by

numbers, the lower the numbers the greater the emphasis indicated.

From Tabic II we may note that the Northern, Central, and Western
provinces are inclined to stress a and d ; the Eastern provinces a and b ; the
Southern provinces a and c. All lay first emphasis upon a and the majority
on d. It is probable that in many minds c and d are regarded as identical,

as the Table indicates almost equal emphasis on these two aims. The
"evangelistic aim" was embraced under b.

* Medians We are accustomed to compare '

in many case*, we get even more accurate eorapar
averages. The median of any series.of numbers, s

found by writing the numbers in serial order, viz. '

from either end to the middle number. In this cas

would be 8. Owing to the presence of one very hig

as good an idea of the 1

then the median would
2 in the above illnstrat

, 5, 6, 7, 10, 29, at

'median" is 6, the
iber the average 8 do
e are an even numb
iiddie numbers. If t

tn would be the mei

situation as the median 6.

& be the mean between the
ition were omitted, than the

In all bnt a few cases we may disregard the decimal and cal
these tables we compare "medians" just as many of us have been
re averages.
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I,—Classification of Mission Middle Schools (1918-1919)

Number or Middle Schools

l
; 5|

H *S ! —

i

z -~-,z2 o

=
| 1 T< i< ?! If II

* 3 s ri 2 53-
SB Jlj

s£ F S3 g 3 *~

1 2 5 6 7 * 9

Nobthebk Provisoes.. 60 10 IT » 94 81 56 2,032 2,207

Chibtt . 10 12 788 862

Honan 9 6 -5 224 280

Mancharia : 12 11 46 92

Shansi ... ... 4 1 2 7 7 5 64 111

Shaartong ... .... 25 3 9 4
j

41 37 22 S90 7 S3

Shcusi ... ..-] ... 1 1 1 1 m 79

Eastern- Pbgvixces ... 56 4 12 7 79 75 62 2,089 2344

Anhwei 4 3 8 10 I
• 7 151 349

Cheki&ng ? 13 14 745 •595

Kiangsa ... ...j 39 il 1.193 1,401

•Cectrai. PBovrxeES .... 27 2 3 i 33 27 17 1.0J7 1,250

Hsn&n j 9 1 10 7 4 302 393

Hupeh 13 1 3 1 10 IS 11 856 -569

Kiangsi 8 5 5 2 177 **

THERX PegvrxcES. . .
32 5 7 5 47 42 26 1,941 1,811

Fukiea 1* 1 15 12 o 1.186 624

Kwangsi ... ... 1 1 1 1

K«aogmog M 7 i 31 29 20 755 J. 187

'Westerx Peovisces...' 8 1 2 ! 12 10 6 526 262

Kanso ... •

Kweiefaow
Saechwan 1 1 2 1 11 9 5 -31 232

Yonnaa 1 1 1 1 30

Total (19 Provinces) 183 20 41 21 265
j
235 167 7,625 |

7,875

Art our Entrance Requirements Adequate f—-Of the 149 Middle Schools

making reply, all but 5 require that entering students shall have finished

the three years of Higher Primary School. This is a very hopeful attain-

ment from the quantitative point of view. The next step must be to make

sure that we have secured an equal corresponding advance in qualitative

standards for entrance into our schools. Whether testing the work of in-

structions for admitting students to higher schools or for advance from

class to class within a given school, we may, for the present, rely upon the

entrance examinations. Doubtless this will be gradually supplemented (and

possibly superseded) by standard mental tests, which will in due time be

prepared, and by the careful records of the student's general class-room

work. By entrance requirements a school selects the raw material on which

it works. Attention to this initial matter makes for successful output in

any business, and cot least in this important business of education.

What do cur Enrollment Records tell us of our Students f—Owing to

the fact that a common terminology for the different grades of schools is in

process of being adopted, a careful statement as to the enrollment of

students in the various grades is as yet impossible. The statistics of the

China Continuation Committee are secured through various mission secre-

taries. This makes for completeness in totals ; but it is feaTed that, owing

to lack of a fixed terminology and grading common to all missions, this

method does not give accuracy as to the enrollment of the various grades.

The statistics of this Survey (see Table I) were obtained by direct corres-

pondence with those in charge of the schools on the basis of common ter-

minology and careful grading by years. This may lack somewhat in com-

pleteness of totals, but lends accuracy to reports relating to particular grades

of schools. Satisfactory educational statistics will come when we are as-

sured of more rigid care on the part of individual schools and missions in

grading their schools on the basis of a common terminology, unified

standardization, and careful and continuous records. We have reached a

stage in our work where more extensive and accurate data are absolutely

necessary if we are to appraise righCr oar work and adequately plan for

its advance in a thoroughgoing manner.

II.—Emphasis on Aims''

(a) (b)

Education General
I of Children j Leavening

j of Christian j of

I
Community j Community

W
Training

Oharch

Leaders

(d) (e)

Training , Social

Christian rjtlift of

Teachers I Community

Northern Prownees ...

Eastern Provinces ...
J

Central Provinces ...

I

Southern Provinces ...
j

Western Provinces ...

1.

3.

2L

2.3

1.5

4.

2.

3.

3.2

3.

3.

3.

3.

2.2

2.5

2.5
J

3.

2,

2.5

2

1

5.

4.

5.

5.2

4.

General Summary... 1 I. 3. 3. u i.

*

The Age of Students—in making this beginning of securing more de-

tailed educational data, it seemed best to adopt the inexact Chinese "sui"

(31 J'ear) for ag* 0I puri*s- It would be very difficult, in fact impossible,

at the present time to secure data on the basis of exact age, as few pup'ls

tr even their parents would know the actual day of birth. An effort, how-

ever, should be begun at the earliest possible date to inspire in

parents and pupils the desire for greater accuracy in this matter which is

important in modern life in general, and especially so in our study of

education. It is only by more accurate age-data that we can study to any
purpose the problems of acceleration and retardation and determine the

status of defective students.

The data of the Survey reveal a very remarkable fact, viz., the wirte

range of ages of students in the Middle Schools. For China as a whole,

the range is from 12 sui, for the youngest pupil reported in any Middle

School, to 29 sui the eldest in any one school, while the range of the median
is 14 to 22. For the Higher Primary Schools the range is from 10 sui, the

youngest, to 25 $;«», the oldest, with the median age ranging from n to ;o

What are our School Sources?—The number of students now in our

Christian Middle Schools who were prepared in Christian icwer schools

averages from 34 per cent to 84 per cent for all China with a general av

of 60 per cent ; in Higher Primary Schools the range is 18 per cent to 72
per cent, with a general average of 47 per cent. No rule can be laid

as to the proper per cent for any one school. It varies with the stage of

the work, the state of the community, the atmosphere of the school, and
the vigour of the life of the Christian students. A school consisting almost
entirely of Christian students is not likely to produce the strcn<r, virile life

such as is found in schools where the Christians have tr. re and
endeavour to win their non-Christian fellow-students. In addition, such a

school loses its opportunity as a direct evangelistic force.

The number coming Irom Christian homes and now in Middle Schools
has a range of 22 per cent to 70 per cent, with a general
cent ; in Higher Primary the range is from 15 per cent to 31 per cent,
this we see that, roughly speaking, about a third of our students come from
Christian homes. Out of this data two questions arise: First, do,
one-third include as many of the children of the Christian commnnil
should be in school ? Or, in other words, are we attaining aim (a) men-
tioned above as cue on which a large major

| have firs)

emphasis? In Western countries the number of eM3 and 14

years is about 17 per cent of the whole population. How would this apph
to our Christian community and what

] se are cominc
mission schools.' Second: is this proportion such as to enable us to
tain the Christian atmosphere so essential to a successful school ?

With reference to the question as to the sources from which ou;
Schools draw theii students, it is noticeable that while quite a number o
schools depend entirely upon the H.P. attached to their own School fee

their students, some do not draw at all from them. Of the students in tin

M.S. who come from the H.P. connected with the institution,

range is 33 per cent to 100 per cent of the whole student body .

with a general median of 72 per cent. This f

further investigation on the part of the authorities in local sch

There is also need of more careful study of the consiituenev from whicl
our students come and the classes in Chinese society they represent. ;

is clear that there is a very wide difference in the practice of

schools and in the local opportunity before them Six classes were con

Correspondents were asked to number the different aims, using 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 to

indicate the order of emphasis in their schools. This TaMe offers a summary of their

replies, using the median; the smaller the number the greater Is the emphasis indicated.

sidered : Official, Scholar, Merchant, Artisan, Farmer, and Labourer. A
goodly proportion of students in the Middle Schools of the six Northern
provinces come from the Farmer class, one province (Shantung) having
more from this class than all the other classes in rJh - put
together. Three provinces (Chihli, Honan, and Manchuria) in this group
seem fairly well balanced with reference to these six classes.

On the other hand, one of the three provinces in the Central Section

iHupeh) and two of the three in the Southern Section (Fukien and Kv
tung) have more from the homes of the Merchant class than from all the

other classes together. The same is almost true of two of the 3 provinces

in the Eastern Section (Chekiang and Kiangsu).

In rj of the ro. provinces the students in the Middle Schools coming
from the two classes of Merchant and Scholar outnumber those coming
from the other four classes. This is practically true of all the provinces in

the Eastern, Central, Southern, and Western Sections ; it is also true of two
provinces (Chihli and Shansi) in the Northern Section.

Six provinces (Kiangsa, Hupeh, Hunan, Kiangsi, Kwangtang, and
Szechwan) have twice as many students in Middle Schools from each of the

two classes, Scholar and Merchant, as from the Farmer class. The same is

almost true of Anhwei. Two provinces (Kiangsu and Hupeh) have more
from the Official class than from the Fanner class.

For the country at large, end for the Eastern, Central, Southern, and

Western Sections, the present emphasis is in the following order : Mer-

chant, Scholar, Farmer, Official, Artisan, labourer; in the Northern

Section : Farmer, Merchant, Scholar, Official, Artisan, Labourer.

From these general observations, it seems clear that further study

should be made of this question of the constituency which our sehoo's are

reaching, especially in those sections where local conditions or one-side 1

administration may have developed an unbalanced emphasis. This, -i

coarse, raises the question as to the method of determining what a well-

balanced representation of the various social grasps in the school's con-

stituency may be—whether that of equal numbers from all groups, or

numbers in proportion to the numerical strength of each group in the com-

munity, or whether other factors are involved.
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TEACHERS

Our Teachers: Their Stains and Certain Ratios hi their Task—The

main factor in our schools is the teacher. Hare we the right propotttoitaie

number and hew are they equipped for their task? It is interesting to

note (hat-'there is a very general practice among Middle Schools reporting

one foreign teacher to slightly more than two Chinese teachers. This is

exceedingly suggestive, especially when we recall that there are schools

bearing the name "Middle School", with not a, single foreigner giving rail

rime to the work ©f the school, and with no compensating Chinese

principal.

With reference to the Chinese teachers, in the Northern Section *4

China, the Christians are in proportion to the non-Christians as 3 to i ;
in

the Eastern and Southern sections as 2 to 1 ; and in the Central and

Western sections they are about equal. Three provinces, according to the

data supplied, have "slightly more non-Christian Chinese teachers than

Christian teachers.

The average number of pupils per teacher in all schools reporting is

about ten. This is surprising. In some countries in the West the median

is ic students per teacher. This marked difference in practice suggests

that at this point we might find opportunity for increased economy in ad-

ministration by reducing our ratio of teachers to students, so far as con-

ditions in China permit-

In connection with the supervision of class-room teaching, returns show

that principals or assistants give an "average" of 2 to 7 hours per week,

some report giving no time whatever to this important part of the work.

Indeed, it is to be feared that there is very inadequate understanding as to

what is involved in "supervision" and its value in the promotion of school

efficiency. This type of supervision, as well as that carried on in a more

ral and txieraal way in the lower schools bv travelling school-super-

visors, must receive far more practical consideration in the immediate

future if we are to be equal to our task and opportunity in any large degree.

As to the difficulties of securing an efficient staff, nearly all schools

stress : fa) lack of funds to pay adequate salaries, and (b) lack of men
and women adequately trained for teaching. In order to meet the present

and urgent needs (with present phmt, equipment, and number of students),

it is estimated by the school principals that the teaching force in the report-

ing schools should be increased immediately by the addition of 172 Cbr-.ese

and 126 foreign teachers. This makes no allowance for increased cumber

of students nor the urgency for educational advance in other lines, but

only states one main item needed to bring our schools up to a minimum cf

efficiency.

The Academic Degrees Of Chinese Teachers—At the present b'me it is

not possible to get accurate data on this item. Table HI, however, cover-

ing 1,509 teachers in M.S. and H.P. will give the general situation.

III.—Academic Status of Chinese Teachers

Teachers

(Senior College) degree

School «le°T€e ... .-- -•- ^3

Preparatory (Junior College) certificate ... no
x>l certificate, or equivalent 224

rmal School training of at least 2 yrs. ... 11S

rmal School training of at least 1 yr.

Senior College credits in Courses in Ednea-Jm t»or or

tion

Middle School credits in Courses in Education 67

No Normal Training

None cf the above training ... 100

Chinese degree .„ 265

Training Abroad ... 4°

From this we note that 391, or about a quarter of the whole number,

have academic preparation above that of the Middle School grade ; 224 have

Middle School certificates, while only 249, or about one-fifth, have had more

or less special training for their work as teachers.

The Academic Degrees of Foreign Teachers—Oat of 357 foreign teachers

connected with the reporting Middle and Higher Primary Schools, we learn

that the numbers having College degrees are as follows ;

B.A. or BS ... ... 1-8

M.A. or M.S ... 6S

PbJD 4

Of these foreign teachers the following number have had some special

training for teaching

:

In Normal or Teaching Training School 2 vr. 36

„ „ .. „ ., „ 2 yrs. 18

In College Undergraduate or B.A. Course
In Graduate work in School of Education

3 yrs

So

61

While this number is about two-thirds of the total number, yet the

ing of the large majority for teaching work has apparently been little

mere than incidental. Two things are clear :

First, we must do ail in our power to carry on the preparation of

teachers already in service, through stimulating the reading and study of

pedagogical books, introducing faculty discussions, requiring attendance at

summer and winter institutes and, where possible, arranging fee a year of

tkmal study in a Normal Training School. This "after-care" of our
teachers is becoming a matter of great significance.

Second, the facilities for this Normal Training work must be enlarged

and made more accessible and efficient. Of all our educational problems
there can be so doubt that the preparation of- a larger number of mora
thoroughly prepared teachers is of the first importance.

IY.—Curricula and Supervised Study
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CURRICULUM

Three reasons have been given for conforming as far as possible to the-

carricula established by the Government

:

1. It will he easier for the Government inspectors to understand wbat

they see in a Mission school.

2. We thus emphaswe the fact that the Mission schools are s*

sympathy with the plans of the Government.

3. it facilitates the transfer of students to and from the Mission an-f

Government schools.

The curriculum defines the work the student must do. His part in*

the work is his daily preparation. Here Survey returns indicate an ex-

ceptionally wide range of time required ; clearly some schools are ©ver-

fcnrdening the student and some schools permit the opposite extreme.

Important Curricula Items: Religious Instruction^-Practically aff

schools give religious instruction during the whole course, the mediaw

number of hours in Middle Schools for the first, second, and third year*

being three, and for the fourth year two and a half.

Forty schools note less interest in religious instruction than in other

subjects ; 72 schools noted no difference. Seventy-three replies mdieated a-

belief that to teach the Bible was more difficult than to teach the otter

main subjects in the course ; 38 did not feel this difficulty and 8 thought the

difficulty was about the same in all isubjects. Thirty-one had noted that

there was a tendency to assign religious instruction to.the younger any-

more inexperienced or less efficient' teachers, .reserving the strongest itr

mathematies, science, and other main subjects; 76 had not noted that

tendency.

On the whole, these replies would indicate, superficially at least, a
goodly amount of emphasis on instruction in religious subjects. The im-
pression is left, however, that while adequate time is devoted to the subject,

there is on the one hand an uncritical satisfaction in things as they are,.

and on the other a lack of a large and lively appreciation of present-day

aims and standards and the methods by which they may be attained. This
work, which in the minds of many seems to be at the very center of our
task, is being studied by isolated individuals here and there with some
care. There seems to be need, however, of more careful scrutiny and in-

formed direction throughout the whole range of the instruction and related

activities on the part of each principal and those on the staff assigned to-

this work.
Teaching cf English—Of the 149 reporting schools., jiS teach English,

Ihe extent and relative use in different parts of China are indicated clearly

in Table V. In general we may note that some schools begin the teaching
<4 English as early as the first year of Lower Primary, the general practice,

however, is to do so in the first year of Higher Primary. No school begin*1

English later than the first year of Middle School. During the four year
period in the Middle School the number of students taking English
decreases rapidly each year, until the number in the fourth year is less-

than half that of the first year.

Y.—The Teaching of English

Provinces

„ , , ; Total
Total 1 K j.

m. s. 1

Kar"J™ '
s meat in

**V***-I them
"* M. S.

All Provinces 265 7,625

Ko Students Taking
English in M. S.

1st ' 2nd
i

3rd 1 4th ,

Year Tear YearTear
'

X© M. S. Usinc

Tear Year fearTear

1^54 1,253 788 70S 4,278 34 44 45 48
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YI.—The Teaching of Chinese Language and Literature

:

Provinces

Ho. o " M. S. covering
tiooal Header"

in

,--

3
raos. .

''• So lea Xo

rn ,.
: 12 1 23 1 "27 32 *>» 23 33 9

m 13 7 2 31 19 IS 20 35 3
- 1 4 1 14 7 9 13 19 f
7 ii - 1 1 10 6 7 15 1

4 5 8 3 5

AH Provinces 44 9 30 3 87 54 54 68 107 15

It is to be noted that a large number of schools, are attempting some
•work in Domestic Science, 36 schools using the cotttage plan, wha
small groups of students in turn live for a short period in a small well-

appointed house or cottage, caring for it under the conditions of normal
home-life.

VOCATIONAL TRAINING
Vocational Training—Under this general head We include Agricultural,

Industrial, Commercial, and Manual (as distinguished from Industrial)

Training. A careful study of the information contained on questionnaire

forms shows an equal number of schools with some degree of Industrial,

Commercial, or Manual Training. At best, even after including

Agricultural Training, this number is limited to considerably less than

one-tenth of the Middle Schools in China. Since this data was collected

there has been much discussion of these subjects in .China ; the "relation

of school to life" in all its ramifications is now clearly to the lore. The
words of the recent Educational Commission to India regarding Vocational

Training might quite as well be applied to China : "Of unskilled cheap

labour there is an abundant supply, but it is already obvious that the

greatest handicap that industrial enterprise has to face is the absence oi

Indian skilled labour in sufficient quantity and of adequate Indian

management." ("Village Education in India," chapter 011 "The Vocational

Middle School," pp. 45-65). There is little doubt but that at an early date

this important phase of our educational responsibility will receive the

attention its urgency demands as we face in China the sure oa-eoming of

an age of agricultural and industrial advance.

STUDIES IX HISTORY
Hfatoty and Civics—Both the questions and the replies In this section

were not such as yield to tabulation. A real History of China has yet to

be written ; while the use of translated books on Western History is greatly

vitiated by lack of common terminology. Except in the case of very few

of the commonest historical names, it is impossible for a student to follow

his historical study in Chinese from one book to another, either in books

of reference or as he changes hooks in passing from grade to grade. We
really have no satisfactory text-books and reference books (in Chinese) in

History and Civics for Middle School grade, possibly not for any grade.

Consequently teachers well-trained in these subjects are comparatively few.

GRADUATES
The importance of relating ourselves definitely to the lives of graduates

is likely to be underestimated in thought, and still more in practice. We
are under the impression that, with rare exceptions, it is not being done

in any comprehensive way, and yet there are several incentives which

should inspire us to greater care in this matter :

r. The help we might give to our graduates in mainti-ining the ideals

and purposes of their school days.

2, The value to our school in conserving and strengthening the

lovaltv of its graduates.
3." The knowledge attained from a study of the product of the school

which would enable us :

(a) To judge the efficiency of our school.

To determine whether its aims are being attained. We need "a

critical study of results."

A cursory study of Table VII will make the present situation as this

concerns mission Middle Schools somewhat clearer.

YII.—Destination of Graduates

Per cent of

Provinces

All Provinces

.

3-90 w
20-87

10-90 '

0-99
•21-50 -

21-99 58

427 291

27S |W8
154 20
190 103
44 23

ADMINISTRATION*

We come now to the second part of our study ; that <

If it be true, as seems most certain,, that "mission educ
more than 50 per cent of its possible efficiency, and that t

in large measure to poor administration," (E. W. Wallace,

portance of giving more attention to this side of our wa
over-estimated. Oi coarse no "administration" can be sis

is based on a thorough knowledge of the "academic Hit

the general trend of which we have seen from our study

data. Its efficiency will also depend on a eotnprehensiv

similar to those we are now about to consider.

Are our School Records Ad
all schools report some form of school records. It is very

ever, that out of 136 schools reporting on this item, all but

a new system of record blanks "based on the best ex per:

as applied to Chinese conditions." We shall never be
any adequate way the extent and character of our ednca

thus bring about that harmonious and flexible standardizai

for progress as a whole, nor will any principal be? able to

and advancing efficiency in his school, until some ur

rev'.vi'ds covering Primary and Middle -Schools, is generi

carefully kept. Fortunately a beginning has been made

BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT

>f administration.

ition reaches not

his failure is due
Chengtu the na-

rk can hardly be

fid unless it

: of the school,"

cf the preceding

e grasp of items

ntinuo-.is—Nearly

able to know m
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liform system of
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in this direction.

The land belonging to

Higher Primary Schools COB

total value cf $1,473,000 (.

single schot i ly fron

for the building, up :

t& . Mex).

e 149 Middle Schools

ses a total area of 9
[ . The amount at 1

nal part of an acre

es. and ranees in vali t<3

(Mex), ranging in

There should he s

makes a grand tot;
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1,780 296 285 126 49 1,093 5S5 1,423
j

34

.: reeled 00 this 175,

for the individual school from $1,000 to $.

about $400,000 for furniture and fixtures. This

^5,000.000 'Mex.) for land, buildings, and furniture

He .Schools with attached Higher Primary schools.

Denr 5—With regard to the allowance of space in sleeping

at practice gives a range of 50 cu.ft. to 1,800 cu.it. per

student, with a median of 470 cu.ft. The best practice would require about

600 cu.ft., with about 500 cu.ft. as a minimum.

Of 120 schools, having Middle and Higher Primary Scha
Higher and Lower Primary School work, 69 have th grades

separated in different buildings, while 51 carry on all grades of work u

same building. There can be no doubt about the former method being in

accordance with the best experience in school administration.

Value —Of the 142 schools reporting on this

item a summary erf the returns is as follows : 69 schools have no apparatus
whatever ; iS have less than $100 worth ; 3 have apparatus valued

at between $100 and $200; 13 $20o-$joo; 5 $300- $400; 7
e $500. This simple narration of facts carries with

it its own suggestion.

Libraries—Of the 126 schools reporting on this item, the returns are

as follows : 46 schools have no library; 30 have 100 Chinese books or less;

12 between joo and 200; 10 between 200 and 300; 6 between 300 and 400;

5 between 400 and 500; 4 between 500 and 1,000; 3 between 1,000 and

2,000; 4 between 2,000 and 3,000; and 6 above 3,000.

There is a very wide range in the number of books bound in foreign

style : (a} For books in English, it varies from schools which have none
to a school with 9,800 books, the median range for China as a whole per

single school being 0-200. (b) For books in Chinese the range is 0-2,400,

with a median range 0-35.

In regard to reference books it is to be noted that rearly half of the

reporting schools have none. The number in the schools ranges from o-

1,5 x\ with a median range erf 0-20.

Only iS out of 144 Middle Schools have a Card Index for their books,

and only 36 use any special methods to induce their students to use the

hooks. About half the schools note tendency on the part of the students to

take time for outside reading.

The number of schools having Reading Rooms is 96 ; of these, there are

$4 with fore-£31 periodicals. The number of Chinese periodicals in a single

reading room ranges from o to 36, with a median for all China of 5 periodi-

cals per school.

The average number oi sing the Reading Rooms daily ranges

from a very few to 100: or, expressed differently, the average is from 5 to

*o per cent of the student I

About one-fifth of the schools use special methods to increase the use

of the Reading Room, while about one-third note an increase in the use

of periodical literature.

SCHOOL FINANCE

There is probably no more difficult part of our subject than the

administration of school finance. In studying the finance sect

survey we note the folk-wing points. In the 323 schools reporting on

finance there are 1,08a -. 5:5 foreign teachers, and 13,99s

pupils. Incidentally, these figures bear out the finding? already noted,

namely, that there is al oat one teacher to every 10 pupils in these schools.

The t-:' 'ministratic:
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(*)

(*)

Receipts (191S)

From Missior. Boards and other foreign sources in

grants or contributions toward salaries (foreign and

Chinese) and other current expenses $639,222
" Ftwn Chinese sources :

Tuition $362.
•

Room Rent 23,280

Board 207,411

Gifts 3°,5S6 : 624,136

'

. $1,263,353

The above figures indicate that for China as a whole {in the reporting

schools) the amounts received for current expenses from foreign and from

Chinese sources are approximately the same.

The range in the matter of Tuition received among leporting Schools

is $o-$56,oco. One school in Kiangsi reports $56,000. one in Hupth

$35,000, one in Kwangtung $22,000 with a minimum median of $105 and

a maximum median of $4,100.

EXPENMTI'RES I I91S)

Total for foreign salaries and allowances $312,592

Total for Chinese salaries 306*409

Total for all other current expenses 460,683

S 1 ,079,684

Salaries of Chinese Teachers per Month—Tins survey of the nation-

wide practice in regard to salaries should be exceedingly suggestive to all

school administrators. Table VIII shows the prevailing customs in the

five Sections of China and in China as a whole.

YIIL—Monthly Salaries of Chinese Teachers

(in Mexican Dollars)

Teachers of Science 1 Teachers , Engifet f

re*e1^^Um*
end Mathematics

f
L&ngoage

Provinces

Northern ...! 15-90' 6-40 20

Eastern ... 25- *> 11-50 35

Central ...520-100 10-40 34

Southern .J15-100 10-30 30
Western ...• -'0-34 5-40 25

AH
Provinces

15-100 590 31

12-90 10-70
15- 150 15-70

15-100 10-75

30-100 10-30
20-25 3-18

27 i 8-70 6-40 16

46 - 11-60 &-M 27
37* 10-100 8-25 20
25 ' 10-70 10-38 S3

1* , 25-35 9-30 25

_| !

12-150 3-75 31
f
8-100 6-40 30

-50 21

6-100 3-30 22
10-90 0-2S 15

S-35 6-M 16

6-100 3-40 18

In time we shall be able to compare these with the salaries of teachers

in government schools. While in the latter it is undoubtedly true that

high salaries are paid to some teachers, in all probability it will be found

that in general they are not as high for the average teacher as we have

been led to believe. The permanency of employment and the inspiration

derived from the nature of the work has a bearing on salary problems.

IX.—A Student's Annual Expenses (in Mexican Dollars)

Provinces

Tuition Room Board Boo&l Incidental*
Total of all

Wire Items

Range Med. Range :Med Range jMed. Bange > Med. Ra&ge Med. Range fMed.

Northern ...

Eastern
Central

Southern ...

Western

0-32 i 6
3-120 IB
4-30 ' 16
0-109 20
6-30 13

0-20 ...

0-30 ...

0-50 10

0-50 28
5-60'. 29
16-30 24
0-60 25
16-24 22

0-50 5
0-81 10

.20-120' 5

0-65 U
211 7

0-15
.76-20

0-15
0-30
2-100

2
6
4
4

3

5-118 40
29-130 63
20-165 50
0-241 70

51-190 49

All
Provinces 120 16 0-50 ...

1

0-60 24 0-84 7 0-100 3 0-241 50

Student Expenses—The average cost to one student per year is shown
in Table IX. It is to be noted t

That the range of Tuition is very wide as between the five Sections.

This variation is quite as marked between the various provinces within the

individual Sections.

That it is almost the general practice to charge nothing for Roam
Rent.

That the difference in the median price for Board in the different parts

of China is not so great as one might anticipate.

That the annual amount expended for books in some Sections seems

far too smalt, and not as high in any Section as it shouid be, especially

when compared to the items for incidentals.

That the median range for all five items in China as a whole is $22

(Shansi) to $100 {Kwangtung}, the general median being $50. This

represents the student's annual school expenses, apart from clothes, travel,

and vacations.

Scholarships—The total amount annually available from scholarship

funds in 82 schools is $62,891, the average amount paid to one student for

one year having as a general range $5-$8o, with a median sange of $i2-$5o»

and a general median of $41 per student for all the schools giving scholar-

ships.

Isi these 82 schools, the conditions of granting scholarships are based

on (i) services rendered, (a) scholastic attainment, and (3) on the economic

need of the student, some schools stressing only one of these items, others

two, and still others all three.

Sttjpents' Annxai. Expenses (msmak) in Mission Middle Schools

ns Mexican Dollars)

Board Books InetdenMaTuition

Northern g
Provinces

Eastern
Provinces

Central
Provinces

Southern
Provinces

Western
Provinces

ro

m

r * >r

10 23 40 50 m

As no charge is mad<

the above diagram.

tor rooms in niest schools, this item is not shown in

SCHOOL CONTROL

The replies to tlie questions re methods of government, whether by

Mission, Staticn, Board of Managers, or School Committee, and if one of

the latter two, how appointed, were rather confused and inadequate.

In the earlier stages, educational work grew up under |he supervision

of evangelistic missionaries each having charge of such schools as could

be visited when on his evangelistic itinerary. The next step toward

unification was made when the schools in one field, formerly visited by

several missionaries, were put under the supervision of one evangelistic

missionary. This was followed by a School (Cooperation) Committee,

composed of both Chinese and foreigners, with partially trained Chinese

supervisors.

We are now passing into a new stage, where schools distributed over a

wider area are in charge of a General Board of Control, or legislative body

of final authority (denominational or interdenominational), with a District

Committee of Education which suggests general policies and mediates

Iwtween the central authority and the local School Committees.

Some of the fundamental principles which should govern the appoint-

ment and work of various school committees are :

1. Continuity in service, changes in personnel being held to a

minimum.
2. Harmony with Church policies.

3. Membership confined to those who know most about education.

4. Emphasis on Chinese responsibility and cooperation to the fullest

extent possible.

Turning to internal administration we find that 53 schools have weekly

meetings, 68 have monthly meetiugs
:
and 35 only occasional meetings. In

sharing responsibility for administration, in 85 schools faculty action is

only advisory ; in 53 if is authoritative and final. Seventy-one schools hold

faculty conferences to discuss educational and inspirational problems

apart from those concerned with discipline and administration. Sixty-five

schools have a Student Council or some method of inculcating self-govern-

ment by actual practice in sharing responsibility in school discipline.

Some schools have self-government only in the form of having prefects,

proctors, student monitors, or food committees. The whole subject has be-

come one of increasing importance now that we so clearly see we must
train our students for citizenship under a republican form of government.

Our Responsibility for Knowing the Health-Status of our Students—
Health has such a vital bearing on the student's daily work and,

as a consequence, on the whole question dE wise and economical

school administration, that one is surprised at the comparatively small

amount of attention our schools are giving to it. Much suggestive data is

embodied in the following sentences : A Medical Certificate is required

of entering students in only one school as against" 120 not requiring

it. Medical Examination of students, annually, is required by 80 schools,

and not required by 56 schools. Physical Examination (Weight, Measure-

ments, etc.) is required in 37 schools, and not required in 92. Vaccination

is required by 71 schools and not required by 71.

The number of schools having examination for Eyes is 68, for Teeth

44, for Ears 46, for Throat 53. It is clear that some of the schools are

alert to the problem of the relation of health to study ; it is equally clear

that not a few have failed to assume the responsibility for health demanded
in any modern school.

The Relation of the School to its -Environment—The idea that the
school is vitally related to the community has been of slow development.
We cannot count it strange, therefore, that schools in China should as yet
have incorporated this idea to only a very limited degree. "The schools
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of the Church seek to develop Christian individuals and Christian citizen-

ship in China." Both of these aims, mutually inter-related, can best te

attained by developing in our students a sense of community life and
responsibility.

Oar data indicate that 48 schools make some community use of their

buildings and 95 make no such use; that 31 schools have a definite policy

to make their schools a commanity center, 112 have no such policy ; that

62 schools have the teachers keep in touch with the homes of their pupils

and Si schools do not maintain this practice ; that in the relation of scho il

and parents, 80 per cent of the schools report that parents take interest

in the school, and about half of these schools consult parents in regard

to the work of the school. Further, of 140 schools, 52 invite parents to

the school building for religious meetings, 82 for social meetings, and

10 for mutual improvement meetings. Sixty-four schools make some use

of their buildings in vacation time.

Students in the following number of schools engage in lines of

Social Service as here listed :

Teaching S.S. Classes 114 Visiting Prisons 21

Preaching . 65 Visiting Hospitals 20

Teaching Evening School 41 Conducting Health Campaigns 13

Teaching Play-groand Activities 41

In only 9 schools have the teachers or students made a survey of

the religious, social, economic, political, and sanitary needs of their

community.
The Reach of a Middle School's Influence—The greater part (70 per

cent to 80 per cent) of the students in Middle Schools come from within

a median radius of 45 miles of the school buildings, the minimum range

being 1 to 30 miles, the maximum range 50 to 200 miles. Each school

should plot on a map the home location of every student. These homes

should be reached; their community is part of the school's sphere of

influence.

Relation of Mission and Gmernment Middle Schools—The number of

Mission Middle Schools participating with Government Middle Schools

in athletics is 63; in graduating exercises 21; in debates. 5; in lectures

17; in social gatherings 30; in Bible classes 7. Thirty Mission Middhj

Schools have a definite policy for increasing the value of this relationship,

112 schools have none.

Out of 147 Middle Schools, 34 feel that the presence of Government

Schools has made their school less necessary, 113 do not share this view.

Of 126 schools, 83 feel* that the Government schools in their vicinity are

inferior, 3 as superior, and 40 as both inferior and superior in certain

aspects.

Middle School Receipts—1918

6t *•- 2 16 2

CONCLUSIONS

In the midst of the data considered above, occasional suggestions

have been made indicating some of the steps which might be taken in

the interest of educational advance. We close the study with these twtf

observations :

i. Of the three elements in a school—plant, equipment, and staff-r-

there are few if any schools where these factors are even moderately

normal. It will be found that practically all our Middle Schools are de-

ficient in two of these three items, and that all but a negligible number fail

of any reasonably efficient standard in all three. The fact is, to use a

business phrase, we are over-extended, and it will be the part of wisdom
to 'consolidate" (unite) our schools at central points where this is at all

possible, even at the sacrifice of mission, denominational, local, or personal

interest. The alternative is not pleasant to contemplate.

The Congregational and Presbyterian missions are each considering

the plan of having only one Middle School in Chihli, the Presbyterians of

having only one in Hunan. A general adoption of this policy, with

economics resulting from more careful administration, together with the

very moderate additional help which may be expected from Western
lands, will enable us on the one hand to avoid failure and on the other to

grip in some small degree the almost measureless opportunity which is

immediately before us. It is better to have 100 Middle Schools with

thoroughly good plants, properly staffed and financed, than 200 schools

such as the majority now scattered over China represent. It is better

administrative practice in the interest of both the student and our cause, to

pay when necessary the travel expenses of any student to a high grade

school, than to use a much larger amount of money in maintaining a

school of inferior or indifferent standard nearer at hand.

2. One of the main elements in helping us to meet the great issue

of the present day, will be for the principal and faculty of each school to

make a "self-survey" of their institution, using methods similar to those

outlined above. On the basis of accurate data a wise and far-reaching

administrative policy may be drafted and applied in harmony with in-

formation thus secured.

A great foundation has been laid ; we have much funded experience.

We are also facing a great and wonderful opportunity, unlimited in its

scope and measureless in meaning. The necessity is upon us to hold a

superstructure worthy of the name we tear and the service we may
render China at such a time as this.

Middle School ExPEKDmmES—101S

51^—Foreign source*
29jg_Tuitioo tees

$%—Boom rental

2%—Gifts

29%—Foreign salaries and allowances

%$%—Chinese salaries

iS%—Ail other current expenses

NORMAL SCHOOLS AND NORMAL TRAINING
In 1919 a Committee was appointed by the China Christian Educational

Association to investigate the condition of normal training in the

Protestant mission schools of China. Its report was published in the

Oetobei, 1920, issue of the" Educational Review. The two accompanying

tables printed therein represent the statistical report of the Committee.

Errors and additions were earnestly solicited, and in the course of the year

since its publication, only one addition has been received. Hence this

report may be taken as substantially correct to date. It therefore forms

the basis of this statement.

Briefly, that report shows that there are under 50 institutions in China

where some sort of formal efforts are being made to improve teaching and

to train teachers. About half of the educational courses or normal

schools, for all are included, are designed for men and half for women.
Of women students there are 320, and of men 440. Twenty courses, includ-

ing some duplications, are reported in Junior and Senior Colleges. All

told about 160 students are enrolled for these courses, or an average of 8

per institution. Aside from about 50 girls taking kindergarten training

in 5 different training schools, and two or three places where teachers of

the lowest grade are trained, all the other courses and students are con-

nected with middle schools or normal schools of middle school grade- The
tvpical course or school has from 8 to 12 students ; the average is 7.5 per

school. There are but four places with from 45 to 6b students, and six

with from 20 to 40. We can discover but eight or ten schools with enough

students and sufficient educational work to justify the name "normal."

These schools average 24 students each. The other ninety must be classed

as courses given as part of a regular academic education. Of these eight

or ten, three or four only are institutions wholly devoted to the one end of

training teachers. These last average 33 students each.

The Government, according- to statistics for 1918, is supporting «2
lower and higher normal schools. These average 150 students each. In

addition to the 212 normal schools of middle school grade or higher, various

local governments- and '.educational associations report 334 schools with,

short courses in normal training specially designed for the preparation of

lower primary teachers. These figures must be taken as approximately

rather than absolutely correct.

In all China there are 6,599 higher and lower mission primary schools.

In these schools there are approximately 9,000 teachers.

The average tenure of office for each teacher in one area examined, was
about three years. This would mean, if typical of all China, an average

annual turn-over of 3,000 teachers. If 200 of the students studying

education in some form or other in mission schools graduat ; each year, and
if they all go into teaching, the demand would exceed the most sanguine

supply fifteenfold. There are a few teachers oi mission primary schools

who come over from government normal schools, but the number is neg-

ligible. The actual situation is much more critical than the ratio 15 to t

suggests, in that only a few localities are able to obtain trained teachers

at all. Figures taken from three of the most favoured provinces indicate

that not over 2 per cent of the Christian elementary school teachers pro-

fess any sort of normal preparation for their work. Some interior middle

schools are able to induce their graduates to go out into day school teach-

ing. They learn to teach by being "thrown in." In places near the larger

cities these young people, especially the boys, continue only a short time

in the service, without any idea of psmanency. Thus they render little

solid advance to the day schools. In probably the greater part of China,

the main supply of teachers is still drawn from the old-style men who are

possessed of little Western education and little Christianity. A ffcw

missions are systematically replacing a number of these old-style teachers

each year with young men or women who have had some training in

normal schools or classes. These trainees are supported through a period

of years and then serve the schools they teach faithfully and long. But

it must be said, however unpleasant reading it makes, that the most com-

mon practice on the part of most missions and missionaries is to give no
systematic or far-sighted thought whatever to their future supply of

teachers, or if they do, this is not manifest in funds or workers for normal

schools or less formal teacher training.

Such work as exists is confined to 9 of the 19 pwmnees. riras over

the greater part of China missionaries have no facilities whatever tor

training teachers. Only 25 out of the 130 missionary societies operating

in China are contributing anything to the support of systematic teacher

training. Even in such important, wealthy, and literary provinces as
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Christian Normal Education for Men

No- of Average No.
Total Students Prepares to teach

No. "LoOtioO Name of School Mission Tears is

Coarses
of Hours per
week per year

in all years in what schools

I.—COLLEGE COURSES IN EDUCATION

1 Caengtu, Sze. West China Union University

(Union Normal School)

ABF. CMS. FFMA, 3 in &C. 10 (New class Sept. 1921) M.S., J.C, & Supervisors

9 Nanking, Ku. University of Nanking ABF, FCMS. MEFB,
PN

2 in J.C. 6 or 8 18 M.S.

3 Canton, Tung. Canton Christian College (a) Trustees 4 in C, and 1 in

Sab-Freshman

* 23 M.S., J.C, S.C. *
some lower work

4 Changsha, Hun.
Taikuhsien, Sha.

College of Tale in China Trustees 3 in S.C. 4 12 M.S. * Supervisors

5 Oberlin-Shansi Memorial Schools OS Memorial 2 in J.C. (b) 6 6 L.P. & H.P.

Association

6 Tocfaow, Hon. Huping (Lakeside) College BCA 3rd and 4th yrs. S 5

7 Peking, CM. Peking University ABCFM, LMS,
MEFB, m 2 in J.C. (e) 8 (Planned for 1921-22)

8 (See No. 7) S.C. m (Planned for 1921-22)

9 Shanghai, En. St. John's University PE * * *

10 Soochow, Ka% Soochow University MES f» 13*

11 Nanehang. Ki. Nanehang Academy MEFB 2 in J.C. 10 4 M.S. & Supervisors

2.—HrGHEB NORMAL SCHOOLS (for M.S. Graduates)

13 Chengtu, Sze. West China Union University

(Union Normal School)

(See No.. 1) 2 12* H.P.

17 Feochow, Fa. Trinity College Normal School CMS 1(f) * 11 H.P. * L.P.

IS Tenghsien, Song, Mateer Memorial Institute PN, PS 2 8 13(g)
*

19 yuncheng, 8b&. Tnneheng Theological and Normal
Sehool (h)

Griffith John College Higher

SMC (cim) 2 4 6 H.P.

to Hankow, Hap. LMS 2(i) "Fall- 17 M.S., specialising in
Normal Sehool English

21 Wujhang, Hap. Union Normal School (See No. 28) 2(f) 20 (Planned for 1921-22) H.P. & Supervisors

3.—LOWER NORMAL SCHOOLS (Professional Coarses Pre-requMng H.P. Graduation or Partial M.S. Work)

26 Chengtu, Sze. West China Union University

(Union Normal School)

{See No. 1) 2 0) 14 * L.P.

27 Sinminfu, Feag. Sinminfu Normal School PCI, UFS 2(j) 15 L.P. & H.P. and a few
for Asst. in M.S.

28 Wuchang, Hap. Union Normal Sehool PE, WMMS, and ex-

pected LMS and PK
3(k) 15+ 45 L.P. and sometimes H.P.

29 Fooebow, Fa. Union Normal Training Sehool ABCFM, MEFB 2 0) 9* 24 L.P. and sometimes H.P.
30 Kuchuk, Tang. Middle and Normal School B 4(m) *

S3 L.P#and H.P.
31 Nanehang, Ki. Nanehang Academy (See No. 11) 3(1) 10 4 L.P. and H.P.

4.—MIDDLE SCHOOL NORMAL COURSES

35 Hinghwafu, Fn. Guthrie Memorial Middle School MEFB, WFMS Last 2 yrs. 12
(Planned)

L.P. and H.P.

36 Nanking, Ku. University of Nanking (See No. 2) Last 2 yrs. 8 25

Kingehowfu, Hnp. Kingehowfu TheoL Sem. SMF, SE.MC Last 2 yrs. (n) 3 21 LJP. and 1 yr. H.P.
38 Canton, Tung. Canton Christian College (o) (See No. 3)

* * *

39 Amoy, Fu. Talmage College RCA * *
60

40 Tnneheng, Sha. Tnneheng Theol. Sem. (See No. 19} Mp) 4 6 L.P.

41 Soochow, Ku. Soochow University (See No. 10) Last yr. 4 m

46 Tenghsien, Sang.

5.—ELEMENTABT NORMAL WORK (Entrance Standard Lower than H.P. Graduation)

Mateer Memorial Institute (See No. 18) (1 or) 2 (q) 6 to 8

•Incomplete.
Numbers in first column are for purposes of classification

only and do not indicate total number of institu-

tions and courses.

(a) Plan eventual building up of a Teachers' College

co-ordinate with College of Arts & Sciences.

(b) Also 2 hrs. optional in 3rd and 4th yrs. M.S.
(e) A further course of M.S. grade planned for the future,

(d) 5 elective courses ; total 16 hrs.

Some entrants also have(e) 3 optional eourses 5 hrs. each daring College course.

(f i Chinese as medium of instruction.

(g) Chinese as medium of instruction. Special coarse

after 2nd yr. M.S., 5 more students.

(h) 1st yr. same as lower course (see No. 40), 2nd
yr. combined with Theol. Sem. Chinese as

medium of instruction,

(i) English as medium of instruction.

(j» Pre-reauires 2 yrs. M.S.

General Note,—The future of normal work in the Kulangsa Higher and Normal Sehool, Amoy, Fu., is not yet fully settled. William Nasi College, Kiafciang, Ki.
h*s not replied, but we believe it sends its normal students to Nanehang.

The following schools are said to have normal work, but no replies have been received from them :

—

Women (4
1

Shiuchow, Tung., Girls' Normal School (Bn).
CD Hangchow, Che., Union Girls' High School (ABF, PN. PS). (5) "

2 Hinghwafn, Fu.. City High and Normal School (WFMS). Men
f*> Shanghai. Ku. s Eliza Tates Girls' School (SBC). <1 >

(k) Pre-reouires H.P. graduation.
some M.S. work.

(1) Pre-requires 1 yr. M.S.
(m) Pre-requires H.P. graduation,
(n) Contemplated rather than actual,
(o) " Some education work is offered in M.S."
(p) See note on Class 4 of women's schools.

(q) A "selected course." Entrance—the Chinese subjects
of a H.P. course or equivalent Chinese scholarship.

Tengchowfu, Sung., Mu Ling Women's School (SBC).

Tsingtau, Sung., Li Hsien School (AEPM),

Chihli, Shantung, and Kiangsu, where mission work has been long
established, and Christian education has obtained a deep hold, well-

equipped Christian normal schools cannot be found. The only one known
to the Committee is the Lanra Haygood Normal School at Soochow. The
Government maintains regular normal schools in every province, with an
average of ten schools for each. In Kiangsu there are 12 men's and 6
women's schools with a total of 3,350 students enrolled. In Chihli there are

6 men's and 3 women's with 2,300 students in attendance.

The amount spent bj- missions on normal education, especially when
compared with what is spent on middle schools, is almost nil. Aside from
expenditures for the very modest plants at 4he four regular scheols,

and further sums spent at the universities at Nanking ?nd Chengtu, no
prominent capital investments for strictly normal work have come to our
notice. All the rest of the work listed above is carried on without special

expense in regular plants. As to running expenses, we have the state-

ment of one normal school that it is costing about $85 per annum per
student, with the student body numbering about fifty. With increased
attendance these costs are expected to drop to about $60. In Chihli the
provincial normal schools, not including the higher, expend 158,000 or

$165 per student, and in Kiangsu f531.357 or $156 per student. These

facts speak for themselves. A total of 291 mission middle schools are
reported with 15,213 students in attendance. On the grounds, buildings,
and equipment of these schools, as well as in salaries for the foreign staffs,

missionary societies have not hesitated to spend large sums. There; is no
antagonism whatever between middle schools and normal schools. They
are not established in response to the same demand. The former are
largely in response to a popular general demand, while the latter are
called out by an imperative inner demand. Both schools are needed.
But the amounts spent on the former emphasize very emphatically the
neglect of the normal schools. Several middle schools have felt this so
strongly that recently they have proposed changing their courses and
becoming out-and-out normal schools. At all events, if one-tenth of the
present Christian middle schools (or one-tenth of the amount annuallv
expended on them) could be turned into normal schools, the immediate
problem of trained Christian teachers in China would be met.

The quality, as well as the extent, of the instruction offered is too
diverse to admit of any rational classification. On the whole the practice
seems to be to give about five periods each week to readings or lectures
with occasional demonstrations. Rarely is there a real practice school or
is prolonged practice demanded. Some middle schools offer a ncrraal
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Christian Normal Education for Women

Location Xatne of School
Ho. of

Courses

Average Xo.
of Hours per
week per year

Total Students
in all years

Prepares to teach

is what schools
Eat. Beq.

Hwaagehow, Hup,
Peking, Chi.

Collegiate a®& Norma! School
Peking University

1.—COLLEGE COUESES IX EDUCATION"

SMF 2 in J.C.

(See Xo. 7) 2 in J.C. 8
I H.P. <t M.S.

(Planned tor 1920-21)

Chengtu, Sze.

Xaacfaaog, Ki.

Nanking, Ko.
Foochow, Fa.

Union Xormai School for

Young Women (a)

Baldwin School for G
ua Girls' School (a, h)

(See Note to Xo. 6t>)

-HIGHEE XOBMAL SCHOOLS (For M.S. Gr.

ABF, FFMA, MCC, 3* Fall *

MEFB
WFMS
FCMS

(Begins in Sept. 1920) H.P.

:

L.P. * H.P.
L.P. & H.P.

3—LOWEE NORMAL SCHOOLS { Professional Courses Pre reqairinr Partial M.S. Work or at least H.P. Grac nation)

m Foochow, Fa. Foochow Women's Normal School CMS •2 Pall About 12 H.P. 2 TTS M.S.
61 . Sinmiafa Xormai School (See Xo. 27) 2 Partial About 16 (See So. 87) 2 VFS M.S.

62 Cbangsha, Han. Hanan Union Girls' High and
Xormai School

m, iE - Fall 5 L.P. and H.P. 2 yrs M.S.

63 Chengtu, Sze. Union Xormai School for

Young Women
{See Xo. 55) 2 Fall 17 L.P. H.P.

M Foochow, Fa. Foochow Women's Xormai School (See Xo. 60) 1 M) Fall About 6 L.P. H.P.

65 Yiyang, Han. Girls' Normal School XMS 8(e) About 1 25 L.P. and H.P. 1 vr. M.S.

m Soochow, Ka. Laura Haygood Xormai School MES i 33 L.P. H.P.

67 Canton, Tung. Union Xormai School for Women ADCFM. PCNZ.
UB

WMMS

IN. ;s 21 K.. L.P. .H.P. H.P.

68 Hanyang, Hap. Wiseman Memorial Training College 2(f) 7 L.P. and wmeH.P . H.P.

69 Hwocbxnr, Sha. Hwochow Xormai Training School era 1 Partial 12 M.S. 2 jta . M.S.

7fl Hwangehow, Hap. Collepate and Normal School (See Xo. -51) 2 Partial 11 L.P. H.P.

71 Moukden, Feng. Christian Normal School UFS 1 Almost fall 12* L.P. ami H.P. M.S. (g)

72 Wuchang. Hap. Girls' Boarding School LMS 1 (h) Full 6 L.P. and H.P. H.P.

73 Peking, Chi. Mary Porter Gamewell School WFMS •2 (To open in 1920) L.J', and H.P.

4.—MIDDLE SCHOOL XOBMAL COURSES

80 Anioy, Fa. Johnston Memorial EPM 2 10 L.P.

81 Taikubsien, Sha. Precious Dew Girls' School
(Normal Dept.)

ABCFM 2 L.P.

62 Wuchang, Hap. St. Hilda's School (i) PE 1 Partial (Plan L.P.

83 Tskush&n, Feng. Ts'ung Cheng Girls' School DMS 4* Partial K., L.P., H.P.

Kote.—Especially in the ease of Women's Schools, it is sometime very hard rightly to classify schools under Classes 3 or i. It is, bowerar, clear that there are very

few schools, both for men and women (and these with far too few students and resources) doing effective professional training, and actually producing primary teachers.

5.—ELEMEXTABY XOBMAL WORK (Entrance Standard Lower than H.P. G

Foochow Women's K. S. (See Xo. 60)
*

90 Foochow, Fa. L.P.

6.—KINDERGARTEN TRAINING SCHOOLS
Union Kind. Training School ABCFM, CMS 2 F nil

Laura. Haygood Normal School (See Xo. 66) 2 Fall

Kol&ngso Kindergarten EPM 2
Hnnan Union Girls' High and X. S. (See No. 62) 2 Fall

Peking University No. 7i 3 Full

95 Foochow, Fu.
93 Soochow, Ku.
97 Amoy, Fu.
98 C'kangsha, Hun.
99 Peking, Chi.

M.S.
H.P.

(Planned for 1920-21

)

(Planned for 1920-21)

* Incomplete.

(a) Both Eng. and Chinese as media of instruction,

(b) Combined with Bible Training.

(c) Another course also planned tor graduates to teach

H.P. and M.S.
(d) At present there is also a 2 yrs. course, later to be

discontinued, tnaaing to teach L.P. and H.P.
1 and 2 ; there are about 6 in these 2 courses.

(e) Follows Government Xormai School course.

(f) At present only a partial M.S. course ; a full regular

course is planned and union work hoped for.

(g) Some years of primary work probably also required

for entrance. These are plans for 1921, present

work somewhat different.

(h) 2 yrs. course planned for 1823.

ii) Union work desired.

fj) Entrance from H.P. 2 yrs. or alternatives.

(k) Entrance from M.S. 2 jra, with mramimitwn, or M.
i vrs. without examination.

course in the last two years, and for such students as elect this work there

is usually provided about ten hours, as a maximum, for everything that

pertains to education. Rarely, even in college, is there a member of the

staff designated solely for educational training.

There is still another grade of work which defies classification even

under the loose terms adopted. "We refer to the private training that a

great many girls are undergoing as student teachers. Many principals or

teachers of girls' boarding schools take groups of two or more of their

students (some before and some after graduation) and place them in charge

of classes of children, under their own constant .supervision. Sometimes

they give them readings or lectures and demonstrations in order to

improve their immediate leaching. After a time, when ability or opport-

unity seem ripe, part or all of these girls are put in charge of day schools,

still however under the watchful eye of a missionary supervisor. Indeed,

there is scarcely a girls' boarding school which has not at least otic

pupil-teacher teaching younger children under the personal supervision

of the principal. These young women are nearly or entirely through their

middle school training when receiving this special instructiou in education,

and so are amply qualified academically for their work. The training is

practical and intimately supervised. In some cases where graduates «~<f

higher primary schools are taken, the practice cannot be commended ; but

on the whole the highest praise must be given for the skilled work and

sacrifice of the principals. This is by far the commonest source of

women teachers in mission schools, and accounts for the fact that girls'

day schools throughout China are so very much better supplied than boys'

schools. We know of no instance (though doubtless such exists) where

a boys* boarding school principal does a similar work. The main reasons

are ; (i) there are plenty of male teachers of the old style always available,

and (a) the boys do not take kindly to this sort of training Elem,

school teaching will not voluntarily be elected by anybody if there is

a possibility to go on to higher work and more English. The rewards for

even a moderate amount of English are large, and a college course opens

out into medicine, commercial pursuits, and politics. The whole spirit of

the boys' middle schools today is against preparation for elementary school

teaching- A decade ago this was not so apparent, and ;a many interior

districts it is still possible to recruit teachers for boys' day schools from

the central boarding school. But even those boyrs take up teaching as a

possible stepping stone rather than as a permanent vocation. With girls

the case is totally different. If they do not marry, elementary teaching is

almost the only career opening doors of greater opportunity to them. Here

and there they are even replacing men teachers in the primary grades,

and it is conceivable that at some distant day men will cot need to train

for day schools at all. But practically, the demand for male teachers is

greater than ever. The most urgent single problem facing Christian

education in China today is, according to many keen observers, that of how
to supply these trained men. It is manifestly apparent that incidental

training as student teachers has not worked, and though, time and again,

middle schools have tried to include normal training as part of their

curricula, they have sooner or later found it impracticable. If English

and college preparation continue to grow in importance in the minds of

middle school boys, as it has in the last decade, there is little hope that the

tide will turn in favour of elementary' school teaching.

It is most imperative for men, and only less so for women, that

normal education be taken up as an issue by itself. Missionary societies

must provide adequate funds for large well-equipped and well-staffed

normal schools for both sexes. These schools must be the equal in every

respect of the best government schools. Unlike regular middle schools

they will never be revenue-producing, since they will not offer a type of

instruction commercially valuable or socially high. What normal schools

lack in English as an attraction, they must make up in solid worth and

Christian purpose. As already intimated, mission middle schools have

always enjoyed a high reputation in all circles because of their monopoly
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in first class leaching of English and the sciences. The normal school

must enter into direct competition with the very best public and mission

middle schools and teach all subjects as well. We know of no mission

school or college today in all China which professes to hava as high a grade

of Chinese instruction as the government schools ; much less to be able to

train a single class as specialists in teaching Chinese. Our present normal

schools are doing their very best with the resources at their command;
what they need is higher standing in the Chinese community as institu-

tions of learning.

MISSION NORMAL SCHOOL SUPPORT
Each of the ten provincial Christian Educational Associations is

prescribing a stated course of study, and most are issuing yearly examina-

tions. The converse of this state of affairs should be normal schools where

men and women are being prepared to teach prescribed courses. Three of

these Associations are increasingly coming to realize this fact, and are

supporting, is moral ways at least, the normal schools in their midst.

This policy should perhaps be extended tintil each Association is actively

supporting, in financial ways as well, one school for men and one school

for women teachers. The cost might in some way be apportioned between

the missions operating in the area. A normal school is i legitimate and

indispensable organ of every large educational unit at home. Such bodies

as City Boards of Education find it necessary to train their own teachers

in order to get their courses of study taught rightly, and this despite the

fact that there arc many fine teachers obtainable at large. There is no

possible supply of Christian teachers in China unless the missions train

them. The peculiar message of the Christian Church to China can only be

taught by those especially fitted and trained.

Reference has been made to the 160 students studying educational

courses in colleges. Possibly some of these 3-oung people are taking this

work in preparation for middle school teaching. Practically, there are as

yet few trained teachers in such posts. Neither are the colleges and uni-

versities successful in recruiting men from among their students for

middle or boarding school posts. It is difficult to overstate the present

dearth of such teachers. Business and study abroad claim most college

graduates.

No one knows the general facts and needs as pointed out above better

than the missionary. The minutes of every Educational Association are

full of references to it. The fact that every college and one-third of all the

middle schools are doing all they feel they can to teach education, is a

positive proof and high testimony to the sense of eagerness present in

the missionary body. These endeavours, however feeble, are all genuinely

meant to better teaching and to create teachers. At the same time nothing

better illustrates the difficulties than the number of times normal schools

and courses have been started and failed; and the fact that the present

work is spread out so thin. These loyal efforts, especially on the part of

boarding schools, to stem the tide with incidental training might well be

rewarded by the establishment of separate schools wholly devoted to normal

training. The facts stated regarding government normal schools and the

general growth of public elementary education amply prove that mission-

ary elementary education must take its place as a recognized force and
standard in Chinese life or be driven from the field. This fact is commonly
held today by thoughtful missionary educators, and the demand for

adequate normal schools and thoroughly trained Christian teachers is

repeatedly voiced within missionary circles.

BIBLE SCHOOLS
The Work of the Committee on Bible Schools for men and women has

been mainly to collect certain facts more or less quantitative in character.

Very little attention has been given thus far to the quality of work done.

The report herewith presented is based on questionnaires sent out within

the past year {1920). These questionnaires were mailed to every Bible

School in China, so far as the existence and location of such could be as-

certained, and replies have been received from all but a very few. The

following stitistical tables, therefore, may be regarded as a fairly

accurate and complete presentation cf the quantitative facts about Bible

Schools in the China field. The replies received in many cases were very

vague and indefinite. Especially in the case of Women's Bible Schools, >.f

has been impossible on the basis of the information given to make any

definite classification of the existent Bible institutions. In a subsequent

paragraph, therefore, we venture to raise the question as to whether a more

careful classification of Bible Schools should be made. Such reclassification

could be made by rhe missions and societies concerned ; and in many cases

schools which at present class themselves as 'Bible Schools' could be given

a name more expressive of the kind of training which they seek to give.

Quite a number of Bible Schools, reported in 1916 and 1917, are now
non-existent ; others have been temporarily closed ; while a number of new
ones have been opened. In most cases, however, the opening of new
Bible Schools has not meant a real extension of the work, since these

new institutions are in fields that were already fairly well supplied. In

some instances the establishment of Bible Training Schools seems to have

been a matter of individual initiative rather than of mission policy.

The principal of one institution naively reports that his greatest hind-

rance has been the opposition on the part of his mission.

The statistical table which follows indicates that a large majority of

the schools reporting have no system of school records. The questionnaire

contained a column on material equipment ; but so few satisfactory replies

were received in response to this query that we omit it from our report.

The replies from Bible Schools for men were fairly complete and it wou1d

possibly have been more satisfactory to make a separate report covering

the work being done for men ; but we believe that a certain comprehensive-

ness of view can be secured by looking at the work for men and women
together. In practically all cases those in charge of Bible Schools have
indefinite plans for future development. This indefiniteness is dtte to a

variety of causes, among others being the fact mentioned by one principal

that "the work is not supported by the missions."

With this introduction we give below the statistical reports for men's
and women's Bible Schools, each in a separate table; and besides these

we give several smaller tables intended to call more particular attention to

certain facts contained in the principal tables. The total number of Bible
Schools listed is 100.

BIBLE SCHOOLS FOR WOMEN

The 1,383 students in the 38 women's Bible Schools from which replies

were received reported as having had previous preparation as follows :

Below I,ower Primary (i.e. illiterate) » 1,056

Lower "Primary 244
Higher Primary ... 50
Middle School 32
Junior College ... r

Of these 1,383 students 278 are reported as married. Many schools,

however, gave no reply or incomplete replies to this question ; and accurate
reports would show a much larger percentage of married students. Many
replies complain of the difficulty of training students who are handicapped
by husbands and children; and express the hope that the future will be
more productive of those widows who are fitted for training as Bible
women and evangelistic workers.

The 38 Women's Bible Schools with 1,383 students, have a teaching
force of 28 foreigners and 108 Chinese giving thdr full time; and 39
foreigners together with 45 Chinese giving part time to the work of in-
struction.

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF BIBLE SCHOOLS FOR WOMEN

Province

Chihli ...

Shantung
Shansi ...

Shensi ...

Kiangsu...
Chekiang
Anhwei ...

Kiangsi ...

Hupeh ...

Hunan ...

Fukien ...

Kwangtung
Kwangsi...

S«eehwan

Km
Sc
nberof

Total Number

Total Niimber of Students

of Schools ansicerinq
in Schmh
answering

Qne$ iom<t*rs
Questionnaire

4 3 95
9 9 195
1

1 1 "t
8 7 216
3 1 24
2
2 1 180
1 1 10
1 1 22

13 9 339
5 3 187
1 1 63
1 1 31

Totals... 52 38 1,383*

*or an average of 36 students to each of the 38 schools reporting.

DENOMINATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF BIBLE SCHOOLS

VTFMSlMEFB).

PN

ABF ...

CMS ...

CMA ...

SBC ...

PE
LMS ...

BCA ...

PS
MBS ...

"WU
KM
SAM (as)
CIM ...

FOR WOMEN
Provinces w which Schools are located

Fukien 7, Shantung 1, Kiangsu 1, Chihli 2, Szecbran
Kiangsi 2

Shantung 7, Kiangsu 1, Chihli 1, Hunan 1, Anhwei

:

Kwangtung 2
Kwangtung 1, Chekiang 3
Fukien ... ...

Anhwei, Kiangsu, Kwangsi
Shantung, Kwangtung
Kiangsu, Hupeh
Fukien

[

Fukien ...

Kiangsu
,

Kiangsu
Kiangsu *

Kwangtung ... ...

•

Shansi

In addition there are two Union Bible Schools for Women as follows
(1) Bible Teachers* Training School, Nanking, conducted by the

ABF, AFO, FCMS, PN, PS, MEFB, and MES ... ... ... .'..

(2) Union Bible Training School for Women, Peking, MEFB PN\
ABCFM, and LMS

, ,.

Total r.383 Total
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Bible Schools for Women

Province Xame of School Location Missions

Date
Estab-
lished

Chihli

Shantung

Shansi
Shensi

Kiaugsa

Chekiang

Anhwei

Kiangsi

Hnpeh
Hunan

Nobth China :

Women's Bible Training School ...* Paotingfo

Thompson Memorial Training School...! Cbangli

Union Bible Training Seh. for Women j
Peking

Women's Training School | ... ...; Peking

Women's Bible School ... ... ...j Tsinaa
Comegy's Bible Institute j Ichowfu
Edna Terry Bibie Women's Train. Seh.j Tai&nfu
Bible Women's Training School —I Tengehowfa
Women's Bible Training School ...j Laichowfn
Women's Bible Institute Yibsiea

Women's Bible Training School ...) Tsiniag
Women's Bible and Training School ...j Weihsien.

Women's Bibie Training School | Chetoo
Bible Training School f. ; Hwoclsow
Women's Bibie School ...; Hinging

East China :

Hitt Memorial Training School ...[ Nanking
Women's Bible Training School —i Kiangyin
Hayes-Wilkins Bible School i Sunglriaagfu

Bible Teachers' Train. Seh. for Women Nanking

Nanking Bible Institute for Women ...{ Xanking
Douw Foundation Women's Bible Seh.: Shanghai
Chnrch Training School for Women ...! Soochow
Xewberry Bible School for Women | ...> Shanghai
Mizpah Bible School for Women ..J Ningpo
Brooks Fleet Pyle Women's Bibie Seh. f- Shaohingf

a

Hnchow Women's Bible School | ... Huchowfu
Bible School for Women I : Nanlinghsien

Bible School for Women § j Hwaiyuaa
Knowles Training School i Kiukiang
Women's Bible Training School § ...i Xanchang

Centbal China :

St. Phoebe's Training School Hankow
Women's Bible Training School ...j Ch&ngsha

South China:

Fnkien Bible Women's Training School J
; Mintsing Women's School

\ Charlotte traryee Bible School
i Juliet Turner Bible Training School ...

! Bible Teachers' Training School
i Women's Bible Training School
; Bible Training School Jot Women ...

Frieda Knoeehel Bible Women's Train.

School
Enter Yiriue Women's School
L-ongtien Women's Training School ...

Stewart Memorial School for Women §
Bible Training School for Women J ...

Bible Training School for Women J ...

Kw&ngtang Women's Training School

;
Women's Bible Training School

i Women's Bible School

, Women's Bible Institute f

j Women's Bible School |
Alliance Bibie School for Women

Amoy
Mintsinghsien
Amoy
Hinghwafa
Foochow
Yenpingfn
Kutienhsien

Sienyn
Xingteh
Lnngtien
Foochow
Fnningfa
Hinghwafa
Canton
Swatow
Kiungchow
Linehow
Taiping
Wnchow

West China:
Fidelia De Witt Women's Train. Seh....; Tsechow

PX
1WFMS x
S ABCPM, LMS, :

! PX, WFMS
j
MEFB
PX
PX
WFMS
PX
SBC
PX
PX
PX
PN
CM
SAMCcoi)

MEFB
PS
MES
ABF, AFO,
FCMS, MEFB,
MES, PN, PS
PX
WC
PE
CMA
ABF
ABF
ABF
CMA
PX
WFMS
WFMS

PE
PX

LMS
MEFB
BCA
MEFB
MEFB
MEFB
WFMS

MEFB
CMS
WFMS
CMS
CMS
CMS
SBC
ABF
PX
PS-

EM
CMA

1914
1907
1914

1913
1913
1915
1912
1906

1910
1905
1917

1893

1898
1912

1907
1893
1896

1912
1920

1903
1913

1894
1884
1883
1916
1901

1907

1899
1907
1895

1909
1873
1912

No. of Teachers

Full
Time

Part
Time

For.Cbi. For.Chi.

No. of Students classified according

to Preparation at time
of Entrance

Below:
L.P.

L.P. H.P.
Total

M.S. Coil. Enrol
meni

2 I 18

Length
Length

of

r™L> ! SchoolC^186
| Year(m

T<aus)
I Months

; XO. Of

]
PiOTinees

re-

pwantril

i in Student
i Body

24 4 8 3
30 2 9 8

31 4 9 1

20 4 9 1

5 3 10 1

10 4 9 4

22 3 1

5 4 1

8-5 8 1

64 4 8s 1

31 4 8 1

Ko report.

WFMS is the Women'3 Auxiliary of the MEFB.

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF BIBLE SCHOOLS FOR MEN DENOMINATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF 48 MEN'S BIBLE SCHOOLS

JYoww*

Chihli ...

Shantung
Shansi ...

Shensi ...

Kiangsu...
Chekiang
Kiangsi...

Hnpeh ...

Hunan ...

Fakien ...

Kwangtung
Kwaagsi

Saechwaa
Yunnan...

Totals...

Total Number MEFB ...

of Sckooh : . famfe
PX
EPM ...

PE

Questionnaire amswermg
Qiw-Uumrutire

3 2 83 CMA ...

8 S M» SBC ...

3 76 ABCFM
1 27 EMC ...

5 3 80 LMS ...

3 1 14 BCA ...

1 B
6 4 n KPC ...

3 3 81 SEMC ...

7 7 132 BIOLA .;.

7 5 HI SMC {cm)
1 1 40 SAM (cm)
1 ... BMS ...

2 1 12 SDA ...

1 MES ...

CMS ...

Fnk ; pn 4

1. Shan ang 1. H-

Fukien 1, Kwsnctune 2

Hnpeh 2, K:an«ml
Shantung 1. Kii

Chihli I. Cbeki*ma 1, Yii.

Hnpeh 2
Fakien 1

Kwangtangl
Kwangtung 1

Hupefc 1

Hunan 1

Shansi 1

Shensi 1

Shensi 1
Kianasa 1 ...

Kiangsu 1

Cheki&ng 1 ...

*or an average of 25 students to each of the 33 schools reporting.

In addition to the above there are six anion Bible Schools for men as

follows

:
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Location Name Cooperating Minima
Changsha, Hun. ... Hunan Union ThwSogieal School ... WMS1S* PS, KCIS, TJB
Tenghsien, Sung. ... Maieer Memorial Institute PN, PS
Peking, Chi. ... The Peking Bible Institute MEFB, CMC
Peking, Chi. ... North China Union Bible Institute... LMS, PS, ABCFM
Paoning, Bte. ... West China Diocesan College ... CIM, CMS
•Nanking, Ku. ... Nanking Theological Seminary Bible

Training School FN, PS, MEFB, FCMS, MES
* This institution will discontinue its Bible School Course in 1922 ; and now no

longer receives students of Bible Sefcol grade.

Of the 48 Bible Schools for Men, the names of which are included in

the accompanying list, only 32 have reported fully. The conclusions that

can be drawn from the tables presented are, therefore, based on the

numbers of two-thirds of the schools only. If these numbers of the

remaining third were proportionate there would be about 1,200 students

being trained in these institution*. Four provinces do not appear on the

list, viz. Manchuria, Anhwei, Honan, and Kveiehow. The reasons for

there being no Bible Schools for Men in these provinces are not known.
Possibly their needs are supplied from schools in neighbouring provinces.

The 820 students in the 33 Men's Bible Schools from wl

received- are graded according to their previ

Bekfr Lower Primary
Lower Primary

Higher Primary-

Middle School

Junior College

Senior College

The 33 Men's Bible Schools with 829 students have a full time teach-

ing force of 35 foreigners and 63 Chinese; while 36 foreigners and 33

Chinese are giving part time.

hich lepHes were
tons preparation as follows :

266

J44

89

Kweichow
Shansi 35
Shensi 31

Kwangst 15

Shantung 129

Szeehwan 13

Kwangfcung 133

Yunnan o
Manchuria 2

The students in these 33 Men's Bible Schools reporting may also be

classified according to the provinces from which they come (not always

the same as the province in which they are studying) as follows

Anhwei 15

Chekiang 15

Chihli 48

Fukien 135

Honan 33

Hunan 87

Hupeh, 52

Kansti 2

Kiangsi 3

Kiangsu 81

After a study of the replies received in response to the questionnaires,

several questions have suggested themselves. These we indicate briefly.

(1) Is there still a place in the leadership of the Church in China

for men and women of the ordinary Bible School grade? The existence

of so large a number of schools of this class would indicate a very strong

consciousness of the need for such "lower grade" worker* on the part of

certain missionary organizations, and in certain sections of the field. Five

provinces have no Bible Schools for women, and four have none for men.
Most sections of the country which report Bible Schools seem to

give approximately equal emphasis to the training erf men and women.
The absence of Bible Schools in the remaining provinces may be due
either to the absence of a desire for workers of this class, or to the fact that

their needs are supplied from schools in neighbouring provinces. In some
remote sections the work has not yet been sufficiently developed to make
practicable the establishment of schools for the training of evangelistic

workers.

Bible Schools for Men

Name of School

ogical Seminary
e

-

S
i T •

•hool ...

Shcns ;al Seminary
eieal School

;

Hupeh 5ft

Central China

Hunan
Hunan Un

Hunan Bib

Ftikicn

KwSBgSi Ai!:.;ii5ty !

West China.
Kansu
Saiechwan West China Diocesa

Yunnan Bible Train

Location

Peking
J'tkmp

c nmKianj
Nanking

fa)

Hankow
Hankow
Hengebowfu
Changsha

Changsha

ehowfa

Shftown
Yungehun

Titaoehow
Paoning
Cltengtn

Chaotung

MFFB. CMC
ABCFM,
LMS, PS

r.Mc
SBC
PN
PS. I 3
,smc (cm)
CIM
ABCFM
SAM iciM)

BMS

MEFB.
. PS, PS

--
':

PE
SBC
FCSH
MES

SDA
MES
CIM
CMS
CMC
CIM

PE
SEMC,
PE
CMA
I.MS
I.MS
PS
ps. Bcrs.
CE. WMM5-

BIOEA

EPM
MEFB
MEFB
BCA
ABCFM
MEFB

B
EPM
ABF
EPM
BPC
SBC
Bn
PS
CMA

CMA
CIM. CMS
CIM
CMC

1911
1911

1896
1909

1907
1914

1891
1918
1912
1910
1919

1879
1906

1907

(a) To be transferred to Wusih, Ka.
(b) Connected with the Hunan Union Theological School.

No. of Teachers

Full Part

Time Time

For. Chi. For. Ch

No. of Students classified according
to Preparation at time

of Entrance

2 11

2 : 3*2

No report.

Length
of

Course

Length No. of
of Provinces

School re-

Year presented

3 « {

' 9

i 10
4 10
4 9 {

* 8
3 5

9
9
9
9

4
1

6
%

"k ! i

1
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(2) Are the Bible Schools exercising sufficient care in their Selection

<j| students who are to be trained for evangelistic workers? Reports

received show that a large percentage of the students, especially

in women's Bible Schools, are of immature age, and should be

in a regular primary school rather than in a Bible School. Many of the

schools have no entrance reqnirements,—some not even requiring church

Christian work. For example, the Hengchow Bible Scliool, which is a

branch of the Hunan Union Theological School, is a grade below the Bible

School department of the Theological School. It is merely a "short term

-^course" of three months in the year, for a class of very partially educated

workers who for the other nine months of the year are in charge of country

chapels in the surrounding districts. A still shorter course, for three

weeks only, is given at the Autumn Bibles School at Nanyc, Hunan, which

is work connected with the Hunan Bible Institute that is attended not only

by- the 4S students of the Instit-ate and the 117 workers of the mine Bands

of Book Distributes but by almost as many other workers from the pro-

vince. Some of the students each year are from the ranks of the ordained

-ministry, some are school teachers, many are unpaid workers. All are

gathered into one "ctass.*'

This suggests a number of similar variations all over the country

-from the regularly recognized and established Bible Schools. Evidently

there are differences of opinion a* to the wisdom of Schools of low grade

and short duration. There is no opportunity to choose between the better

trained and the more poorly trained; both classes are needed. It is also

stated, and rightly, that the more highly trained men will not live and
work in these isclated country places where there are no facilities for

such mental and social intercourse as become the more net essary the more
highly trained a mir. ience may prove that the less trained

leers are an inadequate supply for the needs of these small otit-stations

;

it remains to be seen how the more highly trained men can supply the

positions at present occupied by the less trained. The situation is different

in the case of the wives and fiancees of preachers or seminary student1

?,

who cannot take primary or middle school training and yet can by a course

in the Bible School be made more acceptable and helpful as a preacher's

wife and as a worker among the people to whom the husband ministers.

One of the Bible Schools for women in Nanking is doing excellent work
in taking the illiterate wives of seminary students and giving them such, a

course of training as will fit them for the position and duties which a

preacher's or pastor's wife should assume. Doubtless much of the same
form of work is being done by other schools for women.

In all schools greater emphasis should be placed upon the applicant's

spiritual and educational qualificaions. There is still a fairly wide-spread

impression that the better educated young men and women, especially

those of college grade, are not willing to enter the direct evangelistic work
of the Church in sufficiently large numbers to meet the needs ; and that

.lection of the inadequately trained or even the untrained is a matter

of necessity and not of choice. This may be true in some sections of the

field : it is no longer true in those sections where the work is older and
mere fully developed. The Nanking Theological Seminary is discon-

hool Department because the cooperating- missitinning its Bible Scl

longer feel the need

the five cooperating

declined to support

have ?n

mv more students in the Bible Scliool Department.

It costs little to send the st

send the student to the Bibl

his graduation ; but experie

is more efficient as a worke
in the end. .

the Bi Seho little to

im after

student

memteal

The
today t)

©fft

outlook for a well-trained Ministry is much more encouraging

an it has been in the past ; and will become more encouraging still

hurches and the missions concerned realize the important influence

ic economic urge and the urge to self-expression exercise upon the

g men and women of the Church when they come I

lation of their life-work. If the Church does not provide adequate-

he support of a more highly trained class of workers, she will

> to be dependent upon the graduates of Bible Schools—Many young

good educational and spiritual qualifications are restrained from

Ives for the Ministry of the Church because of the absence

indication of the Church's desire to have them.—Within the past

ths the writer has known two yonng men of college education to

anselves ss candidates for the Ministrv and be refused by their

own denomination because it was felt that $35.00 or $40.00 a month would

be too high a salary to pay for a preacher. Three or four Bible School

graduates could be secured for the salary of one college and seminary

graduate. Personal experience and observation, together with the study of

lepcrts from other Bible Schools confirm the conviction thit

in sections where the work of the Church is fairly wlel begun, those who
are responsible should exercise a far more discriminating care in the selec-

tion of the students whom they recommend for training as mission or

church employ/ees. The average salary secured by a worker of the Bible

School grade is a much greater economic inducement for him to enter the

service of the Church than a salary five or six times as large would be

to a man of full college and seminary .standing.

(3) Are the missionary societies adequately meeting their respon-

sibilities in the training of men and women evangelistic workers of the

Bible School grade? Obviously some sections of the field, for example,

those provinces which head the tables showing geojj ition,

are very much over-supplied with Bible Schools ; win] lions

are entirely unprovided for. A policy of union, c . and more
adequate distribution according to the needs of the field might be pro-

ductive of far greater efficiency.

Fufcien has 13 out of the 52 women's Bible Schools in

China, and 7 out of the 48 Bible Schools for men. One naturally

questions the wisdom of snch concentration and duplication in this form

of work. Shantung with 9 Bible Schools for women has about one-fi:':

amy as all the rest of China. The one city of Nanking reports 3 Bible

Schools for women. So far as the number of such institutions is

concerned we should say that the missions are adequately meeting the:.

ptnsibility in respect to this form of work, but much is
5

in the way of adequate geographical distribution. The need for a policy

of combination and redistribution in Bible School work -!- .:: the

fact that in a vast majority of the existent scl tiding diffi-

culty is said to be the difficulty of getting a sufficient number of students

or teachers or both. Over and over occur such stater::

"Difficult to get right sort - and teachers;" 'Difficult to

men to work for semis and not for money ;" "Ir kient

number of candidates for training;" "Lack of teach:::.- -t ::' — Ir a word,

in some sections there are too many such schools; and it
' to

secure either a sufficient number of teachers or of stndents to be t ..

When one organization attempts to conduct :oo!s for women
and 2 for men within the limits of one province it is not sur:

there should be a shortage of students and teachers.

Many erf these schools are also sadly underequipped. Some ore con-

ducted in rented Chinese buildings ; one has "land but no buildings ;"

another lists its equipment as "mips, a blackboard, and a small organ."

In. reply to the question "How much would be needed for buildings and
equipment?" one principal replies "I do not know." Only a few fa

leading room ; and the average Bible School library would not exeed 50

(4) A final question : Are all of the institutions which style them-

selves "Bible Schools" entitled to the use of I Very few of the

schools have published catalogues or courses of study. Seme schools sent

an outline of their course of study, but such outlines were of little value in

judging of the quality of work done ; because they were usually accom-

panied by some such note as the following : "This is not followed entirely

at present," "This was printed several a tentative

curriculum," "This is out of date" (The last notation might well have

been made on a good many othe: - dh courses of study as

were received, however, would seem to indicate that in s it is

"enable as to whether the institution has a right to use the name
le School" in its technical S me of then. .r emphasis

on the normal or teacher training course ; one - to take the

students through HighcT Primary, giving them a good deal of Bil

other helps for service." Some are not designed to tr

ice but simply to teach " the Christian faith,

are intended to "train mothers for the home life." It would seem, there-

as if in making a quantitative study of the Bille Schools we

well raise the question as to whether a good many of the institutions listed

above should not be given a name more in keeping with the work they

are doing- This is especially true of the v. i.ible Scho."

number of which should be classified as Lower or Higher Primary. The
Bible Schools for men are, as a rule, conducted in a manner and v.

curriculum more in keeping with the name which :'

THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION
A study of the accompanying table reveals the fact that there are at

present 13 institutions attempting to provide Theological instruction, as

distinct from Bible Schools or Institutes. These can be further analyzed ;

Ecclesiastical Relationship—Under denominational control and serving

a single communion there are six : 3 Anglican {Sheng Kung Hui), 1 each

Baptist, Lutheran, and 2 Presbyterian. But one of the last of these is due

to geographical cirenmstances in Manchuria rather than to ecclesiastical

policy ; the Lutheran seminary combines 4 or 5 racial societies j and three

of the others ferve more than one branch of the same communion. A
course at present conducted in Weihsien, Shantung, has not been listed i«

the table because information is not v-et available as to its permanent

policy. It is, however, included in the figures of this report. The re-

retaining seven represent unions of from 3 to 8 separate communions, some

of which are widely diverse. Several of these have been in operation for

over ten years and in none of them have ecclesiastical differences proven a

practical difficulty. The significance of these facts for Church Union is

obvious.

Acadetnii Standards—Apart from Bible Schools, three grades of en-

trance requirement are discernible : (a) 2 or more years of Senior or full

College work : (b) Junior College graduation ; and (c) Middle School gradua-

tion. There are four institutions of (a) grade, all of which are doing their

work in English, and 2 others have similar courses in readiness. One other

school groups Senior with Junior College graduates and uses chiefly the
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Theological Seminaries

1

Constituent
Societies

Ko.of
Depts.

(or Grades)

Number of Students
No. of

Missions
repres. hi

Student
Body

Full-Time Teachers
Total

Name of Institution
Senior
College

Junior
College

Graduation

Middle
School

Graduation

Western Western
Teachers 1 Trained

(a) : Chinese

Locally
Trained
Chinese

Annual
Budget
(Silver

Dollars)

Manchuria Christian College :

TbeoL Hail (Moukden)
|

PCI, TJFS 1 ... 24(e) 2
1

2 112,000

I

Peking University School ©f
[

Theology

ABCFM, LMS, MEFB,
PN

1 12 MHO ... 7 4 2 1 23,000

Shantung Christian Univer-

sity School of Theology !

<:Tstnan)

Kanlring Theological Semi-
nary

ABCFM. BMS, PCC,
FN

PCMS, MEFB, MES,
PN, PS

1

3 1

19

I

...

147

5

15-20

3

5

1

1 4

27.000-

40,000

Shanghai College School of
j

Theology
ABF, SBC 1 22 4 4 ... 18,000

St. John's University School |

of Theology (Shanghai)
\

PE 1 5 1 3 1 ...

Trinity College, Ningpo CMS 1 ... 9«g) 1 1

Lutheran Union Theological !

Seminary (Shekow)
ELAug, FMS, LUM,
NMS

1 63 5 4 1 20,OOG»

Boone University School of

Theology (Wuchang)
PE 1 8 ... 1 Teachers" used in common

with! Arts College i

Hunan Union Theological

Seminary (Changsha)
PN, ECUS, CE, WMMS 1 - ... 4(4} 4 4 ...

Foochow Union Theological
{

Seminary
ABCFM, CMS/MEFB 3 18(c) 3 1 1 3 9,000

Canton Union Theological
\

Seminary
ABCFM, CMS, LMS,
PCC, PCNZ, PN,
UB, WMMS

1 ... 13 tb> 8 7 1 3+ 21,000

West China Union University
|

Seh.ofBeligionJChengtjy
j

ABF, CMS, FFMA,
HCC, MEFB

3 ...
1

10(h)

1

2 4 1 16,500

IS Institutions
}

26 Societies 26 65 275 #2 7 13+

(a) Figures represent fall-time or total of part-time teachers.

(b) Also has Bible School with 34 students.

Also has a eoorse requiring 2 years Middle School with 52 students, and
Bible School with 28 students.

(d) Also Bible School with 11 students.

medium of Chinese. This gives four with courses of (b) grade, 3 of which

use Chinese with some English. The remaining one gives a course in

English which is virtually the Arts course taken in Theology, and requires

one year of graduate study. Course (c) is found in seven institutions, and

i others have Bible Schools closely resembling them. All three grades axe

maintained in Nanking, and either (b) or (c) with a Bible School in 4

others. Opinions differ at to the desirability of this merging, though the

majority seem to regard it as due to the exigencies of the situation rather

than to preference.

Number of Students—In the 4 institutions at present conducting

courses for students of Senior College grade there were enrolled last session

a total of 26 men ; in the 4 which provide a course for graduates of a

Junior College, one other with a special class to be discontinued

hereafter, and the one at Weihsien, there were altogether 70 men; and

in the S requiring Middle School graduation, including Weihsien,

the total was 295 These figures cannot but smite into painful reflec-

tion all who seek the advance of the Christian Movement in China. They
show that in all the Protestant Christian forces combined, only 96 men of

College grade were preparing for the Ministry, or an average of 32 available

each year. This showing becomes more significant against the background

of the 400,000,000 to be evangelized or the estimated 350,000 to be nourished

in the Christian life. Or if turning from the standpoint of need, they are

contrasted with the efforts put into Christian Higher Education, the dis-

crepancy is no less startling. All the mission Colleges, Senior and Junior,

with their heavy capital investments and annual budgets, their very large

administrative and teaching forces, the time and energy expended on thetn

in the home lands and on the field, established primarily to supply the

Church with qualified Chinese leaders are actually after all these years

tending 33 men annually into Theological training. Compared again with

the 295 Middle School graduates, the conclusion would seem to be either

that a high standard for Chinese clergy is cot desired by missionaries, or

that the larger part of the available material was not considered worthy of

advanced training, a conclusion that is accentuated by noting th& smaller

number of those taking any Senior College work before beginning

Theology. The above figures would be slightly relieved by including

those now studying Theology abroad, but these could probably be counted

on the fingers of one or at most both hands. The present paper is only a

survey, and would overstep its bounds if it attempted to inquire into the

causes or propose remedies for the situation described. But the survey

would have no value unless it provoked inquiry into such causes and such
corrective measures.

(e) Also Bible School with 24 students.

( f) To be discontinued hereafter.

(g) Students usually have teacher training and experience before studying
Bivtaity.

(h) Also a Bible School, staffed by the same teachers and with 46 students.

Teachers—It is not easy to form an accurate estimate of the numerical'
sufficiency of the faculty in each institution, because several of them use
the same stall to maintain two or even three courses of different grades, or
combine with an affiliated Arts College in the use of their teachers. But as
there are 6 or 7 major departments in a Theological curriculura, as every
teacher ought to have ample time—not as an idealistic dream for the
future, but as a simple issue of present efficiency—for personal study and
for practical ministerial activity, as furloughs and other interruptions are
constantly occurring and only specialists in each subject can satisfactorily
fill such vacancies, it would seem that each of these departments should!
have 2 full-time men. Furthermore, in view of the desirability of trans-
muting Western Theological methods and material into Chinese forms,,
while maintaining a worthy standard of scholarship, each one of these
departments could perhaps under present conditions be best served only
where one Western missionary and one Western-trained Chinese were thus
associated. This estimate of 12 or 14 full-time and fully-equipped teachers
would have to be enlarged by several minor but scarcely less essential
features of a complete course and there ought to be at least one first-class
man to train the students in expressing religious ideas in modern Chinese
style. If this estimate seems Utopian a comparison of Chinese government
school policy or of the actual and accepted practice of our own Arts Colleges
would be pertinent. More striking yet would be a comparison of our
scattered and absurdly undermanned little Theological .Schools, and the
single instance of comprehensive planning yet achieved by China mission-
aries in the field of higher or professional education—the Medical School at
Tsinar,, Shantung. If therefore a faculty of from 15 to 20 full-time teachers
—missionaries, Western and locally educated Chinese—is not excessive,
a glance at the table will be sufficient to demonstrate how far away from
such 1 standard are any of our present schools.

But, if from the standpoint of efficient training the China Theological
Schools seem pitifully understaffed, from the standpoint of ratio to the
students in attendance their faculties might be justly criticized as waste-
lnlly large. All the students in each of the two higher grades could easily
be taught in a single institution, and the larger classes would be an in-
spiration to the teachers while greatly improving the morale of the
students. With cheap and rapid communications the physical difficulties
to such an arrangement would seriously affect only West China. Any
such inquiry as the present could not enter into the question of personnel,
but one can not avoid wondering bow many of those holding positions
on these faculties are in any adequate seise qualified for them, specialists
in their subjects, masters in the technique of the calling for which they are
training others. Any serious effort to improve the quality and effective-
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-ness of Theological Education in China must undertake to evaluate the

qualifications of those now engaged in it.

finances—The cost of maintaining these schools is relatively moderate,
and no figures would be criticized as excessive if Chinese ministers were
actually being furnished of the quality and in the numbers desired. The
average cost per student appears to be about $700, although this per capita

estimate covers of course only teaching expense, and does not include his

personal allowance. Roughly estimated, Protestant missions spent last yes*

-over a quarter of a million dollars (Silver) upon training some 385 students

with Middle School graduation or above, over three-fourths of whom were
only Middle School graduates. If one were able to look rt the problem
irom a somewhat detached point-of-view, he would probably be suprised at

the comparatively small amount spent by the missionary enterprise as a
whole on what would have seemed to be its most argent and essential func-

tion. Any further criticism would perhaps be concerned with the query

whether this sum is being used to the best advantage.

Summary—The general impressions resulting from a study of this

subject are

:

{1} That in no other phase of missionary effort has the planning been

less adequate to the demands of the situation, and that in consequence

the advance of the Christian Movement is being arrested now by the lack

-of Chinese qualified to fill positions of opportunity and responsibility.

The following quotation from a letter written by an American, not a

tnissknary but resident for many years in China and holding a very in-

fluential position, is indicative of an anxiety not limited to those in

direct Christian work :

**! enclose herewith my subscription for the Student Volunteer Move-

ment. In a way I am sorry it is so small, but I am not convinced that

more exhortation <& students to enter the Ministry is necessary. My own
feeling is that if a higher standard of preparation were insisted on for the

Ministry, and if the Chinese ministers were then given recognition on an
equality with the foreign missionaries, there would not be so much diffi-

culty about getting ministers. They naturally will not receive much more
recognition unless they are better prepared, as they will be if the views of

some of the younger missionaries prevail."

{2} That such planning as has been put into effect has chiefly been for

a local or other limited segment of the entire enterprise, and has had little

if any relation to a comprehensive program.

(3) That the ideal which missionary societies have had of the quality

of the Chinese church workers whom the}- desired to have as colleagues

and successors, to make as their crowning gift to the Chinese Cfcuich, and
their finest achievement fcr the Chinese nation, has been amazingly low.

The pokov has been too much controlled by fear of hinderisg self-support

;

of spending too much money on Chinese ; of losing doctrinal, ecclesiastical,

or other control ; and of diverting funds or workers from direct evangelism,
or higher education, or something else presumably more important. We
have unconsciously revealed our own actual thoughts about the sort of

Chinese Ministry we want, with the not suprising result that our own
College students despise this Sacred Calling, or at least fail to think of it

as a worth while investment of their lives.

That the National Conference to meet i n perhaps
consider no more vitally and urgently important topic than the whole
question of securing, training, end then using an educated Chinese
Ministrv.

MISSION COLLEGES IN CHINA

The following article takes account first of the Association of

Christian Colleges and Universities in China, and then of various other

institutions doing varying amounts of College work but not affiliated with

the Association.

ASSOCIATION OF CHRISTIAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

The Association of Christian Colleges and Universities in China was

formed at a Conference of College Presidents held in Shanghai October

24-25, 1910- The immediate purpose of this Conference was to arrive at

some common understanding in the presentation of askings to the Inter-

church World Movement and to begin a united pressing of the claims ef

the Ministry and other Christian service on the youth of the Colleges, in

response to the challenge of that Movement. At this Conference nearly

every Christian institution in China doing full College work was repre-

sented. A remarkable unanimity pervaded the gathering. Its issue has

been the formaticn of the above-named Association, whose purpose is the

securing of united effort in the solution of the problems of higher education.

The following institutions comprise the charter members of the

Association

:

Peking University.

Shantung Christian University, (Tainan).

Ginling College, (Nanking).

University of Nanking.

Soochow University.

Shanghai College.

St. John's University, (Shanghai).

Haagchow Christian College.

Fakien Christian University, (Foochow).

Canton Christian College

College of Yale in China. (Changsha).

Boone University, (Wuchang).

Wesley College, (Wuchang).

Wr
est China Christian University, (Chengtu).

Since the organization of the Association, one other institution has

teen admitted to membership, namely the Peking Union Medical College.

Though its aims and management are thoroughly consonant with those of

the other Colleges, yet its work and its resources are so highly specialized

as to call for distinct treatment apart from the limits of this article.

The fortunate location of these strong Christian institutions is

instantly apparent upon looking at the educational map of China. They
are ail established at provincial capitals or other very strategic centers,

with territory sufficient to provide an urrlimited student-body. They com-
mand the respect and support of the people, and are given the fullest

liberty in their work by the authorities a condition that can be dupli-

cated in no other mission field. The Board of Education in Peking
recently issued regulations for the Government recognition of these

Mgher institutions!. There were no restrictions on Christian propaganda,

provided the proper educational standards are kept up. Since then, certain

reactionary qualifications have been added, and the whole matter is now
in abeyance.

AH the above-named institutions (except the Peking Union Medical
College) offer full Senior College courses in Arts, and most at them also

in Science. In addition, the following professional schools are in
existence :

Agriculture Peking, Nanking, Canton
Commerce .....Nanking, Shanghai
Dentistry .....West China
Forestry Nanking
Industrial Chemistry Soochow, Shanghai
Law Soochow
Leather Tanning Peking
Medicine Shantung, St. John's, Yale, West China
Missionary Training Nanking, Soochow, West China
Political Science St. John's
Premedical Fakien
Sociology Shanghai
Stenography .Peking
Theology Boone, West China, Peking,

Shantung, St. John's, Shanghai
Most of the institutions also give special attention to the training of

teachers, whether in formally organized departments of education or not.
A beginning in Journalism has also been made in some quarters, but
scarcely enough to warrant separate mention in the above list.

The first opportunity for Chinese women to get a College education
in their own land came with the opening of the North China Union
Women's College in 1905. During the first fifteen years of its history, 31
students graduated from its four years' course of study, and in addition 4r
graduated from its vocational courses of two years. In igio, this College
became the "Peking University Women's College" or "Yeuching College"
Ginling is now the onh- independent women's College in the Association.
Founded in 1913, it has grown steadily, and graduated two classes with
degrees. Canton, Shanghai, and Yale now admit women on the same
terms as men, that is, they are coeducational above Middle School.

The investment in physical plant and equipment c£ these fourteen
institutions amounts to about seven million dollars Mexican, such
estimates being hard to make with accuracy. The annual expenses, ex-
clusive of missionary salaries, amount to a trifle more than one million
dollars ; including salaries of missionary teachers, the annual expenses
are a little more than two and a quarter million.

In considering these figures, however, it must be remembered that ten
of the fourteen institutions conduct Middle Schools on the same campus,
with an enrollment one to three times as large as that of the strictly College
students. These share in the use of the College equipment and their
expense is also included in the annual total given above. Furthermore,
anywhere from 50 per cent to 75 per cent of the net annual expenses, or
20 per cent to 25 per cent of the total annual expense (including mission-
ary salaries\, are borne by the students themselves in the shape of tuition
fees.

In the fall of roao, these fourteen institutions registered a total of 2,017
students in all departments above Middle School; of this number 1,337 **""

66 per cent were professing Christians. The number of professing
Christians in 174 mission Middle Schools and Colleges throughout China
(and several large Government institutions), as reported by the Student
l>epartment of the YMCA is 10,028 out of 29,639, or 33.S per cent. The
percentage of College students professing Christianity is just double that
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found in the YMCA list, with its preponderance of Middle Schools. These

institutions report & total of 2474 graduates since the beginning, and of

these 361 are in the Christian Ministry. Of the remainder, the professions

of Teaching and Medicine claim the largest numbers, with a scattering in

YMCA and VWCA work, a few studying abroad, and a good number in

Business and Government work.

No accurate statistics are available as to non-graduates. What is

known, however, as to both graduates and non-graduates, js almost gratify-

ing testimony to the fruitage of these great Christian institutions. The

recentl3'-formed Association of Alumni of Christian Colleges in China,

now being made national in its scope, binds these men and women together

in a body that has great possibilities for good.

At the present time, however, standards are becoming crystallized and

With most of the institutions becoming incorporated, graduation is generally

recognized as the obtaining of a degree at the end of a clearly evaluated

course of study.

OTHER MISSION HIGHER INSTITUTIONS

Besides the fourteen listed above, fourteen or fifteen other missionary

institutions have been rated as Colleges. Most of these, however, are only

of Middle School grade, either because all higher work has been discontinn-

«L or because of a varying nomenclature (in the use of the word "College).

Of the remaining five, the Manchuria Christian College at Mcmkden the

En-lish Methodist College at Ningpo, and the Oberlin-Shansi Academy

at Taikuhsien, offer two years of Junior College work. The other two

Huping College in Hunan, and the Woman's College m Foochow, seem to

offer full College work, but are not affiliated with the Association.

The foregoing brief survev suggests a number of far-reaching qnesticns

to which missionary educators might well give their attention ;
such as the

°
°i mat is the scope and function of Higher Missionary Education?

2. What is (or should be) the relation of Mission Colleges to the

Government System?

3 What is the future of the Mission College?

4. How can the Mission Colleges secure and nse the best returned

students? „ , , , ,

5 How can the potential influence of the Graduates and former

students of the Christian Colleges be nsed to the best advantage of the

Christian Movement?
6. What combinations or "gentlemen's agreements' among the

Institutions will best serve the Cause as a whole?
^

7. What new Departments or new Institutions should be established,

8 In these days, when it has become almost a fad in China to found

Universities, how can more Support for Christian Colleges be secured

from the Chinese?
. .

9. How can the Colleges best make their crowning contribution—

the Minister and the Religions Teacher—to the Christian Movement in

China? . ,

The more important data concerning these institutions are tabulated

below (figures are for Fall Term, 1920) :—

I.—Student Enrollment in AH Departments above
Middle School

II.—Investment of Teachers and Funds
( figures indole M.S. on awe campus i

By Grades

Chris-
tians

By Courses a Subjects

Name of Tola)
j

College
Jr. C. Br. C. Gti.

Arts &
Thco. Med. Law ; Agr.

1

Nor.
\
Bus.

Peking ' 1-29 123 21 273 167 192 21 26 ... 1 ...

!

7 ! 27

Shantung ... 111 142 253 235 132 21 100

Ginling 60 60 54 60
Hanking ! 1-57 7~ 285 144 121 6 ... 100 8

Sooeboir 98 97 3 193 89 171 27 ...

Shanghai — 15 ise 173 119 140 as

St. John's ... 237 % 239 93 214 20

Hangehow ... 99 9 44 23 44

Fukien 117 2 119 100 113 6

Canton 81 81 70 81

YaJe -57 57 114 83 72 42

Boone 77 77 61 71 6 ,

Verier 2S 7 35 18 33 ...
1

2

West China... 90 21 5 116 81 47 12
1

32 25

Total .. 720 1,256 41 van 1,337 1,491 98

1

234 27 100 40 n

Soft

:

—Several of the institutions use the four-year American system, without
division into Junior and Senior College, and their students are all included ander
,.Senior College." A fair result might be obtained by counting one-third of these
under " Junior College,"—but such is only an estimate.

„ -

CJ <S "3
*3

ts 1 i
/ - "3 §

Name of College

|

§
•-

Peking University : 28 $ 306,000 $ 152,000 $ 245,000

(ABCFM. LMS, MEFB, PN)
Shantung Christian Cniversity 25

|
33 251,000 136,000 sso.coo-

(ABCFM, BMS, LMS, NMS. PCC,
PN, PS, SPG, WMMS)

Giniinu College 2 8 27,000 12,000 21,000

(ABP, FCMS, MEFB, MES, PN)
Universitv of Nanking 34 i 25 200,000 434,000
(ABF. FCMS, MEFB. MES, PN,
PS)

Soochow University 18 i 10 101,000 60,000 17.5,00a1

(MES)
Shanghai College 16 1 20 164,000 59.000 305,000*

(ABF, SBC)
St. John's Univ?rsity 32

!
S8 320,000 500,000

(P£)
Hangehow Christian College 9 : 10 50,000 100,000

<PN. PS)
Fukien Christian University 8 8 78,000 41,000 46,000
(ABCFM. CMS, MEFB, RCA)

Canton Christian College 25 33 370,000 150,000 500,000
(Indep. and LMS)

College of Yale in China s 23 108,000 33,000 136,000
(Indep.)

Boone Universitv 24 12 112,000 50,000 235,000
(PE>

Weslev College 10 4 38,000 14,000 30,000
tWMMS)

West China Christian Universitv ... 14 I 31 198,000 300,000
(ABF, CMS, FFMA, MCC, MEFBj

Total for 14 Institutions... 229 265 $2,417,000 $1,002,000 $3,577,000

Schools on the same campus,.

XoSes

:

—
1. Part-time teachers are not included in the above
2. Yale counts returned students as foreign teaebei

3. The majority of the institutions cor*
and a large part of the investment goes into M.S. stodt

4. Annual expenses are in Mexican; the GROSS column includes missionary
salaries; the NET colnmn excludes missionary salaries.

5. Equipment is in GOLD ; if Mexican has been reduced to gold, it has been at the
rate of 2 to 1.

Ill—Occupation of Graduates

-
t

1 1

Name of College 3
"5

£j

J~
'~i 1

Peking 513 87 154 15 40 ... 1 81 24 122
Shantung 815 1-56 214 87 8 70 : 272
Ginling 12 5 2 1
Nanking 23a 14 78 18 40 in 36 ! 10
Scochow 113 4 54 -1 15
Shanghai 57 8 20 1 l 11 ; 13 ,

St. John's , 420 16 45 31 9 ii ; 25 * 283
Hangehow 180 47 64 7 1 10 40
Fukien, 15 1 8

..

%
Canton 7 4
Yale 15 5 7
Boone ... 73 19 28
Wesley (no graduates)
West China 16 4 3 1 t

Total... 2,474 361 6*4 82
: 180

j

35 143
]

506 11 406

to '•—Returns as to graduates offer the greatest variety of figures, doe to the
following causes :

—

(a) Many of the institutions began as schools of lower grade, gradually raising
to present standards. In some cases all who finished the full course at any time in
the past are counted graduate*; in others only those who have been granted degrees
under an American charter.

(b) Some institutions reach back half a century or more, others have been so
recently founded that their full graduates are very few in number.

<c) In some eases graduates have entered more than one walk of life, and henee
have seemed hard to classify ; in other eases graduates are classified simply as
dead ".

r

(d) In mme cases records are incomplete or confused. It has been diffieaJt to-
attain anything like complete accuracy in this table.
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AGRICULTURAL MISSIONS

The aim of agriculture in Christian missions is to bring the Christian

Message to the farmer in such a form as he can best understand, and which
-will help him most to live a well-balanced Christian life. To this end
Agricultural Missions bear a dose relation to evangelistic activity no less

-than to Christian education. The teaching of agriculture in mission schools

associates Christianity with the common every day praeticd needs and ex-

;periences of life. It makes the studies in the curriculum more practical.

H affords a most excellent opportunity for the development of the stronger

"traits of character. The teaching and general improvement of agriculture

is a Christian act in itself. It, moreover, has this further advantage, i.e.

it ties up the Christian school with the community. This may be accom-

plished by the school raising pure and improved seed for distribution

among the farmers, by exhibits, lectures, demonstrations, home
-projects, etc.

In evangelistic work the place of agriculture is to establish a point of

<^>ntact, and to further the self-support of the Church through the better

^economic condition of its members. This improvement of the economic

conditions of the community can only come when the farmer is educated to

-a full realization of the benefits to be derived from the use of better farm
practices, such as (i) the use erf good and pure seed, {2) the use of pare

"bred animals, {3) better methods of tillage and fertilization, (4) proper

drainage, {5) better methods in farm management, (6) co-operation

,

-rural credits, (S) good roads, (9) the control of insects and plant diseases,

•etc.

The possibilities for Agricultural Missions in China are unlimited.

According to recent Customs* figures, the agricultural exports of China

*eaaal "3 per cent of the total. (See "The Future of Agriculture in China,"

:~**Far Eastern Review," January, 1920). At least S5 per .cent of China's

•population may be regarded as rural. This means that 350,000,000 people

or more are in real need of a new rural outlook and of scientific knowledge
•of better methods of agriculture. In the light of these conditions the

"Christian Church faces one of its greatest opportunities.

Agricultural Work by the Government—There are 10 Agricultural

"Colleges and 51 Agricultural Middle Schools in China, with a total cf

6,524 students, 722 teachers, and 453 administrative officers. At present

the Government maintains Agricultural Experiment Stations in connecti'sn

-with all Agricultural Middle Schools. The total amount expended «y
the Agricultural Mid lie Schools in jqtS was $784,491.20. The accompany-
ing map shows the location of these Government Agricultural Schools.

There are also 269 Government Higher Primary Schools in which the

subject of Agriculture is supposed to be taught. In addition, there are

a large number of District Experiment Farms where attempts are

Icing made to improve the crops of local regions. The information

given above is the latest available, and was secured for the Committee by
Mr. Chao Chung-ting.

Re the instruction given at Government Agricultural Colleges and
Middle Schools, the prevailing opinion seems to be that in most cases it

"fails to strike at the fundamental principles of scientific agriculture.

Exceptions naturally are found, as in the Southeastern University where
•conscientious attempts are being made, both in education and in experi-

mental work. Most Government education is too materialistic, having as

it does, in too many cases, the sole aim of bettering the economic condition

<of the farmer, without much attention being given to moral and social

problems of rural life upon which the uplift of any community or nation

depends, as much as upon better crops. Much of the present inefficiency

in Government Agricultural Education is due to the non-availability of

trained experiment station workers and competent teachers of agricultural

Subjects.

Types 0/ Mission Agricultural W&rk—Christian missions have
agricultural work of various kinds scattered over China. The following

classification of the types of this wcrk serves as a kev to the opposite
Table

:

1. Agricultural Colleges.

2. Agricultural courses in Middle Schools.

3. Improvement of crops, animals, farm practices, or forestry.

4. Creation of interest in better agriculture and forestry. (This is

done by means cf lectures, practical work, relating agriculture to

subjects taught, brief course in agriculture in the school, and the

like).

5. School Gardens—for teaching the dignity of manual labour,

furnishing self-help, and as an aid to nature study classes. (A few
instances of school ground improvements are included under
tins type).

'' Growing of seeds, nursery stock, cr vegetables for sale.

The accompanying Table gives a list of centers where some form of

Agricultural Education is done, and of the missions promoting this work.
The American Presbyterian Mission (North) engages in one or more types

in 11 stations. The mission second in its emphasis on Agricultural Educa-
tion is the Methodist Episcopal Mission (North), with work in 6 stations.

There are now at least 15 Agricultural Missionaries in China, with degrees

from Agricultural Colleges. Their location is shown in the Table. 1«

addition, there are 13 Chinese returned students with degrees from Western
Agricultural Colleges, 7 graduates from Agricultural Colleges in China,

and one graduate from an Agricultural College in Japan.

Types of Work

W—-Degree from Western Agricultural College
C — „ „ Agriealtaral College its China,

3 — ,, ,, ,, ,, in Japan
S —Special work in an Agricultural College

Fa—Foreign

Ch—Chinese

Name of City
Kam« of

Mission

ASfHWEJ—
Suebow PX
Luehowfu FCMS
Poehow SBC

Chekiaxg—
Hucbowfa ABF
Chuebow PS
Hangchow ABF
Kiagpo UMC

Chjhli—
Ch&ogii MEFB
Paotingfu Union
Peking Union

„ PX
Tangehow ABCFM
Stantehfa PX

Teachers "with

degrees from
Agrieal. Coils.

FCKIEX—
Ch&ngehowfa LMS
Fooebow ABCFM
Hmghwafu MEFB
Shaowu ABCFM
Tongan BCA
Teopingfu MEFB
Langtien MEFB

Hoxax—
Changteh PCC
Jocbow ELAu j
Eaifeng SBC
Siangyaagfn LTJM
Weihwei PCC
yencheng SDA

Huxax—
Changsba TM
ftangchosrfa PX
Sbencbowfu ECUS
Yiyang XMS
Xoehow BCCS

Undet ermine J

HtPEH—
Hankow
Tsaoshifa

KlAXGSI—
Eioki&ng

Xanehang

KlAXGSC—
Nanking

SSehowfa
Shanghai

PE
EMS

MEFB
WFMS
MEFB
CMML

Union
MEFB
PX
PS
ABF
IBC
MES

KWAXGTCHO

—

Kiangefaow PX
Kachek PX
Swatow ABF
Canton CCColl

CMS
,

.

Union
Sbekiung PX
Takhing BPC
Siulam CB

PX

SHAKTOfG

—

Cfaowteun BMS
Linteingehow ABCFM
Tengchowfa PX
Tsining PN
Weihaiwsi CMME
Weihsien PX
Tibsien PX
Tsiwn PX

Shajssi—-

Liaoefaow GBB

SzKctrwAsr
Chcngta MCC
Fowchow MCC
Jensfaowhsien MCC
Mienchow CMS
Psoning CIM
Penghsien MCC

MCC

MaSCTrcHt*

—

Antang BMS
Ifoukden PCI
Eirfn WFMS

Total..

X X
X

X

X

...

'

X

X

X

x 1

...

X
X

X X
X

X X

X

X
X

X X

X
X X

X X
X
X

X X

X
x"

X
X
X
X

X

Fa !SJ

FkfW
Fe (V)

Fn (W|

WV,4Ch (W5,

14 35 » 11
»Fa{W), iFn
<S».81Ch(18W,

7 C, 1 J)
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Agricultural Colleges and Middus Schools

(Mission anu Government)

The following- summary indicates the extent of the types of work
undertaken by the missions :

No. of Missions
Type of Work. promoting each

(See Key on Page 421) Type of Work

3
14

55

52

11

Interest in Agricultural Work—Many other missions are desirous of
starting agricultural education work in their schools, and agricultural
extension work in connection with their evangelistic activities, but the
chief drawback in making even a beginning has been the lack of trained
Christian Chinese. Many of the places mentioned above would be giving
definite agricultural instruction in their Higher Primary and Middle
School courses if agricultural teachers were procurable. The following is

taken from a letter recently written to the Chairman of the Agricultural
Committee of the Honan-Shantung Educational Association, and is

typical of a number of letters received by those engaged in agricultural

missionary work.
"Inasmuch as you invite correspondence on the subject of 'Agriculture

in our Mission Schools* I am taking the liberty of writing for further in-

formation As principal of the bovs' school here in S , I am anxious
that before long we shall have some kind of industrial work. As this is

an agricultural community, some phase of Agricultural Education weuld
best meet the need. I should like if possible to make a small beginning
next fall. Will your Association in .Shantung hold such an institute or

summer-school for primary teachers as you mention in your article which
will give them at least a start in the rudiments of Agriculture, arid enable
them to return to their schools in the fall equipped to teach school-garden-
ing to their pupils ? If so, I should like to send- one of our teachers. I

should also like to kuow where I can obtain a list of Chinese literature on
this subject of Agriculture, not anything too deep or technical, but some-
thing practical, that could be readily understood by the average Middle
School graduate."

Portions of another letter from Hupeh are as follows : "I am keenly
interested in the promotion of agricultural teaching in schools. Is there

any sort of clearing-house for the exchange of experience in these

matters ? That is, one would like the valuable methods already tried out

in some localities in making agricultural work in schools contribute to

the support of pupils made available."

Recently a missionary from the interior expressed his desire to spen3
some time studying at an Agricultural College while on furlough, and
asked what institution could be recommended and what kind of subjects

he should study. He said he was engaged in evangelistic work, mostly
among country people, and that in his judgment he would have a much
belter point of contact with the farmer if he knew something about
Agriculture. There are several other similar cases in China of missionaries

going home to study Agriculture for this same reason. If evangelistic

missionaries are finding Agricultural Education an asset in their work,

how much more true must this be in educational work J

This awakened interest among missionaries in Agricultural Mission*

is evidently due to
t

1. The realization that it is very difficult to secure interest in the

Gospel Message of any man whose chief concern is the source of his next

meal and, consequently, the desire to raise the economic standards of the

country people.

2. The self-evident need for improved methods of agricultural pro-

duction. One of the chief causes of the severity of famines in China is the

bad economic situation under which the fanner is working.

3. The desire to use Agricultural Missions as an effective point of

contact with the farming population, particularly where there is the great

opportunity that is presented to every mission station located in or near

a rural district.

4. The need for a self-supporting Church.

5. The desire for a kind of education adapted to the needs of many iff

the students in the mission schools.

Attitude of Mission Organizations towards Agricultural Missions—Not

only are individual missionaries undertaking agricultural work in tbeii;

respective stations, but mission organizations and mission Educational

Associations are officially giving their support to Agricultural Education-

as a regular type of missionary endeavour. In 1910, three of the Educa-

tional Associations passed resolutions favouring Agricultural Educational

Work. Several have standing committees on Agricultural Education at

the present time. The actions of these Associations in relation to Agricul-

tural Education may be found in the China Educational Review for October

1920, under the title "Important Developments in Missionary Interest in-

Agricultural Education."

Perhaps the most important action yet taken in the interests of Agricul-

tural Missions was that of the Agricultural Committee of the China Chris-

tian Educational Association which reads as follows : "In view of the in-

creasing demand among missionaries for Christian trained teachers of agri-

culture, school gardening,, nature-study, arcl for agrivultural extension

workers, and, owing to the fact that this need is not now being adequately

met, we recommend that men and money for agricultural missionary work

be sent to such missions and institutions as can train Christian men for the

purpose of meeting the above mentioned needs."

"This will mean the placing of Agricultural Missionaries and financial'

support in such places as the College of Agriculture and Forestry at

Nanking and the Canton Christian College for the purpose of strengthening:

these institutions, and in secondary training centers such as those already

recommended by this Committee, and in Normal Schools. We recommend"
that the requests from these institutions be given first consideration."

"We consider it inadvisable at the present time, fee a mission to place

an Agricultural Missionary in a mission station which is not planning to*

develop a large work along this line, or which has not the purpose «f
training teachers and leaders. It should also be remembered that one
foreigner can do little without a number of properly trained assistants, and
these are very hard to secure at present. We believe that more rapid pro-

gress in Agricultural Missions can be made by the concentration of Agricul-

tural Missionaries in training centers of College and Secondary or Middle
School grade, and Normal Schools."

Perhaps one of the most outstanding forward movements for Agricultural'

Missions is the action of the Nanking Theological Seminary, taken in the
spring erf 1920, in favour of appointing on the faculty a missionary
thoroughly trained in Agriculture who is to give all his time to
teaching certain agricultural subjects to the prospective preach-
ers, most of whom will work in the country with rural congregations
and conditions. The id«a is not to make agriculturists of these would-be
preachers, but to give them an understanding of some of the fundamental1

economic and sociological problems of the rural communities, as well as a
general knowledge of a few of the underlying principles of scientific

agriculture, in ordei that they may meet the country people in a sympathe-
tic and helpful way. The Theological School of Shantung Christian Uni-
versity is also planning a series of lectures with these ideas in-

mind. In connection with these forward movements within Theological
Seminaries, the formal action of the Methodist Chuich Centenary Program
Conference, Peking. 1020, is interesting : "That special efforts be made to
prepare ministers for country as well as for city churches. We urge that
in connection with each School of Religion there be a specialist in produc-
tion, rural economics, rural sociology, and that the vital relationship
betweeu these courses and practical evangelism be kept constantly before
the minds of the students." (See Educational Review, Oct. 1920).

Not only do we find missionaries and missionary organizations interest-
ed in Agricultural Missions and demanding Chinese Christians trained for
this sort of work, but we have Government Schools and Experiment
Stations not only enquiring for graduates of such mission institutions, as
the College of Agriculture and Forestry at Nanking and the Canton
Christian College, but definitely engaging men from these institutions.

From this Survey, it is evident that missions face a unique opportunity*
The Government schools are not meeting the need. Missionaries through-
out China are feeling the need of some type of education more practical
than the academic, which sends relatively few to higher schools and
colleges and leaves the rest little prepared for the duties incident to rural
life.

Future Development—In order to project Agricultural Missions in an
adequate and efficient way, it is of primary importance that the mission
agricultural institutions, such as Canton Christian College and the College
of Agriculture and Forestry of the University of Nanking, be properly
equipped and staffed. Another step should be the introduction of
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tgricaihiral Courses as a separate department in some of the existing

nission Middle Schools, and, in a few instances, the starting" of purely

Lgrieultur&l Middle Schools in strategic locations in connection with work

Iready existing. There is also a pressing need for Departments of

igrienltural Education in connection with mission Normal Schools.

Agricultural Missionaries at the present time are most needed at

Agricultural Colleges. It is to be expected that the Chinese trained at

bese Colleges will take up eventually most of the agricultural

pork in the Middle and Normal Schools. In the beginning, however, owing

t> the dearth of such men, it may be necessary- to secure a limited number

f Agricultural Missionaries for this work as well.

By careful co-operation among the missions in locating the needed

Lgriculhiral Training Centers, considerable expense may be saved. For

•stance, the Methodists might by agreement undertake Agricultural

iducation in one of their schools in Central China, the Presbyterians in

«'orth China, the Baptists in East Central China, and so on. Specialization

v different schools of the same mission would also make it possible to

reduce the expense of this work,

Home definite policy in the allocation of Agricultural Missionaries by
ihe different societies sending out such workers is of first importance.

There is a tendency for individual mission stations to secure Agricultural

Missionaries fee their own local work without regard to the needs of other

missions of the same denomination. Funds and men would be much*

more economically used by placing a certain number of men at suitable

Training Centers and then, rather than increase the number of men sent

to the field, increase the funds for the equipment and current expenses of

these Training Centers. Both the success and extent of the future

development of Agricultural Missions in China depea vely on the

amount of co-operation between the various missions SI itesmanship in

this development will not consist of individual missionaries and missions

working independently. An ad«juate all-China program can only 1

an accomplished fact by the utilization of such central bodies as the

International Association of Agricultural Missions and the A
Committee of the China Christian Educational Association.

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN MISSION SCHOOLS

A Survey of Manual or Industrial Education in Mission Schools was

made in 1916. The Report appears in the China Mission Year Book for

toi6, and is the most comprehensive statement obtainable. Naturally,

-trial Educational facilities in mission schools have multiplied during

the last five years, and new features of Industrial Education have been

introduced. However, developments can hardly be said to have gone for-

-ward far enough to alter very appreciably the situation as revealed by

the Survey of iq*6.

The subject of Industrial Education is so important, that in addition

to referring our readers to the China Mission Year Book, 1916, pages 27I

to 3&S, we append some general preliminary remarks prepared by a mem-

ber of the Educational Commission, who is interested in this subject and

who has visited a number of mission schools during the last three months.

The Commission is now preparing Its Final Report fDecember 1921U We
may look to this Report to deal with the very- latest developments in In-

I Education in mission schools in China.

VMmt of Industrial Education—It was noticeable that in almost even-

case where the ©pinions of Chinese were asked regarding the best con-

tribution of mission education to China, a strong impression was develop-

ed in favour of Vocational Education. This came equally from rath it

important public men in China and from groups of Chinese Christians as

they were met by the Commission. It is fair to say that the Chinese

•consulted are nearly unanimous in favour of an aggressive development of

Industrial Education in the mission schools.

There is no way of estimating the extent to which this Industrial

•work is actually developed, judged by the inspections of the Commission

;

but observation in 10 provinces gives the impression that it is not being

nsed very extensively and that only in few places are plans for sub-

stantia! enlargement under way. At "the same time, a great many mission

educators who are interested, are discussing the subject, and in many

cases have put projects before either the Mission or Home Boards, some-

times only to be disappointed. Doubtless, the sentiment in favour of

Industrial Education is pretty wide-spread among the mission school men,

and could easily be mobilized, with proper financial support, into a com-

prehensive and extensive scheme.

Self-help is, of course, the simplest form of Industrial work and un-

questionably has its place under the conditions that exist in China. It

seems clear, however, that all work given for self-help should be made
as educational as possible, and that the necessity of the boy or girl to earn

money should not be subordinated to the desire to give a good training

vocational in type. It is not necessary to the argiu .1 th;

boy is to use this vocation in after life, because the value, edu ta 1 illy,

of discipline of this sort is bt -non.

Industrial IV.vk X a | extent

industrial work is being introduced as a phase of general education. 1

sbly its great mental and moral value i- well recognized, but the ' "t -

culty of finding teachers, the cost sometimes involved, and other fa I es

bearing upon the crowded life of mission teachers,
|
msible for

the fact that not more is being done. It would seem to a casual o" -

that in China the value of this type of work in at least the Elementary

Mid Middle Schools would be almost incalculable. Perhaps to an ex-

aggerated degree in China the feeling prevails that the student or educat-

ed person does not need to work, and indeed gets his education so that

he may not need to work with his hands. It has been demonstrated

beyond question that there are distinct intellectual as well as mora!

tions to hand training, to dealing with things, to doing something that is

real, to participating in the processes that men and women have to utilize.

There are some efforts to introduce trade work and even trade schools

very early in the course, generally as early as the Higher Primary and to

some extent in the Lower Primary. One of the difficulties of the situa-

tion lies in the probable fact that the factory system of industry already

Introduced in China will develope rather rapidly and must determine, in

part, the type of trade work. On the other hand, the old domestic and

village industries will continue for a long time and must he reckoned with

in any system of trade work. The opinion of the Guilds on this subject

is of considerable importance.

A "Hampt&n" in China—It is believed that one of the best contribu-

tions that could be made to Manual and Industrial Education is to establish

at least one institution at present of Middle School grade, based on the

work at Hampton Institute, Virginia, U.S.A., and indeed modelled as

closely as possible after it. This would include Industry-, Agriculture,

and Teacher Training. The Hampton spirit must be imported as well as

the Hampton method, and then of course the whole scheme gradually

adapted to meet Chinese needs.

MODERN MEDICAL EDUCATION IN CHINA
Pic-tcer Efforts in Canton—An old Rugby school boy, Thomas Richard-

son Colledge, founded the first dispensaries in China, first in Macao in

1S27 ; and during the following year in the city of Canton. In 1854 he

vras joined by Peter Parker, a Yale graduate, and recognized as the first

medical missionary to China. These two pioneers soon found it necessary

both to train up assistants and to go to the public for financial support of

their medical undertaking. Thus, there came into being the Canton

Medical Missionary Society, the first of its kind in China. This Society

was "to encourage Western medicine amongst the Chinese and afford an

opportunity for Christian philanthropy and service; to cultivate confidence

and friendship and thus Introduce the Gospel of Christ in place of heathen-

ism." Further, it was "to provoke enquiry into Truth by the opposing of

exact science to superstitious ignorance; to educate Chinese 3-ouths 11

Western medicine ; to advance general medical knowledge by the reflex

Tjenefits which will accrue from scientific discoveries in China."

It was thus under Parker and Colledge, as early as 1840, and later

nnder Kerr of the same hospital in Canton, that modern medical teaching

began. In 1870, medical students were formally admitted and the trans-

lation of textbooks taken up in earnest. In 1879, the first Chinese women

to begin medical studies entered this school. In the meantime, Benjamin

Hobson, of the London Missionary Society, as he practised in Hongkong,

in Canton,.and later in Shanghai, had lectured and taught and translated

withont ceasing.

Beginnings in Tientsin—Forty years ago, the Viceroy Li Hung-chang,

grateful tc Dr. Mackenzie for saving the life of Lady Li, provided premises

in Tientsin for medical school work, gave Dr. Mackenzie the funds with

which to cam- on his class, imposed no hindrance on religious teaching,

and thus set in motion the earliest school of medicine among the group

that is functioning today. During Dr. Mackenzie's lifetime, 19 men were

graduated from this school, which still lives on, and is now the Naval

Medical College, Tientsin.

Situation Today—Nearly a hundred years since Colledge started his

first dispensary ! Forty years since Mackenzie launched the first modern

medical school in China '. What is the record of their successors todaj ?

An inquiry made in August, toer, stowed that there were 27 Medical

Colleges in China. Fourteen of these are Chinese institutions, eleven are

under foreign control, and two others are managed cooperatively by

Chinese and Westerners.

Financial Support—Of the Chinese Colleges, three are supported by ss

many Ministries of the Central Government (the Board of Education

College and the Army College in Peking, and the Naval College in Tien-

tsin) ; seven by provincial governments (one at Paotingfu, Chihli, one at

Hangchow in Chekiang, two in Kiangsu, the Central Provincial College at

Soocfaow, and the former German College now located at Woosung, one in

Tainan In Shantung, one in Canton, and one in Chengtnl ; and four by

private groups, the Nantungchow College and the Tung Tai College in
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Kimgsu; a Women's Medical College at Hangchow in Chekiang; and the

Kwong Wah College at Canton,

• >£ the foreign-controlled Colleges, two receive a measure of Govern-

ment aid (the Japanese Sooth Manchurian R.R. College in Moukden and the

rsity Medical School under British- control in Hongkong, :

one i board of 13 trustees, six representing the six missionary

: -ginally maintaining the Union Medical College, Peking, and

seven representing the China Medical Board of the Rockefeller Foundation,

while the remaining eight are conduct'. 'nary societies,

of thes-. ; are anion institutions, in which British and Americans cooperate

n, Foochow, Peking, and Chengtu) ; one in which British and

chers cooperate at Moukden. The Peking Women's Uni.-sn

u College is an American institution ; the CMS maintains a College

is Hangchow, while the remaining two strictly missionary medical schools

are conducted by American societies—St. John's Pre-medical School in

Shanghai under the American Episcopal Board, aided by contributions

fiom the University of Pennsylvania, and the Hackett Medical College for

Women at Canton, under the American Presbyterian Board, North.

The two Colleges managed cooperatively by Chinese and foreigners

are the Hunan-Yak College of Medicine at Changsha conducted jointly by
the f e in China and a society of Hunanese leaders interested in

medical education ; and the Kung Yee Medical College in Canton, controlled

Chinese board, but under professional supervision of American

Local ion cf Medico 1 Colleges—Twenty-four ate in provinces bordering

on the sea (5 in Chekiang, 6 in Chihli, 1 in Fnkien, 5 in Kiangsa, 5 in

Kwangtung, 2 in Manchuria, and 2 in Shantung), while the other three

are in Hnnan (1) and Szeehwan (2) respectively, far in the interior.

cording to the Language used in Instruction—Groap-

, ceding to the language used as the medium cf insti action, 17 teach

in Chinese, 5 in English, and 1 in Japanese. Two use both Chinese and
German together, one Chinese and English, and one Chinese and French.

Clas? >r v of Students—Thirteen of the Colleges

are at present teaching men only, fonr are exclusively for women ; while

the remaining 10 admit both men and women students, though in 2 of

these 10 schools, women are found only in pre-medical classes.

Student Enrollment—The total number of medical students e
in these 27 Colleges is a little over 2,000. Of this number only 95 are

women. In addition, the six Colleges that require thorough pre-medical

science courses report between 100 and 200 students under their im-

mediate supervision.

Facu. The numerical strength of the faculties at the

different Medical Colleges varies from 4 at Foochow to 43 at the Peking
D Medical College. (It is only fair to state that sJnce the Survey

data was gathered the Foochow College has decided, on account of the

I ijre of teachers and other factors, net to continue instruction for the

These numbers are in addition to the faculties of the several
' aediral schools. In 24 of the 27 Colleges whose reports are available,

the total faculty enrollment is 404, an average of about 17 per institution.

Budget—The variations found in the reports on budget are very in-

> Medical College for example reports

:xican, while the total budget of the

year was $800,000 Mexican. These
ases, the total cost for both College

ng. The Hangchow Wc
a total annual budget of $2,5

Peking Union Medical Coileg

figures include, in practically

It is difficult to get a wholly accurate statement, as some

Schools of Moderx Medicixe

teachers volunteer their services, and in some of the budgets the salaries

of the foreign teachers are not included. The two cooperative College*

(Hunan-Yale Medical College and Kung Yee Medical College) receive

annual grants from their respective provinces, Hunan and Kwangtung.

The Hunan-Yale College is promised sm. annual subvention of $50,000-

in (of which amount $41,000 was paid in 1920) ; and the Kung Yee

College also receives a regular grant from the Canton Government. In:

addition to these grants to Colleges conducted cooperatively with the-

Chinese, the Moakden Medical College receives about $6,000 Mexican

from the provincial government of Manchuria j and the Medical School"

of Shantung Christian University receives an annual grant of $5,000-

an, unfortunately reduced recently to $3,000 Mexican.

The average budget for the 20 institutions reporting on tbi

oi the i"eking Lnicn Meaicai ^ouege is iarga> j

the average. A second point is noteworthy, namel

tion pensive and that institutions sue

Medic.'.! School of St. John's University at Sha

Christian University Medical School, the Hunan-

gnd the Hongkong University Medical School, tal

give figures averaging very much over $100,000 ea

meat schools report an annual budget exceeding

The grants given to the Government Colleges '

during 1920-1921, and in consequence these Coll

financial crisis. In the case of the Naval Mediea

one-eighth of whose cost has been borne by the Navy Board, no money was.

paid ' 192 1. The remaining seven-eighths of the

budget was borne fortunately by Chihli province, although no promise

nee is held out for the future.

Constant military activity in China during the past few years has

greatly hindered educational progress in many provinces; notwithstand-

ing, a most determined effort is being made to fulfil all contractual obli-

gatkns, especially where foreign staffs are involved.

r—Medical teaching cannot be charged for at high rates for st

long time to come, that is, throughout most of China. The Army and
the Naval C vide free tuition for those who pass their entrance

examinations ; while the fees charged in other Colleges range from a
standard average of $20 Mexican a year (for tuition only*, in the Chinese

Government institutions, to $300 Mexican a year at the University of

Hongkong. Board and room together cost from $30 a year up. Even
these moderate fees at most of the colleges, prevent many an able

candidate from registering. Times without number have students come to>

ask for scholarship aid or for suggestions as to self-support even though

the fee was bat $30 per year. Such is the economic border line besuie

which a considerable proportion cf students in China live.

Length of Course—The Colleges under the central or provincial

governments tend to give a four-year course, in one or two cases requir-

ing a pre-medical year between gradaation from the Middle School and
entrance to the Medical College. On the other hand, «he Colleges con-

serioodv re luced
now f ice grave

Qtsin,

fra-c eminents in almost

before the granting of a
Medical College and the
i clinical coarse, didactic

ducted by missionary societies

case, require five years in the Medical Collej

diploma. In two colleges, the Peking Unio
Hunan-Yale Medical College, the filth year i

work leing completed before its beginning.

Graduates—It is impossible to give exact figures regarding the num-
ber of graduates from these 27 Medical Colleges. The total is certainly

not over 3,000. Add to this those who were taaght privately or h

leges that have since ceased to function, and we shall get a grand total

of probably not more thru 4,000 or 5,000 as the figure representing those

in China who have received a more or less full measure of personal or

institutional training in Westerrn medicine.

Sehofeisiic Standards—Only six of the Medical Schools in China a*
yet reqtsire thorough laboratory preparation in biology, chemistry, and
physics. The Chinese Colleges are still satisfied to admit Middle School
graduates. A pre-medical year however is soon to be required by one or
two cf these schools. In 10 of the 27 Medical Colleges, the coarse lasts

five years. In Moukden and Hongkong this is due to the fact that the
British pattern is followed. In the Peking Union Medical Cdlege
didaetic work lasts 4 years, but a year of graduate work is required be-
fore the degree is conferred. The schools in Changsha and Tsinan are

,'s, as soon as their

s are all "Special

planning to follow this coarse, together with St.

teaching staff is adequate. The Government C
Medical Colleges" there being as' yet no Chinese Universitv Medical
School. These Special Colleges slavishly follow the Japanese model of
Middle School graduation plus four years of medical study as the re-
quirement for a medical degree.

The German Medical College, with its reputation for high teaching;

standards and excellent equipment, has now beea revived. A new dean
and new teachers have Teached the field; and the work to be done there
is likelv to place the school among the stronger institutions of the land
shortly."

The small provision for laboratories in the majority of Medi<

leges as compared with the more adequate provision for lecture hall*

ea sufficiently appreciated by the facalties. Belief in dissect:

expressed evei cwhere, bat actaal provision for it is all too rare Thrtt
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Xew laboratory buildings

:;ttallv of recitation rooms. The recently com-

if buildings for Soochow, and the group planned for the

ition C premise of better provision,

e former even the new laboratories only recently occupied

space tmd equipment enoagh for each individoal stadeBt,

In spite of limitations and weaknesses mentionc-l

-

:

teach

i

Mission and Non-Mission Medical Colleges in China, 1921

PSOVWCE Cite XaME Or ISSXITCTiON COXTBOX.

1 Chekiattg

4 C-hibH

10 Fnldea
11 Hunan
12 KiMigsa
13 „
1-1

15 u
16 „
17 KwaaagtUBg

19
20 »,

21
22 Manchuria
23
24 Shansaag

BangchOT

Paotinsia

Peking

Tientsin

Fooebow
Changtba
*l ongehow
Shanghai

Soochow
Woosong
Canton

Hongkong
Moaknen

Saeehwaa Chengta

Chekiang Provincial Medical and Phannseeatical College

Hansschov Women's and Children's Hospital Medic.

.

Hanschow Medical Training College

Chihti Provincial Medical College

Annv Medical College

for Women

Union Medical College (c)

Hunan-Yale Medical College

vania Medical School of St. John's University

Kiangsn Provincial Medical College

Tang Chi Medical and Engineering College

Hackett Medical College for Women
Kang Yee Medical College

EwangtmoK Provincial Medical and Paarmaeeatieal College

Kwong Wan Medical College

University of Hongkong Medical School

Monkden Medical College

South Manchuria, Medical College

Medical School of Sbantang Christian University

Women's Medical College

Medical Sshool of West China Union University

Chinese-French Medical College

* So report.

(a) Including allowance for Engineering Department.

(b) WMMS ©oatritates a teacher.

'..seonttnoed.

Pro?. Govt 205
Private ... ...

CMS 30
Prov. Govt 109
Cent. Govt. 355
Cent.Gov* 339

Union : AECFM, MEFB. PX 39
Union Mission and Rockefeller Foundation 40
Cent, and Prov. Government 60
Union: ABCFM. CMS. MEFB IS F

Union : TM and Chinese g> ... 90 E
Private 116 Chinese

Private - ... C
Union : PE and U of P 28 E:

Prov. Govt 96 Cb
Prov. Govt. ... Ch. * Ge
PX :

Private ... 60 Chinese
Prov. Govt. ... SO C

Private 70 Chinese
Local Brit. Govt
Union : UFS, BMS
South Matscborian BE 65 Japanese

Union: SPG, BMS. SBC, LMS. LUM,
PCC. PX, PS ... 129 I

Prov. Govt. ... +0 Chinese
Union: CMS. ABF, MCC, MEFB, FFMA. 51 Ch
Prov. Govt Ch.AFr.

.: ansa Men *

Cl. W« M00
5-5,000

130.000
140,000

Chi Eese Women *

Ensiish Men A Women -

Ch. •-..-..:

)(a)

Men
Men

100,000

9,000

LANGUAGE SCHOOLS FOR MISSIONARIES
Language schools for missionaries are of recent origin. In the earlier

years ,;before igio\ the only organized schools were at Yangchow and

Anting, established by the China Inland Mission for the training of their

voting women and young men. Although some of the textbooks used in

these schools were made use of by missionaries throughout China, the

schools themselves did not provide any assistance for those who were not

connected with the Chin.i Inland or its Associate Missions.

China Inland Missnm Training Homes—These are now situated at

Chinkiang and Yangchow. The school at Chinkiang formerly located at

Anking and opened in 1887 by Rev. F. W. Bailer is for men. Mr. and Mrs.

S. Glanville are in charge. The number of students daring the fall 01

1921 was S. The hours of study are from 9 a.m. till noon and from 1.39

till 4.30 p-m. These are divided into eight periods. Three Chinese teachers

are employed lone full time and two part time). The program of work is

as follows : For one stady period daily each student reads with a teacher.

Daring the last period of the forenoon, all the students meet for a gronp

class, when 1 Chinese teacher drills them in Bailer's "An Idiom a Lesson."

They meet again for a group class during the third period of the afternoon,

when a Chinese teacher drills them in the repetition of Chinese sentences.

The intervals between classes are spent in private study. At the present

time, the school is divided into three classes, and Mr. Glanville gives each

a lesson in idiom and grammar daily. Mr. Glanville is also present at the

twogronp classes in order to give guidance. During the week the students

have two writing classes, each of half au hoar duration. Special copy books

are prepared, and the teacher writes out a specimen, showing the order of

the strokes and how the character is built up.

When the students have advanced in the study of Bailer's Primer they

form a conversational elass, which meets for one hour every Saturday

morning, with the Chinese teacher in charge, Chinese alone being spoken.

Study at night is optional.

The CIM School at Yangchow is for women. Miss F. Cole is in

charge, assisted by Miss E. B. Griffith and Mrs. W. Y. King. There are

ulents (December 1021I, and study extends over six hours daily, divid-

ed into eight periods. The number of Chinese teachers is 3. The pro-

gram of work is as tott

teachers. Of the four el

is for private study. Of the '

teachers—one on Bailer's Primet

remaining class, instraetion in

cher. A class for instruction in

weekly.

lalf of the time is spent, with Chinese

ith teachers, there are group classes, one

[tree gronp classes, two sre' with Chinese

and one on "An Idiom a lesson." In the

Bailer's Primer is given by a foreign tea-

sriting the Chinese character is held twice

The period of training in these two CIM sch .. '- i rk -.
I id is usually

about six months. At the end of this time the students go forward to

inland stations where they continue their study of the Chinese language
under the guidance and help of the missionary in charge, mixing with
the i>eople and taking part in the work as they are able.

The Department of Missionary TremiHg of On I
Xanking

—The first of the newer language schools for missionaries Is commonly
known as the Department of Missionary Training of the University of

Nanking. During the Revolution of 191 1 a large number of missionaries

congregated in Shanghai and in order that the time spent there might not

be lost several missions grouped together and provided classes for their

younger missionaries in the study of the Chinese language. The results

of this work in Shanghai were so satisfactory that a Committee was
appointed to see whether it would be possible to continue such a school

elsewhere. It was felt that this school would need to be in connection wit ;i

an institution, which could furnish sufficient class room space and look
after the development and training of the teachers. The University of

Nanking agreed to undertake the development of this Department, and
the following year in TQ12 the school was started at Kan Ho Yen in part

of the Model School building at the University. The present Dean of the

school is Rev. Charles S. Keen. There were, in 1921, 51 Chinese teachers

and ra8 resident and 33 correspondence students. Twenty different mission
societies were represented in this student body. These societies wit?

number of students representing each are as follows : AAM 2, ARF 9,

i, BIOl.A 4, CMS 1. EA 2, FCMS PS
9, SBC 2, SDA 9, UE 2, UofX 4, WO 2, YMCA 3, VVVCA j, CBC .,

unconnected 2.

The -coarse of study covers a period of five years. The work of the

first year is always done ir. residence. An opportunity is given for doing
the second year's work in re :.dly,

however, the work of the second year is done by correspondence as well

as that of the third, fourth, and fifth years. The school assume
bility for all examinations covering the work Of the rs.

For the following years the student selects a superintendent

preferably in his station or mission, who is satisfactory- to the auth;

of the school, and under the supervision of this superintendent, exatnint-

tions in electives for these years are taken, and reports are sent to the
language school where all records are kept.

The coarse of study for the first year includes Loose Leaf Lessons,

prepared by the Language School or adopted from Mandarin textbooks,
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a largeThe School is at present housed in a special compound havi

uiiding and a dormitory which accommodates 22 young lathes.

Most of the remaining students live in the homes of mis

ed over the city. It is hoped soon to provide additional dormitories where
married couples with children may he accommodated.

Shortly after this Language School in Nanking was organized, the

siob opened a school in Central Honan for its

i and those connected with other missions at work in the

nee. The school was accommodated in a missionary's home. Dr. W.
;re was in charge. In 1915 the school was closed and future students

sent to the Language School in Peking.

The North China Union School, Peking—This school had its

nings in 1910 when Dr. \V". Hopkyn Rees of the London Mission

ed a school for the new missionaries of that mission and members el

: missions who cared to attend. The next year upon Dr. Rees* being
recalled to England, the work of the school was carried on under the

auspices of the Peking YMCA, with Robert R. Gailey in charge, followed

several years later by Dwight W, Edwards and still later by William B.

Pettns, the present principal of the School. In 1913 the North China Union
: nage School was organized by the missions in Peking. In 1920 affilia-

tion between this school and Yenching University (Peking Christian Uni-

versity'? was effected.

The Directing Bodies of the School at the present time are : American
Mission, American Methodist Mission, American Presbyterian

hurch of England Mission, London Missionary Society, Young
Association, Young Women's Christian Association,

an Legation, American Association of North China, British Cham-
i Commerce, British Legation and the China Medical Board. A group

of buildings has been rented, and equipped for use as classrooms, studies

and hc,~

The number of Chinese teachers is 97 and the total enrollment HE

students 147. A five year course has been drawn up and adopted jointly

by this School and the Language School in Nanking. The Phonetic In-

ductive method of study is used. There are three terms in the school year.

During summer months the students study with their personal teachers at

the various summer resorts. While attention is centered on the language
two lectures are given weekly on subjects pertaining to China. There is a

regular course in History ;lecture one hour per week) during the fall term.'

During the winter and spring terms there are Seminars on different sub-

jects such as "Chinese Customs and Problems," "Chinese Philosophy,"
"Chinese Mythology,'" "China's Modern Foreign Relations," "Causes of

Poverty in China," "Chinese Economics," and "China's Trade and
Commerce."

The school is supported by tuition fees and yearly contributions from
missions and other cooperating bodies. The number of business people

The Union Missionary Training School, Chengtu—This School is part

of the West China Union University. Dr. Spencer Lewis is in charge. It

has no buildings of its own, but meets in rooms granted to it by the

University Authorities. The School was founded in 1920. Previous to that

time there was no definite organization, but all students of West China

were compelled to employ their own teachers and acquire the Chinese

language according to the old methods of study. In 1921 there were xj

employed Chinese teachers and 3
connected with this School.

These students represent five different missions, i.e., Canadian Methodist,

American Methodist Episcopal, American Baptist North, Church Mis

ary Society, English Society of Friends.

The course of study at present covers only two years, although plans

are in hand for extending the work, lite same methods of teaching are

employed as -are being used in Nanking and Peking, where the langu

taught in the natural order of hearing, speaking, reading and writing. The
course of study for the first year comprises : Conversational lessons pre-

pared by the school, the study of the radicals and their numbers (the more

important ones being written), ability to recite the Lord's Prayer and the

ten commandments, the study of Kilbom's lessons, the first 20 lessons of

Bailer's Primer, the Gospel of St. John (Chapters 1 to 10), writing 500

commonly used characters wish analysis of the same, the study of the gee-

graph}* of China with the ability to draw an outline map of the provinces,

the ability to write a composition of from 200 to 300 characters, a ten

minute address and phonetic script.

In addition, lectures are given during" the year on different topics, such

as Chinese Religions, History, Customs, Etiquette; also a study of the

Economics and Sociology of the country. Required English reading in-

cludes "Tli. iry" by Dr. A. J. Brown, "The Real China-

man" by Holcombe, "A Sketch of Chinese History" by Pott, and "The
Changing Chinese" by Ross.

The course for the second year includes a continuation of the lessons

prepared by the school, Bailer's Primer (lessons 21 to 39), a Chinese News-
paper selected by the school in Beh Hua, the Acts (chapters 1 to 10), the

Sacred Edict (chapters 1 to 8), an additional 500 characters and analysis

of the same, an additional composition of 500 characters written in the

phonetic script, a 20 minute address before a Chinese audience, and Scrip-

ture selections from Matthew, Luke and the Psalms.

The number of students is continually increasing. In addition to die
work of the Director some teaching is done by other missionaries in giving
lectures to the students.

The Wu Dialect School of Soochow Unhersity, Dean, Dr. W. B. Nance.
The head Chinese teacher is Mr. L. G. Lea, who has 20 assistant teachers

associated with him. The number of students in 1921 was forty-two.

The following missions support the School ; MES, PE, PN, PS, SBC, LMS,
YMCA and YWCA.

The School was started in June, 1919- During the first year 13 students
were enrolled, the second year 32 and the present year 42. This indicates a
real need for a language school in the Wu Dialect Section of China. The
school at present is being conducted in the buildings at the University, but
land has been purchased and it is expected that special buildings for the
use of the school will be erected within the next two years. Fees $150 a
year fee missionaries of cooperating missions.

Canton Union Language School—This school was first organized in .

T914 by the American Presbyterian Mission, Missionary recruits of other
missions at once requested admission and during the first year n students
were enrolled. The course of study extends over 2 years. Rev. H. O. T.
Burkwall is in charge. There are between 5 and 7 employed Chinese
teachers and between 10 and 20 students. The school is housed in rented
premises and under the control of a union committee.

Conclusion—In addition to the language schools mentioned above,
reference must also be made to groups of missionaries (generally not large!
which assemble for varying periods of time in different places to study the
Chinese language. Within the last 8 years stud}' groups of this sort have
been organized at Kikungshan in Honan, chiefly for Lutheran missionaries;
at Hankow, at Shanghai, at Changsha under the direction of Mr. Cooper, at
Wuchang under the direction of Mrs. Arnold Foster, at Kuling, where a
strong teaching force is usually secured, and at Fooehow, where a Union
language School supported fcy five cooperating missions under the direc-
tion of Rev. Lyman P. Peet was established in 1915. These more or less
informal and unorganized schools spring up from time to time, then again
cease to be. Their number has lessened during the last three or four years.
Each summer Language Study Groups are formed at many of the summer
resorts. Schools for business people have also been established in a few of
the larger port cities like Shanghai and Hongkong generally under the
control of the chambers of commerce

SCHOOLS FOR FOREIGN CHILDREN
Introductory Note—The data given below, except in a few cases where

later statistics were supplied, cover the school year 1919-1920. Forty-three

schools have been included in this Survey. Each is formally organized with
a governing board,, and offers work of recognized standing. In connection
with this list of schools two important facts need to be noted. First, the
list is as complete as the Committee can make it, although no claims are

made for its absolute completeness. Here and there, in a country so vast

as China, there may be small organized schools for foreign children, of one
nationality or several nationalities, which as jet are unknown except to

residents in the particular cities where these schools may be located.
Second, the list does not include 'he many so-called "mothers' schools"
which exist for children of younger years in many missionary residential
centers. Attendance in these schools varies from two to a score or more.
Only work in the lower grades is attempted. The teaching service is
voluntary and frequently of high quality. Courses of instruction are
generally those most universally followed in the home lands.

The schools in the following list are grouped by provinces in alphabetic
eal order :

CHIHLI
LVG :

. (1) Peking American School—Founded in 1917, and con-
oucted jointly by the Methodist Mission, the Mothers' Club, Peking Union
.Medical College, Scottish Rite Masonic Bodies, and the YMCA. The
American business houses in Peking contribute generously to the current
expenses of the School. Its work includes the kindergarten, primary
grades, and high school. Daring the
pupils were enrolled.

year 1920-1921, approximately 150

The school is conducted on American educational lines and prepares its
pupils for entrance to American colleges. It is open to all children of
European nationality who have a sufficient knowledge of English to enable
them to follow the work profitably and who are endorsed by the enrollment
committee.
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The School is centrally located in rented quarters having ample class-

rooms and a large playground. There are over 10 full-time teachers.

Faculty members of the Pre-Medical School of the China Medical Board

"have charge of courses in Science. These are taught in the laboratories

•of the Medical School. Trained Chinese teachers from the North China

Union Language School have charge of the teaching of the Chinese lan-

guage. The Peking Institute of Fine Arts offers a large variety of courses

in music and art which are also open to the pupils of this School.

The tuition fee for kindergarten is $70 per year, first and second grades

•$90 per year, and third grade through high school $125 per year. All

"tuition fees are payable half-yearly in advance. Pupils from contributing

•organizations pay one-half the regular tuition rates. Most of the students

<ome from Peking and vicinity. About half are children of missionaries.

French, Dutch, Norwegians, English, and Americans are represented.

TIENTSIN : (2) Marist Brothers' School for Boys—Roman Catholic

—Seven foreign teachers with over 125 students, of whom 30 are boarders.

Fees, tuition $90, board $350. Cambridge Local examinations.

(3) St. Joseph's School for Girls-—Roman Catholic. Founded 1914-

Enrolbnent over 225; students (boarders) 48; sis foreign teachers. This

•school is for foreign children only.

{4) Tientsin Grammar School—Under the control of the British Muni-

cipal Council- Founded 1905, for foreign boys and girls ages 5-1S. Fees

$60—ISo, according to age. Present enrollment 150. Eight foreign

-teachers. Cambridge Local examinations.

TUNGHSIEN : {5) North China American School—Founded 1914-

Union of ABCFM, MEFB, and PN Missions. The school is situated in the

•compound of the American Board Mission. Tuition fee, $25 per annum by

•contributing missions and $ r25 by others, music extra. Nine teachers, 56

•pupils (boys and girls) of which 51 are boarders. Full courses preparatory

-to school and college entrance at home.

FUK1EN

FOOCHOW : (6) A small private school has been conducted from

time to time by wives of missionaries of the MEFB and ABCFM. Enroll-

ment varies from year to year. Only children in the lower grades are being

-taught.
HONAN

KIKUNGSHAN : (7) American School—Founded 1913. Union of LUM
and ELAug missions which pay the teachers* salaries, erect the school

buildings, and make a yearly appropriation to cover cost of books and other

school equipment. A dormitory and school building with adjoining re-

creation grounds have been provided. Courses of instruction extend over

•eight grades and four years of high school. The curriculum of Minnesota

schools is followed. Four full-time and one part-time teacher are employed,

also a matron. Enrollment (1919-1020) 52 (34 in grades, and iS in high

school). Majority of pupils come from Honan and Hupeh. It is hoped to

Imild a new dormitory shortly. The School is open to children of all

-missions.

(8) Swedish Union School—Founded 1919. Controlled by the SMF in

Hupeh and the SMC (CIMj. This School exists for the benefit of children

whose parents desire that they should receive a Swedish education, and :s

open to all European and American children. The" Scrroot owns" a large

tract of land with several houses located in a very advantageous position

•on the hill. The Managers hope in the near future to erect additional

buildings for class-rooms and dormitories, together with a gymnasium. The

teaching staff consists of five foreigners and one Chinese. The Swedish

minister acts as inspector. The curriculum is divided into ten grades,

three of which are preparatory. All the teaching is in Swedish, but Ger-

man, French and English are also taught. The Chinese language is

optional. Children are received from the ages of seven, and are given an

education that will prepare them for entering colleges at home. All pupils

pay for board and school books. Those belonging to missions which are

not yet partners in the undertaking also pay a tuition fee. The enrollment

exceeds thirty children who come from Shansi, Shensi, Mongolia, Honan
and Shanghai.

WEIBWE1 : (9'; Canadian Presbyterian School—Founded 1919.

Three foreign teachers and 24 students.

HUNAN
YIVANG : fro) Norwegian School—Several teachers and less than a

•scare of pupils. This School is entirely supported by the NMS. It is the

only middle school recognized by the Norwegian Government outside of

Norway. Two foreign languages are taught.

HUPEH
HANKOW : (n) British School—For European boys and girls. Con-

trolled by the Municipal Council. There are 70 students and 5 foreign

teachers. A new school building has just been completed.

(12) St. Mary's Scltool and Kindergarten—For European girls. Roman
Catholic. Five teaching sisters and 4 secular teachers.

LAOHOKOW : (13) Norwegian School—"So particulars.

KIANGSI

KULTNG : (14) Ruling American School—Founded 1916. Union of

PE, PN, and FCMS. Staff of 10 foreign teachers. Courses of instruction

extend ower primary, grammar, and two years of high school. This school

is open to American and European boys and girls only, and follows the

standard American curriculum as far as possible. Enrollment approxi-

mately 56 {boarders 50) ; ages 8-16. Total expenses for one year : $32,000.

Cost per pupil : $600, of which a large proportion is met by appropriations

from contributing missions and friends in the United States. Tuition $20—

6b. Board, $100—200. Plans are now laid for the construction of three

buildings: a class-room building, $25,000; boys' dormitory, $40,000; and

the headmaster's house, $5,000. Additional land to the value of $10,000 is

to be purchased, and heating and lighting plants are to be installed (heat-

ing $10,0000, lighting $5,000).

(15) Redcrojt Boarding School—Founded 1919. Three foreign teachers,

over 30 foreign pupils, boys and girls.

KIANGSU
NANKING : (16) "Hillcrest" Nanking Foreign. School—Founded

ran. Self-supporting. Four full-time foreign teachers, assisted by volun-

tary teachers in the community. Owns its own school building with a

large playground. Enrollment exceeds 50 boys and girls. No proposals f«:r

enlargement. Fees : $105 per year in three instalments. Children from

outside Nanking make private arrangements for living in home of mission-

aries. Income entirely derived from tuition. Low expenses and extended

curriculum due to the fact that mothers who are experienced teachers con-

tribute their time. The school cares for all grades from the kindergarten

through the four years of high school. Science work is carried on in the

laboratories of the University of Nanking.

SHANGHAI: (17) Cathedral School for Boys (British}—Founded
1906. Seven teachers. Enrollment So boys, ages 6-1S. Fees $200 (Choral

Scholarships are given). Cambridge Local examinations.

(18) Cathedral School for Girls (British)—Founded 1917. Nine
teachers ; pupil enrollment 120, ages 4-17 (including boys up to 9 years of

age only). Fees $200. Cambridge Local examinations.

(19) Easle Municipale Francaise—For European or American children.

Founded 191 r. Sixteen teachers. Pupils exceed 250. Ages 5-17. Fees

$60-140. Examinations : Certificat d'Etudes ; Cambridge Preliminary

Junior and Senior ; Diplome de l'AUiance Francaise.

(20) Institutioti of the Holy Family—Roman Catholic. Founded 1893.

For foreign girls only. Twenty-one teachers, 286 pupils, of whom 70 are

boarders. Ages 5-20. Fees : boarders $25, day pupils $6 per month.
Cambridge Local examinations.

(21) Private Day and Boarding School—(formerly Miss M. W. Jewell's).

Founded 1896. Five teachers, enrollment over 30 (foreign boys and girls),

all boarders. Fees for day pupils amount to $145 annually (less 20 per cent

to missionaries). This school has primary, intermediate, and grammar
classes. A home school for those desirous of a Christian education.

(22) Public School for (Foreign) Boys—Under control of Shanghai
.Municipal CounciL Founded 1886. Teachers 13, pupils 300. Fees for

children over 10 years, $12 ; under 10 years, $10 per month. Examinations :

Cambridge Locals, St. Andrew's Society, St. George's Society.

(23) Public School for (Foreign) Girls—Under control of Shanghai
Municipal Council. Founded 1886. Teachers 23 ; students 400, ages 5-1S

years ; tuition fees, $120. Cambridge Local examinations. There are twd
branches of this school in the city.

(24) Shanghai American School—Organized under a Board of Managers
in 1911. Began instruction, 1912. Open to children of Ameri-

can and European residents in China. The courses offered include the

usual primary and grammar grades common to American schools, and a

four years' high school curriculum preparing for entrance into the best

American colleges and universities. Under the control of a Board of

Managers, representing eight cooperating missions, American Chamber of

Commerce and American Association. This school recently purchased a

valuable piece of land in the French Settlement of Shanghai and funds

in excess of Taels 500,000 have been raised both locally and in America
for a large building program to begin at once. There are 17 full-time

foreign teachers, 6 other foreign administrative officers, and 146 pupils,

boys and girls, enrolled in the grades, and 107 boys and girls enrolled in

the high school; 97 of the total 253 pupils are boarders. Tuition fees

range from $T44 to $xSo per annum according to grade—children of mis-

sionaries belonging to cooperating missions which make an annual grant

for current expenses, paying considerably less than those of non-cooperat-

ing missions or erf the business community.

(25) Shanghai Jewish School—Founded 1900. Teachers 7; pupils, both

boys and girls, 120. Ages 5-25. Free tuition. Cambridge Local

examinations.

{26) St. Francis Xarkr's Roman Catliolic College—For foreign and
Chinese boys. Founded 1864. Teachers 31 ; boys 864 (boarders 138). Ages
6-18. Fees: 1st Division, $5, 2nd Division, $2 per month; boarders $30
per month. Cambridge Local examinations.

(27) St. Joseph's Roman Catholic Institute—For foreign girls. Founded
1871. Teachers 24; pupils 420 (boarders 50). Ages 5-17. Fees : day scholars

$8 per month, boarders $28 per month. Cambridge Local examinations.

(28) Thomas Hanbury School for (Non-Chinese) Boys—Under control of

Shanghai Municipal Council. Founded 1S91. Teachers 15; boys 1S0

boarders So). Fees: day scholars, $11.25 per month; boarders, $3750
per month. Examinations : Cambridge and Hongkong Locals and Hong-
kong Matriculations.

{29) Tltomas Hanbury School for (Non-Chinese) Girls—Under control of

Shanghai Muncipal CounciL Founded 1S91. Teachers 14; pupils 204

(including boys under 8), Boarders 57. Ages 5-17. Fees : day scholars,

$7.50 per month; boarders, $25.00 per month. Cambridge Local

examinations.

KWANGTUNG
CANTON : (30) Cantom Christian College Western Sche>ol—Founded

1919. Two permanent teachers, assisted by members of the College Staff;

42 foreign boys and girls. Fees $140-160 for tuition only.

{31) Canton Primary School—Founded 1917. Union of ABCFM and
PN Missions. Several teachers. No further particulars.

HONGKONG : (32) Diocesan Boys' School (for Eurasians)—Founded
1896. Teachers 17; boys 330 (boarders 100). Ages 6-18. Fees: boarders

$420, day scholars $120. Examinations : Board of Education, Hongkong;
Hongkong and Oxford Locals. Chinese received only on full fees.
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(3$) Pe&k School—Foreign staff of 6 women ; enrollment 50 European

boys and girls.

(34) Victoria British School—Founded 1895. Supported by Hongkong
Government. Teachers 5; European boys and girls, 70. Fees, $36-60,

Oxford, Local examinations.

KOWLOON: {35) Kexitcon British School.—Supported by the

Educational Department, Hongkong Government. Founded 1902. Teachers

8; 122 European boy and girl pupils. Hongkong University Local

examinations.

SHANTUNG

CHEFOO : (36) China Inland Mission Boys' Sch001—Founded rSSo.

Teachers 12; boys joo (boarders 90). Fees : for sons of missionaries con-

nected with the C1M, free; for other $360 per annum (exclusive of certain

discounts). Music $20 per term extra. Oxford Local examinations.

(37) China Inland Mission Girls' School—Founded 18S1. Teachers 11,

85 girls (boarders 78). Fees and examinations as above.

(38) China Inland Mission Preparatory School—-Founded 1895. Teachers

7 ; pupils about 100 (boys and girls), of which 70 are boardtrs. Ages 6-10.

TSINAM : (39) Elementary SchooL—Wor British and Americam

children.

TSINGTAU: (40) Tsingtsu Institute--For foreign boys. Founded

1921. Five foreign teachers. AH grades, including High School.

TUNGHANGFU : (41) Mission School for Foreign Children, conducted

by the National Association for the Promotion of Holiness. Severn

children.

WEIHAIWEI : {42) Weihaiuei School—For British boys. Founded:

1901. Teachers 4; boys 35 (boarders 30). Fees: board and tuition-

(including laundry) $165 per term; for boys under ten, $155 per term;;

medical attendance $5 per term ; drill and gymnastics $5 per term ;,

stationery and use of text-books $5 per term; library and sports $2.50-

per term; postage, etc. $1 per term; music $20 per term; Easter vacation?

$12.50 ; summer vacation $40. Pupils of non-British origin are charged am
extra fee of $20 per term.

SZECHWAN

CHENGTU : (43) Canadian Methodist School (MCC)—Three full-

time ior-.ign teachers and over 50 foreign boys and girls, mostly children*

of missionaries. Ages 7-13. Fees $40-60.

Summary of Christian Education (e)

Student Enrollment

Grade of Institution

Male
| Female Total

Kindergarten ... (a) to 4,324
Lower Primary 103,232 48,350 151,582
Higher Primary 23,490 9,409 32,899
Middle School ... 12,041 2,569 15,213
Normal 560* 410* 970*
Junior College

Senior College ...
j]- 1,838 159* f 720 (b)

I 1.297(b)
Bible School 1,024* 1,635* 2.659*
Theological 391 391
Law 27 27
Medical ... 485 78 563
Nurses' Training (a) w 1,380
Schools for Blind 286 508 794
Industrial Schools and Orphanages... (e) <e). (c)

Grand Total... 14337(d) 63.118(d) 212,819

* Approximate.
(a) Figures not obtainable.

(b) Including about 500 students counted also under Medical, Theological, Normal,
or Law.

(e) Such figures as are available are very Incomplete, and are undoubtedly already
included in Primary and Middle School statistics.

(d) Exclusive of Kindergarten pupils and Nurses in Training.
(e) For increase sinee Survey (1919-20), see Appendix BL
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PART XII

MEDICAL WORK

SCIENTIFIC EFFICIENCY OF MISSION HOSPITALS

(SOCIETY COMPARISONS)
Introduction—In 1919 Dr. Harold Bahne, F.R.C.S., D.P.H., Dean of the

School of Medicine, Shantung Christian University, sent out to all the

mission hospitals of China an extensive questionnaire covering the whole
field of Hospital Efficiency. Eighty per cent of the hospitals open at

that time replied. The findings of this Survey were presented to the

Conference of the China Medical Missionary Association at Peking in

1920 under the title "An Enquiry Into the Scientific Efficiency of Mission
Hospitals in China." This was published in pamphlet form and has
•created no small interest since throughout the missionary world. Copies
mqy be obtained frcm the Executive Secretary of the China Medical Mis-

sionary Association, 5 Quinsau Gardens, Shanghai, at a nominal cost.

The report is an integral part and has a very direct bearing on the whole
study of the Christian Occupation of China.

In the following study, instead of presenting the fa.ts regarding the

scientific efficiency of mission hospitals in terras of provincial compari-

sons, as was done by Dr. Balme in his report, the Committee has taken

the Same questionnaire returns, and has grouped them by societies pre-

senting its finding in terms of society comparisons.

In this way hospitals connected with 21 missionary societies have
been studied. Eight union hospitals have been grouped and considered

separately. The total number of hospitals reported by these societies

in 1920 was 246. Of these 165 or 6S per cent returned Dr. Balme's ques-

tionnaire. More returns were not received because a large number of

hospitals were tempo arily closed at the time of inquiry. Only those

societies from whose hospitals a fairly large percentage of replies came
to hand, are included in the following comparative study.

DOCTORS AND NURSES

Number of Foreign-Trained Doctors to each Hospital—
Hospitals having one foreign-trained doctor, 69 per cent.

Hospitals having two foreign-trained doctors, 18 per cent.

Hospitals having three or more foreign-trained doctors, S per cent.

Hospitals having no foreign-trained doctors, 5 per cent.

If the above statistical summary included the 77 hospitals not answer-

ing, the percentage of those having no doctors would be greatly incrc

since many hospitals failed to answer simply because these was no doctor

in charge or the hospital ws-s closed.

The crux of the whole hospital problem in China is staff. For some
ten years the CMMA has been urging that all hospitals have a maximum
of two foreign-trained doctors on the staff. (China Medical Journal, Vol.

XXIV, 1910, p-129; Vol. XXVII, 1913, p.6o). Many missions have adopt-

ed this as a policy, but 74 per cent of the 165 hospitals included in this

report, have not yet attained this minimum standard. The union hos-

pitals present the best supervision, five out of eight reporting 3, 6, 7, 8

and 9 doctors, respectively. In addition, a few of the hospitals support-

ed by the PE, ABCFM, MEFB, and PX report more than two foreign

physicians.

One chief drawback to our present minimum standard of two doctors

to each hospital is the practice of appointing two doctors to each hos-

pital, bat for most of the time of maintaining only one on the field due

to furlough, vacancies and. other contingencies demanding the presence

-of the second doctor elsewhere.

What is true of the numerical strength of the foreign-trained staff

is also true ©f the Chinese staff. In not a few hospitals included in

this study, the foreign doctor is working alone with orderly or nurse

assistance, or the hospital has neither foreign nor Chinese doctor. The
supply of well trained Christian Chinese doctors, capable of assuming full

responsibility hi our mission hospitals, is still noticeably inadequate.

Height of Hospital Buildings

^4-^r

.boat
wholly 3 story

whollV :

It is interesting to compare the total number of hospital beds, (Cols.

3 and 4, Table XVI, page 325), for different societies wit!) the total num-
ber of foreign medical workers (Cols. 2 and 3, Table II, p.3*4)- The

MES and ABF hospitals have 15 and 18 beds respectively to each foreign

doctor and the Union hospitals have 21. The other extreme is repre-

sented by the GBB with 112 and the UMC with 99 per foreign doctor. A
comparison between the number of hospital beds and the number cf

modern trained Chinese doctors (Cols. 8 and 9, Table V, p.317) would

be even more interesting. It is possible in such comparisons to find an

index Li the quality of work done and certainly an index to the quality

of work that might be done. What standard of efficiency can an in-

stitution hope to attain when one doctor is expected to care for 100 beds ?

Xaturally many factors are involved. If the cases are not >eriotis or

are chronic, one man can look after a great number its with the

assistance of a few orderlies. If, however, he attempts to care for very

many really sick people, and give them real hospital attention, any doc-

tor will probably be found sufficiently engaged and doing efficient work

with 15 or 20 beds. The effort to care for many patients necessitates

superficial work, and undoubtedly accounts for the fact that of the 165

hospitals reporting, only 73 attempt any abdominal surgery and in these

less than 1,200 abdominal operations are performed annually.

Style of Hospital BciLorxcs

-mrac

Pure Chinese style. ..5 Modified Chinese style...47 Foreign style...132
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FOREIGN TRAINED NURSES
Hospitals having foreign trained nurses—S6, or 52 per cent oi all

hospitals reporting.

Hospitals not having foreign trained nurses—79 or 48 per cent of all

hospitals reporting.

The societies with the largest proportion of their hospitals supplied

with foreign nurses are the Union, PE, MEFB, FFMA, and LUM
hospitals. Those most poorly sapplied are SBC, EPM, and PCI hospitals.

It is doubtful if any one thing has hampered the efficiency of our mis-

sion hospitals more than the lack of trained nurses. It is the nurse who
does away with chaos and keeps all neat and orderly, who takes away
the misery frem the sick bed and keeps the ward aglow with Christian

love. Only two societies report a foreign nurse in all of their hospitals

answering the questionnaire, viz. LUM and FFMA. The EPM and PCI
report no nurses at all. The one Union hospital without a nurse is a

small infirmary connected with a Union educational institution. Forty-

eight hospitals out of over 150 reporting have both day and night nurs-

ing. They are connected chiefly with the PE, LUM, MEFB, FN and
Union societies. In addition there are eleven hospitals which do night
nursing as required. Ninety-two hospitals definitely state that no night
nursing is done. No one mission society fails to participate in this

defect. The lack of a sufficient number of nurses both foreign and
Chinese and the absence in many hospitals of those seriously sick un-
doubtedly accounts for the absence of night nursing.

Fifty-one hospitals report that they use orderlies and sixty-one do not.

Sixty hospitals definitely report that they permit friends to care for

patients when desired. This number included hospitals connected with
most of the societies. Quite a number of the hospitals or the PE, LUM
and Union groups definitely state that friends are not permitted to attend
the sick.

Aytbage Cost pkr Hospital and Average Number of Beds per Hospital Compared

Hospital
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COST OF HOSPITALS
Note that the column in the above diagram representing costs is

graduated on a unit of $1,000 Mex. and that the column representing the
number of beds is graduated on a unit of one. Hence for any society
reporting an average cost of $1,000 Mex. per hospital bed, the two columns
stand at the same height. Where the cost column is higher than the
bed column the cost per bed is more than $1,000 per bed and vice versa.

It will be observed that only in the case of the SBC and Union
groups is the cost more than $1,000 per bed. In the PE and FFMA hos-
pitals, the cost barely approaches $1,000 per bed, while in all the others
the cost drops far below this mark. The actual average cost per bed of
all the hospitals replying to Dr. Balme's questionnaire, is $450. The cost
per bed of ordinary hospitals in the United States varies between $1,200
and $2,500 Gold.

PROTECTION AGAINST FLIES AND MOSQUITOES
Note in the following diagram that the hospitals of enly two societies

(SBC, GBB) are wholly screened. It is quite possible that since replies
were received a number of the unprotected institutions have been screened
at least in part.

Hospitals reporting isolation facilities, 69, or 42 per cent cl all hos-
pitals.

Hospitals reporting no isolation facilities, 96, or 5*3 per cent of all
hospitals reporting.

There are probably few places where a mission hospital is located
where the need of an isolation unit does not exist. On the other hand,
few societies have any policy re the matter which applies to all hospitals.
In several places fair isolation facilities are provided by non-mission au-
thorities, or by some neighbouring non-mission institution. With the
large amount of contagious disease in China this matter deserves careful
attention. All reporting hospitals ctf the following societies have no
isolation units .- GBB, FFMA, EPM and PCI.

over, the bedding and clothes suppl
hospitals furnish well equipped, clean
quilt which may or may not be cleaned after its
hospital furnishes bedding but no clothes, the
better off than patients in hospitals providing n
porting to Dr. Balme and connected with the f<

clothes to hospital patients although some of them si
PS and PCC.

FOOD
Hospitals where the cook provides all food, 125.

Hospitals where the cook partially provides food, 7.

Hospitals where the friends of the sick provide all food, 27.

Mission hospitals in China have varying degrees of control over the
diet and food of their patients. Some give the matter no attention what-
ever, leaving all responsibility to the patient and his friends, who supply
and cook the food. Other hospitals provide a common stove where the-
patient or friends can cook such food as they have. Still others supply a
cook to whom each patient brings his rice, which is put into a cloth or
bag'with the patient's mark upon it. These all are cooked in a common
kettle, and then distributed. Again some hospitals will farm out the
cooking and permit the cook to exploit the business as much as he
can. Other hospitals will enter into a contract at so much per patient par
day, and will exercise more or less control over the food supplied. Many
hospitals make exceptions of the more Important cases, and exercise a con-
siderable degree of control over the diet of these patients. There are a few
of the best hospitals which have the kitchen directly under their ovn
control and supervise it with some degree of thoroughness. Two chief
causes for neglect in direct supervision of kitchens and food on the part ofmussHm hospitals are, first, ignorance oi Chinese foods and how to prepare
them

: second, lack of trained staff to supervise. Consider the whimsof the

Hospital Wails

a I

I, Ward Walls
Piaster 70

B. Whitewash ...

C. Paint and oil ...

D. Not replying .„

II. Operating Boom Wails
A. Tiled ... ... ... 29
B. Not tiled ... ... 166
C. Sot replying 5

III, Round Corners
No rounded corners
In operating rooms only ...

In wards ,,

Throughout whole bospiW
Hot replying

98
28

34
17
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patients, their unwillingness to allow anyone else to prepare their food, their

demand to prepare their own delicacies, their insistence that they can thus

save a few cash, their ignorance of what a foreign hospital should provide

in the way of a diet. Religions practices sometimes cause difficulties also.

Recent research work done on the nature and value of Chinese foods should

be of great assistance in preparing suitable meals for hospital patients.

The hospitals of the following societies {that is, of as many as reported)

provide and cook food for all patients : PE, SPG, GBB, MCC, FFMA, PCI,

sad FCMS. There are over 20 hospitals which have practically no control

over the food of their patients. Eight of these are maintained by the PN,

three by the CMS, three by the LMS, two each by the ABF, MEFB,
WMMS and PCC.

BATHING AMD LAUNDRY FACILITIES

Number of hospitals where all patients are bathed on admission, 72, eat

44 per cent of all hospitals reporting.

Number of hospitals where over 50 per cent of patients are bathed on

admission, 28, or 17 per cent of all hospitals reporting.

dumber of hospitals where less than 50 per cent of patients are bathed

on admission, 22, or 14 per cent of all hospitals repotting.

Number of hospitals where no patients are bathed on admission, 42, or

25 per cent of all hospitals reporting.

The common excuse that the Chinese will not come to a hospital if

they are required to bathe can no longer be made. One hospital reports

that it can accommodate eighty to one hundred patients but does not pre-

tend to bathe or make any provision for bathing them. This same hospital

has no laundry facilities, but leaves the laundry with each individual

patient and his friends.

On the other hand, it is encouraging to note the large number of

mission hospitals which do attempt to bathe all patients on admission as

shown in the following statistical summary. The perfect mark is naturally

hard to attain, but surely no society should be content to have half or more
of its hospitals bathing less than 50 per cent of their patients. Statistical

returns show eight societies of which this is true. (See Table I, Cols. 3-4).

The quality of bath tubs and number of bath rooms vary greatly.

Out of 161 reporting hospitals, 97 or 60 per cent have laundry

facilities adequate to care for all their requirements. This leaves 64, vt

40 per cent who are still unable properly to launder the hospital linen.

This, to be sure, must te thought of in terms of the amount of linen and
clothing that the hospital owns and uses. Where a hospital supplies

neither clothing nor bedding to its patients, the work of a laundry becomes
a negligible quantity. In not a few cases the laundry work is left entirely

to the patients or their friends, especially the soiled bedding. Such pro-

cedure ©ifers a maximum opportunity for the spread of infection.

Table I.

PE 6 6
CMS 88 10
&PG 4 4
ABF 10 9
BMS 7 6
SBC 8
GBB 3 2
ABCFM 10 6
LMS 82 10
IXM 5 2

MCC 11 8
MEFB 29 IS

FFMA 3 3
WMMS 11 11
CMC S 4

EPM 10 10
PCI 9 s
PS ! as m
PS , 10 6
PCC 6 s
FCMS 4 3

Union 10 8
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LATRINE FACILITIES

When the most difficult hospital problem is not the kitchen, it is the

latrine. A few hospitals have solved the disposition of night soil with the

flush closet and septic tank. It is doubtful if any other method can ever

give entire satisfaction, and unless the system is a good one even the flush

closet will not be free from trouble. The following have water flush

closets or septic tanks : PE, in 2 hospitals out of 6 reporting ; SBC, in 1

cut of 5; ABCFM, in 1 out of 6; MCC, in 1 out of 8; MEFB, in 4 out of

15; EPM, in 1 out of 10; PN, in 7 out of 26; and Union, in 5 out of &
Only 22 hospitals, or 13 per cent of all hospitals reporting are confessedly

well equipped to care for night soil.

Difficulties in connection with latrine facilities are many. In the first

place a water system is essential, and this requires capital. The installation

of fixtures is by no means a simple matter for an institution far off in the

interior. In an under-staffed hospital the proper use of good fixtures is

claimed by some- to be an unsurmountable difficult}'. It is discouraging

to put in good equipment of any kind, and not have sufficient trained help

to properly supervise its use.

The great majority of hospitals report no improvement on the C

methods of open latrines and buckets. These methods are used by the

following : PE, in 2 hospitals out of 6 reporting ; CMS, in 7 out

SPG, in 2 out of 4 ; ABF, in 7 out of 9; BMS, in 6 out of 6 ; PN, in 1

of 26; PS, in 6 out of 6; PCC, in 3 out of 6 ; FCMS, in 2 out of 3 ; an 1

Union, in 3 out of S. It will be noted that no one group is free from the

common Chinese latrine or buckets while several societies report no
hospital using anything better.

Twenty-six hospitals report efficient septic tanks, but in many cases

these seem to act only as reservoirs into which buckets are emptied.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS
In answering the question on special departments, a

into medical and surgical was not considered. A few hospitals have

all of the following special departments : eye, ear, nose and throat,

gynecology and obstetrics and X-ray. With a staff of less than I

doctors, however, it is almost impossible for a hospital to divide its work

into these special departments. All the hospitals dealt with in this study,

report 44 such special departments, limited to 25 different hospitals. Of

these special departments only is are reported as being adequately

equipped. One hundred and twenty-two hospitals definitely state that

thev have no such special departments. Of the 24 X-ray installations

some were reported as not working. It is unfortunate that such expensive

apparatus should sometimes have to lay idle because of the lack of a

technical man to correct defects. A special X-ray committee from the

Council on Hospital Administration is doing good work along this line.

Few or none of the reporting hospitals connected with the following

societies have special departments : CMS, BMS, < >BB, LUM, MCC, FFMA,
WMMS, PCI, PCC, and FCMS. Union h>spit.;]S and hospitals of the PE
appear to be best provided

.

OPERATING ROOM EQUIPMENT
Seventy-rive liospitals report laparotomies being done. The number

vary from one to two hundred per hospital annually. In all, less than

1,200 laparotomies are reported by these 75 hospitals annually. The chief

reasons for not mere of this abdominal surgerv being done in more of oat

hospitals are lack of proper professional assistance,

absence of modern operating room equipment.

Aseptic Fittings

nursing and the

5™
A. Hospital fitted up according to modern aseptic ideas

B. Hospital not so fitted up
52
116

STERILIZATION

Sterilization is perhaps the most important procedure in any hospital.

In the operating room and in surgical dressings sterilization must fce

absolute, while throughout the hospital all utensils and equipment musr

be capable of being rendered free from infection and contagion. It is ,1

simple procedure to boil ward utensils and thus destroy tubercular and

typhoid infections, but note that there are 31 hospitals out of 165 reporting

which confess that ihey are unable to do this. Hospitals failing in this

particular are CMS, 2 out of 10 reporting ; ABF, 3 out of 9 ; GBB, 2 out

of 2; ABCFM, 1 out of 6; LMS, 3 out of 10; MEFB, 2 out of 15; WMMS,
4 out of 11 ; UMC. 2 out of 4: EPM, 2 out of 5; PN, 6 out of 26; FCMS, 1

out of 3, and Union, 1 out of 8. There are 16 hospitals in addition which fail

to answer the question. Where provision is made for such procedure, how

often is it carried out when professional supervision is lacking? Twenty-

eight or 17 per cent of the hospitals fail to use sterile dressings. This

is rather striking, and a sad commentary on the efficiency of our medical

work.
Hospitals prepared to disinfect mattresses, 62, or 38 per cent.

Hospitals not prepared to disinfect mattresses, 93, or 56 per cent.

Hospitals not answering, 10, or 6 per cent.

It is perhaps useless to sterilise mattresses in a hospital where the

patients are required to supply their own bedding and clothing. Bat where

a hospital aims at a certain degree of cleanliness some means of sterilizing

mattresses is of great importance. It is encouraging to note that 50 per

cent to 75 per cent of the hospitals of not a few societies are prepared lo

sterilize mattresses.
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Hospital Equipmext

A. Percentage of hospitals

B. Percentage of hospitals

C. Percentage of hospitals

0. Percentage of hospitals

boratories ...

gicai microscope.

gieal incubator .

clinician ...

92
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LABORATORY EQUIPMENT AND WORK

There is perhaps no one index to the efficiency of work done in a

hospital of more value than the laboratory. In Table I, Col. 13 it will

be observed that the SPG, FFMA and PCI have no hospitals reporting

daily use of their laboratories. Perhaps the most striking fact is that

eleven of the twenty-two societies report no more than 50 per cent of their

hospitals as regularly doing this important work. The reason for this

remains a question worthy of serioar. consideration. That there are 38

mora hospitals possessing microscopes than replied as using them regularly

-> somewhat significant. Perhaps the chief reason for the neglect of

work is the lack of sufficient help to do it, together with all the other

v {Wired of the 0112 doctor in the hospital.

Were we carefully to go into an analysis of the 165 reporting hospitals

to find which ones have a fully equipped laboratory, and which not, we
bt be even more astonished. Many of our hospitals have only partial!

y

itories, but use all they have continually. The fully

properly used laboratory, as we understand the use and

equipment of a laboratory in a modern hospital, is rare in China. The
t therefore, to that doctor who, though he has only a small and

perhaps poor equipment, still keeps his tools busy and does thorough wei fe

011 evs.a

societies have no hospitals reporting the regular use of the in-

SPG, SDC, LCM, MCC, FFMA, IMC, and EPM. On the

other hand the PE ha» 5 out of 6 hospitals, the ABF 6 out of o hospitals, and

the Union group 5 out of S hospitals reporting its regular use.
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Black bars represent percentage ©£ hospitals able to carry out some ol the
serum reaction tests.

Shaded bare repreiient percentage of hospitals able to undertake research work.

The trained laboratory technician is rather rare in China, there being
unly 24 reported for 165 hospitals. Chinese with some education can be
found almost anywhere who are very capable of being trained to a degree
where they will be able to do all the laboratory work necessary in con-
nection with urine, faeces, blood, etc. Assisted by such a technician, a
Chinese or foreign doctor can almost double his capacity and derive far
greater satisfaction from his efforts. Three trained technicians are con-
nected with PE hospitals, 5 with MEFB hospitals, 5 with Union hospitals,
2 each with FCMS, PN and EPM hospitals and 1 each with ABF
ABCFM, IMC, PS and PCC hospitals.

RECORDS AND RESEARCH WORK
Hospitals keeping full records of in-patients and oat-patients, 62, cr

40 per cent of all hospitals reporting.
Hospitals keeping partial records, or of in-patients oniy, 24, or 16 per

cent of all hospitals reporting.
Hospitals not keeping records, 69, or 44 per cent of all hospitals

reporting.

• a
lH ^Lim^!a^ the degree of efficiency of a hospital there is another

index, that of the character of the records kept. In present day hospital
standardization the keeping and reviewing of records is of prime im-
portance. "Anything worth doing is worth recording. ** The failure to
keep records is a false economy of time.

It is interesting and encouraging to note that 21 per cent of the 150

hospitals reporting on this subject are able to carry out some research

work. This is particularly true of the PE, MEFB, FN and Union hos-

pitals.

Hospitals able to perform serum reactions, 38, or 25 per cent of all hos-

pitals reporting.

Hospitals not able to do any serum reactions, in, cr 75 per cent of

all hospitals reporting.

CONTROL OF HOSPITALS

Most mission hospitals are controlled by the doctor in charge or by

cooperation of the entire professional staff (66 per cent of the hospitals

reporting). Others are controlled by mission hospital Committees or

Boards of Managers (34 per cent>. There appears to be no particular

denominational division on this matter, as nearly all groups participate in

these different methods <d control.

Percentage of Hospitals which report Feu, Records or all
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OUT-PATIENT DEPARTMENT
This question reads, "Is jour clinic so large as to make it impossible

for you or your assistants to make a careful, detailed examination of the
patients?" Naturally each doctor has answered this question in terms

Table II.
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•of his own ideas as to what is meant by "detailed examination." Many
answers would no doubt be reversed if doctors were exchanged. Some

endeavour to give each clinical patient a rather careful physical examina-

tion discovering, perhaps, other troubles than the one which has brought

the patient to the clinic. This often calls for blood, urine, stool and other

laboratory examinations. It also brings about an acquaintance with the

patient end establishes a contact that often counts much for Christianity.

Half the hospitals reporting on this question claim that their clinic is

too large for proper individual attention. Four of the Union hospitals,

where there is an aveiage of five foreign trained doctors to each hospital,

snd of ai beds to each doctor, still report more clinical patients than can

be given detailed attention. Those who argue that one doctor with his

usual assistants can care for 40 to 50 beds in a hospital and all the

•visiting out-patients, will do well to study Column 4 in accompanying Table

II. There are 122 hospitals which report having a surgical dressing room

in connection with the out-patient department, but there are only 4

societies (LUM, FFMA, FCMS and Union) all of whose hospitals make

this report. The large number of chronic ulcers and minor surgical

conditions met everywhere in China make this room one of the first

-essentials in any efficient missionary medical work.

If we have been somewhat negligent of the equipment and efficiency

-of our in-patient work we have been more negligent of out work in the

out-patient department. Of the 122 hospitals reporting a surgical dress-

ing room connected with the out-patient department, only 48 hospitals

-report this room as in any way modernly constructed and equipped. It

will also be observed that no one societv has all of its surgical dressing

rooms so equipped and only six society groups have more than 50 per

cent of the hospitals so equipped.

It will also be noted in Table II that only 75 hospitals, or about

half of those reporting, state that they make use of the microscope in

the out-patient department. No one society reports all of its hospitals so

using the microscope and only nine societies report 50 per cent so doing.

SELF-SUPPORT

It is very encouraging to know that of the 148 hospitals reporting

on hospital finances, 32 per cent are self-supporting. Many among this

number also support the foreign staff. The PE is the only society all

of whose reporting hospitals are self-supporting.

Here, too, it is interesting to compare the degree of self-support with

the annual budget. Most of the self-supporting hospitals have budgets

exceeding $10,000, while otlv three societies without self-supporting

hospitals go beyond the $10,000 budget. It is also interesting to note

the position of the Union hospitals. They have the largest budget-

none are entirely self-supporting. In the accompanying diagram it js

interesting to compare the average budget with the average number of

beds for each hospital. Tnis may also be an index of the quality of

work done.

Hospitals entirely self-supporting {excepting foreign salaries), 48,

or 32 per cent.

Hospitals over 50 per cent Cilf-supporting, 50, or 20 per cent.

Hospitals less thai 5© per cent self-supporting, 35, or 24 per cent.

Hospitals entirely dependent on foreign funds, s,s, or H V* cent -

Average Number of beds axd Average Anwxai Bcdget of Mission Hosmtais Compared Annual
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SUMMARY OF AN ENQUIRY INTO THE SCIENTIFIC EFFICIENCY

OF MISSION HOSPITALS (PROVINCIAL COMPARISON)
The following is a summary of the main facts reveakd in Dr. Harold

Balme's "Enquiry into the Scientific Efficiency of Mission Hospitals in

China," as made in 1919-1920, and as published in separate pamphlet

form after presentation at the Annual Conference of the China Medical

Missionary Asseeiatiea, February, 1920, Peking. It must be remembered

that the percentages given are in every case calculated upon the number

of hospitals replying to Dr. Balme's questionnaire—usually 1S0 to 190—

and not upon the total number of mission hospitals in China, which ex-

ceeds 300.

There is at present on an average only one mission hospital bed to

every 20,370 people in China.

Eighty per cent of the hospitals whose reports have been received

state that they had only one foieign or foreign-trained doctor last year.

Thirty-four per cent have no nurses, foreign or Chinese; 53 per cent

have no foreign nurses; and 6b per cent not more than one graduate nurse

in all. Sixty-two per cent have no regular system of night nursing.

Thirtv-seven per cent depend entirely on the patient's friends for all

nursing.

Less than 50 per cent have out-patient departments equipped for effi-

cient medical work. Fifty-six per cent of the in-patient departments

have less than Soo cubic feet air space per patient.

Sixty-five per cent have no isolation block or courtyard.

Thirty-seven per cent have no protection whatever against flies or

mosquitoes; 67 per cent have no screening for their kitchens; and 71 per

cent have no screening for the latrines.

Thirty-seven per cent possess no bedding, or only sufficient for a very

few patients. Fifty-eight per cent are unable to clothe the patients in

clean hospital garments.

Only S per cent have a pure water supply, and only 6 per cent have
running water laid on throughout the hospital.

Fifty per cent seldom or never bathe their patient?.

Forty-three per cent have no laundries, or insufficient accommoda-
tion for dealing with the hospital linen, etc.

Fifty per cent have no controlled diets for the patients.

Thirty-four per cent do not possess a pressure sterilizer for surgical

dressings. Seventy-three per cent have no means of sterilizing bedding or

mattresses.

Thirty-one per cent do not possess a laboratory of any kind.

Eighty-two per cent do not possess a bacteriological incubator.

Eighty-seven per cent do not possess an X-ray plant.

Seventy-two per cent state that they are unable to base their medical

and surgical work upon pathological investigation.

HEALTH EDUCATION IN CHINA
"Health Education is better than Health Legislation; it is Slower

but Surer."

In a certain city of China only a few years ago, a careful study was

made of the printed reports of municipal health departments in various

European and American cities in order to discover a set of model health

laws. These laws were translated and adopted as the official healh laws

for that city. After having done this, however, nothing further was

attempted. No health department was organised, no trained health

officers were employed, no money appropriated to put these health laws

into operation. Finally, the book of model health laws was put aw^y

in the archives of the Police Department and the matter was forgotten.

Many Diseases Prasakni—Tke need for improvement of health con-

ditions in China is very great. China has often been called "the foun-

tain-head of epidemic diseases." Many communicable diseases which

have been put under control in other countries still prevail unchecked

to an alarming extent in China. Pneumonic and bubonic plague,

typhus, cholera, small-pox, typhoid and a large number of other diseases

exact a toll of human lives each year without any adequate attempt being

made to stop their ravages.

Na Vital Statistics—Just how much this burden of disease costs

China each year in money and lives, no one has yet been able to esti-

mate, for there are no vital statistics on which to base an answer. Not

a single province knows its birth or death rates, or how many people die

from anv one of the above mentioned diseases. "It is the will of heaven
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that all should die young and some die old" is still the all sufficient

answer. The fact that man has it within his power to safeguard human

life individual and corporate has never been appreciated by the masses

in China.
Education versus Legislation—It is said that approximately 95 PJ»

cent of the Chinese people are illiterate. Under such conditions it is only

natural to find disease still attributed to evil spirits or to a disturbance

of the five elements. Health problems in the midst of such ignorance

nnd superstition can not be solved by the short-cat method of legislat-

ing into operation the health laws and practices now in force in West-

ern countries—laws and practices which represent years of experience

and popular instruction. What is needed among other things first of

all is health education on a national scale.

Beginnings in Health Education by Missionary Agencies—Promot-

ing health education is one of the most recent of missionary activities

in China. The first of the several steps taken towards creating a central

organization for this work took place in Hankow in 1910, when the China

Medical Missionary Association appointed a committee of three of its

members to prepare simple leaflets and tracts on various preventable

diseases. It was hoped that by a wide distribution of snch printed

matter through hospitals and dispensaries, much might be done to

inform the people about the diseases with which they were afflicted.

Unfortunately, however, two of the members of this committee died

within a year and nothing was done by the Association till 1915. In the

meantime, individual doctors did what they could locally and a num-

ber of excellent leaflets were prepared and circulated. In 1912 the

National Committee of the Young Men's Christian Association secured

the reallocation of a medical missionary to give full-time service in this

field. A few health lectures were given in different cities. In 1915 the

China Medical Missionary Association created a Council on Public Health

and a Committee on the same subject was appointed by the newly form-

National Medical Association, an organization of Western-trained

nese physicians. It was these three national organizations! which

1 at the invitation of the Young Men's Christian Association in the

formation of the Joint Council on Public Health Education in China in

By mutual consent this cumbersome name was shortened in 1920

e Council on Health Education. That same year the Xational Com-

mittee of the Young Women's Christian Association and the China

Christian Educational Association became members of the Council.

Organization of the Council on Health Education—The present work

of the Council on Health Education is under the direction of an Executive

Committee composed of one member from each of the above mentioned

five organizations, as follows :

Under this Executive Committee there is a staff composed of eighteen

full-time and four part-time workers. Five of these are foreigners. Three

members of the staff are provided by three members of the Council, two

volunteers, and the others are paid from the general funds of the

Finances—The annual budget of the Council, amounting in 1920 to

, o Mex., including reallocated services, is provided from several

*£. The y.M.C he services of a foreign doctor. The
Y.W.C.A. provides a foreign woman physician, a Chinese secretary to

work with her, a Chinese writer, and $3,000 annually. The C.M.M.A. makes

an annual appropriation varying from $300 to $1,500, according to

the amount of money remaining after other necessary expenses have

leen paid. The other two members of the Council have as yet not been

able to give financial help in addition to their other valuable contribu-

tions to the Council. Approximately $14,400 of the total budget of

$40,400 comes from members of the Council.

Chinese Gifts—The remaining $26,000 has to be provided for from

other sources. The Junior Division of the American Red Cross made
cue gift of $2,500 for the development of an Anti-Blindness Campaign.
That the work of health education is appreciated by the Chinese is in-

dicated in part by gifts received from the President of China, {$2,000)

;

Premier of China, ($1,000! ; Minister of Communications, {$100) ; Minister

of Justice, ($50) ; Ex-President of China, ($50) ; Governor of Anhwei, {$50}

;

Governor of Kiangsu, ($100); and the Governor of Chekiang, {$300).

Following the cholera prevention campaigns in 1920, in which the

Council figured largely, one of the members of the Council staff was ask-

ed to meet the managers of the four largest life insurance companies in

China, who offered a monthly grant of $25 each towards the general ex-

penses of health education material which they sent to their policy

holders.

No systematic attempt has been made to secure annual contributions

from missionaries in China, although a considerable sum results from
voluntary gifts from this source. In 1917-18 111 medical missionaries

contributed $1,500 a year for two years towards the services of the first

Chinese secretary trained in both medicine and public health. Chinese
Western-trained physicians pledged an equal amount.

Mission Boards—As the result of an appeal to the Mission Boards, both
at home and on the field, gifts ranging from $2400 gold to $100 Mex. have
been received from the following : ABF, MEFB, PX, MES (Women's
Council ?, FA, FE, PS and FMA.

Basis oj Financial Appeal—At the biennial conference of the China
Medical Missionary Association in Canton in 1917, at which representa-
tives were present from most denominations having work in China, the
following preamble and resolution on Public Health Education was passed :

"Inasmuch as there is a deplorable absence of intelligent appreciation
in China of the laws which govern the communication of disease and the
preservation of health, resulting in the lamentably unsanitary conditions
prevailiug in cities, villages, and homes of the people ; and

In view of the increasing interest shown by the educated classes m
many parts of China in recent health education campaigns conducted under

Sonary auspices, and a wide-spread conviction among the medrcaL

missionary body that the Christian Church should assume direct respon-

sibility for the promotion of public health education;

further, of the valne of health education campaigns as an*
In view,

agency for securing an effective point ot contact wxm t,.c tu«u,™ v~

mxim the way for direct evangelistic effort among a large and influential

group? and of their value as a practical demonstration in applied Christian-

ity, which serves as a powerful apologetic; and

Since many of the most gifted and highly-trained Chinese Christian

leaders hav» suffered earlv incapacitation or death through preventable

causes resulting in a financial and spiritual loss to the Church which

might in the future be prevented by an adequate public health propaganda r.

In view, moreover, of the impracticability of conducting an extensive

and thorough program of this nature without a central unifying agency,

and since no other organization is likely within the near future to be in a.

position to assume this responsibility in the name of oar common

Christianity, as well as the China Medical Missionary Association, if tbe

men and money could be provided,

Be it, therefore, resolved : That the China Medical Missionary As-

sociation appeal to the missionary societies now at work in China to send-

out or allocate men of the necessary qualifications to undertake under the

direction of the China Medical Missionary Association the leadership in »

nation-wide campaign of public health education, and to provide the

financial support needed."

If the Council on Health Education is to meet the increasing demands-

put upon it by the missionaries in China, some such solution to the pro-

blem of money and staff as is recommended in the above resolution wilt

have to be realized. That this work met with the approval of American*

Foreign Mission Board secretaries is indicated by the following action

passed at their annual conference in Garden City, N. J., in 191S

;

"Resolved : That with respect to the resolution adopted by the China

Medical Missionary Association, January 27, 1917, appealing to missionary

societies to support a nation-wide campaign of public health education in?

China, the Foreign Missions Conference express deep interest in the pro-

posed campaign and commend the movement to the sympathetic con-

sideration of such Boards as may be approached."

It now remains for the various mission organizations in China t»
express themselves regarding health education and the work of the
Council.

Activities—Material provided by the Council is of three kinds :

—

(r) Printed character,—books, bulletins, and leaflets.

(2) Pictures,—posters, charts, lantern slides and cinematograph,

(3) Models and exhibits,—baby welfare; anti-blindness, tuber-

culosis, venereal diseases, eye diseases, the Chain of Life
in China, cholera prevention, flies, mosquitoes, rats,

community health assets and liabilities, conservation of child
life, death rates of weak and strong nations, the foundation-

stones of national health, housing, the human body, indi-

vidual versus united effort, infancy and old age, the relative

populations of China and other countries.

With some of this material, like lantern slides and charts, lecture
manuscripts in English and Chinese are provided.

The largest service which the Council is rendering in China is the
preparation of the printed material which can be used by doctors,
teachers, missionaries, business men and any interested in promoting a*

better understanding of existing health problems and how to solve them.
Several of the largest insurance companies, over 700 missionaries, mission"

and Government schools and the Health Department of the International

Settlement in Shanghai are among those who have made use of the
Council's material. A nominal charge covering cost is made for all

literature and exhibit material.

During the last twelve months (1920) the Council has distributed the
following material :

Printed Matter Distributed

Books
Bulletins.

Leaflets ..

Posters ..

Charts ..

5

10 kinds

5 ,,

2 „

5,963 copies
404,758 „

255 sets

490,139 pages
4,550,233 „
133.356 sheets

5,763 „
8,154 „

FANTERN Si. !DES SOU*

No of sets No of pieces

5 167
88

Lantern Shoes Rented

Kinds No. of exhibits

16 42

Moving Pictdkk Fums Rented

Kinds No. of exhibits

27 139

The printed material covers the following subjects among others

:

Sanitation of a Chinese City, Modes of Infection and Prevention, Tuber-
culosis, Sex Hygiene, Smallpox, Hookworm, Plague, Venereal Dis-
ease, Personal Hygiene, Opium and Morphine. Most of these are written:
both in Mandarin and Easy Wenli.
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Posters deal with suck, subjects as the Fly Menace^ Cholera, Hygiene
vs. Patent Medicine, etc. In addition there are five sets of larger charts,

each set comprising about 30 charts, on such subjects as Modes of Inr

feelien and Prevention, Kill the Fly, Hookworm, Anti-Blindness, and Baby
Welfare. There are lecture texts covering these, charts.

Sets of lantern slides
s
many of which are for sale with lecture manu-

scripts, are prepared on such subjects as Kill the Fry, Personal Hygiene,

Modes of Infection and Prevention, Social Hygiene, Venereal Diseases,

..'( a Chinese City, and many others.

In addition, from four to fife newspaper articles prepared by mem-
bers of the Council staff arc- sent out each month to 40 papers in r4 pro-

vine^ of the Baby Welfare Exhibit have been prepared. A
special effort is being made to prepare and circulate charts, slides and

The largest and most important health campaisrn in which the Counr

health problem of China is not an unrelated

by itself. I erty and ig 1

to be expected that these health problems whic

-ved without regard to development!

education. All that the Council claims to arte

h ideals with all

apart

Bit the people can

of economics and
to make a begin-

tion of the problet

d to attempt

in the case

people fast '

become interested to the

students, business men, Catholic and Protestant students, were >:.:;-

A cholera parade covered oo per cent of the streets of the city

in one week of march lay. 10,000 people attended 247 meet-

ings. Some 300,000 pieces of illustrated cholera literature were distri-

buted. After the intensive pi educational efforts

continued through the newspapers and public meetings during the

danger season. Cholera made its expected appearance around Foochow,

but at the end of the .summer it was reported, that "Foochow was an

island e-£ safety in a sea of danger." The expenses of this campaign

amounting to $3,500 were provided entirely by local people. Two mem-
bers of the Council staff spent a month in Foochow assisting in this work.

Othtr —It must be admitted without argument t;

ust be admitted t

Church in China concede that this form of work she

the contribution which the Church is making to CI

iticn like the present Council has an importa

work has been done to indicate along what lines futu

made. For the present the Council expects to eonrj

ices already begun and will e rogram
the countrv

SOME PHASES OF TUBERCULOSIS IX CHIXA
In undertaking the formidable task of writing anything about

tuberculosis in China, one is reminded of the remark of a well-known

missionary humorist who was asked by way of introduction to an address

in America to give "bottom facts about China." His reply was, "There

is no bottom and there are no facts."

An enquiry was sent out through the China Continuation Committee

to a small group ©f physicians representing all sections of China, to

ascertain if possible a cross-section picture of tuberculosis throughout the

country—its incidence in the out-patient and in-patient departments of the

mission hospitals, its occurence among students, any particular local

ng to it, any occupational relationship, and any studies

of the subject which might have been made by individual physicians. The
oa have been meager, but the results are herein set forth, with grateful

acknowledgment to the busy doctors who have taken time to send in this

detailed information, and with the hope that it may stimulate others to

respond whenever a more general survey is undertaken.

Few hospitals in China record their out-patient diagnoses. At least

they are not recorded in such form as to make them available for later

study. Generally such record concerns the primary diagnosis, and does

not include tuberculosis as a secondary factor. The tuberculous in-patients

received are a very small proportion of those needing such care, so that

returns from this item tell us nothing of the actual incidence of the

disease. The following quotations from reports bear out the statements

just made.

"It is not our custom to receive pulmonary tuberculosis into the

hospital, and when they do secure entrance for diagnosis or by error in

diagnosis they are not encouraged to stay. Many apply for admission and
are turned away. A large hospital could soon be filled with these

unfortunates. It will ertwd syphilis close for first place among diseases.*'

"Pulmonary tuberculosis not admitted if recognized."

"Admit a very small proportion and only hopeful cases."

"Having a small hospital, we must make our turnover as quickly

as possible, so refuse most chronic cases, only taking in those to whom
operation gives a reasonable hope of quick recovery."

"We took in one out of five of those (tuberculous) presenting them-

selves. We should have taken five times as many, because hospital

treatment is their only hope."

Incidence in Mission Hospitals—In view of the above facts, the high

incidence of tuberculosis in our mission hospitals, as shown by the follow-

ing figures, is the more remarkable. Twenty-five hospitals, reporting en
.ximately 121,000 out-patients, show a diagnosis of tuberculosis in

per cent. A few of these returns were stated as estimates, but most

of them were actual statistics. The in-patient study gives us much more

accurate data, not as an index of tuberculosis in any one section, but of the

amount of tuberculosis work actually done by our hospitals. The figures

are widely divergent, depending upon the hospital capacity and policy.

The minimum is 4 per cent, the maximum 50.5 per cent. The average

in the returns from 23 hospitals is 17 per cent, representing a total of

: in-patients. The division as to types is as follows : bone and joint

r>er cent
;
pulmonary 33 per cent ; abdominal 3 per

cent; miscellaneous 2 per cent.

-As a comparative study it is interesting to note

the results obtained by Dr. Carl Headblooni in a study of 2,781 in-patients.
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and joii art , tangs

11 per 1 minal 5 per cent ; unclas:
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the con •:. The average small h<
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J. Hing Liu

Association

tornmen in th

cholera,

greater,

but a

ir own sect!

een consider

in Shanghai and —Two cities in China furnish

s, namely Shanghai and Hongkong. In the return of Chin

deaths in 1919 in the Shanghai Public Health Report, tubereuh

jie cause of death, constituting 1,063 out leaths,

approximately n per cent. The combined deaths from
diphtheria, scarlet fever, plague, and influenza are ot

constituting 12 per cent.

The latest Hongkong report is not available at t

former bulletin states : "The deaths from phthisis

were 10,9 per cent of the total deaths amongst the com
Gmg re com

ties than oth -npossible to make any compari

available, as so many other factors determine the inc

hospital. It has been an int< tion tht

that physicians are inclined to thin

Certainly no section is immune. It

to be more common in the low-lying Yangtze Valley, others believe it to be

worse in North China, From the writer's first hand observations, no pro-

vinces have a higher incidence than Srechwan and Fukien. It is probably

true that the meteorlogical and climatic conditions are much k
than the habits and housing of the people. A commentary on the Litter

comes to us from Slam : "Heart to venereal disease comes tuberculo-

the matter of high rate of admissions to the out-patient departnt.

ese suiter more than the others. I think this is due to the fact thai

insist on living on top of each other, so to speak. The oGh
crowded and dirty, tlo not occupv such ten.' is the

Chinese. At night they shut up everything tight, pall down C
net, and proceed to infect each other by
the most foul air." Ralph W. Men
Journal, Xov. 1049).

Particular Cau?c>—To the question, "Have yo
what particular causes contribute to the incidence of tuberculosis in your
section?" there have been many interesting stive answers. A
few are quoted below :

Chekiang : "Bad Sousing, overwork, worry, poor food, poor personal

hvgiene, no attention

Chihl:

ot n

"Infected houses. (Many cases traced to one shop.) Small
fec-t among women a contri rs and
students show the greatest incidence, soldiers beinsr herded
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in crowded barracks, students in government schools io

crowded dorniitories, with no medical examinations."

"Chronic carriers in home. An old aunt with a 'chronic

eough' killed of! five sturdy boys in six years."

"Close housing. Too little fresh air."

"Cold weather keeps most Chinese inside the house, with a'l

windows and doors tightly closed."

Hoiwn : 'Small, dark, ill-ventilated, overcrowded living and sleeping

rooms. Lack of knowledge of how to care for the sputum.

Ignorance of hygiene generally."

Hupeh : "Mud floors, dark rooms."

Kansu : "Overcrowding, especially in winter. There are a few milk

infections. Much milk taken here." (Lanchowfu).

Kiangsi : Calls attention to the prevalence of tuberculosis among

students in foreign built houses, whose watls, ceilings and

doors ;-re air tight. "Students will not open doors and

windows unless forced to do so."

Kiangsu : "Use of bed curtains. Damp, humid climate."

Kwangtung : "Closed windows from fear of thieves. Sedentary habits of

Chinese."

Fukien : "Diet insufficient. Chiefly rice and salt cabbage." (Swatcw..

Szechwan : "Spitting constantly on mud floors where sunlight never

reaches. Improper feeding rather than insufficient—bolting

down bowls of unchewed rice."

Calls attention to prevalence among students, and makes the

ou-;ervatien that cubic space allotted to boarding scholars in

mission schools is detective.

Kwangsi ; "Rice not properly cooked makes for malnutrition. Soft rice

does not give any desirable feeling of fulness after a meal."

An analysis of these and other obvious causes shows that many of them

are distinctly characteristic of China. Some are related to the manners

and customs" of the people, such as : i) Sedentary habits of the upper

classes, 2) Foot-binding and seeltision of the women, 3) Eating from a com-

mon dish, 4) Passing the social pipe from one to another, 5) Feeding infants

food which mothers themselves have first chewed.

Others aie distinctly related to fear and superstition : 1) Fear of the

winch as shown by the use of bed curtains even in winter. The wealthier

the family the heavier the curtains, ranging all the way from a heavy net

to sheepskins. 2) Fear of thieves, therefore closed and barred houses. This

fa is a vers practical basis, and cannot be rated as a superstition in China.

-. Fear of being alone, therefore overcrowding even when it is not neces-

sary. 4) Sleeping with covered heads.

Still others hare a distinctly economic basis : 1) Mud floors and dark

houses are the lot of most of China's millions. Only the wealthy have

windows and wooden floor?. 2) Congested housing generally, both in

family and community. 3) Insufficient food and unbalanced diet from

Malnutrition from halt cooked rice and vegetables seems to

have its origin in lack of fuel, so that only the minimum amount is used.

Is there a Class Incidence?—To the question: "Is tuberculosis

apparently more common among the poorer classes in your locality?" there

have been varied answers, but the majority have replied negatively. Four
out of five who replied in the affirmative mention poor nourishment as tie

reason for the greater prevalence among the poor. One doctor from Kwang-
tung makes the observation that tuberculous glands are more common
among the poor and pulmonary tuberculosis more common among the rich.

Occupational Relationship—"Does tuberculosis in your section appear

to have any occupational relationship, and if so, what?" Summarized in

the order of frequency mentioned, shop-keepers and students head the list,

and boatmen and fishermen seem to show the lowest incidence. From the

North comes the report that carpet weavers are among the most common
victims. The "old teacher class," sailors and soldiers in barracks come in

for special mention.

Tuberculosis in Mis-ion Schools—Considerable time has been spent in

the study of this particular group, as it is a matter of such vital interest

to the missions working in China. Physicians were asked to report on ex-

aminations or observations of students, as regards the incidence of tuber-

culosis. Very little information was received, and not enough to even
attempt a summary statement. Two reports from Szechwan show the

highest incidence : "In a Mission Boys* School of fifty-one students,

twenty 'suspicious' cases were found." "In a school of sixty children, one
is dying of tuberculosis of bladder, several have tuberculous glands, many
have symptoms of pulmonary tuberculosis, two fairly severe, and there is

one case of tuberculosis of the bones.'

A report from a girls' school in Foochow states that according to the
history given by students themselves, there is tuberculosis in 16 per cent
of the parents, and that 5.8 per cent of the students have had haemoptysis.

On the other hand a number of reports state that tuberculosis is not

common among students, as they are admitted only after physical examina-
tion. In such a school in Peking, among S50 students there were four

cases of pulmonary tuberculosis, six cases of gland tuberculosis, two of

tuberculosis of the rectum and one of the testicles.

Analysis of one hundred Student Examinations—While in Szechw.in
the writer had the opportunity to study over a period of six months a

group of one handled students. The group consisted of all the girls in an
higher primary mission school, 75 in number,, and the first 25 from a boys'
schoo! of more advanced grade who volunteered for a prophylactic examina-
tion. There was no selection of cases.

The average age of the girls according to their statements was 14*4
years. They seemed much older than this in physical development and
appearance, and one of the teachers adds the informatkn that 15% would
be much nearer the actual average age. The average age of the boys ex-
amined was 17, according to their statements, and this appeared reasonable.

The family history as to tuberculosis was determined in 90 of the 100

cases. The summary of these is as follows :

46 per cent—Negative for tuberculosis so far as known.

i 7 M One or both parents died of tuberculosis.

* „ Brothers or sisters died of tuberculosis.

% „ Parents living, recognized as tuberculous.

!2 M Parents living, suffering from chronic cough.

3 „ One or more brothers and sisters tuberculous.

6 „ One or both parents dead, cause unknown.

10 ,, No history.

From the above we see that 20 per cent of these students have had

deaths in their immediate family due to tuberculosis ; 6 per cent recognue

tuberculosis in their immediate living relatives, 12 per cent more give a

family history' « which tuberculosis figures as the largest probability. One

of the missionary teachers, who has known these children and their families

over a considerable period, considers this an exceedingly low estimate, and

relieves if all the facts could be secured the percentage would be much

higher. These figures are based merely on the statements of the students,

and probably represent the minimum rather than an excessive percentage.

The results of the examinations have been grouped as follows :

8 Incipient tuberculosis.

2 Moderately advanced tuberculosis.

7 Tuberculous glands.

2 Bronchiectasis.

20 Arrested or partially arrested tuberculosis.

6 Suspicious cases for further observation,

55 Negative for tuberculosis.

We cannot draw any conclusions as to conditions in the average

school from the writer's experience in this one. In visiting forty-twa

schools and colleges in North, East, South, Central and West China I have

been impressed, however, as any medical person would be, with the

frequency of tuberculosis in the student body. I have been able to make
a good many chest examinations in cases especially referred by physicians

and teachers, have been called to attend students with pulmonary

hemorrhage on several occasions, and to examine discharging sinuses, the

result of bone and gland tuberculosis. With the background of this

experience I am prepared to believe that the school reported above is not

worse than many others.

To what degree are the missions responsible for these tuberculous

students? Should they be allowed to remain in the schools, or sent

home -where their chances for recovery are considerably lessened ? These

are matters in which one cannot dogmatize, although there are certain prin-

ciples which ought to give some guidance in this matter.

One thing seems obvious, and that is that open ease* of tuberculosis

with sputum containing bacilli are too dangerous as sources of infection to

be allowed to remain in school. Some such cases may be very chronic and
apparently less ill than others, but are the more dangerous on this account.

Medical examinations at least annually, with special attention oftener

to the tuberculous students and tuberculous suspects is most certainly the
responsibility of the medical staff of the missions.

Until there- are more opportunities for students to be cared for in sana-

toria, it seems contingent upon the mission hospitals to make provision for

such cases, upon porches or in open air wards or shacks especially construc-

ted for this purpose. This is feeing done in many places, but in the
majority of cases it is felt that the small hospital capacity should be re-

served for acute cases and any tuberculous case is denied admission. It

is not too much to say that most early cases would overcome their infection

if they could have three or four months in bed under close medical supervi-

sion in the mission hospital. The unwillingness of students to submit to

the long treatment necessary for recovery- can only be met by long and
patient teaching on the nature of the disease.

The school administrator is more directly responsible for the prophy-
lactic measures, to prevent the breaking down of the potentially tubercul-
ous, and also for the health of those who have arrested lesions. There has
seemed to he a genuine concern on the part of teachers to do the right thing
for tuberculous students, so far as rhey can learn what it is.

Why do so many students break down in school, when they are having
so much better food and hygiene than they would have at home in the
average case ? We must recognize that we are putting upon them an un-
accustomed strain, and that we cannot excuse ourselves by giving them
conditions slightly belter than they would have at home, but must be eon-
tent with nothing less than the best.

Crowded, airless sleeping quarters, heavy bed nets, lack of regular
exercise out of doors, bad posture, over-crowded school and study rooms,
poor bathing facilities, habit of sleeping with heads covered, insufficient
diet, all these have been noted in a general survey of many schools as con-
tributing causes to the lessened resistance of students to the omnipresent
tuberculous infection.

Have we any moral right to jeopardize the health of an entire student
body by taking in more students than the buildings can accommodate with-
out overcrowding? For the sake of keeping the boarding fees low and the
scliool budget economical, have we any right to keep the meat ration at the
zero point, when it means an unbalanced diet and insufficient food for the
student who needs the maximum of nutrition ? A student may be gaining
in weight because he is growing, and still be undernourished as to EJs
tissues. There appears to be little if any foreign supervision of the diet
in mission schools and the question arises whether this is not a weakness in
cur system. It is not only the kind and quantity of food, but the cooking
as well, that needs intelligent supervision by a foreigner or foreign trained
Chinese. A missionary in Korea found that tuberculosis practically dis-
appeared in a certain school after the correction of the diet. His experience
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fo so convincing that I quote it for the benefit of school administrators in

China :

"In 1913-14 there were about forty women in the school dormitory,

housed in a foreign style building,—a hospital. The diet was the usual

one in such schools, rice, kiinchi (sourkraut) and pickle, with some

vegetables. Very little meat or fish was given and the variety was

extremely limited. That year there were five cases of tuberculosis among
students, so ill that they had to leave the school, and two of this number

died. . . . We advised greater variety of food and more meats and fish.

The health of the students improved- Later the school was moved to a

much poorer building, and the diet still further improved, and three years

ago the school occupied a new building of its own. In the six years

following the improvement of the diet I am not aware of one case of

tuberculosis among the students. The general health of the students is

good and they are capable and fit."

Doubtless there soon will be available scientific diet standards for

China, as various investigators are working on this problem. This will be

a distinct advance in the understanding of our tuberculosis amelioration.

The Task—The problem of tuberculosis in any country resolves itself

into two—each fairly distinct in its working program :

(i) The care of those wb» are sources of infection.

(2) Education to prevent infection.

The first, considered numerically, under existing conditions in China

is mentally staggering. One can not do belter than turn back to the appeal

of all physicians working in China, as expressed in a resolution passed by

the Executive Committee of the China Medical Missionary Association in

1915, and add his or her hearty endorsement

;

"In view of the fact that enormous numbers of Chinese are suffering

from tuberculosis and that large numbers of our most promising students

succumb to the disease, and that many of the most valued members of

the staffs of the different missions are taken from their services for the

Church at the time of their greatest usefulness,"

"Be *t therefore resolved that the Executive Committee of the China

Medical Missionary Assoc iatien earnestly calls the attention of the missions

to the need of sanatoria for the treatment of Chinese suffering from

tuberculosis and urges the establishment of these institutions as a pait

of the medical missionary enterprise, and suggests that where they cannot

be supported by individual missions, several missions should unite in

suitable centers for this purpose."

A splendid beginning has been made at Ruling, where there is a

tuberculosis hospital conducted for Chinese by the Kuling Council,

representing missionary and other residents of Kuling, and under the able

supervision of Dr. W. H. Venable. The professional class comprise the

largest number of patients,—preachers, students, nurses, doctors, and

teachers. The hospital is housed in old Chinese buildings, poorly

adapted for this work, and the need is great for new buildings and equip-

ment fee diagnosis and treatment.

The need for more such centers is very great and urgent, although

they will touch only the fringe of the problem. The larger task comes

back to the general mission hospital, in the handling of out-patients as

well as of those who are elected for hospital care. It may be that

experience in China will follow that of other countries, in that genera!

public health work received its inception through anti-tuberculosis

agencies. The tuberculosis dispensary was the parent of the public heaUh
dispensary, the tuberculosis nurse was the forerunner of the public health

nurse. The patient, persistent work of these nurses must have been one

of the large factors in the reduced mortality in the large cities of America.

Thev made regular visits to the tuberculous patient, instructing him as

to the nature of the disease, how to prevent infection of others, providing

him with sputum receptacles, endea*»ouring in even,7 way to improve the

living and sleeping conditions, and urging return to the disptnsary

at regular periods. Is a similar program workable in China? There

would of necessity be modifications. There would need to be a male nurse

and a female nurse, the latter being an older woman in order to meet the

proprieties if the locality be a conservative one. A special half day at the

dispensary for the tuberculous patients would not only save the

physician's time but be an encouragement to the patients to come. Such
a clinic often resolves itself into a tuberculosis class, the first part of the

time being given over tc instruction directed to the whole group, an 3

then individual examinations to record the progress of the patient and
give such individual advice and encouragement as may be needed. These

classes are hardly possible without the follow-up work of the tuberculosis

curse. Of course the work would be discouraging, and months might pa<s

before there would be any visible results.

The second part of our problem—i.e., education to prevent or resist

infection—is the responsibility of all the agencies working for human
betterment in China. The task is too stupendous for the medical profession

alone, and must be shared by educators, pastors, and community workers

of all kinds. We have in the China Council on Health Education a

splendid piece of machinery for centralizing and guiding our efforts, but its

work can only be effective as it has the cooperation of all local agencies.

Why not a council for health education in each mission center, with repre-

sentatives from all the missions or other agencies working therein, meeting

regularly to plan and execute health campaigns, exhibits, demonstration

lectures, courses in health education for mission and government schools,

and otherwise meeting any local and special problems in this line. In many
sections of China individual agencies are carrying on splendid, construc-

tive programs. Peking lias already launched a comprehensive program of

health education for institutions of higher learning. The plan provided for

twenty lecturers, including physicians, nurses, preachers and teachers. One
lecture each week throughout the school year was given to the entire

student holy of each of the four institutions participating. The course

provided for laboratory work, examinations, exhibits, and extension work

to be carried on by students during the summer.

LEPROSY IN CHINA
The modern estimate indicating an approximate minimum of over two

millions of leper subjects in the world, together with the cumulative

evidence that in most countries the disease is on the increase, re-emphasizes

its menace to the world's health and the need of seriously attacking its

progress. One well recognized method of fighting the disease has been

known for hundreds of years. It is, therefore, a cause of the deepest

regret that, in certain countries of the Far East where leprosy abounds,

and especially in China, no attempt has been made to profit by such

knowledge.
In the middle ages, Great Britain and France swarmed with leprosy.

In more recent years there were crowds of people suffering from this dis-

tressing disease in Nonary and Sweden. Apart from probably one or two

hundred subjects who have returned from tropical and sub-tropical lands,

but few lepers are to be found in Britain today. The same can be said of

France. In Scandinavia the number of lepers has decreased to such an

extent that the State Leper Asylums there are now being turned to other

uses. Nearer to China we have the small groups making up the Philippine

Islands. Ten years ago there were said to be over 9,000 lepers there.

Today there are only 4,000. In the Hawaiian Islands twelve years ago

over 1,300 cases were recorded ; not half that number are said now to

exist. What brought about the extinction of the disease in endemic form

in Europe, and what during the past ten years has produced such marked

results in the Philippines and Hawaiian Islands? Simply a serious-

attempt in the interests of public health to enforce a system of segregation.

Leprosy is due to a specific bacillus, and is contagious. There is

generally a long period of incubation, in most cases extending into years.

Undoubtedly poverty, dirt, and ignorance of the elementary principles nl

hygiene, are the greatest factors in creating favourable conditions for its

spread. On the other hand, people of high standards of living are not free

from the disease. Contact with lepers, however remote or iuesqplainabie,

may conceivably account for the cases to be found these days among cul-

tured people of the Western races.

The geographical distribution of leprosy shows that neither race, tem-

perature, nor altitude, has any determining influence in its propagation.

The disease as met with in mass in such places as India and China, is

of three kinds

;

{1} One of these is known as Anaesthetic Leprosy. In such cases

the sense of feeling is absent in those parts of the body affected. The early

symptoms are followed by breaking down of certain nerves and muscles,

with consequent mutilation of hands and feet, and marked paralysis.

2) The second form is tc be found in many of China's city streets and
is easily recognized by the passer by. It is known as Tubercular or

Nodular Leprosy. There is great disfigurement in the secondary and

tertiary stages of this form of the disease, together with extensive ulcera-

tions and breaking dowm of tissues and internal organs. Acute pain and

much discemfert are associated with Nodular Leprosy,

ji The third kind is a combination of both Anaesthetic and Tuber-

cular Leprosy and is known as the mixed type of the disease.

It was not till the the year 1S74 that a Society under Christian manage-

ment was founded to care specialty for the lepers. Using the funds which

came to it through the years in the most economical manner possible, it

has only been able completely to establish, or take part in superintending,

some 100 odd leper centers in India, China, and the Far East generally.

At these centers physical relief is given and spiritual instruction imparted.

Gratifying as these zones of Christian helpfulness in the leper world may
be, they are far too few, and must only be regarded as demonstrations of

what Christianity can accomplish, and as guides to the future course of

the Church. Certainly, in view of the fact that it is computed that one in

every Soo persons in the world is a leper, they can in no way be representerl

as meeting the vast leper need.

The Mission to Lepers does not send out missionaries. Through

the years the various Mission Boards working in the Far East have

permitted their missionaries to act as honorary superintendents of the

asylums without extra compensation. Therefore all money contributed

through the Mission to Lepers goes directly to supplying the needs of the

inmates. In the case of Governmental and Municipal asylums, the

Mission to lepers provides travelling and supplies expenses of ministers

and Christian teachers. In a few instances where missionaries of American

Boards are supervising such asylums, the Mission to Lepers gives "grants

in aid," or supports Christian teachers who visit the institutions. The
work of the Mission to Lepers in China and elsewhere consists of :

—

(a) The establishing of asylums for lepers and homes for their un-

tainted childdren.

fb) Granting funds in aid of asylums in connection with other

societies.

(c) Maintaining Christian instruction in asylums where it is vst

otherwise provided.

(d) Securing Government grants when possible to cover cost of food,

clothes, shelter, and medical supplies for its lepers.

(e) Urging and aiding Governments to secure segregation of lepers
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within their domains and of bringing modern treatment to bear on the

\ scientific survev of kprosv in Chin* has been attempted with re-

sults which are full of' interest. Calculations based on the survey reveal

the presence of some 400,000 lepers in the iS provinces alone.

The distribution of these unfortunate people is of significance. From

the fact that lepers are known to abound in Siberia it would naturally be

expected th-it leprosv would be found in endemic form in North China.

Except for vagrants and immigrants from Siberia and Shantung, however,

lew are actually to be encountered there. To the northwest, among the

Mohammedan and Chinese population in Kansu, leprosy is prevalent and

extends to the borders of Tibet Running from there m a narrow belt it

is found in scattered "foci" in the province of Yunnan. In Central China

there is a well defined area of the disease. In Kiangsi, lepers are also to

be met with. The most extaisive leper districts are to be found 111 the

maritime provinces of China. Beginning from Shantung and proceeding

south through Kiangsu, Chekiang, Fukien, Kwangtung and Kwangsi, tue

disease is endemic and covers wide areas.

In most of these provinces work has l>een undertaken by the Mission

to lepers fas the accompanying Table will show), but much yet remains

to be flone. Forttmatelv as the result of the activities of the Mission to

Lepers the authorities of certain provinces are taking new heed to the

leper question. The value of segregation is being investigated afresh, ami

for the most part it is admitted that it, combined with scientifi:

treatment, is the only solution of the leper problem.

A most encouraging phase of this Governmental interest in the leper

is the adoption of the methods advocated by the Mission to Lepers in

regard to the general arrangements and management of leper colonies and

settlements. This form of leadership may surely be looked upon as a valu-

able contribution to the welfare of the whole world, for it includes also

such matters as medical aid, hospitals, schools, removal and upbringing

of the untainted children of lepers, the useful employment and spiritual

instruction of all the residents of these leper institutions.

A noteworthy outcome of this work among the outcast lepers is the pro-

gress made towards discovering a real cure for the disease. Zealous an 1

untiring work towards this object has been carried on for years at several

leper centers. Today the medical solution in the fight with leprosy is most

hopeful. The claim of China's lepers on our sympathies, and the pre-

ventive fluty to ourselves and our neighbours should not go unheeded.

Our endeavour should be entirely to rid China of leprosy. Meantime the

menace of the disease is real ; suffering humanity cries aloud for help. A
specific cure in all probability is at last in our hands ; body and soul can

alike be healed.

It has been said that Governmental action will follow Christian leader-

ship. So far little has been attempted for the relief of lepers in Kansu, in

many parts of Yunnan, Shantung, Kwangtung, Kwangsi, and indeed in

all the infected areas. The Christian Church must take the lead here as in

other lands, and Governmental, local, and othei authorities may be ex-

pected to help later.

With the hearty co-operation of scientific workers, and with a united

effort on the part of the Christian world, one festering sore of the human

race may now be healed. May we not hope that a new victory will be thtw

added in this materia'istic age, to the record of the Christian and en-

lightened Church in its real desire and effort for the healing of the leper ?

LEPER WORK IN CHINA

Shantung Tengbsien -J Leper institutions Yes

Tsinan (a) do. Yes

Kiangsu Tsingkiangpu (a) do. Yes

Chekiang ... Hangchow Leper homes Yes

Kiangsi Jaoehow Leper almshouse

Nanehang ... ... Leper asylum
North Kiangsi ... Leper village

Hupeh Siaokan
|
Institution for

male lepers

Yes

Fokien Fooehow ... ... Leper institution

and children's

home

Yes

Hinghwafu Leper villages Yes
do. Yes

Hokchiang 1 do. Yes
Kienningfu do. Yes
Kucheng j

Leper home Yes

Kutienbsien Leper villages Yes

Loyiianhsien .. Leper villages and

i
children's home

Yes

Sienyu Leper villages Yes

Yenpingfa ... ..
' Leper villages and

leper home
Yes

Kwangtung... Canton
'

: Leper villages Yes

Hainan Island ..
! Leper work of

various kinds
Yes

Lotingchow ; Institutions for

males and
females

Pakhoi ... .. do.

Sheklung Leper colony

Sunning District ;
Leper villages Yes

Swatow {a) ;
Institutions for

males and
females

Yes

Taikam Island (a), Leper colony Yes
Tungkun :

Institutions for

males and
females

Yes

Kwangsi Wucbow ! Leper villages and
boat mission

Yes

Yunnan Chaotung
j
Leper villages Yes

Wjitingchow
1 do. Yes

Yes
Y«s

PN
UnMedColl
&BMB
PS
CMS

Chinese
community

do.

CMML
LMS

CMS

CMS
MEFB
CMS
CMS
CMS
CMS
CMS

CMS
MEFB

SBC&PN
PN

Yes

RCA

CMS
Bom. Catb.

SBC
ABF

SBC
BM

YVMMS

CMC
CIM

(a) Contemplated in near future.

THE ILLEGAL TRADE IN NARCOTICS
Native cultivation of Poppy and production of Opium—The cultivation

of poppy, and the use and sale of opium are strictly forbidden by present

laws in China. Mandates have been issued repeatedly and special orders

sent to all Provincial Governors enforcing these lews. The charge, there-

fore, of encouraging the cultivation of poppy as recently carried on,

cannot be brought against either the Peking or Canton Governments,

although it is frequently asserted that some of the leading Ministers in

both governments have themselves been opium smokers. The internecine

strife between different military leaders for factional or personal ambitions,

has been the main cause for the reactionary cultivation of opium. In this

respect the southern provinces have been worse than provinces in the

north. Shensi has suffered most, while opium grown there has cursed

other provinces as well, especially Honan. Other provinces where opium

has been largely cultivated are Szechwan, Kweichow, Yunnan, and Fukien.

Southern Fukien has produced more opium than northern Fukien which

is under the control of Peking. Under either Government, however, the

cultivation of poppy has been enforced, the object being to enrich the

military commanders and to pay the troops.

There has been a monotonous sameness in the way the cultivation of

poppy has been encouraged. Mandates were first issued forbidding the

planting of poppy and stating the fine per move in case these mandates

were ignored. Captains and lieutenants were then sent with their soldiers

to see that either the poppy was planted and the fine paid, or some
substitute payment made by the farmers and village elders. Wealthy
men in the neighbourhood were subject to extortion. Often when the

opium was ripe, the soldiers would visit the place a second time and seize

large amounts of it as teserve. All this has been accompanied with

violence, whenever the villagers have opposed the military. Men have
been shot, or tortured, their clothes dipped in oil and fired, women and
girls have been defiled, and whole villages have been burnt down. The
British and American Legations have protested but in vain. Military

leaders obey no orders but their own. Lin Tsun-hou, at present dividing

the rule, and representing Peking in Szechwan, is responsible for the

murder by his soldiers of fourteen men in Shensi who, acting under orders

were destroying the poppy at Hanchungfu. Tang Chi-yao, Yunnan,

issued an order forbidding the cultivation of poppy and especially mention-

ing the Churches as under this prohibition, while at the same time he

maintained his opium store in Yiinnanfu.

In addition to provinces already mentioned, poppy has recently been

cultivated in restricted sections of other provinces. At Hokienfti in

Chihli it has been grown openly although the report received by the

International Anti-Opium Association stated, "This is the governor's

home, what can you expect?" In Manchuria, on the hills and along the

Sungari River in Suiyuan, and around Jehol, poppy has been freely

cultivated. Some excuse has been made by opium cultivators in Yunnan
and Kweichow on the ground that a great deal of opium is annually pro-

duced in Burma and smuggled across the borders. "Why should Chinese
silver flow out of the province to pajf for Burmese opium," these cultivators

remark, "when Chinese themselves can grow the poppy, making the pro-

fits, and keeping the silver in China?" The amount of opium produced
in these provinces, and smuggled down the Yangtze River must be very
great, and thus far has created serious difficulties in the Customs services.

In 1919 the Chinese Customs seized 48,575 lbs. of opium (21 tons, ri

cwt,, 3 qrs., 19 lbs.), and in 1920 the amounts seized equalled 06,627 i°s->

(45 tons, 2 cwt., 2 qrs., 27 lbs.) This latter is almost double the amount
seized in the previous year. It is said that the increase js due to seizures
of opium en route from western to the eastern provinces. As a natural
consequence those interested in maintaining the India trade, and the
Hongkong monopoly, point out that China is breaking the agreement
made with the British Government, and there is no sufficient reason for the
exclusion of Indian opium.

Although the assertion has been made that China is now growing as
much poppy as in the early years of this century, the situation is happily
not so bad, for in large districts where opium was previously produced,
none is now to be seen. It has been estimated by good authorities that
in 1905 the amount of opium produced in China was at least sixfold, if

not eightfold the amount imported. In spite of the present reactionary
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-movement the total sapply of opium produced in 1920 must fall very far

"below that amount.
Imported Opium—'.Since the importation of opium into China is illegal

no published trade reports are obtainable from which the actual amounts

of opium smuggled into the country annually can be ascertained. A few

facts will show that the amount must be very considerable. Opium is

/grown by the hill tribes in Burma, and many Chinese farmers, are known
to cross the Burmese border, cultivate the opium and later find it an easy

matter to bring large quantities back with them. Xo figures are available

to indicate the amounts thus smuggled into China. Although again

unable to produce exact figures, it is certain that a large amount of opium

reaches China through the opium combines of Singapore, Hongkong and

Macao. It was stated recently by the International Anti-Opium Associa-

tion in a Memorandum presented to the British Minister that 45 per cent

a£ the revenues of the Straits Settlements was derived from opium.

Hongkong- in 1919 imported from India 540 cases of opium on Government

Account and s6g cases privately, of which 469 cases were re-export..

Macao, the Macao Opium Monopoly being dependent on the amounts thus

received from Hongkong. It is difficult to believe that Hong

,-ses of opium annually although from the constant cases of illegal

possession of opium brought before the Hongkong Courts of Justice, one

•gathers that a very large amount is consumed by the islanders. Again in

Macao the amounts imported are certainly not all used there. Seizures

have been made of opium sent recently from Macao to the United States.

The large revenue derived from the safe of opium in the Straits Settlements

also indicates a trade extending far beyond the Straits Settlements.

Undoubtedly, there is a strong ring of smugglers who find it very profitable

and not very difficult to export large amounts of opium from these places

and import them surreptitiously into China, at unfrequented ports along

China's extended coast line.

mmary of the Foreign Commerce of the United State?

:gives these figures concerning the exportation of opium for the year

•ending June 1919* "quantity, 10,571 lbs. vahu The succeeding

year there was an enormous increase -in the amount exported, the

figures being, "quantit- lbs. value $1,645,530." Of this amount

opium to the value of over $1,400,000 was exported to Japan. As the

importation of opium into Japan is forbidden, it is not unreasonable to

suppose that the amount of opium seat to Japan, was re-shipped at Kobe

and eventually found its way to China.

With regard to the Opium Monopoly in Manchuria the Japan Weekly

•Chronicle of February 25th, 1921 reports that while the Government

figures reported profits equalling Yen x,Soo,ooo, they really amounted to

Yen 4,832,700. This charge of concealment of the profits made while

indignantly repudiated by the government, brought out the fact that pro-

fits had been made and amounted to nearly- two million Yen. "The Oil

Taint and Drug Reporter" of Sept. 27, 1920, published at Tokyo, states that

"A Chinese firm's smuggling of opium and morphine has just been exposed

-on the arrival of a Japanese steamer chartered by it to carry drugs worth

a million Yen to a port near Hankow." The large seizures of smuggled

•opium by Customs officials as reported from time to time prove that very

Targe amounts of opium are being smuggled into China annually. The

trade mast be both extensive and profitable, otherwise it could not survive

the frequent heavy losses caused by large seizures. The "Peking Daily

News" of March 4, 1921 gives the "Yi Shih Pao" as authority for the

statement that on the 24th February several Japanese merchants were

arrested, and $60,000 worth of morphia discovered among their effects.

Also that papers and telegrams were found later proving that $300,000

worth of opium had also been smuggled info China by these parties. One

•of the men arrested had spent more than ten years in Manchuria where

l*e had established the South Manchurian Agricultural Company, which

profited by opium smuggling to the extent of $3,600,000. The full acctirac.v

of the above statements made by the "Yi Shih Pao" may be questioned but

on the other hand since there is known to be a very large traffic iu opium

•tarried on by Japanese in Manchuria, the report is not unbelievable.

Importation of Morphia, Heroin, Cocaine, and similar drugs—The

.gradual suppression of the opium traffic in China, reducing the abnormal

profits of opium merchants, was met at once by those engaged in the

traffic by the importation of Large quantities of morphia, cocaine and

similar drugs. The large number of those addicted to the use of opium

who now could no longer obtain it except at exorbitant prices, and sur-

reptitiously, constituted a bod3T of ready customers eager to purchase any

narcotic that would satisfy their craving. Thus there was found in China

an open market at once for the sale of these drugs. Morphia being the

alkaloid of opium that contained the narcotic principle, upon being

substituted in place of opium for the addict's consumption rapidly

increased the evil. The craving for morphia once acquired has a far

stronger hold on its victim than that created by opium, and the methods

ttsed to obtain sales rapidly swept enormous numbers of fresh victims into

the net, many of whom were in total ignorance of the dangers into which

they were entrapped.

The amount of morphia imported into China through Japan, according

to Japanese official returns reached 6oo,2-?6 oz. in 1917. The Memorandusri

presented to the British Minister, Sir Beilby Alston, by the International

Anti-Opium Association, Peking, shows that while the morphia imported

into Japan during the five years 1903-07 amounted to 120,926 oz., during

the five years 1915-19 the amounts imported were 2,091,779 oz. It is

assumed that Japan manufactures more than enough morphia for its own
consumption, therefore this enormous importation of morphia could hardly

have been intended for any other purpose "than sale to the Chinese. The

question has often been asked in China, whence do these enormous

supplies of morphia come? The Peking International Association for

several months paid heavy lawyers' fees in order that the cases of opium

end morphia smuggling which were brought before the consular courts

at Shanghai might be carefully watched, and the names of the manufac-
turers discovered. The Chinese Customs officials have also very obligingly

sent the labels taken from the parcels containing morphia smuggled into

the ctuntry to the Secretary of the Association at Peking, whence it -

appears that this morphia is chiefly supplied by firms ot manuiaet::

chemists in London, Edinburgh, Philadelphia, and New York, all firms

tf good standing and high repute. Lately also the names of Continental

manufacturers appear, and it seems thai superfluous quantities of these

narcotics left over from war supplies are being dumped into China. An
advertisement recently published in Tokj-o offered for sale in addition to

large supplies of morphia, 1,000 tons of cocaine.

While the Bri: -nent attempts to prevent the exportation

of morphia to the Far East, it appeared recentlv that large supplies have
been shipped to New York, and thence transferred in bond across the

United St;-. I for China. At once the Brit: ment
approached the United EH rnment re this matter and met with a

sympathetic response. On the rf trios of morphia through the
tag checked, large orders for morphia came to China

ty, and on the British Government refusing to allow exports
of morphia to Norway to exceed pre-war supplies, orders came from
Mexico. Undoubtedly there is an internation dators and
traders engaged in pushing the sale of narcotics, and at the present time

ppear to be specially busy in flooding China and th< United States,

not only with opium, but with morphia, heroin, cocaine, and other
narcotics.

In response to a petition presented to the President bv the Interna-
tional Anti-Opium Association, in which the Branch Associations united
with the Peking Headquarters, the Peking Govern:: amended

and Orders controlling the sale of morphia, and the in:

used for hypodermic inject: : amended orders came into
for.e on Dec. 31, 1920, but are only until a Parliament can be
elected and they can be made permanent.

There are two methods by which the trader in th as drugs
is encouraged; cue is through the direct sale of m
cotame by hypodermic injections, and the other by the manufacture and

: numerous preparations containing these > Japansee must
be held largely responsible for the practice of selling '. injections.
There is 110 proof that the Japanese Government purposely sent hundreds
of these traders to spread their sales in China, with the object of degr;
and demoralizing the Chinese people, but certainly no sufficient care
taken on the part of the Japanese Government to prevent these traders
flooding China. The International Anti-Opium Association at its

Tientsin, and Tsinan Branches has collected abundant proof o:

activities of these traders. Some of them would travel from village to
village, offering to relieve pain and acre disease by hypodermic injections,
an 1 often making no charge for the first injections given. The immediate
results of the injection would in many cases appear very satisfactory, and
before long many received them. The small charges first made were after-

wards increased, and in a few weeks a number of victims had been made,
thus ensuring a certainty of demand. The editor of the "Peking and Tien-
tsin Times" published a Black List of the Chinese, Japanese, and Russian
shops openly or secretly engaged in this nefarious business, and while
some of the offenders were convicted and wherever possible deported, many
remained.

The other method employed is that of preparing many different pre-

parations, chiefly in the form of pills, which are advertised as panaceas,
and are widely sold. At times seizures have been made at the

factories, which are carried on with as much secrecy as possible,

though they are wide spread; and very numerous. The pills are generally
put up iu very attractive forms. The narcotic contained in these pit's

will often relieve pain temporarily and to the patient at least appear to be
of such value that large purchases are made. These pills are freely taken
by many who are unaware of what is happening and who unknowingly
become victims to the debasing habit.

The strongest complaints concerning this business have come from
Honan and Shausi. One of the commonest forms prepared is known as

the I Li Chin Tan. Apparently there is no definite recipe for this pill, and
some specimens seized have been foand to contain no morphia, while other

specimens have a large percentage of the drug. It seems probable that

harmless preparations are first sold, and then under the same name
a dragged pill is introduced. Well-to-do families in Honan are reported

to be extensively engaged in this business. Also a very large trade and
many manufactories exist in Chihli and Shansi, especially along the Cbeng-
tai Railway. The Shansi Branch of the International Anti-Opium As-

sociation, together with the Peking and Tientsin Associations, are closely

watching this traffic. While what is going on is well known it has been
impossible up to the present time to obtain sufficient evidence to give

certain proof, and lead to the conviction of the guilty.

The Chinese Customs have seized and examined a large number of

medical preparations and have obligingly placed lists and full information

in the hands of the Peking Anti-Opium Association. A brief examination

of these lists will show the multiple character of this ss, and the

subtle and dishonest methods adopted to the injury of the Chinese people.

While the above statements show that the traffic in narcotics is very

active, on the other hand, there is a growing determination in all civilized

nations to bring this narcotic trade under complete and efficient control.

During the last two years the Anti-Opium Associations in various

countries have taken a new lease on life, while in China the International

Anti-Opium Association, started simultaneously in Peking, Shanghai, and
Tientsin, has been unceasing in its efforts. The whole matter is now
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fee League of Nations, which is pledged to bring about the enforce-

ment of the Hague Opium Convention of 1912-13, and a Committee has

been especially to deal with this traffic. Great Britain, the

od Japan hare recently passed fresh and more stringent

let! new regnlations. The Japanese Government replying

to re- 4e by the International Anti-Opiura Association,

Peking, has definitely promised to abolish the Opium Monopolies ait

Tsingtau and in the Leased Territory in Manchuria. The Peking

a has also detenu; e 1 to make special efforts to <•

the suppression of Opium Monopolies in India, the Straits Settlements, the

Malay States, and Ceylon. The recent contract made beti

the Indian Government and Hongkong for the importation of 10 cases of

opium monthly foe the next five years, at a fixed price, while stopping

short of prohibition is nevertheless a great step in advance. In 1919 Hong-

kong imported 1,390 cases, and if the maximum amount <c- be imported be

now limited to 120 cases per annum, a reduction of the trade by over ninety

per cent will result. The recent action of the British, American, and

Japanese Governments will, it is hoped, bring about a large diminution*

in the amount of narcotics imported into China, although there are large

stocks always on hand that traders will attempt to dispose of by any

means within their power.

The above statement of facts should awaken a larger interest in this

campaign against narcotics in China than has yet been shown by the

nonary body. The Roman Catholic mi

rendered ex ice by their careful and detailed replies to a ques-

tionnaire st .'onseigneur Jarlin, and circulated widely throughout

China. The service that can be rendered by missionaries, and the

gTave dangers to the welfare of the Chinese people existing through this-

traffic form strong appeals for their help in forming local Anti-Opium

Associations that will be educative, and will report eases of poppy cultiva-

tion, and illegal sa'es of narcotics to the proper authorities, as well as

assist in giving useful information to the International Anti-Opium

Association at Peking.

ACTIVITIES OF THE CHINA MEDICAL BOARD
The purpose of the China Medical Board of the Rockefeller Foundation

is to cooperate with other agencies in the gradual development of a

system of scientific medicine in China. In other countries preventive

work in medicine first engaged the main efforts of the Foundation, since

the fostering of public health presents the prospect of far larger results

in the welfare of nations and individuals for the expenditure of any given

sum than an equal expenditure of effort and money on the treatment of

the side. In China, however, several factors have contributed to defer the

initiation of direct activities in hygiene and preventive medicine by the

RockeCel'.er Foundation.

In the first place, systematic protection of the public health is proper-

ly a government function, and while private agencies can sometimes give

valuable aid in such activities, their efforts are usuallv most effective

when they are subordinated to a carefully conceived program of some
governmental unit such as a province or municipality. In the disturbed

political conditions new prevailing throughout China, with frequent

changes in the government, and with the authorities preoccupied as thej'

are with other more pressing problems, the prospects for the early develop-

ment of public health work on a large scale have not been encourag-

ing. A second difficulty lies in the fact that confidence in scientific medi-

cine is not sufficiently wide-spread to ensure the cooperation on the part

of the people that would be necessary for the most effective work. Fur-

thermore it is clear that while much of preventive medicine as it is known
in the West could immediately be applied to China, the conditions to be

dealt with, whether biological, social, or economic, are so different from

those in the West that it is important that any large effort in public

health work should be preceded by a period of careful study of local con-

ditions, in order that the measures undertaken may be adapted to them.

Finally, it must be admitted that a highly trained personnel is as neces-

sary for a public health program as for the manning of hospitals, and

that the number of doctors now available in China is not sufficient for any

considerable extension of either kind of work.

The problem of medical education was therefore indicated as that

which first demanded attention. With this in mind the following lines

of activity have suggested themselves :

1. Pre-medical education, through strengthening of science courses

in colleges.

2. Medical education :

a. undergraduate courses;

b. training of investigators, teachers, and clinical specialists,

through prolonged graduate courses and through practical

work under proper guidance;

c. stimulating of private practitioners and missionary doctors,

both foreign and Chinese, by short graduate courses.

3. Medical research, especially with reference to problems of the Far

East.

4. Improvement of hospitals as training centers for internes and

nurses, as models for imitation, as indispensable adjuncts to the practis-

ing physician, and as means of popular education.

5. Diffusion among the Chinese people of a knowledge of modern
medicine and public health.

6. Fostering of professional ethics through development of character

and ideals of service.

The most important contribution of the China Medical Board Isas

been the reorganization of the Peking Union Medical College, which has

included the gathering of a large staff of teachers, nurses, and adminis-

trative officers, recruited in part from institutions in the United States,

Canada, and Great Britain, in part from among persons with considerable

experience in medical missionary work in China, and now in increasing

numbers from well-trained Chinese. The staff now includes 15 pre-

medical teachers, 57 teachers in the medical school, 31 nurses, and 4$

administrative and technical officers. Of these, 123 are foreigners and
23 Chinese trained abroad. New medical school buildings, capable of

accommodating classes of 25, to be increased by some adjustments to 50,

and a 250-bed hospital, have just been finished and are now in use.

A f re-medical school with a three-year course, receiving middle
school graduates with a good knowledge of English, has been established

to give the prospective medical students thorough preparation in physics,

chemistry, biology, English, and Chinese. Students are also required to

study either French or German during this period. The registration at

the beginning of the school year 1920-21 was 27 in the first year, 23 in

the second, and 9 in the third. The maintenance for the time being of

this preparatory school has appeared to be a necessity, since though

there are some colleges in China giving good courses in one or two of

the sciences, some of the test institutions are very weak in these sub-

jects, and none of them have thus far sent up students properly prepared

in all three sciences for admission to the medical school. At the same
time an attempt has been made to help other institutions to give better

instruction in phvsics, chemistry, and biolcgy. Direct grants have beesu

made for this purpose to St. John's University, Fukien Christian Uni-

versity, Canton Christian College. ?nd Yale-in-China, to be used towards

both buildings and staff, while a small part of a grant to the Shantung"
Christian University Medical School has also been used for the pre-

medical courses.

The medical school proper of the Peking Union Medical College was
opened in the fall of 1919, and there were last year 13 students in the

first and second year classes. The higher class begins its clinical studies

in the fall of 1921. Side by side with the undergraduate teaching a num-
ber of Chinese and foreign doctors have been receiving instruction, some-
being admitted to regular undergraduate courses, a few attending special

courses for graduates, and a larger number entering the clinics for prac-

tical work in the various departments. During the past twelve months-
there have been 72 such persons enrolled at different times, some of whom
held appointments as internes, residents or assistants, the allowances

paid for most of these positions beang so much lower than those prevail-

ing outside, even in mission institutions, that the educational significance,

of the service is clearly emphasized, and at the same time the danger i»

avoided of accustoming the young graduates to salaries larger than most
of them could get elsewhere For graduate students not holding regular
appointments in the college the China Medical Board provides a limited

number of fellowships, sufficient to cover tuition and maintenance, and
in some cases travelling expenses also. In a few cases very encouraging
reports have been received of the value of this graduate training, and n«w
that the college has moved into its new quarters and has the larger part
of its staff at work, it should be possible to render better service in this

«s in other branches of its activities. The special graduate courses for
practitioners are being given mainly at the Chinese New Year and during
the summer vacation. A most important branch of the work of the
college is the nurses' training school, which hopes to give to Chinese
young women an education in nursing comparable to that offered in the
best hospitals in the United States. Middle school graduation, or its

equivalent, and a working knowledge of English are required for ad-
mission to the four-year course. The first year is devoted to work in the
class-room and laboratory, and includes science courses in the pre
medical school. In the remaining years practical work in the wards is
combined with the instruction in theory. The aim is to turn out nurses
who shall be prepared to take positions of responsibility in teaching and
in ether hospitals on an equality with nurses trained abroad. The fact
that many institutions have been unable to secure foreign nurses, even
when their support was assured, indicates the urgent need for Chinese
of equal training, whose broad educational background will enable them
to command the respect which the nursing department of a hospital must
have if it is to play the part that it should. Graduate students will
be admitted also to the nurses' training school, and some of these, who
have a good command of English, may be given scholaiships for study
abroad, if the quality of their work at the Peking school seems to justify
the expense.

A department of dietetics has been organised and chemical studies are
being made of all important Chinese foods, in order that hospital diets
may be intelligently selected. Some instruction in dietetics is given to
the pupil nurses, and informal courses may be arranged for others desir-
ing to specialize in this subject.

It was originally planned that a second medical school be established
by the China Medical Board at Shanghai, but the War and other condi-
tions made the cost of the Peking school so much greater than had been
anticipated that the project was abandoned. While devoting its energies
and its resources mainly to the Peking school, the Board has been much
interested also in the development of other institutions. In particular
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grants have been made to the Hunan-Yale College of Medicine, and to

the Shantung Christian University School of Medicine, of which the

former like the Peking school teaches in English, while the Shantung
school teaches in Chinese. Small grants have also been made to the

Pennsylvania Medical School of St. John's University, and to the National

Medical College, a government school at Peking. The Hunan and Shan-

tung schools have also been able to secure much more support than before

from sources other than the China Medical Board, and though they still

have many urgent needs, they have made such good use of their funds

and have worked so constantly for higher standards that they should

undoubtedly look forward to a future of great usefu'ness. Teachers

from these schools when cm furlough have held junior teaching appoint-

ments in some of our best American medical schools, thus gaining useful

experience and at the same time helping to win recognition for the h>
sritutions from which they come. In many cases the China Medical

Board has given fellowships to teachers in medical schools other than

the Peking school in order to enable them to cany on systematic study

in their respective departments during their furlough 3*ears.

The medical profession cf China has thus far labcured under the

serious handicap of not having any common language medium for

scientific intercourse. There has been no generally accepted medical

terminology in Chinese and the groups trained abroad or in China under

the influence of different foreign nationalists naturally cling to the

language of their teachers, having no other satisfactory means of

expression. At the initiative of the China Medical Missionary Association

a joint terminology committee has been organized, representing

different groups, which has now made great progress in preparing an

official terminology for the medical and pre-medical sciences. Govern-

ment institutions are now taking a leading part in the work, and the new

terms are published with the sanction of the Ministry- of Education. The

China Medical Board has assisted in this enterprise and in the work of

producing a medical literature in Chinese, through grants to the China

Medical Missionary Association and the National Medical Association

of China.

No special institution devoted entirely to research has been con-

templated, but it is expected that teachers in the medical schools will

in time be able to make important original contributions to medical

science, as it has been the intention in the Peking school to give the

teachers a certain amount of opportunity for such work. The China

Medical Missionary Association also has a research committee with which

the teachers at Peking cooperate. Through this organization it may be

possible, by the coordination of the efforts of a wide circle of independent

workers, to secure some results of real value.

Much attention has been devoted to the raising of hospital standards

in China, for the work of medical education may be largely wasted unless

there are opportunities for young doctors to practise their profession under

favourable circumstances. Similar waste is often observed in the case of

Chinese with a highly technical training in other branches returning \o

their native land to find no suitable employment in their specialties, and

no older colleagues with long practical experience to give them the guid-

ance that they need. The leading position taken by the missionary

societies in medical work in China has been recognized, and the attempt

has been made to cooperate with them by strengthening the hands of their

doctors and nurses, thus conserving a most important force for medical

progress. It was obviously impossible to cooperate effectively with all the

300 or more mission medical centers in China, and the general policy has

therefore been to aid first those hospitals near the principal medical schools

and to establish an intimate though wholly informal relationship between

them and the schools. Preference has also been given to institutions

located in important cities with good prospects for securing local support,

and to those already possessing a good nucleus in staff, equipment, or

buildings, as it was felt that in such cases the relatively small contributions

which the China Medical Board could make would produce the largest re-

sults. The aid given has taken the form of contributions to support of

additional staff, to general maintenance expenses, and to improvements in

buildings and equipment. Of late such contributions have not amounted

to more than half of the total sum required for the proposed additions and

improvements, the remainder being supplied by the mission. Up to June

30, mil, grants of this kind had been made to 30 mission hospitals and r

purely Chinese institution. Not only have the mission contributions to

these hospitals increased, but in many cases the improvements made have

made it possible to secure increased Chinese support. The China Medical

Board has also given to a large number of doctors in mission hospital work

grants in aid towards the cost of graduate study while they are on fur-

lough. The great work that missionary doctors have done in the relief of

Medicu. Edccation Supported or Assisted by China Medical B<~><rd

Star indicates location of the Medical School built and maintained by the Board.

Sqwes indicate location of the Medical Schools receiving contributions from

the Board.
Cireks indicate location of Mission Hospitals receiving contributions from

the Board, the size of the circles being roughly proportioned to the amount paid

annually.

immediate suffering speaks for itself and needs no further comment. Whi e

the ordinary mission hospital has many serious deficiencies it has one

element of strength, not often shared by equally small institutions at home,

in that it has the full time of one and sometimes two or three experienced

doctors devoted entirely to its interests, and the staff usually live so near

the hospital that the patients have practically the advantage of a resident

physician constantly on call. One of the most important achievements of

the mission hospital has been the creation of popular confidence in

Western medicine which has enabled the physician in time of epidemic to

assist in the protection of the people far more effectively than he could

otherwise have done. In places where there have been no hospitals,

popular distrust has made effective campaigns against plague and other

epidemics extremely difficult and often impossible. Appeals to mission

doctors for help in such emergencies are constantly becoming more

common, and their advice is frequently sought on matters of hygiene £a

government institutions.

As yet no separate effort has been made by the China Medical Board

in the matter of popular education in public health matters. Much has

been done by individual physicians, and by the China Medical Mission-

ary Association in cooperation with other bodies, and in the future the

medical schools will doubtless be able to assist materially.

The need of fostering high standards of professional ethics and spread-

ing the Christian ideals of service is recognized, for without them it is

doubtful whether even the scientific aims of the work can be satisfactorily

attained, and this need is constantly kept in mind in selecting men and

women for service in China who may set a helpful example to their Chin-

ese associates and students.

While the China Medical Board has now been at work nearly seven

years, it is still one of the youngest of the many foreign organizations at

work in this country. Coming as it does into a well prepared field and

enjoying the friendly cooperation of so many who share the same in-

terest, it hopes to make in time, with its growing experience, a helpful

contribution to the progress of the great Chinese people.

THE HEALTH OF MISSIONARY FAMILIES IN CHINA—A SUMMARY
The following is a summary of a study of facts concerning the

health of 60 per cent of the missionary families in China, made by Wo.
G. Lennox, M.D. oi the Peking Union Medical College, Peking, in 10.1S-

3919, and published in rail as a separate booklet by the Department cf

Economics, University of Denver, CoL, U.S.A. Questionnaires were sent

to all marriedMissionaries {3,220} listed in the Directory of Protestant

Missions in China. Returns were received and facts tabulated concern-

ing 1,300 marriages and 4,831 persons {1,577 adults and 3,254 children).

Facts concerning 451 deaths of children, 59 stillbirths and 416 mis-

carriages and nearly 7,500 cases of sickness are analyzed. The study

represents a total of more than 35,000 years spent in China. The prin-

cipal facts which have come to light are as follows :

1. Each marriage has resulted in an average of 2.5 children, which

is at least 20 per cent more than that for the average college graduate or

college teacher in the United States. Only 13 per cent of the marriages

are childless, against 31 per cent among American college women.
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2. American societies average 2.33 children per marriage, English

and Canadian. 2.63 ; European, 2.88.

3. Three-fourths of the families have no children dead.

The children average S'i years in age, 67 per cent of their time

has been spent in China. Ten per cent less time has been scent in

Southern than in other provinces.

5. Mortality among these children is considerably less than half

what it is among Chinese children, but 1% times gTeater than among

children of missionaries in Japan. (139 in China to 95 "» Japan}- The

excess for China occurs in the group of children aged t to 5 years.

6. Infant mortality is only 60. The rate for the first six months is

extremely low, lower than among professional men in England, but

daring the last six months it is two to three times as hi<rh, due largely te

dysentery and other intestinal infections, which are, in turn, probably

due to lack of breast feeding.

7. Death rates of children from the second to the fifth years are three

times as high as in country districts in England having about the same

infant death rate.

8. Mortality, in general, decreases from north to south. It is more

than twice as high in North China as in South China. This is due both

to the greater prevalence of the infectious diseases, and to the large per-

centage of deaths among those taken sick. Intestinal and respiratory

infections and smallpox are most markedly deadly in the North. Con-

sidering the societies individually, most of them show higher mortality

rates in the North than in the South.

o. Mortality varies markedly in the various societies, the highest

having three times the rate of the lowest. High rates are due to the

general infections and intestinal diseases. Rates are higher in societies

having the larger number of children per family.

10. Mortality is higher in the societies reporting less than 20 children.

n. Mortality is equally low in American and English societies. The

high rates found in European societies are due to dysentery, diarrhcea,

and smallpox, each of which is two to four times as deadly as in Ameri-

can or English societies.

12. Mortality is lowest when a parent is born in China, highest when

parents are born in Europe. Of the latter class, 15 per cent of the deaths

are due to smallpox.

13. Mortality is lower in families where parents have had medical

training, largely because of the decrease in general infectious diseases.

Training of the mother is of more importance than training of the father,

as shown by decrease in intestinal and general infections. This points

to the advantage of education of the mother in home sanitation.

14. Mortality is, in general, lower in societies having the larger ratio

of doctors to missionary force.

15. The decrease of mortality in the more recent ytars has probably

not exceeded the rate of decrease in England and America. Infections

ether than dysentery have decreased most.

16. Mortality has decreased for successive children through the fifth

child, after which it has increased. Smallpox is six times as deadly

among children born sixth or later, while dysentery is less deadly.

17. Large families have a considerably higher rate than small

families. This is due to the general infectious diseases, including small-

pox, and diarrhcea. This points to poor quarantine within the home.

18. Mortality rates are slightly lower for children born outside of

China than for those born within. They are lower in the groups of

societies in which parents have spent the largest percentage of time off

the field.

19. Dysentery has caused 19 per cent of all deaths, diarrhoea 12 per

cent, respiratory infections 13 per cent, diphtheria 6 per cent, conditions

associated with birth 10 per cent, smallpox nearly 5 per cent ; 88 per cent

of deaths have occurred before the age of seven.

so. Compared with the United States and England, d3Tsenter3', small-

pox and injury at birth take a large toll for the first five years. After

five years, scarlet fever is relatively deadly. The early appearance of

typhoid {7.5 per cent of deaths from 5-9) points to the need of early

inoculation.

21. Less than 7 per cent of deaths occurred in the homeland ; 33 per

cent of the time was spent there.

22. Of the children dying aged five years or over in four groups of

societies, one-third were killed in the late War.
In general the various tabulations show that infant mortality is much

less variable than mortality of childhood, also that rates due to birth,

development and nutrition vary less than those due to infections. Since

the diseases whose rates fluctuate most are most preventable, effort directed

against the infectious (bacterial) diseases of early childhood will yield the
largest returns.

23. Sickness rates, in contrast with mortality rates, are highest in

Central and South China, due to increase of malaria and intestinal

parasites. In South China also, fewer children have robust health.
Dysentery in relation to years of residence is less prevalent in the coast

and Yangtze Valley provinces. The absolute number of cases is greater
in these sections because the number of missionaries is greater.

24. Scarlet fever, measles, mumps, chicken pox and whooping cough

are contracted relatively more frequently outside of China than are the

less highly infectious diseases.

25. The largest number of dysentery infections occur during the

second and third years, of diarrhoea during the first and second. The

younger the child, the higher the mortality.

26. Miscarriages number 13.4 per cent of live births, the rate being

highest in South China. The number of miscarriages per family is also

highest in the South. 24 per cent of the wives have had one miscarriage

or more, a comparatively high rate. 87 per cent of miscarriages occurred

in China, against 82 per cent of married years spent there. Travel and

overwork caused a larger proportion of miscarriages at home than it did

in China. Overwork, disability, nervousness, etc., are thought to be

responsible for one-half of the miscarriages.

27. Stillbirths were 1.S4 pet cent of living births, a low rate, prob-

ably largely due to the absence of syphilis among missionaries.

28. Missionaries have been married an average of 11.6 years. The

average adult life on the field is 20 per cent less in Sout% China than in

North China. 55 per cent have been in China 10 years or less.

29. Most numerous diseases among adults in China in order of fre-

quency are : malaria, dysentery, typhoid, nervous breakdown, influenza,

diarrha a, sprue, appendicitis operations, smallpox, typhus fever,

tuberculosis. Central and South China show larger numbers of illnesses

lhan North China.

30. Cases of malaria and dysentery are much more numeroas among
husbands than among wives. In the case of sprue, the reverse is true,

31. Forty-six per cent of the infections are contracted within the

first three years after arrival in China.

32. More than half {53 per cent) of adults have had serious illness in

China. Fewer have been sick in North China than in Central and South'

China. The rate is the same for husbands and wives.

33. Only 20 per cent of wives and 30 per cent of husbands say they
have been in robust health. For wives, the proportion is constant for the

sections of China. For husbands, 33 per cent in the North have had
robust health, against 17 per cent in the South. This is perhaps due to the

specially high incidence of malaria among- husbands in the South.

34. The proportion having robust health in various societies varies

wide!)-

, but in genend, the societies with high mortality rate among
children have a low percentage of robust health among parents. In
general, though mortality among children is much higher in the North,
the morbidity rate among adults and children is less, miscarriages fewer,

the general health better, and the residence in China longer for those who
live in North China. This is because the diseases of North China
(dysentery, pneumonia, diphtheria, scarlet fever, smallpox) cause death.

Those of South China (malaria, intestinal parasites) and the climate,
cause invalidism.

35. Three-fourths of the deaths of children are due to infectious

diseases, for which the ratio of preventability is high. Given knowledge
and command of preventive measures, it is possible to save 200 of the
300 deaths from the infectious diseases here recorded.

36. Among adults and children here reported (about 41 per cent
of the total missionary body) dysentery has caused 808 cases of sickness
and 84 deaths.

-- If the typhoid fever rate were reduced to that prevailing in the
United States army since the introduction of compulsory inoculation, in
ten years on the field there would be a saving of 56 lives and $336,000.
Typhoid contracted by adults in China outnumbers cases contracted by
them at home 12 to r.

38. One hundred and eleven cases of smallpox, with 28 deaths, are
recorded among children and adults, a rate 95 times that for the general
population of the United States. No deaths have occurred in families in
which parents have had medical training. In 51 cases in which the record
of vaccinations is known,, six cases occurred in individuals who had
"takes" within five years, pcinting to the need of more frequent vaccina-
tion. Only one death occurred in a person who had been vaccinated.
Cases of smallpox contracted by adults in China outnumber cases con-
tracted at home 30 te 1. Among the children, no case contracted out-
side of China was reported.

For some of these conclusions, modifying sources of error, which have
been named, should be noted. A closer comparison of facts will be possi-
ble when statistics now being collected among missionaries in Japan and
church members in America have been tabulated.

In certain sections of China, or among certain groups, children of
missionaries have as good a chance for life and health as children at
home. Taking the missionary body as a whole, however, there has been
an excessive loss of life among both children and adults. Much of this
loss may in future be prevented. For such prevention, fcAh intelligent
vigilance on the part of the individual and a larger cc*operative health
program on the part of the Churches is needed. Increased expenditure, if
based on facts, would result in great money-saving, and would aid in
bringing nearer the longed-for coming of the New Day to China.
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PART XIII

CHRISTIAN LITERATURE

A SURVEY OF CHRISTIAN LITERATURE IN CHINA

First Catalogue—The first attempt to prepare a catalogue of the

publications in Chinese of the Protestant churches in China was made by

Alexander Wylie, who came to China in 1&47 to superintend the press

issbed by the London Missionary Society and who was transferred to

the service of the British and Foreign Bible Society in 1863. The purpose

of his book is amply described by its title, "Memorials of Protestant

Missionaries to the Chinese; giving a list of their Publications." The

method followed is to give a brief sketch of the work of each missionary

from Marshman and Morrison to the latest arrival in i8c6, whether such

missionary had engaged in literary work or not. In the case of those who
had already prcduced literature in Chinese, or dealing with matters

Chinese, as full details as possible about each publication are given, most

entries including a careful analysis of the: contents. A few publications by

Chinese authors are also included. No less than 765 titles are indexed,

the greater part being tracts such as are needed when entering new fields

in order to place the salient doctrines of Christianity clearly before the

prejudiced literati. But these early missionaries had not forgotten the

needs of the Christian community and of the scholars in the schools which

had been founded. There were twenty-two volumes of comments or notes

on books of the Bible, several volumes of sermons, no less than thirty-four

catechisms, and a few books on history, geography, astrononry, mathem-

atics and medicine.

Maritime Customs Report—In 1S76 the Chinese Maritime Customs

asked Mr. Wvlie to undertake the revision of his former work as far as

the list of publications was concerned. This revised list, which included

1,036 titles, was issued as an appendix to the Chinese Maritime Customs

Report on the Philadelphia Exhibition, 1876. It is understood that an

exhibit of the books and tracts was sent to Philadelphia.

Later Catalogues—The outcome of this action of the Chinese Customs

was a decision at the Shanghai Missionary Conference of 1877 to publish

a catalogue of Christian literature in Chinese and to keep the missionary

body informed about new publications. Up to 1S83 this decision seems to

have had no fruition, for when Dr. Murdoch paid his memorable visit to

China, the committee which he called together reported that "it was

generally acknowledged that a great part of the existing Protestant

literature in Chinese was unknown to many missionaries" and It was

resolved "to collect information about books and tracts already publish-

ed : to form a complete library : to prepare a classified catalogue. . . and

to revise the catalogue from time to time." This task was delegated to

a committee of seven, but was accomplished by the Rev. Dr. MacGillivray

on Ms own initiative in JQ07. This list was first completed in manuscript by

the author in 1006 while journeying, but ere he reached Shanghai the native

craft in which he was travelling was capsized and everything which he

had with him was lost With characteristic perseverance Dr. Mac-

Gillivray prepared a fresh manuscript, and this was issued for the

Centenary Missionary Conference in 1907. It was recognized as im^aluable.

Such lists as those just mentioned need constant revision, but the

burden of work which rested, and still rests, on Dr. MacGillivray made

it impossible for him to undertake such a task. None of the publishing

houses undertook it, and the Centenary Conference did not appoint any

permanent Committee charged with this responsibility. But when Dr.

Mott held his conferences in Asia in 1912-3, both at sectional and national

conferences in China there was an insistent demand by the missionary

bodv for the revision of Dr. MacGillivray's list and for some system

under which the needs of the Chinese churches for various kinds of

literature could be voiced.- The formation of the China Continuation

Committee provided the permanent body to whom this task could be

entrusted, the publication of Dr. Ritsoa's masterly Repot on Christian

Literature in the. Mission Field suggested the lines which should be fol-

lowed and the creation of the Christian Publishers* Association of China

facilitated the preparation and publication of such an index to exist fug

Chinese Christian literature as the China Continuation Committee might

decide to publish.

Latest Survey—The Index published in April, : entitled

"A Classified Index to the Chinese Literature of the Protestant Churches

in China" by G. A. Clayton differs from Its predecessors in one import-

ant respect. They were issued in English with the title of the publica-

tions in both Chinese and English ; this is issued in two forms, the one

giving all the information about the books and tracts in English, the

other giving exactly the same information in Chinese. The provision

thus made that the persons who ought to be the users of this literature

can secure information first hand, and not only through the missionary,

ought to characterize all future indices.

Supply oj Protestant Christian Literature

which strikes the user of the Index is the fact that there already exists

in Chinese a very valuable library of books issued under Christi m aus-

pices. The total number of entries in the Index is 3,4515 and this total

does not include the publications of the Roman Catholic and the Greek

Churches (see special article on page 457 in this section). Treating

a publication of fifty or more pages as a book one finds that the grand

total can be divided into 1,188 books, 1,152 booklets, 1,066 folded and

sheet tracts, while the balance consists of charts and maps.

Sitmtkm in 1921—Although the revision of this Index is proceeding

steadily and an attempt is being made to keep it up to date, the diffi-

culties and amount of labour incident thereto jr.
|
oss&te to

present any more recent figures than those given In the Index, published

In iqiS. Writing on this subject, however, in July, 1921, from Hankow,

Mr. Clayton says : "I have recently spent nearly two hundred dollars

in trying to get a complete set of new issues, and books that have not

been given to me by the publishers, but I am still hopelessly behind in

the work of classifying all these. I estimate that there Lave been (books,

booklets and tracts, good, bad and indifferent), over 300 new issues since

1917. I estimate on the other hand that more than that number of

publications listed in the Index are now either out of print or no longer

advertised by the publishers. I am inclined therefore to think that the

totals given for 1917 would not be materially altered to-day."

lets—As regards booklets there Is no need to write much. This

type of literature is in its nature somewhat ephemeral. Some have had a

very limited circulation fsay z,ooo copies', while others '.

in numerous editions (totalling in some cases fifty and more thousands).

Folders and sheet-tracts arc issued in a bewildering assortment, but very

few of them have failed to justify their publication. Some are of out-

standing value and bid fair to live for years to come and to enjoy a cir-

culation of millions; others are crude in their statements and must in-

evitably cease to be issued. But the general impression gathered is that

at the present time any sheet tract with a message which can be used in

the street-sale at a nominal price will command a wide circulation and

perform a useful work.

Duplicates—Looking only at the books, one finds that a deduction

has to be made from the total given above for the different versions which

have appeared of the same original. Such duplication of work is not

time wasted. It is perfectly legitimate when a worker in the North has

prepared in Mandarin a book which has appeared in Wenli in the South,

or when a society deliberately issues a book in two car more styles. But

when one is estimating the size of the Christian library which can be

secured, it is only right to strike out all versions but one of a book. The

same man is not likely to purchase a book in Wenli, Northern Mandarin,

Western Mandarin and Cantonese. From the standpoint of the purchaser

the four versions are one book.

Another deduction has unfortunately to be made. So long as the

Church is disunited, the churches will issue literature which is denomina-

tional In aim. And there are a number of books which, while not issued

by any denomination, are issued to support some particular interpreta-

tion of the Word or some special theory of church government, and s*i

make no appeal to the general Christian public. For similai reasons the
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groups of books which represent exclusively the viewpoint of the Young

Men's Christian Association or the Christian Endeavour movement must

be deducted as having no definite interest for those outside these valu-

able auxiliaries. ,.

Then among the books indexed there are a very large number of

feymn looks and catechisms. Though many of these are very valuable,

it is clear that a purchaser is not likely to secure more than one of each,

so for practical purposes most of these rank as duplicates.

Another word which must be said, and which is not intended as a

criticism, is that of the books and booklets under consideration there are

quite a number which axe intended to reach the man outside the church

with the Gospel message rather than to instruct and help the man in-

side. Whether those ought to be included in the Christian library is an

open question. If it be decides! that they should not, there will be a

further diminution in the grand total and in the totals under several of

the sections.

Unsaid Editions—Advertising of Chinese books in Chinese has been

sadly neglected. The old habit of announcing a book in the Chinese

Recorder and leaving the missionaries to secure orders dies hard. Several

new books have been announced recently by advertisements in English

and in no other way. But the failure to advertise effectively is not the

only explanation of the unsold editions. There has been too large a

tendency to translate that which appeals to the translator personally.

How else can one account fee instances such as these? Seven catechisms,

of which none were sold in the year under consideration (1917). though

there were from 600 to 1,400 copies on hand. Seven commentaries (800,

700 and 400 in stock) with no sales, one of which over 4,000 were in stock

with 3 copies sold, one of whkh 600 were in stock with 7 copies sold.

There were at least 57 educational books, of which less than ten

copies were sold. What are we to make of such sales as these—1 out of

1,767, 6 out of 760, 6 out of 1,242 (well-advertised book), none out of 1,486,

none out of 1,590, 2 out of 651, 24 out of 1,996, none out of 948, or 3 out

•

Theology has as grievous failure as education, as witness 4 out of

2,014, and 200 out of 2,256, none out of 1,900, 5 out of 769, n out of 721,

out of 1,140, none cut of 2,501, 25 out of 1,742, and so on.

Turn to books intended to be popular. Here is a book for children

of which 25 copies were sold out of 2433 on hand, an apologetic of

which 250 copies were sold out of 7,45c, although priced at one cent, a

book with a strong denominational purpose of which no copies were sold

out of 2,809, two of the few volumes of sermons with no sales, a life of

Christ of which one copy was sold out of 1,110, a biography with no

sales out of 1,755, a tale intended for children of whkh 58 copies were

out of 2,5m It is useless to enlarge the list, though material

abounds. The list of books for the library would be strikingly reduced

if the books that have failed were omitted.

The result of all this is the library of available and salable books is

considerably reduced. And its size again diminishes when one lays

aside the books which in their very nature appeal only to scholars in our

colleges and specialists in study. Medical works, books on the higher

mathematics and detailed sciences, with several histories and works on

political economy, cannot well be included when answering the question

what Christian library can be formed in China to-day. These books are

valuable and will be found under their own categories in the Index,

but they do not find their way to the shelves of the ordinary reader.

The net total of books is thus brought down to 650. These 650 books

have been classified in the table which follows. But as it is not fair in the

present stage of the development of literature in China to ignore entire-

ly the booklets, these too have been examined and sifted, and the result

is shown in the second column of the table. The final totals given in

the third column indicate clearly the poverty in some classes. And though
it is not the object of this article to appraise values, it seems only right

to point out that the situation would appear much worse if books which
have no real message or which have lost their interest were also

eliminated.

Classification or 1,126 Books and Bookxets
Books Booklets Total

Beligion in general 2 2
Natural Theology ... ... 2 2
Bible 170 31 201
Doctrinal 101 45 146
Devotional 119 73 192
WnwiBrtiM N 37 75

B* ... 32 32 U
BBrfotj 12 S 14
Science and Christianity ... 10 8 1$
Hygiene 10 13 23
Ethies ... 15 19 34
Tales and Narratives ... 95 153
Biographies 38 72 130
Methods of Education ... 7 7
Miscellaneous ... ... 16 49 65

Totals... 650 1,126

It may be of interest to mention the proportions in which the books
and booklets fall under the ten main heads of the Index. Under Chinese
classics and reference books there are 13 entries; under philosophy, 54;
under religion, 1,524; under sociology, 149; under political science, 35;
under science, 109; under medicine, 103; under fine arts, 36; under
literature, 149; and under history and geography 16S.

Religions—When one analyzes the books and booklets which fail

under the general theme of religion, one is struck first with the paucity
of works dealing with natural theology and the comparative study of
religion. McCosh on Divine Government and Grant on Comparative

Religions have been translated, but this section of the field is largely

unoccupied. There is only one exposition of the doctrine of Confucius

and that by a foreign missionary, though there are two ar three attempts

to comment on the Classics. Booklets which directly face the Buddhist

and Taoist positions are few in number, while the literature which aims

to meet the Moslem error can only be described as utterly inadequate.

Commentaries—Biblical introduction has been dealt with by several

writers, the Bible Helps issued by the Oxford University Press being

among' the books translated. One concordance to the whole Bible has

been issued, and another which is based on the Revised Chinese Bible is

nearly completed. There is no satisfactory Bible history, and there is

room for more work on Bible geography, though Smith's Historical

Geography has been translated. As regards commentaries there

is no lack, if one considers both those which are indexed and

those which are known to be in preparation. The Annotated

Paragraph Bible has been translated, and there is a series which

covers all the books of the Bible based on the Cambridge Bible

as far as it was issued up to 1913 and for the rest on the Pulpft Bible.

Besides these two series there are commentaries, homiletical and exposi-

tory, on most of the books by individual writers. There are for in-

stance nine books dealing with Genesis in whole or in part, two on

Exodus (with four other books on the commandments), four on Leviticus

(with four on the great offerings), six on Matthew, six on Mark, and so

on. Besides these the Christian Literature Society has projected a more

advanced commentary on the whole Bible, while the Religious Tract

Society is issuing in Chinese the well known Devotional Commentary.

As regards dictionaries of the Bible, all reasonable needs have been, or

soon will be, met. While one or two of the dictionaries now on sale are

out of date, the needs of students are met by the Chinese 'Hastings,*

and the needs of Sunday School teachers and lay preachers will be sup-

plied when the Universal Bible Dictionary is issued. Besides these, a

translation of the large dictionary edited by Professor Orr is well advanc-

ed, and this will serve for the students who are being trained on con-

servative lines.

Theology—Works on theology are undoubtedly inadequate in number
&nd too largely written from the Western standpoint. The advent of the

Chinese theologian should be more than a matter of hope, it should be

a subject for earnest prayer. Lives of Christ abound. Few of them are

mere translations; most have been based on Western originals, but these

originals have guided, rather than fettered, the translators. Several of

the translators have been Chinese, but no Chinese has as yet attempted

to write a life of the Master. The time is perhaps drawing near when
such an attempt will be made.

Apologetics—The number of volumes dealing with Christian evi-

dences and with the apologetic statement of Christian truth is large.

Many of these have enjoyed enormous circulations. Four publishers

issue editions of Dr. W. A. P. Martin's Christian Evidences, and it is

impossible to find out exactly how many tens of thousands of copies have
been sold. Dr. Faber's great work on the fruits of Christianity as re-

vealed itt the progress of civilization has been equally popular. Our
Chinese brethren have done more original writing in this section than
m any other. Chinese names are largely unfamiliar in Western land?,

but here in China the writings of H. L. Zia* Y. K. Woo* Hang Hai.
Pien En-chuan, Tong Tsing-en, Cheung Man-hoi, Wong De-gi, Li Wa-
yu, Cheng Ching-yi, Chen Wei-ping, and Chan Mung-naam reach the
hearts of their fellow-countrymen. Several of these writers have had the
advantages which accrue from the knowledge of a Western tongue, and
therefore Western originals sometimes underlie the books they produce,
but even in these cases the Western mould has been discarded and the
thought transmuted into Chinese form.

Devotional Literature—The supply of devotional bcoks is regular.

Many of the most popular manuals in use in the West have been trans-
lated. Miss Havergal, Drs. Torrey, Fosdick, Bound, Trumbull, Mott, S.

D. Gordon, Eddy, Churchill King, J. R. Miller, F. B. Meyer, Josiah
Copley, and Campbell Morgan—though their Western names may be un-
known—are influencing the thought of the Christians of China. Of the uu-
justifiable multiplication of catechisms there is no need to write. About
eighty are mentioned in the Index, and the compiler as the collection
grew found himself wondering what justification could be offered for the
publication of most of them. Of course there is no difficulty in securing
a circulation for any catechism which is adopted by a whole mission or
even by one healthy growing church. The unfortunate thing is that the
supply seems constant. One tract society has declined two manuscripts
since the Index was published, and one faces a strange problem in
mentality when trying to understand how no one of the eighty existing
catechisms will meet the doctrinal viewpoint of the author of the eisrhtv-
first.

Hymnolegy—The Chinese Church is richly supplied with hymnals.
It is but natural that there should be many published, for the mission-
aries have come from many lands and have been used to voicing their
praises in the words of many writers. That which has been sung into
the life of the missionary, he will naturally try to pass on in Chinese
to his flock. But it must be admitted that in many cases the translated
hymn has neither the force nor the beauty of the original. It has been
estimated that altogether some 3,000 different hymns have been written
in Chinese; probably 2,000 of these will never form part of the hymns
of the Chinese Church. Of the remainder, there must be at least 300
which are known in all parts of the Republic because they form the
nucleus of most collections. Some day there will arise a Chinese poet
who will voice the aspiration, the sorrows, the confessions, the triumphs,
of the Chinese Church, and then the greater part of the hymns now in,
use will cease to be used.
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Sermon Literature—There is need for more publications on pastoral

theology s-nd hoiniletics. Volumes of sermon are not numerous, the best

of them all being a volume issued by a Chinese pastor, P. S. Chu.

Church History*—There has been a good deal of activity in preparing

jehurch histories in Chinese. From all that one can gather the need has
not yet been met. The theme is not an easy one to introduce in a land

where until recently there has been no study of that general historical

background which is presupposed by the writer on church history. For
-the most part the books hitherto written have been mere compendiums of

-facts. One or two attempts have been made recently to write popular

rstudies of the lives and works of the leaders of the early thurch, and some
extracts from the martyrologies have been issued. But in this field

"there is need for much careful work. The Chinese Church should be in

a position to understand and appreciate the heroism of the early martyrs,

for she has passed through her own baptism of blood. The annals of

that Boxer year have been collected and edited by Tsai Lien-fu. The story

-of the revival in Manchuria has been narrated by Chen Chuu-sheng. And
the history of the Christian movement in China is being penned by Mr.

X, Y. Chen of Nanking University.

The Index Merely a Preparation—Now that a Survey of existing

•Christian Literature has been made, the next task must be to value the

publications indexed, for till that valuation is made no real knowledge

will be gained of the work done and the work to be done. It is not

^enough to record in an Index that there were on sale in Chinese in 1916

a total of one hundred and seventy books on the Bible. Nor is it enough

to give a classified list of their titles. A criticism of the style in which

they are written has its value, but the best Chinese opinion seems to

Ije that too much emphasis must not be laid on this. What is needed is

« statement as to the date of publication, the number of pages, the basis

of the book, the purpose of the book and the way in which that purpose

has been accomplished. Each of these is necessary. The date is im-

portant, for one knows that a commentary on the writings of the prophets

written thirty years ago cannot give the message of those statesmen-

preachers with any real success. A statement as to the number of pages

is regarded by the Chinese as essential, for there are many booklets

masquerading under titles in English and Chinese which might indicate

that they are mighty tomes. And to the missionary much will be con-

veyed by an indication that such and such an English or American book

was the basis of the Chinese work.

Infotmation on these points is being collected as rapidly as possible.

But the most important step remains yet to be taken—the reviewing of

the books in the light of purpose and pretensions. Not until this is done

and findings are published, will the Christian public know how many
of the 2,340 books and booklets entered in the Index can maintain

their position and how many must be adjudged wanting-. Some are in

need of revision, some need to be supplanted, some are already supplanted.

The Report of the Commission on Christian Literature, which

would have been presented to the West China General Conference 1920,

if that gathering had been held, has been published in the June number
of "The West China Missionary News," 1921, pages 5 to 26. The Chair-

man of the Commission was Dr. Spencer Lewis. The main subject was
divided into three heads (I, Literature for Christians, II, Literature for

non-Christians, III, General), and questions under each were sent out to

100 missionaries in West China. The report is a synopsis of the replies

received, and should be read and particular parts of it given added study

ill those interested in the subject. (Editor).

THE PROVED DEMAND FOR CHINESE CHRISTIAN LITERATURE

The figures given in the accompanying analysis of the present value

of the literature prepared for the use of the Protestant Churches of China
are based in the first place on the data given in the "Classified Index of

the Chinese Literature of the Protestant Churches" prepared by the Rev.

•G. A. Clayton and published in April 1938, listing over 2,400 books and
pamphlets. The publishers of over 85 per cent cf the items listed in this

Judex have furnished from their stock records the figures of the number of

•copies of each item sold for a three-year period, terminating at the date

of publication of the Index, and with these as a basis, estimates have been
-made of the number of copies sold of the remaining items to make the

-tical tables complete. The figures given are the average annual sales

for a three-year period calculated to April 1918, and all periods referred to

are calculated to the same date.

Publications of the Bible Societies do not come within the scope of this

survey, and as it has been impossible to secure complete figures of the

-number of "tracts" sold they have not been included in the analysis.

Copies given away by the publishers as "free grants" etc., have not

"been included in the figures which represent copies that have been sold

by the original publisher, though the buyers may perhaps have given many
•copies away in the course of their work.

Publications of less than 20 pages have been described as "pamphlets."

Where a title has been published in several parts, the whole comprising a

-set, it has been treated as one item. All the items under review have
"been divided into three classes according to whether they have been

published in the name of a Chinese, in the name of a foreigner, or in the

-names of a Chinese and foreigner jointly. It is recognized that in practi-

cally every case there has been collaboration between Chinese and
foreigners varying in degree, and the nature of the authorship under which

they are published may well be taken as indicating the relative strength

of the Chinese and foreign factors in each case.

It is necessary to have a copy of the "Classified Index" before one

when stndving this analvsis.

Classics and Reference Books

Published Published Published in name

Under Classics and Reference Soaks the output has been scanty. All

the items published by foreigners come under the head of Classics while

only two items published by Chinese are so classed. The figures for this

sub-division (Classics only) show that the books published in the name of

foreigners were on an average three times the size and the number t-f

copies sold was twice as great as in the case of the books published in the

names of Chinese ; the prices charged being proportionately about equal.

10 36
712 4,083
11 24
77 226

3,965 12396
• n #479

20,-599 32,892
§ 22 $10*

ia name of in name of of » Chinese and Total
a Chinese a Foreigner Foreigner jointly

Number of Books 4 7 1 12
Number of pages 542 2,374 754 3,670

Number of Pamphlets Number of Books
Number of pages Number of pages ...

Books sold, total volumes ... 528 1.672 12 2,212 Number of Pamphlets . .

.

Total cost #107 $371 $ 20 $498 Number of pages ...

Pamphlets sold, total volumes Books sold, total volumes
Total cost ... ... ... Total cost

Philosophy
Published Published Pi:

in name of in name ef

a Chinese a Foreigner I

Number of Books 11 IS
Number of pages ... ... 1,525 1,846

Number of Pamphlets 3 10
Number of pages 37 112

Books sold, total volumes ... 6.364 2,067
Total cost $255 $147

Pamphlets sold, total volumes 4,267 8,026
Total cost $ 23 $ 59

The section headed Philosophy includes works on Ethics, War and
Peace, Psychology and Superstition. Here we find the output, though no:

large, fairly evenly divided between the three classes of authors. The
demand for books of Chinese authors under this section has been four times

as great as that for the works of foreign authors, and with one exception

all the Chinese publications have been produced within the last nine years.

Though there has been a considerable development of Chinese authorship

in this held, it has to be noted that a number of works of foreign authors,

though published over twenty-five years ago, are still in considerable

demand.
REimox

—

General

Published Published Published in name
in name of in name of of a Chinese and Total
a Chinese a Foreigner Foreigner jointly

Number of Books 4 12 3 19
Number of pages 750 1,863 227 2,840

Number of Pamphlets 4 14 ... 18
Number of pages 20 135 ... 155

Books sold, total volumes ... 1,271 3.4-7 260 5.018
Total cost If? *287 f 42 $406

Pamphlets sold, total volumes 9,667 8,773 ... 18.440
Total cost #32 $54 ... S 86

The section containing works on Religion (general) and Comparative

Religion shows a scanty list of four books by Chinese authors of which
only two have had any large sale, though with one exception they have
all been published in recent years. Practically all the books by foreign

authors in this group are good sellers, and many of them have helped in

the building up of the Church in China for more than a generation.

The Biblb

Published Published Published in name
in name of in name of of a Chinese and Total
a Chinese a Foreigner Foreigner jointly

14 23 3 40
1,618 9.143 248 11.009

1 ... 1
8 ... 8

4.478 2,065 242 6,78a
1573 17,931 f 19 $8,528

5,333 ... 5,333

t 16 ... 9 16

Among books on The Bible, including Bible Stories and books on Re-

ligious Education, we find the works of foreign aHthors greater in number
and much larger than those of their Chinese brethren, and there is a steady

demand for practically every title. Chinese authorship has, however,

developed very greatly in this field in the last decade with marked success^

the sales of one book alone running to more than r,~oo copies per annam.

Pamphlets sold, total volumes
Totaleost
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Old Testament

Published Published Published in name
in name of in name of of a Chinese and Total

a Chinese a Foreigner Foreigner jointly

Number of Books 2 23 2 27

Number of pages 206 4,619 255 5,080

Number of Pamphlets ... 3
Number of pages ... 27 ... 27

Books sold, total volumes ... 310 6,251 98 6,659

Total cost $17 $1,009 $15 *1,041

Pamphlets sold, total volumes ... 141 ... 1*1

Total eost ... $5 ... $5

The section listing books and pamphlets upon the Old Testament,

including Catechisms and Old Testament Stories reveals only two works

by Chinese authors, one published in 1900 and the other in 1913. While a

tew of '.he works of foreign authors in this section seem to be no longer in

demand, yet it is worth noting as evidence of the almost permanent

value of many of their works that with two exceptions all the best sellers

of foreign authors were published not later than 1905.

Commentaries on Old Testament

Published Published Published in name
in name of in name of of a Chinese and Total

a Chinese a Foreigner Foreigner jointly

Number of Books 3 82 8 93
Number of pages 245 10,627 1.342 12,214

Number of Pamphlets 1 8 2 11

Number of pages 1 91 31 123
Books sold, total volumes ... 181 6,427 301 6.909

Total cost $13 $791 865 $869
Pamphlets sold, total volumes 29 1,922 27 1,978

Total cost ... $1 $31 11 $33

When we come to the catalogue of Commentaries on the Old Testament
we find foreign authorship almost monopolizing the field. The largest

work by a Chinese author is a volume of but no pages and this is also

the best seller. Turning to the works by foreign authors we find that

while only two books have been in demand to the extent of 200 copies per

annum, yet the general demand has been so steady that the average
i:umber of copies of each book sold is 80.

New Testament

Published Published Published in name
in name of in name of of a Chinese and Total
a Chinese a Foreigner Foreigner jointly

7 30 7 44
700 6,068 1,639 8,407

1 2 ... 8
1 17 ... 18

5,598 7,579 306 13,483
-732 $2,183 *127 82,992

Number of Books
Number of pages ...

Number of Pamphlets ...

Number of pages ...

Books sold, total volumes
Total cost ... ...

Pamphlets sold, total volumes
Total eost

48 36 ... 84
IS M ... 83

The section recording works on the -Vt'-u- Testament including History,
The Gospels, Parables and Miracles shows a greater development of

Chinese authorship than in the previous sections, and the one work which
has had by far the largest sale is by a Chinese author. Many of the oldsr
works by foreign authors are again found to be heading the list of best
sellers of books of this class in these more modern days, but the demand
lor many of the titles has fallen off very considerably, and out of 32 items
under this heading no fewer than 15 show sales of less than 30 copies per
annum.

Commentaries on New Testament

Published Published Published in name
in name of in name of of a Chinese and Total
a Chinese a Foreigner Foreigner jointly

9 88 13 110
1,223 11,965 2,543 15,731

2 7 ... 9
2 79 ... 81

1,189 6,147 825 8,161
$239 ?1,323 $165 $1,727

Number of Books
Number of pages ...

Number of Pamphlets ...

Number of pages ...

Books sold, total volumes
Total cost

Pamphlets sold, total volumes
Total cost

338
$11

406
$15 ... §26

Turning to the index of Commentaries on the New Testament, foreign
authorship again predominates and of the 88 listed books published by
foreigners during a period of two generations, it is worthy of note that only
10 per cent of the titles are shown by the sale figures to have ceased to
meet current needs, and the average life of these has been 23 years.

The works of Chinese authors under this section show a very even
circulation, indicating that their authorship though limited at present, i*
proving to be generally acceptable in this field. The average age of their
publications is eight years. It is to be remarked, however, that all but
two of such publications have been issued by a single press.

Biblical History and Dictionaries

Total

Number of Books „
Number of pages

Number of Pamphlets ... ...

Number of pages
Books sold, total volumes ...

Total eost

Pamphlets sold, total volumes
Total eost ...

Published Published Published in name
in name of in name of of a Chinese and
a Chinese a Foreigner Foreigner jointly16 3 10

52 1,674 1,028 2,754
1 19 ... 20
* 24 ... 2g

65 1,569 303 1,937
S3.411 #228 13,642

The total output under the head of Biblical History, Geography, andt

Dictionaries consists of 10 books, 1 pamphlet, and 19 maps. A number of

the latter are, however, now out of print. The older Bible Dictionaries are

still proving good sellers, though the issue of the fust edition of the nevr

Hastings Dictionary within the period under review, has largely been res-

ponsil le for the size of the figures shown in Column 2.

Doctrinal Theology

Published Published Published in name
in name of in name of of a Chinese and Total

a Chinese a Foreigner Foreigner jointly

40 120 42 202

2,675 17,283 5,365 25,323

53 45 25 123

359 546 364 1,269

41,272 67,560 12,313 121.145

$1,721 «4,401 $1,628 17,750

Number of Books
Number of pages ...

Number of Pamphlets ...

Number of pages ...

Books sold, tow volumes
Total eost

Pamphlets sold, total volumes 143,964
Total cost $704

33,041 14,522 191,-527

#465 $429 11,598

Under the heading of Doctrinal Theology covering 202 books and 123;

pamphlets, Chinese authorship is fairly strong, and as on an average their

publications have been smaller and cheaper than those of foreigners, thejr

have sold better. Of all the books in this section, one by a Chinese author

heads the list of best sellers. Of the twenty best sellers, however, eleven

are by foreign authors (average year of issue 1885}, five by Chinese authors-

(average year of issue 1902) and four by Chinese and foreign authors joint-

ly (average year of issue 1889). The detailed figures show that only about

five per cent of the titles listed in this section are to be regarded as no?

longer meeting a need.

Devotional Works
Published Published Published in name
in name of in name of of a Chinese and Total

a Chinese a Foreigner Foreigner jointly

Number of Books 62 134 30 226
Number of pages 4,280 9,565 2,140 15,985

Number of Pamphlets 24 99 8 131
Number of pages 285 1,076 76 1,437

Books sold, total volumes ... 19,643 130,384 14,948 164,975
Total cost 81,188 84.9P6 $678 86,862

Pamphlets sold, total volumes 23,697 107,437 8,753 139,887
Total cost ... $246 #725 $134 $1,105

Turning to the catalogue of Devotional Works we find Chinese author-
ship bnlkijig more largely than in any other section, though their book*
have not yet acquired the circulation of the works of foreign authors, which?
are as a rule of earlier date. The figures in Column 2 are to some extent
influenced by the special sales of "The Traveller's Guide" ; but allowing:
for this, books by foreign authors have sold best probably because they are-

best known. Apart from the book just referred to, the six best selle*.*

have all been published in the name of a foreigner (in one case with «t

Chinese colleague), and only three out of the six have been publishcl
since 1900.

Creeds, Catechisms, Etc.

Published Published Published in name
in name of in name of of a Chinese and Total
a Chinese a Foreigner Foreigner jointly

11 90 34 135
633 6,866 2,721 10,220

33 5 38
293 75 368

1,748 57,874 28.071 87,693
*136 $1,582 8637 $2,355

Number of Books ... ... .,

Number of pages
Number of Pamphlets ......

Number of pages ... ..

Books sold, total volumes ..

Total cost ..

Pamphlets so!d, total volumes
Total cost

38,687 1,115 39,802
»191 813 S206

It has been difficult to secure exact figures of the sales of the book*
and pamphlets listed under the heading of Creeds and Catechisms owingc
to the large number of different publishers involved. A large proportion?
of the titles have been produced for distinctly denominational purposes
and the circulation is therefore limited in many cases. Of the books-
published in the names of foreigners, the sales of four items alone account
for 60 per cent of the total sales, and of the books published in the joint
names of Chinese and foreigners, three titles account for 80 per cent of the
total sales. Of the eleven titles published in the names of Chinese, only-
one could be described as having a really good sale.

HVMNOLOGY

Published Published Published in name
in name of in name of of a Chinese and Total
a Chinese a Foreigner Foreigner jointly

2 51 15 6»
322 10,534 4,143 14,999

26,752
$5,431

13,173
S3. 703

41,132
$9,369

200
f 1

624
$35

824
$ 36

Number of Books ... ...

Number of pages ...

Number of Pamphlets'...
Number of pages

Books sold, total volumes ... 1,207
Total cost $175

Pamphlets sold, total volumes
Total cost

* No details re Pamphlets.

In (he section under Hymnology no attempt has been made to arrive
a* figures for the sale of pamphlets as the information available was too
indefinite, and it has been mare difficult to secure complete figures of the
sales of books than for any other section. The figures available, however,.
indicate that most of the demand is concentrated on ten titles and the
sales of the remainder are largely confined to particular areas or de-
nominational circles.
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HOSULEIICS

Number of Books ...

Number of pages
Number of Pamph.ets

Kamber of pa ges ... ...

Books sold, total volumes ...

Total cost

Pamphlets sold, total volumes
Total cost

There is a steady demand for the hooks and pamphlets listed under

the heading of HomUetics, and only four of the titles could be described £8

being no longer called for. The larger number of copies sold, shown in

Column i, is due to the exceptional demand for one title. Several of the

-older works by Chinese authors are still proving quite good sellers, while

the more modern publications are the best sellers of those published in the

names of foreigners.

The Chcrch of Christ

Published PoWished Published in name
in name of in name of of a Chinese and Total

a Chinese a Foreigner Foreigner jointly

10 23 8 41

1,392 2,-509 793 4,504

30 3 33

mi 38 845

4,638 3,123 1,427 9,187

$281 $430 $194 #895

17.403 2.718 20,121

t 84 $ 21 9105

Publish ed Published Published in name
in name of in name of of a Chinese and Total

& Chinese a Foreigner Foreigner jointly

Somber of Books 17 10 38 65

Number of pages ... 788 1,450 2,251 4,487

dumber of Pamphlets — 4 6 31 41

Number of pages ... m 46 187 279

iooks sold, total volumes 2,076 4,464 27,258 33,798

Total cost $214 #310 89.550 S 10.074

Pamphlets sold, total volumes 4,749 61,696 37.755 104,200

Total cost ... ... #24 §371 SI. 324 $1,719

The titles listed under The Church of Christ consist largely <(f

publications prepared for the special requirements of the YMCA, the

YWCA, the CE. and the CSSU. The large number of pamphlets shown

as sold in Column 2 is almost entirely accounted for by a single publica-

tion. Purelv Chinese authorship in this section is almost entirely confined

to the VMCA.

Church History

Published Published Published in name
in name of in name of of a Chinese and Total

a Chinese a Foreigner Foreigner jointly

Number of Books 12 19 12 43

Kamber of pages 2,557 2,636 1,902 7,095

Number of Pamphlets 2 3 1 6

Kamber of pages 31 46 18 95

Books sold, total volumes ... 1.525 1.473 1,954 4.952

Total cost $519 9598 $674 $1,791

Pamphlets sold, total volumes 183 67 477 727

Total.«x«i ... $7 SI $10 $18

The books listed in the section under the heading of Church History

are very largely ol recent date, and only 9 titles out of 43 are over 15 years

old. The last decade particularly has seen a great development in the pro-

duction of books of this nature but the sales cannot on the whole be describ-

ed as striking. T«eaving out of account the publication of the ChineseChurch

Year Book, we find in column 1 that only four publications of Chinese

authors have sold over 30 copies per annum, and in Column 2 four stand-

ard Church Histories by foreign authors account for more than half the

total number of books sold. The largest sales under this heading are found

in column 3 and the more recent publications have proved to be the best

.sellers ; three titles having had sales of over 1,000 copies each during the

three vears.

SocroioGY

Kumber ©f Books
Number of pages

Kamber of Pamphlets
KumbeT of pages

Books sold, total volumes ...

Total cost

Pamphlets sold, total volumes
Total cost

Published
in name of

a Chinese
25

2,683
34
260

5.478
$359

56,337

f263

Published in name
of a Chinese and
Foreigner jointly

18
3,053

4
25

Total

80
8,986

88

684
23.799
SI.281

101,216
#490

Published

to najie of

a Foreigner

37
3.270

50
399

11.505 6.816
$430 $492

38,109* 6,770
1204 f 23

Figures not obtainable for 2 H. L. K. tracts.

SocMogy has been a favourite subject with Chinese authors of recent

years, ami over 70 per cent of these books and pamphlets published in the

names of Chinese have been produced since 1911. The older titles are,

however, with one or two exceptions, still proving good sellers. Foreign

authors were naturally the pioneers in this field and the demand for a con-

siderable number of their publications has now almost ceased. There are

a number of these older titles, however, which are still very good sellers.

Since 1910 only to books and 8 pamphlets published in the names of

foreigners have appeared under this heading and only about one-half of

these could be described as very good sellers. Under Column 3 a single

title accounts for three-fourths of the total books sold.

PoimcAt Science

Published Published Published in name

Kamber of Books ...

Number of pages

Kamber of Pamphlets ,

Kamber of pages ... ...

Books sold, total volumes ...

Total cost ... ... ...

Pamphlets sold, total volumes
Totaleos*

xi name of in name of of a Chinese and Total

a Chinese a Foreigner Foreigner jointly

2 23 4 29

340 4,478
6
as

764 5,582
6
88

31 400 42 473
11 Sill

24

* 1

f 18 1140
24

t 1

It is rather striking that the list of books and pamphlets on Political

Science published by missionary agencies in China should show only seven

titles published since 1910. As will be noted from the figures none of the

titles have a very large sale at the present time, but nevertheless there is

a small steady demand for nearly all, although many of the books are now
twenty years old. The fact that the best sellers are found among the more
tecent publications suggests that literature agencies might with advantage
give more attention to this subject.

Science

Published Published Published in name
in name of in name of of a Chinese and Total
a Chinese a Foreigner Foreigner jointly

Number of Books 26 50 23 99
Kamber of pages

Number of Pamphlets
6.343 11,159 5,404 22,906

12 5 17
Kamber of pages 97 19 116

Books sold, total volumes ... 1.835 3.304 573 5.712
Total cost $906 §1.303 $347 §2,558

Pamphlets <fe Charts, etc. sold ... 8,119 418 8,437
Total cost % 45 sim $167

The summary figures of sales of the publications listed in the section

headed Science show that the titles published in the names of Chinese and
foreign authors respectively sell about equally well, though of course

missionary agencies have no longer the lead in publications of this nature.

About 25 titles have been published since 191 1 and 10 of these m
described as good sellers. Eight of the older publications can also ba
classed in the same category.

Medicine

Published Published Published in name
in name of in name of of a Chinese and Total
a Chinese a Foreigner Foreigner jointly

17 50 17 -i

1.341 14,895 4.549 10,783
3 29 S3

41 116 157
4.750 9.321 2,410 16.481

$618 112,858 11,879 §15.155
262 51,848 52,110

$ 14 aaia 1333

Number of Books
Kamber of pages

Number of Pamphlets ... ...

Number of pages ... ...

Books sold, total volumes ...

Total cost

Pamphlets sold, total volumes
Total cost

Under Medicine the figures in Column 2 are largely influenced by tlia

sales of the publications of the China Medical Missionary Association,

Most of the pamphlets published by foreigners under this heading arc

having a large sale. Of the titles published in the names of Chinese
authors about two-thirds have been published since 1911. It is worthy
of note that with one exception all these publications by Chinese authors

were selling well in the period under review.

Fixe Arts

Published Published Published in name
in same of in name of of a Chinese and Total

a Chinese a Foreigner Foreigner jointly

8 11 5 24
751 1,154 364 2.269

11 1 12
72 16 88

1.127 1,348 665 3,040
1858 SI, 129 $190 $3,674

352 3.410
8178 $ 35 $213

Kumber of Books
Number of pages

Kumber of Pamphlets
Kumber of pages

Books sold, total volumes ...

Total cost

Pamphlets sold, total volumes
Total cost

Under Fine Arts the publications listed in the Indax are with one

exception, devoted to the subjects of Musk, Amusements, and Athletics.

All but one of the titles by Chinese authors have been published in the

last decade and several are good sellers. Foreign authors have also paid

a good deal of attention to these subjects in recent years, but only three

of their books can show sales of 100 copies each per annum. On the other

hand, the publications issued in the joint names of Chinese and foreigners

have with one exception all proved to be good sellers.

LtTERATCRE

Published Published Published in name
in name of in name of of a Chinese and Total

a Chinese a Foreigner Foreigner
j
sintly

38 72 23 183
3,462 6.720 2,121 12,303

22 4 28
227 40 267

20.955 18,330 8,943 43,388

$2,359 $1,755 $665 $4,779
18,149 8,835 26.984

... $240 $ 20 1260

Kumber of Books
Number of pages

Kumber of Pamphlets
Kumber of pages

Books sold, total volumes ...

Total cost ... ... ...

Pamphlets sold, total volumes
Total cost, ... ... ...

The titles shown under the heading of Literature are largely works of

Fiction and School Books. While foreign authors have produced a larger

output than Chinese, the total sales of their books have been less, owing

to the very large circulation enjoyed by four Educational Readers bj* a

Chinese author. Of the Fiction published by Chinese authors, one half

of the titles are good sellers. Though the demand has largely ceased for

a number of the older Fiction titles published by foreign authors, yet

on the whole the demand for their works keeps up very well indeed and

at least ten are realty good sellers.
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Published
in same of

a Chinese

Published
in name of

a Foreigner

Published in name
of a Chinese and
Foreigner jointly

Tote!

12
8,681

23
1,866

1

14
1,481

$127
2

12

4,642

47
18,192

1

1,283

$756

297
$279

14
3,061

$1,162
2

History

Kumber of Books ... ... ...

Number of pages

Kumber of Pamphlets ... ...

Kumber of pages ... ...

Books sold, total volumes ...

Total cost

Pamphlets sold, total volumes
Total cost ...

In the section cm History a single monumental work by Chinese

authors is responsible for the comparatively large figures in Column i. Of

the twelve titles by Chinese authors, only five deal with Chinese history,

and of these only one is a really good seller. The best seller among the

other titles by Chinese authors is a work on genera] history. Of the

works by foreign authors a single title accounts for over So per cent of the

total sales and only one of the remaining titles had a fair sale during the

period under review.

Biography

Published Published Published in name
in name of in name of of a Chinese and Total

a Chinese a Foreigner Foreigner jointly

Kumber of Books 22 44 25 91

Kumber of pages 2,681 4,856 3,012 10,549

Kumber of Pamphlets ... ... 9 3 12

Kumber of pages ... ... ... 115 27 142

Books sold, total volumes ... 3,060 2,035 2.826 7,921

Total cost $355 $360 $439 $1,154

Pamphlets sold, total volumes 2,036 162 2,198

Total cost $ 19 $ 4 $ 23

Under the heading of Biography we find that it is only within the

last decade that Chinese authors have deviated much attention to this field,

and over 6o per cent of the titles produced in the joint names of Chinese

and foreigners have appeared in the same period. Only one-half of the

titles by Chinese autbors can be described as good sellers, though of

recent date, and only one out of every four titles is a biography of a

Chinese. About twenty of the titles by foreign authors are still selling

well and of these only three are biographies of the lives oi Chinese.

Geography

Kumber of Books
Kumber of pages ... ...

Kumber of Maps, Charts, etc.

Books sold, total volumes ...

Total cost

Maps, Charts, etc. sold

Total cost

Eight publications by Chinese authors appear in the section under
Geography and all but three are good sellers. With one exception the

works on general geography have sold better than those dealing with the

geography of China. Of the books on geography published by foreigners,

the principal demand is for the older titles, but only three works can be
described as very good sellers.

SUMMARY
(i) Literature published m name of a Chinese

Published Published Published in name
in name of in name of of a Chinese and Total
a Chinese a Foreigner Foreigner jointly

6 11 2 19
1,058 1,303 190 2,551

2 10 12
1,909 1,317 363 3,583
$606 $1,195 $288 $2,089
24 638 662

$ 38 $ 41 $ 79

Subjects'

Books Pamphlets Books Sold Pamphlets Sold

Num-
Pages

Num-
Pages

Total Total Total Total
ber ber Kumber

j
Cost Kumber Cost

Classics and Be-
ference Books ... 4 542 528 $ 107 $...

Philosophy . 11 1,525 3 37 6,364 255 4,267 23
Religion-general ... 4 750 4 20 1,271 77 9,667 32
The Bible 14 1,618 4,478 578 ...

Old Testament ... 2 206 ... ... 310 17
Commentaries on
Old Testament... 3 245 1 1 181 13 29 1

New Testament ... 7 700 1 1 5,598 732 48 2
Commentaries on
New Testament

.

9 1,223 2 2 1,189 239 338 11
Biblical History
and Dictionaries 1 52 1 4 65 3 200 1

Doctrinal Theology 40 2,675 53 359 41,272 1,721 143,964 704
Devotional Works

.

62 4,280 24 285 19,643 1,188 23,697 246
Creeds, Cate- i

chisms, etc. 11 633 1,748 136
Hymnology -> 322 *

1,207 175 •

Homiletics 10 1,202 4,638 281
The Church of

Christ 17 ! 786 4 46 2,076 214 4,749 24
Church History ... 12 2,557 2 31 1,525 519 183 7
Sociology ... ... 25 2,663 34 260 5,478 359 56,337 263
Political Science...! 2 340 .31 11

Science
' 26 6,343 1,835 906

Medicine 17 1,341 3 41 4,750 618 262
*

14
Fine Arts - 751 1,127 355
literature 28 3,462 20,955 ' 2,359
Historv 1 12 8,684 1.283 756
Biography J 22 : 2,681 3,060 355
Geography 6 1,058 2 2 1,909 606 24 38

Totals...; 355 1 46,639 134 1,089 132,521 S12.580 243,765 $1,366

{2) Literature published in nam* op a Foreigner

Books Pamphlets Books Sold Pamphlets Sold

Subject
Num-

Pages
Total Total Total Total

ber
Pages

ber Kumber Cost Kumber

;

Coat :

Classics and Re-
ference Books ... 7 2,374 1,672 $ 371 $ ...

Philosophy 15 1,846 10 112 2,067 147 8,026
|

59
Beligion-general ... 12 1,863 14 135 3,487 287 8,773 54

The Bible 23 9,143 1 8 2,065 7,931 5,333 1 16
Old Testament ... 23 4,619 3 27 6,251 1,009 141 5»

Commentaries on
Old Testament... 82 10.627 8 91 6,*27 791 1,922 31

New Testament ... 30 6,068 2 17 7,579 2,133 36 1

Commentaries on
New Testament. 88 11,965 7 79 6,147 1,323 406 15-

BiblicalHistoryand

Dictionaries ... 6 1,674 19 24 1,569 3,411 624
j

35
Doctrinal Theology 120 17,283 45 546 67,560 4,401 33,041

j

46-5

Devotional Works. 134 9,565 99 1,076 130,384 4,996 107,437 725-

Creeds, Catechisms
etc ... 90 6.866 33 293 57,874 1,582 38,687 i 191

Hymnology... ... 51 10,534 * 26,752 5,431
"

Homileties 23 2,509 30 307 3,122 420 17,403 84

The Church of

Christ 10 1,450 6 46 4,464 310 61,696 371

Chnreh History ... 19 2,636 3 46 1.473 S98 87 i

Sociology 37 3,270 50 399 11,505 430 38,109
]

204=

Political Science... 23 4,478 6 88 400 111 24 I

Science. 50 11,159 12 97 3,304 1,303 8,119
j

45-

Medicine 50 14,895 29 116 9 321 12,658 51,848 218
Fine Arte 11 1,154 11 72 1,248 1,129 3,088 17*
Literature 72 6,720 22 227 18,330 1,755 18,149 f 240
History ... 23 4,866 1 14 1,481 127 2
Biography ... ... 44 4,856 9 115 2,035 360 2,036 19*

Geography 11 1,303 10 10 1,817 1,195 638
j

41

Totals- 1,054 153,723 430 3,945 377,834 $54,209 405,605
j
$2,999

(3) Literature published in name of a Chinese and Foreigner Jointly

Subject

Books Pamphlets Books Sold Pamphlets Sold

Kum-
Pages

Num-
Pages

Tote! Total Total Total
ber ber Kumber Cost Number ! Cost

Classics and Re-
ference Books ... 1 754 ... 12 $ 20 1 t ...

Philosophy 10 712 11 77 3,965 77 20,599 22
Religion-general ... 3 227 260 42
The Bible 3 248 242 19
Old Testament ... 2 255 98 15
Commentaries on

Old Testament.. 8 1,342 2 31 301 65 27 i
Kew Testament ... 7 1,639 306 127
Commentaries on
Kew Testament. 13 2,543 825 165

Biblical History
and Dictionaries 3 1,028 ... 303 228

Doctrinal Theology 42 5,365 25 364 12,313 1,628 14,522 429-

Devotional Works. 30 " 2,140 8 76 14,948 678 8,753 134
Creeds, Cate- 1

chisms, etc. ... 34 ! 2,721 5 75 28,071 637 1,115 15-

Hymnology 15 1 4,143 * 13,173 3,763 «
...

Homiletics 8
!

793 3 38 1,427 194 2,718 21
The Church of

Christ 38 2,251 31 187 27,258 9,550 37,755 1,324
Church History ... 12 1,902 1 18 1,954 674 477 10
Sociology ... ... 18

j
3,053 4 25 6,816 492 6,770 23

Political Science... 4
[

764 42 18
Science 23 5,404 5 19 573 1 347 418 122-

Medicine ... ... 17 4,549 2,410
; 1,879

Fine Arts 5 364- 1 16 665
j

190 352 35
Literature ... ... 23 2,121 4 40 3,943

|
665 8,835 2a

History 12 4,642 ... 297 I 279
Biography

i 25 3,012 3 27 2,826 439 162 4
Geography 1 2

j

190 ... 363
|

288

Totals... 358
]

52,162 103 993 123,391 S $22,479 102,503 $2,160

* Figures for sale of Hymn sheets unobtainable.

Summary of Totals

Books
Pages' ^^P^N*88*1'1 <** {*?$?** <*>*

Literature published in name of a Chinese

355 46,639 134 1,089 ; 132,521 $12,580 j 243,765 $1,

Literature published in name of a Foreigner

1,054 153,723 430 3,945
j 377,834 $54,209 405,605 $2,999-

Literature published in name of a Chinese and Foreigner Jointly

358 52.162 103 993 123*391 $22,479 ( 102,503 $2,160

Grand
%£m% 1,767 252,524

j
667 6,027

j
655,7*6 $89,268 751,875 $6,525
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If Tracts and the few items which have been referred to above as being

omitted from the figures were included, the total salas would show as

approximately $100,300 per annum.
The above Summary of Totals reveals that the average number of

pages in books written by Chinese is 131, in books written by foreigners

146, and in books published in the name of a Chinese and foreigner jointly

also 146. In each class the average number of pages per pamphlet is

about 9.

The average sale price of books by Chinese authors is «JJ| cents, of

books by foreign authors 14*5 cents, and of books published in the joint

names of a Chinese and foreigner, i8j* cents.

The average sale price of pamphlets per 100, in the case of those

prepared by Chinese is 56 cents, in the case of foreign authors 76 cents,

and in the case of those published in the joint names of a Chinese and a

foreigner f 2.10.

From these latter figures it appears that on an average books by

foreign authors, after allowing for the difference in average size {131 pages

as against 146} are priced about 40 per cent higher than books by Chinese

authors ; while books published in the name of a Chinese and a foreigner

jointly are priced nearly doable those issued in the name of a Chinese

author alone. The same contrasts to an even greater extent appear in the

sale prices of pamphlets.

The average number of copies of each book sold per anmun works out

at 373 for books by Chinese authors, at 35S for books by foreign authors,

end 345 tor books published in the name of a Chinese and foreigner jointly.

In the case of pamphlets the average number of copies of each sold per

annum works out at 1,819 *« pamphlets by Chinese authors, 943 for

pamphlets by foreign authors, and 995 for those published in the name of 1

Chinese and foreigner jointly.

The higher price of books by foreign authors does not appear to have

had any marked effect on their sales, but pamphlets by Chinese authors

being cheaper have had the largest sales. It is to be noted, however, that

pamphlets in Class III (joint names of Chinese and foreigners) sell as well

as those in names of a foreign author alone, though the price of the former

is $2.10 per 100, as against 76 cents.

CONCLUSION
i This review of the literature available for the use of the Protestant

Church of China has shown that no other Church on the mission field is,

generally speaking, so well supplied, and while there is a call for new

literature along many lines to meet the ever growing needs of a living

Church, yet quite 70 per cent cf the titles listed in this Index (apart frun

Tracts) are proving their present value by the hard test of sales and

making a definite contribution to the building up of the Kingdom of God
in China.

PUBLISHING AND DISTRIBUTING AGENCIES
FOR CHRISTIAN LITERxYTURE

The following review pictures in brief outline the forces created by the

various Protestant missions in China for the production, publication, and

distribution of Christian literature. The significance of their combined

. activities grows as one realizes that despite differences in method and

diversity of function, they are all working to the end "that China may be

sown deep with Christian literature."

The following statement has been compiled from information supplied

by the several organizations, and as methods of circulation and reckoning

output and sales differ very considerably, the figures given should not be

used for comparison except in a very general way.

China's age-long reverence for the printed page constitutes the

challenge and the opportunity of the literary forces of the Protestant

missions in China. The hopeless political outlook and the distressing

economic conditions in many parts are fanning the flame of new ideas,

and a new intellectual and social ferment is at work among the young life

of the country, both Christian and non-Christian.

A-M1SSI0N PRESSES CATERING FOR THE WHOLE MISSIONARY

BODY IN THEIR RESPECTIVE AREAS

(1) Presbyterian Mission Press, Shanghai—This premier Mission

Press, established in 1S44, reports an output for its last financial year as

follows

:

Chinese Work

Scriptures — •*• — •*•

Religious—Commentaries, Hymn Books, Caiechisms,

Works on Theology, Christianity, the

Spiritual Lite, etc

Educational—Textbooks for Schools and Colleges ...

Medical Works -

Scripture Tracts, Folders, Calendars, etc. ...

Periodicals and Sunday School Quarterlies ...

Miscellaneous Books, Beporte, Catalogues, etc.

Copies

596,000

95,500
48,700
5.800

875.314
408,495
36,476

Pages

49,327,000

7,651000
5.566,800
1.957.200
5,477,498
11,327,280
1,302,400

Totals... ...2,066,285 82,609,178

English and BirLlngHal Work

Beports of Missions, Christian Associations, etc.

Beporte of Hospitals ... —
Catalogues, etc., for Educational Institutions

Dictionaries and Vocahukries of the Chinese

Language, etc

Periodicals—Monthly, ete.

"Missionary Diary"
Miscellaneous Pamphlets

Miscellaneous Printing

Hospital Supplies

17,810
11,050

17,390

8,820

101,957
1,000

38,195

Totals... ... 196,222

446,480
260,800

1,020,900

2.010,360
6,068,724
318 000
580,260

1,967,688
948,435

13,021,637

GRAXD TOTAL .. ...2,262,507 98,630,815

The audit for the year 1920 revealed a net profit of about 8 per cent.

The special features of the work of this Mission Press are the services

it renders to the Bible and Tract Societies, and the Educational and

Medical Missionarv Associations in the production of the special type cf

literature required "by each. The requirements of the Medical Missionary

Association in particular in the production of medical works have taxed

the resources of the Press to the utmost to secure the ctonly required in

the complicated illustrations of these books. Other notable lines of work

have been the production of graded Bible stones, literature in the new

phonetic script, and the printing of Dr. Fenn's Concordance. Two Chinese

periodicals with a large sale, the "Chinese Christian Intelligencer'' and

'Happy Childhood" are printed by this Press, and no less than ten

periodicals in English are produced lor various missions, educational

institutions, and other organizations. The most notable of these are the

"Chinese Recorder" and the '-China Medical Journal."

While the output for the last financial year shows a decrease as com-

pared with some previous years, much work has been refused which could

be done by other presses, as it was desired to concentrate the efforts of the

staff along those lines of work which the special qualifications and re-

sources of the Press enabled it to handle. New modern equipment in the

way of typesetting machinery, modern binding machinery, and up-to-date

printing presses, is greatly needed to meet the growing demands as the

missionary body increases in number.

(2) Methodist Publishing House in China, Shanghai—Ttm Publishing

House established in Foochow in 1S62 is now controlled by an Advisory

Committee on the field representing both Northern and Southern Methodist

Missions. The output for the last financial year for which figures are

available was as follows :

Printing Dept $4°. ! 55-°4

Bindery Dept - 5»*9M4
Foundry Dept 2,504.52

Sales Dept.—Including one-half share of

Mission Book Co.'s turnover

Foochow Branch
Agency and Shipping

$56,951.00

.. $65,269.72
T.S6-.00

Hymn books and Sunday School literature have been produced by

this Press in large quantities in recent years, and special attention has been

paid to the production of fonts of type for the printing of the Govern-

ment phonetic script with a view to meeting the coming demand for this

type of literature. Already several million pages of literature in this

form have been produced, including large numbers of Scripture portions.

A steady increase in the circulation of the "Chinese Christian Advocate"

is reported, while the English edition of the same publication, namely,

the "China Christian Advocate," maintains its circulation without any

subsidy, owing to the income obtained from advertisements.

During recent years the amount of commercial work handled by this

Press has been reduced very considerably, till the amount of business

of this nature handled annually is $30,000 less than five years ago. The

increasing competition on the part of Chinese printing firms has neces-

sitated a liberal advance in all salaries and wages. This has added to

the burdens of the Press and made it difficult to keep prices down.

(3) Canadian Methodist Misshn rress, Ckengtu—This Press situated

in the far west of China has, as its main constituency, the provinces of

Szeehwan, Kweichow, and Yunnan, with a combined population of over

75,000,000. A small book store is run in Chengtu and a good deal of

printing work is done for the West China Religious Tract Society,

Chungking.
The annual output for the past 10 years has ranged from 24,000,000

to 34,000,000 pages of Chinese Christian literature and of recent years

about 1,500,000 pages of English and other literature have been turned

out annually. The total income from all sources is about $30,000 Mexican.
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Amongst the special features of the work of this Press may be

mentioned the production of Chinese text books for the West China

Christian Education Union, the publication of the "West China Missionary

Nfera," the reprinting of the CSSU Sunday School Lessons for the West

China field, and the printing of the Annual Reports of most of the

missions operating in West China.

To enable the Press to turn out the great bulk of its work, which is of

a missionary* character, at a minimum cost, a certain amount of English

commercial "work is done. While this only represents one-fiftieth of the

fetal output, vet it produces one-half of the net income. About one-

fourth of the literature produced is subsidized by the West China

Religious Tract Society and other agencies, and the lack of capital for a

publishing fund has limited the issues of distinctly evangelistic

literature during the past few years, while the output of educational

publications has greatly increased. This Press conducts a night school

for its employees in which English, the new phonetic script, etc., are

taught.

The lack of adequate working capital to provide necessary extensions

in buildings, machinery, etc., limits the usefulness of this Press, and

there is need for an adequate subsidy for the publication of a church

paper to reach the large constituency in the West China field. The work

of distribution also needs the services of a man who can give full time

to the management of the book room, with another man to organize the

distribution of literature throughout this large and scattered field where

communications are slow.

(4) South China Alliance Press, Wuchotc, K&angs>~Although

somewhat off the line of ordinary travel in China, this Press connected

with the Christian and Missionary Alliance is serving missionaries and

Chinese workers of all societies throughout China, and it is stated that

there is hardly a city throughout the Republic where its literature is not

read. The value of the plant and equipment is given as $20,000 Mexican.

The types of literature produced cover Bible expositions, exhorta-

tions in tract form to Christians, and literature for non-Christians.

Special efforts are made to ensure a high quality in the style of publica-

tion produced. The total amount of the sales for 1920 was $4,000 Mexican.

The special feature of the work of this Press is the publication of

the "Bible Magazine" six times per annum. Efforts are now being mace

to make this a monthh- publication. Apart from capital which is

provided from home by special funds, the sales practically cover the

running expenses.

fj China Baptist Publication Society, Canton—This Society

established in 1890 produces periodicals and tracts having a large general

circulation in addition to special denominational literature, and it is the

most powerful force for the dissemination of Christian literature in the

South China field. Unfortunately it has not been possible to secure

any detailed statement as to output, etc.

B—INDEPENDENT SOCIETIES CATERING FOR THE WHOLE
MISSIONARY BODY IN THEIR RESPECTIVE AREAS

ft) Christian Literature Society for China, Shanghai—This Soeietv

founded in 1SS7 now includes amongst its whole-time editorial staff,

representatives of the following missions : BMS, FFMA, MEFB, PCC
and PN, while the MES and UFS have delegated men to give part time

to its work.

At the present time the Society has an average Chinese Staff of

eleven men, two of whom are Theological graduates, and two women. Next
year, half of the governing body will consist of Chinese. A Chinese

graduate of Theology from America has been called to join the staff, and,

if possible, become Associate General Secretary. More foreigners ara

needed, but better still, more Chinese familiar with both English and
Chinese,

For some years past this Society has received in donations,

subscriptions, and giants from Mission Boards about $15,000 Mex.
annually. The value of the plant is said to be Tls. 203,000. East year's

budget was $34432. Originally ail the support came from Great Britain;

now Canada and tbe United States furnish a large percentage.

During the last year new books and tracts to the amount of 58,00;)

copies and 1,542,000 pages were produced, together with reprints of pre-

vious works amounting to 23,700 copies and 3,443,200 pages. The sales

nave varied during the past 10 years from $6,500 to $20,000 Mex., and the

figures given for the last financial year show sales amounting to $11,592.

The Society owns commodious offices containing godown space, con-

sulting library, and separate rooms for six translators together with their

Chinese Staff. It also possesses three dwelling houses, at present rented,

but available for extension of literary work in the future. It has no press

of its own, depending on local presses to do its printing.

The catalogue (Chinese and English versions) contains a list of about
300 books, large and small- Recently the Society has invaded the field of

small tracts for which there is an insatiable demand. The following large

works have been published : Dr. Young J. Allen's "Women in all Lands,"
Rev. J. Lambert Rees' "Universal History," and Hastings' "Bible Diction-

ary." The following large works are in preparation, viz. "Complete
Commentary on the New Testament" critical and expository, and an
"Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics." The great success of Hastings'
Dictionary encouraged the Society to undertake the Encyclopaedia.

Special types of literature produced by this Society are books on
Christian doctrine, school books, and popular books on hygiene and
sanitation. A monthly paper, "The Women's Messenger," is produced,
also a monthly sheet sent to all government and mission schools. At the
present time no books in English are being produced, and 80 per cent of
the output is tegarded as being in the nature of direct religious
propaganda.

Amongst tbe recent special features of the work of this Society may

be mentioned an effort at newspaper evangelism. Articles are sent weekly

to over one hundred papers dealing with the topics uppermost in Chinese

minds. A series of thirteen tracts on fundamental truths were published

last year making a complete set on the principles of Christianity. A'

new avenue for circulation, namely, advertisement in a Shanghai daily,

offering books to those sufficiently interested to send postage for the same,

has led to an astonishing number of applications and opens up an

interesting prospect erf the development of a considerable eolportage work

through the press.

A definite literary program covering the next three cr four years has

been mapped out and funds are available for realizing the major part of it.

The greatest need is for men, Chinese and foreign, to accomplish the

program more rapidly. The Society is being urged on every side to

produce more, but it is difficult to do this without additions to the staff

of workers

(2) China Sunday School Union, Shanghai—This organization

brought into being as a result of the Centenary Conference of 1907 is con-

trolled by a General Committee representing most of the larger missions at

work in China. Of recent years it has received an annual grant from the

World's Sunday School Association and also from the Stewart Evangelistic

Fund.
Practically all the Sunday School Lesson Notes used in China are pre-

pared under the direction of this organization, and approximately 180,000

pieces of its literature are used weekly. The types of literature

produced include a Teachers' Quarterly, Pupils' Folder, Scripture Leaflets,

Uniform Lesson Primers, Bible Picture Cards, and Golden Text Books. A
large number of International Bible -Reading Association Topic Booklets

are also circulated. Three monthly periodicals are published, namely,

"The Sunday School Journal," "Happy Childhood," and the "Young
Peoples' Friend." The policy of the Committee has been to charge such

prices for its helps as shall meet only the expenses of printing, accounting

and mailing. The annual value of the sales of its publications is given as

$13,000 Mex.

(3) Religious Tract Society of London—This pioneer Society in the

production of tract and pamphlet literature has been associated with the

China field since 1815 when a grant was given to Dr. Milne. Since 1909

the Society has been represented in China W its own special agent and a

China fund amounting so .-£30,000 was raised. This fund has made it

possible for a number of men to be set aside for translation and editoriai

work. Within recent years, however, the effects oi the War and the high
exchange have very seriously curtailed the China fund, involving consider-

able restrictions in the operations of this organization.

There are eight Tract Societies in China affiliated with the Religious

'tract Society and acting as distributing agents for its literature. They
are situated in Shanghai, Hankow, Chungking, Tientsin, Foochew, Amoy,
Canton, and Hongkong. These Societies, of which further particulars are

given below, were originally founded in consequence of a grant given
them by the Religious Tract Society, and although they take their name
and model their constitution for the most part by that of the parent
society, they are really independent organizations fully controlled by
representatives of the missions working in their respective fields.

(4) The Chinese Religious Tract Society, Hankow—This Society with
headquarters at Hankow, was originally founded as the Central China
Religious Tract Society in 1876. Within recent years it has been
amalgamated with the North China Tract Society of Tientsin and the
Chinese Tract Society of Shanghai, and its operations cover the whole field

of Christian literature in its aspects of preparation, publication, and dis-

tribution. This Society acts as the sole agent for the sale of publications

of the Bible Success Band, the Central China Christian Educational
Association, and the Hunan Christian Educational Association, also as

printers for the Lutheran Board of Publications. The capital value of

plant and equipment is given as $85,500.

In the last financial year for which particulars are available, 60 new
titles were published with 213 reprints of previous issues. The total

number of copies sold amounted to 1,840,162. Large quantities of tracts
and other evangelistic literature are produced, while the Hym i.il

published by this Society, has reached its twenty-third thousand- Apart
from the sale of books purchased from other organizations, the sales during
the last financial year amounted to $22,406.

Amongst the publications produced within the last year are comment-
aries, books for Christians, books for enquirers, also for children awl
primary schools. Large numbers of tracts are produced for the annual
week of evangelism, and a regular eolportage system is maintained by
this Society largely with the assistance of special funds from abroad.

The high prices of materials and the shortage in paper supplies have
been a considerable handicap to the work of this Society, and it has been
necessary to revise the prices for its publications. It has been gratifying
to find that the all round increase in cost of production, which has neces-
sitated a steady rise in the catalogue prices of all books and many tracts,

has not lessened the number of copies sold.

{5) Chinese Tract Society, Shanghai—This Society, which has within
the last year become amalgamated with the Tract Society at Hankow,
reported a circulation of 446,807 copies of its publications during tbe last
financial year, the cash value of the sales amounting to $4,569. Fire new
titles were published with 31 reprints of former issues.

(6) West China Religious Tract Society, Chungking—This Society
aims at supplying literature for the West China field; the aboriginal
tribes, and also for Tibet, the great closed land that is slowly opening to
the Gospel. The capital value of its stock and equipment is given as
$22,672.
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The sales for the last financial year amounted to $4,158, and the total

circulation to 1,327,910 copies. No new titles were issued, but 43 reprints
of former issues were called for. This circulation is somewhat below that
reached in previous years, the shrinkage being almost entirely due to the
fewer grants of sheet tracts which the Society has been able to send it

half cost owing to the shortage of funds.
Besides the difficulties arising from lack of funds this Society has

been hindered in its work by slowness of transport. It has been necessary
to practically discontinue all grants of books and the prices of its publica-
tions exclusive of sheet tracts and hymn books, have been raised so as to
cover the cost of production and overhead expenses.

{7) The South Fukien Religious Tract Society, Amoy—This Society
does a unique and interesting work in Amoy Romanized literature. In the

last financial year the number of copies of this Society's publications

circulated amounted to 146,067 of which nearly 50,000 were in Romanized.
The cash value of the sales was $4,447. Three new Romanized works were
published during the year and reprints were called for of four titles pre-

viously published. The Amoy Church News with a circulation of about
i,mo copies fortnightly, is published under the auspices of this Society

and a new hymnbook for the Amoy field is now in the press. Exchange
difficulties have very seriously handicaped the Society within recent years.

<8) North Fukien Religious Tract Society, Foochow—The total

circulation of this Society's publications during the last financial 5'ear was
6x*37©t with a cash value of $407. The operations of the Society are

restricted for want of a salesroom in a central position and repeated efforts

have been made to arrange for this, it being felt that in such a city as

Foochow there should be a book store where Christian publications can
be seen by both the Christian constituency and outsiders. -

{9) South China Religious Tract Society, Canton—This Society wos
responsible with the China Baptist Publication Society for the establish-

ment of the South China Christian Book Co. to provide a central depot for

the distribution of Christian literature throughout the southern provinces.

The Society has received appropriations within recent years from most
of the missions working in its field. The sales for the last financial year
are reported as $449.

{10) Bible, Book and Tract Depot, Hongkong—As its name implies,

this institution is solely a distributing agency for Bibles and portions

issued by the Bible Societies and books and tracts in English as well as

Chinese. The value of the sales for the last financial year is given as

$5,408.

(11) The Tibetan Religions Literature Depot, Tatsienlu—The object

of this Depot is to publish suitable tracts and other Christian literature in

standard Tibetan for free distribution throughout Tibet. An income of

$2,165 is reported during the last financial year and 70,000 tracts and
booklets with 1,000,000 pages were published. The literature of the

Depot is seat free of charge to all missionaries working on the Tibetan

frontier and a number of colporteurs are employed to travel distributing

this literature and also Scripture portions.

$ftmrf Evangelistic Fund—The principal activity of the Litera-

ture Department of this Fund is the distributing of Picture Portionettes of

which about 65,000,000 have already been circulated. The work of the

Phonetic Committee of the China Continuation Committee has been largely

financed by the Fund, and many grants have been made through various

literature agencies to provide special evangelistic literature and Bible

portions.

C—ORGANIZATIONS PRODUCING LITERATURE FOR
DENOMINATIONAL REQUIREMENTS OR FOR SPECIAL CLASSED

(1) Association Press of China, Shanghai—The publication depart-

ment of the National Committee of the Young Men's Christian Associations

of China reports the production of over 3,800,000 pages of literature during

its last financial year. Up to the present, 221 different titles have bee;i

issued. The sales of books amouned to $7,350 and magazine subscriptions

to $6058. The range of literature produced comprises works on Bible

Study, Devotional Life, Personal Work, Social Service, Character Building

technical Association subjects, Biographies, Tracts, Hymnals, Maps and
Charts. A monthly periodical "Association Progress" has a circulation c£

over 6,000 copies.

{2) Publication Department of the National Y.W.C.A. of Chini,
Shanghai—This Department, organized two years ago, exists primarily to

serve the publication needs of the YWCA, and secondly, to issue such

general publications for women and girls as its time and funds will permit.

The present stiff consists of three Chinese and the full time of two
foreigners. So far 30 puolications have been issued and the value of the

sales for the last financial year is given as approximately $400.

(3) Signs of the Times Publishing House, Shanghai—This Publishing

House associated with the Seventh-Day Adventist Mission was established

in 1906 and in each province where the mission is working a tract societv

has been organized under its auspices. These local tract societies dire;*

an extensive colportage work. The value of the plant and equipment m
Shanghai is about $44,000 excluding the value of land, buildings and

stock.

The annual value of the sales of the publications of this agency Is

given as fioo.ooo Mex. In this is included approximately $15,000 worth

of English publications imported from abroad. Two church papers are

published by this press and also two campaign periodicals, the "Signs of

the Times" and "Present Truth" The former, a monthly journal, has »

circulation amounting at the present time to 32,000 copies and is largely

through colporteurs. Among the books published is cne entitle!

"Health and Longevity" retailed at $4 Mex., of which 35,000 copies have

already been sold.

This publishing house while planning to produce a continually in-

creasing number of titles, expects to be completely self-supporting,

including foreigner's salaries, within a very few years.

{4) The Lutheran Board of Publications—This Board, recentlv

organized, has planned to produce most of the literature required by the

Lutheran missions in China, and is supported by the Augustana Synod
Mission, Lutheran United Mission, Norwegian Missionary Society,

Finnish Missionar\- Society, and the Church of Sweden Mission. A work-
ing fund of $5,000 is in hand and an annual subsidy is received for the
publishing of a weakly paper : "Sin I Bao." The range of literature

which it is hoped to produce covers theological, educational and general

•eiigious works, also tract-;.

(5) Church Literature Committee—This Committee organized in con-

nection with the Chung Hua Sheng Kung Hui has published over y;

titles. The value of the sales of its publications during the last financial

year amounted to $390, apart from the circulation of "The Chinese
Churchman," a monthly paper, for which subscriptions to the amount of

$700 are recsi%-ed annually.

{6} American Board Publication Committee—The titles published
under the auspices of this Committee include Church Histories, Schooi
Books and H3Tnnals. The sales last year amounted to about $5,000 Mex.

{7) The Knipp Memorial Printing Plant, Canton Christian C
This Press which exists to print college bulletins in English and Chinese
covering special investigation work done by members of the staff, reports

a total cire'dation last year of 6,000 copies of which about 70 per cent were
published in English. The valui of the p!ant and equipment
$4,000.

(S) Trinity College Press, X ingpo—This Press which receives a small
annual grant from the Church Missionary Society also serves as an
industrial school. Work is done both in Mandarin and in Romanized, and
the titles prtduced include prayer books, hymn-books, Bible commentaries,
theological works, church histories, and school text-books. The value of

the plant and equipment is given as $2,000.

{9) The Hingh&a Mission Press, Fukfen—This Press established ;n

connection with the work of the Methodist Episcopal Mission, North, in
this field, has a plant and equipment valued at $15,000 Mex. The
work of the Press largely consists in the publishing of Church literature
in the Romanized script. The sales of its publications amount to $1,500
Mex. per annum. Many of the books turned out are Romanized varieties

of ordinary- Chinese books published elsewhere. In addition the RrefH
publishes Scriptures, Bible Study Books, School Text-books, also a New-
paper. Thirty thousand copies of books and pamphlets were printed last

vear.

D—OTHER PUBLICATION AND DISTRIBUTING AGENCIES

(i) Hwang Hsuch Publishing House, Shanghai—This Publishing

House established in 1917 to carry on the publishing work built up ay
Mr. T. Leslie, stocks an extensive range of Chinese books and acts as

agent for the distribution of the publications of the Shansi University, the
Oxford University Press, and the Nurses' Association of China. The
annual Missionan- Directory prepared by the China Continuation Com-
mittee is published by this House.

{2) The Mission Book Company, Shanghai—This Company established

in 1915 represents the union of the sales departments of the Presbyterian
Mission Press and the Methodist Publishing House. It is also the sales

Kgency for publications of the China Medical Missionary Association, the

China Christinn Educational Assocation, the Christian Literature Society,

and about 150 authors who publish privately. During the last financial

vear the sales were as follows :

Chinese Department
Foreign Books and Stationery ...

Foreign Educational Department
Periodicals ,

Total ...

$64,579

• 34.549
. 30,801

• S.S97

$138^26

The stock in hand at the close of the last financial year wras valued at

$75,036- The Company maintains branches at Nanking and Hangchow,
also at Kuling during the summer months.

(3) South Chini Christian Book Company, Canton—This Company
was organized in 1914 as the union of the sales departments of the China
Baptist Publication Society and the South China Religious Tract Society.

It has not been possible to secure a detailed report as to its recent

activities.

SUMMARY

The above review while outlining the activities of the various organisa-

tions can but suggest the influence exerted along unnumbered lines and
through many channels b3' men, methods and the printed message. While

the old prejudice against Christian literature and indeed against every-

thing foreign has not by any means died out in inland China, yet barriets

are being steadily removed through the general Christian propaganda

and particularly the enlightening • work of Christian Educational

Institutions. These latter are building up a Christian reading public and
unless a strong development is made in the wide-spread dissemination of

Christian literature, and there is a large quantity of good material already

available, the reading of these educated classes will be confined to litera-

ture of a distinctly inferior type and possibly of a harmful character.
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TRANSLATION AND CIRCULATION OF THE SCRIPTURES IN CHINA

i,—TRANSLATIONS

The history of Bible translation in China is as old as the history of

Christian missions to this country.

The Nestorians translated "the Scriptures," and this probably refers

to at least the whole of the New Testament, as early as the middle of the

seventh century,

John de Monte Corvino, who resided at the Court of Kriblai Khan,

also translated the whole of the New Testament and the Psalter.

From the sixteenth to the eighteenth century, the Roman Catholic

missionaries, especially the Jesuits, published a large uumter of books

dealing with a variety of subjects, hut little was done in the way of

Bible translation. Emmanuel Diaz, a Portuguese missionary about 1636

published the "Gospels for Sundays and Festivals." In 1738-30 a trans-

cript was made in Canton of the work of an unknown Roman Catholic

missionary, containing a Harmon}' of the Gospels, the Acts, St. Paul's

Epistles, and the first chapter of Hebrews. This manuscript was

presented to the British Museum and later formed the basis of Morrison's

translation. The library of the British and Foreign Bible Society in

Shanghai contains a reprint of the former and manuscript copy of the

latter of these two works.

We know also that during the 18th century the New Testament in

Chinese was in use in Father Ripa's College in Naples, founded in 1732,

and that at the Library- of the Propaganda in Rome there is a very early

translation of the New Testament into Chinese in wjven volumes.

It was only with the advent of Protestant missionaries, however,

that the work of making the whole of the Bible accessible to the whole

of the Chinese people was begun in earnest, and it is curious to note at

the very beginning of Protestant missionary work in China two out-

Stan ling features characteristic of so many subsequent efforts in China :

A herculean task, involving the translation of the whole of the

Bible, at a time when none of the modern helps to language study were

available, was undertaken without any hesitation.

(2) This tremendous effort was duplicated. Two translations were

made at the same time, one in Serampore by John Lassar and Joshua

Marshman, the other in Canton by Robert Morrison, who was assisted

later on by W. C. Milne. The first book of both versions was published

in tSio and the whole task completed 12 or 13 years later, the exact dates

being as follows :

Lassar and Marshman

:

Gospel of Matthew published 1810
Whole Bible 1822

Morrison

:

Acts 1810
Whole Bible 1823

It was not to be expected that pioneers, however great their linguistic

ability, could handle such a delicate instrument as the Chinese language,

in such a way as to make their work final. Many mcci men were to

set their hands to the task, and the standard versions, now accepted by

ali, were not to appear for another hundred years.

The following Protestant versions (see Note 1) appeared in print

during the nineteenth century :

Translators

(or Bevisers)

Lassar & Marshman
Morrison & Milne
W. H. Medhurst, K. F. A. Gntzlaff (Note 3)

E. C. Bridgman & 3. B. Morrison
Medhurst, revised by Giitzlaff

J. K. Goddard, William Dean * E. C. Lord
Old Testament by W. H. Medhurst, J.

Stronaeh, W. C. Milne
New Testament by W. H. Medhurst, 3.

Stomach, W. C. Milne, E. C. Bridgman
(See Note 4)

E. C Bridgman, M. S- Culbertson, W- 3.

Boone, and others (Note 5)

Chas. W. Gaillard
John L. Nevius
T. H. Hudson
Ho Chin-sban, revised by James Legge
F. Stores Turner
B. Hobson * W. Muirhead
John McGowan
W. Muirhead
Samuel Dodd
Chalmers <S Schaab

Date when Published
(See Note 2)

Extent of

Translation

1810-22
1810-23

1835-38

Bible

Bible

Bible

1S40
1848-68
1850-54

New Testament
Bible

Bible

1854-64

1860
1862
1850-66
1868
1870
1374
1875

1897

1885
1889
1898-1902

1854
1864
1867
1864-74

1887-93

Bible

Acts
Mark and Acts
New Testament
Matthew & Mark
John's Epistles

John
Psalms 1-39

Colossians
Hebrews
New Testament

Easy Wenli

New Testament Griffith John
New Testament J. S. Burdon & H. Blodget
Bible 8, 1. J- Sehereschewsky

Mandarin

New Testament Medhurst & Stronaeh (Southern Mandarin}
John W.A. P. Martin
Psalms W.* C.Burns
Bible " Peking Version "

O. T.-S. I. J. Sehereschewsky;
N. T.-Peking Committee, composed
of J. Edkins, W, A. P. Martin, S. 1. 3.

Sehereschewsky, S. J, Burdon, and
H. Blodget

Genesis, Exodus, Griffith John
Psalter, Proverbs,
New Testament

(1) For full particulars concerning these and all other Chinese versions of the

Scriptures, the reader is referred to: (a) Hratoncal Catalogue of Printed

Editions of Holv Scripture in the library of the British and Foreign Bible

Society, (b) Translations of the Scriptures into the Languages of China

and her Dependencies, by John K. Hykes. (c) The Chinese Empire,

article on The Bible in China, by Marshall Broomhatl.

(2) The first figures give the date of the first printed publication ; the second, the

date when the entire work was completed.

(3) 0. T. after Joshua by Gutzlaff alone, N. T. mainly the work of Medhurst.

(4) Known as "Delegates* Version."

(a) Known as "Bridgman and Culbertson Version."

Union Versions—The Conference of Protestant Missionaries held in

Shanghai in ifto decided to produce a standard version of the Bible in three

i^terary styles :-High Wenli, Easy Wenli, and Mandarin, This dectsioa

was hailed with enthusiasm, and the three great Bible Societies (the

American Bible Society, the British and Foreign Bible Society and the

National Bible Society of Scotland) agreed to take upon themselves the

cost of the undertaking in equal proportions. It took nearly thirty years »o

accomplish this task. One of the translators of the Mandarin Bible cal-

culated that an average of several hours had been spent wer each verse.

The new translations were received from the printers on the following

dates :

High Wenli
Easy Wenli (N. T. only (a) ) ,.

Mandarin ...

April 2nd, 1919.

July 28th, 1908.

... January 23rd, 1919.

(a) The Centemry Conference in 1907 decided to provide for .only one version of

the Wenli O.T. to be known as "Union Wenli Version,"

The following versions of Wenli and Mandarin Bibles are actually

on sale at the time when this survey was made :

Styix
Htjh Wenli

Easy Wenli

Mandarin

Version Published bv
Union BFBS, ABS and NBSS
Delegates BFBS
Bridgman and Culbertson (K. T. only) ABS
Sehereschewsky ABS
Union (N. T. only) BFBS, ABS and NBSS
Union BFBS, ABS and NBSS

Colloquial Versions—Great efforts have been made to translate the

Scriptures into the many languages of Southeast China where Mandarin is

not spoken. The following versions have been published up to the

present :

—

Date of first

publication
Language Extent of Work

1847 Shanghai Bible
1852 Amoy

Foochow
Ningpo

>»

1860 Hakka t ,

1862 Canton
1866 Kinhwa (a) St, John
1875 Swatow Pentateuch, Ruth—II Samuel, Psalter, Minor

Prophets, New Testament
1879 Hangchow (a) St. Matthew, St. John, selections from N.T.
1880 Soochow Bible

,, Taichow Bible
1891 Shaowu (a) Genesis, Haggai-Malaehi, James
" Hainan Four Gospels A Acts, Galatians, Philemon,

James, Jude
1892 Hinghwa Bible

„ Wenchow New Testament
1896 Kienning Genesis, Exodus, Psalter, Isaiah, Daniel,

New Testament
1898 Kienyang Matthew, Mark
1904 Samkiong (a) Four Gospels
1919 Tingchow Matthew

<a) No longer in circulation.

LANGUAGES OF THE ABORIGINAL TRIBES OF
SOUTHWEST CHINA

In 1896, missionary work was started among the aboriginal tribes of
Southwest China. None of the languages of these tribes had previously
been reduced to writing, and there is still ample work for explorers and
philologists to be done in the mountain fastnesses and valleys of
Yunnan, Kweichow, and western Szechwau. So far the following books
have appeared in print

:

Date of first

publication

1904
1912

Language

Chungkia
Hwa Miao
Laka
Lisu
Kopu
Western Lisu
Chuan Miao (a)

» Nosu (a)

(a) Now in the press.

1913
1921

Extent of Work

Matthew
New Testament
Mark
Matthew, Luke, John, Actj
Mark
Mark
Mark
Luke, Acts
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OUTER TERRITORIES
The following translations have been made into the languages of the

Outer Territories of China :

—

Language Work done iwe M nrs
v\ or* none

pnMJetffo,,
Notes

M&nchu New Testament 1822 Only fonr Gospels on sale

Literary Mongolian Bible 1819 Genesis, Proverbs, Jonah,
and New Testament now
on mile

Buriat Matthew 1909
Kalmuck Hew Testament 1815
Khalkba Matthew 1872 Out of print

Tibetan Pentateuch,
Psalter,

New Testament

1861 Pentateuch out o! print

©azaq-Turki Matthew,
Mark, Acts

1917

Kashgar-Turiri I. Samuel, Mark 1917 I Samuel out of print

book-rooms, missionaries and others. Those interested in the question

of the relative importance of the various colloquial versions should take

the figures for four or five consecutive years, which are found in the

annual reports of the Bible Societies.

The New Versions—In Mandarin, the Union Version has no rival.

In Wenli, the older translations are still very popular, as the following

figures will show :

—

Issues During 1920

Version Bibles New Testaments Portions Totals

Union 4,965 « 1,979 432.911 439.855

Delegates 2,722 10,301 51,695 67,718

Bridgman and
Culbertson 1,005 1,005

7,687 437,606

II.—CIRCULATION
The following Table shows the circulation of Scriptures in China

<during the last ten years :

—

Summary of Circulation of Scriptures in China

By the ABS, EFBS, and NBSS

Bibles Testaments Portions Totals

1911 25,962 132,435 4,611,157 4,769,554

1912 26,553 114,235 4,-524,328 4,665,116

1913 ... ... - 34,229 127,380 5.321,951 5.483.560

1914 33,268 135,865 5,979,413 6,148.546

1915 37,960 132,710 6,199,089 6 369,759

1916 ... — . 33,156 130,487 6.286.828 6,450,471

1917 26,268 102,737 6.222.895 6.351.900

1918 ... ... . 19,270 102,842 5,398,264 5.520.376

1919 ... ... - 38,701 95,708 5,255.340 5,389,749

1920 41,199

krs 316,566

95.822 5,877,836 • 6,014,357

Total for 10 Yet 1,170.221 55,677,101 -57,163,888

The falling off in the sales of Bibles during 1916-18 is due to the fact

that during these years the stocks of the old Peking Version were

gradually depleted, while the new Union Version did not come in till

early 1919. As soon as the new version was available, the sale of Bibles

reached unprecedented figures.

The New Testament in the Union Version (Mandarin) has been on sale

since 1907, but the text was revised after the translation of the Old

Testament had been completed in order to harmonize both parts of the

Scriptures. The new editions with the revised text began to make their

appearance during 1920. It will be noticed that the sales of New Testa-

ments dropped off considerably when it became generally known that a

new text was in preparation.

The decrease in the sales of Portions from 1917 on is due entirely to

restricted issues by the ABS and the NBSS on account of difficulties

created by the War, and does not in the least indicate that the days t-f

large colportage sales are over. The figures for Portions sold indicate

not so much the demand for these books, but rather the extent to which

they can be supplied.

Tabulating the issues of one year by languages, we get the following

figures :

—

Issues of Scriptures Classified According to Languages and Dialects

language Bibles Testaments Portions Totals

Wenli ... 7,687 13.285 487,606 508,578

Easy Wenli 1,794 1,478 11,533 14,805

Mandarin 45,985 86,230 5,659,832 5,792.047

Annamese (a) ... ... 11,907 11,907

Amoy 1,033 3,055 617 4,705

Canton ... 1,863 12,202 129,930
1

5,066

143,995

Chungkia
Foochow 3,308 699 9,073

Hainan 6 6

Hakka ... ioa 351 7,201 7,660

Hinghwa 263 108 371

Hwa Miao 885 1 886

Kalmuck 3 104 107

Kashgar-Turki ... 3.893 3.893

Kienaing... "si 55 106

TCenyang -• 2 2

Kopu 1 1

Laka 1 1

Lisu ... ... 1 1

M&nchu 1 601 602

Mongolian 4 5,604 5,608

Ningpo 2 102 104

Shanghai 794 970 "SO 1,794

Sooehow. 672 2 674

Swatow ... 134 1,276 1,410

T&iehow... "l 33 34

Tibetan 42 9,952 9,994

Tingchow 7 7

Wenchow ... 1 1

English 2,321 2.591 839 5,801

Other Languages 213 384 218 815

Total 65,372 123,173 6,336,444 6,524,989

(a) For use in Indo-China which forms part of the China Agency of the BFBS.

It should be explained that the first table gives figures for Circulation,

i.e. the number of books actually sold during the period under review.

The second gives Issues, i.e the numeber of books supplied during twelve

months from the head offices of the three Bible Societies to sub-agencies,

It should be pointed out that 'Portions' represent chiefly colpprtage

sales, whereas Bibles and New Testaments are mainly bought by
Christians.

The Tertn Question still divides us, and no one feels it more than

the Bible Societies who have to publish certain versions with two sets

of terms. The percentage of Scriptures issued in each term for God for

1930 is as follows :

—

Wenli "Shangti" 98.^ "Slien" S

Mandarin ,, 89% ,, llj

Romanization has proved an absolute failure in ihe Mandarin-

speaking part of China. In Ningpo, Amoy, and other districts, the

vernacular versions erf the Scriptures are available in Romanized only,

and in these places the sales are satisfactory, but where ihe same books

are supplied in both the Chinese character and in Romanized the circula-

tion of books in Roman letters is very small indeed. We give here the

figures for two Southern districts where editions of the Scriptures in the

local vernacular exist, both in the Chinese character and in Romanized .

—

Issues During 192c

Canton Colloquial

Type
Character
Bomanized

Character
Komanized

Bibles

1,791

3.21S

New Testaments
12.122

Portions

129,929
1

Foochow Colloquial
676
23

Tola:;
143. *42

153

8,960
113

Phonetic Script—The sales of Mandarin Scriptures include 95,541

Portions in Phonetic Script, of which 94,707 were in the National

Phonetic Script, and 854 in the Wang Chao-Peill Script. In the latter

Script only one edition of 1,000 Gospels of Luke had appeared before the

close of the period under review. The total issues of Phonetic Scriptures

np to the end of November, 1921, are as follows :

—

New Testament
Portions

National Phonetic Script

First edition received

from Press

July 19, 1921
July 22, 1919

Issues to

November 30, 1921
7.869

167,092
Books published : New Testament, Four Gospels, Acts, James, I John, Jonah.

Issues to

November 30, 1921

3.2>6

Wang Chao-Peill Script

First edition received

from Press

New Testament December, 1921

Portions April 6, 1920
Books published : New Testament, Luke, Acts.

III.—THE FUTURE TASK
Translation—The first task which the Bible Societies have set them-

selves, namely, to provide the whole Bible for the whole of the Chinese

people in elegant and accurate versions, is all bnt accomplished as far

as the 18 provinces are concerned. There are some of the less important

Southern dialects which at present have onlj- part of the Bible, but so

far the resident missionaries do not seem to have felt the need of further

translations into the local vernaculars.

Much remains to be done for the aboriginal tribes of Southwest

China, of whom mention has already been made. Only seven or eight of

these tribes have any part of the Weed of God in theh own language,

and of these one only, the Hwa Miao, has the whole -Cew Testament.

The others have only one or two Gospels. The Chines? say there are

seventy tribes of Miao alone.

Experienced missionaries have expressed the convietkn that it would

be best to encourage the tribes-people to learn to read the Scriptures in

Chinese. This would put within their reach not only all the treasures

of the Mandarin Bible—which alone would be a priceless boon—but all

the other literature that has and will be produced in Mandarin. The

people themselves it is said, do not care to see their own language

^reduced to writing, but are most anxious to acquire a knowledge of the

Chinese language. If this is the case for all the tribes, translations into

their own languages would only be required for the period of transition

till the Chinese Scriptures are easily understood.
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In Manchuria and the Outer Territories of China the situation is as

follows :—
Manchuria is now entirely Mandarin-speaking and is thns fully

provided with the Scriptures.

Mangc&ia has the whole Bible in four versions, but a desire for a

revision of the existing versions has been expressed by missionaries who

use them.

Tibet—So far only the Pentateuch, the Psalter, and the New Testa-

ment have been translated into Tibetan.

In Chinese Turkestan (Sinhiang) translation work 's still in its be-

ginnings as far as the Turki languages are concerned. Matthew,

Mark and Acts have been translated into Qazaq-Turki, and Mark into;

Kasbgar-Turki. The Rev. G. W. Hunter, of the China Inland Mission,

who has translated these books, thinks that some parts < f the Scriptures

should also be translated into the Kogai-Turki dialect.

Circulation—The day has come when each important city in China

should have its local bookstore. Many people are eager to buy the

Scriptures if they can select a copy on the spot and do not have ttf

write to a distant port without knowing what the book will cost or what

it will look like, and few have any idea of the large variety of sizes and

types of Bibles, New Testaments, and Portions which the Bible Societies,

can supply. Such bookstores offer a splendid opportunity for union

service. It has been suggested that in each large center local missionaries-

unite for the purpose of providing their district with Scriptures, arrange

for a room where these Looks could be displayed, appoint One of their

number to be responsible for stocks, accounts, etc., and guarantee the

very small capital which would have to be invested in sueh an under-

taking. The results thus secured would undoubtedly be out of all

proportion to the small trouble and expense involved, for the Bible

brought to the very door of every non-Christian would soon mean a

larger Bible-reading and Bible-loving public.

COLPORTAGE ACTIVITIES

Colportage throughout China is carried on largely under the direction

of the three Bible Societies, and in a lesser degree by the Tract Societies

and various ether Literature Agencies, with of course the valuable co-

operation of the missionaries.

After many years of colportage effort, both Chinese and foreign church

leaders have reached the conclusion that literature, particularly the

Scriptures would be more effectively circulated, with less likelihood of

abuses, if sold at a nominal price within the reach of all. For more than

i years this has been the general practice. The three Bible Societies fix

the price of Scripture Portions, Testaments, and Bibles of the cheaper

bindings, at the lowest possible mark, while the letter bound books are

sold at a price within measurable distance of cost. In this matter, the

principle of the Tract Societies is, to all intents and purposes, the same.

Colporteurs are employed by the Bible and Tract Societies and
missions, with particular emphasis on their usefulness in pioneer W*>rk

and in special campaigns to reach the masses. An interesting develop-

ment in colportage effort is the increasing number of church members who
voluntarily give of their spare time to this service; and the testimony of

missionaries is, that this is the most effective kind of colportage after all

and one in which many church members receive a direct impetus for

Christian service, while at the same time adding interest and dignity to

this labour of love.

The area well covered by colportage activities is, generally speaking,
the coastal provinces, and, in a lesser degree, the mid-China provinces;

while Kansu, Szachwan, Kweiehow, Yunnan, Kwangsi, and Shensi, snd
sections of Shansi, Honan, and Hunan, together with outlying territories

still offer large tracts of country practically untouched by colportage effort.

The three Bible Societies, with headquarters in Shanghai, work in the

closest possible co-operation in their threefold service—the translation, the
publication, and the circulation of the Holy Scriptures, and although the
translation and publication aspects of their work do not come within the
scope of this survey they yet form a very considerable part of the activities

necessary before the Scriptures can be made available for distribution.

A great amount of free distribution both of tracts and of general
literature is undertaken by the Tract Societies and other agencies. There
is also a large sale of such tracts and literature by the same Societies.

The former is limited by the funds available for free distribution, and tbe
latter by the purchasing power of the missionaries desiring such literature

as the Tract Societies and general literature agencies so well supply.

Strong emphasis has been laid upon the production and distribution

of evangelistic literature and upon numerous bands of itinerant evange-
lists, who disseminate this literature, by the Stewart Evangelistic Fund.

Various kinds of illustrated portionettes, tracts, and selected portions

of Scripture have been sent out to all parts of China. The totals since

1913 are as follows :

—

Illustrated portionettes 65,000,000

"Only one God" 8,000,000

"Wonderful Universe" 1,200,000

"Truth Sought and Found" 3,000,000

Large Posters 600,000

Selected Portions 600,000

"Fountain of Knowledge" .. 1,800,000

Beside the above regular issues, assistance has been given in issuing"

special kinds of literature including 500,000 Bible portions issued ir«

Tibetan and Mongolian, and many special evangelistic tracts.

All these have been distributed free of charge in order to aid the

preaching of the Gospel and to each millions of people who are not ir*

contact with the Church.

In connection with the use of literature, a dozen or more bands of
itinerant evangelists, comprised of about 60 or 70 individuals, have been
used in different out-lying regions of China foe intensive evangelistic

work. These bands have worked intensively in different provinces^

having visited hundreds of cities and thousands of villages. Through
them a great quantity of Christian literature has been sold or distributed

and the Gospel has been brought either by preaching or home visitation to
several hundred thousands of persons.

ifeveral foreign missionaries are engaged in the supervision of these
bands. Ihe workers, both Chinese and foreign, cooperate in speciaf

campaigns and meetings upon the invitation of missionaries in local

centers, and some 30 to 40 intensive campaigns of this character have been*

carried on These bands have also been used for the training of workers.

During this winter several of the bands are at work in five different

famine regions, holding intensive evangelistic campaigns and thus taking
advantage of the splendid opportunities created by famine relief.

In Hunan Dr. Keller, superintending groups of colporteurs and1

evangelists, seeks to cover large sections of the province. Particular

emphasis is laid on Bible School work and house-to-house visitation. The
task accepted as a "Commission from God" in this work is "To visit,

so far as possible every one of Hunan's 4,268,000 homes, to tell the people
of Jesus Christ, and to leave with them as a free gift, a printed portion

of God's Word.'* In this effort specially prepared books of Scripture
passages are used with a brief introduction stating that the extracts are
taken from the Holy Scriptures.

In South China the South China Holiness Union and other agencies
do some good work along free distribution lines, but, generally speaking
the Bible and Tract Societies and especially the Southern Baptist Mission
cover the major portion of colportage effort. Here the general principles
are in line with those mentioned for other parts of China, viz. that the
Scriptures be not given away but sold at a nominal figure. Here, as
elesewhere, in all colportage activities special efforts are made to reach the
students, as well as men and women going to and from fairs or religious
festivals.

RELIGIOUS PAPERS IN THE VERNACULAR
Aside horn the "Peking Gazette," the missionaries were the first to

publish periodicals in the Chinese language. Previous to i860 there were
eight religious and no secular periodicals. In 1889 a list of periodicals in

the Chinese language was prepared by Dr. Farnham in preparation for

the General Missionary Conference held at Shanghai. This list consists

of 76 different periodicals, a number of which had been discontinued some
years previous. Of the total 76 listed, 40 were religious and 36 secular;

35 were monthly, 8 weekly, 20 daily, 1 semi-monthly, 1 once in 10

days, 1 once in 3 days, 1 once in 2 days, and 2 occasional. Five were
published in Shanghai, 1 in Amoy, and r in Foochow. At the time of

the Conference, only 31 of the 76 were still being published, 15 were
religious and 16 secular. (See Records of the Missionary Conference held

at Shanghai 1890, Appendix F, pages 720 to 724).

Nothing shows the growing self-conciottsness of the Chinese Church"

more clearly than the growth of its newspapers and magazines daring the
last decade or two. A comparison of the Report of the Centenary Con-
ference (1907) and the present one will abundantly reveal this- Then

religious periodicals were still so few that no special chapter was needed?
to record them. Today they form a long list demanding separate treat-

ment. Then they were under twenty all told ; now they number more than
sixty. In the interval, some important magazines have disappeared, like
the "Wan Kuo Kung Pao," the "Ta Tung Pao," the "Chung Hsi Chh<>
Hui Pao," etc. The financial strain of the War and other causes were
responsible for this.

In addition to the subjoined list, it should be mentioned that there are
about 20 magazines issued by colleges and schools, but as they deal wholly
with technical matters and school affairs they are not included here.

The only daily issued by the Church is the "Kungtao Pao" (Foo-
chow). This is of the nature of the usual daily, with the exception that
it generally contains a short paragraph dealing with religion. The "Yi
Shih Pao" (Tientsin) and the "Min Chu Pao" (Tsinan), not mentioned in

the list, are managed by Christian men and possibly financed by foreign-

firms. The others are issued, some half-monthly, some monthly, some
bi-monthly, some quarterly, and some half-yearly.
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Though thej' differ in some respects yet their general character is

similar. Being in great part denominational, they bear mneh likeness.

Possibly they could be improved, and produced at less cost, if they were

•combined as to general matters, and the special need of a denomination

inserted as a separate sheet.

Generally these may be divided into foor kinds, according to differences

in subject matter : (i) Propaganda work; {2) Appeal to the young people

to reform the Church and take more interest in the Christian Ministry

Practical application of Christianity in the field of philanthropy and social

service; (4) Church news, Church unity, and all matters relative to the

furtherance of its organization and its usefulness; and (5) Theological.

The "Nanking Theological Seminar}- Quarterly" and "Life" (Sheng

Ming) may here be mentioned. It seeks to present theology in its philoso-

phical aspect with the object of meeting the new thought.

The papers issued by the YMCA come more especially under (t,), as

they generally deal with the practical aspects of faith. As a rule these

papers and magazines contain matter prepared entirely in the Editorial

Offices. Only one contains a great amount of correspondence from wide-

spread localities. This is the "Tung Wen Pao" (Christian Intelligencer)

which has a large circulation. A few contain illustrations.

Many publications are in magazine form, some printed on good paper,

others on inferior paper. Some are in newspaper form, ranging in size

from four sheets to one insignificant sheet. The printing varies a good

deal too; a few are well done, some are badly done; the majority arc

passable. On the whole the quality of the workmanship is not of a high

grade. The style is Wenli or Mandarin as indicated after the name e£

each paper by (he initials "W." and "M."

Publication centers appear in alphabetical order in the third column
of the Table below. Shanghai will be seen to lead with 15 Christian

papers and periodicals, followed by Canton with 7 ; Peking with 4 ; Nanking
and Hongkong 3 each ; Chengtu, Wuhan center, Feochow, and Yunnanfu
with 3 each ; and the remaining sixteen centers with one each.

It should be remembered that the above summary and the accompany-
ing Table do not take into acccunt 4 theological magazines, 5 occasional

religious periodicals, many local YMCA papers, and a score or more of

school publications in various parts of China.

DAILY
JCungtao Daily

WEEKLY
Taotsan

m m n
Tk-nsheng

% w m n
"Kind Words"

m * m n
Fen Hsing

«* $& m
""God's Mind" Weekly
,3c *& m.

Chinese Christian
Advocate

Religious Papers and Periodicals of the Protestant Church in China (1921)

W.M. Rev. Lyman P. Feet, Foochow —

W.M. Union, Amoy, Fu. —

W.— PN, Canton —
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NEWSPAPERS AND NEWSPAPER EVANGELISM
There are about 400 daily newspapers of all kinds in China. This

number includes teashop papers which have a very limited circulation

among' certain classes. It also includes a number erf guild publications

which are printed and circulated privately among guild members. Tha
influential newspapers of China probably do not number more than

50, certainly not more than 100 are valuable as advertising mediums.

The newspaper publishing business considered purely as a business

enterprise has had curious developments in China. In other countries, the

tendency is towards a reduction in the number of papers, because the busi-

ness of newspaper publishing in the very nature of things tends towards a

monopoly of the field. Once a daily newspaper is successfully established,

it is difficult for a new publication to break into its territory. We see

that development in Shanghai, where more than in any ether place, tha

newspapers are inn as business enterprises and depend on their advertising

and circulation revenue for support. Here the field is limited to com-
paratively few publications. The "Sun Pao" has perhaps 20 times the

tiding and circulation revenue received by any newspaper outside erf

Shanghai, and the same is true of the "Sin Wen Pao." These two papers

a circulation of about 30,000 each.

In other cities, the tendency is towards an increase in the number erf

publications. For instance, in Canton when the last count was made there

were 41 dailies, but not one of that number was of any great importance.

In fact, the largest circulation was probably not in excess of 3,000 «r

3,000. The United States Consul for the Canton Consular District reported

in 1920 that there were about 19 dailies printed in Canton, with a circula-

tion varying from 1,000 to 5,000 each. Few of these Canton newspapers
represent a legitimate business enterprise, since each one of them appears
to be subsidized by some political interest, party or other special interest.

>:king, there are about 40 newspapers, not one of them approaching in

circulation the secondary newspapers of Shanghai, although two or three,

the "Chen Pao," 'Peking Daily News," and "Social Welfare" should un-
doubtedly be mentioned. Here, as in Canton, the newspapers are largely

subsidized by politicians and depend on subsidies rather than on legitimate

advertising and subscription revenue for support. The same is true in many
of the smaller cities. For instance, Yangchow several years ago had no less

than 9 daily papers, each of them backed by some local interest. In Soo-
chow, some time ago. a newspaper was started and successfully published
for some time merely for the purpose of stirring up interest in the boycott
against the local Japanese-owned electric light plant. The advertising
columns of this paper were very carious, as they consisted almost entirely

of announcements by local firms that they would no longer patronize a
"low grade" electric light plant. The cost of printing especially in the
interior cities is slight. Editors can be employed for very small salaries,

and for a few hundred dollars a month the ambitious politician can own
end control his own publication.

Although an attempt is usually made to camouflage the interests
behind the Chinese newspapers, it very rarely succeeds because all Chinese
seem to know quite well exactly who is interested in every newspaper and
the object of its publication.

Because of the subsidies these publications receive, and also because
blackmail is a fairly well recognized source of revenue, the Chinese news-
papers do not charge anything like a lair price for their advertising space.
One agency is carrying advertising in a great many newspapers where the
amount of money paid for the service received would not cover the actual
cost of the paper on which the advertising is printed, but the provincial
editor is assured of his income without worrying about advertising. The
advertising takes up some space which it is not necessary for him to fill

and so the manufacturers of cigarettes, patent medicines, and other com-
modities which are widely advertised, secure space at extraordinarily low
rates.

As practically all of these newspapers have come into existence during
the past 10 years, it is not surprising that they are all edited in a more
or less amateurish way. There are as yet few, if any, trained Chinese
journalists, although a Department of Journalism has recently been
organized in connection with St. John's University, Shanghai. A few re-
turned students have taken courses in Journalism in America, but they
have had little practical experience and their comparative ignorance of the
Chinese language and failure to sympathetically understand their own
people, unfits them for real practical journalism. Dozens erf these editors
have been interviewed by the writer who has found that their interests
are political rather than journalistic. There is as yet no code of journal-
istic ethics in China, nor does there appear to be any development towards
that end. A few editors have shown themselves to be fairly outspoken ia
denouncing official corruption and have exhibited a great deal of braver?
in the attitude they have taken against powerful interests; but too often,
this is because the editors owe allegiance to an opposing party rather than
out of any public spirit they feel. The Peking newspapers contain practi-
cally nothing but political news, and even the Shanghai newspapers devote
a disproportionate amount of space to this. A few of the principal papers
appear to be developing along sounder lines. Thus, one paper at Ningpo
has little to say a'.out Chinese politics, but fills its pages from day to day
with items of interest from alt parts of the surrounding country. There is

also a newspaper at Nanchang which devotes its chief attention to local
affairs.

These editors have frequently been urged to pay more attention to the
Industrial development of China and less to its political troubles. The
Chung Mei News Agency for some time has made particular efforts tosend

out news of industrial development and has found that the newspaper*

print practically everything of that nature received, but without trained

journalists on their staffs they do not seem to be able to gather this news-

themselves.

Until a short time ago, the reporters of local newspapers were with-

out exception a very low class of people. No newspapers employed any

regular staff of reporters, nor did any of them make a systematic effort,

to cover local news thoroughly, although there is a large group of men in

China who have or claim to have special sources of information. For

example, one of them is connected in some way with a dock and arsenal.

Every time he discovers a piece of news, he sends a copy of it to each of

the local newspapers. The next day, he takes up the local newspapers to

see whether or not they have printed this. If they have, he visits each one

and haggles as to the amount of payment he should receive, usually 10 cr

20 cents. These people rarely represent themselves to be newspaper"

reporters but are more in the nature of sleuths. Recently, however, some

of the enterprising local newspapers have employed English-speaking"

graduates of mission schools or returned students, and from these men
are trying to develop trained news-gatherers. They are now covering the

Mixed Court and some of the other more important news centers in the

larger cities. What the Chinese newspapers need is a daily digest of

world news. As it is now, they print the news telegrams in a column ay
themselves and in nine cases out of ten telegrams are blindly translated,

that is to say, they are translated by someone who has no knowledge

himself of the fundamental facts behind the piece erf news, with the result

that these telegrams are more or less meaningless jumble. One News-
Agency has attempted to supply Chinese papers with several long articles

each day on social, industrial, and economic progress in other parts of the*

world. The newspapers invariably print these articles and appear to be
very glad to get them.

In addition to the daily newspapers, magazines are also beginning to*

spring up, and there are at least half a dozen in Shanghai that have
circulations in excess of 5,000 monthly. There is only one magazine in

China devoted to the interests of women, and this has a special interest

for Americans in that it is a duplication, from the stand-point of contents,.

of the "Indies' Home Journaij" of Philadelphia.

NEWSPAPER EVANGELISM
Some seven years ago the Christian "Literature Society began cultivat-

ing the Chinese Press. An excellent book on Journalism was translate!

and presented to the Editors, and other means were used to show the
missionaries' friendly interest in their problems. By persistent and pro-

longed effort much prejudice has been overcome, and both missionaries
and Chinese church leaders now supply a regular stream of articles on-

general and religious topics to over one hundred journals. Without the
general articles it is questionable whether the papers would accept religious-

articles only although the editors recognize that the general articles are
pervaded by the Christian spirit.

It is difficult to ascertain the exact number of secular papers reprint-

ing these articles as many use them without acknowledgement. Issues of
over a dt,zen papers are received daily in the offices of the CLS wherein
these specially contributed articles are printed. Evidence of the use of
these articles in many other papers is constantly coming to hand, so that
the exact extent of the present attempt at newspaper evangelism cannot
be measured. Considerable correspondence has resulted with readers, but
so far follow-up work has been weak. Another difficulty is the imper-
manence of many papers, and the low standard of morals.

Report for May-June, iqsi (based on papers received in CLS Offices)—
Number of articles reprinted,. 115

Articles used by papers in 12 places, viz. :—Sungkiangfu, Hankow;
Ningpo, Canton, Changchun, Tientsin, Peking, Shansi, Foochow, Kirin,
Chungking, and Shanghai.

Even- day in the year specially prepared religious articles are appear-
ing simultaneously in widely scattered places. There is distinct proof
that this door is gradually being more widely opened. It is a mistake,
however, for too many to undertake this style of work and thus perhaps
overload editors with too much copy on all sorts of subjects. Newspaper
men resent exploitation, but welcome cooperation and a genuine spirit of
helpfulness. As yet there is little, if any, payment for space in Chinese
newspapers, as in Japan where the high literacy of the people makes it 1
good investment. So long as good value is given in return for space and
there is no disposition to look upon the contributed articles as advertise-
ments there should be no reason for any charges Whatever for the space
allotted.

^
Number op Chinese Newspapers msted by Provinces (1920)

Kiangsu 80
Chihli 7S
Kwangtung (a) 73
Szechwan ., 19
Fukien 18
Shantung , 15

Manchuria 13
Chekiang 12

Hupeh 12

Total 356 in 17 provinces and Manchuria
(a) Including Hongkong.

Yunnan
Anhwei
Honan
Shansi
Kiangsi
Kansu ...

Hunan
Ivwangsi
Shensi ...
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ROMAN CATHOLIC LITERATURE
The Roman Catholic missions in China have been noted from the first

for their learned men, and their production of Christian literature dates
almost from their first appearance on the scene. It is true that the
scientific labours of Ricci, Sehall, and Verbiest gave to the Church its

early hold on the Chinese Court and its remarkable influence in Chinese
officialdom, but at the same time its missionaries were vigorously engaged
in the production of Christian literature, and some of the works which
they are printing today are well over 300 years old. The courtesy with
which Roman Catholic authorities have responded to requests foe informa-
tion regarding their literary activities, is gratefully acknowledged and it

points to that not impossible time when all those who love the Lord Jesus

Christ in sincerity and truth shall truly be united in heart if not in

organization.

Centers 0} Production—There aie 13 Roman Catholic Presses in China,
listed by them in the following order of importance :

Imprimerie de Nazareth, Hongkong.
Imprimerie de Zikawei, Shanghai.
Imprimerie des Lazaristes, Betang, Peking.
Imprimerie de Tchely S.-E., Sienhsien, Chi.

Imprimerie du Shantung Meridional, Yenchowfu, Sung.
Imprimerie de la Se. Faraiile, Chungking, Sase.

Imprimerie de Pimm. Conception (Salesiens), Macao.
Imprimerie de la Mongolie Cent., Siwantze, Chi. (Jehol).

Imprimerie de Houpe Orient., Wuchang, Hup.
Imprimerie de 'a mission du Fukien X., Foochow.
Imprimerie du Shantung Sept., Tsinan, Sung.
Imprimerie de I'orphelinat de Chengtingfu, Chi.

Imprimerie de la mission du Houpe S.-0., Ichang, Hup.

In several of these centers there are scholars whose labours in the

field of Sinology are of international reputation, notably Father Dore and
Father Wieger.

Church Periodicals—These are of more interest since they are a part cf

the Church propaganda. We note first of all that Roman Catholics in

China publish 15 periodicals : 9 in French, 3 in Chinese, 1 in Portuguese,

1 in Latin, and 1 in English. One of the French publications is a Shang-
hai daily, "L'Echo de Chine," which is owned by the Missions Etrangerers
de Paris, and therefore though outwardly a secular paper must be regarded
as an organ of the Roman faith. The publications most directly evangelis-

tic in tendency are probably the three Chinese papers, each of them
appearing monthly, two in Shanghai and one in Szechwan.

Publications in European languages—The Roman Catholic Year
Book called *'Les Missions de Chine et du Japon" (Quatrieme Annee,
igti), published by the Lazarists in Peking, lists 10 books and 6 articles

of a learned nature, some describing the progress of the faith, some being
studies of Oriental religions, and others simply studies of manners and
customs in the Far East. These do not include the monumental work of

Henry Dore called "Researches into Chinese Superstitions" whose publica-

tion in French in 16 volumes is nearly completed, and whose translation

into English in 6 volumes, some of which have already appeared, is a

work of the greatest assistance to the students of Chinese religions, and sn

many ways a propaedeutic to the study of methods of missionary pro-

paganda. The catalogues of the various presses contain sections in which
there are lists of books in Latin, French, and English, some of which are

secular productions. The T'usewei Press at Zikawei near Shanghai,
issues a separate catalogue of works in European languages, most of these

in French ; many of them scientific and learned. The service of the Zikcwei
Observatory to the cause of meterological science is well known and is

of practical use to shipping interests all up and down the China coast.

its publications are listed by the Press at Zikawei. A considerable part

of the catalogue issued by the Nazareth Press in Hongkong is devoted to

works in Latin divided into the following sections : Holy Scriptures ;*4

titles); Liturgy (94 titles); Theology {n titles); Canon Law (13 titles);

Practical Theology (8 titles) ; Polemics (2 titles) ; Philosophy (2 titles)

;

Classics (it titles) ; and Devotional Books (26 titles). This Press does not
appear to issue any works in French or works having to do with anv of

the sciences ear learned disciplines. It is not surprising to find that the

Jesuits in Shanghai and elsewhere take the lead in these matters. Both
here and in the Chinese sections, comparisons of the titles of works publish-

ed by the various Presses show that there is some overlapping, great

variety in purpose and no apparent comity in effort.

Publications in Chinese—A review of the works published in Chinese
must again, through the consideration of space, be confined to a study <rf

the titles given by two or three of the principal Presses. To the Protestant

reader it is natural that the section of greatest interest should be that

entitled 'Holy Scriptures'. The Press at Shanghai notes 30 titles under
this head but when they are examined it is perceived that the only parts

of the Scriptures actually translated are the Gospels and the Book *rf

Acts. The translation, of course, is from the text of the Vulgate. There

is more than one harmony of the Gospels, there is a life of Christ, several

histories of His suffering and death, Old Testament histories, a New Testa-

ment history, Pictorial Old and New Testaments with explanations in

each case (but as the pictures are selected, and no translations are made,
the work amounts to an illustrated shorter Bible), and a history of The
Church. The Press in Hongkong publishes works of much the same
character except that there is no Old Testament history listed, hat on the

other hand the Pauline Epistles are offered. The life of Christ is inserted

in the section with lives of the Virgin and some of the Saints. The
Zikawei Fress under the title 'Hagiographa' Limes,' including

those of the Virgin and erf a number of the Saints and martyrs. In all of

this there is nothing unexpected ; the Roman Catholic Church has followed

the traditions and the policy which she has adopted throughout the world-

Of greater interest to Protestants are the Apologetic sections in the lists

of published works. It is here that we find one of the few surviving works
of Ricci, entitled 3£]£fJ ^("The True Doctrine erf God," first published

in 16015, and also two works of Verbiest entitled ^i^r^^ ("Explanation

of the Articles of Faith"), and fligflil&tg ("Brief Tract on the Reward
for Good and 111"). The Shanghai Press lists altogether 48 titles under

this head, some of them brief, others several hundred pages in length, and
one more than a thousand pages long. Not a few of these might be

studied with profit by Protestant apologists, though some are more interest-

ing historically than as modern weapons ol the faith : as for example, the

works of the famous Father Hoang. The Hongkong Press lists 19 titles

and it is interesting to note that in the case of both these Presses the same
work entitled

|jf:
eg |3 J!|

is published in refutation of Protestantism- The
Press at Sienhsien lists 12 titles under 'Doctrine et Apologetique.'

Of great interest also and worthy of careful study are the boo'.-: -

by the various presses as 'Devotional.' No Protestant can read without

a swelling heart these evidences of faith and devotion of that Church which
is, whether he will or no, his mother church and which preserved for him
through the dark ages of Europe the articles of his faith and the standards

of his devotion to a divine Lord. It is an evidence of the essential sound-

ness of heart of our Roman friends that this section is the largest of all

and is rich in works intended to provide for the religious need of the

human soul. However sharp the cleavage between Roman and Protestant,

they meet here on ground which is much of it common. Granted that

many of the titles would of themselves be repellent to a convinced Pro-

testant and that much of the matter has a basis and a background and an

implication which for Mm are impossible, still since both parties look

toward one God and one mediator between God an crjinot be
completely separated in heart, and there is no better evidence of this than

the books in the Chinese language to which we are referring. A detailed

reference to these works would take too much space and we can or!

that no one who has failed to examine some of them should condemn
sweepiogly the work which the Roman Church tries to do in C

Works in Xon-Chinese Oriental L in Hongkong
which, by reason of its situation, is able to serve a very polyglot part of

the Chinese commonwealth, lists a number of books in the languages

spoken in the southwestern part of the land and over the border in neigh-

bouring lands. There are, for instance, ro6 titles of works in the Annamite
language, including illustrated editions of eleven of the Old Testament
books : Genesis, Exodus, Numbers, Joshua, Judges, Ruth, Esther, Job,

Jonah, Daniel, and Proverbs. Aside from this, the whole Bible is publish-

ed in an Annamite-Latin text. Here we are puzzled to know why the

little people of Annam should be favoured with a whole Bible in their

own language, while the mighty Chinese nation has only the four Gospels

and the Acts from some Presses and only the New Testament from others.

In addition to the Scriptures we find again sections on church history and
the lives 01 the saints, practical theology, catechisms, books of devotion

and meditation, prayer books, classical books and a section of works in

Chinese for the use of the Annamese. This large number of books is

doubtless intended to serve missions in French Indo-China. There follow

also works for Japan, 3 titles ; for Cambodia, 4 titles ; for Laos, 3 titles ; for

the Bahnars, 3 titles ; for Malays, 3 titles ; and for Tibetans, 4 titles.

Conclusion—This brief study of Roman Catholic literature bring

prominence several striking features ; some that we should have ex:

from the past history and policy of the Roman Catholic Church in all

lands; some that are more peculiar to the time and place. That little

emphasis is laid on translations of the Bible but much upon the lives of

saints, defence of the faith and devotion to the objects of the faith, is ta

be expected It appears that the Roman Church in China has, from its

very entrance as an evangelizing force, strongly emphasized the use *-i

Christian literature. It is known, for instance, that Ricci in collaboration

with two Chinese scholars, translated or composed 19 works, almost all of

which are now lost (see Encyclopedia Sinica). Many of his successors

were equally diligent in the production of literature. Looking at the titles

of their works we are struck by another fact. In the case of Ricci, for

example
:
the great majority of his works are scientific and mathematical

while the distinctly religious writings are few in number. The cause for

this was doubtless on the one hand, a reflex influence erf the counter-revolu-

tion in Europe whose greatest effect was contemporary with the life of

Ricci, and 00 the other the perception that the Chinese surely needed
Western science, and the fact of Imperial support and encouragement in the
effort to provide it. The Jesuits especially have made learning anl
scholarship their province and have done much to take away the reproach

erf being obscurantist that st times has fallen upon .sections of the Church.

Again, we observe that the different Romas agencies in China appear
to work with a considerable degree of independence and nerf to take much
cognizance of each others fields. The well-known solidarity of the Roman
Catholic Church seems to have more reference to its center at Rome than
to the relation between the parts of its circumference. Statistics as to the

amount of the distribution of the numerous titles noted are not available,

nor has information come to hand regarding any celportage or other similar

eflorts.
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PART XIV

ROMAN CATHOLIC AND RUSSIAN ORTHODOX
CHURCHES

MISSIONARY WORK OF THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH IN CHINA
(See Appendix C)

It is difficult to present any exact or comprehensive view of the mis-

sionary activities of the Roman Catholic Church in China for several

reasons. First, the Church has no central organization on the field from

which one may secure full and reliable information concerning the various

missionary societies or congregations and their work. While all the

Bishoprics or "Vicariats Apostoliques," as they are called, have been

established by and operate under the control of the Congregation of the

Propaganda, founded in Rome in 1622, there is little or no co-ordination

between these different societies in China, and members of one Congrega-

tion know iittle of the work of others. The Congregation of the Propaganda

in Rome, referred to above, is the supreme authority which, in the name
of the Pope directs all Roman Catholic missionary activities. Secondly,

available sources of information regarding the history as well as the pre-

sent extent and status of Roman Catholic Church work as a whole in

China, are relatively few and are generally published in French or Spanish.

The best source of general information is the Annual edited by J. M.
Planchet (Missionnaire Lazariste) in Peking, and entitled "Ives Missions

de Chine et du Japon." This contains the latest and most complete

statistical data of the various Vicariats. It is true that most congregations

or missionary societies of the Roman Catholic faith have at one time or

another published historical and statistical accounts of their work, and
were it possible to consult all of these, a satisfactory presentation of the

work of the Church might be given. However, neither in Peking, Canton,

nor Shanghai can one find all these necessary publications, and the large

amount of research required before satisfactory results could be secured

makes the task impossible. Thirdly, such information as is available,

particularly that which is statistical in character, is not complete, and
therefore frequently misleading. The account here submitted is the result

of very conscientious investigations. It has been submitted to several

leading Roman Catholic Church authorities and all corrections as well as

suggestions received from these reviewers, have been incorporated in the

text. The Survey Committee deeply regrets its inability to secure a

representative of the Roman Catholic Church in China to prepare this

review. Repeated and urgent requests were made both through the Com-
mittee and through influential friends in Peking, Shanghai, and Canton,

but in each place without success.

MISSIONARY SOCIETIES

List .->/ Roman Catholic Missionary Societies—There are 13 Societies

or Congregations listed in "Les Missions de Chine et du Japon." Their
fields extend into every province and special administrative district of

China. In addition, several missionary societies whose representatives

have recently arrived in China, but which as 5-et hare not been given any
independent ecclesiastical districts, are also noted in the summary which
follows.

The Franciscans or Minor Friars, were perhaps the first to enter China
as a society. The founder of the Mission was John of Montecorvino who
leached Khanbaliq (Peking), capital of the Yuan Dynasty, at the end of the
13th century. At the time of his death in 1328, there were said to be
j00,000 converts to the Faith in China. However, the work was not per-

manent and the Franciscans re-entered China in the 16th century, as
missionaries oi the Propaganda. Today they have n Vicariats in the pro-
vinces of Shansi, Shensi, Hupeh, Hunan, Shantung, and in Hongkong.
Franciscan missionaries represent different nationalities : Italian, Spanish,
Dutch, Belgian, German, and French.

The Augustinians came to China from the Philippines in the 16th

century. They have given bishops to both the Peking and Kiangnaa
dioceses, and since 1879 are at the head of the Vicariat of North Hunan.
All their foreign priests are Spanish.

The Dominicans, or Preachers, came to China from the Philippines

through Formosa, succeeding after much difficulty in entering Fukien in

X631. Here they remained and now administer the two Vicariats of Foo-

chow and Amoy, Their foreign priests are Spanish.

The Jesuits were not the first to penetrate into the interior of China
as has been inexactly affirmed although their success in mission work
proved to be the most permanent. In the 16th century Matteo Ricci, one
of their number, settled in Peking taking up the work of the Franciscans
which had been interrupted, and installing the Portuguese Jesuits. In the
x~th century, Louis XIV succeeded in introducing into the same capital

French Jesuits (Petang) who began to compete with and finished by eclips-

ing their brethem of the "Nantang," owing to their numerous writings
and to the favour of the Emperor Kang Hsi. The death of this emperor
definitely brought their influence to an end; and although their work iu

the Bureau of Astronomy and in the palace survived for a time, the
Mission finalh' suffered persecutions followed by the decadence and the
suppression of the Jesuit Order in 1773, without appreciable result either

in Peking or in the interior missions.

In 1814 the Jesuits were reestablished officially. They began their

Mission in Shanghai in 1341 and obtained its complete administration in

(S56. The same year, upon the invitation of the Eazarists of Peking, they
entered into possession of the Vicariat of Southeast Chihli. Most of the
Jesuits are French. They are justly famous as scholars—the names of the
Zikawei fathers in Shanghai, and Cottvreur and Wieger in the North, are
as well known to all educated Chinese as to foreigners.

The Lazarists came to China in the 18th century. In 1783 they were
specially commissioned by the Pope and King of France to carry on the
work of the Jesuits, which order had been suppressed. They now report
n Vicariats located in Chihli, Kiaugsi, and Chekiang. Their missionaries
are chiefly of French nationality. The new Vicariat of Kanchow (Kiangsi)
is composed entirely of American missionaries, and that of Eastern Chihli,
of Laznrists from Holland.

The Fcreign Mission of Paris is a secular society founded during ths
T-th. century by some French priests who were asked to begin work in
Tongking. Their first missionary reached China in 1681. This Mission
has given to China the greatest number of missionary workers and martyrs.
It is now in charge of 13 Vicariats located in Kwangtung, Kwangsi, Kwei-
ihow, Szechwan, Yunnan, Manchuria, and Tibet. All of its members are
French.

The Foreign Mission of Milan, founded in 1850, has the same rules and
object as the Foreign Mission of Paris. Its missionary priests are Italians,
and in charge of five missions in Honan and in Hongkong and Maeao.

The Seminary of St. Peter and St. Paul in Rome was founded in 1867.
Its priests were at first sent to China specially to help in the work of
other missions, but in 18S7 the Vicariat of South Shensi was given to re-
presentatives of this Seminary. They take only the vow of obedience to
their Superior.

The Congregation of missionaries of the Immaculate Heart of Mary of
the Scheut Mission was founded m 1S6I at Scheut near Brussels. The
priests are as a rule Belgian or Dutch, Their field includes Mongolia,
Kansu, and Siukiang. {6 Vicariats).
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Yicariats et Prefectures Apostoliques en Chine

ACGCSTIXIEXS ESPAGNOLS

Vieariat dn Honan septentrional Liehow

CONGREGATION* DC CotPR IMMACCLE DE MtRIE SCHECT LEZ BrCXELLES

CONGREGATION" DE LA MrSSIOX DITE DES L.AZARISTES

Prefecture du Eansu meridional

Vieariat da Eansu septentrional

„ de la Mongolia centrale

„ de la Mongolia sud-ouest

,. de la Mongolia oriental*

Mission da Hi (Sinkiang)

Tsinehow
Li&ngchow
Siwantze
Erhshihszekingti
Sungshutsuitze
Suiting

COMPAGNTE DE JESCS—^JESCITES

8.

9.

Vieariat d'Anhwei et Riangstt

„ da CfailiH sad-est

Domixicaixs

Shanghai
Cbaagkiaehwang

10.

11.

Vfearia* d'Aiaoy

, , da Fakien septentrional

Amoy
Posehow

Freres Mixecrs Franciscains

26 Vieariat da Kiangsi meridional Kianfa
27 „ da Kiangsi orientar Faehow
28 du Kiangsi septenti'onal Kiakisusg

28a ,, du Kanchow (Ki.) Kanchow
29 du Chekiang occidental Harsgehow
30 ., da Chekiang oriental Nmgpo
31 „ da Chihli central i . . :

:•:.-.

92 ,, du Chihli maritime Tier.:-

33 „ da Chihli occidental Chenetingfu

34 „ da Chihli oriental Tangp
35 ,, du Chihli septentrional Peking

Missions Etraxgeres de Paris

36 Vieariat de Seoal Seonl (Korean

37 de Taikou Taikou i Korea]

38 Prefecture du Canton Canton
3Sa Vieariat da Swatow Swatow
38b „ da Kwangtang oaest et Hainan Fort Bayart
39 Prefectnre da Ewangsi Kaoning
40 Vieariat da Kweichow Kweivang
41 de la Manchuria meridionale Moakdea
42 ,, de la Manchuria septentrionale Kirin

43 ., da Szeehwan meridional Sulfa

44 ,, du Ssecfawan occidental Chengta
4> „ da Szeehwan oriental Chungking
46 ,, da Szechwan (Kienchang) KingTuanfa
47 ,. da Yfinnan Yuimanfa
Hi du Tibet T&liienlu

12.
13.

14
15
16
If
18
19

Vieariat da Shansi meridional

da Shansi septentrional

da Shantang oriental

da Shantung septentrional

da Shensi central

da Shensi septentrional

da Hanan meridional

du Hupeh sod-ouest

da Hapeh oriental

da Hapeh septentrional

Liaanfa
Taiyuanfa
Chefoo
Tsinan
Sianfa
Yenanfa
Hengehowfa
Ichang
Wuchang <fc Hankow
L&ohokow

49

Missions Etraxgeres de Parma (Italy)

Vieariat da Honan occidental Hiangeheng

Missions Etraxgeres de Milan

33a
•24

25

Vieariat de Hongkong
„ da Honan meridional

,, da Honan oriental

,, da Honaa septentrional

Diocese de Macao

Hongkong
Kinkiakang fym KanyaBgEa)
Kaileng
Weihwei
Macao

Missions Etraxgeres de St. Pierre et Paul de Rome

30 Vieariat da Shensi meridional HanebuBgtu * Kulapa

COXGREGATION DU VERBE DrVTN DITE DE SlEYL (HOLLAND)

SI Vieariat da Shantung meridional Yenchowfu

This list has been given as a key to the map showing Episcopal Areas,

hence the system of numbering. Since this map was prepared in Paris,

several of the Vkssriats have been divided into two, thns increasing the

total number, as for example, in Honan (Hksjgcheng), Kwangtang
(Swatow}, etc.
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The Society of the Divine Work, or Steyl Mission, is a German Con-

gregation founded in 1875. Its chief Seminary is in Steyl, Holland. The

members take the tliree vows {poverty, chastity, and obedience), and are

all German or Austrian in nationality. Since 1883 they have administere-J

the Vicarial of South Shantung.

The Foreign Mission of Parma, or Seminary of St. Francis Xa'Jer,

founded in 1906, administers the Vicariat of West Honan. Its priests are

Italians.

The Salesian Mission, founded in 1836, came to Macao in 1902, and

cgain in 1912, when they opened work in the vicinity of Canton. In 1917

this work was recognized as the work of an independent mission, and in

1920 became the Vicariat Apostolique de Shiuchow.

The American Mission of Maryknoll was granted four missionary

districts in Kwangtung in 1917. The first missionaries reached China

in 1918. It is significant that at last the great American Roman Catholic

Church has undertaken missionary work in this country, and the result

should be a pronounced strengthening of the work of the whole Church in

the not distant future.

Recently American priests of the Passionist Order from the Blessed

Gabriel Monastery, Brighton, Mass., the first of their confraternity to come

tc China, have joined the Augustinian Mission in northern Hunan, from

which point they hope later to go to western Hunan and the Kweichow
border.

Recently 15 ImJt missionaries reached China and have undertaken

work in the Hanyang district, a part of the Vicariat of East Hupeh.

The Itish Lazarists also have been in Peking for some trme and there

is good likelihood of a new Vicariat in Chihli being offered to this Society.

This step has already been approved by the Supreme Council of the Pro-

paganda in Rome. The principal residence of this newly formed Vicariat

is Hanyang.

The Spanish Franciscans have been working in Shensi since 1911 and
the Spanish Augustinians in Northern Honan.

Recently a new Seminary for the training of missionaries has been

established in Ontario, Canada. This gives promise erf Canadian Roman
Catholic missionaries coming to China within the near future.

The Marist Brothers, or Little Brothers of Mary, a teaching Fraternity

which is in charge of schools and colleges in Shanghai, Peking, Tientsin,

Hankow, Canton, Chungking, Chengtu, etc., should also be mentioned in

this connection.

FOREIGN WOMEN CONGREGATIONS
In addition to the above, a number of foreign women Congregations

are working in China, the chief erf which are the following

:

The Daughters of Charity came to Macao in 1847, and from there

entered Chekiang, then Shanghai (1863), then nearly all the Vicariats

entrusted to Lazarists.

The Franciscan Missionaries of Mary, though recently arrived, have

already penetrated into the farthest provinces of China and every year open
one or several new establishments.

The American Foreign Missionary Society with headquarters at Mary-
knoll, Ossining, N.Y., recently sent six nuns to China. These comprise
the second group of sisters sent from the United States, six sisters of Pro-

vidence having come previously from St. Mary's of the Woods, Indiana, to

establish "Providence in China" at Kaifeng, Ho.

RITES CONTROVERSY
Controversy over Rites and the Term for God—The one event in the

history of the Roman Catholic Church in China about which most is re-

corded is the famous Rites Controversy of the 17th and 18th centuries which
clivided the missionary body in two parts. Matteo Ricci took the position

that apart from the name Tien Chu (^(j r|r) used for God, the two names
Tien (^j;) and Shang Ti

(J-^ $f) designated the true God equally well, and
therefore he conceded the indiscriminate use of these three terms to his

converts. Ricci also allowed some of the Chinese rites, such as the
customary honours to the dead and those paid by the officials and the
literati, successful in their examinations, to be retained by the Chinese
Christians. The greater number of Jesuits agreed with Ricci.

Nevertheless it was within the Society of Jesus that the controversy
over these questions began. The immediate successor of Ricci, Father
Longobardi, prohibited absolutely the tolerance authorized by his aged
superior. As other societies penetrated into China they became entangled
in the controversy. On the whole the great majority declared that the
theories of Ricci were contradictory to the prescriptions of the Christian
law. When finally the whole matter was referred to the Pope in Rome,
the decision was against the Jesuits. These, however, were unwilling to

acknowledge their defeat and spent nearly a century in an effort to secure
the revision by Rome of its decision, thereby admitting that Ricci had not
made a mistake.

Thus the whole question regarding Rites did not originate in the re-

sistance of the Chinese Christians but solely amongst the missionaries.

11 the Jesuits had quietly obeyed, the scandalous discussions between re-

ligious workers would have been avoided and the religious propaganda ci
the Church would not have been retarded. Unfortunately the disciples of
Ricci believed that their honour was at stake and did not hesitate in seek-
ing to justify their positions even in the face of the Pope himself. Neither
the decree of the Holy Office in 1704, which prohibited the use of the
terms Shang Ti and Tien for God and the paying of respect to Confucius
and to the dead, nor the mission of a pontifical legate (Cardinal de Tournon)
in 1707 were able to secure obedience.

On his side, Pope Clement VII, desiring to bring a dispute so longs-

drawn out to an end, published in 1714 the constitution "ex quo singular^

in which in order to expose the subterfuges employed up to that time by

the Jesuits, he used each line the word "etiam Sorietatis Jesu." How-

ever, not even this solemn and peremptory act succeeded in finishing the

debate.

Believing that their case might still be won through political favour,,

the recalcitrants appealed to the Emperor Kang Hsi himself. In 1708 the

Emperor issued a decree stating that all missionaries ought to be furnished,

with a placet authorizing them to preach the Gospel, and that this would

be granted onlv to those who promised to approve the rites of the country.

The Emperor Kang Hsi, by way of protest, ordered the Christian religion-

proscribed throughout the Empire and persecution resulted. Concessions-

on both sides failed to end the conflict and not until 1742 and the constitu-

tion "ex quo singular^ was peace finally secured. This renewed the 1704

decree, which has been observed to this day.

Duration of Work—Four centuries of continuous occupation, without

speaking of earlier spasmodic beginnings which may well have left their

influence, have contributed much toward the present strength of the Roman

Catholic Church in China. Uninterrupted occupation has been had by the

Roman Catholic Church in Chihli, Chekiang, Hupeh, and Kiangsi since

*he end of the 15th century. Ten provinces have had Roman Catholic

Church representatives residing and labouring continuously within their

borders since the 17th century. The Church in Kansu, Yunnan, Kwangsi,.

and Manchuria has had a comparatively short history, though Roman-

Catholic missionaries have worked in these provinces since the middle of

the last century. Outer Mongolia has been a field for continual labour,,

sacrifice, and prayer since 1772, and Tibet has been occupied since 1844.

Number and Extent of Vicariats—Viewing the Roman Catholic Churcl*

work as a whole, China is divided into five ecclesiastical regions : the first

includes Chihli (7 Vicariats), Manchuria (2), Mongolia (3), and North-

Honan (1) ; the second includes Sinkiang (1) Kansu (2), Shensi (3),Shansr

(2), and Shantung (3); the third includes Kiangsu-AnhweS (1 Vicariat),

Honan {3), Hupeh (3), Hunan (2), Kiangsi (4), and Chekiang (2); the

fourth includes Kweichow (1 Vicariat), Szechwan (4), Yunnan (1), and"

Tibet (i) ; the fifth includes Fnkien {2 Vicariats), Kwangtung (3), Kwangsi

(1), Macao (1) and Hongkong {2). This gives a total for China for 1920 of 54

Vicariats and one Prefecture Apostolique (Sinkiang). In each Vicariat there-

is a Bishop's residence, generally a Seminary, one or several higher primary

schools
: a higher educational institution, and hospital work. Besides, there

are varying numbers erf mission stations in every Vicariat where one or

several foreign priests usually reside. No distinction is made in Roman-

Catholic Church statistics or nomenclature between a station where a
European priest resides and that in which a Chinese priest resides.

The number of Vicariats and the territory covered by each changes-

continually. Roughly speaking, one may say that in 1690 there were only

three large Vicariats in China, namely Peking, Nanking, and Macao; that

Peking included the northern provinces, Nanking the central provinces*

and Macao the southern part of China. Gradually old Vicariats were
broken up (o form new ones, and these again subsequently subdivided as-

raptdly as the development of the work and the arrival of new forces seem-

ed to require.

Foreign Force—Foreign priests exceed 2,000 and Chinese priests-

number almost 1,000. They are classified in statistical returns as follows 1

( Prdtres Europeans
Missionnaires de la Congregation - Pretres indigenes

( Freres eoadjuteurs

Pretres secnliers

( Filles de la Charite"

Conrmunautes reiigieuses

{ Vierges du Purgatoire

The number of foreign sisters or nuns exceeds 500. The number off

foreign and Chinese lay male workers is unknown. Over 20 Congregations-

erf Chinese women workers together with unnumbered lay women workers-

are reported. Were complete figures available on the total number of
ordained and nnordained salaried workers (foreign and Chinese), we would!

undoubtedly find a larger army of workers than the public imagines tct-

exist, distributed over every province and administrative district of China*
many residing in lonely and distant places. While the proportion between
salaried Chinese workers and Church communicants might not be as high
as that reported among Protestant missions, the total number directly or
indirectly receiving economic assistance at the hands of the Roman*
Catholic Church would certainly be surprising.

Chinese Workers
Indigenous Religious Societies—Congregations of Men

Name Date Founded Vicariat Apostolique Priests

Congregation de la Mere de Dieu ...1878 Shanghai
Paulistes

Freres du Sacr4 Camr ..

...1894

...1911

Southwest Chihli
Eastern Mongolia m

Congregations of Women
Date Vicariat

Founded Apostolique

Cornmunaute des Vierges Chinoises

18th Cent.
*

Szechwan
Vierges Chinoises du Tibet Tibet
Beligieuses du Saint Ceeur de Marie..1$S9 Manchuria

Kuns Noviees

105 (including

novieesi
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Skeurs de Saint-Joseph, or Josephines de Pekin 1872 Chihli 74 ...

a. Les Mariales de TuBgpiagfa ............... 1901 „ 24 6
b. les Josephines de Paotangfu 1910 ,, 34 6
e. Les Josephines de Tientsin 1912 ,, 14 ...

d. Im Josephines de Chengtingfu 1878 ,. 133 ...

e. Les Josephines da Honan 1914 Honan 25 ...

Insdtot de VInunacttlee Conception 1884 East Mongolia 191 ...

' Sosbis du Sacrd Cwar 1919 Centml Mongolia
KUes du Saere C*eur 1914 Western CheMang 30 4
Congregation de la Presentation, on Presentandines 1809 Kiangnan 189 32
Fflkss de Sainte-Anne ... 1897 Kiangsi 33 8
Yieiges de N.-D. du Bern Conseil... 1907 „ 18 7
.Serraates dn S&sre C»ur 1910 East Szechwan 22 4

Vierges dn Purgatoire 1892 Eastern Chefciang 65 1-5

•Soeurs dn Tiera-Ordre de S. Francois 1908 Eastern Hapeh 25 4

Beligieuses de rimmacolee CoDoeption 1898 Cantos. 26 2-5

Sceais Tertiaires Francis«»ines de la Sainte-Enlaoce 1906 Southwest Hapeh 33 6

•OWates de la Sainte Fannille 1910 Central Shantung 22 23

Distribution of Workers and Evangelistic Centers—The total number

of residential centers of Roman Catholic priests (Chinese and foreign) is

about i.soo. The foreign force alone is distributed over [>erhaps as many
as 700 or 800 of these centers. At any rate this is the number of residential

«eaters of foreign priests appearing on the large French map entitled

"L'Eglise Catbolique en Chine." If we accept the mere conservative

^figure of 700 Roman Catholic foreign residential centers, we find that the

approximate 2,000 foreign priests and over 500 foreign sisters give an

average of over 3 foreigners to each foreign residential center. This is

"half the average reported by Protestant missions. As a rale the episcopal

residences average the largest number of foreign workers, although even

in mam* of these places, provided they are not port cities, the foreign

occupation is very limited. Shanghai, Canton, and Peking report the

largest foreign Roman Catholic forces. A number of bishops summon
-their workers to retreats for spiritual profit once or oftener annually, and

not infrequently foreign workers are called to the episcopal residence for

-conference regarding the work of the Church, thus temporarily increasing

-the number residing in these centers.

Protestant missions report almost 10,000 mission stations and evangel-

istic centers. To this we must add an indefinite number of occasional

Breaching places if we wish to get any comprehensive idea of the extent

and intensity of the evangelistic activities of the Protestant churches.

-A somewhat similar indefinite process is required if we are to arrive at

any even approximate understanding of the multiplicity erf centers where

the Roman Catholic Church has taken root. Of churches and chapels

almost 10,000 are reported. Among these are many fine cathedrals

-in the large cities which dominate the landscape for miles and which
stand out in striking contrast to the great majority of Protestant churches.

"These cathedrals bear witness to the central place of the church in the

thought and life of the Roman Catholic community, whereas it is too

•often the school or the hospital which is the central building erf a Protestant

church compound. To this number of churches and chapels we must edd
the many centers (exceeding 10,000 in number perhaps) where an "Anneal
Mission" is held. After this is done, however, our knowledge of the

•evangelizing methods, and itinerating zeal of the Roman Catholic Church
priests, both foreign and Chinese, as gathered locally, aided by sympathetic

imagination, must do the rest. On the whole, although the Roman
Cathplic Church has scattered its representatives, churches, and chapels

lar and wide over all China, it seems probable that its evangelizing work
is characterized by less intensity than that of Protestant missions, and
although older in years, by less conscious effort in "going out into every
place preaching the Gospel and entreating non-Christians to accept the

"Faith." On the other hand, more effort seems to be spent by the Roman
Catholic Church than is yet spent by Protestant missions in caring for

those who once attracted are won by the Church into its faith and worship.

Distribution of Christians—The total number of Christians reported in

1020 was 1,971,189. These are distributed by provinces as follows :

DISTRIBUTION' OF CHRISTIANS REPORTED BY THE ROMJDt CATHOLIC CHURCH

by Provinces
3Jorth China

—

Manchuria ...

Chihh
Shantung ...

Shansi

Shensi
East China—

Kiangsa
Chekiang ...

Anhwei
Kiangsi

-Central China

—

HoBBtB
Hapeh
Hanan

•South China—
Foiaen
Kwaagraug...
Kwangsi ...

West China

—

Kansa
Szechwaa ...

Kwefehow —
Yunnan

Spec. Admin. Dist.-

Mongolia ...

Sinki&ag ...

Tibet

< Including part of Mongolia i

(Including 19,237 of the Ortos Region
and 9,845 of Central Mongolia)

(Including 5,932 of the Ordos Region >

57.-560

634.549
159.739
94.122

57,352

181,185
58.345
58.318
81.397

51,592
103,744
30,605

1-24,124 (?) (Including Hongkong and Macao)
4.803

10,811 (Including 4,562 of the Orfos Region)
146,947 (Including 1,221 of Tibet}

34,034

18,547 (Including 1,544 of Tibet)

— (Included abwe)
340
776

Note the relatively great strength of the Church in Chihli, Kiangsu,
Shantung, Szechwan, Hupefa and Mongolia. There are at least nine

provinces reporting a higher number of Roman Catholic Christians than
Kwangtung is able to report of Protestant Christian communicants. It

will be remembered that Kwangtung ranks first among the provinces in

the numerical strength of its Protestant Church membership. Chihli alone

reports almost as many Roman Catholic Church Christians as the entire

Protestant Christian constituency in all China. The Christian constituency
of the Roman Catholic Church as reported approaches 2,500,000 souls.

There are over 300,000 catechumens preparing few Holy Baptism.
The great aim of the Roman Catholic Church is to make converts end

to give to as many as possible the saving grace of baptism. All statistics

must be interpreted with this in mind, and every member and every
institution of the Roman Catholic Church must be judged as having this

one aim in view. Consequently it is not surprising to find that in one
year (rejig) over 250,000 non-Christian Chinese were baptized. It must be
specially noted, however, that out of this number (for 9 provinces alone
where figures were reported) there were 117,701 baptisms of infants at time
of death, and (in 6 provinces) 11,043 taptisms of adults in the same extreme
drcumstauces. These baptisms are performed in homes, hospitals, or
dispensaries, and the Church recognizes in all of them the value of a
conversion. If we deduct these baptisms at time of death from the total

250,000 or more baptisms reported annually, we find that less than 100,000
adults are baptized in any year and considerably less than 50,000 infants

of Christians. These numbers cannot but attract attention, and raise the
question of the "voltage of real evangelism" within the Roman Catholic
Church. One wonders how many of the approximate 2,000,000 Christians
reported in the Church are actually adult Christian communicants. Also
what degree of literacy prevails among these church communicants, what
the proportion is between men and women, and how much voluntary
evangelistic service lay church members engage in. Generally Speaking,
Protestant missions have been less concerned and there-:".;.-, e less successful
in winning the families as units to the church.

Distribution of Cathouc Christians by Societies

Name of K0. of Xo. of No. of
Society Missions Chinese Priests C I:

Lazaristes 11 290
Jesuites 2 106
M. E.de Paris 12 254
M. de Schent 6 45 113 .

FranciseaiBs 10 148 279.644
M. de Sterl 1 18 93,698
Doniinieains 8 29 62.299
M. E. de Milan 4 24 61,524
M. E. de Rome 1 6 15,800
Angustinsens 1 2 11.406
M. E. de 1 anna 1 9.168
Saj^iiens 1 2.314
Pretreg seealiers (Macao) 1 dioces* 20 40,000 f?)

Total 1,971.189

System of Education—The educational work of the Reman Catholic
Church, except in a few large educational centers, cannot be classified into

lower primary, higher primary, and middle schools. By this one must not
infer that gaps exist in the educational system, for educational facilities

for continuous work from lower primary school to university grade are
provided by the Roman Catholic Church, though frequently at inconven-
ience to the students. The difficulty is inherent in the use of indefinitely

defined terminology, in the lack of uniformity in statistical returns, and in
the wide differences in nationality between the educational workers of the
various Roman Catholic Church Societies.

It will be in the interest of greater accuracy and fairness if, in this

article, we accept the French terminology as used in "Les Missions de
Chine." In most cases "Ecoles de garcons" and "Ecoles de filles" may be
regarded as lowei primary schools. Occasionally a distinction is made by
the use of the terms "Ecoles Primaires" and "Ecoles Superieures," which
might indicate that in a number of centers work of higher primary school
grade is done. There is no conclusive evidence in the sources consulted
which would lead one to infer that Roman Catholic Church missions ?re
making any serious attempt to follow the Chinese Government System of

Education, either in graeling or curricula. Very occasionally one comes
across such an entry as this "Ecoles reconnues par le Gouvernement'*
which appears in the statistical returns for Szechwan.

Obviously a great deal of educational work is done in connection with.

Roman Catholic Church orphanages, of which there are between 150 and
200 in China, by far the largest number being for girls, wheie between
15,000 and 20,000 children are cared for. In answer to the question whether
the educational work done in these orphanages is included in statistic il

returns under "Ecoles tie garcons" and "Ecoles de filles," the assurance
has repeatedly been given that this is not the case.

Present Extent of Educational Work—The educational work of rite

Roman Catholic Church extends over every province and into every special

administrative district of China, including Tibet, Kofconor, and Outer
Mongolia. While this work is primarily for the children of the Church,
non-Christian students and children of non-Christian parents are r;lso

received. Proof of this fact may be seen in separate entries of the number
of students in the various "Ecoles de garcons" and "Ecoles de filles,*"

e.g. "Sieves Chretiens," "Eleves Patens," "Eleves Chretiennes," "Eleves
Paiennes." Practically every Vicariat in China reports some educational

work. In Bishoprics far removed in the interior, where as jet the Church's
strength is not great, the educational work is largely of iowter primary
grade. Frequently where statistics covering one type or another tf

educational work are lacking, this is not necessarily due to the total

absence of such work. Every Vicariat, for example, has its Seminary
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CENTERS WHERS ROMAS CATHOLIC CHURCH MISSIONARIES RBSIDB

wiiere workers are trained, and where the students are classified as "eleves

philosophes et theologiens" and "eleves latinistes."

The following: summaries are based cm statistical information con-

tained in "Les Missions de Chine" for 1920 and 1921. Due to incom-

pleteness in returns and in some cases to the complete failure on the part

of the bishop concerned to supply any information re education at all,

the figures given must be accepted as most conservative :

Eeoles de garcons 3>5J8

Eleves 83,757

Ecoles de filles , • •••• 2,615

Eleves - 53>283

Ecoles normales 16

Etudiants et etudiautes ...... 612

Colleges 61

Eleves 4i5°3

Seminaires ....... 45

Eleves philosophes et theologiens 582

Eleves latinistes 1,607

Total number repotted in Roman Catholic

Christian schools I5°»599

Provinces and Cities ~*zhert Roman Catholic Work is Strongest—Chihli,

Kiangsu, Hupeh, Shansi, Anhwei, and Szechwan appear to have the largest

number of students under Christian instruction. Higher education which

in some cases corresponds only to government middle school work, is most

emphasized in Chihli, Shantung, Chekiang, Fukien, and Kwangtung.
The cities where the greatest amount of educational work on behalf of

Chinese is done, are Peking, Shanghai, Tientsin, Hongkong, and Hankow,
in the order given. The 13 Catholic Presses listed on page 457
in connection with a study of the Christian literature of the Roman Catholic

Church in China, exercise some influence upon the intellectual life cf

students, although not to the extent one might anticipate, since the major

part of the literature published is devotional in character. A list dt

Catholic periodicals and journals published in China appears on page**

455-45S in "Ees Missions de Chine, 1921." The number of these publications

is not large.

Higher Educational Work—The figures on "Ecoles normales," "Semin-
sares," and "Colleges" indicate in a very imperfect way the higher educa-

tional work at present being done in China by the Roman Catholic Church.
These figures in the first place are admittedly incomplete. Moreover, they
give indefinite indications of the grade of the schools and the quality of

the work. In some instances what is termed a "College," if judged aceo«d.

ing to the standards of the Government Educational System, would 1*

little better than a middle school. The requirements for admission into*

the Roman Catholic Seminaries, for example, vary greatly and no uniform

standard of work in these schools exists. The only satisfactory method cf

arriving at any fair and comprehensive idea of the higher educational

work of the Roman Catholic Church is to list, then visit and study each

higher educational institution separately. A number of Seminaries, for

example, have less than a score of students. As an illustration of the in-

definite use of the word "College" the statistics of Roman Catholic educa-

tion in Chihli alone give thirteen "Colleges for European languages and

sciences" with students numbering 1,119; and twenty-nine "Colleges-

d'etudes Chinoises" with students numbering 807. Obviously many of these

so-called Colleges offer special and restricted courses. Take again the two

Colleges reported for Fukien : the "College de Chuanchow" and the

"College de Saint Dominique" with 237 and 205 students respectively. It

would be interesting to compare the grade and work of these Romaw
Catholic Colleges with the Protestant Mission Colleges in the same pro-

vinces. "Ecoles normales" are reported for Chihli (6), Kiangsi (i), Che-
kiang (6), Hupeh (1), Honan (1), and Fukien (1).

The reader must not receive a wrong impression, however, from what
has just been written regarding the varying grade and quality of the work
done in Roman Catholic Church Colleges, so-called. Those who know the

high scholarship of many Roman Catholic missionary educators and the

high quality of their literary and scientific productions will at once bs-

ready to admit the high intellectual standards of several educational in?

stitutions, founded for the Chinese by the Roman Catholic Church in-

China. The College of St. Ignace de Zikawei, Shanghai, founded in 185.V
is typical of this latter type of high grade educational institutions. Suets
schools also as the College of St. Ignace (420 students), the College of St,

Francis Xavier, and Aurora University, with its special departments it*

medicine, arts, theology, science, and technical subjects, do splendid
educational work. However, after all this is said, and after full cognizance
and appreciation of such work is given, the fact remains that for a Church
numbering over 2,000,000 Christians in China, the total work done in

higher education is much below general expectations, and certainly mucfr
below the need of its Christian constituency.

Religious Education—Considerable emphasis is given by the Roman
Catholic Church to religious education, both of adults and of children,

"Ecoles de Catechumeaes" are reported for each episcopal area, enrolling
large numbers of "eleves adultes" and "eleves enfants" of both
sexes. These schools for religious education are connected with*

churches and chapels and generally are under the direct supervision of the
priest in charge. Much time is also given to religious education in the-

orphanages, hospitals, and homes for the poor and aged. The Romans
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Catholic Church in China reports a body of catechumens exceeding 300,000

in number, or over 20 per cent of the total number of Christians enrolled. In

addition to Seminaries where candidates are prepared for the priesthood,

there are a number of schools for catechists where these workers receive

special training.

Industrial Education—In connection with the orphanages much work
is done in industrial training. The productions of some of these industrial

schools are of high quality and in much demand. The instraction and
work of both children and adults are under the supervision of priests and
sisters, who are often professionally trained, or have had much practicil

experience The schools are run on self-supporting lines. The best

example of industrial education and work is to be found in the Zikawei

Orphanage, Shanghai.

Edueatwmal Work for the Children of Foreigners and Eurasians in

China—Wherever there is a sufficient number of foreign Roman Catholic

Church members to call for special services of worship and for spiritual

oversight, we may expect to find a secular school under the direction of

one or another of the religious societies. Over 2,000 and possibly as many
as 3,000 children of foreigners and Eurasians, boys and girls, are enrolled

in schools maintained by the Roman Catholic Church. Some of these

students are boarders. The major part of such educational work for

foreigners and Eurasians is done in Tientsin, Hankow, Shanghai, Hong-
kong, and Macao. Th* ages of the students range from five to twenty
years. The work is generally of a high grade, preparing the students for

Cambridge local examinations, or college entrance examinations in the

United States, England, and France.

Educational Summary—When the total number of students receiving

education at the hands of the Roman Catholic Church in China (at least

150,000) is compared with the total number of Christians enrolled (almost

2,000,000}, the feebleness of the Church's educational activities becomes ^t

once apparent. There is less than one student in Roman Catholic Church
schools of all grades to every 100 Christians reported in the Roman
Catholic Church. Protestant missions, on the other hand, average ova-

one student in Christian schools to every 2 communicants. Very naturally

one questions to what extent the Roman Catholic Church makes use <-f

employed Chinese Christian workers, since so few are reported in statistical

leturns, where these workers receive their training, and what the quality

of that training is. If the securing and proper training of an adequate
Chinese salaried force is a problem in Protestant missions, it must be even
more of a problem in missions of the Roman Catholic Church with its

larger church enrolment One always questions whether the Roman
Catholic Chnrch is meeting its obligations in an educational way to the
future generations of Christians, Any emphasis on religious education,
however great, cannot fulfil the Church's responsibilities in secular educa-
tion to the children of its communicants.

So far as is known the educational work of each Roman Catholic
mlssien fociety is independent, not only of the Government System of

Education but of the educational work of sister societies. There is re-

latively little CG-operarion or co-ordination.

Two factors seriously mitigate against the educational work of the
Roman Catholic Chnrch. The first is lack of funds. Few large gifts from
home countries have thus far been received for educational purposes.
Some societies are largely dependent for the maintenance of their work
upon income from invested funds and property in China and elsewhere.
After the needs of the spiritual work of the Church and the foreign work-
ing force are met, little remains for the secular education of the children.

In the second place, the Roman Catholic Church in China is seriously

handicapped by a small English teaching force. Most Roman Catholic
missionary priests and sisters come from Continental countries, and
although familiar with the English language, speak it with some hesitancy.
The Chinese naturally prefer to do their educational work in schools wher-2
English is taught or is the chief medium of instruction. For this reason
the Roman Catholic Chnrch has experienced difficulty in attracting and
holding its yosng people in its church schools.

Church Ch.rrities—Much emphasis is placed on the children through-
out the Church, and orphanages are scattered about in almost every
province. Over 150 have been reported, the largest numbers being m
Chihli (26), Kiangsu (?i), Chekiang {14}, Kwangtung (rj), and Mongolia
1 10). AH told over 17,000 children are being cared for in these orphanages.
By far the majority are girls (over 00 per cent), if we may venture such a
comparison on the basis of incomplete returns. The education received in

these orphanages is chiefly of an industrial nature.

Homes for the aged and infirm are also reported. In 10 provinces we
find as many as 37 hospice;, averaging 35 inmates each. The benevolenre

and paternal care of the Church is an eloquent testimony. For this much
credit is due to the labours and "devotion of women Congregations like the

''little Sisters of the Poor," both foreign and Chinese. The largest church

charities are to be found in Chihli, Chekiang, Kiangsu, Kiangsi, and

Kwangtung. In several western provinces and especially in Inner

Mongolia the work of the Roman Catholic Church is carried forward on

large tracts of land, sometimes several hundred square miles in extent

{e.g. the Ordos region), where the converts settle as colonizers. Large
indemnity funds in the form of money or land account for these large

mission compounds.
Between §a and 60 Roman Catholic Church hospitals for Chinese ave

reported and probably more exist. As for dispensaries the returns are too

incomplete to venture any summaries.

Characteristics of Roman Catholic Work—It is impossible to sum tip

in a single paragraph even the most sailent characteristics of the work of

these truly nationwide missions, but a few words may be said to indicate

some of them.

{1} Befose T900, at all events in North China, possibly up to the

present day in most of the provinces of China, the Church has

shown a wonderful faculty for retaining the allegiance of her con-

verts. Even in North China, such defections as have taken place

in the last twenty years have been due almost entirely to the

cverhasty methods adopted to fill up the gaps in her ranks k
the Bnxer persecution. But these methods were temporary, and
are largely falling into disuse. While we have no wish even U>

seem to disparage the quality of Roman Catholic convert

-

confess to a doubt how far they are generally earnest •

But against that doubt must be set the fact that, however nominal
their Christianity may be in some cases, their allegiance to their

C'oirch remains unshaken. We are tempted to wonder bow fir

it would lie true to say that Protestant converts who remain loyal

are on the whole more earnest Christians, while Roman Catholic
converts who relapse into heathenism are incomparably fewer in

proportion.

(a) Another characteristic may be mentioned, which tells in favour of

the Roman Catholic convert. Co where you will in China, enter
their churches when you will, you will almost invariably find

someone at prayer. Or again, if you are passing a little country
church at the hour of its daily mass, you will find on any week
day a goodly few from the village gathered there for worship and
joining in it.

{3) In the experience of not a few members of the Protestant Church
the Chinese "Hsiensheng" stands between the converts and the
foreign priest with results that are often disastrous. The latter

does not know his flock, and he knows about them only through a
very imperfect medium. This is far less true, we venture to
think, of Protestant missions. The foreign missionary who stands
in the same pastoral relation to his flock as the Roman Catholic
priest, knows them and is known by them. Of course there are
many exceptions—probably on both sides—but we believe in the
main the criticism is a true one.
-mee 1000 there has been on the whole a wide and healthy
decrease in the malign practice of interference in lawsuits, which
in the closing years of the nineteenth century had so much to do
with the hostility of the people towards Christian missions. We
imagine this is true throughout China : it is emphatically true in

North China.
In conclusion it must be said that the Protestant Church in China as

jet knows little of the numerical strengh and important work being
accomplished b*T these 2,500 to 3,000 foreign men and women missionaries
who have indeei left all to consecrate their lives to the most humble among
the Chinese. They come from nine or more foreign countries, and side
by side with their Chinese co-workers they spread their Faith from north
to south and from east to west. While knowing very little of one
another's field or work, and showing an immense variety- in education and
culture, the members of the different Congregations are one in spirit, even
though they still lack a central unifying organization in China. Wee
this provided, the work of the Roman Catholic Church would undoubtedly
be strengthened and exert a wider influence on the thought and life oi the
Chinese. As it is, no Protestant missionary ought to be ignorant of this
gigantic and silent effort which once studied can never be unappreciated
or ignored.

THE RUSSIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH MISSION IN CHINA
Brief Historic Statement of the Beginning of ihe Mission—The

beginning of the Russian Orthodox Mission in China dates as far back as

the end of the seventeenth century. During the reign of the Emperor Kang
Hsi, the Chinese conquered Albazin, a fortress on the Amur River, taking

45 Russians prisoners. Among this number was a priest, Father Maximus
ieontieff. The prisoners reached Peking near the end of the year 1685,

biinqi 'g with them the thaumatargical imagine of St, Nicolas, Bishop of

Mirhkysk. Thus the first missionary of the Russian Orthodox Church,

contrary to his own will yet by Providential leading, settled himself at the

northeasters corner of the Mancfau City of Peking where he lived for 20

j«surs» serving the spiritual needs of his little flock- The services were

conducted in a small chapel, transformed from a Chinese temple. In
1712, twenty-seven vears after his arrival in Peking, Father Maximus died.

The formal establishment of the Mission, however, was not accom-
plished till 1716 when a Russian missionary party under the leadership of
Archimandrite Hilarion and composed of 7 students, a deacon, and 2
priests, reached Peking.

Chinese official recognition of the Mission came in 1727 when lae
Kiachta Treaty was signed, and gifts of land were made by the Chinese
Government to the Mission and official rank awarded to the foreigners
This rather marked friendliness of the Government continued until the
Tientsin Treaty of 1S58.
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First Period (

1

7 12-1860)—Archimandrite Innocent, present head of the

Russian Mission and its able historian, divides the history of the Russian

Orthodox Mission in China into three distinct periods. The first, properly

called the "preparative period." began with the death of Father Maxinms

Leontieff 4 1712) and extended to i860, during which iime the Mission was

in reality the Russian Legation, its members acting as official ambassadors

of their home government. The personnel of the Mission was changed

approximately- every ten years, usually including 4 ecclesiastical

members and 6 laymen. The latter were students whose chief duty it was

to learn the Chinese and Manchu languages, and thus act as interpreter?

for the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and afterwards as Russian

Consuls. The finances for the Mission were provided by the Russian

Government, snd it was well understood that it was the wish of that

Government that Russian political interests should be promoted through

the medium of the missionary. Guided by such considerations, frequent

official orders were issued and received, advising caution with reference to

the preaching of Christianity, and at times strictly forbidding any

evangelism nmctig the people. Under such unfa%'ourable conditions, the

Word of the Lord wis hindered, and the number of the baptized insigni-

ficant.

The number of mission stations established during this first period

(1712-1860) was thirteen. Opportunities ofr communication with Russia

were infrequent, being from two to four a year. The Mission was kept in

continual fear for its existence because of the difficulty and uncertainty of

getting money from Russia to China, because of the absence of any regular

postal service, and because of the dependence upon caravans as the chief

means of communication.

Innocent Kulchitsky was appointed head of the second Mission. He
received his education in the Academy at Kieff, and was ordained a Bishop

on March 5th, 1721. In the following year he arrived at the boundaries of

Irkutsk where foi ten years ha preached to the natives of Siberia, suffering

numerous hardships. His death followed in 1731 at Irkutsk, where his

relics still remain in the Monastery of the Ascension. He has been

canonized together with the Saints, and has become the protector of all

Missions in the Far East.

O-ther important members of the Missions of the first period were the

Archimandrites Ambrose Umatoff (1755-1771), Peter Kamensky (1S20-

. and Policf.rp Tougarinoff (1840-1840). These men experienced <•'-'.-

ble success especially in maintaining amiable diplomatic relations

Between the two neighbouring empires. The following sinologues he-

Cause of personal talents, obtained considerable reputation among Eur-

opeans : Archimandrite Ioakinf Bichorin (1806-1821), who left many com-

positions and translations of the Chinese language, together with valuable

ethnographical and statistical information on China ; Priest Daniel SiviloS

(1820-1830), who began work on a Chinese dictionary and gave the first

accounts of Chinese history: Priest Avvakum Chestnoy (183-1840) who
was for a long time Critic of Scientific Works in the Asiatic Department
of the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and a member of various

diplomatic commissions in the Far East. He compiled a China-Russian

Dictionary, which, however, was never published and remains in its

original manuscript form.

On the whole, these hard working missionaries of the first period did

much in the way of bringing China and Europe into closer relations with

each other and into better mutual understanding. They introduced into

Europe a knowledge of the Chinese language and literature, Chinese

customs and manner of living, Chinese flora and fauna, ethnography and
medicine. There were 155 Russian missionaries all told during this

first period of over 150 years. Each tried to contribute something to the

treasury of knowledge of China and things Chinese. Their works con-

sisted partly of reports on original observations and discoveries, but mainh?
of translations. These were sent to the various government departments
concerned, where fhe\' were appreciatively received and reviewed. If this

first period of the Russian Orthodox Mission were to be judged solely by
'ts success in propagating Christianitv-, the judgment would not be favour-

able. In iSfct', Peking was the only important missionary center, and here

the Mission numbered less than 200 Christians, including the descendants

of the Albazin prisoners.

Second Period (iSfi-jgo2)—The first period in the history of the

Russian Orthodox Mission was theoretically brought to a close by the

Tientsin Treaty of 1S58, which admitted into China the representatives of

Foreign Courts, and gave the right of residence to all Christian mission-

aries. From that year the second period of the Mission's history, lasting

for over forty years, began. It was a period characterized chiefly by the

translations of the Holy Books. Some one has said that the work of the
Mission during the first two periods of its history was "less evangelistic

than literary and scientific," resembling in this respect the history of the
Roman Catholic Church during the same periods.

Prominent Leaders—The following members of the Mission during its

second period with a summary of their more important activities will be
l)oth interesting and of value in understanding present conditions.

r. Archimandrite Gary Karpoff (1858-1S64). During his stay in
Peking the diplomatic and evangelical members and activities of the
Mission were definitely and finally separated. He translated and printed
the New Testament in Chinese, which later became the foundation of the
Code of the Holy Orthodox Books. He corrected all the Orthodox Books
written by his predecessors, many of which had been published in Peking,
having been cut out on wooden blocks. His chief helper was a priest,

Isaiah Pclikin, who was the first to use the Chinese spoken language in
the translations of the Holy Books.

2. Archimandrite Pallady Kaffarofi. He was head of two Missions
(1849-1859 and 1S64-TS78), and a renowned student of the Chinese language.

Among the Holy Books translated into Chinese by Father Pallady were

the Book of Psalms and the Book of Services. His chief interest and study

was Buddhism and Chinese history. The chief work of Father Pallady

was his Chinese-Russian Phonetic Dictionary, containing the explanatioa

of 11,868 maiu characters and published after his death in 1SS9.

3. Father Flavian (1878-1884!- He collected and edited in Chinese

even-thing that had been done by his predecessors, over 40 books in all.

He 'successfully conducted church services in Chinese which previously

hi*d been conducted in Slavonic.

4. Archimandrite Amfilohy I.outovinoff (1883-1896). During these

33 years little real progress was made in the Mission, due chiefly to in-

sufficient money to enable the head of the Mission and his assistants 10

preach in places outside of Peking and thus extend the work of the

Mission, and to the unfamiliarity of the to ecclesiastical assistants provided

each vear, manv of whom were unsuited to the work. At the close of the

second period in the history of the Russian Orthodox Mission, the number

of the baptized was not more than five hundred. Two new churches had

been opened, one in Hankow and the other in Kalgan, but neither of these

was of any great missionary significance.

Boxer r/v?5S>^—-The year 1900 brought its troubles for the Russian

Orthodox Mission as well as for all Missions in China. The buildings in

Peking, Tungtingang, and Kalgan were destroyed. The valuable library

established by the Archimandrite Peter and filled with the rare works on

Buddhism written by Father- Pallady, was burned. More than 200 Chinese

communicants out of a total of 700 were killed. At last when there seeme i

to be no hope of restoration in North China, a new Mission was begun

elsewhere. In 1900, a church in Russian style and a school were built in

Shanghai.

Third Period (igoz-tgii)—During the third period of the Mission's

history, there has been an ever-widening expansion of pure missionary

activity, largely to the credit of Bishop Innocent whose reforms of 1897

have borne much fruit. These reforms embraced "the introduction of a

monastery, together with social regulations for the missionaries, daily

services in Chinese, ihe establishment of industrial work in order to

support some of the poor Albazins, the sending out of preachers from

Peking into other paits of China to spread the Gospel, the organization of

parish activities, and the establishment of local works of charity."

When Bishop Innocent returned to Peking in August 1902, accom-

panied by a number of ecclesiastical persons, his jurisdiction extended over

all the churches built along the Chinese-Eastern Railway (a distance cf

about 3,000 miles). In reality all Chinese territory was under his control,

for at that time the Russians were not only in Manchuria but also in

Mongolia. In Peking, where the Mission was in ruins, restoration was
urgent. This was made possible with indemnity money paid over by the

Chinese Government.

Growth During Last Two Decades—Since 1900 it has seemed as if the

special blessing of God has been upon the Mission. Places for preaching

have been oiiened through all China. In Yungpingfu, Chihli, property

with buildings has been bought, and a church and school erected. In the

same province one Chinese priest has opened over 20 new places for the

preaching of the Gospel. In Honan, an official of the fourth rank, by the

name of Fang, has presented the Mission with a district in Weihwei, with

buildings specially built by him for the purposes of evangelism. Here a

church and school have been opened. From Weihwei the work of

evangelism has been greatly extended over the province. The Russo-

Japanese War hindered missionary work in the interior of China, although

it stimulated the restoration of the Mission in Peking.

Statistical Summary—In 1916 the Russian Orthodox Mission in China
had a foreign force of over 20, and maintained the following establish-

ments : Monastery of Assumption in Peking, Hermitage of the Exaltation
of the Holy Cross in the Western Hills near Peking, Nunnery in Peking,
21 churches and chapels, and over 40 evangelistic centers. There were 1?
stebools for boys and 3 for girls under the control of the Mission ; also one
Theological Seminary in Peking. Other establishments maintained by the
Mission included a meteorological station, library (recently built), printing
office (with more than 100 volumes of Chinese publications), lithographic
works, galvanoplastical estab'ishment, founderies, book binder's shop,
paint shop, carpenter's shop, steam flour mill, candle factory, soap factory,

weaver's workshop, beehive, dairy house, and brickkiln, etc.

The Mission had 33 male teachers in its schools, 4 of whom were
Russians, and 5 female teachers, one of whom was Russian. The total en-
rollment of boys and girls exceeded 680. During 1915, 583 Chinese were
baptized. The total communicant Chinese membership of the Mission in

1916 was 5,587.

Literature—The Translation Commission is continuing its work of

publishing books in Chinese for the Mission. Thirty-five volumes in all

have been done, and new translations of the Holy Books in Chinese are now
being printed. The most important work of the Commission is the com-
pletion of the Chinese-Russian Dictionary, composed of the material of
Father Pallady's Dictionary with additions and corrections from Giles'

Dictionary and others. Each year the Mission publishes a Mission
Calendar in three styles, Russian, English, and Chinese, and a Mission
magazine "Chinese Good News."

Temporary Set-back—At present all stations outside Shanghai, Peking,
Tientsin, Harbin, and Manchouli are closed, owing in large part to con-
tinued non-support from the Russian home-base. At Tungchow, Chihli,
a Chinese missionary- is conducting church services and a small day
school, Peking has always been the seat of the Bishopric, and of the
Pei Kwan or "Northern Hostelry" which is located in the northeast
corner of the Tartar Citv.
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Finance—During the earlier periods of its history the Mission's

financial needs were supplied by the Russian Government. Home political

conditions have always reacted directly and immediately upon the support

of the work in China. Since 1902 the Mission has been supported by five

"ecnventual churches" in Petrograd, Moscow, Harbin, Dalny, and Man-
chonli. Present disturbances in Russia have worked havoc with the Mission

Russian Orthodox

Number of Chinese
Commanicanfs

115
119

26*2

35
35

2,057
100

600
58
80

144
28
39

in China where in Peking only, because of its large industrial work

evangelistic activities have been continued.

Industrial and other Activities—Inasmuch as the Russian monastic

system favours making the Christian community self-supporting as quickly

as possible, industrial work features largely in the Russian Orthodox

Mission. "Monastic calm and unhurried industry" go hand in hand.

Chukot Missions

Province
Centers of Be-
li^ous Work Institutions

Cheksang .. Hangchow —
JJingpo —
Shihpu —
Taiehowfo —

Chihi ,. Cheches —
Jaheling * —
Kalgan —
Motrtowtsung * Church
Peking 5 ehurehes, 4 schools,

and seminar?
Tientsin Chapel
Tungebow Church
Tungtingang * Sehoo!
Western Hills Hermitage and church
raagpingfa Church

Honaa ... .. Cfanngte
Chihsien
Kaifeng —
Ninglinghsien —
Taokow —

Province

H-jpeh

Kiangsn ...

Kwangtung
Manchuria

Mongolia...

Siniiang..

Centers of Ba-
Hgioas Work

Weihwei
Fengkow
Hankow
Looling *

Siachikow *

Siantaocheng *

Yiiantsiakow *

Haimen
Shanghai
Canton
Dairen
Harbin
Manehouli
Moukden
Badahanghow *

Kobdo
t'rga

Tihwafu fCrumtsi

)

Institutions

Church and school

Church

Church

Chapel
Church
Church
Church

Church
Church
Church

Number of Chinese
Communicants

154

1,081

208
S57

* Bomanization follows that supplied by Mission headquarters in Peking.

FINANCIAL STATUS OF SALARIED WORKERS (®*M
The average monthly salary of ordained ministers connected with the

ABF is $45 Mex., maximum $100, minimum $30. The average monthly

salary of nnordained pastots and evangelists is approximately $22.

Living quarters are provided, but no children's allowance is granted nor

school fees remitted, nor scholarships granted to children of pastors. No
provision is made for free medical treatment, life insurance, or retiring

allowance. The salaries of evangelistic workers are between 20 and 30 per

cent lower than salaries paid to Chinese educational workers. /. J. Pmctor.

The BMS (Shantung Mission) averages $ 13 Mex. per month to ordained

ministers, with $30 as the maximum and $10 as the minimum salary.

Evangelists average slightly over $14 per month, city $iS, rural $10.50.

Twenty-five pastors are entirely supported by the Chinese Church. To
quote from our correspondent, "Our church in Shantung is self-supporting

snd self-governing but is not ofiering salaries to keep the best men. *

Pastors are provided with living quarters by the church and evangelists by

the mission. No children's allowances r.re made, but half the tuition fees

in Middle and High Primary Schools are remitted to children of pastors.

A compulsory contributory scheme for life insurance and a retiring allow-

ance are in force. Free medical treatment is also granted. The salaries

cf evangelistic workers compare very unfavourably with those of educa-

tional workers. "In Middle Schools the salaries paid to teachers range

from $20 to $40 per month, and in the University from $75 to $150, for

men who in some cases have had three years less actual training for their

work and whose work is far easier and more congenial than that of pastor

or evangelist." £. W. Burt.

The SBC (Central China Mission) offers a maximum monthly salary

of $50 and a minimum of $20 to married, and $12 to single ordained

ministers. A monthly allowance of $1.50 is given for each child. Living

quarters are provided with occasionally an additional grant for social

needs. Tuition fees are remitted to children of pastors, but not board.

Free medical treatment is had wherever a mission hospital is located.

Salaries to evangelists are on the average a little lower than salaries paid

to Chinese educational workers. Frank Rawlinson.

The ABCFM reports an average monthly salary to ordained ministers

of approximately $45 ($70 maximum and $30 minimum). The average

monthly salary of unordained pastors and evangelists is approximately

$20. There are no special allowances for children. Living quarters are

always provided. Applications for scholarship aid or for remission of

school fees by pastors' children are treated individually. Assistance is

given to pastors or their families in cases of sickness or special need, but

this is inadequate and no uniform practice prevails. The salaries offered to

evangelists are about equal to those offered to teachers of the same grade

of educational preparation. Robert E. Chandler.

The average monthly salary of ordained ministers connected with the

MES is approximately $24, with 4he maximum at Son. Monthly salaries

of unordained pastors and evangelists range from $10 to $20. Living

cuarters are provided and a children's allowance of $2 for each child per

month. The children of pastors are not charged school tuition fees, and

fn many cases additional assistance in education is given. There is pro-

vision also for free medical treatment and a retiring allowance. The

salaries of evangelistic workers, ordained and unordained, are usually

lower than the salaries of educational and medical workers. /. C. Hassk.

The report of the CMC is based en estimates rather than actual

figures. The average monthly salary of ordained ministers is S25, the

maximum being $30 and the minimum $20. Unordained pastors receive

an average monthly stipend of $12. One dollar a month additional is

allowed for each child. Living quarters are provided. Generally half of

the school fees are remitted to the children of pastors. The mission provides

far free medical treatment and a retiring allowance. The above salaries

are roughly 50 per cent less than salaries received by teachers of English

and Western subjects. They closely approximate salaries paid to teachers

of Chinese subjects. G. W. Sheppard.

The average monthly salary of ordained ministers connected with the

PCI in Manchuria is approximately $20, with $25 maximum and $15

pages

minimum. The average monthly salary erf unordained pastors and

evangelists is $15. The size of each pastor's family is always taken into

account when fixing upon his salary. School fees are usually remitted to

children of pastors. No special provisions have been made for retiring

allowances. Living quarters for ordained pastors are usually provided.

The same salary is given to men of equal standing whether in evangelistic

or educational work. Andrew Weir.

The average monthly salary of ordained ministers connected with the

FN is approximately $30, and ranges from $ioo to foreign-trained and $60

Chinese-trained per month to $12.50 per month. Those receiving the lowest

salaries while ordained have not been given much training. Unordained

pastors and evangelists average approximately $iS per month. Living

quaiters are provided but no children's allowances as a rule. School fees

are usually remitted or scholarships are granted to children of pastors.

Free medical treatment is given. The question of a retiring allowance is

considered individually on its merits and no general rule or standard

prevails. The saLiries of educational workers are a trifle higher. Charles

E. Pattern..

The highest monthly salary paid to ordained Chinese connected with

the CIM is $50, while the lowest salaries paid range from $12 to $15.

The average, however, is not much above the lower figure. Unordained
pastors and evangelists receive on an average from $S to $10

per month. la some districts a child's allowance of 50 cents a month is

granted. Living quarters are generally provided. Special grants toward

education may be made to the children erf pastors. A retiring allowance

for evangelistic workers is provided for. The salaries of educational

workers are slightly higher. A. H. Broomhall.

Monthly salaries of Chinese clergy and evangelists connected with the

PE are as follows. (1) Educated in Chinese, deacons $35 monthly, priests

$50 to $65 monthly according to term of service; (a) Educated in English,

deacons $70 to $uc monthly according to term of service. In addition to

atove salaries paid by the Mission, certain amounts are to be paid by the

congregations if able, bringing the range erf salaries for priests educated in

Chinese up to $50 to $So per month, and for priest* educated in English

up to $75 to $125 per month. Cateehists and Bible women are of three

grades, the salaries fee the former ranging from $18 to $28 and for the

latter from $13 to $i>? per month. In addition living quarters and free

medical treatment are provided. No children's allowance is given but

school fees are remitted for scholarships granted to children of pastors. \

pension fund exists for widows and children. Clergy salaries are better

than salaries offered to teachers, if we except those in university work.
Rt. Re?. F. R. Grazes.

Ordained ministers connected with the PCC average approximately

$14 per month ($18 maximum and $10 minimum). Unordained pastors

average $10 per month. No extra allowances are reported. Those who
tire not college graduates receive the same salary, whether teachers or

pastors. Hugh Mackenzie.

All ministers connected with the "WMMS receive $40 per month, "with
proper scaled increase." The salary erf district preachers ranges from $30
to $13 per month according to the amount of training received. These
salaries are also increased with length of sen-ice. A monthly allowance of

$2 per child is given, and living quarters arc provided in all cases. School
fees are remitted and provision is made for benefits and retiring allowances,

although the organization for this is still incomplete. Preachers are better

paid than teachers. G. G. Warren.
Information received from the MEFB and PS correspondents is insuffi-

cient for publication here. Several societies wary kindly offered to supply
information but were unable to do so within the limitations of time. The
correspondent of one large society refused any information whatsoever.

The above information is gi\-en as a supplement to that appearing >n

pages 3S2-3&5. It was collected while the last few pages of the volume were
being printed, and hence is only suggestive of what might have been
gathered had more time been given. Less than 15 societies were written

to. The above represents all returns received to date.
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PART XV
CORRIGENDA

Typographical and textual errors are inevitable in any Report such

as this. The great amount of statistical material here brought together,

the limitations of time under which the work has been done, our depend-

ence upon untrained workers both in the office and at the press, few of

whom understand English and none of whom have sufficient knowledge

to arrest inaccuracies, are factors which, in spite of most painstaking

precautions, have greatly increased the possibilities of error.

Both in collecting and in presenting its material, the Committee has

aimed at the hij gree of accuracy. The cost and im-

portance of this Surrey to the entire missionary body has made any lower

aim unthinkable. Accordingly, both before and after the various sections

of this Report were printed, reprints of the manuscript were either read

before specially chosen otsmmittees, or before local missionary associa-

tions, or were mailed to individuals in each province specially qualified

to pass criticism upon such work. In every case, every inaccuracy noted

by these reviewers has been gratefully acknowledged, and if not already*

incorporated in the text has been fully entered below.

The process of translation from English into Chinese has further

subjected large sections of this Report to most careful checking, especially

Parts III-YII. In this process the manuscript has passed through at

least four hands, and many of the corrections referred to below were thus
brought to cur notice. Moreover, in preparation for the National
Christian Conference, members of the different Cotnmissicns have studied
selected parts of this Report, and in a few cases have kindly called the
attention of the Committee to necessary changes.

In order to present the mest accurate Report possible, all errors,

even those of minor importance, whether in maps, tables, or letterpress,

are here listed. Reasons and excuses for these errors are unnecessary.
Occasionally changes were made in statistical tables after the accompany-
ing graphs and letterpress, based on the original tables, had been
prepared, and in a few instances these changes were unfortunately not
carried over. Frequently the change of a single figure for one society
has involved from five to ter. subsequent changes in related maps, tables,

or letterpress. A decimal point in the wrong place, the dropping of type
at the press after a final O.K., followed by wrong substitutions, the con-
fused and inconsistent Romanization of Chinese place-names, suffice to

suggest in part the nature o! the Jiffeulties ever in the way of complete
accuracy of first page impressions. Only those who have attempted to
pui through a work of this kind in China, with limited assistance, km

w

of the infinite possibilties of error, and the need of "eternal vigilance."

It is important that all corrections of a serious nature be embodied in
the text itself. Those discovering inaccuracies not noted below will en-
hance the value of this Report as a future reference, by communicating
them at once to the Committee.

The following organizations and individuals among others, have very
kindly reviewed certain sections of this Report, checking the same for

inaccuracies. Anhwei—Du Bois S. Morris, D. T. Huntington, G. W.
Gibb; Chekiang—A. Miller, J. V. Latimer, H. J. Molony, Ningpo Mission-
ary Association; Chihlt—R. E. Chandler, J. D. Liddell, J. W. Lowrie;
Fukien—J. Hind; Honan—W. C. White; Hunan—G. G. Warren; Hupeli—
L. H. Roots, H. B. Rattenhury, M. B. Birrell, J. Wallace Wilson ; Kansu—
G. Andrew, M. Botham, H. F. Ridley; Kiangsi—F. R. Brown, E. A.
Hoose ; Kiangsu—L. I. Moffett (in part) ; Kvrtmg$i—R. A. Jaffray,
H. O. T. Burkwall; Kwangtung—C. E- Pattern, W. W. Clayson, C. G.
Fuson, H. O. T. Burkwall, Board of Cooperation; Knewhow—G. W.
Gibb, D. F. Pike; Slmnsi—W. O. Pye; Shantung—A. H. Smith, P. R.
Abbott, R. C. Wells, Miss M. Rankin; Szec.h-.aan—C. J. P. Jolliffe, R. O.
Jollifle, J. Vale; Yunnan—C. G. Gowman, R. B. Wear, Yunnan Mission-
any Association; Manchuria—G. Douglas, F. W. S. O'Neill; Mongolia—
G. W. Shepherd.

49

50

Page Col. Line

41 (H—18) Change "There are 5 cities" to "There are 4 cities."

(II—20) Delete "Ningkwofu."

(II—21) Change "12 cities" to "14 cities."

43 (H—7) Change "between men and women" to "between women
and men."

(II—Diagram) Extend bar for MEFB to 8, FCMS to 5, and SBC to 3.

46 (I—bottom) Add "If private, unregistered schools were included,

the proportion in mission schools would be
much smaller,"

47 (Map X) Delete Government Middle School at Susung.

(i—5/7) Insert "primary" before "Education" and "schools."

59

9i

(I—44} Change "1,322" to "1,447."

(1—66) Delete "Tsientang River valley," and substitute "country

between Hangchow and Ningpo."

(II—4) Change "So" to "8|."

(II—38) Delete "Taichowfu."

(II—52/53) Change "China Evangelistic Society" to "China

Evangelization Society."

(II—Diagram) Change scale to read : "So, 40, o, 40, 8©, 120, 160, 200,

240, 280, 320, 36b."

(II—9/ n) Change "The CIM have a training school. .... other

centers" to "The CFM have a training school for

workers in Hangchow and short-term Bible study

classes in almost all mission stations."

(II—12/14) Change "The CMS have.,. and Ningpo" to

"The CMS have a Bible training school at Ningpo,

the PN at Yiiyao, the ABF at Shaohingfu and

Hucbowfu."
(I—43) Change "literary" to "literacy."

(II—18/19) Change "one more" to "two less."

(II—24/25) Change "communicents" to "communicants."
(I—9) Change "if" to "It."

(1—10) After "40 per cent" add "of these higher primary students.
'*

(I—20} Delete last sentence and substitute "Some normal training

is carried on by the CMS at Ningpo and at the

Hangchow Christian College in Hangchow."
(Map XI) Two private hospitals employing Christian doctors in&

located at Tientai and Cheughsien should be added.

The hospital at Tzeki is not wholly under mission

control.

(I—2) Change "patients" to "beds."

(Table VI) Statistics for CMC, Cols. 5/6, change "304" to "375"

and "5^49" to "5,146."

(I—id) After "four tao" add "plus Chingchao."

(I—7) Change "27,285,673" to "27,312,673."

(II—23/29) Change "Tungchow" to "Tangshan," and refer to

Appendix G for revised estimates of other cities.

(I—77) Change "SAM" to "SvAM."
(Map III) Change "ABFMS" in the field immediately southwest of

Peking to "ABCFM."
(I—Table) Add "Presbyterian" directly before "PN."
(II—5) Change "ABCFM" to "PN."
(II—17) Change "Map V" to "Map VII."
(Table IV) Statistics for YMCA, Col. 10, change "432" to "423."

(I—5) Change "368" to "388."

(I

—

u) Change "43" to "442."

(1-4) Change "RCA" to "PE."
(II—16) Change "Evangelstic" to "Evangelistic."

(I—31) Change "indicate" to "indicates."

(Ii
—"Higher Education") Change to read : "Facilities in Fukien for

higher education of a Christian character consist of the
Fukien Christian University (CMS, ABCFM, MEFB,
and RCA) and the Women's College of South China
(MEFB) in Foochow, and Talmage College (RCA) in

Amoy. Trinity College (CMS) and the Anglo-Chinese
College (MEFB) are of middle school grade."

Statistics for ABCFM, Col. 6, change "2,195" to "3»*95-"
Change "3 hours" to "7 hours."

(II—13) Change "AFM" to "FMA."
-SS (Maps) Change gtfg to Sf§
(II—10) Change "Less than" to "Over."
(II—33) Change "communicants" to "inhabitants."
(I—9) After "hospital" add "except Houanfu."
(II—Note) Change "Map IX" to "Map XI."
(II—18) Before "constructed" insert "the latter originally."
(II—25) Change "Chaling" to "Anjen."
(II—51) Change "varities" to "varieties."

(II—59) Change "Yiyang" to "Ichang."
(H^-71/72) Delete 'belonging to the Miao family" and substitute

"who call themselves 'Ya©.' "

(I—42) Delete "Ningsiang 80,000," and see Appendix G for revised
estimates.

(II—1) Before *'L(cim)" add "PN and."
(II—26/27) Change to read :"The FMS reports aa agreement reach-

ed at Changsha in 1903, whereby the northwestern
section of the province was taken over by that mission
as its special evangelistic responsibility."

(II—52) Change "CMS" to "CMA."

(Table VI)

(11-13/ 14)
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afflS

106

109
310

3PR

TI4

Jl6

124

327

128

330

93 (I—4r) Change "Map VI" to "Maps V and VII."
(II—36) Change "stating" to "starting."

94 (II—5) Change "foreign" to "women."
{II—14) Change "Mehodist" to "Methodist."

95 (*—4j} Change "atbough" to "although."

too (Table VI—Grand Total, Col. 3} Change "20,528,272" to "29 519,272."

ao2 (Map II) Density circles for the Wuhan cities are too large—Com-
pare Appendix G.

(I—161 Change 'excted"* to "exceed."

*?4 (II—15) Omit "combined."
(II—30) Delete "Knsaoshn (WMMS)."
(II—33) Charge "in terms of evangelistic centers" to "in terms of

square miles per evangelistic center."

(II—o) Change "station" to "center."

(II—6) After "CIM" add "CSFM."
(II—42} Change "Chucbow" to "Suichow."

(Map iky Add one full-grade Middle School to Hankow.
pt|_32/33) Omit "and Suichow (WMMS)."
(17—34) Change "34" to "32."

(Table VI—Grand Total, Col. 3) Change "28,575,822" to "28,574,322."

(I—4) Change first sentence to read : "Kansu is the third largest

province in China and ranks next to Szechwan and

Yunnan. . . Norway." Delete the next sentence.

(a) Change "principle" to "principal."

(5) Change "60S" to "6,083."

(II—55) Change "Kwangsi" to "Kiangsi."

(II—6r) Change "Liangking" to "Liangkow."

(II—62) Change "Chienchang" to "Kienchangfu."

(1—32/33) Change "Suishui" to "Siushui" and "Tayu" to "TayS."*

(II—17) Change "Fuchow River" to "Fu River."

(Table III) Statistics for CMML, Cols. 4/5, change "126" to "326."

and "95" to "225"; also Grand Total, Cols. 4 5,

change "4,438" to "4,638", and "3,059" to "3,189."

(Under '"Communicants per 10,000," II—21/22) Change "XLK" to

"NKM", and "CMML, 1" to "CMML, 2."

finder "Middle Schools," I—3) Change "Wuchang" to "Wucheug."

(I—last line) Change "PE 44" to "EPM 44."

(II—56) Change * Jachow" to "Jaochow."

(II—63) Omit "one higher normal school."

131 (I—6) After "widely known" add "than foreign missionaries."

(Ii—2) Change "Siao River" to "Siu River."

332 (II—40) Change "one" to "0.1*"

(Table VI) Statistics for CMS, Col. 5, insert "3."

J35 (I—S) Delete "of."

(I—31) Change "visted" to "visited."

135 (I—12) Change "respcusibiltiy" to "responsibility."

*y& (Diagram at bottom of Col. 1) Change "Snd", "BIS", and "LDB",
to "Ind", "LMS", and "SDB", respectively.

341 (Table ni) Statistics for MES, Col. 4, change "41.793" to "4,793
"

142 (I—5) Change "four" to "five."

346 (I—15) Change "600 miles" to "425 miles."

Change "not uncommon" to "very uncommon."
Change to read : "4 principal types : the aborigines, the

Cantonese, the Hakka, and the native Kwangsi."

147 (I—23) Change to read : "Chinese-built motor launches ran as far

inland as Liuchowfu, Poseh, and Lungchow."

Change "10 months" to "12 months."

Change "Yulinfu" to "Watlam,"

34S (I—35) Before "KweiKn" add "Xanning."
Delete "Xanning." For revised estimates see Appendix G.

(I—44/45) Change "3 American" to "4 American," and "2 Inter-

national" to "1 International."

(II—5) Change "eolpoteurs" to "colporteurs" ; also before "areas"

insert "small."

(TI—S) Change "three-seventh" to "three-sevenths."

(H—7) Change "agreementts" to "agreements."

(II—11) Change "ABF" to "SBC."

(Under "Reasons for Inadequate Occupation," II— 78) Delete "for

there are. . . .fertile plain."

(II—15) Delete {"}.

(II—16) Change "Only recently steam" to "Since 1000 motor."

(IX—8) Change both words "Department" to "Development."

(I—3/5) Change to "Medical work in Xanning is carried on by a

Chinese Baptist Association and is independent of SBC
missionaries or SBC control."

(I—13) Change "5 tao" to "6 tao."

(I—15 and elsewhere) Change "Kwangchow" to "Kwangchow-wan."

(I—21) . Change "an island" to "a peninsula-"

(II—30) Change "very changeable" to "sub-tropical."

(II—34) After "yearly" add "The third crop generally consists of

wheat or vegetables."

(11—38) Change "black tea" to "fruits."

(1—4) Change "Koming" to "Linchow."

(I—25) Change "Kungkas" to "Tongka."

(f—4g/ag> Delete the sentence : "In antecedents. . . .other races.
*

(I—33) Change "Lao" to "loi."

(1—3") Change '"race" to "division."

(I—39} Change "4,000,000" to "8,000,000."

(I—44) Change ""West River delta" to "Pearl-West R:\er delta."

(II—26) Change "78" tc "87."

(II—31) Change "30" io "23."

(n-«)
(11—29)

(I—24)
(II- a?)

(1-35)

(1—37)

349

151

TT33

156

*59

160

:6i

162

163

167

168

169

170

i"7

180

181

182

184

185

189

(I-

(II-

(II—3o)
(I—11)
(I—18)
(I—23)

199

201

202

205

204

(I—14) After "Hoikang" add "(cr Hoihong), Suwen."

(1—15) After "promontory" add "and Fongcheng."

(II—21) Change "38" to "2?.'

(I—31) Change "6,000 sq.mi." to "16,000 sq.mi.'\

(II—4) Change "1918" to "1517-"

(11—35) Change "Shaohing" to "Shinning."

(1—86) Change "H. B. Xoyes" to "H. V. Xoyes."

(1—88) Change "Fati Boarding School" to "Union Middle School."

(II—7/8) Change "T. H. Hamburg" to "Th. Hamberg."
(II—21) Change "Kuster" to "Kuster."

(I—1) Change 'J. Shuck" to "J. L. Shuck."

(n—1) Change "following table" to "preceding table."

(II—5) Change "evengelistic ' to "evangelistic."

(I— 2) Change "three" to "four."

Si Delete "and certainly. . . .environs of Canton."

-10/11) Delete "well over a thousand" and substitute "several

hundred."

Change "east" to "west."

Change "not one man" to "not one foreign missionary."

Change "Kiukiang" to "Kukiang."
Change "An advanced program" to "A program of advance.".

(II—bottom) Add : "The Hackett Medical College for Women,
with its associated institutions the David Gregg
Hospital and the Turner Training School for Nurses,

was established in 1S9S. It was then the only medical

school for women in China. At present the College

has a teaching staff cf 7 foreigners and 10 Chinese, and

41 medical students are in attendance from many of

the provinces of China. There are 17 nurses in train-

ing. The hospital contains 50 beds. In 1920 the

Hackett Medical College was selected to become one of

the two A-grade medical colleges for women in China,

the other to be located in Peking. The PX has under-

taken the responsibility of staffing the school, with the

expectation that other Boards working in Smith China

will cooperate along union lines."

(Last line of Xote under Mapl Cliauge "Kweilin" to "Kweiyang."

(I—6) Change "six" to "five."

(Map V) For "Protestant Mission Stations to be opened within th;

next five years" see Appendix E.

("New Stations to le Opened") See Appendix E for later information.

("Chinese Force," I—ro) Change "then" to "than."

(II—12) Change "second column" to "first column."

(II—40) Change "1,000" to "10,000."

(I—Diagram) Change "6,000" and "S.ooo" of scale to "4, :<>:" and

"5,000" respectively.

(I—1) Change "more" to "most."

(I—2) Change "2 doctors" to "0.2 doctors."

(I—7$ So) Delete "and no great increase..... unlettered."

(I—34} Change "engage" to "engaged."

(II—21) Change "li" to "miles."

(II—39* Change "20 years" to "23 years."

(II—40/43) Change these sentences to read : "The ABCFM began

work in Shantung first at Pangchwang (3880) as 1

result of famine work in 1878, and later at Lints :::.-

chow (18S6) situated at the juncture of the Wei River

and the Grand Canal. Dr. and Mrs. Henry D. Porter,

Dr. and Mrs. A. H. Smith, and Miss 3>fary H. Porter

were appointed to Pangchwang, and Rev. and Mrs.

F. M. Chapin were the first missionaries allocated to

Lintsisgchow .

'
*

(II—50) Change "SBM" to "Gospel or Direct China Mission."

(I—g) .\dd : "Taiasifu is the only station of this mission at the

present time."

(II—7) Change "10" to "9."

(Table I) Grand Total, Col. 6, change "101" to "so;
"

(II—Table) Transpose headings over the two columns of figures.

(n—10) Change "5 bsiens" to "6 hsiens."

(Table IIT) Grand Total, Col. r, change "6" to "62," After

"Societies without Organized Work or Church Con-
stituency" delete the figure "4."

(I—48) Change "Five" to "Six."

(I—62) After "YMC.V" add "Swedish Independent Baptists."

(If—5) Change "Kwanyintang" to "Hanyinting."

(II—44 F45) Change to read : "Fourteen per cent ... in the 6 cities

of 50,000 inhabitants and over."

(Map VIII) See corresponding map on page 204 for key to shading.

(II—66) After "received" add "A small middle school is also

conducted by the Chung Hua Sfaeng Rung Hui."

(1—35) Delete "of."

("Large Cities") For revised estimates of population see

Appendix G.

(II—6) Change "six" tc "four."

(II—7 -8) Delete "Luchow 125,000"

{II—9) Change "nine" to "ten."

(H—7 and 14) Change "FMMA" to

(I—g] Change "advisibility" to "advisability.

"

(II—10) Change "Francis" to "Frances."

(IT—3} Change "'Kansu" to "Kiangsu."

(II—First Diagram) Change "DFMP" to "DFMB."
(II—11/ 12) Change "two law schools" to "three law colleges."

and "Hoehow 100,000.*

'FFMA.
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235 01—iS)

236 (l—62\

0-69)
(1-73)

ft-f#
(I—$9)
01—55)

257 II—16)

239 0—22«

240 (Map V

241 (I—15)
(II—5}
({—37]

(II—a)
247 I- -14

1

248 1 1—42 •

26?

269

274

£76

OI-26)
ai—11)

.Map XI)

: -

-

(I—®j)

Change "Honan" to "Hunan."
Delete "by steamer."

Change "3V3 days" to "3 days."

Change "80 miles east" to "80 miles west."

Change "southeast" to "southwest."

After "finished" add "(M&r. 1921}."

Change "Five" to "Six."

Change "Chenpien" to "Kenheng or Chiengrung (|f|*|§|)>***

Change "1,000" to "2,000."

i and 241 (Maps VI & VII) Change "Chenpien" to

"Kenheng" and move symbol southeast to the left

bank of the Mekong River, about 20 miles from the

border

Change "Chenpien" to "Kenheng or Chiengrang."
Change "Kiangsi" to "Kiangsu."
Change "hopsital" to "hospital."

Change "4 foreign" to "0.2 foreign."

Change "54 hsiens" to "3t hsiens and 8 other divisions."

Change "then" to "their."

Change "Merghen" to "Xunkianghsien (Mergen)."

Delete "inland."

After "navigable" add "by janks."

Delete "along the Feking-Mcukden Railway."
Delete "Iehow."
Change "unclaimed" to "unentered."

Change "mission" to "missions."

Change "56 per cent" to "36 per cent."

Change "Milliard's' to "Milkrd's."
Delete hospital symbols for Chaoyangehen and Panshih-

hsien. A dispensary is new located at the latter place.

Change "Buddists" to "Buddhists."

) Change "6,943,000" to "6,743,000."

.nge "1,155,000" to "1,037,000."

) Change "Chtngtehfn" to "Chengtehfu."

) Change "parallelled" to "piralleled."

Change '•'unused" to "used."
Delete "The advance per annum."
Change "Kaglan" to "Kalgan."

(Map, and elsewhere in this chapter) Change "SwAM (cm)" to

"SvAM (era)."

HI—33) Change "iooo" to "1000."

(I—26) Delete "well wooded."
—33) Change "buts" to "huts."

(I—45/46) Change "Chengtehfnl" to "Chengtehfu."
(I—&|) After "Dr. Case" add "CMML."
01—*) Change "Pukow" to "Pakow."
(II—39) "Dolon Nor" should appear under separate heading

"Chahar,"' not under "Jehol."
(Table VI) Grand Total, Col. 3, Change "6,943,000" to "6,743,000.**

This Table takes no account of Outer Mongolia.
(II- -33) Change "in" to "is."

("Towns" under Map. and II—7) Change "Siangcheng" to

"Siangchen."
I—50) Change "resultted" to "resulted."
Map based on Map VII for each province in Part III.

01—Table) Change headings to read: "Percentage in

Cities under 50,000 and Rural Districts."

(M—39/42) Delete ; "The following pages lxviii-lxxix."
("Christian Hospitals," line 10) Delete "missions have been dis-

covered" and substitute "necessary statistics were
lacking."

(Diagram) The bar for Honan should extend to 21 per cent only,
not to 80 per cent.

(II—20) Change "8,866" to "8,886."

(H—24/25) Change "900 and 1,000" to "9,000 and 10,000."
(Map and Table, Col. 1) Change "Minhow-tao" to "Minhai-tao."
OI—2) Change "Table VIII" to "Table XVII."
(II—19) Change "21 provinces" to "19 provinces."
OI—54) Change "eases" to "cases."
(I—19) Change "exeed" to "exceed."
(Diagram) Change the second "FMS" to "SMF."
OI—14) Change "Table XIX" to "Table XVIII."
(II—16 and 24) Change "1899" to "1889."
(Next to last paragraph in Col. II) Change 1st sentence to read : "The

first five societies report fewer evangelistic centers than
lower primary schools, while the last three lepori
considerably more."

(Table XIX) "j, k" in Cot. V opposite UFS should appear in fae
same .-olumn opposite PS, and "d" should appear in
their place.

("List of Union Institutions") Under "Canton" add "Union Middle
School IPX, ABCF3I, UB, and Chinese Church)."
The "Anglican School of Theology" entered under
"Wusih" has as yet not been organized as a unioi
institution.

Delete "be."

After "to the" add "zeal of the."

XXI Under Col. "MAB" add "1

Change "1 " opposite
delete "2 " opposite PS.

(jo) Change "Syned" to "Synod."
(87) Change "pemanent" to "permanent."

(I—10)
(
I—6)

(Table

336 (24) Change "XMS" at end of sentence to "SKM."
3§2—3S5 (Chapter on "Status of Chinese Pastors") See page 465 for

salaries paid to Chinese ordained ministers aatt.

evangelists as reported by a number of larger societies*

3S2 (I—55) Before "holding" insert "several."

294 fj.
—12^20) This paragraph is based on the CCEA Survey of Middle

and Higher Primary Schools conducted by H. W. Luce.

Compare paragraph 2 on page 408. Note that in the

CCEA Surrey, 416 (or 31 per cent) non-Christian Chin-

ese teachers are reported for a total of 1,329, (658 of

these are M.S.), whereas CCC Statistics for 1920 (see-

Appendix H) give 760 (or 6 per cent) nco-CbristiaB for

12,776 teachers (8,575 of these are L.P. & H.P.).

... x
PX

' opposite MEFE,
to "2 ... X," and

i. ('Grand Total," Col. 20) Change "ic per cent" to "9.5 per cent.**"

("Hwaining," Col. 3) Change "18S9" to "1869."

f'Tsienshan," Col. 9) Change "3.0" to "0.3."

""Taiping," Col. 1) Add "PE."
t"Kweichih ,*' Col. 1) Delete "PE."
(Total for WUHU TAG, Col. 4) Change "53" to "54."

ii. ("AXKIXG TAG," Col. 7) Change "213" to "211."

("WUHU TAO," Col. 7) Change "211" to "213."

("Grand Total," Ccl. 20) Change "10 per cent" to "9.5 per cent,***

iii. (Total for TSIEXTANG TAO, Col. 15) Change "43.7" to "45-7-"

("Wenling," Col. 1) Add "CLM."
(Total for KWAIKI TAO, Cols. 17/1S) Change -'10,885" and

"114,263** to "10,886" and "114,264" respectively.

v. ("Grand Total," Col. 9) Change "6.5" to "8.2."

("Grand Total," Col. 20) Change "0.2 per cent" to "2.3 per cent.';

vii. ("KOWPEH TAO," Col. 11) Change "91" to "9"
("Grand Total." Col. 9) Change "6.5" to "8.2."

• "Grand Total," Col, 20) Change "0.2 per cent" to "2.3 per cent.'*

viii. ("Minnow (Foochow)") Change ||*| to0g*

viii.Ox. Change "MIXHOW TAG g§ ^ " to "MINHAI TAO {M* ^."
ix. (' MIXHOW TAO.'* Col. 20) Change "48.3 per cent" to "41.6 per

cent."

"AMOY TAG," Col. 20) Change "47.3 per cent" to "45.2 per
cent."

("KIEXAX TAO," Col. 19) Change "21.2" to "21.%"
Add '''Incomplete returns" below Hsien Table for Fukien.

x. '"Grand Total," Col. 12) Change "5,840" tc "5,850."
("Grand Total,'

-

Col. 20) Change "0.3 per cent" to "3.3 per cent" :

xi. (Total for JUYAXG TAG, Col 9) Change "59.4" to "'.9."

("KAIFENG TAO," Cot 15) Change "47" to "77.7."

("HOPEH TAO," Col. 20) Change "0.5 per cent" to "2.6 per
cent."

(' HOLO TAO," Col. 15) Change "42.3" to "60.7."

("JUYAXG TAO," Col. 20) Change "11.6 per cent" to "4.1 per
cent "

('Grand Total," Col. 20) Change "0.3 . per cent" to "3.3 per
cent."

xiv. ("Tayeh") Change ||§ to j*?j

yvi xvii. ("Grand Total." Col. 19) Change "60.5" to "65.5."

xviii./xix. ("Grand Total," Col. 8) Change "7,49?" to "7,837." This
addition cf 330 communicants should be distributed

among the hsiens claimed by the CMML. See Tab'e
HI for Kiangsi, page 127.

xx. ("Shanghai," Col. 1) Delete "CA."
xx./xxi. ("Grand Total," Col. 5) See Note below Table III on page 141.

(Cols. 16/20) Government education figures for Kwoteh,.
Tuan, Suilu, and Lungshan are included in figures

given for Warning, Lungan, Funan, and Enlung
respectively. Similarly, figures for the last 3 hsiens ct
CHEXXAX TAO are included in the figures given for
Yangli, Tungcheng, and Xingming hsiens respectively.

("Taiyuan") Change ^ to

("Fushan," Col. 3) Change *'i$79" to "1859."
("Laiyang," Col. 3) Change "1900" to "1870."
("Tsimo," Ccl 3) Change "1001" to "1870."

("Haiyang," Col. 3) Change "1912" to "1885."

("Sanyuan") Change *$"?, to
J*jf

("Chunhwa") Change j* to JS".

Totals in Cols. 4/15 are slightly lower than the totals for
similar columns appearing in Tables I-VI (pages 219-234*,
due to the inclusion there of FCMS work at
(Chwanpien).

.("Grand Total," Cols. 6/7) Change "146" and '

"154" and "244" respectively, to agree with Cols.
Table II, page 242 (see not (a)).

Society initials in Col. 1, and all mission statistics in Col?
for 'lljang*- and "Yiliang" hsiens should be inter-
changed.

Delete "RFC" from Col. t of the Hsien Table for Yfinnaa,
since latest information shows that no attempt has beea
made by that mission to occupy the field under consideta'-
tion in 1918.

!vi. (Table) Change "Hunnan" to "Hunan."
Ixxv. ("Fukien," line 7) Change "AFCFM" to "ABCFM."
Ixxxi. (Under Shantung—1919) Change ?iCX" to "PCX."
ixxxii. (Under Szecbwan) Delete "1920 Mtenyang : CMS.'

(Under Yunnan—1917} Change "'Puerto.'* to Puerhfu,"
Ixxxviii. (II—23) Change "estimatng" to "estimating."
xcii. (Under "Unclassified") Change "CX" to "PCX."

XXu. xxm

XX1X.

xxxii.

XXXV. xx.wh.

XXXVlli • XXX!

Bata

4 & *3>



ADDITIONAL CORRIGENDA

4 Delete last paragraph {repetition of footnote).

6 (I—note) Change "roft " to "fort."

14 (I—first Hue of " Railroad Communications ") Delete asterisk.

15 (II—74) Add ** to " after " not."

365 (** The Blind of China," I—26) Change "498 " to "4S8."

395 ("Conference Centers," II—n) Change "Stwart" to "Stewart."

426 {I 64) After "business people" add "attending the school is

constantly increasing."

452 ("Union Versions," line 7) Delete "in equal proportions " and
substitute " in the following proportions : ABS and
BFBS two-fifths each, NBSS one-fifth."

("Union Versions," line 13) Substitute "December 1903" for

"July 28, 1908."
("Colloquial Versions") Under Shaowu delete "Genesis,

Haggai Malachi " ; under Hainan add " Genesis,
Haggai-Malachi ."

(" Languages of Aboriginal Tribes ") Seventh line from bottom,
change " 1912 " to " 1907 " ; sixth line from bottom,
add " 1912 " ; fifth line from bottom, delete " John,

Ixxxi. (11—5) "MEFB, AFO, AAM, PS" belong under Nanking,
and not under Tsingkiangpu.

Ixxxii. (Col. Ill, under Kwangtung) Delete " Kochow PN. "

Ixxxviii. Delete " Kashing, Che 80,000."

lxxxix. Delete " Yfi*nehow, Hun 40,000."
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IIS[EN TABLES—ANHWEI

APPENDIX A

PROVINCIAL STATISTICAL TABLES

ANHWEI— Christian Occupation by Hsicns

2 3 4 5 6 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

NAME OF HSIEN Missions at work

Grand Total 20v002,166 127 189 240 623 5,070 23 11408 501 4,318 1,016 5,354 105 41,074 9398 51.D72 253 10«

ANKING TAO 5£

Hwalning
(AnkiBg)--- t* $ CIM, PE 455.4-50 1889

Tnngebeng P4 * CIM, PE, CMA 875,000 1905 :

Sasuag ft *-: MEFB, PE SOS 018 1904

Taitau - X *i*3 MEFB, PE 380.609 3903

Tstensbaii « m PE 556,000 1914

Wangkiang a It PE 232,92? 1908

Hofei A.
IB FCMS 1.210.216 1896

Lakiang Mr a CMA 487.963

Shuchenp *$ CIM. FCMS 340,326 1904

Chaobssen m it AAM 407,1-54 1901

"VPuwei m ft
AAM, CMA. FCMS,
"(MEFB

•537,266 1900

Hobsien m #i AAM. MEFB 240.110 1917

Hanshan * in AAM, MEFB 233,774 1900

Lraan r% * CIM 476,059 1 890

A'ingshan & 111 173,-71

Hwosban s Ul CIM 261,799 1910

7,118,142

WUHu TJ\o III
(AAM, CMA. CIM,

Wnha m • FCMS, MEFB, PE,
SSDA

250,000 1888

Faaebang ........

-

* g CMA, CIM, PE, MEFB 171.276 1898 :

Taagta & ^ CIM, MEFB 354,769

» flf- CiM 146,438 1890

L&ngki & !ft CIM 125,079 1894
|

Sbehsien & IS CM, MEFB 413,273 187-5

n m £3,785

m * Cm, MEFB 157,999 1804

Wujiian « # 217,002

Kiraea wi fi 130,404

Chiki at ?* CIM 101.585

w Sy CMA, CIM, MEFB 123,195 1874

is P* CMA,Cm, MEFB, PE 196,99$ 1895 :

Kinghsien 1? « CMA, CIM, PE 195,754 1896

Taiping * 3s- CMA 68,367

» ft CIM 50.110 1907

w « CIM 105.859 1908

i* cma. cm, PE 310,209 1874

» S$ cma, cm, PE 108.374

?T * CMA 41,066 1910 •

Tuneliu * H 88,560

Chiupu K m 98,754

* » CMA, PE 205,485 1896

3,804,401

14 91
4 8
4 10

39 .4

94 3.0

3 72 4.5

37 3.0

lis
1.1

106 3.1

117 2.9

188

216

431

3 73

54 211 3.65a

11 3 41 99 -564

2 4 4 7 107

1 3 1 1 50
> 1 2 a 46

1 3 2 4 35

3 6 1 2 42

155

310

154
113

136
24

40

130

988

210

no
141

16 59.2 73

196 16.6

23
-50

23.7

42.7

838

MEB 113 740

143

115
96 345
^1.

5

940
114

:

1,713 103 10 988

442 23-

1 20

13

S8

120

151

129 89

127

51

120 112

'

33 2*. 2

fill ; 16.5

120 ! 28.5

238 9i.'„-<

184 139

127 112

106 390
22 4f.'

15 107

420
463

94

438
445

88

j

1008
i

„-

94 804

80 1713

1

7

1^85
-

804 i

19 792 j

31 1129

88 601

'

1514

79 896
51 471

463

M 471

44 %
11%

49.5
51.3

46.2

3%

15%

:

58 495 45.0

111 753 24 .3 12^i

143 576 33.9 i%
16 36 9.0 m%

52 146 16.2 .

81 519 51.9

51 496 23.6 20%

iS 64 1 85 |B8 ! 1.710 j 4.5 4,210 104 1,416 : 442 ' 1,858 108 14,351 2.902 17.25S 45.4 103



THE CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OF CHINA

ANHWEI—Christian Occupation by Hsiens (Continued)

NAME OF HSIKN Missions at work

HWAISZE TAO

Showhsk
Bub situ.

Pnyang •

Yingsbaa
Tatho....

Hwokio.

Woho

a m i% sda
g a vem, m
a £ ; CIM. PX, SDA.

9 1 K5

3 n CIM, PX
# n l'N

* IB CIM. SDA
W jt CIM, SDA
* ffi CIM, SDA

i eg CIM
V as P.N"

R& PX. SBC
•s & ,SBC

a H FCMS

^r m AAM FCMS
K ?»i PN
iff j$ l'N. CIM
* IS SBC, CIM
if * CIM. FCMS

bj PN

293.885

297,063
609,090
5*7,318

235,454

815.410
853,199

'

1,492,797

848,805
539,442

359,652
339,520

496,089
400,655
136,538

201,537
130.123

249,480
124,566

67,78S
511,135

1912 1

1

1912 3

1901 1

1918

! 887 1

1897
1904
1892

1914
1911

1904
1 889

"900

1917

1904
1899

8 5 11 04 2.2

8 25 .8

7 3 10 108 1.7

8 11 51 223 3.7

1 3 .1

r,
7 97 1 1

s 4 19 67 .7

4 8 9 139 .9

8 7 10 142 4.0

1 4 7 77 1.4

4 1 18 .5

7 8 10 89 2.6

a 10 20 80 2.0

4 11 28 272 19.4

6 3 5 151 7.5

I 1 17 1 3

3

8

4

1

4

1

58 4.4

11.7

1 2 S

« 81 199 1.707 1.8

130
340

9 10 11 12 13

|| fj

m
l

X X

Saj

x c

„-

198 ,

416
3

28

162 2

97 . 11

330 1

218 8

117 8

44
260

15.8

88 58.2;'.

19 111

Mas Boo

1330
463

774

1283
1062
1936
1395
1320

130
301

867

540
273
517
457
491
1026

143
46

135

167
81

102
101

69
175

43*
314

707
354
619
558
560

1201

557 18.6

598 10.1

846 35.2

1530
1170

18.8
13.7

2343
1524

15.7
43.5

1362 25.7

71.5

35.3

27.2
24.7

46.5
80.0

96 1.516 247 1,763! 103 t
: 15.735

TOTALS

ASKING TAO 3? M. 2 7,118,142

WOHO TAO m m it 3,804,401

HWAISZE TAO ~M ffl 'M 9,079,623

Grand Total... 20,002,166

i i

37 49 64 213 1,6531 2.3
;
4,376

54 64 95
I
211

j
1,710 \

4.5 4,210

36 78 81 199 i 1,707 1.8 3,022

101
;
1,386 327 1,713 103

104
I
1,416 442 . 1,888 108

96 l 1,516 i 247 1,763 | 103

1,991 15,279 21.1 11%

14,351 2,902 ! 17,253 45.4 10%

15,735 j 2,805 ] 18,540 I 20.4 i 9%

127 189 1240 623
j 5,070 2.5 11,608 301 4,318 1,016 5,334 105 41,074 9,928 51,072 ; 25.5 10%



HSIEN TABLES—CHEKIANG

CHEKIANG—Christian Occupation by Hsicns

! 10 II I 12 13 ! 14 15 17 1$ 19 < 20

NAME OF HSIEN Missions at work

E -•

§ x _ 2 an ~ x

Grand Total 22J09422 859 918 §77 1,80727,902 15L5 48,079 S96 7,872 1,746 9,618 343 288^78 31,144 319,722 1395 3

TSIENTANG TAO « l£ it

Hsngbsien
{Hangehowt.

Bainsrg
Fajang
Yabamg
Lilian

Yfiis-sen

SiBteng
Cbanghwa ....

Hashing
K&sfaan

HaiTen
Chungteh
Pinghu
Tungsiang
Wubing

Changing .....

Tefalsing

Wafcaog
Aaki
-f$Murfene --

«ABF, CIM, CMS,

J
PX, PS, SDA,
»YMCA, YWCA
PN. PS
CISC, CMS

tt CIM, PS
Mf ABF, CIM

SI

s§

•/£ Jf CMS
$r II CIM, CMS
g ft CMS

; a *? : ps
' S # i

lms, PS

m m
#1 & MES, pn
^ ® j

LMS, SDA
m * 1 MES, PS
a If {

ABF, MES, P!

& HlMES
m m ph. ps
it m ! ABF. MES
$ § CIM, MES
# 9 ABF

348.345
177,6*6
108.1*47

47,307
75.560

640,643
234,096

una
18%
1872
1891

1894

221,402 1904
256.218 1901

290,988
177.743 I 1901

1,173.944 ' 1890

1 1 1

4 4 1 2

1 1

11 14 80
•> 4 4 6

'S 2 2 4

3 4 a *

273.249 - 8 96 22 •560

179.743 1868 9 10 4 19 408

75,569 9 8 90 24 69,

83,070 1873 2 3 1 6 52

67.433 2 1 2 4 68
___„ —

5,439,245 118 150 24 1 613 7.269

10.0 93

13.4 13.64-

H 541 1672 91.2

49 43 449-5

90 53.2 1533
1301

_". 34.2 11*5

2095 221
3511 436
2269 240

KWAIKI TAO

Kinbsien
(Xiogpol...

Tzeki 38
Fen^lwa, ^
Cheahai .... $1
-Siamgshsn )R

Xaaniien ......... iff

Tingbai $£.

Sbaohiag 13
Siaoshan ft
Cbuki W
Yujao tk
Shangni Jfc.

Cbenghsien 4£
Sincb&Bg jf
Linbai £S

Hwangyen 'j|

TSeatai X
Sienka -

: ft
KiBgbai HE
Wenling - 3.

( ABF, AFM,
R 11 CM, CM. CMS.

I PS, CMC. YMCA
WS CMS, PN
ft ABF. CIM, CMC
% ABF, CMS, CMC
ill CMC

CMC
ABF
ABF, CIM, CMS
ABF, CIM. CMS
CIM, CMS, SDA

PN. CMC
PK. CMC
CIM
CIM
CIM, CMS

CIM, CMS
CIM, CMS
CIM. CMC
CIM
CMS

874,930 1840

111,961
,

1880

21,137
378.733

1,153.692 1861

507.509 1806

489.105 1877

642,025
307.044
370,501
285.120
570.557

399.620
431,317
339.109
557.101
529.814

1861
1866
-

37 41 73 201

8 7 11 18

8 10 13 15 :

11 13 10 17

18 12 ' 8

3 9
a 3 5 10

;

13 13 98 -

^ 6 4

33 98 19 37

9 16 •>•> 40

s 10
19

5

6
14

3 4 4 7

Hi 15 17 44

IS 16 18 25

:

13 IS 15 19

12 12 14 20

14 11 19 24

49 264 999 614

11.1

13.3

148
946

1246

1421

10.9

8.1 643

15,631

54
221

443

310

449
140

m
134

69

16
106

-

519

326

465
1 40

14.3

14.4

2290

164

3493
3459

471

741
321

5034 325
4215 279
7797 1167
4113 472

6%
2%

%

258 3,500 665 4.165 39.6 103,378 10,885 114,263 ; 126.1 3.4 «„

KINHWA TAO

-

1873
2878
1900
1882

Laucbi ...-•« ff ABF, CIM
;

209,457

Einhwa lit <P ABF, CIM ! 216,346

Tangjang jg. |» f
PN 453.707

Iwh H & I CMS. PN i 239,937

Yuogtag * fill CIM I 931,789

wuvi i* ft 5 era 83,123 ...

pakiang J ;§ it ^ CIM, CMS. PN i 205,714 1888

Taagfci & 51 I ABF
j

104,016 ...

Cbabsien -.- •} if I CM .; 289,976 ;
1872

Lungju j fi $ 1 CIM, GCAM (cm)
j

135.747 1896

Kiangsban I ft tfl i CIM i 302,546 ...

Cbangstaan 1 ft Hi i
cfM 135,145

I
1878

Kaibwa m ft I CIM i 138,326

Kienseh \M « J CIM 94,867

Sbanan f$ 3? i
CIM i 395,572

Itoglu \m «!CIM,CMS
i

107,128'

Saiaa m * ! GIM : 170,845
}

...

Feoshsi.....
\ ft M CIM 29.647 } ...

Sbowchaag 1$ 3 } CIM 72,689 1910

1880
1902

1889

3 5

1

5
1

2 2 3
4 1 1

8
1

: i i

l S 9

66 84 100
|

.),» 10.5 !

240 10.9 ';

121 2.6

60 2.6]
130 5.2

|

70
84

21

4.0
j

48 3.4
j

304
172

40 - 1

8

268 : 11.

2374 716 13090 fi2:<.s

,»< 280 7216
1940 1623 6383

1036 6137 ." '

8759 1715 10474 418.9

2245 272 2517 .

:-.- 5082 242.0
,

404- 203 4251 425.1
'

4542 394 .. -

3640 311

2 33 33 132
2859

190
219 >„-..

240.0

169.3
IX

1 15 15 50 1071 68 ' 1139 379.6 i%
41 712 104 816 116.5

1,894 26 319 103 1
424 28.7 78.371 9.332 -" '

242.2 0.5%



THE CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OF CHINA

CHEKIANG—Christian Occupation by Hsiens (Continued)

1 2 8 4 5 6 7 s 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 IT 18 19 20

NAME OF HSIEN Missions at work

5
\ Jf a

f

& - X -*

o

C —

If 1
X X

*l

x c h2 X '• 5 x

5 *

f x

£»©

ill

-
°

H
a Hfe

:- £ S
I

5 1 £c 1 -
>- £ao

OWHAI TAO

Xungkia
(Weoebow

Lisbui ...

TsinTiin...

Sungyang

Buiehang
IiUOgchuan
Kingriian

Tfinhwo..
Suanping

KinSHliBC

S CIM. SDA, UlfC
^ GCAM (cm)
H : I CIM. GCAM (cimi

1 CMC
GCAM (G3M)

GCAM torsi)*2 %
g g GCAM (caw)

fi & GCAM (cm)
§} 7C GCAM (cm)
W *I : GCAM (CIMI

^ *P GCAM (cim)

jgfc $ GCAM (cat)

ig Hi CIM. CMC
g? *g CIM. SDA. CMC
•f &g- CIM, SDA. CMC
# J® CIM

3t & CMS, IMC

1,755,183
357,472

156,132
209,261

102,604
125,105
97,620
95.705
121,789

!

1902
1894
1902
1895
1905

102,0*8 1908

431.6*3

130,120

1885

1878
1897

10
178
10

174
10

6

4
12

4

12 9

4 4 7

6
(

i

6

1

4

68

2

52
45
3

47
29
3

ta 14 14

i> 438 ^73

239
16

3145
285
483

170
380
131

180

110
1120
921
933
80

19.5
j

6413
7.9 316

21.9 1 1036

2.6*

10.8
j

17.0
29.2

13.1

18.0

11.0
1

30.2
!

24.2
j

21.7

6.1

J73 480 , 8,708 18.1

50
247

182
400
139
200:

100

128
1852
2082
1277
102

382

55 731
6 76
1 32

3 61
3 40

7 126

;

24
4 35

SO
9 161 !

6 143
S 80

j

1 16

•; 1.558 ;

109
32

145
26.4

39.4

18.3

30.6

30 27.2
161 14.3

143 15.9

5030
3346

3283
1411
1664
1485
1691

1709
8881
4912
9138
1635

854

261
431

510
310

176
183
199
154

96

151
912
338
594
103

8413
3076
2437

5540
3656

2459
1594
1863
>639
vm
I860
7293
5250
9732
1738

919

24-5.9 > ...

123.1 0.9%
186.3 1%

197.1

138.2
226.3

133.7

76.5

97 [1,558
\
151 '1.709

;
19.5

\
53,998 '5,258

j
59,256 \ 123,7

:

S.&%

TOTALS

TSIENTAXG TAO & H j|f

KWAIKI TAO "tHil

KISHWA TAO &mm
OWHAI TAO g£f£it£

Grand Total...

5,439,24-5

9,063,801

3,617,577 :

4,789,199
|

22,909,822

1118 150 241 613 7,269' 13.4 15,64* 825 3,320 45.

249 264 299 , 614 10,450; 11.5 15,68] 358 3,500 - 665
] 4,165 39.6 103,378

60 66 64 i 100 1,475 i 4.0 1,8941

5,668
j
58,499 107.3 5 0%

10,886; 114,264 i 126.1 3.4%

319
j

105 ; 424 28.7 | 78,371
j
9,332; 87,703

j
242.2 0.5%

(432 438 373
j
480

j
8,708 18.1 jt4,906i 97 1,558

s859 918 877 |l,807 27,902 ! 12.5 48,079 596
j 7,872

151
; 1,709 , 19.5 'j 53,998 I 5,258; 59.256

\ 123.7 2.8%

1,7*6 9,618
\
54v5 288,578 31,1*4 319,722 1393 3.0%



HSIEX TABLES—CHIHLI

CHIHLI—Christian Occupation by Hsiens

1
1

2 3 4 8 S ] f
j

8 « 9 10 11 1-2 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
r

20

j X =.— r £r*

! ! *c

NAME OF HSIEN ' Missions at work

M
* 1
- 5.

s

5
4|i-s ^*

i =-

o
:

S
l BD

2 = J x 1

If ; ; =
3:

|
* « a a

%1 1"= 51 ||
o* 6°

P,
£ C S ^

~
3 ^ 56 * ? = f J II 1

-
"~

365

w
H "~

r- C
Q M 2 2

3 « s si
o -

^ X § x

27,312.673 471 753 1726 22.283 6.5 37.089 713 M« 3,188 11.742 52.7 472,645 32.078 504,723 1 84.9 0.2 ,;

TSINHAI TAO W M M.

f ABCFM, LMS,
Tientsin ?£ » 1 MEFB, SA, SPG*. I

lUMC.YMCA.YWCA
Tsingbsien # ft MEFB, UMC
Tsanghsien it ft LMS
Yenshan ft Ul LMS
Kingviin ft ft LMS

NaaW ffi A MEFB. UMC
TssiaAai If $ < ABCFM, LMS.

1 MEFB. CMC*
Hokiea » S3 EMS, SPG

aston ft ft LMS. SPG
Suning m m ABCFM, SPG

Jenkiu : f£ W SA
Fowcheng $- *£ EMS', MEFB*
Kiaoho 3fe M MEFB
Xingtsing ft # IMC
Kinghsien SI ft LMS

Wukiao ft ft LMS*
Kucheng ] Wi Ifi LMS
Tnngkwang ...... S * LMS'.MEFBVCMC*
Lulling 8 » MEFB, CMC
Tsiemn X 3c MEFB, IMC

(see also Lulling)

Faning * ft MEFB
Changli <& ft MEFB. EMC*
Lwanbsien M « MEFB. CMC
Leting -m # MEFB
Linyft M 46 MEFB

Tsanbwa ft ft ' MEFB
Fengjtm ;

»

ft MEFB, EMC
Yutien 5 H MEFB
Weaan * $ ABCFM. MEFB
Tachemg ;fc $ MEFB

Sinchen U ft ABCFM
Xingho ft ?9 EMC

211.123 1905
410.457 1899
278,035 1878
123.270

174.064 1897
227.041 1899

348,539
312 «S9

1878
1903

201.142
105.316
859,800
451,197
229,118

203,417
115,151

269.552
136.150
368.387

1*90
1*90

24.8.514 1885
371 .655 1 983
518,047 1K90
154.659
223.694 1885

225.006 1890

509,441 1890
268,192 1910

170.000 1 895

140,000 1888

30,00t'i

320,000

1

3 3

t 4

3 s

2 4

9 8

4 5

1 1

g S

6 19

1 1

s *8

21

10
M
9

4

5
'

2'1 -

: 7

206 1643 17.6 3421

6 43 2.0 43
14 SOB 5.(1 234
5 188 6.7 188

1 73 6.1 73

6 46 1.3 49
6 134 5.7 173

19 211 6 300

7 190 6.1 303
2 7 0.1 25

8X1 709 1530 95 13149 2576 15725 1-9.4 8.2

m 60 139 1138 188 1336 63.1 4.3*;

§g 58 29 3629 1024 4653 113.4 1.2-

.

187 64 231 121 3201 2115 8418 123

29 29 4 A
...

144 138.8 I :

45 45 75.2 -

88 38 22 74.

5

1.6-1.

12- M

244

65

740 43

120 SO
421 84

5199 .
- 1.6':

5865
8190

145.0
119.ii

'

1495 143 163f

3727 161 38*8

131 9« 141

1089 151 1240

270 3.686 1 .233 4,919 126.447 JO. 188 136

PAOTING TAO & ^

Tshwruan i
. ABCFM, PX, SA.

(Paotmgfn)... ft ft .; yMCA
Mancheng ft Ml }M
Sitehni ffe * PX
Tingbing

: %. ft FN"

Sincheng : $r »« ABCFM

Tangh8i«n
i B ft VBCFM, PX

P^h tf » ABCFM, SPG
Waugto

i % 9 ]
ABCFM

Jungeheng ?& ^fi PH
WashsJen • % ft PN

L'hsien \ Wt ft ^ ABCFM
Hinnghsien SI ft PX
Ankwo 3f m SPG
Shalu M ft ABCFM, LMS
Kaoyang |X » ABCFM

Chengting W. & ' AG, SA
H^-ailu..: f ft CIM
Twngsing ?T K CIM
Fowoing * *T

i
j
PX*

Lwaacheng ] W tfi I
AG

Shigtaag fr ft CIM
Lingsho» ft ft !

CIM
Pingsbaa *P Ui I

ClM
Yuaashia .- it & ]

CIM
Tsanhwang ......; R & |

CIM

Tsinhsien ft ft LMS
Wiiki ft « ABCFM
Kaocbeig , X 4£ ABCFM, Ind|

Smlo.... m ft ABCFM, AG
en S> ft P^

404,260 1873

87,489 1895

85,000 1909
151 .349 1907
193.326 1896

140.887
96,840

198.654
127.827
64,424

161.333
151,139
233.457
130,353
162,542

-

"

1905
1898

229,511

87,262
74,568
«5,938
118,234

181,936

85,521
197.818
306.573
126,198

189,37i 1918
265,506 1887
189,975 1913
90,464
72.226 ...

1903
1904
1903
1908
1905

1908

25 102

1 2

1

6

1

1

1

2
5

4

2 3 3 3

1 1 2 4

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

.1 1 1 1

653 38.5 1412

95 10.5 108

22 2.4 30
38 2.1 43

27 1.4 47

55 2.8 57

205 23.6 309
35 4.7 35

15 2.1 20
25 2.1 S3

150 8.3 150

4 .4 9

22 1.1 44

120 3.3 174

5 .4 9

5 j 60

26 .9 34

20 1.1 30

37 5.2 37

29 2.1 41

38 3.9 53

1 1 1 1 52 2.6

1 1 1 1 11 .8

1 1 1 1 86 5.6

1 1 1 1 28
'

1.7
»

1 2 2 90 6.0

1 1 30 1.2

1 2 1 1 30 3.8

2 3 8 35 2.1

363

20

>34 82 4988 1656 59^4 149.6 8.2%

96 21 8895 231 3526 391.7 0.6%
47 213 1745 123 1870 207.7 2.4",

m 92 1 889 139 1964 131.0 IT'.
1764 128 ] 899 99.5

1753 102 1855 -

14 7 2741 90 2831 314.5 0.5%
2045 72 2117 302.4

.) 33 1197 52 1249 178.4 0.4%
3321 166 3487 290.5

80 20 5759 270 6029 336.9 0.5%
1616 126 1742 193.5

92 417 7065 622 7687 884.3 1.1%
42 35 6745 195 6940 227.0 o.es

2642 139 2781 213.7

3357 214 3571 187.9

20 77 4626 246 4872 180.4 0.4%
2264 174 2438 128.4

630 92 722 80.2

1074 66 1140 162.8

1988 275 2263 161.6

2015 122 2137 222.6

3117 176 3293 164.7

2176 132 2308 176.7

465 *9 514 85.6

6054 241 6295 393.4 ...

3516 108 3621 241.4

3800 251 4051 176.1

1228 72 1300 100.0

9808 119 2922 182.6



THE CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OF CHINA

CHIHLI—Christian Occupation of Hsiens (Continued)

NAME OF HSIEN MUsions at work

8 9 10 11 : 12 I 13 1 14 I 15 : 16 17- 18 I 19 210

i j U |

— [ CB i H £-S

ia-g

PAOTING TAO (Continued) <& /E" &

Idiisbui m * AGS 132,869
|

800 44 644
;

49.5
Laiyuan » * IN 90.628 1906 2 I 2 (5 5.0 53 1 10 : 10 20 1634 117 ; i75i 194.5 o.&%

en & ££ ABCFM 297,847 I 1 8 a 140 4.7 140 10813 643 1 1455 -,27 7

a w PN* 188,277 2635 77 2712
- *K i? ABCFM, SPG 112.241 2 2 5 5 107 .6 123 2934 1«3 3117

Shenbsi«n m ABCFM. I.MS 349,818 1856 I 1 1 1 107 3.8 331 12164 406 12570 359.3
WnkiaDK « i IMS'. MEFB* 138,887 244-5 127 937'J 214.3
Jaoyang m ABCFM 177.074 10 .6 10 4146 ; 127 4348 235.7
Anping k * ABCFM, SPG 149.768 ... 2 1,3 5 45 3.0 105 2 70 . 70 155 4151 136 4287 388.8
Ansin m. *r r.\" 187,818 1888 12 4 8 .4 16 2 90 . 90 1000 1448 110 1558 U12

j 8,497.836 88 57 1 77 176 2.421 3.8 3.909
:

62 888 t* 1 1.009 41.7 190.493 7,817 138.310 216.0
j

6.7%

TAMING TAO * « m

Timing * * SCM
Xanio m * SCM'

m w scm
i as MGC
K M MGC

ian r> JiJ M(iC
r» fj cm, pn
V* ;

5
' CIM

Xanbo m ffi CIM
m ^r. ABCFM, PN

Kulu 88 i PN
to ffi tu PS*

rt n CIM
Jenbsien ft m KM

I lit ¥ SCM

Kucbow tt a ABCFM, SCM
! m * SCM*

n w SCM
Bg « * SCM

in; i SCM"

m * PCG, SCM
Weihsien tt m ABCFM. SCM

?* n ABCFM
Tzt-bMi-ii 81 ICC

* I.MS

Heagsbai K * I.MS
1 M a \IiCFM, LMS

Sinbo K H LMS*
Tsackiang * VI I.MS
Wuji * a LMS

Chaobsicn ffl •J ABCFM
Puisiang W M ABCFM*
Langping i ¥ LMS*
Lincheng n **v ABCFM
Kaoyi rli £ ABCFM, AG|

* * LMS
g ¥ m IIP

146.338 1902
183.867
311. 4*4 1915
231.532 1916
263.*70 1911

257.^43 H-s
144.415 1913

111.629 190t

94,699 1905

137.23s }',»:

76.760
112.374 190S
118,843 1904

217. 555 IH05

138.308 1905
71,294 1914
61.967 1905
171,834 1911

81,768 1966
153.6*9 1902
146.554

j
1901

209,457
289,006 1-9;)

143,202 1880
261,491 1884
102,188
817,548 l«Ki

190,67s 190'

214.298

113,33*

87.154

60,811

305,636 H9<
100.425 1984

6.531,523

2 1

1

1

1

1

1 .

i !

1

1

1

i

3

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

i

1

1

1

1

4

1

6
j

•_>

1

1

1

3 3

14

— -

13 42 1.6 92

31

15

175

.8

6.7

15

185
1

I

3

21

45

1.5

1.9

5.0

26

122

8 12 •8 1 42

3

15

12

1.3

1.0
15
72

8 35 1,2 35

45 2.0 45

3

1

15
210

2.1

35.0
IS

210

2

4

1

1

65
204
36
375

(8

8.1

13.6

2.2

17.8

1.6

117

40
375

1

4

13

133

3.1

5.1
67

284

17

1

272 8.5

1.4
347
37

1 100 4.8 100

1

4

35
80

4.0

18.2
35
80

4

a
204 C.5 322

80

138 2.430 3.7 3,320

20 20 1

1

678

- 621 8714 193.*; 1.75)

3672 209 3881 215.6
3409 205 3614 116.9
920 82 10*12 43.5

3451 235 8888 111.7

1757 252 2009 74.4 1 (

6780 242 7022 210.7
| 0.3ft

2271 137 240* 172.0
2570 88 2058 241.8
3764 213 3977 441.8 -

4182 367 4549 324.2
1283 81 1364 170.5

1020 68 1079 98.1

3444 172 3616 216.0
285 7188 388.0

5389 159 5441 247.3

3473 159 3632 279.3
1440 80 1520 217.1
1485 127 1612 26S. 6

2954 191 3145 •

1960 109 2069
10 5194 355 5549

1884 56 1940 !

3.6 8983 203 6135 292.1

8486 144 8888 226.9

5077 154 5231 373.6
12 10991 393 11384 437.8

3281 97 3378
19 10205 224 10429 325.9

4359 101 4460 234.7

20 4159 158 4312 205.3
852 85 937 138.8
1549 107 1656 150.5

46 1909 143 205* 227.0 -

1404 102 1506 268.0

7 3638 269 3907 236.0 0.3%
2906 94 3000 300.0

28 139.884 6,753 146.637 223.9 i 0.4%"

KOWPEH TAO p t S

Soanhwa ... «#-
fl-,'

;

Cbibebeng ... ... $
Wanebiian ... - fH *
Lungkwan ... ... tt m\
Hwailai ... m *:

Yangyiian ...

»

u
Hwaiia ...

«

*
Yiihsien ....

»

i
Yenkiang . - *s m
Cholu - * M

MP. XCM
KCM |
Ml", KCM, SA
KCM
MEFB, KFEM

SI Ml'*, NFEM |
*

.Ml*

MP, NFEM |
MEFB
KCM, SFEM |

41.148 ...

193,901 1*67

66,436 1910
163.564 1896

1913
134,946
145,711
202,409 1902
103,148 1890
84,044 1910

1,608,169 :

3

3 4
1 1

3

1

4
3 3
1 1

16 28

3
8
5

215 4.5

143 7.5

17 2.4

40 2.5

S3 2.2

87 4.3

33 3.1

34 4.7

319
17

99

82
.

16 41
44
13

37 2921 146
1295 40

29 3126 65
{

259 1118 86
33 2716 199

|

1661 136
4036 137
5627 348

j

54 1056 72
l

2186 109

3067
1335
3191
1204
2915

333.7
167.9
172.0
182.1

1800 138.4

4173 278.2
5870 293.5
1128 112.8

2295 277.2

3.6%
0.4",,

41 I 52 502 3.1 960 182 16 ; 198 39.6 g 25.745 1,233 I 26,978 \ 167.6 0.7 %



HSIEN TABLES—CHIHLI

CHIHLI—Christian Occupation by Hsiens (Continued)

8 9 10 ' 11 12 13 14 • 15 16 It 18 IS »

NAME OF HSIEN Mi
— x nc x

KINGCHAO DISTRICT M $£>

Tunghsiea

.

Sanho
Paoti
Kikssen

BfeOgfM!

Wnteing...-

Antze........

Tungteing..
Koan
Pahsien

PSngku
Shunyi
Mnran
Hwaiju ....

Peking <Sm

* M LMS, Ml5FB 130,923

*? •f- ABCFM, MEFB. SPG 159,346

* If ABCFM 156. 1 64

» * ABCFM 62,768 1892

m m ABCFM 149.146 1893

m e ABCFM,
f*i PN

^ » ABCFM. PS $16,879 l.'<",

m
#& ES •256.347 I90i

H ABCFM 144.906 1903

jg. ABCFM
* LMS, MEFB
3t LMS. MEFB, SPG
£ ABCFM. MEFB

m » ABCFM. MEFB

PS
ABCFM, MEFB
MEFB
MEFB
MEFB

24 4.1-';

i ; -

106.464

137,917

125,964

-50,676

171.349
91,917
48.086

165,741

1914
1890
1897
1910
1910

* m HE I
ABCFM.LMS.MEFB,

.**** PN, SA, SDA, SPG.
YMCA.YWCA.CMC 932.54C

4,071,423

TOTALS

TSIKHA1 TAG m&M
PAOTLSG TAO &X2I

TAMIXG TAO — ^ & M

KOWPEH TAO P *3
KTSGCHAO WSTRICT Jr *

Grand Total ...

8,673,922

6.427.636

6,531.523

; 1,608,169

, 4,071,423

27,312,673

233 14 92 92 40 899 60 959 18.1 -

141 8.8 10 199 33 •224 160 1315 153
"

_

93 5.8 ,> 19 19 20 1725 89 14314 1)3.3

96 35.5 3 53 53 53 1442 110 1552 358 8

24 1.6 44 1 15 15 ' 1455 107 1562 104.1

12 187 120 307 41 2633 127 3TC0

3 40 3 43 44 1137
1103

1 88 1245

15 1 10 10 80 1838 71
"

J

56

100 4.1

1

1

SO 90 34 440 44 484 1

337 22.4 551 1 58 58

tfl

"-
15 267 15 888 80

266 2030 IS

164 224 306 627 9,413 10.8 14,337 270 3,636 1.233 4,919 53.

50 57 77 176 2.421 3.8 ! 3,909 62 838 171 1.009 41.

| 44 59 78 138 2.430 3.7 3,320 41 594 84 678 38.

I 16 28 41 52 502 ,
3.1 960 91 182 16 198 38J

91 103 251 733 7,517 18.5 14.563 331 3,254 1.684 4.938 66.

1-26.447

130.493

146.637 22

26.978 1€

56.163 13

365 471 753 1.726 222283 623 37,089 713 82354 3,188 1 1,742 5Z7 472.645 32,078 504,723 18423 022



THE CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OF CHINA

FUKIEN—Christian Occupation by Hsiens

7 { g 9 ;

10 11 12 IS
f

14 IS
f

1* 1 17 j 18 j 19 20

NAME OF HSIEN Missions at work

— x E aa

Grand Total - 17,1^7,277 844 1,164 1,571 3,590 5834 22,5 86,094 1,699 25,568 4,612 30,180 78.2 49,687 14,436 54,123 37.5 32,1%

MINHOW TAO fl WL

Minnow |
ABCFM. CMS+

(Foocliow>... H CEZMS, lai, 1.337,000 1840

MEFB. SUA. YMCA
£ m MEFB. CMS-j-CEZMS 339/81 187C

Pingoan » ft lOMS+C&ZMS I 188S

CEZMS 232,008

M M. CMS+CBZMS 137.138 1*88

*. Jfe U5CFM. MEFB, CMS 271.438 1*64
*', #| MEFiE CMS-j-CEZMS 5 "0.569 ...

3 if CMS+CEZMS 230.616 ...

3 7306 393 3680 1473 5155 1 40

: y is, cm 176,981 1904 2 g 6 "> 40

* '•& 173.529 2 17 14 :2 '
'

."•-*< * 3 1 82
Jf. :M [S.MEPB 16 17 S3 66 1277

s % UMS-j-C i-./.j uu» - 1 8

1747

302

4,580,211' 318 371 590 j 1,630 15,384 33.6 34.513 866 50.135 2.309 12.441

54.

J 4693 166 ' 1621 233 1834 85.8 310 110 420 16.1

.3 717 20 210 8 218 72.7 169 69 238 88.7

1 2261 83 1217 98 1315 101.2: 1773
;

200 1973 103.8

.3 742 22 410 70 450 90.5* 958 . 63 1088
18 151 1*2 166 51.8 123 177 300

718 205 6 211 70.3 314 I 45 359 22.9

.1 1507 30 568 90 658 153

,4 6183 62 1221 ' 1S6 1337
j
30.8

.6 914 21 88 113 201 91.3 692 393 I 1 42.6 17.0

i , 32.7

8 113 17 132 37.7 1208 60 1368 74.5

3 14 ... 44 70.S 1811 212 "2023 56.1

47 7 575 38 6 3 76.6
1 23 ... 22 275 273 30 323 26.9

AHOY TAO

Anki
Ttmgas ....

Yungchnn.
Tebwa ....

m I.MS. YMCA. SUA.m UCA. EPM*
9

1

9 Aaa 140 3383 623 2905 183.8 2364 "314 2678 127.5 55

jgj ifEFB, CMS+CEZMS 484,671 1869 113 52.. 120 183 3407 70.9 6247 45 1391 172 1568 46 873 495 1368 28.5 S

m MEFB. CMS-
^ CEZMS, YMCA

576.447 1831 176 170 191 898 4099 71.1 10542 140 2440 330 2770
i

67.5. 1339 579 1918 33.1 59.1%

a epm- 914.351 18 51 133 1002 11.0 216S 72 1054 136 1210 121 1404 487 1891 20.7 39.0%
a epm* 322.936 10 21 28 423 13.2 1000 ' 240 240 57.1 1154 247 1401 43.7 14.6%

$ vm 587,416 1866 36 2d 88 74 1054 17.-8 1691 30 561 44 605 57.6 461 325 18.3 46.5%
i* BCA, EFM* 394.391 1899 8 15 11 1* 243 6 2 684 7 133 188 55 4 730 377 1107£ HCA. EMS 19 33 18 61 636 11.7 1196 43 864 84 9 18 150.4 878 193 1066
# MEFB, EPM 20 23 31 66 736 46.0 1685 S3 727 105 833 114.8 1019 262 1281
ft MEFB. EPM* 212.315 24 17 35 633 30 1 997 18 4.-3 483 76.6 470 S3 552

yuemoy ± n
MEFB, EPM*
f EPM. Chinese

It Cburch, EMS

360,000
14,100

1869
H66

4,776.157

909 25.2 1230
153 109.2 311

279
135

231
367

'6.5

262.1

569 1,218 14,882 81.1 31,042 553 10,592 1.514 12.106 81.4 ill. 124 3,525 14,6491 30.5 45.2'

TINGCHANG TAO ft f$ M

Eungyen ...

Changting...
Kinghwa ...

Shanghang
Wuping

Kweifewa .

Engieng ..

Yiinsiao ...

Eungki
Changpa .

ffi if BCV
ft ff LMS*
*£ ft EMS
Jfc M EPM. EMS. MBM
St I

1 EPM, MBM

m ft MEFB
& *<* EPM, MBM
2} 2 EPM*
ft m BCA, EMS
$ m epm*

Nantemg ..

Cbangt&i ..

fV.gb'.vo ..

Chaoan
Haitenx

Tsingiia...,

Changping
Xingyang ..

Eienebeng .

shan M III

m *S BCA
ft * EMS
¥ W BCA. EPM
13 3: EPM. ABFM8
$ m. EPM*. LMS

m m wis
:ft 4* BCA
* f* BCA
m £ EMS

f ABFMS, EPM,
\ Chinese Church

147,610
228,323 1832 i

175,480
232.980 1904 I

152,282 1901

133.221 1912
218.923 1902

169,861 1 893
393,103 1861

289.742 1854

386,82$ s

134.838 1873 ~

183,739 12
287.593 1889 4

|

393,545 1837 6

82.590
151,000 6
24,822
171,836 1

j

27.918 1900 1

63
130
54
292

4

29
110
69

R61

697

3.0

10.4

.2

5.0
4.1

22.1

24.8

19.8

25.6

1.9

141
202

60
110
151

1727
1685

381

496
958

246
66

16 4 562
33.0 117
7.4 183

1 38

107
6 100

40 641

25 802

3 53
7 161

13 201

- 161

30 47.6 2014
173 153.1 1547
30 53.5 652 I 217

949 2963
448 1995

36 12.4 1780
514

562

305 i 38 343
107 97.2 3939 • 1432 5371
175 230 330 > 22 372
772 89.8 1910 > 194 2104
897 123.1 246 75 321

53 29.4

161 61.9
233 50.6

16; 73.1

89.2

85.3
'

223

in

436
211
449
410
836

349
350
176
997

89
63
139
211
106

198
242

V25

621
942

592
217
1704

10%
7.8%

26.3 '

...

244.1 1.9%
21.8 31.8%
53.9 26,6^
11.1 74.7%

14.1 8.8%
21,1 40.2%
32.6 29.1%
21.4 ...

23.9
;
14.6%

68.3 ...

39.4 -

108.5

100.2 6.1%

433
I

15.4 | 6.0%

mt \n.9W I 8.9 8014 i 141 2.767 425 13.192 80.3iil7.8S4 8.188 b»J8f! 59.9 1 11.7%



HSIEX TABLES—FUKIEN.

FUKIEN—Christian Occupation by Hsiens (Continued)

'

I 2 10 11 12 13 14 IS : 16 IT 18 19 20

>-.

| M | | > s •= ?
B

Is _f 1 I "I
§» sl 5 5 "3: i ?! |1j

33 > & p s ~~ £ w ^ H ~ -.- s
QQ

"~ 5 - -
j; •

r- — — — ;

NAME OF HSIEN Mi -dons at work
pa

1 f
& 1 Jig JL-S |1

if
5 3

If
j

X

X - 3 30
|j

* X
|
l C = X

a, ~ = 1 & 7 _ m - c -3 3 z 5 ~
04 S g > - £ S - c ~ —

~
5

"i" £•-
l-z H * H - E £ t'~

- - *
1

KIENAN TAO £e £ &

J»anping
(Yen 1 m v MEFB* 196,163

Tsauiglo m * ABCFM* 174,449 1^73

Shabsien ?* H MEFB* 293.326 1880

Yuki *, M MEFB 297.417 18-0

Sfattnehang — M a MEFB, ABCFM 248.056 mb

Ynngwn A. « MEFB* 191.663 1900

Kienow . m gg ! ABCFM* CMS-
833.022

,-,,

Kietna&g - w % ABCFM, CMS+
CEZMS 110.234 1891

Choiifiim , # '# CMS+CI:zms 117,618 1904

1'ucheng m 2$ CMS+CEZMS 176,742 1900

Chens'io m n CMS+CIJZMS 74,240 1902

. m M CMS-j-CEZMS 58,033 1 ;

Shaowu iW a£ ABCFM 391,198 3-72

Kwangtseh .* 3 ABCFM 309,089 1885

'faining ..j* * ABCFM* 175,000 1-94

Kienuine J* X ABCFM 250,000 1897

3,694,668

47 304 1095 55 9 3070

34 234 8 1 1257

31 37 1017 33 9 3526

17 36 476 IS 1 1269

6 14 111 5.8 273

21 40 3-56 4.2 :

9 10 - #.1

9 13 54 4.5 127

7 12 SH 3 8 157

113
1 33
310

14s.

2

101.4

221 392 4,333 11.7 339 2,074 m;

TOTALS

MfiJHOW TAO Wi t*& .4.580,211

AMOY TAO RHa 4,776,157

TINGCHANG TAO U » M 4,016,241

KIENAH TAO m&m 3,694,668

Grand Total— 17,067,277

371 590 1,830 15,381 33.6 34.513 866 30.135 2,306 '12.441 *9.9 14.290

'431 501 569 1.218 14,888 31.1 31.042 553 10.592 3.514 12,106 81.4 33.324

I
350 3,986 9.9 8.014. 141 2.767 425 3.192

21 I
392 | 4,332 33. 7 12,525 139 2.074

944 1,164 1,571 3,590 38,584 22* 86,094 1.699 25,568 4,612 30,180 785 49,687 14,436 64,123 37.5 32,1,



THE CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OF CHINA

HONAN—Christian Occupation by Hsiens

NAME OF HS1EN Missions at work

Grand Total 32,547,366

10 11 12 13
i

l* 15 16 17 18 19 20

>,

g j_ SS r. g «

i i g g 5 ~ 5 b
"ac x £'2 .5 ~

- . — .- SO BB _ ~r - .-
i

~ a -tr
*~ Jr — a ™ —

« t t ~ b a a 5 « -5 §•§ -_

- — § - S > C* 3 '—- 5 — JP5 S 3 o 3 ° S js

-. a r "E -1 - -' -5 5 5 ~ 5£
_ .- I "5 | = 'E j 1

S C x r x
- - £ - -

1,636 409 5,840 982 6,832 55 185,360 12,554 197,914 60.8 0.3 \,

KAIFENG TAO # m

pb m
$> §r
<e it

a "sr'

Cl.i;

Lau

MSCC. FMA, SBC,
CIM, YMCA
IMA
FMA
>!iC. CIM

cm
CtM
MSCC. ChMMS

: . sbc, I.BM
MS, SBC
SBC

SBC
ChMMS
I.BM, MSCC.

,362

,941

2Ts.Hl
229.269
183,553
452.143

2*9,074

300,000
1,250,000
179,109

1017
1901
1915

55 4.9 1116 57

30 1.0 30
40 .9 to 1

60 2.1 68
1

10
22
13

119

41

65
215

.4

2.6

1.4 :

3.2

6.3

2.0

!

1.0

.4

12!

31

207

14

122
43

896 199.1

20 50
] 5 25

70 1400

35 500

303 170

29 44.6

233 105.9

14 34.1

122 358-8

43 22(5.3

361 2010

683
2492
3479

1713
1799

1076
1841
761
240
369

2125
1666
160

36 719
100 2592
94 3373
48

!
20O2

143
66

362
1856
1365

1148
1927
835
290
414

2193
1716
203

816

511

103.1 1.8'

41.1 9.15

24.3

11.1

5.1

6.1*;

17.2^

I.BM. SBC
SDA

* i£
C1M, SDA
CiM, SDA

369, 2,< 7

302,509

1913
1881 319

158
51 15.9

40 25

61
104

103
18

411
566
131

Jutigyaog

Hojin
Jnngtseh .

Szeahai ...

9k ®
m m
?k m
m ac

CIM. SBA
CIM
CIM. SUA
KI.Aug. CIM
CIM

CIM
CIM. SDA

Msec: SBC
SBC

IMA
FMA
SBC

287.2*1

414.699
225 6S9

346,079
179.313

60.000
50,000
123.430

1C03
1906
1907

111

117

23
1

306
9

19
1

129

15

12
37

1 8

12.8

11.3

6.1 I

15.0

154
207
117

290
306

9
193

44 33
92 44

37 24.0

42 19.3

19 13.7

80 SO.

4

33.4

44.4

241 170

36 173.

11 II

1750
2041

1293

950

134
119
119

1247
2394
1585
2209
3573

1S3S

1354
1047

76.1

142.9

1.7'

l.v

90.1

38.2 30.1

26.1 1.

.822 151 2.317 428 48.437 3,283 j 51.720

HOPEH TAO M ft

Hwrokia

iS f§ ICC
** m • Bee
m m pcc

137,107
214,072
134,015

Chih-ien ... » m Fee 89,513
Hweihsien ... « m pec 201,016

Yentsiog ..... .... jg W PCC 91,116
Sunhsien •••** m pcc 381,114
Hwahsien ... f» t* : pcc 794,886
Fengkio ... m m pcc 127.751
Anjang ..& S5 PCC, SDA 294.253

Tangyin ... m f* FCC 190,309
LJnchang .... .... & »i • FCC 150.977
Linhsien ..... .... & Wt PCC 315.629
Xeihwang .... A m fcc 184,024
Wuan .-.j* gc fcc 316,121

Shehsien ...& m pcc 148,--;20

Tsinyaug .... *& m fcc 482.629
Tsiyiian ... » & FCC 241,412
Yuanwu ... m »t PCC 63,853
Siawo .... & *£ FCC 166,612

Woehih ... it * FCC 296,490
Menghsien ....-.;* m FCC 213,134
Wenhsien -•a Wk FCC 183,393
Xangwu •- m ft FCC 115,786

5,432,732

1902 1

1907 1

1905 1

1911

1912

1911
1903 1

1904
1904 1

1891 10

1834

190C

1906

1906
1903
1907
1913
1908

1908

1

1

1 !

101

103
7.1

4.*

12 1.3

59 2.1

30 .3

44 8.5

400
89

29
98
56
9
66

27
16
46
53

4.1

14.1

1.9

2.0
2.3

1.8

3.8

148
173

494
259

76 I

21

99

.9 67 i

.7 44 i

2.5' 84|
4.4 86 !

130
15
12

68 ( 79 167 2,073 3.8 3.369 i 70

195 195
IS I 14.5)

12 24 i

110.

1

I 66.6

70.4

91.2

29 13j

16 ' 21.:

24 6

40 250

693
719

1167

1336
541

3640

1348
1199
634
706
1867

645
2175
2219

115
113
43

71

248
146

44
458
294
73

100

3604 140
2911 103
.2842 94
428 57

808
832
1210
830
1109

91.

1

39.6
93.0
92.2

55.4

19.5'^
-

1.0^

618 : 68.6
2000 71.4 3.1%'

1482 18.5 \.i%
623 47.1

4056 - 139.8 8.1%

1501
1244
738
801

1964

689
2633
2513
570
1358

79.0
82.9
23.1

44.5
61.3

45.9

54.8
104.7

114.0
79.8

3744 124.8

3014 : 143.5
2936 | 163.1
485 1 40.4

i :

3 O'-f

3.I«o

0.4"

1.2*

804 . 192 ; 996 1 45.5 1 '34,518
j
3,240 ! 37,758 ! 69.6



HSIEX TABLES—HON"AX

HONAN—Christian Occupation by Hsiens (Continued)

HOLO TAO m *& 2

Teosbih ...

Tiyang ....

Teagfeog .

lining .,-

Sinaa
SBencfaili .

Sanghsjen.

gfaanUsiea

Wenstutg .

Lushib ....

Iinja

Lusfaan ....

Kiabsien .

Paofeng ...

Iyaag

ft EI.Aug. SMC (CIM)

MP CIM
tt era, sbc
# CIM
3 CIM

If ELAug
* era
£ era
% CDI
ff ELAag. CIM

591.022
194,067
878,538
112.023
189.188

1901
1908
1907
1914
1917

212.740
150.000 1§00
107,963 1897
89,352 1903

309,553 1912

21 156 3.1

2 31 1.6

1

1

37

36

1.3

.5

1.3

217
39

4633
4142

-

4549
2372

413.5
113.6

m m era
S 1$ era
ssi m era
a & era
g- «; ELAug. NXK

» fll RLAug, NLK
% fll ELAua
5J «f FLAor, CIM, NLK
f|* fig ELAag, CIM

143.177
126,504
55,500

211,220
423,841

1916
1910

1911

189,588 1907
230,223
151,602 I 1913
142,129

5 6 8 3 "96
|

75
3 a 4 8 163

3 1 1 •

1 a IS

i 4 4 12 i

5
j

2 2 a 20 148 •

1 4 13 22 72
1 1 6 1*> 36 •

2 4 1 2 76

6.4

6.8

3.7

15
SJ

1461 92
1312 . 40
19*3 . 75
2759 102 .

143

331

4355

2050
1 &< 8 133 1735

221
62
114

94 .125

110 305.5

IS 17.1

60 2003 105.4

44 956 41.-5

39 643 42 9
93 1705 121.7

22-42 60 i 109 i Wl .4 9 49.400 12^

JUYANG TAO t# fll

-Sjpm:
•

Lost*
N

MS«
Ton)
Ten*
Xeis:

Fans
Wav
1

Hwa

LBM. LUM
* m II

M

IX"M
CIM, LUM, SDA
LUM

B

F6

IS ^P CIM
Jt *£ IXM
% Hi ixra

X Hi ixm
jg fg UM. LUM, XLK

Mt —

.

Cheng
ang .

Kasbih
SBusien .

Sha.ngeh
Sichwaii

Nanc-tsao

Chenpia

m )i\

jg J EbM, IXM, era.
< ILM, LB

& era, EbM

A LUM. XLK.

m\ -NLK

if 1 LUM
*|.iera. sda
Bicni

era. lum

*r

Jll LUM
f& ; t IM. LUM
m LUM
j$ CIMNKU

If! S NLK

394.445 1900 5 15 26 a 698 17.9 1231 16 292 85 377 S3.8 8810 — 3198 63 1.5 ',

500.000 1898 6 9 14 34 273 5.4 497 20 233 53 386 104.7 6855 214 7069 141.4 -

205,664 1910 1 8 14 20 66 3.1 S01 6 103 103 156 1342 162 1304 71.0

500,* 1895 10 15 17 17 315 6.3 393 2">63 109 20 72 53.4

287,932 1910 1 2 1 1 35 1.2 64 1099 7(3 1175

200.000 190* 1 1 1 1 33 1.9 39 1 188 195 3183

233.903 1912 1 4 9 15 119 5.1 175 f> 66 14
- 66.6 1461 |S 1539

1899 3 9 13 37 257 12.2 437 7 us 20 118 45.9 1864 77 1941 . •

"

372.791 1908 g 9 17 88 254 6.8 371 8 131 8 139 55.6 3042 : :>' 3342 90.3

657.714 1903 o 6 16 24 318 4.8 455 * 127 10 137 43 2730 1- 3808 42.!$ '
: "

450,000 1903 - 11 21 22 464 10.3 735 1 92 92 19.8 2 12(5 m 2714 00.3

S83 837 1904 10 12 is 24 856 9.1 641 6 51 451 17 463 16.7

18&933 1912 1 4 6 11 23 1.3 54 5 140 140 -
.

0- • •
: 43.0 -

587,363 1903 4 21 29 51 694 11.7 1014 22 352 22 374 53.9 2962 066 51.9 11 0%
396,990 1901 1

•> 4 . 4 36 .9 51 1211 3 i.2

406,132 6 13 303 6.1 25s 7 50 24 74 30.4 3158

423.593 9 11 199 4.7 343 2 24 24 13

347.230 8 1 1 7> 3.3 7- 10 10 13.8 25 JO 360 1 0.i%
247.509 1903 2 •> o 38 1.6 -<- 1317 1 354 55.1

355,487 1899 24 26 15 2i 24.1 1727 ' 182 20 202 23 2 1634 142 1778 49.3 10.1^

670,970 1 9 9 13 62 .9 B3 4 47 10 57 91.9 6249 59 6307 94.1 0.9'*

606.335 g 4 g .} 292 4.8 587 35 35 12.1 1279 150 1429 23.4

360,000 1 2 3 .-> 54 1.5 141 2 55 Oil 101.8 1237 120 1355 37.6 3.9%,

195,950 2 5 1062 68 1130 56.-5

139,993 1904 1 6 10 18 68 5.2 193 -8 90 90 132.3 1735 99 ls>4 134.8 4.5«£

184.82? 1909 2 3 3 22 1.2 52 ... 1 556 199 755 42.0

416,432 1904 1 4 9 15 104 2.4 145 6 49 49 47.1 14-86 <•:> 1561 37.5 3.0%

9,896,184 1106 808 278 443 5.837 59.4 10.052 141 2,227 272 '1.4m 4.2 55.464 3.572 59,036 19.3 4.1 (

TOTALS

EAIFEX0 TAO 58 *f *

HOPEH TAO »•-» * it

HOLO TAO 3 ** ^

JOYAXG TAO * » it

Grand Total...

03,387,800

5,438,738
.

'

3,917,250

9,880,184

32^47,366

>78 ' 443 -5.837

2.5 5,832 151 2.317 428 .2.745 .
47. 48.437 3,388 51.720

; 3S.6 0.5.%>

10 804 192 ! 996
;
45.5

'

34.518 3,848 37.758
|

69.6 0.5%

2.4 1,333 47 502 90 '. 592 42.3 46,941 2.459 49,400 126.0 1.2%

5.9 10,052 141 2.227 272 2.499 4.2 55,464 3,572 59,036 19.3 11.6%

247 455 614 1,106 12,418 3 8 20,656 409 5450 982 6.832 55. 185.360 12.554 197.914 60.8 OS



THE CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OF CHINA

HUNAN - Christian Occupation by Hsiens

2 3 4 5 6 9 10 ! 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 ; 18 s 19 20

NAME OF HSIEN Missions at work

sil*-! Si

Grand Total 29,519,272 235 409 5*9 1,229 11,018 3.7 22^83 50* 6,432 1,59* 8,026 72.9 173,681 31,780 207,661 70.3 4v3%

SIANGKIANG TAO rr m

Chaagsba .

Yuvai
Pingi
Em-il
Hwaj

,CMA. Lu'iM'. NMS.

&. ?£
PE. FN, SDA.
t'E, WMM8, YM.

1 YMCA. YWCA
1.271.903 1898 2* 37 79 24* 8129

m m WMMS 589,245 1902 3 i 4 4 93

m m L (cm), SDA. WMMS 397,868 1899 5 9 8 16 212

m r SUA. IE 713,483 1904 7 7 11 36 194

M if CMS. L (cm), FN,
SDA. UE

300,000 1 BOS 12 16 25 60 i !6

* m SMS. SDA 600,000 1904 9 11 14 34 306

4* F8 NMS. SDA. WMMS 19(2 20 22 39 114 1077

?« M J. (cm), PN 1.069. '207 1906 i 8 it 12 115

ft CI i;f. 325.016 190m 4 9 8 19 106

£ it NMS 814,306 1085 10 4 18 34 404

£ r IE 200,000 1909 1 i 6 9 41

g » L (em), WMMS 1,086,745 1902 1!) 18 22 42 467

« ft NMS 842,780 1004 10 14 17 37 259

at W I. {cat) 386,49 J 908 3 6 10 11 69

IS » I. ti 1MI 390,000 1910 1 3 1 1 13

$ £- •20(1.000

« 13 ucrs". SDA 570,610 1902 3 5 15 60 243

^ EC WMMS 587, 108 1 *99 5 J 1 1 30 454
KCUS* 310,189 1910 6 7 IS 90

m ® CIM. BC08* 7,000 19""; 1 8 3 4 46

19.1

1.1

2017
263
180

1005

146
700
7)0

188
109
322

16

3 69
10 116
20 286
1 19

•7- 205
15 160
11

1

100

158 4,138

406 131 .0

852 78.9

120 109.1

303 75 8

131 27.9

302 116.2

149*3
3454
.-,305

1189
2176
2211

61

1222

1119

611

1539
151

25074 197.4

3049 56.4
16205 180.1

4029 56.7
9424 314.1

1472
3715
7964
1641
1414

21 5
41.7

74.4

49.7

4.1%
4.2%

21.6%,
18.7%
0.8%
6.8%
17.6%.

6-6%
9.9%
0.5%

1 25.0 253] 867 3388 58 4 8.1%
45.2 11671 • 12493 211.7 1.6%
163.3 968 S88 l 1350 13.7 9.8%
78.3 280 90 370 370.0 8.9%

i9.794 14.122. 1ICJ.9D 4.9%

HENGYANG TAO %] $ H

«r B5 CMS,Lkr.M!,P>
(*( Hi Hem), FN, UE

Anjen i r. PM
-?: » I'N

Cbangning « ¥ PS

B m #£ FN
g

J* n CMS. WMMS
W'i m LiriMI. WMMS

Tungan *: a WMMS
Taotasien 1 n. CMS

Ningyiian m m CMS
Yuiigniinj.' *. m CMS
Kiaagbwa rx * CMS
Sintien * m CMS
CheijfasiMi 1 m FN"

Yungbh'. * n PN
Tzeliing ft n. PN
Ichang ic H- FN
Jucheng m m
Kweijang m FN

Linwu Si a PS
Eansban B Ml FN
Kiabo * FN
Kweitung I it

FN. SDA 1,670,000

420,006
195.709
570.553

350,081

118,350
617,287
910.754

150,000
338,721

]9o5
1908
1905
1905

1907
1917
1912

295,744 1916
150,000
200,000 1917

339,000
826,190 1903

334,832 1903
161.120 1903
245.165 1906
138,720
4*3.800 1905

135.000 1*94

174,239 1905

167,485 1*9*
219.384

«,612,134

CHENYUAN TAO M U 1

6 36 3,0 46

28 127 2.6 236
4 36 0.4 109

3 33 1.0 84

3 18 0.4 44
No work repo rtetl

3 2 0.1 B

No work repo rted

24 337 10. 565

3 35 1.1 62
3 SO 3.1 86
4 42 1.7 131

9 50 1.0 95

1 60 4.3 75
1 34 2.0 39
4 90 ">..> 127

S3 93 99 192 1.

224
113

117.5
141.5

115.0

124
1356

562

401

2211
12*4

161*
124*

1626
1509

18
2523

818
405
360
186

«ll

166

147

399
110
429

2436 58.0 4-4%
377 18.9 11.7%
1656 29.1 5.1%

5.6%

1304 3.5%
893 17.2 17.1%
967 10.6 4.5%
1282 85 -4

590 17.4 3.3%

73*6 246.2

2334 116.7

2*7* 4.3%.

914 27.7
5145 321.5 0.6%
1612 64.5 1.2%
2225 158.9
1495 31.1 1.3%

1773 12S.6
112.2

12* 7.5 19.0%
2952 134.1

3%

Chibkiang
(Yftanefaow

Fengkwanfi
Ytianling .

Chenki ....

8tipH

Kienvang .

Maying....
Yongsbnn.
Paotsing .

LungsiiHii

.

2E JX I L (cm)
& SiiEA
&G S EA, ROUS
m m ea

» m L (cm)
M » : EA
*. *l FMS, KCUS
« m BCUS*
u, m i-Ms

2*0 351 1903
193,497
570,000 1991

270,000 1913
513,408 1913

300,508 1916
180,490
276,300 1908
150.000 1915
253.791

g j 7

"i

1

19

1

i 2 1

4 6 5

.:

No work repo rted
40 137 2.4 182
1 6 0.2

0.1

6

1 13 0.4 36
No work repo rted

5 53 1.9 145
2 4 3 10
No work repo rted

546 165 711 23.7
1563 261 1*24 101.3

12 24. 717
'

110 82 29.5 14%
20 500. | 632 ".- 690 46.0 2.8%

673 220 : 893 35.7



HSIEN TABLES—HUXAN

HUNAN—Christian Occupation by Hsiens (Continued)

CHENYUAN TAO g ft ig (Continued

Sangchih *
J*

FMS
Kuehang W X BCCS
Tsinglisien 3 H L <CM)

Saining g * L tciMl

Htreitung H W L (CUl)

Tungtao & ;8 L (era)

Luki * g BCUS

Hwanghsien...... & ®S h (cm)
Keactauf ^ * BCUS

•Changteh m «
j ^MA, PE PS

Taovoan -«t 18 CIM, V»
Hansftow 81 8 CMA
Yu&nklang tc & FMS
Lihsien.... fit 8 FMS

Shihmen Ti H FMS
Tsrii *§ » FMS
Ansiaag §E * CHM, CIM, FMS
I4nli S ifi' FMS
Tayung * » FMS

Kanhsten P8 » CHM, CIM, SDA

200, 300
86 533
96.870 1911

150.000
210,824 1912

64,800

189,884 1909

13s!oOO 1913

130,000

662,655 1896 7 14 19

1,018,847
302,222
116,419

464,887

1909
1914
1905
1903

2
1

5
12

2
2

19

10
6
10
17

346,448
382,892
548,589
449,292
183,398

1908
1907
1906
1908
1905

3

3

2

6

14
4

5
IS

3

9
4
«2

12

234,733 1904 4 5 i

9,032,113 68 121 143

456 6.9

36 0.4

103 3.4

119 9.9

494 11.0

119 3.4

140 3.7

34 0.6

55 1.2

178 9.9
;

170 7.1
'

726

162
246
319

249
263

97
424

170
30
110

73 66

1354 447
1760

110 61.6 423

MM 83.2 8458

45 37.5 994
45 32.

1

1 532

52 173.3 1314
1330

>rt 47.8 112

1536

1462

1480

248 2,414 8.714,41'! 73 1,416 156 1,572 65.2 47.204 8,318 ! 5-5,522 61.4 %&%

TOTAM
S1A2JGKIANG TAO M it M |ll,875,025

HENGTANG TAO.... It » 3 j
8,612,134

CTHEOTUAK TAO.... R ts M \
9,032,113

Grand Total... 29,519,272

353 4,135 1,161 5.296 78.7 89.794 14,122103,916 87Ji 4.9%

881 277 1,158 61.9
:

38.883 9.340
;

48.223 56.0
j
2.3.%

1,416 156 1,572 65.2 ; 47,204 8,818 55.522 61.4 ; UK

M44 195 :307 789 , 6,734 5.7

; 23 93 99 192 1.870 2.2

! 68 121 143 248 2,414 2.7

j235~«4» 549 1,229 11,018 i7~
1
22,383 504 6,432 148* 8,026 72,9 175.881 31,780207.661 70,3 34%II

EBEATCM : The Grand Total for Col. 20 on the previous page (xii.) should read 3.8% to correspond with that given on this page.



THE CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OF CHINA

HUPEH—Christian Occupation by Hsiens

6 17 8:9 10 111 13 13 !
M M 16 Ml M ™ 1 »

NAME OF HSIEN Missions at work
p K'3 ! sd a I iS«n S»

Grand Total 28,574,322

KIANGHAN TAO it tt H

262 24* 538 1,347 14,725 5.2 26^64 572 8,049 2,18510,234 69& 215,756 10,256 228,992 79,1
,

**%.

Wnchai.-
LMS. YMCA. PE.

** CA. 8MF, WMMS
f m :« SMF

m A LMS. PE
Pachi m *f KB, WMMS
Sienmng K * LMS

9 WMK8
w 111 LMS
m i# WMMS
k ft WMMS
m Sr WMMS

HatB.Wtflg n a LMS. PE. WMMS
Sutkow X D fPB, LMS. WMMS

1 ELM. YMCA
ifi « PE, WMMS
n K PE. LMS, LCM
* 8 LMS

Mienyaap « n WMMS. LMS. PE
Hwangkang IK M SMF. LMS
Hwangan it * LMS
Hwangroei II fts MEEB

;

Kwur-

YiDKibar
Yingcher

fr # WMMS

§7 * SMF
Mi t& SMF
m m smf
M. » WMMS
'4£ m WMMS, PE

m m wmms
S W LMS. WMMS. PE
91 111 WMMS, LMS
m & WMMS, LMS. PE

688,019 1867

488,617
189,844
498,238
190,48?

1890

1 890

195,571
131,786
183,428

421 ,603
5-12,764

1898
1912
1897
1870
1876

504,698 1874

289,804 1861

426,086
823,391
724,809

1880
1906
1894

839.821

014,591
435.789

1899
1*99

1906

634,848 1880

•52S.21*

1,177,045 1890
221.634 1897

1 10 54

1 8 2 i

2 1 4

1 1

4
•>

1

1 1

2

1

1

34

225

242
162
385

362
298

130
192

255
123
349
166

1.7

7.1

1.9

95
192
135

68 3.0 90 3
- 0.7 13

25 1.4 14 1

136 3.2 189 5

76 1.4 151 2

42* 8.6 774 20

1274 44.0 4272

5.6

2.0

4.3

2.9

0.5

1.1

1.3

3.6

7.7

624
539
548

640
419
90

416
214

69
128

195
393

2.2 393
5.6 420
6.3 490
4.6 273

344

1364

136
159

113
261

176

48

6

3 80
4 119

4 78
4 81

11 250
4 86

1241

54

95.5

65.0
19.2

66.0
43.0

46

86 430

674 2038

61 201
230
89

114
302

^0

119

84.0
58.0

60.5

I 100.0

157.0

.

:

83.8;

143.7

23.4

31.7
100.7

160.0
34.3

133.3

119.0

114

96

281
86

110.0
: 70.0

2024

592
1776
2047
619

194-2

872
2514
12692
619

2087

2018

696
6328
3049

3350
2645

1033
604
f8«0
1706

4428
516

1294
796

156
108
189
142

150
266
166

33
248
190

159
110
218

187
112
116
266

259
192

2081

748
1884
2236
761

2162
1026
2664
12958
7*5

2243

2393

729
6576
3239

1219
3928
6261
3460
2863

65-58

6106
1898

4706
563
1553
988

15.2

104.6!
44.7;

40.0

;

i

2.9%
1.9%

111.3 ' 2.0J

143.6
308.5

45.0

14.5

37.8
143.6

39.5 i

54.0

123.3

12.6
385.0

17.0

75.9

39.8 :

25.6 :

0.8%
0.7%
5.5%

ie.1%:

Ue.o%

;2l.6%
3.4%
2-7%

8.6%
7.1%

4-8%
1.6%

1-2%
9.4%

1.8%
4>%

13.2%

1.6%

ttS 6.734 4.« 14,889 333 4,470 1,541 6, M.453 60.2 i
6.6%

SIANGYANG TAO

Siangyang M H LLM, NLK. SEMC 685.076
Chungsiang M # SEMC, WMMS ; 560.811
Ksngshan

j M lU WMMS, LMS 442,356
Tsienkiang Iff jl SMF 383,063
TienmeD

;
?C j"J LMS

;
813,469

Kingmcn ......... M PI SEMC, PE • 759,699
Tangyang I » m SMF. CSFM, SEMC ; 316,622
Yfiasan 1st 5fe SMF 81,420
Icbeng 'M 8J8EMC 396,548
N'anehang .; (i |g|LUM, SEMC ! 398,068

T&aorang
j J8 Mi LBM 643,093

Kueheng ' £ ^ : NLK (cim), LUM 3b2,760
Kwanghwa % fl: N'LK (cm) 394,683
Knnhsicn : %n % ' NLK 366,969
Yanbsien gH IS XLK i 412,327

Fangbsien j| if NLK 290,584
Chuki IT m NLK 317,034
Cbusban ft Jlj NLK 268,489
Paokang # St LUM 101,602
Ynnsi p^ H NLK 283,076

1892 18 34 38

1892 10 9 K

1899 s 15 16
1919 1 1

1899 3 6 12

1906 7 11 11

1897 7 7 7

15104 % 2 2
1906 4 7 5

1903 8 12 11

1904 2 7 « :

1896 9 16 30
1887 5 4 18
1894 1 6 13
1899 1 1 6

1913 1 3 2

1905 2 5 4

1918 1 2

84 146 197

2076 30.3 2.626

317 5.7 497
471 10.7 588

299
412

265
799
468

2.9

11.6

4.8

464
46

4.1 544
21.0 1.203
16.1 695
2.1 103
1.1 75

779
214

259
60

241
197
213
45

930 44.8

246 79.4

71 15.1

289 131.4 9495 : 104
60 16.6 2971 ;

1714 ;

112
43

70 23.3 572 71

250 61.0 4229 166

2S0 107.7
209^ 26.1

274 l 58.3 :

2002
5593
1537
1495
4496

695
400
1885
1576
1354

346
149

45
108

139

62

7870 114.4

8188 145.2
7S14 177.6

3372
4313

88.7

9599 125.5

3083 97.5

1757 181.0 1

643 16.2

4395 109.9

2348 36.7

5742 151.1 :

1623 56.0

1540 42.0

4604 112.3 ;

976 33.6
463 14.4

202 1 75

1651 165.1

1416 50.5

L366 89.4

10.6%
2.9%
0.9%

2.9%
1.9%

9.8%
5.4%

10.7%
3.5%
14.4%
2.8%

KINGNAN TAO

Icbang ....

Kiangiing

.

Kungan ....

Shibsbow .

Kienli ....

Sungtze
Chihkiang...

Itu

Cbangjaug

2 & SMF, PE, CSFM
it it :

smc.smf.semc.ee;
£ % SMFSt CIM

; fi m
j
smf, pe

& ! CSFM
tl CSFM, SMF

K W CSFM
^ f8 IE, CSFM
W m

tt

448,509 1878
-

725.441 1886 11

512,147 1904 i

378,981 1888 r,

747.039 1908 i

487,831 1903
?82,22i 1903 B

278,842 1898 1
j

391,609
100.453

. 531 11.9 1145
468 6.4 778

j

119 2.3
19*2

146
10.8

1.9 2*9 5

59 1.2 88
'

S

]
173 6.2

1.8 53
]

sj

119

23

561

472 102.6 30252
|

230
58 48.3 2093 69 :

; 119

23 38.3 8106
j

71 41.8 5615 I 79
j

24 60 3533 i 226
115
50

j

304*2
2162

167 1

5694 203.3
3759 134.3

0.3%
1.8%



HSIEX TABLES—HUPEH

HUPEH—Christian Occupation by Hsicns (Continued)

KINGNAN TAO-{Continued)

p»tuiig a jk
' pe

WuJeng............ 3L * PE, CSFM
Taskwei f* ft :

PE
TSnsMh , £ JK PE
-SSanett M B|PE

Benshih M f6 PE
lichwan 5H /!] PE
Xaifeng 3S B. PE
;Sfenfeng & PE
HofeBg tft %k PE

HI IK

j
211.360
81,173

962,831
819,888
1*2.572

1 312.638
2-4. 591

222.238

266,006

42 46 64 166 1.727 2

624 90 714 34.

269 27 296 37.0
2-35 55 310 11.9

44 555.0 1045
994

417

70

42

I11S
1074

•$s%

422 . 4-4

1341 72

124

7 3,039 84 1,105 267 1,3 .8 6-5,901 2,271

TOTALS

HAKGHAX TAO % M M [14,888,864

1

iSIAXGTASG TAO M IS M | 8,197,639

KKGSAX TAO M ffi St 1 6,352,819

;

136 1-52 277 -13 6,784 I

-i 14*' 197 888 6.264 7.

'. 42 46 ; 64 166 1.727 2.

011 89.3 79,361 5,092 84,453 86.2 6.6%

,851 45.3 70,474 2.-92 73,366 89.4 3.7%T

I 272 68,173

Grand Total... 28.574.322 262 544 538 1,347 14,725 52 26,364 572 8,049 2.185 10.234 69.6 215,736 10,256 225,992 79.1 4.3



THE CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OF CHINA

KANSU—Christian Occupation by Hsicns (See note)

NAME OF HSIEN Missions at work

Grand Total

LANSHAN TAO

... 6,083,565

in m

Kaolan
(Lancfaowfu).,. « m CLM

Titao ik -j\ CMA
Hnngshni k * CIM
Taobo n m CMA
Taosha m » CIM, CMA

Tgingvtian m m CIM
Kinhsien '# *•? CIM
Weijflaa m «

m r« CIM
Lungsi i m CMA

Iiintan £'! w CMA
Hweining <$ >%

Minhskn hi v* CMA
Cbanghsien & m

368,608 1886 :

121,856
13,675

185,880
16,882

104,845
46,222

30,125
86,635
82,619

53.497

56,600
118,402
46,99*

1,332,344

1
\ |

o

5; -

If ll if

O ! ;

32 38 63 92 1,336 2.2 2419

60
121

1.6

10.1

90
202

2 2 22

6 0 188

4 5 180

343

346

18 19 . 20

i-5 22 H CC
S a « 5

H as g aa

423 63 W 36.3 35,435 4,250 39,685 60.5 1.2 %

2186
2249

65
893
320

59.4
187.4

65.0
47.7

160.0

1.8%.
0.7%:

418 41.8
355 : 77.2

302 10.1

1096 127.4

1306 163.2

301 60.2
216 36.0

1376 114.6

727 145.4

!is.2%:

:

1.7%

4.5 1,186 116 24.3 ! 10.483 1,327 j 11,810 12%

WEICHWAN TAO fH M E

Tieaaboi
(Tstncbow)...

Tsirj&ti

TsinpJbui
n

LisagtBng

Wutu
Kiku
Wenhsien
Clienfihsien

3c *
m s
m *
it ft

*S ft
m m
m m

H «
« 8
eg ph

£ ft
IS. ft

cm
CIM
CIM
CIM
CIM

CIM
CIM
CIM
CIM
CIM

CMA

CMA
CMA

382,453
186,033
86,195

104,387
27,009

85,466

128,879
199,202
208,214
96,644

3.500
27.034

9,384
168.774

1878
1918

1899
1895 3 s

6

4

9
!

144

8 86
6 155

4.1

16.1

201

116
247

3
j

35
2

j
46

1

98 45.0

11 46 53.5
...

' 46 29.7
;

1010 306 ' 1316 34.6 4.6%.
606 32.1

251 : 26 ! 277 : 32.2 ...

939 ! 88 i 1027 \ 102.7 ...

256 12 268 89.9

249 : 23 i 272 32.0

422 : 67
j

489 88.1
335 ; 92

j
427 ; 21.3

2247 i 57 ! 2304 : 110.8 i 2.0%:
1007 ; 35 j 1042 1 108.5 i 4.2%:

!
i

260 : 24 1 284 811.4 ! ...

124 I 14
j

138 51.1

164 > 65
j

229 i 229.0 ; ...

288 ! 33 : 321 1 19.1 '

...

1,713,177 10 10 15 23
|

385 2.2 567 ; 8 144 11 155 40.0 '; 8,120: «80
j

9,000
I

52.6! 1.7%,

KINGYUAN TAO

I'ingliang ^ W. SAM (CIM)

Hwating ^ ? CIM
Tsingning fif S£ CIM
Lungteh '

fit '<&
i
CIM

Chwanglang iffi jg CIM

Eiogywag M m CIM
RingbsieB 5p f$ CIM
Cbengniog jF # CIM
Hosbui •&• * CIM
Hwanhsien j£K ft

Kincchwan M )il SAM (cm)
Tsungsin |§ la SAM (em)
Chenyiian m M SAM (cim)

Lingtai j 8 M CIM
Koyiian 151 U I

CIM

Haiyiian \% ffl.\

Hwaping
j
% -^ CIM

66.598
25,714
140,144

46,085
47,660

28,015
94,023

18,183
16,984
10,583

382,453
21,340
97,701
62,732
68,718

57,231
20,320

1,204,487

45 1.2

39 4.0

221 1 j 43

38

8 ! 20.5 i

245 21
275 50
159 14
248 23

93 64
392 62
152 32
87 14
58 12

3!0 153
171 40
102 79
717 80
142 38

443 22
54 8

266
325
173
271

157
454
184
101
70

463
211
1181
795
180

465
62

106.0
23.2
37.6
57.6

56.1

50.4 :

92.0
i

63.1
!

70.0!

12.2

105.5

121.8
,

132.5 I

26.6
j

81.6
j

31.0
i

7.6%

0.7%

NINGSIA TAO %

Jfingsia ..

Kingsoh ..

liiogwn ..

Yencbih ..

l'inglo

m m
m sft

B it,

+ m

CIM
CIM
CIM

CIM

Chungwei <$ % CIM
Kinki

; * 4t CIM
Chenjung :

fg, jR

46,178
94.023
37,824
10.583

48,679

81,240
36,566

24,409

11 2.0 81 i 1 10

11 0.3 31 1

306 94 400 88.9
54 36 90 10.0
37 ...

J
37 10.0

22 ... j 22 22.0
192 16 208 43.3

56 66 122 15.2
T30 12 142 39.4
250 16 266 133.0

2.4%:

10 J 90.9 ii 1,047 j 240 j 1,287 34.0
j 0.8%



HSIEN TABLES—KANSU

KANSU—-Christian Occupation by Hsiens (Continued)

3 4 8 18 9 10 11 12 13 14 li 16 IT 3-

— 33 — x

SINING TAO ["

Sining ;H 9 CIM
Tatung .-X. M, C1M
Siennai « ft CIM, Ind

Shunhwa fl 4fc CMA
Kweiteh H fl CW

Pajung. : PI 2SS Ind J

Hwsngyfian ;§ £ CIM

* £

174.674 In- 5

40,000
78,444
70.000
13,232

\
1909

25,496
16,150

417,996

3 3

1 1

4.6 108

13

1 SO 10 30

#9 1 1

:
'

"

4 6 1 3 7- 1.8 121 1 20 10 30 38.5 .

KANLIANG TAO #

Wuwei
(Liangehowi'nf ^ & CIM

Tungcbang ^t S CIM
Chenfan fl * CIM
Kulang * S CIM
Pingf&o ¥ * CIM

Chaogyeh -.— fl 8i CIM
Tungto M SS CIM
Shantoa Ul fl- CIM
'Fari fll &

199,704

SOS. 22V)

54.175
103,9*8

40,555
-

.
_-•_

hi .795

ANSU TAO £ «

Kiaebuan
jSuehow)-. . A &

Kioto - - * i*r

Kaotai... •• • m *
Mstomii . % §
Tunbwang ft <S

Ansi . .# II
. ^ n

50.187

43,923
5,876

15,029

14,711
11.867

149,450

TOTALS

LASSHAS IAO - Ul 2

WEICHWAN TAO 18 J'! S

KINGYUAN TAO S Ki S

MSGSIA TAO ---* 1C it

S1XING TAO • 1S¥^

KAKLIAXG TAO H"®S

AKSU TAO .....* s£

Grand Total...

1,332,344

1,713,177

1,304,487

378.502

417,996

887,609

149.450

6,083,565

106 i
12 90S

1.599 141 1,740 IK

11 11 22 i BOJ 4.5 1,185 6 104 42 148 24.3

10 10 15 23 3>5 2.2 S67 fl 144 11 155

3

1

6

1

18

3

21

4

155

11

1.5

0.3

407

31 1

91

10 10 90.9 1.047 240 -

4 6 t a n i.8 121 1 20

4 4 4 7 ;
" 1.2 - 54

141

32 38 63 92 1,336 2,2 2,519 22 423 63 486 36.3 35,435 4,250 39,685 60.5 1.2'..

| So returns

NOTE—In a few western prowiee* it has been impossible for oar correspondents to si

Committ*e has made ase of statistical returns representing misswn work b;

stations are located. Consequently many Mens where work is no* carried -

Christian occupation by hsiens for Kansu, Kweichow, and Vannaa. this imp-

en. Wherev*
I under the 1



THE CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OF CHINA

KIANGSI—Christian Occupation by Hsicns

3 i
;

. 4 J 5 , 6 7 t 8 I » I M U 12 13 1 U i M g 16 I .17 I 18 i 19 20

NAME OF HSIEN > Missions at work
=j

~%

3C _ jj 50 K DO

Grand Total - 34,490,687 272 320 740 7,497 3.1 18,319 294 3^14 982 4,796 ; 63.9 89,820 18*79 108^99 43.7
J
*&%

YUCHANG TAO % 5£

Kanebang | m

Slnkien $5
Fengeheog 9
Tsiasien 31
Kaacbeng Bl

Licbwan . 8J|

Nanfeng M
Kwangchang '9
T«ki tr
LinchwaD : £3

; > YMCA, MEFB,
g 1 CMML, PE,

SDA, CM
M NKM, MEFB
$ CIM, MEFB
R MEFB, CIM
Jtf MEFB, GCAM (cm)

Jf| MEFB, GCAM (era)
:

9 MEFB, GCAM (cm)

g CIM. MEFB
}1 MEFB
/I) MEFB. GCAM (cm)

j

Enki £
TsQogjen £5
Ifewang 4
Loan IB
Tutsgsiang

;
jli

Yfikiang tk U. CIM
Shangjao ± 9 CIM
Yashin i 111 CIM
iTang "t SI CIM
Eweikt Jt SI CIM

Yoansfaan IS l!j CIM
Kw&Bgfeng ....... 9 9 CIM
Hengfeng ......... *J Mk CM

m cim
£: GCAM (cim)

H GCAM (cm)

gf GCAM (cm)
* CIM

899,539 . 1*96

720,065
553,662
249,258
231,101

141,749
194,077
122,455
54,387

775,732

147,603
315,500
219,325
249.233
162,116

145,293
29 i,540
239.079
160,937
371,756

277,709
107,072
61,616 >

6,690,804
j

1894
1912
1906
1899

1901
1901

1877
1890

5 13 56 : 252 2,8 387

19 64
2 4
2 : 5
13 .

18

1 2
9 19

1898 13 15 23

1898
1906

294
80

3

116

3
423

105
121

163
254
699

4.1

1.5

0.2

6.0

0.6 116
5.5 1043

1.3

2.4

4.4

7.2

4.2

6.8

15.9
1

18.9

40
111

157
217
213
577
999

403 14.5 823
129 12.1 232
65 10.8 : 126

49
675

33
101

126 ; 417

4-3 in 627 217.2

54 67.5

54 174.2

37 1250.1

148 ' 127.

49 1633.3

750 :
174.4

107 118 163 348 3,420, 5.1 6,900 162 2,079 ! 656 2,735

2267

644
1583
1324
476

664
210
141
344

2797

676
1391
1409

966
1266
1524

1422
2489
425

230 | 2497 27.7 17.9%

31
240
97

270
55
52
35
125

151
879
133 i

128
'

83

188 '•

64 ;

79

675
1823
1421
528

954
265
193
379

2922

1681
1126
1238

1049
1579
1712
846

1802

129
I

1551
118 2607
30 * 455

9.4
32.9
56.8
18.6

68.1

13.7
16.1

70.2

37.7

48.2%

3.1%
! 12.7%

i 3.8%
;35.7%

\ua%
20.4%

763 51.9

1542 49.0
76.4

45.0

1.7%

0.65

,666 . 2,942 29,608 ; 44.3 8.4%

72.3
I
0.7%

54.4 ! 1.0%
71.3 4.8%
53.5 : 4.3%
48.7

j

5.8%

§6.0 4.3%
24.3 ; 1.1%
75.8 i ...

LULING TAO

Kian fs £ SDA, CIM
Taibo — . % » CIM
Kisbui S * CIM
Yucgfeng * 9 FFC (cm)
Aolu $ *» CIM

Snichwan % HI CIM
Wanan £ 3? CIM
Yungsin *. ft FFC (cm)
Ningkang 9 89 FFC (cm)
Lienbwa 9 # FFC (cm)

Tsingkiang 9 tL CIM
Sinkan * ffe MEFB
Stara ft * CIM
Siaktang * it MEFB
Icbon HC # CIM

Feci 3- £
Pingsiang W M V&, CMS, CIM
Wantsai <* « CIM
Kaoan & it CIM, CMML, MEFB
Sbangka© Lfc % CMML

Meng % 9 CMML

1,143,040 189! 3 5 t 1\ 193 1.7 268 t 20 I .. 20 10.5 1760 165 1925 16.9 10%
324,988 1905

'

1 1 1 < 1 35 1.1 45 1675
f

409 i 2084 64.3 ...

1,078,287 : 1905 : 1 1 .. 59 0.5 79 838 122 ; 960 8.9

516,617 1903 . 1 2 i 4 23 0.4 39 L , 13 .. 13 5.7 994 ? 262 • 1256 24.3 1-0%
266,690 1902 ; 1 1 1 1 17 o.- 27 1620

|

-- 2008 75.5

254,317 1903 5 6 4 \ |
4 129 s.i 211 9 ! .. 9

-
1259 434 1693 66.7 0.5%

187,755 1904 1 1 1 13 0.7 23 S3S 259 782 41.8
2*3. 7»% 1899 1 2 3 5 89 3.1 89 2 30 1 ) 40 44.4 259 j 292 551 19.5 6.7%
131,359 1988 :

1 2 :
: L 5 1 26 2.0 26 134

'

121 255 19.6

142,602 428 104 532 37.5

259,915 1895 3 3 1 6 115 4.4 115 1 23 23 20.0 1996 156 ; 2152 82.8 11%
248,292 1 1 ' 1 4 5 0.2 68 2 35 .. 35 700.0 610 '» 80

'

690 27.9 4.8%
138,577 1905 1 9 I 1 14 1.0 14 1081 : 109 ! 1190 86.2
98,911 1 2 i 5 9 0.9 79 3 46 . ; 46 511.1 194 ?

7- 272 28.8 14.4%
356,959 1903 3 3 ; t 5 328 9.2 513 1 19 .

j
19 5.8 2134 446 2580 72.5 0.7%

218,351 279 315 594 27.2
770,663 1904 6 4 5 5 190 2.5 370 4120 2428 6548 85.0
509,239 1904 3 2 I 2 69 1.4 159 3102 466 3568 70.0
510.419 1901 2 2 .. 18 0.4 18 2724 214 1 2938 57.6
258,410 1898 1 1 .. 11 0.4 11 291 99 390 15.1

430,714 1898 1 1 ..
i

1 6 0.1 6 1
|

42 . 42 :i 2152 312 2464 57.3 : 1.7%

8,129,893 37 1 53 1,349 1.6 2,160 12 237
j

10 ; 247 18.4

;

28,173 35,432 43.6, 0.7%

KANNAN TAO

K&nbskr,
(Kancho»)..-H 81 i

SDA, CIM
Yotu SJ © CIM
Sinfeng jf 9 EPM. CIM
Hingkwo i* MI CIM
Hweicoang ft & , EPM

Anniao \§t » EPM
Saowu <M JS'ABF
Larigoan Mi !$$ CIM
Tingnan ft M CIM
Kieiman J* & Bn

439,452 1899
306.534
244,908 1899
301,979
196,095 1906

177,980 1906
253,374 1911
122.357 1903
138,865
846,801

41 9 5 61 . 1

34 13.2 . 402 10
US 8.6 205 '

10 85 i -*I

15
172

I 3550 500
772 574

108-5 402
536 215

803 67
826 497 .

562
344

656
565

4050
1346

92.0
44.0

11%

17%



HSTEN TABLES—KIANGSI

KIANGSI

—

Christian Occupation by Hsieos (Continued)

3 4 5 6 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 K 19 20

NAME OF HSIBN Missions at work c

KANNAN TAO )H {Continued)

TftTO

Nankang
Shangyiu
Tsungyi..
Xingtn ...

m Bn
ft CIM
f| CIM
H:CIM
® GCAM {cim}

Ja&JB JgJ -ft ;GCAM(cjai)
Sliihefaeng S -$ GCAM

119.672
3*21. i 92
99,565
105,845
287,034

516,243.

la

IS

158,420

4,039,119 33 37 40 63 1.313 3.:! 1.6-i

SUNYANG TAO

Kiakisna .. . h ix MEFB, CMML, PE
« CIM

Teiaa
Yang-sin

Hafcow
Peagiseh ....

18
!*,
'IS

&
•
O
*

CMML
MEFB, CMML, NK!
MEFB. CM:;:

MEFB

SiBgtze

Tochaog ....

!«
8

..—«...

n
CIM
MEFB, CMML
CMML

•g ft; CMML
K H MEFB. CIM

--*-'. CI

Waning.

us ¥ ;
cim

.$ & MEFB, FE. CIM
fg £ < CIM
;M IpiClM

* 1 MEFB
-»$• -NKM -

j* ift NKM
; jfc ^c SDA, NKM
fl £ -NKM

740

37

7 12 46

i 2 7 25

I 1 - »

6 3

9 1

1 .

1

TOTALS

YUCHANG TAO * * 2 ' M»«

I.ULISG TAO - « »a 9,129,693

|

KAMKAN TAO *m®. -J,039,119

SUSYAKG TAO KBI 5,630>71

Grand Total... 24.430,687
\

87 46

78 70

225 272 320

S3 1,349

63 1,313

740

103 1,M

-

7,497; 3.1 15,319 294 3,814 982 4,796 63.9 89,820 18,879 10S,6S9 43.7 4.2,;



THE CHKISTIAN OCCUPATION OF CHINA

KIANGSU—Christian Occupation by Hsicns

1 2 | 1 | «{ 1 |«| f 8 } 9 10 (j
11 12 13 14 15 j

16 17 18 | 19 | 20

NAME OF HS1EN Missions at work

o
3
1

a
o

1
o
Pi

a

a
a

J i

& 1 1
6 ; O

» ."3

-3 i 2
g { m

: .S * C

i IIIh

§> Jl-S
| gi a e

,£ §!2 *
fa cp-S

c-s! >*

8

£:-• = -

P. * "3 g

S3 1

1o
{§-«

11

3
o

^ C

itPs _.

s°.oo

a5
O
§&
g 3
jag

-4
&
o

2
si •

|« g; £ffl

j|l |
I.S-3 8

pj £

f |

1 '

a

a
S
a
as

§
fi

N

u

J5

5§

2 3
3 c

e«"2

If
!

«J c

S "S

•gja£o

a

- §

•43

o
a

;

8

M S
•—

o
o

9M
Kg
fi a

it

•

IS

Ob
— !
31

5 "11

« g I

gaS

1

266
j

395 |l,I4S 2,847 29,783 8.9 70,084 l,35«ll,550 5,015 16,565 55.6 260,738 25,679 286,417 85.0 «x

KINLING TAO &

Eiangning
tt

1(AAM, FCMS, Ind,
— ' MEFB, PE, PN,
{1 PS, SDA, UN,

002,941 1874 16 11 107 362 2656 29.5 i 5894
!

225
j

1252 835 2087 77.8 6234 577 6861 76.6 23.3%

{Nanking)...
1

Kfiynng
Lisbui

Eaosbtm
i
t'.i

jl

\ YMCA, YWCA
& PN, SBC
tK PN
* PHI
»§,PE,FCMS

197,790
165,823
161,347
209,404

1909
1906

1888

1

1

1

I
3
2

5
1

1

8
5

6

59
79

12

3.0

4.8

b.'e

79
105

"in

3

A

"4

16L
37 ; ...

"<56
j

"*4

16
37

70

27.1

46.5

583.3

2505
723

2255
1051

189
40
102
238

2694
764

2357
1289

187.5
46.S
147.3
61.9

0.6%
4.6%

5-2%

^ & f

AFO, FCMS 243,645 1895 5 4 11 m 259 10.7 263 11 118 77 195 75.0 1404 221 1625 66.9 10.7%
13.8%

3£ MEFB, PS, SBC,
CIM

m MEFB, PS
«;ps
f$ PN. MES

477,591

733,425
162,290
316,297

162,561

1868

1907
1917
1907

1918

12

5

2

14

3
1

3

1

30

7
1

6

68

13

i'o

918

127
31
53

6

19.2

17.3

19.4

1.7

0.4

2396

296
40
68

6

3>S

6

3

...

265
|
153 418

150

"is

45.4

118.1

34.0

...

2317

! 4113
2064
3912

471

299

254
147

226

26

2616

4367
2211
4138

497

54.9

59.6
138.2

131,0

30.3

Taayang 150

18

3.3%

0.4%

<I> PS ...

3,733,116 ! 43

;

51 170 509 4,200 11.3 9,164 294 11,904 1,087 2,991 71.2 ! 27,099 2,319 29,418 78.8 9.2%

HUHAI TAO

Shanghai

.

± m

Sungkiang
Nanhwei
Tsingpu
Fengssen

Kinshan '

-fr

Chwansha ......j)l|

Taitsang ;fc

Elating H
Paosban "jj

ABF,AFM,CA,CCAu,
CCACZI, CG.M*
CIM, CMA*. CMS,
CSCB*, DHM,
FCMS§, IBC, Ind§,

JCM*. LMS, MES,
PE. PN, SBC, SDA,
SDB, SBS1, WU,
YMCA, YWCA

MES, PE
LMS
PE
LMS, MES

III
i LMS, MES

8> MESS
* i MES, PE, SDB
Jfc MES, PE. SBC, SDA
111

: LMS, MES, PE

Taangtning
Haimea ..

1,173,653

j

1842 49 33 221 885 8076 68.9

405,946 1904 8 11 53 72 926 22.9

428,461 1874 8 4 4 37 0.9

283,725 1902 9 4 6 107 3.8

211,969 1910 5 1 1 13 0.9

154,896 2
104,417
273,069 1882 8 7 32 38 307 14.9

225,634 1870 8 8 19 30 327 14.1

324,472 1867 7 11 14 24 398 12.3

714,660 1316 3 3 3 8 1

634,134

4,933,036 83 97 331 1,068 10,197 20.7

2377
98
423
37

629
875
1230

38

24,962

189 2736 2493

357 i 104

37
91

271 , 7

539 3,530 2,614

5229

461

38

37
101
278

64.8

50.1

35.6

12.3

31.6
69.5

6,144 60.2

8502
10879
5831
5538

3801
2048
5276
5691
4395

7406
9202

84,408

2703

768
595
358
318

339
109
357
437
271

735
588

7,577

18342

9270
11474
6189
5856

4140
2157
5633
6127
4866

8141
9790

91,985

156.4

269.3
218.7

276.2

268.8
207.4
206.3
272.3
149.7

113.8
154.4

186.5

4.7%

0-6%

0.8%
1.6%
5.4%

6.8%

SUCHANO TAO

Wohsien
(Soochow)

Changshu .....,; 3&
Kunsban %
Wukiang *%z

Wukin b£

Wusih
Ihing "%.

Eiangyin - it
Tsingkiang jiff

Nantung ......

Jukao
Taiiiing

ft If

iu

it

j MES, PE, PN, PS,
I SBC, SDA, YMCA
MES, PE, PS, SDA
MES, PE, SBC
MBS, 1'S, SBC
MES, PE, PS

1,027,091 1872 i
: 28

j
27 142 -312 3527

j
34.3

j 6203 1 131 i 1017 j 392
j
1409 [ 40.0 1

% &i MES, PE, SBC
MES
PS, SDA
SBC§
FCMS

: i FCMS, PS, SBC
; CIM, SBC, PS

843,292 !

230,638
]

494,799
!

771,715 i

!

804,346 '

501,565
]

607,098
I

345,153 1

1,284,607
j

I

1,263,006
j

895,582

9,068,912

1900
1897
1900
1905

1895

1895

36 69
12 27
28 30
20 38

37 75
12 12
22 73

5 12

2 ; 3

3 ! 2

575
494
640
598

843
108
663
60

11.9

21.5

12.9

7.7

10.5
2.2

10.9
1.7

0.3

0.5

0.2

1877
1620
1814
660

2003
108
995
60
48

148
34

438
80
53
379

259

366

30

8.5 115,570 |26S ! 2,636

14

73

132

91

72

452
153
53
511

350

438

3*0

14

774 3,410

77.9 ,1

31.2
8.3

j

85.1

1

41.7 |l

66.4

75.0

22,2

9907 1151

8262
4658
6270
15130

875
365
535
1702

11680
6517
9014
3447
L3643

1867
023
728
177
1052

8854
4662

683
•423

11058 107.7 12.1%

9137 108.5 4.8%
5023 218.4 ! 3.0%
6805 137.8 0.8%
16832 48.6 3.0%

13547
7440
9742
3624
14695

9537
5285

16.5 2.6%
148,8 j ...

159.7

105.1

115.2

75.7
59.1

0.2%

0.1%

44.2 102,244 10,481 112,725 124.3 3.0%



HSIEN TABLES—KIANGSU

KIANGSU—Christian Occupation by Hsiens (Continued)

3 4 5 6 7 8.9 10 11 12 U M 15 16 17 Id 19 20

S I 5 £ 2 2 £ ~
i h _ a 1 5 3 —

. ^ 1
'- ~ -. L-S

NAME OF HSIEN Missions at work
\

SB

K
i i 2
i e 5:

5c

O E , Sjj

° a

||
°

3
I

3? X

fH

~
5

~f ?l
f s

~
g

1 ' *|
°

{ ~%K 11
i Z o 1 11 |

=
E i 3i "I — x — X 1

1*

°|

j

a
o —

« "PJj 1 a £ £ H
3 Bj

1
i s

£ -
"S- gl

HWAIYANG TAO i i 1

Hwaiyin
{TsingMangpali $£

Hw&ian..,,
; IS

Szey&ng
Lienshui
Fawning

Yeneheng ...

Kiangtu ......

Icheng
Tuagtai
Hinghwa ....

Taihsien
Kaoyu
Paoying

SDA, PS, cm
PS
PS

* PS. CIM
4- m ps

a

PS
PE. SBC. CIM, PS
SBC |
re, sbc
Ind §, PX §

# 6 PS. SBC, CIM
^ §5 CIM, Ind§
g m pb, ps

488,202
737.526

614,532
490.180

1,087,329

1,039,331

1,516.176
219,362

1.269,476
567,092

1,150,178 1908
583,447 1889
411,497 1914

1869
1904

1893
1911

1911
1868

3 4

2

4

12 13

10,174,31*

SSI 5.8

14 8.3
;

33 0.5

658 13.4

390 3.6

46
3455

1.3

3.0

699
556

186

1056

6.4 63

61.0 14142

0.8

0.5

139
29

13

1713

"

298
6 42

55
44

91
2-5

13

07 1S20

13

106.4

300.0

8.4

11.3

65.0
63.3

2249
1734
1 452
1399
15-4

4462
3231

2391
2113
1517

292
290

692
632

211
119

2541 52.1

2024 27.")

1550 25.2

1450 29.6

3,676

.6%

SUHAI TAO

Tnngshan
(Suchavfa

Feagfasien ...

Ptihsien —

.

Slaohsien
Taogshan

Peibsien ...

Sntewa ...

Saining ....

Tangbai ...

Kwanyfin ..

Shay&ng

•

Kanju....

PS
FN
EH
PS
Ind

PS
PS
PS

M «
* *
m *
* m ps
« s;ps

m » ps

826,083

291,562
280,345
339,767
236,997

636,040
580,763
501.867
480,412
576,029

556,476
462,888

1903 1

1894 1

1906 ...

1903 ...

1910
1912

19
1 4

3 •»

g 2

a

9 13

3 2

8
4 6

5 3
•-) 2

6 282
4 47
3 38

5.4 626
9.7 342
1.7 56
1.1 56

413 6.5 413
495 8.6 495
40 0.8 40

118 2.1 196

82 1.7 92
46 1.0 61

69 187 2.140 3.

TOTALS

KINLING TAO igl I 3,733,116

HUHAI TAO IEWM \

4,933,036

SCCHANG TAO & ft M i
9,068,912 I

2369
1948 100
3271 65
2-70

102
:
:

1007

2422 183 2605
1831 163 1994
1010 86 1096
1364 SI 1435
943 225 H68

.--:

U.9%

HWATSAKG TAO it B iS

SUHAI TAO SSiS
Grand Total ...

10,174,318
j

5,769,229

43 51 170 509 4.200 11.3 9,164 294 1.904 1.087 2.991 71.2 27.099
'

2,319 29,41s 78.8 9.2%

83 97 3511 .068 10,197 20.7 24.962 539 3.530 2.614 6.144 60.2 84,408 . 7.577 91,885 186.5 6.3%

104 118 319 653 7.632 8.5 15.570 265 2.636 774 3,410 44.2 102,244 ' 10,481 112,725 124.3 3.0%

M 52 236, 430 5,614 5.1 17,789

'

163 2.397 264 2.661 51.7 26.600 3,676 30.276 29 8 8.9%

8 77 69 187 2,140 3.7 2,599 93 8,883 376 1.359 63.5 20.387 1.626 22.013 38.2 5.9%

33,678.611 266 3951,1452,647 29,783 8.9 70,084 1.354 U.5S0 5,015 16.565 55.6 268,738 25,679 286,417 85.8 53%

J No retains

* Incomplete returns

Kote—Statistics as supplied by the SBC and the MES are incomplete, and their grouping by hsiens in a tew instances unsatisfactory.

The only available figures for the Ind in Hinghwa are those for 1917 as collected by the statistical secretary of the CCC.

Figures for several smaller missions fa Shanghai are approximate.



THE CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OF CHINA

KWANGSI- Christian Occupation by Hsiens

NAME OF HSIEN Missions at work

10 11 12 13 li 15 16 ir 18
1

W
|

20

. >»

i
i

1 1 5-2 • Jj
1*

s sfl In -•§1

c -,. M
|

X ^ "2 5 ' i = £. * £ 5 "2*3 £1! .Jjg-fi
5 £ s s t" a 5 x 3 = y B 5 5 s x . J £_ £4 c*
Js £ li |

1
I § 35 _ 2 x ll 1 ll

^ -* >•

:

* -2 a
s c SW

'3
— w ^ .5 B^ s* — fi "3 "5 ^£,3 •-

% Ti
|

-5 s = .£ P c ~ ~
li 3l~

S-< a — s2 "C J3 w — -X

Grand Total 10,872,300 62 71 174 276 4,722 44 W«l 76 1,262 234 1,496 31.7 55,581 13,263 66,864 63J 2.1%

NANNING TAO ffi ^

Wuming .

Funan
Lslogan

WingshoB

Hc-nghsien

Penyacg .

Shangiin .

Kama

CMS. CMA, SBC, SDA
CMA
EMM

CMA

« m I CMA, 8DA
at m CMA
J- *fc 1 CMA

± & 8DA

IS 3?
a iu

391,023
169,626

144,910

97.890
1*3,273
179.73*

47,250

68,786

39.070
239,866
100,000
79,640

1906

1906

191"

19S"

1505
942
136
um
1290

69*

621
561
236
222
241

279
525 395
44 166

30
3437 96

2126 73.3

1503 88.4

372 54.7

1661 197.7

1531 109.3

973 97.3
j

920 51.1

210 11.7 I

30 6.0

3533

»-t%

116 62.7 10,012 2,847 12,839, 71.9, 0.!

TSANGWU TAO

Tswgwu
(Wuchow)...; %

Tengyiin H
Jangrtin §
Shamktti ?* }$
Waiteap ffl jfe. AG

K«ip>„s m
Vir>sv.am ^
Sintu fi?

Kweihsien R
iiosiin 2^

Witl&n> f|
Pokpak 15
i'aklow ^
Luehwan ^
Hingyeh i$

WMMS. CMA,
WMMS, CMA
CMA

CMA, SBC
WMMS, CMA

SBC. CMA
SBC

CMA
CMA
CMA

864,356
265,987 1 *:is 2 g

208.259 1616 1 1

230,000 1918 1 i

200,000 1894 1 1

1906 9 3

56,000

j™ "a" *

V
iWI

1912

1

1

1

1

1130
79
15

149

193

1 1 3

9 9
'

36

21 39 75 142 2.551

3.1

3.0

0.7

38.3

5.1

3.1

1.5

159

193

180
112

1X0 23.7

112 74.7

29.0

40.0

12 . 12.2

9 25.0

614
581

2271 63.1 16.

1U*7 41.0 '>

1*92 90.1 0.

2196 129.2
1871 81.3

247 141

945 315
443 151 694 -

54S 105 658 27.7 IAH
308 498 701 36.9
599 116 714 57.1

;

.'24 892 35.0 11,791 4,69* 16,489 50.4 5.1%

KWEILIN TAO S W

£ it CMS. CMA, SBC
Hiugan Ml * CMS

KB '« w CMS
Yangso « M CMA
Kuhwa * ft CMS

?k H BBC
Iniog ft ¥ CMS
ChtiunhsWn * li CMS
Kwanrang a W CMS

eng St 3<r CMS

RngJo fv « CMA, SBC
Kur.Kcb.-iij; V «i SBC
FaebwKi 6> « SBC
Hohsien 8 84 SBC
Ijalpo 1 1 BBC

** f" SBC
Cbaopifiji s« >P
Mengsltan * 111

Changtu * K

70.000 1916
40.000 1916

100,884

60,000

140.700 11*04

107.615
79,000 191 *

217.160 1902

1189 11

1 13 1.3 99 ..." 1475
1 8 0.9 8

166

1

50
1

7.1

0.2
59 1 38 2 8 56.0 91 71

110
162
no

23.1 J 4.7",

1 : 21 0.8 41 1157 307 1464
933

.-

8 67 4.8 69 38 88 56.7 1476

a
.

60 7.1 69 1
"28 '.'.'.

"is ^M
416
789 313 1102 157.4

698 66 694
30 37.5 217 159

119
19

1,584 7.4 1,77« 18 362 10 372 23.-5 12,273 2,824 14.«97 69.8



HSIEN TABLES—KWANGSI

KWANGSI—Christian Occupation by Hsiens (Continued i

8 9 10 11 M : 13

£ "S g a 5£ .5 gw O ._ o * • 5 5 B3 = S.C A 1 — 2 5 _- ~ %• o

1 s 5 % 8 -x,"^ <a m S - — s & ™" w . "S
"5

-5 = o. X — ^ £ 5 — 7
NAME OF HSIEN Missions at work g

"5

ST&

"3

a

I
|s If |i

J-
si ?l

%

- 3:

X. ~Z — oo E
*| ll

C a

P s

1
o s 6*fc o " H i.^ ~ £

LIUKIANG TAO ffl \L

Maping
(Lmchowfa) ..J J6 *£ CMA

Loyung jf£ ^
Jui*glisi«n.........'fi tt
LosWng ft *S S

Liucheng tgH f£

i

Sankiang ...-*

H

it
Laipin 3fc $
Tseungyfin ...... ft ft : SBC
Yishan g III CMA
Tieoho 'jg Mi

|
Szengen JR ft
Hochih Iff JS
Yipeh & *
Tsinkong 31 ?I

! 575,353 1906

1 31.000
j 209,359

97,156
9-2,000

85,000

j
150,000

I 120,000 1899

, 250,000 1918
84,890

97,453
i 110,447

55,204
88,500

143
16

11.9

0.6 !

108
198
204
302

231
131

29.3 216
623
254

60
624

199 1575
12 1 20

174 332
30 324

114 416

255 j 1.2 ; 277

TIENNAN TAO $ &

Poseh ...

Enlung .

Bnjaog.
Llngyun
Silin ....

Silang ..

TungSan
Tienpao
Fengi

5 ft CMA

ft »
i* ft CMA
m **

6 ft
£ ft
3C ft
ft Mi

160.C00
96,000
67,890
120.000
45,373

155,642
60.000
88,000
60.000

852.905

1 2 • 22 1.3 22

653.4

91 16 lo7 ...

162 31 193 12.1 ...

246 75 321 53.5 1 ...

532 108 640 71.1 ; ...

175
[

362 537 ...

>36 10.776
:

126.

CHENNAN TAO $i 31

Lungcbow ft M CMA
Pingsiang ; ft f? CMA
Tsangshan ...... ft $
Taogii ft M CMA
Tsohsin M ft

Tungcheng
\ fl

Mngming ^
Mingkiang

j
Sfl

Tsingsi
J
ft

Chanpin ft

W. CMA
Sj CMA
£C CMA
H CMA
ft

Lnngming ft 3?
Chenkieh ft ft
Saeloh ft ft

150,000 1906

30,000 1910
36.000
28,000
20,000

4ff,0OQ I ...

14,000
|

...

16.000
j

...

200,000
|

...

60,000

50,231
43.935 | ...

70.000

12 122 8.1 144

1 1 3 1.0 15

TOTALS

MASHING TAO ft ft ft 1,787,622

TSANGWU TAO ft ft it
j

3,274,790

KWEHJN TAO ftH ft |
2,152,553

LIUKIAKG TAO Bit ft
j
2,046,264

TIEN5AN TAO S ft ft
J

852,905

CHENNAH TAO ft ft ft
j

758,116

Grand Total.. 10,872^00

I J

2277 272 2549 169.9

266 101 367 122.3

350 50 403 100.0

370 189 559 186.3

719 123 842 421.0

800 14 814 203.5
654 115 769 550.0

984 122 406 253.7

1189 12S 1317 65.8
.s-j m 13.7

47 37.6 6.909 1.196 8.105 106.9 0.6%

142

185 1.0 381
j

2,551 7.8 2,744
j

78 .1,584 i 7.4' 1,778J

14 255 1.2
;

277

2 22 0.3 i 22 1

13 125 1.7 • 159

7 U6

47
;

668 224

18 362 10

8 69

116 62.7 10.012 2,847 13,859

892 3-5.0 11,791 4.698 16.489

372 23.-5 12.273 2,624 14,897

69 27.6 4,656 1,082 ,5,738

... ; ... 9,940 836 10,776

47 ! 37.6 6,909 1,196 8,105

71.9 0.9%

50.4 5.1%

69.3 %i%

K.1
j

1.2%

126.8
j

...

106.9 i 0.6M

62 71 17* 276 *,722 ; *A I 5^61 1 76 1^62 254 1,496 : 31.7 55^81 JS.283 68,864 63.9 2.1



THE CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OF CHINA

KWANGTUNG—Christian Occupation by Hsiens

U 11 13 | 14 15 16 17 18 ; 19 ! 20

NAME OF HSIEN Missions at wort

Grand Total 35,135,036

Bio - — >. S 3 * | g" t | S — S s * X £ B 5 ,2 S£ "as ti 5. H ,5 >,

_, = - — si ga go p .S = -E ,2 * i x Z _; S £ aa 1 § o S b|s
I c "Ei h3 •a

=
IZ- "3 " ~ - 1 ~ ~-i i'S >"

' « ."1 jj J'SsI

1 i ul 1

1

o O —
-
=

1 ° 1 "S ! -S - "C i w ' c
1" j- * 3 x

a r.
--- - - =- &o

.

-

924 1,061 !,352 2,838 61,262 17.4 78,519 1,218 19,057 4,510 23,567 38.5 162,748 47,534 210,282 99.7 10.8

YUTHOI TAO ^ ifc 'M

Ponjii in

206$ 1203 3271 54.

2113 936 8888 15.

i

147 10 157 is.. 1570 1051
;

2821 25.2 -5.7%

4039 1272 1 5911 58.2 11.9%

301
1243

143
sis :

444
1553

12.7

20.9
12.1%
3-0?v>

30.7 21.57 2612 ' 4769 50.7 14.4*

61 1341 17.8 1926 546 203 1 749

He-aTipAaa ...'# Ii|
BM,1 B.CMS.
BBC, CPV

PCC,
CMS. PS. Bn,

J »«]
«

I K,
BDA

IN. SHC. AG

3626 1478 5104

1340 12.3 1810 726 ' 47.1

13 9.5

527 25.1

861 23.2 20.4%

721 25.0

809 15.7

924 69.0 36.3%

ft *& *i,T oai7 43*8 6274 1^7

Fatkong
CMkkw

Koyiu

s

*
3
a
at

PCNZ, Bn. AG
WMMS
ABCFM
(SBC, CMS. PN.

Szewai .........
i
7? t S1IC. AG

Earning
Kwaogning ...

11

i

>*,* ("MS. BBC

Hoiping .-. n

Hokshan sa * [PCC,CMS, BBC,
i SCHM. AFO

T&kbicg
FongeL,.
Hoikin
Yanping
Losing

it

KPC. KrM
RPC
AG
PH. SBC. ABCFM
RFC

Ytin&n
KVC. SBC
RPC

31
1. |

639
li

'

'

709 10.1 779

1 110 5.2 110

:i 8 113 •5.4

0.9

143
10

1"

1217
4 : 4 IS

1217
1-1

60 260 40.6 54 54 2.4
•

- 68.0 112 80 142 1S.8
11 ... 11 1.4 120 89 172 26.8

78 5 183 . - 920 1171 16.7 13.5%

81 ... 21 19.1 144 202 9.6 9.4%

169 104 273 13.0 ...

732 93 < 825 75.0 ...

106 61 . 167 4.5

295 17.0 1653 721 2374 37.7 11.1%

317 122 439 17.6 26.6%
267 55 322 30.4
118

i 26 144 19.2
160 i 160 13.1 325

j m 492 18.1 24.5%
9$ 9 107 59.4 2442

j 78S 1 3174 79.4 ,

18 16
...

33.3 1665
j

756
321 !

205
j

1986
961 .

42.0
19.3

.32.5 11,451 15,306
j

46,150 26.7 18.1%

for Canton ami Hong utered separate); and directly below Punyu and Po-on b

{b) Government school figures for Canton and Hongkong inelnded under Punyu sad Po-on hsiens respeel



HSIEN TABLES—KWANGTUXG

KWANGTUNG—Christian Occupation by Hsiens (Continued)

10 u 13 U 14 15 : 16

NAME OF HSIEN ifosions at work

LINGNAN TAO J

Kukiang
(Shiuebow i. & it WMMS, Bn

Ksmvnng A it Bn
Cbtfaing 'ft f*:Bn
I**chong. m I» WMMS, Bo
Y&nfa ...,£1 % Ba

Yutumj ?L £S Bn
TTingtak 35 « WMMS,Kl,SBri
Yuagyim J& M SBC

• B 31 IS .

PS
Yev.ng-Uan --.-^ 111 KB
linsaan a 111 PS

122,768 i 1877 20 15 21 32

3 86,000 3853 13 13 11 13

&5.000 1899 10 11 11 11

55,000 1883 s 5 5 8

45,000 , 1902 * i
6 6 6

89,870 ; 1902 1 3 2 •>

120,000 1878 32 14 10 2110 21 717
"

9 262

13 31 - -

2 4 100

CHAOSUN TAO

"TTsinghai ,

Waiyang
Sinfling,

.

Tsekin ..

Hoifung.

Lakfung

Hoping ..

Linping..

Cfc&cf.n..

Cfaacjiang

Kity&isg .

Jacping..

HeUoi ..

T«>»

.1
J*

i YMCA. EPM,
I ABF, SBA

» B. Bn
B VCMMS, B, SBC
•S? B
9 EWt, ABF, Bn

.08 H EPM, ABF
m XI B
. ST JS EMS, B

.JS -f B, SBC

U 3? EPM, ABFH » EPM, ABF
% & EPM, ABF
,{g ^ EPM, ABF
-* * EPM, ABF

-k **EPM
« J® EPM, ABF
# ?P EPM, ABF
H * EPM

'
ABF

.
;
* if, EPM, ABF

460,000 :

li

420,000 1

110.000 l!

179.620 '

1

450,000 1

410,000
'

1

216,000 1

485.000 1

270,000 1

170,000 IK>-

33 460 41.8
22 1194 66.3

33 442 sua

49 749 18.3

23 6-51 30.1

25 10J6 21.0

18 360 13.3

9 143 8.4

740

31

155
175

1*60 19

715,000 1865 23
180,000 1867 49
372,112 ; 1876 26

.> 3*86 . 11

260.000

Kgwah >*, fs ABF, B
Hjogning .. m X B
Pasgyfin .„M a ABF
©Moling ...-«* »B
Poklo ..-iff M EMS B, Bn

468,000 6

300,000 1864 25
460.000 1881 34

130.000 1915 . 2

76.763 2
290,000 1850 12

8,495,035 578

4.5 127 6 42 ... 42
Wi £sa

22.4 470 7.884 1,735 9,619 135.9 M%

KOLUI TAO
Maoming

<Kochow|... * * m
Tinpak « QPS
Sunw— rg St PS
Fabsien. - ft li PS,
Kgehun, & Jit PS

Limkcng * mm
Hoibcng * I

I m
Sfiwen -

Yeungkong ... m it pk
Yeungefaon ... & # PS

660.000 1890 1414 13 13 18 825 12.5
,-, 6 3 4 174 4.1

2 2 •5 3 197 ' -

I 1 1 3 113 3.6

1 1 1 1 44 1.5

683,738 1911 1

382,763
260,000
297,992

450,000 1892 22
250.000 1900 2

2.684 6.3 3,274

KIUNGAI TAO

iKiungchowi* 111 P.N

Tsingmai fi M PS
Tingan '£ 3c PS
Menebeong .... j£ S K
Kiungtang 41 & iS

>

j

Mnrei H # PS
Umka ., m M PS
Tanyfin ....fj H PS*
Aiyta J| It PS
Manning •—«B 9 PS

liugsbai vfjt sit, PS
Gbeongkong...<g it
Kanyen.. £ H.

S (HAINAN ISLAND 7» & M)

so.ooo

!

1916
48,680
160,000 1888
80,000 1890

310,746 1906

95,000 1917
35.362

32.680

266
193

183 3
210 3
311 6

62 34.4

60 88.8

93 152.4

14573
1423



THE CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OF CHINA

KWANGTUNG—Christian Occupation by Hsiens (Continued)

NAME OF HSIEN Missions at work

2 o
,S *
33~

£ 8

»a

S..2

c ogo
8 o O

H

©J £

S *

15 16

ic so

It

fi!
g e
IS

i-e

6s

MB

§1

a

Kg
il

as }
**

* S !'? .2 J!'

If i-fi

YAMLIM TAO & Ml

Yamhsien
(YMDchow)...j||t II CSTM

Fongcheng ...[ft 5£^ j-JCXTM, CMS,
H<q?o » ™\SBC, KCM
Lingahan S Ul CMS

250,000 ' 1910

130.000 ...

760.0001 1880

388,420 ;
1906

1,528,420 I

3

t

3 17

j

0.7- 17

15 14 30 59 801 10.5 1285

1 1 1 1 1 20 0.5 1
42

67

:::|

I

272
|

383

755 94.4 1005

821 1

149
40

741 !

40

421
423

16.8
32.-5

1746 23.0 30.2%.

881 1 22.2 1 ...

63 838 5,5 1,344 1 21 688 755 ; 90.0 I 2,481 I 970 j 3,451
'8 1

22.0 17.9%

TOTAL

YUTHOI TAO , f$i 17,304,362

1,789,888

8,495,035

4,257,823

1,819,508

407 443

84

429

48

39

18

753

88

376

53

51

31

1,534 32,519 18.8 43,776

26.7
j

4,940

22.4 23,480

6.3 3,274

614 9,126 2,325
1

11,451 35.2
!

30,844

j

6,037

15,306*] 46,150

1,322 1 7,359

26.7

41.1

18.1%

LINGS &H TAO .. amis . 135 4,773 ' 36 544 154 698 14.6 8.7%

CHAOSUN TAO .. ana
MWM

372

48

910

97

99

63

18,993

2,684

1,455

838

470 ; 7,884

|

j
40 453

1,735 9,619
j
50.6

93
' 546

j
20.4

136 498
|

34.3

67 755
|
90.0

i 88,472

!

i 6,605

18,503 106,975

5,286: 11,891

125.9
] 8.3%

27.9 4.4%

KIt'NGAI TAO .. *asii 5

16

8.0 i 1,705 S 37
{

362

6.5! 1,344 I 21
j

688

28,309

!

j 2,481

8,147 j 34,456

970
]

3,451

189.3 2.0%

tkMM 1,528,420 ;

22.0
j
17.9%

Grand Total... 55,195,036 924 1,061

1

1,552 2,838 61,262 ' 17.4
:

78,519 1,218; 19,037 4,510 23,567 J5&3
! 1

;
162,748 | 47,534

\
21 0,282

; f

59.7 10.8%



HSIEN TABLES—KWEICHOW XXV11.

KWEICHOW—Christian Occupation by Hsiens (See note)

1 2
1

3 4 5 G 7 8
1

9 io
;

11 12 13 u 15 16
1

17 ! 18 19 20

J w1

3
a

i j*

e
.£

a I
fc

c o
3 * oO £. H

c
o

1 c

| ~Jz sj

"
1

£?
§ MO

i^g

ill

HAMS OP HSIEN Missions at work
m
c

"3

n if c
o

c

l|

o o

5-5

o is

§ &

o
H

in •JL

- s

7: = J: 2 if: ^

X

Jja & x

Grand Total .J 1M7M99 j

106 150 121 207 9,446 8.2 20,873 82 1,609 189 1,798 19.1 47.068 10,020 57.058*9,8 5.1<

KIENCHUNG TAO & »f»

Kweiyang St H CIM
Sibfeng.... & **

Sinwen ] fe % ' CM
Langli & a CIM
Xweiting ft & CIM

Tzekmng $ Jt CIM
Tingfan .-• % # CIM
Tateng ............ ;fc « CIM
Kwangsbon & *S CIM
Cbangebai J% JH CIM

Loha m » CIM
Pingj-aeb *? g
Wengan g 31
Meitan ii SI CIM
Turing fife M CIM

Tsanji & ft CIM
Saiyang... IS » CIM
Yangtze.... IS & i

CIM
Jenhwai fZ S
Chengan JE S
Toyun ffl ^ CIM
Pingefaow *? ft ' CIM
Lashfta it til CIM
Lipo I * CIM
Maha j$ l& CIM

Tahsbaa S Hi CIM
8anho

I H ^- CIM
Pachai A SI CIM
Takiaag '8 it CIM
Tankiaog ft- fl I

CIM

Sishai If ^t

496,691
!

90,556 :

111.917

56,653
701,750

96,973
91,078
85,488
55,195
45,571

63,400
123,200
83,150

219,289
82,546

337,678
184,152
304,494
259,227
430,775

131,440
27,430
96,027

100,344

53,836

214,215
18,588
17,719
31,799
82,896

20,131

16 0.4

s 4

2

1

6 6 80

4 2 1 2 10

1 9 . 4 50

1

1

IS 26
'

18 22 90S

1 12 12 24 4«U

101

535
469
1137
140

1052
948
816

I486 169
1066

337
242
243
188
251

161

211

78 gjt

809 1861
238 .

-

228 1044

170

593 98
309 86
283 109
411 53
295 40

89

125 2s.

7

691 53.1

395 114.5
392 40.9

464 46.4

335 63.2

426 20.3
2-32 153.7

206 147.8

906 93 I

2.5%

5.3%

61 20.3 15,519 4,333 19,852 43.7 0.1

CHENYUAN TAO

Chenyfi&n., H 13 CIM
Tienchu Jz &
Shipiag % ft CIM
Kiangstaoi 15 # CIM
Hwangpiog fc ¥ CIM .

Taikang ......... iS m CIM
Kienho M W i

Liptag £ ^
Kinping H » :

L (cm)
Yongteong ^t $t

Jnogkiang ; W it CIM
Hiakiang T it
TuBgjen J£ t:

: EA
Kianpkow.. fl: P Ei
Shengki % 0t EA

Sxehsien :

. S « ;

Tsingki
!

;# at I CIM
Yi:Pn,g

'

3£ * :

Sstenan H S CIM
Tehkiaog & {I

Yenfe* -J ffl -S
j

rmkiattg » il ;CIM
Wochwan \ Wt W i CIM
Howping j © *? I

gangtao ' IS W *

ShihMen Jx Ff
;
CIM

FengeMaa I M> ft

147,970 1897

79.703 ...

4*.l76

49.073 ...

103,679 ...

60,164 ...

64,807
355,836

2,297 ...

83,328

50,716 ...

31,000 ...

11 -.420 1913
106,795 ...

55,275 ...

110,081 ...

37,735 ...

38.684
277.438 191."

261,463 ...

35,692 ...

157,792 ...

143,808 ;

...

22,219 ...

253,830 ...

136,751 ...

106,030 ...

1354
1*11

471

903 116
Hi 7

—
49 12*5 .,- .,

140 140 46.6

961 169 1130 y.
r>.* 4 8%

579 95 674 63.8

710 221 84 6
225 56

"

429 42 471

620 114 734
391 105 480 18.1

422 - 505
1640 186 tats
241 41 ---

1408 122 1530 i 60.5

367 42 409 ! 30-1

36 24 CO 5.7



THE CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OF CHINA

KWEICHOW—Christian Occupation by Hsicns (Continued)

1 2

m
3
J
m

NAME OP HSIEN Mi! sions at work a
.2

2 « 4 5 < 6 ; 7 9 10 14 I 15 ;
16 W. 18 i 19 20

? . J? I • so J S

15 sP- "-• : j3 «S J3" to B «

2, « 8 33

KWEISI TAO f I !t

Piehieh

Puth g
Tsingcben
Chennis
Langtai

Pingpa
Tzeyfin

Nanlung
Puan ...

Hingjen

Hingi...

Kwanting
Annan
Cbengfeng
Tsebheng

Panbsien
Tating ...

A«sbun...
Wtiaing
Kiensi ...

Chihkin...

Shuieheng
Chibshui

B CIM
% CIM

OBI
CIM
CIM

«

$t cim
S CIM
f| CIM

W iis m
a m cim
i» ¥ CIM

<g §§
hfc Jg . CIM, FDM (cm)
s jb cim
f& 5$. CMC, CIM
S» H CIM

«H * CIM
* S? CIM
3k *•

282,472
44,733
126,606
458,765
75,520

58,541 1913

84,107
190,619 1891

83,244
187,382

192,700
63,585
70,991
99,337
54,465

287,743
106,692 1915

307.638 1888

246,153 1917

311,641

144,951
132,442
123,082

3,733,409

... 1

1 i

3 ...

1 ...

i >'

... ! 37

1 1 ... ... ! 30

13 225 37.

2 11 6.

24
109

651
297
6821

65.1

9.9

651
297

11616

70
165
1154

15

162

115 50.0i

70 :
10.7

180 '< 60.0

1316 \ 19-3

664
428
463

344
230

398
186

3027
632
940
129
206

116
100
233

118
40

156
166

471
79
83
99
30

359
144
422
173
142

434 *7

88 4 i

1654 172

739 26.4

780 61.9

528 11.7

696 -, 92.4

462
270
413
542
723

?699
659
283
497
216

79.7 19.!

32.1

21.7 ..

65.3
38.7 ..

194.7 ..

104.6 ..

40.4

50.2 ..

40.0 ..

3386 i 1180 ...

776 I 73.2 8.2%
1362 ! 44.4 11.6%
302 12.3 81.3%
348 I 11.2 ...

521 ! 34.8 ...

110 s 8.4

1826 140.4 :

...

73 : 1,504 ! 177 1,681 20.8 I 15,701 3,437 19,138 \
51.3 S.1%

TOTALS

KIENCHUNG TAO & «J> M
CHEXYUAN TAO Hi j

2,938,762

kweisi tao mmm
j

3,733,409

Unclassified by Hsiens (CIM)
j

253,797

Grand Total... 11,470,099

12 61 20.3 15,519 4,333 19,85215 26 18 22 302 0.7 417 4 49

4 15 10 19 72 0.2 140 5 56 I ... 56 77.7 i 15,848 2,250
|
18,098 I 61.6

'

i

i

87 109 93 166 8,072 21.6 12,879 73 1,504: 177 1,681 20.8 15,701 3,437 19,138 51.3

: HI
... 1.000 ... 7.407 ... ... | ... I!

43.7 0.3%.

0.3%

8.1%

106 ISO 121 207 9.446 8.2 20,873 82 , 1,609 189 1,798 19.1 47,068 10,020 57,088 49.8 3.1 „

NOTE—In a lew western provinces it bas been impossible for our correspondents to supply statistics of mission work hsien by hsien. Wherever this has been the case the

Committee has made use of statistical returns representing mission work by stations. These figures have been entered under the hsiens in which the mission

stations are located. Consequently many hsiens where work is now carried on appear in the above table without figures. In any comparative study thertfore of

Christian occupation by hsiens for Kansu, Kweichow, and Yunnan, this imperfect grouping of figures must constantly be kept in mind.

' The fact that figures do not appear under these six hsiens for Columns 16-19 does not necessarily indicate a total absence of government primary schools.



HSIEN TABLES—SHANSI

SHANSI—Christian Occupation by Hsiens

NAME OF HSIEN | Missions at work

Grand Total-

«3
a 5*

16

I l|!l~|«
5 >. !

, o o

JKII
- ?

Ofl is,.So i il

9 I « fi

2 I £ --

<3 5

10,891,878 229 296 287 566
j 8^40 |

7.6 13^98 ! 242 3,468 505

£o o
©

18*

il §

--7--Zc - x

i 1 5

53 00

3,973 47.8 301,138 H,09! 315,289 290.0 1,1%

CHINING TAO s m.

(Taiyfianfu); tt ffi

Tajya&n X %
Yatte «l 3:
Twin ik #
Kifasien ..ft ft

Esocheag
Weasaui
Lanhsien
Hingfosiea.—

-

Stikow ........

Ko'iim

Fenyaog
Siaoyl ...

Pingyao........

Kiehsia

1
fjg* |p£ . CIM

AG, BMS, YMCA
BMS
ABCFM, BMS
ABCFM
ABCFM, CIM

BMS
ABCFM, BMS
NMC (cm)ft

B NMC (cm)

$ E CIM
|ft j£ ABCFM
s£ gt ABCFM, CIM
4* i§ i

ABCFM, CIM
* ft

;

CM
Shihlow ...

Linhsien ...

Changyang
Lisfilh ......

Changcbtn.

Changtee ...

Tualio
Si&ngyuan—
JUnebeng ...

Pingsauo ...

Hukwan ..

Lieheag.....

Tsindwng..
Kaoping
Yangeheng

Liagcfa'waa

Tsuishui ...

Iiaobsiea .

Hoshon ....

Yfishe

8 ABCFM
NMC (cm)
ABCFM

5 ABCFM, NMC (cm)

m ;cim

^ CIM
gf CIM
m '
an

US cim
«;cim

x !

Tssnhsien ...

Tsinyaaa ..

Wosiang ..

Pingtiag ..

Siyang

Yiihsiea

Showyaag .

CIM
CIM
TSM

iJ| # lftf

» « TSM

& n tsm
!» * TSM
% fi OBB
* m OBB
46 itjGBB

» ft CIM
|& Jii ABCFM, CIM

^ Jg AFM, GBB
S » GBB

hat fti

.» ft

GBB
GBB

230,000 1878 j
98,721 ...

140,804 1
1903 1

103,490 ! 1883 1

138,738 |
1889 I

76,817 ]
1891

|

172,941 ! 1910
40,000 ' 1915
88,697 1915 ;

47,153 i 1889

.0 ; 1295
;

36 I 126 { 162 102.2

56,957
165,521

111,771
279,850
121,631

1918
1887
1887
1883
1889

4

12
j
33

3
' 3

1 ] 3

3 ] 10

16 j 79
9 11

4 14

8 13

40 > 3.0 !

270 27.0

75 1 10.0

128 ; 8.0

9 i 2.0

29 I 3.0

58 : 12.0

31,006 |
1915 1

188,782 : 1908
68,434 1914 i

110,166 ! 1889 3

240,000
j
1887 I

133,632
|
1908 !

108,365 j 1896
122,955

|
1904 J

121.262 s 1889 j

82,984 1916 :

108,185 1916 I

87,994 I 1911 1

253,983 I 1903 |

214,106 1905
|

131,720 I
1911 1

3
106,591 1913 i

76,732 1915
101,826

j
1912 \ 3

120,000 ' 1915 ..

90,143 i 1916 ..

92 558' 1918 : ..

38,833 ! 1895 ; i

105,148) 1913 ; ..

259,281 j 1910 ! ]

161,660 j 1912 ..

200,000 1917 i ..

145,527 1890 1

653
132

116
97

8
28
32
197

79

i39.0!

[120?
;

4.0

j
8.0:

I 3.0

2.0

;
6.0

16.0

; 3.0

38 ! 3.0 i

144 I 13.0

1

4

i.o

:

4,0

1.0

1.0

1.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

1 i 01
4 1.0

63 • 6.0

7 ! 1.0

6 1.0 i

60
514
196

84
198
18
44
70

1119
222
192
145

71
28

119
444
104

46
174
14

17
16

106
118
68

19
12
99
14
21

40
182

60
208

47 ! 693
2

2 42

121
51

259 ! 65.0 j 396
4 ...

j
4

150 i 6.0 177

29 2.0

:

304

103

5,370,534

YENMEN TAO

Tatung
Hwaijen ....

Shanyin ...

Xaagkao ...

Twashen...

Kwangling-
Lsagkiu
Hunyuan ..

lioghsien ..

Tayll. .......

Tsoyto ..,

Pingla ....

Sfaobsien ,

Kingwo...
Jtwnkwan

« £m ft
ft BSm ft

ft «* *
ft m

AFM, HF (cm), SA
HF (cm)
HF (cm)
AFM, HF (cm)
HF(cm)

HF (cm)
HF(cm)
AFM, HF (cm)
HF (cm)
HF (cm)

407,952 ! 18S6
66,953 1912
75,650 1918
76,782
87.611

81,792

1917
1910

Shencfaih .,

Wochai ....

fiioisien ...

T ;ngsiaag ..

Tsinglo

Taihsien ..

Watai ......

Kwohsiea. ..

Faasze ....

Faoteh —

.

H»k»

S j HF (cm)
^)HF(cm)
ft!HF(cm)
St HP (cm)

H \ HF (cm)

ft I HF (cm)

m HF(cim)
ft ! BMS
&\ BMS
3» \ NMC (cm)

« ft: BMS
ifi. ft! BMS
•If gjBMS
* •# BMS, PN
tt ft CIM
M ft CIM

165,726 1910 3

229,829 1898 10
118,128 1898 1

77,975 1895 1 :

48,741 1895 1

32,093
212.221 1910 2

103,543
90,607

9 1 9

2 1 i

2 1 i

4 1 i

8 4 6

1
•> a 10

8 11

I 1

314
23
15

178
562

8.0

3.0

2.0

10
6.0

11.0

24.0

314
23
15

33,712 ...

36,807 ...

188,506 180
103,427
67.S02 1912

15

tea
31
17

160,000 1891
176.276 1913
248.772 1892

1

5

1895

2 1

i ; I

1.0 12
3.0 20

9.0 44

3.0 10
2.0 38
2.0 15

5.0 17

4.0 15
10.0 193
3.0 34
3.0 25

1.0 37
0.5 10
4.0 123

40 J100.0
219 81.1 j

60 : 80.0

223 Vti.'l s

"*«
27.5

'

52 745 114.0

... j
60 46.2

42 . 36.2

9 55 56.6

73 '112 134 315 j 3,121 '; 6.0 ! 6,355 144 ; 2,260 315

5509
3647
4251
1928
4587

3440
426
1200
4437

1179
119
334
79

280

179

6688
i

290j

3766 i 377.1

2798
3651
477
1292

2.4%

0.8M
9.8%

2.1%

24
135
61 4743

35
204
119

QJb%
2.8%

12.0%
4-4%

...
' 6329

32 ; 22.2 2606
191

69
4166 I 16
94-51 204

43 | 64.1|

102 161.9

20 .285.7

18 300.0

304 117.3

135 I 90.0

1750
1941

10039
8555
2446

1809 :

2436
2132
2002 .

5511
2464

j

1919
j

6531 I

1434 ;

4366
5533

46
216
122
193

109
145
327
85

49
65

193
2934
4862

8520
2675
4182

...

1801 167.0; ...

1987 229.0 : ...

10255 ; 394.0 : 0.4%
8077 . 406.0

2639
|
203.0 ' ...

1776 161.0 ! ...

1899 237.0
j

...

2485 249.0 3.9%
2165 180.0 i 0.9%
2030 226.0

j

0.9%

5S20 : 647.0 ...

2573 643.0 • 10.6%
2064 188.0

!

...

6858 ' 264.0
|

1.9%
1519 95.0

j 1.7%

4415 221.0
j
0.8%

5598 ' 373.0 j ...

2.575
|
83.5^144,422 J7.065 ;

151,487 .282.0! 1.6%

44

49

M
46

00

M
30

IS

so

34

"is et

44 I
14.0 12684

49 102.1

1247 60 1307 163.0

M 21.1 522 100 622 37-0 5.8%
4rt 8.1 3032 •J7^ 3310 144.0 14%

1868 123 1986 106.0
'

GO 250.0 1119 26 1145 143 41%

34 77.2 1380
411 39

1403 281.0
150.0

2.4%

34 44 162.0 0.8%

15 100.0

70.7

41.1

3 0%
0.3%

.3%

6607 , 5<0 < wm a-~>.it\ —
11242

! 412 S 11654 466.0 0.5%
1828 13-5

|
I960 245.0 I 0.3%

1107 34 1141 163.0 : ...

1280 27 i 1307 163.0 ...

76,157 '2.951
I 70,108 253.0 0.5%



THE CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OF CHINA

SHANSI—Christian Occupation by Hsiens (Continued)

NAME OF HSIEN Missions at work

:• 10 ;
11 : 12 13 |

14 ".- 18 19 20

-
j>»

5n e a 9 S | ; Ti -x
g §

s " -

£"= i *c
* fc

A
>-, Is | a

fl ~ 56

"BcS 1 § £-3 2 | t >, S d o I
~:5

% :- S 5 "S S S*

= s U 7 1
r~

-
g s~ S ?. — x — X ! 3

-
g

c
E.SJ

= 3 ~= — 3 b g Z "S - •
-' £ § .5=5

° H o
2 £ H -~ Z ;

° - 5
"'

,

J __ 1
—

HOTUNG TAO M 5fc

Aim .... 3? sue icDii

hmlen .... is f* era
Hung) .... m ^ CIM

;
-haa .... w III CIM

Siangniag.... .... « m CIM

i,,;.e (j .... s? m CIM
Eiiwo a R CIM

.... m ~? CIM

.... & % CIM, SA

.... m a cm

ti IS CIM
tN .... A g| SMC (era)

B
Kg [C (oh)

Weass •

Ki&ngbsi.

Shihaaiei

Toning .

Puhsien.

Yungho.

m & smc (cm)

gf t\ SMC (cm)

W- U SMC u'IMS

X l£ SMC (ciM>

-f t£ 8MC (cuij

J5 $g SMC (cim)

$T t* CIM
m tt cm
«j S 'CIM
# tt CIM

a m cm
» it CIM
8 » CIM
» IS CIM
1 & CIM

& ^ CIM
fg It CIM
* « C!M
a ® CIM
* SB CIM

98.550
131.485
117,629

63,920 ; 2 3

84,541 1917 1 1

52,998 1918

39,321 1889 1 1

96,430 1896 4 G

88,185 1904 1 1

im 1 1

1 j

74,171

62,709
86,525
48.440

111.424

91,468
53,071

14,499
39.275
15,177

,400,678

i i

I 1

1 1

I 2

1 1

114
34

114

44

34 17.7 3837

119 59-5 3086

44 *>" 7 433 ',

145
64

154
26

r..

2'.

r.

.4
'

.1

315

47

3

3

37 13-

11.036
6.9%

.4 16.7%

; 124 88 I 159 3,460
;
14.0.5,110 7] ', 776 ', 182

;
958 ' 27.6

\ 80,019 4,075 '. 84,694 353.0. 1.1%

TOTA1J3

CHIKIKG TAO S¥S 15,370,534.

VBHMBW TAO M F1 M \
3,120,666 I

S

HOTCWG TAO « * » j
2,400,678

j

Grand Total... 1 10^891,878 ;

73 112 134 315 3.121 ' 6.6 [6,955 1 144

',, 41 00 65 * 92 1,753- 6.0 1,833 27

\ 115 124 88 i 159 ! 3.466 14.0 5,110 71

144, 15!, 487 2*2.0
f 1.6%

79,108
j
253.0

j
0.5%

84.694 | 353.0 j 1.1%

229 296 287 566 8,340 7.6 113,298 242 3,468 505 3,973 47.8 301,198 14,091 315,289 290.0! 1.2%
h II I t - I n I



HSIEN TABLES—SHANTUNG XXXI.

SHANTUNG- Christian Occupation by Hsiens

1 2
j

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 i 15 16 17 18 19 20

NAME OF HSIEN Missions at work

m

1

s
St

£.

&

"5 *

1 I 1.1 f;f
IS

i

S | § «
- X

X H £ x 5 x

5

z s

S — _I 3 8
F 2 =s s -a

5 6, 1^*5 »i

.£5 ' = 5 S
~ = i ? §

H X § S

50,955,307 663 1,350 i,098 2,592 41,821 IU 53,480 1,286 17,083 2,782 19,865 47.5 401,562 16,899 418,461 135.2
j
4.5 %

TSINAN TAO $lf is a
Xieheng

(Tsinaa)... S .,» i BMS, PN, Si,* '< SDA, YMCA 613,482 1874 13 , 12 47 160 ; 513 8.4 1557 49 258
'

226 484 94.9 7200

I

236
!

7436 • 121.3 ; 6.1%

Changkia
Tsowping

# «5 BMS, PN 424,677 1890 18 18 17 25 414 9.9 478 8 94 10 104 25.4 6591 ! 144 6735 j
160.4

j

1.6%

» *P BMS 138,642 1885 25 14 8 21 560 40.0 620 13 177 177 31.8 5414 i 142 5556 402.6
j
3.1%

JS M BMS 271.935 1898 16 10 7 14 325 12 351 7 180 180 55.4 2115 119 2234
;

82.7
j
7.5%

-Chwigshao ... Jk III BMS 223,208 1888 14 16 12 31 300 13.6 : 340 14 78 91 169 56.3 8887 ; 241 4228 . 15+2.2 . 3.9%

m S BMS 256,118 1890 u 14 2 7 199 7.8 244 5 80 80 40.0 2336 ; 42 1878 92.9 3.3%

m « PN" 301,142 1896 5 2 5 72 2.4 83 . 3 35 13 48 66.7 6815 107 692-' 0.7%

"Tsitang
'TsiyiHig....

Chamgteiag ...

m % BMS 132,004 1890 a 9 3 6 221 17.0 242 3 46 46 20.9 3855 243 4098 315.2 11%
m » PN 249,669 1882 i 3 3 7 270 10.8 312 4 49 17 66 24.4 2480 120 8800 104.0 2.5%

& a pn 374,919 1888 i 5 9 15 154 4.2 232 6 68 17 85 55.2 8514 : 8806 888.1 0.9%

Taian * sjj AG, MEFB,* 1 SBC, SPO 621,432 1873 22 25 40 98 : 1869 30.1 : 2552 51 532 258 790 42.2 7146
"

763 7909 127.6 9-1%

*f )| SBC. SPG 159,749 1893 10 13 13 :
26 729 45.7 1004 13 200 8 208 28.5 3528 I 106 3634 227.1 5.4%

Feieheng w & MEFB. SPG 281,100 1892 7 fi 8 14 279 9.9 447 6 74 15 89 31.8 6890 ; 253 7143 255.0
j
1.2%

* £ MEFB, SPG 361,500 1908 5 11 7 10 100 2 8 179 3 58 7 65 65.0 4635 223 4853 134.4 1.3%

Hweimin * Jfc CMC 330,826 1880 ' 15 6 11 228 6.9 886 5 88 29 117 50.3 1519 ,
295 1814 55.0 6.1%

Yangsin m ft 0MC 225,155 1865 13 « 17 7 ! 12 443 19.3 551 5 113 113 26.6 1761 ; 204 1965 ST.

3

5.4%

* « OMC 224,583 1870 4 11 2 ' 3 229 10.3 258 1 27 27 11.7 1747 122 1869 85.0 1-4%

ft t$ BMS 223,032 1895 36
j

18 17 32 515 23.1 ' 591 15 199 199 38.6 1425 118 1543 ' 70.1 1.1%

Litsing

Ming
m ^ BMS 134,663 1910 4 i 3 6 26 2.0 28 4 26 26 100.0 1737 i 40 1777 136.7 1-4%

m 81 CMC 443,571 1860 '
.

18 9 16 200 4.5 233 5 69 59 128 64.0 976
|

119 1095 24.9 1.0%

n lb CMC 254,787 1870 6 14 5 7 219 14 2 223 2 31 31 14.2 952 i 57 1009 : 67.3 2.9%

?» g BMS 95,541 1890 33 15 12 23 266 28 1 290 11 169 49 218 81.9 1778

;

125 1903 .200.3 10.3%

Sbangbo
Tsingcheng ...

Poking

w j*T PN, CMC 314,198 1895 6 ; 22 •> 5 226 7.2 267 3 38 12 50 22.1 1957
j

38 1995 ! 63.5 2.5%

# # BMS 59,048 1895 i 5 76 12.7 79 1120
j

1120 i 190.0

i? H BMS 221,462 1890 24 ' 12 7
j

18 394 17.9 416 11 131 131 33.6 2344
\

150 2494 119.0 5.0%

i
2£ BMS 71,199 1890 10 11 157 22.4 169 3 44 44 28.0 1930 i

71 2001 285.

8

2-1%

111 BMS 130,453 1898 6 7 116 8.9 125 3 118 118 101.7 2306
j

209 2515
:
193.5 H%

7,037,095 305 323 2-58 590
,
9,100 12.9 12,156 253 2,982 811 3,793 41.8 93,058 4,379 97,437 I 138.6

I

3.7%

TSINING TAO » #

Tsaiing

Kinsi&ng ..

Kiasiang ..

Yutei
Tzeyang ...

Kofow
Ntngyang ..

Tsowbsien
Tenghsien..
Szeshui

Ttfenshang..

Yibsian .....

Xini
Taneheng ..

Feihsien .

.

Meogyin ..

•Chfthsien ..

Xshtti

Hoteeh
Tsaobsiea..

Shanhsien..
Cfaengwu .-

Tingteo
Kuyeb .....

Ytmcbeng..

m — find, MEFB,w
*Jl PN, SBC

* M PN
S 8? PN, SBC
ft £ KB

BiMEFB, SPG3

JH MEFB, SPG
MEFB
MEFB, PN. SBC

M PN"

M \ MEFB, SBC

m ± MEFB, PN
m m PN
m ?7r PN
m **K PN
£ H PN

»Tr

El : PN, SBC
Mi PN, SBC
*:PN, SBC
M PN, CUMMS
mi ChMMS

% m CbMMS
j£ ChMMS, PN
fU ChMMS, PN
If PS, SBC
i& PX, SBC

251,782 1895 4
j

330,012 1898
148.662 1908 1

194,005 1904

166,671 1909 6

177.169 1912 1

284,493 1890 5
244,266 1899 5 1

476,807 1899 1

159,181 1908

366,936 1907 3
286,527 1905 1

651,835 1880
428,028 1915
406,882

179,131 1903 2
702.839 1895 1

497,746 1900
364,261 1900 2

421,805 1905 10
,

392,469 1905 5
186,566 1908 1 i

176,502 1909 1
j

324,300 1900 1

429,719 1905

508,248,594

4

2

138

15
6
1

568

78

63
126

91
175
149
331
60

2.4

5.2

3.2

7.6

5.1

6.2

6.2

7.0

3.8

95 2.6

263 9.2

372 5.7

180 10.0

273 3.7

218
132
193

89
200
90

320

4.4

3.7

4.6

2.2

10.8

5.1

10.0!

1.9

81
226

174
339
201
361
60

195
469
440

180
404
245
158
194

89
250
110
420
83 1

33
37
34

204
24

38
278

12
113

160

100
28
15

78
12

12 , 15.4

12 15.4 I

190 150.8J

33 ' 36.7

41 j
23.4 ,

34 : 22.7

275
:

83.3

24 40.0 :

38
;
40.0

334 128.5

134 i 36.2

12 6.7

;

113 : 41.8
:

74 33.6

185 97.4

135 150.0!

28 14.0
'

15 16.7;

78 24.4 ;

12 15.0

8888

525
1329
1306
1303

1923
1340
1559
1219
1535

1404
409
1182
5231
3310

1992
1938
1727
2-20
4747

191

113

103
123
348
318
48

216
264
114

201
137
74
80
105

3940 157.6 | 3.7%

18.0 2.0%
93.5 0.9%
72.2

84.2 12.0%

595
1385
1373
1398

2003
1466
1832
1410
1648

113.4 1.6%
52.4 2.8%
68.0 2.0%
29.6 16.3%
1C3.0 1.4%

1809 49.4 2.1%
2040 71.3 14.1%
3299 50.8 3.9%
3738

,
87.3

840 20.7

1459
467

1398
5495
3424

81.1 0.8%
66.7 19.5%
M.I 5.0%
152.6 1.3%
81.5 5.1%

2193 ' 56.2

2075 '111.5
5.8%
1 .3%

1801 I 102.3 org%
2900 90.6

,
2.6%

4852 113.0 0.2%

173 i 314 : 4,223 5.1 : 5.691 124 1,696 ; 313 2,009 47.5
j

51,288
[

3,357
j
54,645 i 66.3 3.5%

TUNGLIN TAO j£ & ^
Liaoebeng
("Tongebanfi

Kaotaog
Ltoteing
Tehbsien ...

Wocheng ..

Siatsing

Kiabssen ...

_- j* ABCFM.NHM,W W I SPG 182,397 1893 12 20 65 3.6 165
:

- 98 12 110 169.2 3419 98

% Jgi JU8CFM 139.893 1890 1 2 8 4 136 9.7 216 2 36 88 25.7 33645 127

Eg ffi ABCFM 232,607 1886 1 . 12 33 220 9.6 261 11 90 59 1.49 , 67.7 3744 ; 146

ft » ABCFM 281,536 1903 1 3 11 50 153 5.5 301 16 77 53 130 86.7 3655 224

S$ S ABCFM* 148,077 1905 . 1 1 1703 90

X W ABCFM, NHM" 182,172 1864 1 2 s 3 209 11.5 288
:

: 1 20 20 ^ 9.5 1712 90

6g m ABCFM 68,998 1901 ... 7 2 3 45 6.6 ,

!

2734 221

II Jp PN. CMC 221,009 1898 7 . 17 S 6 332 15.1 383 . 1 31 31 '; 9.4 3418 117

jp M ABCFM, PN 137,602 1880 |9 8 2 10 212 15.5 294 8 68 9 77 1 36.7 4133 226

R % ABCFM, PN 157,618 1907 1 3 li , 0.7 30
,

- 36 8 44 400.0 2704 86

3517 195.4 ;

3772 2412.3

3890 173.5

387 y 1*8.5
1793 121.2

1802 100.1

2955 434.6
3535 160.7

4359 318.2 -i

2790 177.7

3.0%

0.1%
3.7%
3.3%

1.1%

0.9%
1-7%
1.6%



THE CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OF CHINA

SHANTUNG—Christian Occupation by Hsiem {Continued)

3 :' 4 •: 5 i 6 i 7 i 8

NAME OF HSIEN Missions at work

9 10 n 12 13 ' 14 IS 16 17 18 19 2a

1
* £*

| s 9 1 1 S g = || g £ K ? is £1 2

1*
C i

15

X x

5;

x _
§|

5 *

f 3:

ll
s2 s so

io 3 "S
*"

s £ "3£ § 2 .
'5 t*

! 2- C x f ^

- « ^* -'-
1

- w

TUNGL.IN TAO 1 i 1 (Continued)

Binyi Eg ft PS*, UMC
Tfieheng 31 $4 PH
Tangping « -^ MEFB, PN

'* ra <MEFB, NHM,TmW .* "
I SDA, SPG

Pingyin *P Sf SPG

Yangku g§ 8 NHM
Showetaang.... S5 JS NHM*, PN
Puhsien ft IS PCN
Chaocbeng ...,'M $S PCN
KwanefeeBg ... fg £S PCN

Fanhsien ?5 ft
: PCN, PN

TangTi ^ ft ABCFM
Poping tf ^ ABCFM
Chihping ...... ffi 4p ABCFM
Tsingping $J Jf ABCFM

Sinhsien ^ « NHM
Kwanhsien .... 3 6 ABCFM, NHM
Kwantao «ff SB ABCFM*. NHM
Enhsien & tt ABCFM

147,964 ... 6
211,183 18W 3

238,185 1885 7
b

1906 7

1889 ? 11

288,266

140,924

279.282
483,873
399,590
157,799
67,624

136,526
169,765
165,458
194.377
100,883

96,784
161,342
171,164
195,320

i 5,508,217

1915
1914

1902
1894
1899
1899

1907
1911
1880

KIAOTUNG TAO

Foshsn

Peoglai
Hwanghsien

.

Tgisia

Cbaoyiian....

Laiyang
Mowping —
I'ehhsieri ....

Pingtu
Weilisien

Chang:
Kiachsien ....

Kaomi

Tsimo

Situ

Lintze
Kw&ngjao
Sbowkwang
Changio
Lincbu

Ankia
Cbncheng...
Jihcbao
Wenteng ....

Jungcheng ..

Haiyaug

ft Hi

fCIM. PN, SA,
SBC, SDA,

I SPG, YMCA
M PN, SBC
m I'N. SBC
X PN
at pn

g£ PN, SBC, SDA
^ CIM, FN
H PN. SBC
a PN, SBC, SDA
H PN

& PN"

g£ Bn, PN, SBM
» PN. SBM*
Z < AEPM, Bn, PN
^ I SBC, SDA
tjj BMS, PN

m BMS. PN*

M. P«
*ilJMS, PN.SBC
£ BMS, PN
jij BMS, PN

* PN, SBM;

« PN. SBM
m SBM» CMML, SPG
ifi CMMLB PN

267,470 1861 5

367,913 1875 ;
6

290,696 1870 3

192,837 1870 ...

589.052
411,281

431,216
647,259
510,296

1900
1886
1869
1893
1880

445,613 ; 1901

439,451 1873

137,971
327,059
460,280
199,040
312,813

470,045
!

647,264

469,606
376,671

'

181,134
284,551

'

1875
1878
1878

1878
1884
1916
1892
1869
1912

526.995 ; 1883 8

509,187
;
1893 12

407,590 l
1882 2

11

81

18

4

17

5

34

6
2

258,108 1879 10 ; 16

45

110
60

30
47
40

20 I

24
|

19

13

36 !

199
224
507

201

452

10.7

21.3

7.0

32.3

1

1 1 1

16 0.9

1.3

I

1

1

1

3

1 22

1.9

2.2

4 1 4 36 3,9

2 15 18 145 8.5

f) 4
;

149 i

11 472 24.2

s 296 3,801 6.9

10,161,401

2- 98

32! 95
28' 97
17 37

IS 20
;

H 63
: 11

M 70
99 263

19 n
;

14 29 1

43 118
11 33

J

20 68
|

29 St

7 35
8 16

:

16 39
4 7 >

7 38
,

20 48

14 19

5 15

2 4

15 22

:

518 1,392

1379 .
51.6

1468 40.0

422 I 14.6

154 8.1

744 12.6

148 3.6

843 19.6

6801 105.1

1644 32.2

687 13.0

1423 27.9,

940
;

23.1
.

22.8

86.5

1013
:

1607

283
561

930
298
513

1316
198

302
4

256

20.7

17.2

20.2

14.9

16.5 i

28.0

3.1

384
779

11

6

119
87

49
15

168
102 20.1

336 3 27 9 36 18.0

918 21 206 49 255 66.7

16

99

57 4 50 15 65 114.0

33
1

"20 20 90.9

*J:;
"'

"sS "85 17.9

763 29.6 2078

1541

1483
530

216

215
928

6955
2081

836
1645
1004

313
652
1260
360
587

1624
237

308
4

321

546! 297 843 110.9

38
161

40

15
74
22 i

1104' 102
848 65
323 e;

140 ...

97 ...

555 70
2468 : 89
449 210

208
1155

171

662!

448.

89; 40

j

333

:

69

;

43 5

;

232 10

1

1206 87.4

913 62.1

329 78.3

140 93.3

490 66.2

97 : 65.5

625 , 74.4

2557 37.6

659
;
40.2

270 39.3

1223 ! 86.1

391 41.6

69.5

33.3

702

533

100 35.6

129 23.0

402
48

349
48 ':

170
47 ;

98:

43.2
16.0

31.1

26.0

205 68.3
64 '1600.0

104 \ 40.0

2952
3190
1716

2086

2423

3816
2343
4706
1647
1289

118
2385
3461
3135
1953

2419
2300

3111

1971
14644
1788
8510

;

8026:
6390;

12009'

11258 i

9304 \

6994
1993
3620

3996

5513

2452
3756
10440
3994
5084

4938
2253
1343
4605
6409
4909

90
280
108

64

128

131
218
83
62

30
70
53

3914 ; 14C

2474 '>»

4924 133

1732
1351

110.3

201 .6

10.9
144.4

9.1^

3.6?£

164.6 ! 0.6%

2384 149.0
j

2335 ;
137.4 i

2951 151.3
j
2.8?^

,306 1 11.212 I 201.9 | l.ij

33" ! ;; 19.9J6

204
435
71

98

140

337
144
337
745

53
72

313

106

214

262
234
349
140
149

339
197
149
179
212
99

2175 81.5 35.5%"
15079 410.0 5.7$)
1859 64.1 15.0,%
8608 452.1 15 9f|»

8166
6727
12153
11595
10049

136.1 i 5.6%^
164.2

\ U.t%
282.7 4.9M
179.0 18.0%:
197.0 ' $.1%

7052 134.1 3.7%
2005 40.5 : 37 0%
3933 96.6

; S.9%

92.2

132.4

14.6?

8.59

2714 194.0 3.6%
3990 122.0 3.1%
10789 : 234.5 : 3.6%
4134 20S.7 1.1%
5233 168.0 4.4%

'7 112.1

2400
1492
4784
6621 ,

5008

24.3 i 29.514 805 '11.355 1.380 12.735 i 51.6 149,310 '< 5,857 « 155,167 152.

7.096
2.1%

4.1%
0.9%

7-6%

TOTALS

TSINAN TAO 58 flf it

TSINING TAO W 38 ifi

7,037,095

8,248,594

5,508,217

10,161,401 !

305 323 258 , 590

50 138 173 1 314

54 123 149 296

254 746 ; 518 1,392

9,100

4,223

3,801

24,697

12.9 12.156 253 2,982 811

5.1 5,691 124 1,698 j 313

6.9 6,113 ' 104 I.050- 278

24.3 29,514 805 11,355 1,380

3,793

2,009

1,328

12,735

41.8

:

47.5 :

34.9

51.6

93,058

51,288

107,906

149,310

4,379

3,357

3,306

5,857

97,437 138.6 3.7%

TUNGLIN TAO « IS M
K1AOTCNG TAO g* * 3t

111.212
;

201.9 1.2%

155.167
;

152.7
' 7.6%

Grand Total... 30,955,307 663 1,330 1,098 2,592 41,821 13.5 53,480 1,286 17,083 2,782 19,865 475 401,562 16,899 418,461 135,2 4.5%



HSIEN TABLES—SHENSI

SHENSI—Christian Occupation by Hsiens

3 4 15:6 7 I 8 1 9 I
10 11 12 13 I 14 | 15 1 16 j 17 ! 18 19 ! 20

NAME OF HSIEN > Missions at work

Grand Total... 9,087.288 176 24* 268 421 7,081 7.8 15U57 141 1,949 274 2#B 51.7 120,718 7,527 128*42 141.1 IJJ

KWANCHUNG TAO W »f

* ? AG*, BMS, SAM
Cbangan (Sianfiit &

"i fciM), SDA, YMCA
Sienvang ....... & ft BMS. SAM (Ctu)

Bingping . « f SAM (cm)

ft A BMS, SDA
KaoUng.. .,;* i BMS

« ft SAM (cm)

i B BMS, SAM (CM)
Kingjang ..

«

» BMS
Sanv&an « BMS, SDA

IS a SAM (cm\

. m $ 1 SMC (cm), BMS,
\\«!iian

i SAM (CM)
Foping ,.

*

* BMS
Lichiian w % SAM fan)
Tuiigkwan J m w BMS
Yaobsien « ft BMS

Tali * £ SMC (cm)
Chaovi m a SMC (cm)

Hovang » w SMC (cm)
Tengdreng .... & * SMC (cm)

, H * SMC (cm)

Bancheng « 41 SMC (on)
HwaTin * It SMC (cm)
Tangkwan. . * * SMC (cm)
Bwabsten i«P ** SMC (cm)
Sbangbsien . J» « NMF (cm)

Foeheng ... :« % SMC (cm)
Loaan «* * SAM (cm)
Tsoshni..... ** * SAM (cm)
Fengftaog . ft Hi SAM (cm)

tk m SAM (cm)

Paoki
Fufeng ....

Meihsien .

Linvo. ......

Kienyang .

Longhsien.
Pmhsien .

SSnyi
Chunhwa ..

Cbangwu ..

Esenhsien ..

Wokirng ..

1*«t»gshow..

iff H SAM (cm)
& M. SAM (cm)
m ft .

SAM (cm)
im JB SAM (cm)

m ft SAM (cm)

ft ft SAM (cm)
85 ft SAM (cm)

ft! a SAM (cm)
:m ft BMS
ft ft SAM (cm)

J K ft SAM (cm)
it gr SAM (cm)
,*4 ft SAM (cm)

701,573 : 1893

135.665 1901
139,230

j
1893

•204.981 j 1894
44,541 i 1901

99,568 ! 1913
19-2,034 1895
91.665 ! 1903

100,041 1889
180,883 1911

180.000 1897

178,080 - 1896
87,481 I 1906
32,451 i* 1903
39,533 i 1897

94,418
105.000 ...

135,905
96,000 ...

33,080 I ...

86,488 j ...

98,000 ...

46,500 ...

126,921

209,794 i 1903

137,072 ...

114.581

33,237
181,246

{
1888

143,873

117,430 ...

152,868
173.649 1893
37,372 ...

45.2

13 21

3 4

7 r>

i9 j 32

942 13.0 2592 885 198 423

130 10.0

734 52
564 28.0
20 50

72
38-5

14

716
60

7.0

20.0
2.0

72.0

3.0

107 6.0

134 15

30
311
50
95

6.0

8.0

8.0

8.0
22.0
5.0

19.0

135
1144
874

76
921

167
197
18
66

117
315

55
122
18

352

120
315

12
396
24

45.0

1

13767

1689 1

16.5 3610 !

56.2 4028 ;

1065
\

76.4 999
*

31 .3 3432
85.7 2693

55.0 1499
40.0 953

;

22.2 5220 i

460 51.0
30 3.0

30 6.0

77 5.0

91 4.0

71 g

30
688 8

102
95 ...

785 7

* 1

3.0,

5.0

5.0

54.2

32.8

48.4

67.6

24.5

16 i
17.5

85 193.1

165 10.0 165

87,502
65,267
50,462
27,969
31,710

127,015 ;

139,469 i

32,203

1897

1893
1905
1896
1914
1914

1894
1903
1914

4.0

5.0
3.0

2.0

7.0

113
16

167 13.0 247
66 { 5.0 91

14 5.0 : 14

28 70.0

37 111.0!

14 65.2

24 14.1

5,158,018 198 2-23 368 6.037 1 12.0 10,201 133 1.801 265

HANCHUNG TAO & M»

Naacberg
(Hanehaagfu) S ft I

CIM
Paocbeng ft # CIM
Cbengku * » CIM
Yangbsien * ft CIM
Sisiang ft ft CIM

Kiagkiang ft ft CIM
M««nbsicn......... 1*5 ft

;

c^
Ijoyang *fr ft • CIM
Foping ft ** C1M
Ch^ ft EiCIM

1879
1912
1887
1896
1895

liapa ......

Baayin
Cbwanping
Ankang
Pingli

Siiiiyang ..

Paib© ....

Tzeyaog ..

Sbibebiian
Ningsben ..

Sbanj-ang..

Cbenan
Sbangnan..
Fengbsien .

ft CIM
fe CIM, NIf
*» CIM
m CIM. NLF
5ft CIM

ft CIM
«:CM
» CIM
& CIM
ft CIM

B SAM (cm)

$ SAM (cm)

f$j SAM (cm\
ft cm

173,359
131.072
218,740
814,110
200,000,

80,000
114,500

I

71,000
59,000
96,885

25,483 : ...

123,800 1 ...

81,000 ...

300,000 1 1898
141,520 ...

120,141
138,937

75,000 ...

60,867
41,142

190,954
194.927

i
-.

52,906; ...

70,000 ...

254 15.0

17 1.0

20 1.0

23 1.0

127 6.0

30
39
127

14414 206.0 2.8%

334
1719

1267
1397
5147
988

3030
1262
814
1698
1704

2472
889
536
5054
2821

1760
1554
480
269
435

882
830
590
240
958

4041
683
11*2

102
147
109
39

105
80

354

51

1.55

270 ;

108
71 i

16

136 ;

56

125 >

109 j

88 :

49 i

78
j

55
26
16
66

I

168
89
39

1791
3757
4137
1104

1121

3528
2798
1579
1036

2845
372
1810

1322
1448
0242
1078
847

128.0
268.0
207.0
276.0

3-1%
7 1%

112.0 4.6%
186.0 3.3%
311.1 0.4%
158.0 20.0%
58.0 2.3%

310.0

42.0
316.0
124.0

453.0

147.0
132.0

374.0
108.0
170.0

3214 357
1334 ' 133.0

0.7%

7.1%
1.5%

0.8%

3.5%

1.4%

24%

866
1853
1974

2.580

960
552

5184
2877

1885
1663
518
321
484

173.0

143.0 ...

94.0 0.8%

184.0 3.3%
87.0 ...

184.0 ...

288.0 0.6%
206.0

;
...

157.0 ...

111.0. ...

30.0 ...

80.0 ...

97.0 ...

84.41 88.236 4,530

960 109.0

885 i 126.0

616 ; 123.0

256 , 8-5.0

1024
j
330.0

4209 i 35.0

772 |
55.0

1221 i 382.0

2.8%
4.0%

14%

92.766 j 180.0 j
2.1%

1946 392 2338 135.0 ...

788 214 942 73.0 , ...

3243 215 3458 157.0 i ...

8818 355 2574 120.0 ! ...

17.3 2211 196 2407 120.3 , 0.9%

8-51 83 934 117.0 ...

496 83 579 53.0 ...

665 28 693 99.0 ...

20 20 4.0 I ...

1081 90 1171 117.0 | ...

2!9 30 249 83

756 47 803 67.0 i ...

1335 22 1357 170.0 ...

3870 73 3943 131.0 j ...

914 69 983 70.0' ...

933 116 1049 87.0 ...

607 51 658 47.0 ...

1171 24 1195 149.0 ...

340 40 380 63.0

317 24 341 85.0
;

...

398 48 446 24.0 ...

2,970,443

691 26 717 37.7 ...

500 33 533 107.0 ...

... I 376 40 416
J

59.0

;

...

4.2 , 25.887 2.299 28,1«6 95.0 0.1%



THE CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OF CHINA

SHENSI—Christian Occupation by Hsiens (Continued)

YULIN TAO m

yain HH ** ABCPM, AFM
Shenmu t> * ABC?M
Fuku # «" ABCPM
Hengslian « Hi ABCPM
Kiahsien S t

Fushih )*T % BMS
Ansi 3c £ BMS
Kanchiian fi" & BMS
IWn « $ BMS
Anting 3£ £ BUS

Tenebwu 8 1 ABCPM
Tittsoien /£ Ml; BMS
Sgp^ * a BMS ABCFM
satteh a a a

Micheb * »U
Tsingkien Sf H ABCPM
Wnpu * S ABCPM
Fnhsien M U ;

BMS
Loebwan tit >'i BMS

Chungpu f> SK BMS
Ichun % # BMS
Ichwan 'JJC )A BMS

TOTALS

KWANCHTJNG TAO H * X
HANCHUKG TAO * * M
YULIN TAO ft # 3

Grand Total—

105.416i 1915 4

36,803 ! ... i

19,235 ...

21,824 1917 1

94.818
;

1914

16,967 1900 1

15,447
5,297 1910 1

6,859
40,788 1911 1

18,097 1911 1

64,601 1920
53,756
28,979
103,790 1914 "-

82,370 1917 1

65,46* 1916 1

40,083 1915 1

24,077 1909 1

41,342 1907 1

20,819 1901 8

21,955
30,036 ...

958,827 i

6 I 10 11

5,158,018

2,970,443

958,827

9,087,288

19 28 ' 36 42

219 20.0

32 16.0

21 > 2.0

30 2.0

13 ] 26.0

18 5.0

8.0

29 3.0

7.0

3.0
'<

6.0

13.0

3.012

24 12.0

31-9 1

165
91

30 3

13

18

4

142

205
163
67
25 1

112 1

] 27 12.3 565 i
89 654

1
600 4.0%

404
]

48 452
j

113.0!

575 1
15 590 ; 295.0 i

310 35 345 ;
175.0

327 36 363
' 41.0

50 50 166.7 90 58 148 74.0 25.0%
140 25 165 83.0

88 21 109 218.0

85 ... 85 123.0

141 14 155 39-0

97 19 116 58.0

311 38 349 58.0

309 21 830 66.0

193 8 201 67.0

'... 1401 60 1461 146.0

238 54 292 37.0

163 26 189 27.0

129 14 143 36.0

22 22 88.0 362 21 383 192.0 5.4%

18 \ ... 13 108.3; 143 22 165 41.0 7-2%

23 23 95.8 \ 221 15 236 118.0 8.7%
203 39 242 121.0

. , 97 20 117 39.0

135 I ... 135 25.6
:

6,592 698 7,290 76.0 1.7%

137 198

20 22

368 \ 6,037 12.0 ;10,201 133 \ 1,801 265 ' 2,066 \
34.4 I 88,236 1 4,530

j
92,766

;

180.0 2.1%

19 , 28 36 42

176 248 268 421

517
1

527

2.0 586
!

6.0 ; 1,470|

13

135

7,081 74} 12,257;; 1*1
j
»4»9
1U4
19 274

\
2,223

4.2 ; 25,887 2,899
s
28,186 ' 95.0} 0.1%

25.6
X

. 6,592 698 § 7,290 j 76.0 l 1.7%

51.7 12tt,715 i 7.S27 ;
12*242 141.1 1.6%



IISIEN TABLES—SZECHWAX

SZECHWAN—Christian Occupation by Hsiens

1 2 i 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1*2 13 14 1-5 16 17 18 19 -20

c j* -

jig £ o x

^

NAME OF HSIKN Missions at work c J-* 1 1 11
.2 je -g .H ,'S

c.

—

8

iS "§ c »> iF* 1 S X
,|| fl ff ff i|

S|gi|

Grand Total 61,444,699 S69 447 469 1,479 12,447 2.0 32342 881 15,914 1,832 17,746 142.8 436,535 43,757 480,292 78.2 33%

SICHWAN TAO W MI

Cbengtn

Hway&ng ..

Ktenyfttig ..

Kwnngbsn
Tsungking

Sliihfang ..

Shwanglia
Sinto
Wenkiaiig..

Sinfan

iABF. CIM.FFMA.;
J& & MCC. MEFB,

1 SDA, Vn. YMCA
'* m MCC, MEFB
U m MEFB
* « CMS
.41 K era

394.515 1881 ' 15

ft M CMS
if m cim
m 9 cms
•a. a mcc
* X MCC

Kintang * * CMS. MEFB
Pibsien |? A: MCC
Kwanhsien ... iS HI CIM
Fcnghsien & f§ MCC
T«w^ning ... Si ^ MCC

Sintsing tBt W' CIM
Piugwo Jf I«: CMS
Kiasagyo tt ift CMS
I*efcchwan 4b /'I CMS
Ch&ngming ... f£ fi CMS

Maobsieji -M fl
Wenchwan ... 8C Jlj

Msenyang It
Teh-fang tf t%
Anbsien 3| ff

Mienehn IS f.

Tzrtong #
Eoki&iig 81 H.
Mowkung JS $1
Sangpan $k M
Ulan SL S

CMS
CIM
CMS
CMS
CMS

CMS
CMS
CMS
CIM
CMS
CIM

817,73::

982.994
383,766 1913

436,348

143,419
1*1.730
165.812 1894

263.266 1906

105,500 1905

773.177
193,638 1905
443.330 1889
369.928
81,554

184.443

163.613
357,85*3

83.909
141,391

37.204

28.349
468.993
300.511
246,060

358.148
230.061
110,530
73,076
23,731
36.916

1897
1905

1896
1911

1894
1895

1-94

1903
1894

1

4

I

1

2
4

2 2 3
3 3 1

1 1

1

1

5 5 7

1

926 23.5 3189 144 2322 219

125 1.3 790 2
30 < 0.8 30 S

1 1 66 4.0 171
9 4 34 1.3 71 2 48

2 4 SO 4.8 61 •> 83

•) 6 32 1.7 SI 4 99

4 6 91 2.1 91 2 50

8 25 88 2.4 139 14 172

1 4 42 5.2 44 3 63

g 2 54 3.0 79

4 8 14 0.9 69 4 sfi

3 7 55 1.5 124 4 61

1 2 24 3.0 35 1 15

126 2.7 861

65 2.2 88

154 6.3 411

IS 120
4 80
9 198

40 33.3

41 136.7

48 141.2

83 166.0

s9 878.1

50 54.9
215 224.3

6:} 150.0

86 614.3
61 110.9

15 63.5

179 142.1

80 123.1

198 188M

3296

5493
5633
4442
3158

2133
1509
2420
1-27

1725

4527
3040
3134
3344
933

2116
1488
2097
967

2103

531

408
3725
2501
172

62 59 100 344 2.138 2.5 5.991 218 3.646 321

138 111.3 5344
3029
2463
146

658
658

3.967 186.2 74,865

816
817
236

212
99
197

309
246
355

39
10

244

136
167

114
20

6309
6450
467*
3505

2221

1683
2632
1926
1933

4836
3286
3989
3626
9*4

2407
1568
3316
999

•»77

418

54-0

3196
2577
166
692

65.7 0.6%
122.4 0.9%
-'.4

155.3

120.2

159.5

62.6
170.2

74.2

0.7%

2.4%
4.1%

96.2 5.29s-:

64.9 26%
120.4 1.5%
162.6

148.6 4.4%
149.3

EM - *-3%
100.9 2.

17.2 31.

153.1 2.

138.9

234.3

33 7

300.9
359.1

4.6%

TUNGCHWAH TAO % )\\ i£

Pahsien
(Cbongking
Kiangtsing ..

Changshow

.

Yungchwail
Jungcbang..

Kikiang
Hawebwan --

Tangiiaag...

Tatsu
1'ishan

Fowling
Hoehwao .

Kiangpeh .

Washeng .

Ffcngkieb .

Wnshan ..

YSnyang -
Wanhsien

.

K&ihsien ..

Waki

Tahsien...,

Kaiktang
Chnhsien •

Taeho
Swanhan ..

E __ < CIM, FFMA. MCCB
j MEFB. SDA

U at CIM
# M MCC
*. |U MEFB
* § MEFB

it CIM
jlj MCC
K FFMA
J£ FFMA
|]j MEFB

•* K MCC
.«# Jtl MEFB, SDA
. ft 4b MEFB. SDA
.Jfc » MEFB
.* m cim

« Hi CIM
-'•

fi& CIM
m « cim

• sb m cm
;M g| CIM

m tc cim
m m cim
-yt tir cim

•at * C!M

1,315,273 1877 15 9 36 145 1136

1,090.588 ; 1902 1 1 2 8 ;

192,673 1901 »> 7 3 8 19

456,149 ... 1 3 13 105

404.123 ... 4 12 3 - 138

677.376 1918 2 7

445.461 1900 »> 2 3 6 100
- i 5 - 3 3 47

491,361 3 1 1 27

506.137 ... 10 18 3 17 190

3.2! 4.119 1897
768,556 1916
716.303 1916
355.440 ...

794.228 1903

212,594
608.854
256.501
842.189 .

363,049

863,455 I

274,844
757,408 .

572.980
538.204

1888
1895

1898
1909

5 3 4

10

1 3 8
:

8 1 2
- 9 19

1

3

1

4

1

76
138
60

0.6

4.0

0.7

1.8

0.8

1766 79 VI

8 2
;

48 5

215 10 S

717 S

135
918
176
509

161

530
115

45

394

214
220
40

34 0.6 67
116 4.5 216 1 53

220 2.6 489 6 232

76 0.9 167 3 48
42 1.5 166 1 30

214 2.9 331 10 183

90 1.6 321
,

1 10

12 0.2 43

463 132.0 9149 863 : 10012 76.1 1*3*
75 937.5 7910 853 8763 -0.4 fr.9-%

79 415.8 16476 432 16908 889.9 0.5%
267 254.3 6841 1093 7934 174.0 3-2%
90 64.3 -

2274 3 SO

3946

2424

_

110 110.0 1731 1-7 191s 43.3 5.4%
67 142.6 3590 571 4161 71.5

45 166.7 3713 139 3-52 78.6 -

469 246.8 2790 317 3107 63-4 13.1%

286 376.3 8601 447 9048 74.5

220 159.4 5811 SOS 6113 3-*">.%

40 66.7 4041
2235

254
136

4293
83*71

0.9%

18 '-'•' 2540

745 39 784

4191 193 4384 72.1

53 45.7 1963 S38 3301 86-6 2-*%
232 103.5 2074

2536
174

S3

3348 " 4'';;

78 102.6 3539 619 4138 48.

2

1 G/

30 71.4 474* 441 S189 18.9 0.6%
183 85.5 10391 635 ;

11026 143.7 16%
10 11.1 6096 422

,
6518 114.4 0.2%

3241 607
j

3848 71.3



THE CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OF CHINA

SZECHWAN—Christian Occupation by Hsicns (Continued)

3 4 * | .•-.. I f 8 9 10 ; 11 : 12 13 14 15 18 17 18 19 20

t- £. '^ S
NAME OF HS1EN Missions at work

° » I© J £ * I Ai

> » o
3 £ ' H

_;-x —a:

TUNGCHWAN TAO M )\\ (Continued)

Wanyuan ...

Cbengkow...
Cbongbtsien

Femgtu.
Tienkiang...

« £ CIM
* P CIM
z m mcc
P * MCC

. £ tl cm

I»iarigsban ....

Yuy&Bg
Shihchu
Siushan
Kieakiang.....

Pengshoi

* 111 CIM
rs w MCC
75 it MCC
* III MCC
»* E MCC
Si * MCC

256,501 1916

173,125 1916
561,103 1902

920,053: 1903
468,661

538,369 : 1903
592.3' 7 ...

278,583 1907
...

135.805
399312 ...

3.8

1.8

0.7

0.1

1.1

6.6

139
117
150
63

141

46

205 554.1

46 i
511.1

1194 143
996

;
48

9784 7906
2316 ; 398

26

3*(

42.0

858.3

3888

4103
2197
1157

5090
773
837

290

629
219
72
161

52
259

1337
1044
17690
2714
4178

4732
2416
1229
5981

19,919.539 90 .127 J126 I 349 3,153 i 1 .6 7,207 H186 1 3,685 i 445

1096

4,130 -131.1 '153.949 119,715 173,654

52.2
60.5*

316.0

29.5,
89.3

I

81.3'

41.0
44.2

145.9
61.

«

27.4

1.2%
1.7%

0.6%

8.0%

KIENCHANG TAO &
Yaaa 170,446 1894 1 13 ... 7
(Yaehowfoj * $ ABF

Mint-sisan ... ... * 111 ABF 209,911

Jangking ... ...» K ABF 101,751

Enshan . 1 Ul ABF 54,657 ...

Banyfian .. ...1 U ABF 121,993

Ssefaacg ,..n & abf 467.706 1996 1 :i 3

Mienn-.na ,. ... %. $f ABF 131,807

Tfermian .. ...» m ABF 211.433 2

Chaokiob .. .... m 9S ABF 80,949 *

Tiencbuan

Hweili
Tenpi*n

—

Toehsi ....

Loshan
Owi

% ± ABF

t if ABF
& ABF
$ ABF
111 ABF, CIM, MCC
M CIM

Haugya....
Opsec
Kiakiang .

Kienwei....

JuBghsien

.

Weirisan .

Meisban ...

Tanleng....

Pengsban .

Kiangtai ..

Ta.vi

Pukiang....

m * ABF
.•8 i§ ABF
* ft ABFH n ABF. MCC
* m mcc

m mcc
Ol CIM, MCC
He *vim
Hi cm
* CIM

m cm
& CIM
t£ CIM

999,488

295.242
65.316
90,546

475,284
173,195

899,199

694.963

418,771
488,118
111.593

173,947
132.112

1888 8

1

1912
1903

1903
1907

455.461 1902
294,157

-

YUNGNING TAO & W

i

si

6
1

1

1

1

1

6

I

1

67

21

4

1

6
1

383 22.5

260 5.6 260 Vi

481 10.1 734
29 ! 1.7 29

88 656 108

396 104.2

296 113.8

764 159.2

1751 109

1618 74

16*7 131

445 27
2360 245

1860 : 109.4 ;17.6%

1692 80.6

1818 174.8

472 <*". i

2605 217.1
;

...

2178
1288
1429
30

691

453
56
69

2631
1344
1498
30

746

56.3
112.0
71.8
37

34.1

10.15

2823 : 201 3024 102.1

1355
, 57 1412 217.2

1175 78 1253 139.2

3293 281 3574 75.2 17-6%
3533 257 3790 219.1

36
109
22

2.0

5

0.8
3.7

1.3

450

175
83
56
230
47

61
220
32

24

570

302
57

57

48
62

502 359.*^

57 988.0

48 133.4

62 56.4

2814
356

3011
3965
4486

4065
3651
594
1603
1939

2241
1749
1353

222
25
86
437
303

175
408
53
124

100

207
167
58

3036
331
3097
4402
4789

4240
4059
647

92.0
63.5

154.9
73.4 0.5.%'

69.0 12.1%

101.4

83.2
53.8
100.8

154.5

8.7%
1.4%

3-3%

2448 53,8 1.9%
1916 65.2 9.1%
1411 85.5 ...

226 1,913 i
2.7 2,760 ; 139 2,371 } 297 j 2,668 140,4 57.4K8 4.15* 61.941 SH.9 4.1%

Luissien

fLucbow) . . . SI « C IM , MCC
loin 'Jt * ABF, CM
Kingfu K ff ABF
Fcshun % m- CIM. MCC
Kanki IS & CIM

Cb&ngtMBgf ... Is Sfl ABF
Kaobwen £ f£ ABF
Knniien. 3§ 38 ABF
Kunghsien ... ^t f§. ABF
Hingwen JS % ABF

Longch*ng . 'BE g MEFB
l'ms-han If Ul ABF
Mapiesi I* 3§ ABF
HokiajJg © it CIM
Kachi Wi St CIM

Tswebnng JE «l», MEFB
Kiangan £t 3f; CIM
Jensbow fZ M MCC
Tz«yang Jf f& MEFB
Tslngyimn ...pT W MCC

Keikiang ft H MEFB
M *. CM

I*ipo * * ABF
Kositor V# Sic CIM
KaliB * M CIM

|
*,

374,738 1 1

270.301

199.69 i

163,359 1

413.388 16 c

2

566.012 2

43,207
"'

879,173 9 19

484.110 2

] 155,635 1S02 4 4

612 959 4 9

213,833 1903 1 3

4 13

1

598

174

6.6

1.9

678

274

547 23
I

570 1 100

493 154 647 380.6

484 76.5 8.05^

4653 549 8309 56.7 11.1,%

1041 106 1147 56.2 ...

5396 766 6162 54.9 9,6%
1114 123 1236 33.0 ...

1972 6 190 190 59.4
i 1096

653
3675
521

400
157
37
274
100

3099
1253
690
3949
621

75.0
40.4
119.0

67.4
144.4

31* 4.0 2235 39 769 78 874 250.4
;

3342 3800
2519

43.2

51,6
18.7J&

132 1.1 331 20 336 84 420 323.1 41.9 8.0%
216 4.0 1161 4 80 27 107 '. 3-8J%

8fi 1.3 52 9 50 50 :- 2.4%

2.2 ; 8,010 159 3,216 454 3,670 158.2 5,9^



SZECHWAN—Christian Occupation by Hsiens (Continued)

9 10 ' 11 12 19 14 1-' 16 « 18 19 | 38

NAME OF HSIEN Minions at work

-

St "H -j£ .-

M OQ XX

KIALING TAO

langchnng
"Ftoningl

hung...

SicBung
fingshan ...

Hang

Linshui
Yochih ......

Tsangki ....

Nanpu
Kwangyfian

Chaofawa .

Tungkiaag
KunWang .

Facbang -

Kienko ....

Pengan ....

Kwangan .

Santas ....

Sbeinsng .

Tenting...,

S6 «t» CM
* 36 CIM
IS •£ CIM
!» Hi CIM
m m cim

* CIM
Jfe CIM
& CIM
88 CIM
7C CIM

ft CIM
ix CIM
iL CIM
* CIM
Wl CIM

3f CIM
3f CIM
•& FFMA
&'. FFMA
3ft FFMA

it CMS
W MEFB
9jE: FFMA. MEFB
IS FFMA
M MEFB
© MEFB

462,8-54 1MB

807.553 1 896
327,777

397.263 1898
391,222 1902

3*5.194
609.15*

886,088 1892
$27,738 1902
419,909 1**9

106,430
302,-503

1,251,740 ...

1.051,265 1*87

339.861

3S0.61S ...

877,076 1910 •2

1,403,816 1902 4 .

563,087 1897 8

888,574 2

935,773 1903 1

485,387
736.056 1902 5
543.075 1898 6
416.427 10

946.014 3

15,261 ,988 84

11 107 1.3 669 6 84

1 10 0.3 Ht

7 224 5.6 474 3 46

10 0.3 10

1 12 0.3 95

1 67 1.1 104

g 85 3.0 126 3 2S

30 194 3.7 353 4 68

8 65 1.6 116 3 68

1 11 1.0 88

"i 11 0.1 66

59

1

202
1

1.9 474 12 110

"1
D

~
149

»
39

35 68 0.5 174 81 305

20 75 1.3 152 11 860

4 16 0.6 44 - 88

3 1* 0.2 55 2 40

54 241 S.3 1160 35 5l»*

11 31 0.6 86 367

31 622 15.6 2601 23 4*1

27 - 1.0 639 -" 400

343 50.0 453* 471 5009 108.4 6-4%

111 103.7 8515 476 - 311.4 i.m
5308 236 543* 165.7

16 20.9 3264 159 34*23 *6.2 1 .3%'

1846 93 1943 50.0

36*7 894 8891 101.1

4894 564 545S 89-5
• '.. 1534 111 1665 5*.

2

1 7 „

7-. 1000 223 1223 89.3 5.6>%

62 1*5.4 1096 124 1999 89.9

416 15 43! 40.7

1606 107 1713 59.7

975 58 3 OH 3 83-6

180 90.0 4024 373 - 0,4*
2039 131

4587 183

39 61.9 5097 666

360 5*0.7 7545 364

260 346.7 3097 12* 8995 "•7 2 " "

88 550.0 5214 10* 5322 184 g 1.6%

40 883,4 3159 222 - 35,4 . :

2370 171 2541 52.4

632 363.3 3331 381 3532 4*. 3 15.1%
!«7 568.7 2410 3 79 £589 47.7 «•!%
4*1 77.

6

5568 .. 5756 138 1 11%
400 40.* 10429 [SB 11187 8.5%

3.311 113.4 97,450

TOTALS

SICHWAX TAO

TUNGCHWAN TAO ..

KIEKCHAKG TAO

YCXGXRG TAO

KIALING TAO

n )\) m 8,541,396
;

JfeUlS 19,919,539

SI1 I
6,991,066

AWM 10,741,320

3 ft it 15.261,3*9

Grand Total... 61,444.699

62 59 100 344 2,3 3* 5,991 21* 8,646 321 8,967 1*6.2 74.86-5 31,746 rt- n 4.6%'

90 127 126 349 3.153
;

1.6 7,207 1 86 3,683 445 4,130 131.1 153,949 19.715 173.664 *7.2 13%

74 81 7* 396 1.912 2.7 2.760 339 2.373 297 2.668 140.4 57.4*3 4.45* 63,943 *1%

59 .-7 69 244 2.325 2.2 8.010 359 3.216 45* 3.670 158.2 E 8,798 6,173 54.9 3.9%

*4 93 116 316 2,918 1.9

2.0

8.974

32.942

179 2.996 315 3,31

1

113.4 97.450 6.530

43,757 480,292 78.2

3.1%

S69 447 499 1,479 12,447 691 15,9141 832 17,746 142.8 436.535 3.6 ,



THE CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OF CHINA

YUNNAN—Christian Occupation by Hsiens

10 11 ! 12 It j 14

§ a x

15 16 I 17 18 M
I »

i
£? — £?g « S »

a \iL B SS " s *s *

Grand Total 8,824,727 128 174 146 236 7316 8.8 29,714 88 1,782 224 2^06 25JS 1§M»
.

«M* "M^J^i^

TIENCHUNG TAO SI # E

Kimming tt SB i
CIM, CMS, PMU,

(Yunnanful...
* W

I 8DA, YMCA
Fumin ft J§ PMC
Hiang % ft CMC
Cbengkang S ft CIM
I*>tsse H *C PMU

Lafeng ft H CHMS
linen j* H
SaDgming ft fj CIM
Chinning # 9 CIM
Aiming £ m CIM

Kuoyang ft 58 CIM
M'uting St & °IM
Yuanmow 7C SI CIM
Luchuan ft ft CIM
Kuteing A ft CIM

Pingi ^ ft CIM
Siianwei jj ft CMC
Cfaanvi fg St CIM
Maiung J| M CIM
Luliang ft S CIM

Loping ] ¥ CIM, PMU
Sfintien ft » CIM, CMC
Kiaokia *5 SE CMC
Tungchwan ... j£ Jlj CMC
Chaotuog tg a CMC

Yangshan ?k # CMC
Soikiaug "ft £C CMC
Latien ft tS CMC
Chengkiacg ... # tl CIM
Yiiki ...... 3£ SI CIM

Lnuan [ft ft PMU
Kiangchwan .... tt Jl| CIM
Chensiung ft ft UMC
Yiliang.... Si M CIM, PMC
Tsayung ft ft CHMS, Ind

Kwangtong i ft ft CHMS
Maku ft II-

Mowting ^ ^ Ind

Yenbing ft ft" CHMS
Takwan j X ft CMC

286,990 : 1888 | 5 3

78,340 1914 : 1 8

89.350 1905 \
13 12

90,320
96,510 1915 ( 1 1

91,321

91,827
99.203
98.155
83.650

1915
1913

85,500
94,981
S8.382

H7.389 1911

111,030 1889

1904
1911

1911

19H

1911
1905
1886

106,440
199,863
90,300
79,365
89.765

93,255
91,302
101,239
123.560
125,640

88,740
96,708
83,200
106,516
97,085

91.420
89,900
131,050
99,300
112,370

85,162
78,300
79,365
H9.550

115.355 1906

4,117,198

1

109

1 32
20 1904

116
31

30 1760 187.2

12 842 95.9

10 468 5 *.7

3 105 9.5

0.8

0.6

10.8

0.1

1 12

1 97

1 1

1 20

IS 62

4 65
12 80
16 176

12.5

1.0

0.7

4.8

4.0

716 14 200 90 290 91.5

... 200 : 10.5

<54 1058 ; 9912 ': 346.6
;
2.9%

4.0 37
214.0 4424 10

3.4 45

11.6 116

3.3 31

1.7 14

8707 14 300

5292 6 185

1268 6 119

126

21 ...

2.2 20
6.9 93
6.5 680
6.7 3*23

14.1 411

96.7 1051

135

122

9

310

145

238 ...

76 ...

157 8

121 67

50 ,
...

16 ...

335 19.0

186 22.0

119 25.3

238 384.0
76 117.0

165 206.3
188 |10«.8

50 i 6.0

1276
2352

j

2424
]

831
j

1567
'

1531
3012

'<

1699
1201 i

1664
492
818
1015
1372

1347
3963
1301
881
1562

345
1884
2812
1235
1300

1331

746
282
1894
2327

1509
1213
524

1197
683
4666

105
203
406
62

175

246
209
198
139

212
81
118
201
130

117
165
130

208
183
248
270

37
293
304

130
229
92
75

263

95
38

451
195
43

1381
2555
2830
893

1742
1777
3221
1897
1340

1876
573
936
1216
1502

1464
4128
1431
928
1916

433
2092
2945
1483
1570

1464
746
319

2187
2631

1639
1442
616
852

2261

1292
721

5117
974
449

177.1
I

283.9
|

314.4 ;

93.0
j

193.6
j

197.4

325.3
I 193.6

|

161.4 !

7.2%

220.7 i ...

61.0 36.9%
106.4 > 16.5%
139.8 8.9%
136.5 j

...

138.2

;

...

206.4 0.5%.
159.0 ...

116.0 ...

212.9 ...

.

•

294.5
120.6

125.6

10.2%
2.5%
10.0%
,10.7%

166 4 3.2<

77.7 ...

38.4 4.1'

206.3
!

...

271.2 ...

182.0 ; ...

160.2 ...

47.4 3.1!

85.2 : ...

205.6

152.0 ...

92.4

639.6 ...

-

39.0 : ...

194 7,251 17.6 27.869 83 1,704 200 ;i,904 ; 26.2 67,070 7,681 74,751 181.6; 2.5%

MENGTZE TAO fit

Mengtze ft 8 PMU
Kienlhal ......... ft * PMU, BPC
Tnughai M ft CIM
H<if ft ft CIM
mo... ft ft CIM

Shibping Tx » PMU, BPC
Ami ft ^1 PMl'

Libsien ft ft CIM
Kokio 85 S PMC, BPC
Wendian * til PMU

Makwan S ft PMU
Kwangnan ft ft PMU
Fuehow ft 1 MgJ
Kwangsi ; ft ft PMC
Mite... ft ft, PMU

Sbibtsong ..... ft ^ PMU
Kinpei........... *B * PMD

108,

^5,
68.

59-

888 1915

650
315 1915
422
756 1916

381
320
980
345
205

371
722
680
200
333

1915
1917

1

1

1

3

1

1

4 1

1

1

1

1

I

2

1

5

1

16 .22

16 2.1

16 1.5

19 2.0

1.3

4.3

0.1

1184 110 1294 165.9

145? 209 1666 154.1

1581 270 1851 194.8

989 181 1170 172.1

522 56 578 96.3

2245 330 2575 367.9

1259 296 1555 173.9

1621
!

282 1903 211.4

559 68 627 125.4

1321 174 1495 175.9

2333
I

235 2568 298.6

492
|

97 589 65.4

271 1 30 301 35.4

3055
j

224 3279 368.4

2194 300 2494 332.5

798 78 876 118.4

589 42 631 90.1



11S1 EX TABIiES—YUNNAN

YUNNAN—Christian Occupation by Hsiens (Continued)

XXXIX.

NAME OF HSIEN Missions at work

! 7 1 8 9 10 11 12
!
13 : 14 15 1« 1~ 1* 19 '*>

_: x at *

: x

PUERH TAO # S if

Ssemao ...

Kingerb ..

Mokiang 9
Kingka jft

YfianMang yfc

Sniping *
Lantsang id
Chenyuan fit

Kingtnng 4ft

Mieiining.... $f

J© 3P SVM
SE jrjf SYM

tC.Ind

tl RFC

*
5|E Io*l

33,059 1916
56.545 1917
86.570 1918
58,318
99.450

83,909
97.300

93.159
69.352
71.731

1170

70

611

1 369

817

131 133
17-2 1541
1-23 940 307

1117 219 1336 133

1-203

1049

1369
40 137
1-2 1881

164

3584 334
296 1576 333

1.513 13,646

-

•' '»

Tersgehung
flVngrfieh'... s 9 CIM 13-2.50-5

Paosh&n » IU CIM 119,360

Yangping * jp 76.430

Cbenkang » m 101.110

Tangling II 9Jt CIM. iua 99,201

Tali... * a cim 1-23.140

Yiiutum ... m M 70.533

Brhj&an ,? ii 78,250
Fengvi ft CIM 7-2.610

Tengt-hwan K l|| CIM 68,390

TENGYUEH TAO

S
*
I

m
A
F£

Pinchwan Jf ji|

Yfiniang , H fl|

Mito 1 Ift CIM
Liki&ng H ft WTO
lumping BJg Jf I'MU

Hoking It «! PMO
Eienehwan £| 11| PMU
Weisi ....'H H vm ~

Chungtien tp Iff PMU
Menghwa g> ft CIM

Yangpi & 31
Yungpeh fc 4;
Hwaping |^f
Yaoan jjj 5g Ind

Tayao ;fc ft Ind

Yenfeng g fj
Shunning tg 5$E

Ytatoien §g gf
Chennan $$ f$f

1907
1914

1918
1907

69.365
96,560
75.956 1913
111.320
89,16

-'.340

79.400

89,731 : ...

98.19-2 '

...

76.531

96,500
79.659
80,201

74.581

135,785
69.500

81,133

3.3

0.3

49

4.3 63

".',

1.1.3 7

39 }.. 42

4 5 "a

9
9
15

-2.2

1.1

1.1

1.7 15

1831
1783

-

•254-2

2007

164
134

•244

191

469

430.1
131.5

388 51 419 43.8

3615 546 4161 434.5

966 91 1057 139.0
2232 323 "2555 290.3

1385 -259 1644 171.2
475-2 42-2 5174 655.0
2545 257 8863 350.0

564 77 641 ..

5831 544 6665 533.6
9-21 194 1115 161.6

1639 ;
164 1803 22-2.6

-26.4 65.431 8.1M

TOTALS

TIEXCHUXG TAO jg + M 4,117.198

MEXGTZE TAO $ & il 1,368,073

FUEBH TAO WMM. "37,584

JESGYUEH TAO B & '& 2,601,873

Grand Total... 8.824,727

9-2 334 109 194 7.251 17.6 37,869 83 1.704 200 1.904 26.2 67.070 7.683 74.751 181.6

*21 22 16 16 281 -2.1 336 22.470 3,989 25.452 186.1

S 5 10 12 49 0.7 1,343 2 40 ... 40 81.6 11.127 1.513 12.640 171.5 0.3%

10 13 11 14 235 0.9 267 3 38 24 62 26.4 65.431 8,118 73.549 2*2.9 ...

128 174 146 236 7,816 8.8 29,714 88 1,782 224 2.006 25.5 166,098 20,294 186,192 211.3 1,1<

(a) Government Primary School figures included under adjoining hsiens.



xl. THE CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OF CHINA

FENGTIEN—Christian Occupation by Hsiens

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ' 11 12 tt M Ml 16 17 18 19 20

NAME OF HSIEN Minions at work

Grand Total 12,4*7,583

do _, -s *

_; x EC o*

H =0 8 N

72 221 963 705 16,085 13.0 23,201 261 5,069 750 5,819 36.2 187,903 18,472 206,375 165.3 2.7?,

LIAOSHEN TAO %£

Shenrang m _ PCI. SDA. UFS.m
* YMCA. YWCA

St PCI, SDA, UFS

783.177 1876 8 13 35 2189 28.0 3287 30 254 980 493 22.4 15,941 1,315 17,256 221.2 2.7%
(Moukden)...

Tiehling 339,252 1896 4 9 9 90 1100 32.4 1500 6 140 140 12.7 10,125 693 10,818 315.2 1-3%
4.2%M PCI. UF8 315.083 1896 2 6 17 31 789 24.7 1361 12 258 50 308 39.0 6,293 646 6,939 216.8

Tongfeng * a iFs tbf 177.3x1 2 1,767 2,065 116.7

3.2%
Sifeng IS a its 239,598 i a 3 ;J 131 5.5 234 - 46 *$

;

35.4 1.184 214 1.398

Stan pi 3? UFS lb) 233,098 a 1,064 204 1,268 54.4

3.2%Yingkow Mf P PCI 176,3-55 tan i a 11 21 452 25.7 482
' 5 110 20 130 29.0 3.771 217 221.5

Liaovsng m m SDA. UFS 744.345 1882 1 9 24 68 1171 15.7 1710 33 567 91 658 56.2 10.880 1,670 18,550 250.7 3.4%

Tsian j» £ PCI 55.592 1908 4 4 6 286 47.7 306 1 25 25 8.6 1,587 167 1,754 318.9 !•*%

Chinhsien m H DMS*, PCI, SDA 380,848 1884 1 s 11 18 373 9.9 497 ;» 95 39 i»4
;

36.2 10,710 487 11,197 294.7 1.1%

Sinmin 9 Jg PCI. UFS 428,972 1888 6 18 26 68 1-575 31.5 2122 33 613 43 656 41 .5 5,665 523 6,188 144.6 9.6%

* St PCKb) 73.670 3 616 72 688 94.2

i.'mHcishan M JU PCI 354,790 1 9 8 9 475 13.6 680 1 46 46 9.6 2,984 235 3,219 91.0;

Pansban *> tU PCI 163.125 1895 4 3 6 271 16.9 337 3 54 54 20.0 1,406 142 1.548 95.0 3.4%
Pehchen * gj PCI 26-5.140 . 1890 3 8 10 20 361 13.6 470 8 70 21 91 25.3 3,594 552 4,146 156.5 21%

tt tji PCI. UFS 439.910 1893 2 8 16 22 732 16.6 995 6 161 161
,

22.1 3,190 855 4,045 91.9 3.8%
Kaiping e jp PCI 405.853 1881 1 3 3 3 374 9.2 394 16,507 445 16,952 418.6

Haicbeng » « t'FS 535.559 1875 2 5 7 15 715 13.2 1248 8 194 19 213 30.0 8.820 782 9,602 180.0 i 2-2%
« i}j ICEFB, PCI 195.878 1890 4 1 4 9 15 298 14.9 374 6 160 160 53.7 2,225 225 2,450 125.6 61%
« ft pci 314,505 1886 2 9 10 12 348 11.1 628 2 66 66 18.9: 6,643 279 6,922 220.4; 0.9%

Si * PCI 134.879 1897 1 4 5 7 280 21.5 375 a 34 34 12.1 2,272 109 2,381 177.7 1.4%

m m I'ci 231,696 1898 4 4 8 178 7.7 239 i 12 12 6.7
j

4,925 258 5,183 225 3 0.2%

6,988,701 37 133 215 1.32 12,098 17.3 17.239 164 2,905 522 3,427! 2- ; 128,169 10,388 138,557 198.3 i 2.4%

TUNGPIEN TAO % i§ ^

Antung £ j£ DMS. YMCA
Hingking |M jg DMS', UFS
Tunghwa M -ft '"FS
Fengcbeng fj, lj£ DMS
Kwantien % fg DMS

Hwanjen fi £ DMS
Linkiimg Sg }I
Tsian tg 3? DMS*. ITS
Changpai

.' fi 8
Antti 3J jg

Fasung ft &
Fnshun ft jg DF8
Penki ijfc J£ DMS. ITS
Hailung }j| f| ITS -a

Hweinan % [ff UFS (bl

Iiinho ftp ft UFS
Kinbsien "\ ff VUS
Fuhsien & H DMS. PCI
Biuyen It gg DMS
Chwangbo fl ff DMS

1902
1894

1899
1907

180.876
'

187,643
151,244
276.372
249,336

;

167,255

28,650
101,988
2.733
4,382

9,546
174,226
264,112
201,476 1897
59.273

220 12.2 306 14
356 18.7 618 . 3
68 4.5 132 1

130 4.5 223 4

121 4.8 177 5

15
102
148

15
120
160

178.2

19.1

22.1

96.8
133.3

61 3.7

31 3.1

189*

113.407 ...

524,723 1896
453.060 1886
251,731 1898
340,859 1896

5 , 10

18 \ 36

132
90

521

7.6

3.4

20.0 :

100

45

153
228

152 13.5

322
119

6.1

2.6

227 3
500
136 i

191 4
314 18

30 64 119 216 2,656

15
125
362

90
270

15

125
384

98
308

11.5
138.9

73.8

83.1

143.2

3,712
261

1,722
5,031

2,827

2,187

2,534

2,740
267

6,332
1,641

8,018

406
669
245

1,071

288

151

24

466
509
324
123

4,118
930

1,967

6,102
3,115

228.8

50.0
131.1

221.1
124.6

8.7%
6.8%
0.8%
2.0%
4.9%

2,338 140,0
269 ' 96.1

561 56.1
44 220.0

4,221 242.6 0.4%
3,043 115.3 3.9%
3,064 ' 150.8 11.1%
390 : 65.0 ...

154 1,369
\
121.2 7.1%

533
301
485

6,865
1,942

8,503

151.5

77.7

250.1
4.8%
3.5%

1,652:203 1,855 69.7 43,056 5,785
;
48,841 130.6 3.7%

TAOCHANG TAO m

Liaoyiian if£ jg PCI
Taonan gjfc [§
Changtu g BJ PCI, SDA, UFS
Kangping g§ ^ PCI
Knitting {£ ^1

Taoan gfc *
Lishn SB m UFS
Ankwang ^f l£
Hwaite f| g PCI
Cnentung fg, *
Fain ft m PCI
Bhwangshan fj (Jj PCI
Cbanjfi M ^
Tucbtian 5? Sk

83.540 1 3 4 8 165 20.0 210 4
61,518
370,862 1916 2 7 7 13 328 8.8 491 fi

186,262 4 4 5 128 6.9 167 1

16,727

17,583
377,415 1898 1 4 4 6 332 -,~ 462 •>

25,416
307,598 •?

1 1 49 1.6 69
6,932

267,643 1891 1 3 8 22 304 11.4 382 11

16,819 1 1 2 25 1.6 48 1

2,745
15,650

1,756,710 5 24 29 S3 1,331 7.6 1,829 25

93

114

93

114 34.5
19.2

76.7.

*0.0

1,043 91 1,134 136.6 I 7.6%
520 46 572 94.5

7.880 763 8,643 233.6
s

1.896
1.039 7* 1,114 60.0 2.2%
131 18 149 93.1 !

45 15 60 35.3 :

1,007 : 219 : 1,226 32.5; *.n%
612 22 634 253.6 I

2.078 447 2,525 82.2!
4?

,

47 67.1
;

2.021 590 2,611 97.8
I 8.1^

916
'

13 229 143.1 ; 8.0%
33 33 22.0;

512 25 537
j

40.4
jj

16,678 : 2,299 ' 18,977 s 108.0 ! 2.8%



H81B5N TABLES—FENGTIEN

FENGTIEN—Christian Occupation by Hsiens (Continued)

NAME OF HSIEN Missions at work

xli.

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 H 18 19 20

as n mod I IS>

IS ?-§-

TOTALS

UA03HEX TAO 58 » 2 6,988,701

TtTKGPIEN TAO Jfc SI 3,742,172

TAOCHAXG TAO 8k b & 1,756,710

Grand Total 12,487,513

37 133 213 ! 432 12.098 17,3 17,239 : 164 2,905 -522 3,427 28.3 128,169 .10.388 13-U57 M8-3 2A%

30 64 119 216 2.656 7.1 4,133 78 J 1.652 203
J
1,855 69.7 43,056 5.785 48.841 130.6 S.1%

S 24 29 37:1.331 7.6 1.829: 25 512 2$ I 537 40.4
:

16.678 2,299, 18.977 108.0 2.*%

72 221 363 705 16,085 134) 23,201 261 5,069 750 Sfil9 3&2 187303 18,472 208,375 165,3 2.7 „

(a) Mission figures for Hweinan-hsien and Mengkiang-hsien (Kirin) included here.

(b) Mission figures included under the hsien listed above.



xlii- THE CHKISTIAN OCCUPATION OF CHINA

KIRIN—Christian Occupation by Hsiens

4 5 6 7 8

NAME OF HSIEN Missions at work

10 11 12 * 13
J

14 1 1-5 16 W 1* -19 20

*"" 3 L ^ *se -x

-^ s > £ is
"2*2

3

; so , x "r- x 3

- — _ .2 o

• S US CM

Grand Total 5,511,406 73 110 188 4,501 8.2 7,374 62 1,116 1« 1JS59 28.0 31,522 IfiM 35^46 MJS ,M%

KICHANG TAO

Kirin

CbangGbun .

Rung
Mengkiang ,

Xungan

Changling...

Skulan
Hwatien ...

Pansbib
Shwangyang.

Teibwei

i

#; PCI, YMCA
# PCI, SDA
m PCI
it UFS (a)

3c pci

J, $ DMS, PCI
«f n pci

H *r pci, ufs
3? 5.VF8
i! n pci

S M pci

57-5,473 1880
506,731 1886
313,501 1880
10.952

275,047

109,102
201,751 1898
ss.ioo 1900
164,368
229,711

289,287

2.762,973

231 4.0 1043

332 6.5 495

575 18.4 897

68 2.5

164 K 2

251 3.0

613 .J.7

37 1.8

2.271 K.2

42 10 52 ; 22.6 6529 514 7043 122.5 0-7%
125 ! 40 165 ; 50.0 i 1449 338 1787 35.2 8.4%

90 90
|

15.5
j

2563
81

685

427
738

358

153

110
49

2921 |

81
838

j

537
787

93.3

81.0
30.5

48.8
39.4

3%

91 • 91 36.4
|

399 34 433 51.0 17.2%

70 70 11.5 892
454

754

145
33

80

1037
487

844

63.2
21.2

29.2

6.4%

"8
1

50 468 30.6 14,971 1,824 16,795 60.8 2.7%

PINKIANG TAO K m.

Pinkiang
(Harbin).. •1* it DMS

Fnvu -ft m. D.MS. PCI
Shwangcbeng . * $£ SDA, UFS
Pinbsien * m ufs

. w » pci

Yusbu m $ PCI
Tungpin m ft 0*8
Acheng w i$ UFS

263,753

|
354,007
402,730
248,585

i 214,605

i 470,643

I 230,000
i 151,668

S 2,335,991

1912 1 1 9 10 1 152 " H

1897 1 2 s 10 ; 101 2.9

1890 1 4 7 8 179 4.5

1892 1 3 3 7 181 7.3

1894 8 7 ' 303 14.2

1891 1 • 12

8

19

8

(88
Hi

10.4

3.5

1892 1 8 14 168 11.2

6 39 47 78 1,668 7.1

124

290
291

394

121

402

908
g 139
1 44
4 59 :

7 112

6 108 ;

so 666

236
155
44
59

25 137

20 128

157.3

155.0

24.4

743
3633
2516
1372
190

79
192

351
j

259
j

43

822
3825
2867
1631
233

31.2 22.3%
108.1 I 3.! "

71.7
65.8
10.9

1.5%
3.5%

977 162
!

- 1139 24.2 10.7%
188 63 ' 551 23.6

1204 120 ; 1324 , 88.3 8.5%

(59 : 46.0
j

11,123 .1.269 12,392 j
53.0, 5.S

YENKI TAO 3

Y'enki ..Jm S pci 22,945 1897 1 4
. -

232 10.5 361 854 156 1010 459.1 I

NiB)?an ...* 3» UFS 92,551 1 I
•> 54 6.0 89 1 15 15 27.8 412 128 540 58.7 2.7%

Hursehan ...jf # PCI 19,597 1897 ... 1 1 j 58 30.5 81 1 10 10 17.2 722 40 762 401.1
j
1.3%

Taligning ...

«

* 11.865 266 41 307 279.1

Tunhwa M ft PCI 32,169 1897 ... 1 1 1 59 18.4 89 345 33 378 1
118.1 i

Omu m a 'per 45,756 1898 ... 2 2 3 126 2S.0 171 1 7 7 5.-3 297 22 ! 70.9 2.1%
Wangehing .. ... n *» PCI 10,308 ... 168 60 -'-

•j* II PCI 6,793 662 M 738 1056.8:

241,984 1 9 10 13 529 22.0 791 3 32 ::2 6.0 ;! 3,726 556 1

t

4,282
I

178-*
j

0.7%

ILAN TAO &.

Han (Sansing) ...: -fiSj

Tungkiang I M
Mkhan "jg

Hoiin '

]%
Suiyiian %£

Hwacbwan %$
Fuchin g
Jaobo g|
Fangcbeng "#

Muling $
Paotsing j|

UFS

)\\ UFS
H : ufs
m
IE UFS
m. ufs
it UFS

40.232
4.541

18,557
2.401

808

36,097
17,649
1,568

43,835
4.780

1 ,375

170,458

1 1 I 15 3.S

1 1 1 88 4.1

9 5.3 19

i 20

573 132 705
54 30 84

255 20 275
31 31
13 IS ;

115 42 157
337 74 411

|

279 55 334
45 22 67 !

fb> (b) lb) !

176.2

186.71
152.8

129.2
162.5

43.5
241.8

77.7:
142.8

<b>

1,702 | 375 I 2,077 138.8
;

TOTALS

KICHAXG TAO ® fi JS 2,762,973

PKKIAXG TAO j|[ it ^ 2,335,991
j

YENKI TAO IS1 241,984
;

ILAN TAO ft m :M I
170,458]

Grand Total... 5,511,406

6 32 47 91 2,271 8.2 3.962

6 29 47 78 1,653 7.1 2,542

1 9 10 13 529 22.0 791

... : 3 6 6 48 2.8 79

29 418 50

30 666 ' 93

3 . 32

468 20.6 1 14,971 ! 1,824

759 1 46.0 | 11,123 • 1,269

32 6.0 3,726!

1,702

•556

375

13 73 110 188 4301 85 7,374 62
j
1,116

j
143

| 1^9 j 28.0 | 31^22! 4^024

16,795! 60.8

12,392; 53.0

4,282
j
178.4

2,077 ! 122.8

2.7%

5.8%

0-7%

35,546 64.5 M%

(a) Mission figures for Mengkiang-bsien included nnder Hailung-bsien (Fengtien)
(b) Government figures for Paotsing-hsien included under TangJciang-hsien above



POSTAL MAPS

APPENDIX B

POSTAL MAPS

Showing the Postal Establishments and Postal Routes in each province.

Postal Offices

Distances it Chinese fi

*l§&€ifM ^including

Head. 1st, 2nd, Postal Agencies Letters (franked
Pieces of Mail

NAME OF

PROYINCE
Area

Population

11919)

3rd Class

and Sab-Offices)

and unfrankedi

received and
posted daring

1919

Matter bandied
during 1919
(all grades)

Bailway

Lines

Steamer
and Boat

Lines

Overland
Courier

Unas

Total Mail

Lines

1914 ; 1919 1914 1919

1 2 3 4 5 « 7 8 9 10 11 12

2.076.662 427.679.214' 1.483 | 2,151 S.803 7.830 637,471,450 1,184.493.419 20.000 72.000 467.000 559.000

North China
Manchuria 173,700 13,701,819 147 225 317 47-5 70,261,363 116,428,363 6.400 320 47,000 53,730

Chihli 60,000 34,186,711 178 225 747 BM 105,370,639 196,637.748 3.200 390 42.000 45.590

Shantung 55,984 30,803,245 102 134 393 439 40,217.813 73.234.013 1,900 1,535 23.000 26.435

Shaosi 60.000 11,080,827 32 65 266 252 12,271.355 24,982,035 600 19.000 19,600

Shaw .75,290 9,465,558 27 42 170 167 10,325,800 16,817,600 17.000 17,000

East China
Ki&ngsu 38,610 33,786,064 154 390 352 434 113,770.326 232.284.926 1,100 17.315 9.000 27.415

Cfaekiang 36,680 22,043,300 60 83 332 336 24,867,823 60.000.723 400 12,660 11.000 24.060

Anhwei 54.826 19.832,665 m 93 457 474 19.7*2.374 37.834.154 500 1,925 20.000 22.425

Kiaugsi 69,498 24,466,800 77 92 352 464 14.224.932 41,137,732 350 1.880 24.000 26.230

Cektx&l China
Honan 67,954 30,831,909 71 110 427 538 27,008.739 51.153,939 2,300 22.000 24,300

Hupeh 71.4*28 27,167,244 72 115 292 333 33,662,781 61, 352,281 600 3.300 17,000 20.900

Hanan 83,398 28.443,279 53 SB 339 34* 19,094,622 33,615,922 600 4,425 20,000 25,025

SOTJTH CHINA
Fukien 46,330 13,157,791 69 75 324 337 18,711,472 34.399,372 50 2.900 15,000 17,950

Kwangtung 100.000 37,167,701 133 142 880 947 73,813.016 106,152.216 1,100 16.470 34,000 51,570

Kwangsi 77,220 12,258,335 SB 31 227 241 6.855.2-4 12.890.784 3.500 19.000 22.500

West China
Sinkiang 550,579 2.519,579 20 23 31 3s 1,266.800 1,573.400 18.000 18,000

Kansu 125.483 5,927,997 19 30 99 102 3,000,600 5,285.700 18,000 18,000

Szeehwaa. 115,800 49.782,810 111 335 498 637 33,494,100 61,806,900 5.380 50.000 55.380

Kwekshow 67,182 11,216,400 31 31 152 198 3,384,900 6,879,200 17,000 17.000

Yiinnan 146,700 9,839,180 41 46 148 186 6.086,711 10,026.411 900 25,000 25.900

* " Considerable trouble and care have been taken in the coarse of the year {1919) to obtain an estimate of the population of China. Becourse has been'h&d to the

assistance of die provincial officials, which in most cases has been willingly accorded. The results obtained, while they cannot be regarded as accurate, may be taken,as a close

approximation to actual figures." (Report on the Working of the Chinese Post Office for the Eighth Tear of the Republic of China, 1919, page 42.)

The tracings, which follow, are taken from maps pepared for the

Postal Administration by Monsieur Jacot Gnillarmod, Ingenieur-

Topographe, and pnblished in the ATLAS POSTAL DI5 CHINE, 1919.

They are given here with fewer details and greatly reduced, by special

permission of the Co-Director General of Posts, Peking.

A special symbol has been used to indicate the location of all Protest-

ant mission stations. The maps have been reduced to a uniform scale for

all provinces, except Kansu, Kiangsu, Szechwan, and Manchuria.
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J?OTE.—In the interest of economy in space, the map of

Kansu has been reduced to a smaller scale than that of the

other provinces (except Kiangsu, Szecbwan, and Manehoria).
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KIANGSU K

MOTE—Kiangsu is one of the smaller provinces of China. Had the above map been reduced to the same scale as that chosen for Fakies, Honan, or Shausi in this series of

mass, the nnmerons postal agencies and connecting routes could not have been shown. Hence the altered scale and enlarged map.
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X<«k.—The aeeompaqjing Postal M*p for Shsmst relate the extreme

northern honniary as officially recognised before the Bepablk-. M^tte

present time, Shansi ends at the Outer Great Wall. The coonfoy ootsids

and to the north belongs to She " speeial teITiiories
,
* of Chahar <Ml& ft

snd Soitmn as is).
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HOTE.—The western boundary line, as shown aboTe, is no longer officially recognised. Szeehwan as now

territory " ot which this western section is now a part is called Chwanpien ;A|).
delimited does not extend as tar west as TaWenln. The " special
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APPENDIX O

The Roman Catholic Church

RESIDENTIAL CENTERS OF FOREIGN AND CHINESE PRIESTS

i

Chinese
Priests

Residential Churches Total Somber

'

Total under

NAME OF PROVIKCB *£££* Centers of

Priests

and
Chapels

of

Christians
Christian

Instruction *

Grand Total... [ 1,351 941 1450 9,317 1,981.592 HM60

Sobth Cant*
Manchuria ... 44 36 19 243 53,308 2.527

Mongolia 116 43 120 308 105.695 10,272
Ckihii 134 234 148 1,619 57«,S73 39,356
Shantung 109 38 m 807 159,739 1,898
Sfaanst 60 33 70 560 05,140 7.949
Shensi 98 Ml 48 313 48,948 U

East China
Kiaagso | S3 56 72 762 189,146 25,301
Chekiang 1 33 40 33 576 56,051 5.541
Anhwei 43 16 37 438 68,318 7.279
Kiangsi ... ! 49 -52 76 363 79,593 4.205

Cexteai, China.
Honan 52 14 56 477 51,592 5,198
Hupeh i 76 47 105 498 103.743 9,052
Honnaa

. 48 8 25 322 30,605 2,193

Sqcth Chdsa
Fakien

{
66 26 73 343 61,712 4.85»

Kwangtuag 1 132 31 80 464 95,424 2.068
Kwangsi 23 B 19 44 5.006 22

West Chixa
Sinkiaag ... ! 4 4 313 437
Kaasa

1 33 3 38 63 7,249 489
Szeehwan

, 117 134 149 898 143,747 7,969"
Kweichow ... 49 23 42 132 35,2*6 168
Yunnan

\ 23 17 31 136 16,489 39
Tibet

1 20 2 11 18 3,910 09

* Incomplete retarns.

Much care has been exercised by the Survey Committee in
the preparation of these maps, and they represent the most
complete information obtainable. However, t'.ey are far from
satisfactory, and their incompleteness as well as their in-
accuracies will at once be apparent to members of the Roman
Citholk Church, who are familiar with the present extent of
missionary activities in any given province.

The following sources have been consulted by the Com-
mittee :

(i) "L'Eglise Catholique en Chine," a wall-map designed
and engraved by R. Hausermann, 68 Boulevard Edgar Quinet,
Paris. This map has been published as a Supplement to
the "Journal Les Missions Catholiques, 1913." It shows the
"Limttes des Vkariats," "Residences du Vicaire Apostolique,"
and "Residences des Missionnaires."

fa) "Les Missions de Chine et du Japon, 1919," edited by
J. M. Planchet, Missionnaire Lazariste, Imprimerie des Laza-
ristes, Pekrn.

(3} A corrected list of mission stations supplied to the
Committee through the courtesy of a number of Bishops of the
Roman Catholic Church in China.

All three sources use French romaniiation for mission
stations, and corresponding Chinese characters are not always
given.

All residential centers (899) of foreign missionaries, which
appear on the French map "L'Eglise Catholique en Chine,"
and as many residential centers of Chinese priests (reported
either tn the Year Book "Les Missions de Chine et du Japon,
I9*9i" or by the Bishops through correspondence) as the Com-
mittee has been able to locate, are indicated on the following
maps.

In sis provinces the number of centers loeated corresponds
with the number listed in "Les Missions de Chine et du Japon,mg" This Year Book, while admittedly incomplete, gives
the latest and fullest information obtainable by its editor. A
total of 1,151 centers, where foreign and /or Chinese priests
reside, have been located.

The statistics accompanying each map hav* been compiled
from data published in "Les Missions de Chine et da Japon,
19*9, *nd in the "Calendrier-Annuaire, 1920."

Maps of Kausu, Sinkiang, and the outlying territories of
China are not included in the following series.
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ANHWEI
European Priests ., ,- 44
Chinese Priests 16
Residential Centers of Priests. 57
Churches and Chape!* 438
Total number of Christians •• 68,318

Total trailer Christian Instruction 7,878
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CHEKIASG
European Priests 33

Chinese Priests 40
Residential Centers of Priests 33
Churches and Chapels —...... 576

Total number of Christians , 36,051

Total under Christian Instruction 5-541
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CHIHLI E It

CHIHLI
European Priests lMr<-

Chinese Prieste „ 284
Residential Centers of Priests MS-

j

Churches and Chapels 1,619
Total number of Christians 57*-. 5".?

Total under Christian Instruction 39,3S$

FUKIEN

Ft'KIEN
European Priests gg
Chinese Priests 26
Residential Centers of Priests 73
Churches and Chapels 34g
Total number of Christians 61,712
Total under Christian Instruction 4,855
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HONAN M r?f

HOMAJi

European Priests .... 52
Chines*.Priests 14
Besidential Centers of Priests ... 56
Cbarcbea and Chiefs 477
Total somber of Christians 51#

Total underChristian Instruction 5,198

HUNAN
European Priests 48
Chinese Priests 8
Residential Centers of Priests 25

Churches and Chapels 322

Total nnmber of Christians 30,605

Total under Christian Instruction 2.193
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HUPEH
European Priests , , 76
Chines* Priests 47
Residential Centers of Priests 105
Churches and Chapels 498
Total number of Christians 108,748
Total under Christian Instruction 9,052

KANSB
European Priests 33
Chinese Priests , , 3
Residential Centers of Priests 28
Churches and Chapels 63
Total number of Christians

, 7,249
Total under Christian Instruction 489

KIANGSI
European Priests

4q
Chinese Priests .."..'".....,', m
Residential Centers of Priests S'.'S.Z'..."*ZiZ 76
Churches and Chapels "...„..

'.'.""

383
Total number of Christians ...Z.ZS....Z 79 593
Total under Christian Instruction' .."....""* 4*205
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KIANGSU
European Priests

Chinese Priests - Sf
Residential Centers of Priests

Churches and Chapels ........ ^>2

Total number of Christians 1<S9,146

Total under Christian Instruction 25,301

KWANGSI
European Priests SB

Chinese Priests 9
Besidential Centers of Priests 13

Churches and Chapels -M

Total number of Christians -5.008

Total under Christian Instruction 22
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KWANGTUNG

KWANGTUNG
European Priests 132
Chines ; Priests ........' 51
Residential Centers of Priests 80
Churches and Chapels „...,..] 4&4
Total number of Christians .'

95,424
Total under Christian Instruction 2,068

KWEICHOW
European Priests ^g
Chinese Priests ."..".....'"

23
Residential Centers of Priests ..'..'....'. 42
Churches and Chapels "[

132
Total number of Christians .,.,.'. 35,386
Total under Christian Instruction 168
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SHANSI
European Priests 60
Chinese Priests 35
Residential Centers of Priests TO
Churches and Chapels 560
Total number of Christians 65,140
Total under Christian Instruction , 7,949

SHANTUNG
European Priests 109
Chinese Priests 58
Residential Centers of Priests 84

Churches and Chapels 807

Total number of Christians 159,739

Total under Christian Instruction 1,895

SHANTUNG ill &
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SHENSI

SHENSI
European Priests
Chinese Priests *8

Eesidential Centers of Priests""'.]
* '

Churches and Chapels ..

' 48
Total nnmber of Christians!;."".";;;";;." ,„ 'If
Total tinder Christian Instruction ....."".".'.*.*.'.".*.""""

'
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8ZECHWA8
Ear»pe*n Priests 117

Chinese Priests .............— 134
Residential Centers of Priests 149
Churches and Chapels 826
Total number of Christians 143.74?

Total amler'Christian Insiraetioa 7,969
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YUNNAN
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rOKHAH
European Priests <jj

Chinese Priests '.'".
17

B«sMential Centers of Priests. 31
Cborcbes and Chapels ..*.....*." 138
Total number of Christians,.., 16.499
Total under Christian Instruction ,

"
39
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MANCHURIA

MANCHURIA
European Wests 44
Chinese Priests —

.

3S
Residential Centers of Priests 19
Churches and Chapels 248
Total naaiber of Christians 65,3<N«

Total under Christian Instruction ........ 2,5*7

SIXKIAN©

European Priest* • 4

Chinese Priests •
—

Residential Centers of Priests 4

Churches and Chapels —
Total number of Christians 318

Total under Christian Instruction 457

ESXER AXD OUTER MONGOLIA
European Priests 116
Chinese Priests — ., 43
Residential Centers of Priests 120
Churches and Chapels 508
Total number of Christian* 105.695
Total trader Christian Instruction 10.272

TIBET
European Priests 20
Chinese Priests 8
Residential Centers of Priests 11

Churches and Chapels 1»
Total number of Christians..... S.S10

Total under Christian Instruction 99
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APPENDIX O

GOVERNMENT PRIMARY STUDENTS PER io tooo POPULATION

Statistics of Government Elementary Education (Ministry of Education—1916)

i Total Lower
Proportion

'

of Boys

Proportion

of Boys Primary

Percentage
,

of Total

Primary
Lower Higher Lower Higher and

Student*NAME OF Population to Girls to Girls Students
•

Primary Primary Primary Primary Higher (Govt, and

PROVINCE ' iCCC Estimates) in Lower in Higher per 10,000 Mission)
Schools School* Students Students Primary

in Mission
Primary Primary Population

Students Primary

Schools Schools Schools

Grand Total 4M.92S.KSS 117,993 7,815 3,725,8*4 386,595 4,112,479 9*% »% 93.7 ut%

Kobth China
Manchuria ir.$»;<- 7.214 504 219.425 22,496 241.921 93% . 93% 134.4
ChihSi 27,312,673 1-5,658 620 472,645 32,078 504,723 97% 96% 184.9
Shantung 30.955.307 14.375 881 401,562 16.899 418,461 98% 98% 135.2
Shaasi 10,0(1,878 10,817 225 301,198 14,091 315,389 92% 96% 290.0 1.2 ',

Suensi 9,987,988 4,913 140 120.715 7.527 128,242 98% 96% 141.1

East China
Kiangsa 33.67S.811 5.845 45** 260,73-! 25.679 288,417 38% 86% 85.0
Cbekmng 23,909,833 8,921 730 388,578 31.144 319.722 96% 94% 139.5
Anbwei ... 20,003,168 1,135 253 41.074 9,9J8 51.072 96% 97% 25.5
Kiangst 24,490,687 3,028 421 89,830 18,879 108,699 n% 99% 44.4 i.9%

Cestbai, China
Honan 32,517.366 7.326 224 18-5.360 12.554 197.914 93% 98% 60.8 3.3'*.;

Bupeb ... 38,574,332 9,118 1*2 215.736 10.256 225.992 91% 95%- 7».l «.»%
Hunan 2it.519.272 3.*S1 341 175,881 31,420 207,301 97% 94% 70.3 3.8%

South China
Fukien 17,067.277 1.150 4*9 49,687 14,436 64.123 96% 97% 37.5 32.1%Kwangtang 35,195,098 4,093 1,100 162.748 47,534 210,282 99% 98% 5 if. 7 10.8%Kwangsi ... 10,872,300 1 ,506 330 55,581 13,233 68,864 94% 97% 63.9 2.1%

Wbi China
K&nsu 6,083.565 1.414 139 35.435 4,350 39.685 99% 99% 65.5 1.2%Szechwan
Kweicbow

61,444,699
11,470.099

13.832
1.411

835
235

436.535
47,068

43,757
10,020

480,292
57.088

95%
89%

94%
98%

78.2

49.8
3.6*.,

3.1%
1.1%

Yunnan 8,824,479
1

4,678 318 166,098 20,294 186,392 •»% 94% 211.3

t°I!;

~3
fnf'

e* f°r J
tt°

1
'
C

.

hall*'> S
,

a
|
y,1*n

-
Sitao i*h|

ch four territories comprise what was formerly known as Inner Mongolia*., Outer Mongol* Altai Sinkian*
r, Tibet, and Chwanpien (formerly part of Ssechwan and Tibett. are not included in the table above.

»««K»»a. aiku, »m*i»n^.

EXPLANATORY NOTE

The following maps present graphically the ratio between Government
primary students and population within each hsien. They are based on
the population estimates as accepted by the CCC Survey Committee (see
Hsien Tables, Appendix A), and on the statistics of Government primary
education as taken from the Report of the Ministry of Education, 1016.
Since this Report was published, a considerable increase in the number of
Government primary students has undoubtedly taken place. In addition
there is an increasing number of students in unregistered and private
primary schools throughout th> country. Were these included with the
Government 1916 ngmes the elementary educational situation in China,
as represented on the following mips, would appear somewhat brighter.

It is necessary to remember, when studying the maps of this series,
that even the hsieus which are shaded white, representing ratios
of 1,000 or more students per 10,000 inhabitants, enjoy an educational
Utatus considerably below that reported for Western countries, as for

example the United States of America, where 1,770 students out of every
io.oco are enrolled in pubic elementary schools.

The figures for Government primary students given in the statistical
table above correspond with those given in the Hsien Tables, Appendix A.
The totals, however, differ slightly from those quoted bv HoMJngton K.
long ta his Summary of Government Education ("Millard's Review"
March 23, 1019.)

The Committee realizes that its sources of information may be of
questionable value, being little mere than approximations in the case
of population and in the case of Government education, somewhat out of
date. For this reason the maps have been incorporated in the
Appendix rather than in the main body of the Report. Thev are valuable
nevertheless for comparative purposes, making posssibSe a contrast of hsien
with 'isien and ot province with province, and however faulty the source*,
they represent the latest and most complete data obtainable
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Kotf _jfo statistic* of Government education appear in the 1916 Government Eeport for those hsiens which are starred on the accompanying map.

la some cases"tbe statistics covering educational facilities within th -e included in the returns for adjoining hsiens. In other cases the area is

inhabited chiefly by aboriginal tribes and few, if any. Government school list,
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inhabited chiefly by aboriginal tribes and few, if any. Government schools exist

ntuent Report for those listens which are starred on the accompanying map.
re included in the returns for adjoining hsiens. In other cases the area is
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APPENDIX E

MISSIONARY RESIDENTIAL CENTERS

ARRANGED CHRONOLOGICALLY

ANHT7EI

1869 Anking: CIM, FE
1874 Chihchowfu: CIM

Ningkwofu: CIM
1875 Hwekhow: CIM
1885 Wuhu : PE, FCMS, CMA,

[CIM, MEFB, AAM,
[FaM

1887 Chengyangkwan : CIM
Chuebow: FCMS

1890 Liuanchow : CIM
Kwangtehchow : CIM

1891 Tatting: CMA
1892 Taiho: CIM
1894 Kienping: CIM
1896 Nanlingbsien : CMA

Tsingyanghsien : CMA
Wanchih: CMA

1897 Yhigchowfu : CIM
Luchowfu: FCMS

1899 Laian: CIM
1901 Hwaiytian : PN
1904 Pochow: SBC

Shucheng: CIM
1907 Chaohsien : AAM
1913 Sucbow: PN
1915 Kinghsiem; CIM
1916 Hochow: AAM
1918 Tuiiki : MEFB

CHEKIANG

1843 Ningpo: ABF, PN, CMS,
[CIM, UMC, CM, AFM

1859 Hangchow : PN, CMS, CIM,
[PS, ABF, YMCA, AFM,
[Ind, YWCA

1S66 Fenghwa : CIM
Shaohingfu : CM, ABF, CMS

1867 Taicbowfu : CIM, CMS
Wenchow : CIM, UMC, SDA
Ninghaihsien : CIM
Sinchanghsien : CIM
Chuchowfu : CIM
Pingyanghsien : CTM
Chuchow : GCAM (cm)
Kinhwafu : CIM, ABF
Changshan : CIM
Yuogkang : CIM
Huchowfu : ABF, MRS
Chukihsien : CMS
Lancbi : CIM
Lungcbfiafl : GCAM (cim)

Kashing : PS
Yunliwo : GCAM (cim)

Hwangyen : CIM
Sungyang : GCAM (cim)

Tsinyiin : GCAM (era)

Tientai : CIM
Tangsi : GMC
Sienku : CIM
Mokansh.in : CIM
Ytnchow : CIM
Ttingluhsien : CMS
Chenghsien : CIM
Hetigcha : CMS
Tzeki : CMS
Ytivao : PN"

CHIHLI

i860 Tientsin ; ABCFM, LMS,
[CMC, MEFB, BFBS,
[CIM, SPG, YMCA,
[Ind, AG, NBSS, RTS,
[YWCA, SA

1861 Peking : LMS, PN, ABCFM,
[MEFB, UMC, SPG,
[ABS, YMCA, Ind, 1KB,

[AG, YWCA, SA,
[UnMedColl, SDA, LJBM

1867 Tunghsieu : ABCFM, SA
1873 Paotingfu: ABCFM, PN,

[YMCA, SA
iSSv Yungcbing : SPG

Hokienfu: SPG
1S83 Tangshan : UMC
18S7 Hwaihi : CIM
tm ShunteMu : CIM, PN

Siaocnang : LMS
1890 Shanhaikwan : MEFB
1S95 Tsangchow : LMS
1902 Yungpingfu : UMC

Tamingfui: SCM, PCN
1903 Changli : MEFB

Weihsien : SCM
i(>t)4 Linmingkwan : SCM

Chichovr : SPG
1905 Kwangpingbsien : SCM

Kwangpingfu : SCM
1908 Chengtmgfu : AG, SA
1909 Kalgan : BFBS, MP, NXM,

[SA
1911 Kaichow : MGC

Lungmenhsien : NCM
1 91
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Chentow : AG
1914 Paoanchow : NCM
1915 Sima ; AG
1916 Kaoyihsien : AG

Lwancbeng : A*'.

Tungming : MGC
Sinpaoan : NFEM

; 17 Yfiebow : NFEM
Sinlo : AG

1918 Laishni : AG
Kaocheng : Ind
Taku : SA
Shihkiachwang : SA
Chuantowchen : SA
Sintsihchen : Ind

Kangchwang : AG
Tsngchow : SA

FUKIEN
1842 Asioy : RCA, LMS, EPM,

[SDA, YMCA
1847 Foochow : MEFB, ABCFM,

[CMS, CEZMS, Ind,

[YMCA, YWCA, SDA
1853 Changehowfu : RCA, LMS
1863 Diongloh : AFCFM
1864 Inghok tlngta:) : ABCFM

Hinghwafu : MEFB, CMS
1865 Sienyu : MEFB

Yungchun : MEFB, EPM
1866 Hweianhsien : LMS

' Tungan : RCA
1*7.1 Shaowu : ABCFM
1S76 Siokht : RC.v
1881 Chuancliowfu : EPM
18H2 Funingfu : CMS
1886 Kutienhsien : CMS, CEZMS,

[MEFB
1887 Lienkong : CMS
1889 Changpu : EPM

I-nyuanhsien : CMS, CEZMS
1S91 Kienyang : CMS
1802 Tingchowfu : LMS
1S93 Lnngtien : MEFB

Siyang: CEZMS
1894 Kienningfu : CMS, CEZMS

Shanyang: CEZMS
1895 Pingtanbsien (Heitang) :

[MEPB

1S96 Ningtch : CMS
Futstng: CMS, MEFB
Kiangtow : CMS
Kaosanshib : CMS
Mintsiughsien : MEFB

1897 Sbangpao (Ciongbau)

:

[CEZMS
1902 Yenpingfu : MEFB

Pingnan : CEZMS
1903 Hotung: CMS
1904 Toaung : CMS
T907 Sungki: CEZMS
I90S Pucheng : CEZMS
1910 Chimganhsien : CMS
101
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Shanghang : Ind, EPM
I9M Yiiki : MEFB
*9*5 Hwangshih : MEFB
1919 Lungyenchow : RCA

HONAN
lFSd Chowkiakow : CIM
w586 Shekicbtn : CIM
1892 Hiangcheng : CIM
1894 Changte : PCC
1895 Taikatig : CIM

Chenchowfu : CIM
1S96 Kingtaekwan : CIM
1898 Juning ; LUM
1S99 Kwangehow : CIM, LUM

Sihwa : CIM
Sinyangchow : LUM
Sinanhsien : SMC (cim)

1901 Kaifeng : CIM, FMA, SBC,
[MSCC, YMCA

1902 Yeneheng: CIM, SDA
Hwaikingfu : PCC
Weihwei: PCC
Honanfn : SMC (cim), ELAu

1903 Fukow : CIM
Kikungsban : LUM, GEM,

[ELAug, PCC, SMC (cim)

Stnyeh : LUM
Nanyangfu : NLK
Chenping : NLK
Teugchow : NLK, LUM
Sichwantiug : NLK
Chengchow : SBC

1905 Mienchih : SMC (cim)

»9o6 Hsfichow : ELAug
Jungtseh : FMA
Lushan : NLK
Kioshan : LUM

j
',-

- Miyang: EbM
:

. Kweiteh : SBC, MSCC, I.BM
Taofcow : PCC

ror>9 Wiian : PCC
Kihsien : FMA
Ixvshan : LUM

1910 Tungpeh : LB
Juebow : ELAug

1911 Yfiebow : ELAug
Pingshihciien : LB
Cbengyanghsien : LUM

1912 Kiahsten : ELAug
Sniping: LUM
Siuwtt : PCC

1913 Sihsien : LUM
Kwangshan : LUM

1914 Yiicheng: ChMMS
1915 Liuho: ChMMS

Piyiianhsien : ILM
ic)i(- Sbaagteai : CIM
1917 Ninglinghsien : ChMMS

Suichow : LBM
iqi8 Checheng: LBM

I^anfeng ; ChMMS
ii)i9 Tsiaotso : PCC
1920 Lin-i : LBM

HUNAN
1897 Cnangteh : CMA, CIM, PN,

[CHM
1 1899 Changsha: CMA, CIM, UE,

[L(cim), \VMMS, NMS,
[PE, YM, BTP, YMCA,
[SDA, PN, BIOLA,
[RCUS, YWCA, SKM

1900 Siangtan : PN, UE, L(cim),

[CEZMS, CMS
1901 TsingsMb: FMS

Yocbow: RCUS
I

1903 Hengchewfu : PN, L(cim},

[CEZMS, CMS
Ningsiang : NMS
Yiyang : NMS, W3HMS

I 1903 Ttmgping : NMS
Sinhwa: NMS
Yuanchow : L(cim)

Packing : L(cm), WMMS
Yungchowfu : CMS, WMMS*

[CEZMS
1904 Chenchow : PN

Taoyuan : PN
Liting : UE
Shenchowfu : RCUS, EA
Piagkiang : WMMS

1905 Taohwalnn : NMS
j 1907 Yungting : FMS

Tzelt : FMS
\ i<fB W^ukangchow : L(cim)

Linyanghsien : WMMS
j
1911 Ansiang : CHM

Tsingchow : L(cim)

j
191 2 Siangsiang : L(cim)

Hnngkiang : L(cim)
Taohwaping : L(cim)

Chaling: UE
Yuhsien : UE

! 1914 Hanshowbsien : CMA
Sinninghsien : L(ctm)

j
1916 Liangtowtang ; L(cm)

j 1918 Yungshunfn : FMS
Hengshanhsien : L(cim)
Yungfeng : L(crar)

Yfiankianghsien : N1SIS

:
iqk> Nanehowting : CIM

HTJPEH

1861 Hankow : LMS, WAIMS, PE,
[BFBS, CIM, ABS,
[CMA, NBSS, YMCA,
[SDA, ELMo, IPTCA,
[RTS, .SKM

! 1863 Hanyang : WMMS
j 1865 Wuchang : WMMS, LMS,

[PE, SMF, CMA, YMCA
;
187 r Wusiieh : WMMS

. 1878 Ichang: CSFM, PE, SMF,
[CIM

j
18S0 Siaokan : LMS

Teian : WMMS
T8S6 Shasi : PE, SMF
1887 Laohokow : CIM, NLK
1889 Tayeh : WMMS
1891 Anlu : WMMS

Fancheng : SEMC, LUM
1897 Taipingtien : LUM

Suichow : WMMS
' 1S98 Ytoyaug : NLK

Hwangpei : LMS
j
1899 • Tsaoshih. : LMS

Kiinchow : NLK
} 1900 Siangyatigfu : SEMC
1901 Hwangcbow : SMF

I 1902 Tsaovang * LB



MISSIONARY RESIDENTIAL CENTERS

Sfaihwak

Machera

:mc

Laifeng : PB1M
Shekow : FMS, LUM, NMS

ufn : PBIM, ELMo

KANSU
chow : CIM

18S3

;im
tM
CIM

:ma,
iSq6

KIANGSI
Kiukiang: MEFB, CIM,

[CMML, Ind, PE, SDA
Takntang : CIM
Yfishan: CIM, AG
Hokcvv: CIM

B NKM
Anjen
.

•
. i '

.

Tsingan : NKM
Yangkow : CIM
Kianfu : CIM, Ind

Teianhsien : CMML
Nancfaang : MEFB, CMML

[CIM, PE, YMCA
Changshu : CIM
Kienchangh? en : CMML
Tninsrohnw NKM

1906

19*4

101S

[ML
:ml

if« : CIM
OIL

EM, In

a : CMML
CMML

at: CMML

cnc)

CIM
Ningtu : GCAM (cm)
Yungfenehsien : FFC (cm)
Loping : CIM

ing: ABF
n : CMML

KIANGSU
Shanghai : LMS, PE, CMS,

[SDB, SBC, MES, PN,
EM, BFBS, WO,

[MEFB, ABS, CLS, Ind,

[FCMS, YMCA, CCACZ,
[DHM, CMA, YWCA,
[CvSCR, MPM, AFM,
[ABF, IPTCA, SDA, CE,
[JCM, RTS, CSSU, IBC,
[CGM, SRM, Cv
fNBSS

Soochow : MES, PN, SBC
[PS, PE, YMCA

Yanschow : CIM, SBC, P

.angpu : CIM, IS
\FO, AAM, I

Nanking : FN, F€
[PE, Ub£N, A]

[YMCA, SDA, GC,
[MES, YWCA

Chinkiang : PS, SBC, ME1
[CIM, Ind, CGM

Hinghwa : Ind
Snngkiangfa : MES
Antung : CIM

: PS
Tungchow : FCMS
Kiangyin : PS
Siichowfw :

Liuho: SDB
gchow: MES

Hwaianfu: PS
Tangshan : Ind
Kiangwan : DHM
Taichow : PS
Haichow ; IS

KWANGSI W 1

Wuehow : SBC, CMA,
[WMMS

K-weitin: SBC, CMA, C

[CEZMS
Sunchow : CMA
Nanning: CMA, EMM, CMS,

[SDA
MA

Hngnarnyfin : CMA
Lungchow : CMA
Liuchowfu : CMA
Poseh : Ind
Ejnjrrfian: CMA

Watlam: CMA

KWANGTUNG
LMS, ABCFM, PN,
WMMS, B, Bn,

[BFBS, ABS, CC
[SEFC, l"B, CMS, KHI,
[PCNZ, SDA, SCHM,
[YMCA, AG, Ind, CFM,

M, YWCA, NBSS
Hongkong: LMS, BFM,

S, HVBC, BFBS,
[WMMS, RM, YMCA,
[AG, Ind, SDA, YWCA

LMS
x : EPM, ABF,

j
: B

Cbongtsnn: B
Yfinhangli : B

: WMMS
Shiuchow: WMMS, Bn

ag: SBC, EvM
Kuehtik : B

m : B
EPM

!, ABF, HYBC
Chonghangking : B

: Bn
: PN

Siuyan : Bn
Namyung : Bn

k : C

ing: ABF
Bn
EPM

: m : RM
Taiping: RM

g : Bn
CMS, HYBC

Lokong: B
Hoyun : B
Samhopa : EPM

Bn
S, KCM

Yanwohu : PCNZ

1914

1916

1919

Bn
: RM
sien : B

. ABF

: : B
: SDA, Bn

i : PCNZ
how: B
AG
AG
iff ' \C

uv : RPC

CIM

Hoil

HosSwan : B
ow: PN
a : B
,r«g: PN
CMS, KCM, CN'

PN
RM

EPM. ABF

Linn

Lupao :

KWETCHOW
Kwdyang : CIM

CIM
Hinsi : CIM

CIM
a : CIM
can : CMC
ng : CMC

Tatingfu : CIM, FDM (cm
Kopn : CIM

L (era)

SHANSI

Bantu : BMS, YMCA,

CIM
ABCFM

Sinchow : BMS
IM

Taninsr: CIM
Kuwo : CIM, NMC i'cim)

Hnngtnng: CIM
ow: CIM

Tatungfu : CIM HF (cim),

[PAW, SA
'

Fenchow: ABCFM

CIM

Ctnencriow :

Tsoviin : H

I

Soping: HF
IM

.hen: CIM

SHANTUNG
tefoo : SBC, PN, CIM, CI,

PN.
: Chukiachai :

Tsinan : PN.

AG,

Ind

:mml

:MMS

V
ingchangfu : NHM,

SA
laocheng : CN

SHENSI
anchungfu : CIM
lcngku : CIM

SPG

IM)

:im)

Wnkun m)
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1904 Hoyang: SMC (cat) 1S99

Micnhsien : CIM 1900

T905 Pinchow : SAM (cm) 1902

1910 Tungkwanting : SMC (as)

19*3 Pucbetsg: SMC (cm)
Huhsien: SAM (cm)
Yiilmru : AFM, SIBM

1914 Changwuhsk-n : SAM (cm)

1917 Pehtunchen : SAM (cm)

SZECHWAN

1903

1S77 Chungking : CIM, MEFB, 1904
[FFMA. ABS, NBSS, 1905
[MCC, SDA, CMS 1906

1881 Chengtu : CIM, BFBS, MEFB,
1 1907

1888

IS90

1893

1894

1097

1898

[MCC, ABS, CMS,
[FFMA, YMCA,
[ABF, SDA, YWCA

Paoning: CIM, CMS
Paehow . CIM, HF (cm)

Wanbs :

ett : CIM
Kiatingfn : CIM, ABF, MCC
Snifu : CIM, ABF
Kvranhsien : CIM
Kwangvfian : CIM
Luchow: CIM, MCC
Sintientze: CIM
Yaehowfu : ABF
Sitituhsien : CMS
Chtmgpa: CMS
Anhsien : CMS
Mienchow : CMS
M'cnchuhsicn : CMS
Shihcbuan : CMS
Suiiiing: MEFB, FFMA
Shunking : CIM, DFMB (cm)
Tatsienlu : CIM, SDA
Tzecbcw : MEFB
Chtihsien : CIM
Yingshan : CIM

1909

19 10

191

1

1913

1917

1920

1SS1

1S82

1S85

1886

1SS9

1904

1906

Suitingfu : CIM
Timgchwan : FFMA
Nanpu : CIM
Kaihsien : CIM, DFMB (cm)

Liangshan : CIM
Kiangtsing : CIM
Kiungchow : CIM
Fushun: CIM
Chungkianghsien : CMS
Batang: FCMS
Tehyang: CMS
Kweichowfu : CIM, Iud

TungHang: FFMA
Junghsien : MCC
Mowchow : CMS
Tzeliutsing : MCC
Jenshowhsien : MCC
Penghsien : MCC
Tachu : CIM
Weikiu : CIM
Kwanganchow : CIM
Lunganfu : CMS
Pengshanhsien : CIM
Chungcbow : MCC
Fowcliow : MCC
Taiping : CIM
Mienyang: CMS

YUNNAN

Talifu : CIM
Yunnanfu : CIM, BFBS,

[YMCA, PMU, CMS,
[CMC, Ind

Tungchvran : UMC
Chaotung: CMC
Kiitsingfu : CIM
Kingtungt^ng : Ind
Ytianmow : CIM
Sinshac: CIM

Sapushan : CIM
Tengyiieh : CIM
Likiang: PMU
Szemao : SYM
Tsuyung: Ind

Paertu : SYM
Atuntze : PMU
Wutmgcliow : PN

MANCHURIA

FENGT1ES (SHENGKING)

Newchwang : PCI

Moukden : UFS, PCI, BFBS,
[DMS, YMCA, YWCA,
[SDA

Iia0}rang : UFS
Chinchowfu : PCI, DMS
Sinminfti : PCI
Fakiiting : PCI
Kwangning : PCI
YungHng : UFS
Tiehling : UFS
Port Arthur: DMS
Kaiyuan : UFS
Chaovangchen : UFS
Takushan : DMS
Sinyen: DMS
Fenghwangcheng : DMS
Antung : DMS, YMCA
Kwantien : DMS
Hwaijen : DMS
Dairen : DMS

KIRIN

Kwanchengtze (Changchun)
[PCI, SDA

1S91 Kirin : PCI, YMCA
1892 Ashiho: UFS

1907

1908

19 1

3

1917

1918

1869

i875

1S82

18S5

1S8S

1892

1896

1897

1898

IS99

1902

1906

1909

1910

I8S6

]
1505 YBsbuting : PCI

I
1912 Harbin : DMS

i 1917 Sinchengfu (Petuna) : DMS

HMILVNGKIANG

j 1905 Hnlan : UFS
191

1

Pehtroatiliatze : DMS

INNER MONGOLIA
JEHOL

18S5 Chaoyangfu; CMML
Tatzekow: CMML

[ 1897 Fingehuan (Pakow) : CMML
J

1906 Chengtehfu (Jehol) : CMML
Tukiawopu : CMML

1913 Chihfeng (Hada) : CMML

CHAHAR
I

1902 Fengcfeen : SvAM (cim),

[AFM, SA
1909 Gashatay : AG

SUIYUAN

j
1886 Kweihwating : SvAM (as)

I
1888 Pactowchen : SvAM (cm)

I 1899 Haloug Osso : SM
1903 Saratsi : SvAM (cm)

I 1904 Patsebolong : SAMM

OUTER MONGOLIA
j

191S Urga : SM

SINKIANG
1892 Shufu (Kasngar) : SMF
1895 Sochefu (Yarkand) : SMF
10x8 Tihwafu (Urumtsi) : CIM
1909 Shulehfu (Hancheng) : SMF
191

2

Yingkisba (Yangibissar) : SljS

CENTERS WHERE MISSION STATIONS MAY BE OPENED (1919-1924)

ANHWEI

CHEKIANG

CHIHLI

FUKIEN
Kienuinghsien

Lungyenchow
ABCFM
RCA

HONAN
Kushihsien
Linhsien

Ltiyi

Shanchow
Shangcaenghsien
Shenkin*
Sinsiang

Sintsai

Tsiyuan
Wukiatien
Yehsien

Yenshihsien

LUM
1'CC

LBM
SMC (cm)
CIM
CIM
PCC
LUM
FCC
LUM
CIM
BLAosr

HUNAN
Chekao AAM Anhwahsien NMS
Chikihsien CIM Hwajung RCUS
Hwokiuhsien CIM Kienchowting ECUS
Lukiang CMA Nanchowting* CHM
Showchow PN Paotsing RCUS
Taiping CMA Sangcliihsien FMS
Tsingteh CIM Siangyin* WMMS
Tungeheng CIM Taochow CMS
Wuweichow FCMS

HUPEH
Hwanglingki LMS
Hwanglinwan IMS
Ichenghsien SEMC
Kukiawan LB
Puchi WMMS

KANSU
Hweihsien*
Kaichow
Kanchowfu*
Kuyuan
Paoan
Pingfan*

Sifengchen

Stag Stogs Lhamo
Tsingningchow

(cm)SAM
CMA
CIM
SAM (cm)
CMA
CIM
SAM (cm)
CMA
SAM (cm)

KIANGSI
Juihung
KJanfa
Kienchangfa
Kwangchang

CIM
MEFB
MEFB
GCAM (cm)

Lukihsien
Lungnanhsien*
SMhehenghsien
Siakianghsien

Sinyiihsien

Yiiiu*

GCAM (cm)
CIM
GCAM (cm)
CIM
CIM
CIM

KIANGSU

KWANGSI
Hingyeh CMA
Kweishun CMA
Ningmingehow CMA
YangHchow CMA

KWANGTUNG
Sunning

Kochow*
Luichow
East River field

ABCFM +PN +
[WMMS

PX
PN
B

KWEICHOW
Chengaiichow* CIM
Jenhwaihsien CIM
Kiensichow CIM

Hokfi*

SHANSI
NMC (cm)

SHANTUNG
Chacgkiu BMS
Fannsien PCN
Jihchaohsien SBM

Kwanhsien '

Litsinghsien

Poshan
Puchow
Yangkuhsien

NHM
BMS
BMC

PCN
NHM

SHENSI
Hanyinting NLF
Lonan* NMF (cim)
Shangchow* NMF (cm)
Shanyang* NMF (cm)

SZECHWAN
Changshow
Chtmgkiagcfeow*
Fengtnhsien

Hochow
Hokiang *

Meiehow*
Nanchwan
Pengshui
Sungpan
Tsingyianhsien
WTanhsien

W^ei3uanhsien

MCC
CIM
MCC
FFMA
CIM
CIM
MCC
MCC
CMS
MCC
MCC
MCC

YUNNAN
Linanlu* PN
Mengli SYM
Nanipa SYM
Tahsiaoho (near

Lungling)» CIM
Yfiankiang* PN
\ uugchang* CIM
Yunnanfu UMC

MANCHURIA
Hingkingfu UFS

•Later information



MISSION MIDDLE SCHOOLS isxsiii.

cENTERS WHERE MISSION MIDDLE SCHOOLS ARE LOCATED
ANHWEI Haayaag WMMS G

j XWEICHOW
Aaking PE BB* Hwangchow SMF G
Hwaiyuan PX B Ichang CSFM BG SHANSX
Xuchowfu FCMS bg

;

PE B
Naalinghsien CMA G Kingehowfu Uaioa (SEMC SMF) Fsnchow ABCFM BG

NiEgkwofa MEFB b
;

Laohokow XLK B Hungtung CIM B

Suchow PX B Suichow WMMS B !
Hwochow CiM G

Wuhu FCMS
PF,

Union (AAM,

CHEKIANG

FCMS)

B
B
B

Wuchang PE
WMMS

KANSU

BG
B

Taikahsien
Yuncbeng

ABCFM
SMC (cm)

SHANTUNG
PX

B
BG

BG
Hangchow ABF ,> KIANGSI PX B

CMS G !

Kiukiang MEFB BG SBC BG
Union (PX, Pi>) B I

PE
MEFB
XKM

B Hwanghsien SBC BG

Hoebowfu
Xashiag

Union (ABF,
MES
PS

PX, PS) G
BG
B

Xanchaag
Wucfaeag

BG
G

Ichowfu
Kiaochow

PX
PX
SBM

BB
G
BG

Kinhwafu ABF BG . Laichow SBC BG
Xingpo- ABF BG ! KIANGSU Laiy SBC B

CMS BG
Chiubiang MEFB G Pingtu SBC BG

PX BG
PS B Piagyin SPG B

UMC B
Haichow B Taiiufu MEFB B

Shaoblngfa
Wenehowr

YMCA
ABF
UMC

B
B
B

Kiangvin
Liyang
Luho

PS
PX
AFO

BG
B
B

Tehchow
Tengchowfu

SPG
ABCFM
PX

B
BG
BG

Cbangli

CHIHLI
MEFB B

Xankiag AAM
FCMS
MEFB
PX

G
BG
BG

Tenghsiea
Tsin

SBC
PX
PX

G
B

BG
Paotingfu ABCFM B G howfa SMS B

YMCA B
Union (ABF, FCMS Tsing AEPM BG

Peking ABCFM EG
MEFB, PX, PS) B PX B

EMS
MEFB
PX
SPG

BG
BG
B

BGG
Shanghai

YMCA
CMA
CMS
LMS
MFS
PE
px

r»

BG
B

BG

Tsiniag
Weihaiwei
Wcihsfea
Yenchowfet

PX
SPG
PX
SPG

BG
B

BG
B

YMCA B BG Yihsien PX BG
Shanhaibwaa
Shuntehfa

MEFB
PX

B
BG

BBG
BG SHENSI

Siaocbang
Tientsin

EMS
LMS
MEFB

BG
B

BG

SBC
SDA

BGG
BG
B
B
G

niu BMS B

Tungchow
YMCA
ABCFM

B
B

SDB
Unien (ABF, SBC)

\ Chengta

SZECHWAN
MCC G

FUKIEN YMCA BB MEFB G

Amov EPM B Soochow MES BB Union (ABF, FFMA,

RCA BG PE BG MCC, MES, B

SDA B PX B YMCA B

Chuanehowfa EPM B SBC BG Chungking FFMA B

Foochow ABCFM BG Siichowfa PS B MEFB B

CMS (+CEZMS) BBG Sutsien PS BG Fowchow MCC B

MEFB BG Tsmgkiangpu PS B Kiatingfu CIM B

SDA B Wusih PE B MJencbow CMS B

YMCA BB Yangchow CIM G Suifu ABF BG
Hinghwafa MEFB BG PE B Saining MEFB B

Shaowu ABCFM BG SBC G Tuwgchwaa FFMA B

Yenpingfu MEFB

HONAN
B

KWANGSI
Tzecfcow

Tze'.iutstng

MEFB
MCC

B
B

Changte FCC G Wuchow CMA BG YUNNAN
Hiaageheng CTM B
Juchow ELAug B KW Chaolang UMC B

Kaifeng MSCC B
SBC B Canton ABCFM BG MANCHURIA

Kweiteh MSCC B CCCoIl BG
Siayangcbow UBS BG CMS BG FENGTIEN [SHENGEJNG)

Weshwei PCC B PX G
Antung DAIS B

Yeacfeeng SDA BG SBC
SDA
Uaioa (ABCF

BG
R Chaoyaagchea UFS B

HUNAN !

M, Chinese Chinchowfu
Haicheng
Kaiyuan
Kvvaugning
Liaoyang
Moukdea

PCI
UFS

B
B

Changsba

Chaagteh

Union (PX, UE)
¥M
YMCA
PX

G
B
B

* B
: Fatshaa
Hongkong

Chuach, PX
YMCA
WMMS
CMS

UB) B
B
B

BBGGG
BG
B
B
B

UFS
PCI
UFS
UFS

B
B
B

BG
Cheachow PX B EMS

Xewchwang . PCI B
Hengchowfa
Liliag

CMS
UE

B
B

Raying
Kityang

ABF
ABF Xewchwaagcheng UFS

Sinmiafa

B
BG

Sheachofrfa RCUS B B
Takushaa DMS B

Siangtan PX B Kiungcbow PX BG

Taohwalun XMS. B
i Kuchak B B KIRIN

Yiyang
Yochow

XMS
RCUS

HUPEH

G
B

Linchow
|
Samhopa
Shiuchow

J Swahae

PN
EPM
Bn
EPM

B
B
G
B

Ashiho
Kiria
Kwanchengtze

UFS
YMCA

B
B

Faacheng EUM
Uaioa (EUM SEMC)

B
G

! Swatow ABF
EPM

BG
BBB
B
B
B

(Changchun) PCI
Yusbuting PCI

B
B

Hankow 1MB B Tungkun RM IIEILVNGKIANG B
SDA
YMCA

B
B

Wakiagfa
Yeuagkong

EPM
PX Ilulaa UFS

* B--Boys, G=GMs. Each letter indioales & separate scho<A.
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CENTERS WHERE MISSION HOSPITALS ARE LOCATED

Anking
Cbaohsien

Chuchow
Hwaiyiian

Luchcwfu
Suchow
Wuhu

ANHWEI
PE
AAM
FCMS
PN
FCMS
PN
MEFB

CHEKIANG
Chuchow
Hangchow
Huchowfa
Kashing
Kitthwafu

Ningpo
Shaohingftt

Sungyang
Taichowfa
Tzeki

Wenchow
Yiiyao

Ctangli

Hokienfu
Kalgan
I'aotingfu

Peking

Sanhohsien

Sbanhaikwan
Shuntehfu

Siaochang

Tientsin

Tungchow
Tsaiyiichen

Tsangthow
Yenshan
Yungpingfu

GCAM (cim)

CMS
ABF, MES
PS
ABF
ABF, CMS, UMC
ABF
GCAM fctM)

cm, cms
CMS
UMC
PN

CHIHLI
MEFB
SPG
XCM
px
CMB, IMS,
[MEFB, PN,
[SPG

PN
MEFB
PN
LMS
LMS, MEFB
ABCFM
LMS
LMS
LMS
UMC

FUKIEN
Amoy
CbangcbcwfU
Changpu
Chuanchowfu
DIongloh

Foe chow

Fimingfu

Futsing
Hankong
Hinghwafu
Hweianhsien
Iaghok flngtai)

Kiangtow
Kienningfu

Kutienhsien

Lienkong
Loyiianhsien

Lungtien

Mintsinghsien

Ningteh
Pingnan
Shangbang
Shaowu
Shunchang
Sietiyu

Siokhe

Tingchowfu
Yenpingfa
YSki
Yungan
Ynngchtm

RCA
I.MS
EPM
EPM
ABCFM
ABCFM, CMS,
[CEZMS,
[MEFB
CMS
CMS, CEZMS
MEFB
CMS, CEZMS
LMS
ABCFM
CMS
CMS
MEFB
CMS
CEZMS
MEFB
MEFB
CMS
CEZMS
EPM
ABCFM
ABCFM
MEFB
RCA
LMS
MEFB
MEFB
MEFB
EPM

HONAN
Chengcbow
Changte
Ilonaniti

Hsfichow
Hwaikingfu
Kaifeng
Kioshan
Kwangchow
Kweiteh
Sinyangcbow
Weihwei
Yencheng

SBC
PCC
ELAug
ELAug
PCC
CIM
LUM
LUM
MSCC
LUM
PCC
SDA

HUNAN
Changsha
Changteh
Chenchow
Hengchowfu
Hungkiang
Liling

Paoking
Pingkiang
Shenchowfu
Siangtan

Tsingshih.

Yiyang
Yochow
Yuhsien

Yungchowfu

NMS, YM
PN
PN
PN
L(cim)

UE
LiciM), WMMS
WMMS
RCUS
PN
FMS
NMS
RCUS
UE
WMMS

Anhi
Fancheng
Hankow
Hwangchow
Hwangpei
Ichang
Kienli

Laohokow
Machcnshsien
Shasi

Siangyangfu
Stackan
Tayeh
Teian

Tsao>hih

Wuchang

HXJPEH
WMMS
LUM
LMS, WMMS
SMF
LMS
CSFM
SMF
XLK
FMF
SMF
LUM+SEMC
LMS
WMMS
WMMS
LMS
LMS, PE

Lanchowfu
Pinirliansr

Jaochow
Kiukiang
Ruling
Nanchang
Yiianchow

Changchow
Chinkiang
Haichow
Hinghwa
Kiangyin
Liuho
Liyanghsien
Luho
Nanking
Shanghai

Soochow
Suchowfu
Sutsien

KANSU
CIM
SAM (era)

KIANGSI
CIM
MEFB
Ruling Estate

MEFB
CIM

KIANGSU
MES
MEFB
PS
Ind

PS
SDB
PN
AFO
AFO, UofN
LMS, PE, SDA,
[WU+ABF+
[MES

MES,-PN, PS
PS
PS

j
Tsingkiangpu

I Tur.gehow
: Wusih
Yangchow

j
Yencheng

PS
FCMS
PE
SBC
PS

KWANGSI
Kweilin

Nanning
Wuchow

CMS
EMM
SBC, W-MMS

KWANGTUNG
Canton

Chaoehowfu
Chaoyanghsien
Fatshan
Hoihow
Hongkong
Kachek
Kaying
Kityang
Kiungchow
Kongtnoon
Koitgtsun

Linchow
Lotingchow
Nodoa
Pakhox
Sajnhopa
Shiuchow
Siulam
Swabue
Swatow
Takhing
Tungkun
I'ngkung
Wukingfu
Yeungkong
Yingtak

CCColl, CMMS,
[PN

EPM
ABF
WMMS
PN
LMS
PN
B
ABF
PN
PCC
PCNZ
PN
RPC
PN
CMS
EPM
WMMS
UB
EPM
ABF, EPM
RPC
RM
ABF
EPM
PN
SBC

Anshunfu
Tungjen

XWEICHOW
CIM
EA

Fenchow
Hwochow
I.iaochow

Luanfu
Pingtingchow
Pingyangfu
Taikuhsien
Taiyuanfu

SHANSI
ABCFM
CIM
GBB
CIM
GBB
CIM
ABCFM
LMS

SHANTUNG
Chefoo

Chowtsun
Chnkiachai
Hwanghsien
Ichowfu

Eiaoehow
Laichow
Lintsingchow
Pingtu

Pingyin

Taianfu

Tehchow
Tengchowfu
Tenghsien
Tsinan

Tsingchowfu
Tsiuing

Weihsien
Yenchowfu
Yihsien

CIM, PN
BMS
UMC
SBC
PN
SBM
SBC
ABCFM
SBC
SPG
MEFB
ABCFM
PX
PX
PX, scu
BMS
PX
PN
MEFB, SPG
PN

Sanyuanhsien
Sianfu

SHENSI

BMS
BMS

SZECHWAN

Batang
Chengtu
Chungchow
Chungking

Fowchow
Jenshowhsien

Junghsien
Kweichowfu
Riatingfu

Luchow
Mienchuhsien
Paoning
Penghsien

Suifu

Suining

Suitingfu

Tungchwan
Tzechow
Tzeliutsing

Yachowfu

FCMS
MCC, MEF»
MCC
MCC, MEFB,
[SDA

MCC
MCC
MCC
Ind

MCC
MCC
CMS
CIM
MCC
ABF
FFMA
CIM
FFMA
MEFB
MCC
ABF

YUNNAN
Chaotung UMC
Yunnanfu CMS

MANCHURIA

FESGTIEN (SHENG KI\G?

Antung
Chaoyangchen
Chinckowiu
Fakutmg
Hailungfu
Raiyiian

Kwangning
Liaoyang
Liutaokow
Moukden

Newehwang
Sinminfu
Siuyen
Tiehling

Yungling

DMS
UFS
PCI
PCI
UFS
UFS
PCI
UFS
Korean Churelf

UFS, DMS+
[UFS

PCI
PCI
DMS
UFS
UFS

K1RIN

Ashiho UFS
Kirin PCI
Kwanchengtze

(Changchun) PCI
Paushihhsien UFS

HFJLUNGKIANG

Hulan UFS

SINKIANG
Shufu (Kashgar) SMF
Sochefu (Yarkand) SMF
Yangihissar SMF
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CENTERS WHERE MISSION HOSPITALS MAY BE ERECTED (1919-1924)

ANHWEI HONAN XANSU
Pochow SBC Kibsien FMA
Tunki MEFB Kweiteh

Siasiang

LBM
PCC

KIANGSI

Taokow FCC KIANGSU
CHEKIANG Tungpeh LB Chiakiang PS

Wean PCC Suagkiaagfu MES

CHIHLI Taichow PS

Chichow SPG HUNAN KWANGSI
Kaichow MGC Sinhwa NMS
Tamingfu SCM Taochow CMS KWANGTTJHG
Yangtsiag SPG Yungting FMS

HUPEH
Kochow PN

KWEICHOW
FUJJJLEN Kiagchowfu SEMC+SMF

Kieaniaghs iea ABCFM Shihaaafu ELMO SHANSI
£ungyenchow RCA Suichow WMMS Lialin ABCFM
Tungan RCA Wusiieh WMMS Tafaagfa HF [cm

SHANTUNG
Kaomi SBM
Liaocheng SPG
Pekhea BMS
Poshan BMS
Taiaaia SPG
Tungcbangfu NHM

SHENSI

SZECHWAN
Chungpa CMS
TungchwaB FFMA

YUNNAN

MANCHURIA
Hingkiagfa UF3
DMS field

APPENDIX F

STATEMENT OX COMITY
At the Fourth Aaaaai Meetiag of the Chiaa Coatiauatioa Committee

(SUaaghai, April 27—May 2, 1916)' atteation was called to the Report pre-

sented to the Secoad Meetiag of the National Missionary Council ia Iadia

by its Standing Committee on Comity among Missions. On recommeada-
tion of the Business Committee, it was "voted (1) That a Special Com-
mittee on Comity be appointed ; is). That the task assigned to this

Committee be the collection of information from committees oa comity

in Chiaa and ia other lands with special reference to work accomplished,

and to prepare a report for presentation at the next Anaaal Meeting.

At the Fifth Annual Meeting of the China Continnatioa Committee

(Haagtkow, April 27—May 2, 1917) the report of the Special Committee

on Comity was presented by the Chairman, D, E. Hoste, Esq. In sab-

stance this report closely followed the "Statement on Comity" adopted

by the National Missionary Council of Iadia at its Annual Meetings of

19*5 and 1916. Each section in the report beginning with the words "It

is agreed" was discussed and voted upon separately.

STATEMENT
Introduction—The subject of comity is part of a wider subject. The

primary task which lies before the Chinese Church and the foreign

missionary societies at work ia China is the evangelization of that land.

For the accomplishment of this task, the proper interrelation of the forces

and methods employed is scarcely less important than their adeqnacy aad

suitability. Such interrelation has two principal branches

:

a. Co-operative efforts.

b. Hearty agreement and mutual considerateness with regard to

separate efforts.

(a.) Under co-operative efforts, would be classed the union of ecclesias-

tical bodies, or Steps taken toward such union, aad co-operation between

missions in particnlar works or kinds of work, educational, medical,

literary, etc. With sach efforts, important as they are, the present

Statement will deal only incidentally, but it is right always to bear in

mind their close connectkm with the other side of interrelation.

(b.) The interrelatioa of efforts which are made separately is the

subject of this Statement on Comity. Comity may be defined as the

spirit of considerateness and fair dealing which is the fruit of Christian

courtesy and common sense. The object of this Statement is to set forth

the Principles of Comity aad their application to Christian work ia this

countrv-

The Statement is not to be regarded as a standard imposed on any

churches, missions, inter-denominational or inter-missiou agencies, but

»s a series of recommendations framed by the China Continuation Com-

mittee after mature consideration. In suggesting that the above-men-

tioned bodies should take definite steps in the matter of comity, the China

Continuation Committee puts before them this Statement as its con-

tribntion to the subject. It is recommended to the churches and missions,

and to inter-denominational and inter-mission bodies, for their considera-

tion in the firm conviction that sach rnks of comity as are here given

will'be kept easily and loyally, in proportion as missionaries and members

of different churches live on terms of Christian fellowship with one another.

The Committee rejokes that of fete years there has been marked in-

crease in the amount and infiaeace of friendly interawrse between work-

ers of different missions and churches*, and of fetlowsnip in worship.

It is convinced that such intercourse, including raiotmal conference

regarding plans for future work, and « sharing of each other's views and

legations, will do more than wy «des «bat «aa be agreed to in avoiding

misunderstandings.

:,r.v:;ed to QO so

led

I. ARBITRATION AND CONCILIATION

The happy interrelation of missionary societies :.e with another is

the normal condition of work in Chiaa. When matters of dispute between
missions arise, the consensus of opinion favours their settlement by
arbitration. The Ceateaary Confereace ia 1907 took steps to provide for

provincial bodies which woald be ia a position to serve ia the capacity

of arbitrators The Continuation Committee Conferences of 10:5. ia

appointing the China Continuation Committee, made it one o! the Com-
mittee's functions "to act as Board ef Reference whets

by the parties immediately concerned."

It is agreed :—I. That the principle of arbitration

as widely as possible to aE matters of dispute between missions or

church©^ provided that the fundamental principles of the ecclesiastical

. bodies concerned be not thereby called ia question.

2. That inter-deaomiaatiocal and inter-mission bodies should be ready

to act in the matter of arbitration aad conciliation, and should, where
possible, make arrangemeats by which those matters can be dealt with
between their regular meetiags.

3. That in all cases of disagreement, the missions or churches con-

cerned should first attempt a settlement between themselves, and that

reference should be made to an outside body only after such attempts have
failed.

4. That an inter-denominational or inter-mission body should arbi-

trate only when any case is referred to it by the official representatives of

both the churches or missions involved in any dispute. But in case one
party declines arbitration, it shall still be open to the other party to appeal

to the aforesaid body to use its friendly offices to bring about a settlement.

5. That the decision of an inter-denominational or inter-mission

body, or its appointed representatives, shall be advisory or final, as shall

be agreed by the parties concerned, before the case is heard.

6. That, for the settlement of any dispute, the appointed representa-

tives should generally include an equal representation oa behalf of each

of the missions or churches directly concerned chosen fey themselves, it

being left to the body appealed to, to appoint an additional member or

members, whether of its own number or not, having regard to the nature-

of the subject upon which arbitration is sought.

7. That, when suitable local or provincial bodies do not exist, or

when it is desired by the parties concerned, the help of the Chiaa Con-

tinuation Committee may be sought ia any matter aSscting arbitration

between churches or missions.

S. That any award or agreement arrived at, after arbitration

or conciliation, should be Teduced to writing.

II. Territorial Arrangements

(Cases in which two or more missioas are working or proposing to

work in the same area.)

The history of comity in past years has shown that there are some

churches and missions whose principles make it diffcult for them to

enter late aay arrangements regarding territorial divisions, and there

are other churches and missions which, while they have no sach difficulty

in regard to the delimitations of territory, insist upon certain restrictions

with regard to the application of the principle. Experience has proved

that even such difficulties are not always insuperable, and while such

large sections of Chiaa are still unoccupied, churches and. missions, ia

extending their work, .should give careful attention to these sections,

before determining to begin work in fields already being worked by others.
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It is difficult, if not impossible, to frame a general and final defini-

tion of what may be regarded as the effective occupation of any sphere.

In pn tandard for determining this depends npon the particular

stage the work has reached in a given region, and still more on the pro-

gress made p other parts of the field.

To make Cltrist known to ail the people is the ideal in the early

stages of evangelization. To equip the Chinese Church for permanently

dealing with that task constitutes the need of the later stages of develop-

ment.' In the earlier stage, conditions differ so widely that neither the

of a geographical area nor the numerical ratio of population to staff

>vcd can be regarded as a satisfactory criterion.

:—l. That, in the event of any church or mission wishing

to enter as unoccupied field in any provincial area, consultation with the

-roper mter-denaminational or inter-mission body for that sphere, if

one d precede any definite steps for occupation. In deter-

jnjni, new society should enter, due weight should

be given to the resources of that society, and the likelihood of its being

able to make its occupation of a given 3rea effective before the other.

2 That any missions or churches proposing to make any further

advances in the opening up of new work either of a general nature or

for = dtits <sr districts alread3' partially occupied by

.cnsult with them before doing so.

j. That, in areas in which different churches or missions are to

rexiniity to one another and under conditions that are

conducive to co-operative efforts, the different churches or missions should

from time to time consult with one another as to the possibility of eo-

operation is institutional work (educational, medical, industrial, etc.),

and no institutional work likely to affect the work of another church or

n should be initiated without consultation, and if possible, agree-

th the other bodies occupying the same area.

in areas in which two or more similar institutions (ed-ica-

rnedical, industrial, etc.), now exist in such proximity to each

pping, it is desirable that negotiations be opened
•uld be united or be utilized for different depart-

-
. leoffi in regard to territorial arrangements already

taristi h may in future be arrived at in any way, should le

arefully preserved, and reconsidered every five to

o£ new conditions.

6. 1 the right of Christians to the ministration of their

own is recognized, and "while congregations or small gather-

ings of Christians isolated from their own communion should be expected

to engage in evangelistic work on a voluntary basis, such ministration

a : t be regarded as warranting isolated congregations

nary operations that would in any way conflict with
• is or churches occupying the field.

the care of a work has been transferred from one
r, communie3ti:>»5 about the work from any man-

ner of the former bod}- should always be made to representatives of the
which has assumed responsibility.

III. Transfer of Mission- Agents ok Chcrch Agents

ted — i. That no agent (man or woman), employed
or recently employed by one church, mission, or other organiza-
tion, should be employed by another church or mission
without full preliminary consultation with the church or mis-
eion with which the agent is or was formerly connected. Consults-,
tion ought to include such matters as the question whether he is under
any obligation to the mission with which he is or was connected. In eases
where such obligation is financial, as, for instance, in the case of an
agent who obtained his education on the definite understanding that he
would serve the church or mission for a definite time, arrangements
should be made, in the event of a transfer taking place, for a discharge
of the obligation, as may be mutually agreed upon. If the two organiza-
tions affected cannot agree about a transfer, the inherent right cf the
individual primarily affected, to decide the question, must be recognized
and respected It is understood that this paragraph does not affect the
transfer of pasters within a given church or organization.

2. The principle of this section should apply also to the case of
pupils in a church or mission school whom a representative of some ocher
mission or church may propose to receive.

IV. Sauries of Mission Agents
It is agreeg:—i. That the adequate remuneration of all grades of

agents in a provincial area, and especially the need of revising salaries
in view of changing economic conditions, are suitable subjects for the
consideration of inler-denontinational and inter-mission bodies, and are
deserving of their careful attention.

2. That while {here seem to be great difficulties in standardizing
the salaries of missionary agents, educational, medical, and evangelistic,
it is important that missions or churches should endeavour to cut M all
fxxasions of jealousy and misunderstanding that may arise from in-
equalities in the remnneration of agents whose work and qualifications
are similar.

V. Treatment of Mission Agents va-der Discipline

8 fs agreed.:— j. That the disciplinary censure of one church or
oasstoB for clearly established fault in character and conduct should be
respected by another.

*. t»
Thst *settts ^aassed on such grounds by one church or mission

b» •-..<! not be employed by another without previous consultation with
the authority dismissing them.

VI. Relation- of Churches to Members of other CmmcHEs

While it is agreed that it will conduce to the interests of the Kingdom

of Christ in China that all churches which can unite without compromising

their own principles should do so, and that any churches that can enter $t

federation without compromising their own principles should do so, the;

following three recommendations are offered to such churches as can, con-

sistently with their own laws and principles, adopt them, though they may
not at the present time be able to advance either to corporate union or t#

federation.

In dealing with this subject, it is incumbent upon all members of the

missionary body ever to bear in mind, that they incur a grave responsibi-

lity by the adoption of any measures calculated to reproduce in this coon*

try the divisions between the churches in the home lands. Not a few of

these divisions are, in their origin, due quite as much to social and politi-

cal influences peculiar to western countries as to essential religious pirn*:

ciples. Hence, the vital importance of missionaries, whilst themseSvres

remaining strictly loyal to all obligations imposed npon them by their

home church connections, when attempting to introduce church order and
government in China, strictly to limit themselves to cardinal principles,

and b}' the elimination of all else, to allow room for their healthy develop-

ment and app'ication amongst the Chinese people.

It is agreed:—i. That churches should do their best to give spiritual

opportunities and assistance to members cf other churches who stand in

need of them.
2. That church members from one area temporarily visiting the sphere

of another church organization should bring with them certificates of
membership to be recognized by churches (whose principles allow them
to do so), for such period only as the visit lasts.

?. That church members settling in the sphere of another -Jnaxch.

organization should be given a certificate enabling that church, if it see
fit, to receive them into its fellowship.

VII. Baptism and Admission to Chtrch Membership

ft is agreed'—i. That it seems desirable for inter-denominational

and intcT-mission bodies to consider the possibility of a more uniform
standard regarding baptism and the conditions of admission into church
membership.

2. That no church or mission should baptize or admit to church
membership or accept as a candidate for baptism or admission to churchy
membership, any person who is already receiving regular preparatory

instruction, or is an admitted catechumen in another church, without
first consulting with the officials of the church, but the final choke of

the church he will join, must rest with the candidate.

VIII. Treatment of Church Members tender Discipline

It is agreed:— i. That different churches should mutually respect

each other*.-, discipline.

2. That when no certificate is brought by the member of one church
applying for membership in another chnrch, inquiry should always be
made into his conduct and standing in the former.

%, That when a member of one church desires admission into another,

if, on inquiry, it proves that he is under discipline, or has rendered

himself liable to discipline, for a grave fault against the moral law of

Christ, his admission should not be considered until he has given evidence
of repentance and reformation, and if discipline has been imposed, ha*
completed the term of discipline in the church which has imposed it.

IX. Chinese Representation on Boards of Arbitration

It is agreed:— i. That, in conclusion, ft is desirable that bodies

dealing with questions directly affecting the Chinese Church should have
representation of Chinese members npon them.

ADOPTION OF STATEMENT ON COMITY
The presentation of this Statement and its acceptance by the China

Continuation Committee was accompanied by the following recommenda-
tions which were approved :

i. That this Statement of Comity be adopted as representing in

genera] the opinion of the China Continuation Committee, and that it

be submitted to the missionary body, in the hope that it may prove
useful, as the principles that are enunciated in it are applied to present-
day questions relating to comity.

2. That the Secretaries of the China Continuation Committee he
instructed to send copies of this Statement to mission and church
authorities, with a request that it be brought before these bodies for.

their consideration and, if possible, for adoption. Further, that a report
be made at the next Annual Meeting of the China Continuation Com-
mittee of the societies adopting the Statement.

3. That a new Committee on Comity be not appointed, but that
the Executive Committee act as the Committee on Arbitration of the
China Contintiation Committee, when requested to do so, under the pro-
vision outlined above.

At the Sixth Annual Meeting of the China Continuation Committee
(Shanghai, April 19-24, 1918) the Foreign Secretary reported the result*
of correspondence with the missions and churches in regard to the
Statement on Comity adopted at the last Annual Meeting. It was voted
to instruct the Secretaries to continue correspondence with the missions
and church bodies, with a view to securing a wider adoption of this
Report.

At the Seventh Annual Meeting of the China Continuation Committee
(Shanghai, April 25-30, 1919), a Report on the Adoption by
and Churches of the Statement on Comity was presented by
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XIV.
meed their

>}. Since then

md acceptan:*

Churches subscribing to the Comity State-

meet as given above is appended herewith. Their number totals 113

i sth a membership approximating* So per cent

e total foreign missionary force. Where the action reported has

included any qualifying car other modifying clauses, the action is quoted

in Ml.

AXGLICAX
' Mission

"Regarding the reouest of the C. C. C. that we should consider their

Report on Comity, we desire to express our cordial ap]

principles laid down in the report, and as far as possible will trj

aeccrding to it, but in certain matters where the principles of our

ean Communion may be concerned we shall be bound to follow

the instructions of our home authorities."

Church Missionary Society and Church of England Zenana Mission.

(Pufcien, Mid-China, and West China Ms ss»

"That this Conference havi- ted the Statement on Comity

of the C. C. C. ;set forth at it ting) recognisis its great value

as a contribution to the question." (Mid-China).

'"The Conference of the CMS West China Mission, having con-

sidered the Statement of the Committee on Comity of the C. C. C,
desire to place en record our appreciation of the very wise and com-

prehensive manner in which the sections introduced by the phrase

'It is agreed' have been drawn up, and adopt the principles enunciated

therein for application to present-day questions relating to comity"

(West China).

American Church Mis-
Diocesan Synod voted to accept, general principle; (Diocese of

General approval of Diocesan Synod (Diocese of Hankow).

Accepted with limitations fDiocese cf Shanghai^.

the Propagation cf the Gospel (Shantung

BAPTIST

sign Mission Society (East China, South China,

I .".jig, and Shensi Miss:

Church of the Brethren Mission (Shsnsi).

Southern Baptist Convention tint*:

Swedish Baptist Mission approved paragraphs 3, 5, 6, ~, and 8.

Seventh-Day Baptist Mi-

COXGREGATIOXAL

American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions (Focchv.w,

Shaowu, North China, and South China Missions)

London Missionary & fcral China, Fukien, Xorth China, East

China and South China Miss

W««»*s Foieign Missionary Society of the Methodist Protestant

Church (CMhli)

LUTHERAN

Augastana Synod Miss;, a

Danish Lutheran Mission

Finnish Missionary Society

American Lutheran Brethren Mission

Board of Foreign Missions of the Xorwegian Lutheran Church of America

Norwegian Evangelical Lutheran Free Church

Norwegian Lutheran .Mission

Xorwesrian Missionary Society

Swedish American Missionary Covenant

Swedish Missionary Society

METHODIST

is whose fields touch ours agree

ar.pclieal Association

aerican Free Medio
"Approved in so far as tl

to the same principles.

Radian Methodist Mission

thodist Episcopal Church {Central China, Foochow, Hirghwa, E
Yenning and West China Missions)

i_..C. i~.

The Committee if in full sj-mpathy with the suggestions made by

in its Report on Comity. In order to further the sp -.:

amity we wish to emphasize the desirability of tau

from "one church to another (when such ocenrs) on terms

tv without the necessity of conforming to further require-

"the desirabihtv of mutual recognition of the validity

,red bv all commnnions, and validity of

rromoting the true spirit of fraternity.

y one branch of the Church.*'

ioal Church, South

t Church iXingpo, Xorth China, Wen.eh.cw, and Yunnan

nary Society {Hspeb, Hunan and South

-h Presbvte:

agraph and
in section 6
ie words 'if

unistances a

lies settling

he fix-

ations

aterpreted in

PRESBYTERIAN
Mission

n Mission (Amoy, Hakka, and S

"The Council discussed the Statement paragraph by
reed to its adoption, but they are of the opinion tl

en relation of churches to members of other churches

it see fit* in paragraph *c* are misleading. In normal •

church should certainly receive members of other cl

in the district, provided they have a proper certificate." iAmoy
Mission)

"Agreed that the Council heartily adopt the Stateme

ton of the sentence in Clause HI 'If the fw

rerogmxed and respected* which

wav as to defeat the object of the clause. The
recommends the smendmur.t use."

"That, as ear that the Statement is inte

: governing bodies of the Chinese
rtanee of their adherer. tement i

and recommend that copies be sent to each church

for their consideration." ?Swatow Miss

"It accepts the principles laid down in the repeal

Committee on Comity, which principles it is prepare*

fax a- noes render I

Canadian Presbyterian - uth China

Irish Presbyterian Church
Presbyterian Church of Xew Zealand

American Presbyterian Church, J

Kiangan, Xorth China, Shantung, ar

Ko-yueng Presbytery, Presbytenc.r

berian Chm

sed Church in America

Beformed Church in the United States

United Brethren in Christ

mod with referer

; of worship."

-.land

CHINA IXLJ

::-.-.:-.-.i

1] ch -

Christian and Mission

-:.:;nghai Miss
.is' Foteign

Hunan Bible Institute ar

D Missi

OTHER SOCIETIES

rv Alliance .Central nth China and

Szechwin

hssions Bund
are Union

ericsn M
erence

General
Eastern

Men's Christian Association (National Corneal

r Women's Christian Associatj n N tj nal Committee)

Seventh-Day Adventist Mission Bon: Division)

ment of Relationship to Other So ed by t

Conference Committet: of Seventh-Day Adventists, The F,

Division, Shanghai, March, »
"In the desire to avoid occasion for misunderstanding or fxk:

the matter of relationship to the work of other societies, we, the General

Conference Committee cf Seventh-Day Adver. -tern

Division submit the following statement for the guidance of workers in

the Division

:

1 We rcco*Tike even,- agency that lifts up Christ I efore men as a

part of the divine plan for the evangelization of the world, and we held

n hic-h esteem ike Christian men ar:,i women in other communions who

1 in winning souls to Christ.

a* Wherever the prosecution of the Gospel work brings us into touch

with Other sockti work, the spirit of Christian courtesy, frank-

Cl times guide in dealing with nv

~.rd in th ; s matter we adopt the follow iptes and plan of

recognize true religion is, that

Tt is therefore to be
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connection with Christ. \^hen change of conviction leads any member
of ocr society to feel vo longer in accord with us in faith and practice, we
recognize not only his right but duty to change his religions affiliation

to accord with his belief.

fb) - That before admitting to church membership any one who is a

member of another church every care be exercized to ascertain that the

candidate is moved to change his religions affilation only by force of

religious conviction and out of regard to his personal relationship to his

(k>d ; and that wherever possible consultation be had with those in charge

of the church or mission with which the applicant is connected,

fcj That persons under censure of another mission for clearly

established fault in Christian morals or character shall not be considered

eligible for membership in our mission until they have given evidence

of repentance and reformation.

(d) That an agent employed or recently employed by another church

01 mission or other organization shall not be employed by our church or

mission without preliminary consultation with the church or mission

with which the agent is or was formerly connected.

(e) Wc advise that when setting salaries, the local mission auditing

committees give consideration to the salaries paid by other missions

operating in the same field.

3. As to the matter cf territorial divisions and the restriction cf

operations to designated areas, our attitude must be shaped by these con-

siderations •

(ai As in generations past, in the providence of God and the historical

development of His work for men, denominational bodies and reb'giooa

movements have arisen to give special emphasis to different phases of
Gospel truth, so we find in the origin and rise of the Seventh-Day
Adventist people, the burden laid upon its to emphasize the gospel of
Christ's second coming as an event 'even at the door,' calling for the
proclamation of the special message of preparation of the way of the Tord
1 evealed in Holy Scripture.

(b) As this advent proclamation is described in Scripture prophecy,
Tartiettlarly as the Revelation of Christ sets it forth in the terms of
Revelation 14 : 6-14, it is commissioned that this special message of the
'everlasting Gospel* which is to precede the coming of the Saviour shall

re preached 'to every nation, and kindred, and tongue, and people."
While this commission makes it impossible for us to restrict our witness
to this phase of the Gospel to any limited area, and impels us to call it

»o the attention of all peoples everywhere, our policy is to make the
great masses of the people our special aim in evangelistic work."

APPENDIX G
CITIES OF CHINA WITH ESTIMATED POPULATIONS

The following list of cities with generally accepted population esti-

mates is the result of post card questionnaires sent to missionaries in

every mission station in 'China. Estimates received in this way were

carefully compared with estimates previously published in Custom:-'

leports, guidebooks, geographies and atlases, city population lists of

large business houses, Mission Board reports, Police Commissioners'

leports, etc. and a number of changes were made. The estimates,

therefore, as they stand, are as accurate and complete as direct cor-

respondence with local residents and reference to all available printed

sources of information make possible.

On the other hand, the Survey Committee fully realizes that the list is

by no means complete, and that many of the estimates giv.u may be
quite wide of the mark. Those with experience in estimatng "population
in China or gathering information regarding population will appreciate
both the Committee's difficulties and its natural disinclination to make
any claims for the estimates given below, beyond the mere assertion that
thej- represent its best contribution on this subject. Accuracy and com-
pleteness will not be reached until a careful and scientifically approved
census is made under Government supervision, not onlv of individual
cities or provinces but of the whole country.

Q-jcr 1,000,000

Canton, Tung 1,600,000

Shanghai, Ku 1,500,000

Between 500,000 end r,000,000

Tientsin, Chi 900,000*

Peking, „ 850,000*

Hangcliow, Che 650,000

Foochow, Fu 625,000

Soochow, Ku 600,000

Chungking, Sze 525,000*

Hongkong 525,000

Between 250,000 and 500,000

Chengtu, Sze

Nanchang, Ki
Fatshan, Tung
Ningpo, Che
Shaohingfu, Che
Hankow, Hup
Nanking, Ku
Tsinan, Sung
Yangcbow, Ku
Kaifeng, Ho
Chinkiang, Ku

500,000

$$0,000

450,000

450,000

400,000

350,000

300,000

300,000

300,000

280,000

260,000*
Between 150,000 and 250,000

Chaochowfu, Tung
Moukden, Feng
Sianfu, She
Wuchang, Hup
Changsha, Hun
Chowkiakow, Ho
Harbin, Kir
Kancbow, Ki
Sunwui, Tung
Tsining, Sung
Changteh, Hun
Hwaianfu, Ku
Siangtan, Hun
Wuhu, An
Kongmoon, Tung

Between 100,000 and 150,000
Hanyang, Hup 150,000
Wusih, Ku
Siulam, Tung
Wenchow, Che
Chfianchowfu, Fu
Tsingkiangpu, Ku
Changchow, Ku
Suchowfu, Ku
Suifu, Sze
Kianfu, Ki

250,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

229,537*

200,000

200,000

200,000

200,000

200,000

180,000*

180,000

180,000*

175,000

168,000

150,000

140,000

140,000

130,000

130,000

125,000

125,000

125,000

120,000

Shiuchovv, Tung
Shunking, Sze
Amoy, Fu
Lauchowfu, Kan
Wanhsien, Sze

Between 50,000 and
An king, An
Chaoyanghsien, Tung
Chefoo, Sung
Chihfeng (Hada), Jehol
Fowchow, Sze
Fuehow, Ki
Hanchungfu, She
Hengchowfu, Han
Huchowfu, Che
Ichowfu, Sung
Kashing, Che
Kwangchow, Ho
Laohokow, Hup
Paotingfu, Chi
Shekki, Tung
Sungkiangfu, Ku
Taichow. Ku
Weihsien, Sung
Yunnanfu, Yiin

Packing, Hun
Tsingtau, Sung
Yencheng, Ku
Changshu, Ku
Shasi, Hup
Taileung, Tung
Kiukiang, Ki
Kingsiafu, Kan
Tangsban, Chi
Kirin, Kir
Hinganfu, She
Hinghwa, Ku
Hwanghsien, Sung
Kashing, Che
Kityang, Tung
Kweiyang, Kwei
Taichow, Sung
Limchowfu, Tung
Luchow, Sze
Macao, Tung
Newchwang, Feng
Pochow, An
Sanyuanhsien, Sha
Swatow, Tung
Taiyuanftt, Sha

120,000

120,000

114,000

110,000

110,000*

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

r00,000

100,300

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000*

100,000

100,00-0

100,000

100,000

100,000

90,000

90,000

90,000

88,000

87,000

87,000

85,000

85,000

85,000

83,000

80,00c

80,000

80,000

80,000

80,000

80,000

80,00 j

80,003

80,000*

80,000

8o,oco

8o,ixy>

80,000

80,00c

80,000

Tsochengchen, Sung
Tungchowfu, She
Wuchow, Si

Yiyaug, Hun
Chowtsun, Sung
Chiichowfu, Che
Tsinchow, Kan
Kalgan

(Changkiakow), Chi
Antung, Feng
Hoihow, Tung
Kwanchengtze

(Changchun), Kir
Tiaoyuanchow, Feng
Luchowfu, An
Paoning, Sze
Shanhaikwan, Chi
Suitingfu, Sze
Tsunyi, Kwei
Tungchwan, Sze
tngkung, Tung
Yingchowfu, An
Fancbeng, Hup
Fenchow, Slia

Shufu (Kashgar), Sin
Sutsien, Ku
Tungchow (Xantung), Ku
Taochow, Kan
Changte, Ho
Chinchowfu, Feng
Chuchow, Sung
Ichang, Hup
Kiatingfu, Sze
Kienningfu, Fu
Kingchowfu, Hup
Kushihsien, Ho
Kweilin, Si

Liuchowfu, Si

Ningteh, Fu
Ningtu, Ku
Sochefu (Yarkand), Sin
Siinchow, Si

Taichowfu, Che
Tengchowfu, Sung
Tihwafu (TJrumtsi), Sin
Tsingshlh, Hun
Changchowfu, Fu
Shiuhing, Tttftg

Dairen (Dalny), Feng
Pingliang, Kan

80,000

80,000

80,000*

80,000

75.000

75,000

75»ooo

72,000*

70,000

70,000

70,000

70,000

70,000

70,000

70,000*

70,000

70,000

70,000

70,000

70,000

65,000

65,000

65,000

65,000

65,000

62,000

60,000

60,000

60,000

60,000

60,000

60,000

60,000

60,000

60,000*

60,000

60,000

60,000

60,000

60,000

60,000

60,000

60,000

58,000

56,000

56,000

55.0OJ

55.000
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:5,00c and 50,ooe

Aigua, Hei 30,000

Changshan, Che 50,000

CUaoyangfu, Jehol 50,003

Jaoehow, Ki 50,000

Juikin, Ki 5-,.-,;-

Jukao, Ku
Kiaagyia, Ku
Kiaoebow, Sung >?,:: :

Kienchangfu, Ki 50,000

Kiahwafu, Che
Kintan, Ku
Kokiuchang, Yon 50,000*

Kushihchea, She --

Kweiteh, Ho :
.

Lintsingchow, Song 5

Lhianehow, Aa 50,000

Nanfeng, Ki 50,000

^Vanning, Si :

Nanyangfu, Ho 50,000

Ningkwofu, An 50,000

Fiagchuan (Pakow), Jehol 50,000

Sintniafu, Feng 50,000

Saining, Sze 50,000

Taehu, Sze 50,000

Tanyang, Kn -

Tingyuan, Sze 50,000

Tsingchowfu, Sung 50,000

Tsitsibar, Hei 50,000

Tungtaihsien, Ku 50,000

Wailam, Si 5O,O0O

Weinan, She 50,O:O

Wenshang, Sung 50,000

Wusfieh, Hup 50,000

Yuaachow, Hun 50,000

Chengtehfu (Jehol), Jehol 4§»ooo

Juchow, Ho 45,000

Kitaihsien

(Kuchengtze), Sin 45,000

Nlngyaaahsien
(Kuldja), Sin 45»ooo

Tunki, An 45,000

Weibwei, Ho '.5

Tengytieh, Yun 44,400

Aalu, Hup 40,000

Changshu, Ki 40,000

Chengktt, She 40,000

Chihkiang, Hup 40,000

Fowning, Ku 40,000

Fuping, She 40,000

Hankiang, Fa 40,000

Hiaghwafa, Fa 40,000

Hingninghsien, Tung 40,000

Hokshaa, Tung 40,000

Hsfichow, Ho 40,000

Hwaikingfu, Ho 40,000

Hwangshih, Fu 40,000

Hweihsien, Kan 40,000

Ihwang, Ki 40,000

Juian, Che 40,000

Kaoyuehow, Ku 40,000

Kiasiang, Sung 40,000

Kiatinghsien, Ku 40,000

Kihsien, Ho 40,000

Kingyang, She 40,000

Kweichowfu, Sze 40,000

Iiangchowfu, Kan 40,000

Liaoyaag, Feng 40,000

Loping, Ki 40,000

Luanfu, Sha 40,000

Langcbow, Si 40,000

Namyuag, Tung 40,000

Shihchenghsien, Ki 40,000

Shuyang, Ku 40,000

Sinti, Hup 40,000

Sisiang, She .

Toianfu, Sung
Tangsban, Ku
Tatssenlu, Sze

Tatotekow, Jehol 40,000

Tefachow, Sung 40,000

Tenghsien, Sung
Titaochovr, Kan 40,000

Tsinghwachen, Ho 40,000

Tsungjen, Ki 40,000

Tungan, Fu
Tzechow, Sze

Wensuhlu <Ak?u), Sin -• ifioo

Yamebow, Tung -

Yochow, Hun •. .

Yuanehow, Hun 40,000

Yuchow, Chi 40,000

Yiiyao, Che 40,000

Urga, Mong 38,000

Yenchowfu, Sung
Chanchuen, Tung 36,000

Cheegchow, Ho 35,000

Chihsien, Ho •

Chucheng, Sung
Hungkiang, Hun 35,000

Pichieh, Kwei 35,000

Shanghang, Fu 3S.000
Sheklung, Tung 35,000

Shuihow, Tung 35,000

Siangyangfu, Hup
Suichow, Ho 35,000

Tanebeng, Sung 35,000

T&tung, An 35,000

Tingtao. Sung
Tsangchow, Chi 35,000

TsaOchow*a, Sung
Wuweiebow, An 35yOOO

Kochan, Tung 52,0-0

Tsingyan, Tung 32,000

Tungjdn, Kwei 5 :.-::>

Maktsuen, Tung 31,000

Anshunfu, Kwei 30,000

Antung, Ku 30,000

Ashiho, Kir 30,000

Chaling, Hun 30,000

Chencbow, Hun 30,000

Chenghsien, Che 30,000

Chenyuan, Kwei 30,000

Chungpa, Sze 30,000

Feihsien, Sung 30,000

Haichow, Ku 30,000

Hingi, Kwei 30,000

Hokow, Ki 30,000

Honanfu, Ho 30,000

Hotienehow (Khotan), Sin 30,000

Hulan, Hei 30,000

Ihsien, Aa 30,000

Juning, Ho 30,000

Kingpeng, Jehol 30,000

Kihsien, Sha 30,000

Kinsiaaghsien, Sung 30,000

Kiaagehow, Tung 30,000

Kunshan, Ku 30,000

Kntsiagfu, Yun 30,000

Kuwo, Sha 30,000

Kwaagchang, Ki 30,000

Liachow, Tung 30,000

Lintung, She 30,000

Liyangbsien, Ka 30,000

Loan, Ki 30,000

Lnho, Ku 30,000

Mietihsien, She
Niagsiaag, Hun
Ningyuanfii, Sze
Pakhoi, Tung
Paoying, Kn
Pingta, Sung
Poshan, Sung
Shenchowfu, Hun
Shihtao, Sung
Showchang, Sung
Shuntehfu, Chi
Sinchengfu (Petuna), Kir
Siahwa, Hun
Sachow, An
Suiping, Ho
Tehyang, Sze

Tiehling, Feng
Tientai, Che
Tinghai, Che
Tsaitien, Hup
Tungchangfu, Sung
Tungchow, Chi
Tungping, Sung
Wukangcbow, Hun
Wutancheng, Jehol

Yanghsien, She
Yingtak, Tung
Ynncheng, Sha
Yangtsing, Chi
Kwaichow, Tung
Lungkoag, Tung
Sheklunglow, Tung
Sinchow, Sha
Ynagcheng, Ho
Talifu, Yun
Suilaihsien (Maaass), Sin

Chaotung, Yun
Chetheng, Ho
Chengwu, Sung
Chengyangkwan, An
Chuantsiao, An
Chuchow, Che
Fuchow, Feng
Hiangcheng, Ho
Hokienfu, Chi

Hwaiyaan, An
Hwangyen, Che
Ishui, Sung
Kaipinghsien, Feng
Kaoling, She
Kiensichow, Kwei
Kinki, Ki
Kutienhsien, Fa
Liangshan, Sze

Linsi, Jehol

Lungyenehow, Fu
Lnyi, Ho
Machai, Tung
Matowchen, Sung
Miencbow, Sze

Nanlinghsien, Aa
Onpo, Tung
Pehtwanlintze, Hei
Shatow, Tung
Shifamea, Che
Taikuhsiea, Sha"
Takowchea, Ho
Tamingfu, Chi
Tengchow, Ho
Tingchowfu, Fu
Tsaoyang, Hup
Tsinto, Sung
Yuhsien, Haa

30,000

30,000

30,000

30,000

5 ,:>cv, -

i

28,0c s

; -.

;

28,O0O

28,OC 3

Oo" 3

26,O00

25,00O

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,0:0

25,000

25,000

25,O0O

25,003

25,000

25,000

25,00O

25,000

25,000

25,0OO

25,000

25,000

35,0O0

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,0OO

25,000

25,000

25,O0O

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

This estimate differs slightly horn thai giTea ia P*rt IH, due to kter information.
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APPENDIX H
STATISTICS OF PROTESTANT .MISSIONS IN CHINA FOR 1920

A. FOEEIGN FORCE B. CHINESE FOECE

ten

1
2J

= 1 |
s |

g« 1
|

2

_ I S ^ -""
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Hair.e of Society or Mission 1 § H 13 '1 1 | gj S
a
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l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 19
\

15

Grand Total for AH Societies, 1915
m „ 1916 1.195

*6«
1,046

2,103

1241
1.581

1,706

1.65*

1,793

3535
3,499

5.333

5,749

54
62

891
923

5325
6.229

784
761

\ 7,667

7307
2,697

2,580

20,460

21,753
830

1369
. „ 1917 1,245 1-018 2303 1.818 1,819 3,637 5,900 61 944 6,121 846 8,220

|
2,579 23,345 1.690

"
.'. M H » 192° 1,268 1JB17 2,285 2015 1,901 3.913 6,294 194 1,038 6,482 1,305 ; 9,663 3394 : 23,396 1,745

ANGLICAN': TOTAL 131 66 197 248 143 391 588 24 75 452 154 681
I

452 i 3,010

CMS 64 211 294 14 48 300 73 * 882 304 1 1,648

MSCC 5 15 SI 2 10 1 24 9 ! 91

62 130 210 id 16 91 67 214 123 { 1,076
!].'

".'.
...

',".. 4 •_: 12 S3 62 9 51 11 60 15
i

187

i
... ... 2 1 1 10

BAFTIST : TOTAL 160 49 209 169 191 360 569 13 150 869 122 802 333 ! 2,990 25t

AAM S 1 6 3 5 8 14 6 8 2 12 15
|

61

ABE 29 64 68 63 121 185 io 20 240 21 153 4*
1 964

- . 19 30 49 11 159 34 113 59
"

9 8 7 26 5 47 32

a ™ !!. !!' 1 1 2 1 5 1 s 1

GEB ... 12 12 36 2 11 2
SBC 76 58 66 20O 3 9$ 366 * *56
SBM g 4 4 13 3 45 1 20
8DS 2 ... 2 8 2 8 10 2 - 1

CONGREGATIONAL: TOTAL 79 44 123 S3 114 212 335 21 34 547 40 543 236 1,893 150
ABCFM 64 67 131 18 13 293 23 321 158 1,137
LMS 30 44 "4 3 19 241 15 198 79 62",

I l 2 4 9 6 - 1 10 1 18 1

:I 1 1 ... 1 1 2 1 3 1
«

il

LITHERAN: TOTAL 188 24 212 120 176 296 508 S 139 535 82 939 226 2^76 167
B 24 1 25 8 18 51 ... 14 108 61 88 12 364
Bn ... ., 19 3 22 6 13 41 1 14 30 6 135 7 209

3 ... ... ... 35 5 20 16 17 33 33 ... 12 29 1 23 33 171

9 4 13 4 13 17 30 15 12 1 79 9 144
3 5 4 4 9 2 2 ... a 12

B 9 6 6 H 20 4 49 62
"6

71
1LM 2 3 5 8 1 2 1 3
KCM 1 1 2 3 1 ... S 4 17
LB 6 5 i 9 15 3 23 14 2 42
LBM S 5 •5 10 4 6 ... 16 S 30
LOI 2 25 19 25 44 69 10 85 3 161 4 3 361
XLF I 1 1 1 2 3 1 1
KLK 21 21 14 19 33 54 12 51
NMS 16 5 21 17 19 36 57 J 7 60 8
BM ... ... 1 7 2 6 8 15 ... 23 1 1 48 J 3 94
SEMC 8 8 7 15 23 4 43 42 10 10J 1
SMF 20 12 16 23 is 12 35 1 73 33 176

METHODIST : TOTAL 216 SO 303 273 260 533 839 13 80 €24 576 237 651 7,416 854-
EA ... , 4 ] 4 10 16 2 3 9 1 10FMA „ 14 3 8

...

... 17 8
race 47 180 i 10 91 8 128 13MEFB '.

140 834 12 •28 *421 452 1,316 535MES
IE

-j 4> 24 72 103 ... *... "... 37 340 48 091
11 14 6 13 19 33 5 23 1 26 6 107

"*»

CMC ... ... 18 8 S3 2 13 20 43 13 63 3S0 085WMMS ... „.
:

42 11 53 20 43 63 116 19 76 15 101 25 5

FBESBTTEBIAX : TOTAL
Chi'M
EBi
it'C
rci

262

/ 3

131 393 292 348 638

53

1,031

15
87

11

i

83
1

12

1331

55

196

44

1345
15

218

672
4

51

5,484

60
131

-'-' 61 94 7 69 8 60 31

icxz ... z z"
JPH

21
— 9

- 3
137
11

13 122
7

17
10

j.

458 3 23 895 94 539 373 2,437 i

,

BCA ..'. ...
139 4 12 250 11 150 64
45 1 5 67 12 68 16 351 ' 54

Z Z '..'. z
28 1 3 17 ... 28 9 3
21 17

'..'. z 19 i 2 13 3 17 17
-"' "-' ' *49 *79 *... ... **** •11 *121 •80

CBIXA INLAND MISSION: TOTAL 36 310 346 571
_
2S3 634 980 89 240 Ma 28 981 281 1,931

OTEEB TOTAL 1S6 303 493 (44 411 855 1,354 19 238 3S1 167 ym 453 3,480 ISO
34 9 31 93 138 5 34 89 4 153 76 433 64

- 2 3, 1 7 4 12

u ...
3 86 *59 '3 120 59 216

v:u ... 1,. ,,l
IS 5 27 .». 28 6 138 68
8 1 ... 7 47

• — . 1



STATISTICS FOR 1920

C. THE CHINESE CHURCH

CoiMMnicants (or Full Mraabers) sundav School War!

Name of Society or Mission

Grand Total for All Societies, 1915 3,880 3,586

„ „ „ 1916 3412 "4.286
" 4917 3,767 4,121

,. 1920 4,728 4,815

ANo!
CMS
MSCC
P£
SPG
HMS

BAPTIST

:

AAM
ABF
BMS
CbMMS ...

COTM
GBB
SBC
SBM
SDB

COXGBEGATIOSAL

:

ABCFM ...

LMS
MP
SAMM

LCTHEBAX

:

B ... .

Bn
BMS
ELAag
ELMo
FMS
ILM
KCM
LB
LBM
LCM
KLF
NLK
NMS
EM
SEMC
SMF

METHODIST

:

EA
FMA
MCC
MEFB
MES
UE
VMC
WMMS ...

PBESBYTEP.IAN

:

CSFM
EPM
PCC
PCI
FCKZ
PX
PS
KCA
ECUS
RPC ... .

LB
CFS

CHIXA IXLAXD MISSIOX

OTBEB SOCIETIES:
laterdenotBtaationa!

:

AFO
CMA
FFMA
WO

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

199

39!
6

188
120

588

191
11

532
121

15

29
si ;

n 1

1.340

1

3
66
616
42 ]

14 |

464
I

134 i

S95
425
10
96
61

1

5T3
9

137
350

280

71

1

455
21

18

94

124

19

577
5
13
49

352
90
43

•83.058

103.681

•104,830

152,452

12,107

6.449

189

1.403
14

6.566
1.770

238
250
323

*7.394

16,852

10.195
*5.932

672
53

18.961

2.987
3.962

1.067

100

1.251
•2.910

19.205

18
127

1.673

5,789

*330

8.927
*2,331

•41,858

49422
"54,258

8,499

5,249

17,354 8,687

226
62
69

•3.712

7.500

4.816
•2.572

101
11

9.394

1,945
2,436
522
132

334

1,363

1

9,560

268,652
293,139
312,970
366,524

20.606

11.69*
254

6.411

2,229
14

47,015

464
312
392

'24.334

1.210

125

27.316

15.011
*11.468

773
64

34,188
7.096

8,398
1.368
546

1,401
5

168

1.711

4.409

1 . 896

76,761

TOTAL m 1,457 25.716 15.270 87,262

12 405 177 583

140 122 5.558 3,190 11,009

10 68 2.584 1,414
-

15 139 6.277 2,775 9.052

7 173 170 343

194 674 •4,090 •40.220

51 246 4,367 2.039 7.041

29 57 1,249 1,170 2.945

3 27 435 174 6,<r<

11 •5 B78 934

33 112 9, K »0

TOTAL 1.096 728 33,622 19.640 53,162

TOTAL 275 150 8,635 5.832 20,214

Sub-Total 4-2

2
54 1,450 1,009 4,627

499

*21 •08JS

18 11.5 #68

62.274 190.958

76,962 207,089

85,790 234,448

85,140 313,254

27,246
14.987

10.286

1,354

43

249 13.847

250
249 7.403

5,053
1.026

145
•50

"!
20

22.306

526,108
595.973

654458

7407
•-

*6.063

261
1.195

616
292
212

26,045

314
J5.019

712

14,785

1.262

69

3,427 11,430

162
427
24

20
1.075
175

2,386
12

1,664
2,402

1,145

96,135
141

191

10,126
55.175

84,217
•133

6.614

7.130
2,133
612

57,194

28,025

3,643

47452

61,211
1.210

3.025 7475
3,637 1142 1

4401 12,416

5,698 12,291

495

56,"«
29.899
"24.806

2,091
133

55,104
12, f;ys

6.906

2 099
1 ,067

254
1,428
209

8,100
16

3,636

199481

422

122.914

186478

782

134
172

199

1,212

876

1406
41

683
213
71

11

1,056

574
"469

165.282

195.704

210.397

2S9.261

21.847

36.049

14.180

*.U4

744 644,402

984 469,580
888 846.787

4444 813,763

ISO 60,780
54 3y.237

55 933H
673

27,596

32 54,574

446 7.912 34 38.731

16 190 1 6.942
"... Is", "1 "412

72 1 ,099 1 10,167
39 "

,. 2 440
7 110 635

13 252 - 1,600

-9
140 1 4.000

49
98 1.554 2, 755

74 1.017 1,148

49 20 3,687
5 73 1 3,729
-» 739 1 1.091

4 1.246 2,078

5,174 84494 3,607 129493
18 98S 1 40
30 330 243
666 10,441 42 12,434

3.290 31.171 3,442 79.465

986 9.507 99 21.802

92 2,188 14 743
*.., 3,679
"92 2,549 9 10,685

1480 50438 190 193478
•200

69 4 49.345

113 -> 4.143

115 2 12,033

14
*516
522

"... "... 10,000

110,356 180 434 8,028 175 44431

90,015 1,715 570 35 913 68 198465

633 4

266 -

5 512 *29 •113 26

'275
-9 99 1,220

185
1,640

2-17



THE CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OP CHINA

A. FOREIGN FORCE B. CHINESE FORCE

Name ©f Society o* Mission

Sub-Total

Sub-Total

Unclassified:

AFM
AG
BIOLA
BTP
CCAu
CCACZ ...

CN
CHM
CM
CMML
EbM
EvM
FaM
FCMS
GMC
Heb
Ind (a)

MGC
KCM

nhm
NKM
PMO
BA
SCBM
BCHM
BCM
SDA (b) ...

SEFCm
8BM
SYM
TSM

Christian Associations

VMCA
5TWCA

Medical i Philanthropic : Sub-Total

CI ••

CSCE
DHM
EMM
HVBCI
IBC
MCB{f)

Literature

:

Sub-Total

ABS (c)

BB&TD
BFBS(o)
CBP
CLS
IPTCA
MBCo
MPH
KBSS (c)

NTSC
BMP
RTS (d) -
SCCBC ...

General

:

Sub-Total

AMT
CCEA
CB
CCC
CMMA
cssu
MissHome (Cbefoo)

IBB
KS ...

NFS
KCAS
MissHome (Shanghai)

NLS
NCVLS
6VMM
SAS

130
9
10
1

1

1

I

3

136
5

218
14
34

4 4
1

5 6
1

1 1

14 25
'

2
1 1

1 1

1 3

1

1 ;

1

3 4 ;

1 i

1 i

i

i

1 i

1

3

244
16
16
1

1

1

3
2

26
1

4

22 "i

2 16 !

3
; ... I

10
,

1 2

i

1
.«

43 8 1

1

12 2

I 3
4 1

1 3

4
1

5 2

1

462
30
-50

1

1

1

1
5
6

2 2

22 39 61

2 2 3

2 2

15 43 (
62

3 9 14

1 3 4
2

5 12 17

8 5 8

8 16 28

13 39 64

1 4 5
1 1 1

7 15 22

85 95 181

1 3 5

1 4 6

1 1 3

1 2 3

1 1 2

8ft 178 276

8$ 94 192
84 84

18 20
3 3

1 1

10 10

3 4

1 •;

1

1 1
1 2

i

9 13
2 2
2 3

|

3 4

1 2
3 4

1

16 19

3
2
1

28
2
1

1

6
1

10

- s
5 ffl 5 g I *»

sa 1J 1 J

I

3 ©3:

1 I

12 \ 13 14

262

4
7

8

13 22
3
r 1

5

17 165
1 8
2
2
1 4
1 4

44
31
13 ...

26

1

h

22
25
13

12
5
10
94
13
7
4
20
6

28
28
6
4
13

397
9
4
5
7

320
320

9
•200

135
15

4
2

16
1

5
29
1

2
3
96
4
4
3
5
1

42

} *659 13

41lW 18

1

1,658 118
22
26 —

20
12
32
47
24
6

143
8
19

308
27
9

9

43
10
31
83
9
11
28
690
29
10
17
15
13

362
320
42

142

21

"672

152
20

| No report.
* Figures incomplete or approximate.

(a) Including workers in Cbibli, Chekiang, Fukien, Hunan, Kansu, Kiangsa, Kiangsi, Kwangtung, Shantung, Szecbwan, ¥finnan.
<b) Including workers in Anhwei, CheMang, Fukien, Honan, Hunan. Hupeh, Kiangsi, Kwangtung, Kiangsu, Kwaaggi, Shantung, Sheusi, Szechwan, and Manchuria,
(c) The ABS has agencies in Chihli, Hunan, Hupeh, Kiangsi, Kiangsu, Kwangtung, and Szecbwan; the BFBS in Chihli, Hupeh, Kiangsu, Kwangtung, Shantung, Szeehwan,

Yunnan, and Manchuria ; and the KBSS in Chihli, Hupeh, Kiangsu, and Szeehwan.
(d) There are affiliated Tract Societies with headquarters or branches in Chihli, Fukien, Hupeh, Kiangsu, Kwangtung, and Szechwan.
<e) Colporteurs paid entirely by BFBS and exctaswe of those partially employed by missions.

( f) Not open during 1920, now being reorganized.
Col. 14, Total Chinese Force, includes workers from Educational Form HI, Cols. 3 and 4, and Medical Form T, Cote. 7 to 15.
Date on which statistical year ends, in the majority of cases, is Dec. 31, 1920.
Where no reports have come to hand, figures have been token from recent printed reports, or other latest available data.



STATISTICS FOR 19*20

C. THE CHINESE CHURCH

Name of Society op Mission

Comainnkants lor F

(jj
O/g

Sundav School Work ~ ~ %•&

Unclassified

:

AFM
AG
B10LA
BTP
CCAa
CCACZ ...

PCS
CHM
CM
CMML
EhM

- EvM
FaM
FCMS
GMC
Heb
Ind (a)

MGC
SCM
KFEM
NH1I
MKM
PMU
SA
SCBM
SCHM
SCM
SBA (b) ...

SEFC
SM
8BM
8¥M
TSM

Christian Associations

YMCA
y\YCA

4*0 31*0 WW
6! 3 350 963
101 72 173

113 76 1*9

754 400 1.154

90 60 ISO

179 m 36*

2,4** 1.649 4.097
S4 61 135

*~1S» 75 1*95

168 93 261

281 204 485

27 19 46

39 50 89

286 187 473
3,5¥«

324 269 593

9 10 19
77 14 91

13 7 20

109 55 164

14,383 40.046
1,090
331

29i

11 51

81

62 102

BOO
298 1.261

•100
1*9

*252 1,406
150
368

2

12.052 16.149
*

46 1-1

700
'

895
734

10
"21

Sub-Total

3.5*0

51 644
25 44

MO •9.916

20

159 323

41.699 1,35

41,699 1.35

156

35
101

*175
*130

'-270

US

155
396

J-.190

155,279

DSNOStrNATIONAT. MlSSIOS Fl&B AREAS

Figures in Col. 20 should equal the totals of. figures in

Cols. IS awl 19. Whenever the division of communicants

into man and women has been possible only in part, Col.

20 will obviously exceed the totals of Cols. 18 and 19.

Similarly, because of incompleteness in any part of the

colnmns concerned, the figures in Col. 23 may not equal (a*

they shouM) the figures in Cols. 20, 21, acd 22.

General Mote to Tables A-E

In all of these tables (A-ES the totals and grand totals

are given «6m* the figures of which they are the sum. In

some cases totals are known when the detailed distribution

cannot be green, owing to incomplete reports. Wherever

annual statistical returns base not been received from

statistical secretaries, sach figures as ire available in printed

annus! reports or previous record* are used.

The only incomplete fignres so marked in grand totak

are those whose sum does not equal a succeeding total m the

mme tine. It is superfluous to mark others, as ail totals are

sure to be iwwiipfefe unless perfect returns are secured. It is

bettor therefore in quoting figures from these tables to say
" There are reported " rather than " There are only."

Koto in the accompanying map that only the larger

denominational areas are shown. The fields of missions of

smaller denominations are combined under "Other Societies.

Note also that the fields of die CIM and Associate Missions

re shown as one, without denominational distinctions.

Areas in black remain wholly nnworked by any Protestant



Name of Society
or Mission

Grand Total
for Ail

Societies

77 1^17

TOTAL 45

IB
LBM
H'M

4 m
183 2,099

ME»

92

196
147

1,952

12

261

THE CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OF CHINA

D. EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS

1915 76 633 5,941

1916 463 747 6.610

1917 405 592 7,635

1920 556 601 9,274

29 92 817

2328
2,743

2,998

3.502

515

370

28 -

1

i

56

1

547 260

40 • 333
14 i isa

1 - 4

1 1

TJnclus

:

Su!

AW
AG
BIOLAS ...

CCAol ...

CHM ...

CM
CMUL ...

pes
EbM
EvM
fcms ...

Befa

Ind (a) ..,

MGC
ncm
NHM ..

KKM ..

8CBM ..

8CHM ...

SCM
S0A l» ..

8EFC .,

SM
SKM
SYM
TSM

10
*19

188

928

PCC 12 9

PCI 1 4 :

rcNZ 9
IN" 15 33 941 -

PS g 16 330 S3
KCA .-, : 140 95
LCI'S g g so 15
RFC g g s I

ob a 21 17

I'FS* "... *... •138

C. I, M.: TOTAL "... ... 438 149

OTHER SOC TOTAL 57 SO 1,315 203
Inlerdenom: So^Total g 12 111 71

AFO 1 11 8
CMA 4 7 S3 37
FFMA 3 5 08 10
WD 1 14

716
619
755
760

92

128

104

87 2,930

115 3,196

123 3,497

134 4,147

386

127

25 10
7 3 2

no 43 17

60 19 13
117 19 n
29 5 4

W 12 12

106

1

53 67
030 19

16 4

50 12

798 207

101

38
35
13

25

33

625

230

756

224

35

Lower Primary (Elementary) Schools Higher Primary (Element

. TtiK'i
Pupils 5 Pupils

Female • Total

m
406
274

,251

45

552
114
466
13
12

57

217
61

37

4,748 5,647 73,296 56348 120,796

5172 6,326 '82340 '40367 127,930

5,329 6,609 86,941 45.167 138,943

6312 6,639 112,453 52475 169,146

547
321
IS

151

953

ie
-

62
1

432
261
161

21

39
41

1,453

143
962
44
21
157
114

1,570
9

274
63
78
11

681
149
39
21
8
14

375

325

IS
29
1

269

831

427
19

314
69
>

939
12

299
236

267
63

497
391

96
10

1,953

10

1,240

171

148

1.058

23
192

10
271
179
149
52
13
20

467

226
122
11

57
49

9,402 5,004

446
2.4*5

118
1.748
417

17.611 6,898

64 106 \

6.009 2,157

3.000 715

172 40
504

7.127

715

8.911

5,400
3,313
152

46

3,461

137
20

5.021

2,911
2.032

14,406
- -s-i

564
4.233
1,261

54

24,902
190

8,166
3.715

14,057

8.311

557 668 12,415

111 159 3,890

59 48 1.276

33 46 758

18 376
10 7 155

15 339

6 135

20 25 405

4,862 16,447

Schools. Teach)

13 14

1,885

1,210
380
613
717

27,240

61
116

3.620

16,434

1,458
447

3,372

1,737

25,450
101

5,499
972

1 .335

162

1,072 :

90
42 !

210
71

150
50

673
314
499
69

426
436

15,213

65

394
411

908

11,048
142

2,079
607
799
83

11,830 4,847 '

2,638 783

2,085 1.0S9

490 308
38 131

300 180

6,262 2,608

3,162 2.221

1,183 526
111 173

216 210
810 92
16 51

3,871
147

74

399
35
50
3

808
11

,408
136
26
1C0
58
16
25

213

1,695

32
63
363
40
50
13
183
34
408
47
16
20
62
6

4,

1.499
1.200
466
197
549
206
555
149

L061
1,709
449

1.039

1,153

44,273
126
161

6,000
27,171
3,816
841

3,783
3,375

56,247
243

7,578
1,579

2,134
245

16,655
3.421

3.174

569
169
480

8.870

2.132
279
KS4

902
67

7,674
199
112

86
250
762
75
100
16

791
45

1,816
183
42

120
120

464
374
573
800

102
12

40
12
1

119
4

39
14

57
32
23
1

1

74
12

2
6
6

ISO

2
18

89

19
17

189

26
9
14
1

7*
38
16
12

98 53.
,

71 289
2,108

72 199
18 22
60 200

1,238

1,637

1,798

1,936

320
160

255
11

147

175
133

-

101
71

47
48

10328
'12,716

13,434

19,998

2,347

706
165

1,210
197
69

2,908
50

66
1,051

2,002

998
992

6,354 17,325

'6,778 20,263

6,752 20,832

9,410 29,778

1374
1,053

81
333
107

1,418

16
40

789

16 331
312

567 5336

224
139
10

128
188

2,185

110
983
110
94

8

>0

89

69

657

757
5 51 206
I 7 42

5 10 20

7 26 144
111
27
94

289

3,921

1 .759

•246

4326

2.791

1.443

1.336

71 1,652 470 2,102

35 503 :
4* 551

56 39 > 95

10 77 ' 39 116

14 118 11 129

27 20 47

% 13 4 17

26 258 92

13 92 33 12-5

35 304 67 371

7 21 10 31

20
6

85 34
43

119
121

518 4,659 2308 6,897

2,089 1,057

730 185
524 229 .

250 39
87 25

56 49

637 243

757 521

694

5,003

191

495
530

7341
182

1.162

334
233
10

3.146
915
753
289
112
105

992

1399
438
42

131
171
94

1,154

394

201



STATISTICS FOR 1920

D. EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS

Name of Society
or Mission Schools

Grand Total
for All
Societies

1915 216
1916 225
1917 228
1920 231

CMS
MSCC
FE
SPG
HMS

BAPT

:

TOTAL

TOTAL
AAM .... ...

ABF
BMS i

CbMMS
GNTM
GBB
SBC
SBM
SDB j

COXO

:

TGTALJ
ABCFM
LMS
MP
SAMM

LUTH: TOTAL
B ;

Bn
DMS
ELAng

;

ELMo t

FMS
KCM
LB
LBM ;

vm . i

slk ;

NM3
BM
SEMC
SMF

METH: TOTAL!
EA ;

FMA <

MCC
MEFB
MES
IE
CMC
WMMS ;

PBESB

:

TOTALS
CSFM ...

EPM |

PCC
PCI
PCNZ
PS '.

PS
RCA
RCUS
RFC
LB t

UFS* j

C. I. M.: TOTAL

OTHEB SOC: TOTAL
Interdenoni: Sab-Total

AFO I

CMA
FFMA
WO

Cnclass

:

AFM
AG
BIOLAf
CCAu§
CHM
CM
CMML
PCN
EbM
EvM
FCMS
Heb
Ind (a)

MOC
XCM
XHM
NKM
SCBM
SCHM
SCM
SDA (b)

SEFC
SM
SBM
SYM
TSM

Sab- Total!

41

17
1

12

10
1

39
1

10
3

47

Middle Schools

Pupils
Male

1,789

MS

741
113
18

1,232

602

506
30

957

600
132

1,787

175
120

S3

SI3

Pupils

9.009 3.266

•9301 *2344
9.201

: 2479
10,267 2.698

287

447

349
21

256
-'19

62

3,506 1,322

50
2,439
613

19-5

169

216

Pupils

Total

13.369

13.098

11392
13,196

2.076

974
75
820
1*9

18

1,679

15
664

85-5

51
9

1,213

71-5

498

662
132

8
42
40

226
37

106
23

4.8

4,828

89
3,117
1,198

40
195
189

1,998

16
497
80
137

'

580
347
213
128

94 I

34

10 j

24

60

88 60

Colleges of University Standing

Insti- Student* Student* Students c„kw„ 'Students Students Students n-,i,«si«
., »*_«_ f ,_ T_..l OCHO01S «„!„ ' B^m.1., TV,*..! SS.UUUJS

tstions
j

Male

22 23

97

645
119
30
10
55
24

24
18

18

16

Total

39

1,000

785
758
725

332
38

84
19
14

121

1,144

802
772
846

332

Normal Training Schools

Male Female Total

16 118 134

1 18 18

2 13 100 113

1 3 3

7 292 5 295

108
11

72

111
11

72

120
141

119
28

1,054
-945

816
211

72

1.990

2,087

1371

49

3.219

3302
3,125

485

Bible Training Scb -

31 32

Total

33

2,047

116

107
6

122
70

63

45

156

39

28

110 318

2.847

293 311
24 4

41

3

252 408

163 179

08 147
102

40 45

97 125

10 "io

1 3 4

i
o S3 3-5

2 16 I,' 30
1

". 35

1 4

2
"?

7

6 166 692 858

".;

12 10 22

4 S3 53
131 580 711

2 23 35 48

428

20
11

34
19

3
... 1

2 \

94 189 383

121

24

21 28 21 222 256 478

30 so 2
1

61

49
31
S3

92
72



THE CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OP CHINA

D. EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS

Theological

Schools

Name of Society
or Mission

Grand Total igl6
for All
Societies

1917
1920

CMS
Msec
i'E

SPG
HM3

29
21

50
20

6S9
529
610
376

RAPT

:

TOTAL 139

21

CKTM
GBB
SBC
SBM
SUB

MP
SAMM

Ll"TJ 10!

as

TOTAL -

FMA
MCC
MEFB
MES
1X8

CMC
WMMS

PBESB

:

CSPM
BPftt
I'CC
PCI
PCNZ
PS
PS
KCA
BCtS
KPC
UB
m&

C. I. M.: TOTAL
OTHEB SOC : TOTAL
Interdenom: Sub-Total

AFO
CMA
FFMA
wu

Ill

Dadass

:

AFM ..

AG
BIOLAs..
CCAnf ..

CHM ..

CM
CMML ..

CH
EbM
EvM
FCMS ..

Heb
In<l (a) ..

MGC
NCM
KHM ..

NKM ..

SCBM ..

scan ,.

SCSI
SDA tb) „
SEFC ..

SM
SRM ..

sni
TSM

Sub-Total

Boarders

Male Female

36 K 37

Total

14,023
•16,664
•15,154

20,722

10,397
•11,358

•10,948

9,884

27,645

32,939
29310
35,212

Industrial Training Institutions

"J [
" f"

PupilsInsti-

tution)

33

Pupils | Pupils

Male I Female

40 41

Total

42

4,474
1.1-55

185
2.890
211

1,147

550
228

102
267

1,998

771

327
161
420

2,042

606

3,287

133
273
116
79

1,032

748
479

1,756

3,750
158

11
111

2,858

1,908

809
40

280
139
18

924
149

211
10il

129
40
46
19

942

253
2B9

292

1386

109
11

517
386
449
•105

1316

256
103

*
55
48

7332
3,063
283

3,593
393

1,956

367
18

2368 1,193 4,237
1,819 1,072 2,921
374 95 1.245
45 26 71

2322
920

179
264

538
264
549
40
76
42

2,984

630
1,247

8,703

178
338
255
90

5,379
1,054
927
•482

3,072

4306

69
192

40 75

10 10

35 135

15 ! 28

24
40
32
30

468 471 1,144

•708
j *70I 1,777

488 519 1,375

300 754 1,429

117

84
102
102

115
15

28

18

210
186

125

6 42 118 160

1 j ... j 70 70

1

2

115
15

250 ; 257

12 40

79 ! 465

Orphanages

Insti-

tutions
Orphans

44

41 2.039

49 1344
38 1,158

25 ! 1,733

1

1

579
239
36
69
35

285
20

215

50

Other
Philanthropic
Institutions

Insti- ! r _ .

tutkms
\

Inm*U

4-5 I 4*

44 ! 1377

Total under
Christian

Instruction

Chinese
Contrib

3 75

1 13

13

290

1 17

5 499

3 114

35

102
80

13 195

24

424

2
200

216
6

47

665

169,797
161,166

191333
239,400

22,491

12,181

1,001

7,363
1,832
214

32391
298

10,963
4,290
891
212
861

14,010
970
96

17,518

10,292

6,916
240
70

18344
4,945
1,602
1,142
635
197
596
206
585
170

1,738
1,271

2,380
507

1,158
1,412

56,340

138
182

6,915
36,577
2,771

1,072
4,437
4,248

51,601

441

9,209
2,572

2,549
267

21,778
4,922
4,744
1,246
305
632

*2,936

11,006

29309
2,784
888

1,059
1,152
185

9,355
207
112

86
285
849
75

105
16

1,378
59

2,017
211
42
154
120
22
81

298
2,686
238



STATISTICS FOR 19-20

D. EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS-(Cont'd'.)

Total Teaching Force ) Kon-
J

Kindergartens I Lower Primary (Elementary) Schools Higher Primary (Elementary) Schools

Nam© of Society
or Mission

Christian Associations

:

Sao-Tot
"EMCA ...

YWCA ...

-»n&l and Phila

thropic : Snb-To!
AEPMI
YM
CI
CSCB
DHM
HTBC t

Teachers' \\'2 Female Total

8 9 10 11 1*2 13 14 15 16 17

45

4-5

1 1 138

'.'. 46

20

1

1

6 6

6

Name of Society
or Mission

D. EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS—(Cont'd.)

Pupils

Total

s - , '

Insti-

tutions

an Assoc

TMCA ...

fWCA ...

CI
CSCB
BHM
HVBC-
IBC

140

140 2

Name of Society
or Mission

TMCA ...

YWCA ...

EdttcatioBal and Phi

.: .-•.
: :

r

AEPMi ...

YM
CI
CSCB ...

DHM
HVBC § ...

IBC

Male

36

D. EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS—(Cont'd.)

3.402

3.402

Industrial Training

3,402
3,402

Orphanages

42 43

Pbtbur

.

4

1-5.503

1,667

324
4^5

147,4^3
117.4*3

14,103

12,800



THE CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OF CHINA

E. MEDICAL STATISTICS

Name of Society
or Mission

1915
1916
1917

Societies (c) j 1920

Grand Total*
for AH

AXG:
CMS ...

si sec...
PE ...

SPG ...

BAFT:
AAM ...

ABF ...

BMS ...

GBB ...

SBC ...

SBM ...

8DB ...

COXG :

ABCFM
LMS ...

MP ...

LUTH :

B
Bn
CMS ...

ELAng
FMS ...

LUM ...

NLK a,

NMS ...

BM ...

SEMC...
SMF ...

METH;
EA ...

FMA ...

IfCO ...

MBFB
MES ...

IE ...

CMC ...

WMMS

PRESB

:

CSFM...
EPM ...

PCC ...

PCI ...

PCNZ ...

PS
FS ...

RCA ...

BCCS...
BPC ...

Cfi ...

UFS ...

C. I. M-;

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

OTHER SOC: TOTAL
Interdenom. ; Sub-Total

AFO
FFMA
WO t

Unclassified: Sub-Total

FCMS
Ind
SCBM
SDA
SM
TSM (b)

Educational : Sab-Total

AEPM {b>

EMM
YM ...

FOREIGN MEDICAL STAFF

Physicians Dispensers Business
and Others

277
267
270
264

29
13

11

3

34
1

10
11

2
10

26
8
17
1

20
1

Women Men

18

5

27

4
3
1

48
27

25

Women

106 142

93 154

i si 162 ;

84 192 16 id

CHEsESE MEDICAL STAFF

Pb.Tsieia.ns Xarses

Trained Abroad Trained in China Qualified In Training

Men Women Men Women Men Women | Men | Women j Men j Women

191

172
212
26 255

14

3

28
1

11

734
924
895

15 216

7 57
4 42

23

225

60
52
1

6
1

34

797

59

507

107

23

36

69

504
591

377
466

14

38

32

64

163

37 10

5 I

23 9

11
•>•> 13

1 1

3

25 29 70 54 96 16
6 8 28 12 25 8
19 21 41

1

12 29 7

45 14 61 47 226
4

176 34
5

10

1

1

12
8

29 9

25 14 15 91 140 i

4 7 10 21 19 7

8
6

-
J

1 3 jj

69 12 29 38 189 71 IS1 44
•2 4 6

18 6 - 60 1 9 2
4 1 8 1 18 10
4 3 6 26 14 i 22 6

1 4 8 !
10 11

10 7 43 41
|

28 6
21 23 26

1

1 1

4 1 19 1 12
17 6

10

* Figures incomplete or approximate.
iai Closed.

<e) Grand^Totals tor 1915, 1916 and 1917 represent only 23 columns of inclusive figures, as against 56 columns in 1920, when more detailed Sttb-diwsions were introduced.



STATISTICS FOR 1920

E. MEDICAL. STATISTICS

Name of Society
or Mission

1915
Grand Totals Jg 16

for AH -' 401*7
Societies , 1920

SPG

BAFT:

ABf

CONG
ABCFM

MP ...

IXTH:

j- :<
-

KLK
MS ~

\"

;

ME TH

FN

PBESB

:

AF.i ...

FFMA ...

350
372
320
232 83

TOTAL

22

22

24

17 12

12 U

13,455

13,855

13,712

10,341 4,691

1,244 1,285

624 179

1366 854

4,251 1,159

485

329

121

104,418

120,110
119,097

10837! 31,773 1,172

263

321

16.822 3313

843 259 15 7,566 997 256

999 371 45 10,960 3,127 452

6,889 483 73

39

20.003 1.3415 168

f.i < 164 4

699 160

39,794 7,265 221

3.793 977

2,744 1,996

23,920

32,216

29 675
33323 15.337 20,774

4,059 4,248 1,655

1346

15.941

914 1.8

21 4.676 2,133 1,958

4,020 966 1-104

12 381 1351 297

"k "*6fi I 109

5337 3,053 7,979

3

-

121

418

1,148

6.1C6

MS
19
36

17 1,648 1,474 *763

20 235 156 148
-.'7 144



THE CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OF CHINA

E. MEDICAL STATISTICS

Name of Society
or Mission

Grand Totals
for All

Societies

AUG

:

MSCC
PB
SPG

BAPT:
AAA!
ABF
BMS
GBB
HBC
SBM
SB-B

com •

ABCFM
LM8 ...

MP ...

LCTH

:

B
Bn
BMS ...

ELAag
FM.S ...

RM
SEMC ,

SMF .

METH

:

EA
FMA
MCC
MEFI
MES
i:e

UMC
mens

PBESB:
CSFM .

EI'M
I'CC
PCI
PCNZ
PX
PS
RCA
ROUS
RFC
FB
FFS

C. E. M.

:

OTHER SOC:
letenlenon! .

:

AFO ...

FFMA ...

WU ...

Ene'assjftedl

:

FCMS...
fad
SCBM ...

SDA ...m ...

TSM (b>

Edne&ttonal

:

AEPM (U
EMM ...

SM ...

1915
1916
il917
1920

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL
Sub-Total

Sab-Totsl

Sob-Total

for

Men

223
328
318
303

24

19

i

1

25
I

9
3
1

8
3
1

28
9
9

44
1

9
13
1

2
7

74

for

Women

23

4

DISPENSARIES ITISEBAHCTBS

Oat-Patients

So.

Patients Seen

Taken

1,535,841

1,524,301

1.440,461

67 830,835 355,779 1,645,819 238,575

IS
13

56,045

2,844

155,096

132,313

159.058 11,888

8,78s 1.156 1,530

5 48,371 20.090 130,819 7,788

1 1316 1.302 2*586

s 85,719

1.236
25,095 164,690

1,708

14.555

> 10.5.56 1.685 48,741 4,386
1 11,950 6.195 19,276 9,827
1 •8,818 •213 •9,937 •332

52,506 16.000 81.791
1 2,422

3,231
702 1,418

1,624

7 83,122 31,196 197311 94,152
3 18,086 8,475 42,606 17,879
4 62.984 •22,557 141,333 31.485

2,070 164 13,573 295

63,840

1.300

32,346

1,749 113,493

13,166 1,113 61,018
23,000

•2.4-52 636 2,494

8,680 16,192

5,305

4,462

10,789

7,123
2.220
4,628
275

1,190

29
10

433

688

186,165 53.817 250.255 24.235 10,869

976 353 1,213 502 139

38,861 56,501 1,077

56,238 43,776 99,078 7,138 8,079
4.963 2,959 3,055 1.690 1,166

18,787 3,292 12,011 3,337
35,086 15,325
41,254 9,437 63.069 11,568 478

242,983 32,421 621,052 77,550 7.084

21,895 11,290 50
18,476 8,947 91.598 9,321 3,448
6.501 3,682 22,601 2*,497

18,662 1,192 32.824 991 605
949 1,060 1,779 54

95.930 15,015 241,647 36,796 1,005
48.058 62,552
4.373 1.515 16,497 298 742
3,032 1,010 9.575 1,647 100
25,107 530

"...
'".'.'.

180,689 350

•81,346 •21,190 •100,061 •12,328 1,601

31.615 29,225 39,699 43,562 2,248

8,1*5 23,460 29,309
30,250

43,562 285

$,19& 1.160 9,259 3,190
"7*7

22,300 40,872 208

6,074 10,190 1.238
•1,272 *5,076 •1,238

90
131

63
,616 188

64S
177
63

399
4

iff 8
16 S

549
36
140 6

112

41

37

60,179
94,654
26.931

1332

SS7

318
52

786

170

3,443

3,147

296

7,490

890

4.899
1,125
416
250

798

2339 22 2,309

180 2,558
150

956

277 20

310
1

309

352

342

10

1,646



STATISTICS FOR 1920.

E. MEDICAL STATISTICS

Name of Society
or Mission

Grand Totals !

for All
Societies

1915
1916
1917
11920

AKG :

MSCC ...

PE
SPG ...

BAFT:
AAM ...

ABP ...

BMS ...

GBB ...

SBC ...

SBM ...

SBB ...

COKG

:

ABCFM
LMS ...

MP ...

LOTH:
B
Bn
DMS ...

ELAag
FMS ...

LCM ...

KLK (aJ

SMS ...

RM ...

EA
FMA ..

MCC ..

MEFB
MES ..

EE ..

EMC ..

WMMS

PRESB:
CSFM ..

EPM ..

PCC .-

PCI ..

PCSZ ..

PK
PS
RCA -
sees ..

RPC ..

OB ..

UPS ..

C. I. M.

:

TOTAL

TOTAL

FINANCES (in Mexican Dollars)

Extraordinary

Foreign Sources Chinese Sources
Total

Expendi-
ture

Grants
;
Other

41 42

All

Other

... S ... 502,7*2
655,775 ... ... ...

... 862,056

206,858 155,550 255,660 794,555 159.585 5,798,685 74.792 58,087

Medical Schools
or Classes

Schools Teachers Students
Men

Students
Women

23
"7

21

10

298
511
589
225

Schools for Kurses

Schools

44,0*9 40,964 100,724

8,230. 11,553

25,624 2,841,219 21,587

25.922

9.S97

15,419

11,282

3,040
1.147

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

8,581 4,045

994
8.346
4.222 161
4.497

20,427 54,478 5,068 76,902 HJ52 11,071

22,107

13,149
8,795
163

7^71

•2,520

3,251

40,197 26,406 106,950

15.647

24,550 24,91'

54,782 262,010 20328 15,654

948 52 18,969 506 19,126

TOTAL

TOTAL

OTHER SOC. TOTAL 5,619

Interdenom.

:

Sob-Total 4,755

AFO ...

FFMA ...

wo ...

One::'. Sab-Total $64

FCMS ... •810

Ind. ...

M...
fcDA ...

SM ...

TSM (b) ...

Educational

:

Snb-Tojkai

AEPM <b)

EMM ...

YM ... ...

I

61.299 27,985 7,876 162.210 50.577 172,246 8,788 4,242

242

4,000

47,062 11,179 69380 519,607 25,695

2.362 4.410

i

4.771

750 8,155 '7,276 19,405 6,529

551,154 11,228

16,733

9,955

58
51

65
58

2 4

1 6 52

48

1

l

1 I

44,502 911 5,768 2 9 2 5 4 5

...

1

...

12 67 2

1

1

10 28

4

4

21

1 12 67 |
1 10 24 21

1 12 1 1 24 21

14

26

Students

omen

272
465
715
542 403

95
1 MI

20 31

24 22

3S

82 112

59 101



THE CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OF CHINA

F. UNION EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS

City Institutions

Societies

Co-operating

(see numbered
lis? below)

Grand Total

(

Chengta

Fsaeheng
Foochow

Hangchov

; Cnioo Normal School for Girls 2. 23. -25. 27. 3-5.

j Onion Tin - i (...lie;:* ... 2. 7. 14. 23. 25.

27. 85. 39.

I Canton Christian College ... 14. 27.

Onion Middle School 2. 11. 27. U.
s Onion Girls' High and Normal

School 27.36.

School ... 27. 30. 38, 39.
'-. Onion N MBttl Training School'

lor Women - ... ... 3. 12. 16. 20.

i
West China Onion University 3. 7. 12. 16. 17.

I Concordia School for Girts {eh. 13 32.

Foochow Onion Medical Coliejie 2. 7. 17. 29.

Foochow Onion Thee
... 2. 7. 17.

Training School- 2. 17.

j
Hangchow Christian College ... 27. 28.

|
Onion Girls' High School ... 3. 27. 28.

- Theological Seminary and
Normal School ... ... ... 32. 33.

; Manchuria C' _••... 21. 37.
' Monkden Medical College ... 9. 24. 37.

: Mouiden Theological College...- 24. 37.

j

Bible Teachers' TramingSehooi; 3. 4. 11. 17. IS.

lor Women 27. 28.

Girding College 3. 8. 11. 19. 20.

27.

Nanking School of Theology... 11. 17. 18. 27, 2f

Severance Hall Bible School...: 11. 27.

|
Onion Training School for

1.4.11.17.27.
... 3. 11. 17. 18. 2"

Total Teaching Force

Foreign' Foreign Chine
Men Women; Men

rheolo^ical Traink

cing School for

na Onion Bible

ad science ... .

aiversilv School of

Shanghai

Tengbsien
Tainan

Wacb&ng
Waba

|
Onion Training School for

X arses

Peking Onion Medical and
Pri-medicai School

Central China Onion
Lutheran Theological

Shanghai Baptist College

6.7.

2. 14. 20. 27.

;
2. 14. 27.

2. 14. 20. 27.

2. 14. 17. 27.

' 2. .14. 17. 27. 3S

2. 10. 11. 14. 17.

27. 31. 34.

id Penn.
tensity

Mateer Memorial Institute ... 27. 28.

Shantung Christian Oniversitr 2. 8. 6. 14. 15. 23
"

•- i

|
Onion Normal School 14

! Wahti Academy 1.11.

d}12

Non-
Kindergartens Lower Primary (Elementary? Schools Higher Primary

Schools

Teach- f
Pupils Pupils -

; Pupils' Schools Teach- Pupils

103 310 41 72

"Vf ,<!<-. Ft

5 1T7

1 50

8 39 516 119 63S

(b) I IS 213

(bll

1 * 33

1 12 1 12 : US

.- CO-OPEP.ATING IX ONION WOBK

1. American Ad* B. Metiiodist Protestant Mission.

8. C
9. E

10. E
11. F
12. I

IS. I-

15. L
:

:-

17. 1
-

19. 5

20. U
. piscopal, South, Women's Board.

Methodist Episcopal, Women's Board sWFMS)

2-S.

29.

x Zealand.
-lean Church Mission)

;d States.

iion Covenant.

40. Women's Onion Mi:



ST A': FOR 1920

F. UKION EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS

•^Etaneatary)

Papils Pupils i

Middle Schools

1» 2©

Normal Training Schools
Theological

Schools

92 238 II 1.529 162 1,691 11 1,020 222 1.242 14 437 271 708

144

134

1 11

1

12 542 4,114 689 4.803 S 379 2 37 5.649

70 ...

131

36

62*2

li

127 ...

116 ...

—

:

622 i

311792

24.415

3,900

144

134

108

94

622

1,164
li,490

:

* 133

9 030

87 190

-
6,913

600
450

714

IS

4.040

9,670

1,000

9,403

notes on union INSTITUTIONS

(a) Includes 21 in Department of Agriculture and Forestry,

(b) Includes Lower and Higher Primary.

Aching force for all Departments.
jected bat not vet working.

I i In transition ; farther figures not available.

<g'< ImriiAi
Date to which reports end is, generally speaking, Dec. 31, 1920.

Where no report was received, latest figures available have been used.
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G. UNION MEDICAL STATISTICS

;
• :i ::i •::• '-

Foochow...
Bnchowfo
Moukden
yanking ...

Peking ...

biangyangfu
Shanghai

Medical Missionary Association Hospital

Canton Christian College Hospital

Union Medical College Hospital <e)

Union Hospital ...

Union Hospital ...

University Hospital

I Beard Union Hospital

Margaret Williamson Hospital

Onion tngtsepoo ...

; University Hospital

3Ieo
3

6

Christian Association of the

University of Peon. 1

3, 18 3

9, 37 10

3. ii, it, a 4

Bockefelier Foundation 9

15. 32 2

3, 17, 40
a, 31 i

5, 10, 14, 22, 23, 27, 2*, 34. 39 17

Total

Physicians

53 28

Medical

tants

Xarsea
(Men and

(g)9

SO 34 189

60
140
100
90
65
130

• 23
100

IS 919

VTIOXrf

Hospitals

Major
Opera-
tions

Dispensaries

Buiid-
iags

Individ-
uals

Treated

Total
Number of
Treatment*

Chinese
Contrifco-

lions

Foochow ...

Hachowfa
Monkden
Nanking ..*

Peking ...

Siangyaagfu
Shanghai

Tainan ...

Medical Missionary Association Hospital

Canton Christian College Hospital

Union Medical College Hospital (e)

Union Hospital ...

Union Hospital ...

University Hospital

China Medical Board Union Hospital

Union Hospital ...

Margaret Williamson Hospital

Union Hospital, Xangtsepoo .

Shantung Christian University Hospital

Christian Association of the
University of Penn.

3, 18
9, 37
3, 11, 17,27, 28
Rockefeller Foundation
15, 32
3, 17, 40
3, 31
5, 10, 14, 22, 23, 27, 28, 34, 39

1,766 1,065

450

1,308

1,127
2.002

1,569
449
(ft

387
1,232

4,277

6,270

1,164
562
596
231

"S2
716

.763

:,544
i,411

,335

,713

,000
,418

Total...] 10,090 5,205 10 136,731

For key to " Societies Co-operating" and Notes on above table see pages cii and ciii.

9,505

7,172

9,486
40,490
32,637
49,904
7,162

3,287
38,650

198,233

60,676 •

16,009
15,580

3,003

8,000
20,000

123,268

Growth of the Protestant Christian Church in China
1807-1920

Year Source of
Mi..!„- Ordained

arip«
Chinese

Total

Chinese Common!- Students
enrolled

Information Workers Men A- Worn.

4

in Schools

5

1814 1

1833 S. Wells Williams. 3
1853 G. Warneck 351
1863 do. 1,974
1865 J. Hudson Taylor 3.132
1873 G. Warneck 9,715
1876

'
' A Century of Missions * *

(p. 667) ... 473 73 674 13,035 4.909
1889 "Becords of Missionary

Conference held in 1890."

(p. 782) 1,296 211 1,6-57 37,287 16,836
1906

'

' A C«ntttrr of Missions '
*

(p. 6671 345 9,961 178,251 (A) 57,683
1912 "China Mission Year

Book," 1914 5,188 650 17,879 235,303 138,937
1915 do. 1916 5,338 764 20,460 268,652 172,973 (a)
1916 do. 1918. 5,740 761 21,753 293,139 184,?48 (a)
1917 do. do. 5,900 846 : 23,345 312,970 194,624 (a)
1918/19 i - ,

Occupation of China.**) 6,636 (M 1,065 24,732 j 345,853 212,819 (a)
1920 do. 6,204 (c) 1,305 j 28,396 366,524 245,049 (a)

(a) Including students in Unii

(b) Based on Directory of Prol

{«) Based on Mission statistic)

id) Baptized adhere;; •,

Institutions.

tant Missions in China, 1919.
returns for 1920.
eluding children.
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APPENDIX I

THE CHRISTIAN OCCUPATION OF INDO-CHINA
Ixdo-Ciiixa—Density of Popcxatiox

WANGSl

rp*s«j

,

.

The continual heat and
the growth of a I-axuriant

coffee, tea, areca nut, cocoa

the prineipa1 products. The
./ted.

The chief industries are

wood-carving
^ embroider},', a

The more important expc

Only in areas of the Red
i north and the Mt.

3COJ Hindoos, l,ooo

;

500,000.

The Anncmcsc—The Annames
a mixture of Chinese and Ma]

been predominantly indue
ese, especially in the matter '

md custor.

sisting principally of rice and fish. Men and

women wear hich to the West-
seem very similar. They have a turban for

head dress, generally dark in colo..

them stain their teeth with black lacquer and
ere addicted to the habit of chewing the betel

nut.

The Annamese as a rule are poor, poorer

than the Chinese. Their houses are constructed

of bamboo with thatched roofs or they are made

with sun-dried bricks. The average Annamese

house costs from thirty to fifty dollars. The

keen struggle for existence has produced a dis-

position to beg or to deceive in order more easily

to gain money. In character the Annamese are

lazy and often grossly immoral. T"

centuries of oppression they have been rendered

servile and malicious. In large towns and cities

the people have the advantage of good schools

and colleges, and those

v progressive and intelligent, /I he

women who keep the shops are generally aoie

to read and v

11though

The country of Indo-China, as its name implies, forms the connecting

By between India and China. It is the meeting place of

at races', and two different civilizations. Burma and Siam form

the western half of the peninsula, while French Indo-China forms the

eastern !h£i!f«

Indo-China is made up of five provinces, namely, Toogking, Annam,

Cochin China, Cambodia and I.aos. Frequently Indo-China and the

province of Annam are used intc as if Annam were another

Tame for the whole of Indo-China. T the case and the «%
obvious reason for the confusion is that Annamese people are scattered

more or less over all the provinces.
.

With the exception of the areas of the Red River valley m Tongking

and the Mekong vatlev in Cochin China, the whole country is moun-

tainous. These two rivers with their tributaries constitute excellent

waterways The countrv possesses good roads made by the French

Government and cooneitiag all important centers. Many of these roads

are btdlt for the use of motor cars. Railways also have teen well develop-

ed and it is hoped that before long the railway in Tongking and Annam

will join the foe in Cochin China, thus enabling one to travel with ease

the north of Tongking to the tropical regions of the extreme south.

The climate is extremely hot, and because of the humidity » very

trvin"-" to Europeans. Mosquitoes abound. As a rule foreigners do not

a in the country longer than three years without furlough.

tury.

Whil«

a bett<

they have a dialect

The Cambcdmns—Little is

s or the Civ//

the southwest about the fifth ce:

mon with the people of India,

is a part of French Indo-Ch

different type than the Annamese, poss

are also of a darker complexion than the

rather than yellow. The religion of the

the Buddhism of early India. Ancestral

engaged in. Large numbers of young r

cities wearing braid yellow sashes, whicl

ing for the priesthood.

The climate of Cambodia is tropical,

and humidity. The wannest months oi

April and May. A line drawn paralle

degrees north of it passes throngh tl

Cambodia. The heat of Gam
Cochin China which is further

As a natural result of the clia

On account of this easy-going, ambition'.^ ;n both the j

and the Cambodian, their Chinese neighbours have come m to p<

cultivate the land. Not only are there many Chinese merchant

t of the

in tealn-

Dth heat

nth, because of the lack of sea-breezes.

litiooh in both the Ann i

in to posse-

success-
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fully making their fortunes, bat fully one-third

of the So.ooo Chinese residents in Cambodia are

agriculturists,

Tne soil is very fertile, but by no means is

it being fully cultivated. Large tracts of good

land are still available for plantations of rice,

coffee, tea, rubber, cotton, etc. These are the

main products of the country. Four-fifths of

the population of Cambodia live in the fruitful

valley of the Mekong. Here rice grows almost

spontaneously and fishing is plentiful.

The Mekong is considered one of the world's

most beautiful rivers, and ranks among the

largest in Asia. It has its source in the moun-
tains of Tibet, crosses the province of Yunnan,

flows along the borders of Siam and Laos

for a distance of 560 miles, and then through

Cambodia. It is navigable from its mouth for

572 miles, and may be traversed by large ocean

liners for 161 miles to Pnom Penh, the capital

of Cambodia.

Of all the countries of the Far East,

Cambodia is perhaps the richest in ancient

monuments, temples, etc., especially at Angkor
where most interesting ruins of Buddhistic and
Brahtnanlstie temples, possibly dating back to

the beginning of the Christian era, may be

found. The architecture is Indian. Of recent

years
t
considerable interest has been manifested

in these ruins by archaeologists and tourists

from all parts of the world. The ruins of

'Angkor show that the country formerly enjoyed

a very highly developed civilization.

The Chams—The Chams are of Malay
origin, being descendants of an Indo-Malay
tribe which took root in the country about the

8th century B.C. Remains of what was un-

doubtedly a brilliant and highly developed
civilization are still to be found. It may be
that the Malays, who are very numerous in the
country, have some connection with the Chams,
but these do not count for much either numeri-
cally or in other ways, being the poorest of the
poor. The language of the Chams is Cambodian.

The Chinese—The Chinese who have spread
through Indo-China are mostly from Kwang-
tnng, Fukien, and the Island of Hainan. Al-

though comparatively few in number they
dominate the commercial life in the principal

cities of Indo-China, especially in Saigon, and
Cholcn in the south. Nearly all the factories

in Cochin China are in their hands as also all

the commerce in rice, from which province large
exports arc made every year.

The Primitive Tribes—The tribal people of
Indo-China may be roughly divided into three
groups, the Mois, the Khas and the Muongs.
The Mois who are found in southern Annam are
divided into various sub-tribes such as the
Tioma, Stieng, Rade, Bahmar, Djarai, Sedang,
Kaseng, Boloven, etc. The Khas are found
mostly in Laos. The word means "bar-
barian." The people are only half civilized and are of a warlike dis-
position. The Muongs are found in the west of Tongking. They are
divided again into the Man or Yao, the Meo, and the Lolo, corresponding
to similar tribes in the province of Yunnan.

The Hindoos— The Hindoos came into the country at the time of the
French occupation. They are not numerous and are mostly found in
Cochin China. Many of them are money changers.

The Laotiem—The Laotiens are similar in type to the Annamese.
They are, however, incredibly lazy, even more so than the Annamese.
The men in particular are extremely indolent and leave all the work
to the women, especially the cultivation of the fields. Life generally is
simple and rudimentary-. The Laotien is the middle man for bis part of
the world. Producing little himself, he is content to act as intermediary
for the transfer of goods from one tribe to another or from one race to
another.

DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION
Toughing (fiench Protectorate)—The population of Tongking is

stated to be over six million (6,019,132), of which number five and a half
million are Annamese, the rest being Chinese and tribal people, Pro-
testant missionary activity, even colportage work, is prohibited through-
out the Protectorate except in Hanoi and Haiphong. The language is
Annamese.

Principal cities of 50,000 and above are Hanoi, with a total popula-
tion of 87,380 (Europeans 3,380, Annamese 81,000, Chinese 3,000); and
Nam Dinh with 51,200 (Annamese 50,000, Chinese 1,200). Haiphong has
a populatioH of 29,350 (Europeans 1,350, Annamese 18,000, Chinese 10,000).

Istio-China—Protestant Christian Occctation

Note.—The French Colonies of Laos and Cochin China (shaded) are open to Protestant missionary
activity, while the French Protectorates of Tongking, Anaam, and Cambodia still remain closed, with
the exception of a few of the larger cities.

A square indicates the location of a Protestant mission station, and a cross the location of an evange->
listic center or out-station. The chief towns with populations over 5,000 are shown by small dots.

The Soman Catholic Church maintains a large number of mission centers throughout Indo-China,

The following 19 cities, although reporting smaller populations, exceed
5,000 each : Lao Kay, Hong Hay, Thai Binh, Nin Binh, Hoa Binh, Son
La, Lai Chan, Via Bay, Phn Tho, Son Tay, Ha Giang, Tu Yen, Quang
Thai, Ngu Yen, Lang Son, Caobang, Backan, Phu Lang, Quang Yen. In
all there are 25 prefectorial cities in Tongking, the largest of these being
Nam Dinh.

Annam (French Protectorate)—This province is sparsely populated,
with a total population of 4,920,175 or only twenty people to a square
kilometre. The principal language is Annamese. Five cities with popula-
tions of over 10,000 each are reported : Hue. Tonrane, Faifoo, Vinh and
Than Hoa. There are twelve prefectorial cities all told in the state of
Annam, Binh Dinh, being the largest, although Hue, the capital city,

is equally important. Towns with populations estimated at somewhere
between five and ten thousand are Ha Tinh, Dong Hoi, Quang Tri, Ben
Thuy, Quang Ngai, Qui Nhon, Nha Trang, Pban Rang, and Phan Thiet.

Cochin China (French Colony)—The population of Cochin China
exceeds three million (3,062,500), and a study of the different races embraced
in this figure is very interesting from a missionary point of view. It is
said that in Cochin China there are: Annamese 2,600,000; Cambodians
236,000; Chinese 150,000; Metis (Eurasians) 18,700; Mois 26,000; Malays
5,500; and Indians 1,200. The question for the Church of Christ is how
can such a vast population be reached. Quite apart from the numbers it

becomes a staggering problem in view of the cosmopolitan character of
the population. Take for instance the city of Saigon, which is the great
commercial center of French Indo-China. It is a very pretty city and is

well called "The Pearl of the Far East." Here there are about 9*000
Europeans, 60,000 Annamese, and 40,000 Chinese, to say nothing of
Malays, Indians and other mixed races. The Roman Catholic cathedral in
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a -million dollars : and scattered throughout the

churches. Or again, there is

i Catholic church in this city there is a Chinese priest

t . In the state of Cochin China there are

/owns with populations exceeding 5,000

:o, Thu Dan Mot, Baria, Chan Doc, Go Cong,
Vinh . Doc. The principal language is

rear witness of the true Gospel to

people in Cochin China is limited only by the trilling-

Jod's people to respond to the last command of our

e to hinder Protestant
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The Christian and Missionary Alliance occupies 3 stations, Hanoi ia

king, Tourane in Armani, and Saigon in Cochin China, the bat-

mentioned being the most recently opened. The great states of Annam
and Tongking (except Hanoi, Haiphong, and Tourane), remain forbidden

The names of some important centers in these forbidden lands

be occupied by Protestant Christian forces as soon as the

tries are opened are: Hue, the large capital city of Annam; Vinh
in the north ; Nam Dinh, sooth of Hanoi ; raid Qui Xhone on the coast and
south of Tourane. The first three are in Tongking, the fourth in Annam.
In addition there is Cambodia, which is entirely unoccupied by m;-

aries, and is considered one of the most states of French Indo-
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INDEX

Aboriginal tribes and Christian work among, Si

146; Tung 15S; Kwei 176, 181, 182; van
242-244; Kansu 265; in Southwest China

348-349.

Aboriginal trices, Bible literature for, 452.

Academic standards in Theological Seminaries,

417-418.

Administration of mission Middle Schools, 409.

Administrative districts of China, 1-7.

Advance programs of missions (see new mission

stations, centers, and strategic centers).

Age of students in mission Middle Schools, 407.

Age of work, see Map IV of each province, Part

III. (See also history of mission work,

pioneer efforts).

Aged, homes for, Roman Catholic Church, 463.

Agencies, publishing and distributing, 449-451.

Agricultural missions, 421-423.

Agricultural work by the Government, 421.

Agriculture, importance of 24-25.

Ahungs, salaries and benefices of, 356.

Alcoholism in China, 3974-398.

All China Survey totals, statistical tables by
provinces, Part V; by denominations, Part

VII; by nationality of foreign workers, Part

VIII.

Ancestor worship, 28.

Anglican General Synod, 333, 337.

Anglican mission fields, 333-334.

Anhwei, Christian occupation of, 40-48.

Animism, 27-28.

Annam, Christian occupation of, Appendix I.

Apologetics, literature on, 444.

Apparatus, scientific, in mission Middle Schools,

409.

Arabic, knowledge of, among Moslems in China,

Arab-Persian Moslems, 265.

Areas claimed by missions but still 30 It or more
beyond any reported evangelistic center, map
of, 308,

Areas, denominational, map of, xciii.

Areas in China where missionaries of one parti-

cular nationality predominate, 345.
Areas, language, 7-jr.

Areas relatively unoccupied by Christian educa-

tional forces, An 46; Che 53-54; Chi 65; Fu
75; Ho 86; Hun 97-98; Hup 109; Kan 120;

Ki 129; Ku 142; Si 154; Tung 168; Kwei
183 ; Sha 191-192 ; Sung 205 ; She 217 ; Sze
830-231 ; Viin 245.

Areas relatively unoccupied by evangelistic

forces, An 46 ; Che 53 ; Chi 64-65 ; Fu 74 ; Ho
86; Hun 91, 93-94; Hup 102-104, 109; Kan
117-118; Ki 124-125, 128; Ku 141; Si 149,
I5 I » T53; Tung 160, 163, 168; Kwei i8c-i8r;

Sha 1S8, 191 ; Sung 20c, 203 ; She 210-213,

217; Sze 232, 224-225, 228-229; Yfln 237, 240,

242; Mau 252, 254-255.
Areas relatively unoccupied by Christian medical

forces, An 47 ; Che 56 ; Chi 67 ; Fu 76 ; Ho 89

;

Hun 100; Hup no; Kan 121 ; Ki 131-132; Ku
145; Si 156; Tung 170; Kwei 184; Sha 193;
Sung 207; She 218; Sze 233; Yun 246; Man
258

x\reas unclaimed (see unclaimed areas).

Army work, VMCA, 373.
Associate Missions of the CIM, names and fields

of, 333.
Association of Christian Colleges and Universi-

ties in China, 419.
Association Press of China, 451.
Australia, resident Chinese in, and Christian

work among, 361-362.
Authorship of Christian literature, Chinese,

foreign, or joint, 445-449.

Background of the Survey, 1-40.

Baptist mission fields, 334-335.
Bathing facilities in mission hospitals, 43r.
Bedding equipment and supplies in mission

hospitals, 430.
Bible, Book, and Tract Depot, 451.
Bible classes for Government students, 362-365.
Bible Schools, 414-417.
Bible Schools and Institutes, Stewart Evangelis-

tic Fund, 377.

2-454-

171,

work

work

187;

work

Bible, translation and circulation of, 26945

Bible women vs. women teachers, 318. _

Blind in China and Christian schools lor,

259, 3"5-367. ' _
Boat people of South China and Christian

among, 367.

Borneo, resident Chinese in, and Christian

among, 359-3°o.

Boxer Uprising, effect of, in Chi 60; t>ha

She 212; Man 351; North China 464-

Boys, work of YMCA among, 369-370. 374

;

of other missions among, 370.

Braille, Mandarin union, literature in 367.

Brothels, 396-397.

Buddhism, 30-31.

Business interests, and principles, 25.

Cambodia, Christian occupation of, Appendix I.

Campaign, public health, 434-435-

Canada, resident Chinese in, and Christian worn

among, 361.

Canadian Methodist Mission Press, 449-450-

Catalogues of Christian literature, 443-445-

Centers, evangelistic, maps showing distribution

of in the different provinces, Part III ; in all

China, 299.

Centers, missionary residential, maps and graphs

showing distribution of, 285-286, 289, 291.

Centers, strategic, for Christian occupation (see

under strategic centers for Christian occupa-

tion).

Chahar, Christian occupation of, 266-274.

Chambers of Commerce, 25.

Change and progress in the Christian Movement
in China during the last two decades, 32-39.

Chekinng, Christian occupation of, 49-56.

Chihli, Christian occupation of, 57-68.

Child labour, 26.

Children of foreigners, educational work by
Roman Catholic Church for, 463.

Children of missionaries, schools for, 426-428.

China Baptist Publication Society, 450.

China Continuation Committee, 329.

China Inland Mission and Associate Missions,

interdenominational character and mission

field? of, 332-333.

China Inland Mission training homes, 425.

China Medical Board, activities of, 440-441.

China Sunday School Union, 391, 450.

Chinese abroad, and Christian work among,
358-362.

Chinese Christian workers, ratio of, to com-
municants for ail China, 293, 319-320.

Chinese Christian workers, Roman Catholic

Church, 460-461.

Chinese Church, change and progress in since

1900, 32-39; missionary activities of, 386-390.

Chinese force or workers, An 43 ; Che 52 ; Chi

63 ; Fu 72 ; Ho 83 ; Hun 94-95 ; Hup 106 ; Kan
119 ; Ki 126 ; Ku 138 ; St 152 ; Tung 165 ; Kwei
18 r; Sha 189; Sung 201; She 213; Sze 226;
Viin 24^242; Man 253.

Chinese force, statistical Table II of, An 45 , Che
52 ; Chi 62 ; Fu 73 ; Ho 83 ; Hun 97 ; Hup 107

;

Kan 115; Ki 125; Ku 139; Si 149; Tung 165;
Kwei 177; Sha 190; Sung 203; She 215; Sze
227; Yun 242; Man 259; Mongolia 272.

Chinese force, totals by provinces, 289-293 ; by
larger societies, 316-320; by denominations,
340-34 r; by nationality of foreign workers,

346; statistics for 1920, Appendix H.
Chin-tse Home Missionary Society, 389-390.
Chinese labourers, work of YMCA for, 373-374.
Chinese language, development of, 9-1 r; teach-

ing of, in mission Middle Schools, 408-409.
Chinese pastors, status of 382-385, 465. (See also

ordained workers).

Chinese Religious Tract Society, 450.
Christian education in China, 403-406, 428.
Christian literature (see literature).

Christian Literature Society for China, 450.
Christians, Protestant (see under communicant

Christians).

Christians, Roman Catholic, number and dis-

tribution of, 461. (Also consult table,
Appendix C).

Chung Hua Sheng "Kung Hui, 333, 337.

Church, changes in environment, status, extent,

strength, and life of, 32-39.

Church, Chinese (see Chinese Church).

Church federation, Ho §5; Hup 109; Tung 160,

333-339-

Church history, literature on, 445.

Church Literature Committee, 451.

Church membership, distribution of, see Mip
VII of each province, Part III; characteris-

tics of, 392.

Church order, development of, in connection

with the CIM, 332-333.

Church Organization, An 44; Che 53; Chi 63;

Fu 73; Ho 85; Hun 96; Hup log; Ki 128;

Ku 141; Si 153; Tung 167; Sung 202; She
214 ; Man 254.

Church periodicals, Protestant 455; Roman
Catholic, 457.

Church statistics for 1920, Appendix H.
Church union, movements toward, 333-339.

Churches for foreigners in China, 378.

Churches, institutional, 379-380; Independent
380-3S1.

Churches, pastoral oversight of, 296.

Churches, reasons for lack of prosperity within,

384.

Chwanpien, Christian occupation of, 276-277.

Circulation of Christian literature, 449-451; of

the Scriptures, 452-454.

Cities, large, Christian occupation of, 375, 385-386.

Cities, population of, An 41 ; Che 49 ; Chi 58

;

Fu 69 ; Ho 78 ; Hun 91 ; Hup 102 ; Kan
115; Ki 123; Ku 134; Si 148; Tung 159;
Kwei 176-177; Sha 185; Sung 196; She 210;
Sze 22r;Yiin 236; Man 249-250; Mongolia
267 • Sin 274 ; Tibet 278. (See also Appendix
G frr revised list).

City Associations, YMCA, 371-373; YWCA,
375-376.

City churches, 3S5-3S6.

City evangelism, 298-299.

City evangelization project in Shantung 202.

City Occupation, special facts regarding, Ho
80-S1, 84; Ku 139; Tung 167; Sung 202.

Classification of foreign workers for all China,
288 ; of Chinese employed workers, 291-292

;

in the different provinces, An 43 ; Che 51-52

;

Chi 63; Fu 72; Ho 83; Hun 95; Hup 106;

Kan 1 18-1 19; Ki 126; Ku 138; Si 152

;

Tung 164-165; Kwei iSr; Sha 188-189; Sung
200-201 ; She 213 ; Sze 225-226 ; Yun 241-242

;

Man 253.

Climate, Che 49 ; Chi 57 ; Ho 77 ; Hun 90 ; Hup
roi; Kan 113; Ki 122; Ku 133; Si 146;
Tung 157; Kwei 175; Sha, 185; Sung 105;

She 209; Sze 220; Yun 235; Man 248; Mon-
golia 266 ; Sin 275 ; Tibet 27S.

Cocaine, importation of, 439.

Cochin China, Christian occupation of,

Appendix I.

Cc lieges, Medical, mission and non-mission, in

China, list of, 425.

Colleges, mission, in China, 419-420; non-
mission, list of, 401.

Colonization, Chinese, in Mongolia, 268.

Cclportage activities, 454.

Comity agreements, An 42; Che 50; Chi 59; Ftt

70 ; Ho 79 ; Hun 91 ; Hup 103 ; Kan 116 ; Ki
124; Ku 134-135; Si 149; Tung 160; Kwei
179; Sha 186; Sung 197-198; She 210; Sze
222-223 ; Yiin 238 ; Man 250 ; all China 330-

331-

Comity, Statement on, Appendix F.

Commentaries in Chinese, 444.

Commercial possibilities, 21-25.

Commercialized vice in China, 396-397.

Commission, Educational, personnel and report

<>*• 339-

CommuMicant Christians, distribution of, An
44; Che 53; Chi 63; Fu 73; Ho 84-85; Hun
95; Hup apS; Kan 119-120; Ki 128; Ku 140-

141; Si 153; Tung 166; Kwei 181; Sha 190;

Sung 202,; She 214; Sze 228; Yun 242; Man
254; All China 293-296. (See also Map Vll
of each province in Fart III; also Maps,
294-295. 338-339).
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Communicant Christians, number of Protestant,

210; SzeKwei 117; Sting 197; Shz
Yftn 237; Man 250.

Ccmmunicant membership, by denominations,
maps showing strength ami distribution of,

.138-339.

Commnnicants in cities of 5?,ooo and over,

293, 295-296, 321.

Communicants, net increase in number of,

319-320.

Communicants per ordained worker (Chinese
and foreign), 296-297; per 10,000 population,

consult Map VIII of each province, Part III

,

also maps, 309-311 ; graph, 329.
Communicants, proportion of, who are employ-

ed» 293, 319-320.

Communicants, Russian Orthodox Church,
. number and distribution of, 465.

Communications, 14-19. (See also railroads

roads, and rivers).

Communications, growth in and bearing on
Church, 33.

Communications, postal, table and maps 011,

Appendix B.

Community welfare, types c-f, in Chinese

churches, 384-3S5.

Compulsory education, 400.

Confucianism, 28-29.

Congregational mission fields. ; $4-335-

Congregations of foreign and Chinese workers.

Reman Catholic Church, 460.

Congregations, organized, see Table III, Part

Iff ; also 40 : 203, 296.

Constituency, Christian, statistics en, An 45;

Che 54; Chi 62; Fu 74; Ho 83; Hun 97;

Hup 107; Kan 115; Ki 127; Ku 141; Si 15a;

/ Tung 167; Kwei 1S3; Sha 191; Sung 204;

She 215; Sze 227; Yun 243, Man 259.

Constituency, Christian, of larger missionary

societies, 320-321.

Conference centers, summer, 395^
Conferences, student, YWCA, 376; YMCA, 393.

Cooperation, developments in, 37-38; between

Anglican churches, 333; Baptist churches,

334; , Congregational churches, 334

;

Lutheran churches, 335-336; Methodist

churches, 336; Presbyterian churches, 337.

Cooperation in institutional work, 328-329.

Corrigenda, 466-468.

Cotton textiles manufacture, 22 ; cotton mills, 22

;

raw cotton, 23.

Council on Health Education, 434.

Countrv evangelism, 202.

Courier lines, postal, maps and statistics ot,

Appendix B ; see also graph- 17.

Curricula in mission Middle Schools, 408.

Curriculum, place of religious education in,

392-395.

Definitions,

Demand for Christian literature, 445-449-

Dencminatknai areas, maps showing, 333-337;

xciii-

Denominational comparisons, 352-344.

Denominational groups, statistics of, foreign

; Chinese force, 340; Christian com-

munity, 340 ; educational work, 342 ; medical

work, 343.

Denominations, membership by, An 44; Che

53; Chi 63; Fu 73; Ho $5; Hun 96; Hup
too-; Kan 120; Ki 128; Ku 141.; Si 15.$;

Tung 166; Sha 190; Sung 202; She 214;

Sze 228; Yun 242-243; Mats 254.

Denominations, statistics of, foreign force, em-

ployed Chinese force, communicants, and

hospitals, by provinces, 344.

Density of Population, An 41 ; Che 49 ; Chi 58

;

Fu 70; Ho 78; Hun 91; Hup 102; Kan 115;

Ki 123; Ku 134; Si 148; Tung 159; Kwei

176; Sha !$=;; Sung 196; She 210; Sze 221;

\ fin 236 ; Man 249. iSee also Map II of each

province, Part III).

'Density of population, general discussion, 12-15.

Department of Missionary Training of the Uni-

versity of Nanking, 425.

Devotional literature, 444-

Dialeets of China, 7-8; list of those into which

Bible is translated, 452-453.

Dispensaries, number of, by provinces, 306.

Distributing agencies for Christian literatute,

449-451,
• Distribution of workers, see Map VI of. each

province, Part HI ; differences of policy re-

garding, 315. .

Doimitoiy s*>ace in mission Middle bcuools,

Duration of work, Roman Catholic Church, 460.

Dutch East Indies, resident Chinese in and
Christian work among, 359.

Ecclesiastical development of churches connected
with CIM, 332-333-

Ecclesiastical leadership, Chinese and foreign,

throughout China, 290-297; in the Larger

missionary societies compared, 319; in the

larger denominational groups, 341.

Economic Conditions, changes in, in China as a
whole, 20-25; 36; in Che 49; Chi 57; Fu 70;

Ho 78:79; Han 90; Hup 101, Ki 122; Ku
133; Si 146; Tung 157V15S; Kwei 175; Sha
186 ; Sung 196 ; She 2 19 ; S/.e 220 ; Yun 23'J

;

Man 248 ; Mongolia 268 ; Sin 275.

Economic status of Chinese pastors, 382-3S5, 465.

Education, Christian, differences in various

missions of emphasis on, An 47 ; Che 54 ; Chi

65; Fu 75; Ho 86; Hun 97; Hup 1159; Kan
120; Ki 130; Ku 142; Si 154; Tung- 168; Kwei
183; Sha 191; Sung 205; She 217; Sze 251;

Yiin 246; Man 256. (See also schools,

government).
Education, Christian, summary for all China by

provinces, 301-304; of larger missionary
soeieties, 323-324; of larger denominational -

groups, 342 ; general article on, 403-406.

Education, Government, provincial maps of, Part

III; statistics of, by hsiens, Appendix A ; by
provinces 304-505 ;

present status of, through-
out China, 399-403 ; statistics and maps of,

Appendix D.
Education, health (see health educations.

Education, higher, Christian, An 47; Che 55;
Chi 05; Fu 75; Ho 87; Hun 9S; Hup no;
Kan 120; Ki 130; Ku 142; Si 155; Tung 169;

Kwei 183; Sha 192; Sung 205-206; She 217;

Sze 231; Man 256; summary by provinces,

(See also Colleges, Normal Schools,

Middle Schools, Seminaries, etc.).

Education, higher, non-mission, Che 55 ; Chi
66; Fu 76; Ho 87; Hun 99; Hup no; Kan
rao; Ki 130; Ku 144; Si 153; Tung 170; Sha

: Sung 207; She 218; Sw 132; Yun 246;

Man 257; summary by provinces -

390-403. (See a'so under various grades of

institutions).

Education, industrial (see industrial education).

Education, medical (see medical education).

Education, religious (see religious education).

Education, Roman Catholic Church, 461-463.

Educational activities of the Christian Church,
change and progress in, 37.

Educational Commission, 399.
Educational features of last decade in mission

work in Shantung, 207.

Educational statistics for 1020, Appendix H.
Educational work, emphasis on, by missionaries

of different nationalities, 346.

Egg products, 24.

Elementary education (see primary education).

Emigration and land development, 20-21.

Employed Chinese workers (see Chinese force).

English as a medium of instruction, 37,408.

Environment of the Church, changes in, 32-35.-

Episcopal areas in China, Anglican Church, 334;
Roman Catholic Church, 459.

Equipment, scientific, in mission Middle Schools,

409.
Equipment, laboratory, in mission hospitals, 432.

Errata, 466-468.

Eurasians, educational work for children cf,

426-428, 463.

Evangelism, extent of, An 43 ; Che 51 ; Chi 6r

;

Fu 71 , Ho 81 ; Hun 93-94; Hup 104-105 ; Kan
117-118; Ki 125-126; Ku 137; Si 151; Tung
163-164; Kwei 180; Sha 187-188; Sung 199-

She 212-213; Sze 224-225; Yiiu 240241;
Man 252-253.

Evangelism, newsp&per, 456.

Evangelism, relation of population to, 298-299.

Evangelistic centers, location of, see Map V cf

each province, Part III; also Map for all

China, 299.

Evangelistic centers, number and distribution of,

An 45; Che 51 ; Chi 61 ; Fu 71 ; Ho Si ; Hun
03; Hup 104; Kan 117-118; Ki 125; Ku 137;

Si 351; Tung 163; Kwei 1S0; Sha 188; Sung
199-200; She 212; Sze 224-225; Yun 240; Man

Evangelistic centers, Roman Catholic, 461.

Evangelistic"emphasis of different denominations,

341- . .

Evangelistic outreach of larger missionary

societies, 320-321.

Evangelistic work viewed in the light of

differences in the nationality of foreign

Expenditures, Government, for 1919, 4-3.

Exoenses, student, in mission Middle Schools,

410.

Fvtent of evangelism (see evangelism).

Extent of Protestant Christian occupation in 1900

and 1920, maps and letterpress on, 2S3-2S4.

Extent cf the Church, changes in, 33-34.

Factory system, coming of to China, 25-27.

Famine relief, 37.

Federal Council of the Presbyterian Church in

China, y- , °* the Chinese Christian

Churches of North China, 380-3S1.

Federation between missions and churches of the

same denomination, 333-339, (See also church,

iederatkm).
Field agents to promote religious education, 39*-

Field areas of Protestant missions, see M
of each province, Part III; also All China

map.
Fields of larger missionary societies compared,

,12-351.

Financial independence of the Church, growth in,

Financial status of Chinese workers,

Financial support of Medical Scho;
*

Flies, protection against, in mission hi

43°-

Flour manufacturing industry, 24.

Food, preparation of, in mis-;

Force (sec foreign force, or Chinese force, or

workers).

Fcrejgn children, schools for,

e, number and of, An
Che ;i ; Chi 63; Fu 72; Ho 82; Hun 94;

Foreign force, statistical table of, An 44 ;
Che

52; Chi 58; Fu 71; Ho 82; Hun 94; Hup
105; Kan 115; Ki 125; Ku 15; ; Si 148; Tung
161 ; Kwei 177; Sha 1S9; Song 2<m ; S'

Sss 224; Yiin 230; Man 25Q ; Mong :.- :

totals by Df rinces, :
;_ -:-.=

; by larger

sock- denominations, 339-340;

by nationality, 345-346.

Foreign iorce, Roman Catholic Church, 460.

Foreigners in China, religious work among, |j8.

Foreigners in China, table showing number of,

14.

Fnkien, Christian occupation of, 69-76.

Funds for Government education, ;

Geographical divisions of China, 1-7.

German missions to the Hakka, 352-353-

Girls, education of, 297; work of YWCA among,

God, term for, controversy over, Roman Catholic

Church, 460.

Government education (see education, Govern-
ment).

Government hospitals (see hospitals, Govern-
ment!.

Government Medical Colleges,

Government students, Christian work among,

362-365, 378.

Graduates of mission Colleges, occupations of,

; of mission Middle Schools, 409.

Growth in the strength of the Church, 34-3S; f«*

larger missionary societies 526-327.

Hakka, and Christian work among, 351-353.

Hampton Institute in China, need of, 425.

Hawaiian Islands, resident Chinese in, and
Christian work among, 361,

Health education in Chin;., 377 ; 433-433 ; Council
on, 434.

Health of factory employees, 26.

Health of missionary families, 441-442.

Heroin, importation of, 439.

Higher education, Christian, developments in, 37.

<Set also education, higher).

Htnghwa Mission Press, 45 ; -

llistory of Christian occupation in terms of

stations and missionary residential centers,

283-286, 312-314.

History of missionary work by provinces ; An
42 ; Che 50; Chi 60; Fu 71 ; Ho So; Hun 92-

Hup 103-104; Kan 116-117; Ki 124; Ki
124; Ku 135-136; Si 149-151; Tung 160-162;

Kwti 179-1S0; Sha 180-1S7; Sung 398-199;

She 211-212; Sze 223-224; Yun 238-239; Man
.-51-252 ; Mongolia 269 ; Sin 275 ; Tibet si

History cf Russian Orthodox Church work in

China, 463-464.

History of the Hakka, 351.
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History, studies in, in mission schools, 4»9-

Home "missionary activity, iu Sung 200; She 217;

Yiin 237 ; Man 250; of the Chang Hua Sheng

Kung Hui, 334 ; of the entire Chinese Church,

386-390. '

Home Missionary Societies which are regularly

organized, 386-390.

Homes for the aged and infirm, Roman Catholic

Church, 463. ,

Hemes, reaching the women in, 297; religious

education iu, 395.

Honan, Christian occupation of, 77-89.

Hospital beds (see hospitals).

Hospital records, 432.

Hospitals, Government, An 47; Che 56; Chi 67;

Fu 76; Ho 89; Hun 99; Hup no; Kan 121

;

k'i 132; Ku 145; Si 156; Tung 171 ; Kwei 183;

Sha "193 ; Sung 207-208 ; She 21S ; Sze 235

;

Yihi 246; Man 258.

Hospitals, mission, An 47; Che 56; Chi 66; Fu
W., Ho 88; Hun 99-100; Hup 110-111; Kan

m; Ki 131; Ku 145; Si 156; Tung 170-171;

Kwei 183-184; Sha 193; Sung 207-208; She

21S; Sze 233; Yiin 246; Man 25S; Mongolia

»73-

5s, mission, location of, see Map XI for

each province, Part III; number and dis-

tribution of by provinces, 305-307 ; by larger

missionary societies 524-325; by denomina-

tions 342-343 ; by nationality of workers,

346-342 J complete list of centers. Appendix

I-::

Hospitals, mission, scientific efficiency of, 429-

Hospitals, mission, statistical tables of, An 48;

Che 56 ; Chi 67 ; Fu 74 ; Ho 89 ; Hun 99 ; Hup
112; Kan 120; Ki 131; Ku 144; Si 155; Tung
172; Kwei 184; Sha 194; Sung 208; She 218;

Sze 231; Yiin 246; Man 260.

Hospitals, mission, to be built within the next

five years, An 47; Che 56; Chi 67; Ho 89;

Htm 99; Hup no; Ki 132; Ku 145; Tung
Iff, Sha IQ3; Sung 20S; She 218; Sze 233;

Man 2>S ; complete list of centers, Appendix
E.

Hospitals, Roman Catholic, 463.

Hospitals supported or assisted by China Medical

Board, 441.

Hsien boundaries, see Map I of each province,

Part III.

Hsiens, Christian occupation by, An 41, 46; Che

49. 53 »' Chi 50, 04 ; Fu 69, 74 ; Ho 78, 85 ; Hun
90, 96; Hup 101, 109; Ki 122, 12S; Ku 133,

I4T; Si 147; Tung 159, 168; Sha 185, 190;

Sung 196, 203; She 210, 217;; Sze 220, 229;

Yiin 236; Man 248, 255; all China 309-310;

Appendix A.
Hsiens, list of, by provinces, and statistical

tables on showing Christian occupation of,

Appendix A.
Hsiens reporting highest number of communi-

cants per 10,000 inhabitants, 310-311.

Hunan, Christian occupation of, 90-100.

Hupeh, Christian occupation of, roi-112.

Hvmnelogy, 444.

Illiteracy (see literacy).

Inadequacy of Christian occupation, reasons for,

An 43 ; Che 51 ; Chi 61 ; Fu 72 ; Ho Si ; Hun
94; Hup 105; Kan 118; Ki 126; Ku 137; Si

152 ; Tung 164 ; Kwei 180 ; Sha 188 ; Sung
200; She 213; Sze 225; Yiin 240-241; Man
252-253-

Independtnt Chinese Churches, 51, 167, 203, 380-

3S1 ; National Association of, 381.
Index of Christian literature, 443-445.
Indo-China, Christian occupation of, Appendix I.

Industrial developments, 22; rapid growth in,

25-26.

Industrial education, Protestant, 423; Roman
Catholic, 463.

Industrial mission activities, Russian Orthodox
Church, 465.

Industrial schools, Government, 400.

Industrial welfare work, 27 ; by YMCA, 374 ; 376.

Institutes for Bible study and Christian training,
Stewait Evangelistic Fund, 377.

Institutional churches, 379-380.
Institutional hospitals (see hospitals, non-

niissionl.

Institutional work, cooperation m, by larger
missionary societies, 328-329.

Intellectual revolution, 32.
Intellectual status of Chinese pastors, 382-3S4.
Intensive missionary work, areas of, 216, 308-309.
Interdenominational character of CIM, 332-333.
Interdenominational organizations, participation

in and support of, 329, 331.
Interdenominational union movements, 338-339.
International Sunday School literature, circula-

tion of, 391.

Japan, Chinese in, and Christian work among,

35S-359-
,

*.-',«
Jehol, Christian occupation of, 266-274.

Kansu, Christian occupation of, 113-121.

Kansu, great unoccupied areas of, 262-266;

Moslems of, 355.

Kiangsi, Christian occupation of, 122-132.

Kiangsu, Christian occupation of, i33- r45-

Kindergarten training schools, 413.

Kokonor, Christian occupation of, 277-276.

Korea, resident Chinese in, and Christian work
among, 359.

Knipp Memorial Printing Press, 451.

Kwang Hsiieh Publishing House, 451.

Kwangsi, Christian occupation of, 146-156.

Kwangtung, Christian occupation of, 157-174-

Kweichow, Christian occupation of, 175-184.

Laboratory equipment and work in mission

hos2>itals, 432.

Labour supply and wages, 22-23.

Labourers, Chinese returned, work of YMCA for,

373-374-

Lsmaism in Mongolia, 268-260.

Language, An 41 : Che 49; Chi 57; Fu 69; Ho 77;

Hun 90, Hup 101; Kan 114; Ki 122; Ku
133; Si 147; Tung 158; Kwei 176; Sha 185;

Sung 195 ; She 209 ; Sze 220 ; Yiin 235 ; Man
248; Mongolia 26S; Sin 274; Tibet 279;
Kokonor 277.

Language areas, 7-ri ; maps of, all China, 9; Si

147; Tung 17*3; Kwei 177.

Language schools for missionaries, 425-426.

Languages into which the Bible has been trans-

lated, 452-453.

Lantern slides nsed in health education, 434.

Laos, Christian occupation of, Appendix I.

Latrine facilities in mission hospitals, 431.

Laundry facilities in mission hospitals, 431.

Lecture Department, YMCA, 374.

Leprosy and Christian work among lepers, 171,

437-438-
"

Libraries, in mission Middle Schools, 409; of

Chinese pastors, 382.

Liquor, Chinese, production and consumption of,

397-398.
Liquors, foreign, consumption of, 398.

Literacy, An 44 ; Che 53 ; Chi 64 ; Fu 73 ; Ho 85

;

Hun 96; Hup 109; Kan 120; Ki 127; Kn
141 ; Tung 167 ; Kwei 182 ; Sha 190 ; Sung
202; She 214; Sze 228-229; Yiin 243; Man
255; Tibet 279; summary for all China, by
provinces, 294 ; by larger societies, 322-323

;

by denominations, 341.

Literature, Christian, a survey of, 443-445.

Literature, Christian, for Tibetans, 282; for

Moslems, 358; for the blind, 366-367; for

Sunday School students and teachers, 391-

392 ; for use in health campaigns, 434-435.

Literature, Christian, published in name of Chin-

ese, of foreigner, or of Chinese and foreigner

jointly, 448.

Literature, Christian, publishing and distribut-

ing agencies for, 449-451.

Literature, Christian, supply of, 443-444; the

proved demand for, 445-449.

Literature Department, Stewart Evangelistic

Fund, 37£.

Literature produced by YMCA, 374.

Literature, report of commission appointed for

West China on, 445.

Literature, Roman Catholic, 457; Russian Ortho-

dox Church, 464.

Literature, temperance, 398.

Lower Primary Schools (see primary education).

Lutheran Board of Publication, 451.

Lutheran Churches of China, General Assembly
of, 335-338.

Lutheran mission fields, 335-336.

Machine power, 22.

Malay States, resident Chinese in, and Christian
work among, 360.

Manchuria, Christian occupation of, 247-260.

Mandarin areas, map of, 9.

Mandarin Braille Literary Committee, 366-367.

Mecca, pilgrimage of Chinese Moslems to, 355.

Medical activities, change and progress since

1900, 37.

Medical Colleges in China, 425.

Medical education in China, 423^425.

Medical statistics for 1920, Appendix H.
Medical work, general section on, 429-442.

Medical work, summary by provinces, 305-307;

by larger missionary societies, 324-325; by
larger denominations, 34^-343; by foreign

workers of different nationality, 346,

Membership, church, increase since iooo, 35.

(See also communicants).

Men, Bible Schools fee, 416; Normal education

for, 4:2.

Men communicants, proportion of, by provinces,

Table, 293 (See also Table III for each pro-

vince, Part III); by larger missionary

societies, 321-322; by denominations, 341.

Men, percentage of, in total employed force, by
provinces, 290 (See also Table II for each pro-

vince. Part III) ; by larger missionary

societies, 377-318; by denominations, 341.

Methodist mission fields, 336.

Methodist Publishing House, 449.

Migration of rural peop'e to cities, 34.

Migrations of Hakka, 351.

Middle Schools, Government, An 47; Che 55;

Chi 65; Fu 76; Ho 87; Han 99; Hup no;
Kin 120 ; Ki 130; Ku T44; Si 155*. Tang 170;

Kwei 1S3 ; Sha 192 ; Sung 207 ; She 217-21S

,

Sze 232 ; Yiin 246 ; Man 257 ;
provincial maps

of, Part III
; 304-305, 400.

Middle Schools, mission, An 46-47; Che 54*55

»

Chi 65; Fu 755; Ho 86; Hun 98; Hup 109;

Kan 120; Ki 130; Ku 142; Si 154; Tung
168-160 : Kwei 183 ; Sha 192 ; Sung 205 ; She
?i7; Sze 231; Yin 245; Man 256; all China;

summary, by provinces, including maps,

303-304; by Wiser missionary societies, 324*

328; by denominations, 342; by nationality,

346-347 ;
general article on, 406-411.

Middle Schools, mission, centers where located,

Appendix E.
Middle Schools, relation of mission and Govern-

ment, 411.

Middle Schools, union, participation of larger

missionary societies in, 328.

Milk products, 24.

Mills, cotton, 22 ; knitting, 23.

Mineral resources, 21-22.

Mission Book Company, 451.

Mission fields, see Map II of each province, Part

HI ; also 309, 330, 333-337. xciii.

Mission presses, 449-451.

Mission stations (see stations).

Missionaries, length of service of, 287-289.

Missionaries, number, classification and dis-

tribution of, see Table I and Map VI for each
province, Part III; also 287-289; 314-315;

339-340; 344-346.

Missionaries, single women, 287-288.

Missionary activities of the Chinese Church,
386-390.

Missionary- families, health of, 441-442.

Missionary, place of, in new social and industrial

crder, 25.

Missionary societies, increase since 1900, 34,

313. 332 - (See also societies).

Missionary training schools, 425-426,

Missions Building (Shanghai), 329.

Mohammedans (see Moslems).
Mongols and work among, 265, 270-274.

Moravian mission in Tibet, 280-281.

Morphia, importation of, 439.
Moslem literature, 358.
Moslem sects, 265.

Moslems, Arab-Persian, 265; Tungsiang, 265;
Salars, 265.

Moslems, centers where Christian work for

should be begun, including map, 356-358.

Moslems in China and Christian work among,
265-266, 353-358.

Mosquitoes, protection against, in mission
hospitals, 430.

Moving picture films, use of, in health education,

434-

Mullahs, training of, 355. (See also ahungs).

Narcotics, illegal trade in, 438-440.

National Association of Chinese Independent
Churches, 381.

National Committee, YMCA, work promoted by,

372-373 ; YWCA, 376.

National language, io-ii.

National organizations, creation and participation

in support of, 33, 329, 331.

National Phonetic Script, 10, 453.

Nationality, a comparison of missionary work m
terms of the nationality of foreign workers,

345-347-

Nationality of workers; Che 52; Chi 59; Fu 72;
Hun 91, 94; Hup 102, 106; Ki 123, 126; Ku
134. 137; Si 148; Tung 164; Kwei 180; Sha
188; Sung 201; She 210; Sze 222, 226; Man
253 ; all China, 345-347-
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New mission stations, An 43; Chi 61; Fu 71;
Ko Si ; Hun 93; Hup 104; Kan 266; Ki 126;
Ku 137; Si 151-152; Tang 163; Kwd 1S0;

Sha 187; Sung 200; She 212; Sze 224; Yum
2do; Man 252.

New "tide ot thought," 10-ir.

New Zealand, resident Chinese in, and Christian
work among, 362.

Newspapers in China xaH. newspaper evangelism,

4J6.
Non-Christian religious movements in China,

27-31.

Normal Schools, Government, An 47; Che 55
Chi 66: Fu ;!&; Ho 87; Hun 90; Hup no
Kan 120; Ki 130; Ktt 144; Si 155; Tung 170;

Kwei 183; Sha 192; Sung 207; She 218; Sze

232; Yun 246; Man 257; all China 400-401.

Normal Schools, mission, Che 55 ; Chi 65 ; Fu 75

;

Ho 87; Hun 9S; Hup no; Ki 130; Ku 142:

Si 155; Tung 169; Sung 205; Sze 231; Man
256; all China 411-414.

Normal Schools, union, participation of larger

missionary -societies in, 328.

North China Union Language School, 426.

North Fukieu Religious Tract Society, 45T.

Numerical growth of the Church, 38-39 ; cvii ; by

societies, 326-327.

Nurses m mission hospitals, see Tables II and V
for each province in Part III ; also 306-307

;

317; 325," 343; 429-430-

Nurses, Schools for, summary by provinces, 306-

30?; by larger societies, 317; 3251 °y de-

nominations, 343 ; see also Tables II and V
for each province, Part ill.

Occupation, degree of, statistical Tables on, An
48, Che 56; Chi 6S; Fu 7*; H<> $9; Hun

r 100; Hup 112; Kan 120; Ki 132; Ku 145 ,

Si 156; Tuns? 174, Kwei 1S4; Sha 194, Sung

208; She 21^: Sze 234; Yun 246; Man 260;

Mongolia 274.

Occupation in terms of Christian educational

facilities, An 46 ; Che 54-55 ; Chi 65 ; Fu 75

;

Ho 87; Hun 98; Hup 109; Kan 120; Ki 120-

130; Ku 142; Si 154; Tung 168; Kwei 183;

Sha iqi; Sung 205; She 217; Sze 230-231;

Yun 245; Man 256.

Occupation in terms of Christian medical facili-

ties, An 47 ; Che 56 ; Chi 67 ; Fu 76 ; Ho 8S-S9;

Hun 100; Hup no; Kan rax; Ki 131-132; Ku
145; Si 156; Tung 170-171; Kwei 184: Sha

193; Sung 207-20S; She 218; Sze 233; Yun
246; Man 258.

Occupation in terms of Christian workers, An
44; Che 51-52; Chi 63; Fu 72; Ho 84; Huu
94-95; Hup 106; Kan 119; Ki 126-127; Kn
138-139; Si 152; Tung 164-106; Kwei 181;

Sha 189; Sung 200-201; She 213; Sze 225-226;

Yfin 241-242; Man 253-254.

Occupation in terms of communicant Christians,

An 46; Che 53; Chi 63-64; Fu 74; Ho 85;

Hun 95; Hup 108; Kan 119; Ki 128; Ku
140-141, Si 153; Tung 167; Kwei 181; Sha

190-191; Sung 203-204; She 217; Sze 229;

Yun 242 ; Man, 255.

Occupation in terms of both Protestant and
Roman Catholic communicants, 300.

Occupation in terms of hsiens, see Map IX, Part

III; also 308-310; also Appendix A.

Occupation of large cities, 208-299, 385-386.

Occupation, reasons for inadequacy of (See under

inadequacy of Christian Occupation).

Oils, 24.

Old China, 20.

Oldest fields compared, An 42 ; Ho Si ; Hun 93

;

Hup 104; Ki 124; Si 151 ; Tung 162 ; She 2r2.

Operating-rcom equipment in mission hospitals,

431-

Opium, production of and trade in, 438-439.

Ordained Chinese workers, An 44; Che 52; Chi

63; Fu 72; Ho 83; Hun 95; Hup 106;

Kan 119; Ki 136; Ku 138-139; Si 152;

Tung 165 ; Kwei 181 ; Sha 1S9 ; Sung zor ; She
2r3; Sze 226; Yun 242; Man 254.

Ordained workers, Chinese, as compared with

male evangelists for all China, 296.

Ordained workers, increase since 1900, 34-35;

distribution among the provinces, 296; among
larger missionary societies, 318-319.

Ordained workers, status of, 382-385, 465.

Organization, lack of among Moslems, 356.

Organizations, national {see national organiza-

tions).

Orphanages, Roman Catholic Church, 461, 463;

Protestant, statistics of, Appendix H.

Outer Mongolia, Christian occupation of, 266-274.

Out-patient departments in mission hospitals,

432-433-

Overlapping areas, Che 50; Chi 59; Fu 70; Ho
79; Hun qi; Hup 102; Kan 116; Ki 123-124;

Ku 134; Si 148; Tung 160; Kwei 179; Sha

186; Sung 197; She 210; Sze 222; all China

33®*

Pastoral oversight of churches, statistical table

on, 296.

Pastors' Associations, 385.

Pastors, economic and intellectual status of,

382-384.

Peking Christian Student Onion, 305,

Peking Union Medical College, 440.

Periodicals, religious, in the vernacular, 454-

455-
Periodicals, Roman Catholic, 457.

Philanthropic institutions in Manchuria, 259.

Philippine Islands, resident Chinese in, and
Christian work among, 360-361.

Phonetic Script, 10- Scripture portions in, 453.

Physical characteristics, all China, 1-7 ; An 41

;

Che 49 , Chi 57 , Fu 60 ; Ho 77 Hun 90

;

Hup 101 . Kan 113; Ki 122; Ku 133; Si 146

Tung 157; Kwei 175: Sha .85; Sung 195

She A*! , Sze 219 ; Yun 2 -.5 : Man 247

Mcngolia 266; Sin 274; Tibet 278.

Fhysical education, YMCA, 373.

Physicians, foreign, number and distribution of,
* by provinces, 287, 506 ; see also Table I for

each province. Part 111.

Pilgrimages of Chinese Moslems, 555.

Pioneer efforts in medical education, 423.

Pioneer efforts in missionary work, An 42; Che
50; Chi 60; Fu 71; Ho 80; Hun 92; Hup
103-104; Kan 116-117; 121; Ki 124; Ku 135-

136; Si 149-150; Tung 160-162; Kwei 172?;

Sha 1S6; Sung 108-199; She 211-212; Sze

223; Yun 238-239; Man 251.

Playgrounds, 401.

Political conditions, relation cf, to economic

development, 25.

Political divisions, all Chin.i, 1-7; An 41; Che

49; Chi 57; Fu 69; Ho 77; Hun 90; Hup
ior; Kan 113; Ki 122; Ku 133; Si 146; Tung

157; Kwei 175; Sha 185; Sung 195; She 209;

Sze 219; Yun 235; Man 247; Mongolia 266;

Sin 274; Tibet 27S.

Political status, of Mongolia, 266-26S; Tibet,

279-
. . , „

Poppy, native cultivation of, 43S.

Population, estimates of provinces, general state-

ment, n-14; 20; An 41; Che 49; Chi 58; Fu
69; Ho 78; Hun 91; Hup 102; Kan 115; Ki

123; Ku 134 ; Si 148; Tung 159; Kwei 176;

Sha 1S5; Sung 196; She 209-210; Sze 220-221;

Yun 236; Man 24S-249; Mongolia 266-267;

Sin 274; Tibet 27S; estimates of cities, 12;

Appendix G; of hsiens, Appendix A.

Population, relation to evangelism, 298.

Post and telegraph officials, Christian work
among, 368.

Post office activities, statistics of, 17, xiiiL

Post office communications, 17.

Post office facilities, Chi 57; Ho 78; Hun 90

Hup 101 ; Kan 115 ; Ki 122 ; Ku 133 ; Si 147

Sung 159; Kwei 176; Sha 185; Sung 196

She 209; Sze 220; Yun 236; Man 243

;

Mongolia 268; Sin
27J5.

Postal hongs in Kwangsi, 147.

Postal maps showing postal establishments and
routes in each province, Appendix B.

Preaching bands, 378, 454.

Presbyterian mission fields, 336-337-

Presbyterian Mission Press 449.
Presses, Protestant, 449-451; Roman Catholic,

457-
Primary education, An 46; Che 54; Chi 65; Fu

75; Ho 86; Huu 97; Hup 109; Kan 120; Ki

129; Ku 142; Si 154; Tang 16S; Kwei 1S2

;

Sha 191; Sang 205; She 217; Sze 230-231;

Yfin 244-245; Man 256.

Primary education, Christian, summary by pro-

vtRces, 301-304 : by larger missionary

societies, 323-325; by denominations, 342 ; by
nationality of foreign workers, 346-347.

Primarv education, Government, 304-305, 400,

Appendix D.
Primary students and communicants of larger

missionary societies compared, 324-325.

Primary students, Government, per to.ooo popula-

tion (see maps in Appendix D).

Program of Advance in Kwangtung, 169.

Progress in the Christian Movement in China
during the last two decades, 32-39.

Prostitution, 396-397.

Protestant mission fields of ail China, map show-

ing, 330. fSee also xciii).

Protestant missions in China, Survey statistics cf,

Part V; CCC statistics for 1920, Appendix H.
Provinces compared, 283-311,

Provincial comparisons, general statistical table

of, 311.

Provincial federal councils, 33*

Provisional Assembly, Presbyterian, 337.

Publication Department, YMCA, 374, YWCA,

Publications, Roman Catholic, 457.

Pubiicitv agencies, growth in, 33.

Publishing and distributing agencies of Christian

literature, 449-451.

Paces in Mcngolia, 267.

Railroads, present extent and future development

of, 14-16, 21.
_

Railroads, rivers, and roads, An 4r ; Chi_ 57 ;
Fu

69; Ho 77-7S; Hun 90; Hup km; Kan 113-

114; Ki 122; Ku 133; Si 147: Tung 158;

Kwei rjK- :

i

Song 1 5-196; She

209 ; Sze 220 ; Yun 2^6 ; Man 24S ; Mongolia

Registratipp of prostitutes.

Relation of Independent Churches to missions,

tSo-381.

Religions of Mongolia, 265-269; of Tibet, 279; of

indo-China, Appendix I.

Religious education, in the church, school, and

home, 390-355-

Religious education, Reman Catholic Church,

46?-.:

Religious education, types of, 390-391 ; special

methods of and literature for, :--;;

organizations to promote, ;•—""- £•

Religions instruction cf 1 i coru-

municants, 194.

as movements in China, non-Christiin

,

27-31.

Religious papers in the vernacul'.-.

Religious toleration, 33.

Religious Tract Society of London,

:eh work in mission hospitals, 432.

Residential centers, missionary. An 45; Che 51;

Chi 61 ; Fu 71 ; Ho 81 ; Hun 93 ; Hup 104

;

Kan 117 ; Ki 125; Ru 137 ; Si 151 ; Tung 163 ;

KWei . . ae 212; Sze

22.1 : Yun 22 ) ; Ifafl 25a.

Residential w -ionary, arranged chrono-

logically, 283-284 .; occupation of, in terms *A

missionary societies, secondary education and
medical work, 284-286; distribution of

missionaries in, 2SS-2S9; list of, arranged

chronologically, Appendix E.

Residential centers, nationality of, in terms of

missionaries, 345.

Residential centers of ordained Roman Catholic

workers, location of, Appendix C.

Residential centers, to be occupied within the

next five years, 286, Ixxxii.

Resources of China, 21-22.

Rest days, observance of, 26.

Revolution in literary usage, jo-ix.

Ricksha men and Christian work among, 368-369.

Rites controversy, Roman Catholic Church, 460.

Riveis, 1-7. (See also railroads, rivers, and roads).

Roads, 17-19, 24. (See also railroads, rivers, and
roads).

Roman Catholic Church, brief references to

missionarv activities of, Chi 61 ; Ku 140

;

Kwei iSr; Sha 188; She 213; See 22^; Man
252; Mongolia 269, 271, 173-274; Tibet 282.

Roman Catholic Church, general survey of

missionary activities, 45S-463 ; location of re-

sidential centers cf priests. Appendix C.

Roman Catholic Church, statistics of, 290-300,

Appendix C.

Roman Catholic literature, 457.

Rornanization, Bible literature in, c-tc. 453.

Rural people, migration of, tc cities, 2 ;

.

Russian Orthodox Church, activities of, 463-465.

Salar Moslems, 265.

Salaried Chinese workers (see Chinese force).

Salaried Chinese workers, ratio of, to total com-
municants, Che 52 ; Chi 63 ; Fu 73 ; Ho 84

;

Hun 95; Hup 106; Kan 119; Ki 126; Ku 139;
Si 152, Tung 166; Kwei 1S1; Sha 1S0; Sung
201 ; Sze 226-227 ; Yun 242 ; Man 253-254 ; all

China, 293; 519-32C

;

Salaries of Chinese workers, 382-5S4, 210, 405.

Sate of Christian liteiatnre, 444-449.

Sanitation in factories, 26.

Scholarships. 410.

School records, 409.

School system. Government, outline of, 399.

Schools, Christian, letterpress on, An 46, 47; Che
55; Chi 65; Fu 75; Ho 86-8;; Hun 97^98;
Hup 109-110; Kan 120; Ki 129-130; Ku 142;
Si 154-155; Tung 16S-169; Kwei 1S2-1S3; Sha
191-192; Sung 205-207; She 217; Sze 230-231;

Yun 244-245; Man 256.
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Schools, Christian, location of (see Map IX of

e<jeh province, Part III); 301, 303.

Schools, Christian, statistical tables of, An 45;
Che 55 ; Chi 67 , Fu 74 ; Ho 88 : Hnn 98; Hup
109 : Kan ix>; Ki 129; Ka 143; Si 154;. Tang1

171; Kwei 184; Sha 193; Sung 206; She 21S;

S^e 231; Yfln 243; Man 260; Mongolia 272.

Schools for foreign children, 426-423, 463.
Schools, Government, An 47; Che 55; Chi 65-60;

Fu 75 ; Ho 87 ; Hun 99 ; Hnp 1 10 ; Kan 120

;

Ki 130, Ku 143-144; Si 155; Tung 169-170;
Kwei 183; Sha 192; Sung 207; She 217-218;
Sze 231-232 ; Yiin 245-246; Man 257 ; Mongolia
26S; Sin 275. (See also education, govern-
ment).

Schools, Government, location of (see Map X of
each province, Part III); statistics of,

; general article on, 390-403; general
statistics and maps of, Appendix D.

Schools, medical, supported or assisted by China
Medical Board, 441.

Schools, Roman Catholic, 461-463.
Scientific efficiency of mission hospitals, survey

of, 4:

Scientific environment, lack of, 20.
Scientific terminology, 402.
Scriptures, translation and circulation of, 452-454.
Secretarial training, VMCA, 374.
Sects among Moslems, 265,
Sects, religions, in China, 29-30.
Self-help, 423.

Self-support, Hup 109; Si 153; Sung 206; She
216, all China, 382-3S4.

Self-support in mission hospitals, 433.
Self-support, progress in, since 1900, 36.
Seminaries, Theological, 418.
Sericulture, 23.

Sermon literature, 445.
, Christian occupation of, 185-194.

Shantung, Christian occupation of, 195-208.
Shensi, Christian occupation of, 200-218.
Shepherding church members, 296297.
Slam, resident Chinese in, and Christian work

among, 359.
Signs of the Times Publishing House, 451.
Silk industry, 23.

Sinkiang, Christian occupation of, 274-276.
Sitao Mongolia, Christian occupation of, 266-274.
Social service, 393-394; "2-373; 384-385; in

mission Middle Schools, 411.
Social states of Christians in Manchuria, 255.
Societies classified denominationally, 332.
Societies, comparison of fields and work of, 312-

,33*-

Societies, missionary, foreign and Chinese,
n Catholic Church, 458-461.

Societies, nationality of, 345-
Societies unclassified denominationally, mission

fields of, 337.
Sons of Chinese pastors, 382.
South China Alliance Press, 450.
South China Christian Book Company, 451.
South China Religious Tract Society, 451.
Southwest China, unoccupied areas and strategic

centers of, 2*11-262,

Sovereignty of China, 6-7.

Special administrative districts, Christian occupa-
tion of, 266-282.

Special classes, Christian work among, 264-266

;

348-378.

Stations, abandonment or transfer of, 312.
Stations arranged chronologically, An 42; Che

51; Chi 60; Fu 71; Ho 80; Hun 93; Hup
104; Kan 115; KI 124; Ku 137; Si 151-152

;

Tung 162 ; Kwei 179 ; Sha 187 ; Sung 199 ; She
212; Sze 224; Yiin 239; Man 251; for all

China, 286-287 ; of larger missionary societies,

•U2-314.

Stations, opening of, since 1900, by larger
missionary societies, 313-314.

Stations, relation of, to postal establishments,
maps showing, Appendix B.

Stations to be opened before 1925, Appendix E.
(See also new mission stations).

Status of Chinese pastors, 382-385, 465.
Sterilization in mission hospitals, 431.
Stewart Evangelistic Fund, activities of, 377-

378, 451.
Strategic centers for Christian occupation, in

Southwest Chins, 261-262 ; in Kan 262-266 ; in
Mongolia 271-273; in Sin 276; in Chwanpien
276-277; In Kokonor 278; in Tibet 278-282;
in Jehol 271; in Snlyuan 271; in Sitao 271;
in Heilnngkiang and Outer Mongolia, 271-

273 : in Indo-Cbina, Appendix I.

Student Associations, 363-365, 372, 376.
Student conferences, YMCA and YWCA, 395.
Student expenses in mission Middle Schools, 410.
Students, Government, and Christian work

among, 362-,365.

Suiyiian, Christian occupation of, 266-274.

Summer conferences, centers of, 395; Stewart
Evangelistic Fund, 377-378.

Sunday Schools, all China, 323, 390-395; An 45;
Che 51; CM 64; Fu 73; Hun 97; Kan 120;
Ki 127; Ku 141; Sha xoo; Sung 202; Sze
229; Man 255.

Supervised study in mission Middle Schools,
408.

Szechwan, Christian occupation of, 219-234.
Szechwan, Moslems of, 355-356.

Tai people, Christian work among, 349-351.
Tao divisions, map of, 310; list of tao best

occupied in terms of communicants, 310,

Taoism, 28.

Teacher training, 411-414; literature, 392.
Teacher training (see Normal Schools).
Teachers' Colleges, 401,
Teachers, in Government schools, 402; academic

status of, in mission schools, 408 ; Inadequacy
of, 413; monthly salaries of, 410; in
Theological Seminaries, 41S.

Teaching the blind to read, methods of, 366.
Technical education, developments in 37.
Telegraph facilities, Chi 57; Ho 78; Hun 00;

Hup iojt : Kan ir>; Ki 123; Ku 133; Si 147;
Tung 159; Kwei 176; Sha 1S5; Sung 196; She
>«

; Sze 220; Ynn 236; Man 24S, Mongolia
, St*) 27<.

Telegraph officials, Christian work among, 368.
Temperance literature. 30S.
Term question, Roman Catholic Church, 460.
Terminology, scientific, 402.
Territorial occupation of China, ,$08-3x1.

Theological education, 417-419; union efforts In,

32S.

.Theological Seminaries, list of, 418.

Theology, works on, 444.

Tibet, Christian occupation- of, 278-282.

Tibetan Religious Literature Depot, 279, 2S2, 451.
Tibetans in Kacsu and work among, 265.

Tientsin Convention, YMCA, 374-3-5.

Toleration, religious, 33,

Tongking, Christian occupation cf. Appendix I.

Tract Societies, 449-451.

Training facilities for institutional church
workers, need cf, 380.

Training, institutes for, Stewart Evangelist!-?
Fund, 377.

Training school facilities, An 44; Che 52; Chi
63 ; Fu 72-73 ; Ho 84 ; Hun 95 ; Hup 106-107

;

Kan 119; Ki 127; Ku 139-140; Si 152; Tung
165-166; Kwei 181; Sha 189; Sung 201; She
215 ; Sze 227 ; Yiin 242 ; Man 254.

Translation, Bible, 452-454. (See also Bible
translation).

Treaty ports, Chi 58 ; Fu 69 ; Hun 90 ; Hup lor

;

Ki 122; Ku 133; Tung 157; Sha 185; Sung
195; She 209; Sze 219; YQn =35; Man 247.

Tribes and work among, 348-351. (See also
aboriginal tribes).

Tribes in ludo-China, Appendix I.

Trinity College Press, 451.

Tuberculosis, 435-437.

Tuition in Government schools, 401
Tbngsiang Moslems, 205.

Unclaimed areas {see areas relatively unoccupied).
Unclaimed areas in China, 308; map on, 330.
Unclaimed ateas, large, in Southwest China, 261-

262; in Kan 262-266; in Mongolia 266-274; in
Sinkiang 27^-276; In Chwanpien 276-277; in
Kokonor 277 -2-8; in Tibet, 278-2S2.

Union between Presbyterian and Congregational
churches, 337.

Union educational institutions, participation in,

by larger missionary societies, 328.

Union educational statistics for 1920, Appendix

Union efforts, brief references to, Chi 67 ; Ho S5

;

Hnn 96; Hup 307; Sung 203; Sze 231; Man
258.

Union Language School, Canton,

Union medical institutions, participation in,

larger missionary societies, 32S-329.

Union medical statistics for 1920, Appendix H.
Union Missionary Training School, Chengtu, :

Union movements, progress in, 37-38; bet v.

missions and churches of the s: me denomina-
tion, 333-338; interdenominational, 333-339.

Union theological educdKon, participation in

larger missionary societies, 32S.

Union Versions, 452.

United Church of Christ, 337-338.

United States, resident Chinese in and Christian
work among, 361.

Universities, supported by (Government or private
funds, 401; mission 419-420.

Unoccupied areas, An 46; Che 53, 56; CM 64,

67; Fu 74, 76; Ho Sr, 89; Hun 93, 100; Hnp
102, ioS, no; Kan 116, 121; Ki 124, 125,

128, 131; Ku 134, iupt, 145; Si 149, 153, 156;
Tung i6v, 163; Kwei 179, rSo, 183, 184; Sha
191, 193; Sung 203, 204; She 217; Sze 222,
228, 229; Yun 240, 245, 246.

Unoccupied areas (see unclaimed areas, also
areas relatively unoccupied by evangelistic,
educational, and medical forces).

Venereal diseases, 397.
Ventilation in factories, 26.

Vicariate and Prefectures Apostolignes in China,
459-460.

Vice, commercialized, in CMna, 396-397.
Vital statistics, absence of, 433-434-
Vocational education, 402.
Vocational training in mission Middle Schools,

409.
Vocations of graduates, of mission Middle Schools,

409; of mission Colleges and Universities,
420.

China Keligious Tract Society, 450-451.
West River basin, 5-6.

Women, Bible schools for, 413 ; normal education
for, 413.

Women communicants, proportion who are
literate (see literacy}.

Women Congregations, Roman Catholic Church,
460.

Women missionaries, 287-288, 314.

Women, status and work of, 35; hospital facili-

ties for, 298; place of, in Government educa-
tion, 402 ; in mission education, 404.

Women, workers and work among, summary for

all CMna, 397-298; for larger missionary
societies, 321-322; for larger denominations,
34*-

Work among students, recommendations regard-
ing, 364-365.

Work cf forger missionary societies compared,
3l>?3f-

Workers, Chinese, report of committee in West
CMna on, 385.

Workers, Chinese salaries of, 382-384, 465.

Workers, classification of (see classification).

Workers, foreign and CMnese, distribution of
(see Map VI of each province, Part III).

Workers, foreign and CMnese (see foreign force

and Chinese force or workers).

Workers, training of (see training school

facilities)

Workers, voluntary, see Table II for each pro-
vince; also 40; 290.

Working force of missionaries at anv given time,

288.

Working hours and conditions in factories, 26.

World movements affecting the environment 6f

of the Church, 33.

Wa Dialect Language School, 426;

Yangtze River basin, 3-4.

Yrellow River basin, 2-3.

YMCA in CMna, 371-375.

¥«nnan, Christian occupation of, 235-246.

YWCA in CMna, 375-377.
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